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Message from the  
USENIX ATC ’16 Program Co-Chairs

Welcome to the 2016 USENIX Annual Technical Conference.

This year’s program committee has put together a program of 47 refereed papers and four practitioner talks. These 
 papers and talks span a wide range of topics, covering both novel research contributions and practical ideas in stor-
age systems, networking, memory management, data analytics, parallel and distributed systems, mobile computing 
and consumer electronics, security, reliability, and virtualization.

For the traditional refereed papers track, we received a near-record number of paper registrations and submissions 
this year. Authors registered 297 abstracts, of which 248 were submitted as complete papers. The program co-chairs 
rejected 11 papers up front due to serious format violations. Of the submitted papers, 35 were short papers, 
which had to be at most 5 pages long plus references, and the other 213 were full-length papers, which had to be at 
most 11 pages long plus references.

Reviewing was single-blind, done by the program committee in two rounds, with a few external reviews. In the 
first round, each of the 248 submitted papers received two reviews. Papers receiving at least one “weak accept” or 
 better (i.e., “accept” or “strong accept”) review moved on to the second round. In total, 166 papers moved on, and 
82 papers were tentatively rejected. In the second round, each paper received at least two more reviews. After round 
two, 61 papers were tentatively rejected. Next, we discussed the remaining papers online; a total of 105 papers were 
discussed online after round two.

Altogether, more than 820 reviews were completed.

After two phases of review, an online discussion was conducted among reviewers, during which the program com-
mittee decided to accept 17 highly-ranked papers, reject 16 more papers, and to further discuss 72 papers during 
the in-person program committee meeting. The meeting was held on 7th and 8th April at the Facebook campus in 
Menlo Park, California. Four PC members called in; one of them could not attend; the other members all attended in 
person. Over a period of one and half days, the committee decided to accept 47 papers, including the 17 papers that 
were accepted earlier. Among these 47 papers, one was a short paper. 

We continued the track for industrial practitioners talks and accepted five talks. We also continued the tradition of 
inviting best of the rest talks from the best papers at other USENIX-sponsored conferences and invited talks from 
FAST, NSDI, LISA, and SOSP.

The program committee was comprised of 36 members, including the two co-chairs. Fifteen of them were affili-
ated with industrial organizations and 21 were affiliated with academic organizations. The committee represented 
three continents and seven countries. Program committee members were allowed to submit papers. One of the 
co-chairs also submitted one paper and was conflicted on a few of them. All of the co-chairs’ papers and conflicts 
were handled using a token-based review process to guarantee complete anonymity. We followed conventional rules 
for handling conflicts of interest: conflicted members (or co-chairs) left the room during discussion of conflicted 
papers.

In addition to the authors that submitted their work for consideration, the program committee, and the external 
reviewers, we would like to thank the USENIX staff that took care of all organizational details. Their help made our 
jobs a lot easier and allowed us to focus on reviewing papers and putting together the technical program. We would 
also like to thank Facebook for their generosity in hosting the PC meeting.

We hope that you enjoy the conference, and thank you for participating in the USENIX ATC community.

USENIX ATC ’16 Program Co-Chairs 
Hakim Weatherspoon, Cornell University 
Ajay Gulati, Zerostack Inc.
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Abstract
Data centre networks are increasingly programmable,
with application-specific network services proliferating,
from custom load-balancers to middleboxes providing
caching and aggregation. Developers must currently im-
plement these services using traditional low-level APIs,
which neither support natural operations on application
data nor provide efficient performance isolation.

We describe FLICK, a framework for the programming
and execution of application-specific network services
on multi-core CPUs. Developers write network services
in the FLICK language, which offers high-level pro-
cessing constructs and application-relevant data types.
FLICK programs are translated automatically to efficient,
parallel task graphs, implemented in C++ on top of a
user-space TCP stack. Task graphs have bounded re-
source usage at runtime, which means that the graphs
of multiple services can execute concurrently without
interference using cooperative scheduling. We evaluate
FLICK with several services (an HTTP load-balancer,
a Memcached router and a Hadoop data aggregator),
showing that it achieves good performance while reduc-
ing development effort.

1 Introduction
Distributed applications in data centres increasingly want
to adapt networks to their requirements. Application-
specific network services, such as application load-
balancers [23, 40], request data caches [36], and in-
network data aggregators [29], therefore blur the bound-
ary between the network fabric at the core and applica-
tions at the edge. For example, a Memcached request
router can transparently scale deployments by routing re-
quests using knowledge of the Memcached protocol [36].
In this paper, we explore how application developers, not

Authors are ordered alphabetically, grouped by institution and
non-faculty/faculty status.

network engineers, can be supported when implementing
new application-specific network services.

Existing software middlebox platforms, such as Click-
OS [30], xOMB [3] and SmartSwitch [53], support
only application-independent network services, i.e. IP
routers, firewalls or transport-layer gateways. Using
them to interact with payload data in network flows leads
to an impedance mismatch due to their byte-oriented,
per-packet APIs. Instead, application developers would
prefer high-level constructs and data types when express-
ing processing logic. For example, when defining the
dispatching logic of a Memcached request router, a de-
veloper would ideally treat key/value pairs as a first-class
data type in their program.

Today’s middlebox platforms also force develop-
ers to optimise their code carefully to achieve high
throughput—implementing a new Click module [24, 30]
in C++ that can process data at 10 Gbps line rate is chal-
lenging. As a result, many new application-specific net-
work services [40, 29] are built from scratch rather than
leveraging the above platforms.

Considerable work went into developing new high-
level languages for network control within software-
defined networking (SDN) [16, 33, 8, 48]. While these
simplify the specification of network management poli-
cies, they typically operate on a per-packet basis and sup-
port a limited set of per-packet actions once matched,
e.g. forwarding, cloning or dropping. In contrast, app-
lication-specific network services must refer to payload
data, e.g. messages, key/value pairs or deserialised ob-
jects, and carry out richer computations, e.g. arbitrary
payload transformations, caching or data aggregation.

Our goal is to enable developers to express appli-
cation-specific network services in a natural high-level
programming model, while executing such programs in
an efficient and scalable manner. This is challenging for
several reasons: (i) in many cases, the cost of data de-
serialisation and dynamic memory management reduces
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achievable processing throughput. While high-level pro-
gramming languages such as Java or Python can manipu-
late complex application objects, they struggle to provide
predictable processing throughput for line-rate process-
ing of network data; (ii) a typical data centre may host
hundreds of applications, with each potentially requir-
ing its own network service. Services must thus share
resources, e.g. CPU and memory, without interference.
Existing middlebox platforms use coarse-grained virtu-
alisation [30], which carries a context-switching over-
head of hundreds of microseconds. This is too high for
fine-grained resource sharing between many application-
specific network services; and (iii) most of the applica-
tions use TCP for transport, and an application-specific
middlebox needs to terminate TCP connections to access
data. Performance and scalability of such middleboxes
are often bounded by the high cost of connection termi-
nation and frequent socket reads/writes.

We describe FLICK, a framework for developers to
program and execute application-specific network ser-
vices. It consists of the FLICK language for defining
network services, and the FLICK platform for executing
compiled programs efficiently on multi-core CPUs.

Programs in the FLICK language have bounded re-
source usage and are guaranteed to terminate. This is
possible because most application-specific network ser-
vices follow a similar pattern: they deserialise and ac-
cess application data types, iterate over these data types
to perform computation, and output the results as net-
work flows. The language is therefore statically typed,
and all built-in types (e.g. integer, string, and array)
must have a maximum size to avoid dynamic memory
allocation. Programs can refer to complex application-
defined data types, such as messages or key/value pairs,
for which efficient parsers are synthesised from the type
definitions in the program. Since functions can only per-
form finite iteration over fixed-length data types, FLICK
programs with finite input must terminate.

A compiler translates FLICK programs into task
graphs implemented in C++. Tasks graphs are designed
to permit the efficient and safe execution of many con-
current network services on a shared platform. A task
graph consists of parallel tasks that define the computa-
tion of the FLICK program, and channels that propagate
data between concurrently executing tasks. Input/out-
put tasks perform the serialisation/deserialisation of data
to and from application objects. Since FLICK programs
explicitly specify accesses to application data fields, the
compiler can generate custom parsing code, eliminating
the overheads of general-purpose parsers.

The FLICK platform executes multiple task graphs be-
longing to different services. To reduce the overhead
of frequent connection termination and socket opera-
tion, task graphs use a modified version of a highly-

scalable user-space TCP stack (mTCP [21]) with Intel’s
Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK) [20]. Task graphs
are also scheduled cooperatively, avoiding context-
switching overhead. They cannot interfere with each
other, both in terms of performance and resources, due
to their safe construction from FLICK programs.

We evaluate a prototype implementation of FLICK
using both micro-benchmarks and three application-
specific network services: an HTTP load balancer, a
Memcached proxy and a Hadoop data aggregator. Our
results show that FLICK can execute these services with
throughput and latency that matches that of specialised
middlebox implementations. In addition, it scales with
a larger number of compute tasks. This paper focuses
on the design, implementation and performance of a sin-
gle FLICK middlebox. However, the wider vision is of a
number of such boxes within a data centre [10].

2 Application-Specific Network Services

FLICK focuses on a specific context: data centres in
which multiple, complex, distributed applications run
concurrently. In this case, to achieve higher performance,
flexibility or efficiency, it is advantageous to execute por-
tions of these applications, e.g. related to load-balancing,
caching or aggregation, as application-specific network
services directly on network elements.

To do this, application developers must add code to
network elements such as software middleboxes. Today
this typically means that they must implement compli-
cated features of the underlying network protocols (e.g.
TCP flow construction, HTTP parsing and application
data deserialisation). For performance reasons, network
services must be highly parallel, which requires consid-
erable developer expertise to achieve. Network resources
are also inherently shared: even if hosts can be assigned
to single applications, network elements must host many
services for different applications.

The goal of FLICK is to allow developers to easily and
efficiently introduce application-specific processing into
network elements. Present approaches are unsatisfactory
for three key reasons: (i) they provide only low-level
APIs that focus on the manipulation of individual pack-
ets, or at best, individual flows; (ii) they do not permit de-
velopers to implement services in high-level languages,
but typically rely on the use of low-level languages such
as C; and (iii) they provide little support for the high de-
grees of concurrency that are required to make network
service implementations perform well.

Next we elaborate on some of these challenges as en-
countered in our example applications (§2.1), and then
contrast our approach with existing solutions (§2.2).
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2.1 Use cases
We consider three sample uses for application-specific
services: HTTP load balancing, Memcached request
routing, and Hadoop data aggregation.

HTTP load balancer. To cope with a large number of
concurrent requests, server farms employ load balancers
as front ends. These are implemented by special-purpose
hardware or highly-optimised software stacks and both
sacrifice flexibility for performance. As a result, load
balancers must often be reimplemented for each appli-
cation to tailor them to specific needs. For example,
this may be necessary to ensure consistency when mul-
tiple TCP connections are served by the same server; to
improve the efficiency of clusters running Java code, a
load balancer may avoid dispatching requests to servers
that are currently performing garbage collection [27]; fi-
nally, there is increasing interest from Internet companies
to monitor application-specific request statistics—a task
that load balancers are ideally placed to carry out [13].

Memcached proxy. Memcached [15] is a popular
distributed in-memory key/value store for reducing the
number of client reads from external data sources by
caching read results in memory. In production environ-
ments, a proxy such as twemproxy [52] or mcrouter [36]
is situated usually between clients and servers to handle
key/value mappings and instance configurations. This
decouples clients and servers and allows the servers to
scale out or in horizontally.

Past attempts to implement Memcached routers have
involved user-space solutions [36], incurring high over-
heads due to expensive memory copies between kernel-
and user-space. More recent proposals, such as Mem-
Switch [53], have shown that a dedicated single-purpose
software switch that intercepts and processes Mem-
cached traffic can be more efficient. To customise
MemSwitch, developers, however, must write com-
plex in-network programs that process raw packet pay-
loads. This not only compromises the safety and per-
formance of the network stack, but also complicates
development—it requires knowledge about low-level de-
tails of networking as well as skills for writing high-
performance, parallelisable packet-processing code.

Hadoop data aggregator. Hadoop [54] is a popular
map/reduce framework for data analysis. In many de-
ployments, job completion times are network-bound due
to the shuffle phase [9]. This means that performance
can be improved through an application-specific network
service for in-network data aggregation [29], which ex-
ecutes an intermediate in-network reduction within the
network topology before data reaches the reducers, thus
reducing traffic crossing the network.

Providing an in-network data aggregation for Hadoop
serves as a good example of an application-specific ser-

vice that must carry out complex data serialisation and
deserialisation. A developer wishing to implement in-
network reduce logic must therefore re-implement the
logic necessary to reconstruct Hadoop key/value pairs
from TCP flows—a difficult and error-prone task.

2.2 Existing solution space
There are several proposals for addressing the challenges
identified in the use cases above. We observe that exist-
ing solutions typically fit into one of four classes:
(i) Specialised, hand-crafted implementations. Sys-
tems such as netmap [43, 44] provide for efficient
user-space implementations of packet-processing appli-
cations. Unfortunately, they offer only low-level abstrac-
tions, forcing developers to process individual packets
rather than high-level business logic.
(ii) Packet-oriented middleboxes. Frameworks for im-
plementing software middleboxes, such as ClickOS [30]
and SmartSwitch [53], enable high-performance process-
ing of network data and can be used to build higher-level
abstractions. However, they fail to support useful high-
level language features such as strong and static typing,
or simple support for data-parallel processing.
(iii) Network programmability. More recently, we
see increasing deployment of software-defined network-
ing techniques, usually OpenFlow [31]. More advanced
technologies have been proposed such as P4 [8] and Pro-
tocol Oblivious Forwarding [47]. These enable efficient
in-network processing of traffic, selectively forwarding,
rewriting and processing packets. However, they suffer
from many of the same issues as (ii) due to their narrow
focus on packet-level abstractions.
(iv) Flow-oriented servers. For in-network processing
concerned with higher-level flow abstractions, it is com-
mon to leverage existing server implementations, such
as Nginx [35] or Apache [51], and customise them either
at the source level or through extensibility mechanisms
such as modules. Another example is Netflix ribbon [34],
which provides a number of highly configurable middle-
box services along with a Java library to build custom
services. While this raises the level of abstraction some-
what, the overheads of using such large, complex pieces
of software to perform application-specific network ser-
vices are substantial.

3 FLICK Framework
We motivate our design by outlining requirements (§3.1),
and providing a high-level overview (§3.2).

3.1 Requirements
Based on the shortcomings of the approaches highlighted
in §2.2, we identify the following three design require-
ments for our framework:
R1: Application-level abstractions: developers should
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Listing 1: FLICK program for Memcached cache router

1 type cmd: record
2 opcode : string {size =1}
3 keylen : integer {signed=false , size =2}
4 extraslen : integer {signed=false , size =1}
5 _ : string {size =3}
6 bodylen : integer {signed=false , size =8}
7 _ : string {size =12+ extraslen}
8 key : string {size=keylen}
9 _ : string {size=bodylen -extraslen -keylen}

10

11 proc memcached:
12 (cmd/cmd client , [cmd/cmd] backends)
13 global cache := empty_dict
14 backends => update_cache(cache) => client
15 client => test_cache(client , backends , cache)
16

17 fun update_cache:
18 (cache: ref dict <string*string >, resp: cmd)
19 -> (cmd)
20 if resp.opcode = 0x0c:
21 cache[resp.key] := resp
22 resp
23

24 fun test_cache:
25 (-/cmd client , [-/cmd] backends ,
26 cache:ref dict <string*string >, req:cmd)
27 -> ()
28 if cache[req.key] = None or req.opcode <> 0x0c:
29 let target = hash(req.key) mod len(backends)
30 req => backends[target]
31 else:
32 cache[req.key] => client

tions: types (lines 1–9), processes (lines 11–15) and func-
tions (lines 17–32).
Types provide high-level definitions of middlebox data val-
ues and, through serialisation annotations, abstract how val-
ues of each type are to be formatted to be sent over or read
from a channel, each of which represents a byte stream.
Types whose values will never cross the network do not need
serialisation annotations. In Listing 1, lines 1 to 9 describe
cmd, the type of Memcached commands, either requests for
a key or replies associating a key with a value, which share
a common format.

Serialisation annotations specify either binary or text
based formats using a mix of fixed and variable lengths
fields. The length of the key, field varies and is specified by
the earlier keylen field. Unused fields are anonymised using
‘_’, preventing their values being accidentally accessed or
changed anywhere in the program. Processing requests and
replies requires access to the opcode field, to select get key
replies (GETK, opcode = 0x0c) which are cached by the
router for matching with future get key requests; and the key
field to perform the match and select the backend to which
to forward the request in case of a cache miss.
Processes describe the middlebox’s input/output channels
and core computation. Channels are bi-directional and typed
according to the type of values produce/consume. In List-

ing 1, lines 11 to 15 show the memcached process’ descrip-
tion. Its channels are shown on lines 12: the client channel
produces and accepts values of type cmd, while backends is
an array of channels which each produces and accepts values
of type cmd.

Processes are instantiated by the runtime system which
also binds channels to the actual byte streams. In this exam-
ple, when a client connects to the middlebox, the runtime
creates a new instance of the memcached process and con-
nects it to the underlying representations of the client and
backend sockets.

Computation is specified by defining how data is routed
and processed as it flows across channels connected to the
process. The body of a process specifies how a finite amount
of input from each channel is consumed; unbounded iter-
ation is not permitted, as we will explain §3.2). The body
of the memcached process, lines 14 and 15 is the core of
this middlebox. The first line specifies that anything received
from any backend is handled by update_cache function,
whose result is then sent on the client channel. The sec-
ond line specifies that anything received from the client is
processed by the test_cache function.

Processes may maintain state between inputs, either be
per-instance or per-process (global). For example, line 13
specifies that instances of this memcached process share a
cache.
Functions support processes by allowing structuring of code
but they need not be side-effect free. For example, both func-
tions in Listing 1 have side-effects: update_cache updates
the cache if required, while test_cache writes to a channel
in the backends array.

Finally the type of a function need not be more general
than necessary. We saw that processes interact with the en-
vironment by means of bidirectional channels, but channels
can also be restricted to be unidirectional, as at line 25: nei-
ther the client channel nor any channels in the backends
array are read from in the test_cache function, so they are
typed as being write-only.

3.2 Higher-order functions and bounded resources
To support execution of different processes competing on
shared resources without requiring expensive isolation tech-
niques, FLICK’s expressive power is restricted to allow only
computation guaranteed to terminate.
Fold, map and filter. User-defined functions in FLICK are
restricted to be first-order and cannot be recursive (directly
or indirectly). FLICK provides several higher-order functions
to support common functional transformation, starting with
fold. Folds are a family of bounded iteration operators de-
fined over finite structures (lists). The simplest form of such
functions is fold f acc list, which recursively applies the
function f to each element of list, accumulating the result
into acc, which it ultimately returns. FLICK provides other
common higher-order functions such as map and filter.
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ues and, through serialisation annotations, abstract how val-
ues of each type are to be formatted to be sent over or read
from a channel, each of which represents a byte stream.
Types whose values will never cross the network do not need
serialisation annotations. In Listing 1, lines 1 to 9 describe
cmd, the type of Memcached commands, either requests for
a key or replies associating a key with a value, which share
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Serialisation annotations specify either binary or text
based formats using a mix of fixed and variable lengths
fields. The length of the key, field varies and is specified by
the earlier keylen field. Unused fields are anonymised using
‘_’, preventing their values being accidentally accessed or
changed anywhere in the program. Processing requests and
replies requires access to the opcode field, to select get key
replies (GETK, opcode = 0x0c) which are cached by the
router for matching with future get key requests; and the key
field to perform the match and select the backend to which
to forward the request in case of a cache miss.
Processes describe the middlebox’s input/output channels
and core computation. Channels are bi-directional and typed
according to the type of values produce/consume. In List-

ing 1, lines 11 to 15 show the memcached process’ descrip-
tion. Its channels are shown on lines 12: the client channel
produces and accepts values of type cmd, while backends is
an array of channels which each produces and accepts values
of type cmd.

Processes are instantiated by the runtime system which
also binds channels to the actual byte streams. In this exam-
ple, when a client connects to the middlebox, the runtime
creates a new instance of the memcached process and con-
nects it to the underlying representations of the client and
backend sockets.

Computation is specified by defining how data is routed
and processed as it flows across channels connected to the
process. The body of a process specifies how a finite amount
of input from each channel is consumed; unbounded iter-
ation is not permitted, as we will explain §3.2). The body
of the memcached process, lines 14 and 15 is the core of
this middlebox. The first line specifies that anything received
from any backend is handled by update_cache function,
whose result is then sent on the client channel. The sec-
ond line specifies that anything received from the client is
processed by the test_cache function.

Processes may maintain state between inputs, either be
per-instance or per-process (global). For example, line 13
specifies that instances of this memcached process share a
cache.
Functions support processes by allowing structuring of code
but they need not be side-effect free. For example, both func-
tions in Listing 1 have side-effects: update_cache updates
the cache if required, while test_cache writes to a channel
in the backends array.

Finally the type of a function need not be more general
than necessary. We saw that processes interact with the en-
vironment by means of bidirectional channels, but channels
can also be restricted to be unidirectional, as at line 25: nei-
ther the client channel nor any channels in the backends
array are read from in the test_cache function, so they are
typed as being write-only.

3.2 Higher-order functions and bounded resources
To support execution of different processes competing on
shared resources without requiring expensive isolation tech-
niques, FLICK’s expressive power is restricted to allow only
computation guaranteed to terminate.
Fold, map and filter. User-defined functions in FLICK are
restricted to be first-order and cannot be recursive (directly
or indirectly). FLICK provides several higher-order functions
to support common functional transformation, starting with
fold. Folds are a family of bounded iteration operators de-
fined over finite structures (lists). The simplest form of such
functions is fold f acc list, which recursively applies the
function f to each element of list, accumulating the result
into acc, which it ultimately returns. FLICK provides other
common higher-order functions such as map and filter.
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Processes may maintain state between inputs, either be
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but they need not be side-effect free. For example, both func-
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than necessary. We saw that processes interact with the en-
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can also be restricted to be unidirectional, as at line 25: nei-
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typed as being write-only.
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niques, FLICK’s expressive power is restricted to allow only
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restricted to be first-order and cannot be recursive (directly
or indirectly). FLICK provides several higher-order functions
to support common functional transformation, starting with
fold. Folds are a family of bounded iteration operators de-
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function f to each element of list, accumulating the result
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Figure 1: Overview of the FLICK framework

be able to express their network services using familiar
constructs and abstractions without worrying about the
low-level details of per-packet (or per-flow) processing;
R2: High parallelism: to achieve line-rate performan-
ce, programs for application-specific network services
must exploit both data and task parallelism without re-
quiring significant effort from the developers;
R3: Safe and efficient resource sharing: middleboxes
are shared by multiple applications/users, therefore, we
need to ensure that programs do not interfere with one
another, both in terms of CPU and memory resources.

To meet these requirements, FLICK follows the
scheme shown in Figure 1. For the desired level of ab-
straction (R1), it provides a novel high-level language
(�; §4). The language allows developers to focus on
the business logic of their network services ignoring low-
level details (e.g. serialisation or TCP reassembly).

Compared to general-purpose languages such as C
or Java, the FLICK language offers a constrained pro-
gramming environment. This makes it easier to compile
FLICK programs to parallel FLICK task graphs (�; §5).
The division of programs into tasks allows the platform
to take advantage of both data and task parallelism, thus
exploiting multi-core CPUs (R2).

Finally, the FLICK language bounds the resource us-
age for each invocation of a network service. This al-
lows task graphs to be executed by the FLICK platform
according to a cooperative scheduling discipline (�; §5),
permitting a large number of concurrent task graphs to
share the same hardware resources with little interfer-
ence (R3). A pool of worker threads execute tasks co-
operatively, while channels move data between tasks.

3.2 Overview
We now give a more detailed overview of how a devel-
oper uses the FLICK framework (see Figure 1). First they
write the logic of their application-specific network ser-
vices in the FLICK language. After compilation by the
FLICK compiler, the FLICK platform runs a program as
an instance, consisting of a set of task graphs. Each task
graph comprises of a directed acyclic graph of tasks con-
nected by task channels. Depending on the program se-
mantics, multiple instances of the task graph can be in-
stantiated for each network request, or a single graph can
be used by multiple requests.

A task is a schedulable unit of computation. Each task
processes a stream of input values and generates a stream
of output values. Initial input to the task graph is han-
dled by one or more input tasks, which consume data
from a single input channel, i.e. the byte stream of a TCP
connection. An input task then deserialises bytes to val-
ues using deserialisation/parsing code generated by the
FLICK compiler from the types specified in the FLICK
program. Deserialisation splits data into the smallest
units appropriate for the task being considered. For ex-
ample, if the input is from a web client, the byte stream
would be deserialised into individual complete HTTP re-
quests; for Hadoop, a key/value pair is more appropriate.

Received data is then processed by one or more com-
pute tasks and, finally, output from the task graph is emit-
ted to the outside world via an output task, representing
a single outgoing TCP connection. The output task also
executes efficient serialisation code generated from the
FLICK program, converting values into a byte stream that
is placed onto an output channel for transmission.

4 FLICK Programming Model
FLICK provides a domain-specific language (DSL)
targeting application-specific middlebox programming.
While a difficult task, we decided to design a new lan-
guage because we found existing general-purpose lan-
guages inappropriate for middlebox programming due to
their excessive expressive power. Even safe redesigns
of widely-used languages, such as Cyclone [22], are
too powerful for our needs because, by design, they
do not restrict the semantics of programs to terminate
and bound the used resources. Existing specialised lan-
guages for network services, such as PLAN [18], are typ-
ically packet-centric. This makes it hard to implement
application-specific traffic logic that is flow-centric. A
new domain-specific language presents us with the op-
portunity to incorporate primitive abstractions that better
fit the middlebox domain.

We also considered restricting an existing language to
suit our needs (for example OCaml restricted so it per-
forms no unbounded loops and no garbage collection).
This, however, presented two difficulties: (i) exposing
programmers to a familiar language but with altered se-
mantics would be confusing; and (ii) it would prevent
us from including language features for improved safety,
such as static type-checking.

Numerous systems programming tasks have been sim-
plified by providing DSLs to replace general-purpose
programming languages [26, 28, 6, 39, 11]. The FLICK
language is designed (i) to provide convenient, famil-
iar high-level language abstractions targeted specifically
at middlebox development, e.g. application-level types,
processes and channels alongside traditional functions
and primitive types; (ii) to take advantage of execution
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Listing 1: FLICK program for Memcached proxy
1 type cmd: record
2 key : string
3

4 proc Memcached: (cmd/cmd client , [cmd/cmd] backends)
5 | backends => client
6 | client => target_backend(backends)
7

8 fun target_backend: ([-/cmd] backends , req:cmd) -> ()

9 let target = hash(req.key) mod len(backends)
10 req => backends[target]

parallelism for high throughput; and (iii) to enable effi-
cient and safe handling of multiple programs and many
requests on shared hardware resources by making it im-
possible to express programs with undesirable behaviour,
such as unbounded resource consumption.

In the FLICK language, developers describe
application-specific network services as a collection of
interconnected processes. Each process manipulates
values of the application’s data types, in contrast to
earlier work which described network services as simple
packet processors [24, 7, 30]. Application data is carried
over channels, which interconnect processes with one
another and with network flows. Processes interact
with channels by consuming and processing input
data read from them, and by transmitting output over
them. Processes, channels and network interactions are
handled by the FLICK platform.

The FLICK language is designed to achieve efficient
parallel execution on multi-core CPUs using high-level
parallel primitives. By default, the language offers par-
allelism across multiple requests, handling them concur-
rently. It supports the safe sharing of resources by bound-
ing the resource use of an individual program. Process-
ing of continuous network flows belonging to an applica-
tion is subdivided into discrete units of work so that each
process consumes only a bounded amount of resource.
To achieve this, FLICK control structures are restricted to
finite iteration only. This is not a significant limitation,
however, as application-specific network services typi-
cally carry out deterministic transformations of network
requests to generate responses. User-defined functions
are written in FLICK itself, rather than in a general pur-
pose language as in Click [24] or Pig [37]), which pre-
serves the safety of network services expressed in FLICK.

After presenting the FLICK language by exam-
ple (§4.1), we describe its application data types (§4.2),
primitives and compilation (§4.3).

4.1 Overview
Listing 1 shows a sample FLICK program that imple-
ments a Memcached proxy. Programs are composed of
three types of declarations: data types (lines 1–2), pro-
cesses (lines 4–6) and functions (lines 8–10).

Processes have signatures that specify how they con-

nect to the outside world. In this case, a process called
Memcached declares a signature containing two channels
(line 4): the client channel produces and accepts val-
ues of type cmd, while backends is an array of channels,
each of which produces and accepts values of type cmd.

Processes are instantiated by the FLICK platform,
which binds channels to underlying network flows (§5).
In this example, when a client sends a request, the FLICK
platform creates a new Memcached task graph and assigns
the client connection to this graph. Giving each client
connection a new task graph ensures that responses are
routed back to the correct client.

A process body describes how data is transformed
and routed between channels connected to a process.
The language design ensures that only a finite amount
of input from each channel is consumed. The body
of the Memcached process describes the application-
specific network service: data received from any chan-
nel in backends is sent to the client channel (line 5);
data received from the client is processed by the
target_backend function (line 6), which in turn writes
to a suitable channel in the backends array (line 10).

4.2 Supporting application data types
FLICK programs operate on application data types rep-
resenting the exchanged messages. After an input task
reads such messages from the network, they are parsed
into FLICK data types. Similarly, before processed data
values are transmitted by an output task, they are seri-
alised into the appropriate wire format representation.

The transformation of messages between wire format
and FLICK data types is defined as a message grammar.
During compilation, FLICK generates the corresponding
parsing and serialisation code from the grammar, which
is then used in the input and output tasks of the task
graph, respectively. The generated code is optimised for
efficiency in three ways: (i) it does not dynamically al-
locate memory; (ii) it supports the incremental parsing
of messages as new data arrives; and (iii) it is adapted
automatically to specific use cases.

The syntax to define message grammars is based on
that of the Spicy (formerly Binpac++ [46]) parser gen-
erator. The language provides constructs to define mes-
sages and their serialised representation through units,
fields, and variables, and their composition: units are
used to modularise grammars; fields describe the struc-
ture of a unit; and variables can compute the value of
expressions during parsing or serialisation, e.g. to deter-
mine the size of a field. FLICK grammars can express any
LL(1)-parsable grammar as well as grammars with de-
pendent fields, in a manner similar to Spicy. The FLICK
framework provides reusable grammars for common pro-
tocols, such as the HTTP [14] and Memcached proto-
cols [50]. Developers can also specify additional mes-
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Listing 2: Partial grammar for Memcached protocol
1 type cmd = unit {
2 %byteorder = big;
3

4 magic_code : uint8;
5 opcode : uint8;
6 key_len : uint16;
7 extras_len : uint8;
8 : uint8; # anonymous field ,

reserved for future use
9 status_or_v_bucket : uint16;

10 total_len : uint32;
11 opaque : uint32;
12 cas : uint64;
13

14 var value_len : uint32
15 &parse = self.total_len -
16 (self.extras_len + self.key_len)
17 &serialize = self.total_len =
18 self.key_len + self.extras_len + $$;
19 extras : bytes &length = self.extras_len;
20 key : string &length = self.key_len;
21 value : bytes &length = self.value_len;
22 };

sage grammars for custom formats, such as application-
specific Hadoop data types.

Listing 2 shows a simplified grammar for Memcached.
The cmd unit for the corresponding FLICK data type
is a sequence of fixed-size fields (lines 4–12), a vari-
able (lines 14–18), and variable-size fields (lines 19–21).
Each field is declared with its wire-format data type, e.g.
the opcode field is an 8-bit integer (line 5). The sizes
of the extras, key, and value fields are determined by
the parsed value of the extras_len and key_len fields
as well as the value_len variable, which is computed
during parsing according to the expression in lines 15
and 16. During serialisation, the values of extras_len,
key_len, and value_len are updated according to the
sizes of the values stored in the extras, key, and value
fields. Subsequently, the value of total_len is up-
dated according to the variable’s serialisation expression
in lines 17 and 18. The %byteorder property decla-
ration in line 2 specifies the wire format encoding of
number values—the generated code transforms such val-
ues between the specified big-endian encoding and the
host byte-order. More advanced features of the gram-
mar language include choices between alternative field
sequences, field repetitions (i.e. lists), and transforma-
tions into custom FLICK field types (e.g. enumerations).

FLICK grammars aim to be reusable and thus in-
clude all fields of a given message format, even though
application-specific network services often only require a
subset of the information encoded in a message. To avoid
generated parsers and serialisers handling unnecessary
data, FLICK programs make accesses to message fields
explicit by declaring a FLICK data type corresponding
to the message (Listing 1, lines 1–2). This enables the
FLICK compiler to generate input and output tasks that
only parse and serialise the required fields for these data
types and their dependencies. Other fields are aggre-

Listing 3: FLICK program for Hadoop data aggregator
1 type kv: record
2 key : string
3 value : string
4

5 proc hadoop: ([kv/-] mappers , -/kv reducer):
6 if (all_ready(mappers)):
7 let result = foldt on mappers
8 ordering elem e1, e2 by elem.key as e_key:
9 let v = combine(e1.val , e2.val)

10 kv(e_key , v)
11 result => reducer
12

13 fun combine(v1: string , v2: string) -> (string): ...

gated into either simplified or composite fields, and then
skipped or simply copied in their wire format representa-
tion. Developers can thus reuse complete message gram-
mars to generate parsers and serialisers, while benefit-
ing from efficient execution for their application-specific
network service.

The current FLICK implementation does not support
exceptions, but data type grammars could provide a de-
fault behaviour when a message is incomplete or not in
an expected form.

4.3 Primitives and compilation
The FLICK language is strongly-typed for safety. To fa-
cilitate middlebox programming, it includes channels,
processes, explicit parallelism, and exception handling
as native features. For example, events such as broken
connections can be caught and handled by FLICK func-
tions, which can notify a backend or record to a log. State
handling is essential for describing many middleboxes,
and the language supports both session-level and long-
term state, whose scope extends across sessions. The lat-
ter is provided through a key/value abstraction to task
graph instances by the FLICK platform. To access it,
the programmer declares a dictionary and labels it with a
global qualifier. Multiple instances of the service share
the key/value store.

The language is restricted to allow only computa-
tions that are guaranteed to terminate, thus avoiding ex-
pensive isolation mechanisms while supporting multiple
processes competing for shared resources. This restric-
tion allows static allocation of memory and cooperative
task scheduling (see §5).

The FLICK language offers primitives to support com-
mon datatypes such as bytes, lists and records. Itera-
tion may only be carried out on finite structures (e.g.
lists). It also provides primitives such as fold, map and
filter but it does not offer higher-order functions: func-
tions such as fold are translated into finite for-loops.
Datatypes may be annotated with cardinalities to deter-
mine statically the required memory. Loops and branch-
ing are compiled to their native counterparts in C++.
Channel- and process-related code is translated to API
calls exposed by the platform (see §5). The language re-
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lies on the C++ compiler to optimise the target code.
Channels are typed, and at compile time the platform

determines that FLICK programs only send valid data
into channels. Due to the language’s static memory re-
strictions, additional channels cannot be declared at run-
time, though channels may be rebound, e.g. to connect to
a different backend server.

The language also provides foldt, a parallel version
of fold that operates over a set of channels. This allows
the efficient expression of typical data processing opera-
tions, such as a k-way merge sort in which sorted streams
of keys from k channels are combined by selecting ele-
ments with the smallest key. The expression foldt f
o cs aggregates elements from an array of channels cs,
selecting elements according to a function o and aggre-
gating according to a function f. As f must be commuta-
tive and associative, the aggregation can be performed in
parallel, combining elements in a pair-wise manner until
only the result remains.

As shown in Listing 3, the foldt primitive can be
used to implement an application-level network ser-
vice for parallel data aggregation in Hadoop. When-
ever key/value pairs become available from the map-
pers (lines 5–6), foldt is invoked (lines 7–10). El-
ements elem are ordered based on elem.key (line 8),
and values of elements with the same key (e_key) are
merged using a combine function (line 9) to create a new
key/value pair (line 10).While foldt could be expressed
using core language primitives, the FLICK platform has
a custom implementation for performance reasons.

While designed to achieve higher safety and perfor-
mance, the constraints introduced in the design of the
FLICK language, e.g. the lack of support for unbounded
computation or dynamic memory allocation, imply that
not all possible computations can be expressed in FLICK.
For instance, algorithms requiring loops with unbounded
iterations (e.g. while-like loops) cannot be encoded. In
a general purpose programming language, this would be
a severe constraint but for the middlebox functionality
that FLICK targets we have not found this to cause major
limitations.

5 FLICK Platform
The FLICK platform is designed around a task graph ab-
straction, composed of tasks that deserialise input data
to typed values, compute over those values, and serialise
results for onward transmission. The FLICK compiler
translates an input FLICK program to C++, which is in
turn compiled and linked against the platform runtime
for execution. Figure 2 shows an overview of the FLICK
platform, which handles network connections, the task
graph life-cycle, the communication between tasks and
the assignment of tasks to worker threads. Task graphs
exploit task and data parallelism at runtime as tasks are

Program Instance

1 Application dispatcher

Graph dispatcher

2

4

Graph pool
5

Scheduler

Task Queue

Worker Threads

3

6

Figure 2: Main components of the FLICK platform

assigned to worker threads. Even with only one large net-
work flow, serialisation, processing and deserialisation
tasks can be scheduled to run on different CPU cores.

(i) The application dispatcher manages the life-cycle of
TCP connections: first it maps new incoming connec-
tions � to a specific program instance �, typically based
on the destination port number of the incoming connec-
tion. The application dispatcher manages the listening
sockets that handle incoming connections, creating a new
input channel for each incoming connection and hand-
ing off data from that connection to the correct instance.
When a client closes an input TCP connection, the ap-
plication dispatcher indicates this to the instance; when
a task graph has no more active input channels, it is shut
down. New connections are directly connected to exist-
ing task graphs �.

(ii) The graph dispatcher assigns incoming connections
to task graphs �, instantiating a new one if none suitable
exists. The platform maintains a pre-allocated pool of
task graphs to avoid the overhead of construction �. The
graph dispatcher also creates new output channel connec-
tions to forward processed traffic.

(iii) Tasks are cooperatively scheduled by the sched-
uler, which allocates work among a fixed number of
worker threads �. The number of worker threads is de-
termined by the number of CPU cores available, and
worker threads are pinned to CPU cores.

Tasks in a task graph become runnable after receiv-
ing data in their input queues (either from the network or
from another task). A task that is not currently executing
or scheduled is added to a worker queue when it becomes
runnable. All buffers are drawn from a pre-allocated pool
to avoid dynamic memory allocation. Input tasks use
non-blocking sockets and epoll event handlers to pro-
cess socket events. When a socket becomes readable, the
input task attached to the relevant socket is scheduled to
handle the event.

For scheduling, each worker thread is associated with
its own FIFO task queue. Each task within a task graph
has a unique identifier, and a hash over this identifier de-
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Figure 3: Task graphs for different application-specific network services

termines which worker’s task queue the task should be
assigned to. When a task is to be scheduled, it is always
added to the same queue to reduce cache misses.

Each worker thread picks a task from its own queue.
If its queue is empty, the worker attempts to scavenge
work from other queues and, if none is found, it sleeps
until new work arrives. A worker thread runs a task un-
til either all its input data is consumed, or it exceeds
a system-defined time quantum, the timeslice threshold
(typically, 10–100 µs; see §6). If the timeslice threshold
is exceeded, the code generated by the FLICK compiler
guarantees that the task re-enters the scheduler, placing
itself at the back of the queue if it has remaining work
to do. A task with no work is not added to the task
queue, but when new items arrive in its input channels, it
is scheduled again.

A disadvantage of allocating tasks belonging to the
same task graphs onto different CPU cores is that this
would incur several cache invalidations as data move
from one core to another. On the other hand, our design
enables higher parallelism as different tasks can execute
concurrently in a pipelined fashion, leading to higher
throughput.

Some middlebox services must handle many concur-
rent connections, and they frequently write and read
small amounts of data. The kernel TCP stack has a
high overhead for creating and destroying sockets to sup-
port the Linux Virtual File System (VFS) interface [17].
Socket APIs also require switching between user- and
kernel-mode, which adds further overhead. As a result,
the FLICK platform uses mTCP [21], a highly scalable
user-space TCP stack, combined with Intel’s DPDK [20]
to reduce these overheads. The original mTCP imple-
mentation did not support multi-threaded applications,
and we modified mTCP so that Flick I/O tasks can ac-
cess sockets independently. To take utilise the efficient
DPDK runtime environment, mTCP executes as a DPDK
task. All of these optimisations, significantly improve
performance for network-bound services (see §6.3).

6 Evaluation
The goals of our evaluation are to investigate whether the
high-level programming abstraction that FLICK carries a
performance and scalability cost and whether DPDK and

mTCP improve performance. We implement FLICK pro-
grams for the use cases introduced in §2.1, i.e. an HTTP
load balancer, a Memcached proxy and a Hadoop data
aggregator, and compare their performance against base-
lines from existing implementations.

After describing the implementation of our use
cases (§6.1) and the experimental set-up (§6.2), we ex-
plore the performance and scalability of FLICK (§6.3).
After that, we examine how well the FLICK platform iso-
lates resource consumption of multiple FLICK programs
using cooperative scheduling (§6.4).

6.1 Use case implementation
For our three use cases, Figure 3 shows the task graph
obtained from the corresponding FLICK program.

HTTP load balancer. This FLICK program implements
an HTTP load balancer that forwards each incoming
HTTP request to one of a number of backend web
servers. Forwarding is based on a naive hash of the
source IP and port and destination IP and port. Figure 3a
shows the corresponding task graph. The application dis-
patcher forwards each new TCP connection received on
port 80 to the graph dispatcher. The graph dispatcher
creates a new task graph, which is later destroyed when
the connection closes. The input task deserialises the in-
coming data into HTTP requests. For the first request, the
compute task calculates a hash value selecting a backend
server for the request. Subsequent requests on the same
connection are forwarded to the same backend server. On
their return path no computation or parsing is needed,
and the data is forwarded without change. We also imple-
ment a variant of the HTTP load balancer that does not
use backend servers but which returns a fixed response
to a given request. This is effectively a static web server,
which we use to test the system without backends.

Memcached proxy. In this use case, the FLICK pro-
gram (Listing 1) receives Memcached look-up requests
for keys. Requests are forwarded based on hash parti-
tioning to a set of Memcached servers, each storing a dis-
joint section of the key space. Responses received from
the Memcached servers are returned to clients.

Figure 3b shows the corresponding task graph. As
before, a new task graph is created for each new TCP
connection. Unlike the HTTP load balancer, requests
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from the same client can be dispatched to different Mem-
cached servers, which means that the compute task must
have a fan-out greater than one.

When a request is received on the input channel, it is
deserialised by the input task. The deserialisation code
is automatically generated from the type specification
in Listing 2. The deserialiser task outputs the Mem-
cached request object, containing the request keys and
body, which are passed on to the compute task. The com-
pute task implements the dispatching logic. It identifies
the Memcached server responsible for that key and for-
wards the request to it through the serialiser task. When
the response is received from the Memcached server, the
deserialiser task deserialises it and passes the response
object to the compute task, which returns it to the client
through the serialiser task.
Hadoop data aggregator. The Hadoop data aggregator
implements the combiner function of a map/reduce job
to perform early data aggregation in the network, as de-
scribed in §2.1. It is implemented in FLICK according to
Listing 3. We focus on a wordcount job in which the
combiner function aggregates word counters produced
by mappers over a set of documents.

For each Hadoop job, the platform creates a separate
task graph per reducer (Figure 3c). The input tasks dese-
rialise the stream of intermediate results (i.e. key/value
pairs) from the mappers. Compute tasks combine the
data with each compute task taking two input streams
and producing one output. The output task converts the
data to the byte stream, as per the Hadoop wire format.

6.2 Experimental set-up
We deploy the prototype implementation of the FLICK
platform on servers with two 8-core Xeon E5-2690 CPUs
running at 2.9 Ghz with 32 GB of memory. Clients
and back-end machines are deployed on a cluster of
16 machines with 4-core Xeon E3-1240 CPUs run-
ning at 3.3 Ghz. All machines use Ubuntu Linux ver-
sion 12.04. The clients and backend machines have
1 Gbps NICs, and the servers executing the FLICK plat-
form have 10 Gbps NICs. The client and backend ma-
chines connect to a 1 Gbps switch, and the FLICK plat-
form connects to a 10 Gbps switch. The switches have
a 20 Gbps connection between them. We examine the
performance of FLICK with and without mTCP/DPDK.

To evaluate the performance of the HTTP load bal-
ancer, we use multiple instances of ApacheBench
(ab) [4], a standard tool for measuring web server per-
formance, together with 10 backend servers that run the
Apache web server [51]. Throughput is measured in
terms of connections per second as well as requests per
second for HTTP keep-alive connections. We compare
against the standard Apache (mod_proxy_balancer) and
the Nginx [35] load balancers.

For the Memcached proxy, we deploy 128 clients
running libmemcached [1], a standard client library
for interacting with Memcached servers. We use
10 Memcached servers as backends and compare the
performance against a production Memcached proxy,
Moxi [32]. We measure performance in terms of through-
put (i.e. requests served per second) and request latency.
Clients send a single request and wait for a response be-
fore sending the next request.

For the Hadoop data aggregator, the workload is a
wordcount job. It uses a sum as the aggregation computa-
tion and an input dataset with a high data reduction ratio.
The datasets used in experiments are 8 GB, 12 GB and
16 GB (larger data sets were also used for validation).
Here we measure performance in terms of the absolute
network throughput.

In all graphs, the plotted points are the mean of five
runs with identical parameters. Error bars correspond to
a 95% confidence interval.

6.3 Performance
HTTP load balancer. We begin by measuring the per-
formance of the static web server with an increasing load.
This exercises the following components of the FLICK
platform: HTTP parsing, internal and external chan-
nel operation and task scheduling. The results are for
100 to 1,600 concurrent connections (above these loads,
Apache and Nginx begin to suffer timeouts). Across the
entire workload, FLICK achieves superior performance.
It achieves a peak throughput of 306,000 requests/sec
for the kernel version and 380,000 requests/sec with
mTCP. The maximum throughput achieved by Apache
is 159,000 requests/sec and by Nginx is 217,000 re-
quests/sec. FLICK also shows lower latency, particu-
larly at high concurrency when Apache and Nginx use
large numbers of threads. This confirms that, while
FLICK provides a general-purpose platform for creating
application-specific network functions, it can outperform
purpose-written services.

To investigate the per-flow overhead due to TCP set-
up/tear-down, we also repeat the same experiment but
with each web request establishing a separate TCP con-
nection (i.e. non-persistent HTTP). This reduces the
throughput in all deployments: 35,000 requests/sec for
Apache; 44,000 requests/sec for Nginx; and 45,000 re-
quests/sec for FLICK, which maintains the lowest la-
tency. Here the kernel TCP performance for connection
set-up and tear-down is a bottleneck: the mTCP version
of FLICK handles up to 193,000 requests/sec.

Next, we repeat the experiment using our HTTP load
balancer implementation to explore the impact of both
receiving and forwarding requests. The set-up is as de-
scribed in §6.2. We use small HTTP payloads (137 bytes
each) to ensure that the network and the backends are
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Figure 4: HTTP load balancer throughput and latency for an increasing number of concurrent connections

never the bottleneck. As for the web server experiment,
we first consider persistent connections. Figures 4a
and 4b confirm the previous results: FLICK achieves up
to 1.4× higher throughput than Nginx and 2.2× higher
than Apache. Using mTCP, the performance is even bet-
ter with higher throughput and lower latency: FLICK
achieves a maximum throughput 2.7× higher than Ng-
inx and 4.2× higher than Apache. In all cases, FLICK
has lower latency.

With non-persistent connections, the kernel version
of FLICK exhibits a lower throughput than Apache and
Nginx (see Figure 4c). Both Apache and Nginx keep
persistent TCP connections to the backends, but FLICK
does not, which increases its connection set-up/tear-
down cost. When mTCP is used with its lower per con-
nection cost, FLICK shows better performance than ei-
ther with a maximum throughput 2.5× higher than that of
Nginx and 2.1× higher than that of Apache. In addition,
both the kernel and mTCP versions of FLICK maintain
the lowest latency of the systems, as shown in Figure 4d.

Memcached proxy. For the Memcached proxy use
case, we compare the performance of FLICK against
Moxi [32], as we increase the number of CPU cores. We
chose Moxi because it supports the binary Memcached
protocol and is multi-threaded. In our set-up, 128 clients
make concurrent requests using the Memcached binary
protocol over persistent connections, which are then mul-
tiplexed to the backends.

Figures 5a and 5b show the throughput, in terms of
the number of requests/sec, and the latency, respectively.

With more CPU cores, the throughout initially increases
for both systems. The kernel version achieves a max-
imum throughput of 126,000 requests/sec with 8 CPU
cores and the mTCP version achieves 198,000 request-
s/sec with 16 CPU cores. Moxi peaks at 82,000 request-
s/sec with 4 CPU cores. FLICK’s latency decreases with
more CPU cores due to the larger processing capacity
available in the system. The latency of Moxi beyond
4 CPU cores and FLICK’s beyond 8 CPU cores increases
as threads compete over common data structures.

Hadoop data aggregator. The previous use cases had
relatively simple task graphs (see Figure 3) and consid-
erable overhead comes from the connection set-up and
tear-down, with many network requests processed in par-
allel. In contrast, the Hadoop data aggregator use case
has a more complex task graph, and we use it to as-
sess the overhead of FLICK’s communication channels
and intra-graph scheduling. Here the tasks are compute
bound, and the impact of the network overhead is limited.
We only present the kernel results because the mTCP re-
sults are similar.

We deploy 8 mappers clients, each with 1 Gbps con-
nections, to connect to the FLICK server. The task graph
therefore has 16 tasks (8 input, 7 processing and 1 out-
put). The FLICK Hadoop data aggregator runs on a
server with 16 CPU cores without hyper-threading.

Figure 6 shows that FLICK scales well with the num-
ber of CPU cores, achieving a maximum throughput of
7,513 Mbps with 16 CPU cores. This is the maximum
capacity of the 8 network links (once accounted for TCP
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overhead), and matches measurements from iperf. We
conclude that the FLICK platform can exploit the high
level of parallelism of multi-core servers and efficiently
schedule multiple tasks concurrently to maximise net-
work throughput.

The results in Figure 6 represent three data sets of
8 GB, 12 GB and 16 GB mentioned in §6.2, consisting
of words of 8, 12 and 16 characters, respectively. The
FLICK platform can more efficiently process the longer
words because they comprise fewer key value pairs.

6.4 Resource sharing
We finish our experiments by examining the ability of
the FLICK platform to ensure efficient resource sharing,
as described in §3.1. For this, we use a micro-benchmark
running 200 tasks. Each task consumes a finite number
of data items, computing a simple addition for each in-
put byte. The tasks are equally split between two classes:
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Figure 7: Completion time for “light" and “heavy"
tasks with three scheduling policies

light tasks operate on 1 KB data items; and heavy tasks
operate on 16 KB data items. We consider three schedul-
ing policies: (i) cooperative is the policy used by FLICK,
in which each task is given a fixed amount of CPU
time before it yields control to another task; (ii) non-
cooperative runs a scheduled task to completion, poten-
tially letting the OS scheduler preempt it; and (iii) round
robin schedules each task for one data item only.

Figure 7 shows the total completion time for light and
heavy tasks. Since the light tasks handle less data, they
should, given a fair share of resources, finish before the
heavy tasks. With the round robin policy, this does not
happen: the heavy tasks take longer to process one data
item. Each time they are scheduled, they occupy the
worker thread for longer than a light task. Conversely,
with the non-cooperative policy, each task runs to com-
pletion. The total completion time for the light and heavy
tasks is determined by their scheduling order. However,
with FLICK’s cooperative policy, the light tasks are al-
lowed to complete ahead of the heavy tasks without in-
creasing the overall runtime—each task is given a fair
share of the CPU time.

7 Related Work
Network programming languages are essential to the
usability and scalability of software-defined network-
ing (SDN), allowing high-level configuration logic to be
translated to low-level network operations. Inspired by
Frenetic [16], NetKAT [2] is a high-level network pro-
gramming language based on Kleene algebra [25], in
which network policies are compiled into a low-level
programming abstraction such as OpenFlow [31] flow ta-
bles. Similarly, the Policy Graph Abstraction (PGA) [41]
expresses network policies as a coherent, conflict-free
policy set and supports automated, correct and indepen-
dent composition of middlebox policies. These systems
focus on network management and configuration and not
on the more expressive programs for application-specific
network services that are targeted by FLICK.

FLICK ensures that programs execute in a timely man-
ner by restricting the expressiveness of the programming
language. Another possible approach is to explicitly ver-
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ify that a specific program meets requirements. This ver-
ification apparoach has been used to check simple, state-
less Click pipelines [12] but might be harder for more
complex middlebox programs.

There are proposed extensions to the packet process-
ing done by OpenFlow. P4 [8] is a platform- and
protocol-independent language for packet processors,
which allows the definition of new header fields and pro-
tocols for use in match/action tables. Protocol Oblivious
Forwarding (POF) [47] also provides a flexible means to
match against and rewrite packet header fields. Packet
Language for Active Networks (PLAN) [18] is a state-
less and strongly-typed functional language for active
networking in which packets carry programs to network
nodes for execution. In general, these approaches are
limited to expressing control-plane processing of pack-
ets in contrast to FLICK, which deals with application
layer data.
Software middlebox platforms. Recently network ser-
vices have been deployed on commodity hardware to
reduce costs and increase flexibility. Click [24] pro-
cesses packets through a chain of installed elements,
and it supports a wide variety of predefined elements.
Programmers, however, must write new elements in
C++, which can be error-prone. ClickOS [30] com-
bines Click with MiniOS and focuses on the consol-
idation of multiple software middlebox VMs onto a
single server. It overcomes current hypervisor limita-
tions through a redesigned I/O system and by replacing
Open vSwitch [38] with a new software switch based
on VALE [45]. ClickOS targets packet level process-
ing, e.g. manipulating header fields or filtering packets;
FLICK, by contrast, operates at the application level, and
the approaches can be seen as orthogonal. It would be
challenging for ClickOS to parse and process HTTP data
when a single data item may span multiple packets or
Memcached data when a packet may contain multiple
data items.

Merlin [48] is a language that safely translates poli-
cies, expressed as regular expressions for encoding paths,
into Click scripts. Similarly, IN-NET [49] is an architec-
ture for the deployment of custom in-network process-
ing on ClickOS with an emphasis on static checking for
policy safety. In a similar vein, xOMB [3] provides a
modular processing pipeline with user-defined logic for
flow-oriented packet processing. FlowOS [7] is a flow-
oriented programmable platform for middleboxes using
a C API similar to the traditional socket interface. It uses
kernel threads to execute flow-processing modules with-
out terminating TCP connections. Similar to ClickOS,
these platforms focus on packet processing rather than
the application level. SmartSwitch [53] is a platform for
high-performance middlebox applications built on top of
NetVM [19], but it only supports UDP applications, and

it does not offer a high-level programming model.
Eden is a platform to execute application-aware net-

work services at the end hosts [5]. It uses a domain-
specific language, similar to F#, and enables users to im-
plement different services ranging from load balancing to
flow prioritisation. By operating at the end hosts, it limits
the set of network services that can be supported. For ex-
ample, it would be impossible to implement in-network
aggregation or in-network caching.

Split/Merge [42] is a hypervisor-level mechanism that
allows balanced, stateful elasticity and migration of flow
state for virtual middleboxes. Per-flow migration is ac-
complished by identifying the external state of network
flows, which has to be split among replicas. Similar elas-
ticity support could be integrated with FLICK.

8 Conclusions
Existing platforms for in-network processing typically
provide a low-level, packet-based API. This makes it
hard to implement application-specific network services.
In addition, they lack support for low-overhead perfor-
mance isolation, thus preventing efficient consolidation.

To address these challenges, we have developed
FLICK, a domain-specific language and supporting plat-
form that provides developers with high-level primitives
to write generic application-specific network services.
We described FLICK’s programming model and runtime
platform. FLICK realises processing logic as restricted
cooperatively schedulable tasks, allowing it to exploit the
available parallelism of multi-core CPUs. We evaluated
FLICK through three representative use cases, an HTTP
load balancer, a Memcached proxy and a Hadoop data
aggregator. Our results showed that FLICK greatly re-
duces the development effort, while achieving better per-
formance than specialised middlebox implementations.
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Abstract
Open vSwitch is a high-performance multi-layer virtual
switch that serves as a flexible foundation for building
virtualized, stateless Layer 2 and 3 network services in multi-
tenant datacenters. As workloads become more sophisticated,
providing tenants with virtualized middlebox services is an
increasingly important and recurring theme, yet it remains dif-
ficult to integrate these stateful services efficiently into Open
vSwitch and its OpenFlow forwarding model: middleboxes
perform complex operations that depend on internal state
and inspection of packet payloads – functionality which is
impossible to express in OpenFlow. In this paper, we present
SoftFlow, an extension of Open vSwitch that seamlessly inte-
grates middlebox functionality while maintaining the familiar
OpenFlow forwarding model and performing significantly
better than alternative techniques for middlebox integration.

1 Introduction
With the rise of network virtualization, the primary

provider of network services in virtualized clouds has
migrated from the physical datacenter fabric to the
hypervisor virtual switch. This trend demands virtual
switches implement virtual networks that faithfully
reproduce complex L2—L3 network topologies that were
once entirely the concern of network hardware.

As network virtualization systems mature and workloads
increase in sophistication and complexity, pressure continues
to mount on virtual switches to provide more advanced
features without sacrificing flexibility or performance. In par-
ticular, middleboxes – firewalls, NATs, load balancers, and
the like – that are ubiquitous in enterprise networks [32] have
begun to make their way into network virtualization systems.

Open vSwitch (OVS) – the open source virtual switch
utilized by a majority of these systems – is not immune
to this pressure. Its flow based forwarding model (based
on OpenFlow) makes it particularly well suited to stateless
L2—L3 forwarding, allowing it to achieve a high level of
generality without sacrificing performance [23]. However,
extending this model to middleboxes has proven difficult
due to three fundamental challenges:
• Open vSwitch (and OpenFlow) models packet processing

as a series of flow tables operating over packet headers.
Middleboxes, on the other hand, rely on per-connection
state and inspection of packet payloads that are hard to
express in this model.

• In order to achieve reasonable performance, Open
vSwitch uses a flow caching algorithm that depends

necessarily on the stateless nature of OpenFlow to produce
consistent results – packets with the exact same header
must be forwarded the exact same way every single time.
Middleboxes’ reliance on internal state and inspection of
packet payloads causes them to make different forwarding
decisions for packets with the same header. This breaks
the fundamental assumptions of the flow cache.

• Packet parsing and classification are elementary operations
among all network services that long complex service
chains must perform many times for a given packet.
While it is feasible to integrate middleboxes with Open
vSwitch using virtual machines, it’s unclear how to share
this work across middleboxes as Open vSwitch is able
to for stateless L2—L3 OpenFlow pipelines.
In this paper we design SoftFlow, a data plane forwarding

model with unified semantics for all types of packet
operations. SoftFlow is an extension of Open vSwitch
designed around three design principles:

Maintain the Open vSwitch forwarding model. Open
vSwitch is built on OpenFlow, which has arguably helped it
achieve the wide deployment it enjoys today and we see no
reason to abandon it. A great deal of traditional middlebox
functionality, e.g., L2, L3, and ACL processing, can be
implemented naturally as flows, leaving us with only a
small subset of functionality that needs special processing:
operations which require per-packet state and operations
which inspect packet payloads. These operations can be
handled with our SoftFlow extensions.

Reduce packet classifications. On general-purpose
processors algorithmic packet classification is expensive.
In our experience, it frequently consumes the majority of
datapath CPU time and experiments in §7 indicate the
same.1 We aim to extend the benefits of Open vSwitch flow
caching to middleboxes by designing for middlebox aware
flow caching to exploit localities across packets, and shared
packet classification between middlebox services to mitigate
redundant computation. In doing so, we reduce the overhead
of classification-heavy middleboxes like NATs and firewalls.

Increase processing locality. Running services outside of
the virtual switch on separate VMs or processes provides
strong isolation, both in terms of performance and memory.
However, this isolation comes at a cost – performance suffers

1There is a vast literature on the subject of algorithmic packet classifica-
tion [5,14,33–35]. However, we note that any of these complex algorithms
performed repeatedly per-packet is likely to dominate processing time.
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due to high virtual I/O overhead and CPU cache misses as
packets traverse multiple cores. While isolation is generally
assumed necessary in the NFV literature [7,19], in systems
where service implementations can be carefully vetted by
a single vendor, we believe it is less critical. We choose
to sacrifice isolation so we may adopt a run-to-completion
model in which packets are processed by a single core,
from reception, through various services, and finally to
transmission. This choice leads to a factor of 2 performance
boost over an NFV-style VM-based implementation.

We have implemented a prototype of SoftFlow on top of
the Open vSwitch port to DPDK [9] that we are currently
evaluating for inclusion in upstream Open vSwitch. In
addition to the SoftFlow extensions to Open vSwitch, we
have also implemented a number of service pipelines to
validate the generality of the design. In what follows:
• We provide the design and implementation of an

extension to Open vSwitch that supports generic L4–L7
middleboxes.

• We show how to integrate L4–L7 services with flow
caching and a run-to-completion forwarding model, and
provide evidence in §7 that the performance benefits of
an integrated approach are as much as a factor of 2 better
than VM-based middleboxes.

• We provide a design for integrating NIC hardware packet
classification offload with SoftFlow, without restricting
the generality of software packet processing. We show
in §7 this optimization could improve forwarding rates
a further 5%–90% for realistic workloads.

2 Background
While SoftFlow has broad applications, we designed

it specifically to solve challenges present in the network
virtualization systems [12, 16, 37]. These systems provide
virtual networking to a cloud of virtual machines (or
containers) running on thousands of hypervisors. Each
hypervisor runs a sophisticated virtual switch, typically OVS,
which is used to form an overlay of densely interconnected
tunnels. In addition to the hypervisors, each system has
a gateway which sits in between virtual networks and
legacy physical networks hosting non-virtualized workloads.
Gateways are typically implemented as a dedicated OVS
instance running on a commodity server.

These systems have proven successful for basic stateless
L2/L3 networking. However, as deployments mature and
more sophisticated workloads are migrated onto virtual
networks, the demand for more advanced service typical of
the ubiquitous middleboxes in enterprise networks emerges.
Firewalls, NATs, load-balancers, and the like are essential
components of modern networks, which administrators
expect to be available in their virtualized deployments.

Our primary motivation for developing SoftFlow is to
support these complex middlebox services in network
virtualization platforms. The system must perform well

both on hypervisors, where efficiency is paramount to
maximize resources available to VMs, and on gateways
where performance both in terms of throughput and ability
to scale to thousands of tenants, is highly valued. The
peculiarities of this environment have led us to a somewhat
different emphasis than is typical in the NFV literature.
• The environment is multi-tenant, but not necessarily multi-

vendor. We expect most middlebox functionality to be
developed specifically for Open vSwitch and carefully vet-
ted by the community. For these reasons, strong isolation
between services, while nice to have, is not critical.

• Hypervisors must balance performance and efficiency.
Cloud operators are typically willing to devote a core
or two to networking, but taking up the majority of
hypervisor CPU resources for networking is unacceptable.

• Network virtualization systems already rely heavily on
Open vSwitch and forcing them to migrate wholesale
to a foreign switch based on service chains of black-box
virtual machines would be, at best, burdensome.
In searching for a solution, we evaluated, attempted, and

ultimately rejected two common approaches to middlebox
development seen today. In the rest of the section, we discuss
both in turn: the black-box model which hides middlebox
complexity in virtual machines, and the “pure SDN” model
which attempts to build middleboxes on top of OpenFlow.

2.1 Black Boxes
Perhaps the most common approach to building

virtualized middleboxes in the literature is what we call
the black box model. In this approach, each middlebox
is a fully isolated virtual machine (or container) with a
series of virtual ports connecting it to the hypervisor virtual
switch. The appeal of this approach is obvious: it provides
a straightforward migration path to the cloud for middlebox
vendors. However, it comes with costs:
• Middlebox implementations tend to be developed and

managed completely independently of the rest of the
virtual network. This significantly complicates the
control plane design, which must manage (at least) two
completely separate systems.

• Packet transmission between cores (necessary to shuffle
packets between VMs and the hypervisor) is costly. Mod-
ern systems [7,17,19,23,24,28] mitigate this cost through
shared memory, sometimes even employing zero-copy
techniques. However, as we show in §7 for realistic work-
loads, the benefits of zero-copy I/O pale in comparison to
the performance of a run-to-completion forwarding model.

• Virtual machine instantiation and management has
significant overhead. In the systems that SoftFlow targets,
gateways often need to run per-tenant middleboxes. For
large clouds, this can add up to hundreds or thousands
of instances per gateway. For instance, the Network
Virtualization Platform (NVP) [16], a commercial software
defined network, used Linux network namespaces (which
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Figure 1: A conceptual model of the SoftFlow datapath. SoftFlow
actions offload their classification to OpenFlow tables.

are significantly lighter than VMs) as its gateway middle-
box implementation, but yet quickly encountered scale
issues as management of such heavyweight appliances
proved challenging. In SoftFlow, however, each middlebox
is a simple function pointer in the Open vSwitch process
address space – thousands can coexist trivially.

2.2 Pure OpenFlow Middleboxes
To a very limited extent, trivial middleboxes can be built

on top of OpenFlow. In our quest to support middleboxes
for NVP [22] we did just this with limited success. We
briefly survey the pure OpenFlow middleboxes techniques
we attempted, and why they fail to generalize beyond all but
the simplest use cases.

When one attempts to build a pure OpenFlow middlebox,
one must deal with the limitations of OpenFlow: its inability
to handle stateful operations and deep packet inspection. The
first attempted solution often involves a reactive OpenFlow
model, where packets needing middlebox processing are
punted to the controller for handling. It is not difficult to
achieve functionally “correct” behavior with this strategy, but
it is challenging to scale the approach to large networks with
thousands of middleboxes forwarding millions of packets
per second each.

The reactive model can be optimized by adopting a local
controller co-located with each switch to handle certain types
of packets. This approach scales well for services which
only need to inspect the occasional packet but, beyond that,
sending each packet through the Open vSwitch slow path
to the local controller is both more complex and expensive
than the black-box model.

Given the relatively high overhead of a local controller,
a further optimization employed by Open vSwitch allows
the switch itself to modify its own flow tables through the
learn action. While originally designed to do L2 learning,
one can implement primitive stateful services with it. For
instance, a simple stateful firewall can be built by “learning
a hole” (installing a new flow) for the reverse traffic of each
new connection. In fact, this approach has been adopted and
deployed in NVP as a primitive virtual firewall. However,
it can’t do true connection tracking which requires verifying
the TCP state machine, implement middleboxes which
require deep packet inspect, or even those that require fast
changing per-packet state.

SoftFlow models the datapath as a stateless processing
pipeline, implemented in OpenFlow, which forwards packets
through stateful processing modules we call SoftFlow actions.
These modules perform the complex processing which

OpenFlow TablesOVSDB

Slow
 Path

First Packet
Subsequent

Packets

Conntrack Balance

D
atapath

…
Megaflow Table

Figure 2: The components of Open vSwitch. The datapath
maintains a megaflow table and the implementations of all
SoftFlow actions. Packets not found in the cache are punted to the
OpenFlow tables above.

OpenFlow can’t support and, when finished, send packets to
the next OpenFlow table for further processing. This process
repeats as many times as necessary, allowing multiple
stateless and stateful stages to operate on each packet.

Unlike virtual machines operating under the black-box
model, SoftFlow actions can offload internal packet
classifications to OpenFlow tables. For example, a controller
may choose to build a firewall from an ACL table
implemented in OpenFlow and a SoftFlow action which im-
plements connection tracking. This ability to offload packet
classifications has two key design benefits: First, it simplifies
middleboxes by relieving them of the need to implement
their own packet classification algorithms. Second, it allows
middlebox packet classifications to participate in OVS flow
caching along with OpenFlow tables. As a result, multiple
steps from both OpenFlow tables and SoftFlow actions
can be combined into a single classification per packet
in the flow cache. This greatly reduces redundant packet
classifications in the datapath. Figure 1 depicts this model.

3 SoftFlow Design
3.1 Flow Caching and Services

SoftFlow builds on top of Open vSwitch and inherits
its flow caching architecture [25,31] that we briefly review
here. The architecture is split into two major components,
a slow path and a datapath, as illustrated in Figure 2. The
datapath is responsible for per-packet forwarding, which it
achieves using a megaflow table: a giant flat (priority-less)
classifier which supports bit-wise wildcarding.2 Each rule
in the megaflow table carries with it a list of actions (e.g.,
modify headers, forward) which are performed on each
packet that matches. Packets for which the datapath has no
matching megaflow are punted to the slow path where the
OpenFlow implementation resides. These “missed” packets
are forwarded through a series of OpenFlow tables that
generate a wildcard mask and action list making up a new
megaflow entry. This new megaflow entry is then installed
in the datapath, so that future packets can avoid the expense
of a slow path traversal.

2Below the megaflow table there is also an exact match cache in the
OVS DPDK implementation. Like Open vSwitch, SoftFlow takes advantage
of this cache, but we don’t describe it in detail here for brevity.
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The Open vSwitch cache hierarchy described above
was designed specifically to suit the needs of OpenFlow,
not to support complex stateful processing necessary to
implement middleboxes. In fact, as we developed SoftFlow,
we identified two key limitations which must be resolved
to support these workloads:
• The flow cache hierarchy is built on the assumption that

each packet (as defined by its header) will be processed
exactly the same way by a given set of OpenFlow tables
every time. This is why a long series of OpenFlow tables
can be compressed to a single packet classification in
the megaflow table. SoftFlow actions, on the other hand,
can make forwarding decisions based on internal state
and packet payload that, from the perspective of the flow
cache, are completely nondeterministic. This means that
the flow cache must be prepared to re-classify each packet
after every SoftFlow action invocation.

• The Open vSwitch slow path must know if an OpenFlow
action will modify a packet, so it can take this modification
into account when executing future OpenFlow lookups.
While quite practical for simple OpenFlow actions,
for complex SoftFlow actions this would require an
implementation of the action to live in both the slow path
and datapath. Furthermore, to behave correctly these two
implementations would have to synchronize their internal
state. While theoretically feasible, this would add a great
deal of avoidable complexity and overhead.
We now consider the implementation of SoftFlow on top

of Open vSwitch with these two challenges in mind. Our
solutions to these problems flow naturally from three key
design decisions:

Datapath Exclusive Actions. SoftFlow actions are
implemented entirely in the datapath, and as a result, the
slow path has no semantic understanding of SoftFlow
action behavior. A pipeline of OpenFlow tables cannot
continue after a SoftFlow action has executed as the slow
the path doesn’t know how to update the packet for the next
OpenFlow table. Instead, SoftFlow actions consume the
packets they operate on just as a VM does.

SoftFlow Stages. In order to continue a forwarding
pipeline after SoftFlow actions execute, we require the
controller to explicitly handle packets emerging from them
at the beginning of the OpenFlow pipeline just as if they had
emerged from a VM. Semantically, this requires a megaflow
lookup after each action invocation (which we will optimize
away shortly).

To achieve this we introduce the concept of a SoftFlow
stage. Each packet entering the system is tagged with a
stage id, sf_stage, initially set to 0. Immediately after a
SoftFlow action executes, sf_stage increments and the
packet is re-injected at the bottom of the cache hierarchy.
Crucially, sf_stage can be matched at all layers of the
cache hierarchy including the slow path, making it easy for

Metadata Description
sf_metadata Metadata register accessible by SoftFlow actions.

sf_action Name of the last executed SoftFlow action.

sf_stage Stage incremented after each action invocation.

sf_coalesce Boolean signalling whether it is ok to coalesce.

sf_argument Runtime configuration argument set by controller.

Figure 3: SoftFlow relies on a number of metadata values embedded
in each packet structure. These values, and what they’re for, are
briefly summarized in this table..

the controller to distinguish packets emerging from SoftFlow
actions from those emerging from VMs or NICs.

Stage Coalescing. The Open vSwitch flow cache requires
that all packets with a particular header be forwarded the
exact same way every single time. This invariant holds easily
for OpenFlow, but for SoftFlow actions, which can make
header modifications based on internal state and packet
payloads, two packets with the same header may be treated
very differently. The naïve solution to this problem requires a
full megaflow lookup after each SoftFlow action invocation,
however, this is often unnecessary: many common middle-
boxes do not modify packet headers at all (e.g., firewall, IDS,
IPS), or if they do, modifications are deterministic given the
input packet headers. On the other hand, some actions may
make packet modifications on a per packet basis and really
do require a megaflow lookup after each invocation.

If a SoftFlow action does not make any modifications that
would require an additional megaflow lookup for that packet
header, it can take advantage of a novel optimization called
stage coalescing to avoid it. After executing, the action
signals whether a new lookup is necessary by writing a
boolean into the sf_coalesce packet metadata. If true,
SoftFlow can skip the next megaflow lookup, instead, simply
executing the actions that follow the current SoftFlow action.

The optimization is set up at megaflow installation time.
If a new megaflow ends in a SoftFlow action that supports
coalescing, SoftFlow tracks the packet as it flows through
the stages ahead of it and appends the actions executed in
those stages to the original megaflow’s action list. Thus,
when future packets hit this megaflow, they have access
to all of the actions they’ll need without having to execute
additional megaflow lookups. Furthermore, if at any time
a particular SoftFlow action needs to, it can always set
sf_coalesce to false forcing a new megaflow lookup
after its execution.

3.2 SoftFlow and OpenFlow
We expect a controller to configure and instantiate Soft-

Flow actions out of band. In our prototype implementation
the set of available actions and their configuration is hard
coded, but it would be simple to dynamically load new
actions at runtime and configure them through OVSDB.

We used OpenFlow’s vendor extension mechanism, to
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add a new OpenFlow action, softflow, in which the
controller embeds the name of the SoftFlow action to be
executed, and an integer sf_argument.3 This argument,
used as a runtime configuration parameter, is passed to the
SoftFlow action on each invocation.

Additionally, we augment OpenFlow by adding a per
packet register, sf_metadata, which SoftFlow actions can
use to exchange information. On invocation, the current
value of the register is passed to the action which may be
read or written it at will. After invocation future SoftFlow
actions or OpenFlow tables can match on the new value
and alter their behavior accordingly. In addition to the
metadata register, the OpenFlow tables can also match on the
sf_stage, and sf_action, the name of the most recently
executed SoftFlow action.

3.3 Limitations
The tight integration of SoftFlow with the Open vSwitch

data plane is not without its limitations which we discuss
briefly below.

SoftFlow makes no attempt to isolate actions from each
other or the rest of the platform. Since all actions share
the same process address space, this implies that buggy
or malicious actions can crash the switch or, worse, read
from or write to other action’s memory. Additionally, even
if all actions are trusted and well implemented, SoftFlow
provides no mechanism to fairly allocate CPU or memory
resources to actions. Thus, SoftFlow is only suitable for
carefully vetted trusted actions. In effect, SoftFlow stakes out
an extreme position in the trade-off between strong isolation
(and thus the performance cost represented by process/VM
isolation) and a faster run-to-completion forwarding model.

SoftFlow is not well suited for middleboxes that rely
heavily on buffering packets – specifically systems that
participate in TCP connections like HTTP proxies, certain
types of Intrusion Detection Systems, and some WAN
optimizers. Such middleboxes require a SoftFlow action to
execute the majority of processing in separate background
threads, in effect preventing the run-to-completion
forwarding model. While this can be implemented, after all
SoftFlow actions do run arbitrary code, it would be simpler
to use a virtual machine or process instead.

Finally, we note that SoftFlow makes no particular
provisions for fault tolerance. In the event of failure, fail-over
to a backup switch must be handled by an out of band
mechanism, as is commonly done in OVS appliances today.
In SoftFlow this problem is complicated by the fact that
middleboxes often have internal state that must be migrated
to the backup copy for correct operation. SoftFlow leaves
this problem to the action implementation and makes no
attempt to solve it in the framework.

3In future, we expect to support multiple arguments and, perhaps, more
complex data types like strings. For now, however, the single argument has
proven sufficient.

4 Service Design
In this section we describe the design of two software for-

warding pipelines built on SoftFlow: a simple stateful firewall
and a load-balancer. Later we evaluate these pipelines in §7.

4.1 Stateful Firewall
Firewalls are built of two primary components: a packet

classifier that implements an Access Control List (ACL), and
a connection tracker that keeps track of transport connection
state. While ACLs are simple to express as OpenFlow tables,
the connection tracker is difficult to express in standard
OpenFlow. It’s designed to allow all packets from established
connections, while only allowing new connections which
satisfy the ACL. Depending on the sophistication of the fire-
wall, connection tracking may imply not only tracking TCP
connection state, but also validating TCP sequence numbers.

Our firewall implements its ACL table in OpenFlow,
which works cooperatively with a SoftFlow conntrack
action responsible for connection tracking. In our prototype
implementation conntrack’s internals are based on a
connection tracker designed for OVS-DPDK [2] that is itself
based on the BSD firewall.

Our firewall pipeline begins when packets are forwarded
to the ACL OpenFlow table. If any ACLs successfully
match a packet, it passes to the conntrack action with
sf_argument 1. This sf_argument value indicates to
the action that the packet successfully matched an “allow”
ACL and, if necessary, a new connection entry may be
created. The table also has a low-priority default rule for
those packets that don’t match any ACL. These packets are
still passed to the SoftFlow action, but with sf_argument
value 0, indicating that the packets failed to match the ACL
table, and should only be forwarded if they belong to an
existing connection.

The conntrack action executes and, in the process,
writes to the packet’s sf_metadata the value 1 if the
packet is allowed, or 0 if it should be dropped. When
finished, control returns back to the datapath which
increments sf_stage and passes the packet back into the
OpenFlow tables.

To avoid conflicts with other rules, the OpenFlow table
matches on sf_stage=1 and sf_action=conntrack
to catch packets received from the connection tracker. These
rules either drop failures or instruct successes to proceed
to the next table. Finally, the packet traverses L3 and L2
tables which determine the appropriate output port. Figure 4
depicts the resulting SoftFlow firewall pipeline as well as
its first flow table, both responsible for processing packets
incoming from the NIC and from the conntrack service.

Packet walkthrough. A packet entering the datapath is
first checked against the megaflow cache. If empty, the
packet enters the OpenFlow slow path, which is responsible
for compiling a datapath action list and a wildcard mask for
a new megaflow cache entry. The packet begins in the initial
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ACL Conntrack L2L3 L3 Balancer L2L3L2

Firewall Load-balancer

priority=100 sf_stage=1 sf_action=conntrack sf_metadata=1 -> goto L3 table
priority=100 sf_stage=1 sf_action=conntrack sf_metadata=0 -> drop
priority=100 sf_stage=0 ip_dst=10.0.0.3 tcp_src=80 -> softflow:conntrack:1
priority=0 sf_stage=0 -> softflow:conntrack:0

Figure 4: A simple pipeline for a firewall (left) and load-balancer (right). Below, a simple firewall ACL table that allows 10.0.0.3 to initiate
TCP connections on port 80 and allows all return traffic; all other traffic is dropped. The first two flow entries match traffic coming back
from the conntrack service. The contents of the firewall L2 and L3 forwarding tables, as well as LB forwarding tables, are omitted for brevity.

OpenFlow table, a packet classification is performed, and
a matching ACL is chosen.

The OpenFlow action corresponding to the matching
ACL indicates that the conntrack service should be invoked.
However, the slow path does not execute the service itself as
the actual implementation lives entirely in datapath. Instead,
the slow path simply appends the SoftFlow action, with some
additional metadata, to the action list gathered so far and
passes this list to the datapath as a new megaflow cache entry.

The datapath then executes the action list. The final item
in the list is a reference to the SoftFlow action along with a
function pointer and the sf_argument necessary to invoke
it. The datapath executes the action by making a simple
function call, passing along the packet and sf_argument.

The action executes, runs the packet through its connection
tracking logic, and sets sf_metadata to 1 meaning
“pass”. Since “pass” is the typical result, the action also
sets true to sf_coalesce meaning this packet may be
coalesced. Control returns to the SoftFlow datapath which in-
crements sf_stage, and sets sf_action to “conntrack”.

At this point, a normal Open vSwitch would install the
rule in its megaflow cache. However, since sf_coalesce
is true, coalescing is enabled for this packet. Therefore it
is passed back to the slow path once again.

Receiving the packet for the second time, the slow path
again runs the packet through the standard OpenFlow
pipeline starting at the first table. Since sf_stage is 1,
sf_action is “conntrack”, and sf_metadata is 1, the
first rule in the figure matches and the packet proceeds to
the L2/L3 tables.

Again, the slow path assembles a mask and action list,
and hands them to the datapath. The cache executes the
action list just as before, then appends the results to the
action list collected from the previous slow path invocation.
By doing so, the flow cache coalesces what would have been
two stages into a single megaflow, effectively reducing the
number of megaflow lookups for future packets to one.

Since no more SoftFlow actions are executed, the process
terminates and the cache entry is finally installed. Future
packets entering the system perform a megaflow lookup to

find this newly installed megaflow and execute the action
list without the overhead of a miss or several packet classi-
fications. In the common case, this megaflow lookup will be
handled by the exact-match cache, requiring just a single hash
table lookup in addition to the cost of connection tracking.

4.2 Load Balancer
We now detail a load balancer (evaluated in §7) which

balances TCP connections among a configurable number of
backends. The load balancer is constructed from two pieces:
an abstract balancer SoftFlow action and a controller-
provided OpenFlow table which acts on the action’s
decisions. The load balancer assigns each connection to one
of eight buckets and writes its choice to sf_metadata.

Just like the firewall, after the balancer action is
executed, the packet is passed back to the OpenFlow
table. In this table, a set of rules is installed that map each
sf_metadata value to a backend host. The OpenFlow table
transforms the packet accordingly (by setting the appropriate
destination MAC and IP) before forwarding it to the next
table for an L3 lookup, L2 lookup, and eventual transmission.

Packet walkthrough. Similar to the firewall, packets
entering the datapath traverse the cache hierarchy eventually
ending up in the slow path. The slow path compiles a new
megaflow for installation that references the balancer.
The datapath executes the action list, including balancer
which takes the following steps:
• Assuming the packet belongs to a new connection, the
balancer implementation creates a connection identifier
for the packet, and assigns it to the least loaded of eight4

available buckets.
• A map is updated noting which bucket this connection

is assigned to so that future packets are forwarded
consistently.

• The bucket’s byte count is incremented with the packet’s
size, so that future packets can make appropriate balancing
decisions.

• The packet’s sf_metadata register is updated with the

4Note that eight was chosen arbitrarily, any small number would do.
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ID of the chosen bucket.
• Finally, the balancer returns false to the SoftFlow

datapath indicating that the result cannot be coalesced.
From the perspective of OpenFlow, the load balancer’s

behavior is nondeterministic regarding L2–L4 input headers.
Its choice of bucket is based on internally maintained
load information that OpenFlow does not have access
to. Therefore, balancer always returns false to the
datapath indicating that coalescing should never occur. For
our packet, this means the megaflow is installed immediately,
just as it would have been with standard Open vSwitch.

After the megaflow is installed, the packet is re-injected at
the bottom of the cache hierarchy where it eventually finds
its way back to the slow path OpenFlow tables. The packet
traverses the OpenFlow tables, various transformations are
made, and again a new megaflow is created. This time the
megaflow is scoped to sf_stage=1, so that future packets
emerging from the balancer action that are assigned to the
same bucket, can skip the slow path entirely and need only
perform a packet classification in the datapath. Once enough
traffic has been processed to set up a megaflow per bucket,
future packets can be forwarded without involving the slow
path at all, but at the cost of two classifications: one to decide
that the packet requires load-balancing and one to decide
what actions to take based on the load-balancer’s decision.

5 Implementation
In this section, we discuss details of our prototype

SoftFlow implementation built on the Open vSwitch port to
DPDK, OVS DPDK. In our prototype, a configurable number
of cores are dedicated to forwarding, each of which runs a
dedicated polling thread. Each NIC has a dedicated receive
queue per thread over which packets are load balanced
using a simple hash over the 5-tuple. Polling threads process
packets using a run-to-completion model, meaning that the
core which receives a packet sees it through all the way to
transmission, never handing it to another thread for process-
ing. Our prototype implementation is built on top of OVS 2.4
with a series of patches totalling approximately 1800 lines
of code not including SoftFlow action implementations.

5.1 Service API
In our prototype, service implementations are directly com-

piled and linked to the Open vSwitch process, and statically
configured for simplicity. This prototype mechanism could
be replaced with a dynamic library loading of the services
through a stable ABI with configuration through OVSDB.

SoftFlow maintains a global list of all SoftFlow services
which, today, is simply hard-coded in the source (though
future versions will allow it to be dynamically loaded at
runtime). As Open vSwitch boots, it initializes each service
using their internal initialization functions, and makes the
services available to OpenFlow and the datapath for use.

In SoftFlow, services can form groups for their internal

state sharing purposes. Thus, the actual service registration
takes place at the group level: services are constructed as
groups of actions and the service group is registered through
a sf_group structure. In it, references to the service
element specific initialization structures are provided.

Each service element provides a sf_service structure
which specifies an instance initialization function (provided
with a reference to the group) as well as a function for the
SoftFlow datapath to invoke to process packets:

struct sf_service {
const char *name;

/* Construct and return a new instance. */
void *(*init)(struct sf_group *group);

/* Process a batch of packets. */
void (*ingress)(struct pkt **pkts, size_t n,

void *instance);
};

This is the entire interface an action has to implement.
Afterward, OpenFlow entries can refer to the action and the
SoftFlow datapath can invoke the ingress function to execute
batches of packets. The function’s arguments are a batch of
packets and an “instance” pointer to service internal state.
Packet metadata is held within the packet construct.

5.2 Datapath Integration
While at the OpenFlow protocol level SoftFlow actions

are quite similar to standard OpenFlow actions, their actual
implementation is completely different from these simple
procedures.

At OpenFlow rule install time, the SoftFlow action is
translated to an internal representation which directly holds
a pointer to the ingress() function and the metadata
necessary to call it. When the slow path encounters this
action, it in turn converts the packet to a flow cache specific
internal representation which then contains the necessary
information to invoke the action; that is, ingress function,
instance pointer, and sf_argument. Thus, the rest of the
flow cache can remain unaware of the intricacies of SoftFlow
action invocation, and instead simply call a function pointer.

Coalescing. When a megaflow cache miss occurs in the
standard Open vSwitch implementation, the packet is passed
to the slow path, a new megaflow entry is returned, the entry
is installed, and the packet is forwarded based on this new
entry. In SoftFlow, however, this simple process must be
enhanced to support stage coalescing. After receiving a new
megaflow from the slow path, if the last action is a SoftFlow
service, a different procedure is executed:
• The action list associated with the new megaflow is

executed, including the final SoftFlow action.
• The SoftFlow action updates the sf_metadata and

(let’s assume for this example) sets sf_coalesce to
true.
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• The sf_stage increments, and sf_action updates.
• The packet is passed back to the slow path which

generates a new megaflow.
• The new megaflow is merged with the previous megaflow,

and its actions are appended to the currently accumulating
list.

• The process repeats until a megaflow returns without a
SoftFlow action, or a loop detector triggers.

5.3 Actions
In addition to the SoftFlow datapath prototype, we

developed several SoftFlow actions in an effort to evaluate
both the efficacy of our design as well as to understand its
implications to a service developer. As shortly discussed in
the next section, these services range from a trivial packet
counter, to an AES payload transcoder, connection tracker,
and load balancer. There are several unique peculiarities to
SoftFlow action development:
• SoftFlow instances are fine-grained and specific to a

particular action configuration. A SoftFlow load-balancer,
for example, can assume an incoming packet is TCP, is
heading to a particular Virtual IP address, and runs over
an HTTP port, because the OpenFlow flow table will
guarantee it receives such packets. As a result, a service
can be broken into smaller, more manageable, modules
with simpler internals.

• SoftFlow services are based on the Open vSwitch code,
and inherit the internal packet representation used through-
out Open vSwitch. This internal representation contains
pointers to the L2, L3, and L4 header offsets, saving
SoftFlow actions the expense of re-parsing each packet.

• SoftFlow provides packets to service instances in batches.
This allows implementations to utilize prefetching as
per the DPDK guidelines: first prefetching the necessary
internal state for a batch of packets into CPU cache, and
only after that processing packets using that internal state.
Such “staged” operation slightly complicates service
implementations but is effective in reducing latency due
to CPU cache misses.

6 Hardware Classification Offload
NIC vendors have a long history of introducing hardware

acceleration techniques, with mixed success. TCP checksum
and segmentation offload have proven useful, but a wide
range of other NIC functions have been commercial failures.
We contend this is due to an attempt to offload too much
functionality. For instance, SR-IOV bypasses the virtual
switch within hypervisors. While such an approach results
in good performance, hardware is inflexible, has limited
functionality, and has long update cycles that prevent
it from adapting to new use cases. In this section, we
discuss how, working cooperatively with the hardware,
OVS can leverage classification offloads, and SoftFlow can
take advantage of these offloads despite having general

middlebox actions. This approach allows SoftFlow to benefit
from the performance of hardware offload while maintaining
the generality and flexibility of software forwarding.

Current commercially available high-end NICs already
have a TCAM on-board, but its functionality is limited
to QoS and Receive Side Scaling (RSS). For these use
cases, the TCAM classification directs packets to different
priority queues based on incoming L2–L4 headers [10].
Next-generation NICs including Intel’s Boulder Rapids and
Broadcom’s BCM57300 NetXtreme C-Series [20] expand
on this capability capability by modeling the TCAM as a
generic OpenFlow-like switch.

While providing a programmable OpenFlow switch on
a NIC partially alleviates flexibility concerns, a complete of-
fload of switch functionality to the NIC presents challenges:
• TCAM capacity. TCAMs on NICs are quite limited in

size and support only a fixed set of protocol header fields.
This implies the maximum size of an offloaded OpenFlow
table may be too small for practical classification
offloading. Current NIC TCAMs have 16k entries or less,
depending on the number of fields matched on.

• Stateless operations only. Executing OpenFlow actions
on the NIC is enough for stateless L2–L4 operations, but
stateful L4–L7 cannot be offloaded.
In SoftFlow, instead of offloading all classification to the

NIC, we instead use the TCAM as a hardware flow cache
assisting the software flow cache. This allows SoftFlow
to offload the most active megaflows and leave the rest
to software making TCAM limitations less of a concern.
Similarly, since actions are performed by the CPU, limits
on the actions available on the NIC are of no consequence.

To accelerate classification, we assign each megaflow a
unique ID before pushing it into the NIC. Furthermore, we
configure the NIC actions associated with each megaflow
to write this unique ID into the metadata of each matching
packet. If the NIC finds a match, software classification
can be skipped, allowing SoftFlow to proceed to executing
OpenFlow actions and SoftFlow services. Similarly, to work
around matching limitations, SoftFlow can offload matches
over the limited headers supported by the NIC, leaving the
rest for software. We do not discuss this here further because
it is explored deeply in SAX-PAC [14] and we expect future
L2–L4 headers to be relatively well supported through more
programmable packet parsing capabilities in future NICs.

While in general guaranteeing consistency of TCAM
table updates is a potentially complicated topic [38], the
priority-less eventually consistent design of the megaflow
cache simplifies the problem. On reception of a packet
with a TCAM hint from the NIC, we simply verify that
the indicated megaflow still exists and the packet does,
indeed, match it. Thus if the megaflow table changes in a
way inconsistent with the NIC’s TCAM, affected packets
will simply fall back to software classification until the
NIC is updated. Similarly, if a megaflow matches on fields
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unsupported by the hardware, the discrepancy is resolved
in software for misclassified packets.

Finally, while the offloading remains completely
transparent to the service implementations – after all it is
completely the responsibility of the SoftFlow datapath –
the converse is not true. Services that cannot be coalesced
require re-classification after execution. In SoftFlow these
secondary classifications are not done at ingress, and
therefore must be done in software. That is, SoftFlow cannot
offload all packet classification to the NIC

7 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the benefits of SoftFlow’s

run-to-completion architecture, flow caching, and stage coa-
lescing for workloads requiring complex middlebox services.

7.1 Test Environment
Our testbed has two identical servers each running a pair

of 10-core Intel Haswell 2.6GHz CPUs with hyper-threading
disabled, 25MB of L3 cache and 128GB RAM. Each server
has an Intel 10Gb NIC with two ports for a total forwarding
capacity of 20Gbps. The ports of each server are patched
directly into the other with no switches or routers mediating
them. One server is configured as a packet generator running
Pktgen-DPDK [26], the other runs our SoftFlow prototype.
In all tests, the SoftFlow test server receives packets,
forwards them through a pipeline of OpenFlow tables and
SoftFlow services, and forwards them back out the port on
which they were received.

Except where noted, all experiments are run with a single
SoftFlow core (as would be typical on a hypervisor), with
coalescing enabled (for the actions that can take advantage
of it), the TCAM simulator disabled (as initially most
deployments won’t have TCAM accelerated NICs), and a
100% megaflow cache hit rate after a brief ramp up period.

Packet traces. We evaluate three traces, which the traffic
generator replays repeatedly at line rate on both ports for a
total throughput of 20Gbps. The first trace, T1, was collected
from a software network virtualization gateway appliance
running Open vSwitch that was deployed in a private,
production, multi-tenant datacenter servicing approximately
one thousand hypervisors. The trace is 44 seconds long,
contains 4.6 million packets, with an average packet size of
937 bytes, and average transmission rate of 795Mbps. We
replay the trace at line rate and, on each replay, we replace the
L4 source and destination ports with a consistent hash of their
previous values to defeat the exact match flow cache. The
trace contains 11k IP addresses participating in 100k distinct
TCP conversations and 75k distinct UDP conversations. The
maximum conversation length in our trace is 99k packets,
the mean is 42 packets, and the median is 10 packets.

To further stress the prototype, we stripped the payload of
T1 to simulate traffic with maximum packet size of 64 bytes.
In our tests, the resulting packet trace is called “T2”. In ad-

dition, to simulate ideal conditions, we generated a synthetic
trace called “T3” consisting of a few long-lived, high volume
connections– specifically, 32 transport connections, each in
turn sending a burst of 256 packets of 64 bytes each.

7.2 Pipelines
We implemented four prototype SoftFlow pipelines to

emulate use cases typical of network virtualization systems.

Pipeline A. Our first pipeline mimics a network
virtualization gateway as described in [16]. It consists of four
stages starting with 500 OpenFlow rules that match randomly
generated Ethernet destination addresses. From there, it
continues to an L3 table whose rules match 500 randomly
generated IP prefixes. (Random flow tables like these are a
worst case for Open vSwitch because they result in the most
specific flow masks used in the flow cache [25].) Next is
a SoftFlow firewall consisting of 500 ACLs and a SoftFlow
conntrack action, as described in §4. The firewall is quite
sophisticated as it maintains per-connection state, tracks
TCP sequence numbers, and supports multiple protocols
beyond TCP. The ACLs are a randomly chosen subset of
a cloud provider’s production firewall rule set. The firewall
is followed by an L2 table, after which packets egress.

Pipeline B. The second pipeline demonstrates SoftFlow
performance for a complex service chain of actions. The
first stages are identical to Pipeline A: an L2/L3 lookup and
stateful firewall. Following the firewall, we execute a content
transcoder which encrypts the transport payload of each
packet using AES-128 in CBC mode (similar to IPsec [13]).
Like the firewall and load balancer, the content transcoder
is implemented as a SoftFlow action. Finally, a stateless
OpenFlow NAT moves the IP destination of the packets into
the 10.0.0.0/8 prefix.

Pipeline C. The third pipeline demonstrates the additional
cost of making forwarding decisions based on internal state.
It is identical to Pipeline A except an implementation of the
load balancer described in §4 is inserted just after the firewall.
As discussed earlier, the load balancer defeats coalescing and
therefore requires a megaflow lookup after each invocation.
(In contrast, Pipelines A and B use coalescing.)

Pipeline D. Our final pipeline, D, is a configurable number
of “no-op” SoftFlow actions designed to isolate action invo-
cation overhead. For brevity, we only present results for this
pipeline in a couple of cases that are particularly interesting.

7.3 Measurements
Run-to-Completion. A common approach to virtualizing
middleboxes, both in practice and in the literature [7,19,24]
is to allocate a dedicated virtual machine to each
middlebox. This approach provides strong isolation between
middleboxes, and a simple migration path from legacy
implementations, but as we show in Figure 5, it comes at
significant performance cost.
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Figure 5: Comparison of forwarding rates (on a log scale) between
SoftFlow and KVM virtual machines running one of two virtual
NIC implementations: IVSHMEM and vhost-user.

We evaluate each of our test pipelines against equivalent
virtual machine implementations in which each middlebox
(i.e., a SoftFlow action and its associated OpenFlow tables)
is allocated its own dedicated SoftFlow VM: one for Pipeline
A’s firewall, two for Pipeline B (firewall and AES), two for
Pipeline C (firewall and load balancer), and one for Pipeline
D’s noop action. The stateless L2 and L3 lookups not asso-
ciated with a middlebox are implemented in the hypervisor
vswitch (running the same SoftFlow implementation but
without any SoftFlow actions). The hypervisor vswitch and
the virtual machines are each allocated a dedicated CPU core
for forwarding so, in total, Pipeline A runs 2 cores, Pipeline
B runs 3, and Pipeline C runs 3.

We compare the VM implementation to a pure SoftFlow
stack configured using run-to-completion forwarding.
For each pipeline, the SoftFlow switch is allocated the
same number of cores as the equivalent VM test so that
performance comparisons are fair.

Conventional wisdom suggests that forwarding
performance is determined by the virtual NIC. Therefore, we
compare SoftFlow against two competitive DPDK virtual
NIC drivers, IVSHMEM [11] and vhost-user [36]:
• IVSHMEM: a zero-copy implementation not dissimilar

from the approach taken by NetVM [7]. This implementa-
tion relies on a shared memory region between hypervisor
and guest over which pointers to packets are transferred.
Note that the putative advantage of this approach is speed
at the cost of isolation as virtual machines have read and
write access to all packets on the hypervisor.

• vhost-user: the virtual NIC implementation officially rec-
ommended by Open vSwitch was developed in response
to the limitations of IVSHMEM. The approach is similar
to that taken by ClickOS [19] – packets are copied into
and out of a shared memory region in the virtual machine
address space. The overhead of each packet IO is the
same as IVSHMEM except for an additional packet copy.

Figure 6: Percent improvement in single core forwarding
throughput with stage coalescing enabled.
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Figure 7: Single core forwarding rates (mpps) as a function of the
number of noop service elements in Pipeline D. For each trace
we test with coalescing enabled and disabled.

In return for this copy, vhost-user achieves true isolation
making it a suitable choice for untrusted virtual machines.
These two approaches represent a baseline similar to VM

based NFV proposals like NetVM and ClickOS with their
highly efficient virtual NIC implementations. IVSHMEM
and vhost-user, are analogous to these approaches, but using
OVS, thus allowing our results to isolate the cost of VM
traversal versus the SoftFlow run-to-completion forwarding
model.

As shown in Figure 5, SoftFlow consistently outperforms
virtual machines by 2x or more. Also, interestingly, the
difference between IVSHMEM and vhost-user is less than
we expected in many cases. For these cases, we believe the
cost of VM traversal, (CPU cache misses, packet re-parsing,
additional classification) outweights packet copies.

Stage coalescing. Figure 6 shows the percent improvement
in forwarding rate caused by enabling classification
coalescing for each pipeline and traffic pattern. While all
cases benefit somewhat, the degree of the benefit is highly
dependent on the pipeline and traffic pattern. Pipeline B,
for instance, does AES encryption on the payload which
mitigates the benefits of coalescing for T1’s large packets,
while for the small packets of T2 and T3, encryption is less
dominant allowing coalescing to help more. Also, Pipeline
C implements the balancer action which never coalesces
packets, limiting the overall benefit. We also note that we
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Figure 8: Performance as number of CPUs increases.

measured performance of coalescing as decreasing fractions
of traffic were allowed to benefit, we’ve omitted the graph
for brevity, but report that the benefit scales smoothly.

We additionally measure the effect of stage coalescing on
Pipeline D. Figure 7 shows the packets per second forwarded
with coalescing both enabled and disabled as the number
of noop actions in the pipeline increases. Note that even
for this trivial pipeline, traversing the cache hierarchy has
real cost that can be avoided with stage coalescing.

Hardware offload. We do not yet have an engineering
sample of a NIC with a programmable TCAM, so instead we
emulated 1k TCAM entries in our existing testbed. Megaflow
cache sizes witnessed with the above tests were rationale for
this TCAM size: for instance, Pipelines A, B, and C resulted
in 258, 21,335 and 256 active megaflows in coalesced tests
with Trace 2. Tests in hypervisor virtual switch environments
similarly suggest that a few hundred megaflows is sufficient
for high hit rates [25]. We preprocessed the traces, encoding
a rule ID for each connection in the IP ID field. Then we
forwarded the packets through the prototype, and checked
the field to choose a matching megaflow, thus allowing us to
skip the megaflow classification. Figure 9 shows the percent
improvement this feature provides. Note that the test was
performed with stage coalescing enabled, so this benefit is
on top of what coalescing can provide. The benefit depends
highly on the pipeline and traffic pattern, ranging from 5%
for Pipeline B (AES on large packets dominates), to 90%
for the synthetic traces. We also measured fractional TCAM
offload rates, and found the benefit to scale smoothly as
offload rates approach 100%. We omit the graph for brevity.

Multi-core parallelism. The Open vSwitch datapath is
designed to scale easily as NICs load-balance traffic across
CPU cores, sharing little state. For this reason, and our focus
on hypervisors where low CPU utilization is paramount,
the majority of this evaluation has focused on single-core
performance. However, in Figure 8, we did measure the

Figure 9: Percent improvement in single core forwarding throughput
with TCAM offload and full stage coalescing enabled (see Figure 6).
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Figure 10: Single core forwarding rates when a service reads
increasingly many random bytes of a 1GB block. See Figure 8 for
the legend.

affect of additional CPUs on performance. Both Pipeline
A T1 and Pipeline C T1 quickly hit the limits of our 20Gbps
test bed. The rest of the lines scale well, though sometimes
hitting points of diminishing returns due to inefficiencies
within the SoftFlow actions, or Open vSwitch itself.

Action Complexity. Packet processing on modern general-
purpose processors is highly sensitive to memory access
patterns. In an attempt to quantify the performance of com-
plex SoftFlow actions which require traversing large complex
data structures, we injected additional, synthetic memory load
to the pipelines by introducing a service element that does
nothing but make a series of random prefetched memory
accesses. In Figure 10 we see how, regardless of successful
flow caching, the throughput quickly drops as more random
memory locations are accessed per packet.

Cache miss rate. Maintaining high flow cache hit rates is
also critical for optimal throughput. While effective caching
is the task of Open vSwitch flow cache architecture, we tested
the overall impact of lowering cache hit rates for SoftFlow
pipelines with L4–L7 services by synthetically introducing
flow cache misses. Figure 11 validates the criticality of main-
taining high cache hit rates for overall forwarding throughput.

CPU. Finally, we analyzed how the breakdown of CPU
usage evolves if classification coalescing and TCAM
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Figure 11: Single core forwarding rates as flow cache hit rate
improves. At 0% the slow path handles all packets. See Figure 8
for the legend.

offloading are enabled with the Pipeline A and T2. In
Figure 12, we see how both stage coalescing and hardware
offloading reduce the portion of CPU used for megaflow
lookup (the “Megaflow” column in the table), thus leaving
more CPU resources for service execution. This naturally
implies that the share of packet parsing and I/O grows.

8 Related Work
We now consider the related work in addition to the

high-level approaches discussed in §2. First, we note that the
interest in software forwarding was revived by the low-level
hardware and software I/O optimizations that were identified
to be necessary to substantially improve the ability of x86
to forward small packets at high rates [3,8,9,27]. SoftFlow
builds on the results of these efforts.

NFV and the requirements of datacenter workloads calling
for high throughput networking capacity (both in packet rates
and volume) have resulted in many privately and publicly
documented optimizations in the virtual NIC I/O interface
hypervisors provide for the VMs [7,19,28,29]. Contrary to
some of these efforts being used to integrate services as VMs,
SoftFlow builds on tighter integration of packet processing
across different service elements. As a result, while an unfair
and incomplete comparison, SoftFlow is often able to reach
line rate of 10Gbps even with one or two CPU cores, whereas
VM based approaches use all the cores a server has to offer
to accomplish the same with multi-stage pipelines [7,19].

Perhaps the most closely related work is, therefore,
the recent proposals arguing for the benefits of vertical
integration of protocol stacks in userspace, to both improve
performance [18] and accelerate innovation [6]. In SoftFlow,
we take the integration a step further and demonstrate that
also horizontal integration across all packet processing
elements (L2–L7) can improve the overall performance.

An important alternative to the SoftFlow forwarding
model was first proposed by Click [15], and adapted
by ClickOS [19] for NFV workloads. This approach
models switch processing as a graph of composable packet

Megaflow Services Parsing I/O
Base 57% 8% 6% 3%
Coalesce 44% 15% 5% 11%
TCAM 18% 28% 9% 20%

Figure 12: Approximate CPU utilization of various components for
Pipeline A T2 with coalescing off, coalescing on, and coalescing
combined with TCAM offload. Functions which could not be
accounted to a particular column (e.g., memcmp()) or which took
less than 2% of CPU are omitted from the table.

processing elements. SoftFlow actions are analogous to
Click elements, yet they operate in a very different context.
SoftFlow only uses these actions for stateful processing,
falling back to OpenFlow style match-action tables for
everything else. This allows SoftFlow to take advantage of
global flow caching, and classification coalescing, both of
which would be impossible in the Click forwarding model.
For packet classification heavy workloads, like network
virtualization, this makes SoftFlow an ideal fit.

Open vSwitch has taken some steps to add common
middlebox functionality, most notably with the addition
of the conntrack action that allows packets to access a
connection tracker within the datapath. Due to the lack of
a framework like SoftFlow, this work requires significant
manual development effort for each new action touching all
parts of the OVS code base. Additionally, these efforts do
not take advantage of SoftFlow classification coalescing and,
thus, require unnecessary megaflow lookups.

There has been some work offloading the entire Open
vSwitch datapath to an NPU accelerated NIC [21]. This
design does not work in cooperation with middleboxes as
SoftFlow does. On the other hand, the SoftFlow hardware
offload design only offloads expensive packet classification,
leaving complex action processing to the CPU.

While, there has been significant work building integrated
middleboxes on commodity systems [1, 4, 24, 30], we are
the first system to specifically target the vast deployment
of OpenFlow based network virtualization platforms with
an architecture that’s practically deploy-able, and tightly
integrated with stateless L2–L3 services.

9 Conclusion
In this paper we described the design of SoftFlow, an ex-

tension of Open vSwitch designed to bring tightly integrated
middleboxes to network virtualization platforms. Contrary
to traditional software datapath designs, SoftFlow integrates
network services tightly together to facilitate pervasive flow
caching, removal of redundant packet classifications through
stage coalescing, and the use of hardware classification
offloads. These advantages coupled with SoftFlow’s
run-to-completion forwarding model allow it to significantly
outperform virtual machine based alternatives, while being
a better fit for existing Open vSwitch deployments.
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Abstract
To achieve low TCP flow completion time (FCT) in

data center networks (DCNs), it is critical and challeng-
ing to rapidly recover loss without adding extra conges-
tion. Therefore, in this paper we propose a novel loss
recovery approach FUSO that exploits multi-path diver-
sity in DCN for transport loss recovery. In FUSO, when
a multi-path transport sender suspects loss on one sub-
flow, recovery packets are immediately sent over another
sub-flow that is not or less lossy and has spare conges-
tion window slots. FUSO is fast in that it does not need
to wait for timeout on the lossy sub-flow, and it is cau-
tious in that it does not violate congestion control algo-
rithm. Testbed experiments and simulations show that
FUSO decreases the latency-sensitive flows’ 99th per-
centile FCT by up to ∼82.3% in a 1Gbps testbed, and up
to ∼87.9% in a 10Gpbs large-scale simulated network.

1 Introduction
In recent years, large data centers have been built at an

unforeseen rate and scale worldwide. Each data center
may contain 100K servers, interconnected together by a
large data center network (DCN) consisting of thousands
of network equipments e.g., switches and links. Mod-
ern applications hosted in DCN care much about the tail
flow completion time (FCT) (e.g., 99th percentile). For
example, in response to a user request, a web application
(e.g., Bing, Google, Facebook) often touches computa-
tion or memory resources of hundreds of machines, gen-
erating a large number of parallel latency-sensitive flows
within the DCN. The overall application performance is
commonly governed by the last completed flows [1, 2].
Therefore, the application performance will be greatly
impaired if the network is lossy, as the tail FCT of TCP
flows may greatly suffer from retransmission timeouts
(RTO) [3, 4] under lossy condition.

Unluckily, packet losses are not uncommon even
in well-engineered modern datacenter networks (§2.1).
Conventionally, most of packet losses are due to buffer
overflow caused by congestion, e.g., incast [5, 6]. How-
ever, with the increasing deployment of the Explicit Con-
gestion Notification (ECN) and fine-tuned TCP conges-

∗Dan Pei is the corresponding author.

tion control algorithm (e.g., [1, 7]), the network con-
gestion has been greatly mitigated (e.g., from 1% to
0.01% [6]). But it still cannot be eliminated [7, 8]. Be-
sides congestion, packets may also get lost due to fail-
ure (e.g., malfunctioning hardware [3]). While normally
hardware-induced loss rate is low (∼0.001%) [3], the
rate can exceed 1% when hardware does not function
properly. The reason for malfunctioning hardware is
complex. It can come from ASIC deficits, or simply due
to aging. Although the overall instances of malfunction-
ing hardware are small, once it happens, it usually takes
hours or days to detect and mitigate [3].

We show, both analytically and experimentally, that
even a moderate rise of loss rate (e.g., to 1%) can already
cause more than 1% of flows to hit RTOs (§2), and there-
fore greatly increases the 99th percentile of flow FCT.
Thus, we need a more robust transport that can ensure
low tail FCT even when facing this adverse situation with
lossy hardware. Previously, several techniques have been
proposed to reduce TCP RTOs by adding more aggres-
siveness in loss recovery [4]. These schemes, originally
designed for the Internet, have not been well tested in a
DCN environment, where congestion may be highly cor-
related, i.e., incast. Therefore, they are facing a difficult
dilemma: if being too aggressive, this additional aggres-
siveness may offset the effect of the fine-tuned conges-
tion control algorithm for DCN and induce congestion
losses; Otherwise, being too timid would still cause de-
layed tail FCT.

In this paper, we advocate to utilize multiple parallel
paths, which are plenty in most existing DCN topolo-
gies [6, 9–12], to perform faster loss recovery, with-
out adding more congestion. To this end, we present
Fast Multi-path Loss Recovery (FUSO), which employs
multiple distinct paths for data transmission (similar
to MPTCP [13–15]). FUSO fundamentally avoids the
aforementioned dilemma of single-path TCP enhance-
ments [4]. On one hand, FUSO strictly follows TCP con-
gestion control algorithm which is well tuned for existing
DCN. That is, a packet can leave the sender only when
the TCP congestion window allows. Therefore, FUSO
will behave equally aggressively as TCP flows (or pre-
cisely MPTCP flows). On the other hand, FUSO sender
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will proactively (immediately) recover potential packet
loss in a few paths (usually the “bad” paths) using other
paths (usually the “good” paths). By exploiting the diver-
sity of these paths, FUSO can keep the tail FCT low even
with malfunctioning hardware. This behavior is funda-
mentally different from MPTCP, where each sub-flow is
normally responsible to only recover its own losses. Al-
though MPTCP provides an excellent performance for
long flows’ throughput, it may actually hurt the tail FCT
of small flows compared to normal TCP (more discus-
sion in §2.4).

Particularly, FUSO conducts proactive multi-path loss
recovery as follows. When a sub-flow has no more new
data to send, FUSO tries to utilize this sub-flow’s spare
resources permitted by transport congestion control to
do proactive loss recovery on another sub-flow. FUSO
speculates a path status from the information already
recorded in the transport stack (e.g., packet retransmis-
sion). Then it proactively transmits recovery packets
through those good paths, to protect those packets sus-
pected to be lost in the bad paths. By doing this, there
is no need to wait for bad paths to recover loss by them-
selves which may cost a rather long time (e.g., rely on
timeout). Note that, because FUSO adds no aggressive-
ness to congestion control, even when loss happens at the
edge (e.g., incast) where no path diversity could be uti-
lized, FUSO can still gracefully bound the redundancy
incurred by proactive loss recovery, and offer a good per-
formance (§5.2.3). The major contributions of the paper
are summarized as follows.

1) We measure the attributes of packets loss in a Mi-
crosoft’s production DCN. Then, through analysis and
testbed experiments, we quantify the impact of packet
loss on TCP FCT in DCN for the first time. We show
that even a moderate rise of loss rate (e.g., to 1%) would
already cause enough flows (e.g., >1%) to timeout to af-
fect the 99th percentile FCT.

2) We identify that the fundamental challenge for
transport loss recovery in DCN is how to accelerate loss
recovery under various loss conditions without causing
congestion. We further show that existing loss recovery
solutions differ just in their fixed choices of aggressive-
ness when dealing with the above challenge, and are not
adaptive enough to deal with different loss conditions.

3) We design a novel loss transport recovery approach
that exploits multi-path diversity in DCN. In our pro-
posed solution FUSO, when loss is suspected on one sub-
flow, recovery packets are immediately sent over another
sub-flow that is speculated to be not or less lossy and
has a spare congestion window. However, we show that,
although conventional MPTCP [13–15] provides an ex-
cellent multi-path transport architecture and significantly
improves the performance for long flows, it actually hurts
the tail FCT for small flows.
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Figure 1: Loss rate and location distribution of lossy links (loss
rate > 1%) in a production DCN. Level0-3 denote server↔ToR,
ToR↔Agg, Agg↔Spine, and Spine↔Core, respectively.

4) We implement FUSO in Linux kernel with ∼900
lines of code (available at https://github.com/

1989chenguo/FUSO). Experiment results show that
FUSO’s dynamic speculation-based loss recovery adapts
to various loss conditions well. It decreases the latency-
sensitive flows’ 99th percentile FCT by up to ∼82.3% in
an 1Gbps testbed, and up to ∼87.9% in a 10Gpbs large-
scale simulated network.

2 Fighting Against Packet Loss
2.1 Packet Loss in DCN

We first measure the attributes of packets loss in DCN,
using Netbouncer within a Microsoft Azure’s production
data center. NetBouncer is a service deployed in Mi-
crosoft data centers for measuring link status. It is an
end-host and switch joint solution and employs an active
probing mechanism. End-hosts inject probing packets
destined to network switches via IP-in-IP tunneling and
switches bounce back the packets to the endhosts. It is an
always-on service and the probing is done periodically.
We have measured the packet loss in the data center for
five days during December 1st-5th, 2015. The data cen-
ter has four layers of switches, top-of-rack (ToR), Aggre-
gation (Agg), Spine and Core from bottom to top.

Loss is not uncommon: In our operation experience,
we find that although the portion of lossy links is small,
they are not uncommon (also revealed in [3]). We de-
fine those links with loss rate (measured per hour) greater
than 1% as lossy links, which may greatly impair the up-
layer application performance (§2.2). Taking one day’s
data as an example, Fig. 1 (left part) shows the loss rate
distribution among all lossy links during an hour (22:00-
23:00). The mean loss rate of all the lossy links is ∼4%,
and ∼63% of lossy links have the loss rate between 1% to
10%. About 22% of links even have a detected loss rate
larger than 60%, where such exceptionally high loss rate
maybe due to switch ASIC deficits (e.g., packet black-
hole [3]). We examine all the 5 days’s data and find the
loss rate distributions all very similar. It shows that al-
though the portion of lossy link is small, they are the
norm rather than the exception in large-scale data cen-
ters. Packet loss can be caused due to various reasons
including failures and congestion.

Location of loss: Next, we analyze the location where
packet loss happens. As shown in Fig. 1 (right part),
among all the detected lossy links, there are only ∼22%
of lossy links that are at the edge (server↔ToR, i.e.,
level0), and ∼78% are happening in the network (above
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Figure 2: Timeout probability of various flows passing a path with
different random packet loss rate.

ToR, i.e., level1-3). About 22%, 24%, 25% and 29%
of lossy links are located respectively at server↔ToR,
ToR↔Agg, Agg↔Spine and Spine↔Core.

In summary, even in well-engineered modern data
center networks, packet losses are inevitable. Although
the overall loss rate is low, the packet loss rate in some ar-
eas (e.g., links) can exceed several percents, when there
are failures such as malfunctioning hardware or severe
congestions. Moreover, most losses happen in the net-
work instead of the edge.

2.2 Impact of Packet Loss
Once a packet gets lost in the network, TCP needs to

recover it to provide reliable communication. There are
two existing loss detection and recovery mechanisms in
TCP 1: fast recovery and retransmission timeout (RTO).
Fast recovery detects a packet loss by monitoring dupli-
cated ACKs (or DACKs) and starts to retransmit an old
packet once a certain number (i.e., three) of DACKs have
been received. If there are not enough DACKs, TCP has
to rely on RTO and retransmits all un-ACKed packets
after the timeout. To prevent premature timeouts and
also limited by the kernel timer resolution, the RTO value
is set rather conservatively, usually several times of the
round-trip-time (RTT). Specifically, in a production data
center, the minimum RTO is set to be 5ms [1,3] (the low-
est value supported in current Linux kernel [16]), while
the RTT is usually hundreds of µs [1, 3, 16]. As a con-
sequence, for a latency-sensitive flow, which is usually
small in size, encountering merely one RTO would al-
ready increase its completion time by several times and
cause unacceptable performance degradation.

Therefore, the core issue in achieving low FCT for
small latency-sensitive flows when facing packet losses
is to avoid RTO. However, current TCP still has to rely
on RTO to recover from packet loss in the following three
cases [4, 17, 18]. i) The last packet or a series of consec-
utive packets at the tail of a TCP flow are lost (i.e., tail
loss), where the TCP sender cannot get enough DACKs
to trigger fast recovery and will incur an RTO. ii) A
whole window worth of packets are lost (i.e., whole win-
dow loss). iii) A retransmitted packet also gets lost (i.e.,
retransmission loss).

1Many production data centers also use DCTCP [1] as their network
transport protocol. DCTCP has the same loss recovery scheme as TCP.
Thus, for ease of presentation, we use TCP to stand for both TCP and
DCTCP while discussing the loss recovery.

To understand how likely RTO may occur to a flow,
we take both a simple mathematical analysis (estimated
lower bound) and testbed experiments to analyze the
timeout probability of a TCP flow with different flow
sizes and different loss rates. We consider one-way ran-
dom loss condition here for simplicity, but the impact
on TCP performance and our FUSO scheme are by no
means limited to this loss pattern (see §5).

Let’s first assume the network path has a loss proba-
bility of p. Assuming the TCP sender needs k DACKs
to trigger fast recovery, any of the last k packets get-
ting lost will lead to an RTO. This tail loss probability is
ptail = 1− (1− p)k. For standard TCP, k = 3, but recent
Linux kernel which implement’s early retransmit [19] re-
duces k to 1 at the end of the transaction. Therefore, if
we consider early retransmit, the tail loss probability is
simply p. The whole window loss probability can eas-
ily be derived as pwin = pw, where w is the TCP win-
dow size. For retransmission loss, clearly, the proba-
bility that both the original packet and its retransmis-
sion are lost is p2. Let x be the number of packets in
a TCP flow. The probability that the flow encounters at
least one retransmission loss is pretx = 1− (1− p2)x. In
summary, the timeout probability of the flow should be
pRTO ≥ max(ptail , pwin, pretx). The solid lines in Fig. 2
show the analyzed lower bound timeout probability of
a TCP flow with different flow sizes under various loss
rates. Here, we consider the early retransmit (k = 1).

To verify our analysis, we also conduct a testbed ex-
periment to generate TCP flows between two servers. All
flows pass through a path with one-way random loss.
Netem [20, 21] is used to generate different loss rate on
the path. More details about the testbed settings can be
found in §4.2 and §5. The dotted lines in Fig. 2 shows
the testbed results, which verify that our analysis serves
as a good lower bound of the timeout probability.

There are a few observations. Firstly, for tiny flows
(e.g., 10KB), the timeout probability linearly grows with
the random loss rate. This is because the tail loss proba-
bility dominates. However, a tiny loss probability would
affect the tail of FCT. For example, a moderate rise of
the probability to 1% would cause a timeout probability
larger than 1%, which means the 99th percentile of FCT
would be greatly impacted. Secondly, when the flow size
increases, e.g., ≥100KB, the retransmission loss may
dominate, especially when the random hardware loss rate
is larger than 1%. We can see a clear rise in timeout prob-
abilities for the flows with 100KB in Fig. 2. In summary,
we conclude that a small random loss rate (i.e., >1%)
would already cause enough flows to timeout to affect
the 99th percentile of FCT. This can also explain why a
malfunctioning switch in the Azure datacenter that drops
∼2% of the packets causes great performance degrada-
tion of all the services that traverse this switch [3].
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2.3 Challenge for TCP Loss Recovery
To prevent timeout, when there are not enough re-

turned DACKs to trigger fast recovery, prior work (e.g.,
[4]) adds aggressiveness to congestion control to do loss
recovery before RTO. However, deciding the aggressive-
ness level, i.e., how long to wait before sending recov-
ery packets, to adapt to complex network conditions in
DCNs is a daunting task.

As introduced before, congestion and failure loss co-
exist in DCN. Congestion losses are very bursty and of-
ten lead to multiple consecutive packet losses [1, 4, 5, 7].
For congestion loss, recovery should be delayed for
enough time before being sent out after the original pack-
ets. If a recovery packet is sent too fast before conges-
tion disappears, the recovery packet may get dropped by
the overflowed buffer and also worsen the congestion.
However, for some failure loss such as random drop, re-
covery packets should be sent as fast as possible to ac-
celerate the recovery process. Otherwise the delay for
sending recovery packets already increases the FCT of
latency-sensitive flows. Facing this difficult dilemma,
previous schemes choose different aggressiveness levels
in an ad-hoc manner, from a conservative 2RTT in Tail
Loss Probe (TLP) [22], modestly conservative 1/4 RTT
in TCP Instant Recovery (TCP-IR) [23], to a very ag-
gressive zero time in Proactive [4]. Unfortunately, the
fixed settings of aggressiveness levels make above exist-
ing schemes incapable of adapting to complex loss con-
ditions: different loss characteristics under either con-
gestion loss, failure loss or both.

Essentially, we identify that the fundamental challenge
for transport loss recovery in DCN is how to acceler-
ate loss recovery as soon as possible, under various
loss conditions without causing congestion. Single-path
loss recovery is not a promising direction to address this
challenge because the recovery packets have to be sent
over the same path that is under various loss conditions,
the exact nature (congestion-induced, failure-induced, or
both) of which are often unclear to the sender. One might
think that through explicitly identifying congestion loss
using schemes such as CP [24], transport can distinguish
congestion and failure loss with the help of switches.
However, there lacks a study on such design and its reli-
ability under hardware failure conditions still remains to
be an open question in complex production DCNs.

2.4 Utilizing Multi-path
Then it is natural to raise a question: why not try an-

other good path when loss is speculated on one “bad”
path? Actually, current DCN environment offers us a
good chance to design a better loss recovery scheme
based on multi-path. Current DCN provides many par-
allel paths (e.g., 64 or more) between any two nodes by
dense interconnected topologies [6,9–12]. Usually, these
paths have a big loss diversity due to different conges-

tion and failure conditions. When a few paths are expe-
riencing failure such as random loss or black-hole, the
rest paths (i.e., the majority) may remain in a good state
without failure loss. Also, caused by uneven load bal-
ance [25], some paths may be heavily congested to drop
packets while other paths are in light load.

One might think that using multi-path transport proto-
col such as MPTCP [13–15] is able to address the chal-
lenge above. On the contrary, although MPTCP provides
excellent performance for long flows, it actually hurts the
tail FCT of small latency-sensitive flows under lossy con-
dition (see §5). It is because that, while MPTCP explores
multiple paths, each of its paths normally has to recover
loss by itself. Therefore, its overall completion time de-
pends on the last completed sub-flow on the worst path.
Simply exploring multiple paths actually increases the
chance to hit the bad paths. Therefore, MPTCP’s lack of
an effective loss recovery mechanism leads to a long tail
FCT especially for small flows.

To this end, we propose Fast Multi-path Loss
Recovery (FUSO), which leverages multi-path diversity
for transport loss recovery. FUSO fundamentally avoids
the aforementioned dilemma (§2.3), by utilizing those
paths in good status to proactively (or immediately) con-
duct loss recovery for bad paths. First, FUSO is cautious
in that it strictly follows TCP congestion control algo-
rithm that is tuned for existing DCN, adding no aggres-
siveness. Second, FUSO is fast in that the sender will
proactively recover potential packet loss in bad paths us-
ing good paths before timeout. As shown before, most
losses happen in the network (§2.1), which gives plenty
of opportunities for FUSO to leverage multi-path diver-
sity. On the other hand, sometimes packet losses may
happen at the edge (e.g., incast) due to congestion, where
there is no path diversity that can be utilized for multi-
path loss recovery. Thanks to strictly following the con-
gestion control, FUSO can adaptively throttle its proac-
tive loss recovery behaviour and be conservative to avoid
worsening the congestion (see §5.2.3).

Note that there is a mechanism named opportunistic
retransmission [14] in MPTCP, which may also trigger
proactive retransmission through alternative good sub-
flows similar to the scheme in our FUSO solution. Al-
though sharing the same high-level idea which is uti-
lizing path diversity, it addresses different problems
from FUSO. MPTCP opportunistic retransmission is de-
signed for wide-area network (WAN) to maintain a high
throughput and minimize the memory (receive or send
buffer) usage, to cope with severe reordering caused by
diverse delay of multiple paths. It is triggered only when
the new data cannot be sent because the receive window
or the send buffer is full. It immediately retransmits the
oldest un-ACKed packet through alternative good paths
which have the smallest RTT. Although opportunistic re-
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Algorithm 1 Proactive multi-path loss recovery.
1: function TRY SEND RECOVERIES( )
2: while BytesInFlightTotal <CWNDTotal and no new data do
3: return ← SEND A RECOVERY( )
4: if return == NOT SEND then
5: break
1: function SEND A RECOVERY( )
2: FIND WORST SUB-FLOW( )
3: FIND BEST SUB-FLOW( )
4: if no worst found or no best sub-flow found then
5: return NOT SEND
6: recovery packet←one un-ACKed packet of the worst sub-flow
7: Send the recovery packet through the best sub-flow
8: BytesInFlightTotal += Sizerecovery packet

transmission helps to achieve a high throughput for long
flows in WAN scenario, it offers little help on maintain-
ing a low FCT under lossy condition in DCN scenario
where paths often have very similar delay. More im-
portantly, in DCN those latency-sensitive flows are of-
ten with too small sizes (e.g., <100KB) to cause severe
reordering, which cannot eat up the end-host’s buffer.
Therefore, these small flows cannot trigger the oppor-
tunistic retransmission.

3 FUSO Design
3.1 Overview

We now introduce FUSO. FUSO is built on top of
the multi-path transport, in which a TCP flow is divided
into multiple sub-flows. Note that FUSO focuses on
multi-path loss recovery rather than multi-path conges-
tion control. Particularly, in this paper, we build FUSO
on MPTCP2 [13–15]. ECMP [26] or SDN methods (e.g.,
XPath [27]) can be used to implicitly or explicitly map
the sub-flows3 onto different physical paths in DCN.

The core scheme of FUSO is that, by strictly follow-
ing the congestion control, if there is a spare congestion
window (cwnd), FUSO first tries to transmit new data.
If the up-layer application currently has no new data,
FUSO utilizes this transmission opportunity to proactive-
ly/immediately transmit recovery packets for those sus-
pected lost (un-ACKed4) packets on “bad” sub-flows, by
utilizing “good” sub-flows. Note that FUSO does not
affect the existing MPTCP opportunistic retransmission
mechanism triggered by full receive window. These two
mechanisms can be complementary to each other.

We separately discuss the FUSO sender and receiver
for better clarification. In a FUSO connection, the sender
and receiver refer to the end hosts sending data and the
ACK respectively. Both ends are simultaneously the
sender and receiver in a two-way connection.

2FUSO can also work on other multi-path transport protocols.
3We use ‘sub-flow’ and ‘path’ interchangeably in this Section.
4For TCP with SACK [28] enabled, un-ACKed packets refer to

those un-SACKed and un-ACKed ones.

3.2 FUSO Sender
The FUSO sender’s proactive multi-path loss recovery

process can be summarized as Algo. 1. Specifically, we
insert a function TRY SEND RECOVERIES() in the trans-
port stack, monitoring the changes of BytesInFlightTotal ,
CWNDTotal and the application data. This function needs
to be inserted into two positions: i) after all the data de-
livered from the application has been pushed into the
transport send buffer and sent out, which indicates that
there is currently no more new data delivered from the
up-layer application; ii) after an ACK is received and the
transport status (e.g., BytesInFlightTotal , CWNDTotal)
has been changed. More implementation-related details
are discussed in §4.1. Within this function, the sender
calls the function SEND A RECOVERY() to send a recov-
ery packet if the following conditions are both satisfied:
i) there is spare window capacity allowed by congestion
control, and ii) all new data has been sent out.

In the function SEND A RECOVERY(), FUSO sender
first calls the function FIND WORST SUB-FLOW() and
FIND BEST SUB-FLOW() to find the current worst and
best sub-flows. The worst sub-flow is selected only
among those who have un-ACKed data, and the best sub-
flow is selected only among those whose congestion win-
dow (cwnd) has spare spaces permitted by congestion
control. We defer the discussion on how to find the worst
and best paths to §3.2.1.

If currently there is no worst or no best sub-flow,
FUSO stops generating recovery packets for this round.
Next, if the worst and best sub-flows are found, a recov-
ery packet for the worst sub-flow is generated. Because
FUSO conducts proactive loss recovery before a packet
is detected as lost either by DACKs or RTO, we have
to guess which packet is most likely to be the lost one.
FUSO infers the packet as the oldest un-ACKed packet
which has been sent out for the longest time. Thus, the
sender proactively generates a recovery packet for one
un-ACKed packet on the worst path in the ascending or-
der of TCP sequence number (i.e., the oldest packet in
this path). To avoid adding too much unnecessary traffic
to the network, an un-ACKed packet will be sent at most
once by the proactive loss recovery scheme in FUSO.

After the recovery packet is generated, FUSO sender
sends it through the best sub-flow. Note that the recov-
ery packet is regarded as a new data packet for the best
sub-flow. The recovery packet is under the best sub-
flow’s congestion control, and, if it gets lost in the best
sub-flow, it will be retransmitted as normal packets in
the best sub-flow using the standard TCP loss recovery.
However, to avoid duplicate recovery, these packets will
not be counted in the un-ACKed packets waiting for re-
covery when FUSO sender conducts fast multi-path loss
recovery later. In the last step of SEND A RECOVERY(),
BytesInFlightTotal is incremented and the conditions
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in the while loop in TRY SEND RECOVERIES() will be
checked again.

3.2.1 Path Selection
Whenever congestion control offers a chance to trans-

mit packets, FUSO tries to proactively recover the sus-
pected lost packet in the currently “worst” path which
is most likely to encounter packet loss, utilizing the
currently “best” path which is least likely to encounter
packet loss. Therefore, we define a metric Cl = α ·
lossrate+ β · lossratelast , to describe the possibility of
packet loss happening in a sub-flow. Cl is the weighted
sum of the overall packet loss rate lossrate and the most
recent packet loss rate lossratelast in this sub-flow. α and
β are the respective weight of each part. Since current
TCP/MPTCP retransmits a packet after detecting it as
lost either by DACK or RTO, FUSO uses the ratio of total
retransmitted packets to the total transmitted packets as
the approximation of lossrate. Note that recovery pack-
ets generated by FUSO are regarded as new packets in-
stead of retransmitted packets for sub-flows. lossratelast
is calculated as the ratio of one to the number of trans-
mitted packets from (including) the last retransmission.

The worst sub-flow is picked among those which have
at least one un-ACKed packet (possibly lost), and with
the largest Cl . For sub-flows which have never encoun-
tered a retransmission yet, their Cl equals zero. If all
sub-flows’ Cl equals zero, FUSO picks the one with the
largest measured RTT thus to optimize the overall FCT.

The best sub-flow is picked among those which have
spare cwnd, and with the smallest Cl . For sub-flows
never encountering a retransmission yet, their Cl equals
zero and is smaller than others. If more than one sub-
flows have zero Cl , FUSO picks the one with the small-
est measured RTT as the best sub-flow. Note that at the
initial state, some sub-flows may have never transmit-
ted any data when FUSO starts proactive loss recovery.
Then these sub-flows’ Cl equal infinity and have the least
priority when FUSO selects the best sub-flow. If all sub-
flows’ Cl equal infinity, FUSO randomly picks one as
the best sub-flow. Note that the best and worst sub-flows
may be the same one. Under this condition, FUSO sim-
ply transmits the recovery packets in the same sub-flow
after the original packets.

3.3 FUSO Receiver
FUSO receiver is relatively simple. In multi-path

transport protocol such as MPTCP, the receiver has a
data-level (i.e., flow-level) receive buffer and each sub-
flow has a virtual receive buffer that is mapped to the
data-level receive buffer. Upon receiving a FUSO recov-
ery packet, FUSO receiver directly inserts the recovery
packet into the corresponding position of the data-level
receive buffer, to complete the flow transmission. The
FUSO recovery packets will not affect the bad sub-flows’

behaviour on the sub-flow-level, but directly recovery the
lost packets on the data-level.

For the best sub-flow that transmits FUSO recovery
packets, these packets are naturally regarded as normal
data packets in terms of this sub-flow’s congestion con-
trol and original TCP loss recovery. Although protected
by them, the bad sub-flow is not aware of these recovery
packets, and may unnecessarily retransmit the old data
packet (if lost) itself. FUSO currently chooses such a
simple approach to maintain the exact congestion control
behavior and add no aggressiveness, both on individual
sub-flows and the overall multi-path transport flow. It
needs no further coordination besides the original ACK
schemes in TCP between the sender and the receiver, but
may incur some redundant retransmissions. A naive so-
lution to eliminate the redundant retransmissions may be
that the receiver proactively generates ACKs for the orig-
inal packets in the bad sub-flow, upon receiving recov-
ery packets from other good sub-flows. However, this
may cause adverse interaction with congestion control.
Specifically, the bad sub-flow’s sender end may wrongly
judge the path as in a good status and increases its send-
ing rate, which may exacerbate the loss.

In order to maintain the congestion control behav-
ior and eliminate the redundant retransmissions, it may
need very complex changes to the MCTCP/TCP proto-
cols. The sender and receiver must coordinate to decide
whether/how it should change each sub-flow’s conges-
tion control behavior (e.g., increase/decrease how much
to the cwnd), to cope with various conditions, such as
i) the proactive retransmission received but the origi-
nal packet lost, ii) the original packet received but the
proactive retransmission lost, iii) both packets lost, iv)
the proactive retransmission received before the original
packet, v) the original packet received before the proac-
tive retransmission, etc. The feasibility of such a solution
and how to design it still requires further study and is left
as our future work. FUSO currently chooses to trade a
little redundant retransmission (see §5.2.2 and 5.2.3) for
the aforementioned simple and low-cost approach.

4 Implementation and Testbed Setup
4.1 FUSO Implementation

We implemented FUSO in Linux kernel 3.18 with
827 lines of code, building FUSO upon MPTCP’s latest
Linux implementation (v0.90) [29].

FUSO sender: We insert TRY SEND RECOVERIES() in
Algo. 1 into the following positions of the sender’s trans-
port kernel, to check whether a FUSO recovery packet
should be sent now: 1) in function tcp sendmsg() after all
the data delivered from the application has been pushed
into the send buffer; 2) in function tcp v4 rcv() after an
ACK is received and the transport status (cwnd, bytes in
flight etc.) has been changed.
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In TRY SEND RECOVERIES(), FUSO detects that there
is currently no more new data from the up-layer appli-
cation, if the two conditions are both satisfied: i) the
data delivered from the application has all been pushed
in the send buffer; ii) the packets in the send buffer
have all been sent. If a multi-path loss recovery packet
is allowed to be sent, FUSO sender calls the function
SEND A RECOVERY() and picks one un-ACKed packets
(in ascending order of sequence number) on the worst
sub-flow, then copies and transmits it on the best sub-
flow. We utilize existing functions in MPTCP to recon-
struct the mapping of the recovery packet’s data-level
(i.e., flow-level) sequence number to the new sub-flow-
level sequence number. Also, FUSO sender remembers
this packet to ensure that each un-ACKed packet is pro-
tected for at most once. In FUSO, both the formats of
data packets and FUSO recovery packets have no differ-
ence from those in the original MPTCP protocol. The
data-level sequence number (DSN) in the existing Data
Sequence Signal (DSS) option of MPTCP header can no-
tify the receiver how to map this recovery packet into
data-level data.

It is noteworthy that, besides the opportunistic retrans-
mission introduced before, original MPTCP may also re-
transmit the data packets originally delivered to one sub-
flow through other sub-flows under the following condi-
tion: if one sub-flow is judged to be dead when it encoun-
ters certain number of consecutive timeouts, all the pack-
ets once distributed to this sub-flow will be re-injected
to a special flow-level sending buffer called “reinject
queue”. Then MPTCP will redistribute these packets to
other sub-flows. This is a failover scheme to deal with
the case that some of its sub-flows completely fail. How-
ever, it is too slow (after a sub-flow is dead) to provide a
low FCT under lossy conditions.

FUSO receiver: The receiving process has already
been implemented in MPTCP’s original receiving logic,
which requires no other modification. According to
the DSN in the header option, the receiver will insert
the multi-path loss recovery packet in the correspond-
ing position of the data-level receive buffer, and com-
plete the data transmission. Note that in the current
MPTCP’s Linux implementation, the receiver only hands
over packets to the data-level receive buffer which are in-
sequence in the sub-flow level, and buffers the packets
which are out-of-sequence (OoS) in the sub-flow level in
the sub-flow’s OoS queue. This implementation reduces
the reordering computation overhead, but may severely
defer the completion time of the overall MPTCP flow.
Since packets may be retransmitted by other sub-flows,
those packets OoS in sub-flow level may be in-sequence
in the data level. As such, in-sequence data-level pack-
ets may not be inserted to the data-level receive buffer
even when they arrive at the receiver, because of being

Rack2 Rack1

ToR1ToR2

ToR1 ToR2

Rack1 Rack2

H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6

P1
P2
P3

Figure 3: Basic topology of the testbed.

deferred by the former lost packets in the same sub-flow.
To solve this problem, we implement a minor modifica-
tion to current MPTCP’s receiving end implementation,
which immediately copies the sub-flow-level OoS pack-
ets directly to the MPTCP data-level receive buffer. This
receiving end modification is 34 lines of code.

4.2 Testbed Setup
We build a small 1Gbps testbed as shown in Fig. 3. It

consists of two 6-port ToR switches (ToR1, ToR2) and six
hosts (H1 ∼H6) located in the two racks below the ToR
switches. There are three parallel paths between the two
racks, emulating the multi-path DCN environment.

Each host is a desktop with an Intel E7300 Core2
Duo 2.66GHz CPU, 4GB RAM and 1Gbps NIC, and
runs Ubuntu 14.04 64-bit with Linux 3.18.20 kernel. We
use two servers to emulate the two ToR switches. Each
server-emulated switch is a desktop with an Intel Core
i7-4790 3.60GHz CPU, 32GB RAM, and 7 Intel I350
Gigabit Ethernet NICs (one reserved for the manage-
ment). All server-emulated switches run Ubuntu 14.04
64-bit with Linux 4.4-RC7 kernel. Originally, current
Linux kernel only support IP-address-based (<src,dst>
pair) ECMP [26] when forwarding packets. There-
fore, we made a minor modification (8 lines of code)
to the switches kernel, thus to enable layer-4 port-based
ECMP [26] (<src,dst,sport,dport,protocol> pair) which
is widely supported by commodity switches and used in
production DCNs [3, 6, 16].

Flows are randomly hashed to the physical paths by
ECMP in our testbed. Each switch port buffer size is
128KB. The basic RTT in our testbed is ∼280µs. ECN
is enabled using Linux qdisc RED module, with marking
threshold set to be 32KB according to the guidance by
[7]. We set TCP minRTO to 5ms [1, 3]. These settings
are used in all the testbed experiments .

5 Evaluation
In this section, we use both testbed experiments and

ns-2 simulations to show the following key points. 1)
Our testbed experiments show FUSO’s good perfor-
mance under various lossy conditions, including fail-
ure loss, failure & congestion loss, and congestion loss.
2) We also use targeted testbed experiments to ana-
lyze the impact of sub-flow number on FUSO’s perfor-
mance. 3) Our detailed packet-level simulations confirm
that FUSO scales to large topologies.
5.1 Schemes Compared

We compare the following schemes with FUSO in our
testbed and simulation experiments. For the simulations,
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we implement all the following schemes in ns-2 [30]
simulator. For the testbed, we implement Proactive and
Repflow [31] in Linux, and directly use the source codes
of other schemes.

TCP: The standard TCP acting as the baseline. We en-
able the latest loss recovery schemes in IETF RFCs for
TCP, including SACK [28], SACK based recovery [18],
Limited Transmit [32] and Early Retransmission [19].
The rest of the compared schemes are all built on this
baseline TCP.

Tail Loss Probe (TLP) [22]: The latest single-path
TCP enhancement scheme using prober to accelerate loss
recovery. TLP transmits one more packet after 2 RTTs
when no ACK is received at the end of the transaction or
when the congestion window is full. This extra packet is
a prober to trigger the duplicate ACKs from the receiver
before timeout.

TCP Instant Recovery (TCP-IR)5 [23]: The latest
single-path TCP enhancement scheme using both prober
and redundancy. It generates a coded packet for every
group of packets sent in a time bin, and waits for 1/4 RTT
to send it out. This coded packet protects a single packet
loss in this group providing “instant recovery”, and also
acts like a prober as in TLP. According to the authors’
recommendation [4], we set the coding timebin to be 1/2
RTT and the maximum coding block to be 16.

Proactive [4]: A single-path TCP enhancement
scheme to accelerate loss recovery by duplicating ev-
ery TCP data packet. We have implemented Proactive
in Linux kernel 3.18.

MPTCP [15]: The state-of-the-art multi-path trans-
port protocol. We use the latest Linux version of MPTCP
implementation (v0.90 [29]), which includes the oppor-
tunistic retransmission mechanism [14].

RepFlow [31]: A simple multi-path latency improve-
ment scheme by proactively transmitting two duplicated
flows. We have implemented RepFlow in the application
layer according to [31].

For all compared schemes, the initial TCP window is
set to 16 [3]. Note that for FUSO and MPTCP, the initial
window of each sub-flow is set to be 16

number o f sub f lows ,
which forms the same 16 initial window in total for a
connection. Unless specified otherwise, we configure 4
sub-flows for each FUSO and MPTCP connection in the
testbed experiments, which offers the best performance
for both methods in various conditions. We compare the
performance of FUSO/ MPTCP using different number
of sub-flows in §5.2.4. FUSO’s path selection parameters
α , β (§3.2.1) are both set to be 0.5.

5TCP-IR has published its code [33] and we successfully compiled
it to our testbed hosts. However, after trying various settings, we are not
able to get it running on our testbed environment due to some unknown
reasons. As such, we evaluate TCP-IR only in simulation experiments.

5.2 Testbed Experiments
Benchmark Traffic: Based on the code in [34], we

develop a simple client-server application. Each client
sends requests to some randomly chosen servers for a
certain size of data, with inter arrival time obeying the
Poisson process. There are two types of requests from
the client, 1) latency-sensitive queries with data sizes
smaller than 100KB, and 2) background requests with
sizes larger than 100KB. All the requests’ sizes are sam-
pled from two real data center workloads, web-search [1]
and data-mining [10]. Each client initiates 10 long-lived
transport connections (5 for latency-sensitive queries,
and 5 for background requests) to each server, and round-
robinly distributes the requests on each connection (of
their type) to the server. We generate different loads
through adjusting the requests’ inter arrival time. All 6
hosts run both client and server processes. We separately
enable the various compared schemes to serve the con-
nections for latency-sensitive queries, and use standard
TCP for the rest of connections for background requests.
Note that before all evaluations, we generate 100KB data
to warmup each FUSO/MPTCP connection and wait for
an idle time to reset the initial window, thus to activate all
the sub-flows. We compare the request completion time6

of those latency-sensitive queries.
Emulating failure loss: We use netem [20,21] to gen-

erate failure packet loss with different loss patterns and
loss rates. The network and edge loss are emulated by en-
abling netem loss module on certain network interfaces
(on the switches or hosts). Two widely-used loss patterns
are evaluated, random loss and bursty loss [35].

Due to space limitation, we only present the testbed
results under random loss using web-search workload.
We have evaluated FUSO under various settings, with
different loss models (random and bursty [35]) using
different workloads (web-search and data-mining), and
FUSO consistently outperforms other schemes (reduce
the latency-sensitive flows’ 99th percentile FCT by up to
∼86.2% under bursty loss and data-mining traffic). All
the experiment results are from 10 runs in total, with 15K
flows generated in each run.

5.2.1 Failure Loss
We first show how FUSO can gracefully handle fail-

ure loss in DCN. To avoid the interference of conges-
tion, no background traffic is injected, and we deploy the
clients on H4-H6 generating small latency-sensitive re-
quests (data size < 100KB) respectively to H1-H3 with-
out edge contention. We only focus on the failure loss in
this experiment, and later we will show how FUSO per-
forms when failure and congestion coexist. The requests
are generated in an average load of 10Mbps [1].

6We use ‘flow’ and ‘request’, ‘request completion time’ and ‘FCT’
interchangeably in §5.
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Figure 4: Failure loss in the network or at the edge: 99th FCT (log scale) and timeout fraction of the latency-sensitive flows, while one
network path is lossy or all the edge paths are lossy. Path loss rate varies from 0.125% to 4%.

Loss in the network: We first evaluate the condition
when failure loss happens in the network, by deliberately
generating different loss rate for the path P1 in Fig. 3.
Note that the two directions of P1 both have the same
loss rate. Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) present the 99th per-
centile FCT and the fraction of timeout ones among all
the latency-sensitive flows. The results show that FUSO
maintains both very low 99th percentile FCT (<2.4ms)
and fraction of timeout flows (<0.096%), as the path loss
rate varies from 0.125% to 4%. FUSO reduces the 99th

percentile FCT by up to ∼82.3%, and the timeout frac-
tion up to 100% (no timeout occurs in FUSO), compared
to other schemes. The improvement is due to the multi-
path loss recovery mechanisms of FUSO, which can ex-
plore and utilize good paths that are not lossy, and also
makes the FCT depend on the best path explored. Al-
though MPTCP also explores multiple paths, each of its
paths normally has to recover loss by itself (more de-
tails in §2.4). Therefore, its overall completion time de-
pends on the last completed sub-flow on the worst path.
Lacking an effective loss recovery mechanism actually
lengthens the tail FCT in MPTCP, as exploring multiple
paths actually increases the chance to hit the bad paths.
RepFlow offers a relatively better performance than other
schemes by excessively duplicating every flow. How-
ever, this way of redundancy is actually less effective
than FUSO, because each flow independently transmits
data with no cooperative loss recovery as in FUSO. Since
there is still a big chance for ECMP to hash the two dupli-
cated flows into the same lossy path, it makes RepFlow
have an ∼32%-64.5% higher 99th percentile FCT than
FUSO. Proactive also behaves inferiorly, suffering from
similar problems as RepFlow. TLP performs almost the
same as TCP because it sacrifices the ability to prevent
timeouts in order to keep low aggressiveness.

Loss at the edge: We then evaluate the extreme condi-
tion when severe failure loss happens at the edge, by de-
liberately generating different loss rates for all the access
links of H4-H6. We try to investigate how FUSO per-
forms when sub-flows cannot leverage diversity among
different physical paths. Fig. 4(c) and Fig. 4(d) show the
results. Even with all sub-flows passing the same lossy
path, FUSO still can maintain a consistent low timeout
fraction to be under 0.8% when the loss rate is below 1%.
However, the timeout fraction of other approaches except
RepFlow and Proactive exceeds 3.3% at the same loss
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Figure 5: Failure & congestion loss: Average and 99th FCT (log
scale) of latency-sensitive flows, and the average extra load of all
FUSO flows. Each flow’s extra load is calculated by the extra bytes
incurred by FUSO divided by the total bytes transmitted.

rate. As such, FUSO reduces the 99th percentile FCT
by up to ∼80.4% compared to TCP, TLP and MPTCP.
When loss rate exceeds 2%, FUSO still maintains the
99th FCT under 12.7ms. Although all sub-flows traverse
the same lossy path in this scenario, the chance that all
four of them simultaneously hit the loss has been de-
creased. FUSO can leverage the sub-flow which does
not encounter loss currently to help recover lost packets
in the sub-flow which hits loss at this moment. Due to the
excessive redundancy, RepFlow and Proactive perform
the best in this scenario when loss rate is high, but hurt
the 99th FCT when the loss rate is low. Later (§5.2.3) we
will show that this excessive load and the non-adaptive
redundancy ratio will substantially degrade the perfor-
mance of latency-sensitive flows, when the congestion is
caused by themselves such as in the incast [5] scenario.

5.2.2 Failure & Congestion Loss

Next we evaluate that how FUSO performs with co-
existing failure and congestion loss. We generate a 2%
random loss rate on both directions of path P1, which
is similar to a real Spine switch failure case in produc-
tion DCN [3]. We deploy the aforementioned clients on
the H4-H6 and configure them to generate small latency-
sensitive queries as well as background requests, to the
servers randomly chosen from H1-H3. This cross-rack
traffic [13, 36] ensures that all the flows have a chance
going through the lossy network path. We inject differ-
ent traffic load from light (0.1) to high (0.9), to inves-
tigate how FUSO performs from failure-loss-dominated
scenario to congestion-loss-dominated scenario.

Results: Fig. 5 shows the results. Under conditions
where failure and congestion loss coexist, FUSO main-
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tains both very low average and 99th percentile FCT of
latency-sensitive flows, from light to high load. Com-
pared to MPTCP, TCP and TLP, FUSO reduces the av-
erage FCT by ∼28.2%-47.1%, and the 99th percentile
by ∼17.2%-80.6%. FUSO also outperforms RepFlow
by ∼10%-30.3% in average and ∼20.1%-44.8% in tail,
due to two reasons: 1) the chance of two replicated flows
in RepFlow being hashed to the same lossy path is non-
negligible, and 2) excessive redundancy RepFlow adds
congestion when load is high. As for Proactive, the
replicated packets always go through the same path as
the original data packets, which makes them share the
same loss rate and further decrease its redundancy effi-
ciency compared to RepFlow. Moreover, the simple du-
plicating behaviour extremely degrades its performance
under heavy load. On the contrary, FUSO’s proactive
multi-path loss recovery helps to recover the congestion
and failure loss fast, meanwhile remaining cautious to
avoid adding aggressiveness. Even at the high load of
0.9, FUSO maintains the average and tail FCT to be be-
low 4.5ms and 17.1ms, respectively. TCP behaves inferi-
orly due to coexisting severe congestion and failure loss,
while MPTCP performs better in this case. TLP’s faster
loss recovery by adding moderate aggressiveness makes
it perform better than both TCP and MPTCP.

We show the average extra load of all FUSO flows in
Fig. 5(c). Each flow’s extra load is calculated by the extra
bytes incurred by FUSO divided by the total bytes trans-
mitted. The results show that FUSO’s fast loss recovery
behaviour can gracefully adapt to the network condition.
Particularly, when the load is low, FUSO generates rela-
tively more recovery packets (∼42% extra load) to proac-
tively recover the potential loss. Such relative high re-
dundancy rate does not affect the FUSO flows’ FCT, be-
cause that FUSO only generates redundancy utilizing the
opportunity when the network is not congested (detected
from spare cwnd) and there is no more new data. As the
congestion becomes severe, FUSO naturally throttles the
redundancy generation (down to ∼40% in 0.9 load) by
strictly following the congestion control behaviour. Later
(§5.2.3) we will show that FUSO generates even lesser
redundancy when the network is more congested. Note
that although FUSO’s redundancy helps to improve the
latency flows’ FCT, they do incur some extra load to the
network and slightly affect the overall network through-
put. Compared with MPTCP, which uses the same con-
gestion control as FUSO but incurs zero extra load, the
average throughput of all flows in FUSO is ∼7.8% lower
to ∼3.4% higher at various loads.
5.2.3 Congestion Loss: Incast

Now, we focus on the congestion loss at the edge
which is a very challenging scenario for FUSO, to in-
vestigate whether FUSO is cautious enough to avoid
adding congestion when there is no spare capacity in
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Figure 6: Incast: Request completion time and the average extra
load of all FUSO flows.

the bottleneck link. We deploy a receiver application on
H1 to simultaneously generate requests to a number of
sender applications deployed on H2-H6. After receiv-
ing the request, each sender immediately responds with
a 64 KB data using the maximum sending rate. This
traffic pattern, which is called incast [5], is very com-
mon in MapReduce-like [37] applications. We use all
physical sending hosts in our testbed to emulate multi-
ple senders [38]. We measure the completion time when
all the responses have been successfully received. In this
case we do not inject failure loss.

Results: Fig. 6(a) shows the request completion time
as the number of senders (i.e., fanout) grows. When the
fanout is below 44, FUSO, MPTCP, TCP and TLP be-
have similarly. As studied before [24, 39], a small min-
RTO and appropriate ECN setting can offer a fairly good
performance for standard TCP in the incast scenario. Be-
cause the total response size equals 64KB×fanout, the
completion time linearly grows as the fanout increases.
When fanout grows above 44, timeout occurs in MPTCP,
which leads to a sudden rise of completion time. It is
due to the relatively high burstiness caused by multiple
sub-flows. However, FUSO’s multi-path loss recovery
scheme compensates this burstiness and remains an ap-
proximately linear growth of completion time in FUSO.
The performance begins to degrade for all methods when
the fanout exceeds 48. FUSO keeps performing the best,
and keeps the completion time below 51.2ms even when
the fanout becomes 70.

RepFlow and Proactive always take roughly twice the
time to complete the query even when fanout is low (e.g.,
<23), because they duplicate every flow (or packet) and
add a certain excessive extra load to the network. As the
fanout becomes larger, many timeouts occur and signif-
icantly impair the performance of them. For example,
for a fanout of 30, RepFlow and Proactive need ∼47ms
and ∼58ms to complete the request, respectively, while
FUSO only needs less than 25ms. Although duplicat-
ing small flows can help to improve their performance
under some lossy cases, it is not adaptive to compli-
cated DCN environments, and even deteriorates the per-
formance especially when the network is congested by
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Figure 7: Various number of sub-flows: 99th FCT (log scale) and
timeout fraction of the latency-sensitive flows, while one network
path is lossy.

the small flows themselves. On the contrary, Fig. 6(b)
shows that FUSO can gracefully adapt to the network
condition and throttle the extra load in such extremely
congested scenarios.
5.2.4 Various Number of Sub-flows

Now, we investigate the impact of the number of sub-
flows on FUSO’s performance. The settings are the
same as in the network loss experiment in §5.2.1. We
compare FUSO with 1,2,4 and 8 sub-flows, denoted as
FUSO1,2,4,8. Note that FUSO1 simply retransmits the
suspected lost packets in the same flow after the original
packets before standard TCP loss recovery begins, with-
out using multi-path.

Results: Fig. 7 shows the results. We can see that
FUSO behaves better as it explores more paths using
more sub-flows. Only adding redundancy without lever-
aging multi-path diversity causes the inferior perfor-
mance of FUSO1. FUSO4 can offer a fairly good per-
formance that is very close to FUSO8, which means 4
sub-flows is enough for our small testbed with 3 paral-
lel paths. On the contrary, MPTCP behaves worse as the
number of sub-flows grows, lagged by the last completed
sub-flow on the worst path (see §2.4).

5.3 Large-scale Simulations
Simulation settings: Besides testbed experiments, we

also use ns-2 [30] to build a larger 3-layer, 4-pod sim-
ulated Fat-tree topology. The topology consists of 4
Spine switches and 4 pods below them, each containing
2 Aggregation and 2 ToR switches. All switches have
4 40Gbps ports, and each ToR switch has a rack of 8
10Gbps servers below. Each switch has 1MB buffer per
port, with ECMP and ECN enabled. The whole topol-
ogy contains 20 switches and 64 servers, i.e., the largest
scale for detailed packet-level simulation that could be
finished in an acceptable time on our servers. The base
RTT without queueing is ∼240µs. Given that, the ECN
threshold is set to be 300KB [7]. We set the TCP min-
RTO to be 5ms [3, 16]. The input traffic is generated
the same as in §5.2.2, letting all the clients request both
latency-sensitive queries and background data from ran-
domly chosen servers. Besides web-search [1], we also
evaluate another empirical data-mining workload [10].
Both FUSO and MPTCP use 8 sub-flows to adapt to the
large topology. The results are from 10 runs in total, with
32K flows generated in each run.

Empirical failure loss: To emulate the real condition
in production data centers, we randomly set 5% links to
be lossy. The loss rate of each lossy link is sampled from
the distribution measured in §2.1 (Fig. 1(a)). Note that
we have excluded the part in the distribution with excep-
tionally high loss rate (right most part in Fig. 1(a) with
loss rate > 60%) for sampling. It is because that standard
TCP flows almost cannot finish and often upper-layer ap-
plications operations are triggered (e.g., requesting re-
sources from other machines) under such high loss rates.
We randomly generate those lossy links at different lo-
cations including the edge and network, according to the
real location distribution7 in §2.1 (Fig. 1(b)).

Results: The results in Fig. 8 confirm that FUSO
can gracefully scale to large topologies and complex
lossy conditions. Under all loads, the average FCT of
FUSO is ∼10.4%-60.3% lower than TCP, MPTCP, TLP
and TCP-IR in web search workload, and ∼4.1%-39.4%
lower in data mining workload. Also, the 99th percentile
is ∼29.2%-87.4% and ∼0%-87.9% lower in the two
workloads respectively. TCP-IR chooses a more aggres-
sive loss recovery manner than TLP. This improves the
performance, but TCP-IR still has ∼29.2%-46.5% and
∼0%-6.1% higher 99th FCT than FUSO under two work-
loads, respectively. Lacking multi-path makes TCP-IR’s
loss recovery less efficient, because the recovery pack-
ets may be also dropped while traversing the same lossy
path as the former dropped data packets. Compared with
RepFlow and Proactive which use certain excessive re-
dundancy rate, FUSO still has up to ∼33.9% and ∼2.6%
better 99th percentile FCT under the two workloads re-
spectively, due to the reasons discussed before. Because
the simulated topology has a much higher capacity in the
fabric link (40G) than the access link (10G), the con-
gestion is significantly alleviated compared to the small
testbed topology in §5.2.2. Thus TCP performs better
than MPTCP for small flows in this scenario, because
their performance depends more on the failure loss.

6 Discussion
FUSO follows the principle of prioritizing new data

transmission over loss recovery, utilizing spare oppor-
tunities to conduct proactive loss recovery when there
is currently no new data. As such, FUSO avoids sacri-
ficing throughput to transmit redundant recovery pack-
ets ahead of new data, which would increase the FCT.
Moreover, FUSO can dynamically adapt its redundancy
rate to the network condition (Fig. 5(c) and Fig. 6(b)),
by strictly following the congestion control constraint.
Thus, FUSO naturally generates relatively more redun-
dancy to accelerate loss recovery when the congestion

7There are only 3 layers in our simulation topology, thus we merge
the portion of those lossy links at and above the 3rd layer in the real
topology into one layer in the simulated topology.
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Figure 8: Simulations under 10Gbps fat tree: Average and 99th FCT (log scale) of latency-sensitive flows from web-search and data-mining
workloads. Lossy links are randomly generated according to realistic measurements in §2.1.

is light, and becomes conservative when the congestion
is heavy, which outperforms other methods’ (e.g., TCP-
IR, Repflow, and Proactive) fixed redundancy rate. As
such, FUSO’s redundancy helps to greatly decrease the
FCT, meanwhile only slightly affecting the overall net-
work throughput (§5.2.2).

Although we focus on how FUSO improves the per-
formance of small latency-sensitive flows in §5, FUSO is
also applicable to long flows, which are typically band-
width greedy and cwnd limited. Therefore, the neces-
sary condition for proactive multi-path loss recovery in
FUSO (when there is no more new data to be sent and
the flow has spare cwnd slots) is only triggered at the
end of the long flows. Previous studies [13] have shown
that MPTCP provides a very good performance for long
flows. We first ran experiments to compare FUSO and
MPTCP, and the results (omitted for space limitation)
confirm that FUSO incurs a negligible overhead and be-
haves almost exactly the same as the original MPTCP
for long flows. We then enabled FUSO for all small
and long flows and reran all experiments in §5, and ob-
served that FUSO still outperforms other methods at the
tail FCT. We also note that enabling MPTCP in general
in data centers may hurt the average FCT of small flows
for the following reason (also revealed in [36,41]): Orig-
inally designed for improving long flow’s throughput,
MPTCP’s current congestion control can cause bursti-
ness of multiple sub-flows and drive up queue lengths on
all paths. How to improve multi-path congestion control,
however, is orthogonal to FUSO and beyond the scope of
this paper.

7 Related Work
Besides the works [4, 13–15, 22, 23, 31] that we have

previously discussed in-depth, there is a rich literature
on the general TCP loss recovery (e.g., [18, 19, 32, 42]),
short flows’ tail FCT in both DCN (e.g., [43–45]) and
Internet (e.g., [46, 47]), and utilizing multi-path in the
transport (e.g., [48–51]). Due to space limitation, we do
not review these works in details. The key difference
between FUSO and these works is that, to the best of our
knowledge, FUSO is the first work to address the long
tail FCT of short flows in DCN caused by failure-packet-
loss-incurred timeout. FUSO is also the first systematic
work to utilize multi-path diversity to conduct proactive
transport loss recovery in DCN.

It is noteworthy that several data centers have recently

deployed Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) [52,
53], a complementary technique to TCP. It relies on
Priority-based Flow Control (PFC) to remove conges-
tion drops. However, RDMA would perform badly in
face of failure-induced loss (e.g., even a slight 0.1%)
due to its simple go-back-N loss recovery schemes [3].
FUSO is able to deal with both congestion-induced loss
and failure-induced loss, and works for the widely used
TCP in DCN [3, 6, 16]. We will study how to apply the
principle of FUSO to RDMA/PFC in the future.

8 Conclusion
The chase for ultra-low FCT in data center networks

has been a very active research area, and the solutions
range from better topology and routing designs, optical
switching, flow scheduling, congestion control, to pro-
tocol architectures (e.g., RDMA/PFC), etc. This paper
adds an important thread to this area, which is to prop-
erly leverage the inherent multi-path diversity for trans-
port loss recovery, to deal with both failure-induced and
congestion-induced packet loss in DCN. In our proposed
FUSO, when a multi-path transport sender suspects loss
on one sub-flow, recovery packets are immediately sent
over another sub-flow that is not or less lossy and has
spare congestion window slots. Our experiments show
that the fast yet cautious FUSO can decrease the tail FCT
by up to ∼82.3% (testbed) and ∼87.9% (simulation).
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Abstract
StackMap leverages the best aspects of kernel-bypass

networking into a new low-latency Linux network service
based on the full-featured TCP kernel implementation, by
dedicating network interfaces to applications and offering
an extended version of the netmap API as a zero-copy, low-
overhead data path while retaining the socket API for the
control path. For small-message, transactional workloads,
StackMap outperforms baseline Linux by 4 to 80 % in
latency and 4 to 391 % in throughput. It also achieves
comparable performance with Seastar, a highly-optimized
user-level TCP/IP stack for DPDK.

1 Introduction

The TCP/IP protocols are typically implemented as part of
an operating system (OS) kernel and exposed to applica-
tions through an application programming interface (API)
such as the socket API [61] standard. This protects and
isolates applications from one another and allows the OS
to arbitrate access to network resources. Applications can
focus on implementing their specific higher-level func-
tionality and need not deal with the details of network
communication.

A shared kernel implementation of TCP/IP has other
advantages. The commercialization of the Internet has
required continuous improvements to end-to-end data
transfers. A collaboration between commercial and open
source developers, researchers and IETF participants over
at least the last 25 years has been improving TCP/IP to
scale to increasingly diverse network characteristics [11,
39, 58], growing traffic volumes [13, 32], and improved
tolerance to throughput fluctuations and reduced transmis-
sion latencies [1, 10, 49].

A modern TCP/IP stack is consequently a complex,
highly optimized and analyzed piece of software. Due to
these complexities, only a small number of stacks (e.g.,

†Most of the research was done during an internship at NetApp.

Linux, Windows, Apple, BSD) have a competitive feature
set and performance, and therefore push the vast majority
of traffic. Because of this relatively small number of OS
stacks (compared to the number of applications), TCP/IP
improvements have a well-understood and relatively easy
deployment path via kernel updates, without the need to
change applications.

However, implementing TCP/IP in the kernel also has
downsides, which are becoming more pronounced with
larger network capacities and applications that are more
sensitive to latency and jitter. Kernel data processing
and queueing delays now dominate end-to-end latencies,
particularly over uncongested network paths. For example,
the fabric latency across a datacenter network is typically
only a few µs. But a minimal HTTP transaction over the
same fabric, consisting of a short “GET” request and an
“OK” reply, takes tens to hundreds of µs (see Section 3).

Several recent proposals attempt to avoid these over-
heads in a radical fashion: they bypass the kernel stack and
instead implement all TCP/IP processing inside the appli-
cation in user space [24, 29, 37] or in a virtual machine
context [4]. Although successful in avoiding overheads,
these kernel-bypass proposals also do away with many
of the benefits of a shared TCP/IP implementation: They
usually implement a simplistic flavor of TCP/IP that does
not include many of the performance optimizations of the
OS stacks, it is unclear if and by whom future protocol im-
provements would be implemented and deployed, and the
different TCP/IP versions used by different applications
may negatively impact one another in the network.

It is questionable whether kernel-bypass approaches
are suitable even for highly specialized network environ-
ments such as datacenters. Due to economic reasons [17],
they are assembled from commodity switches and do not
feature a centralized flow scheduler [2, 45]. Therefore,
path characteristics in such datacenters vary, and more
advanced TCP protocol features may be useful in order to
guarantee sub-millisecond flow completion times.

1
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Another group of recent proposals [16, 22, 46] attempts
to reduce the overheads associated with using the kernel
stack by optimizing the socket API in a variety of ways.
Unlike kernel-bypass approaches, which dedicate network
interfaces (NICs) to individual applications, they continue
to allow different applications to share NICs. This limits
the benefit of this set of proposals, due to the continued
need for kernel mechanisms to arbitrate NIC access, and
motivates our StackMap proposal.

On today’s multi-core and multi-NIC servers, it is com-
mon practice to dedicate individual cores and individual
(virtual) interfaces to individual applications; even more
so for distributed scale-out applications that use all system
resources across many systems.

This paper presents StackMap, a new OS network ser-
vice that dedicates NICs to individual applications (similar
to kernel-bypass approaches) but continues to use the full-
fledged kernel TCP/IP stack (similar to API-optimizing
approaches). StackMap establishes low-latency, zero-copy
data paths from dedicated NICs, through the kernel TCP/IP
implementation, across an extended version of the netmap
API into StackMap-aware applications. The extended
netmap API features operations for explicit execution of
packet I/O and TCP/IP processing, event multiplexing
and application-data I/O, which is tightly coupled with
an abstraction of the NIC packet buffers. Alongside the
data path, StackMap also retains the regular socket API
as a control path, which allows sharing of the OS network
stack properly with regular applications.

StackMap outperforms Linux by 4 to 80 % in average
latency, 2 to 70 % in 99th-percentile latency and 4 to 391 %
in throughput. StackMap also improves memcached
throughput by 42 to 133 %, and average latency by 30 to
58 %. Up to six CPU cores, StackMap even outperforms
memcached on Seastar, which is a highly-optimized, user-
level TCP/IP stack for DPDK.

The StackMap architecture resembles existing kernel-
bypass proposals [4, 6] and borrows common techniques
from them, such as batching, lightweight buffer man-
agement and the introduction of new APIs. However,
applying these techniques to an OS network stack requires
a significant design effort, because of its shared nature.
Additionally, the kernel TCP/IP implementation depends
heavily on other components of the network stack and
other kernel subsystems, such as the memory allocator,
packet I/O subsystem and socket API layer. StackMap
carefully decomposes the OS network stack into its TCP/IP
implementation and other components, and optimizes the
latter for transactional workloads over dedicated NICs.

StackMap inherits the complete set of the rich TCP/IP
protocol features from the OS stack. A latency analysis
of the Linux kernel implementation shows that TCP/IP
processing for both the transmit and receive directions
consumes less than 0.8 µs, respectively. This is less than

the half the overall request handling latency of 3.75 µs
(see Section 3.1).

In summary, we make three major contributions: (1) a
latency analysis of the Linux kernel TCP/IP implementa-
tion, (2) the design and implementation of StackMap, a
new low-latency OS networking service, which utilizes
dedicated NICs together with the kernel TCP/IP imple-
mentation, and (3) a performance evaluation of StackMap
and a comparison against a kernel-bypass approach.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 discusses the most relevant prior work, much
of which StackMap draws motivation from. Section 3
analyses latencies of the Linux network stack, in order
to validate the feasibility of the StackMap approach and
identify problems we must address. Section 4 describes
the design and implementation of StackMap. Section 5
evaluates StackMap. Section 6 discusses the inherent
limitations posed by the StackMap architecture as well as
those only present in the current prototype implementation.
The paper concludes with Section 7.

2 Motivation and Related Work

Inefficiencies in OS network stacks are a well-studied topic.
This section briefly discusses the most relevant prior work
in the field from which StackMap draws motivation, and
summarizes other related work.

2.1 Kernel-Bypass Networking

An OS typically stores network payloads in kernel-space
buffers, accompanied by a sizable amount of metadata
(e.g., pointers to NICs, socket and protocol headers).
These buffers are dynamically allocated and managed by
reference counts, so that producers (e.g., a NIC driver in
interrupt context) and consumers (e.g., read() in syscall
context) can operate on them [55].

Around 2010–2012, researchers developed approaches
to use static, pre-allocated buffers with a minimum amount
of metadata for common, simple packet operations, such as
packet forwarding after IPv4 longest-prefix matching [62].
A key architectural feature of these systems [21, 54] is to
perform all packet processing in user space1, by moving
packets directly to and from the NIC, bypassing the OS
stack. These systems also extensively exploit batching,
e.g., for syscalls and device access, which is preceded by
a write barrier. The outcome of these research proposals
is general frameworks for fast, user-space packet I/O, such
as netmap [54] and DPDK [26].

1Click [43], proposed in 1999, has an option to run in user-space, but
as a low-performance alternative to the in-kernel default, due to using the
traditional packet I/O API or Berkeley Packet Filter. A netmap-enabled
version of Click from 2012 outperforms the in-kernel version [52].
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In 2013–2014, “kernel-bypass” TCP stacks based on
these user-space networking frameworks emerged, driven
by a desire to further improve the performance of transac-
tional workloads. UTCP [24] and Sandstorm [37] build
on netmap; mTCP [29] on PacketShader; Seastar [6],
IX [4] and UNS [27] on DPDK. They either re-implement
TCP/IP almost from scratch or rely on existing—often
similarly limited or outdated—user-space stacks such as
lwIP [12], mostly because of assumed inefficiencies in OS
stacks and reported inefficiencies of running more modern
OS stack code in user-space via shims [31, 60].

Further, these kernel-bypass stacks introduce new APIs
to avoid inefficiencies in the socket API, shared-nothing de-
signs to avoid locks, active NIC polling to avoid handling
interrupts, network stack processing in application threads
to avoid context switches and synchronization, and/or
direct access to NIC packet buffers. These techniques
become feasible, because kernel-bypass approaches dedi-
cate NICs or packet I/O primitives, such as a NIC rings,
to application threads. In other words, they do not support
sharing NICs with applications that use the OS stack. Each
thread therefore executes its own network stack instance,
and handles all packet I/O, network protocol processing
in addition to executing the application logic.

However, such techniques are not inherently limited
to user-space use. In 2015, mSwitch [23] demonstrated
that they can be incorporated into kernel code (with small
modifications) and result in similar benefits: mSwitch
speeds up the Open vSwitch data path by a factor of three.
It retains the OS packet representation, but simplifies
allocation and deallocation procedures by performing all
packet forwarding operations within the scope of a single
function. StackMap borrows the idea of using acceleration
techniques first used for kernel-bypass networking inside
the kernel from mSwitch.

2.2 Network API Enhancements

Server applications typically execute an event loop to mon-
itor file descriptors, including network connections. When
an event multiplexing syscall such as epoll_wait() re-
turns “ready” file descriptors, the application iterates over
them, e.g., to read requests, send responses, or to accept
new connections.

In 2012, MegaPipe [22] improved on this common
pattern by introducing a new API that featured two tech-
niques: First, it batches syscall processing across multiple
file descriptors (similarly to FlexSC [59]) to amortize their
cost over a larger number of bytes. This is particularly
effective for transactional workloads with small messages.
Second, it introduces new lightweight sockets, which relax
some semantics of regular sockets that limit multi-core
scalability, such as assigning the lowest available integer
to number a new descriptor (which requires a global lock

for the entire process). Not surprisingly, this approach
provides a smaller performance improvement compared
to the kernel-bypass approaches that dedicate NICs to
applications [29].

2.3 TCP Maintenance
Originally, TCP was a relatively simple protocol [48]
with few extensions [28, 38], and the implementation and
maintenance cost was very manageable. In addition to im-
plementations by general-purpose OS vendors, many more
specialized TCP implementations were undertaken to sup-
port purpose-specific appliances, such as middleboxes [25,
40], storage servers [15] and embedded systems [34].

Over the years, maintaining a TCP implementation has
become much more challenging. TCP is being improved
at a more rapid pace than ever, in terms of performance [1,
3, 39, 49, 57], security [5, 13, 32, 44, 51], as well as
more substantial extensions such as Multipath TCP [18].
In addition to the sheer number of TCP improvements
that stacks need to implement in order to remain compet-
itive in terms of performance, security and features, the
improvements themselves are becoming more complex.
They need to take the realities of the modern Internet
into account, such as the need for correct operation in the
presence of a wide variety of middleboxes or the scarcity
of available option space in the TCP header [5, 49, 50].

Consequently, the set of “modern” TCP stacks that
offer the best currently achievable performance, secu-
rity and features has been shrinking, and at the moment
consists mostly of the large general-purpose OS stacks
with a sizable developer base and interest. Many other
TCP implementations have fallen behind, and it is very
uncertain whether they will ever catch up. This is espe-
cially regrettable for stacks that underlie many deployed
middleboxes, because they in turn limit future Internet evo-
lution [25, 40]. The situation is unfortunately similar for
many of the recent kernel-bypass stacks (see Section 2.1),
none of which shows signs of very active maintenance.
Networking products that wish to take advantage of the
performance benefits of kernel-bypass solutions thus run
the risk of adopting a stack that already is not competitive
in terms of features, and may not not remain competitive
in terms of performance in the future.

StackMap mitigates this risk, by offering similar perfor-
mance benefits to kernel-bypass approaches while using
the OS stack, which has proven to see active maintenance
and regular updates.

2.4 Other Related Work
Some other pieces of relevant related work exist, in addi-
tion to the general areas discussed above.

In the area of latency analyses of network stacks, [33]
analyses the latency breakdown of memcached, in order to
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understand how to fulfill the quality-of-service objectives
of multiple workloads. Their measurements show much
higher processing delays than ours, and their focus is not
on improving the OS network service. Also, [4] reports
a one-way latency of 24 µs with Linux TCP/IP, which
is twice what we measure in Section 3. Our results are
similar to those reported in [47], taking into account that
they use UDP instead of TCP.

In the area of API extensions, many UNIX variants
(including Linux) implement a sendfile() syscall that
transmits a regular file from the buffer cache directly into
a TCP socket without a memory copy or multiple con-
text switches. The Linux sendmmsg() and recvmmsg()
syscalls support passing multiple messages to and from
the kernel at a time. However, they do not allow batching
across different descriptors. In late 2015, the Linux kernel
connection multiplexer (KCM) [7] was proposed. It en-
ables applications to use message-based interfaces, such
as sendmmsg(), over TCP and allows syscall batching
across multiple TCP connections. Linux busy poll sock-
ets [8] permit to directly poll a network device to avoid
interrupts when receiving packets. Windows IOCP [42],
the Linux epoll and BSD kqueue families of syscalls
are event multiplexing APIs. All of these approaches are
limited by needing to remain compatible with the seman-
tics established by the socket API and to arbitrate NIC
access, which incurs significant overheads (see Section 3).

Kernel-bypass network stacks introduce other tech-
niques to optimize some TCP code paths, such as sorting
TCP connections by timeout order or pre-allocating TCP
protocol control blocks for fast connection setup. None of
these techniques are inherently limited to kernel-bypass
approaches, and StackMap will immediately gain their
benefits once the kernel stack implements them. The same
is true for Fastsocket [35], a recent optimization of the
Linux stack for multi-core scalability—when Fastsocket
functionality is present in the kernel, applications using
StackMap will immediately gain its benefits.

3 Design Space Analysis

Unless a network hop becomes the bottleneck, the end-to-
end latency of a transactional workload depends on two
main factors: (1) the processing delays of the network
stack and the application, and (2) the queueing latency,
particularly in the presence of concurrent requests. This
section analyzes these latency factors for the Linux kernel
network stack, in order to determine the feasibility of using
the kernel TCP/IP implementation for low-latency net-
working and to identify any challenges such an architecture
must address.

Layer Component Time [µs]

Kernel

Driver RX 0.60
Ethernet & IPv4 RX 0.19
TCP RX 0.53
Socket enqueue 0.06

Application

epoll_wait() syscall 0.15
read() syscall 0.33
Generate “OK” reply 0.48
write() syscall 0.22

Kernel
TCP TX 0.70
IPv4 & Ethernet TX 0.06
Driver TX 0.43

Total 3.75

Table 1: Request processing overheads at a server.

3.1 TCP/IP Processing Cost
We start by analyzing a single, short-message request-
response exchange (96 B “GET”, 127 B “OK”) between
two Linux machines connected with 10 G Ethernet NICs
(see Section 5 for configuration details). We use Sys-
temtap [14] to measure processing delays in particular
components of the server.

Table 1 shows the processing overheads measured at the
various layers during this experiment. The key insight is
that TCP/IP processing takes 0.72 µs on receive (Ethernet
& IPv4 RX and TCP RX) and 0.76 µs on transmit (TCP
TX and IPv4 & Ethernet TX). The combined overhead
of 1.48 µs is not a large factor of the overall processing
delay of 3.75 µs, and of the end-to-end one-way latency of
9.75 µs (half of the round-trip latency reported by wrk).

The significant difference of 6 µs between the end-
to-end one-way latency and the processing delay of the
server is due to link, PCIe bus and switch latencies (1.15 µs
combined, one-way), and some indirection between the
hardware and software, which is unavoidable even for
kernel-bypass TCP/IPs. We confirm this finding by run-
ning a netmap-based ping-pong application between the
same machines and NICs, which avoids most of the
network-stack and application processing. The result is a
one-way latency of 5.77 µs, which is reasonably similar
to the 6 µs measured before.

Data copies do not appear to cause major overheads for
short-message transactions. In this experiment, copying
data only takes 0.01 and 0.06 µs for 127 and 1408 B of
data, respectively (not shown in Table 1).

3.2 Latencies for Concurrent Connections
A busy server continually serves a large number of requests
on many different TCP connections; with clients using po-
tentially multiple parallel connections to the server to avoid
head-of-line blocking. For new data arriving on connec-
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(a) End-to-end latency.
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(b) Descriptors returned by epoll_wait().
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(c) Processing delay of epoll_wait().

Figure 1: Latency analysis of concurrent TCP connections.

tions (i.e., new client requests), the kernel needs to mark
the corresponding file descriptor as “ready”. Applications
typically run an event loop on each CPU core around
an event multiplexing syscall such as epoll_wait() to
identify any “ready” connections and serve the new batch
of requests that has arrived on them. During application
processing of one such batch of requests, queuing delays
can occur in two ways: First, an application iterates over
ready descriptors one after the other, serving their requests.
When many requests arrive on many connections, requests
on connections iterated over at the end of the cycle incur
significant delays. Second, new requests arriving while
an application is processing the current batch are queued
in the kernel until the next cycle. This behavior increases
both the mean and tail end-to-end latencies during such
an event processing cycle, proportional to the number of
descriptors processed during the cycle.

In order to demonstrate this effect and quantify its
latency impact, we repeat the measurement from Sec-
tion 3.1, but generate concurrent requests on several TCP
connections. Figure 1a plots the mean (solid lines) and
99th-percentile (dashed lines) end-to-end latencies, as mea-
sured by the client. Figure 1b shows the measured mean
number of descriptors returned by epoll_wait() at the
server (with standard deviations). There is a clear corre-
lation between the end-to-end latencies and the number
of file descriptors returned, as the number of concurrent
connections increases.

Concurrent connections also increase the processing
delay of the epoll_wait() syscall, which iterates over
all the descriptors registered in the kernel. Figure 1c
quantifies this cost for different numbers of registered
descriptors, using Systemtap to measure time spent in
sp_send_events_proc(). The cost to iterate over ready
descriptors is negligible when the number of registered
descriptors is small. However, it reaches about 1 µs for 20
descriptors, and almost 4 µs for 100 descriptors, which is
substantial.

Note that the processing delay for one registered de-
scriptor in Figure 1c is slightly higher than that reported
for epoll_wait() in Table 1, because the numbers
reported there subtract the Systemtap overhead from
the result (estimated by measuring the extremely cheap
(tcp_rcv_space_adjust() function).

3.3 Takeaway

It is clear that compatibility with the socket API comes at
a significant cost, including the overheads of read() and
write() (Table 1) as well as epoll_wait() (Figure 1c).
Packet I/O also introduces significant overheads (Driver
TX and RX in Table 1), and more performance is lost due
to the inability of batching transmissions over multiple
TCP connections. With concurrent TCP connections, the
overheads associated with request processing result in
long average and tail latencies due to queueing delays, on
the order of tens to hundreds of µs (Figure 1a).

4 StackMap Design

The discussion in the last two sections leads us to three
starting points. First, there are a number of existing tech-
niques to improve network stack efficiency. StackMap
should incorporate as many of them as possible. Sec-
ond, it must use an actively-maintained, modern TCP/IP
implementation, i.e., one of the main server OS stacks.
And StackMap must use this stack in a way that lets it im-
mediately benefit from future improvements to that code,
without the need to manually port source code changes.
This is important, so that applications using StackMap are
not stuck with an outdated stack. Finally, while TCP/IP
protocol processing in an OS stack is relatively cheap,
StackMap must improve other overheads, most notably
ones related to the API and packet I/O, in order to sig-
nificantly reduce queueing latency in the presence of
concurrent TCP connections.

4.1 StackMap Design Principles

StackMap dedicates NICs to privileged applications
through a new API. We believe this is a reasonable princi-
ple for today’s high-performance systems, and the same
approach is already followed by kernel-bypass approaches
(netmap, DPDK). However, unlike such kernel-bypass ap-
proaches, StackMap also “maps” the dedicated NICs into
the kernel TCP/IP stack. This key differentiator results in
key benefits, because many overheads of the traditional
socket API and buffer management can be avoided.
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A second design principle is retaining isolation: al-
though StackMap assumes that applications are privileged
(they see all traffic on dedicated NICs), it must still pro-
tect the OS and any other applications when a privileged
StackMap application crashes. StackMap inherits most of
its protection mechanisms from netmap, which it is based
on, including protection of NIC registers and exclusive
ring buffer operations between the kernel and user space.
We discuss the limitations posed by our current prototype
in Section 6.

A third design principle is backwards compatibility:
when a NIC is dedicated to a StackMap application, reg-
ular applications must remain able to use other NICs.
StackMap achieves this by retaining part of the socket API
for control plane operations. Since today’s commodity
OSes mostly use monolithic kernels, StackMap must share
a single network stack instance across all NICs, whether
they are dedicated to privileged applications or shared
by regular applications. One implication of this design
principle is that it makes a complete shared-nothing design
difficult, i.e., some coordination remains required. How-
ever, Section 5 shows that this coordination overhead is
small. Additionally, the OS stack is increasingly being dis-
aggregated into shared objects, such as accept queues, and
StackMap will benefit from such improvements directly,
further improving future performance.

4.2 StackMap Architecture

The StackMap design centers around combining a fast
packet I/O framework with the OS TCP/IP stack, to give
application fast message-oriented communication over
TCP connections, which has been crucial for the applica-
tions like memcached, web servers and content delivery
network (CDN) servers, to name a few [7, 22]. Thus, in
addition to dedicating NICs to privileged applications,
StackMap must also enable the kernel stack to apply its
regular TCP/IP processing to those NICs. To this end,
StackMap extends the netmap framework to allow it to
efficiently integrate with the OS stack.

DPDK is not a suitable basis for StackMap, because
it executes its NIC drivers entirely in user space. It is
difficult to efficiently have such user-space NIC drivers
call into the kernel network stack.

Although netmap already supports communicating with
the OS stack [54], its current method has significant
overheads, because it is unoptimized and only focuses on
applications that use the socket API, which as we have
shown to have undesirable overheads.

Figure 2 illustrates the StackMap architecture.
StackMap (i) mediates traffic between a dedicated NIC
and a privileged application through a slightly extended
version of the netmap API; (ii) uses the kernel TCP/IP
stack to process incoming TCP packets and send outgoing
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OS Packet I/O
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rings/
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Buffer pool

Figure 2: StackMap architecture overview.

application data; (iii) and uses the regular socket API for
control, to both share the protocol/port-number space with
regular applications and to present a consistent picture of
clients and connections to the kernel.

For the data path API, the goal of StackMap is to
combine the efficiency, generality and security of the
netmap packet I/O framework with the full-fledged kernel
TCP/IP implementation, to give applications a way to
send and receive messages over TCP with much lower
overheads compared to the socket API.

These performance benefits will require an application
to more carefully manage and segment the data it is
handling. However, we believe that this is an acceptable
trade-off, at least for transactional applications that care
about message latencies rather than bulk throughput. In
addition, because StackMap retains the socket API for
control purposes, an application can also still use the
standard data plane syscalls e.g., read() and write()
(with the usual associated overheads).

4.3 Netmap Overview

Netmap [54] maintains several pools of uniquely-indexed,
pre-allocated packet buffers inside the kernel. Some of
these buffers are referenced by slots, which are contained
in rings. A set of rings forms a port. A NIC port maps
its rings to NIC hardware rings for direct packet buffer
access (Figure 2). A pipe port provides a zero-copy point-
to-point IPC channel [53]; a VALE port is a virtual NIC of
a VALE/mSwitch [23, 56] software switch instance (not
shown in Figure 2).

The netmap API provides a common interface to all
types of ports. It defines methods to manipulate rings and
uses poll() and ioctl() syscalls for synchronization
with the kernel, whose backend performs port-specific
operations, e.g., device I/O for NIC ports or packet for-
warding for VALE ports. Netmap buffers that are part
of the same pool are interchangeable between slots, even
across different rings or ports, which enables zero-copy
operations.
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Figure 3: TCP in-order and out-of-order reception. Ini-
tially, buffers 0–7 are linked to either of the rings, and 8–9
are extra buffers.

When a netmap client (i.e., an application) registers a
port, netmap exposes the corresponding rings by mapping
them into its address space. Rings can be manipulated via
head and tail pointers, which indicate the beginning and
end of the user-owned region. A client fills a TX ring with
new packets from head and advances it accordingly. On
the next synchronization syscall, netmap transmits packets
from the original head to the current head. During a
packet reception syscall, netmap places new packets onto
the ring between head and tail; the client then consumes
these packets by traversing the ring from head to tail, again
advancing the head accordingly.

4.4 StackMap Data Path
StackMap implements a new type of netmap port, called
a stack port. A stack port runs in cooperation with a
NIC port, and allocates packet buffers for its rings from
the same pool. StackMap also uses buffers that are not
linked to any slot in the same pool as the NIC and stack
port. These buffers allow StackMap to retain packets
in netmap buffers, but outside NIC or the stack port
rings, which prevents them from being processed by ring
operations. This is useful, for example, to store packets
that may require retransmission or to maintain data that
was received out-of-order. To utilize multiple CPU cores
efficiently, for each core, one stack port ring and NIC port
ring should be configured.

A ring belonging to a stack port can handle multiple
TCP connections, which are exposed to the application
through regular descriptors. This is essential for syscall
and packet I/O batching over these connections. Thus,
an application (on TX) or the kernel (on RX) indicates a
corresponding connection or file descriptor for each slot.
We later explain how this can be used by an application
to process an entire RX ring for a particular descriptor,
rather than looking up it for every packet.

Stack ports implement their own netmap syscall back-
end, so they can provide the netmap API to an application.
Their TX and RX backends start StackMap data path
processing. When a StackMap application performs a
syscall for RX, the stack port backend first brings new
packets into an RX ring of its NIC port, then instructs the

OS stack to run them through its RX path. StackMap then
moves any packets that the OS stack identifies as in-order
TCP segments for their respective connections into an
RX ring of its stack port. Out-of-order TCP segments
are moved into the extra buffer space; They are delivered
to the stack port RX ring when the out-of-order hole is
filled. All buffer movements are performed by swapping
indices, i.e., zero-copy. Figure 3 illustrates these steps
using two packets, where the second one arrives out-of-
order. Step (1) and (5) process a packet in the TCP/IP
stack. StackMap acts as a netmap “client” for a NIC
port, thereby advancing the head pointer of its RX ring to
consume packets. Conversely, StackMap acts as a netmap
“backend” for a stack port. It thus advances the tail pointer
of its RX ring when it puts new data into buffers.

The TX path is the opposite. When an application
wishes to transmit new data located in buffers of a stack
port TX ring, StackMap pushes these buffers through the
TX path of the OS stack (see Table 1 for the overheads
of those steps; in TCP TX StackMap skips packet buffer
allocation, and so is somewhat faster). StackMap then
intercepts the same packets after the Ethernet TX process-
ing and moves the buffers into a TX ring of the NIC port
(again zero-copy by swapping buffer indices). StackMap
then advances the head of the NIC port ring and the old
head of the stack port ring and triggers the NIC port for
transmission. Since the OS stack would normally keep
these TCP packets in its retransmission queue, StackMap
unlinks the packet buffers after transmission.

If the size of data in a given TCP connection exceeds
the available window of the respective connection i.e.,
the minimum of the advertised receive window and the
congestion window computed by the TCP stack, StackMap
swaps the excess buffers out of the stack port TX ring, in
order to avoid stalling the transmission on other connec-
tions. Any such buffers are moved back to the NIC port
ring during the next operation.

To pass netmap buffers to the OS stack, a stack port
pre-allocates a persistent sk_buff for each netmap buffer,
which is the internal OS packet representation structure.
This approach allows StackMap to avoid dynamic alloca-
tion and deallocation of sk_buffs, which has been shown
to significantly reduce packet processing overheads [23].

In addition to being clocked by the stream of inbound
acknowledgments (ACKs), the TCP protocol also has some
inherent timers, e.g., the retransmission timeout (RTO).
StackMap processes any pending TCP timer events only on
the TX or RX syscalls. This preserves the synchronization
model of the netmap API between the kernel and user
space, protecting buffers from concurrent access by a
timer handler and user space code.
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1 struct sockaddr_in sin = { AF_INET, "10.0.0.1", INADDR_ANY };
2 int sd = socket(AF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, IPPROTO_TCP);
3 bind(sd, &sin);
4 // prefix “stack” opens stack port for given interface
5 struct nm_desc ∗nmd = nm_open("stack:ix0");
6 connect(sd, dst_addr); /∗ non-blocking ∗/
7 // transmit using ring 0 only, for this example
8 struct netmap_ring ∗ring = NETMAP_TXRING(nmd->nifp, 0);
9 uint32_t cur = ring->cur;

10 while (app_has_data && cur != ring->tail) {
11 struct netmap_slot ∗slot = &ring->slot[cur];
12 char ∗buf = STACKMAP_BUF(ring, slot->buf_index);
13 // place payload in buf, then
14 slot->fd = sd;
15 cur = nm_ring_next(ring, cur);
16 }
17 ring->head = ring->cur = cur;
18 ioctl(nmd->fd, NIOCTXSYNC);

Figure 4: Initiating a connection and sending data.

4.5 StackMap API

In order to share the kernel TCP/IP stack with regular
applications, StackMap retains the socket API for control,
including, e.g., the socket(), bind(), listen() and
accept() syscalls. To reduce connection setup costs,
StackMap optionally can perform accept() in the kernel
before returning to user space, similar to MegaPipe [22].

The StackMap data path API has been designed to re-
semble the netmap API, except for a few extensions. One
is the STACKMAP_BUF(slot_idx, ring) macro, which
extends the netmap NETMAP_BUF(slot_idx, ring)
macro and returns a pointer to the beginning of the pay-
load data in a packet buffer. STACKMAP_BUF allows an
application to easily write and read payload data to and
from buffers, skipping the packet headers (which on TX
are filled in by the kernel).

On TX, the application must indicate the descriptor for
each slot to be transmitted, so that the OS stack can identify
the respective TCP connections. On RX, the OS stack
marks the slots accordingly, so that the application can
identify which connection the data belongs to. Figure 4
illustrates use of the StackMap API for opening a new
TCP connection and sending data in C-like pseudo code.

On RX, an application can consume data by simply
traversing the RX ring of a stack port. However, this
simple approach often does not integrate naturally into
existing applications, because they are written to iter-
ate over descriptors or connections, rather than iterating
over data in packet arrival order. Unfortunately, using
the epoll_wait() syscall is not an option because of
significant overheads shown in Section 3.2.

StackMap thus introduces a new API that allows ap-
plications to consume data more naturally, ordered by
descriptor. It is based on constructing a list of ready file
descriptors during network stack processing, as well as
grouping buffers for each descriptor, and by exploiting the
opportunity that the application synchronously calls into
the kernel network stack.
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Figure 5: Algorithm to build an array of ready descriptors.

Figure 5 illustrates this algorithm with an example.
Here, the OS stack has identified packets 0, 2 and 3 to
belong to file descriptor 4 (fd4), packets 1 and 5 belong to
fd3, and packets 4 and 6 to fd6. Note that descriptors are
guaranteed to be unique per process. Each slot maintains
a “next slot” index that points to the next slot of the same
descriptor. StackMap uses a scratchpad table indexed
by descriptor to maintain the head and tail slot index for
each. The tail is used by the OS stack to append new
data to a particular descriptor, by setting the “next slot”
of the last packet to this descriptor, without having to
traverse the ring. The head is used by the application to
find the first packet for a particular descriptor, also without
having to traverse the ring. This algorithm is inspired by
mSwitch [23], and we expect similarly high performance
and scalability.

The scratchpad is a process-wide data structure which
requires 32 B (for two 16 B buffer indices) per entry,
and usually holds 1024 entries (the default per-process
maximum number of descriptors in Linux). We do not
consider the resulting size of 32 KB problematic on today’s
systems even if it was extended by one or two orders of
magnitude, but it would be possible to reduce this further
by dynamically managing the scratchpad (which would
incur some modest overhead).

When the first data for a particular descriptor is ap-
pended, StackMap also places the descriptor into a de-
scriptor array (see Figure 5) that is exposed to the applica-
tion. The application uses this array very similarly to how
it would use the array returned by epoll_wait(), but
without incurring the overhead of that syscall. Figure 6
illustrates how an application receives data and traverses
the RX ring by descriptor.

The current API allows an application to traverse an
RX ring both in packet-arrival order (i.e., without using
the descriptor array) and in descriptor order. In the future,
StackMap may sort buffers in descriptor order when
moving them into the stack port RX ring. This would
remove the ability to traverse in packet order, but greatly
simplifies the API and eliminates the need for exporting
the descriptor array and scratchpad to user space.

4.6 StackMap Implementation

In order to validate the StackMap architecture, we imple-
mented it in the Linux 4.2 kernel with netmap support.
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1 // this example reuses (and omits) some of the definitions from Figure 4
2 ioctl(nmd->fd, NIOCRXSYNC);
3 uint32_t cur = ring->cur;
4 uint32_t count = 0;
5 for (uint32_t i = 0; i < nfds; i++) {
6 const int fd = fdarray[i];
7 for (uint32_t slot_idx = scratchpad[fd]; slot_idx != FD_NULL) {
8 struct netmap_slot ∗slot = &ring->slots[slot_idx];
9 char ∗buf = STACKMAP_BUF(slot->buf, ring);

10 // consume data in buf
11 slot_idx = slot->next_slot;
12 ++count;
13 }
14 }
15 // we have consumed all the data
16 cur = cur + count;
17 if (cur > ring->num_slots)
18 cur -= ring->num_slots;
19 ring->cur = ring->head = cur;

Figure 6: Traversing the RX ring by descriptor on receive.

To pass packets from a NIC port RX ring to the OS
stack, StackMap calls netif_receive_skb(), and in-
tercepts packets after this function. To pass packets
from a stack port TX ring to the OS stack, StackMap
calls __tcp_push_pending_frames() after executing
some code duplicated from static functions in tcp.c.
Packetized data is intercepted at the driver transmit rou-
tine (ndo_start_xmit() callback). Also, StackMap
modifies the sk_buff destructor, TCP timer handlers
and connection setup routines in Linux, and implements
StackMap-specific extensions to netmap, such as sk_buff
pre-allocation and APIs.

All in all, StackMap modifies 56 LoC (lines of code) in
the netmap code, and adds 2269 LoC in a new file. In the
Linux kernel, 221 LoC are added and 7 LoC are removed
across 14 existing and 2 new files.

5 Experimental Evaluation

This section presents the results of a series of experiments
that analyze the latency and throughput that StackMap
achieves in comparison to the kernel stack used via the
socket API, in order to validate our design decisions. As
discussed in Section 3, StackMap focuses on improving
transactional workloads with small messages and many
concurrent TCP connections.

Sections 5.2 and 5.3 measure by how much StackMap
reduces processing delays and queueing latencies. The
experiments use a minimal HTTP server, to highlight the
performance differences between StackMap and the Linux
kernel.

Sections 5.4 and 5.5 measure how well StackMap per-
forms for a realistic application (memcached), and how
it competes against a Seastar [6], a highly optimized,
production-quality user-space TCP/IP stack for DPDK.

5.1 Testbed Setup

The experiments use two identical Fujitsu PRIMERGY
RX300 servers equipped with a 10-core Intel Xeon E5-
2680 v2 CPU clocked at 2.8 GHz (3.6 GHz with Turbo
Boost) and 64 GB of RAM. One machine acts as the server,
the other as the client; they are connected via an Arista
DCS-7050QX switch and 10 Gbit Ethernet NICs using
the Intel 82599ES chipset. The multi-core experiments in
Section 5.5 use two additional, similar machines connected
to the same switch, to saturate the server.

The server machine runs either an unmodified Linux 4.2
kernel, our StackMap implementation (see Section 4.6)
or the Seastar user-level TCP/IP stack. For all experi-
ments involving HTTP workloads, the server executes
a minimal HTTP server that uses either the socket or
StackMap APIs. In the former case, the HTTP server
runs an epoll_wait() event loop and iterates over the
returned descriptors. For each returned descriptor, it
(1) fetches events using epoll_wait(), (2) read()s the
client request, (3) matches the first four bytes against
“GET␣”, (4) copies a pre-generated, static HTTP response
into a response buffer and (5) write()s it to the descrip-
tor. In the latter case (using the StackMap API), the
HTTP server runs an ioctl() event loop, as described
in Section 4.5 with the same application logic i.e., (3) and
(4). For all experiments involving memcached workloads,
the server runs a memcached instance. For Linux, we use
memcached [41] version 1.4.24, and for StackMap, we
ported the same version of it, which required 1151 LoC
of modifications.

The client always runs a standard Linux 4.2 kernel.
To saturate the HTTP server, it runs the wrk [19] HTTP
benchmark tool. wrk initiates a given number of TCP
connections and continuously sends HTTP GETs over
them, measuring the time until a corresponding HTTP
OK is received. Each connection has a single outstanding
HTTP GET at any given time (wrk does not pipeline);
open connections are reused for future requests. In the
experiments involving memcached, the client executes the
memaslap [36] tool.

Except for Section 5.5, the server uses only a single
CPU core to serve requests, because in these first experi-
ments, we are interested in how well StackMap solves the
problems described in Section 3. The client uses all its 10
CPU cores with receive-side-scaling (RSS) to efficiently
steer traffic towards them. Unless otherwise stated, the
experiments enable all hardware/software offload facilities
for the experiments that use the socket API. For StackMap,
such offloads are disabled, because netmap at the moment
does not support them. Once such support is added to
netmap, we expect StackMap to directly benefit from these
improvements.
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Configuration 64 B 512 B 1280 B memcached

Linux 32.7 46.4 68.4 52
σ = 5.0 σ = 3.7 σ = 4.1 σ = 9.7

Linux-NIM 19.5 21.5 23.7 26
σ = 2.5 σ = 2.8 σ = 3.2 σ = 7.5

StackMap 18.6 20.6 22.7 23
σ = 2.8 σ = 2.9 σ = 3.2 σ = 5.9

Table 2: Mean roundtrip latencies in µs with standard
deviations σ for different response message sizes in a
granularity wrk or memaslap reports.

5.2 Processing Delay
The first experiment highlights the baseline latency of
StackMap, i.e., for a single message exchange without
concurrency and therefore without any queueing.

Table 2 shows the mean latencies and their standard
deviations for single request-response exchanges as mea-
sured by wrk, as well as with the memaslap memcached
client. With wrk, the request message is always 96 B,
and the response size varies between 64 B, 512 B and
1280 B, plus a 63 to 65 B HTTP header in each case. The
memcached workload is described in Section 5.4. For the
regular Linux stack, Table 2 reports two measurements.
“Linux”, where the NIC interrupt moderation period has
been set to 1 µs (which is the Linux default), and “Linux-
NIM”, where interrupt moderation has been disabled. The
“Linux-NIM” 64 B response size measurements were also
used as the basis for the latency drill-down in Table 1 in
Section 3.1.

StackMap achieves latencies that are better than Linux-
NIM by 0.9 to 1 µs, which may seem minor. However, this
is in fact a significant result, because both StackMap and
Linux share most of the network protocol logic (Ethernet
& IPv4 RX, TCP RX, TCP TX and IPv4 & Ethernet TX in
Table 1) as well as the application logic (to generate “OK”
replies). The StackMap latency improvement is a result of
replacing the driver RX and TX operations with netmap,
eliminating the socket enqueue and epoll_wait() oper-
ations, and replacing read() and write() with shared
memory accesses by bypassing the vfs layer. Since these
replaced or eliminated parts take 1.79 µs, this result in fact
means that StackMap eliminates half of this processing
overhead.

Note that for this experiment, busy-waiting on the NIC
should not contribute to the latency reduction. Since
Linux-NIM busy-waits on epoll_wait() to prevent its
thread from sleeping and to avoid the thread wakeup la-
tency, handling an interrupt (entirely done on the kernel
stack of the current thread) is very cheap. We confirmed
this by running netmap between the same machines, using
busy-wait on either the NIC or a epoll_wait() descrip-
tor. The round-trip latencies are 11.70 and 11.53 µs,

respectively. This demonstrates that noticing a new packet
by handling an interrupt in an active thread is slightly
cheaper than through an explicit device access.

Also note that for Linux-NIM and StackMap, the latency
differences between different message sizes do not result
from data copies at the server or client, but are due to two
10 Gbit Ethernet and four 16 Gbit PCIe bus traversals for
each of the packets, which approximately translates into
4 µs for a 1.2 KB size difference.

The “Linux” configuration is used in the rest of this
section, and was used for experiments in Section 3.2.
While this configuration exhibits higher latencies for a
small number of concurrent connections, it achieves 28
to 78 % higher throughput and 22 to 44 % lower average
latencies than Linux-NIM with 40 or more concurrent
connections (not shown in the graphs).

5.3 Queueing Latency
This section evaluates by how much StackMap can reduce
transaction latencies in the presence of concurrent connec-
tions (i.e., transactions) compared to a system that uses
the regular socket API and packet I/O methods (which
were identified as inefficient in Sections 3.1 and 3.2). Re-
call that larger numbers of registered descriptors increase
latencies because of queueing, particularly tail latencies.

The top row of graphs in Figure 7 compares the mean
and 99th-percentile latencies of StackMap and Linux.
The middle row compares the mean numbers of ready
descriptors returned during each event processing cycle
(ioctl() in StackMap and epoll_wait() in Linux),
together with their standard deviations. The bottom row
shows aggregate throughputs across all connections, to
validate that the improved latency does not stem from a
reduction in throughput. Each column shows results for
the same response size (64, 512 and 1280 B).

The results in Figure 7 match our expectations. Because
StackMap reduces per-message processing delays, it can
serve the same number of descriptors at a lower latency
than Linux. This faster turnaround time leads to fewer
descriptors that need to queue for the next round of event
processing, as reflected by the lower numbers of returned
ready descriptors for StackMap (middle row). As a result,
StackMap increasingly outperforms Linux as the number
of concurrent connections increases.

5.4 Memcached Performance
After validating that StackMap outperforms Linux for a
simple application, this section evaluates how StackMap
performs for a realistic application. We also compare
StackMap against memcached on Seastar [6], a highly-
optimized user-space TCP/IP stack for DPDK.

The experiment uses a default workload of memaslap,
which comprises of 10 % “set” and 90 % “get” operations

10
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Figure 7: Mean and 99th percentile round-trip latencies (top row), mean number of ready descriptors in each event
processing cycle (middle row) and throughputs (bottom row), with the number of concurrent TCP connections (horizontal
axis) for different response sizes (64, 512 and 1280 B).
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Figure 8: Memcached latency and throughput results.

on 1024 B objects. While still simple, memcached has a
slightly more complex application logic than the simple
HTTP server we used for the previous benchmarks, and
therefore exhibits higher processing delays (see Table 2).

Figure 8 shows mean latencies with standard deviations,
as well as aggregate throughputs. StackMap achieves
significantly higher throughputs and lower latencies than
Linux, as well as a much smaller latency variance. This is
similar to observations earlier in this section. Surprisingly,
StackMap also slightly outperforms Seastar.

5.5 Memcached Multicore Scalability
Finally, we evaluate multi-core scalability with StackMap,
again using memcached as an application, and compares
the results against Linux and Seastar. The object size for
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Figure 9: Memcached multi-core throughput.

this experiment is 64 B to prevent the network from becom-
ing saturated. In order to investigate the overheads and
scalability of memcached itself, we also compare against
the simple HTTP server used for our other measurements,
configured to also serve 64 B messages.

Figure 9 shows aggregate throughputs when using a
different number of CPU cores to serve the workload. Up
to six cores used, the relative performance differences
between Linux, Seastar and StackMap remain similar,
with Linux being slowest, and StackMap slightly outper-
forming Seastar. However, Seastar begins to outperform
the others at eight cores. StackMap and Linux retain their
relative performance difference. This is to be expected,
because the current StackMap implementation does not
yet optimize locking when the Linux TCP/IP operates in
StackMap mode, nor has memcached been modified to
remove such locks when used with StackMap. In contrast,
Seastar adopts a shared-nothing design, and memcached
on top of Seastar also has been highly optimized for
multi-core scalability. The inclusion of the simple HTTP
server results for StackMap attempt to illustrate its scal-
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ability potential (and also illustrate the need for future
improvements to StackMap).

6 Limitations and Future Work

This section briefly discusses limitations of the StackMap
architecture and prototype implementation, as well as
potential future improvements.

6.1 Misbehaving Applications
The OS packet representation structure (sk_buff or mbuf)
consists of metadata and a pointer to a data buffer, whereas
StackMap exposes only data buffers to its applications.
However, Linux also stores some metadata at the end of
a data buffer (skb_shared_info), which includes infor-
mation to share a data buffer between multiple sk_buffs
and pointers to additional data buffers [9].

Thus, system memory could leak—or the system may
crash—if a misbehaving StackMap application modifies
this metadata. One possible solution is to link a netmap
buffer as an additional buffer, because Linux stores no
metadata for those, and to only use a primary data buffer to
store skb_shared_info. A similar method would also
work for FreeBSD, using external storage associated with
an mbuf. We will explore such solutions in the future.

StackMap also increases the risk of the network stack
malfunction when a StackMap application misuses the
netmap API or it modifies buffers owned by the kernel
(indicated by the head and tail pointers [53]). In the
original netmap, kernel-owned buffers are only touched by
the netmap backend, which is robust against the case where
an application modifies data out of turn. However, with
StackMap, these kernel-owned buffers are also processed
and referred to by the kernel TCP/IP stack. Therefore, if
such buffers are modified by the application out of turn
(e.g., modifying the sequence number of a sent packet that
is referred to from the retransmission queue), the TCP/IP
implementation could fall into inconsistent state.

Possible solutions to this issue include providing a
wrapper API to prevent the application from accessing the
kernel-owned buffers, making the kernel create a private
copy of data and making the kernel its buffers read-only.
Since any of these mitigation methods comes at some cost,
we leave their investigation as future work.

6.2 Support for Other Protocols
Although the StackMap prototype implementation sup-
ports only TCP and IPv4, the StackMap architecture is
not limited to these protocols. However, UDP-based ap-
plications can already batch syscalls using sendmmsg()
and recvmmsg(), may not need an event multiplexing
API like epoll_wait() and can exploit batching dur-
ing packet I/O for transmission of messages to different

clients [30]. Therefore, the performance benefits that the
StackMap architecture could bring to new UDP-based
protocols such as QUIC [20] need to be investigated.

6.3 System Configuration
In order to achieve the best network performance, system
administrators should configure their systems such that
traffic to and from regular applications are routed via
NICs that are not used by any StackMap application.
Not doing so does not crash the system, but regular
applications could see unexpected packet delays, because
moving packets in and out of the NICs is triggered by the
StackMap application, and not the normal kernel methods.
Nevertheless, in many of today’s production systems, such
configuration is already regularly performed, and so does
not complicate StackMap deployment.

7 Conclusion

Our goal in this paper has been to address the latency prob-
lems of transactional workloads over TCP, which consist
of small messages sent over a large number of concurrent
connections. We demonstrated that the kernel TCP/IP
implementation is reasonably fast, but showed that the
socket API and the traditional packet I/O methods increase
transaction latencies and limit throughputs. StackMap,
a new interface to the OS TCP/IP service that exploits
the opportunities afforded by dedicating NICs to applica-
tions, addresses these performance issues. The StackMap
design challenges included combining the full-featured
TCP/IP implementation in the kernel with netmap, which
in addition to fast packet I/O methods provides protection
of the system and NICs, and a sophisticated API.

A key takeaway is that an integration of most of the
techniques introduced by high-performance kernel-bypass
TCP/IPs—including new APIs, syscall and I/O batching,
lightweight buffer management and direct packet buffer
access—can be leveraged smoothly into the OS stack, and
help it achieve comparable performance. The key advan-
tage of this approach is that StackMap allows applications
to enjoy modern TCP/IP features and benefit from the
active maintenance that the OS stack is seeing, which
kernel-bypass TCP/IPs lack.
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Abstract
Many large-scale key-value storage systems sacrifice
features like secondary indexing and/or consistency in
favor of scalability or performance. This limits the ease
and efficiency of application development on such sys-
tems. Implementing secondary indexing in a large-scale
memory based system is challenging because the goals
for low latency, high scalability, consistency and high
availability often conflict with each other. This paper
shows how a large-scale key-value storage system can
be extended to provide secondary indexes while meeting
those goals. The architecture, called SLIK, enables mul-
tiple secondary indexes for each table. SLIK represents
index B+ trees using objects in the underlying key-value
store. It allows indexes to be partitioned and distributed
independently of the data in tables while providing
reasonable consistency guarantees using a lightweight
ordered write approach. Our implementation of this
design on RAMCloud (a main memory key-value store)
performs indexed reads in 11 μs and writes in 30 μs.
The architecture supports indexes spanning thousands
of nodes, and provides linear scalability for throughput.

1 Introduction
Over the last decade, a new class of storage systems has
arisen to meet the needs of large-scale web applications.
Various main-memory-based data storage systems such
as Aerospike [1], H-Store [19], RAMCloud [24] and
Redis [8] have scaled to span hundreds or thousands of
servers, with unprecedented overall performance. How-
ever, in order to achieve their scalability, most large-
scale storage systems have accepted compromises in
their feature sets and consistency models. In particular,
many of these systems are simple key-value stores with
no secondary indexes. The lack of secondary indexes
makes it difficult to implement applications that need to
make range queries and/or retrieve data by keys other
than the primary key.

Indexing has been studied extensively in the con-
text of traditional databases. However, its design for
a low-latency large-scale main-memory storage system
presents several unique design issues (given below).
These are further challenging due to the inherent tension
between some of them.

• Low latency: The system should harness low la-
tency networks, store index data in DRAM, and
leave out complex mechanisms wherever possible
in favor of lightweight methods that add minimal
overhead.

• Scalability: A large-scale data store must support
tables so large that their objects and indexes need to
span many servers. The total throughput of an index
should increase linearly with the number of servers
it spans. This objective is at odds with low latency,
as contacting more servers (even if done in parallel)
increases latency. Ideally, a system should provide
nearly constant latency irrespective of the number
of servers an index spans.

• Consistency: The system should provide clients
with the same strong consistency as a centralized
system. For instance, when an indexed object is
written, the update to that object and all of its
indexes must appear atomic, even in the face of
concurrent accesses and server crashes. However,
providing consistency when information is dis-
tributed, traditionally requires locks or algorithms
that impact latency or scalability. Further, as data
and indexes become sharded over more and more
nodes, it becomes increasingly complex and expen-
sive to manage metadata and maintain consistency
between data and the corresponding indexes.

• Availability: The system must also be continu-
ously available; this creates challenges around crash
recovery and requires that schema changes such
as adding and removing indexes be accomplished
without taking the system offline.

In this paper, we show how to overcome these chal-
lenges and how a large-scale key-value store can be
extended to provide secondary indexes. The resulting
architecture, SLIK (Scalable, Low-latency Indexes for
a Key-value store), combines several attractive features.
First, it scales to provide high performance even with
indexes that span hundreds of servers while providing
strong consistency guarantees. Second, its mechanisms
are simple enough to provide extraordinarily low latency
when used with a low-latency key-value store. Third,
it provides fast crash recovery, live index split and mi-
gration and other features that ensure a high level of
availability. Finally, it uses main memory judiciously
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while storing secondary index structures.
SLIK uses several interesting approaches to achieve

the desired properties:
• Its data model is a multi-key-value store, where

each object can have multiple secondary keys in
addition to the primary key and an uninterpreted
data blob. This approach reduces parsing overheads
for both clients and servers to improve latency.

• SLIK achieves high scalability by distributing index
entries independently from their objects rather than
colocating them (which is the more commonly used
approach today).

• However, the resulting indexed operations are now
distributed, which creates potential consistency
problems between indexes and objects. SLIK pro-
vides clients with a consistent behavior using a
novel lightweight mechanism that avoids the com-
plexity and overhead of distributed transactions. It
uses an ordered-write approach for updating in-
dexed objects and uses objects as ground truth to
determine liveness of index entries.

• SLIK performs long-running bulk operations such
as index creation/deletion and migration in the
background, without blocking normal operations.
For example, SLIK uses a logging approach for
index migration, which allows updates to an index
as it is being migrated.

• Finally, SLIK implements secondary indexes using
an efficient B+ Tree algorithm. Each tree node is
kept compact by mapping secondary keys to the
primary key hashes of the corresponding objects.
SLIK further uses objects of the underlying key-
value store to represent these nodes, and leverages
the existing recovery mechanisms of the key-value
store to recover indexes.

To demonstrate the practicality of SLIK, we imple-
mented it in RAMCloud [24], a low-latency distributed
key-value store. The resulting system provides extremely
low latency indexing and is highly scalable:
• SLIK performs index lookups in 11–13 μs, which is

only 2x the base latency of non-indexed reads.
• SLIK performs durable updates of indexed objects

in 30–36 μs, which is also about 2x the base latency
of non-indexed durable updates.

• The throughput of an index increases linearly as it
is partitioned among more and more servers.

• SLIK’s latency is 5–90x lower than H-Store, a state-
of-the-art in-memory database.

Overall, SLIK demonstrates that large-scale storage sys-
tems need not forgo the benefits of secondary indexes.

2 The SLIK Design
In this section we describe the general architecture of
SLIK, which could be used with any underlying key-

value store. In the next section we will discuss features
that are specific to our implementation in RAMCloud.

2.1 Data Model
In order to have secondary indexes, clients and servers
must agree on where the secondary keys are located in
the object. A traditional key-value store does not provide
this information, as each object only contains a single
key and a value. One commonly used approach is to
store the keys as part of the object’s value. In this case,
the servers and clients must agree on a specific format for
object values, such as JSON. Here, each index is associ-
ated with a particular named field, and the server parses
the object value to find the secondary keys. Several stor-
age systems use this approach, including CouchDB [2]
and MongoDB [5]. However, this approach introduces
additional overhead for the server to parse objects.

Given our objective of lowest possible latency in
SLIK, we chose an object structure that directly identifies
all the secondary keys. Consequently, there is no parsing
required to carry out index operations. We call this a
multi-key-value format: an object consists of one or more
variable-length keys, plus a variable-length uninterpreted
value blob. The first key is the primary key: along with
the table identifier, this uniquely identifies an object. The
rest of the keys are for secondary indexes: these need not
be unique within the table. Each of the secondary keys
can have an index corresponding to it. Each key can be of
a different type with a corresponding ordering function
(for example, numerical or lexicographic).

The object format can be managed automatically by
client side libraries, so that applications do not have to be
aware of how the information is stored in object values
and secondary keys.

2.2 Index Partitioning
To be usable in any large-scale storage system, a sec-
ondary indexing system must support tables so large that
neither their objects nor their indexes fit on a single
server. In an extreme case, an application might have
a single table whose data and indexes span thousands of
servers. Thus, it must be possible to split indexes into
multiple index partitions, or indexlets, each of which can
be stored on a different server.

A scalable index performs well even if it spans many
servers. The index should provide nearly constant and
low latency irrespective of the number of servers it spans.
Additionally, the total throughput of an index should
increase linearly with the number of partitions. To design
an indexing architecture that achieves these goals, we
considered three alternative approaches to index parti-
tioning.

One approach is to colocate index entries and objects,
so that all of the indexing information for a given object
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(a) Indexlet/Tablet Colocation (b) Independent Partitioning
Figure 1: Two approaches to index partitioning assuming that a table is partitioned by its primary key. In (a) indexes for the table
are partitioned so that the index entry for each object is on the same server as the object. In (b) indexes for the table are partitioned
so that each indexlet contains all the keys in a particular range. Rectangles represent objects, and the number in each rectangle is the
value of the secondary key for that object (primary keys and object values are omitted). Circles represent index nodes; the number
in each circle is the value of the secondary key. Colors distinguish objects (and secondary index keys) that belong to different
tablets.

is stored on the same server as that object. In this
approach, one of the keys (either the primary key or a
specified secondary key) is used to partition the table’s
objects among servers, as shown in Figure 1(a). We call
this Colocation Approach, in which each server stores
a table partition (or tablet) plus one indexlet for each
of that table’s indexes. The indexlet stores only index
entries for the tablet on the same server. This approach is
used widely by many modern storage systems, including
Cassandra [20] and H-Store [19], and the local indexes
in Espresso [26] and Megastore [11].

To perform a lookup using an index, a client issues
parallel Remote Procedure Calls (RPCs) to all the servers
holding partitions for this table. Each server scans its
local indexlet, then returns the matching objects from its
local tablet.

A second approach is to partition each index and table
independently, so that index entries are not necessarily
located on the same servers as the corresponding objects.
This allows each index to be partitioned according to the
sort order for that index, as shown in Figure 1(b). We
call this Independent Partitioning. With this approach,
a small index range query can be processed entirely by a
single index server.

With independent partitioning, a client performs index
lookups in two steps. In the first step, the client issues an
RPC to the server holding the relevant indexlet. This can
typically be processed entirely by a single index server. If
the queried range spans multiple indexlets, then each of
the corresponding servers is contacted. This RPC returns
information to identify the matching objects. The client
then contacts the relevant data servers to retrieve these
objects.

At small scale, the colocation approach provides lower
latency. For example, in the limit of a single server, it
requires only a single RPC, whereas independent par-
titioning requires two RPCs. However, as the number
of servers increases, the performance of the colocation
approach degrades. Each request must contact more
and more servers, so the lookup cost increases linearly

with the number of servers across which a table is
sharded. On the other hand, independent partitioning
provides dramatically better performance. Executing
two sequential RPCs results in a constant latency (even
as the number of partitions is increased), and this la-
tency is lower than executing a large number of parallel
RPCs. Moreover, with independent partitioning, the total
lookup throughput increases with the addition of servers.
This is not the case with the colocation approach, as each
server must be involved in every index lookup. While
many modern datastores use the colocation approach,
our experiments in Section 4 show that the independent
partitioning scheme provides better scalability.

A third approach is to use independent partitioning,
but also replicate part or all of the table’s data with each
index. Any data that may be accessed via the index needs
to be duplicated in this index. This approach is used by
the global indexes in DynamoDB [3] and Phoenix [7] on
HBase [4].

Global indexes combine some important benefits of
the two approaches above. They enable low latency
lookups as a lookup requires only a single RPC for small
range queries. They are also scalable as the indexes are
partitioned independently of the data table.

These benefits are at the cost of increased memory
footprint: an index lookup can return only those at-
tributes of the object that have been duplicated and
stored with that index. This results in substantial data
duplication, which might be acceptable for disk-based
systems, but not for a memory-based system like SLIK.

We use the independent partitioning approach in
SLIK. This enables high scalability while using memory
efficiently.

2.3 Consistency during normal operations
As discussed in the previous section, indexed object
writes and index lookups are distributed operations be-
cause objects and corresponding index entries may be
stored on different servers. This creates potential con-
sistency problems between the indexes and objects.
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Figure 2: The ordered write approach ensures that if an object
exists, then the corresponding index entries exist. Each object
provides the ground truth to determine the liveness of its index
entires. Writing an object serves as the commit point. The box
at the bottom shows an object as it is created, modified and
removed (Foo is the objects primary key; the secondary key is
changed from Bob to Foo when the object is modified). The
boxes above show corresponding index entries, where the solid
portion indicates a live entry. At point x, there are two index
entries pointing to the object, but the stale entry (for Bob) will
be filtered out during lookups.

Existing storage systems have generally dealt with
index consistency in two ways. Many large scale stor-
age systems simply permit inconsistencies, in order to
simplify their implementations or improve performance.
For example, CouchDB [2], PNUTS [13], the global
indexes for Espresso [26] and Megastore [11], and
Tao [12] use relaxed consistency. This forces application
programmers to build their own mechanisms to ensure
consistency. The second approach, typical of smaller-
scale systems, is to wrap updates in transactions that
ensure atomicity. However, we were concerned about
the implementation complexity and potential scalability
problems of using transactions for this purpose.

Our goal is to build a scalable distributed system
with the consistency expected from a centralized system.
SLIK provides clients with the same behavior as if in-
dexes and objects were on the same server with locks to
control access. More concretely, SLIK guarantees the
following consistency properties:

1. If an object contains a given secondary key, then an
index lookup with that key will return the object.

2. If an object is returned by an index lookup, then
this object contains a secondary key for that index
within the specified range.

We want to provide this consistency while imposing
miminal performance overheads. We designed a sim-
ple lighweight mechanism that ensures the consistency
properties stated above without requiring transactions. It
guarantees the first property by using an ordered write
approach. It guarantees the second property by treating
index entries as hints and using objects as ground truth to
determine the liveness of index entries. This mechanism
is explained in detail below, and illustrated in Figure 2.

SLIK uses an ordered write approach to ensure that
the lifespan of each index entry spans that of the cor-

responding object. Specifically, when a data server
receives a write request, it first issues requests (to the
server(s) with relevant indexlets) for creating index en-
tries corresponding to each of the secondary keys in
the new object’s data. Then it writes the object and
replicates it durably. Finally, it asynchronously issues
requests (again, to the server(s) with relevant indexlets)
for removing old index entries, if this was an overwrite.
This means that if an object exists, then the index entries
corresponding to it are guaranteed to exist – thus ensur-
ing the first of the two consistency properties.

However, now it is possible for a client to find index
entries that refer to objects that have not yet been writ-
ten or no longer exist – this would violate the second
consistency property. To solve this, we observe that the
information in an object is the truth and index entries
pointing to it can be viewed as hints. During index range
queries, the client first queries the indexlet server(s) re-
sponsible for the requested range. These servers identify
the matching objects by returning a hash of the primary
key for each matching object (Section 2.6 discusses the
use of primary key hashes in detail). The client then uses
these primary key hashes to fetch all of the corresponding
objects. Some of these objects may not exist, or they
may be inconsistent with the index (see Figure 2, point
x). The SLIK client library detects these inappropriate
objects by rechecking the actual index key present in
each object. Only objects with keys in the desired range
are returned to the application.

Writing an object effectively serves as a commit point
– any index entries corresponding to the current data
are now live, and any old entries pointing to it are now
dead. This ensures the second of the two consistency
properties.

The SLIK approach permits temporary inconsistencies
in internal data structures but masks them to provide
the client applications with a consistent view of data.
This results in a relatively simple and efficient imple-
mentation, while giving client applications the consistent
behavior defined by the two properties above.

2.4 Metadata and Coordination
The metadata about the mapping from indexlets to their
host servers needs to be managed using a persistent
coordination service. This metadata is updated when a
new index is created or dropped, an index server crashes
or recovers data from another crashed server, and when
an indexlet is split or migrated to another node. The
co-ordination service only stores and disseminates the
metadata: it does not take part in any lookup or write
operations.

2.5 SLIK API
Tables 1 and 2 summarize the API of SLIK: Table 1
shows the operations visible to client applications, and
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Table 2 shows the internal RPCs used to implement them.
A client invokes createIndex and dropIndex to

create or delete an index on an existing data table (iden-
tified by tableId). The index is identified by indexId,
such that the nth key in the object is indexed by index
with indexId n.

When a client starts an index lookup, the SLIK
API library acts as overall manager. It first issues
lookupKeys to the appropriate index servers. Each
index server identifies the primary key hashes for the
objects in the secondary key range and returns them in
index order. Then the client issues readHashes in par-
allel to the relevant data servers to fetch the actual objects
using the primary key hashes. The objects returned from
each data server are also in index order (as the order
was specified by the key hashes in the query). For large
range queries, SLIK uses a concurrent and pipelined
approach with multiple RPCs in flight simultaneously.
It is implemented using a rules-based approach [29]. As
it receives the responses from various servers, it prunes
extraneous entries (as per the consistency algorithm in
Section 2.3) and collates results from different RPCs, so
that the objects are returned to the client in index order.

We used a streaming approach (with an iterator API)
rather than an approach that collects and returns all the
objects at once. This allows index range queries to
return very large result sets, which might not all fit in
client memory at once.

To write an indexed object, a client sends a write

request to the data server that stores the object. The
data server synchronously issues entryInsert requests
to relevant index servers to add new index entries, then
modifies the object locally and durably replicates it. At
this point, the data server returns a response to the client,
then asynchronously issues entryRemove requests to
relevant index servers. If the object is new (it did not
previously exist), then the index removal step is skipped.

2.6 Index Storage and Durability
SLIK uses a B+ tree to represent each indexlet, so that
range queries can be supported. The B+ tree nodes map
secondary keys to the corresponding objects. However,
as SLIK uses the independent partitioning approach,
index entries need a way to identify the objects they refer
to. A straightforward way is for an index entry to map its
secondary key to the primary key of the corresponding
object. However, primary keys are variable length
byte arrays, which can potentially be large (many KBs),
so SLIK indexes identify an object instead with a 64-
bit hash value computed from its primary key. Primary
key hashes have the advantage of being shorter and
fixed in size. A compressed form of the key, such as
a hash, works just as well as using the entire key, as
it finds the right server and does not miss any objects.

createIndex(tableId, indexId, indexType)

Create a new index for an existing table.
dropIndex(tableId, indexId)

Delete the specified index. Secondary keys in existing objects are
not affected.
IndexLookup(tableId, indexId,

firstKey, lastKey, flags)

Initiate the process of fetching objects whose keys (for index
indexId) fall in the given range. flags provide additional pa-
rameters (for example, whether the end points of the range should
be included in the search). This constructs an iterator object.
IndexLookup::getNext()

Get the next object in index order as per parameters specified earlier
in IndexLookup, or wait until such an object is available.
write(tableId, keys, value)

Create or overwrite the object. Update secondary indexes both to
insert new secondary keys and to remove old ones (if this was an
overwrite).

Table 1: A summary of the core API provided by SLIK to
client applications for managing indexes and secondary keys.

lookupKeys(tableId, indexId,

firstKey, lastKey, flags)

Returns primary key hashes for all entries in the given index in the
given range. flags provide additional parameters (for example,
whether the end points of the range should be included in the
search).
readHashes(tableId, pKHashes)

Returns objects in table (tableId) whose primary key hash
matches one of the hashes in pKHashes.
entryInsert(tableId, indexId, key, pKHash)

Adds a new entry to the given index. This entry maps the secondary
key (key) to a primary key hash (pKHash). Replicates the update
durably before returning.
entryRemove(tableId, indexId, key, pKHash)

Removes the given entry in the given index. Replicates the update
durably before returning.

Table 2: A summary of the core RPCs used internally by SLIK
to implement the IndexLookup and write operations in Ta-
ble 1. Additional operations for managing indexlet ownership
are omitted here.

It may occasionally select extra objects, but these extra
objects get pruned out as a by-product of the consistency
algorithm.

SLIK keeps these B+ trees entirely in DRAM in order
to provide the lowest possible latency. However, index
information must be as durable and available as the
objects in the key-value store (for example, it must
survive server crashes).

One approach for achieving index durability is to
rebuild indexlets from table data. To recover an in-
dexlet with the rebuild approach, each server storing
objects of the corresponding table reads all the objects
in its memory to find keys that belong to the crashed
indexlet. Then the server that is the new owner of this
indexlet reconstructs the indexlet using the table data.
This approach is attractive for two reasons. First, it
is simple: indexlets can be managed without worrying
about durability. Second, it offers high performance:
there is no need to replicate index entries or copy them
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to nonvolatile storage such as disk or flash. However, the
rebuild approach does not allow fast crash recovery: our
tests show that it will take 25 seconds or more to recover
a 500 MB partition, and the time (for the same sized
partition) will increase as server memory sizes increase.

Our goal for crash recovery is to recover lost index
data in about the same amount of time that the underlying
storage system needs to recover lost table data. To
achieve this, SLIK represents each indexlet B+ tree with
a backing table in the underlying key-value store; the
backing table is just like any other table, except that it
is not visible to clients and has a single tablet. Each
node in the B+ tree is represented with one object in the
backing table. This backup approach allows indexlets to
leverage the persistence and replication mechanisms the
underlying key-value store uses for its object data.

With this approach, index crash recovery consists
primarily of recovering the corresponding backing table.
This is handled by the underlying key-value store. Once
the backing table becomes available, the indexlet is fully
functional; there is no need to reconstruct a B+ tree or to
scan objects to extract index keys. Thus, this approach
allows indexes to be recovered just as quickly as objects
in the underlying key-value store.

The backup approach to index recovery does have two
disadvantages. First, since each node in the B+ tree is a
separate object in the key-value store, traversing a pointer
from a node to one of its children requires a lookup in the
key-value store (pointers between nodes are represented
as keys in the key-value store). This is slightly more
expensive than dereferencing a virtual memory address,
which would be the case if the B+ tree nodes were
not stored using objects. Second, the backup approach
requires an object to be written durably during each index
update, whereas the rebuild approach would not require
this step. This durable write affects the performance
of index updates (as shown by the measurements in
Section 4).

However, the backup approach has another major
advantage of permitting variable-size nodes in index
B+ trees. Many B+ tree implementations (such as
MySQL/InnoDB [6]) allocate fixed size B+ tree nodes.
This results in internal fragmentation when the in-
dex keys are of variable length (as with commonly
used strings). Since key-value stores naturally permit
variable-size objects, the nodes in SLIK’s B+ trees can
also be of variable size, which eliminates internal frag-
mentation and simplifies allocation.

2.7 Consistency after Crashes

SLIK must handle additional consistency issues that may
arise due to server or client crashes.

2.7.1 Server Crash
A server crash can create two consistency issues. First,
if a server crashes after inserting an index entry but
before updating the object (or after updating an object but
before removing old index entries), the crash may leave
behind extraneous index entries that will not be deleted
by normal operations.

These entries can be garbage collected by a back-
ground process. Occassionally, this process scans the
indexes and sends the entries to relevant data servers. For
each index entry, the data server acquires a lock that pre-
vents concurrent accesses to the corresponding object. It
then checks whether the object exists. If the object does
not exist, the data server sends an entryRemove request
to the index server. If the table partition corresponding
to an entry is being recovered, the collector simply skips
that entry: it will be removed during the next scan.

We chose to exclude this garbage collector from our
implementation as it would have added complexity for
little benefit. The orphan entries do not affect correctness
as they get filtered out during lookups by the consistency
algorithm in the previous section. Further, the wasted
space from these entries would be negligible. Assuming
conservatively a mean time to failure for servers of about
4 months [18], 10 indexed object writes (or overwrites) in
progress at the time of a crash, and 100 B for each index
entry, the total amount of garbage accumulated will be
less than 3 KB per server per year.

The second consistency issues arises if an indexlet
server crashes while inserting or removing an entry, it
can cause consistency issues in the internal B+ tree struc-
ture. Index insertions and deletions may cause nodes of
the B+ tree to be split or joined, which requires updates
to multiple nodes (and the objects that encapsulate each
node). In order to maintain the consistency of the index
across server crashes, multi-object updates must occur
atomically. SLIK uses a multi-object update mecha-
nism implemented using the log-structured memory or
transaction log of the underlying key-value store. This
ensures that after a crash, either all or none of the updates
will be visible.

2.7.2 Client Crash
SLIK has been designed such that a client crash does not
affect consistency: all operations that have consistency
issues (like write) are managed by servers. Conse-
quently, a client crash does not require any recovery
actions other than closing network connections.

2.8 Large Scale Operations vs. Scalability
To maximize scalability, large-scale long-running oper-
ations must not block other operations. The number of
other operations blocked by a given operation is likely
to be proportional to the size of the data set blocked.
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This means that an operation may hold a lock on a small
amount of data for a comparatively long amount of time
while a lock on a larger set of data needs to be held for
a short amount of time. Hence, SLIK performs long-
running bulk operations such as index creation/deletion
and migration in the background, without blocking nor-
mal operations.

2.8.1 Index Creation

When a new index is created for an existing table in
SLIK, it needs to be populated with the index key infor-
mation from the table’s objects. This requires a scan of
the entire table, which could take a considerable amount
of time for a large table. Furthermore, objects in the table
may need to be reformatted to include the corresponding
secondary keys, which requires rewriting the objects in
the table.

One approach is to lock the table for the duration of
table scanning and object rewriting. However, this is not
scalable: as tables get larger and larger, the lock must be
held for a longer and longer time period, during which
period normal requests cannot be serviced.

In order to allow the system to function normally even
during schema changes, SLIK populates a new index
in the background, without locking the table. The new
index should not be used for lookups until index creation
is complete. However, the table is locked only long
enough to create an empty indexlet. Once the lock is
released, other operations on the table can be serviced
while the index is being populated. For example, lookups
on other indexes (or the primary key) can be serviced.
Additionally, objects can be written into the table. These
writes will update the new index as well as existing ones.

To populate the new index with entries corresponding
to the objects already in the underlying table, client-
level code scans this table, reading each object and then
rewriting it. Before rewriting the object, the client can
restructure the object if the schema has changed. The
act of rewriting the object creates an entry in the new
index corresponding to this object. So, once all of the
objects have been scanned and rewritten, the index is
complete. The index population operation is idempotent;
if it is interrupted by a crash, it can be restarted from the
beginning.

Index deletion behaves similarly to index creation.
The index can be deleted while leaving all of the sec-
ondary keys present in objects. Then, the objects can be
scanned and a follow-up step can remove the keys.

Index creation and deletion represent additional situ-
ations where SLIK permits temporary inconsistencies in
its implementation, but those internal inconsistencies do
not result in inconsistent behavior for applications.

2.8.2 Live Index Split and Migration
Indexlets need to be reconfigurable – we should be able
to split one if it gets too large, or migrate one from
one server to another. This requires moving index data
in bulk from one server to another, which could take a
significant amount of time. In the case of migration,
the entire indexlet is moved; for splitting, a part of the
indexlet is moved.

A straightforward approach would be to lock the in-
dexlet, copy the relevant part to another server, and then
unlock. However, this blocks out users from accessing
this indexlet and any objects in the data table indexed by
it, for the entire duration of this operation.

SLIK uses a different approach: it allows other op-
erations to proceed concurrently on an indexlet that is
being copied to another server. SLIK keeps track of the
mutations that have occured since the copying started (in
a log), and transfers these over as well. A lock is then
required only for a short duration of time, while copying
over the last mutation. This is similar to approaches
used in the past for applications such as virtual machine
migration [22] and process migration [30].

3 Implementation
To help us better understand SLIK’s design decisions,
we implemented it on RAMCloud [24]. RAMCloud is
a distributed in-memory key-value storage system and
has some important properties that make it a good plat-
form for implementing SLIK. RAMCloud is designed
for large-scale applications: this helps us understand if
SLIK’s architecture can be used for such applications
as well. Further, RAMCloud is designed to operate at
lowest possible latency by keeping all data in DRAM
and using high performance networking: this allows to
see whether SLIK’s design is efficient enough to operate
in ultra-low latency environments. Finally, RAMCloud
is open-source and available freely [9]. This has allowed
us to make SLIK available freely in open-source format
since the inception of the project.

In the previous section, we described the
implementation-independent design and architecture
of SLIK. In this section, we describe how SLIK was
implemented in the context of RAMCloud.

3.1 Overview of RAMCloud
RAMCloud [24] is a storage system that aggregates the
memories of thousands of servers into a single coherent
key-value store (Figure 3). It offers remote read times of
4.7 μs and write times of 13.5 μs for small objects.

Each storage server contains two components. A
master module handles read and write requests from the
clients. It manages the main memory of the server in a
log-structured fashion to store the objects in tables [27].
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Figure 3: RAMCloud cluster architecture.

A backup module uses local disk or flash memory to
store backup copies of log information for crash re-
covery [23]. Each master’s log is divided into small
segments, and the master scatters multiple replicas of
each segment across the available backups. This allows
a master’s data to be reconstructed within 1-2 s after a
crash. RAMCloud uses a small amount of non-volatile
memory on each backup, which allows it to declare
writes durable as soon as updates have been received by
backups, without waiting for disk I/O.

The masters and backups are managed by a central co-
ordinator that handles configuration-related issues. The
coordinator is a highly reliable and available system
(with active and standby instances), but is not normally
involved in operations other than those querying or mod-
ifying configuration information.

3.2 Implementing Coordination Service
for Secondary Indexing

We modified the RAMCloud coordinator to also store
and disseminate the metadata about index structures and
the servers on which indexlets are stored. When a client
starts, it queries the coordinator for the configuration
and caches it locally. If this cached configuration
becomes stale, the client library discovers this when it
sends a query to a server that no longer stores the desired
infomation. The client then flushes the local configura-
tion for that table from its cache and fetches up-to-date
information from the coordinator (this is described in
further detail in [24]).

3.3 Recovering Indexes after Crashes
SLIK stores each indexlet in a RAMCloud table (Sec-
tion 2.6). Since RAMCloud can recover lost tablets
within 1-2 seconds after server crash [23], this ensures
that indexes can also be recovered quickly. However,
RAMCloud can achieve 1-2 s crash recovery only for
tablets that are smaller than 500 MB in size. For tablets
that are larger than this, RAMCloud will split the tablet
during recovery and assign each sub-tablet to a different
server, so all of the lost data can be recovered quickly.
However, such splitting cannot be used for indexlet
backing tables as the B+ tree structure requires all of
the objects in the backing table to be present on a single

CPU Xeon X3470 (4x2.93 GHz cores, 3.6 GHz Turbo)
RAM 24 GB DDR3 at 800 MHz
Flash 2x Crucial M4 SSDs
Disks CT128M4SSD2 (128 GB)
NIC Mellanox ConnectX-2 InfiniBand HCA

Switch Mellanox SX6036 (4X FDR)
Table 3: The server hardware configuration used for bench-
marking. All nodes ran Linux 3.16.0 and were connected to a
two-level InfiniBand switching fabric.

server. Thus, to ensure fast indexlet recovery, SLIK
ensures that indexlets are no larger than 500 MB in size.
It does this by carrying out live splitting and migration of
indexlets that grow beyond the threshold.

3.4 Using Log Structured Memory
Our implementation leverages RAMCloud’s log-
structured approach of storing data to simplify its
implementation. First, it uses this log to implement
atomicity for multi-node updates discussed in
Section 2.7. Second, it uses the log to keep track
of the mutations during an index split and/or migration
discussed in Section 2.8.2. More concretely, it migrates
the relevant data from an indexlet by scanning the log on
that server. When it reaches the head of the log, it locks
the log head to migrate the last changes (if any).

4 Evaluation
We evaluated the RAMCloud implementation of SLIK to
answer the following questions:
• Does SLIK provide low latency? Is it efficient

enough to perform index operations at latencies
comparable to other RAMCloud operations?

• Is SLIK scalable? Does its performance scale as the
number of servers increases?

• How does the scalability of independent partition-
ing compare to that of colocation?

• How does the performance of indexing with SLIK
compare to other state-of-the-art systems?

We chose H-Store [19] for comparison with SLIK
because H-Store and VoltDB (which is H-Store’s com-
mercial sibling) are in-memory database systems that are
becoming widely adopted. We tuned H-Store for each
test to get best performance with assistance from H-
Store developers [25]. H-Store uses the indexlet/tablet
colocation approach to partitioning, so a column can be
specified such that all data gets partitioned according to
that column. We evaluated H-Store with multiple data
partitioning schemes where applicable.

We ran all experiments on an 80-node cluster of iden-
tical commodity servers (see Table 3).

4.1 Latency
We first evaluate the latency of basic index operations
(lookups and overwrites) using a table with a single
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Figure 4: Latency of basic operations as index size increases:
(a) read a single object using a secondary key; (b) overwrite
an existing object. Each data point displays the 10th percentile,
median, and 90th percentile latencies over 1000 measurements.

secondary index. We then evaluate the latency of object
overwrites as the number of secondary indexes increases.
We don’t evaluate the latency of lookups in this case as
it is independent of the number of indexes.

4.1.1 Basic Latency
Figure 4 graphs the latency for single-object index op-
erations on a log scale. The measurements were done
with a single client accessing a single table, where each
object has a 30 B primary key, 30 B secondary key and
a 100 B value. The secondary key has an index (with a
single indexlet) corresponding to it.

SLIK lookup: The median time for an index lookup
that returns a single object is about 11 μs for a small
index and 13.1 μs for an index with a million entries. An
index lookup issues two RPCs that read data sequentially
(as discussed in Section 2.2) – the time for a non-indexed
read in RAMCloud is about 5 μs, making the minimum
time required for an index lookup to be 10 μs. The rest
of the time is accounted for by the B+ tree lookup time.

SLIK overwrite: The median time for overwrite

Figure 5: Latency of overwrites as a function of the number
of secondary indexes. Each data point displays the 10th
percentile, median, and 90th percentile latencies over 1000
measurements. For H-Store’s line via Pk, it was partitioned
by the primary key and for the line via Sk, it was partitioned by
the first secondary key. In both the cases, overwrites were done
by querying via the primary key. The y axis uses a log scale.

ranges from 31.4 μs to 37 μs depending on index size.
This is the total cost for doing two sequential durable
writes: the first to the index and the second to the object
(as discussed in Section 2.3). The removal of old index
entries is handled in the background after the overwrite
RPC returns to the client.

Comparison: In this benchmark, H-Store is run on a
single server so that it uses a single partition for its data
and index. It executes all reads and writes locally and
no data needs to be transferred to other servers. SLIK
provides 3-way distributed replication of objects and
index entries to durable backups, whereas H-Store does
not perform replication and the durability is disabled.
SLIK is about 10x faster than H-Store for lookups and
about 4x faster for overwrites.

SLIK is designed to introduce minimal overheads so
that it can harness the benefits of low-latency networks
and kernel bypass (via InfiniBand). However, we also
performed this benchmark by running SLIK with the
same network as H-Store: TCP over the InfiniBand net-
work (without kernel bypass). Even in this configuration,
SLIK is considerably faster than H-Store for lookups.
For overwrites, SLIK provides similar latency as H-
Store, but it does so while providing 3-way distributed
replication of all data.

4.1.2 Impact of Multiple Secondary Indexes on
Overwrite Latency

Figure 5 graphs the latency for overwriting an object
as the number of secondary indexes increases. The
measurements were done with a single client accessing
a single table with 1M objects, where each object has a
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Figure 6: Total index lookup throughput when a single index is
divided into multiple indexlets on different servers and queried
via multiple clients.

30 B primary key, a varying number of 30 B secondary
keys, and a 100 B value. For SLIK, each secondary
index has a single partition and is located on a different
server.

SLIK: The latency increases moderately for tables
with more secondary indexes: overwrites take 32.4 μs
with 1 secondary index and 49.8 μs with 10 secondary
indexes (about a 50% increase). There is an increase
because each of the indexes is stored on a separate server
and all the servers must be contacted during writes.

Comparison: SLIK performs better, out of the box
without any tuning, while providing durability and repli-
cation, than a tuned version of H-Store without durability
or replication. For each data point, SLIK and H-Store are
both allocated the same number of servers as the number
of indexes. H-Store partitions all the data and indexes
across these servers. For the line via PK, the partitioning
is done based on the primary key and for the line via Sk,
the partitioning is done via the first secondary key. The
performance while updating using the same key that is
used to partition all data (line via PK) is lower than the
latency for updates done using a key that was not used
for partitioning (line via Sk).

4.2 Scalability
One of our goals is to provide scalable performance
as the number of servers increases. Given our choice
of independent partitioning, we expect a linear increase
in throughput as the number of servers increases, since
there are no interactions or dependencies between in-
dexlet servers. We also expect minimal impact on la-
tencies as the number of indexlets increase.

To test this hypothesis, we evaluated scalability along
two parameters. The first measures the end-to-end
throughput of index lookup as the number of indexlets
increases. This experiment uses a single table where each
object has a 30 B primary key, 30 B secondary key and
100 B value. The index corresponding to the secondary

Figure 7: Latency for index lookup when a single index is
divided into multiple indexlets on different servers. The size
refers to the number of objects returned by a lookup.

Figure 8: Total index lookup throughput when a single index is
divided into multiple indexlets on different servers and queried
via multiple clients.

key is divided into a varying number of indexlets, and
the table is divided into the same number of tablets:
each is stored on a different server. For each data
point, the number of clients performing lookups and
the number of concurrent lookups per client is varied
to achieve the maximum throughput for each system.
Each request chooses a random key uniformly distributed
across indexlets and returns a matching object. H-Store
is partitioned based on the key used for lookups, which
is its best configuration for this use case.

The second measures the end-to-end latency of index
lookup as the number of indexlets increases. The setup
for this experiment is the same as the previous one,
except that a single client is used (instead of many),
which issues one request at a time in order to expose the
latency for each operation.

We first ran these experiments to compare the scal-
ability of the colocation and independent partitioning
approaches while keeping everything else the same (Fig-
ures 6, 7). We also ran these experiments to evaluate
the scalability of SLIK and compare performance with
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Figure 9: Latency for index lookup when a single index is
divided into multiple indexlets on different servers.

H-Store (Figures 8, 9).

4.2.1 Independent Partitioning vs Colocation
We first compare the scalability of independent parti-
tioning with the colocation approach using the setups
described earlier. For independent partitioning, we
used our implementation of SLIK in RAMCloud. For
colocation approach, we used the same implementation
and changed the partitioning code to use the colocation
approach instead.

These figures confirm that independent partitioning
performs better at scale. Figure 6 shows that with
independent partitioning, the total lookup throughput
increases with the addition of servers, whereas with
colocation it does not. Figure 7 shows that as the scale
gets larger, the cost of doing two sequential RPCs with
independent partitioning is lower than a large number of
parallel RPCs with colocation.

4.2.2 System Scalability
We then evaluate how SLIK performs at large scale
and also compare against H-Store. Figure 8 graphs
the end-to-end throughput of index lookup in SLIK and
shows that it scales linearly as the number of indexlets is
increased. The throughput for H-Store increases sublin-
early with the number of partitions. Figure 9 shows that
SLIK’s index lookup latency has minimal impact as the
number of indexlets is increased, while the latency for H-
Store increases because each index lookup must contact
all indexlet servers.

4.3 Miscellaneous Benchmarks
4.3.1 Tail Latency
Figure 10 graphs the reverse CDFs for single-object
lookup and write operations. A single client performed
100 million reads and overwrites on a table with a million
objects (where each object has a 30 B primary key, 30 B
secondary key and 100 B value) and there is an index

Figure 10: Tail latency distribution for index lookup and
write operations in SLIK, shown as a reverse CDF with a log
scale. A point (x,y) indicates that yth fraction of the 100 M
operations measured take at least xμs to complete.

Figure 11: Throughput of index lookup measured by a single
client as a function of the total number of objects returned for
that lookup.

corresponding to the secondary key. The index lookup
operations have a median latency of about 15 μs, and
write operations have a median latency of about 36 μs.

4.3.2 Range Lookups
Figure 11 graphs the throughput for index lookup as the
total number of objects returned in that lookup increases.
The experimental setup is the same as the previous
experiment. The total throughput increases as the size
of lookup is increased, it peaks at about 2M objects/s,
and stabilizes at around 1.7M objects/s.

5 Related Work
Data storage systems make tradeoffs between various
goals: providing higher level data models (like index-
ing), consistency, durability, scalability and low latency.

Some systems give up certain features in order to opti-
mize for others. For example, MICA [21] is a scalable in-
memory key-value store optimized for high throughput;
however it does not provide data durability. FaRM [16]
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is a main memory distributed computing platform that
provides low latency and high throughput by exploiting
RDMA; however it does not support secondary indexing.

Some systems support consistent and durable sec-
ondary indexes but have higher latency than SLIK.
Cassandra [20], DynamoDB [3] and Phoenix [7] on
HBase [4] provide local secondary indexes which are
partitioned using the colocation approach. While these
indexes provide high consistency, they also have higher
latency as each request needs to contact all the servers
(as described in Section 2.2). STI-BT [15] extends an ex-
isting key-value store to provide scalable and consistent
indexing, and F1 [28] extends Spanner [14] to provide
a distributed relational database; however they also have
similarly high latencies.

Some of the systems above like DynamoDB [3] and
Phoenix [7] on HBase [4] also provide global secondary
indexes, but they are only eventually consistent. More-
over, a query on an index can return only those attributes
of the object data that have been projected onto that index
by the developer and stored with it.

Many other systems provide weak consistency guar-
antees, while still having latencies comparable to sys-
tems above: CouchDB [2] is eventually consistent;
PNUTS [13], Espresso [26] and Tao [12] have weak
consistency guarantees.

RAMP [10] proposes a new consistency model for
transactions called Read Atomic Isolation which can be
used to enable strong consistency between object and
index updates in a distributed storage system. It proposes
three algorithms that offer different trade-offs between
speed and the amount of metadata required. The fastest
version of RAMP requires two serialized round-trips
for writes, which is the same as SLIK but requires a
comparatively large amount of metadata that needs to be
stored and transported over the network.

H-Store [19] is a main-memory distributed storage
system that also provides consistent indexing at a large
scale. It partitions data based on a specified attribute
(which can be a primary key or a secondary key), which
helps the queries based on the partitioning column ben-
efit from the data locality. However, all queries using
other attributes need to contact all the partitions to fetch
the result, which adversely impacts its performance.

HyperDex [17] is a disk-based large-scale storage sys-
tem that supports consistent indexing. It partitions data
using a novel hyperspace hashing scheme by mapping
objects’ attributes into a multidimentional space. As the
number of attributes increase, the number of hyperspaces
increases dramatically. HyperDex alleviates this by par-
titioning tables with many attributes into multiple lower-
dimensional hyperspaces called subspaces. HyperDex
also replicates the entire contents of objects in each
index. This means that while HyperDex provides an ef-

ficient mechanism for search, it uses more storage space
for the extra copies of objects. While this is acceptable
for disk based systems, it would be very expensive for
main-memory based systems.

We have compared approaches taken by other sys-
tems and discussed their tradeoffs with the approaches
adopted by SLIK in Section 2. Further, in Section 4
we compared SLIK performance with H-Store [19] and
found that SLIK outperformed it by a large factor. We
also benchmarked HyperDex [17]. However, we omit
these benchmarks due to space constraints and because it
was hard to quantify how much of its poorer performace
was due to its use of disk for storage.

SLIK’s most unique aspect is its combination of low
latency and consistency at large scale; other systems
sacrifice at least one of these.

6 Conclusion

We have shown that it is possible to have durable and
consistent secondary indexes in a key-value storage sys-
tem at extremely low latency and large scale. We made
design decisions by considering tradeoffs between vari-
ous approaches or by developing new algorithms where
acceptable solutions did not exist. This design provides
secondary indexing that provides better scalability and
latency than existing systems, without any tuning for
specific use cases.

Modern scalable storage systems need not sacrifice
the powerful programming model provided by tradi-
tional relational databases. Furthermore, when imple-
mented using DRAM-based storage and state-of-the-art
networking, storage systems can provide unprecedented
performance. SLIK is an important step on the path to a
high-function, low-latency, large-scale storage system.
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Abstract
We analyze the manycore scalability of five widely-
deployed file systems, namely, ext4, XFS, btrfs, F2FS,
and tmpfs, by using our open source benchmark suite,
FXMARK. FXMARK implements 19 microbenchmarks
to stress specific components of each file system and
includes three application benchmarks to measure the
macroscopic scalability behavior. We observe that file
systems are hidden scalability bottlenecks in many I/O-
intensive applications even when there is no apparent
contention at the application level. We found 25 scal-
ability bottlenecks in file systems, many of which are
unexpected or counterintuitive. We draw a set of observa-
tions on file system scalability behavior and unveil several
core aspects of file system design that systems researchers
must address.

1 Introduction
Parallelizing I/O operations is a key technique to im-
prove the I/O performance of applications [46]. Today,
nearly all applications implement concurrent I/O opera-
tions, ranging from mobile [52] to desktop [46], relational
databases [10], and NoSQL databases [6, 43]. There are
even system-wide movements to support concurrent I/O
efficiently for applications. For example, commercial
UNIX systems such as HP-UX, AIX, and Solaris ex-
tended the POSIX interface [48, 50, 68], and open source
OSes like Linux added new system calls to perform asyn-
chronous I/O operations [17].

Two recent technology trends indicate that paralleliz-
ing I/O operations will be more prevalent and pivotal
in achieving high, scalable performance for applications.
First, storage devices have become significantly faster.
For instance, a single NVMe device can handle 1 mil-
lion IOPS [14, 72, 86], which roughly translates to us-
ing 3.5 processor cores to fully drive a single NVMe de-
vice [51]. Second, the number of CPU cores continues to
increase [19, 62] and large, high-performance databases
have started to embrace manycore in their core opera-
tions [9, 11, 44, 49, 53, 90]. These trends seem to promise
an implicit scaling of applications already employing con-
current I/O operations.

In this paper, we first question the practice of concur-
rent I/O and understand the manycore scalability1 behav-
ior, that we often take for granted. In fact, this is the
right moment to thoroughly evaluate the manycore scala-
bility of file systems, as many applications have started

1We sometimes mention manycore scalability as scalability for short.

hitting this wall. Moreover, most of the critical design
decisions are “typical of an 80’s era file system” [37]. Re-
cent studies on manycore scalability of OS typically use
memory file systems, e.g., tmpfs, to circumvent the effect
of I/O operations [16, 20–22, 32–34]. So, there has been
no in-depth analysis on the manycore scalability of file
systems. In most cases, when I/O performance becomes a
scalability bottleneck without saturating disk bandwidth,
it is not clear if it is due to file systems, its usage of file
systems, or other I/O subsystems.

Of course, it is difficult to have the complete picture of
file system scalability. Nevertheless, in an attempt to shed
some light on it, we present an extensive study of many-
core scalability on file systems. To evaluate the scalability
aspects, we design and implement the FXMARK bench-
mark suite, comprising 19 microbenchmarks stressing
each building block of a file system, and three application
benchmarks representing popular I/O-intensive tasks (i.e.,
mail server, NoSQL key/value store, and file server). We
analyze five popular file systems in Linux, namely, ext4,
XFS, btrfs, F2FS, and tmpfs, on three storage mediums:
RAMDISK, SSD, and HDD.

Our analysis revealed unanticipated scalability be-
havior that should be considered while designing I/O-
intensive applications. For example, all operations on a
directory are sequential regardless of read or write; a file
cannot be concurrently updated even if there is no overlap
in each update. Moreover, we should revisit the core de-
sign of file systems for manycore scalability. For example,
the consistency mechanisms like journaling (ext4), copy-
on-write (btrfs), and log-structured writing (F2FS) are
not scalable. We believe that FXMARK is effective in two
ways. It can identify the manycore scalability problems
in existing file systems and further guide and evaluate the
new design of a scalable file system in the future.

In summary, we make the following contributions:
• We design an open source benchmark

suite, FXMARK, to evaluate the manycore
scalability of file systems. The FXMARK

benchmark suite is publicly available at
https://github.com/sslab-gatech/fxmark.

• We evaluate five widely-used Linux file systems on
an 80-core machine with FXMARK. We also analyze
how the design of each file system and the VFS layer
affect their scalability behavior.

• We summarize our insights from the identified scala-
bility bottlenecks to design a new scalable file system
for the future.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: §2 pro-
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Figure 1: Exim throughput (i.e., delivering messages) on six file systems (i.e., btrfs, ext4, F2FS, tmpfs, XFS, and ext4 without
journaling, ext4NJ) and three storage mediums (i.e., RAMDISK, SSD, HDD at 80-core). We found that the manycore scalability of Exim
depends a lot on the file systems (e.g., ext4 is 54× faster than btrfs at 80-core), but does not depend much on storage mediums
(e.g., marginal performance difference of ext4 on RAMDISK and HDD). To avoid known scalability bottlenecks in Exim, we modified
Exim as in the previous study [21] and configured it to disable per-message fsync() call.

vides the motivation for our work with a case study; §3
provides an overview of FXMARK, and §4 describes our
evaluation strategies; §5 and §6 show analysis results; §7
summarizes our findings and §8 discusses implications
for OS and file system designers; §9 compares our work
with previous work; Finally, §10 provides the conclusion.

2 Case Study
In this section, we show how non-scalable file systems
can break the scalability of embarrassingly parallel (i.e.,
ideally parallelizable) I/O-intensive applications in un-
expected ways. The Exim [8] email server is one such
application that is designed to scale perfectly, at least from
an application’s perspective. For example, Exim delivers
messages to appropriate mail boxes in parallel and per-
forms each delivery independently. In fact, the message
delivery heavily utilizes I/O operations. It consists of a
series of operations ranging from creating, renaming, and
deleting small files in the spool directories to appending
the message body to the per-user mail file. Unfortunately,
Exim fails to scale over 10, 20, or 40-core, at most, among
the popular file systems in Linux as shown in Figure 1.
File systems kill application scalability. Figure 1(a)
shows the throughput of Exim with six different file sys-
tems on RAMDISK. Surprisingly, the scalability and per-
formance of Exim are significantly dependent on the file
system. The performance gap between the best file sys-
tem, tmpfs, and the worst, btrfs, is 54× at 80-core. ext4
and tmpfs scale linearly up to 40-core; then the Linux
kernel becomes the bottleneck. However, Exim on F2FS
is hardly scalable; it is 21× slower than ext4 at 80-core.
Faster storage mediums do not guarantee scalability.
With a reasonably large memory, the page cache will
absorb most read and write operations, and most write op-
erations can be performed in the background. In this case,
the in-memory structures in the file systems determine the
scalability, rather than the storage medium. Figure 1(b)
shows that all file systems, except XFS, show a marginal
performance difference among RAMDISK, SSD, and HDD at
80-core. In this case, performance with XFS is largely
affected by the storage medium since XFS mostly waits

for flushing journal data to disk due to its heavy metadata
update operations.
Fine-grained locks often impede scalability. We may
assume that the worst performing file system, btrfs, will
be mostly in idle state, since it is waiting for events from
the storage. On the contrary, Figure 1(c) shows that 67%
of CPU time is spent in the kernel mode for btrfs. In par-
ticular, btrfs spends 47% of CPU time on synchroniza-
tion to update its root node. In a common path without any
contention, btrfs executes at least 10 atomic instructions
to acquire a single B-tree node lock (btrfs_tree_lock())
and it must acquire locks of all interim nodes from a leaf
to the root. If multiple readers or writers are contending to
lock a node, each thread retries this process. Under heavy
contention, it is typical to retry a few hundreds times to
lock a single node. These frequent, concurrent accesses
to synchronization objects result in a performance col-
lapse after 4-core, as there is no upper bound on atomic
instructions for updating the root node.
Subtle contentions matter. Figure 1(a) shows another
anomaly with ext4NJ (i.e., ext4 with no journaling) per-
forming 44% slower than ext4 itself. We found that two
independent locks (i.e., a spinlock for journaling and a
mutex for directory update) interleave in an unintended
fashion. Upon create(), ext4 first hits the journal spin-
lock (start_this_handle()) for metadata consistency
and then hits the parent directory mutex (path_openat())
to add a new inode to its parent directory. In ext4, the
serialization coordinated by the journal spinlock incurs
little contention while attempting to hold the directory
mutex. On the contrary, the contending directory mutex in
ext4NJ results in expensive side-effects, such as sleeping
on a waiting queue after a short period of opportunistic
spinning.
Speculating scalability is precarious. The Exim case
study shows that it is difficult for application developers
or even file systems developers to speculate on the scal-
ability of file system implementations. To identify such
scalability problems in file systems, our community needs
a proper benchmark suite to constantly evaluate and guide
the design of file systems for scalability.
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Type Mode Operation Sharing Level
LOW MEDIUM HIGH

DATA

READ BLOCK READ ✓ ✓ ✓

WRITE

OVERWRITE ✓ ✓ -
APPEND ✓ - -
TRUNCATE ✓ - -
SYNC ✓ - -

META
READ PATH NAME READ ✓ ✓ ✓

DIRECTORY LIST ✓ ✓ -

WRITE
CREATE ✓ ✓ -
UNLINK ✓ ✓ -
RENAME ✓ ✓ -

Table 1: Coverage of the FXMARK microbenchmarks. FXMARK

consists of 19 microbenchmarks that we categorize based on
four criteria: data types, modes, operations, and sharing levels
that are accordingly represented in each column on the table.

3 FXMARK Benchmark Suite
There are 19 microbenchmarks in FXMARK that are de-
signed for systematically identifying scalability bottle-
necks, and three well-known I/O-intensive application
benchmarks to reason about the scalability bottlenecks in
I/O-intensive applications.

3.1 Microbenchmarks
Exploring and identifying scalability bottlenecks system-
atically is difficult. The previous studies [21, 22, 32–34]
on manycore scalability show that most applications are
usually stuck with a few bottlenecks, and resolving them
reveals the next level of bottlenecks.

To identify scalability problems in file system im-
plementations, we designed microbenchmarks stressing
seven different components of file systems: (1) path name
resolution, (2) page cache for buffered I/O, (3) inode man-
agement, (4) disk block management, (5) file offset to
disk block mapping, (6) directory management, and (7)
consistency guarantee mechanism.

Table 1 illustrates the way FXMARK categorizes each
of these 19 microbenchmarks with varying stressed data
types (i.e., file data or file system metadata), a related
file system operation (e.g., open(), create(), unlink(),
etc.), and its contention level (i.e., low, medium and high).

A higher contending level means the microbenchmark
shares a larger amount of common code with the increas-
ing number of cores, marked as sharing level for clarity.

For reading data blocks, FXMARK provides three bench-
marks based on the sharing level: (1) reading a data block
in the private file of a benchmark process (low), (2) read-
ing a private data block in the shared file among bench-
mark processes (medium), and (3) reading the same data
block in the shared file (high). As a convention, we de-
note each microbenchmark with four letters representing
type, mode, etc. For instance, we denote three previous
examples with DRBL (i.e., Data, Read, Block read, and
Low), DRBM, and DRBH, respectively. Table 2 shows a de-
tailed description of each benchmark, including its core

operation and expected contention.
To measure the scalability behavior, each benchmark

runs its file system-related operations as a separate pro-
cess pinned to a core; for example, each benchmark runs
up to 80 physical cores to measure the scalability charac-
teristics. Note that we use processes instead of threads, to
avoid a few known scalability bottlenecks (e.g., allocating
file descriptors and virtual memory management) in the
Linux kernel [21, 33]. FXMARK modifies the CPU count
using CPU hotplug mechanism [76] in Linux. To mini-
mize the effect of NUMA, CPU cores are assigned on a
per socket basis; for example, in the case of 10 cores per
socket, the first 10 CPU cores are assigned from the first
CPU socket and the second 10 CPU cores are assigned
from the second CPU socket. To remove interference
between runs, FXMARK formats a testing file system and
drops all memory caches (i.e., page, inode, and dentry
caches) before each run.

3.2 Application Benchmarks
Although a microbenchmark can precisely pinpoint scala-
bility bottlenecks in file system components, scalability
problems in applications might be relevant to only some
of the bottlenecks. In this regard, we chose three appli-
cation scenarios representing widely-used I/O-intensive
tasks: mail server, NoSQL database, and file server.
Mail server. Exim is expected to linearly scale with the
number of cores, at least from the application’s perspec-
tive. But as Figure 1 shows, Exim does not scale well
even after removing known scalability bottlenecks [21].
To further mitigate scalability bottlenecks caused by the
Linux kernel’s process management, we removed one of
the two process invocations during the message transfer
in Exim.
NoSQL database. RocksDB is a NoSQL database and
storage engine based on log-structured merge-trees (LSM-
trees) [43, 73]. It maintains each level of the LSM-tree as
a set of files and performs multi-threaded compaction for
performance, which will eventually determine the write
performance. We use db_bench to benchmark RocksDB
using the overwriteworkload with disabled compression,
which overwrites randomly generated key/value-pairs.
File server. To emulate file-server I/O-activity, we use
the DBENCH tool [5]. The workload performs a sequence
of create, delete, append, read, write, and attribute-change
operations, with a specified number of clients processing
the workload in parallel.

4 Diagnosis Methodology
4.1 Target File Systems
We chose four widely-used, disk-based file systems and
one memory-based file system: ext4, XFS, btrfs, F2FS,
and tmpfs.
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T M Name Operation Description Expected Contention
D

A
TA

R
E

A
D DRBL pread("$ID/data",b,4K,0) Read a block in a private file None

DRBM pread("share",b,4K,$ID*4K) Read a private block in a shared file Shared file accesses
DRBH pread("share",b,4K,0) Read a shared block in a shared file Shared block accesses

W
R

IT
E

DWOL pwrite("$ID/data",b,4K,0) Overwrite a block in a private file None
DWOM pwrite("share",b,4K,$ID*4K) Overwrite a private block in a shared file Updating inode attributes (e.g., m_time)

DWAL append("$ID/data",b,4K) Append a block in a private file Disk block allocations

DWTL truncate("$ID/data",4K) Truncate a private file to a block Disk block frees

DWSL pwrite("$ID/data",b,4K,0) Synchronously overwrite a private file Consistency mechanism (e.g., journaling)
fsync("$ID/data")

M
E

TA R
E

A
D

MRPL close( open("$ID/0/0/0/0")) Open a private file in five-depth directory Path name look-ups
MRPM close( open("$R/$R/$R/$R/$R")) Open an arbitrary file in five-depth directory Path name look-ups
MRPH close( open("0/0/0/0/0")) Open the same file in five-depth directory Path name look-ups

MRDL readdir("$ID/") Enumerate a private directory None
MRDM readdir("share/") Enumerate a shared directory Shared directory accesses

W
R

IT
E

MWCL create("$ID/$N") Create an empty file in a private directory Inode allocations
MWCM create("share/$ID.$N") Create an empty file in a shared directory Inode allocations and insertions

MWUL unlink("$ID/$N") Unlink an empty file in a private directory Inode frees
MWUM unlink("share/$ID.$N") Unlink an empty file in a shared directory Inode frees and deletions

MWRL rename("$ID/$N","$ID/$N.2") Rename a private file in a private directory None
MWRM rename("$ID/$N","share/$ID.$N") Move a private file to a shared directory Insertions to the shared directory

NOTE. $ID: a unique ID of a test process b: a pointer to a memory buffer $R: a random integer between 0 and 7 $N: a test iteration count

Table 2: Microbenchmarks in FXMARK. Each benchmark is identified by four letters based on type (marked as T), mode (marked as
M), operation, and sharing level, as described in Table 1. Each microbenchmark is designed to stress specific building blocks of
modern file systems (e.g., journaling and dcache) to evaluate their scalability on manycore systems.

Ext4 is arguably the most popular, mature Linux file sys-
tem. It inherits well-proven features (e.g., bitmap-based
management of inodes and blocks) from Fast File System
(FFS) [69]. It also implements modern features such as
extent-based mapping, block group, delayed allocation
of disk blocks, a hash tree representing a directory, and
journaling for consistency guarantee [27, 42, 67]. For
journaling, ext4 implements write-ahead logging (as part
of JBD2). We use ext4 with journaling in ordered mode
and without it, marked as ext4 and ext4NJ, to see its effect
on file system scalability.
XFS is designed to support very large file systems with
higher capacity and better performance [85]. XFS incor-
porates B+ trees in its core: inode management, free disk
block management, block mapping, directory, etc [83].
However, using B+ trees incurs huge bulk writes due to
tree balancing; XFS mitigates this by implementing de-
layed logging to minimize the amount of journal writes:
(1) logically log the operations rather than tracking physi-
cal changes to the pages and (2) re-log the same log buffer
multiple times before committing [30, 31].
Btrfs is a copy-on-write (CoW) file system that repre-
sents everything, including file data and file system meta-
data, in CoW optimized B-trees [77]. Since the root node
of such B-trees can uniquely represent the state of the
entire file system [78], btrfs can easily support a strong
consistency model, called version consistency [29].
F2FS is a flash-optimized file system [23, 60, 63]. It fol-
lows the design of a log-structured file system (LFS) [80]
that generates a large sequential write stream [55, 70].
Unlike LFS, it avoids the wandering tree problem [15] by

updating some of its metadata structures in-place.

Tmpfs is a memory-based file system that works without
a backing storage [79]. It is implemented as a simple
wrapper for most functions in the VFS layer. Therefore,
its scalability behavior should be an ideal upper bound
of the Linux file systems’ performance that implements
extra features on top of VFS.

4.2 Experimental Setup
We performed all of the experiments on our 80-core ma-
chine (8-socket, 10-core Intel Xeon E7-8870) equipped
with 512 GB DDR3 DRAM. For storage, the machine has
both a 1 TB SSD (540 MB/s for reads and 520 MB/s for
writes) and a 7200 RPM HDD with a maximum transfer
speed of 160 MB/s. We test with Linux kernel version
4.2-rc8. We mount file systems with the noatime option
to avoid metadata update for read operations. RAMDISK is
created using tmpfs.

4.3 Performance Profiling
While running each benchmark, FXMARK collects the
CPU utilization for sys, user, idle, and iowait to see a
microscopic view of a file system reaction to stressing its
components. For example, a high idle time implies that
the operation in a microbenchmark impedes the scalabil-
ity behavior (e.g., waiting on locks); a high iowait time
implies that a storage device is a scalability bottleneck.
For further analysis, we use perf [7] to profile the entire
system and to dynamically probe a few interesting func-
tions (e.g., mutex_lock(), schedule(), etc.) that likely
induce such idle time during file system operations.
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Figure 2: Performance of reading a data block in three settings; reading a block in a private file (DRBL), reading a private block in a
shared file (DRBM), and reading a shared block in a shared file (DRBH). All file systems scale linearly in DRBL. XFS fails to scale in DRBM
because of the per-inode read/write semaphore. In DRBH, all file systems show their peak performance around 10-core because of
contending per-page reference counters in VFS (§5.1.1).

5 Microbenchmark Analysis
In this section, we first describe the analysis results of
each microbenchmark in buffered I/O mode starting from
simple operations on file data (§5.1) and going to more
complicated file system metadata operations (§5.2). Then,
we analyze the results of file data operation in direct I/O
mode (§5.3). Lastly, we analyze how the performance of
the storage medium affects scalability (§5.4).

5.1 Operation on File Data
5.1.1 Block Read

We start from the simplest case: each test process reads
a block in its respective private file (DRBL). As Figure 2
shows, all test file systems scale nearly linearly.

However, when each test process reads a private block
in the shared file (DRBM), we observe that XFS’s perfor-
mance collapses near 10-core. Unlike other file systems,
it spends 40% of execution and idle time at per-inode
read/write semaphores (fs/xfs/xfs_file.c:329) when
running on 80 cores. XFS relies heavily on per-inode
read/write semaphores to orchestrate readers and writers
in a fine-grained manner [85]. However, the performance
degradation does not come from unnecessary waiting in
the semaphores. At every read(), XFS acquires and re-
leases a read/write semaphore of a file being accessed in
shared mode (down_read() and up_read()). A read/write
semaphore internally maintains a reader counter, such
that every operation in shared mode updates the reader
counter atomically. Therefore, concurrent read operations
on a shared file in XFS actually perform atomic operations
on a shared reader counter. This explains the performance
degradation after 10 cores. In fact, at XFS’s peak perfor-
mance, the cycles per instruction (CPI) is 20 at 10-core,
but increases to 100 at 20-core due to increased cache line
contention on updating a shared reader counter.

For reading the same block (DRBH), all file systems
show a performance collapse after 10-core. Also, the
performance at 80-core is 13.34× (for tmpfs) lower than
that on a single core. We found that more than 50% of
the time is being spent on reference counter operations
for the page cache. The per-page reference counting is
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Figure 3: Performance of overwriting a data block in a private
file (DWOL) and overwriting a private block in a shared file (DWOM).
In DWOL, although they do not seem to have explicit contention,
btrfs, ext4 and F2FS fail to scale due to their consistency mech-
anisms. Note that XFS is an exception among journaling file
systems (see §5.1.2). In DWOM, all file systems fail to scale re-
gardless of consistency mechanisms.

used for concurrency control of a page in a per-inode page
cache. The per-page reference counter is also updated
using atomic operations so that all test processes contend
to update the same cache line. In the case of ext4, the
CPI is 14.3 at 4-core but increases to 100 at 20-core due
to increased cache-coherence delays.

5.1.2 Block Overwrite

At first glance, overwriting a block in a private file (DWOL)
should be an ideal, scalable operation; only the private file
block and inode features such as last modified time need
to be updated. However, as shown in Figure 3, ext4, F2FS,
and btrfs fail to scale. In ext4, starting and stopping
journaling transactions (e.g., jbd2_journal_start()) in
JBD2 impedes its scalability. In particular, acquiring a
read lock (journal->j_state_lock) and atomically in-
creasing a counter value (t_handle_count) take 17.2%
and 9.4% of CPU time, respectively. Unlike ext4, XFS
scales well due to delayed logging [30, 31], which uses
logical logging and re-logging to minimize the amount of
journal write. In F2FS, write operations eventually trig-
ger segment cleaning (or garbage collection) to reclaim
invalid blocks. Segment cleaning freezes all file system
operations for checkpointing of the file system status by
holding the exclusive lock of a file system-wide read/write
semaphore (sbi->cp_rwsem). btrfs is a CoW-based file
system that never overwrites a physical block. It allo-
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Figure 4: Performance of growing files (DWAL) and shrinking
files (DWTL). None of the tested file systems scales.

cates a new block for every write operation so that its disk
block allocation (i.e., updating its extent tree) becomes
the sequential bottleneck.

When every test process overwrites each private
block in the shared file (DWOM), none of the file sys-
tems scale. The common bottleneck is an inode mutex
(inode->i_mutex). The root cause of this sequential bot-
tleneck stems from file system-specific implementations,
not VFS. None of the tested file systems are implementing
a range-based locking mechanism, which is common in
parallel file systems [81]. In fact, this is a serious limita-
tion in scaling I/O-intensive applications like DBMS. The
common practice of running multiple I/O threads is not
effective when applications are accessing a shared file,
regardless of the underlying file systems. Furthermore, it
may incur a priority inversion between I/O and latency-
sensitive client threads [24, 25], potentially disrupting the
application’s scalability behavior.

5.1.3 File Growing and Shrinking

For file growing and shirking, all disk-based file sys-
tems fail to scale after 10-core (DWAL in Figure 4). In
F2FS, allocating or freeing disk blocks entails updat-
ing two data structures: SIT (segment information ta-
ble) tracking block validity, and NAT (node address
table) tracking inode and block mapping tables. Con-
tention in updating SIT and NAT limits F2FS’s scalabil-
ity. When allocating blocks, checking disk free-space
and updating the NAT consumes 78% of the execution
time because of lock contentions (nmı->nat_tree_lock).
Similarly, there is another lock contention for free-
ing blocks to invalidate free blocks. This exhausts
82% of the execution time (sit_i->sentry_lock). In
btrfs, when growing a file, the sequential bottleneck
is checking and reserving free space (data_info->lock
and delalloc_block_rsv->lock). When shrinking a file,
btrfs suffers from updating an extent tree, which keeps
track of the reference count of disk blocks: A change in
reference counts requires updates all the way up to the
root node.

In ext4 and XFS, the delayed allocation technique,
which defers block allocation until writeback to reduce
fragmentation of a file, is also effective in improving
manycore scalability by reducing the number of block
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Figure 5: Performance of synchronous overwrites of a private
file (DWSL). Only tmpfs ignoring fsync() scales.

allocation operations. Because of this, the scalability bot-
tleneck of ext4 and XFS is not the block allocation but
rather their journaling mechanisms. About 76–96% of the
execution time was spent on journaling. ext4 spends most
of its execution time on manipulating JBD2 shared data
structures (e.g., journal_j_flags) protected by spinlocks
and atomic instructions. XFS spends most of its execution
time waiting on flushing its log buffers. Upon truncat-
ing files, these file systems face the same performance
bottleneck.

In tmpfs, checking the capacity limit
(__vm_enough_memory()) becomes a scalability problem.
As the used space approaches the capacity limit (at
50-core in this case), the checking takes a slow path
for precise comparison of the remaining disk space.
Tracking the used space by using a per-CPU counter
scales up to 50-core, but fails to scale for more cores
because of a contending spinlock in a per-CPU counter
on the slow path to get a true value. When freeing
blocks, updating per-cgroup page usage information
using atomic decrements causes a performance collapse
after 10-core.

5.1.4 File Sync Operation

When using fsync(), a file system synchronously flushes
dirty pages of a file and disk caches. In this regard, all
file systems can scale up to the limitation of the stor-
age medium. Although we use memory as a storage
backend, none of the file systems scale, except tmpfs,
which ignores fsync() operations. Notice that fsync()
on btrfs is significantly slower than other file systems
(see Figure 5). Similar to §5.1.2, btrfs propagates a
block update to its root node so a large number of meta-
data pages need to be written2. All file systems (ex-
cept for tmpfs and btrfs) start to degrade after 10-core.
That is due to locks protecting flush operations (e.g.,
journal->j_state_lock), which start contending after
roughly 10-core.

2 To minimize fsync() latency, btrfs maintains a special log-tree to
defer checkpointing the entire file system until the log is full. In the case
of fsync()-heavy workloads, like DWSL, the log quickly becomes full;
therefore, checkpointing or updating the root node becomes a sequential
bottleneck.
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Figure 7: Performance of reading file entries in a private (MRDL)
and a shared directory (MRDM). btrfs fails to scale in MRDL and
none of the file systems scales in MRDM.

5.2 Operation on File System Metadata
5.2.1 Path Name Resolution

The Linux kernel maintains a directory cache, or dcache,
which caches dentry structures. Only when a dcache
miss happens, the kernel calls the underlying file system
to fill up the dcache. Since dcache hits are dominant
in our microbenchmark, MRPL, MRPM, and MRPH stress the
dcache operations implemented in the VFS layer. Thus
there is little performance difference among file systems,
as shown in Figure 6. Our experiment shows that (1)
dcache is scalable up to 10-core if multiple processes
attempt to resolve the occasionally shared path names
(MRPM), and (2) contention on a shared path is so seri-
ous that resolving a single common path in applications
becomes a scalability bottleneck. In MRPM and MRPH, a
lockref in a dentry (i.e., dentry->d_lockref), which
combines a spinlock and a reference count into a single
locking primitive for better scalability [38], becomes a
scalability bottleneck. Specifically, the CPI of ext4 in
MRPH increases from 14.2 at 10-core to 20 at 20-core due
to increased cache-coherence delays.

5.2.2 Directory Read

When listing a private directory (i.e., MRDL in Figure 7),
all file systems scale linearly, except for btrfs. Ironically,
the performance bottleneck of btrfs is the fine-grained
locking. To read a file system buffer (i.e., extent_buffer)
storing directory entries, btrfs first acquires read locks
from a leaf, containing the buffer, to the root node of
its B-tree (btrfs_set_lock_blocking_rw()); moreover,
to acquire a read lock of a file system buffer, btrfs per-
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Figure 8: Performance of creating and deleting files in a private
directory (i.e., MWCL and MWUL) and a shared directory (i.e., MWCM
and MWUM).

forms two read/write spinlock operations and six atomic
operations for reference counting. Because such exces-
sive synchronization operations increase cache-coherence
delays, CPI in btrfs is 20.4× higher than that of ext4
at 80-core (20 and 0.98, respectively). XFS shows better
scalability than btrfs even though its directory is repre-
sented as a B+-tree due to coarser-grained locking, i.e.,
per-directory locking.

Unexpectedly, listing the shared directory (i.e., MRDM
in Figure 7) is not scalable in any of the file systems; the
VFS holds an inode mutex before calling a file system-
specific directory iteration function (iterate_dir()).

5.2.3 File Creation and Deletion

File creation and deletion performance are critical to the
performance of email servers and file servers, which fre-
quently create and delete small files. However, none of
the file systems scale, as shown in Figure 8.

In tmpfs, a scalability bottleneck is adding and delet-
ing a new inode in an inode list in a super block (i.e.,
sb->s_inodes). An inode list in a super block is pro-
tected by a system-wide (not file system-wide) spinlock
(i.e., inode_sb_list_lock), so the spinlock becomes a
performance bottleneck and incurs a performance col-
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Figure 9: Performance of renaming files in a private directory
(MWRL) and shared directory (MWRM). None of file systems scale.

lapse after 10-core. In fact, CPI at 10-core increases from
20 to 50 at 20-core due to shared cache line contention on
the spinlock.

In ext4, inode allocation is a per-block group operation,
so the maximum level of concurrency is the number of
block groups (256 in our evaluation). But ext4’s policy
to preserve spatial locality (e.g., putting files under the
same directory to the same block group) limits the max-
imum concurrency. Upon file deletion, ext4 first puts a
deleted inode onto an orphan inode list in a super block
(i.e., sbi->s_orphan), which is protected by a per-file-
system spinlock. This list ensures that inodes and related
resources (e.g., disk blocks) are freed even if the kernel
crashes in the middle of the delete. Adding an inode to
an orphan list is a sequential bottleneck.

Like ext4, XFS also maintains inodes per-block group
(or allocation group). But, unlike ext4, a B+-tree is used
to track which inode numbers are allocated and freed.
Inode allocation and free incurs changes in the B+-tree
and such changes need to be logged for consistency. So,
journaling overhead waiting for flushing log buffers is the
major source of bottlenecks (90% of time).

In btrfs, files and inodes are stored in the file system B-
tree. Therefore, file creation and deletion incur changes in
the file system B-tree, and such changes eventually need
to be propagated to the root node. Similar to other write
operations, updating the root node is again a sequential
bottleneck. In fact, between 40% and 60% of execution
time is spent contending to update the root node.

In F2FS, performance characteristics of file creation and
deletion are similar to those of appending and truncating
data blocks in §5.1.3. The reason for this, in the case of
deletion, is the contention in updating the SIT (segment
info table), which keeps track of blocks in active use. In
fact, up to 85% of execution time is spent on contending
for updating the SIT. During create, contention within
the NAT (node address table) is the main reason for the
performance collapse.

When creating and deleting files in a shared directory,
additional contention updating the shared directory is
noticeable (see MWCM and MWUM in Figure 8). Like MRDM,
Linux VFS holds a per-directory mutex while creating and
deleting files.
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Figure 10: Performance of file data operations in a direct I/O
mode on a single RAMDISK. Performance of all tested file sys-
tems are saturated or declining after 10-core, at which a single
RAMDISK becomes a bottleneck. For write operations, btrfs suf-
fers from its heavy b-tree operations the same as in the buffered
mode. For DWOM:O_DIRECT, only XFS scales because it holds a
shared lock for an inode while the others hold an inode mutex
(inode->i_mutex).

5.2.4 File Rename

As Figure 9 shows, rename is a system-wide sequential
operation regardless of the sharing level. In VFS, mul-
tiple readers optimistically access the dcache through
rename_lock, concurrently with multiple writers, and
then later, each reader checks if the sequence number
is the same as the one at the beginning of the operation. If
sequence numbers do not match (i.e., there were changes
in dentries), the reader simply retries the operation. There-
fore, a rename operation needs to hold a write lock (i.e.,
write_seqlock() on rename_lock), which turns out to
be the bottleneck in our benchmark. In MWRL, on average,
84.7% of execution time is spent waiting to acquire the
rename_lock. This scalability bottleneck is a serious limi-
tation for applications that concurrently perform renaming
of multiple files, like Exim.

5.3 Scalability in a Direct I/O Mode
Performance in direct I/O mode is critical for many I/O-
intensive applications. To understand the scalability be-
havior, we ran microbenchmarks on file data operations
from §5.1 in direct I/O mode (O_DIRECT).

When each test process reads a block in its respective
private file (DRBL:O_DIRECT), there is no apparent con-
tention at file system so the storage device (i.e., a single
RAMDISK) becomes the bottleneck. When more than 10
cores are used (i.e., more than two sockets are involved in
our experimental setup), performance gradually degrades
due to the NUMA effect. When reading a private block
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the dominant factor of applications’ I/O performance.

of the shared file (DRBM:O_DIRECT), XFS shows around 20-
50% higher performance than the other file systems. The
performance difference comes from the different locking
mechanism of the shared file for writing. As discussed in
§5.1.2, the file systems should lock the shared file before
reading the disk blocks as the dirty pages of a file should
be consistently written to that shared file. While writing
dirty pages of a file in a direct I/O mode, XFS holds the
shared lock of a file but others holds the inode mutex
(inode->i_mutex). Thus, read operations of the other file
systems are serialized by the inode mutex.

For write operations, btrfs suffers from its heavy b-
tree operations regardless of the contention level. When
writing private files (DWOL:O_DIRECT), the storage device
is the bottleneck as same as DRBL:O_DIRECT. When writ-
ing a private block of the shared file (DWOM:O_DIRECT),
only XFS scales up to 10-core. File systems other than XFS
serialize concurrent write operations by holding the inode
mutex. In contrast, since XFS holds the shared lock while
writing disk blocks, write operations for the shared file
can be concurrently issued.

The scalability bottleneck in accessing the shared file
is a serious limitation for applications such as database
systems and virtual machines, where large files (e.g.,
database table or virtual disk) are accessed in a direct
I/O mode by multiple I/O threads.

5.4 Impact of Storage Medium

To understand how the performance of the storage
medium affects the scalability behavior, we ran FXMARK

on SSD and HDD, and compared their performance at 80-
core in Figure 11. For synchronous write operations (e.g.,
DWSL) or operations incurring frequent page cache misses
(e.g., DWAL), the bandwidth of the storage medium is a
dominant factor. However, for buffered reads (e.g., DRBL)
or contending operations (e.g., DWOM), the impact of the
storage medium is not dominant. With larger memory
devices, faster storage mediums (e.g., NVMe), and in-
creasing core counts in modern computers, it is important
to understand, measure, and thus improve the scalability
behavior of file systems.

6 Application Benchmarks Analysis
In this section, we explain the scalability behavior of three
applications on various file systems backed by memory.
Exim. After removing the scalability bottleneck in
Exim (see §3.2), it linearly scales up to 80-core (tmpfs
in Figure 12(a)). With the optimized Exim, ext4 scales
the most, followed by ext4NJ, but it is still 10× slower
than tmpfs. Since Exim creates and deletes small files
in partitioned spool directories, performance bottlenecks
in each file system are equivalent to both MWCL and MWUL
(see §5.2.3).
RocksDB. As Figure 12(b) illustrates, RocksDB scales
fairly well for all file systems up to 10 cores but either
flattens out or collapses after that. The main bottleneck
can be found in RocksDB itself, synchronizing compactor
threads among each other. Since multiple compactor
threads concurrently write new merged files to disk, the
behavior and performance bottleneck in each file system
is analogous to DWAL (see §5.1.2).
DBENCH. Figure 12(c) illustrates the DBENCH results,
which do not scale linearly with increasing core count for
any of the file systems. This happens because DBENCH
reads, writes, and deletes a large number of files in a
shared directory. This is similar to our microbenchmarks
MWCM and MWUM (§5.1.3). tmpfs suffers for two reasons:
look-ups and insertions in the page cache and reference
counting for the dentry of the directory.

7 Summary of Benchmarks
We found 25 scalability bottlenecks in five widely-used
file systems, as summarized in Figure 13 and Table 3.
Some of the bottlenecks (e.g., inode list lock) are also
found in recent literature [21, 56, 57]. In our opinion, this
is the most important first step to scale file systems. We
draw the following observations, to which I/O-intensive
application developers must pay close attention.
High locality can cause performance collapse. Main-
taining high locality is believed to be the golden rule to
improve performance in I/O-intensive applications be-
cause it increases the cache hit ratio. But when the cache
hit is dominant, the scalability of cache hits does matter.
We found such performance collapses in the page cache
and dentry cache in Linux file systems. [§5.1.1, §5.2.1]
Renaming is system-wide sequential. rename() is
commonly used in many applications for transactional
updates [46, 71, 75]. However, we found that rename()
operations are completely serialized at a system level in
Linux for consistent updates of the dentry cache. [§5.2.4]
Even read operations on a directory are sequential.
All operations (e.g., readdir(), create(), and unlink())
on a shared directory are serialized through a per-directory
mutex (inode->i_mutex) in Linux. [§5.2.2, §5.2.3,
§5.2.4]
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Figure 12: Performance of three applications—an email sever (Exim), a NoSQL key/value store (RocksDB), and a file server
(DBENCH)—on various file systems backed by memory.

FS Bottleneck Sync. object Scope Operation

VFS

Rename lock rename_lock System rename()
inode list lock inode_sb_list_lock System File creation and deletion
Directory access lock inode->i_mutex Directory All directory operations
Page reference counter page->_count Page Page cache access
dentry lockref [38] dentry->d_lockref dentry Path name resolution

btrfs
Acquiring a write lock for a B-tree node btrfs_tree_lock() File system All write operations
Acquiring a read lock for a B-tree node btrfs_set_lock_blocking_rw() File system All read operations
Checking data free space data_info->lock File system File append
Reserving data blocks delalloc_block_rsv->lock File system File append
File write lock inode->i_mutex File File write

ext4

Acquiring a read lock for a journal journal->j_state_lock Journal Heavy metadata update operations
Atomic increment of a transaction counter t_handle_count Journal Heavy metadata update operations
Orphan inode list sbi->s_orphan File system File deletion
Block group lock bgl->locks Block group File creation and deletion
File write lock inode->i_mutex File File write

F2FS

Single-threaded writing sbi->cp_rwsem File system File write
SIT (segment information table) sit_i->sentry_lock File system File write
NAT (node address table) nmı->nat_tree_lock File system File creation, deletion, and write
File write lock inode->i_mutex File File write

tmpfs
Cgroup page reference counter counter->count cgroup File truncate
Capacity limit check (per-CPU counter) sbinfo->used_blocks File system File write near disk full
File write lock inode->i_mutex File File write

XFS
Journal writing log->l_icloglock File system Heavy metadata update operations
Acquiring a read lock of XFS inode ip->i_iolock File File read
File write lock inode->i_mutex File File write

Table 3: The identified scalability bottlenecks in tested file systems with FXMARK.

A file cannot be concurrently updated. All of the
tested file systems hold an exclusive lock for a file
(inode->i_mutex) during a write operation. This is a
critical bottleneck for high-performance database systems
allocating a large file but not maintaining the page cache
by themselves (e.g., PostgreSQL). Even in the case of us-
ing direct I/O operations, this is the critical bottleneck for
both read and write operations as we discussed in §5.3. To
the best of our knowledge, the only way to concurrently
update a file in Linux is to update it on a XFS partition with
O_DIRECT mode, because XFS holds a shared lock of a file
for all IO operations in direct I/O mode [26]. [§5.1.2]

Metadata changes are not scalable. For example, cre-
ating, deleting, growing, and shrinking a file are not scal-
able in Linux. The key reason is that existing consistency
mechanisms (i.e., journaling in ext4 and XFS, copy-on-
write in btrfs, and log-structured writing in F2FS) are
not designed with manycore scalability in mind. [§5.1.3,
§5.2.3]

Overwriting could be as expensive as appending.
Many I/O-optimized applications such as MySQL and
PostgreSQL pre-allocate file blocks of heavily updated

files (e.g., log files) and overwrite them instead of grow-
ing files dynamically to reduce the overhead of changing
its metadata [64, 71, 84]. But in non-in-place update
file systems such as btrfs and F2FS, overwrite is written
in a new place; it involves freeing and allocating disk
blocks, updating the inode block map, etc. and thus is as
expensive as append operations. [§5.1.2]

Scalability is not portable. Some file systems have
peculiar scalability characteristics for some operations;
a single file read of multiple threads is not scalable in
XFS due to the scalability limitation of Linux’s read/write
semaphore; in F2FS, a checkpointing operation caused by
segment cleaning freezes entire file system operations so
scalability will be seriously hampered under write-heavy
workloads with low free space; enumerating directories
in btrfs is not scalable because of too frequent atomic
operations. The scalability of an I/O-intensive application
is very file system-specific. [§5.1.1, §5.1.2, §5.2.2]

Non-scalability often means wasting CPU cycles. In
file systems, concurrent operations are coordinated mainly
by locks. Because of spinning of spinlock and optimistic
spinning of blocking locks, non-scalable file systems tend
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Figure 13: Summary of manycore scalability of tested file sys-
tems. The color represents the relative speed over a single-core
performance of a file system with a specific microbenchmark.
The number in a cell denotes the core count at peak performance.

to consume more CPU cycles to alleviate the contention.
In our benchmarks, about 30-90% of CPU cycles are
consumed for synchronization. [§5.1.3, §5.2.2]

8 Discussion
The next question is whether traditional file system de-
signs can be used and implemented in a scalable way. It
is difficult to answer conclusively. At a high level, the
root causes of the scalability problems of file systems
are not different from those of OS scalability in previ-
ous studies [21, 22, 32–34]: shared cache line contention,
reference counting, coarse-grained locking, etc. But the
devil is in the details; some are difficult to fix with known
techniques and lead us to revisit the core design of file
systems.
Consistency mechanisms need to be scalable. All
three consistency mechanisms, journaling (ext4 and XFS),
log-structured writing (F2FS), and copy-on-write (btrfs),
are scalability bottlenecks. We think these are caused
by their inherent designs so that our community needs
to revisit consistency mechanisms from a scalability per-
spective.

In journaling file systems, committing a journal trans-
action guarantees a filesystem-wide consistency. To this
end, ext4, for example, maintains a single running journal
transaction, so accessing the journal transaction becomes
a scalability bottleneck. Scalable journaling is still an un-
explored area in the context of file systems, though there
are some studies in the database field [54, 66, 90, 91].

In the case when copy-on-write techniques are com-
bined with self-balancing index structures (e.g., B-tree)
like btrfs, such file systems are very fragile to scalability;
a leaf node update triggers updates of all interim nodes to
the root so that write locks of all nodes should be acquired.

Moreover, two independent updates should contend for
acquiring locks of common ancestors. Besides locking
overhead, this could result in a deadlock if two updates
should be coordinated by other locks. We suspect this is
the reason why btrfs uses the retry-based locking proto-
col to acquire a node lock (btrfs_tree_lock()). Paral-
lelizing a CoW file system by extending the current B-tree
scheme (e.g., LSM tree) or using non-self-balancing index
structures (e.g., radix tree or hash table) is worth further
research.

To our best knowledge, all log-structured file systems,
including F2FS, NILFS2 [3], and UBIFS [4], adopt single-
threaded writing. By nature, log-structured file systems
are designed to create a large sequential write stream,
while metadata updates should be issued after writing
file data for consistency guarantee. Multi-headed log-
structured writing schemes are an unexplored area in the
context of file systems, while some techniques are pro-
posed at the storage device level [28, 58].

Spatial locality still needs to be considered. One po-
tential solution to parallelizing file systems is partitioning.
To see its feasibility, we modified Exim and RocksDB
to run on multiple file system partitions for spool direc-
tories and database files, respectively. We set up 60 file
system partitions, the maximum allowed on a disk, to
spread files in 60 ways. Our results on RAMDISK and HDD
show its potential and limitations at the same time. We
see a significant performance improvement on RAMDISK
(Figure 14). It confirms that the reduced contentions in
a file system can improve the scalability. However, the
RocksDB results on HDD also show its limitation (Fig-
ure 15). In all file systems except for F2FS, the partitioned
case performs worse, as partitioning ruins spatial locality.
But F2FS performs equally well in both cases; because
the log-structured writing scheme of F2FS always issues
bulk sequential write for file data, the impact of partition-
ing is negligible. The above example shows the unique
challenges in designing scalable file systems. Optimizing
for storage devices based on their performance character-
istics and achieving consistency guarantees in a scalable
fashion will be critical in file systems.

File system-specific locking schemes in VFS. The scal-
able performance of locking strategies, such as granular-
ity and types of lock, is dependent on data organization
and management. The current locking schemes enforced
in VFS will become obsolete as storage devices and file
systems change. For example, the inode mutex for di-
rectory accesses, currently enforced by the VFS, should
be flexible enough for each file system to choose proper,
finer-grained locking.

Reference counting still does matter. We found scala-
bility problems in the reference counters of various file
system objects (e.g., page, dentry, and XFS inode struc-
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Figure 14: Performance of Exim and RocksDB after dividing
each file system to 60 partitions on RAMDISK.
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Figure 15: Performance of RocksDB with and without parti-
tioning HDD. For clarity, results up to 20-core are presented
because the performance of all file systems is saturated after
that. Except for F2FS, all other file systems fail to scale after par-
titioning and perform around 50% of the original performance.
The impact of partitioning in F2FS is negligible because the
log-structured writing in F2FS always generates large sequential
write for file data.

tures). Many previous studies proposed scalable reference
counting mechanisms, including clustered object [61],
SNIZ [40], sloppy counter [21], Refcache [33], and Linux
per-CPU counter [39], but we identified that they are not
adequate for file system objects for two reasons. First,
their space overhead is proportional to the number of cores
since they speed up by separating cache lines per-core.
Such space overhead is especially problematic to file sys-
tem objects, which are many in number and small in size
(typically a few tens or hundreds of bytes). For example,
in our 80-core machine, the space required for per-core
counters per page is 5× larger than the page structure
itself (320 bytes vs. 64 bytes). Second, getting the true
value is not scalable but immediate. Recall that we found
the reader counter problem at the R/W semaphore used
in the XFS inode (§5.1.1). If getting the number of reader
is not immediate, writers waiting for readers can starve.

9 Related Work
Benchmarking file systems. Due to the complexity of
file systems and interactions among multiple factors (e.g.,
page cache, on-disk fragmentation, and device character-
istics), file system benchmarks have been criticized for
decades [12, 87–89]. Popular file system benchmarks,
such as FIO [1] and iozone [2], mostly focus on measur-
ing bandwidth and IOPS of file system operations varying
I/O patterns. In contrast, recently developed benchmarks
focus on a specific system (e.g., smartphones [59]) or

a particular component in file systems (e.g., block allo-
cation [47]). Along this line, FXMARK focuses only on
manycore scalability of file systems.
Scaling operating systems. To improve the scalabil-
ity of OS, researchers have been optimizing existing
OSes [20–22, 32, 33] or have been building new OSes
based on new design principles [16, 34]. However, pre-
vious studies used memory-based file systems to opt out
of the effect of I/O operations. In Arrakis [74], since
file system service is a part of applications, its manycore
scalability solely depends on each application.
Scaling file systems. The Linux kernel community has
made a steady effort to improve the scalability of the file
system by mostly reducing lock contentions [35, 36, 65].
Hare [45] is a scalable file system for non-cache-coherent
systems. But it does not provide durability and crash
consistency, which were significant performance bottle-
necks in our evaluation. ScaleFS [41] extends a scalable
in-memory file system to support consistency by using
operation log on an on-disk file system. SpanFS [57]
adopts partitioning techniques to reduce lock contentions.
But how partitioning affects performance in a physical
storage medium such as SSD and HDD is not explored.
Optimizing the storage stack for fast storage. As
storage devices become dramatically faster, there are re-
search efforts to make storage stacks more scalable. Many
researchers made efforts to reduce the overhead and la-
tency of interrupt handling in the storage device driver
layer [13, 82, 92, 93]. At the block layer, Bjørling et
al. [18] address the scalability of the Linux block layer
and propose a new Linux block layer, which maintains a
per-core request queue.

10 Conclusion
We performed a comprehensive analysis of the many-
core scalability of five widely-deployed file systems using
our FXMARK benchmark suite. We observed many unex-
pected scalability behaviors of file systems. Some of them
lead us to revisit the core design of traditional file systems;
in addition to well-known scalability techniques, scalable
consistency guarantee mechanisms and optimizing for
storage devices based on their performance characteris-
tics will be critical. We believe that our analysis results
and insights can be a starting point toward designing scal-
able file systems for manycore systems.
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Abstract

File system designs are undergoing rapid evolution to
exploit the potentials of flash memory. However, the
internal parallelism, a key feature of flash devices, is
hard to be leveraged in the file system level, due to
the semantic gap caused by the flash translation layer
(FTL). We observe that even flash-optimized file systems
have serious garbage collection problems, which lead to
significant performance degradation, for write-intensive
workloads on multi-channel flash devices.

In this paper, we propose ParaFS to exploit the internal
parallelism while ensuring efficient garbage collection.
ParaFS is a log-structured file system over a simpli-
fied block-level FTL that exposes the physical layout.
With the knowledge of device information, ParaFS first
proposes 2-D data allocation, to maintain the hot/cold
data grouping in flash memory while exploiting channel-
level parallelism. ParaFS then coordinates the garbage
collection in both FS and FTL levels, to make garbage
collection more efficient. In addition, ParaFS sched-
ules read/write/erase requests over multiple channels
to achieve consistent performance. Evaluations show
that ParaFS effectively improves system performance for
write-intensive workloads by 1.6× to 3.1×, compared to
the flash-optimized F2FS file system.

1 Introduction

Flash memory has been widely adopted across embedded
systems to data centers in the past few years. In the
device level, flash devices outperform hard disk drives
(HDDs) by orders of magnitude in terms of both latency
and bandwidth. In the system level, the latency benefit
has been made visible to the software by redesigning
the I/O stack [8, 43, 22, 11]. But unfortunately, the
bandwidth benefit, which is mostly contributed by the

∗Corresponding author: Jiwu Shu (shujw@tsinghua.edu.cn).

internal parallelism of flash devices [13, 18, 10, 15], is
underutilized in system softwares.

Researchers have made great efforts in designing a file
system for flash storage. New file system architectures
have been proposed, to either improve data allocation
performance, by removing redundant functions between
FS and FTL [20, 45], or improve flash memory en-
durance, by using an object-based FTL to facilitate hard-
ware/software co-designs [33]. Features of flash memory
have also been leveraged to redesign efficient metadata
mechanisms. For instance, the imbalanced read/write
feature has been studied to design a persistence-efficient
file system directory tree [32]. F2FS, a less aggressive
design than the above-mentioned designs, is a flash-
optimized file system and has been merged into the Linux
kernel [28]. However, the internal parallelism has not
been well studied in these file systems.

Unfortunately, internal parallelism is a key design is-
sue to improve file system performance for flash storage.
Even though it has been well studied in the FTL level,
file systems cannot always gain the benefits. We observe
that, even though the flash-optimized F2FS file system
outperforms the legacy file system Ext4 when write
traffic is light, its performance does not scale well with
the internal parallelism when write traffic is heavy (48%
of Ext4 in the worst case, more details in Section 4.3 and
Figure 6).

After investigating into file systems, we have the fol-
lowing three observations. First, optimizations in both
FS and FTL are made but may collide. For example, data
pages1 are grouped into hot/cold groups in some file sys-
tems, so as to reduce garbage collection (GC) overhead.
FTL stripes data pages over different parallel units (e.g.,
channels) to achieve parallel performance, but breaks up
the hot/cold groups. Second, duplicated log-structured
data management in both FS and FTL leads to inefficient
garbage collection. FS-level garbage collection is unable

1In this paper, we use data pages instead of data blocks, in order
not to be confused with flash blocks.
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to erase physical flash blocks, while FTL-level garbage
collection is unable to select the right victim blocks due
to the lack of semantics. Third, isolated I/O scheduling
in either FS or FTL results in unpredictable I/O latencies,
which is a new challenge in storage systems on low-
latency flash devices.

To exploit the internal parallelism while keeping low
garbage collection overhead, we propose ParaFS, a log-
structured file system over simplified block-level FTL.
The simplified FTL exposes the device information to
the file system. With the knowledge of the physical
layout, ParaFS takes the following three approaches to
exploit the internal parallelism. First, it fully exploits the
channel-level parallelism of flash memory by page-unit
striping, while ensuring data grouping physically. Sec-
ond, it coordinates the garbage collection processes in
the FS and FTL levels, to make GC more efficient. Third,
it optimizes the request scheduling on read, write and
erase requests, and gains more consistent performance.
Our major contributions are summarized as follows:
• We observe the internal parallelism of flash devices

is underutilized when write traffic is heavy, and pro-
pose ParaFS, a parallelism-aware file system over a
simplified FTL.

• We propose parallelism-aware mechanisms in the
ParaFS file system, to mitigate the parallelism’s
conflicts with hot/cold grouping, garbage collec-
tion, and I/O performance consistency.

• We implement ParaFS in the Linux kernel. Eval-
uations using various workloads show that ParaFS
has higher and more consistent performance with
significant lower garbage collection overhead, com-
pared to legacy file systems including the flash-
optimized F2FS.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 analyses the parallelism challenges and mo-
tivates the ParaFS design. Section 3 describes the
ParaFS design, including the 2-D allocation, coordi-
nated garbage collection and parallelism-aware schedul-
ing mechanisms. Evaluations of ParaFS are shown in
Section 4. Related work is given in Section 5 and the
conclusion is made in Section 6.

2 Motivation

2.1 Flash File System Architectures
Flash devices are seamlessly integrated into legacy stor-
age systems by introducing a flash translation layer
(FTL). Though NAND flash has low access latency
and high I/O bandwidth, it has several limitations, e.g.,
erase-before-write and write endurance (i.e., limited pro-
gram/erase cycles). Log-structured design is supposed to
be a friendly way for flash memory. It is adopted in both

the file system level (e.g., F2FS [28], and NILFS [27])
and the FTL level [10, 36]. The FTL hides the flash
limitations by updating data in a log-structured way
using an address mapping table. It exports the same I/O
interface as HDDs. With the use of the FTL, legacy file
systems can directly run on these flash devices, without
any changes. This architecture is shown in Figure 1(a).
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Flash
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Figure 1: FS Architectures on Flash Storage

While FTL is good at abstracting the flash memory
as a block device, it widens the semantic gap between
file systems and flash memory. As shown in Figure 1(a),
the FS and FTL run independently without knowing
each other’s behaviours, resulting in inefficient storage
management. Even worse, the two levels have redundant
functions, e.g., space allocation, address mapping, and
garbage collection, which further induce performance
and endurance overhead.

Object-based FTL (OFTL) [33] is a recently proposed
architecture to bridge the semantic gap between file
systems and FTLs, as shown in Figure 1(b). However,
it requires dramatic changes of current I/O stack, and
is difficult to be adopted currently, either in the device
due to complexity or in the operating system due to rich
interfaces required in the drivers.

2.2 Challenges of Internal Parallelism
In a flash device, a number of flash chips are connected
to the NAND flash controller through multiple chan-
nels. I/O requests are distributed to different channels
to achieve high parallel performance, and this is known
as the internal parallelism. Unfortunately, this feature
has not been well leveraged in the file systems for the
following three challenges.

Hot/Cold Grouping vs. Internal Parallelism. With
the use of the FTL, file systems allocate data pages in a
one-dimension linear space. The linear space works fine
for HDDs, because a hard disk accesses sectors serially
due to the mechanical structure, but not for flash devices.

2
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In flash-based storage systems, a fine hot/cold grouping
reduces the number of valid pages in victim flash blocks
during garbage collection. Some file systems separate
data into groups with different hotness for GC efficiency.
Meanwhile, the FTL trys to allocate flash pages from
different parallel units, aiming at high bandwidth. Data
pages that belong to the same group in the file system
may be written to different parallel units. Parallel space
allocation in FTL breaks hot/cold data groups. As such,
the hot/cold data grouping in the file system collides with
the internal parallelism in the FTL.

Garbage Collection vs. Internal Parallelism. Log-
structured file systems are considered to be flash friendly.
However, we observe that F2FS, a flash-optimized log-
structured file system, performs worse than Ext4 on
multi-channel flash devices when write traffic is heavy.
To further analyse this inefficiency, we implement a
page-level FTL and collect the GC statistics in the FTL,
including the number of erased flash blocks and the
percentage of invalid pages in each erased block (i.e.,
GC efficiency). Details of the page-level FTL and eval-
uation settings are introduced in Section 4. As shown in
Figure 2, for the random update workload in YCSB[14],
F2FS has increasing number of erased flash blocks and
decreasing GC efficiency when the number of channels
increases.

The reason lies in the incoordinate garbage collections
in FS and FTL. When the log-structured file system
cleans a segment in the FS level, the invalid flash pages
are actually scattered over multiple flash parallel units.
The more channels the device has, the more diverse the
invalid pages are. This degrades the GC efficiency in the
FTL. At the same time, the FTL gets pages’ invalidation
only after receiving the trim commands from the log-
structured file system, due to the no in-place update.
As we observed in the experiments, a large number of
pages which are already invalidated in the file system are
migrated to the clean flash blocks during the FTL’s erase
process. Therefore, garbage collections in FS and FTL
levels collide and damage performance.

(a) # of Recycled Blocks (b) GC Efficiency

Figure 2: GC Statistics under Heavy Traffic

Consistent Performance vs. Internal Parallelism.
Read or write requests may be blocked by erase opera-
tions in the FTL. Since erase latency is much higher than
read/write latency, this causes latency spikes, making I/O

latency unpredictable. It is known as the inconsistent
performance, which is a serious issue for low-latency
storage devices. Parallel units offer an opportunity to
remove latency spikes by carefully scheduling I/O re-
quests. Once a file system controls read, write and erase
operations, it can dynamically schedule requests to make
performance more consistent.

To address the above-mentioned challenges, we pro-
pose a new architecture (as shown in Figure 3) to ex-
ploit the internal parallelism in the file system. In this
architecture, we use a simplified FTL to expose the
physical layout to the file system. Our designed ParaFS
maximizes the parallel performance in the file system
level while achieving physical hot/cold data grouping,
lower garbage collection overhead and more consistent
performance.

3 Design

ParaFS is designed to exploit the internal parallelism
without compromising other mechanisms. To achieve
this goal, ParaFS uses three key techniques:

• 2-Dimension Data Allocation to stripe data pages
over multiple flash channels at page granularity
while maintaining hot/cold data separation physi-
cally.

• Coordinated Garbage Collection to coordinate
garbage collections in FS and FTL levels and lower
the garbage collection overhead.

• Parallelism-Aware Scheduling to schedule the
read/write/erase requests to multiple flash channels
for more consistent system performance.

In this section, we introduce the ParaFS architecture first,
followed by the description of the above-mentioned three
techniques.

3.1 The ParaFS Architecture
ParaFS reorganizes the functionalities between the file
system and the FTL, as shown in Figure 3. In the ParaFS
architecture, ParaFS relies on a simplified FTL (anno-
tated as S-FTL). S-FTL is different from traditional FTLs
in three aspects. First, S-FTL uses a static block-level
mapping table. Second, it performs garbage collection
by simply erasing the victim flash blocks without moving
any pages, while the valid pages in the victim blocks
are migrated by ParaFS in the FS level. Third, S-FTL
exposes the physical layout to the file system using three
values, i.e., the number of flash channels2, the flash page
size and the flash block size. These three values are
passed to the ParaFS file system through ioctl interface,

2Currently, ParaFS exploits only the channel-level parallelism,
while finer level (e.g., die-level, plane-level) parallelism can be ex-
ploited in the FTL by emulating large pages or blocks.

3
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Figure 3: The ParaFS Architecture

when the device is formatted. With the physical layout
information, ParaFS manages data allocation, garbage
collection, and read/write/erase scheduling in the file
system level. The ParaFS file system uses an I/O inter-
face that consists of read/write/erase commands, which
remains the same as the legacy block I/O interface. In
ParaFS, the erase command reuses the trim command in
the legacy protocol.

In S-FTL, the block mapping is different from those
in legacy block-based FTLs. S-FTL uses static block-
level mapping. For normal writes, the ParaFS file system
updates data pages in a log-structured way. There is no
in-place update in the FS level. For these writes, S-
FTL doesn’t need to remap the block. S-FTL updates
its mapping entries only for wear leveling or bad block
remapping. In addition, ParaFS tracks the valid/invalid
statuses of pages in each segment, whose address is
aligned to the flash block in flash memory. The file sys-
tem migrates valid pages in the victim segments during
garbage collection, and the S-FTL only needs to erase
the corresponding flash blocks afterwards. As such, the
simplified block mapping, simplified garbage collection
and reduced functionalities make S-FTL a lightweight
implementation, which has nearly zero overhead.

The ParaFS file system is a log-structured file system.
To avoid the “wandering tree” problem [38], file system
metadata is updated in place, by introducing a small
page-level FTL. Since we focus on the data management,
we omit discussions of this page-level FTL for the rest
of the paper. In contrast, file system data is updated

in a log-structured way and sent to the S-FTL. The
ParaFS file system is able to perform more effective
data management with the knowledge of the internal
physical layout of flash devices. Since the file system
is aware of the channel layout, it allocates space in
different channels to exploit the internal parallelism and
meanwhile keeps the hot/cold data separation physically
(details in Section 3.2). ParaFS aligns the segment of
log-structured file system to the flash block of the device.
Since it knows exactly the valid/invalid statuses of data
pages, it performs garbage collection in the file system
with the coordination of the FTL erase operations (details
in Section 3.3). With the channel information, ParaFS is
also able to optimize the scheduling on read/write/erase
requests in the file system and make system performance
more consistent (details in Section 3.4).

3.2 2-D Data Allocation

The first challenge as described in Section 2.2 is the con-
flict between data grouping in the file system and internal
parallelism in the flash device. Intuitively, the easiest
way for file system data groups to be aligned to flash
blocks, is using block granularity striping in the FTL.
The block striping maintains data grouping while paral-
lelizing data groups to different channels in block units.
However, the block-unit striping fails to fully exploit
the internal parallelism, since the data within one group
needs to be accessed sequentially in the same flash block.
We observe in our systems that block-unit striping has
significantly lower performance than page-unit striping
(i.e., striping in page granularity), especially in the small
synchronous write situations, like mail server. Some co-
designs employ a super block unit which contains flash
blocks from different flash channels [42, 12, 29]. The
writes can be striped in a page granularity within the
super block and different data groups are maintained in
different super blocks. However, the large recycle size of
the super block incurs higher overhead in the garbage
collection. Therefore, we propose 2-D allocation in
ParaFS that uses small allocation units to fully exploit
channel-level parallelism while keeping effective data
grouping. Tabel 1 summaries the characteristics of these
data allocation schemes and compares them with 2-D
allocation used in ParaFS.

Figure 4 shows the 2-D allocation in ParaFS. With the
device information from S-FTL, ParaFS is able to allo-
cate and recycle space that aligned to the flash memory
below. The data space is divided into multiple regions. A
region is an abstraction of a flash channel in the device.
The number and the size of regions equal to those of
flash channels. Each region contains multiple segments
and each segments contains multiple data pages. The
segment is the unit of allocation and garbage collection

4
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Table 1: Data Allocation Schemes
Parallelism Garbage Collecion

Stripe Granularity Parallelism Level GC Granulariy Grouping Effect GC Overhead
Page Stripe Page High Block No High
Block Stripe Block Low Block Yes Low
Super Block Page High Multiple Blocks Yes Medium

2-D Allocation Page High Block Yes Low
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Figure 4: 2-D Allocation in ParaFS

in ParaFS. Its size and address are aligned to the physical
flash block. The data page in the segments represents
the I/O unit to the flash and is aligned to the flash page.
There are multiple allocator heads and a free segment
list in each region. The allocator heads point to data
groups with different hotness within the region. They
are assigned a number of free segments and they allocate
free pages to the written data with different hotness, in a
log-structured way. The free segments of the region are
maintained in the free segment list.

The 2-D allocation consists of channel-level dimen-
sion and hotness-level dimension. ParaFS delays space
allocation until data persistence. Updated data pages
are first buffered in memory. When a write request is
going to be dispatched to the device, ParaFS starts the
2-D scheme to allocate free space for the request.

First, in the channel-level dimension, ParaFS divides
the write request into pages, and then stripes these pages
over different regions. Since the regions match the flash
channels one-to-one, the data in the write request is sent
to different flash channels in a page-size granularity, so
as to exploit the channel-level parallelism in the FS level.
After dividing and striping the data of the write request
over regions, the allocation process goes to the second
dimension.

Second, in the hotness-level dimension, ParaFS
groups data pages into groups with different hotness in
a region, and sends the divided write requests to their
proper groups. There are multiple allocator heads with
different hotness in the region. The allocator head,
which has similar hotness to the written data, is selected.
Finally, the selected allocator head allocates a free page
to the written data. The data is sent to the device with
the address of the allocated page. Since the segments

of allocator heads are aligned to the flash blocks, the
data pages with different hotness are assigned to different
allocator heads, thereby placed in separated flash blocks.
The hotness-level dimension ensures the effective data
grouping physically.

In implementation, ParaFS uses six allocators in each
region. The data is divided into six kinds of hotness,
i.e., hot, warm, and cold, respectively for metadata and
regular data. The hotness classification uses the same
hints as in F2FS [28]. Each allocator is assigned ten
segments each time. The address of the segments and
the offset of the allocator heads are recorded in the FS
checkpoint in case of system crash.

Crash Recovery. After the crash, legacy log-
structured file systems will recover itself to the last
checkpoint, which maintains the latest consistent state
of the file system. Some file systems[33][28] will do
the roll-forward recovery to restore changes after last
checkpoint. ParaFS differs slightly during the recovery.
Since ParaFS directly accesses and erases flash memory
through statically mapped S-FTL, it has to detect the
written pages after last checkpoint. These written pages
need to be detected so that the file system does not
overwrite these pages, which otherwise causes overwrite
errors in flash memory.

To solve this problem, ParaFS employs an update
window similar to that in OFSS [33]. An update window
consists of segments from each region that are assigned
to allocator heads after last checkpoint. Before a set of
segments are assigned to allocator heads, their addresses
are recorded first. During recovery, ParaFS first recovers
itself to the last checkpoint. Then, ParaFS does the
roll-forward recovery with the segments in the update
window in each region, since all written pages after last
checkpoint fall in this window. After recovering the valid
pages in the window, other pages will be considered as
invalid, and they will be erased by the GC threads in the
future.

3.3 Coordinated Garbage Collection
The second challenge as described in Section 2.2 is
the mismatch of the garbage collection processes in FS
and FTL levels. Efforts in either side are ineffective
in reclaiming free space. ParaFS coordinates garbage
collection in the two levels and employs multiple GC
threads to leverage the internal parallelism. This tech-

5
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nique improves both the GC efficiency (i.e., the percent
of invalid pages in victim blocks) and the space reclaim
efficiency (i.e., time used for GC).

The coordinated garbage collection contains the GC
process from FS level and FTL level. We use the
terms “paraGC” and “flashGC” to distinguish them. In
the FS level, the paraGC is triggered when free space
drops below a threshold (i.e., foreground paraGC) or file
system is idle (i.e., background paraGC). The unit of
garbage collection is the segment, as we described in
Section 3.2. The foreground paraGC employs greedy
algorithm to recycle the segments quickly and minimize
the latency of I/O threads. The background paraGC uses
cost-benefit algorithm [38] that selects victim segments
not only based on the number of invalid data pages, but
also their “age”. When the paraGC thread is triggered, it
first selects victim segments using the algorithms above.
Then, the paraGC thread migrates the valid pages in
the victim segments to the free space. If the migration
is conducted by foreground paraGC, these valid pages
are striped to the allocator heads with similar hotness
in different regions. If the migration is conducted by
background paraGC, these valid pages are considered
to be cold, and striped to the allocator heads with low
hotness. After the valid pages are written to the device,
the victim segments are marked erasable and they will be
erased after checkpoint. The background paraGC exits
after the migration while the foreground paraGC does
the checkpoint and sends the erase requests to S-FTL by
trim.

In the FTL level, the block recycling is simplified,
since the space management and garbage collection are
moved from FTL level to FS level. The segments in
the FS level match the flash blocks one to one. After
paraGC migrates valid pages in the victim segments,
the corresponding flash blocks can be erased without
additional copies. When S-FTL receives trim commands
from the ParaFS, flashGC locates the flash blocks that
victim segments mapped to, and directly erases them.
After the flash blocks are erased, S-FTL informs the
ParaFS by the callback function of the requests. The
coordinated GC migrates the valid pages in FS level,
and invalidates the whole flash block to the S-FTL. No
migration overhead is involved during the erase process
in the S-FTL.

Coordinated GC also reduces the over-provisioning
space of the device and brings more user available capac-
ity. Traditional FTLs need to move the valid pages from
the victim blocks before erasing. They keeps large over-
provisioning space to reduce the overhead of garbage
collection. The spared space in FTL decreases the
user visible capacity. Since the valid pages are already
moved by ParaFS, the flashGC in S-FTL can directly
erase the victim blocks without any migration. S-FTL

needn’t spare space for garbage collection. The over-
provisioning space of S-FTL is much smaller than the
traditional ones. The spared blocks are only used for bad
block remapping and block mapping table storage. S-
FTL also needn’t track and maintain the flash page status
and flash block utilization, which also reduces the size of
spared space.

ParaFS optimizes the foreground GC by employing
multiple GC threads. Legacy log-structured file systems
perform foreground GC in one thread [28], or none [27].
Since all operations are blocked during checkpointing.
Multiple threads cause frequent checkpoint and decrease
the performance severely. However, one or less fore-
ground GC thread is not enough under write intensive
workloads which consume the free segments quickly.
ParaFS assigns one GC thread to each region and em-
ploys an additional manager thread. The manager checks
the utilization of each region, and wakes up the GC
thread of the region when it’s necessary. After GC
threads migrate the valid data pages, the manager will
do the checkpoint, and send the erase requests asyn-
chronously. This optimization avoids multiple check-
points, and accelerates the segment recycling under
heavy writes.

3.4 Parallelism-Aware Scheduling

The third challenge as described in Section 2.2 is the
performance spikes. To address this challenge, ParaFS
proposes to schedule the read/write/erase requests in the
file system level while exploiting the internal parallelism.
In ParaFS, the 2-D allocation selects the target flash
channels for the write requests, and the coordinated GC
manages garbage collection in the FS level. These two
techniques offer an opportunity for ParaFS to optimize
the scheduling on read, write and erase requests. ParaFS
employs parallelism-aware scheduling to provide more
consistent performance under heavy write traffic.

Parallelism-aware scheduling consists of request dis-
patching phase and request scheduling phase. In the
dispatching phase, it optimizes the write requests. The
scheduler maintains a request queue for each flash chan-
nel of the device, shown in Figure 3. The target flash
channels of read and erase requests are fixed, while
the target channel of writes can be adjusted due to the
late allocation. In the channel-level dimension of 2-
D allocation, ParaFS splits the write requests into data
pages, and selects a target region for each page. The
region of ParaFS and the flash channel below are one-
to-one correspondence. Instead of a Round-Robin se-
lection, ParaFS selects the region to write, whose corre-
sponding flash channel is the least busy in the scheduler.
Due to the asymmetric read and write performance of
the flash drive, the scheduler assigns different weights

6
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(Wread , Wwrite) to read and write requests in the request
queues. The weights are obtained by measuring the
corresponding latency of the read and write requests.
Since the write latency is 8× of the read latency in
our device, the Wread and Wwrite are set to 1 and 8 in
the evaluation. The channel with the smallest weight
calculated by the Formula 1 will be selected. Sizeread
and Sizewrite represent the size of read and write requests
in the request queue. The erase requests in the request
queue are not considered in the formula, because the
time, when they are sent to the device, is uncertain.

Wchannel = ∑(Wread ×Sizeread ,Wwrite ×Sizewrite) (1)

In the scheduling phase, the scheduler optimizes the
erase requests scheduling. Considering the fairness, the
parallelism-aware scheduler assigns a time slice for read
requests and a same-size slice for write/erase requests.
The scheduler works on each request queue individually.
In the read slice, the scheduler schedules read requests
to the channel. When the slice ends or no read request
is left in the queue, the scheduler determines to schedule
write or erase request in next slice by Formula 2. The
f is the percent of free blocks in the flash channel. Ne
is the percent of flash channels that are processing the
erase requests at this moment. The a and b represents the
weight of these parameters.

e = a× f +b×Ne (2)

If e is higher than 1, the scheduler sends write requests
in the time slice. Otherwise, the scheduler sends erase
requests in that time slice. After the write/erase slice,
the scheduler turns to read slice again. In current im-
plementation, a and b are respectively set to 2 and 1,
which implies that erase requests are scheduled only
after the free space drops below 50%. This scheme
gives higher priority to erase requests when the free
space is not enough. Meanwhile, it prevents too many
channels erasing at the same time, which helps to ease
the performance wave under heavy write traffic.

With the employment of these two optimizations, the
parallelism-aware scheduler helps to provide both high
and consistent performance.

4 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate ParaFS to answer the follow-
ing three questions:

1. How does ParaFS perform compared to other file
systems under light write traffic?

2. How does ParaFS perform under heavy write traf-
fic? And, what are the causes behind?

3. What are the benefits respectively from the pro-
posed optimizations in ParaFS?

4.1 Experimental Setup
In the evaluation, we compare ParaFS with Ext4 [2],
BtrFS [1] and F2FS [28], which respectively represent
the in-place-update, copy-on-write, and flash-optimized
log-structured file systems. ParaFS is also compared to
a revised F2FS (annotated as F2FS SB) in addition to
conventional F2FS (annotated as F2FS). F2FS organizes
data into segment, which is the GC unit in FS and is the
same size as flash block. F2FS SB organizes data into
super blocks. A super block consists of multiple adjacent
segments. The number of the segments equals to the
number of channels in the flash device. In F2FS SB, a
super block is the unit of allocation and garbage collec-
tion, and can be accessed in parallel.

We customize a raw flash device to support pro-
grammable FTLs. Parameters of the flash device are
listed in Table 2. To support the file systems above,
we implement a page-level FTL, named PFTL, based on
DFTL [17] with lazy indexing technique [33]. PFTL
stripes updates over different channels in a page size
unit, to fully exploit the internal parallelism. S-FTL is
implemented based on PFTL. It removes the allocation
function, replaces the page-level mapping with static
block-level mapping, and simplifies the GC process, as
described in Section 3.1. In both FTLs, the number
of flash channels and the capacity of the device are
configurable. With the help of these FTLs, we collect
the information about flash memory operations, like the
number of erase operations and the number of pages
migrated during garbage collection. The low-level in-
formation is helpful for comprehensive analysis of file
system implications.

Table 2: Parameters of the Customized Flash Device
Host Interface PCIe 2.0 x8

Number of Flash Channel 34
Capacity per Channel 32G

NAND Type 25nm MLC
Page Size 8KB
Block Size 2MB

Read Bandwidth per Channel 49.84 MB/s
Write Bandwidth per Channel 6.55 MB/s

The experiments are conducted on an X86 server
with Intel Xeon E5-2620 processor, clocked at 2.10GHz,
and 8G memory of 1333MHz. The server runs with
Linux kernel 2.6.32, which is required by the customized
flash device. For the target system, we back-port F2FS
from the 3.15-rc1 main-line kernel to the 2.6.32 kernel.
ParaFS is implemented as a kernel module based on
F2FS, but differs in data allocation, garbage collection,
and I/O scheduling.
Workloads. Table 3 summarizes the four workloads
used in the experiments. Two of them run directly on file
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Table 3: Workload Characteristics
Name Description # of Files I/O size Threads R/W fsync

Fileserver File server workload: random read and write files 60,000 1MB 50 33/66 N
Postmark Mail server workload: create, delete, read and append files 10,000 512B 1 20/80 Y

MobiBench SQLite workload: random update database records N/A 4KB 10 1/99 Y
YCSB MySQL workload: read and update database records N/A 1KB 50 50/50 Y

(a) channel = 8 (b) channel = 32

Figure 5: Performance Evaluation (Light Write Traffic)

systems and the other two run on databases. Fileserver
is a typical pre-defined workload in Filebench [3] to
emulate the I/O behaviors in file servers. It creates,
deletes and randomly accesses files in multiple threads.
Postmark [26] emulates the behavior of mail servers.
Transactions, including create, delete, read and append
operations, are performed to the file systems. Mo-
bibench [19] is a benchmark tool for measuring the per-
formance of file IO and DB operations. In the evaluation,
it issues random update operations to the SQLite[9],
which runs with FULL synchronous and WAL journal
mode. YCSB [14] is a framework to stress many popular
data serving systems. We use the workload-A of YCSB
on MySql [7], which consists of 50% random reads and
50% random updates.

4.2 Evaluation with Light Write Traffic
In this section, we compare ParaFS with other file sys-
tems under light write traffic. We choose 8 and 32
channels for this evaluation, which respectively represent
SATA SSDs [6, 4, 5] and PCIe SSDs [5, 41]. The device
capacity is set to 128GB.

Figure 5 shows the throughput of evaluated file sys-
tems, and results are normalized against F2FS’s perfor-
mance in 8-channel case. From the figure, we have two
observations.

(1) ParaFS outperforms other file systems in all cases,
and achieves 13% higher over F2FS for postmark work-
load in the 32-channel case. In the evaluated file systems,
BtrFS performs poorly, especially for database bench-
marks that involve frequent syncs. The update prop-
agation (i.e., “wandering tree” problem [38]) of copy-
on-write brings intensive data writes in BtrFS during

the sync calls (7.2× for mobibench, 3.0× for YCSB).
F2FS mitigates this problem by updating the metadata
in place [28]. Except BtrFS, other file systems perform
roughly similar under light write traffic. F2FS only
outperforms Ext4 by 3.5% in fileserver with 32 channels,
which is consistent to the F2FS evaluations on PCIe
SSD[28]. The performance bottleneck appears to be
moved, due to the fast command processing and high
random access ability of the PCIe drive. F2FS SB
shows nearly the same performance to F2FS. Since PFTL
stripes the requests over all flash channels with a page-
size unit, larger allocation unit in F2FS SB doesn’t gain
more benefit in parallelism. The GC impact of larger
block recycling is also minimized due to the light write
pressure. The impact will be seen under heavy write traf-
fic evaluations in Section 4.3. ParaFS uses cooperative
designs in both FS and FTL levels, eliminates the dupli-
cate functions, and achieves the highest performance.

(2) Performance gains in ParaFS grow when the num-
ber of channels is increased. Comparing the two figures
in Figure 5, all file systems have their performance
improved when the number of channels is increased.
Among them, ParaFS achieves more. It outperforms
F2FS averagely by 1.53% in 8-channel cases and 6.29%
in 32-channel cases. This also evidences that ParaFS
spends more efforts in exploiting the internal parallelism.

In all, ParaFS has comparable or better performance
than the other evaluated file systems when the write
traffic is light.

4.3 Evaluation with Heavy Write Traffic
Since ParaFS is designed to address the problems of
data grouping and garbage collection while exploiting
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(a) Fileserver (b) Postmark

(c) MobiBench (d) YCSB

Figure 6: Performance Evaluation (Heavy Write Traffic)

the internal parallelism, evaluations using heavy write
traffic are much more important. In this evaluation, we
limit the capacity of flash device to 16GB and increase
the benchmark sizes. The write traffic sizes in the four
evaluated benchmarks are set to 2× ∼ 3× of the flash
device capacity, to trigger the garbage collection actions.

4.3.1 Performance

Figure 6 shows the throughput of evaluated file systems
for the heavy write traffic cases, with the number of
channels varied from 1 to 32. Results are normalized
against F2FS’s throughput in 1-channel case. From the
figure, we have three observations.

(1) Ext4 outperforms F2FS for three out of the four
evaluated workloads, which is different from that in
the light write traffic evaluation. The performance gap
between Ext4 and F2FS tends to be wider with more
flash channels. The reason why the flash-optimized F2FS
file system has worse performance than Ext4 is the side
effects of internal parallelism. In F2FS, the hot/cold data
grouping and the aligned segments are broken when data
pages are distributed to multiple channels in the FTL.
Also, the invalidation of a page is known in the FTL
only after it is recycled in the F2FS, due to the no in-
place update. Unfortunately, a lot of invalid pages have
been migrated during garbage collection before their
statuses are passed to the FTL. Both reasons lead to
high GC overhead in FTL, and the problem gets more
serious with increased parallelism. In Ext4, the in-

place update pattern is more accurate in telling FTLs the
page invalidation than F2FS. The exceptional case is the
postmark workload, which contains a lot of create and
delete operations. Ext4 spreads the inode allocation in
all of the block groups for load balance. This causes the
invalid pages distributed evenly in the flash blocks and
results in higher garbage collection overhead than F2FS
(18.5% higher on average). In general, the observation
that flash-optimized file system is not good at exploiting
internal parallelism under heavy write traffic motivates
our ParaFS design.

(2) F2FS SB shows improved performance than F2FS
for the four evaluated workloads, and the improvement
grows with more channels. This is also different from
results in the light write traffic evaluation. The perfor-
mance of F2FS improves quickly when the number of
channels is increased from 1 to 8, but the improvement
is slowed down afterward. For fileserver, postmark and
YCSB workloads, F2FS gains little improvement in the
32-channel case over the 16-channel case. The main
cause is the increasing GC overhead, which will be seen
in next section. In contrast, allocation and recycling
in super block units of F2FS SB ease the GC overhead
caused by unaligned segments. The trim commands sent
by F2FS SB contain larger address space, and are more
effective in telling the invalid pages to the FTL. However,
selecting victims in larger units also decreases the GC
efficiency. As such, the internal parallelism using super
block methods [12, 42] is still not effective.

(3) ParaFS outperforms other file systems in all cases.
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(a) Recycled Block Count (b) GC Efficiency

(c) Write Traffic from FS (d) Write Traffic from FTL

Figure 7: Garbage Collection and Write Traffic Evaluation (Fileserver)

ParaFS outperforms Ext4 from 1.0× to 1.7× in the 8-
channel case, and to 2.5× in the 32-channel case. ParaFS
outperforms F2FS from 1.6× to 1.9× in the 8-channel
case, and from 1.7× to 3.1× in the 32-channel case.
ParaFS outperforms F2FS SB from 1.2× to 1.5× in
both cases. ParaFS keeps the aligned flash block erase
units while using page-unit striping in 2-D allocation.
The coordinated multi-threaded GC is also helpful in
reducing the GC overhead. And thus, ParaFS is effective
in exploiting the internal parallelism under heavy write
traffic.

4.3.2 Write Traffic and Garbage Collection

To further understand the performance gains in ParaFS,
we collect the statistics of garbage collection and write
traffic from both FS and FTL levels. We select the
fileserver workload as an example due to space limita-
tion. The other workloads have similar patterns and are
omitted. For fairness, we revise the fileserver benchmark
to write fixed-size data. In the evaluation, the write traffic
size in fileserver is set to 48GB, and the device capacity
is 16GB.

Figure 7(a) and Figure 7(b) respectively give the re-
cycled block count and the garbage collection efficiency
of evaluated file systems with varied number of flash
channels. The recycled block count is the number of
flash blocks that are erased in flash memory. The GC
efficiency is measured using the average percentage of
invalid pages in a victim flash block.

ParaFS has the lowest garbage collection overhead and
highest GC efficiency among all evaluated file systems
under four benchmarks. For the fileserver evaluation, it
achieves the lowest recycled block count (62.5% of F2FS
on average) and the highest GC efficiency (91.3% on av-
erage). As the number of channels increases, the number
of recycled blocks in F2FS increases quickly. This is
due to the unaligned segments and uncoordinated GC
processes of both sides (as analyzed in Section 4.3.1).
It is also explained with the GC efficiency degradation
in Figure 7(b). The GC efficiency of Ext4, BtrFS,
ParaFS trends to drop a little with more flash channels.
Because the adjacent pages are more scattered when the
device internal parallelism increases, and they tend to be
invalidated together. F2FS SB acts different from other
file systems. In F2FS SB, when the number of channels
is increased from 8 to 32, the number of recycled blocks
decreases and the GC efficiency increases. The reason
is that the super block has better data grouping and
alignments, and this advantage becomes increasingly
evident with higher degree of parallelism. F2FS SB also
triggers FS-level GC threads more frequently with larger
allocation and GC unit. More trim commands with larger
address space help to decrease the number of invalid
pages migrated by GC process in the FTL level. ParaFS
further utilizes fine-grained data grouping and GC unit,
and has the lowest garbage collection overhead.

Figure 7(c) shows the write traffic that file systems
write to FTLs. Figure 7(d) shows the write traffic
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Figure 8: Performance Consistency Evaluation

that FTLs write to the flash memory. Write traffic in
either level comes from not only the file system data
and metadata but also the page migrated during garbage
collection in FS or FTL level. The write traffic from
FS in Ext4, BtrFS and F2FS are stable for different
parallelism levels, because the increase of the flash chan-
nels in the device is transparent to them. ParaFS writes
more in the file system than Ext4, F2FS and F2FS SB,
but less than them in the FTL. Because all the page
migration during the garbage collection is done in the
FS level. Similarly, F2FS SB has higher write traffic
from FS and lower from FTL than F2FS, as the number
of channels is increased from 8 to 32. This results
from the improved GC efficiency as mentioned above.
The FTL write traffic in F2FS is higher than F2FS SB,
which explains why F2FS SB has better performance
than F2FS in Figure 6. ParaFS coordinates garbage
collections in the two levels, and is more effective in
space recycling. Compared to F2FS, ParaFS decreases
the write traffic to the flash memory by 31.7% ∼ 54.7%
in 8-channel case, and 37.1% ∼ 58.1% in 32-channel
case. Compared to F2FS SB, ParaFS decreases it by
14.9% ∼ 48.4% in 8-channel case, and 15.7% ∼ 32.5%
in 32-channel case.

4.4 Performance Consistency Evaluation

To evaluate the performance consistency in ParaFS, we
monitor the throughput wave during each run of exper-
iments. ParaFS aims at more consistent performance
using multi-threaded GC and parallelism-aware schedul-
ing. In this evaluation, we use four versions of ParaFS.
The baseline (annotated as ParaFS Base) is the ParaFS
version without the above-mentioned two optimizations.
ParaFS PS and ParaFS MGC respectively stand for the
version with parallelism-aware scheduling and multi-
threaded GC. ParaFS is the fully-functioned version.

The fileserver and postmark have different phases
in the evaluation, which also cause fluctuation in the
aggregate throughput (in terms of IOPS). We choose
mobibench as the candidate for performance consistency
evaluation. Mobibench performs random asynchronous

reads and writes to pre-allocated files. In this evaluation,
the write traffic of mobibench is set to be 2× of the
device capacity.

Figure 8 shows the process of each run using four
versions of ParaFS. We compare ParaFS MGC and
ParaFS Base to analyse the impact of multi-threaded
GC. ParaFS MGC and ParaFS Base have similar perfor-
mance in the first 1000 seconds, during which no garbage
collection is involved. After that, the performance of
ParaFS MGC waves. The performance peaks appear
after the GC starts in multiple threads. ParaFS MGC
finishes the experiments earlier than ParaFS Base by
18.5%.

The parallelism-aware scheduling contains two major
methods, the write request dispatching and the erase
request scheduling. The effectiveness of write request
dispatching can be seen by comparing ParaFS PS and
ParaFS Base. For the first 1000 seconds when there is no
garbage collection, ParaFS PS outperforms ParaFS Base
by nearly 20%. This benefit comes from the write
dispatching in the parallelism-aware scheduling tech-
nique, which allocates pages and sends requests to
the least busy channels. The effectiveness of erase
request scheduling can be observed between ParaFS
and ParaFS MGC. In the latter part of each run when
the GC processes are frequently triggered, ParaFS us-
ing parallelism-aware scheduling performs more consis-
tently than ParaFS MGC.

In conclusion, the FS-level multi-threaded garbage
collection as implemented in ParaFS is more effective
in reclaiming free space, and the FS-level parallelism-
aware scheduling makes performance more consistent.

5 Related Work

Data Allocation. In the FTL or flash controller, in-
ternal parallelism has been extensively studied. Recent
researches [13, 18, 21] have conducted extensive ex-
periments on page allocation with different levels (i.e.,
channel-level, chip-level, die-level and plane-level) of in-
ternal parallelism. Gordon [12] introduces a 2-D striping
to leverage both channel-level and die-level parallelism.
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But note that, 2-D striping in Gordon is different from
2-D data allocation in ParaFS. 2-D striping is designed
in the flash controller, which places data to leverage
multiple levels of parallelism. 2-D data allocation is
designed in file system, which organizes data into dif-
ferent groups using metrics of parallelism and hotness.
In addition, aggressive parallelism in the device level
scatters data addresses, breaking up the data organization
in the system level. P-OFTL [42] has pointed out this
problem and found that increased parallelism leads to
higher garbage overhead, which in turn can decrease the
overall performance.

In the file system level, DirectFS [20] and Nameless
Write [45] propose to remove data allocation functions
from file systems and leverage the data allocations in
the FTL or storage device, which can have better de-
cisions with detailed knowledge of hardware internals.
OFSS [33] proposes an object-based FTL, which enables
hardware/software codesign with both knowledge of file
semantics and hardware internals. However, these file
systems pay little attention to internal parallelism, which
is the focus of ParaFS in this paper.
Garbage Collection. Garbage collection has a strong
impact on system performance for log-structured de-
signs. Researchers are trying to pass more file semantics
to FTLs to improve GC efficiency. For instance, trim is a
useful interface to inform FTLs the data invalidation, in
order to reduce GC overhead in migrating invalid pages.
Also, Kang et al. [25] found that FTLs can have more
efficient hot/cold data grouping, which further reduces
GC overhead, if the expected lifetime of written data is
passed from file systems to FTLs. In addition, Yang et
al. [44] found log-structured designs in both levels of
system software and FTLs have semantic gaps, which
make garbage collection in both levels inefficient. In
contrast, ParaFS proposes to bridge the semantic gap and
coordinate garbage collection in the two levels.

In the file system level, SFS [34] uses a sophisticated
hot/cold data grouping algorithm using both access count
and age of the block. F2FS [28] uses a static data group-
ing method according to the file and data types. How-
ever, these grouping algorithms suffer when grouped
data are spread out in the FTL. Our proposed ParaFS
aims to solve this problem and keep physical hot/cold
grouping while exploiting the internal parallelism.

A series of research works use large write block size to
align the flash block and decrease the GC overhead[40,
31, 30, 35]. RIPQ[40] and Pannier[31] aggregate small
random writes in memory, divide them into groups ac-
cording to the hotness, and evict the groups in flash block
size. Nitro[30] deduplicates and compresses the writes in
RAM and evicts them in flash block size. Nitro proposes
to modify the FTL to support block-unit striping that
ensures the effective of the block-size write optimization.

SDF[35] employs block-unit striping which is tightly
coupled with key-value workloads. ParaFS uses page-
size I/O unit and aims at file system workloads.
I/O Scheduling. In flash storage, new I/O scheduling
policies have been proposed to improve utilization of
internal parallelism [24, 23, 16] or fairness [37, 39].
These scheduling policies are designed in the controller,
the FTL or the block layer. In these levels, addresses
of requests are determined. In comparison, system-
level scheduling can schedule write requests before data
allocation, which is flexible.

LOCS [41] is a key-value store that schedules I/O
requests in the system level upon open-channel SSDs.
With the use of log-structured merge tree (LSM-tree),
data is organized into data blocks aligned to flash blocks.
LOCS schedules the read, write and erase operations to
minimize the response time.

Our proposed ParaFS is a file system that schedules
I/O requests in the system level. Different from key-
value stores, file systems have irregular reads and writes.
ParaFS exploits the channel-level parallelism with page-
unit striping. Moreover, its goal is in making perfor-
mance more consistent.

6 Conclusion

ParaFS is effective in exploiting the internal parallelism
of flash storage, while keeping physical hot/cold data
grouping and low garbage collection overhead. It also
takes the parallelism opportunity to schedule read, write
and erase requests to make system performance more
consistent. ParaFS’s design relies on flash devices with
customized FTL that exposes physical layout, which can
be represented by three values. The proposed design
bridges the semantic gap between file systems and FTLs,
by simplifying FTL and coordinating functions of the
two levels. We implement ParaFS on a customized
flash device. Evaluations show that ParaFS outperforms
the flash-optimized F2FS by up to 3.1×, and has more
consistent performance.
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Abstract
Content-Defined Chunking (CDC) has been playing a
key role in data deduplication systems in the past 15
years or so due to its high redundancy detection abil-
ity. However, existing CDC-based approaches introduce
heavy CPU overhead because they declare the chunk cut-
points by computing and judging the rolling hashes of
the data stream byte by byte. In this paper, we pro-
pose FastCDC, a Fast and efficient CDC approach, that
builds and improves on the latest Gear-based CDC ap-
proach, one of the fastest CDC methods to our knowl-
edge. The key idea behind FastCDC is the combined use
of three key techniques, namely, simplifying and enhanc-
ing the hash judgment to address our observed challenges
facing Gear-based CDC, skipping sub-minimum chunk
cut-point to further speed up CDC, and normalizing the
chunk-size distribution in a small specified region to ad-
dress the problem of the decreased deduplication ratio
stemming from the cut-point skipping. Our evaluation
results show that, by using a combination of the three
techniques, FastCDC is about 10× faster than the best
of open-source Rabin-based CDC, and about 3× faster
than the state-of-the-art Gear- and AE-based CDC, while
achieving nearly the same deduplication ratio as the clas-
sic Rabin-based approach.

1 Introduction
Data deduplication, an efficient approach to data reduc-
tion, has gained increasing attention and popularity in
large-scale storage systems due to the explosive growth
of digital data. It eliminates redundant data at the file-
or chunk-level and identifies duplicate contents by their
cryptographically secure hash signatures (e.g., SHA1 fin-
gerprint). According to deduplication studies conducted
by Microsoft [12, 23] and EMC [30, 33], about 50%
and 85% of the data in their production primary and sec-
ondary storage systems, respectively, are redundant and
could be removed by the deduplication technology.

In general, chunk-level deduplication is more popular
than file-level deduplication because it identifies and re-

∗Corresponding author: dfeng@hust.edu.cn.

moves redundancy at a finer granularity. For chunk-level
deduplication, the simplest chunking approach is to cut
the file or data stream into equal, fixed-size chunks, re-
ferred to as Fixed-Size Chunking (FSC) [27]. Content-
Defined Chunking (CDC) based approaches are pro-
posed to address the boundary-shift problem facing the
FSC approach [25]. Specifically, CDC declares chunk
boundaries based on the byte contents of the data stream
instead of on the byte offset, as in FSC, and thus helps
detect more redundancy for deduplication. According to
some recent studies [12, 22, 23, 26], CDC-based dedupli-
cation approaches are able to detect about 10-20% more
redundancy than the FSC approach.

Currently, the most popular CDC approaches deter-
mine chunk boundaries based on the Rabin fingerprints
of the content, which we refer to as Rabin-based CDC [8,
11, 25, 28]. Rabin-based CDC is highly effective in du-
plicate detection but time-consuming, because it com-
putes and judges (against a condition value) the Rabin
fingerprints of the data stream byte by byte [11]. A recent
study, called QuickSync [9], suggests that CDC is com-
putationally expensive for deduplication based synchro-
nization in mobile cloud storage. In order to speed up
the CDC process, other hash algorithms have been pro-
posed to replace the Rabin algorithm for CDC, such as
SampeByte [1], Gear [38], and AE [40]. Meanwhile, the
abundance of computation resources afforded by multi-
core and manycore processors [20, 37] or GPU proces-
sors [2, 5, 15] has been leveraged for acceleration.

Generally, CDC consists of two distinctive and se-
quential stages: (1) hashing in which fingerprints of the
data contents are generated and (2) hash judgment in
which fingerprints are compared against a given value
to identify and declare chunk cut-points. Our previous
study of delta compression, Ddelta [38], suggests that the
Gear hash (i.e., fp=(fp<<1)+G(b), see Section 3) is very
efficient as a rolling hash for CDC. To the best of our
knowledge, Gear appears to be one of the fastest rolling
hash algorithms for CDC at present. However, accord-
ing to our first observation from empirical and analyti-
cal studies, the Gear-based CDC has the potential prob-
lem of low deduplication ratio (i.e., the percentage of re-
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dundant data reduced) stemming from its hash judgment
stage where the sliding window size is very small. Mean-
while, our second observation indicates that the hash
judgment stage becomes the new performance bottleneck
during CDC after the fast Gear [38] is used in the hashing
stage, because the accelerated hashing stage by Gear, has
shifted the bottleneck to the hash judgment stage. Moti-
vated by these two observations and the need to further
accelerate the CDC process, we use an approach of en-
hancing and simplifying the hash judgment to further re-
duce the CPU operations during CDC.

Our third observation suggests that the predefined
minimum chunk size used to avoid generating the very
small-sized chunks ( e.g., LBFS [25] employs the mini-
mum chunk size of 2KB for Rabin-based CDC) can be
employed for cut-point skipping during CDC, i.e., judi-
ciously skipping some identified cut-points to eliminate
the CDC operations in this region. Enlarging this mini-
mum chunk size can further speed up the chunking pro-
cess but at the cost of decreasing the deduplication ra-
tio. This is because many chunks with skipped cut-points
are not divided truly according to the data contents (i.e.,
content-defined). Thus, we propose a novel normalized
Content-Defined Chunking scheme, called normalized
chunking, that normalizes the chunk-size distribution to
a specified region that is guaranteed to be larger than the
minimum chunk size to effectively address the problem
facing the cut-point skipping approach.

Therefore, motivated by the above observations, we
proposed FastCDC, a Fast and efficient CDC approach
that combines the following three key techniques.

• Simplified but enhanced hash judgment: By
padding several zero bits into the mask value for
the hash-judging statement of the CDC algorithm to
enlarge the sliding window size while using the fast
Gear hash, FastCDC is able to achieve nearly the
same deduplication ratio as the Rabin-based CDC;
By further simplifying and optimizing the hash-
judging statement, FastCDC minimizes the CPU
overhead for the hash judgment stage in CDC.

• Sub-minimum chunk cut-point skipping: Our
large scale study suggests that skipping the prede-
fined minimum chunk size (used for avoiding small-
sized chunks) increases the chunking speed but de-
creases the deduplication ratio (about 15% decline
in the worst case). This motivates us to further en-
large the minimum chunk size to maximize chunk-
ing speed while developing a counter measure for
the decreased deduplication ratio in the following
normalized chunking approach.

• Normalized chunking: By selectively changing
the number of mask bits ‘1’ in the hash-judging
statement of CDC, FastCDC normalizes the chunk-
size distribution to a small specified region (e.g.,

8KB∼16KB), i.e., the vast majority of the gener-
ated chunks fall into this size range, and thus min-
imizes the number of chunks of either too small
or large in size. The benefits are twofold. First,
it increases the deduplication ratio by reducing the
number of large-sized chunks. Second, it reduces
the number of small-sized chunks, which makes
it possible to combine with the cut-point skipping
technique above to maximize the CDC speed while
without sacrificing the deduplication ratio.

Our evaluation results from a large-scale empirical
study of CDC, based on seven datasets, demonstrate that
FastCDC is about 10× faster than the Rabin-based CDC,
and 3× faster than the state-of-the-art Gear- and AE-
based CDC, while ensuring a high deduplication ratio.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 presents the necessary background for this research.
Section 3 discusses our key observations that motivate
the design of FastCDC. Section 4 describes the three key
approaches used in FastCDC. Section 5 presents and dis-
cusses our experimental evaluation of FastCDC. Section
6 draws conclusions and outlines our future work.

2 Background
Chunking is the first critical step in the operational path
of data deduplication, in which a file or data stream is
divided into small chunks so that each can be duplicate-
identified. Fixed-Size Chunking (FSC) [27] is simple
and fast but may face the problem of low deduplica-
tion ratio that stems from the boundary-shift problem
[25, 40]. For example, if one or several bytes are in-
serted at the beginning of a file, all current chunk cut-
points (i.e., boundaries) declared by FSC will be shifted
and no duplicate chunks will be detected.

Content-Defined Chunking (CDC) is proposed to
solve the boundary-shift problem. CDC uses a sliding-
window technique on the content of files and computes a
hash value (e.g., Rabin fingerprint [25, 28]) of the win-
dow. A chunk cut-point is declared if the hash value sat-
isfies some pre-defined condition. As shown in Figure 1,
to chunk a file V2 that is modified from the file V1, the
CDC algorithm can still identify the correct boundary of
chunks C1, C3, and C4, whose contents have not been
modified. As a result, CDC outperforms FSC in terms of
deduplication ratio and has been widely used in backup
[33, 42] and primary [12, 23] storage systems.

Although the widely used Rabin-based CDC helps ob-
tain a high deduplication ratio, it incurs heavy CPU over-
head [2, 5, 9, 37]. Specifically, in Rabin-based CDC, the
Rabin hash for a sliding window containing the byte se-
quence B1,B2,...,Bα is defined as a polynomial A(p):

Rabin(B1, B2, ..., Bα)=A(p)={
α∑

x=1

Bxp
α−x}mod D (1)

2
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Figure 1: The sliding window technique for the CDC
algorithm. The hash value of the sliding window, fp, is
computed via the Rabin algorithm (this is the hashing
stage of CDC). If the lowest log2D bits of the hash value
matches a threshold value r, i.e., fp mod D = r, this offset
(i.e., the current position) is marked as a chunk cut-point
(this is the hash-judging stage of CDC).

where D is the average chunk size and α is the num-
ber of bytes in the sliding window. Rabin hash is a rolling
hash algorithm since it is able to compute the hash in an
iterative fashion, i.e., the current hash can be incremen-
tally computed from the previous value as follows:
Rabin(B2, B3, ..., Bα+1) =

{[Rabin(B1, ..., Bα)−B1P
α−1]p+Bα+1}modS

(2)

However, Rabin-based CDC is time-consuming be-
cause it computes and judges the hashes of the data
stream byte by byte, which renders the chunking pro-
cess a performance bottleneck in deduplication systems.
There are many approaches to accelerating the CDC pro-
cess for deduplication systems and they can be broadly
classified as either algorithmic oriented or hardware ori-
ented. We summarize below some of these approaches
that represent the state of the art.

Algorithmic-oriented CDC Optimizations. Since
the frequent computations of Rabin fingerprints for CDC
are time-consuming, many alternatives to Rabin have
been proposed to accelerate the CDC process [1, 38, 40].
SampleByte [1] is designed for providing fast chunking
for fine-grained network redundancy elimination, usually
eliminating duplicate chunks as small as 32-64 bytes. It
uses one byte to declare a fingerprint for chunking, in
contrast to Rabin that uses a sliding window, and skips
1
2 of the expected chunk size before chunking to avoid
generating extremely small-sized strings or chunks (they
called “avoid oversampling”). Gear [38] uses fewer oper-
ations to generate rolling hashes by means of a small ran-
dom integer table to map the values of the byte contents,
so as to achieve higher chunking throughput. AE [40] is a
non-rolling-hash-based chunking algorithm that employs
an asymmetric sliding window to identify extremums of
data stream as cut-points, which reduces the computa-
tional overhead for CDC. Yu et al. [39] adjust the func-
tion for selecting chunk boundaries such that if weak
conditions are not met, the sliding window can jump for-
ward, avoiding unnecessary calculation steps.

Hardware-oriented CDC Optimizations. StoreGPU
[2, 15] and Shredder [5] make full use of GPGPU’s

computational power to accelerate popular compute-
intensive primitives (i.e., chunking and fingerprinting) in
data deduplication. P-Dedupe [37] pipelines deduplica-
tion tasks and then further parallelizes the sub-tasks of
chunking and fingerprinting with multiple threads and
thus achieves higher throughput.

It is noteworthy that there are other chunking ap-
proaches trying to achieve a higher deduplication ratio
but introduce more computation overhead on top of the
conventional CDC approach. TTTD [13] and Regression
chunking [12] introduces one or more additional thresh-
olds for chunking judgment, which leads to a higher
probability of finding chunk boundaries and decreases
the chunk size variance. MAXP [3, 7, 32] treats the ex-
treme values in a fixed-size region as cut-points, which
also results in smaller chunk size variance. In addition,
Bimodal chunking [17], Subchunk [29], and FBC [21]
re-chunk the non-duplicate chunks into smaller ones to
detect more redundancy.

For completeness and self-containment we briefly dis-
cuss other relevant deduplication issues here. A typi-
cal data deduplication system follows the workflow of
chunking, fingerprinting, indexing, and storage man-
agement [14, 19, 34, 42]. The fingerprinting process
computes the cryptographically secure hash signatures
(e.g., SHA1) of data chunks, which is also a compute-
intensive task but can be accelerated by certain pipelin-
ing or parallelizing techniques [16, 36, 37]. Indexing
refers the process of identifying the identical fingerprints
for checking duplicate chunks in large-scale storage sys-
tems, which has been well explored in many previous
studies [10, 14, 35, 42]. Storage management refers to
the storage and possible post-deduplication processing
of the non-duplicate chunks and their metadata, includ-
ing such processes as related to further compression [38],
defragmentation [18], reliability [4], security [41], etc. In
this paper, we focus on designing a very fast and efficient
chunking approach for data deduplication.

3 Observation and Motivation
In this section, we elaborate on and analyze the most
relevant state-of-the-art CDC approaches to gain useful
insights and observations. Table 1 shows a compari-
son among the three rolling hash algorithms for CDC,
namely, Rabin, Adler, and Gear, which suggests Gear
uses far fewer calculation operations than Rabin and
Adler, thus being a good rolling hash candidate for CDC.

A good hash function must have a uniform distribu-
tion of hash values regardless of the hashed content. As
shown in Figure 2, Gear-based CDC achieves this in two
key ways: (1) It employs an array of 256 random 64-bit
integers to map the values of the byte contents in the slid-
ing window (i.e., the calculated bytes, whose size is the

3
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Name Pseudocode Speed
Rabin fp = ((fp∧U(a)) << 8)|b∧T [fp >> N ] Slow
Adler S1+=A(b);S2+=S1; fp=(S2<<16)|S1 Slow
Gear fp = (fp << 1) +G(b) Fast

Table 1: The hashing stage of the Rabin-, Adler-, and
Gear-based CDC. Here ‘a’ and ‘b’ denote contents of the
first and last byte of the sliding window respectively, ‘N’
is the length of the content-defined sliding window, and
‘U’, ‘T’, ‘A’, ‘G’ denote the predefined arrays [11, 25,
38]. ‘fp’ represents the fingerprint of the sliding window.

               




  



 

  

 



      

        



 















      

Figure 2: A schematic diagram of the Gear hash.

bit-width of the fp); and (2) The addition (“+”) opera-
tion adds the new byte in the sliding window into Gear
hashes while the left-shift (“<<”) operation helps strip
away the last byte of the last sliding window (e.g., Bi−1

in Figure 2). This is because, after the “<<” and mod-
ulo operations, the last byte Bi−1 will be calculated into
the fp as the (G[Bi−1] << n) mod 2n, which will be
equal to zero. As a result, Gear generates uniformly dis-
tributed hash values by using only three operations (i.e.,
“+”, “<<”, and an array lookup), enabling it to move
quickly through the data content for the purpose of CDC.
Note that the modulo operation is used in the hashing-
judging stage as discussed later.

Gear-based CDC is first employed by Ddelta [38] for
delta compression, which helps provide a higher delta
encoding speed. However, according to our experimental
analysis, there are still challenges facing the Gear-based
CDC. We elaborate on these issues as follows.

Limited sliding window size. The traditional hash
judgment for the Rabin-based CDC, as shown in Figure 1
(i.e., “fp mod D==r”), is also used by the Gear-based
CDC [38]. But this results in a smaller sized sliding win-
dow used by Gear-based CDC since it uses Gear hash for
chunking. For example, as shown in Figure 5, the sliding
window size of the Gear-based CDC will be equal to the
number of the bits used by the mask value. Therefore,
when using a mask value of 213 for the expected chunk
size of 8KB, the sliding window for the Gear-based CDC
would be 13 bytes while that of the Rabin-based CDC
would be 48 bytes [25]. The smaller sliding window size
of the Gear-based CDC can lead to more chunking posi-
tion collisions (i.e., randomly marking the different po-
sitions as the chunk cut-points), resulting in the decrease
in deduplication ratio (see Section 5.2).

The time-consuming hash judgment. Our implemen-

(a) Chunking speed (b) Deduplication ratio

Figure 3: Rabin-based CDC performance as a function
of the minimum chunk size used for cut-points skipping
before chunking. Here we use the average chunk size of
8KB, Intel i7-4770 processor, and the best open-source
Rabin algorithm we have access to for the speed test.

tation and in-depth analysis of the Gear-based CDC sug-
gest that its hash-judging stage accounts for more than
60% of its CPU overhead during CDC after the fast Gear
hash is used for fingerprinting. Thus, there is a lot of
room for the optimization of the hash judging stage to
further accelerate the CDC process.

Speed up chunking by skipping. Another observa-
tion is that the minimum chunk size used for avoiding
extremely small-sized chunks, can be also employed to
speed up CDC by the cut-point skipping, i.e., elimi-
nating the chunking computation in the skipped region.
Figure 3 shows our experimental observation of Rabin-
based CDC with two typical workloads of deduplication
whose workload characteristics are detailed in Table 2
in Section 5.1. Figure 3 (a) indicates that setting the
minimum chunk size for cut-point skipping at 1

4×∼2×
of the expected chunk size can effectively accelerate the
CDC process. But this approach decreases the deduplica-
tion ratio by about 2∼15% (see Figure 3 (b)) since many
chunks are not divided truly according to the data con-
tents, i.e., not really content-defined.

The observation suggested in Figure 3 motivates us
to consider a new CDC approach that (1) keeps all the
chunk cut-points that generate chunks larger than a pre-
defined minimum chunk size and (2) enables the chunk-
size distribution to be normalized to a relatively small
specified region, an approach we refer to as normalized
chunking in this paper, as described in Section 4.4.

In summary, the analysis and observation of the Gear-
based CDC motivate us to propose FastCDC, a faster
CDC approach with a higher deduplication ratio than the
Gear-based CDC. The implementation of FastCDC will
be detailed in the next section and its effectiveness and
efficiency will be demonstrated in Section 5.

4 FastCDC Design and Implementation
4.1 FastCDC Overview
FastCDC is implemented on top of the Gear-based CDC,
and aims to provide high performance CDC. Generally,

4
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Figure 4: The three key techniques used in FastCDC and
their corresponding benefits for high performance CDC.

there are three metrics for evaluating CDC performance,
namely, deduplication ratio, chunking speed, and the av-
erage generated chunk size. Note that the average gen-
erated chunk size may be nearly equal to or larger than
the predefined expected chunk size (e.g., 8KB) due to
factors such as the detailed CDC methods and datasets.
This is also an important CDC performance metric be-
cause it reflects the metadata overhead for deduplication
indexing, i.e., the larger the generated chunk size is, the
fewer the number of chunks and thus the less metadata
will be processed by data deduplication. However, it is
difficult, if not impossible, to improve these three perfor-
mance metrics simultaneously because they can be con-
flicting goals. For example, a smaller average generated
chunk size leads to a higher deduplication ratio, but at the
cost of lower chunking speed and high metadata over-
heads. Thus, FastCDC is designed to strike a sensible
tradeoff among these three metrics so as to strive for high
performance CDC, by using a combination of the three
techniques with their complementary features as shown
in Figure 4.

• Optimizing hash judgment: using a zero-padding
scheme and a simplified hash-judging statement to
speed up CDC without compromising the dedupli-
cation ratio, as detailed in Section 4.2.

• Sub-minimum chunk cut-point skipping: enlarging
the predefined minimum chunk size and skipping
cut-points for chunks smaller than that to provide a
higher chunking speed and a larger average gener-
ated chunk size, as detailed in Section 4.3.

• Normalized chunking: selectively changing the
number of mask ‘1’ bits for the hash judgment to ap-
proximately normalize the chunk-size distribution
to a small specified region that is just larger than
the predefined minimum chunk size, ensuring both
a higher deduplication ratio and higher chunking
speed, as detailed in Section 4.4.

In general, the key idea behind FastCDC is the com-
bined use of the above three key techniques on top
of Gear-based CDC, especially employing normalized
chunking to address the problem of decreased deduplica-
tion ratio facing the cut-point skipping, and thus achieve
high performance CDC on the three key metrics.


























Figure 5: An example of the sliding window technique
used in the Gear-based CDC. Here CDC consists of two
stages: hashing and hash judgment. The size of the slid-
ing window used for hash judgment is only 5 bytes be-
cause of the computation principles of the Gear hash.




































Figure 6: An example of the sliding window technique
proposed for FastCDC. By padding y zero bits into the
mask value for hash judgment, the size of the sliding
window used in FastCDC is enlarged to about 5+y bytes,
where y=5 in this example.

4.2 Optimizing Hash Judgment

In this subsection, we propose an enhanced but simpli-
fied hash-judging statement to accelerate the hash judg-
ment stage of FastCDC to further accelerate the chunk-
ing process on top of the Gear-based CDC and increase
the deduplication ratio to reach that of the Rabin-based
CDC. More specifically, FastCDC incorporates two main
optimizations as elaborated below.

Enlarging the sliding window size by zero padding.
As discussed in Section 3, the Gear-based CDC employs
the same conventional hash judgment used in the Rabin-
based CDC, where a certain number of the lowest bits
of the fingerprint are used to declare the chunk cut-point,
leading to a shortened sliding window for the Gear-based
CDC (see Figure 5) because of the unique feature of the
Gear hash. To address this problem, FastCDC enlarges
the sliding window size by padding a number of zero
bits into the mask value. As illustrated by the example
of Figure 6, FastCDC pads five zero bits into the mask
value and changes the hash judgment statement to “fp &
mask == r”. If the masked bits of fp match a threshold
value r, the current position will be declared as a chunk
cut-point. Since Gear hash uses one left-shift and one
addition operation to compute the rolling hash, this zero-
padding scheme enables 10 bytes (i.e., Bi, ... , Bi+9), in-
stead of the original five bytes, to be involved in the final

5
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Figure 7: Chunk-size distribution of the Rabin-based
CDC approach with average chunk size of 8KB and
without the maximum and minimum chunk size require-
ments. “Rabin” and “Math” denote respectively our
experimental observation and theoretical analysis (i.e.,
Equation (3)) of post-chunking chunk-size distribution,
where they are shown to be nearly identical.

hash judgment by the five masked one bits (as the red box
shown in Figure 6) and thus makes the sliding window
size equal or similar to that of the Rabin-based CDC [25],
minimizing the probability of the chunking position col-
lision. As a result, FastCDC is able to achieve a dedupli-
cation ratio as high as that by the Rabin-based CDC.

Simplifying the hash judgment to accelerate CDC.
The conventional hash judgment process, as used in
the Rabin-based CDC, is expressed in the programming
statement of “fp mod D==r” [25, 38]. For example, the
Rabin-based CDC usually defines D and r as 0x02000
and 0x78, according to the known open source project
LBFS [25], to obtain the expected average chunk size
of 8KB. In FastCDC, when combined with the zero-
padding scheme introduced above and shown in Fig-
ure 6, the hash judgment statement can be optimized to
“fp & Mask==0”, which is equivalent to “!fp & Mask”.
Therefore, FastCDC’s hash judgment statement reduces
the register space for storing the threshold value r and
avoids the unnecessary comparison operation that com-
pares “fp & Mask” and r, thus further speeds up the CDC
process as verified in Section 5.2.

4.3 Cut-point Skipping
Most of CDC-based deduplication systems impose a
limit of the maximum and minimum chunk sizes, to
avoid the pathological cases of generating many ex-
tremely large- or small-sized chunks by CDC [17, 19,
23–25, 29]. A common configuration of the average,
minimum, and maximum parameters follows that used
by LBFS [25], i.e., 8KB, 2KB, and 64KB. Our ex-
perimental observation and mathematical analysis sug-
gest that the cumulative distribution of chunk size X in
Rabin-based CDC approaches with an expected chunk
size of 8 KB (without the maximum and minimum chunk

size requirements) follows an exponential distribution as
follows:

P (X ≤ x) = F (x) = (1− e−
x

8192 ), x ≥ 0. (3)
Note that this theoretical exponential distribution in

Equation 3 is based on the assumption that the data con-
tent and Rabin hashes of contents (recall Equation 1 and
Figure 1 for CDC) follow a uniform distribution. Equa-
tion 3 suggests that the value of the expected chunk size
will be 8KB according to the exponential distribution.

Figure 7 shows a comparison between the actual
chunk-size distribution of the real-world datasets after
the Rabin-based CDC and the chunk-size distribution
obtained by the mathematical analysis based on Equa-
tion 3, which indicates that the two are almost identical.
According to Equation 3, the chunks smaller than 2KB
and larger than 64KB would account for about 22.12%
and 0.03% of the total number of chunks respectively.
This means that imposing the maximum chunk size re-
quirement only slightly hurts the deduplication ratio but
skipping cut-points before chunking to avoid generating
chunks smaller than the prescribed minimum chunk size,
or called sub-minimum chunk cut-point skipping , will
impact the deduplication ratio significantly as evidenced
in Figure 3. This is because a significant portion of the
chunks are not divided truly according to the data con-
tents, but forced by this cut-point skipping.

Given FastCDC’s goal of maximizing the chunking
speed, enlarging the minimum chunk size and skip-
ping sub-minimum chunk cut-point will help FastCDC
achieve a higher CDC speed by avoiding the operations
for the hash calculation and judgment in the skipped re-
gion. This gain in speed, however, comes at the cost of
reduced deduplication ratio. To address this problem, we
will develop a normalized chunking approach, to be in-
troduced in the next subsection.

It is worth noting that this cut-point skipping ap-
proach, by avoiding generating chunks smaller than the
minimum chunk size, also helps increase the average
generated chunk size. In fact, the average generated
chunk size exceeds the expected chunk size by an amount
equal to the minimum chunk size. This is because the
F(x) in Equation 3 is changed to (1−e−

x−MinSize
8192 ) after

cut-point skipping, thus the value of the expected chunk
size becomes 8KB + minimum chunk size, which will be
verified in Section 5.3. The speedup achieved by skip-
ping the sub-minimum chunk cut-point can be estimated
by 1+ the minimum chunk size

the expected chunk size . The increased chunking speed
comes from the eliminated computation on the skipped
region, which will also be verified in Section 5.3.

4.4 Normalized Chunking
In this subsection, we propose a novel chunking ap-
proach, called normalized chunking, to solve the prob-
lem of decreased deduplication ratio facing the cut-point

6
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Figure 8: A conceptual diagram of the normalized
chunking combined with the subminimum chunk cut-
point skipping. The dotted line shows a higher level of
normalized chunking.

skipping approach. As shown in Figure 8, normalized
chunking generates chunks whose sizes are normalized
to a specified region centered at the expected chunk size.
After normalized chunking, there are almost no chunks
of size smaller than the minimum chunk size, which
means that normalized chunking enables skipping cut-
points for subminimum chunks to reduce the unneces-
sary chunking computation and thus speed up CDC.

In our implementation of normalized chunking, we se-
lectively change the number of effective mask bits (i.e.,
the number of ‘1’ bits) for the hash-judging statement.
For the traditional CDC approach with expected chunk
size of 8KB (i.e., 213), 13 effective mask bits are used
for hash judgment (e.g., fp & 0x1fff==r). For normal-
ized chunking, more than 13 effective mask bits are used
for hash judgment (e.g., fp & 0x7fff==r) when the cur-
rent chunking position is smaller than 8KB, which makes
it harder to generate chunks of size smaller than 8KB.
On the other hand, fewer than 13 effective mask bits
are used for hash judgment (e.g., fp & 0x0fff==r) when
the current chunking position is larger than 8KB, which
makes it easier to generate chunks of size larger than
8KB. Therefore, by changing the number of ‘1’ bits in
FastCDC, the chunk-size distribution will be approxi-
mately normalized to a specified region always larger
than the minimum chunk size, instead of following the
exponential distribution (see Figure 7).

Generally, there are three benefits or features of nor-
malized chunking (NC):

• NC reduces the number of small-sized chunks,
which makes it possible to combine it with the cut-
point skipping approach to achieve high chunking
speed without sacrificing the deduplication ratio as
suggested in Figure 8.

• NC further improves the deduplication ratio by re-
ducing the number of large-sized chunks, which
compensates for the reduced deduplication ratio
caused by reducing the number of small-sized
chunks in FastCDC.

• The implementation of FastCDC does not add addi-
tional computing and comparing operations. It sim-

(a) FastCDC without NC (b) FastCDC with NC level 1

(c) FastCDC with NC level 2 (d) FastCDC with NC level 3

Figure 9: Chunk-size distribution of FastCDC with nor-
malized chunking (NC) at different normalization levels.

ply separates the hash judgment into two parts, be-
fore and after the expected chunk size.

Figure 9 shows the chunk-size distribution after nor-
malized chunking in comparison with FastCDC without
NC on the TAR dataset (whose workload characteristics
are detailed in Table 2 in Section 5.1). The normalization
levels 1, 2, 3 indicate that the normalized chunking uses
the mask bits of (14, 12), (15, 11), (16, 10), respectively,
where the first and the second integers in the parentheses
indicate the numbers of effective mask bits used in the
hash judgment before and after the expected chunk size
(or normalized chunk size) of 8KB . Figure 9 suggests
that the chunk-size distribution is a reasonably close ap-
proximation of the normal distribution centered on 8KB
at the normalization level of 2 or 3.

As shown in Figure 9, there are only a very small num-
ber of chunks smaller than 2KB or 4KB after normalized
chunking while FastCDC without NC has a large number
of chunks smaller than 2KB or 4KB (consistent with the
discussion in Section 4.3). Thus, when combining NC
with the cut-point skipping to speed up the CDC pro-
cess, only a very small portion of chunk cut-points will
be skipped in FastCDC, leading to nearly the same dedu-
plication ratio as the conventional CDC approaches with-
out the minimum chunk size requirement. In addition,
normalized chunking allows us to enlarge the minimum
chunk size to maximize the chunking speed without sac-
rificing the deduplication ratio.

It is worth noting that the chunk-size distribution
shown in Figure 9 is not truly normal distribution but
an approximation of it. Figures 9 (c) and (d) shows
a closer approximation of normal distribution of chunk
size achieved by using the normalization levels 2 and

7
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Algorithm 1: FastCDC8KB
Input: data buffer, src; buffer length, n
Output: chunking breakpoint i
MaskS ← 0x0003590703530000LL; // 15 ‘1’ bits
MaskA ← 0x0000d90303530000LL; // 13 ‘1’ bits
MaskL ← 0x0000d90003530000LL; // 11 ‘1’ bits
MinSize ← 2KB; MaxSize ← 64KB;
fp ← 0; i ← MinSize; NormalSize ← 8KB;
if n ≤ MinSize then

return n;

if n ≥ MaxSize then
n ← MaxSize;

else if n ≤ NormalSize then
NormalSize ← n;

for ; i < NormalSize; i++; do
fp = (fp << 1) +Gear[ src[i] ];
if ! ( fp & MaskS ) then

return i; //if the masked bits are all ‘0’

for ; i < n; i++; do
fp = (fp << 1) +Gear[ src[i] ];
if ! ( fp & MaskL ) then

return i; //if the masked bits are all ‘0’

return i;

3. Interestingly, the highest normalization level of NC
would be equivalent to Fixed-Size Chunking (FSC), i.e.,
all the chunk sizes are normalized to be equal to the ex-
pected chunk size. Since FSC has a very low dedupli-
cation ratio but extremely high chunking speed, it means
that there will be a “sweet spot” among the normalization
level, deduplication ratio, and chunking speed, which
will be studied and evaluated in Section 5.

4.5 Putting It All Together
To put things together and in perspective. Algorithm 1
describes FastCDC combining the three key techniques:
optimizing hash judgment, cut-point skipping, and nor-
malized chunking (with the expected chunk size of 8KB).
The data structure “Gear” is a predefined array of 256
random 64-bit integers with one-to-one mapping to the
values of byte contents for chunking [38].

As shown in Algorithm 1, FastCDC uses normalized
chunking to divide the chunking judgment into two loops
with the optimized hash judgment. Note that FastCDC
without normalized chunking is not shown here but can
be easily implemented by using the new hash-judging
statement “! fp & MaskA” where the MaskA is padded
with 35 zero bits to enlarge the sliding window size to
48 bytes as that used in the Rabin-based CDC [25]. Note
that MaskA, MaskS, and MaskL are three empirically de-
rived values where the padded zero bits are almost evenly
distributed for slightly higher deduplication ratio accord-
ing to our large scale tests.

FastCDC implements normalized chunking by using

Name Size Workload descriptions

TAR 19 GB 85 tarred files from the open source projects such
as GCC, GDB, Emacs, etc.

LNX 105 GB 260 versions of Linux source code files.

WEB 36 GB
15 days’ snapshots of the website: news.sina.com,
which are collected by crawling software wget
with a maximum retrieval depth of 3.

VMA 117 GB 75 virtual machine images of different OS release
versions, including CentOS, Fedora, Debian, etc.

VMB 1.9 TB 125 backups of an Ubuntu 12.04 virtual machine
image in use by a research group.

RDB 1.1 TB 200 backups of the redis key-value store database.

SYN 1.4 TB 200 synthetic backups. The backup is simulated
by the file create/delete/modify operations [31].

Table 2: Workload characteristics of the seven datasets
used in the performance evaluation.

mask value MaskS and MaskL to make the chunking
judgment harder or easier (to generate chunks smaller or
larger than the expected chunk size) when the current po-
sition is smaller or larger than the expected chunk size,
respectively. And the number of ‘1’ bits in MaskS and
MaskL can be changed for different normalization lev-
els. The minimum chunk size used in Algorithm 1 is
2KB, which can be enlarged to 4KB or 8KB to further
speed up the CDC process while combining with nor-
malized chunking. Tuning the parameters of minimum
chunk size and normalization level will be studied and
evaluated in the next Section.

5 Performance Evaluation
5.1 Experimental Setup
Experimental Platform. To evaluate FastCDC, we im-
plement a prototype of the data deduplication system on
the Ubuntu 12.04.2 operating system running on a quad-
core Intel i7-4770 processor at 3.4GHz, with a 16GB
RAM. To better evaluate the chunking speed, another
quad-core Intel i7-930 processor at 2.8GHz is also used
for comparison.
Configurations for CDC and deduplication. Three
CDC approaches, Rabin-, Gear-, and AE-based CDC,
are used as the baselines for evaluating FastCDC. Rabin-
based CDC is implemented based on the open-source
project LBFS [25] (also used in many published stud-
ies [14, 22] or project [6]), where the sliding window size
is configured to be 48 bytes. The Gear- and AE-based
CDC schemes are implemented according to the algo-
rithms described in their papers [38, 40], and we obtain
performance results similar to and consistent with those
reported in these papers. Here all the CDC approaches
are configured with the maximum and minimum chunk
sizes of 8× and 1

4× of the expected chunk size, the same
as configured in LBFS [25]. The deduplication prototype
consists of approximately 3000 lines of C code, which is
compiled by GCC 4.7.3 with the “-O3” compiler option.
Performance Metrics of Interest. Chunking speed
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Dataset CDC Expected Chunk Size of 4K (B) Expected Chunk Size of 8K (B) Expected Chunk Size of 16K (B)
Dedup Ratio Avg. Chunk Size Dedup Ratio Avg. Chunk Size Dedup Ratio Avg. Chunk Size

TAR
RC 54.81% 5561 47.58% 11873 41.23% 24067
GC 51.68% (-5.71%) 6094 (+9.58%) 44.90% (–5.64%) 12651 (+6.55%) 38.05% (–7.71%) 28743 (+19.4%)
FC 54.14% (-1.22%) 5722 (+2.90%) 47.64% (+0.13%) 12192 (+2.69%) 41.26% (+0.08%) 24462 (+1.64%)

LNX
RC 97.69% 3828 97.25% 5978 96.80% 8188
GC 97.78% (+0.09%) 3473 (–9.27%) 97.33% (+0.09%) 5644 (-5.59%) 96.88% (+0.08%) 7932 (-3.13%)
FC 97.69% (+0.00%) 3845 (+0.44%) 97.26% (+0.01%) 5969 (-0.15%) 96.82% (+0.01%) 8176 (-0.15%)

WEB
RC 96.50% 5011 95.09% 9985 93.59% 19154
GC 95.68% (-0.85%) 7091 (+41.5%) 94.09% (-1.13%) 17069 (+70.9%) 92.92% (-0.72%) 24960 (+30.3%)
FC 96.14% (-0.38%) 5330 (+6.37%) 94.02% (-1.43%) 10725 (+7.41%) 93.21% (-0.40%) 19740 (+3.06%)

VMA
RC 42.99% 6367 38.23% 12743 32.97% 25485
GC 42.60% (-0.91%) 5798 (-8.94%) 37.57% (-1.73%) 12069 (–5.29%) 32.23% (-2.13%) 24177 (–5.37%)
FC 42.97% (-0.04%) 6293 (-1.16%) 37.96% (-0.72%) 12787 (+0.35%) 32.79% (-0.55%) 25620 (+0.53%)

VMB
RC 96.41% 5958 96.13% 11937 95.76% 24100
GC 96.41% (+0.00%) 5662 (–4.96%) 96.06% (-0.07%) 11477 (–3.86%) 95.66% (-0.10%) 23260 (–3.49%)
FC 96.39% (–0.02%) 6021 (+1.05%) 96.09% (-0.04%) 12138 (+1.68%) 95.70% (-0.06%) 24384 (+0.01%)

RDB
RC 97.36% 5116 95.53% 10232 92.05% 20479
GC 97.20% (-0.16%) 5463 (+6.78%) 95.21% (-0.33%) 10923 (+6.75%) 91.49% (-0.60%) 21820 (+6.55%)
FC 97.35% (-0.02%) 5118 (+0.04%) 95.50% (-0.03%) 10238 (+0.06%) 92.01% (-0.02%) 20479 (+0.00%)

SYN
RC 95.64% 5479 93.64% 10954 90.72% 21927
GC 96.03% (+0.41%) 5338 (-2.57%) 94.30% (+0.70%) 10675 (-2.55%) 91.43% (+0.68%) 21325 (-2.75%)
FC 95.65% (+0.01%) 5473 (-0.11%) 93.67% (+0.03%) 10945 (-0.08%) 90.73% (+0.02%) 21924 (-0.01%)

Table 3: A comparison among the Rabin-based CDC (RC), Gear-based CDC (GC), and FastCDC (FC) approaches in
terms of the deduplication ratio and the average size of generated chunks, as a function of the expected chunk size.

is measured by the in-memory processing speed of the
evaluated CDC approaches and obtained by the average
speed of five runs. Deduplication ratio is measured in
terms of the percentage of duplicates detected after CDC,
i.e., The size of duplicate data detected

Total data size before deduplication . Average chunk
size is Total data size

Number of chunks after CDC, which reflects the
metadata overhead for deduplication indexing.
Evaluated Datasets. Seven datasets with a total size of
about 5 TB are used for evaluation as shown in Table 2.
These datasets consist of the various typical workloads
of deduplication, including the source code files, virtual
machine images, database snapshots, etc., whose dedu-
plication ratios vary from 40% to 97%.

5.2 A Study of Optimizing Hash Judgment
This subsection discusses an empirical study of FastCDC
using the optimized hash judgment. Figure 10 shows the
chunking speed of the five CDC approaches running on
the RDB dataset, as a function of the expected chunk
size and all using the minimum chunk size of 1

4× of that
for cut-point skipping. The Rabin-optimized approach
employs the technique of simplifying the hash judgment
proposed in Section 4.2 but only achieves a little acceler-
ation, this is because the hashing stage is the main bottle-
neck for Rabin-based CDC. In general, the Rabin-based
CDC has the lowest speed, and the AE- and Gear-based
CDC are about 3× faster than Rabin. For the AE-based
CDC, its chunking speed is similar to that of the Gear-
based CDC when the expected chunk size ranges from
2∼16 KB but is much lower than that of Gear when the
expected chunk size is smaller than 1 KB. FastCDC is
about 5× faster than Rabin and 1.5× faster than Gear

(a) Intel i7-930

(b) Intel i7-4770

Figure 10: Chunking speed, as a function of the expected
chunk size, of Rabin-, Rabin (optimized)- Gear-, and
AE-based CDC, and FastCDC on two CPU processors.

and AE regardless of the speed of the CPU processor
and the expected chunk size. The high chunking speed of
FastCDC stems from its simplification of the hash judg-
ment after the fast Gear hash is used for chunking as de-
scribed in Section 4.2.

Table 3 shows the deduplication ratio and the average
size of generated chunks (post-chunking) achieved by
the three CDC approaches. We compare the Gear-based
CDC (GC), and FastCDC (FC) approaches against the
classic Rabin-based CDC (i.e., the baseline) and record
the percentage differences (in parentheses). AE-based
CDC has nearly the same deduplication ratio as Rabin,
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thus is not shown in this table due to space limit.
In general, FastCDC achieves nearly the same dedu-

plication ratio as the Rabin-based CDC regardless of the
expected chunk size and workload, and the difference be-
tween them is only about ±0.1∼1.4% as shown in the
3rd, 5th, 7th columns in Table 3. On the other hand, the
Gear-based CDC has a much lower deduplication ratio
on the datasets TAR, WEB, and VMA due to its limited
sliding window size as discussed in Section 3.

For the metric of the average size of generated
chunks, the difference between the Rabin-based CDC
and FastCDC is smaller than ±0.1% on most of the
datasets. For the datasets TAR and WEB, FastCDC has
1∼7% larger average chunk size than Rabin-based CDC,
which is acceptable since the larger average chunk size
means fewer chunks and fingerprints for indexing in a
deduplication system (without sacrificing deduplication
ratio) [33]. But for the Gear-based CDC, the average
chunk size differs significantly in some datasets while its
deduplication ratio is still a bit lower than other CDC ap-
proaches due to its smaller sliding window size.

In summary, FastCDC achieves a chunking speed that
is 5× higher than the Rabin-based CDC while satisfacto-
rily solving the problem of low deduplication ratio facing
the Gear-based CDC, as shown in Figure 10 and Table 3.

5.3 Evaluation of Cut-point Skipping
This subsection discusses the evaluation results of cut-
point skipping technique. Figures 11 (a) and (b) show the
impact of applying different minimum chunk sizes on the
chunking speed of FastCDC. Since the chunking speed is
not so sensitive to the workloads, we only show the three
typical workloads in Figure 11. In general, cut-point
skipping greatly accelerates the CDC process since the
skipped region will not be hash-processed by CDC. The
speedup of the FastCDC applying the minimum chunk
sizes of 4KB and 2KB over the FastCDC without the
constraint of the minimum chunk size (i.e., Min-0KB)
is about 1.25× and 1.50× respectively, which is consis-
tent with the equation 1+ the minimum chunk size

the expected chunk size as discussed
in Section 4.3.

Figures 11 (c) and (d) show the impact of applying dif-
ferent minimum chunk sizes on the deduplication ratio
and average generated chunk size of FastCDC. In gen-
eral, deduplication ratio declines with the increase of
the minimum chunk size applied in FastCDC, but not
proportionally. For the metric of the average generated
chunk size in FastCDC, it is approximately equal to the
summation of the expected chunk size and the applied
minimum chunk size. This means that the MIN-4KB so-
lution has the average chunk size of 8+4=12 KB, leading
to fewer chunks for fingerprints indexing in deduplica-
tion systems. Note that the increased portion of the aver-
age generated chunk size is not always equal to the size

(a) Speed on intel i7-930 (b) Speed on intel i7-4770

(c) Deduplication ratio

(d) Average chunk size
Figure 11: Chunking performance of FastCDC with
the expected chunk size of 8KB but different minimum
chunk sizes on two different CPU processors.

of the applied minimum chunk size, because the Rabin
hashes of contents may not strictly follow the uniform
distribution (as described in Equation 3 in Section 4.3)
on some datasets.

In summary, the results shown in Figure 11 suggest
that cut-point skipping helps obtain higher chunking
speed and increase the average chunk size but at the cost
of decreased deduplication ratio. The decreased dedupli-
cation ratio will be addressed by normalized chunking as
evaluated in the next two subsections.

5.4 Evaluation of Normalized Chunking
In this subsection, we conduct a sensitivity study of nor-
malized chunking (NC) on the TAR dataset, as shown
in Figure 12. Here the expected chunk size of FastCDC
without NC is 8KB and the normalized chunk size of
FastCDC with NC is configured as the 4KB + minimum
chunk size. The normalization levels 1, 2, 3 refer to the
three pairs of numbers of effective mask bits (14, 12),
(15, 11), (16, 10) respectively that normalized chunking
applies when the chunking position is smaller or larger
than the normalized (or expected) chunk size, as dis-
cussed in Section 4.4.

Figures 12 (a) and (b) suggest that normalized chunk-
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(a) Deduplication ratio (b) Average chunk size

(c) Speed on intel i7-930 (d) Speed on intel i7-4770

Figure 12: Evaluation of comprehensive performance of
normalized chunking with different normalization levels.

ing (NC) detects more duplicates when the minimum
chunk size is about 4KB and 8KB but slightly reduces
the average generated chunk size, in comparison with
FastCDC without NC. This is because NC reduces the
number of large-sized chunks as shown in Figure 9 and
discussed in Section 4.4. The results also suggest that
NC touches the “sweet spot” of deduplication ratio at the
normalization level of 2 when the minimum chunk size
is 4KB or 8KB. This is because the very high normaliza-
tion levels tend to have a similar chunk-size distribution
to the Fixed-Size Chunking as shown in Figure 9 in Sec-
tion 4.4, which fails to address the boundary-shift prob-
lem and thus detects fewer duplicates. Figures 12 (c) and
(d) suggest that NC, when combined with the approach
of enlarging the minimum chunk size for cut-point skip-
ping, greatly increases the chunking speed on the two
tested processors. In addition, the average chunk sizes of
datasets WEB and LNX are smaller than the minimum
chunk size, which results from the many very small files
whose sizes are much smaller than the minimum chunk
size in the two datasets.

In general, considering the three metrics of chunking
speed, average generated chunk size, and deduplication
ratio as a whole, as shown in Figure 12, NC-2 with Min-
Size of 8KB maximizes the chunking speed without sac-
rificing the deduplication ratio. NC-2 with MinSize of
4KB achieves the highest deduplication ratio but with
only a small acceleration of the chunking speed .

5.5 Comprehensive Evaluation of FastCDC
In this subsection, we comprehensively evaluate the per-
formance of FastCDC with the combined capability of
the three key techniques: optimizing hash judgment, cut-

Dataset RC w/ FC w/ FC-NC w/ FC-NC w/ XC w/
Min2KB Min2KB Min4KB Min8KB 10KB

TAR 47.58% 47.64% 50.19% 47.18 % 12.21%
LNX 97.25% 97.26% 97.35% 97.10% 96.51%
WEB 95.09% 94.02% 95.47% 94.44% 93.19%
VMA 38.23% 37.96% 40.31% 38.15% 18.26%
VMB 96.13% 96.09% 96.24% 96.11% 95.68%
RDB 95.53% 95.50% 96.71% 95.70% 9.80%
SYN 93.64% 93.67% 94.09% 92.62% 75.06%

Table 4: Comparison of deduplication ratio achieved by
the five chunking approaches. Note that “FC”and “FC-
NC” refer to the full FastCDC without and with normal-
ized chunking respectively, in this subsection.

Dataset RC w/ FC w/ FC-NC w/ FC-NC w/ XC w/
Min2KB Min2KB Min4KB Min8KB 10KB

TAR 11873 12192 10347 14076 10240
LNX 5978 5969 6288 7585 6477
WEB 9985 10725 9327 12862 9513
VMA 12743 12787 11161 15031 10239
VMB 11937 12138 10850 15148 10239
RDB 10232 10238 9751 13846 10240
SYN 10954 10945 10318 14123 10240

Table 5: Average chunk size generated by the five chunk-
ing approaches on the seven datasets.

point skipping, and normalized chunking (using NC-2 as
suggested by the last subsection). Four approaches are
tested for evaluation: RC with Min2KB (or RC-MIN-
2KB) is Rabin-based CDC used in LBFS [25]; FC with
Min2KB (or FC-MIN-2KB) uses the techniques of opti-
mizing hash judgment and cut-point skipping with a min-
imum chunk size of 2KB; FC-NC with Min4KB and FC-
NC with Min8KB refer to FastCDC using all the three
techniques with a minimum chunk size of 4KB and 8KB,
respectively. To better evaluate the deduplication ratio,
Fixed-Size Chunking (XC) is also tested using the aver-
age chunk size of 10KB.

Evaluation results in Table 4 suggest that FC with
Min2KB achieves nearly the same deduplication ra-
tio as Rabin-based approach. FC-NC with Min4KB
achieves the highest deduplication ratio among the five
approaches while Fixed-Size Chunking (XC) has the
lowest deduplication ratio. Note that XC works well
on the LNX, WEB, VMB datasets, because LNX and
WEB datasets have many files smaller than the fixed-size
chunk of 10KB (and thus the average generated chunk
size also smaller than 10KB) and VMB has many struc-
tured backup data (and thus VMB is suitable for XC).

Table 5 shows that RC and FC with Min2KB and XC
generate similar average chunk size while FC-NC with
Min4KB has a slightly small average chunk size. But the
approach of FC-NC with Min8KB has a much smaller
average chunk size, which means that it generates fewer
chunks and thus less metadata for deduplication process-
ing. Meanwhile, FC-NC with Min8KB still achieves a
comparable deduplication ratio, slightly lower than RC
as shown in Table 4, while providing a much higher
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(a) Speed on intel i7-930 (b) Speed on intel i7-4770
Figure 13: Chunking speed of the four CDC approaches.

Approaches Instructions IPC CPU cycles
RC-MIN-2KB 38, 829, 037 2.35 16, 537, 973
FC-MIN-2KB 15, 074, 950 4.37 3, 452, 146

FC-NC-MIN-4KB 11, 008, 372 4.82 2, 284, 453
FC-NC-MIN-8KB 7, 750, 124 4.82 1, 608, 033

Table 6: Number of instructions, instructions per cycle
(IPC), and CPU cycles required to chunk 1MB data by
the four CDC approaches on the Intel i7-4770 processor.

chunking speed as discussed later.
Figure 13 suggests that FC-NC with Min8KB has

the highest chunking speed, about 10× faster than the
Rabin-based approach, about 2× faster than FC with
Min2KB. This is because FC-NC with Min8KB is the fi-
nal FastCDC using all the three techniques to speed up
the CDC process. In addition, FC-NC with Min4KB
is also a good CDC candidate since it has the highest
deduplication ratio while also working well on the other
two metrics of chunking speed and the average gener-
ated chunk size. Note that XC is not shown here because
it has almost no computation overhead for chunking.

Table 6 further studies the CPU overhead among the
four CDC approaches. The CPU overhead is averaged on
1000 test runs by the Linux tool “Perf”. The results sug-
gest that FC-NC-MIN-8KB has the fewest instructions
for CDC computation, the highest IPC (instructions per
cycle), and thus the least CPU time overhead, i.e., CPU
cycles. Generally, FastCDC greatly reduces the num-
ber of instructions for CDC computation by using the
techniques of Gear-based hashing and optimizing hash
judgment (i.e., “FC-MIN-2KB”), and then minimizes
the number of computation instructions by enlarging the
minimum chunk size for cut-point skipping and combin-
ing normalized chunking (i.e., “FC-NC-MIN-8KB”). In
addition, FastCDC increases the IPC for the CDC com-
putation by well pipelining the instructions of hashing
and hash-judging tasks in up-to-date processors. There-
fore, these results explain why FastCDC is about 10×
faster than Rabin-based CDC is that the former not only
reduces the number of instructions, but also increases the
IPC for the CDC process.

In summary, as shown in Tables 4, 5, 6 and Fig-
ure 13, FastCDC (i.e., FC-NC-MIN-8KB) significantly
speeds up the chunking process and achieves a compa-

rable deduplication ratio while reducing the number of
generated chunks by using a combination of the three
key techniques proposed in Section 4.

6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we propose FastCDC, a much faster CDC
approach for data deduplication than the state-of-the-art
CDC approaches while achieving a comparable dedu-
plication ratio. The main idea behind FastCDC is the
combined use of three key techniques, namely, optimiz-
ing the hash judgment for chunking, subminimum chunk
cut-point skipping, and normalized chunking. Our exper-
imental evaluation demonstrates that FastCDC obtains a
chunking speed that is about 10× higher than that of the
Rabin-based CDC and about 3× that of the Gear- and
AE-based CDC while achieving nearly the same dedu-
plication ratio as the Rabin-based CDC.

In our future work, we plan to incorporate FastCDC
in some other deduplication systems that are sensitive to
the CPU overhead of content-defined chunking, such as
QuickSync [9], to further explore the potentials and ben-
efits of FastCDC. We also plan to release the FastCDC
source code to be shared with the deduplication and stor-
age systems research community.
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(a) Speed on intel i7-930 (b) Speed on intel i7-4770
Figure 13: Chunking speed of the four CDC approaches.

Approaches Instructions IPC CPU cycles
RC-MIN-2KB 38, 829, 037 2.35 16, 537, 973
FC-MIN-2KB 15, 074, 950 4.37 3, 452, 146

FC-NC-MIN-4KB 11, 008, 372 4.82 2, 284, 453
FC-NC-MIN-8KB 7, 750, 124 4.82 1, 608, 033

Table 6: Number of instructions, instructions per cycle
(IPC), and CPU cycles required to chunk 1MB data by
the four CDC approaches on the Intel i7-4770 processor.

chunking speed as discussed later.
Figure 13 suggests that FC-NC with Min8KB has

the highest chunking speed, about 10× faster than the
Rabin-based approach, about 2× faster than FC with
Min2KB. This is because FC-NC with Min8KB is the fi-
nal FastCDC using all the three techniques to speed up
the CDC process. In addition, FC-NC with Min4KB
is also a good CDC candidate since it has the highest
deduplication ratio while also working well on the other
two metrics of chunking speed and the average gener-
ated chunk size. Note that XC is not shown here because
it has almost no computation overhead for chunking.

Table 6 further studies the CPU overhead among the
four CDC approaches. The CPU overhead is averaged on
1000 test runs by the Linux tool “Perf”. The results sug-
gest that FC-NC-MIN-8KB has the fewest instructions
for CDC computation, the highest IPC (instructions per
cycle), and thus the least CPU time overhead, i.e., CPU
cycles. Generally, FastCDC greatly reduces the num-
ber of instructions for CDC computation by using the
techniques of Gear-based hashing and optimizing hash
judgment (i.e., “FC-MIN-2KB”), and then minimizes
the number of computation instructions by enlarging the
minimum chunk size for cut-point skipping and combin-
ing normalized chunking (i.e., “FC-NC-MIN-8KB”). In
addition, FastCDC increases the IPC for the CDC com-
putation by well pipelining the instructions of hashing
and hash-judging tasks in up-to-date processors. There-
fore, these results explain why FastCDC is about 10×
faster than Rabin-based CDC is that the former not only
reduces the number of instructions, but also increases the
IPC for the CDC process.

In summary, as shown in Tables 4, 5, 6 and Fig-
ure 13, FastCDC (i.e., FC-NC-MIN-8KB) significantly
speeds up the chunking process and achieves a compa-

rable deduplication ratio while reducing the number of
generated chunks by using a combination of the three
key techniques proposed in Section 4.

6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we propose FastCDC, a much faster CDC
approach for data deduplication than the state-of-the-art
CDC approaches while achieving a comparable dedu-
plication ratio. The main idea behind FastCDC is the
combined use of three key techniques, namely, optimiz-
ing the hash judgment for chunking, subminimum chunk
cut-point skipping, and normalized chunking. Our exper-
imental evaluation demonstrates that FastCDC obtains a
chunking speed that is about 10× higher than that of the
Rabin-based CDC and about 3× that of the Gear- and
AE-based CDC while achieving nearly the same dedu-
plication ratio as the Rabin-based CDC.

In our future work, we plan to incorporate FastCDC
in some other deduplication systems that are sensitive to
the CPU overhead of content-defined chunking, such as
QuickSync [9], to further explore the potentials and ben-
efits of FastCDC. We also plan to release the FastCDC
source code to be shared with the deduplication and stor-
age systems research community.
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Abstract
Time manipulation, typically done using gettime() and

settime(), happens extensively across all software lay-
ers in smartphones, from the kernel, to the framework,
to millions of apps. This paper presents the first study
of a new class of software bugs on smartphones called
sleep-induced time bugs (SITB). SITB happens when the
phone is suspended, due to the aggressive sleeping pol-
icy adopted in smartphones, in the middle of a time crit-
ical section where time is being manipulated and delay
caused by unexpected phone suspension alters the in-
tended program behavior.

We first characterize time usages in the Android ker-
nel, framework, and 978 apps into four categories and
study their vulnerabilities to system suspension. Our
study shows time manipulation happens extensively in
all three software layers, totaling 1047, 1737 and 7798
times, respectively, and all four usage patterns are vul-
nerable to SITBs. We then present a tool called KLOCK,
that makes use of a set of static analyses to systemati-
cally identify sleep-induced time bugs in three of the four
time usage categories. When applied to five different An-
droid Linux kernels, KLOCK correctly flagged 63 SITB-
vulnerable time manipulation instances as time bugs.

1 Introduction

Smartphones designs are increasingly subject to three di-
ametrically opposed constraints: phones must have in-
creasing software and hardware functionality which can
increase power requirements; phones have limited form
factor and weight which bounds the size of their battery
and therefore their power supply; and phones must have
ever increasing battery life to meet user expectations and
be competitive in the market place. The push for maxi-
mal energy savings under these constraints quickly drove
their OSes, such as Android, to pursue an aggressive sys-
tem sleeping policy. After some set period of user in-
activity, i.e., the user has not touched the screen or any

peripheral buttons on the device, the OS power manage-
ment triggers the phone’s system on chip (SOC) to enter
its default state, system suspend, where all components
on the SOC are suspended, RAM is put in a self-refresh
mode, and the SOC drains close-to-zero battery power.

The difficulty with this approach is that applications,
the application framework (supplied by the OS vendor
and providing low-level services to the apps) and the ker-
nel (which implements many of the low-level services
provided by the framework) often have time critical sec-
tions that are not part of interactive code. A time criti-
cal section is a dynamic code region (i.e., code that may
not be textually contiguous but is logically related) over
which the system should not suspend.

To prevent the system from suspending when perform-
ing time critical work, smartphone OSes have exported
mechanisms to allow programmers to prevent system
suspension in selected parts of the program. Primary
among these mechanisms is the wakelock, which, when
acquired, prevents the system from suspending and when
released allows it to suspend if nothing else is preventing
the suspension.

However, mobile phone kernels and apps are complex.
They utilize an event driven programming model and
are often concurrent. Combining this complicated pro-
gramming model with explicitly managing the SOC sus-
pend/awake cycle unavoidably results in sleep disorder
bugs, i.e., programming mistakes in system suspension
management that result in unintended app or hardware
device behavior.

Pathak et al. [25] presented the first study of sleep dis-
order bugs, focusing on a class of bugs that result from
not releasing wakelocks in apps, preventing the phone
from going to sleep and draining energy. Jindal et al. [16]
studied sleep conflicts, another class of sleep bugs that
happen in device drivers where a phone’s component
(e.g., WiFi) is left in a high power state wasting bat-
tery. Sleep conflicts occur when a component in high
power state is unable to transition back to its base power
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state because the system got suspended before the device
driver responsible for driving the power transition could
run. In both studies, the sleep bugs targeted do not lead
to incorrect program behavior; instead they cause exces-
sive battery drain due to preventing the SOC/CPU or I/O
devices from going to sleep.

This paper studies a new class of sleep-related bugs,
called sleep-induced time bugs. Sleep-induced time bugs
can occur at all levels of the mobile phone ecosystem –
in apps, the framework and the OS code. Unlike pre-
viously studied sleep bugs which lead to energy leaks,
sleep-induced time bugs manifest as logical errors result-
ing from time values becoming “stale” because the CPU
sleeps during the manipulation of time related values.
The manipulations occur via gettime(), settime(),
time arithmetic APIs, and simple arithmetic operations,
and the new class of bugs manifest themselves as incor-
rect values in program variables rather than an incorrect
power state of the device hardware.

Sleep-induced time bugs are difficult to reproduce and
debug since they only arise during some particular, intri-
cate timing between time-critical section execution and
CPU suspension. Indeed when we submitted a patch to
the bug we found in the DHT11 humidity and temper-
ature sensor driver, the kernel maintainer responded [8]
by saying:

“I think it will fix an odd issue I have seen in a
log file (apparently was completely off track
debugging it). As this very likely is a real
world issue, I’d recommend applying the patch
to the fixes branch [sic].”

In this paper, we make three contributions towards un-
derstanding and treating sleep-induced time bugs.

First, we characterize time manipulation usages and
their vulnerabilities to system suspension in the Android
kernel, framework, and 978 apps. We find time manip-
ulation happens extensively in all three software layers,
totaling 1047, 1737 and 7798 times, respectively. We fur-
ther classify all time usages into four categories: timed
callbacks, setting the time, time arithmetic, and timed
logging. The categorization uncovers the time critical
sections in each category, their vulnerability to sleep-
induced time bugs, as well their syntactic characteristics
which give hints for detecting them.

Second, to allow programmers to isolate and fix sleep-
induced time bugs, we present a tool called KLOCK that
detects all instances of the first three categories of time
manipulations in the Linux kernel. KLOCK exploits a key
observation that the start and/or end of time critical sec-
tions due to time usage in the three categories are marked
with a handful of APIs that get/set time or register timer
callbacks in the Linux kernel. KLOCK makes use of a
collection of sophisticated compiler analyses – Use-Def

and Def-Use chains, points-to analysis and reaching def-
initions analysis as building blocks, and customizes their
integration to detect time bugs in each of the three cate-
gories of time usages.

Third, we have implemented KLOCK and applied it
to five Android Linux kernel versions. KLOCK aided in
detecting 63 time bugs, out of which, we found 14 have
been fixed and 7 files with bugs have been removed from
later versions of the kernel. We reported the remaining
42 bugs to the corresponding Linux kernel mailing lists,
and out of the 7 developers who have replied so far, all
confirmed the reported bugs and accepted our patches.

Although we focus on the Android Linux kernel in this
paper, we believe KLOCK is quite general and its design
can be applied to detect sleep-induced time bugs in the
framework, the apps, and other software systems that are
vulnerable to system suspension, the de facto technique
for energy saving on mobile systems.

2 Background

We start with a brief overview of the system suspension
process aggressively triggered on modern smartphones
and the complex set of clock options provided by the
Linux kernel.

2.1 System Suspension in Smartphones
A modern smartphone consists of the SOC and numerous
hardware I/O devices such as LCD, SD Card, WiFi NIC,
cellular, GPS, cameras, and accelerometer. The SOC
consists of the CPU, RAM, ROM, and micro-controller
circuits for various phone devices such as GPS, graphics,
video and audio. The default SOC power state is sus-
pend, where all components on the SOC are suspended,
RAM is put in a self-refresh mode, and the SOC drains
close-to-zero battery power.

Wakelocks are a type of explicit power control APIs
with two associated API calls, acquire and release.
Wakelocks are also exported to the user space to sup-
port background services as well as non-interactive fore-
ground jobs. The Android framework, apps, and device
drivers extensively use wakelocks to ensure continuous
execution of code sections.

When the last wakelock is released, the wakelock ker-
nel module immediately attempts system suspension, by
calling pm suspend() to perform four tasks serially.
First, the filesystem is synced by moving the buffered
data from RAM to NAND. Second, all the user processes
and kernel threads are frozen. Third, it attempts to sus-
pend devices by calling the list of suspend callbacks reg-
istered by device drivers which power down their respec-
tive devices. Note that any suspend callback may return
failure because it is waiting on a condition variable which
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is set to false elsewhere in the kernel, which would abort
the entire suspend process. Finally, all the CPU cores
are disabled by calling the architecture specific code to
complete the suspension.

Note that system suspension is only attempted when
the last wakelock is released. If interrupts in the sys-
tem are disabled, the running process cannot be con-
text switched to another process that might release the
wakelock or get interrupted by wakelock timer expira-
tion. Thus disabling interrupts in a code section effec-
tively prevents suspension.

In summary, system suspension will not succeed while
a piece of code is executing if it (1) holds a wakelock; (2)
disables interrupts indirectly preventing the last wake-
lock from getting released; or (3) sets a condition vari-
able that causes a suspend callback to return failure and
hence abort any suspension attempt.

2.2 Timekeeping in Linux
The Linux timekeeping subsystem is responsible for
maintaining and providing current time to the rest of
the kernel. The POSIX standard requires the timekeep-
ing subsystem to maintain CLOCK REALTIME which is
the time elapsed since the midnight of January 1, 1970.
CLOCK REALTIME is first read from the real time clock
during the kernel initialization phase and then later up-
dated at every tick.

However, CLOCK REALTIME is susceptible to sudden
changes due to the user setting the time or from ntpd,
making it particularly unsuitable to measure elapsed time
of a code section. To overcome this, the POSIX stan-
dard mandates the timekeeping subsystem to provide
CLOCK BOOTTIMEwhich gives the time elapsed since the
boot time. CLOCK BOOTTIME can not be set by the user
or by ntpd and hence does not suffer from sudden dis-
continuities like CLOCK REALTIME.

But CLOCK BOOTTIME is not quite suitable for mea-
suring code execution time, because it includes the time
elapsed even while the SOC is suspended. For this rea-
son, the POSIX standard introduced CLOCK MONOTONIC
which works like CLOCK BOOTTIME but pauses during
SOC suspension making it suitable for measuring pro-
gram execution time.

Although CLOCK BOOTTIME and CLOCK MONOTONIC
will not be reset to suddenly jump backward or for-
ward, their rate is still adjusted slightly to fix clock drifts
which is done autonomously by the timekeeping sub-
system. For this reason, in addition to POSIX stan-
dards, the Linux timekeeping subsystem also provides
CLOCK MONOTONIC RAW which is simply the local oscil-
lator not disciplined by NTP, for use in cases where more
accurate time is needed over very short intervals.

In summary, the myriad of clocks available in the

Listing 1: Sleep induced time bug in Linux kernel memcpy
benchmark: system suspend can alter the time arithmetic
result.

1 double do_memcpy_gettimeofday(memcpy_t fn, size_t
len...) {

2 struct timeval tv_start, tv_end, tv_diff;
3 alloc_mem(&src, &dst, len);
4 gettimeofday(&tv_start, NULL);
5 fn(dst, src, len);
6 gettimeofday(&tv_end, NULL);
7 timersub(&tv_end, &tv_start, &tv_diff);
8 return len / timeval2double(&tv_diff);
9 }

Linux kernel and their subtle semantics pose a signifi-
cant challenge to the developers, and using the wrong
clock leads to vulnerabilities to unexpected events such
as system suspension.

3 Sleep-Induced Time Bugs

Time manipulation occurs frequently across all layers of
smartphone software, from the kernel, to the framework,
to the apps. Two factors together give rise to sleep-
induced time bugs (SITB). First, the smartphone OS em-
ploys an aggressive system suspend policy. Second, time
manipulation in smartphone software forms a time crit-
ical section (TICS) whose start and end are marked by
time manipulation APIs or operations involving values
obtained from the time manipulation APIs. Any delay
within the TICS caused by the smartphone suspension
will alter the intended program behavior and give rise
to an SITB. More formally, an SITB happens when the
smartphone CPU/SOC is suspended in the middle of a
TICS that alters the intended program behavior. We dis-
cuss the impact of these bugs in Section 4.

We now illustrate a sleep-induced time
bug in the Linux kernel memcpy benchmark,
/tools/perf/bench/mem-memcpy.c. The bench-
mark code measures how much time each of the various
memcpy functions takes to copy a single byte. A code
snippet is shown in Listing 1. The function accepts a
pointer to the function fn being benchmarked and the
length of the memory block to be copied. Before calling
fn to start copying in Line 5, the current time is read into
variable tv start. After fn returns, the current time is
read in variable tv end in Line 6. Line 7 computes the
time taken by fn by computing the difference between
tv start and tv end. Line 8 then calculates the rate of
copying by dividing len by time diff.

Consider the scenario where the CPU sleeps in be-
tween the two calls of gettimeofday, in or outside fn,
tv start is set to T1 and tv end is set to T4, but the
system was suspended from T2 until T3. The code will
incorrectly compute the time taken by fn as (T4 - T1),
while the actual time taken is (T2 - T1) + (T4 - T3), and
return an erroneous copying rate.
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Table 1: Time usage in the Anroid kernel, framework, and
978 apps.

Usage Static Use Count Example
Pattern Kernel Android App Usage in Kernel

Timer 477 215 352 kernel/time/alarmtimer,
Callback fs/timerfd.c
Time 17 8 1 kernel/time.c,
Setting drivers/rtc/alarm.c
Time 125 522 236 net/ipv4/tcp probe.c,
Arithmetic kernel/time/tick-sched.c
(lower drivers/cpuidle/cpuidle.c
bound) fs/jbd/transaction.c
Logging 453 992 7209 fs/dlm/ast.c, net/
(upper wireless/mwifiex/cmdevt.c
bound) net/sunrpc/svcsock.c
Total 1072 1737 7798

4 Characterizing Time Usage and Vulner-
ability to Sleep-induced Time Bugs

To understand the prevalence of time usage, typical time
usage patterns, and their vulnerability to sleep-induced
time bugs in smartphones, we examined and classified
all the time usage in the Android kernel, the framework,
and a set of 978 apps. The classification gave us many
insights into the root causes of SITBs and hints on how
to detect them.

4.1 Time Usage in the Android Ecosystem
As discussed in §2.2, the Linux timekeeping subsys-
tem provides a myriad of different clocks and exports
the APIs (except for clock monotonic raw) at every
software layer, from device drivers all the way up to
apps. We first read the API documentation to collect
the list of such time APIs exposed at each software
layer [6, 5, 4, 1, 2]. We then grepped for all the us-
ages of respective APIs in the source code of the kernel,
the Android framework, and a set of 978 apps which in-
cluded the 100 most popular apps on Google Play which
we manually downloaded and 878 apps we crawled the
day before Android Market was switched to Google play.
The app source code were obtained by decompiling the
apk files using ded [3].

Table 1 shows that time manipulation is prevalent in
the Android ecosystem, totalling 1072, 1737 and 7798
times in the Android kernel, framework, and 978 apps.

4.2 Categorizing Time Usage and Vulnera-
bility

To understand the purposes of time manipulation widely
used in the smartphone software layers, we manually in-
spected 50 time usages found in each software layer and
found them to fall into the following four categories. Un-
derstanding the usage of each category in turn allows us

Listing 2: Code that generates waveform using timed call-
back.

1 // Generates a sawtooth wave on channel 0,
square wave on channel 1

2 static void waveform_ai_interrupt(unsigned long
arg) {

3 do_gettimeofday(&now);
4 elapsed_time = USEC_PER_SEC*(now.tv_sec-

devpriv->last.tv_sec)+(now.tv_usec-
devpriv->last.tv_usec);

5 devpriv->last = now;
6 num_scans = (devpriv->usec_remainder +

elapsed_time) / devpriv->scan_period;
7 for (i = 0; i < num_scans; i++) {
8 sample = fake_waveform(dev, ...);
9 cfc_write_to_buffer(dev->read_subdev,sample

);
10 }
11 devpriv->usec_current += elapsed_time;
12 mod_timer(&devpriv->timer, jiffies + 1);
13 }
14 static int waveform_attach(struct comedi_device

*dev, struct comedi_devconfig *it) {
15 ..
16 init_timer(&(devpriv->timer));
17 devpriv->timer.function =

waveform_ai_interrupt;
18 }

to automatically search for all the instances of each us-
age, as explained below.

4.2.1 Case 1: Timed Callback

Usage Pattern. In this category, the code wishes to per-
form a certain task at a future time. The code registers an
alarm with the system specifying the function that should
be called and the time interval after which the callback
should happen.

Listing 2 shows an example of how timed callbacks
are set up and used in the kernel. The code gen-
erates waveforms of preconfigured shape. At driver
initialization, function waveform attach (line 14) is
called which sets the pointer of the timed callback
function devpriv->timer.function. The function
waveform ai interrupt generates one period wide wave
(lines 7-10) then recursively invokes itself via a timer
callback (line 12).
Vulnerability. In this category of time usage, the du-
ration from timer registration till the timeout (i.e., when
callback is supposed to be invoked) forms a time critical
section. A time bug can arise when the CPU suspension
happens in the middle of the TICS which delays the call-
back until the next time the CPU wakes up.

The waveform generation code in listing 2 contains a
time bug. Since the driver does not protect against SOC
suspension, the SOC might suspend after the timer is set
at line 12 and cause large gaps in the waveform distorting
its shape.

However, we observed not all such delays give rise to
time bugs: time bugs arise only when the callback exe-
cution interacts with a peripheral I/O components. For
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Listing 3: Clock synchronization in GsmServiceState-
Tracker.java class in Android (simplified for illustration).

1 wakelock.acquire(); //Keep the CPU on
2 x = gettime(); //Obtain external time
3 if (a condition){ //not based on x
4 /* lots of code */
5 x = f(x, z); //Fix x using z
6 /* more code */
7 } else {
8 /* some code */
9 wakelock.release(); //Release wakelock

10 /* lots of code */
11 wakelock.acquire(); //Re-acquire wakelock
12 }
13 settime(x); //Set hardware time
14 wakelock.release(); //Release wakelock

example, an alarm app that wishes to ring an alarm at a
user-specified time must ensure that the callback is pro-
cessed at the intended time. On the other hand, the pro-
cess scheduler in the kernel also registers a timer callback
in order to schedule a new process at the end of a time
slice, but even if the CPU suspends in the middle, the
delay in callback execution will have no impact on the
scheduler semantics.
Occurrences. To count the occurrences of this type of
time usage, we compiled a list of all callback registration
APIs that are exported at each software layer by read-
ing the documentation [6, 2], and counted the number of
occurrences of those APIs in the source code. Table 1
shows that the time callback is widely used, for a total of
477, 215, and 352 times in the Linux kernel, the frame-
work, and the 978 apps, respectively.

4.2.2 Case 2: Time Setting

Usage Pattern. In this category, the subject code updates
the current system time. For example, code listing 3
shows an excerpt from GsmServiceStateTracker in the
Android framework that obtains the external time (line
2), performs manipulation over it (lines 3-12), and sets
the local time (line 13).
Vulnerability. In this category, the duration from get-
time() to settime() forms a time critical section. A time
bug will arise when the CPU suspends in the middle of
the TICS which causes the new hardware time set to be
incorrect. For example, code listing 3 sets the time (line
13) obtained from the network (line 2). But at line 9, the
programmer mistakenly releases the wakelock, giving an
opportunity for the CPU to suspend between line 9 and
line 11. When this happens, line 13 will run after the next
CPU wakeup, setting a stale time.
Occurrences. To count the occurrences of this type of
time usage, we compiled a list of exported APIs at the
three software layers for setting the current system time
and searched for them in the source code. We found 17,
8, and 1 instances of this type of time usage in the kernel,

Listing 4: Speed calculation in SpeedTest.net which mea-
sures the network connection speed.

1 protected Integer doInBackground(URL[] r1) {
2 mStartTime = SystemClock.uptimeMillis();
3 //upload data
4 }
5 protected int getProgress(int i0) {
6 //compute speed
7 i33 = i0 / (SystemClock.uptimeMillis() -

mStartTime) / 1000;
8 }

framework and the 978 apps, respectively, as shown in
Table 1.

4.2.3 Case 3: Time Arithmetic

Usage Pattern. Another common time usage pattern is
to collect two timestamps and perform arithmetic over
them. The arithmetic is performed either directly via in-
teger or long arithmetic, or using Linux provided helper
functions dedicated to performing time arithmetic, e.g.,
timespec sub.

Code listing 4 is extracted from the SpeedTest.net
app [9] which measures the speed of network connec-
tion by registering two callback functions with the frame-
work. The first callback takes a timestamp and saves it in
mStartTime (line 2), and uploads data to the test server
(line 3). The second callback then computes the speed
by finding the elapsed time by subtracting mStartTime
from the current time (line 7).
Vulnerability. In this category, the duration between the
actions of getting two timestamps forms a time critical
section. Time arithmetic programs are vulnerable to two
kinds of vulnerability.

(a) Due to system suspension. A time bug will arise
when the CPU suspends in the middle of the TICS and
the time arithmetic will output an incorrect value. For
example, in code listing 4, the TICS which starts at line
2 and ends at line 7 is not protected by any wakelock.
As a result, the CPU may suspend before line 7, and the
computed speed will be much lower than the actual one.

(b) Due to resetting the time. Time bugs will also
arise in time arithmetic when the user or ntpd resets the
current time between the actions of obtaining two times-
tamps.1 In addition to causing elongated elapsed time (as
in system suspension vulnerability (a)), this vulnerability
can cause elapsed time to elongate or shrink or even be-
come negative since the time can be set to either future
or past timestamps.

We note using CLOCK MONOTONIC which ignores sys-
tem sleep time and cannot be set by ntpd or user, as dis-
cussed in §2.2, would have avoided time bugs in such
time arithmetic. However, due to their subtle semantics,

1We note this bug scenario can also arise in desktop/server plat-
forms.
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many kernel and app programmers make mistakes in us-
ing the gettime APIs.
Occurrences. To count the occurrences of this type of
time usage, we searched for all the helper APIs that per-
form time arithmetic at the three software layers. Since
time values may also be manipulated with direct integer/-
long arithmetic, the number of occurrences counted this
way will be an underestimate. Table 1 shows that time
arithmetic is extensively performed, with lower bounds
of 125, 522, and 236 occurrences in the kernel, frame-
work, and 978 apps, respectively. We note the SITB de-
tection tool we present in §5, however, will capture all
Case 3 bugs, whether the time is manipulated using arith-
metic APIs or direct arithmetic.

4.2.4 Case 4: Logging

Usage Pattern. In this category, the code obtains the
current time and logs it in conjunction with some event,
usually for postmortem debugging.
Vulnerability. For such usages, the code between an
event and its timestamping forms a time-critical section,
as a CPU suspension in between will result in an in-
correct timestamp being logged for the event. However,
automatically detecting this category of TICSes is chal-
lenging, since in general there is no syntactic clue corre-
lating the event and logging. We leave detecting SITBs
in this category as future work.
Occurrences. Since it is difficult to count all such usages
by searching any APIs, we heuristically assume that if a
timestamp call, i.e., gettime(), is not used in one of the
above three categories, it belongs to this category. Hence
the numbers for Case 4 time usage pattern in Table 1 are
overestimates. Table 1 shows timed logging occur 453,
992, and 7209 times in the three software layers.

5 Design

Sleep-induced time bugs occur when a part of a time crit-
ical section (TICS) is unprotected. In this section, we
explore the design space and present a detection system
called KLOCK that automatically finds SITBs in the first
three categories of time usages using static analysis.

5.1 Design Space
We explored the use of both software model checking
and dataflow analysis, two primary techniques that have
been extensively applied to finding software bugs [12,
21, 14, 28, 13, 19]. Both techniques attempt to discover
properties that hold for the program or at certain points
in the program.




 
 


  
  
  












 
























  

Figure 1: The KLOCK architecture.

Roughly speaking, model checking is well suited to
analyses that explore dynamic properties of the system,
and data flow analyses are typically used in situations
where conservative approximations can be made regard-
ing paths or inter-thread ordering. Which kind of anal-
ysis to choose depends on the implementation difficulty
and the analysis precision that can be achieved for the
property under consideration. As shown in [15], model
checking is not always more accurate than data flow anal-
ysis and can be more difficult to implement. In the cur-
rent work, the properties to be modeled (Use/Def infor-
mation, program paths that may not be covered by a
wakelock) corresponded well to what could be accom-
plished via traditional dataflow analysis. This, combined
with the relative ease of implementing these within the
LLVM framework led us to use dataflow analysis for our
debugging solution.

5.2 Design Overview
Figure 1 gives an overview of the KLOCK design, and
the overall detection algorithm. KLOCK takes as input
source code and performs two major tasks to detect time
bugs. First, it identifies each of the three types of time
critical sections of interest by identifying the statements
that delimit the TICS and the statements that are con-
tained in the TICS (§5.4). Next, it finds the set SAFE
of all safe statements, i.e., statements that are safe from
CPU suspension during their execution (§5.5). The state-
ments that belong to TICS and not to SAFE are in a TICS
that are subject to SOC/CPU suspension while they are
executing; they are marked as sleep-induced time bugs
and added to the set BUGS which are reported.

5.3 Compiler Analyses Used by KLOCK

Our system uses a number of well-known compiler anal-
ysis techniques [10]. These include (1) Points-to anal-
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ysis determines what can be pointed-to by a pointer or
reference. Our techniques will use points-to analysis to
find the targets of function pointers. (2) Interprocedu-
ral reaching definitions analysis (RDA) finds all defi-
nitions of variable v that can reach a statement that uses
variable v. (3) Use-Def and Def-Use chain construction
links together definitions of variables and uses of those
definitions across functions within the program. Use-Def
and Def-Use chains are used to follow the flow of data
through the program and form the core of our analysis.

5.4 Identifying Time Critical Sections
Identifying time critical sections is, in general, impossi-
ble because whether or not a set of statements is a time
critical section depends on the intended semantics of the
code. We make a key observation that in all three cat-
egories of time usage that are vulnerable to time bugs,
the start and/or end of time critical sections are marked
with a handful of APIs that get/set time or register timer
callbacks in the Linux kernel. Therefore, by identifying
and informing the compiler of these APIs, e.g., by pro-
viding them in a table to the compiler, we can effectively
bootstrap the compiler analysis for precisely identifying
all such time-critical code sections.
Case 1: Timer Callback. Recall that in this case, the
program registers a timer callback for performing a time
critical task. The TICS contains the registration, the call-
back and the critical task performed by the callback.

Algorithm 1 TICS identification for Case 1: Callbacks
Require: Program P, Callgraph C, Timer registration APIs set

R
1: Time critical statements TICS ← /0
2: for all Statements SP ∈ P do
3: if SP calls function FR ∈ R then
4: TICS = TICS∪SP
5: Callback FC = getTarget(SP,C)
6: TICS = TICS∪FC
7: end if
8: end for
9: return TICS

Algorithm 1 gives the pseudo code for detecting call-
back based TICS. To identify the start of a TICS, we
identify the small number of callback registration func-
tions R, such as hrtimer start which registers a high-
resolution timer in the kernel. Identifying the start of a
TICS boils down to matching all calls in the source code
against the list of functions in R (line 3).

The next step is to correctly identify the callback func-
tion corresponding to every timer registration (line 5). In
the kernel, registration is done by passing a pre-defined
struct that contains the callback function pointer. For ex-

ample, in code listing 2, the struct devpriv->timer is
passed as an argument to mod timer in line 12, and its
member .function is set to waveform ai interrupt
in line 17. As shown in this example, the callback regis-
tration (line 12) and setting function pointer (or defining
argument object) can be in disconnected places. Hence,
identifying the correct callback function in the kernel
code requires pointer analysis.

The end of a TICS should, ideally, be marked by iden-
tifying the end of time critical processing inside the timer
callback. Since identifying this critical processing can
be highly context sensitive, we make a conservative as-
sumption that the TICS ends when the timer callback ex-
its. Hence, we add all the statements in the timer callback
to TICS, in Algorithm 1.
Case 2: Time Setting. Recall that in this case, the TICS
ends with a function call that sets the clock and begins at
the point when the time variable used to set the clock was
first obtained. Because there are only a small number of
APIs that set the clock (e.g., settimeofday), a list of
them can be maintained in the compiler, and a call to one
of these will mark the end of a TICS.

Algorithm 2 TICS identification for Case 2: Set time
Require: Program P, Callgraph C
Require: Statement-variable tuples (SST ,Vt ) that set time

1: Time critical statements TICS ← /0
2: for all (SST ,Vt) do
3: TICS ← TICS∪DEFS+(SST ,Vt)
4: end for
5: return TICS

Identifying the start of TICS, however, is more com-
plicated. This is because the time value that is used to set
the clock can be read from the network (e.g., via NTP)
or can be directly obtained from the user, i.e., there is
no fixed API for obtaining this time value. We do know,
however, that the variable obtained from other sources
must affect the time variable used to set the clock. Hence,
to find the start of Case 2 TICS, we find the transitive clo-
sure DEFS+(SST ,Vt) of the use-def chain (DEFS set)
where SST is a statement with an API call to set time
and Vt is the variable containing the time for that call.
DEFS(S,V) is the set of statements that may have de-
fined V most recently before S. The closure, hence,
contains all variable definitions which directly affect the
variables containing time at set time API calls. We mark
all statements in the closure as part of the TICS.

For example in code listing 3, we first mark line 13
(S13), settime(x) as the end of a TICS pushing (S13,x)
to CST . DEFS(S13,x) will contain all the definitions of x
that reach line 13, i.e., lines 2 and 5 and they are marked
as part of the TICS.
Case 3: Time Arithmetic. Recall that timer arith-
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metic can be done using either fixed APIs (e.g.,
ktime sub(t1, t2)) or general integer arithmetic. This
case is challenging because it is not obvious which two
time variables are involved in that arithmetic. We make
a key observation that only the code between getting the
two timestamps used in the arithmetic expression forms
a TICS– the arithmetic itself is not a TICS. This obser-
vation motivates our detection scheme as follows.

Algorithm 3 TICS identification for Case 3: Time arith-
metic
Require: Program P, Callgraph C
Require: Statement-variable tuples (SGT ,Vt ) that get time

1: Time critical statements TICS ← /0
2: for all (SGT ,Vt)(S′GT ,V

′
t );SGT �= S′GT do

3: if USES+(SGT ,Vt)∩USES+(S′GT ,V
′

t ) �= /0 then
4: TICS = TICS ∪ all statements between SGT ,S′GT
5: end if
6: end for
7: return TICS

We first build USES(S,V) which is the set of state-
ments that may use the value of V computed at S, ∀S ∈ P.
Now, there are a few APIs to read the current system
time, e.g., getnstimeofday is used by the kernel to
get the time, and SystemClock.elapsedRealTime is
used by both the Android framework and apps. For
each use of these APIs in a statement SGT with the re-
turned time arguments Vt , we find the transitive closure
USES+(SGT ,Vt) of the def-use chain (USES set), i.e., we
find all statements that are directly or indirectly flow de-
pendent on statement SGT .

If timestamps are obtained at n locations, n closures
are computed, corresponding to the n timestamps read.
Now, if an arithmetic statement is contained in two dif-
ferent closures, we know that the arithmetic statement
contains, and is affected by, variables whose values are
either timestamps or a function of the timestamps of the
closures it is involved in. All such pairs of timestamps
are marked as the start and end of a TICS (lines 5-11).

Note that while three or more timestamps can poten-
tially be involved in some arithmetic (we have not seen
such cases), the algorithm requires no change as pairwise
set intersection will capture all statements in the critical
section resulting from such multiple timestamps.

5.5 Identifying Protected Statements

When a protection mechanism is enabled, e.g., a wake-
lock is held, or interrupts are disabled, all statements un-
til it is disabled are protected by it. Such statements can
be detected using a variation of the reaching definitions
dataflow analysis as in [25]. The key idea is that enabling
and disabling each mechanism can be transformed to as-

Table 2: Summary of the analyses in KLOCK.

Analysis LOC Time (s)
clang Compilation - 71
llvm-link Linking - 651
Alias analysis - 164
KLOCK CallGraph 552 2
KLOCK TICS Case 1: Callback 164 2
KLOCK TICS Case 2: Set time 1489 246
KLOCK TICS Case 3: Get time 1101 501
KLOCK SAFE: RD Analysis 717 11
KLOCK Other 1196 -
Total 5219 1648

signments of values “1” and “0” to a special mechanism
variable, which initially has a value of “0”. Afterwards,
the state of all protection mechanisms that reach a state-
ment can be easily observed via the reaching definitions
dataflow analysis, which determines if the statement is
protected. This analysis adds all of the protected state-
ments into the SAFE set, which are compared with TICS
statements to detect SITB as shown in Figure 1.

5.6 Limitation and Generality
KLOCK currently does not deal with wakelocks that take
timeout parameters; statically finding the end of such
protected regions is difficult. KLOCK can detect pro-
tected code regions due to the first two mechanisms in
§2.1, but not due to suspend callbacks via conditional
variable manipulation. Detecting such cases requires in-
volved range analysis (e.g., [27]). Finally, KLOCK does
not detect SITBs in timed logging. We leave these as
future work.

Although we focus on the Android Linux kernel, the
KLOCK design is quite general and can be applied to de-
tect SITBs in the framework, the apps, and other soft-
ware systems that are vulnerable to system suspension.
For example applying the KLOCK design to analyze apps
just requires building call graphs that can capture intri-
cate callbacks that cross apps and the framework.

6 Implementation

We implemented KLOCK by adding 5 custom passes on
top of the baseline LLVM compiler infrastructure version
3.3 [7], the 4 custom passes discussed in §5.4 cases 1,2,
3, and §5.5, and an additional pass for building call graph
of the complete kernel, as shown in Table 2. KLOCK also
runs a few standard passes such as alias analysis, control
flow graph simplification and a few peephole optimiza-
tions. Before running these passes, we manually exposed
the relevant APIs for bootstrapping the analyses by anno-
tating the Linux kernel.
LLVM Passes. KLOCK is implemented in C++ in a total
of 5.2 KLOC, broken down into implementing different
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Table 3: Kernels used in KLOCK evaluation.

Phone CPU SoC Version
Nexus 1 Scorpion Qualcomm QSD8250 2.6.35.7
Nexus 7 ARM A9 Nvidia Tegra 3 T30L 3.1.10
Nexus 10 ARM A15 Samsung Exynos 5 3.4.5
Nexus S ARM A8 Samsung Hummingbird 2.6.35.7
x86 x86 64 – 4.1

Table 4: TICS (U)sage, SITB (R)eports generated by
KLOCK, and confirmed (B)ugs for each case in the Android
kernels. No double-counting of same bug in different ker-
nels.

Category Time Callback Time Setting Time Aritmetic
in kernel U R B U R B U R B
arch 4 2 1 0 0 0 2 1 1
block 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
drivers 41 23 3 3 1 0 60 50 48
fs 10 8 0 3 1 0 3 2 0
init 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
kernel 29 15 0 2 2 0 10 8 2
mm 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
net 29 29 0 0 0 0 32 9 1
security 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0
sound 4 4 0 0 0 0 6 3 3
tools 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 4
Total 123 86 4 9 5 0 120 78 59

passes as shown in Table 2.

7 Evaluation

Our evaluation of KLOCK answers the following ques-
tions: (1) How long does it take KLOCK to analyze a
large system such as the Linux kernel? (2) Is KLOCK
effective in finding sleep-induced time bugs? (3) What
causes KLOCK to generate false positive reports? All ex-
periments were conducted on an Ubuntu Linux machine
with an Intel 8-Core 2.33 Ghz CPU and 16 GB memory.
Performance. The execution time of KLOCK in analyz-
ing the Linux kernel version 3.1.10 and the time break-
down into all the phases are shown in Table 2. The results
show that KLOCK can analyze a large system in a fairly
reasonable amount of time.

7.1 Finding Sleep-Induced Time Bugs
Since KLOCK analyzes the entire compiled kernel at
once, we apply KLOCK to 5 different kernels, i.e., with
different configuration options and/or kernel versions, to
increase the coverage of the entire Linux kernel. Ta-
ble 3 lists the five kernels used in the evaluation, for four
popular phones, Nexus 1, Nexus 7, Nexus 10, Nexus
S, with default configuration and an x86 kernel with
allyesconfig that has wakelocks enabled. All four
phones have ARM CPUs but have different SOCs.

Table 4 summarizes the bug finding results. Each file
containing time related API is counted as one time usage
instance, and is counted as an SITB bug if it contains at
least one statement in the BUG set output by KLOCK.2
Every number in the table shows the total number of
unique instances of usages/bugs across the five kernels.
The number of instances and bugs for each of the three
time usages is broken down according to the top level
directories in the kernel. The usage number for each us-
age excludes time usages using safe APIs. We observe
that time callback and time arithmetic occur 123 and 120
times in the five kernels, but time setting is used rarely,
only 9 times by a few kernel components.

After KLOCK generated bug reports, we manually an-
alyzed them and marked them as either false positives or
bugs. In total we found 63 bugs out of which we found
14 have been fixed and 7 files with bugs have been re-
moved from later versions of the kernel. We reported the
remaining 42 bugs to the Linux kernel mailing lists, and
out of the 7 developers who have replied so far, all con-
firmed the corresponding bugs and accepted our patches.
We now describe these 63 time bugs that KLOCK found.
Measuring pulse width. KLOCK found 6 similar bugs
in remote control receiver drivers – 4 in the LIRC subsys-
tem drivers/staging/media/lirc/ and 2 in drivers of
streamzap remote drivers/media/rc/streamzap.c

and DHT11 temperature and humidity sensor
drivers/iio/humidity/dht11.c which measure
the width of received pulse using time arithmetic. In
Listing 5, the data being received is encoded in the width
of the received pulse (lines 6, 7, 14-18). If the SOC
suspends or if the time is reset before line 3, the width
of the pulse deltv calculated at line 4 will be incorrect
resulting into wrong value to be saved in rx buf (line
18).
Measuring clock rate. KLOCK detected 5 bugs in radio,
IDE and sound drivers where the drivers calculate the
input clock rate using time arithmetic. Due to SITBs, the
resulting clock rate measured will be incorrect.
Measuring delay. KLOCK found 4 similar bugs in IrDA
chipset drivers, drivers/net/irda/, where the driver
measures the processing delay diff (line 9 in code list-
ing 6) and compares it against minimum turnaround time
mtt, (line 10). If mtt is larger than diff, then the frame is
transmitted after (mtt - diff) microseconds (lines 10-
12). If the time is set to a time before computing line 8,
then diff may become negative, causing unnecessarily
large delay in transmitting the frame.

The SASEM USB IR remote control driver
drivers/staging/media/lirc/lirc sasem.c ig-

2We conservatively use file as a unit in counting bugs to avoid in-
flating the bug count. In time arithmetic, one start time is often used
in arithmetic with many other timestamps, and each could have been
counted as a separate bug.
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Listing 5: drivers/staging/media/lirc/lirc sir.c: Using wall-
clock to measure pulse width.

1 static irqreturn_t sir_interrupt(int irq, void *
dev_id) {

2 if (status & (UTSR0_RFS | UTSR0_RID)) {
3 do_gettimeofday(&curr_tv);
4 deltv = delta(&last_tv, &curr_tv);
5 if (status&UTSR0_RID) {
6 add_read_queue(0, deltv-n*TIME_CONST);//

space
7 add_read_queue(1, n*TIME_CONST); //pulse
8 n = 0;
9 last_tv = curr_tv;

10 }
11 }
12 return IRQ_RETVAL(IRQ_HANDLED);
13 }
14 static void add_read_queue(int flag, unsigned

long val) {
15 int newval;
16 newval = val & PULSE_MASK;
17 ..
18 rx_buf[rx_tail] = newval;
19 }

Listing 6: drivers/net/irda/nsc-ircc.c: Using wallclock to
measure processing delay.

1 static netdev_tx_t nsc_ircc_hard_xmit_fir(struct
2 sk_buff *skb, struct net_device *dev) {
3 ..
4 // Start transmit only if there is currently no

transmit going on
5 if (self->tx_fifo.len == 1) {
6 mtt = irda_get_mtt(skb);
7 if (mtt) {
8 do_gettimeofday(&self->now);
9 diff = (self->now.tv_sec-self->stamp.tv_sec

)*USEC_PER_SEC + (self->now.tv_usec -
self->stamp.tv_usec);

10 if (mtt > diff) {
11 mtt -= diff;
12 udelay(mtt);
13 }
14 }
15 // Transmit frame
16 nsc_ircc_dma_xmit(self, iobase);
17 }
18 }

nores an input if it arrives in 250 ms since the last input.
Because of unexpected discontinuities in wall clock
time, the driver may end up ignoring inputs not in the
250 ms range. A similar bug was found in input driver
for SoundGraph iMON IR, drivers/media/rc/imon.c.

Poll and wait until timeout. Linux con-
trol and measurement device interface driver
drivers/staging/comedi/drivers/serial2002.c,
shown in Listing 7, polls serial connected hardware
at line 9. If there is no new data, it takes the current
timestamp now at line 13, calculates elapsed at line
14 relative to start, obtained at line 4, and breaks the
loop if elapsed is larger than the timeout (lines 15-16).
KLOCK correctly flagged time arithmetic at line 14 as a
bug since before reading now at line 13, if the time is set
to a past time stamp, the driver will get stuck spinning in
the while loop much longer than the intended timeout

(typically 1 ms, not shown in Listing 7).

Listing 7: drivers/staging/comedi/drivers/serial2002.c: Us-
ing wallclock to poll and wait until timeout.

1 static void serial2002_tty_read_poll_wait(struct
file *f, int timeout) {

2 struct poll_wqueues table;
3 struct timeval start, now;
4 do_gettimeofday(&start);
5 poll_initwait(&table);
6 while (1) {
7 long elapsed;
8 int mask;
9 mask = f->f_op->poll(f, &table.pt);

10 if (mask & (POLLRDNORM | POLLRDBAND | POLLIN
| POLLHUP | POLLERR)) {

11 break;
12 }
13 do_gettimeofday(&now);
14 elapsed = 1000000 * (now.tv_sec - start.

tv_sec) + now.tv_usec - start.tv_usec;
15 if (elapsed > timeout)
16 break;
17 set_current_state(TASK_INTERRUPTIBLE);
18 schedule_timeout(((timeout - elapsed)*HZ)

/10000);
19 }
20 poll_freewait(&table);
21 }

The accepted patch for the bug uses CLOCK MONOTONIC

which ignores system suspend and cannot be reset by
user setting the time or by NTP as discussed in §2.2.

Similar bugs were found in 7 other drivers.
Generating waveform. KLOCK detected both
case 1 and case 3 time bugs in the Linux con-
trol and measurement device interface driver
drivers/staging/comedi/drivers/comedi test.c

in code listing 2 which was already discussed in §4.2.1.
Msm, vibrator, and timed gpio drivers. The code snip-
pet in Listing 8, from the msm7k serial device and con-
sole driver, is responsible for turning off the UART clock
once the transmit buffer is empty. This function first ver-
ifies if the clock is on (line 4) and then sets the clock state
to MSM CLK REQUEST OFF signifying that it is requested to
be turned off (line 5). It then registers a timer callback
function msm serial clock off that must be called after
clock off delay seconds (line 6). This callback func-
tion verifies the state of clock to be MSM CLK REQUEST OFF

(line 12), and checks if the transmit buffer is empty (line
13). If so, the clock is disabled and its state is set to
off (lines 14 and 15), otherwise the callback function is
rescheduled to get called again in clk off delay seconds
(line 17).

SITB occurs if the CPU suspends before the timer fires
and the callback function is executed. In that case, even
if the transmit buffer is empty, the UART clock would
unnecessarily remain turned on.

The Android kernel exposes a special timer API
android alarm which uses high-resolution timer to trig-
ger an event when the CPU is active and addition-
ally also sets an RTC wakeup alarm when the CPU
is about to suspend. Switching to Android timer API
android alarm init from hrtimer start (at line 6)
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Listing 8: drivers/serial/msm serial.c: Unprotected use of
timer callback wastes energy.

1 //request turning off clock once TX is flushed
2 void msm_serial_clock_request_off(struct

uart_port *port) {
3 clk_off_timer.function = msm_serial_clock_off;
4 if (msm_port->clk_state == MSM_CLK_ON) {
5 msm_port->clk_state = MSM_CLK_REQUEST_OFF;
6 hrtimer_start(clk_off_timer,clk_off_delay,

HRTIMER_MODE_REL);
7 }
8 }
9 //clock off if TX buffer is empty, else

reschedule
10 static enum hrtimer_restart msm_serial_clock_off(

struct hrtimer *timer) {
11 int ret = HRTIMER_NORESTART;
12 if (msm_port->clk_state==MSM_CLK_REQUEST_OFF) {
13 if (uart_circ_empty(xmit)) {
14 clk_disable(msm_port->clk);
15 msm_port->clk_state = MSM_CLK_OFF;
16 } else { //reschedule
17 hrtimer_forward_now(timer, clk_off_delay);
18 ret = HRTIMER_RESTART;
19 }
20 }
21 return HRTIMER_NORESTART;
22 }

fixes the SITB since the CPU will be woken up just in
time to turn off the UART clock.

Similar bugs were found in vibrator driver
arch/arm/mach-msm/msm vibrator.c and timed
gpio driver drivers/staging/android/timed gpio.c.

Leaky bucket. The driver for Beeceem
WIMAX chipset used by Sprint 4G,
drivers/staging/bcm/LeakyBucket.c, implements
a routine related to the Leaky Bucket algorithm. As
shown in the code snippet in Listing 9, function
UpdateTokenCount() controls the number of packets
that can be transmitted in a fixed time period. Line 3
reads the current time in tv and line 4 computes the
number of seconds passed since the token count was last
updated and stores it in currentTime. If currentTime

is non-zero, the current token count is incremented
by the number of packets that can be transmitted in
currentTime, and the last update time is set to current
time (line 7).

If the token accounting semantics is to include CPU
sleep time, then if the CPU sleeps after line 5, line 6 will
be executed after the CPU wakes up and under-calculates
the tokens accumulated. If the token accounting seman-
tics is to exclude the CPU sleep time, then the token ac-
counting is correct in the current invocation of the func-
tion if the CPU does not sleep before line 3. But if the
CPU sleeps after line 3, in the next invocation of function
UpdateTokenCount(), currentTime calculation (line 4)
would include the sleep time, again resulting in incorrect
token calculation.

Benchmarking and stats reporting. KLOCK detected
the sleep bug in the the memcpy benchmark discussed in
§3. Similar bugs were detected in 29 other places.

Listing 9: drivers/staging/bcm/LeakyBucket.c: Incorrect
token accounting due to SITB

1 //Called every time before transmitting packets.
2 static void UpdateTokenCount() {
3 do_gettimeofday(&tv);
4 currTime = tv.tv_sec-pcktInfo.lastUpdate.tv_sec

;
5 if(currTime!=0) {
6 pcktInfo.tokens+= pcktInfo.maxRate*currTime;
7 memcpy(pcktInfo.lastUpdate,&tv,sizeof(struct

timeval));
8 if(pcktInfo.tokens>=pcktInfo.maxBucketSize)
9 pcktInfo.tokens=pcktInfo.maxBucketSize;

10 }
11 }

Miscellaneous. 2 other time arithmetic
bugs were found in infiniband driver
drivers/infiniband/hw/mlx4/alias GUID.c, and
storage controller driver drivers/scsi/3w-9xxx.c. We
skip their details due to page limit.

7.2 False Positives
KLOCK reported 106 time manipulation instances to
contain SITBs, which upon manual analysis, turned out
to be false positives. We note the false positive rate of
63% is a reasonable tradeoff for the high coverage of
static analysis (e.g., [27] reports finding 11 bugs out of
741 reports, [20] reports finding 252 bugs out of 955 re-
ports). We found three reasons that cause KLOCK to gen-
erate false error reports:
System suspension does not affect program seman-
tics. We found false positives in cases where the pro-
gram semantics are not impacted by system suspension
during time manipulation. Marvell wireless LAN device
driver drivers/net/wireless/mwifiex/wmm.c, for ex-
ample, just calculates a random number by performing
time arithmetic. Similarly, the kernel process scheduler
registers a timer callback for scheduling a new process at
the end of a time slice, but even if the CPU suspends in
the middle, the delay in callback execution will have no
impact on the scheduler semantics. Reducing such false
positives requires understanding program semantics.
System calls. KLOCK flags system calls such as
sys settime, sys utimes as bugs. This is because
KLOCK only analyzes the entire Linux kernel, and these
system calls are effectively wrappers to the actual time
setting APIs and are meant to be invoked by user-space
programs; by themselves they do not enable any sus-
pension prevention mechanism. Such system call usages
can cause sleep-induced time bugs in the user-space pro-
grams calling them if they do not use proper suspension
prevention mechanisms.
Dependence on system suspension code. Requesting
firmware drivers/base/firmware class.c, for exam-
ple, holds a semaphore shared with the code that disables
usermodehelper which lies on the suspension code path.
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Reducing such false positives requires tracking the state
of all global conditional variables and semaphores shared
with all the code on suspension code path. We leave it as
future work.

7.3 The Significance of SITBs
SITBs occur in all software layers in the mobile ecosys-
tem. They can impact both performance and program
correctness. In particular, out of the 63 bugs KLOCK
found, 30 are benchmarking bugs, and the remaining
33 bugs either impact performance (including energy) or
correctness of device drivers.
Correctness related. (i) 6 drivers under “Measuring
pulse width” decode a received signal by measuring the
width of a pulse. SITBs make them measure the width
incorrectly, hence reading the received data incorrectly.
(ii) 2 drivers under “Measuring delay” incorrectly ignore
user input. (iii) 5 drivers under “Measuring clock rate”
measure the clock rate incorrectly. These are mostly ra-
dio drivers needed to detect the incoming clock rate to
decode data. The data decoded will be wrong if the mea-
sured clock rate is incorrect.
Performance related. (i) 8 drivers under “Poll and wait
until timeout” category cause the driver to spin for a long
time, making the device unusable. (ii) 4 drivers under the
“Measuring delay” category cause the driver to sleep for
a long time, making the device unusable. (iii) 3 drivers,
msm, vibrator and timed gpio, keep the device on longer
than necessary, wasting energy.

In summary, none of these bugs crash the kernel, but
they are serious bugs affecting the correctness or perfor-
mance of the kernel.

8 Related Work

Hunting bugs in Linux is a topic almost as old as Linux
itself [23]. Sleep-related bugs (in Linux) on smartphones
is a relatively new and exciting area. Previous work has
focused on sleep bugs that result in energy leaks, or en-
ergy bugs. Pathak et al. were the first to discuss the
significance of energy bugs in smartphones [24] and de-
veloped a taxonomy of smartphone energy bugs. In [25],
Pathak et al. studied no-sleep energy bugs, a class of
sleep bugs caused by not releasing wakelocks in apps
which causes SOC/CPU to stay awake, and developed
a detection tool based on reaching definitions dataflow
analysis. In [16], Jindal et al. studied sleep conflicts,
a class of sleep bugs in device driver code that cause
phone devices to stay in an active power state till indef-
inite due to unexpected SOC/CPU suspension, and pro-
posed a system to perform runtime avoidance of sleep
conflict. In [17], Jindal et al. developed a taxonomy of

sleep disorder bugs, which includes no-sleep, over-sleep
and under-sleep bugs. SITBs are first class of over-sleep
bugs studied.

Carat [22] treats apps as blackboxes and performs col-
laborative debugging to identify “energy hog” apps based
on observed behavior of an app running on many phones.

In contrast to these previous work, we study a new
class of sleep-related bugs, sleep-induced time bugs, that
manifest as logical errors and alter the intended program
behavior.

Our work relies in part on finding ordering relation-
ships between actions on time-related system calls, vari-
ables that are a function of time values, and wakelock
acquires and releases. Engler’s MC language [11] builds
upon the Metal state-machine language and allows writ-
ing compiler extensions for static checking of temporal
relationships between program actions. As described in
§5.4, Algorithms 2 and 3, our techniques require finding
transitive closures of use-def chains and, in Algorithm 3,
additionally finding the pair-wise intersections of the clo-
sures which are beyond statically defined state machines
created when compiling MC checks.

We note that [26] and [18], among others, perform
static race detection, and in the course of doing this iden-
tify the sets of locks held at a location. While it might be
possible to take their analysis and adapt it to our needs,
we find our simple data flow based algorithm to be suffi-
cient and efficient.

9 Conclusion

This paper presents the first study of a new class of sleep-
related bugs on smartphones, sleep-induced time bugs,
that can occur in all layers of smartphone software, i.e.,
the kernel, framework, and apps. A SITB happens when
the phone is suspended in the middle of a time critical
section that manipulates time and as a result alters the in-
tended program behavior. We characterize the pervasive
usage of time usage in smartphone software layers, clas-
sify them into four usage patterns, and show their vulner-
ability to SITBs. We present the design and implemen-
tation of KLOCK, a tool that detects SITBs in large sys-
tems. KLOCK has aided in finding 63 SITBs in the Linux
kernel. We have released KLOCK at http://github.
com/klock-android for use by smartphone OS devel-
opers to test for sleep-induced time bugs.
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Energy Discounted Computing on Multicore Smartphones

Meng Zhu Kai Shen
University of Rochester

Abstract
Multicore processors are not energy proportional: the
first running CPU core that activates shared resources in-
curs much higher power cost than each additional core
does. On the other hand, typical smartphone applica-
tions exhibit little parallelism and therefore when one
core is activated by an interactive application, comput-
ing resources at other cores are available at a deep en-
ergy discount. By non-work-conserving scheduling, we
exploit energy-discounted co-run opportunities to pro-
cess best-effort smartphone tasks that involve no direct
user interaction (e.g., data compression / encryption for
cloud backup, background sensing, and offline bytecode
compilation). We show that, for optimal co-run energy
discount, the best-effort processing must not elevate the
overall system power state (specifically, no reduction of
the multicore CPU idle state, no increase of the core fre-
quency, and no impact on the system suspension period).
In addition, we use available ARM performance counters
to identify co-run resource contention on the multicore
processor and throttle best-effort task when it interferes
with interactivity. Experimental results on a multicore
smartphone show that we can reach up to 63% energy
discount in the best-effort task processing with little per-
formance impact on the interactive applications.

1 Introduction

Energy remains the critical resource bottleneck for typi-
cal smartphone usage. Due to the slow progress on bat-
tery technologies and size restrictions of hand-held de-
vices, battery capacity still limits effective smartphone
usage between charges. At the same time, today’s popu-
lar smartphones are commonly equipped with quad-core
or even octa-core processors. Powerful multicore proces-
sors put further pressure on the scarce energy resource of
a mobile device.

Multicore processors are not energy proportional: the
first running CPU incurs much higher power cost than
each additional core does. This can be attributed to two
reasons. First, modern processors are good at power gat-
ing. When the system is completely idle, most parts of
the CPU can be shutdown resulting in minimum energy
consumption. Second, the sharing of hardware resources

on a multicore means that the first running core must ac-
tivate the bulk of shared resources while additional cores
can utilize the already activated resources at much lower
cost. This energy disproportionality suggests that a mul-
ticore processor is more energy-efficient when more of
its cores are utilized at the same time.

Unfortunately, typical smartphone applications are
built on event-driven, UI-centric framework and serve
only a single user. They do not have sufficient paral-
lelism to utilize multiple CPU cores simultaneously. Re-
cent studies [10, 19] on Android applications show a
lack of thread-level parallelism across applications and
an over-provisioning of core resources across devices.
This implies that smartphone multicore processors often
operate at low core utilization resulting in poor energy ef-
ficiency. At the same time, when one CPU core is being
utilized, computing resources at other cores are available
at a deep energy discount.

In this paper, we propose to exploit such energy-
discounted co-run opportunities to process best-effort
tasks that are useful on a smartphone but do not involve
direct user interaction (and thus its time of execution is
flexible). One example of best-effort tasks is the file
compression and encryption in preparation for backing
up the user data to the cloud. Another example is the of-
fline bytecode compilation into native code for optimized
application execution in Android. The third example is
background sensing and analysis of user’s facial expres-
sion or eye movements to improve user experience. Work
in this paper shows that best-effort tasks may be sched-
uled to co-run with interactive applications and realize
significant energy discount.

The idea of saving smartphone energy by bundling
tasks or piggybacking computation on other applications
is not new [14, 18]. Unlike previous work, we recog-
nize that optimal energy discount on multicores is only
realized when the best-effort task execution does not el-
evate the overall system power state. Specifically, the
best-effort task execution must not disrupt the multicore
CPU idle state, increase the core frequency, or affect
the smartphone’s suspension period. In other words, the
smartphone’s multicore power states should experience
no change due to the additional best-effort task execu-
tion. We accomplish this objective through careful non-
work-conserving CPU scheduling.
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While co-execution of applications on multicore pro-
cessors may improve the energy efficiency, it also risks
significant interference on shared hardware resources,
memory bandwidth and last-level-cache space in partic-
ular, and thereby leads to poor interactive application
performance and degraded user experience. To mitigate
such contention, we use available processor performance
counters to monitor memory bandwidth usage during the
co-execution, and throttle the best-effort task when it in-
terferes with the foreground application interactivity.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 elaborates on multicore energy disproportional-
ity and available smartphone best-effort tasks that mo-
tivate our work. Section 3 presents our design of energy-
discounted computing and resource contention mitiga-
tion on multicore smartphones. Section 4 describes our
implementation on the Android platform. Section 5 eval-
uates the energy saving of best-effort task executions and
the impact of user interactivity between alternative ap-
proaches. We also perform trace-based application anal-
ysis to demonstrate the abundance of energy-discounted
computing opportunities in various smartphone usage
scenarios. We present related work in Section 6 before
concluding the paper in Section 7.

2 Motivation

2.1 Multicore Energy Disproportionality
CPUs have traditionally been the biggest energy con-
sumer in the computer system and are not energy propor-
tional. Thanks to many innovations, they are now much
improved. Today, multicore processors have very sophis-
ticated power states which can be dynamically adjusted
to adapt to different workloads. Specifically, dynamic
voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) is used to achieve
a wide range of performance / power settings when the
system is active. During the idle period, clock gating
and power gating are heavily utilized to power down var-
ious parts of the processor in order to achieve low power
consumption. These techniques enable the CPU to scale
their power consumptions relatively well in relation to
their utilizations, making them probably the most energy
proportional hardware component in the current com-
puter system.

However, making good energy proportional hardware
remains difficult and current CPU’s energy proportional-
ity is far from perfect. This is particularly true for mul-
ticore processors. Figure 1 shows power consumptions
of several multicore smartphone / tablet platforms when
different number of cores are active. On all platforms we
can observe a disproportionate power jump when acti-
vating the first core of each multicore processor. Specif-
ically, we can see that activating each additional cores

typically consumes less than half of the power compar-
ing to that of the first core. This is substantial given the
small profile of the mobile device.

This energy disproportionality is mostly due to the ag-
gressive hardware sharing. In order to drive down cost,
reduce footprint and save power, modern multicore pro-
cessors share substantial hardware components between
cores. CPUs on one socket usually share the oscillator
and power rail which forces each CPU to operate at the
same frequency. As a result, multicore processors can
achieve high energy efficiency during heavy parallel pro-
cessing. However, if the workload can not scale to take
advantage of available cores, the entire socket will have
to be kept at certain frequency and voltage level to ac-
commodate a few cores’ performance needs resulting in
a waste of energy.

Besides limiting the capability of active perfor-
mance / power scaling, hardware sharing also affects the
processor idle state. Table 1 lists the available CPU idle
states on the Huawei Mate 7 smartphone. As you can
see, individual core idle state (C1) does not have much
impact on the overall power consumption. Maximum
power saving is only achieved through continuous and
simultaneous CPU sleeps (C2) [29]. Again, hardware
sharing plays an important role here. For example, L2
cache and related memory subsystem can only be shut-
down when the whole CPU cluster is completely idle.

We are aware that various heterogeneous architectures
have been proposed to improve the CPU energy propor-
tionality. For example, chips with asymmetric clocking
capabilities are able to set different frequencies for dif-
ferent cores, realizing more flexible performance / power
scaling. Also, chips equipped with CPUs of different
micro-architectures (e.g., ARM big-LITTLE) are used to
mitigate the performance vs. power dilemma. However,
these techniques do not completely eliminate the energy
disproportionality. Hardware sharing is and will continue
to be one of the fundamental design principles of multi-
core processors. Consequently, CPU energy dispropor-
tionality will remain a reality that computer systems have
to live with in the foreseeable future.

To summarize, modern multicore processors can
achieve high energy efficiency when doing heavy parallel
processing or in complete idle states. But due to the ag-
gressive hardware sharing, they are very inefficient when
dealing with workloads of limited parallelism. Unfortu-
nately, it is well known that typical smartphone applica-
tions lack the parallelism to utilize the increasing number
of cores available to them. This creates opportunities for
the mobile system to make use of the extra computation
resources to complete certain tasks at an energy discount.
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(B) Exynos 5422 based Galaxy S5 smartphone
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(C) Kirin 925 based Huawei Mate 7 smartphone

Figure 1: Disproportionate multicore power consumption on the number of active CPUs. The Tegra 3 chipset on
Nexus 7 tablet (A) contains a quad-core processor. Both Exynos 5422 (B) and Kirin 925 (C) chipsets contain two
heterogeneous quad-core processors. We remove the device battery and use Monsoon Power Meter [4] to measure the
whole system power consumption. Devices are put into early-suspend mode where the display and the touchscreen
are turned off.

State Name Power Target residency Description
C0 Wait for interrupt (WFI) 403 mW 1 nSec Processor is clock gated but can respond to

cache / TLB maintenance (e.g., L2 snoop) re-
quests without exiting the WFI state.

C1 Individual powerdown 365 mW 1 mSec Processor is power gated. All state including
L1 cache content is lost and the processor is re-
moved from the coherency protocol.

C2 Cluster powerdown 214 mW 4 mSecs Can only be entered when all processors are in
individual powerdown mode. All state includ-
ing the L2 cache content is lost.

Table 1: CPU idle states available on the Huawei Mate 7 smartphone. A state’s target residency is a value defined
in the corresponding cpuidle driver in the Linux kernel. It indicates the minimum time period during which the CPU
expects to remain idle so that it is worthwhile to enter the state.

2.2 Best-Effort Tasks

We define best-effort tasks as application workloads that
are meaningful to the user but do not involve direct in-
teraction and thus have loose quality-of-service require-
ments. As mobile phones are increasingly used for a va-
riety of purposes, best-effort tasks are becoming com-
mon in day-to-day uses. Here are a few examples.

Upload and download operations are common on
smartphones. Syncing data with cloud storage ser-
vices, posting on social websites and software installa-
tion / update are typical smartphone usages. Some of
them can be delayed to a certain extent. Although
significant energy consumption comes from the trans-
mission module, CPUs also consume substantial en-
ergy during the process. For example, data compres-
sion / decompression requires heavy computation. And
encryption / decryption are almost mandatory nowadays
which also involve nontrivial CPU processing.

System maintenance work sometimes can also be
treated as best-effort tasks. For instance, Android / Linux
uses kswapd daemon to scan for memory pages that can
be swapped out to free up space. Another example is a
system daemon called dhd dpc which analyzes network
packets and scans for Wi-Fi hotspots. In addition, dur-
ing application installations, Android would optimize the
downloaded packages by recompiling the bytecode for
better native performance. All these require substantial
CPU processing. Some of them may have timing con-
straint (e.g., memory management). However, their com-
pletions often only matter when the user is also actively
using the phone, in which case discounted computation
opportunities are likely to be abundant (Section 5.4).

Background sensing is also a suitable best-effort task.
Previous work [14] has shown that delaying sensing ac-
tivities to overlap with other application executions can
be more energy efficient. With our technique, the bun-
dled execution can reap even more energy discount. Re-
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cent trends also suggest more creative ways of sensing.
For example, using camera sensors to analyze user’s fa-
cial expressions or eye movements [1] may improve user
experience. Due to privacy issues, it is beneficial to per-
form these analysis locally which will put pressure on
the device battery life. Since these sensing activities of-
ten overlap with user interactive tasks, our technique can
be used to substantially lower the energy cost.

Proactive tasks are done predictively to improve user
experience. As smartphones getting “smarter”, these
tasks are becoming increasingly common. For exam-
ple, Siri can provide recommendations, news and appli-
cations “even before you ask” [3]. Previous work [25]
also suggests to pre-launch applications to hide user per-
ceived delay. These tasks often do not have hard dead-
lines and thus can benefit from our technique to save en-
ergy.

3 Energy Discounted Computing

Given the energy disproportionality of smartphone mul-
ticore processors and the lack of parallelism in typical
mobile applications, it is possible to get a deep energy
discount by co-scheduling best-effort tasks with the in-
teractive application. However, achieving maximum en-
ergy discount without impacting the user experience re-
quires careful system control.

3.1 Power State Preservation
During the execution of interactive applications, the CPU
will dynamically adjust its power states to meet the ap-
plication performance needs. The key principle of reach-
ing the optimal energy efficiency is to utilize the addi-
tional (otherwise idle) processor resources without ele-
vating the overall CPU power state.

• CPU idle state, or ACPI “C” state [24]: On smart-
phones, there are often long idle gaps between user
interactions during which the user is consuming the
content on the screen while all CPUs enter deep
sleep state. As simultaneous and continuous sleeps
can save a lot of energy [29], it is crucial to keep
best-effort tasks from disrupting these idle peri-
ods. On the other hand, during active application
executions, due to lack of parallelism, idle CPUs
will often enter per-core idle states. These shal-
low sleep states, as we mentioned in Section 2.1,
do not save much energy. Thus these idle cores can
be utilized to run best-effort tasks at an energy dis-
count. To achieve this, the CPU scheduler needs
to schedule best-effort tasks opportunistically in ac-
cordance with interactive applications and therefore

non-work-conserving CPU scheduling may be nec-
essary. Specifically, the system should schedule
best-effort tasks on idle cores only if there is at least
one sibling CPU being actively utilized by the in-
teractive application. Otherwise it should enter idle
state even when best-effort tasks are ready to run.

• Core frequency state, or ACPI “P” state: Modern
CPUs use DVFS to quickly adjust power levels to
conserve energy and meet performance needs of dif-
ferent workloads. In our co-run scheme, the system
should avoid raising the CPU frequency / voltage
levels for best-effort tasks. Otherwise, the extra en-
ergy consumption will negate the energy discount
and the system may well consume more energy than
running each task individually combined. At the
same time, such caution should not affect the perfor-
mance of interactive applications. In other words,
the CPU frequency adjustment should only focus on
the needs of interactive applications and ignore the
presence of best-effort tasks.

• Smartphone suspension state, or ACPI “S” state:
Systems in the suspension state consume very lit-
tle energy by shutting down most parts of the hard-
ware, including the CPU and memory. On some
platforms (notably Android), applications can pre-
vent system suspension by making explicit requests
to the operating system. It is important that, in our
design, best-effort tasks are not permitted to make
such requests. The system should be able to enter
the suspension state regardless of best-effort tasks.

To summarize, realizing the maximum energy dis-
count requires judicious control of various aspects of
the system to prevent best-effort tasks from elevating the
system-wide CPU power states. In other words, best-
effort tasks should be invisible to the system when mak-
ing CPU power state adjustments.

3.2 Resource Contention Mitigation
Carefully running best-effort tasks along with interac-
tive applications can bring significant energy savings.
However, such savings should not sacrifice user expe-
rience. In particular, performance of interactive applica-
tions should not be affected.

Co-running tasks on a multicore can potentially slow
down each other due to resource contention. This is
further exacerbated in our system due to its scheduling
strategy—best-effort tasks are intentionally scheduled to
run hand in hand with interactive applications.

One easy mitigation is to adjust the CPU scheduling
priority. Various parameters are available for this pur-
pose (e.g., nice values and CPU shares on Linux). In our
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design, due to the clear importance of interactive applica-
tions, we choose to grant absolute priority to them—they
are always picked by the scheduler before best-effort
tasks. In other words, within one CPU, best-effort tasks
can only be scheduled when there is no interactive task
waiting.

Absolute priority can eliminate contention on CPU
time and mitigate private cache and TLB pollution. How-
ever, due to the hardware resource sharing on multi-
core processors, contention could also result from shared
hardware resources like last-level-cache space and mem-
ory bandwidth between cores. Our system uses a sim-
ple contention identification approach. Specifically, we
monitor the last-level-cache miss rate using the avail-
able performance counters. Contention is identified if
the miss rate reaches a threshold that suggests mem-
ory bandwidth saturation. We acknowledge a limitation
of our approach—last-level-cache space contention that
does not lead to memory bandwidth saturation will not
be identified. Comprehensively identifying cache space
contention would be challenging and it generally cannot
be accomplished by online monitoring of performance
counters alone.

Once the contention is identified, the common ap-
proach is to throttle the antagonist (low priority tasks in
the contention) executions. This can be done most ef-
ficiently on platforms that support certain hardware fea-
tures such as CPU duty-cycle modulation or asymmet-
ric frequency clocking. Unfortunately, these hardware
features are not widely available on today’s smartphone
processors.

Our system relies on the CPU scheduler to throttle the
best-effort tasks. Comparing to the above techniques,
however, this is more coarse grained. We can only assert
control in the granularity of a CPU quantum (otherwise
risk extra scheduling overhead). Fortunately, closely
monitoring the contention through performance coun-
ters could help time the throttling control more accurate,
making this approach quite effective in practice.

4 Implementation

We have implemented our co-run scheme on Huawei
Mate 7 smartphone running Android 4.4 and
Linux 3.10.30. Our entire modification resides in
the Linux kernel.

We use Linux control groups (cgroup) to identify best-
effort tasks in the kernel. During system boot, a CPU
control group named best-effort is created under the
cgroup root hierarchy. Best-effort tasks can then be eas-
ily added to this group by interacting with the cgroup
virtual file system.

Non-work-conserving CPU scheduling We modify
the Linux complete fair scheduler to maximize CPU idle
state energy saving. Our scheduling policy requires co-
ordination between sibling CPUs. To avoid expensive
cross-CPU interrupts and synchronizations, we imple-
mented these communications asynchronously. Specif-
ically, a CPU that wants to schedule best-effort tasks
is responsible for checking its siblings’ state. We have
each CPU maintain a flag indicating its current schedul-
ing state with the following four values:

• BUSY indicates the CPU is running normal tasks
(e.g., interactive applications),

• IDLE indicates the CPU is in idle state (regardless
of the level of idle state),

• BEST-EFFORT indicates the CPU is running best-
effort tasks,

• and UNDEF is a transient state (e.g., during context
switches).

These per-core flags are cache line aligned to avoid pos-
sible false sharing. Although the asynchronous flag read
may return stale value under data races, it is likely to be
corrected at the next scheduling opportunity. When the
scheduler is picking next task to run, normal tasks have
absolute priority and are always picked before best-effort
ones. If there are only best-effort tasks left in the run
queue, the scheduler will first check its siblings’ state. If
any of them is currently BUSY, it will proceed to sched-
ule one of the best-effort tasks. Otherwise, it will enter
idle state directly.

Frequency preservation Kernel cpufreq governor is
responsible for adjusting the CPU frequency. It can come
in different flavors but the process usually involves track-
ing the system load and making adjustments according to
some fine-tuned parameters. The load is calculated on a
per-core basis by looking at the CPU busy time during
the past epoch. Governors typically raise the frequency
according to the need of the most heavily loaded CPU (if
per-core frequency setting is not available).

To prevent best-effort tasks from affecting the CPU
frequency, we track their CPU usage and subtract that
from the total CPU busy time when calculating the load.
This, along with the absolute priority modification in the
scheduler, essentially make best-effort tasks invisible to
the CPU governor. While governors completely ignore
best-effort tasks, they can still respond to the need of in-
teractive applications just like before.

These modifications reside in the generic gover-
nor framework thus individual governor change is not
needed.
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Suspension management On Android, wakelock is
used to govern the system suspension state. Applications
that want to keep the system awake need to make explicit
request to the kernel and grab a wakelock. According to
our co-run policy, best-effort tasks should not hold any
wakelocks. We modify the wakelock kernel sysfs inter-
face to reject any requests made from best-effort tasks.

Contention-triggered throttling Our performance
counter based throttling strategy is implemented
as a loadable kernel module. We assess the mem-
ory bandwidth usage by monitoring the L2 (last-
level) cache miss rate. Specifically, we select two
events in ARMv7 performance monitoring unit:
ARMV7 A15 PERFCTR L2 CACHE REFILL READ
as L2 cache read miss and
ARMV7 A15 PERFCTR L2 CACHE REFILL WRITE
as L2 cache write miss. Combined they approximate the
total access to the main memory. The module triggers
periodic interrupt every 20 ms to collect and update the
counter statistics. We read the counter value directly
from the registers and take care of the overflows. Before
picking best-effort task, the CPU scheduler is required to
check the latest L2 cache miss rate. If the rate is above
certain threshold, the best-effort task will not be sched-
uled. Similar to our other scheduler modifications, the
counter maintenance and lookups are performed in an
asynchronous way to avoid the overhead of cross-CPU
interrupts and synchronizations.

Our modifications (including the periodic perfor-
mance counter reading) incurs less than 1% perfor-
mance overhead for all our benchmarks described in Sec-
tion 5.1.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate our techniques on a real de-
vice with realistic benchmarks. Section 5.1 introduces
our evaluation setup. Section 5.2 evaluates the system
energy efficiency. Section 5.3 assesses the effectiveness
of our contention mitigation measures. Section 5.4 pro-
vides a trace-based application study to demonstrate the
abundance of energy-discounted computing opportuni-
ties in various smartphone usage scenarios.

5.1 Evaluation Setup

Experimental device We use Huawei Mate 7 smart-
phone. It was released in October 2014 and is equipped
with a Hisilicon Kirin 925 SoC which contains an ARM
big.LITTLE octa-core CPU. We use the big cluster in our
evaluation. It has four 1.8 GHz ARM Cortex-A15 cores.
Each core has its own 32 KB/32 KB L1 instruction and

data cache and all cores share a 2 MB L2 cache. It has
2 GB LPDDR3 memory with a bandwidth of 12.8 GB/s.

Power measurement In order to do precise power
measurement, we remove the smartphone’s battery and
connect its power pins to the Monsoon Power Meter [4]
which acts as an external power source and measures the
phone’s overall power consumption. The power meter is
able to sample the current at 5 kHz. We turn off hardware
components like GPS, cellular and dim the display to the
minimum brightness. WiFi is kept on for the purpose of
controlling the phone through the host machine without
the USB connection (which will disturb the power mea-
surement).

Interactive applications We assemble a suite of
benchmarks to represent typical interactive and best-
effort application co-run scenarios. Two representa-
tive interactive applications are chosen. Bbench [12],
a widely used web browsing benchmark which auto-
matically loads and renders locally cached popular web-
sites. It measures the browser performance by tracking
the JavaScript onLoad event which is triggered once a
webpage is fully rendered. We run it using the Android
default web browser. Another interactive application is
Angry Bird, a popular mobile casual game.

For the co-run experiments, it is important that we
are able to measure the interactivity of the interactive
application. For applications like web browser, the in-
teractivity can be defined as time needed to complete
certain tasks. For Bbench we use the aggregated web-
page rendering time to measure its interactivity. On the
other hand, for games like the Angry Bird, the interactiv-
ity is only defined by how responsive the application is.
Frames-per-second (FPS) is a more relevant metric. We
use GameBench [2] to measure its FPS.

Best-effort applications We select five applications as
best-effort tasks.

Spin, a CPU intensive microbenchmark that calculates
the n-th triangular number by summation. We choose
this microbenchmark to illustrate the optimal co-run
scenario—a CPU intensive workload with little memory
activity.

Compression compresses a set of files using bzip and
Encryption encrypts them using the AES encryption.
These two are chosen to mimic user download and up-
load activities.

AppOpt optimizes Android application packages by
recompiling them into native code. This is chosen to rep-
resent typical deferrable system work.

FaceAnalysis is an in-house developed application that
analyzes input faces. It uses Stasm [17], an active shape
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model based library, to process images and extract posi-
tions of landmark features. This is particularly useful in
facial expression analysis. We use it to represent emerg-
ing passive sensing applications. To make the experi-
ment reproducible, we use locally cached face images as
its input.

Input Workload Application workloads are carefully
chosen such that the executions of the interactive appli-
cation and the best-effort task can mostly overlap with
each other when using our co-run strategy. Specifically,
Bbench are configured to load 15 websites with two sec-
onds delay (to mimic user think time) between each web-
site. The whole session takes roughly 44 seconds to
complete. Angry Bird, on the other hand, is played for
42 seconds. Best-effort tasks are launched in the back-
ground shortly after the interactive application starts and
the amount of the work is configured such that they can
finish right before the interactive application ends under
the most strict (throttling-based) best-effort task schedul-
ing policy. To make experiments reproducible, we use
RERUN [11], a record and replay tool for the Android
operating system, to automate the test flow. User inter-
action sessions are recorded into a sequence of touch and
system events. Later, these events are sent back to the
phone to replay user interactions with precise timing and
accuracy.

5.2 Energy Efficiency
To evaluate the energy efficiency of our system when
running best-effort tasks with interactive applications,
we run Bbench and Angry Bird with each of the five best-
effort workloads. We run each pair under two different
scheduling strategies:

• default, where there is no change to the original sys-
tem behavior;

• power-states-preservation scheduling, where our
non-work-conserving scheduling techniques are
used.

Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the result. Energy discount
(σ ) of the best-effort task is calculated as

σ =
Ebest-effort − (Eco-run −Einteractive)

Ebest-effort
(1)

where Ebest-effort is the amount of energy consumed by the
best-effort task running alone under the default system
setting, Eco-run is the total system energy consumption
of the co-run execution and Einteractive is the total system
energy consumption when running the interactive appli-
cation alone. Each of our energy metrics measures the

active energy—those consumed above the system idle
power consumption.

The result clearly shows that our system can realize
deep energy discount in all co-run scenarios, ranging
from 23% to 71%. We attribute this to the fact that the
overall CPU power states are preserved—the execution
of the best-effort task is completely hidden behind the
interactive application power profile.
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Figure 2: Experimental results of running interactive ap-
plication BBench web browsing with various best-effort
tasks under different scheduling strategies. We show
the best-effort task energy discount (A), best-effort task
elapsed time (B), and impact on BBench’s interactivity
(webpage rendering slowdown) (C).

This is further illustrated in Figure 4. When Bbench
running alone, the current trace shows the typical burst-
then-idle pattern that is common on smartphones due to
the long user think time between interactions. During
these idle periods, the system is able to enter deep sleep
states to conserve energy (trough in the current wave-
form). However, best-effort tasks, without any control,
will disrupt these deep sleep states. In addition, during
the burst period, simultaneous executions of both tasks
would increase the system load and drive up the CPU fre-
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Figure 3: Experimental results of running interactive ap-
plication Angry Bird with various best-effort tasks under
different scheduling strategies. We show the best-effort
task energy discount (A), best-effort task elapsed time
(B), and Angry Bird’s frame rate (C).

quency. In both cases, the system overall power states are
elevated, resulting in more energy consumption. These
are shown in the current waveform of the default co-run
execution. With our power-state-preservation schedul-
ing, both kinds of disruption can be avoided. The best-
effort task is piggybacked by the interactive application
execution during the burst period, resulting in improved
energy efficiency.

It is worth noting that, in Figure 2, the default co-run
strategy can also provide some energy discount. This is
mostly due to the fact that we intentionally overlap the
two application executions by launching them roughly
at the same time. Thus a portion of the best-effort task
execution happens to be able to utilize some computa-
tion resources without elevating the overall CPU power
state. In other words, the resulted energy discount is un-
dependable at best. It completely depends on the applica-
tion characteristics and how the user interacts with them.
In fact, in some of our tests, the default co-run strategy

can result in more energy consumption than running each
task individually combined. Given the typical burst-then-
long-idle smartphone usage pattern, the default co-run
strategy is likely to perform poorly in most practical sce-
narios. Our system, on the other hand, always preserves
the CPU power states and thus is able to consistently pro-
vide high energy discount under all circumstances.

Our non-work-conserving scheduling strategy in-
evitably reduces the system resource utilization and leads
to longer execution time of best-effort tasks. Fortunately,
best-effort tasks do not involve direct user interaction
thus their time of execution is somewhat flexible. The
saved energy, on the other hand, could extend the smart-
phone battery life and let user use their phones more
freely which could greatly improve the user experience.

5.3 Throttling-based contention mitigation

As shown in Figure 2, there are non-negligible slowdown
on the interactive application when doing power-states-
preservation co-run scheduling. In this part of the evalu-
ation, we assess the effectiveness of our throttling-based
contention mitigation technique.

We first focus on two application pairs which experi-
ence large interactivity slowdown: Bbench+AppOpt and
Bbench+FaceAnalysis with 6.77% and 8.66% slowdown
respectively. Different L2 miss rate throttling thresholds
are used to evaluate their impact on the system perfor-
mance. Table 2 shows the result. The throttling tech-
nique, with properly set threshold, proves to be effec-
tive in resource mitigation and minimizing the interac-
tivity slowdown. With L2 miss rate threshold set at
15 misses/µSecs, both the best-effort task elapsed time
and the interactivity slowdown remain similar to the non-
throttling based scheduling strategy. This means that
the throttling mechanism is probably not triggered and
a lower threshold is needed. With lower L2 miss rate
thresholds, the best-effort task begins to see increased
elapsed time while the interactive application perfor-
mance is improved. This suggests that the system is
throttling best-effort tasks while the memory bandwidth
is under pressure as it reaches the L2 miss rate threshold.
This in turn helps to improve the interactive application
performance by reducing the resource contention caused
by best-effort task.

However, the benefit is diminished above
10 misses/µSecs. Beyond that, there is very little
improvement and even negative impact on the in-
teractive application and the elapsed time of the
best-effort task increases dramatically. For a threshold
of 6 misses/µSecs, the FaceAnalysis benchmark could
not even finish within the 44 seconds Bbench session.
This implies that 10 misses/µSecs L2 miss rate is a good
indicator of the memory bandwidth saturation and any
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Figure 4: Current trace of Bbench running alone and Bbench+Spin co-run under different scheduling strategies. In
the default co-run test (B), the spin task takes 9.07 seconds to finish. Under the power states preserving scheduling
strategy (C), the same task takes 31.91 seconds.

lower thresholds can only bring unnecessary slowdown
to the best-effort task without benefiting the interactive
application.

Next, we apply the contention-aware scheduling tech-
nique to all Bbench co-run pairs. The throttling threshold
is set at 10 misses/µSecs. Figure 2 shows the result. Be-
sides reducing the Bbench slowdown, we can also see
that the throttling technique does not affect the energy
savings. In addition, for Spin and Encryption where there
is no slowdown of the interactive application, we observe
little changes on the best-effort task elapsed time. This
suggests that the scheduler is truly contention-aware—it
only activates the throttling when there is resource con-
tention in the system.

5.4 Trace-based Application Analysis

In this section we conduct a trace-based application anal-
ysis to study the amount of energy discounted computing
opportunities in typical smartphone usage scenarios.

Eight popular applications are selected, their detailed
descriptions are listed in Table 3. For fair comparisons,
each usage scenario lasts for one minute.

We use Linux debugfs-based kernel trace facility to
collect CPU frequency and idle state transition events
and then calculate the amount of energy discounted com-
puting cycles based on our power-states-preservation
scheduling policy. Specifically, if at least one CPU is ac-
tively running at certain frequency, other idle CPUs are
counted to be able to provide energy discounted comput-
ing cycles at that frequency.

For each usage scenario, we measure the abundance of
energy discounted computing opportunities in relation to
the active CPU usage of the corresponding interactive ap-
plication. Further, we convert the amount of discounted
cycles into meaningful best-effort task workloads by nor-
malizing it to the amount of CPU cycles needed to finish
a unit of work (e.g., analyzing one frame of face or en-

(A) Bbench + FaceAnalysis

Throttling
threshold

(misses/µSecs)

Best-effort task
elapsed time

Bbench
slowdown ratio

7.5 42.65 Secs 3.94 %
10.0 36.25 Secs 3.57 %
12.5 32.42 Secs 6.58 %
15.0 30.20 Secs 8.73 %

(B) Bbench + AppOpt

Throttling
threshold

(misses/µSecs)

Best-effort task
elapsed time

BBench
slowdown ratio

6.0 43.10 Secs 4.20 %
7.5 36.85 Secs 3.72 %
10.0 33.87 Secs 3.88 %
12.5 29.62 Secs 5.80 %
15.0 29.77 Secs 6.81 %

Table 2: The impact of L2 cache miss rate throttling
threshold when doing power states preservation and
contention-aware scheduling. We show differences in
best-effort task elapsed time and Bbench slowdown ra-
tio for two scenarios: (A) Bbench co-running with Face-
Analysis and (B) Bbench co-running with AppOpt.

crypt one minute standard resolution video).
Table 4 shows the result. As you can see, there are sub-

stantial energy discounted computing opportunities in all
application categories. This is consistent with the earlier
observation that typical smartphone applications lack the
parallelism to utilize multicore CPUs. This study demon-
strates the potential of exploiting the opportunities en-
abled by the lack of parallelism in smartphone applica-
tions to process useful best-effort tasks at a deep energy
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Category Description
Web Browsing In Chrome, go to Yahoo.com and browse three top news.

Video Streaming In YouTube, watch a short HD video for one minute.
Gaming Play casual game Subway Surf for one minute.

Navigation In Google Maps, search several nearby attractions and get their directions.
Messaging In Hangout, open two conversations, type and send two messages.

Social Network In Facebook, load personal timeline, refresh for friend feeds and browse three posts.
Camera Use the native camera app to take a minute long video.

Music Streaming In Google Play Music, stream a song for one minute.

Table 3: Description of eight application scenarios used in the trace-based application study.

Category
Abundance of

discounted CPU
cycles (multicore)

Abundance of
discounted CPU

cycles (single-core)

Equivalent work
of FaceAnalysis
(frames of faces
can be analyzed)

Equivalent work
of Encryption

(minutes of video
can be encrypted)

Web Browsing 1.63 0.66 30 21
Video Streaming 2.41 0.85 4 3

Gaming 1.61 0.65 21 15
Navigation 2.42 0.85 13 9
Messaging 2.88 0.97 3 2

Social Network 1.88 0.72 12 9
Camera 2.10 0.77 5 4

Music Streaming 1.63 0.66 7 5

Table 4: Results for the trace-based application study. Each usage scenario lasts for one minute. Abundance of
discounted CPU cycles is the ratio of energy discounted CPU cycles to the active CPU cycles used by the corresponding
interactive application. In the second column (marked with multicore), energy discounted cycles on all CPUs are
counted, assuming the best-effort task has perfect parallelism to utilize all idle CPUs. In the third column (marked
with single-core), energy discounted CPU cycles are only counted on one of the eligible CPUs, assuming the best-
effort task has no parallelism. We use single-core cycles to calculate the equivalent work of best-effort tasks in column
four and five.

discount.

6 Related Work

Smartphone power characterization and energy manage-
ment has received a great deal of research interests. Us-
ing an extensive smartphone power instrumentation plat-
form, Carroll and Heiser [5] developed a power model of
various smartphone components and identified promis-
ing directions to improve power management. They [6]
further suggest that, on a multicore smartphone, CPU
cores should be kept online as long as there is work for
them. AppScope [26] monitors kernel as well as appli-
cation activities and correlates them with the smartphone
power usage. Song et al. [22] optimized smartphone en-
ergy efficiency by lowering CPU frequency when user
facing tasks are completed (e.g., display updates finish).
Martins et al. [16] monitor and intercept smartphone

background activities while the system is in suspension
state to extend the battery life. In this paper, we present a
new approach to improve smartphone energy efficiency
by carefully running best-effort tasks together with inter-
active applications on a multicore to realize deep energy
discounts.

Previous research has recognized the efficiency benefit
of piggybacking or co-running background work while
the system is active with primary tasks. A classic ex-
ample [15] is to perform disk work “for free” if such
work happens to lie in the disk head rotation and seek
path to serve the foreground requests. In the context of
mobile systems, Lane et al. [14] showed that performing
sensing work while a smartphone is otherwise already
active saves substantial wakeup power costs. Nikzad
et al. [18] developed an annotation language that de-
marcates power-hungry executions for delayed execution
when the device enters an active state. In this paper,
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we make new contributions on energy-efficient multicore
piggyback execution by non-work-conserving schedul-
ing that preserves the system power states as if the best-
effort task does not run.

Work-conserving schedulers that always utilize avail-
able resources when there is work to do is generally de-
sirable for high resource utilization. However, previous
research has found the benefits of non-work-conserving
scheduling in particular contexts. In disk scheduling, the
anticipatory scheduler [13] may keep the disk idling for
a short period of time even when there are pending oper-
ations. It does so in anticipation of a new I/O operation
from the process that issued the just completed opera-
tion, which often requires little or no seeking from the
current disk head location. In the context of hardware
multithreading processors, Fedorova et al. [7] found that
running fewer threads than the number of processors may
reduce resource contention and improve performance. In
this paper, we use non-work-conserving scheduling to
run best-effort tasks only when it does not elevate the
power states of a smartphone.

There exists a large body of prior work on characteriz-
ing smartphone workload behaviors. Gao et al. [10] ana-
lyzed a broad range of mobile applications and found that
they exhibit little thread-level parallelism and thereby are
unable to effectively utilize multiple CPU cores. Seo et
al. [19] showed that the lack of thread-level parallelism
also prevents mobile applications from effectively utiliz-
ing the heterogeneous (big and little) multicore proces-
sors. Shingari et al. [21] have identified that co-running
multiple mobile applications may yield substantial con-
tention on shared multicore resources. These identified
characteristics of smartphone workloads motivate our
work of improving execution parallelism and mitigating
potentially resulted performance interference.

Multicore performance and power management has
been an active area of work for general computer
systems. In particular, many techniques were pro-
posed to manage and isolate the shared multicore re-
sources, by partitioning the shared on-chip cache [23,
28], contention-easing scheduling [9, 27], and execu-
tion timeslice adjustment [8]. Multicore power dispro-
portionality was also recognized in server power model-
ing [20]. Mobile systems present new circumstances for
multicore performance and power management. First,
a lack of thread-level parallelism results in poor mul-
ticore energy efficiency on smartphones. Second, the
co-existence of interactive and best-effort applications
presents differential quality-of-service requirements that
complicate resource management.

7 Conclusion

This paper demonstrates the feasibility and benefits in
running best-effort tasks on multicore smartphones for
an energy discount. The work is motivated by the energy
disproportionality of multicore processors and the lack
of parallelism in typical smartphone applications. Due to
hardware resource sharing, the first running CPU on mul-
ticore processors could incur high power cost while each
additional core can be used at a much lower energy cost.
On the other hand, smartphone applications exhibit little
parallelism, leaving room for energy discounted comput-
ing on the additional cores.

We propose to exploit these opportunities by running
best-effort tasks—tasks that are useful to the user but
do not involve direct user interactions. Our contribu-
tion lies in the recognition that maximum energy dis-
count can only be realized when overall system power
states are preserved. Specifically, the multicore CPU
idle state, the processor frequency and the system sus-
pension time should not be affected by the presence of
best-effort tasks. We apply careful non-work-conserving
CPU scheduling to achieve this goal. In addition, to
deal with the interactive application slowdown caused by
the co-run activities. We use performance counter based
throttling to mitigate the contention on the memory band-
width. We evaluate our work on Huawei Mate 7 smart-
phone with realistic workloads. The result shows signif-
icant energy discount (up to 63%) for best-effort tasks
with minimum impact on the interactive application exe-
cution (3.8% slowdown in the worst case).
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Abstract— The proliferation of connected sensing de-
vices (or Internet of Things) can in theory enable a range
of applications that make rich inferences about users and
their environment. But in practice developing such appli-
cations today is arduous because they must implement all
data sensing and inference logic, even as devices move
or are temporarily disconnected. We develop Beam, a
framework that simplifies IoT applications by letting
them specify “what should be sensed or inferred,” with-
out worrying about “how it is sensed or inferred.” Beam
introduces the key abstraction of an inference graph to
decouple applications from the mechanics of sensing and
drawing inferences. The inference graph allows Beam to
address three important challenges: (1) device selection
in heterogeneous environments, (2) efficient resource us-
age, and (3) handling device disconnections. Using Beam
we develop two diverse applications that use several dif-
ferent types of devices and show that their implementa-
tions required up to 12× fewer source lines of code while
resulting in up to 3× higher inference accuracy.

1 Introduction
Connected sensing devices, such as cameras, ther-
mostats, in-home motion, door-window, energy, wa-
ter sensors [2], collectively dubbed as the Internet of
Things (IoT), are rapidly permeating our living environ-
ments [3], with an estimated 50 billion such devices in
use by 2020 [34]. In theory, they enable a wide variety
of applications spanning security, efficiency, healthcare,
and others. But in practice, developing IoT applications
is arduous because the tight coupling of applications to
specific hardware requires each application to implement
the data collection logic from these devices and the logic
to draw inferences about the environment or the user.

Unfortunately, this monolithic approach where appli-
cations are tightly coupled to the hardware, is limiting
in two important ways. First, for application developers,
this complicates the development process, and hinders

∗Work done during an internship at Microsoft Research

broad distribution of their applications because the cost
of deploying their specific hardware limits user adoption.
Second, for end users, each sensing device they install is
limited to a small set of applications, even though the
hardware capabilities may be useful for a broader set of
applications. How do we break free from this monolithic
and restrictive setting? Can we enable applications to be
programmed to work seamlessly in heterogeneous envi-
ronments with different types of connected sensors and
devices, while leveraging devices that may only be avail-
able opportunistically, such as smartphones and tablets?

To address this problem, we start from an insight that
many inferences required by applications can be drawn
using multiple types of connected devices. For instance,
home occupancy can be inferred by either detecting mo-
tion or recognizing people in images, with data sampled
from motion sensors (such as those in security systems or
Nest [12]), cameras (e.g. Dropcam [4], Simplicam [18]),
microphone, smartphone GPS, or using a combination of
these sensors, since each may have different sources of
errors. We posit that inference logic, traditionally left up
to applications, ought to be abstracted out as a system
service, thus decoupling “what is sensed and inferred”
from “how it is sensed and inferred”. Such decoupling
enables applications to work in heterogeneous environ-
ments with different sensing devices while at the same
time benefiting from shared and well trained inferences.
Consequently, there are three key challenges in design-
ing such a service:
Device selection: The service must be able to select the
appropriate devices in a deployment that can satisfy an
application’s inference request (including inference ac-
curacy). Device selection helps applications to run in het-
erogeneous deployments. It also helps applications to op-
erate in settings with user mobility where the set of us-
able devices may change over time. Moreover, applica-
tions can leverage multiple available devices to improve
inference accuracy, as shown in Figure 1.
Efficiency: For inferences that are computationally ex-
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Figure 1: Improvement in occupancy and activity in-
ference accuracy by combining multiple devices in
a lab deployment. For occupancy, sensor set 1 =
{camera, microphone} in one room and set 2 ={PC
interactivity detection} in a second room. For physi-
cal activity, set 1 = {phone accelerometer} and set 2 =
{wrist worn FitBit [5]}.

pensive to run locally on user devices, or to support de-
ployments that span geographical boundaries, the service
should be able to offload computation to remote servers.
In doing so, the service should partition computation
while efficiently using network bandwidth.
Disconnection tolerance: The service should be able to
handle dynamics that can arise due to device disconnec-
tions and user mobility.

To address these challenges concretely, we propose
Beam, an application framework and associated runtime
which provides applications with inference-based pro-
gramming abstractions. It introduces the key abstraction
of an inference graph to not only decouple applications
from the mechanics of sensing and drawing inferences,
but also directly aid in addressing the challenges iden-
tified above. Applications simply specify their inference
requirements, while the Beam runtime bears the onus of
identifying the required sensors in the given deployment
and constructing an appropriate inference graph.

Inference graphs are made up of modules which are
processing units that encapsulate inference algorithms;
modules can use the output of other modules for their
processing logic. Beam introduces three simple building
blocks that are key to constructing and maintaining the
inference graph: typed inference data units (IDUs) which
guide module composability, channels that abstract all
inter-module communications, and coverage tags that aid
in device selection. The Beam runtime instantiates the
inference graph by selecting suitable devices and assign-
ing computational hosts for each module. Beam also mu-
tates this assignment by partitioning the graph at runtime
for efficient resource usage. Beam’s abstractions and run-
time together provide disconnection tolerance.

Our implementation of the Beam runtime works
across Windows PCs, tablets, and phones. Using the
framework, we develop two realistic applications, eight
different types of inference modules, and add native
support for many different types of sensors. Further,
Beam supports all device abstractions provided by

HomeOS [33], thus enabling the development of a vari-
ety of inference modules. We find that for these applica-
tions: 1) using Beam’s abstractions results in up to 4.5×
fewer development tasks and 12× fewer source lines of
code with negligible runtime overhead; 2) inference ac-
curacy is 3× higher due to Beam’s ability to select de-
vices in the presence of user mobility; and 3) network re-
source usage due to Beam’s dynamic graph partitioning
matches hand-optimized versions for the applications.

2 Beam Overview
In this section, we first describe two representative
classes of applications and distill the challenges an infer-
ence framework should address. Next, we describe the
key abstractions central to Beam’s design in addressing
the identified challenges.

2.1 Example Applications
Our motivation for designing Beam are data-driven-
inference based applications, aimed at homes [12, 19],
individual users [11, 14, 59, 69, 72] and enterprises [8,
16, 24, 46, 60]. We identify the challenges of building
an inference framework by analyzing two popular appli-
cation classes in detail, one that infers environmental at-
tributes and another that senses an individual user.

Rules: A large class of popular applications is based on
the ‘If This Then That (IFTTT)’ pattern [9, 67]. IFTTT
enables users to create their own rules connecting sensed
attributes to desired actions. We consider a particular
rules application which alerts a user if a high risk appli-
ance, e.g., electric oven, is left on when the home is un-
occupied [64]. This application uses the appliance-state
and home occupancy inferences.

Quantified Self (QS) [11, 14, 23, 35, 53] disaggregates
a user’s daily routine by tracking her physical activity
(walking, running, etc), social interactions (loneliness),
mood (bored, focused), computer use, and more.

Using these two popular classes of applications we ad-
dress three important challenges they pose: device selec-
tion, efficiency, and disconnection tolerance, as detailed
in Section 1. Next, we explain the key abstractions in
Beam aimed at tackling these challenges.

2.2 Beam Abstractions
In Beam, application developers only specify their de-
sired inferences. To satisfy the request, Beam bears the
onus of identifying the required sensors and inference
algorithms in the given deployment and constructing an
inference graph.
Inference Graphs are directed acyclic graphs that con-
nect devices to applications. The nodes in this graph cor-
respond to inference modules and edges correspond to
channels that facilitate the transmission of inference data
units (IDUs) between modules. While these abstractions
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Figure 2: Inference graph of modules for the Quantified Self (QS) app. Adapters are device driver modules.

are described in more detail below, Figure 2 shows an
example inference graph for the QS application that we
later build and evaluate. The graph uses eight different
devices spread across the user’s home and workplace,
and includes mobile and wearable devices. The applica-
tion requests a top-level inference as an IDU and Beam
dynamically selects the modules that can satisfy this in-
ference based on the devices available. For example, in
Figure 2, to satisfy the application’s request for infer-
ences pertaining to fitness activities Beam uses a mod-
ule that combines inferences drawn separately from a
user’s smartphone GPS, accelerometer, and Fitbit device,
thus forming part of the inference graph for QS. Figure 3
shows the inference graph for the Rules application.

Composing an inference as a directed graph enables
sharing of data processing modules across applications
and other modules that require the same input. In Beam,
each computing device associated with a user, such as a
tablet, phone, PC, or home hub, has a part of the runtime,
called the Engine. Engines are computational hosts for
inference graphs. Figure 4 shows two engines, one on the
user’s home hub and another on her phone; the inference
graph for QS (shown in Figure 2) is split across these
engines, while the QS application runs on a cloud server.
For simplicity, we do not show another engine that may
run on the user’s work PC.
IDU: An Inference data unit (IDU) is a typed inference,
and in its general form is a tuple <t,e,s>, which denotes
any inference with state information s, generated by an
inference algorithm at time t and error e. The types of
the inference state s, and error e, are specific to the in-
ference at hand. For instance, s may be of a numerical
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Figure 3: Inference graph for the Rules application.

type such as a double (e.g., inferred energy consump-
tion), or an enumerated type such as high, medium, or
low. Similarly, error e may specify a confidence measure
(e.g., standard deviation), probability distribution, or er-
ror margin (e.g., radius). IDUs abstract away “what is
inferred” from “how it is inferred”. The latter is handled
by inference modules, which we describe next.

Inference Modules: Beam encapsulates inference algo-
rithms into modules. Inference modules consume IDUs
from one or more modules, perform certain compu-
tation using IDU data and pertinent in-memory state,
and output IDUs. Special modules called adapters inter-
face with underlying sensors and output sensor data as
IDUs. Adapters are device drivers that decouple “what
is sensed” from “how it is sensed”. Inference developers
specify (i) a module’s input dependencies (either as IDU
types or as modules), (ii) the IDU type it generates, and
(iii) its configuration parameters. Modules have complete
autonomy over how and when to output an IDU, and can
maintain arbitrary internal states. Listing 1 shows a spec-
ification for the Home Occupancy inference module in
the Rules inference graph (Figure 3). It lists (i) input de-
pendencies of PC Activity OR Mic Occupancy OR Cam-
era Occupancy, (ii) HomeOccupancyIDU to be the type
of output it generates, and (iii) a control parameter, sam-
pleSize, that specifies the temporal size of input samples
(in seconds) to consider in the inference logic. Applica-
tion developers request the local engine for desired infer-

1<Spec>
2 <ControlParameters> <!-- Module parameters -->
3 <Param name="sampleSize" type="int" value="5"/>
4 </ControlParameters>
5

6 <Output> <!-- Output channel IDU spec -->
7 <Inference type="Beam.IDU.HomeOccupancyIDU"/>
8 </Output>
9

10 <Input> <!-- Input channels -->
11 <InputBlock type="OR">
12 <InputChannel Mode="FreshPush">
13 <Module type="Beam.Modules.PCActivity"/>
14 <Module type="Beam.Modules.MicOccupancy"/>
15 <Module type="Beam.Modules.CameraOccupancy"/>
16 </InputChannel>
17 </InputBlock>
18 </Input>
19</Spec>

Listing 1: Module specification of Home Occupancy.
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Figure 4: An overview of different components in an example Beam deployment with 2 Engines.

ences, for example:
engineInstance.Request(

Beam.Modules.ModHomeOccupancy,
tags, Mode.FreshPush);

These are satisfied by inference modules implemented by
inference developers, and applications receive IDUs via
a callback.
Channels: To ease inference composition, channels link
modules to each other and to applications, abstracting
away the complexities of connecting modules across dif-
ferent devices. Channels provide support for disconnec-
tions tolerance and enable optimizations such as batching
IDU transfers for efficiency. Every channel has a single
writer and a single reader module. Modules can have
multiple input and output channels. Channels connecting
modules on the same engine are local. Channels connect-
ing modules on two different engines, across a local or
wide area network, are remote channels. Remote chan-
nels enable applications and inference modules to seam-
lessly use remote devices or modules. Channels can be
either configured to deliver IDUs to the reader as soon
as the writer pushes it (FreshPush, as seen in Listing 1
line 12), or to deliver IDUs in batches thus amortizing
the cost of computation and network transfers.
Coverage Tags: Coverage tags help manage sensor cov-
erage. Each adapter is associated with a set of coverage
tags which describes what the sensor is sensing. For ex-
ample, a location string tag can indicate a coverage area
such as “home” and a remote monitoring application can
use this tag to request an occupancy inference for this
coverage area. Coverage tags are strongly typed. Beam
uses tag types only to differentiate tags and does not dic-
tate tag semantics. This gives applications complete flex-
ibility in defining new tag types. Adapters are assigned
tags by the respective engines at setup time, and are up-
dated at runtime to handle dynamics (Section 3.1).

Beam’s runtime also consists of a Coordinator which
interfaces with all engines in a deployment and runs on a
replicated server that is reachable from all engines. The

coordinator maintains remote channel buffers to support
reader or writer disconnections (typical for mobile de-
vices). It also provides a place to reliably store state of
inference graphs at runtime while being resistant to en-
gine crashes and disconnections. The coordinator is also
used to maintain reference time across all engines. En-
gines interface with the coordinator using a persistent
web-socket connection, and instantiate and manage the
parts of inference graphs local to them.

3 Beam Runtime
In this section, we describe how the Beam runtime uses
the inference graph to aid in device selection, efficient
graph partitioning, and handling device disconnections.

3.1 Device Selection
Beam simplifies application development by automati-
cally selecting devices that match its inference request in
heterogeneous deployments and in the presence of user
mobility. Beam leverages the device discovery mech-
anism in HomesOS [33] to discover and instantiate
adapter modules for available sensors in the deployment.

Applications request their local Beam engines for all
inferences they require, including the coverage associ-
ated with each inference. All application requests are for-
warded to the coordinator. Using inference module spec-
ifications and devices with matching coverage tags avail-
able in the deployment 1, the coordinator recursively re-
solves all required inputs of each module. A module’s
coverage tag set includes tags from the downstream mod-
ules it processes data from.
Handling environmental dynamics: Movement of
users and devices can change the set of sensors and de-
vices that satisfy an application’s requirement. For in-
stance, consider an application that requires camera in-
put from the device currently facing the user at any time,
such as the camera on her home PC, work PC, or smart-
phone. In such scenarios, the inference graph needs to

1The requested tag must match one of the adapter tags.
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be updated dynamically. Beam updates the coverage tags
to handle such dynamics. Tags of location type (e.g.,
“home”) are assumed to be static and are only edited by
the user. For tags of type user, the sensed subject is mo-
bile and hence the sensors that cover it may change. The
coordinator’s tracking service manages the coverage tags
associated with adapters on various engines.

The user tracking service updates the coverage tags
as the user moves. When a user leaves home for work,
the tracking service removes the user tag from device
adapters on the home PC and adds them to adapters on
her smartphone. When she arrives at work, the tracking
service removes the user tag from her smartphone and
add them to adapters on her work PC. The user tracking
service relies on device interactions. When a user inter-
acts with a device, it updates the tags of all sensors on
the device to include the user’s tag.

Finally, changes in coverage tags (e.g., due to user
movements) or device availability (e.g., device discon-
nections and re-connections) will result in the coordi-
nator reselecting devices for requested inferences and
recreating the graph accordingly.

3.2 Inference Partitioning for Efficiency
Beam uses the inference graph for partitioning computa-
tion across devices and optimizing for efficiency.
Graph creation and partitioning: The Beam coordina-
tor maintains a set of inference graphs in memory as an
incarnation. When handling an inference request, the co-
ordinator first incorporates the requested inference graph
into the incarnation, re-using already running modules,
and merges inference graphs if needed. Once the coordi-
nator finishes resolving all required inputs for each mod-
ule in the inference graph, it determines where each mod-
ule should run using the optimization schemes described
next. The coordinator then initializes remote channels
and partitions the graph into engine-specific subgraphs
which are sent to the engines. Whenever the tracking ser-
vice updates coverage tags, e.g. due to user movements,
the coordinator re-computes the inference graphs and
sends updated subgraphs to the affected engines. Next,
the engines receive their respective subgraphs, compare
each subgraph to existing ones, and update them by ter-
minating deleted channels and modules before initializ-
ing new ones. Engines ensure that exactly one inference
module of each type with a given coverage tag is created.
Optimizing resource usage: In Beam, optimizations are
either performed reactively, i.e., when an application is-
sues/cancels an inference request, or proactively at peri-
odic intervals.

Beam’s default reactive optimization determines
where each module should run by partitioning the infer-
ence graph to minimize the number of remote channels.
Let G(V,E) be an inference graph, where V represents

the nodes (inference modules), and E represents its adja-
cency matrix. In E, ei j is the cost of the edge (channel)
connecting module i to module j; ei j = 0 if two modules
are not connected directly. Beam’s optimizer determines
potential partitions of the inference graph and picks the
partition with the minimum cost. To determine a parti-
tion P|V |×|D|, Beam assigns each module i ∈ V to run on
a device d ∈D. That is, pid = 1 if module i runs on device
d and pid = 0 otherwise. We define the cost matrix of a
partition P of the inference graph as C|D|×|D| = PT EP,
where cd1d2 denotes the sum of the cost of all channels
from device d1 to device d2. Since the reactive optimizer
aims at minimizing the number of remote channels, here
ei j = 1 for all connected modules i and j in the graph.
An adapter module runs on a device co-located with the
sensor, and an application runs on the device requested
by the user. Beam solves the following linear program to
find P with the minimum cost:

Minimize ∑
∀d1,d2∈D,d1 �=d2

cd1d2

subject to ∑
d∈D

pid = 1 ∀i ∈V

pid ∈ {0,1} ∀i ∈V, ∀d ∈ D

Beam’s default proactive optimization minimizes the
amount of data transferred over remote channels by solv-
ing the same linear program but using the data rate profile
of each edge as ei j. Engines profile their subgraphs, and
report profiling data (e.g., per-channel data rate or es-
timated per-module CPU utilization) to the coordinator
periodically. Other potential optimizations can minimize
CPU/memory usage at engines, or IDU delivery latency.
Beam allows for modular replacement of optimizers. The
coordinator applies optimizations by re-configuring in-
ference graphs and remapping the engine on which each
inference module runs.

Scatter node optimization: The coordinator further op-
timizes the inference graph by finding remote channels
which have the same writer module, and whose readers
reside on a common engine (Re). For each such set of
edges (E), it adds a single remote channel edge from the
writer to a new scatter node at Re. The scatter node is
then set as the writer for all edges in E, in effect, replac-
ing multiple remote channels with one and reducing the
amount of wide-area network transfers by a factor of |E|.

3.3 Disconnection Tolerance
Beam’s remote channels always go through the coor-
dinator and support reader/writer disconnections by us-
ing buffers at the coordinator. Thus, a channel is split
into three logical components: writer-side, reader-side,
and coordinator-side (present only in remote channels).
A channel’s writer-side and coordinator-side component
buffer IDUs. Channels offer two guarantees: i) readers do
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Adapter Inference Module

PC Event PC Activity
PC Input PC Occupancy

Phone GPS Semantic Location
Accelerometer

Fitbit Fitness Activity

Energy Meter (HomeOS) Appliance Usage
Camera (HomeOS) Camera Occupancy
PC Mic/Tablet Mic Mic Occupancy
PC Mic/Tablet Mic Social Interaction

Table 1: Sample adapters and inference modules.

not receive duplicate IDUs, and ii) readers receive IDUs
in FIFO timestamp order. Beam specifies a default size
for remote channel buffers but also allows application de-
velopers to customize buffer sizes based on deployment
scenarios, e.g., network delays and robustness.

Internally, channels assign sequence numbers to IDUs.
They are used for reader-writer flow control, and in re-
mote channels for applying back-pressure on the writer-
side component when the coordinator-side buffer is full,
e.g., when a reader is disconnected. Currently, the writer-
side and coordinator-side buffers use the drop-tail policy
to minimize data transfer from writer to coordinator in
the event of a disconnected/lazy reader (as opposed to
drop head). This design implies that after a long discon-
nection a reader will first receive old inference values fol-
lowed by recent ones.

Channels and modules do not persist data. If neces-
sary, applications and modules may use a temporal data
store, such as Bolt [37], to make inferences durable.

4 Implementation
Our Beam prototype is implemented in C# as a cross-
platform portable service that can be used by .NET v4.5,
Windows Store 8.1, and Windows Phone 8.1 applica-
tions. The Beam inference library has sample implemen-
tations for 8 inference modules and 9 adapters (listed in
Table 1). It also includes a HomeOS-adapter that allows
Beam to leverage various other device abstractions pro-
vided by HomeOS [33], such as the camera and energy
meter device drivers used by some of our sample infer-
ences. Each Beam module has a single data event queue
and a thread to deliver received IDUs (akin to the ac-
tor model [22, 26, 29]). All communication between the
coordinator and engine instances uses the SignalR [17]
library, and Json.NET [10] is used for data serializa-
tion. The engine library, coordinator, sample adapters,
and tracking service are implemented in 6614, 952, 1824,
and 219 (total=9609) source lines of code respectively.

4.1 Sample Applications
We implement the motivating applications described in
Section 2.1 in Beam. Inference graphs of Rules and
Quantified Self (QS) are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 2,
respectively. Device adapters such as Microphone, Cam-

era, and PC Event adapters are shared by both inference
graphs. For common inference modules such as the PC
Activity inference, Beam instantiates only one of them
across these graphs. Changes in coverage tags and de-
vice availability caused by user mobility prompt Beam
to re-select appropriate devices for inference graphs. For
instance, PC Activity for QS might either be drawn from
the home PC or the work PC depending on the user’s
current location.

4.1.1 Rules Application

The Rules application requires the Appliance Usage and
Home Occupancy inferences implemented as follows.

The Appliance Usage inference module reads aggre-
gated power consumption of a home from a whole-home
power meter, or a utility smart-meter, and disaggregates
it to determine the set of appliances that are on at any
given instant, using the CO algorithm from [39], config-
ured with 10 commonly owned home appliances [25].
The whole-house power readings are generated using
our power-sensor adapter, which interfaces with an Aeon
ZWave whole-house meter [1].

The Mic Occupancy inference module reads audio
samples using the PC Microphone adapter at a sampling
rate of 8 kHz (in 4 second frames), and filters out back-
ground noise (such as wind, fans, etc.) [38]. If after fil-
tering, the audio sample still indicates sound is present,
the inference output is ‘occupied’.

The PC Activity module infers the current activity a
user is performing on a PC (described in Section 4.1.2).

The Camera Occupancy module receives streaming
video input from an adapter provided by the HomeOS
web-cam driver. The input video is of 640× 480 reso-
lution and streams at a frame rate of 1 fps. The module
compares consecutive frames in the video. If any signif-
icant difference indicating possible human movement is
detected [28], the inference output is ‘occupied’.

The Home Occupancy module combines Mic Occu-
pancy, Camera Occupancy, and PC Activity modules, to
produce a Home Occupancy inference, outputting ‘oc-
cupied’ if one of the following is true: Mic Occupancy,
Camera Occupancy, or PC Activity �= No activity.

4.1.2 Quantified Self (QS) Application

QS tracks a user’s fitness activities, social behaviors, and
computing activities on a PC. It is implemented as a Win-
dows Azure web application. Users view plots of their
data at leisure on the QS webpage. The inference mod-
ules used by this application are described as follows.

The Social Interaction (Is Alone) module detects the
presence of human voice, outputting ‘user not alone’
when human voice is present (likely due to conversa-
tions with others, though false positives may arise due to
TV sounds and background noises). It computes the mel-
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1// Inference developers implement module logic
2public class ModHomeOccupancy:InferenceModuleBase {
3 // Read parameters from the specification XML file
4 public override void Initialize(ModuleSpec spec) {
5 this.paramList = spec.getControlParams();
6 // set state and initialize using parms ...
7 }
8 // Callback to receive IDUs from input channel(s)
9 public override void DataReceived(IChannel channel

, List<IIDU> inputSignals) {
10 // Compute occupancy based on input
11 HomeOccupancyIDU inferenceResult =
12 computeOccupancy(inputSignals);
13 // Push result IDUs to output channel(s)
14 if (!changedSinceLastPush(inferenceResult))
15 foreach (IChannel ch in outputChannels)
16 ch.Push(inferenceResult);
17 }
18 // ...
19}
20// App developer: request inferences from engine
21public class QSApp : InferenceModuleBase {
22 void startInference() {
23 // Get an instance of the local engine
24 Beam.Engine engine = Beam.Engine.Instance;
25 // Prepare coverage tags
26 List<CoverageTag> tag = new List<CoverageTag>();
27 tag.Add(new PersonCoverageTag("User1"));
28 // Register for inference notifications
29 engine.Request(Beam.Modules.ModHomeOccupancy, tag

, Mode.FreshPush, this);
30 }
31 // Callback to receive IDUs from input channel(s)
32 public override void DataReceived(IChannel channel

, List<IIDU> occupancyInferences ) {
33 // Perform actions based on IDUs received ...
34 }
35}

Listing 2: Example usage of the Beam API.
frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) [32, 52] over a
200 ms window of the microphone adapter data at 44.1
kHz and uses a decision tree [58] to classify if human
voice is present. The module also incorporates movement
detection by analyzing video streams from the camera.

The PC Activity inference module reads the name of
the currently active desktop window from the PC-event
adapter using a Win32 system call. It then classifies the
name into one of the known PC activity categories (cod-
ing, web browsing, social networking, emailing, read-
ing etc.) using a pre-configured mapping. It also infers
the psychological state of the user (bored vs. focused)
using the features proposed in [51], including window
switches, web page switches, time spent browsing Face-
book.com, and time spent using e-mail.

The Fitness Activity module implements the algorithm
from [61] to infer human transportation modes (still,
walking, driving) using the phone accelerometer. It also
uses the Fitbit [5] API to fetch users’ FitBit activity logs,
and combines it with accelerometer-based inferences.

4.2 APIs
Listings 1 and 2 show how application and inference de-
velopers leverage the Beam APIs using the Home Occu-
pancy inference as an example.
Inference developers provide an XML specification
for each inference module (Listing 1) configuring its

Application components and their description

Sensor driver: Handled by M-Hub and Beam
One driver per sensor type.

Inference logic: Handled by M-Lib and Beam
For each inference an application requires, at least one inference com-
ponent is needed, e.g., incorporating feature extraction techniques, infer-
ence algorithm, learning model, etc.

Parameter tuning: Simplified by Beam
An application must also incorporate logic to match its inference logic
with the underlying sensors (for a range of sensors), e.g. configuring
sensor-specific parameters such as sampling rate, frame rate for cameras,
sensitivity level for motion sensors, etc.

Cloud service: Simplified by Beam
Depending on the development approach, an application may require sev-
eral cloud services, e.g., a storage service for data archival, an execution
environment for hosting inference logic, authentication services, etc.

Device disconnection tolerance: Handled by Beam
Since devices such as smartphones, tablets, may have intermittent con-
nectivity, developers need to appropriately handle disconnections.

User interface (UI): Simplified by Beam
Typical applications require certain UI components, e.g., to allow config-
uration of sensors for data collection, or for users to view results.

Table 2: Components of inference-based applications.

parameters as well as the input and output chan-
nel IDU types. They then implement the module us-
ing Beam’s APIs (Listing 2, line 1-19) extending the
InferenceModuleBase helper class. The module is
first initialized with control parameters (line 5). It re-
ceives inputs in the DataReceived callback (line 9),
performs the implemented inference logic (line 11), and
sends result IDUs to output channels (line 14-16).
Application developers simply request a specific infer-
ence module, e.g. Home Occupancy (Listing 2, line 20-
35). The application specifies coverage tags (line 26-27),
and invokes the local engine’s Request method (line
29) to register for inference notifications. Beam then
instantiates the required inference graph and returns a
channel to the application with the requested module as
writer. Result IDUs are received by the application via
the DataReceived callback (line 32).

5 Evaluation
We evaluate how Beam’s inference graph abstraction
simplifies application development, benchmark its per-
formance, and evaluate its efficacy in addressing the
three key challenges identified in Section 1. Our evalu-
ation uses micro-benchmarks as well as the two motivat-
ing applications from Section 4.1.

First, in Section 5.2 we quantify how Beam’s abstrac-
tions simplify application development and evaluate the
overhead of graph creation. Then, in Section 5.3, we
evaluate how Beam’s device selection in a real-world
deployment with user mobility improves inference ac-
curacy. Next, in Section 5.4, we show the impact of
Beam’s inference graph partitioning to optimize for effi-
cient resource usage. Finally, in Section 5.5 we showcase
Beam’s ability to handle device disconnections.
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Figure 5: Development tasks using different develop-
ment approaches in the two applications (Rules, QS)

For our experiments, the Beam coordinator runs on a
Windows Azure VM (with AMD Opteron Processor, 7
GB RAM, 2 virtual hard disks, running Windows Server
2008 R2); the engines run on desktop machines (with
AMD FX-6100 processor, 16 GB RAM, running Win-
dows 8.1) and a Windows Phone (Nokia Lumia). Both
sample applications, Rules and Quantified Self (QS), run
on the same VM as the coordinator; local engines run in
the cloud, a home PC, phone, and a work PC.

5.1 Development Approaches
To quantify the reduction in development effort achieved
by Beam, we explore different approaches that a devel-
oper may adopt to design such applications.
Monolithic-All Cloud (M-AC). In this approach, the ap-
plication is developed as a monolithic silo without the
use of any framework. All application logic is tightly
coupled to the sensing devices, and all collected data is
relayed to cloud services, as is the case with Xively [20]
and SmartThings [19]. The cloud service runs the appli-
cation’s data processing and inference logic.
Monolithic-Cloud and Device (M-CD). In this ap-
proach, an application developer hard-codes the divi-
sion of inference logic across the cloud VM and end de-
vices [13, 69]. Thus, sensor values are processed to some
degree on the end device before being uploaded to the
cloud VM which hosts the remainder of the application
logic. Depending on the deployment and resource con-
straints, the developer may need to hand-optimize the re-
source usage (e.g., CPU, memory, or network usage).
Monolithic-using inference libraries (M-Lib). This ap-
proach is similar to the previous one (M-CD), except that
application developers may use libraries of inference al-
gorithms tuned by domain experts, thus leading to some
reduction in development effort [31, 44, 57].
Monolithic-using sensor hub systems (M-Hub). Plat-
forms such as HomeOS [33], Homeseer [7], and oth-
ers [15], facilitate the development of applications by
providing homogeneous device-based programming ab-
stractions. Typically, these platforms implement sensor

Figure 6: SLoC using different development ap-
proaches in the two applications (Rules, QS)

drivers and regulate access to different sensors; applica-
tions still implement inference logic.
Beam. In this approach, an application on any of the
user’s devices simply presents its inference requests to
the local Beam instance. Using the inference graph ab-
straction, Beam bears the onus of device selection, opti-
mizing for efficiency, and handling disconnections. Note
that using Beam does not preclude the M-Hub approach
where all sensing and inference logic run locally on a
single hub device (e.g., a home hub). We refer to such
scenarios built using Beam’s inference abstractions as
Beam-Hub, with the engine and coordinator running lo-
cally without needing an external network connection.

5.2 Evaluation of Inference Abstraction
In this section we highlight the saving in application de-
velopment effort using Beam’s inference graph abstrac-
tion and quantify the overhead of graph creation.

5.2.1 Comparison of Development Effort

We implement our representative applications using the
different development approaches described above and
present a quantitative comparison of the development ef-
fort using two metrics: (i) number of development tasks
and (ii) number of source lines of code (SLoC). Num-
ber of development tasks is defined as the number of ar-
chitectural components that need to be designed, imple-
mented, and maintained for a complete functioning ap-
plication. To analyze development effort in greater depth,
these components can further be categorized based on the
function they perform (Table 2). This metric captures the
diverse range of tasks developers of applications for con-
nected devices are required to handle. Although compar-
ing the number of tasks provides insight into the devel-
opment effort required for each approach, different com-
ponents often require varying levels of implementation
efforts. Thus, to distinguish individual components, we
also measure the number of source lines of code (SLoC)
required for the components in each approach.

Figures 5 and 6 show the number of development tasks
and number of SLoC, respectively, for the Rules and QS
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Sample scenario 1 (local inference) Sample scenario 2 (remote inference)
App1’s request App2’s request App1’s request App2’s request Reevaluation

Total 232.54 ± 1.63 246.71 ± 16.62 237.43 ± 12.76 230.24 ± 3.53 -
Request and subgraph transfer 230.35 ± 1.68 246.24 ± 16.62 236.13 ± 12.75 229.73 ± 3.47 -
Coordinator (inference graph creation) 1.05 ± 0.14 0.16 ± 0.01 0.90 ± 0.04 0.20 ± 0.07 0.12 ± 0.01
Coordinator (split inference graphs) 0.06 ± 0.01 0.12 ± 0.01 0.06 ± 0.01 0.15 ± 0.07 0.11 ± 0.01
Engine (instantiate subgraphs) 1.05 ± 0.13 0.16 ± 0.03 0.30 ± 0.08 0.12 ± 0.04 0.40 ± 0.10

Table 3: Inference graph setup times (in ms) in two sample scenarios, with one standard deviation.

applications using the different development approaches.
We observe that for the Rules application, Beam reduces
the number of development tasks by 4.5×, and the num-
ber of SLoC by 4.8×, compared with M-AC and M-
CD. Similarly, for the QS application, Beam reduces the
number of development tasks by 3×, and the number of
SLoC by 12×, compared with M-AC and M-CD.
Number of development tasks: As shown in Fig-
ure 5, the approaches of Monolithic-All Cloud (M-AC)
and Monolithic-Cloud and Device (M-CD) have similar
number of development tasks for both the Rules (on left)
and the QS application (on right). M-CD requires devel-
opers to hard-code the division of tasks between end-
point devices and cloud servers, thus statically optimiz-
ing for better resource usage than M-AC (Section 5.4).

Compared with M-AC and M-CD, the M-Lib ap-
proach reduces developer effort. It leverages existing li-
braries which provide implementations of inference al-
gorithms and also handle their training and tuning. Sim-
ilarly, in the M-Hub approach, developer effort is re-
duced due to existing sensor driver implementations pro-
vided by the platform. Finally, when using Beam, appli-
cation developers do not need to design or implement
sensor drivers, inference logic, tuning timing parame-
ters, or handling disconnections. Application developers
only need to decide their required inferences, and de-
velop application-specific components, e.g., user inter-
face, third-party authentication, etc.
Number of SLoC: As shown in Figure 6, we observe
that for all approaches, the SLoC count is generally pro-
portional to the development task count. For most ap-
proaches SLoC is dominated by tasks of developing sen-
sor drivers and inference logic. For instance, the Social
Interaction inference in QS contributes more than 9796
SLoC. Both Beam and M-Lib help alleviate this com-
plexity. Beam improves upon M-Lib by handling the
complexity of implementing sensor drivers, disconnec-
tion tolerance, and optimizing resource usage, etc.

5.2.2 Overhead of Inference Graph Creation

We study the time taken by Beam to satisfy requests for a
single Mic Occupancy inference, which in turn uses the
PC Mic adapter. We consider two sample scenarios, 1)
applications request for a local inference, and 2) applica-
tions request for a remote inference. In both cases, appli-
cation 1 initiates a request first, followed by application

2, with the same coverage tag.
In both scenarios, the overhead of instantiating and

maintaining the inference graph at end-points is minimal
and dwarfed by the latency of transferring the request to
the coordinator and receiving back the subgraphs.

Table 3 shows the overhead of graph creation for each
of the scenarios. In both cases, the second request uses
less time for graph creation at the coordinator, since
much of the graph already exists when the second re-
quest arrives (e.g., module specifications are not re-read).
Likewise, in both scenarios, time spent at the engine(s) in
applying the subgraph is lower for the second request as
compared to the first request. Further, it is lower in sce-
nario 2 because the inference graph is split across two
engines. Lastly, the coordinator performs a periodic re-
evaluation based on the channel data rates and applies
the proactive optimization discussed in Section 3.2. The
time taken to perform the re-evaluation is minimal.

5.3 Device Selection
Unlike other approaches described in Section 5.1, the in-
ference graph in Beam can select devices for applications
even in heterogeneous environments with user mobil-
ity, resulting in increased inference accuracy. We demon-
strate this using the PC Activity inference in the context
of the QS application (inference graph in Figure 2).

We perform an experimental lab deployment with two
locations - a lab which acts as ‘home’ and an office.
Movements from home to office are used to simulate
user commuting. We compute Beam’s inference accu-
racy against manually-collected ground truth data from
the deployment, and compare it to three other develop-
ment approaches that may be used in the absence of a
Beam-like tracking service. The first approach performs
the PC Activity inference using only inputs from the
home PC, while the second approach uses only inputs
from the work PC. We assume that the home PC goes
into sleep after a certain period of user inactivity, while
the work PC remains on even after the user leaves. In the
third approach, the inference is drawn using simultane-
ous inputs from both the home and work PCs. However,
when the two inputs conflict, the output is set to ‘Other’.

Figure 7 shows a comparison of inference accuracy
for these different schemes over a ten minute interval of
using the QS application. Inferring PC-based activities
using only the home PC works accurately until the user

9
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Figure 7: Beam’s tracking service improves infer-
ence accuracy (measured against ground truth) sig-
nificantly over other approaches all of which fail to
select devices in the presence of user mobility.

leaves home, but deviates significantly from ground truth
once the user has left. Similarly, using only the work PC
can only accurately compute the PC-based activities of
the user after the user arrives at work. On the other hand,
using both the work and home PC without a tracking
service often produces conflicting results, for instance,
when home PC and work PC both generate PC Activ-
ity inferences during user commuting. Beam’s tracking
service correctly identifies the location of the user and
triggers the inference graph to re-select appropriate de-
vices, achieving inference accuracy 3× higher than the
best performing scheme above. Using the tracking ser-
vice, Beam’s smartphone engine can also correctly indi-
cate that the user is ‘Mobile’ while commuting. Table 4
summaries these accuracy improvements.

Although the above experiments are performed in a
lab setting with a simulated commuting scenario, hav-
ing a longer commuting time will only reduce the accu-
racy of non-Beam approaches, since only Beam with the
tracking service can infer user commuting and all other
approaches will yield incorrect results. Finally, we ex-
pect to observe a similar accuracy improvement for other

Setup Accuracy

Home PC only, without tracking service 29.68%
Work PC only, without tracking service 26.94%
Home PC and work PC, without tracking service 4.59%
Home PC and work PC, with Beam’s tracking service 88.16%

Table 4: Accuracy of PC Activity Inference compared
to ground truth (a summary of Figure 7).

inferences that require handling of sensor coverage, e.g.
the Social Interaction inference in the QS application.

5.4 Efficient Resource Usage
Next, we illustrate that Beam can match the resource us-
age of hand-optimized applications by partitioning the
inference graph across devices. We also evaluate differ-
ent optimization schemes used in Beam. Although we
consider network usage to benchmark Beam in this pa-
per, we expect similar optimizations can be performed on
other resources such as CPU usage, latency, and energy.

Graph partitioning: For the Rules and QS applications,
we compare Beam’s data transfer overhead (i.e., number
of bytes transferred over the wide area) with that of dif-
ferent approaches (M-AC, M-CD, M-Lib, M-Hub). Fig-
ure 8 shows the total number of bytes transferred over
the wide area in one hour, for the sample applications
using different approaches. Medians and standard devi-
ations across three runs are reported. M-AC incurs the
largest overhead, because it transfers all sensor data from
the device to a cloud VM for processing. On the other
hand, the M-CD, M-Lib, and M-Hub approaches are op-
timized to perform most of their processing at the edges
before transferring data to the cloud VM. Beam automat-
ically partitions the inference graph using both reactive
and proactive optimizations and comes close to match-
ing the network transfer overhead incurred by M-CD; it
incurs a slightly higher overhead for transferring control
messages such as forwarding the application’s request to
the coordinator, receiving the part of the inference graph
to instantiate, sending channel data rates to coordinator
(for proactive optimization), acknowledgments, etc. Note
that, when the M-Hub approach is used for the Rules ap-
plication, there is no wide area IDU transfers because all
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Figure 9: Sample configurations of the Mic Occu-
pancy inference, with different optimization goals.

required sensors are present locally at home.

Optimization schemes: Next, we evaluate the effect of
different optimization schemes in Beam. We focus on
a simple inference graph, where two applications run-
ning on cloud servers subscribe to the Mic Occupancy
inference. Figure 9 shows the three configurations that
result from Beam optimizations in isolation and Fig-
ure 10 shows their network resource consumption over
a 100-second interval. Beam’s default reactive optimiza-
tion (Figure 9 #1) minimizes the number of remote chan-
nels resulting in a large amount of microphone data be-
ing transmitted over the wide area. Beam’s proactive op-
timization notices these large uploads and uses channel
data rates to re-evaluate and re-partition the inference
graph (Figure 10 at 20 s), thus moving the Mic Adapter
closer to the edge (Figure 9 #2), and reducing wide area
transfers significantly. Finally, enabling Beam’s scatter
node optimization (Figure 9 #3) halves the network over-
head, for two consumer applications, compared with the
proactive optimization without the scatter node.

5.5 Handling Disconnections
In this section we quantify the ability of the Beam in-
ference graph to handle device disconnections. Remote
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Figure 11: Remote channel time trace. Write rate is
10 values per second, and writer buffer and coordi-
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channels in Beam buffer data at both the coordinator and
at the writer endpoints to tolerate reader and writer dis-
connections. The size of these buffers and the writer’s
sending rate determine the time window for which dis-
connections are lossless, and can be sized as per the de-
ployment scenario. Figure 11 shows a time series plot
of the number of IDUs and data messages received by a
reader over a 100 seconds interval. The writer produces
ten IDUs every second. Each IDU produced is pushed out
in a separate data message until a reader disconnection at
t=15s results in data buffering, first at the coordinator,
and then at the writer. We constrain the channel buffers
at the writer and coordinator ends to 100 IDUs each, thus
supporting buffering of only 20 seconds worth of IDUs
in this configuration, forcing the remaining IDUs to be
dropped. When the reader reconnects at t=80 s, the 200
buffered IDUs are batched in a small number of data
messages and delivered to the reader, showing Beam’s
support for tolerating device disconnections.

6 Related Work
Beam’s inference graph draws inspiration from data-
flow graphs used in a wide range of scenarios such as
routers [45], operating systems [54, 62], data-parallel
computation frameworks [6, 40], and Internet ser-
vices [70]. Beam is the first framework that provides in-
ference abstractions to decouple applications, inference
algorithms, and devices, using the inference graph for
device selection, efficiency, and disconnection tolerance.
We classify prior work into four categories.
Device abstraction frameworks: HomeOS [33] and
other platforms [7, 15, 21, 68] provide homogeneous
programming abstractions to communicate with devices.
For instance, HomeOS applications can use a generic
motion sensor role, regardless of the sensor’s vendor
and protocol. These approaches only decouple device-
specific logic from applications, but are unable to decou-
ple inference algorithms from applications. Moreover,
they cannot provide device selection or inference parti-
tioning capabilities.

11
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Cross-device frameworks: Rover [41], an early dis-
tributed object programming framework for mobile ap-
plications, allows programmers to partition client-server
applications; it provides abstractions such as relocatable
objects and queued remote procedure calls to ease appli-
cation development. Sapphire [73], a more recent frame-
work, requires programmers to specify per-object de-
ployment managers which aid in runtime object place-
ment decisions, while abstracting away complexities of
inter-object communication. MagnetOS [48] dynami-
cally partitions a set of communicating Java objects in
a sensor network with a focus on energy efficiency. Like
these frameworks, channels in Beam abstract away local
and remote inter-module communication. Beam funda-
mentally differs from them by using the inference graph
to decouple applications from sensing and inferences, aid
in device selection to operate in heterogeneous environ-
ments, and support global resource optimizations.
Macro-programming frameworks [27, 36, 49] provide
abstractions to allow applications to dynamically com-
pose dataflows [50, 56]. Semantic Streams [71] and Task
Cruncher [66] address sharing sensor data and process-
ing across devices. However these approaches focus on
data streaming and simple processing methods, e.g., ag-
gregations, rather than generic inferences, and do not tar-
get general purpose devices e.g., phones, PCs. In addi-
tion, they do not address device selection or inference
partitioning at runtime.
Mobile sensing frameworks: Existing work has focused
only on applications requiring continuous sensing on a
single mobile device. Kobe [31], Auditeur [57], and Sen-
ergy [44] propose libraries of inference algorithms to
promote code re-use and explore single device energy-
latency-accuracy trade-offs. Other work [42, 43, 44, 47]
has focused on improving resource utilization by sharing
sensing and processing across multiple applications on a
mobile device. None of these approaches address prob-
lems such as modular inference composition, device se-
lection with user mobility, inference partitioning across
multiple devices, or handling disconnections.

An early version of our work appears in a workshop
paper that outlined the problem and presented a basic
design [65]. The current paper extends the design, im-
plements real applications, and evaluates performance.

7 Discussion
We discuss potential improvements to Beam.

Error and error propagation: Beam currently supports
typed errors such as probability distributions (e.g. mean
and standard deviation), and error margin (e.g. center
and radius). Although error propagation has been stud-
ied in the field of artificial intelligence (e.g. neural net-
work [63]), there is no prior work on error propagation in
mobile context sensing. We are investigating techniques

to enable inference module developers to implement cus-
tomized error propagation functions for specific infer-
ences, so that Beam can propagate the error from a mod-
ule’s inputs to its output.
Actuation and timeliness: Many in-home devices pos-
sess actuation capabilities, such as locks, switches, cam-
eras, and thermostats. Applications and inference mod-
ules in Beam may want to use such devices. If the in-
ference graph for these applications is geo-distributed,
timely propagation and delivery of such actuation com-
mands to the devices becomes important and raises in-
teresting questions of what is the safe thing to do if an
actuation arrives “late”.
Data archival and correlation mining: Prior work has
shown that exploiting the correlation among inferences
can effectively reduce sensing cost [55]. While Beam
modules do not currently store data either at the engines
or the coordinator, applications and modules may use
a temporal datastore, such as Bolt [37], to make infer-
ences durable. Storing and querying archived inference
data will allow inference developers to perform correla-
tion mining to improve inferences.
Data privacy: While we do not address privacy concerns
in our work, we believe the use of inferences can enable
better data privacy controls [30]. For example, users may
allow an application to access the occupancy inference
(using a camera) instead of the raw image data used for
drawing the inference. This prevents the leakage of pri-
vate information by preventing other inferences that can
be drawn using the raw data. Moreover, Beam’s cover-
age tags allow the user to define fine-grained controls,
for instance, allowing an application to access activity
inference only for a certain user tag.

8 Conclusion
Applications using connected sensing devices are dif-
ficult to develop today because they must incorporate
all the data sensing and inference logic, even as de-
vices move or are temporarily disconnected. We design
and implement Beam, a framework and runtime for dis-
tributed applications using connected devices. Beam in-
troduces the inference graph abstraction which is central
to decoupling applications, inference algorithms, and de-
vices. Beam uses the inference graph to address the chal-
lenges of device selection, efficient resource usage, and
device disconnections. Using Beam, we develop two rep-
resentative applications (Rules and QS), where we show
up to 4.5× lower number of tasks and 12× lower source
line of code in application development effort, with neg-
ligible runtime overhead. Moreover, Beam results in up
to 3× higher inference accuracy due to its ability to select
devices in heterogeneous environments, and Beam’s dy-
namic optimizations match hand-optimized applications
for network resource usage.
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Abstract
A recent NSDI paper [1] reported that increasing the cache hit
ratio for an HTTP proxy from 22% to 32% improved median
page load time (PLT) for mobile clients by less than 2%. We ar-
gue that there are two main causes for this weak improvement:
objects on the critical path are often not cached, and the limited
computational power of mobile devices causes computational
delays to comprise a large portion of the critical path.

Both of these factors were, in fact, outlined by a previous
analysis of desktop web performance [2]. However, we (as the
authors of the HTTP proxy [1]) did not properly understand the
analysis and could have saved ourselves substantial engineer-
ing costs if we had. We therefore argue for the need to highlight
this prior analysis, and extend the analysis to include mobile
devices with slow CPUs, precise cache hit ratios, and a con-
trolled reproduction of the HTTP proxy caching results [1]. In
the extreme case of a perfect cache hit ratio, desktop page load
times are improved notably by 34% compared to no caching,
but mobile page load times only improve by 13% in the me-
dian case. We extract a back-of-envelope performance model
from these results to help understand their underlying causes.

1 Introduction
Web caching is widely used to reduce network link utilization,
decrease server load and data usage, improve reliability for
origin web servers, and improve latency for end hosts. Here,
we focus exclusively on web caching’s effect on latency, as
measured by web page load time.

Flywheel [1], Google’s HTTP proxy for mobile devices,
increased its overall cache hit ratio from 22% to 32%, yet
observed only a 1–2% reduction in page load time in the
median case. As the designers of Flywheel, we were initially
surprised by this weak improvement. If we had been able
to predict that caching would have such negligible effects,
we could have saved ourselves substantial engineering costs.

In Sections 5 and 6 of their paper on measuring the critical
paths of web page loads [2], Wang et al. seek to demonstrate
use cases for their measurement tool. Two of their use
cases—an analysis of varying CPU speeds, and an analysis
of pages loaded with cold vs. warm vs. hot caches—in fact
outline the likely root causes for Flywheel’s result.

In this paper we seek to highlight Wang et al.’s analysis, as
we suspect that we are not alone in holding the misconception
that caching should improve latency. We also extend their
analysis along several dimensions. We present a methodology
for varying cache hit ratios at fine granularity, and measure
caching’s effects on web performance of both a mobile device
and a desktop browser in a controlled and reproducible manner.
In our controlled environment, we reproduce Flywheel’s
reported cache hit ratio increase for a set of 400 Alexa web
pages [3] and find a comparable 1% decrease in PLT in the
median case. In the extreme case of a perfect cache hit ratio,
we find that desktop page load times are reduced notably by
34% compared to no caching, but mobile page load times
are only reduced by 13% in the median case.

We develop a back-of-the-envelope performance model
and fit its parameters to empirical observations to better
understand the underlying causes. Our model indicates that
CPU speed is the key resource bottleneck preventing mobile
devices from benefiting significantly from web caching. The
analysis by Wang et al. seems to further indicate that objects
on the critical path are often not cached (or even cacheable).

Our analysis demonstrates that the generally favorable
desktop latency improvements from caching do not carry over
well to mobile clients. Content providers may want to think
twice about expending resources on caching as a means for
improving latency, especially as the volume of mobile traffic
begins to overtake desktop traffic.

2 Background & Performance Model
Both browsers and mobile applications typically load content
using the HTTP(S) protocol. When a user directs the browser
(or application) to a new URL, the browser’s Object Loader
fetches the root HTML object, as depicted in Figure 1. The
HTML Parser launches additional fetch requests for each
linked resource within the HTML. In this way, the browser
incrementally generates the DOM. As the page loads, the
Rendering component paints the UI.

From the user’s perspective, the performance of a website
can be defined according to a number of different metrics [4,5].
Here, we focus on page load time, which is simple to measure
and loosely standardized across browsers [6].
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Figure 1: How a browser loads a web page. Reproduced from
WProf [2].

Page Load Time. Roughly speaking, page load time (PLT)
is the elapsed time from the moment a user requests a web page
to the moment all resources on the page have been loaded [7].
We measure PLT by listening to the browser’s JavaScript
onload event, which fires in most browsers when all
resources have been added to the DOM, and all images,
scripts, links, and sub-frames have finished loading [6].

Critical Path. Web pages are comprised of many objects,
such as images, JavaScript, CSS, and HTML. Each of these
objects is handled by multiple (possibly concurrent) browser
tasks: it must be fetched, parsed or evaluated, and rendered.
We refer to the non-overlapping delays involved in parsing
and rendering an object as its ‘computational delay,’ and refer
to the fetch delay as its ‘network delay.’

Critical path analysis is a method for analyzing the
performance of parallel processes such as browsers. Certain
load tasks are dependent on others and must wait until their
predecessor tasks have completed. The critical path of a web
page is the longest chain of dependent browser tasks such that
reducing the length of any task not on the critical path will
not change the page load time [8]. In Figure 2, the network
and computational delay for the HTML, CSS, JS, and JPEG
objects determine the PLT. If we were to decrease the delay
for loading the PNG object, the critical path would remain
the same, and therefore, the PLT would not change.

2.1 Performance Model

We can now develop an understanding of caching’s effect on
PLT with a simple performance model. First, consider the
following terms:
– Let X denote a given cache hit ratio. We define cache hit
ratio as the fraction of all objects in a web page that are served
by a cache. Note that the maximum value of X is the fraction
of cacheable items on the page, which may be less than 1.
– Let K denote the fraction of objects on the critical path that
are cacheable.
– Let N denote the summation of network fetch delays for
all objects on the critical path for a cold (X=0) page load.
– Let C denote the summation of computational delays for
all objects on the critical path for a cold (X=0) page load.

Critical Path and PLT
Page Load Time

HTML

PNG

CSS

JS

JS

JPEG

Critical Path

Fetch Task

Render Task

Figure 2: Page load time is determined from the critical path.
Objects on the right are dependent on objects to their left, and
objects at the same horizontal position are loaded concurrently.

– Let f (X) denote the overlap between computational
delay and network delay on the critical path. Normally,
dependent objects on the critical path should not overlap.
There are, however, some cases where the browser can begin
concurrently loading an object when its predecessor is only
partially loaded. For most purposes, we can ignore f (X).

For simplicity, let us assume that (i) the critical path does
not change as we vary the cache hit ratio, (ii) the probability
of an object being in cache is uniform across all cacheable
objects, and (iii) cached items incur zero network delay. The
probability of an object on the critical path incurring a network
delay is then:

1−Pr(cacheable)·Pr(cache hit |cacheable)
The expected value of the PLT for a given X is therefore:

EPLT [X]=C+(1−K ·X)·N− f (X)

2.2 Fitting the Model
Sections 5 and 6 of the WProf paper [2] contain empirical
measurements of critical paths that allow us to gain a rough
understanding of the values of N, C, and K in our model above.

Fitting N andC. In Figure 3, we reproduce WProf’s “what-
if” analysis (Figure 13 from WProf) for torchbrowser.com.
This experiment investigates the performance impact of vary-
ing network and computation speeds. We first multiply the
computational or network delays for all objects in a web page
by a fixed constant. Then, we recompute the page’s critical
path (based on task dependencies captured by WProf), and ex-
tract a predicted PLT. The comp=1 line represents the (2 GHz)
desktop CPU that loaded the original page, while comp=0
represents an infinitely fast CPU, comp=1/2 represents a CPU
that is twice as fast, and comp=2 (not present in WProf’s
analysis) represents a CPU of half the speed.

For the infinitely fast CPU (comp=0) we see that its
normalized PLT with an unchanged network speed (ratio of
network time = 1) should be ∼0.8. As we improve network
delays for this CPU, we should see a theoretically infinite
speedup (tending towards a PLT of 0). Conversely, for the
slowest CPU (comp=2), the normalized PLT for an infinitely
fast network (ratio of network time = 0) is ∼0.4. For this
hypothetical CPU (assuming f (·) is close to 0), we can

2
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Figure 3: Predicted PLT for torchbrowser.com when
hypothetical computation and network speeds are varied.

estimate that the fraction of the critical path that consists of
computational delays is ∼0.4, while the fraction of the critical
path that consists of network delays is ∼0.6.

The key takeaway from this analysis is that, as we decrease
the speed of the CPU, the ratio of C :N continues to increase.
For example, our analysis suggests that a typical mobile device
with a ∼1 GHz CPU [9] has a C :N ratio of ∼2/3 for websites
similar to torchbrowser.com. This makes intuitive sense:
slower CPUs would cause computational delays to make up
larger fractions of the critical path compared to faster CPUs.

Fitting K. To generate Figure 11b in WProf [2], the authors
measured the fraction of objects that were in cache immedi-
ately after loading pages with a cold cache. Although 65%
of all objects were cached, only 20% of all objects on critical
paths were cached, giving us an estimate of K=0.2.

Implications. The analysis by WProf, together with our
model, give us a rough understanding of the performance
effects from caching. We return to our model in §4, where we
seek to gain a deeper empirical understanding.

3 Experimental Apparatus

In order to gain a deeper understanding of the performance
dynamics outlined in §2.1 and §2.2, we need to experimentally
evaluate questions about how caching affects PLT in a
controlled environment. Here, we develop our methodology.

Our experimental apparatus (publicly available at [10])
makes use of Telemetry [11] and Web Page Replay (WPR) [12]
to measure the effects of parameterized levels of network
delays. Both Telemetry and WPR are part of Chromium [13],
the open source components of Google Chrome. Here, we
use the term ‘browser’ interchangeably with Google Chrome.

Web Page Replay. WPR acts as a local DNS and
HTTP(S) proxy cache (depicted in Figure 4a). In record
mode, WPR forwards HTTP(S) requests to the Internet, and
records all requests and responses that it observes, as well
as metadata such as observed network delays. From this, Web

Experimental Apparatus Workflow

Tablet
Browser

Web 
Page 

Replay

Telemetry

Desktop
Browser

WPR 
Archive

(a)

(b)
(c)

(d) (e)

Internet

Figure 4: Logical units of our apparatus.

Page Replay builds a WPR archive (depicted in Figure 4b),
complete with all HTTP(S) requests, responses, headers, data,
and network delays.

In replay mode, the WPR proxy responds to HTTP(S)
requests with the responses saved in the archive, or a 404 error
response if the corresponding response is not saved in the
archive. We configure WPR to send the matching response
and data only after sleeping for the time duration originally
observed as the network delay between the origin and the
WPR proxy (while it was in record mode). Here, WPR is
emulating an edge cache rather than a browser cache.

Telemetry. Telemetry (Figure 4c) is a browser perfor-
mance testing framework, which orchestrates the behavior of
the browser and WPR. We use Telemetry to control one of two
browsers. The first is a desktop version of Google Chrome
running within a virtual machine (specifications in 3.2). The
second is a mobile version of Google Chrome running on
a USB-tethered mobile device. We use Telemetry to load
requested URLs in the browser (as if the user is entering
URLs into the omnibox) and passively measuring PLT.

3.1 Workflow
Before each experiment, we clear the browser cache to
ensure consistency across trials. For each device (desktop and
mobile), we execute the following steps for each URL:

First, we record the live web page from the Internet using
Telemetry to instruct the browser to fetch the given URL.
The WPR proxy receives this HTTP(S) request, forwards it
to the Internet, and passively inspects and records the two-way
traffic as noted in §3. We store this data as a WPR archive.

Next, we determine the page load time of the web page
with a cold cache. With WPR in replay mode, we load the
URL four times (cf. §3.3) and take the minimum page load
time as our PLT value, to account for variance.

Now, we emulate a “perfect,” fully populated cache. First,
we copy the original WPR archive into a new WPR archive.

3
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Figure 5: (5a): The majority of web pages are composed mostly of cacheable bytes. (5b): While 95% of web pages are under
6.8 MB, the median web page size is less than 1.2 MB. (5c): Increasing the cache hit ratio from 20% to 30% had negligible
effects on mobile PLT.

For each cacheable response in this new WPR archive, we
set its network delay to 0 (of course, a “real” cache response
time of 0 is not possible, but we set this as an absolute lower
bound). Non-cacheable items, as indicated by HTTP headers,
retain their initial network delays. We store this modified
archive alongside the original (Figure 4b).

Lastly, we record the page load time again, however this
time using the modified WPR archive. We determine the PLT
in the same way as the original. We then compare the page
load times of the unmodified replay executions to that of the
modified “perfect cache” executions.

Partial Caching Methodology. To confirm Flywheel’s
findings, we created two additional sets of partially cached
WPR archives: one that caches a randomly chosen set of
30% of all cacheable resources (regardless of byte size), and
another that caches 20%. We ensure that the cached items in
the 20% WPR archive are a strict subset of the cached items
in the 30% WPR archive for consistency.

3.2 Specifications
Each web page was originally fetched over UC Berkeley’s
LAN, which approximates 250 Mbps down and 230 Mbps up.
Our mobile device is a Galaxy Tab 4 with a 1.2 GHz quad-core
processor and 1.5 GB on board RAM running Android 4.4,
KitKat. Desktop results were performed in a virtual machine
with a 3.2 GHz quad-core processor and 6 GB RAM.

3.3 Known Limitations
We identify the following limitations of our apparatus, and
discuss the reasoning behind our choice of tools:

Page Load Time as a Metric. When determining web
page performance, we chose to focus on page load time rather
than SpeedIndex [5] or above-the-fold time [4]. Although
they are arguably preferable metrics (as they do a better
job of capturing the user’s perspective), these metrics are
significantly more difficult to measure.

WPR Measurement Accuracy. The PLT measurements
taken by WPR are not necessarily consistent with PLTs
observed on live web pages, nor are they necessarily consistent
across multiple runs of WPR. First, although WPR attempts
to mitigate non-determinism in JavaScript execution (by
injecting a script into each web page that interposes on
non-deterministic calls such as getTime), JavaScript may
nonetheless exhibit non-determinism across different loads.
Second, the mechanism WPR uses to emulate the original
RTTs observed during record mode (sleeping a fixed number
of milliseconds) may not perfectly match the behavior of the
original page load. We try to mitigate these artifacts by loading
each web page four times and taking the minimum PLT.1

4 Results

Here, we demonstrate empirical performance results we have
found with our apparatus. We also attempt to highlight the
underlying effects that determine our results.

4.1 Workload Characteristics

We first note several key characteristics of our data corpus:
Data Set. We selected a random subset of 400 of the

Alexa top 2000 URLs [3] and loaded their root URL (‘/’).
Fraction of Cacheable Bytes. Over 90% of web pages in

our workload have more than 90% of their total bytes marked
as cacheable, as shown in Figure 5a.

Total Bytes. Figure 5b shows the spread of web page sizes
in our data set. While 95% of web pages are under 6.8 MB,
the median web page size is less than 1.2 MB.

Initial Network Delays. Across all requests/response
pairs, the median delay between sending the request and
receiving the first response byte was 50ms, with a mean of
151.17ms and standard deviation of 403.77ms.

1We observed that beyond four loads per web page, the minimum PLT
value did not decrease significantly.

4
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Reduction2 in PLT with Varying RAM vs CPU
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Figure 6: Reduction in page load time due to (perfect) caching
is significantly less on mobile devices than desktop. Further,
CPU, not RAM, is the primary resource that differentiates
mobile devices from their desktop counterparts.

User Agent. Many web pages are now optimized for
mobile devices. Web servers inspect the user agents (UA)
of incoming HTTP(S) requests to deliver customized content
to the client depending on their device size and computational
resources. We ran all of our experiments twice: once where
the browsers (both desktop and mobile) advertised a mobile
UA, and once where the browsers advertised a desktop UA.
We found that the differences in the results were comparable.
Here, we show only the desktop UA results to make our
graphs more readable.

4.2 Performance Results
As we saw in Figure 5a, 90% of pages are composed of
>90% cacheable bytes. If network delays were dominant
and the fraction of cacheable objects on the critical path
were moderately high, one would conclude that PLT would
become negligible with a perfect cache. As our model predicts
however, this is not the observed outcome.

Caching Doesn’t Significantly Reduce Mobile PLT.
We reproduced Flywheel’s result in our controlled environment
by emulating cache hit ratios of 20% and 30%. As shown
in Figure 5c, we found that increasing the hit ratio by 10
percentage points had negligible effects on mobile page
load time. Consistent with the reported Flywheel result, we
observed only a 1% reduction in PLT in the median case.
With a perfect cache (Figure 6), our mobile device gains only
a 13% PLT reduction in the median case, while its desktop
counterpart sees a PLT reduction of 34%.

Limited RAM Does Not Affect Computational Delays.
It is possible that either limited RAM or limited CPU would
increase computational delays on the critical path. Here, we
seek to isolate which of these resources plays a larger role.

A typical mobile device in the global market today has a 1
GHz processor and 1 GB of RAM [9]. We emulate these condi-
tions and isolate computational resources with virtual machines

Reduction2 in PLT with Varying CPU Speeds
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Figure 7: Slower CPU speeds cause increasingly diminished
benefits from (perfect) caching.

that were constrained by different resources (using VirtualBox
to either set a limit on memory usage or emulate a slower CPU
clock speed). With ‘Mobile’ and (unconstrained) ‘Desktop’
as baselines, Figure 6 presents a stark contrast between these
resource constraints: our CPU constrained VM (‘Constrained
- 1 GHz CPU’) behaves very similarly to our tablet (‘Mobile’),
while our RAM constrained VM (‘Constrained - 1 GB RAM’)
is more closely aligned with the ‘Desktop’ results. From this
we conclude that CPU, not RAM, plays the larger role in
determining the performance improvements from caching.

Slow CPU Speeds Increase Computational Delays.
Now that we have isolated CPU as the bottleneck resource,
we seek to measure the extent of its impact. In terms of
our model, we already know that slower CPUs should incur
higher computational delays, but here we seek to understand
the empirically observed ratios of C : N (as opposed to the
hypothetical, predicted ratios in Figure 3). In Figure 7, we
observe that, as predicted, as we throttle CPU constraints,
perfect caching has noticeably smaller effects on PLT.

The Marginal Benefits of Caching Sharply Decrease.
Figure 8 illustrates that for each 10 percentage point increase
in cache hit ratio, there is only a 1 percentage point decrease
in mobile page load time. That is, there is a sharply diminish-
ing marginal performance gain for every additional byte that
is cached. This experimental evidence supports our model:
although we do not directly measure the critical path (since
WProf is not currently available for mobile browsers), it ap-
pears that the fraction of cacheable bytes on the critical path
(K) is significantly smaller than the fraction of cacheable byes
not on the critical path.

4.3 Data Validation

We made several efforts to sanity check our results [14]. To
mitigate non-determinism, we compared the status codes

2The fraction reduction in PLT for a web page is defined as
(Original PLT - PLT with a perfect cache) / (Original PLT).

5
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Figure 8: As the percentage of cacheable bytes in a web page
increases, the reduction in page load time due to caching
increases. However, for each additional percentage cached,
there is less than a percentage reduction in page load time.

of all objects loaded in the browser from both original and
perfect/partial cache benchmarks. We filtered out about 9% of
web pages in our 400 URL data set in cases where there were
a high number of 404 error codes due to non-deterministic
requests without responses in the WPR archive. The figures
we present show only these 91% of web pages that passed
our non-determinism filter.

As the ratio of cached to non-cached bytes increases in a
web page, we expect page load time to be less than or equal to
that of its non-cached counterpart. As seen in Figure 8, there
is a positive correlation between the fraction of cached bytes
and the reduction in PLT, albeit asymptotic. However, due
to variance in PLT (discussed in §3.3), we see in Figure 6 that
∼10% of web pages perform worse when cached, as indicated
by the data points to the left of X = 0.

5 Related Work

Several papers have analyzed web performance, caching, and
the relationship between CPU speeds and PLT.

WProf. Wang et al. [2] is the closest research to ours.
As we discussed in §2, the experiments WProf ran for their
Figure 11 show that objects on the critical path are often
not cached; and the experiments they ran for their Figure
13 implies that decreasing CPU speed causes computational
delays to comprise a larger fraction of the critical path.

We extend their research along several dimensions. We
develop a model that allows us to predict PLT for a given
cache hit ratio. We show that limited RAM does not increase
computational delays, though slow CPUs do. We also
empirically measure (rather than statically compute, as WProf
does) PLTs using a tablet device, and using CPU-constrained
virtual machines, over a larger data set (400 URLs, vs. ∼50
URLs). Lastly, we extend WProf’s cacheability analysis to
show that the marginal returns from caching sharply diminish.

Concurrently with our work, Nejati et al. ported WProf to
mobile browsers [15]. Although they do not consider caching,
their tool would be invaluable for deepening our analysis.

Web Performance. Related studies [16, 17] focus on
evaluating and optimizing web performance for desktops.
Many techniques such as altering content, data compression,
proxy services, and CDNs have been exploited to reduce
latency for users. These studies focus on high performing
end devices such as desktops. We additionally analyzed and
compared web performance on a mobile device.

Zhen Wang et al. [18,19] have determined that the largest
delay factor in desktop web page loading is object rendering in
the browser. They went further to show that CPU constraints
are the lead cause of slow resource loading. With a large data
set, we bolster their claim that CPU constraints are the critical
factor in determining page load time. We also demonstrate
that web caching has diminishing benefits due to the limited
CPU speeds of mobile devices.

We are not the first to focus on web performance for
mobile devices [18,19]. Our main contribution is developing
a performance model for pinpointing the key differences
between desktop and mobile.

Web Caching. Other literature [20–23] has focused on the
benefits of web caching, specifically the reduction of latency
for desktops [24–28]. While these papers make note of the
several benefits of caching, they do not focus on highlighting
caching’s effects on (CPU-constrained) mobile devices.

Proposed Changes to the Web. There are many
papers [29–37] that propose changes to the web that would
improve web latency with better caching schemes. It is
possible that under their proposed changes, caching would
have more of a benefit for mobile latency. In this paper, we
focus only on today’s existing infrastructure.

6 Conclusion
Motivated by our initial surprise at Flywheel’s weak
performance improvements from smarter caching, we sought
to highlight and extend the analysis done by Wang et al. [2],
which indicates two reasons caching should not significantly
improve page load time for mobile devices: slow CPU speeds,
and sparsity of cached items on the critical path. To make
effective use of caching, content providers should pay careful
attention to whether cached objects are on the critical path.

Going forward, mobile devices are becoming increasingly
powerful, and the bottleneck resources will shift. We hope that
the model we have developed here will help content providers
and network designers make informed decisions about the per-
formance effects of caching for the mobile web of the future.
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Abstract
Memory corruption vulnerabilities remain a grave

threat to systems software written in C/C++. Current best
practices dictate compiling programs with exploit mitiga-
tions such as stack canaries, address space layout random-
ization, and control-flow integrity. However, adversaries
quickly find ways to circumvent such mitigations, some-
times even before these mitigations are widely deployed.

In this paper, we focus on an “orthogonal” defense
that amplifies the effectiveness of traditional exploit mit-
igations. The key idea is to create multiple diversified
replicas of a vulnerable program and then execute these
replicas in lockstep on identical inputs while simultane-
ously monitoring their behavior. A malicious input that
causes the diversified replicas to diverge in their behavior
will be detected by the monitor; this allows discovery of
previously unknown attacks such as zero-day exploits.

So far, such multi-variant execution environments
(MVEEs) have been held back by substantial runtime
overheads. This paper presents a new design, ReMon, that
is non-intrusive, secure, and highly efficient. Whereas pre-
vious schemes either monitor every system call or none
at all, our system enforces cross-checking only for secu-
rity critical system calls while supporting more relaxed
monitoring policies for system calls that are not secu-
rity critical. We achieve this by splitting the monitoring
and replication logic into an in-process component and a
cross-process component. Our evaluation shows that Re-
Mon offers same level of security as conservative MVEEs
and run realistic server benchmarks at near-native speeds.

1 Motivation
Low-level memory errors can lead to reliability and

security problems in systems software implemented in
C/C++. In principle, we can eliminate such errors by en-
forcing spatial and temporal memory safety properties at
run time [28, 29]. However, the resulting performance
overheads prohibit widespread deployment of such solu-
tions in practice [39].

The ubiquity of multi-core CPUs makes multi-variant
execution environments (MVEEs) increasingly attractive
to improve the reliability and security of code likely to
contain memory corruption vulnerabilities [7, 8, 12, 16,
17, 26, 35, 40, 20]. The idea is to monitor the execu-
tion of multiple diversified program replicas for diver-
gence in their observable behavior when an exploit trig-
gers implementation-specific, unintended behavior [21].

Security-oriented MVEEs execute replicas in lockstep
and typically perform monitoring at a system call granular-
ity, suspending replicas before system calls and checking
their arguments for equivalence. In case of divergence,
execution is terminated to limit the effects of an attack.
Such MVEEs use operating system processes for isolation
between the replicas and the host system and between the
replicas and the monitoring component as shown in Fig-
ure 1(a). Unfortunately, cross-process monitoring (CP)
designs incur substantial performance overheads due to
frequent context switching and the resulting translation-
lookaside buffer (TLB) and cache flushes.

Hosek et al. [17] developed an alternative reliability-
oriented MVEE, VARAN, using in-process (IP) rather
than CP monitoring (see Figure 1(b)). VARAN outper-
forms CP monitors by removing the need for context
switching and trades lockstep execution for a loosely syn-
chronized execution model. VARAN, however, does not
protect the host system from compromised replicas and is
therefore less suitable for security-oriented use cases.

This paper proposes a new, hybrid MVEE design—
ReMon—that uses an existing, isolated CP monitor
(GHUMVEE [42]) to enforce lockstep execution for all
sensitive system calls. To increase efficiency, we aug-
ment GHUMVEE with a compact, security-hardened IP
monitor (IP-MON) that enables efficient replication of
non-sensitive calls without context switching. As a re-
sult, our design (see Figure 1(c)) unites the strengths of
the previous approaches. It provides security guarantees
that are comparable to those of existing security-oriented
MVEEs while approaching the efficiency of VARAN.
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Kernel

(a) Inefficient but secure CP MVEE

CP Monitor
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Master

Replicas

(b) Efficient but insecure IP MVEE
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(c) ReMon: Efficient and secure MVEE

CP Monitor
Buffer

Replicas

Kernel

Kernel

Figure 1: Three MVEE designs running two replicas.

Our design is motivated by the fact that a security pol-
icy of monitoring all system calls is overly conserva-
tive [14, 32]. Many system calls cannot affect any state
outside of the process making the system call. Only a
small set of sensitive system calls are potentially useful to
an attacker. Thanks to the IP-MON component, ReMon
supports configurable relaxation policies that allow non-
sensitive calls to execute without being cross-checked
against other replicas. Section 5 evaluates the perfor-
mance impact of a range of relaxation policies inspired by
the classification of system calls used in OpenBSD [25].

In summary, our paper contributes:

• A Novel MVEE Design ReMon unifies the
strengths of previous approaches: the security prop-
erties of traditional cross-process MVEEs [8, 12,
35, 40], and the efficient replication mechanism of
in-process reliability-oriented MVEEs [17].

• Relaxed Monitoring Techniques We leverage our
split-monitor design to support relaxed monitoring
policies. The IP-MON component lets replicas make
certain system calls without cross-process monitor-
ing to increase efficiency.

• Extensive Evaluation & High Performance We
implemented a full-fledged prototype of our ReMon
design and perform a careful and detailed evalua-
tion under different relaxed monitoring policies. Our
evaluation shows that ReMon compares favorably to
previous work and allows server applications to run
in lockstep at near-native speeds.

2 Background
Several MVEE designs have been explored in the

past decade. Broadly speaking, two key factors distin-
guish them. First, an MVEE can run entirely in kernel

space [12], or run in user space. Second, some MVEEs ex-
ecute within the context of the replicas’ processes [12, 17],
whereas other run in a separate process [10, 35, 40]. These
designs make different trade-offs. In-kernel designs are
problematic from a security standpoint because MVEE
monitors typically have a large attack surface and are
prone to memory corruption themselves. The large attack
surface arises from the need for the monitor to interpose
on every system call executed by a replica, whereas the
possibility of memory corruption is due to the plethora
of specialized functions that compare and copy complex
data structures, such as I/O and message vectors. Suc-
cessful attacks on MVEE monitors cannot be ruled out,
and, in the case of in-kernel monitors, they could easily
compromise the entire system.

User-space designs, on the other hand, contain the dam-
age that an attacker can inflict in case the monitor is
compromised. Some designs place the MVEE monitor
inside the replicas’ processes (in-process monitoring / IP),
whereas the majority of designs isolate the monitoring
process (cross-process monitoring / CP). An IP implemen-
tation as shown in Figure 1(b) allows monitor-replica in-
teraction without context switching, but lacks a hardware-
enforced protection boundary to isolate the replicas from
the monitor. Misbehaving replicas might therefore inter-
fere with the monitor, unless they are augmented with
Control-Flow Integrity (CFI) [1] or Software-based Fault
Isolation (SFI) [43]. CFI and SFI would, however, reduce
or negate the performance benefits of IP monitoring.

In contrast, a CP MVEE (Figure 1(a)) does not re-
quire program transformations that slow down the repli-
cas throughout the entire execution. Interaction between a
CP MVEE and its replicas does require context switching,
however, which is a costly operation due to the need to
switch page tables and flush the TLB. When implement-
ing a security-oriented MVEE, the choice between an IP
or CP monitoring design is ultimately a trade-off between
efficient interaction between the monitor and the replicas
(IP design) or faster execution of the replicas (CP design).

2.1 Transparent I/O Replication
The MVEE’s monitor ensures that the replicated exe-

cution is transparent to the end user. Apart from timing,
an outside observer should not notice any differences
between native execution of a single replica and Multi-
Variant Execution of multiple replicas. The MVEE there-
fore guarantees that externally observable I/O operations
execute only once, while at the same time ensuring that
all replicas receive consistent I/O results.

ReMon handles this transparent I/O replication using a
master/slave model, similarly to several existing MVEEs.
One replica is designated as the master; all other replicas
become slaves. Whenever replicas invoke an I/O-related
system call, ReMon allows only the master to complete
the call. When the call in the master has returned, the

2
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system call results are copied to the slaves’ memory and
all replicas are resumed.

This mechanism also ensures that all replicas receive
consistent input. Consistency and transparency are not
identical concerns. Many system calls, e.g., those that
query the state of a process, do not have effects that are
observable to the end user, but they might still return
different results if the monitor does not intervene.

Many programs communicate with other processes
over shared physical memory pages. This is generally
not safe in an MVEE, however, because (i) it prevents
the MVEE from providing consistent input to all replicas,
since shared memory can be accessed without system
calls, and (ii) shared memory allows for unmonitored
bi-directional communication channels between repli-
cas. Such communication channels are a challenge to
all security-oriented MVEEs. The ability for the replicas
to communicate freely increases the likelihood that at-
tackers can mount an asymmetrical attack, in which they
provide different inputs to different replicas.

Security-oriented MVEEs, including ours, therefore
typically impose restrictions on the use of shared memory.
ReMon rejects any request to set up shared memory pages
that can form a bi-directional channel. Typically, this
restriction does not break programs, because nearly all of
them fall back to alternative communication mechanisms
when their requests to map shared memory get rejected.
We refer to earlier work for a discussion on solutions
to support programs that do not have such a fall-back
mechanism [10].

2.2 Consistent Signal Delivery
Whereas synchronous signals (such as SIGSEGV) as

a direct result of the executing instruction streams can
safely be delivered to all replicas, asynchronously de-
livered signals can cause the replicas to diverge if their
corresponding signal handlers are not invoked at the same
point in their execution. Most MVEEs therefore defer
the delivery of asynchronous signals until all replicas are
suspended in equivalent states. ReMon implements the
same strategy. It uses the ptrace API to discard signals
when they are initially delivered and to re-initiate delivery
once all replicas have reached a synchronization point.

2.3 Multi-Threaded Replicas
Non-determinism is a common problem in multi-

threaded replicas. Non-deterministic replicas might ex-
ecute different system call sequences, even if they are
given the same inputs and if related system calls are pre-
vented from interleaving. To resolve this, ReMon embeds
a small Record/Replay agent in each replica to force them
to execute user-space synchronization operations in the
same order, thereby enforcing equivalent behavior in all
replicas. We refer to the literature for an extended discus-
sion on non-determinism in multi-threaded programs as
well as available solutions [4, 6, 13, 22, 30, 33, 34].

Kernel

CP Monitor
Replica

sys_read(…)1

IP-MON

2 +
&RB

43 2’

IK Broker - 
Interceptor

4’

IK Broker - 
Verifier 

Figure 2: ReMon’s major components and interactions.

3 ReMon Design and Implementation
ReMon supervises the execution of an arbitrary num-

ber of diversified program replicas that run in parallel.
ReMon’s main goals are (i) to monitor all of the security-
sensitive system calls—hereafter referred to as “moni-
tored calls”—issued by these replicas, (ii) to force mon-
itored calls to execute in lockstep, (iii) to disable moni-
toring and lockstepping for non-security-sensitive system
calls—hereafter referred to as “unmonitored calls”, thus
allowing the replicas to execute these calls as efficiently as
possible while still providing them with consistent system
call results, and (iv) to support configurable monitoring
relaxation policies that define which subset of all system
calls are considered non-security-sensitive, and should
therefore not be monitored. ReMon1 uses three main
components to attain these goals:

1. GHUMVEE A security-oriented CP monitor im-
plemented as discussed in Section 2. Although
GHUMVEE can be used standalone, it only handles
monitored calls when used as part of ReMon.

2. IP-MON An in-process monitor loaded into each
replica as a shared library. IP-MON provides the ap-
plication with the necessary functionality to replicate
the results of unmonitored calls.

3. IK-B A small in-kernel broker that forwards un-
monitored calls to IP-MON and monitored calls to
GHUMVEE. IK-B also enforces security restrictions
on IP-MON, and provides auxiliary functionality
that cannot be implemented in user space. The bro-
ker is aware of the system calls that IP-MON handles
and of the relaxation policy that is in effect.

These three components interact whenever a replica exe-
cutes a system call, as shown in Figure 2.

Our kernel-space system call broker, IK-B, intercepts
the system call 1 and either forwards it to IP-MON 2 , or

1https://github.com/stijn-volckaert/ReMon
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to GHUMVEE 2’ . The call is forwarded to IP-MON only
if the replica has loaded an IP-MON that can replicate
the results of the call, and if the active relaxation policy
allows the invoked call to be executed as an unmonitored
call. If these two criteria are not met, IK-B uses the stan-
dard ptrace facilities to forward the call to GHUMVEE
instead, which handles it exactly as a regular CP-MVEE.

In the former case, IK-B forwards the call by overwrit-
ing the program counter so that the system call returns to a
known “system call entry point” in IP-MON’s executable
code. While doing so, IK-B gives IP-MON a one-time
authorization to complete the execution of the call without
having the call reported to GHUMVEE. The broker grants
this authorization by passing a random 64-bit token 2 as
an implicit argument to the forwarded call. IP-MON then
performs a series of security checks and eventually com-
pletes the execution of the forwarded call by restarting it
3 . IP-MON can choose to restart the call with or without

the authorization token still intact. If the token is intact
upon reentering the kernel, IK-B allows the execution of
the system call to complete, and returns the call’s results
to IP-MON 4 . If the token is not intact, or if IP-MON
executes a different system call, or if the first system call
executed after a token has been granted does not originate
from within IP-MON itself, IK-B revokes the token and
force the call to be forwarded to GHUMVEE 4’ .

IP-MON generally executes unmonitored system calls
only in the master replica, and replicates the results of the
system call to the slave replicas through the replication
buffer (RB) discussed in Section 3.2. The slaves wait for
the master to complete its system call and copy the repli-
cated results from the RB when they become available.

Although IP-MON allows the master replica to run
ahead of the slaves, it still checks if the replicas have
diverged. To do so, the master’s IP-MON deep copies all
of its system call arguments into the RB, and the slaves’
IP-MONs compare their own arguments with the recorded
ones when they invoke IP-MON. This measure minimizes
opportunities for asymmetrical attacks (cf. Section 4).

3.1 Securing the Design
The IK-B Verifier only allows replicas to complete the

execution of unmonitored system calls if those calls orig-
inate from within an IP-MON instance having a valid
one-time authorization token. As only the IK-B Inter-
ceptor can generate valid tokens, this mechanism forces
every unmonitored system call to go through IK-B. At
the same time, it also ensures that IP-MON can only ex-
ecute unmonitored system calls if it is invoked by IK-
B and it is invoked through its intended entry point.
This mechanism is, in essence, a form of Control-Flow
Integrity [1]. It also allows us to hide the location of the
RB, thereby preventing the RB from being accessed from
outside IP-MON. Protecting the RB is of critical impor-
tance to the security of our MVEE, as we will discuss in

Section 4. To fully hide the location of the RB, while still
allowing benign accesses, we ensure that the pointer to
the RB is only stored in kernel memory.

IK-B loads the RB pointer and the token into des-
ignated processor registers whenever it forwards a call
to IP-MON, and IP-MON is designed and implemented
such that it does not leak these sensitive values into user
space-accessible memory. First, we compile IP-MON us-
ing gcc and use the -ffixed-reg option to remove the
RB pointer and authorization token’s designated registers
from gcc’s register allocator. This ensures that the sensi-
tive values never leak to the stack, nor to any other register.
Second, we carefully crafted specialized accessor func-
tions to access the RB. These functions may temporarily
load the RB pointer into other registers, e.g., to calculate
a pointer to a specific element in the RB, but they restore
these registers to their former values upon returning. We
also force IP-MON to destroy the RB pointer and autho-
rization token registers themselves upon returning to the
system call site. Finally, we use inlining to avoid indirect
control flow instructions from IP-MON’s system call en-
try point. This ensures that IP-MON’s control flow cannot
be diverted to a malicious function that could leak the RB
pointer or authorization token.

ReMon further prevents discovery of the RB through
the /proc/maps interface: It forcibly forwards all system
calls accessing the maps file to GHUMVEE and by filter-
ing the data read from the file. This requires marking the
maps file as a special file, as described in Section 3.6.

To prevent IP-MON itself from being tampered with,
we also force all system calls that could adversely affect
IP-MON to be forwarded to GHUMVEE. These calls (e.g.
sys mprotect and sys mremap) are then subject to the
default lockstep synchronization mechanism.

3.2 The IP-MON Replication Buffer
IP-MON must be embedded into all replicas, so it

consists of multiple independent copies, one per replica.
These copies must cooperate, which requires an efficient
communication channel. Although a socket or FIFO could
be used, we opted for a shared replication buffer (RB)
stored in a memory segment shared between all replicas.

To increase the scalability of our design, we opted not
to use a true circular buffer. Instead, we use a linear RB.
When our RB overflows, we signal GHUMVEE using
a system call. GHUMVEE then waits for all replicas
to synchronize, resets the buffer to its initial state, and
resumes the replicas. Involving GHUMVEE as an arbiter
avoids costly read-write sharing on RB variables that keep
track of where data starts and ends in the RB. Instead, each
replica thread only reads and writes its own RB position.

3.3 Adding System Call Support
ReMon currently supports well over 200 system calls.

To provide a fast path, IP-MON supports a subset of 67

4
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/∗ read(int fd, void ∗ buf, size t count) ∗/
MAYBE CHECKED(read) {

// check if our current policy allows us to dispatch read
// calls on this file as unmonitored calls
return !can read(ARG1);

}

CALCSIZE(read) {
// reserve space for 3 register arguments
COUNTREG(ARG);
COUNTREG(ARG);
COUNTREG(ARG);
// one buffer whose maximum size is in argument 3 of syscall
COUNTBUFFER(RET, ARG3);

}

PRECALL(read) {
// compare the args each replica passed to the call.
// if they match, we allow only the master to complete the call,
// while the slaves wait for the master’s results.
CHECKREG(ARG1);
CHECKPOINTER(ARG2);
CHECKREG(ARG3);
return MASTERCALL | MAYBE BLOCKING(ARG1);

}

POSTCALL(read) {
// replicate the results
REPLICATEBUFFER(ARG2, ret);

}

Listing 1: Replicating the read system call in IP-MON.

system calls. However, adding support to IP-MON for a
new system call is generally straightforward. IP-MON
offers a set of C macros to easily describe how to handle
the replication of the system call and its results.

As an example, listing 1 shows IP-MON’s code for the
read system call. The code is split across four handler
functions that each implement one step in the handling of
a system call using the C macros provided by IP-MON.

First, the MAYBE CHECKED function is called to
determine if the call should be monitored by GHUMVEE.
If the MAYBE CHECKED handler returns true, IP-
MON forces the original system call to be forwarded
to GHUMVEE ( 4’ ) by destroying the authorization token
and restarting the call. We use this handler type to support
conditional relaxation policies, as shown in Table 1.

IP-MON uses a fixed-size RB to replicate system call
arguments, results, and other system call metadata. Prior
to restarting the forwarded call, we therefore need to cal-
culate the maximum size this information may occupy in
the RB. If the size of the data as calculated by the CALC-
SIZE handler exceeds the size of the RB, IP-MON forces
the original system call to be forwarded to GHUMVEE.
If the data size does not exceed the size of the RB, but it
is bigger than the available portion of the RB, the master
waits for the slaves to consume the data already in the RB,
after which it resets the RB.

Next, if IP-MON has decided not to forward the orig-

inal system call to GHUMVEE, it calls the PRECALL
handler. In the context of the master replica, this function
logs the forwarded call’s arguments, call number, and a
small amount of metadata into the RB. This metadata con-
sists of a set of boolean flags that indicate whether or not
the master has forwarded the call to GHUMVEE, whether
or not the call is expected to block when it is resumed, etc.
If the function is called in a slave replica’s context, IP-
MON performs sanity checking by comparing the slave’s
arguments with the master’s arguments. If they do not
match, IP-MON triggers an intentional crash, thereby sig-
nalling GHUMVEE through the ptrace mechanism, and
causing a shutdown of the MVEE.

The return value of the PRECALL handler determines
whether the original call should be resumed or aborted. By
returning the MASTERCALL constant from the PRECALL
handler, for example, IP-MON instructs the master replica
to resume the original call, and the slave replicas to abort
the original call. Alternatively, the original call may be
resumed or aborted in all replicas.

Finally, IP-MON calls the POSTCALL handler. Here,
the master replica copies its system call return values
into the RB. The slave replicas instead wait for the return
values to appear in the RB. Depending on the aforemen-
tioned system call metadata, the handler may wait using a
spin-wait loop if the system call was not expected to block,
or otherwise a specialized condition variable, whose im-
plementation we describe in Section 3.7.

3.4 System Call Monitoring Policies
There are many ways to draw the line between system

calls to be monitored by the CP-MVEE and system calls
to be handled by IP-MON. We propose two concrete
monitoring relaxation policies.

The first option is spatial exemption, where certain
system calls are either unconditionally handled by IP-
MON and not monitored by GHUMVEE, or handled
by IP-MON only if their system call arguments meet
certain criteria. Table 1 proposes several predefined levels
of spatial exemption, which the program developer or
administrator can choose from. Selecting a level enables
unmonitored system calls for all calls in that level, as
well as all preceding levels. This provides a performance-
security trade-off, with lower levels in the table having
lower overhead but being potentially less secure.

We picked these system calls so we could maintain a
high level of security while still preserving the correct-
ness of the replicas’ execution and significantly improv-
ing our system’s performance. System calls that relate
to allocation and management of process resources and
threads, as well as signal handling, are always monitored
by GHUMVEE. This includes syscalls that (i) allocate,
manage and close file descriptors (FDs), (ii) map, manage
and unmap memory regions, (iii) create, control and kill
threads and processes and (iv) all signal handling sys-

5
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file%type op%type
BASE_LEVEL
Read%only*calls*that*do*not*
operate*on*file*descriptors*
and*do*not*affect*the*file*
system.

NONSOCKET_RO_LEVEL
Read%only*calls*on*regular*
files,*pipes,*and*non%
socket*file*descriptors;*
read%only*calls*from*file*
system;*write*calls*on*
process%local*variables.*

NONSOCKET_RW_LEVEL
Write*calls*on*regular*files,*
pipes,*and*other*non%
socket*file*descriptors.*
SOCKET_RO_LEVEL
Read*calls*on*sockets.*

SOCKET_RW_LEVEL
Write*calls*on*sockets.*

Level%and%description Unconditionally%allowed%calls
Conditionally%allowed%
calls%depending%on

gettimeofday,*clock_gettime,*
time,*getpid,*gettid,*getpgrp,*
getppid,*getgid,*getegid,*
getuid,*geteuid,*getcwd,*
getpriority,*getrusage,*times,*
capget,*getitimer,*sysinfo,*
uname,*sched_yield,*nanosleep*

access,*faccessat,*lseek,*stat,*
lstat,*fstat,*fstatat,*getdents,*
readlink,*readlinkat,*getxattr,*
lgetxattr,*fgetxattr,*alarm,*
setitimer,*timerfd_gettime,*
madvise,*fadvise64

read,*
readv,*
pread64,*
preadv,*
select,*poll

futex,*
ioctl,*fcntl

sync,*syncfd,*fsync,*fdatasync,*
timerfd_settime

write,*
writev,*
pwrite64,*
pwritev

read,*readv,*pread64,*preadv,*
select,*poll,*epoll_wait,*
recfrom,*recvmsg,*recvmmsg,*
getsockname,*getpeername,*
getsockopt
write,*writev,*pwrite64,*
pwritev,*sendto,*sendmsg,*
sendmmsg,*sendfile,*epoll_ctl,*
setsockopt,*shutdown

Table 1: Monitor levels for spatial system call exemption.

tem calls. We distributed all remaining system calls over
the aforementioned levels to allow the programmer/ad-
ministrator to choose the appropriate balance between
performance and security.

The second option is temporal exemption, where IP-
MON probabilistically exempts system calls from the
monitoring policy if similar calls were repeatedly ap-
proved by the monitor. We observe that many programs,
especially those with high system call frequencies, often
repeatedly invoke the same sequence of system calls. If a
series of system calls is approved by GHUMVEE, then
one possible temporal relaxation policy is to stochastically
exempt some fraction of the following identical system
calls within some time window or range. Note that tem-
poral relaxation policies must be highly unpredictable;
deterministic policies (e.g., “Exempt system calls X, Y,
Z from monitoring after N approvals within an M mil-
lisecond time window”) are insecure. In other words, care
must be taken to ensure that temporal relaxation does not
allow adversaries to coerce the MVEE into a state where
potentially dangerous system calls are not monitored.

3.5 IP-MON Initialization
IK-B does not forward any system calls to IP-MON

until IP-MON explicitly registers itself through a new sys-
tem call we added to the kernel. When this call is invoked,
the kernel first attempts to report the call to GHUMVEE,
which receives the notification and can decide if it wants
to allow IP-MON to register.

The registration system call expects three arguments.

The first argument is the set of “unmonitored” calls sup-
ported by IP-MON. If the IP-MON registration succeeds,
IK-B forwards any system call in this set to IP-MON from
that point onwards, as we explained earlier. GHUMVEE
can modify this set of system calls, or potentially pre-
vent the registration altogether. The second and third
arguments are a pointer to the RB and a pointer to the
entry point function that should be invoked when IK-B
forwards a call to IP-MON.

The RB pointer must be valid and must point to a
writable region. IP-MON must therefore set up an RB
that it shares with all other replicas. We use the System
V IPC facilities to create, initialize, and map the RB [23].
GHUMVEE arbitrates the RB initialization process to
ensure that all replicas attach to the same RB.

3.6 The IP-MON File Map
GHUMVEE arbitrates all system calls that create/mod-

ify/destroy FDs, incl. sockets. It thus maintains metadata
such as the type of each FD (regular/pipe/socket/poll-
fd/special). It also tracks which FDs are in non-blocking
mode. System calls that operate on non-blocking FDs
always return immediately, regardless of whether or not
the corresponding operation succeeds.

Replicas can map a read-only copy of this metadata
into their address spaces using the same mechanism we
use for the RB. We refer to this metadata as the IP-MON
file map. We maintain exactly one byte of metadata per
FD, resulting in a page-sized file map. For some system
calls, IP-MON uses the file map to determine if the call is
to be monitored or not as per the monitoring policy.

3.7 Blocking System Calls
Its file map permits IP-MON to predict whether an

unmonitored call can block or not. IP-MON handles
blocking calls efficiently. If the master replica knows
that a call will block, it instructs the slaves to wait on an
optimized and highly scalable IP-MON condition variable
until the results become available (as opposed to a slower
spin-read loop). IP-MON uses the futex (7) API to
implement wait and wake operations. This allowed us to
implement several optimizations.

For each system call invocation, IP-MON allocates a
separate structure within the RB. Each individual struc-
ture contains a condition variable. Slave replicas must
only wait on the condition variable associated with the
system call results they are interested in. Using separate
condition variables for each system call invocation pre-
vents an unnecessary bottleneck that would arise when
using just a single variable, because the slave replicas
might progress at different paces. Furthermore, IP-MON
tracks whether or not there are replicas waiting for the
results of a specific system call invocation. If none are
waiting when the master has finished writing its system
call results into the buffer, no FUTEX WAKE operation is
needed to resume the slaves. IP-MON does not have to

6
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reuse condition variables because a new condition vari-
able is allocated for each system call invocation. Thus,
IP-MON does not have to reset condition variables to their
initial state after it has used one to signal slave replicas.

3.8 Consistent Signal Delivery
Signals may introduce divergence among a set of ex-

ecuting replicas. MVEEs therefore typically defer the
delivery of signals until they can assert that all replicas
are in equivalent states, such as when they are all waiting
to enter a system call, as discussed in Section 2.2.

The intricacies of the ptrace API make the correct im-
plementation of consistent asynchronous signal delivery
challenging, and it becomes even more complicated when
introducing IP-MON. Because GHUMVEE does not see
any system calls that are dispatched as unmonitored calls,
it might indefinitely defer the delivery of incoming sig-
nals, thus violating the intended behavior of the replicas.
GHUMVEE solves this problem via introspection. When
a signal is delivered to the master replica, GHUMVEE
first sets a signals pending flag, which is stored at the
beginning of the RB. Next, GHUMVEE checks whether
that replica was executing a system call through IP-MON.
GHUMVEE does this by checking if the user-space in-
struction pointer points to a system call instruction inside
the IP-MON executable region. If the master replica was
executing a blocking system call, GHUMVEE aborts that
call. The kernel automatically aborts blocking system
calls, but normally restarts them after the signal handler
has been invoked. However, GHUMVEE prevents the
kernel from restarting the call. Instead, it resumes the
master replica at the return site of the call. The master
replica then inspects the signals pending flag and restarts
the call as a monitored call, allowing it to be intercepted
by GHUMVEE.

3.9 Support for epoll (7)
Linux 2.5.44 introduced the Linux-specific epoll API

as a high-performance alternative to select and poll.
Applications can use this interface to get notifications for
FD events, e.g., when a socket has received new data or
when a connection request has arrived. Modern Linux
server applications use epoll to handle network requests
efficiently on multiple threads.

To minimize the performance overhead, IP-MON needs
to support the epoll family of system calls. This is
not straightforward, however. When registering a FD
with epoll functions, the application can associate an
epoll event structure with that FD. This structure may
contain a pointer value that the kernel will return when
an event on the FD gets triggered. The epoll event

structures are challenging to support in MVEEs. Diversi-
fied replicas are likely to use different pointer values for
the same logical FD. Blindly replicating the results of a
sys epoll wait event would then return the master’s,
rather than the calling replica’s pointer values.

IP-MON solves this problem by maintaining a shadow
mapping between FDs and pointers inside epoll event.
When a new FD is registered with epoll, IP-MON copies
the associated pointer value from the epoll event struc-
ture to the mapping. When replicating the results of an
epoll call, IP-MON uses this mapping to store FDs,
rather than pointer values in the master replica, and it
maps these FDs back onto the associated pointer values
in the slave replicas.

4 Security Analysis
Unlike previous MVEEs, ReMon eschews fixed moni-

toring policies and instead allows security/performance
trade-offs to be made on a per-application basis.

With respect to integrity, we already pointed out that
a CP MVEE monitor (and its environment) are protected
by (i) running it in an isolated process space protected
by a hardware-enforced boundary to prevent user-space
tampering with the monitor from within the replicas; (ii)
by enforcing lockstep, consistent, monitored execution of
all system calls in all replicas to prevent malicious impact
of a single compromised replica on the monitor; and (iii)
diversity among the replicas to increase the likelihood
that attacks cause observable divergence, i.e., that they
fail to compromise the replicas in consistent ways.

With those three properties in place, it becomes exceed-
ingly hard for an attacker to subvert the monitor and to
execute arbitrary system calls. Nevertheless, MVEEs do
not protect against attacks that exploit incorrect program
logic or leak information though side-channel attacks.
This is similar to many other code-reuse mitigations such
as software diversity, SFI, and CFI.

In ReMon, monitored system calls are still handled by
a CP monitor, so malicious monitored calls are as hard to
abuse as they are in existing CP MVEEs. For unmonitored
calls, IP-MON relaxes the first two of the above three
properties. The master replicas can run ahead of the slaves
and the system call consistency checks in the slaves’ IP-
MON, so an attacker could try to hijack the master’s
control with a malicious input to execute at least one, and
possibly multiple, unmonitored calls without verification
by a slave’s IP-MON. An attacker could also attempt to
locate the RB and feed malicious data to the slaves, in
order to stall them or to tamper with their consistency
checks. This way, the attacker could increase the window
of opportunity to execute unmonitored calls in the master.

As long as the attacker executes unmonitored calls only
according to a given relaxation policy, those capabilities
by definition pose no significant security threat: unmon-
itored calls are exactly those calls that are defined by
the chosen policy to pose either no security threat at all,
or that pose an acceptable security risk. However, an
attacker can also try to bypass IP-MON’s policy verifica-
tion checks on conditionally allowed system calls to let
IP-MON pass calls unmonitored that should have been
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monitored by GHUMVEE according to the policy. We
therefore consider several aspects of these attack scenar-
ios in the following paragraphs.

Unmonitored execution of system calls ReMon ensures
that IP-MON can only execute unmonitored system calls
if it is invoked by IK-B itself and through its intended
system call entry point. When invoked properly, IP-MON
performs policy verification checks on conditionally al-
lowed system calls, as well as the security checks a CP
monitor normally performs. An attacker that manages
to compromise a program replica could jump over these
checks in an attempt to execute unmonitored system calls
directly. Such an attack would, however, be ineffective
thanks to the authorization mechanism we described in
Section 3.1.

Manipulating the RB We designed IP-MON so that it
never stores a pointer to the RB, nor any pointer derived
thereof, in user-space accessible memory. Instead, IK-B
passes an RB pointer to IP-MON, and IP-MON keeps
the RB pointer in a fixed register. To access the RB,
the attacker must therefore find its location by random
guessing or by mounting side-channel attacks. ReMon’s
current implementation uses RBs that are 16MiB and
located on different addresses in each replica. This gives
the RB pointer 24 bits of entropy per replica which makes
guessing attacks unlikely to succeed.

Furthermore, because neither IP-MON, nor the appli-
cation need to know the exact location of the RB and
because every invocation of IP-MON is routed through
IK-B, we could extend IK-B to periodically move the
RB to a different virtual address by modifying the repli-
cas’ page table entries. This would further decrease the
chances of a successful guessing attack.

Diversified Replicas Our current implementation of Re-
Mon deploys the combined diversification of ASLR and
Disjoint Code Layouts (DCL) [40]. ReMon, however, sup-
port all other kinds of automated software diversity tech-
niques as well. We refer to the literature for an overview
of such techniques [21]. The security evaluations in the
literature, including demonstrations of resilience against
concrete attacks, therefore still apply to ReMon.

5 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we first evaluate the performance of

IP-MON’s spatial relaxation policy on a set of widely-
used benchmark suites, and then compare IP-MON with
existing MVEEs by replicating some of the experiments
previously described in the literature [16, 17, 26, 35, 40].
We conducted all of our experiments on a machine with
two eight-core Intel Xeon E5-2660 processors each hav-
ing 20MB of cache, 64GB of RAM and a Gigabit Eth-
ernet connection, running the x86 64 version of Ubuntu
14.04.3 LTS. This machine runs the Linux 3.13.11 ker-
nel, to which we applied the IK-B patches described in

Section 3. These IK-B patches add 97 LoC to the kernel.
We used the official 2.19 versions of GNU’s glibc and
libpthreads in our experiments, but did apply a small
patch to glibc to reinitialize IP-MON’s thread-local stor-
age variables after each fork. We disabled hyper-threading
as well as frequency and voltage scaling to maximize re-
producibility of our measurements.

Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) was
enabled in our tests and we configured ReMon to map
IP-MON and its associated buffers at non-overlapping
addresses in all replicas [40].

5.1 Synthetic Benchmark Suites
We evaluated ReMon on the PARSEC 2.1, SPLASH-

2x, and Phoronix benchmark suite. (C. Segulja
kindly provided his data race patches for PARSEC and
SPLASH [36].) These benchmarks cover a wide range in
system call densities and patterns (e.g., bursty vs. spread
over time, and mixes of sensitive and non-sensitive calls)
as well as various scales and schemes of multi-threading,
the most important factors contributing to the overhead
of traditional CP-MVEEs that we want to overcome with
IP-MON.

We evaluated all five levels of our spatial exemption
policy on some of the Phoronix benchmarks, and show
the performance of the NONSOCKET RW LEVEL policy on
the other suites. We used the largest available input sets
for all benchmarks, and ran the multi-threaded bench-
marks with four worker threads and used two replicas
for all benchmarks. We excluded PARSEC’s canneal
benchmark from our measurements because it purposely
causes data races that result in divergent behavior when
running multiple replicas. This makes the benchmark
incompatible with MVEEs. We also excluded SPLASH’s
cholesky benchmark due to incompatibilities with the
version of the gcc compiler we used.

The results for these benchmarks are shown in Fig-
ures 3 and 4. The baseline overhead was measured by
running ReMon with IP-MON and IK-B disabled. In this
configuration, GHUMVEE runs as a standalone MVEE.

GHUMVEE generally performs well in these bench-
marks. Our machine can run the replicas on disjoint CPU
cores, which means that only the additional pressure on
the memory subsystem and the MVEE itself cause perfor-
mance degradation compared to the benchmarks’ native
performance. Yet, we still see the effect of enabling IP-
MON. For PARSEC 2.1, the relative performance over-
head decreases from 21.9% to 11.2%. For SPLASH-
2x, the overhead decreases from 29.2% to 10.4%. In
Phoronix, the overhead drops from 146.4% to 41.2%.
Particularly interesting are the dedup, water spatial

and network loopback benchmarks, which feature very
high system call densities of over 60k system call invoca-
tions per second. In these benchmarks, the overheads drop
from 252.9% to 69.4%, from 320% to 20.7%, and from

8
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Figure 3: Performance overhead for two benchmark suites (2 replicas).
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Figure 4: Comparison of IP-MON’s spatial relaxation policies in a set of Phoronix benchmarks (2 replicas).

2446% to 200% respectively. Furthermore, the Phoronix
results clearly show that different policies allow for dif-
ferent security-performance trade-offs.

5.2 Server Benchmarks
Server applications are great candidates for execu-

tion and monitoring by MVEEs because they (i) are
frequently targeted by attackers and (ii) often run on
many-core machines with idle CPU cores that can
run replicas in parallel. In this section, we specifi-
cally evaluate our MVEE on applications used to eval-
uate other MVEEs. These applications include the
Apache web server (used to evaluate Orchestra [35]),
thttpd (ab) and lighttpd (ab) (used to evaluate
Tachyon [26]), lighttpd (http load) (used to evalu-
ate Mx [16]), as well as beanstalkd, lighttpd (wrk),
memcached, nginx (wrk) and redis (used to evaluate
VARAN [17]). We used the same client and server con-
figurations described by the creators of those MVEEs.

We tested IP-MON by running a benchmark client on
a separate machine that was connected to our server via
a local gigabit link. We evaluated three scenarios. In the
first scenario, we used the gigabit link as-is and therefore
simulated an unlikely, worst-case scenario since the la-
tency on the gigabit link was very low (less than 0.125ms).
In the second scenario, we added a small amount of la-
tency (bringing the total average latency to 2ms) to the
gigabit link to simulate a realistic worst-case scenario
(average network latencies in the US are 24–63ms [11]).

In the third scenario, which we only evaluated to allow for
comparison with existing MVEEs, we simulated a total
average latency of 5ms. We used Linux’ built-in netem

driver to simulate the latency [24].
Figure 5 shows the worst-case and realistic scenarios

side by side. For each benchmark, we measured the over-
head IP-MON introduces when running between two and
seven parallel replicas with the spatial exemption policy
at the SOCKET RW LEVEL. We also show the overhead for
running two replicas with IP-MON disabled. The latter
case represents the best-case scenario without IP-MON.

5.3 Comparison with other MVEEs
Table 2 compares ReMon’s performance with the re-

sults reported for other MVEEs in literature [16, 17, 26,
35, 40] and online [41]. As each MVEE was evalu-
ated in a different experimental setup, the table also lists
two features that have a significant impact on the perfor-
mance overhead. These are the network latencies, because
higher latencies hide server-side overhead, as well as the
CPU cache sizes, as some of the memory-intensive SPEC
benchmarks benefit significantly from larger caches, in
particular with multiple concurrent replicas.

From a performance overhead perspective, the worst-
case setup in which Mx and Tachyon were evaluated had
the benchmark client running on the same (localhost)
machine as the benchmark server. For VARAN two sep-
arate machines resided in the same rack and were hence
connected by a very-low-latency gigabit Ethernet.
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Figure 5: Server benchmarks in two network scenarios for 2–7 replicas with IP-MON and 2 replicas without IP-MON.

Orientation
MVEE VARAN Orchestra GHUMVEE

network	
local-
host

local	
few	
hops

coast-
to-

coast

local-
host

USA-UK	
(150	
ms)

same	
rack	

gigabit

local	
gigabit n/a

local	
gigabit

	local	
gigabit
(5	ms)

CPU	cache	size 8	MB 20	MB

apache	(ab) 2.4% 50% 34% 2.4%
lighttpd	(ab) 790% 272% 30% 0.0% 55% 0.0%
thttpd	(ab) 1320% 17% 0% 0.0% 73% 2.7%
lighttpd	(httpld) 249% 4% 1.0% 45% 3.5%
redis 1572% 5% 6% 45% 0.1%
beanstalkd 52% 45% 0.6%
memcached 14% 8.4% 0.3%
nginx	(wrk) 28% 194% 0.8%
lighttpd	(wrk) 12% 169% 0.7%
SPEC	CPU2006 7.2%
SPECint	2006 14.2% 12.1%
SPECfp	2006 3.8%

3.1%
17.6% 3.9%

Reliability Security

2.5%

Tachyon Mx ReMon

18.3%

8	MB 20	MB
reported	overheads

17.9%

Table 2: Comparison with other MVEEs (2 replicas).

The worst-case setups in which ReMon and Orchestra
were evaluated consist of two separate machines con-
nected by a low-latency gigabit link. In these unlikely,
worst-case scenarios for servers, the differences in setups
hence favor ReMon and Orchestra over VARAN, and
VARAN over Tachyon and Mx.

In the best-case setups in which Mx and Tachyon were
evaluated, one of the machines was located at the US west
coast, while the other was located in England (Mx) or the
US east coast (Tachyon). In ReMon’s best-case setup, we
used a gigabit link with a simulated 5 ms latency. So in
the more realistic setups and for the server benchmarks,
the differences favor Mx and Tachyon over ReMon.

This comparison demonstrates that ReMon outper-
forms existing non-hardware assisted security-oriented
MVEEs while approaching the efficiency of reliability-
oriented MVEEs.

6 Related Work
Directly intercepting system calls—known as system

call interposition—to check if they are in line with a
system call policy (often obtained through profiling and
software analysis) predates MVEEs as a security sand-
boxing technique. The initial literature on the subject
identified [15] the high overhead of ptrace on Linux

(compared to similar techniques on other OSes), and
kernel-based implementations were presented to over-
come this overhead [31]. To reduce the impact on the
kernel, ReMon performs most monitoring in-process, and
requires only a small kernel patch to ensure its security.

Dune provides in-process but across-privilege-ring
monitoring capabilities based on modern x86 hardware
virtualization support such as VT-x and Extended Page
Tables (EPT) [5]. Dune is, however, currently not thread-
safe. This limits its practical applicability.

Cox et al. presented and evaluated an IP kernel-space
MVEE implementation that deployed address-space par-
titioning as a diversification technique [12], which can
be seen as a limited form of DCL [40]. They measured
Apache latency increases of 18% on unsaturated servers,
and throughput decreases of 48% on saturated servers,
which exceed the corresponding overheads for ReMon.

Later CP user-space MVEEs, including the one by
Bruschi et al. [8], Orchestra by Salamat et al. [35], and
GHUMVEE [42] rely on, and suffer from, the properties
of the ptrace and waitpid APIs. These MVEEs mainly
differ from ReMon in the way they perform I/O repli-
cation. The Orchestra monitor executes I/O operations
on behalf of the replicas, whereas most other MVEEs al-
low a designated master replica to execute I/O operations.
Orchestra copies the results of I/O system calls to the
replicas through a shared memory buffer, while Bruschi
et al.’s MVEE uses ptrace to copy results. GHUMVEE
initially relied on a custom ptrace implementation to
copy data, but now uses the process vm readv API that
was introduced in Linux 3.2.

VARAN takes this approach one step further, and also
performs IP user-space monitoring [17] through shared
ring buffers as shown in Figure 1(b) to avoid the over-
head of ptrace. In VARAN, the direct master-slave
communication is implemented by rewriting the system
call instructions (incl. VDSO ones) in the binaries into
trampolines to system call replication agents. The agents
in the master replica execute the I/O system calls and

10
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log them in the shared buffer. The agents in the slave
replicas running behind the master then copy the results
instead of executing the calls. Monitors embedded in
replica processes check the system call consistency, and
can even allow small discrepancies between the system
calls behavior of the replicas. VARAN does not replicate
user-space synchronization events, however, and hence
cannot handle many typical client-side applications, most
of which rely on user-space futexes.

With its support for small system call behavior discrep-
ancies, as well as with some of its design and implemen-
tation options to minimize overhead, VARAN positions
itself as a reliability-oriented MVEE that can support
applications such as transparent failover, multi-revision
execution (possibly to detect attacks, but not to prevent
them), live sanitization, and record-replay [17]. With its
in-process replication avoiding ptrace, VARAN signifi-
cantly outperforms Tachyon [26] and Mx [16], two other
reliability-oriented MVEEs.

As already noted by its authors, however, VARAN is
less fit to protect against memory exploits. First, VARAN
lets the master run ahead of the slaves, even for sensitive
system calls, as it does not differentiate between sensitive
and insensitive calls. This leaves a much larger window
of opportunity to attackers than ReMon, including for the
execution of sensitive calls. Although this window can
be shortened by decreasing the size of VARAN’s shared
ring buffer, it is unclear what the impact on performance
would be and whether that buffer adaptation closes the
window completely or merely shortens it to one sensitive
system call, which would clearly still be too much. Sec-
ond, unlike the many protection techniques implemented
for ReMon’s IP-MON, VARAN’s IP monitors are only
protected from code-reuse attacks by ASLR, which has
proven susceptible to attacks due to low entropy and gran-
ularity [3, 18, 37, 38]. This is all the more problematic
as VARAN’s IP monitors also monitor sensitive system
calls. Finally, VARAN only rewrites explicit system call
instructions in binary code into trampolines to its replica-
tion agents. ReMon, by contrast, intercepts all executed
system calls, including any potential unaligned system
call gadgets, which would not be identified by VARAN.

MvArmor leverages Dune’s aforementioned hardware-
assisted monitoring capabilties to offer secure in-process
monitoring [20]. MvArmor’s performance results are
comparable to ReMon’s, but due to limitations in Dune,
it currently does not support multi-threaded replicas.

SFI [19, 27, 43, 44] and CFI [2, 1, 9] are two defenses
that have received a lot of attention in literature which
MVEEs can use to protect against memory exploits. Com-
pared to MVEEs such as ReMon, they have the drawback
of depending on relatively intrusive code transformations,
most of which can only be applied when source code
is available, and most of which, in particular those with

stronger security guarantees, come with a significant per-
formance penalty.

7 Conclusions
Designers of MVEEs face the mutually conflicting

goals of security and runtime performance. Specifically,
frequent interactions between cross-process MVEE moni-
tors and program replicas require a high number of costly
context switches. We demonstrate a best-of-both-worlds
design, ReMon, in which an in-process monitor replicates
inputs among the replicas and a cross-process monitor
enforces lockstep execution of potentially harmful system
calls; innocuous system calls, on the other hand, proceed
without external monitoring to increase efficiency.

We present a careful and detailed security analysis and
conclude that our introduction of an IP-MON component
and relaxed monitoring of innocuous system calls still
offers a level of security comparable to that of cross-
process MVEEs. Our extensive performance evaluation
shows that the overheads of ReMon ranges from 0-3.5%
on realistic server workloads and compares very favorably
to recent in-process MVEE designs.
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Abstract
Blockchains like Bitcoin and Namecoin and their re-

spective P2P networks have seen significant adoption in
the past few years and show promise as naming systems
with no trusted parties. Users can register human mean-
ingful names and securely associate data with them, and
only the owner of the particular private keys that regis-
tered them can write or update the name-value pair. In
theory, many decentralized systems can be built using
these blockchain networks, such as new, decentralized
versions of DNS and PKI. As the technology is relatively
new and evolving rapidly, however, little production data
or experience is available to guide design tradeoffs.

In this paper, we describe our experiences operating
a large deployment of a decentralized PKI service built
on top of the Namecoin blockchain. We present vari-
ous challenges pertaining to network reliability, through-
put, and security that we needed to overcome while reg-
istering and updating over 33,000 entries and 200,000
transactions on the Namecoin blockchain. Further, we
discuss how our experience informed the design of a
new blockchain-based naming and storage system called
Blockstack. We detail why we switched from the Name-
coin network to the Bitcoin network for the new sys-
tem, and present operational lessons from this migration.
Blockstack is released as open source software and cur-
rently powers a production PKI system for 55,000 users.

1 Introduction

Cryptocurrency blockchains and their respective P2P
networks are useful beyond exchanging money. They
provide cryptographically auditable, append-only
ledgers that are already being used to build new,
decentralized versions of DNS [41] and public-key
infrastructure (PKI) [43], along with other applications
like file storage [23] and document timestamping [15].
Because blockchains have no central points of trust

or failure, they enable a new class of decentralized
applications and services that minimize the degree to
which users need to put trust in a single party, like a
DNS root server or a root certificate authority.

Blockchain networks have attracted a lot of interest
from enthusiasts, engineers, and investors. In fact, 1.1
billion USD has been invested in blockchain startups
over the last several years [19]. With the rapid capital
infusion, infrastructure for blockchains is getting quickly
deployed [18] and blockchains are emerging as publicly
available common infrastructure for building decentral-
ized systems and applications. However, blockchain net-
works are at a very early stage and there is very little
production data available to guide design trade-offs.

Many non-financial applications of blockchains imply
the need for a naming system that securely binds names,
which can be human-readable, to arbitrary values. The
blockchain gives consensus on the global state of the
naming system and provides an append-only global log
for state changes. Writes to name-value pairs can only be
announced in new blocks, as appends to the global log.
The global log is logically centralized (all nodes on the
network see the same state), but organizationally decen-
tralized (no central party controls the log).

The decentralized nature of blockchain-based naming
introduces meaningful security benefits, but certain as-
pects of contemporary blockchains present technical lim-
itations. Individual blockchain records are typically on
the order of kilobytes [49] and cannot hold much data.
Latency of creating and updating records is capped by
the blockchain’s write propagation and leader election
protocol, and it is typically on the order of 10-40 min-
utes [14]. The total new operations in each round are
limited by average bandwidth of nodes participating in
the network (for Bitcoin the current average is ∼1500
new operations per new round [2]). Further, new nodes
need to independently audit the global log from the be-
ginning: as the system makes forward progress, the time
to bootstrap new nodes increases linearly.
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We believe that in spite of these scalability and per-
formance challenges, blockchains provide important in-
frastructure for building secure, decentralized services.
The cost of tampering with blockchains grows with their
adoption: today, it would require hundreds of millions of
dollars to attack a large blockchain like Bitcoin [1].

These benefits motivated us to use blockchains to build
a new decentralized PKI system. Our system enables
users to register unique, human-readable usernames and
associate public-keys, like PGP [53], along with addi-
tional data to these usernames. There is no need for any
central or trusted party in our PKI system. This paper
presents our experiences from operating this PKI system
on the Namecoin network, which is one of the largest ser-
vices built on top of a blockchain to date. We outline the
challenges that we had to overcome for registering and
updating over 33,000 user entries and for sending over
200,000 transactions on the Namecoin network.

Our production deployment led to many interesting
experiences where we observed and analyzed network
anomalies and security problems that were not discov-
ered or documented before. We discovered a critical
security problem where a single miner consistently
had more than 51% of the total compute power on
the Namecoin network (see [35] for details on the 51%
attack and compute power of miners). A 51% attack is
one of the most serious attacks on a blockchain and im-
pacts its security and decentralization properties.

Moreover, we also encountered chronic networking
issues with broadcasting transactions on the Namecoin
network. Reliability of the network generally depends
on how actively a blockchain network is monitored and
maintained, as well as the financial incentives for oper-
ating the network. Therefore, for both security and relia-
bility reasons, blockchain-based services should use the
largest and most secure blockchain, which at the time of
writing is the Bitcoin blockchain.

Our experience with Namecoin informed the design
and implementation of a new blockchain-based naming
and storage system, called Blockstack, that uses the Bit-
coin blockchain. Unlike previous blockchain-based sys-
tems, Blockstack separates its control and data plane
considerations: it keeps only minimal metadata (namely,
data hashes and state transitions) in the blockchain and
uses external datastores for actual bulk storage. Block-
stack enables fast bootstrapping of new nodes by using
checkpointing and skip lists to limit the set of blocks that
a new node must audit to get started. We have released
Blockstack as open source [13].

Modifying production decentralized systems like Bit-
coin (and introducing new functionality for which it
was not designed) is quite difficult, particularly that the
system still needs to reach “consensus.” With Block-
stack, we extend the single state machine model of

blockchains to allow for arbitrary state machines with-
out requiring consensus breaking changes in the under-
lying blockchain. This design was non-intuitive before
our work; indeed, the standard approach for the past
three years was to fork the main Bitcoin blockchain to
add new and different functionality. Our experience
with the Namecoin blockchain shows that starting new,
smaller blockchains leads to security problems (like re-
duced computational power needed to attack the net-
work) and should be avoided when possible.

This paper makes the following contributions:

• We present the first analysis of security and network
reliability of a blockchain other than Bitcoin and re-
port a critical security problem where a major alter-
nate blockchain, Namecoin, had a single miner with
well over 51% of the compute power for months.

• We report that merged mining, a popular method
to secure smaller blockchains, is currently failing
in practice. The total compute power dedicated to
blockchains is currently insufficient to support mul-
tiple secure blockchains.

• We present the design of Blockstack’s logically sep-
arate layer, virtualchain, which introduces novel
new functionality to production blockchains with-
out requiring any consensus-breaking changes from
the underlying blockchain.

• We present a migration framework for migrating
from one blockchain to another under a failure of
the underlying blockchain, and present lessons from
a successful migration of our production system
from Namecoin to Bitcoin. This was the first cross-
chain migration of a production system running on
blockchains.

2 Motivation and Background

In this section, we describe the motivation for building
naming systems that have no central point of trust and
provide the relevant background on blockchains. In this
paper, we use the term naming system to mean (a) names
are human-readable and can be picked by humans, (b)
name-value pairs have a strong sense of ownership—
that is, they can be owned by cryptographic keypairs,
and c) there is no central trusted party or point of fail-
ure. Building a naming system with these three proper-
ties was considered impossible according to Zooko’s Tri-
angle [32] and most traditional naming systems provide
two out of these three properties [31]. Namecoin [41]
used a blockchain-based approach to provide the first
naming system that offered all three properties: human-
readability, strong ownership, and decentralization.
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2.1 Background on Blockchains

Blockchains provide a global append-only log that is
publicly writeable. Writes to the global log, called trans-
actions, are organized as blocks and each block packages
multiple transactions into a single atomic write. Writ-
ing to the global log requires a payment in the form of
a transaction fee. Nodes participating in a blockchain
network follow a leader election protocol for deciding
which node gets to write the next block and collect the
respective transaction fees. Not all nodes in the network
participate in leader election. Nodes actively competing
to become the leader of the next round are called min-
ers. At the start of each round, all miners start work-
ing on a new computation problem, derived from the last
block, and the miner that is the first to solve the prob-
lem gets to write the next block. In Bitcoin, the difficulty
of these computation problems is automatically adjusted
by the protocol so that 1 new block is produced roughly
every 10 minutes. See [14] for further details on how
blockchains work and how they reach consensus.

2.2 Namecoin’s Naming System

Namecoin is one of the first forks of Bitcoin and is the
oldest blockchain other than Bitcoin that is still opera-
tional, with a cryptocurrency market capitalization of 5
million USD as of May 2016 [6] (the market capitaliza-
tion of a cryptocurrency is the exchange-traded value of
its coins multiplied by its number of coins in existence).
The main motivation for starting Namecoin was to cre-
ate an alternate DNS-like system that replaces DNS root
servers with a blockchain for mapping domain names to
DNS records [41]. Given that blockchains don’t have
central points of trust, a blockchain-based DNS is much
harder to censor and registered names cannot be seized
from owners without getting access to their respective
private keys [31]. Altering name registrations stored
in a blockchain requires prohibitively high computing
resources because re-writing blockchain data requires
proof-of-work [8]. Before our work, it was common
practice to start new blockchains (by forking them from
Bitcoin) to introduce new functionality and make mod-
ifications required by the respective service/application,
which is the precise approach taken by Namecoin.

Just like DNS, there is a cost associated with register-
ing a new name. The name registration fee discourages
people from registering a lot of names that they don’t ac-
tually intend to use. In Namecoin, the recipient of regis-
tration fees is a “black hole” cryptographic address from
which money cannot be retrieved [31]. Namecoin de-
fines a pricing function for how the cost of name regis-
trations changes over time. Namecoin supports multiple
namespaces (like TLDs in DNS), and the same rules for

pricing and name expiration apply to all namespaces. By
convention, the d/ namespace is used for domain names.

In Namecoin, name registration uses a two-phase com-
mit method where a user first pre-orders a name hash
and then registers the name-value pair by revealing the
actual name and the associated value. This is done
to avoid front-running of unconfirmed name registra-
tions [31]. Name registrations expire after a fixed amount
of time, measured in new blocks written (currently
36,000 blocks, which translates to roughly 8 months).
Namecoin also supports updating the value associated
with a name, as well as ownership transfers.

2.3 Blockchain-based PKI System

We used Namecoin to build a PKI and identity sys-
tem, called Blockstack ID, by starting a new namespace
u/ on it. We defined the format for publishing public
keys, like PGP [53], along with other profile data in the
blockchain [3]. This is similar to defining the format of
DNS records. Namecoin already had support for human-
readable names and registering name-value pairs. Name-
coin provided limited storage per name-value pair and
we extended the storage capacity by using linked lists
of name-value pairs. We also improved the read perfor-
mance of Namecoin for our production system.

We launched a web service [43] in March 2014 that
enabled people to easily register names on the u/ names-
pace of Namecoin and associate profile data with them.
In our web service, we first register the name on the
user’s behalf (and also pay the registration fee) and then
transfer the name to a cryptocurrency address owned by
the user. Our implementation is one of the first produc-
tion PKI systems that binds user identities to public keys
using a blockchain (see Section 6 for other systems). All
registered names have an ECDSA public key [28] bind-
ing by default, and a subset of users have added their PGP
keys as well. According to a study by Harry et al. [31],
our system has the second largest namespace on Name-
coin by volume and the largest by number of active users.

3 Lessons from Namecoin Deployment

In this section, we describe our experience with run-
ning a year-long production system on Namecoin and the
challenges we faced. We present lessons we learned for
securing blockchains (§3.1, §3.3, and §3.5), improving
network reliability (§3.2), and for deploying consensus
breaking changing (§3.4). These lessons directly influ-
enced the design of our new system, Blockstack (§4).
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Figure 1: Weekly and daily mining distribution.

3.1 Blockchain Security
The security of name ownership is tied to the security
of both the underlying blockchain and the software pow-
ering it. The most important factor in the security of a
blockchain is the total cost of attacking the blockchain
and tampering with recently written data. Miners of-
ten pool their resources to form a mining pool, which is
essentially a super node on the network (a lot of com-
putational power behind a single miner node). If the
amount of computational power under the control of a
single miner (or pool) is more than the rest of the net-
work, called a 51% attack, then that miner has the abil-
ity to attack the network and rewrite recent blockchain
history, censor transactions (e.g., for name registrations),
and steal cryptocurrency using double spend attacks [49].
This is because it will win the leader election for a ma-
jority of the time, and produce a blockchain history with
more proof-of-work than any disagreeing miner. The
more expensive it is to control a majority of the compute
power on a blockchain, the more secure the blockchain.

We noticed in late 2014 that a single mining pool
consistently had more than 51% of the compute power
on Namecoin. Recently, the situation has been even
worse, with a single mining pool controlling over 60% of
Namecoin’s compute power. Figure 1 shows the weekly
and daily distribution of mining power for the month
of August 2015, right before we migrated our system
away from Namecoin. In fact, we have observed F2Pool
(also known as Discus Fish) control up to 75% of com-
pute power in a particular week. At such concentra-
tion, Namecoin is effectively controlled by a single party;
F2Pool gets to write most of the new blocks and can un-
dermine the security of the blockchain at will.

Other than raw hashing power, software bugs can also

introduce security problems, e.g., a Namecoin bug al-
lowed people to steal names from anyone [26]. Denial-
of-service attacks are another attack vector; the more
peers a cryptocurrency network has, the more resilient
the network is to denial-of-service attacks.

Bitcoin currently has the largest amount of compu-
tational power securing the blockchain data. Bitcoin’s
codebase is more actively developed with more bug
bounties than other blockchains. Namecoin has many
fewer peer nodes than Bitcoin (170 vs. 4,600 in Jan
2016 [4]), which makes it more vulnerable to DDoS at-
tacks as well. The Bitcoin blockchain is currently by
far the most secure blockchain. However, it’s extremely
hard to introduce new functionality to Bitcoin because
that requires consensus-breaking changes (Section 3.4).

Lesson #1: There is a fundamental tradeoff be-
tween blockchain security and introducing new func-
tionality to blockchains. Starting a new blockchain net-
work is how developers typically introduce new func-
tionality not provided by Bitcoin, e.g., a naming system
that is of interest to many emerging applications. How-
ever, new blockchains are significantly less secure than
Bitcoin. In Section 4, we introduce Blockstack to over-
come this tradeoff by creating virtualchains that intro-
duce new functionality as a layer on top of Bitcoin.

3.2 Network Reliability and Throughput

The throughput of our PKI system (number of entries we
can register/update) is directly dependent on the through-
put of the underlying blockchain. The number of new
register/update operations that can be performed per hour
is limited by the number of transactions that can be sent
(and confirmed) on the underlying blockchain per hour.
Similarly, reliability of our PKI system is impacted if
the underlying blockchain cannot perform operations re-
liably and consistently.

Network Latency Spike: As a fork of Bitcoin, Name-
coin shares many protocol properties with Bitcoin, in-
cluding a 10 minute average leader election time (the “la-
tency target”) and a 1MB bandwidth limit on block size
(giving throughput of ∼1000 transactions per block).
Figure 2(a) shows that since we launched our PKI sys-
tem in March 2014, Namecoin on average performed
well on the network latency target. As expected, most
new blocks were written within 10 and 40 minutes (sim-
ilar times have also been observed on Bitcoin [14]). Fig-
ure 2(b) shows an incident in late August 2014 (at block
number 192000), where network latency skyrocketed for
a couple of weeks (∼1000 blocks are roughly a week).
After investigating the issue and having discussions with
Namecoin developers, we discovered that the latency
spike was caused by software issues in Namecoin. Some-
one on the network was sending transactions with a large
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(a) CCDF of network latency (03/14 – 04/15) (b) Network latency per new block (03/14 – 04/15)

Figure 2: Network latency spike in the Namecoin network.

number of data fields per transaction. This was caus-
ing severe performance problems for the miners and their
Namecoin daemons kept crashing. Without stable miner
nodes, blocks were not getting appended in a timely fash-
ion. This shows that unexpected protocol/software issues
can trigger network latency problems. During this pe-
riod, we noticed a slow down in rate of new registrations
of our PKI system along with a spike in user complaints.

Network Throughput Drop: In early September
2014, right after the latency spike incident we noticed
that our transactions were not getting accepted for many
consecutive blocks and, after a while, will get accepted
in bulk in a single block that packaged a lot of transac-
tions. We noticed that a lot of new blocks had no trans-
actions in them. This issue persisted for over a week and
Figure 3 plots the number of transactions that we were
trying to send (shown as “tx target”) vs. the number of
transactions that were getting accepted by the network.
Network latency was completely normal (shown at top
of Figure 3), but network throughput went down because
of no transactions in new blocks. We tried upgrading our
software and rebroadcasting transactions, but the issue
persisted. We concluded that there is a large mining pool
that is either intentionally refusing or is unable to pack-
age transactions in the blocks it is writing. Our transac-
tions will get packaged only when some other miner was
elected to write the new block. We discuss this issue in
more detail in the next section.

Lesson #2: There is currently a significant differ-
ence between the network reliability of the largest
public blockchain network (Bitcoin) and network re-
liability of the long tail of alternate blockchains.
Problems with the Bitcoin network impact a lot more
users and businesses than Namecoin and other smaller
blockchains. Our work is the first analysis of the network

reliability of a blockchain other than Bitcoin.

3.3 Potential Selfish Mining

The signs that we noticed in the incident where miners
were not accepting our transactions (Section 3.2) looked
similar to a selfish mining attack [22]. In a selfish min-
ing attack, (a) a miner needs to have a large amount of
mining power (more than 33%), (b) people would notice
long delay in blocks followed by blocks in very quick
succession, and (c) there will be a lot of rejected blocks.
We noticed all these signs, and believe that the unusually
high computing power of a single miner led to conditions
similar to selfish mining. That is, the miner was able to
work on new blocks faster than the others and append
them in rapid succession.

Lesson #3: Selfish-mining is not just a theoretical
attack, but selfish-mining like behavior can already
be observed in production blockchains. This is the first
time that data collected from a production network shows
signs of selfish-mining like behavior, regardless of if the
miner was intentionally attacking the network or not.

3.4 Consensus-breaking Changes

For major updates, like changes to name pricing, Name-
coin requires a “hard fork” in which everyone on the net-
work must upgrade their software, and nodes on previous
versions can no longer participate in the network. Anec-
dotal evidence suggests that it’s hard to get miners to
upgrade their software because they don’t have enough
incentive to spend engineering hours on maintaining a
small cryptocurrency like Namecoin, which is not their
main reason for operating a mining pool. Our experience
monitoring the Namecoin network showed that whenever
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Figure 3: Throughput drop in the Namecoin network.
The number of transactions we were trying to send is
shown as “tx target”.

software updates were issued on Namecoin, there was
a considerable fluctuation of computing power. In fact,
we noticed that after the recent upgrade to Namecoin
Core [42], a major upgrade to the Namecoin daemon,
many miners dropped out and never came back online.

Lesson #4: Other than the engineering problems,
consensus-breaking changes are complicated because
of fundamental incentive structures of the parties
involved. System designers have never dealt with
consensus-breaking changes before cryptocurrencies;
it’s a novel challenge. For software upgrades to cryp-
tocurrency networks we should: (a) separate consensus-
breaking upgrades from other upgrades as a software en-
gineering rule (Bitcoin recently started doing this in their
codebase [11]) and (b) try to align miner incentives given
their cost (engineering time) of software upgrades. This
resistance to upgrades is present in Bitcoin as well, but
is exaggerated for the long tail of smaller blockchains.
In Section 4, we describe how Blockstack accounts for
these incentives and introduces new features without re-
quiring miners to upgrade software.

3.5 Failure of Merged Mining
The security of a blockchain depends on the relative
compute power of miners and the cost for a single party
to employ more computing power than the rest of the
network. New, smaller blockchains have a bootstrap-
ping problem, however: in the initial days of a new
blockchain, it would be relatively easy for a single party
to take it over, since the total compute power on the
blockchain is not yet large enough to prevent this. To
address this problem, Satoshi Nakamoto (author of Bit-
coin) introduced “merged mining” [39], where an alter-

nate blockchain can allow Bitcoin miners to participate
in the new network without requiring them to spend extra
compute cycles. The miners can make extra profits on the
new blockchain without adding computational overhead.
With a merge-mined cryptocurrency, the security of the
blockchain is typically a subset of the “main blockchain,”
because in practice not all miners of the main blockchain
go through the trouble of setting up merged mining.

Namecoin switched to merged mining with Bitcoin
to increase security of its blockchain [31]. Namecoin
is the oldest and largest merged-mined cryptocurrency
and inspired other cryptocurrencies to consider it as
well. One of our key findings is that merged mining is
currently failing in practice: the leading merged-mined
blockchain, Namecoin, is vulnerable to the 51% attack
(Section 3.1). Moreover, merged-mining provided a false
sense of security. F2Pool controls 30-35% computing
power of Bitcoin, but over 60% of Namecoin’s comput-
ing power through merged mining, leaving Namecoin
vulnerable to a 51% attack. Unless the merged mined
cryptocurrency can consistently attract a very high ra-
tio of main blockchain miners to support their software,
merged mining will not keep it safe from 51% attacks.

Lesson #5: At the current stage in the evolution
of blockchains, there are not enough compute cy-
cles dedicated to mining to support multiple secure
blockchains. The respective financial capital attached to
blockchains relative to Bitcoin supports this argument:
as of Feb 2016, Bitcoin has a 5.9 billion USD mar-
ket cap, which accounts for 89% of the market cap of
all 500+ blockchains combined, while the second and
third largest market caps are 3.2% and 2.6% of Bit-
coin, respectively [6]. While multiple secure blockchains
may be possible after the technology matures and enjoys
wider adoption, in the near future, Bitcoin’s blockchain
is the only one that is prohibitively expensive to attack.

3.6 Summary
Namecoin deserves full credit for originally solving
naming on a blockchain. But after considering all of
the above factors, it was an easy decision to move our
PKI system from Namecoin to Bitcoin. In general, af-
ter our experience, we strongly believe that decentralized
applications and services need to be on the largest, most
secure, and most actively maintained blockchain. Cur-
rently, no other blockchain even comes close to Bitcoin
in terms of these security requirements.

4 Design of Blockstack

Blockstack is designed to implement a naming sys-
tem with human-readable names in a layer above the
blockchain. In this section, we describe how Blockstack
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Figure 4: Overview of Blockstack’s architecture. Blockchain records give (name, hash) mappings. Hashes are looked
up in routing layer to discover routes to data. Data, signed by name owner’s public-key, is stored in cloud storage.

uses the underlying blockchain, and present how it copes
with technical limitations of contemporary blockchains.

4.1 Challenges

Building systems with blockchains presents challenges:
• Limits on Data Storage: Individual blockchain

records are typically on the order of kilobytes [49] and
cannot hold much data. Moreover, the blockchain’s log
structure implies that all state changes are recorded in the
blockchain. All nodes participating in the network need
to maintain a full copy of the blockchain, limiting the to-
tal size of blockchains to what current commodity hard-
ware can support. As of May 2016, Bitcoin nodes need
to dedicate 69GB total disk space to blockchain data for
staying synchronized with the network.
• Slow Writes: The transaction processing rate is

capped by the blockchain’s write propagation and leader
election protocol, and it is pegged to the rate at which
new blocks are announced by leader nodes, called min-
ers in many blockchain networks [14]. New transactions
can take several minutes to a few hours to be accepted.
• Limited Bandwidth: The total number of transac-

tions per block is limited by the block size of blockchains.
To maintain fairness and to give all nodes a chance to be-
come leader in the next round, all nodes should receive a
newly announced block at roughly the same time. There-
fore, the block size is typically limited by average uplink
bandwidth of nodes [14]. For Bitcoin the current band-
width is 1MB (∼1000 transactions) per new block.

• Endless Ledger: The integrity of blockchains de-
pends on the ability for anyone to audit them back to the
first block. As the system makes forward progress and is-
sues new blocks, the cost of an audit grows linearly with
time, which makes booting up new nodes progressively
more time consuming. We call this the endless ledger
problem. Bitcoin’s blockchain currently has ∼413,000
blocks and new nodes take 1-3 days to download the
blockchain from Bitcoin peers, verify it, and boot up.

4.2 Architecture Overview
Blockstack maintains a naming system as a separate log-
ical layer on top of the underlying blockchain on which
it operates. Blockstack uses the underlying blockchain
to achieve consensus on the state of this naming sys-
tem and bind names to data records. Specifically, it uses
the underlying blockchain as a communication channel
for announcing state changes, as any changes to the
state of name-value pairs can only be announced in new
blockchain blocks. Relying on the consensus protocol of
the underlying blockchain, Blockstack can provide a to-
tal ordering for all operations supported by the naming
system, like name registrations, updates and transfers.

Separation of the Control and Data Plane: Block-
stack decouples the security of name registration and
name ownership from the availability of data associated
with names by separating the control and data planes.

The control plane defines the protocol for registering
human-readable names, creating (name,hash) bindings,
and creating bindings to owning cryptographic keypairs.
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The control plane consists of a blockchain and a logically
separate layer on top, called a “virtualchain”.

The data plane is responsible for data storage and
availability. It consists of (a) zone files for discovering
data by hash or URL, and (b) external storage systems for
storing data (such as S3, IPFS [29], and Syndicate [30]).
Data values are signed by the public keys of the respec-
tive name owners. Clients read data values from the data
plane and verify their authenticity by checking that either
the data’s hash is in the zone file, or the data includes a
signature with the name owner’s public key.

We believe this separation is a significant improve-
ment over Namecoin, which implements both the control
and the data plane at the blockchain level. Our design not
only significantly increases the data storage capacity of
the system, but also allows each layer to evolve and im-
prove independently of the other.

Agnostic of the Underlying Blockchain: The de-
sign of Blockstack does not put any limitations on which
blockchain can be used with it. Any blockchain can be
used, but the security and reliability properties are di-
rectly dependent on the underlying blockchain. We be-
lieve that the ability to migrate from one blockchain to
another is an important design choice as it allows for
the larger system to survive, even when the underly-
ing blockchain is compromised. Currently, Blockstack
core developers decide which underlying blockchain(s)
to support in which version of the software. Individ-
ual applications can decide to run the software version
of their choice and keep their namespace on a particular
blockchain, if they prefer not to migrate. Section 5 gives
more details on the migration process.

Ability to Construct State Machines: A key con-
tribution of Blockstack is the introduction of a logically
separate layer on top of a blockchain that can construct
an arbitrary state machine after processing information
from the underlying blockchain. We call this layer a
virtualchain (Section 4.3.2). A virtualchain treats trans-
actions from the underlying blockchain as inputs to the
state machine and valid inputs trigger state changes. At
any given time, where time is defined by the block num-
ber, the state machine can be in exactly one global state.
Time moves forward as new blocks are written in the
underlying blockchain and the global state is updated.
A virtualchain can introduce new types of state ma-
chines without requiring any changes from the un-
derlying blockchain. Introducing new state machines
directly in a blockchain requires peers to upgrade. Up-
grades potentially break consensus and cause forks. In
practice, they are difficult to orchestrate [14]. Currently,
Blockstack introduces a state machine that represents the
global state of a naming system, including who owns a
particular name and what data is associated with a name.
Further, it’s possible to use the virtualchain concept to

define other types of state machines as well.

4.3 Blockstack Layers
Blockstack introduces new functionality on top of
blockchains by defining a set of new operations that are
otherwise not supported by the blockchain. Blockstack
has four layers, with two layers (blockchain layer and
virtualchain layer) in the control plane and two layers
(routing layer and data storage layer) in the data plane.

4.3.1 Layer 1: Blockchain Layer

The blockchain occupies the lowest tier, and serves two
purposes: it stores the sequence of Blockstack operations
and it provides consensus on the order in which the oper-
ations were written. Blockstack operations are encoded
in transactions on the underlying blockchain.

4.3.2 Layer 2: Virtualchain Layer

Above the blockchain is a virtualchain, which defines
new operations without requiring changes to the underly-
ing blockchain. Only Blockstack nodes are aware of this
layer and underlying blockchain nodes are agnostic to
it. Blockstack operations are defined in the virtualchain
layer and are encoded in valid blockchain transactions as
additional metadata. Blockchain nodes do see the raw
transactions, but the logic to process Blockstack opera-
tions only exists at the virtualchain level.

The rules for accepting or rejecting Blockstack opera-
tions are also defined in the virtualchain. Accepted op-
erations are processed by the virtualchain to construct a
database that stores information on the global state of the
system along with state changes at any given blockchain
block. Virtualchains can be used to build a variety of
state machines. Currently, Blockstack defines only a sin-
gle state machine - a global naming and storage system.

4.3.3 Layer 3: Routing Layer

Blockstack separates the task of routing requests (i.e.,
how to discover data) from the actual storage of data.
This avoids the need for the system to adopt any par-
ticular storage service from the onset, and instead al-
lows multiple storage providers to coexist, including
both commercial cloud storage and peer-to-peer systems.

Blockstack uses zone files for storing routing infor-
mation, which are identical to DNS zone files in their
format. The virtualchain binds names to respective
hash(zone f ile) and stores these bindings in the control
plane, whereas the zone files themselves are stored in the
routing layer. Users do not need to trust the routing
layer because the integrity of zone files can be verified
by checking the hash(zone f ile) in the control plane.
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In Blockstack’s current implementation, nodes form a
DHT-based peer network [36] for storing zone files. The
DHT only stores zone files if hash(zone f ile) was pre-
viously announced in the blockchain. This effectively
whitelists the data that can be stored in the DHT. Due to
space constraints, we omit most details of our DHT stor-
age from this paper; the key aspect relevant to the design
of Blockstack is that routes (irrespective of where they
are fetched from) can be verified and therefore cannot be
tampered with. Further, most production servers main-
tain a full copy of all zone files since the size of zone files
is relatively small (4KB per file). Keeping a full copy of
routing data introduces only a marginal storage cost on
top of storing the blockchain data.

4.3.4 Layer 4: Storage Layer

The top-most layer is the storage layer, which hosts the
actual data values of name-value pairs. All stored data
values are signed by the key of the respective owner of a
name. By storing data values outside of the blockchain,
Blockstack allows values of arbitrary size and allows for
a variety of storage backends. Users do not need to
trust the storage layer because they can verify the in-
tegrity of the data values in the control plane.

There are two modes of using the storage layer and
they differ in how the integrity of data values is verified;
Blockstack supports both storage modes simultaneously.

(a) Mutable Storage is the default mode of operation
for the storage layer. The user’s zone file contains a URI
record that points to the data, and the data is constructed
to include a signature from the user’s private key. Writing
the data involves signing and replicating the data (but not
the zone file), and reading the data involves fetching the
zone file and data, verifying that hash(zone f ile) matches
the hash in Blockstack, and verifying the data’s signature
with the user’s public key. This allows for writes to be
as fast as the signature algorithm and underlying stor-
age system allows, since updating the data does not alter
the zone file and thus does not require any blockchain
transactions. However, readers and writers must employ
a data versioning scheme to avoid consuming stale data.

(b) Immutable Storage is similar to mutable storage,
but additionally puts a TXT record in the zone file that
contains hash(data). Readers verify data integrity by
fetching the data and checking that hash(data) is in the
zone file, in addition to verifying the data’s signature and
the zone file’s authenticity. This mode is suitable for data
values that don’t change often and where it’s important to
verify that readers see the latest version of the data value.
For immutable storage, updates to data values require a
new transaction on the underlying blockchain (since the
zone file must be modified to include the new hash), mak-
ing data updates much slower than mutable storage.
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Figure 5: States and transitions for a name.

4.4 Naming System

Blockstack uses its four tiers to implement a complete
naming system. Names are owned by cryptographic ad-
dresses of the underlying blockchain and their associated
private keys (e.g. ECDSA-based private keys used in Bit-
coin [14]). As with Namecoin, a user preorders and then
registers a name in two steps in order to claim a name
without revealing it to the world first and allowing an at-
tacker to race the user in claiming the name. The first
user to successfully write both a preorder and a register
transaction is granted ownership of the name. Further,
any previous preorders become invalid when a name is
registered. Once a name is registered, a user can update
the name-value pair by sending an update transaction and
uploading the new value to the storage layer, changing
the name-value binding. Name transfer operations sim-
ply change the address that is allowed to sign subsequent
transactions, while revoke operations disable any further
operations for names.

The naming system is implemented by defining a
state machine and rules for state transitions in the vir-
tualchain. Figure 5 shows the different states a name can
be in and how state transitions work. Names are orga-
nized into namespaces, which are the functional equiva-
lent of top-level domains in DNS—they define the costs
and renewal rates of names. Like names, namespaces
must be preordered and then registered. Expired names
can be re-registered and names can be revoked such that
they cannot be re-registered for a certain period of time.

4.4.1 Pricing Functions for Namespaces

Anyone can create a namespace or register names in a
namespace, as there is no central party to stop someone
from doing so. Pricing functions define how expensive it
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is to create a namespace or to register names in a names-
pace. Defining intelligent pricing functions is a way to
prevent “land grabs” and stop people from registering a
lot of namespaces or names that they don’t intend to ac-
tually use. Blockstack enables people to create names-
paces with sophisticated pricing functions. For example,
we use the .id namespace for our PKI system and created
the .id namespace with a pricing function where (a) the
price of a name drops with an increase in name length
and (b) introducing non-alphabetic characters in names
also drops the price. With this pricing function, the price
of john.id > johnadam.id > john0001.id. The function
is generally inspired by the observation that short names
with alphabetics only are considered more desirable on
namespaces like the one for Twitter usernames. It’s pos-
sible to create namespaces where name registrations are
free as well. Further, we expect that in the future there
will be a reseller market for names, just as there is for
DNS. A detailed discussion of pricing functions is out of
the scope of this paper, and the reader is encouraged to
see [31] for more details on pricing functions.

Like names, namespaces also have a pricing func-
tion [13]. To start the first namespace on Blockstack,
the .id namespace, we paid $10,000 in bitcoins to the
network. This shows that even the developers of this
decentralized system have to follow Blockstack rules
and pay appropriate fees.

4.5 Simple Name Verification
Blockstack nodes can independently calculate a consen-
sus hash at any blockchain block. Consensus hashes help
Blockstack nodes figure out if they have the same view
of the global state at any given block. Each consensus
hash CH(h) is constructed from block h’s sequence of
virtualchain operations Vh, as well a geometric series of
prior consensus hashes Ph defined by:

CH(h) = hash(Vh +Ph)

where

Ph = {CH(h−2i)|i ∈ N,h−2i >= h0}

and h0 is the first block. Other than detecting that two
Blockstack nodes have the same global view, consensus
hashes also address the endless ledger problem (defined
in Section 4.1). As the underlying blockchain grows in
size, new Blockstack nodes need to process more and
more blocks before they boot up.

A new Blockstack node can bootstrap by using an un-
trusted database of state information at a given block
number, combined with a trusted consensus hash CH(h)
of the same block number. The block number is also
termed the block height in the literature, and it increases

Figure 6: Overview of SNV. Example SNV query of a
record in block T.

with each new block. A new Blockstack node can re-
construct the virtualchain from the untrusted database
and reprocess virtualchain operations at each blockchain
block, recalculating each CH(h) along the way. If the
final consensus hash matches the trusted consensus hash
at hn, then the database associated with hn is trustworthy
and the node can start processing blocks after hn. This
is much faster than the traditional approach of starting
from the first block h0 and fetching all transactions, even
though most of them will be discarded.

The process of verifying the authenticity of a prior
name operation with a later trusted consensus hash is
called Simplified Name Verification (SNV). SNV enables
support for “thin clients,” which can query the past state
of the system without running Blockstack nodes or hav-
ing access to the full blockchain history. Support for thin
clients is important for users on mobile devices.

As such, if a user trusts that CH(h) is authentic, then
she can query and verify the virtualchain operations Vh
and previous consensus hash Ph for block h. The con-
struction of CH(h) allows a user to verify the authenticity
of any virtualchain operation from a block with height
hprior < h, using only a logarithmic number of queries.
Figure 6 shows an example SNV query. Each row rep-
resents the blockchain, in decreasing block height order
from left to right (h > h0). Here, the user is able to ver-
ify the authenticity of a name operation in a target block
(marked with a T ). In each step, the user recursively
trusts the consensus hash for the white outlined blocks.

On current commodity hardware, booting new Block-
stack nodes can take 1-2 hours with SNV, compared to 2-
4 days without SNV. Further engineering improvements
in our Python implementation are currently possible.

4.6 Performance of Reads and Writes

We evaluated the performance of reads and writes
through Blockstack to demonstrate that it reads and
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Figure 7: Performance overhead of Blockstack.

writes files at competitive rates with the underlying stor-
age. Blockstack adds a negligible constant storage space
overhead per file (roughly 5% larger files with compres-
sion). There is CPU overhead for encryption and com-
pression, but since the file size difference is very small,
the network performance for reads and writes is similar
to directly accessing the underlying storage service.

The write performance and overheads associated with
uploading 1, 10, and 100 megabyte files to Amazon S3
is shown in Figure 7 (each trial was performed 25 times).
We see that the CPU-bound overhead is in the order of 2
seconds for large (100MB) files. Many low-hanging per-
formance optimizations still remain in our implementa-
tion. Similarly, reading encrypted files from Blockstack
with S3 as storage backend is competitive with a direct
read from S3 (Figure 7). We omitted the file download
time to emphasize the overhead in the graph. The sources
of overhead, verifying the signature and decrypting the
data, are CPU-bound while in practice performance will
largely be network-bound for wide-area usage.

5 Lessons from Migration to Bitcoin

We implemented Blockstack in 40,344 lines of Python
code [13] and the current implementation uses Bitcoin
as the underlying blockchain. In September 2015, we
completed migration of 33,000 users of our production
PKI system [43], from Namecoin to Blockstack/Bitcoin.
These users were migrated from the u/ namepsace on
Namecoin to the .id namespace on Blockstack.

Blockstack embeds additional data in Bitcoin trans-
actions using special fields dedicated for including ar-
bitrary data [12]. Embedding additional data in Bit-

Total transactions
Data-embedding transactions
Blockstack transactions

Figure 8: All data-embedding transactions on Bitcoin;
it’s already becoming a frequent use case.

coin transactions is already a popular way of defining
higher-level protocols on top of Bitcoin, like Counter-
party [20], Open Assets [44], etc. Figure 8 shows re-
cent bandwidth usage of data-embedding protocols on
the Bitcoin blockchain. The spike of 10,000+ transac-
tions, near block 375000, was during our migration to
Bitcoin. Our production system [43] currently accounts
for most of Blockstack transactions, which is currently
26.9% of all data-embedding transactions ever made on
Bitcoin [45]. Below are some observations we made
while working with the Bitcoin network:

Network Throughput: Bitcoin currently supports be-
tween 3 and 7 transactions per second with a 1MB block
size. Even after a year of heated debate [52] amongst the
Bitcoin developers and the broader community, the block
size has not been increased. We noticed these limitations
first hand when we throttled our transactions so that our
transactions wouldn’t exceed 20-30% of Bitcoin blocks,
which in turn significantly increased the amount of time
it took for completing registrations. When scaling to mil-
lions of users, as opposed to thousands, even 8MB blocks
will not suffice and the community needs to look into
performing registrations across multiple chains [10] and
novel methods for packing multiple name operations in a
single transaction (an area of future work for us).

Network Attacks: During our migration to Bitcoin,
a UK-based company called CoinWallet was performing
a stress test on the Bitcoin network [17]. The stress test
included a high volume of small transactions which had
transaction amounts that were too low for miners to pack-
age in a block (due to protocol rules designed to prevent
spam). This resulted in an extremely high number of un-
confirmed transactions on the network and we ended up
paying 2-3 times higher transaction fees to get our trans-
actions packaged by miners. This experience shows how
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a single actor can force high mining fees on the rest of
the network (although in this case there was a cost fac-
tor attached to the attack). We believe that networking
attacks on blockchains, like the one we experienced or
other DDoS attacks [37], are likely to become more fre-
quent. Protections against such attacks is an important
area of future research.

6 Related Work

Binding names to values in naming systems is a well-
explored problem space. UIA [24] gives a great overview
of global naming systems and their importance. We
encourage the reader to UIA [24] for a detailed back-
ground on naming systems. Unlike Namecoin [41] or
Blockstack, UIA doesn’t try to provide globally unique
names. In authentication systems like InCommon [27],
OpenID [47], and the Web’s certificate authorities, a fed-
eration of authorities attests to bindings. Blockstack,
however, does not require a federation.

Other than Namecoin, blockchains like Ethereum [7]
and BitShares [5] also have support for human-readable
names. Further, sidechains [10] enable implementation
of naming systems as an alternate blockchain that is
linked to the main Bitcoin blockchain. All these de-
signs involve smaller, alternate blockchains and Block-
stack directly uses the most secure blockchain (Bitcoin).
Non-blockchain based PKI systems, like Keybase [34]
and CONIKS [38], achieve some of the same goals as
Blockstack for automating key management. The main
difference is that Blockstack both provides users with di-
rect access and control over their data, without placing
trust in any specific principals while giving global state.

In networked systems it’s hard to get global state with-
out involving central trusted parties [33], Blockstack is
able to provide global state (and not just approximate
global state). Our system is open (“permissionless”),
whereas existing wide-area systems like OceanStore [21]
and Bonafide [16] have a closed (“permissioned”) set
of peers that use BFT agreement to make progress for
the whole system. Blockstack differs from decentralized
storage systems which allow open membership but offer
stronger-than-eventual data consistency (like Shark [9],
Pond [48], and Scatter [25]) by focusing on decentral-
ization while supporting a wide variety of external data-
stores that give strong consistency.

Storage-oriented cryptocurrency blockchains like
Filecoin [23], Permacoin [40], and Storj [50] seek to re-
place cloud storage by distributing files as sets of trans-
actions within a blockchain, and rewarding miners for
proof-of-storage (instead of proof-of-work). Blockstack
differs from these systems by decoupling hosting data
from operations of the underlying blockchain, allowing
developers to use storage systems appropriate for their

problem domains. Blockstack currently uses a simple
Kademlia [36] based DHT as discovery layer, but other
protocols like Chord [51] or caching optimizations like
Beehive [46] are possible.

7 Conclusion

Our experience with running a production network on
Namecoin, one of the oldest and largest cryptocurrency
blockchains other than Bitcoin, shows how a single
miner consistently had more than 51% hashing power
and how network reliability was far inferior to Bitcoin.
Our data shows that out of the hundreds of blockchains
currently in use [6], even the more stable and more pop-
ular blockchains like Namecoin are not suitable for pro-
duction use. Currently, the security of Bitcoin far out-
weighs other blockchains.

We have presented Blockstack, a blockchain-based
naming and storage system. Blockstack introduces sep-
arate control and data planes, and by doing so, it en-
ables the introduction of new functionality without mod-
ifying the underlying blockchain. The design of Block-
stack was informed by a year of production experience
from one of the largest blockchain-based production sys-
tems to date. We have made several novel improvements
(like introducing the ability to do cross-chain migrations,
faster bootstrapping of new nodes, and keeping data up-
dates off the slow blockchain network) that make it easier
to build decentralized services using publicly-available
infrastructure. Our performance results show that Block-
stack can give comparable performance to the underlying
storage service and only introduces a small CPU over-
head. We’ve released Blockstack as open-source [13].
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Abstract
Satellite is a methodology, tool chain, and data-set for
understanding global trends in website deployment and
accessibility using only a single or small number of stan-
dard measurement nodes. Satellite collects information
on DNS resolution and resource availability around the
Internet by probing the IPv4 address space. These mea-
surements are valuable in their breadth and sustainability
- they do not require the use of a distributed measurement
infrastructure, and therefore can be run at low cost and
by multiple organizations. We demonstrate a clustering
procedure which accurately captures the IP footprints of
CDN deployments, and then show how this technique
allows for more accurate determination of correct and in-
correct IP resolutions. Satellite has multiple applications.
It reveals the prevalence of CDNs by showing that 20% of
the top 10,000 Alexa domains are hosted on shared infras-
tructure, and that CloudFlare alone accounts for nearly
10% of these sites. The same data-set detects 4,819 in-
stances of ISP level DNS hijacking in 117 countries.

1 Introduction
After several generations of elaborate measurement plat-
forms, it remains difficult to characterize how web con-
tent is distributed and the extent to which it is open and
unfettered. This lack of understanding is reflected in
the questions we cannot easily answer: Which countries
have servers operated by Google or Microsoft, and what
is the footprint of various content distribution networks
(CDNs)? Which websites have degraded availability due
to network interference? Which sites are powered by vari-
ous CDNs such as CloudFlare or Fastly? Which ISPs run
caching proxies or other stateful middle-boxes? And so
on.

Measurements that characterize web access is of value
for publishers and end users alike. For publishers, it al-
lows for informed choice about how to locate their content
– which CDNs to use, and appropriate trade-offs between
security and connectivity. Website optimization is depen-
dent on the expected latency of user connections, which
is difficult for publishers to predict in advance of choos-
ing hosting or providers. For users, these measurements
provide insight into whether operators comply with local
regulations, and which sites will be able to warehouse

data within their jurisdiction. Transparency in network
censorship (what sites are being blocked, and how) is
also critical to regulatory oversight and informing public
debate. These lists are almost always kept secret, and
even when available, it is difficult for watchdogs to verify
that they reflect reality. This opacity makes it difficult for
users to advocate for changes in policy or trust existing
systems.

While we have some understanding of what measure-
ments can address these questions, there is no existing
data set or measurement platform that holds the answers.
In fact, there are many challenges both in collecting the
measurement data and analyzing it to characterize the
current state of web content distribution.

First, we need measurements from globally distributed
vantage points in order to characterize global website
accessibility. Understanding both the Internet-wide ex-
pansions of CDNs and the interference practices around
the world requires data from a diverse set of ISPs. Such a
measurement platform does not exist yet in a public and
transparent manner that supports reproducibility of re-
sults. Distributed collection platforms also face concerns
of retribution towards those hosting the measurements.

Second, since deployment and accessibility character-
istics can change rapidly, collection must be fine-grained
and timely. Many documents of interference choose a
single fixed point in time, or provide yearly updates. To
be effective, we need to provide alerts that policies have
changed quickly, which raises questions regarding how
many domains can be monitored and what granularity is
sufficient.

Third, the analysis of how websites employ CDNs
and the identification of network interference must be
tackled jointly. For example, when ISPs block websites
by redirecting them to a block page, those servers are
easily misconstrued as a CDN node for that geographical
region. Consider the example of twitter.com. As shown
in Table 1, the domain resolves to different IPs in the
US, Russia, and China. A naive CDN mapping would
conclude that there are likely points of presence in all
three countries, while a naive interference measurement
might conclude interference in both China or Russia, or
might give up due to the diversity of IPs returned. In
reality, the Russian IP maps to a Twitter CDN node, while
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Resolver Response Behavior
USA (8.8.8.8) 199.59.149.198 Twitter
Russia (77.88.8.8) 199.16.156.102 Twitter
China (180.76.76.76) 159.106.121.75 Failure

Table 1: Resolutions of Twitter.com by different resolvers

the Chinese resolution is due to interference.
In the remainder of this paper, we demonstrate Satel-

lite, an automatic framework that is able to identify CDN
infrastructure in tandem with anomalies. Through the
use of Internet scanning and reflecting queries on public
infrastructure we avoid the pitfalls that come with dis-
tributed infrastructure. By clustering sites based on DNS
resolution, and by finding responses which do not fit those
clusters, we are able to identify interference without mis-
classifying CDNs. This analysis is able to both monitor
the growth of shared hosting platforms, and which sites
are blocked by network-level interference.

We address the need for a distributed measurement
platform by using a single end-host to collect DNS reso-
lutions from a large number of globally-distributed and
open DNS resolvers. Instead of pursuing crowd-sourced
deployments or analyzing limited snapshots of data ob-
tained from operators in privileged positions, we instead
focus on what is possible from active measurements con-
ducted by a single end-host. Doing so both reduces the
barrier to entry for organizations to run their own inde-
pendent measurements, and removes the complex work
of coordinating a distributed testbed and verifying the
untrusted dataset collected from it. While results from a
single machine may be biased, the validation steps are the
same as those of distributed infrastructure; it continues to
be the case that you can’t definitively claim interference
from a single instance of connection failure, and instead
extract evidence from aggregate trends.

We choose DNS as our main platform of measurement
because it has developed as a narrow waist that is used
both by CDNs for routing traffic and for the interposition
of block pages by ISPs and nations. CDNs use the DNS
resolution process for load balancing and routing because
it is the first step in a web page access; making a good
decision at the DNS level ensures fast connections for
the rest of the loading process. Network interference also
often occurs at the DNS layer, because while a single IP
may host content for many sites, DNS requests have an
easily parseable format and allow restriction of specific
domains. The existence of shared infrastructure that hosts
many sites (CDNs) is exactly why interference continues
to be commonly implemented at a resolution level.

We address the need for timely global measurements by
designing a system that can measure the global connectiv-
ity of tens of thousands of domains with weekly precision.
By focusing on coverage rather than a specific event or
geographic region, Satellite acts as a database supporting

higher level analysis of policy changes as they occur. By
measuring the Alexa top 10,000 global domains, we are
able to detect evidence of interference in many countries
and automatically detect most popular shared infrastruc-
ture without manual targeting of measurement.

We address the need for joint understanding of infras-
tructure and interference through our algorithmic inter-
pretation of Satellite data. We correlate the addresses
of domains across ISPs and learn the customer pools of
CDNs. Looking at the pools of IPs, we can learn the
points of presence of CDNs and which CDNs have busi-
ness relationships with which ISPs. By looking at which
locations resolve to which points of presence we can un-
derstand the geographic areas served by different points
of presence. By tracing the patterns of divergence from
clusters, we are able to separate the effects of network
interference from confounding site distribution factors.

Satellite has limitations in the view of Internet infras-
tructure it reveals. Some shared services explicitly par-
tition incoming requests across disjoint sets of servers.
Dedicated IP addresses are used to support SSL for some
old browsers, to reduce dynamic generation of certificates,
and as part of fault isolation strategies. Akamai is an ex-
ample of such a shared infrastructure. Satellite does not
report these platforms as single entities, but rather as mul-
tiple smaller shards, defining the more specific subsets of
IPs assigned to each customer (i.e., domain).

Satellite is a fully open project consisting of the code
for data collection and analysis, a growing year-long
repository of collected data, and derived views of site
structure and interference. Satellite is built for trans-
parency, minimizing the trust that needs to be placed
in the system or its operators. We are working with sev-
eral independent organizations to independently collect
and corroborate data. We hope this structure enables fu-
ture researchers to trust collected data without the need to
replicate collection work. Building Satellite to run on a
single machine is aimed to maximize the sustainability of
the project, and our ability to amass a longitudinal data
set of changing Internet behavior.

The major contributions of Satellite are:

• A single-node measurement system for monitoring
global trends in network interference and CDN deploy-
ment.

• An algorithm for the joint analysis of network anoma-
lies and determination of shared infrastructure from
point measurements of domain resolution.

• Data on the distribution and accessibility of 10,000
popular domains over the last two years.

In the remainder of this paper we will elaborate on the
design and operation of Satellite, and present some of the
site behavior we have discovered through these measure-
ments.

2
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2 System Design
Satellite is motivated by a number of explicit design goals
differentiating it from existing platforms and systems.

• External Data Collection: We want the system to
function without requiring in-situ resources. This
avoids the need to recruit volunteers, and focuses on
safety and coverage across networks.

• Continuous Measurement: We want the system to be
able to quickly notice changes in CDN deployments
and network access policies.

• Transparent and Ethical Measurements: We want
the system to be transparent, so that others can eas-
ily trust and make use of collected data. We aim for
high ethical standards to minimize harm to DNS server
operators from collected data.

• Joint analysis of CDN deployments and Network
Interference: We want a system which simultaneously
measures shared infrastructure and interference of web
access, since the two are tightly intertwined.

2.1 System Overview

The Satellite system is arranged as a pipeline which col-
lects and analyzes data. It is run as a weekly cron job,
which schedules data collection, and performs initial ag-
gregation, analysis and archiving of each data set. The
implementation details of the pipeline are described in
more detail in Section 3. At a high level, Satellite is
structured into the following discrete tasks:

Identifying DNS resolvers by scanning the Internet. We
detect active, open, long-lived DNS resolvers through
active probing.

Assembling a target domain list by expanding a list of
popular domains to ensure CDN coverage.

Performing active DNS measurements where candidate
domains are measured against discovered resolvers.

Collection of supplemental data where organization
metadata and geolocation hints are gathered.

Aggregation of DNS resolutions by combining records
at the AS level to allow for efficient processing in subse-
quent analysis.

Joint analysis of CDNs and network interference
through the calculation of fixed-points in clusters of do-
mains believed to use shared infrastructure.

Export of measurement results by publishing visualiza-
tions and data sets with footprints of CDNs and significant
observed anomalies.

2.2 Identifying DNS resolvers

Our measurements are based on gathering data on how
domains behave for different clients around the world.
There are several options available for this type of col-
lection. Traditionally, researchers have used cooperating
hosts in a variety of networks [24, 30]. More recently, the
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Figure 1: DNS servers discovered in each Country. We find
169 countries hosting DNS resolvers in more than 20 class-c
networks.

EDNS extension has allowed clients to indicate that they
are asking for a response that will be used by someone
in a different geographic area to approximate multiple
vantage points [35, 6]. Very few domain name servers
support EDNS, but we can take advantage of the same
behavior the mechanism is designed to fix. By making
requests to many resolvers, we can learn the different
points of presence for target domains. For instance, the
8.8.8.8 resolver is operated by Google and provides
a US-centric view of the world, while 180.76.76.76,
“BaiduDNS”, provides a Chinese centric view.

We enumerate the IPs acting as DNS resolvers by prob-
ing the IPv4 Address space with zmap [12]. Compared
to 32 million open DNS servers monitored by the Open
Resolver Project [28] (a service measuring the potential
for reflected denial of service attacks through DNS, it
does not share the IPs of discovered servers), we inde-
pendently discover 12 million servers which respond to
requests with a well-formed response. Of these, 7 million
servers across 1.5 million class-c (/24) networks offer
recursive resolution and give a correct IP address when
asked to resolve our measurement server. These servers
provide coverage of 20,000 ASes (Autonomous Systems,
typically representing an ISP), and cover 169 countries
with at least 20 class-c networks, as shown in Figure 1.

2.3 Ethics of Collection

Our measurements prompt machines in remote networks
to resolve domains on our behalf. This traffic to remote
networks may result in unintended consequences to these
relays, and as such we do our best to minimize harm in
keeping with best practices [11].

Open DNS resolvers are a well known phenomenon,
and lists of active resolvers can be downloaded without
the overhead we incur in scanning. We find that the act of
scanning the IPv4 address space to find active resolvers
does generate abuse complaints from network operators.
By maintaining a blacklist of networks which have re-
quested de-listing (less than 0.5% of the address space),
we have not received any complaints related to our scan-

3
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ning or subsequent resolutions in the last quarter. Some
operators have asked us to keep their network spaces pri-
vate, which prevents us from releasing this list publicly.
Others running the system should expect to recreate a
similar list. We have never received a complaint from
overloading a DNS resolver with queries for our tracked
domains.

We abide by the 7 harm mitigation principles for
conducing Internet-wide scanning outlined by the zmap
project [12]. In particular, we (a) coordinated with the
network administrators at our university in handling com-
plaints, (b) ensured we do not overload the outbound
network, (c) host a web page explaining the measure-
ments with an opt-out procedure, and have clear reverse
DNS entries assigned to the measurement machine, (d)
clearly communicate the purpose of measurements in all
communications, (e) honor any opt-out requests we re-
ceive, (f) make queries no more than once per minute, and
spread network activity out to accomplish needed data
collection over a full one-week period, and (g) spread the
traffic over both time and source addresses allocated to
our measurement machine.

To get a better sense of the impact our queries have on
resolvers, we operated an open DNS resolver. In a 1 week
period after running for 1 month, the resolver answered
over one million queries, including 800,000 queries for
domains in the Alexa top 10,000 list. Satellite made only
1,000 of these requests.

We have additionally adopted a policy of only probing
DNS servers seen running for more than one month to re-
duce the potential of sending queries to transient resolvers.
This reduces our resolver list by 16%1. Measurements in
IP churn indicate that the bulk of dynamic IPs turn over
to subsequent users on the order of hours to days, mak-
ing it unlikely that our measurements target residential
users [38].

2.4 Mapping CDNs and Network Interference

We know that for many CDNs it is common to resolve do-
mains to different IP addresses based on where the client
is. While the diversity of IPs makes it more difficult to
understand what an ‘unexpected’ deviation is, the primary
insight we can use is that in many cases these CDN in-
frastructures are shared by many sites. The set of sites on
a shared infrastructure is often independent of the set of
sites which are targeted by network interference.

Consider the case of thepiratebay.se, a domain
hosted with strawpoll.me on Cloudflare. In a US
location, like the DNS resolver operated within UC
Berkeley (AS25), both domains resolve to IPs in the
141.101.118/24 subnet. However, across many net-
works in Iran (for instance AS50810), the first resolves in-

1Specifically comparing the live resolvers discovered between March
20th and April 20th, 2015.

domains ← the set of all domains
ips ← the set of resolved IPs
function EDGE(domain, ip)

return |ASes where domain resolved to ip|
end function
function IPTRUST(domain, ip)

� 0− 1 value representing how likely an IP is a server for
a domain.

return
∑

d∈domains
EDGE(d,ip)∗DOMAINSIMILARITY(domain,d)∑

d∈domains
EDGE(d,ip)

end function
function WEIGHT(domain, ip)

� EDGE weighted by IPTRUST.
return EDGE(domain, ip) ∗ IPTRUST(domain, ip)

end function
function DOMAINSIMILARITY(doma, domb)

� 0− 1 value representing how likely two domains are
hosted on the same servers.

return
∑

ip∈ips
WEIGHT(doma, ip) ∗ WEIGHT(domb, ip)√∑

ip∈ips
EDGE(doma, ip)2 ∗

√∑
ip∈ips

EDGE(domb, ip)2

end function

Figure 2: Pseudocode of CDN and interference detection joint
analysis algorithm. The two functions DomainSimilarity
and IPTrust depend on each other, and are iteratively com-
puted until a fixed point is approximated. The result of these two
functions allows direct determination of both the IPs hosting
clusters of domains, and the resolutions which are anomalous.

stead to 10.10.34.36, an internal LAN address, while
the second continues to resolve to Cloudflare owned IPs.

To automate this form of detection, we automatically
find cliques of domains hosted on the same infrastructure,
and use the combined resolutions of those domains to
map the IPs of the underlying infrastructure. Using mul-
tiple domains will help us to overcome the randomness
present in individual domain resolutions, and to notice
when one domain behaves strangely in a specific geo-
graphic region. We are not using IP metadata to map
provider infrastructure, but rather the sets of IPs (poten-
tially across providers) that form the footprints of popular
domains.

To process the data, we perform a joint analysis using
the algorithm in Figure 2 (also described in text below).
Then, we use the stable values from that computation to
extract cliques and deviations, which represent shared
infrastructure and interference respectively.

2.4.1 Joint Analysis Algorithm

Given a bipartite graph linking IP addresses and domains,
our goal is to separate the graph into two components:
‘real infrastructure‘, and ‘interference‘. An intuition of
how to think of this separation is shown in Figure 3.
To find this separation, we compute two quantities: A
similarity metric DomainSimilarity, for how close
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a.com b.com c.com d.com e.com

5.5.5.5 5.5.5.6 5.5.5.7 210.211.21.90

(A) (B)

AS25 AS73 AS39706 AS50810

Figure 3: The relationship between Domains and IPs. Each
edge corresponds to a resolution, labeled by the autonomous
system of the resolver. In this example, we see a.com resolve
to 5.5.5.5 in UC Berkeley, AS 25. In (A) we see a clique of
domains supported by the same infrastructure, while (B) shows
otherwise unrelated domains resolving to the same IP within AS
50810.

two domains are, and a trust metric IPTrust, for how
likely an IP is to be an authentic resolution for a given
domain. In Figure 3a, we would hope that a.com and
b.com have a high DomainSimilarity, since they re-
solve to the same IPs. In Figure 3b, we would hope the
IP 210.211.21.90 has a low IPTrust score, since
many otherwise unrelated domains resolve to it. This
process is similar to the HITS algorithm for finding “au-
thoritative” sources for pages [23].

The DomainSimilarity metric specifically repre-
sents the fraction of the time that two domains resolve to
the same IPs. We use the different IPs as independent di-
mensions in which the resolutions of each domain can be
represented as a vector. The distance between Domains
is then the cosine distance between the two resolution
vectors.

The IPTrust metric calculates the confidence for
whether any given IP address resolution of a domain is
correct. To calculate our confidence in a resolution, we
say the probability a domain resolves to an IP is equal to
the average similarity between that domain and the other
domains which have resolved to that IP. To score whether
we believe that thepiratebay.se resolves to 10.
10.34.36, we would look at other domains which
have resolved to 10.10.34.36 and consider their
DomainSimilarity with thepiratebay.se.

We now discuss cases where a provider allocates non-
disjoint but partially overlapping sets of IPs to different
domains. For example, if a domain a.com resolves to
IPs A,B, and C, while b.com resolves to C, D, and E.
If the different IPs are in the same class-c network, then
our analysis will see both a.com and b.com as resolv-
ing to the class-c network that corresponds to A, B, C,
D, and E, thus attributing a high IPTrust value to the
class-c network for the two domains. Class-c is chosen as
the most specific public announcement of IP ownership,
limiting accidental grouping of different providers. If
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Figure 4: DomainSimilarity distribution after iterative
calculation. After the first iteration, 25,000 edges with similarity
above 95% are found. After 5 iterations there are 75,000 strong
similarities, fewer ‘uncertain’ similarities, and less than 1000
similarities that changed by more than 5%.

the IPs are in different class-c networks, the IPTrust
can still be high if the DomainSimilarity is high. In
cases where there is only a small fraction of IP space over-
lap, metadata is not present, and DomainSimilarity
is low, Satellite will consider the two domains to be in
separate clusters. This will attribute a low IPTrust to
C.

For intuition behind these metrics, consider the repre-
sentative case of the Fastly CDN. Taking one IP range,
23.235.47.0/24, we find that across the 72 domains
Satellite clusters as Fastly the IPTrust metric ranges
between 0.75 and 0.98. Across all other domains, this
IP range was seen as a resolution for 22 other domains,
across which its average IPTrust was 0.20 and max-
imum was 0.30. The range of IPTrust in the Fastly
cluster shows that the strongly connected cluster boosted
scores for IPs that were infrequently resolved for some
domains.

To derive an initial estimate of DomainSimilarity,
we set IPTrust to 1.0. We then iteratively calculate
these two quantities until a fixed point is approximated,
generally in 5-6 iterations. Figure 4 shows the effect of
iteration on the distribution of domain similarities. With-
out iterating to the fixed point, many domain pairs have a
similarity coefficient close to 0.5. Subsequent iterations
concentrate the emergent clusters to more clearly define
shared infrastructure (close to 1.0) as well as block-pages
(close to 0.0).

2.4.2 Cliques and Deviations

DomainSimilarity and IPTrust form the core
metrics we need to determine both CDN footprints (the
cliques of similar domains and associated set of IP ad-
dresses they’re served from), and network anomalies (sets
of domains sent to IPs with low trust in isolated ASNs).

CDN cliques: To find clusters of domains with
similar resolutions in the matrix of calculated
DomainSimilarity values, we use a greedy
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Domain Alexa Rank
www.ebay.com 18
cntv.cn 79
indiatimes.com 110
dailymail.co.uk 114
etsy.com 149
cnet.com 151
deviantart.com 168
forbes.com 175

Table 2: The highest ranked domains identified in the largest
‘Akamai’ cluster.

CDN Size Representative Domain
CloudFlare 726 reddit.com
Amazon AWS 647 amazon.com
Akamai 410 ebay.com
Google 141 google.com
Dyn 112 webmd.com
Rackspace 77 wikihow.com
Fastly 72 imgur.com
Edgecast 68 soundcloud.com
Incapsula 55 wix.com
AliCloud 54 163.com

Table 3: Largest CDN clusters. The top 10 CDNs account for
20% of monitored domains.

algorithm of first making arbitrary clusters, and then
finding the best ‘swaps’ possible until a local maxima is
found [13]. This clustering technique has been found to
perform close to human labeling.

Table 2 shows an example of the highest popularity
sites that were clustered into the clique representing the
Akamai infrastructure. The largest clusters are shown in
Table 3. We count the 10 largest shared hosting platforms
hosting 1967 domains, making up almost 20% of those
measured.

At a global level, strongly connected components rep-
resent domains hosted by the same servers. This may
be domains resolving to one IP everywhere, or domains
with the same CDN configuration which consistently re-
solve to the same IPs from different vantage points. If we
narrow our consideration to the ASes based in a single
country, blocking can also appear as a cluster with the
block page IP clustered with all of the blocked domains.
These clusters are only found in the ASes of individual
countries, and the difference between detected clusters
globally and nationally is a strong signal for this behav-
ior. On the other hand, this is only one of many ways
to interfere with DNS. Some forms, like the response of
random IPs used by some Chinese ISPs [5], will reduce
IPTrust without creating these obvious clusters.

It should be at first surprising that Akamai, one of the
largest CDN providers, is represented by a low number
of domains. We find that while Akamai transfers a large
amount of traffic, we count many of their domains as
independent entities for two reasons. First, Akamai of-

ten delivers home pages as a relatively small set of IP
addresses that are dedicated to HTTPS for the specific
customer. Second, Akamai is located in over 1000 dif-
ferent ISPs, with most IPs assigned to servers advertised
and using those IPS’s AS numbers as their origins. These
two factors cause many Akamai customers to be treated
as independent entities by Satellite, and not seen as part
of their shared serving infrastructure.

We can compare the relationship Akamai has with cus-
tomers to that of Cloudflare, which also provides ‘white-
label’ services for large customers to customize their
presence through custom DNS name servers and SSL
deployed for older clients unable to perform server name
identification. Cloudflare partitions its customers across
several distinct IP spaces. Some of these IPs have reverse
PTR and whois information identifying them as Cloud-
flare, while others do not. The use of IP addresses within
Cloudflare ASes and Cloudflare associated WHOIS in-
formation allow satellite to cluster these services as one
entity with more certainty than the less obviously related
Akamai customers.

Network interference: The question of “who is blocking
what?” can be answered by finding ASes where a major-
ity of resolutions have low IPTrust for a given domain.
There are actually several ways in which an AS can devi-
ate, which correspond to different forms of interference.
For example, Iran regularly sends thepiratebay.se
to 10.10.34.36, and we see IPTrust of 6.6× 10−9

for those resolutions, since the IP is also seen for a number
of other blocked domains which don’t otherwise overlap.

To extract instances of interference that are reflected in
the IPTrustmetric, we look at the distribution of values
for resolutions at the AS level. When the distribution for
an AS is depressed in a statistically significant manner
(we currently look for a mean 4 standard deviations below
the overall distribution) we consider the AS-domain pair
to be ‘suspicious’.

There are several types of interference which can all
be easily distinguished from normal behavior, but which
require special identification. We handle these through
a decision tree, which provides a conservative estimate
of known forms of interference. Crucially, this approach
benefits from the fact that we are able to point to the
mechanism which triggers each flagging. The categories
we classify as interference are:

1. Too few resolutions or too many unparsable re-
sponses are received.

2. A domain which is otherwise ‘single-homed’ (mean-
ing a single IP address is found regardless of client
location) resolves to non-standard locations.

3. A domain with an otherwise ‘dominant‘ AS resolves
to many ASes.
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4. Resolution deviates from an expected CDN cluster.

Instances of interference are accounted to occur be-
cause of the first of these classes which is applicable. All
of these classes can be inferred from the already computed
resolution data. Our initial AS-level aggregation allows
us to directly find invalid or suppressed resolutions. We
showed in Figure 5 that the majority of the most popular
domains are single-homed, which we use for the third and
fourth decisions. Finally, for domains which appear to
be hosted on shared infrastructure, we use the IPTrust
score computed above. When resolutions deviate from
the expected CDN footprint, we are able to include auto-
matic analysis of the availability of the most high-profile
instances of interference.

3 Implementation
3.1 Assembly of domain list

To understand how sites behave, we must first know the
sites we are interested in monitoring. It is unrealistic
to monitor all domains on the Internet, since there are
technically an infinite number of registered domains due
to the dynamic nature of sub-domain resolution. Without
a priori knowledge of CDNs and their expected IPs around
the world, we need to monitor a representative set of
domains to organically learn that knowledge.

We accomplish this goal by targeting the top 10,000
worldwide domains as measured by Alexa[2]. All of
these domains receive high amounts of traffic. The least
popular, qualcomm.com, is estimated to receive over
10,000 visitors per day. While not a perfect list, 10,000
domains contains the diversity needed to organically dis-
cover important CDNs. Looking at the smaller Alexa
top 1k domain subset, we find that under a quarter of the
domains we cluster into CDNs are listed. For services like
CloudFlare, which partition their IP space across different
domains, our clustering algorithm would be overly cau-
tious without access to an appropriately diverse sample
set.

We make HTTP requests to each domain, since we find
that many bare domains (e.g. expedia.com) redirect
to a prefixed domain (e.g. www.expedia.com), which
are served on different infrastructure. When we detect
such redirections, we include both the bare and prefixed
domains in subsequent steps. We observe these redirects
in roughly one fourth of monitored domains.

3.2 Active DNS measurement

Our goal in Satellite is to provide a tool for longitudinal
mapping of the accessibility and distribution of web en-
tities. To quickly detect updates and policy changes, we
must constrain the amount of time we are willing to allow
probing to run. Given the goal of weekly measurements
of 10,000 domains from a single host, we request each

domain from 1/10th (or roughly 150,000) of discovered
DNS vantage points, maintaining geographic diversity
while spreading network load across available hosts. This
results in a measurement period of roughly 48 hours at a
probe rate of 50,000 packets per second. We find our mea-
surement machine to be CPU limited at about 100,000
packets per second. Unlike a typical zmap scan, our reso-
lution probes have a high response rate, which results in
significant CPU processing work.

Our probing is accomplished by extending zmap with
a custom ‘udp multi’ mode, where hosts are sent one
of several packets. The packet sent is chosen based on
the destination IP address only, resulting in a stable set
of requests across measurement sessions — the same
resolvers will receive the same queries each week. This
approach was chosen for efficiency, multiple scanning
processes and accompanying pcap filters increased CPU
load and resulted in dropped packets. Instead, we found
this extension to be a conceptually simple and efficient
extension to the existing zmap tool.

The result of a 48 hour collection process is a 350GB
directory containing tuples of resolver IPs, queried do-
main, time-stamp, and received UDP response. We record
the full packet responses we receive, under the assump-
tion that in the future we may find other fields of the DNS
responses to be of interest. The raw format of base-64 en-
coded packets is extremely verbose, but since the response
packets for each domain are largely the same, a full run
can be compressed to 20GB. By taking this relatively easy
step of compression, our measurement machine has had
no trouble storing our year of collection results.

3.3 Supplemental data collection

There are several pieces of supplemental data that are
valuable to Satellite in understanding the measurements
we conduct. For IP addresses of interest, we collect in-
formation to improve our ability to map IPs back to their
controlling organizations. For these organizations and the
IPs they control we also use supplemental information
to understand which geographic points of presence are
used. While our measurements do not rely on our ability
to understand these associations, downstream analysis
can benefit from them.

3.3.1 IP Metadata

We retrieve meta-data on resolved addresses to better un-
derstand what organizations they belong to, and whether
two addresses are likely to be equivalent. The two signals
we have found valuable to include in this process are the
reverse PTR records for the addresses, and the WHOIS
organization entry controlling the address. Reverse PTR
records are contained in the ‘in-addr.arpa.‘ pseudo-tld in
the DNS hierarchy. They are maintained by the orga-
nizations controlling the IP address, and often provide
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a canonical name when the IP belongs to a known ser-
vice. The WHOIS database is a database of IP ownership
maintained by IANA and its delegates that contains or-
ganizational responsibility, in the form of technical and
abuse contacts, for addresses.

We perform direct lookups for both the PTR and
WHOIS organizational contacts for all distinct IP
addresses resolved. We then perform a clustering of each
data set: All IPs with the same WHOIS organization
are clustered into a WHOIS cluster, and all IPs with
consistent PTR records are clustered together. To cluster
PTR records, we use a simple heuristic: if all but the final
dot-separated section of the returned records are equal,
we put the IPs in the same cluster. For instance, a west
coast resolution of apple.com has the PTR record
of a23-200-221-15.deploy.static.akamai
technologies.com, while an east coast resolver sees
a23-193-190-30.deploy.static.akamai
technologies.com. Since both cases end with
deploy.static.akamaitechnologies.com,
they are clustered together as part of the same entity.

3.3.2 Geolocation

During our collection and aggregation process we main-
tain a network, rather than geographical, view of the data.
We prefer aggregation at a Class-C address level, which
reduces calculations without losing precision or mixing
IPs owned by different entities. Our other form of aggre-
gation is on the AS level, to represent the aggregations
of IPs which will see a similar view of the rest of the In-
ternet. ASes represent business relationship which exist,
and the AS which ‘owns’ an IP range is responsible for
managing abuse and routing of packets for those IPs. As
such, even when a sub-range is delegated, we assume the
full AS experiences a consistent routing policy. There
are always exceptions to such assumption: the Comcast
AS contains clients on both of the east and west coast
of the US, who will reach different data centers of many
cloud services. Our use of AS aggregation will consider
these results as a single combined data point. Likewise,
the Google and Edgecast systems operate servers in many
countries. When addresses in these ASes are used as re-
solvers, we consider them to be in the closest location to
our measurement machine, the US.

For the visualization of infrastructure locations in the
evaluation of this paper, we have to associate IPs with ge-
ographical locations. For this, we use three data sources:
the country of registration for the whois point of contact
(Used for AS location), the MaxMind [26] country-level
database (Used for IP location), and the list of anycast
prefixes from Cicalese et. al. [8]. When MaxMind geolo-
cates different IPs within an AS to multiple countries, we
use that list. Otherwise, we use the country of registra-
tion. Since MaxMind cannot handle geographic diversity

Figure 5: Number of IPs hosting different domains at two thresh-
olds for dominant addresses. For 60% of domains, 1 IP accounts
for 75% of all resolutions, and for 80% of domains, 10 IPs
account for 95% of resolutions.

hidden by anycasting, we explicitly geolocate the points
of presence of anycasting IPs, and use the closest point to
a given resolver.

We find that 1% of distinct IPs resolved in a typical
Satellite data match the anycast prefix list. To estimate the
points of presence of these IPs, we measure latency from
a range of vantage points, as in [22], resolving topology
with [24]. In the future, we hope to learn these latencies
through the DNS requests we already make using the
technique in [17]. We find that since the CDNs we are
identifying are highly distributed, we end up with obser-
vations which are either very small latencies indicating
a point of presence near the vantage point, or are large
enough to not impose additional constraints.

While these geographic heuristics are not infallible,
they are largely accurate at the country level [32, 31]. As
such, they provide a grounding for initial data exploration.
When considering specific interference or deployment
situations, it remains important to identify the relevant
subsets of data. For instance, when we consider Iran in
Figure 12, we manually limit our analysis to ASes of
known ISPs in the country. We hope that a verifiable
geographic database of infrastructure sourced from open
measurements becomes available.

3.4 Aggregation

To support interactive exploration and analysis of col-
lected data, satellite automatically aggregates the ob-
served responses of each weekly collection. This au-
tomatic processing also materializes several views of the
aggregated data which are used in subsequent analysis.

This automatic process attempts to parse each received
packet as a DNS response, validates that it is a well-
formed DNS response, and records the IP addresses re-
turned. We tabulate these values for each resolver AS and
domain. The resulting mapping is roughly 3 GB, and is
used as the basis of subsequent processing. The 100-fold
reduction comes from stripping the formatting and other
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fields of DNS responses, and from aggregating responses
by resolver AS. Scanning this file to calculate basic statis-
tics takes under 5 minutes on a single 2.5GHZ core of
our lab machines, and the format lends itself to parallel
execution when more complex tasks are needed.

In addition to initial aggregation, we automatically
build lookup tables for the set of IPs which have been
resolved for each domain, and the total set of IPs seen as
resolution answers. We also calculate the set of domains
associated with each IP to facilitate reverse lookups of
other domains potentially co-hosted on an IP. On a recent
execution of Satellite, we saw a total of 5,337,315 distinct
IPs resolved, located within 6,742 distinct ASes.

The domain resolutions we have collected already pro-
vide insight into the inner workings of popular websites.
In Figure 5, we show how much diversity we found in
the responses for each domain globally. If almost all
responses return a single IP address, we can make the
inference that the dominant IP is the canonical server for
the domain. In other words, the domain is ‘single homed’.
In our monitored domains, we see this behavior in 60% of
domain, the far left data points in the graph. Slightly fur-
ther right in Figure 5 are domains which use simple load
balancing schemes. We see that roughly 80% of domains
have four or less ‘dominant’ IPs. This figure doesn’t cap-
ture the use of anycast IP addresses, but does indicate
that even for top domains, the majority have a single or
small set of ‘correct’ addresses. The tail to the far right on
the figure indicate domains which use geographically dis-
tributed infrastructure, and which require more complex
analysis to determine whether individual resolutions are
correct. For example, we record over 500 IP ranges for the
google.com cluster, and over two hundred for many
akamai hosted domains like www.latimes.com.

4 Evaluation
4.1 Address Validation

To validate our ranking and clustering algorithms, and
our data collection process more generally, we make web
requests to each resolved IP address as a potential location
of each sampled domain. More specifically, we connect to
each IP which has been seen as a candidate, and request
the ‘/favicon.ico’ file, using the domain as the ‘Host‘
header. Slightly under half of the monitored domains
have this file and can be validated in this way. We record
hashes of all returned content, and compare these hashes
against copies of the favicons fetched using local DNS
resolution to determine whether an IP is correctly acting
as a host for a given site.

Over a total of 965,522 completed resolutions, 82%
of resolved IPs are deemed ‘correct’. 5,479 domains
are skipped in this validation, because no authoritative
favicon is present, and validation is performed on the other
4,521. These domains are not used when we evaluate
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Figure 6: For each of the 4,500 domains with favicons, The
fraction of distinct IPs resolved with a ‘correct’ IPTrust score
over 0.5. Our automated classification matches favicon presence
for over 90% of IP-domain pairs.

clustering performance.
In Figure 6, we show the agreement between this vali-

dation process and the confidence scores for IPs used in
our clustering algorithm. We treat an IPTrust score of
0.5 as trusted, but find similar results for other thresholds
due to the polarization of trust scores by the iterative cal-
culation. While there is noticeable divergence between
the IPs in our scorings and the favicon results, over 95%
of those failures are false-negatives (our algorithm was
overly conservative in creation of clusters, and gives low
scores to IPs the favicon process showed to be correct).
The vast majority of these occur in situations where a sin-
gle partition of IPs is normally resolved for a domain, but
other IPs are also able to respond correctly when queried.
Both Akamai and CloudFlare exhibit this behavior. Par-
tial aggregation of these clusters has a minor effect on
this view, since when domains are fully partitioned onto
separate IPs we only consider our trust of those IPs we’ve
actually seen resolved.

This validation technique is susceptible to manipulation
by an adversary which returns the correct favicon image
on an otherwise malicious server. We are not aware of
any block pages behaving in this way.

In principle, validations like the use of favicons or
signals like reverse DNS lookups can also be used in the
clustering process to further refine which IPs are believed
‘correct’ for domains. To us though, this result shows
that the DNS resolutions themselves are able to produce
largely reliable mappings of CDN IP addresses.

We can also validate our clustering algorithms against
the ground-truth of IP prefixes advertised by some
CDN providers. For this validation, we consider
the Fastly CDN, which uses a compact set of pre-
fixes maintained at https://api.fastly.com/
public-ip-list. We find that all 12 IP prefixes
found by Satellite as the Fastly CDN cluster are included
in the officially advertised list. The Satellite cluster con-
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CDN IP Space Clustered ASes
CloudFlare 107008 75
Akamai 264960 489
Google 476416 1036
Cloudfront 128512 21
Incapsula 12288 17
Fastly 8192 17
Dyn 2304 9
Edgecast 24832 65
Automattic 3584 5
AliCloud 41728 42

Table 4: IPs in each of the ten largest shared infrastructure
platforms. Variance in size between Dyn, Fastly, Automattic and
the others is due to use of Anycast. Some ASes are significantly
undercounted by clustering, Akamai has points of presence in
over 1,000 ASes.

tains 72/80 domains found using this ground truth list of
IP prefixes. For geolocation, the MaxMind database re-
ports multiple locations, accounting for 5 of the 10 Fastly
countries, including the US, Australia, and three of four
locations in Europe (mistaking Germany for France). The
Australian class-c network prefix is identified as anycast-
ing, which we resolve to 4 of the 5 additional locations –
New Zealand, Japan, Hong Kong, and Singapore – agree-
ing with the results of [8]. These two techniques lead us
to correctly find 8 of the 10 locations, missing Brazil and
mistaking Germany for France.

4.2 Website Points of Presence

While we have shown in this paper that the Satellite tech-
nique is able to accurately map the IPs which are operated
by targeted websites, we have not yet shown the impli-
cations of that data. Here, we attempt to characterize
the dominant content distribution entities in the Internet
today, and provide some insight into where they operate
and the international nature of the Internet today.

In Table 4, we show the IP space we estimate for the
largest CDN clusters. These platform each have unique
network structures, and use a range of technologies in-
cluding rotating IPs and anycast, which make it difficult to
directly compare scale from these numbers. For instance,
most Google IPs resolve to IPs within Google’s own AS,
while IPs from Akamai are largely resolved to IPs located
in the ASes of consumer ISPs.

In Figure 7, we use the geolocation of ASes to count
which countries these providers are located within. One
striking feature of this geolocation exercise is to note
that the 10 largest content distribution networks use IP
addresses allocated to ASes registered in at least 145 coun-
tries. We trust MaxMind for these locations, but attempt
to be conservative, including neither anycast resolution
nor clustering the true extent of partitioned providers like
Akamai. This undercounting is reflected in Table 4, which
indicates the primary cluster we use for Akamai accounts
for under half of the over 1,000 ASes they report [1].

Figure 7: Points of presence of the CDNs from Table 3. Anycast
is not included, indicating conservative counts.

Figure 8: Number of sites resolved locally in each country.

In Figure 8, we plot how many domains are resolved
within each country. We see at least 18% of all domains
(2325) resolving to an in-country IP address for resolvers
in China, while other countries like Mexico resolves only
5% (559) of domains locally. This view of domain locality
can be used to understand which publishers have complied
with local regulations, and to track how much Internet
traffic will transit international links.

4.3 Interference

Our confidence scoring of how well IPs represent domains
helps us address an ongoing pain point in interference
measurement: how to know if a returned IP address is
‘correct’. The primary issue in this determination tradi-
tionally has been whether an IP that is not the same as
the canonical resolution is a CDN mirror or an incorrect
response. Using CDN footprints along with more simple
heuristics for single-homed domains allow us to identify
instances of inaccessibility with higher confidence.

We measure interference through positive identification
of the four categories in 2.4.2. These categories are con-
servative, but remain valid for not fully clustered CDNs.

Figure 9 shows the number of largely inaccessible do-
mains found in a single snapshot of collected data. We
find at least 5 of the monitored domains to be inaccessible
in at least one Autonomous System in over 78 countries.

We then divide the instances of observed interference
across other factors. Figure 10 shows a comparison of
interference for sites on CDN infrastructure versus those
which are single-homed. While roughly 80% of sites are
single homed, we see as much interference is directed
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Figure 9: Number of domains inaccessible in each country.

Figure 10: Types of interference by country. Anomalies are
geographic, with some regions like China providing a diversity
of false IP addresses, while others like Libya using a single
block page. There are no occurrences of only ‘CDN Deviation’,
or ‘Single-Homed Deviation.’ The relative shades indicate the
mixture of the different categories present in each country.

at distributed sites, perhaps due to their popularity. This
indicates that naive approaches have been missing a sig-
nificant fraction of total interference instances.

It is possible for a censor to mask their interference
from Satellite. Injecting DNS responses using a system of
the type known to be in use by China could be targeted to
miss an external observer, by only responding to requests
originating within the Country or responding correctly
to external queries. While much less visible to Satellite,
these forms of interference would themselves be visible,
and could even be less effective internally. The switch
to other techniques like IP or keyword-based blocking
would also not be visible in the current DNS data set.

4.4 Broader Implications

Our stated purpose in building Satellite and collecting
data on the presence and accessibility of popular sites
was to allow for new insights into the changing structure
of the internet. What are those insights? Many of the
implications are inextricably tied to real world events
and politics, and reflect on the censorship practices and
business environments of nation states. While we aren’t
comfortable claiming to understand these sociopolitical
structures without accompanying real-world evidence, we
can show value in the data in light of the larger trends
occurring in Internet Governance.

In Figure 11 we show the delta of how many more do-
mains are resolved within each country compared to six
months prior, based on location of IPs with trust above 0.5

Figure 11: How many more sites resolve locally (to IPs within
the country) in September 2015 compared to 6 months prior.
This figure is based on a dataset of 8,800 domains which re-
mained in the top 10,000 list at both sample points.
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Figure 12: Number of domains detected to have anomalous
resolutions in Iran since late 2014. An interactive version is at
http://satellite.cs.washington.edu/iran/.

on a per-domain basis. What this shows for each country
is how many new domains are now resolved internally
where previously they would have been resolved to inter-
national servers. This shows the expansion of CDN in-
frastructure, but also an increasing ability of governments
to regulate access within their national territories [10].

In Figure 12 we show the number of domains which
are detected to have anomalous resolution across Iranian
ISPs. We see a spike in the second half of 2015, which
correlates with statements from the authorities there that
they were beginning a second phase of filtering. More
recently, Satellite has recorded additional inaccessible
domains in the lead up to February 2016 elections.

5 Related Work
The active probing techniques used by Satellite build upon
a long history of Internet measurement [24, 7]. The sub-
sequent analysis of connectivity data has been tackled by
previous generations of censorship measurement systems,
though Satellite differs in the breadth of the measurements
it aggregates and the way it handles noisy data.

Active scanning of the Internet has been used to mea-
sure important properties of ISPs, and has been shown to
reasonably map individual CDNs [18, 6]. In particular,
the rate of churn of DHCP reservations within consumer
ISPs [27] has been estimated and the presence of Bluecoat
DPI boxes [25] has been detected using active measure-
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ment techniques. Active probing was used for the Internet
census characterization of scale [3] and more generally
in the web security space to measure the uptake of soft-
ware updates and vulnerabilities [33, 12]. It has not yet
to the best of our knowledge been used to independently
measure the footprints of CDNs or longitudinal ISP-level
interposition on traffic.

What to Measure: Determining domains of interest is
by itself a tough problem. There are many billions of DNS
records in use on the Internet [4, 14], and there are obvious
deficiencies with the coverage or representativeness of
lists of top sites. Previous measurement studies have used
either top domains as reported by a neutral providers like
Alexa [2], or more targeted lists they hand curate [15].
One of the most popular lists for censorship work is the
list of sensitive domains maintained by Citizen Lab [30].
Satellite needs to measure a set of sites which reveal the
shared infrastructure of CDNs, and we choose the Alexa
top 10,000 domains as our base measurement set in order
to achieve that coverage.

How to Measure: Researchers have invested consider-
able effort in the measurement of network interference,
both by using participants within target networks [15,
20, 29] and through purely external mechanisms [9, 34].
DNS has been a measurement focus, largely because it is
a commonly manipulated and unsecured protocol. DNS
reflection against remote open resolvers has also been pro-
posed for censorship measurement [36] as early as 2006.
What we continue to lack is a system which is able to
sustainably measure and act as a data repository for these
measurements across both countries and time. Ripe At-
las [29] offers shared access to its distributed deployments
of probes, but limits the types of measurements and rate-
limits measurements such that regular probing of diverse
domains by the deployment would require ownership of a
significant fraction of the network.

Determining Site Presence: While determining which
sites are of interest is hard, determining whether a given
IP is a valid host for a site can be even harder. In their in-
vestigation of CDNs in 2008, Huang et. al [18] arrive at a
similarly sized list of open resolvers as Satellite (280,000),
and use them to map the Akamai CDN. They create their
list of resolvers starting from DNS servers observed by
Microsoft video clients, rather than direct probing. Spe-
cific CDNs like Google have also been crawled through
the use of EDNS queries to simulate the presence of ge-
ographically diverse clients [6], but this is only possible
for a small subset of deployments which support EDNS
for redirection. Research focusing on censorship, like the
analysis of ONI data [16], have used AS diversity to de-
termine if IPs are valid for a domain, but do not explicitly
consider CDN behavior.

There are also many commercial sites which offer traf-

fic information for web sites. We know that some of this
data is crowd-sourced through browser plugins, while
other portions come from automatic robot crawling. For
instance, the Alexa rankings are based off of a browser
plugin which monitors the browsing habits of a small num-
ber of participating users. Some sites also show which
sites run on identical IP addresses [19]. In practice we
find that these systems appear to do direct lookups of IPs,
since geographical distribution is not surfaced. They also
do not appear to do significant identification of CDN IP
spaces, since CDN’ed sites are not fully aggregated.

Determining Abnormal Behavior: Categorizing re-
sponses as normal or abnormal have typically been per-
formed through the use of heuristics in how the response
may deviate from expected behavior. This is true for both
determining trust in a DNS response, and determining if a
given connection is working as expected. These heuristics
include metadata like the AS and reverse PTR record of
the IP [16], behavior of HTTP queries to the server [21],
and considering the aggregate prevalence of a given re-
sponse [15]. More recent work has explored the use of
aggregate statistical behavior to determine when network
level behavior has changed [37]. These techniques pro-
vide valuable direction for Satellite, though there is not
yet a comprehensive set of best practices for determining
self-consistency and anomalies in our data set.

6 Conclusion
Satellite is already a valuable system for measurement of
both CDNs and prevalence of interference. Our continued
development efforts are focused on: (1) Improved repro-
ducibility of geographic determination. (2) Developing
an interactive visualization for interacting with data. (3)
Integration of additional probing mechanisms for mea-
surement of transport and IP level connectivity.

In this paper we have presented Satellite, a system for
measuring web infrastructure deployments and availabil-
ity from a single external vantage point. By lowering
the bar for collecting, aggregating, and understanding we
make this data much more accessible. Satellite the grow-
ing predominance of CDNs in the top Alexa domains.
The same data shows evidence of growing interference of
domain resolutions around the world. Satellite is a fully
open platform, and both the data and code are available
online at satellite.cs.washington.edu.
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Abstract
The lower layers in the modern computing infrastruc-
ture are written in languages threatened by exploitation
of memory management errors. Recently deployed ex-
ploit mitigations such as control-flow integrity (CFI) can
prevent traditional return-oriented programming (ROP)
exploits but are much less effective against newer tech-
niques such as Counterfeit Object-Oriented Program-
ming (COOP) that execute a chain of C++ virtual methods.
Since these methods are valid control-flow targets, COOP
attacks are hard to distinguish from benign computations.
Code randomization is likewise ineffective against COOP.
Until now, however, COOP attacks have been limited
to vulnerable C++ applications which makes it unclear
whether COOP is as general and portable a threat as ROP.

This paper demonstrates the first COOP-style exploit
for Objective-C, the predominant programming language
on Apple’s OS X and iOS platforms. We also retrofit the
Objective-C runtime with the first practical and efficient
defense against our novel attack. Our defense is able
to protect complex, real-world software such as iTunes
without recompilation. Our performance experiments
show that the overhead of our defense is low in practice.

1 Introduction

The primary programming environment on Apple’s OS
X and iOS platforms uses a language called Objective-C,
which extends the C language with object-oriented con-
structs. Many of the main application programs on Ap-
ple’s platforms, such as Safari, iTunes, etc. are built using
Objective-C, which differs from C++ in the way that dy-
namic dispatch of function calls is implemented. In spite
of its importance to commercial software platforms, it has
attracted little scrutiny from systems security researchers.

The latest code-reuse mitigation being deployed—
CFI—makes traditional ROP [30] attacks harder to con-
struct. CFI computes an approximation of an applica-
tion’s control-flow graph (CFG) and verifies that all in-

direct branches follow valid CFG edges at run time [1].
In contrast to randomization-based defenses [26], CFI is
secretless and cannot be bypassed via information leak-
age. Like other mitigations, CFI must trade off security
(precision) for performance. Coarse-grained CFI poli-
cies [43, 44] leave a small fraction of code locations avail-
able for reuse by adversaries—enough to mount ROP
attacks [16, 22, 32]. The deficiencies of coarse-grained
CFI renewed interest in more precise policies. Devis-
ing such CFI policies typically requires source code ac-
cess, because structural information required to compute
a complete and precise CFG is lost during compilation.
The recent COOP [31] code-reuse technique exploits the
imprecision of non-C++ aware CFI implementations on
Windows and Linux. Specifically, the attacker manipu-
lates the virtual method tables (vtables) of C++ objects in
memory such that a sequence of attacker-chosen regular
virtual methods is executed via likewise regular virtual
method call sites. Unlike ROP, COOP does not violate
the integrity of return addresses or produce corrupted call
stacks and therefore remains undetected by generic CFI
policies [17, 20]. Moreover, the high-level structure of
C++ code (e. g., class hierarchy and dynamic object types)
cannot be fully recovered without source code, so ma-
licious COOP control flows are difficult to distinguish
from benign ones even for C++-aware CFI policies com-
puted by binary analysis. In terms of expressiveness and
flexibility, COOP is comparable to ROP in C++ environ-
ments [14, 31]. Still, it remains unclear whether COOP is
limited to C++ code on Windows and Linux or whether it
is a generic threat on par with ROP.

This paper shows that programs written in Objective-C
suffer from a systematic vulnerability that enables COOP-
style exploits against Objective-C on OS X and iOS. Like
C++, Objective-C extends the C programming language
with object-oriented constructs. Although both languages
add dynamic dispatch of function calls to C, the imple-
mentation of this feature differs greatly between C++ and
Objective-C. Whereas C++ fixes the vtable for each class
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at compile time, Objective-C enables full late binding
by (re)mapping literal method names to actual functions
dynamically at run time. We dub our new class of attacks
Subversive-C and demonstrate its viability against appli-
cations using AppKit, a commonly used framework on
Mac OS X, by constructing a proof-of-concept exploit.

We also show how Subversive-C exploits can be mit-
igated. Our mitigation strategy can be retrofitted onto
existing systems without requiring recompilation of the
programs being protected and has very little overhead.

An important insight is that in many cases, an attacker
can use COOP, Subversive-C, or a combination of both,
because non-trivial OS X and iOS applications like Safari
or MS Office typically contain both Objective-C and C++

(standard libraries or ported code from other platforms)
components. In fact, it is even valid (and common) to
tightly interweave Objective-C and C++ semantics. Such
“Objective-C++” code is accepted by the GCC and Clang
compilers. Hence, effective code-reuse defenses for OS X
and iOS need not only to consider high-level semantics
of Objective-C, but also those of C++.

In summary, our main contributions are as follows:

• Novel Offensive Technique We present
Subversive-C, a new offensive technique that
reuses entire Objective-C methods by carefully
arranging the metadata used to dispatch messages
in the Objective-C runtime. The dynamic nature
of Objective-C coupled with whole-function reuse
renders existing integrity and randomization-based
defenses ineffective against Subversive-C exploits.

• Hardened Objective-C Runtime Because existing
defenses cannot protect against Subversive-C with
low overheads, we developed a new defensive tech-
nique to prevent adversaries from manipulating and
corrupting metadata used by the Objective-C run-
time. Specifically, we retrofit the Objective-C run-
time with integrity checks in the lookup processes
that handle Objective-C message dispatch. Our hard-
ened runtime is fully compatible with the runtime
shipped with OS X and can protect complex, real-
world applications such as iTunes.

• Realistic and Extensive Evaluation We demon-
strate a fully-fledged Subversive-C attack targeting
the AppKit library. We also provide a careful and
detailed evaluation of our hardened Objective-C run-
time. We report a 1.54 % aggregate overhead for
complex, real-world applications.

2 Technical Background

In the following, we provide a brief overview of the tech-
nical concepts we use in the rest of this paper. We discuss
dynamic message dispatch in Objective-C and present an
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Figure 1: Fast and slow paths when dispatching messages.

overview of resarch on code-reuse attacks with a specific
focus on COOP.

2.1 Dynamic Message Dispatch
Objective-C is an object-oriented programming language
that extends the C language with dynamically dispatched
Smalltalk-style messaging. Where C++ programmers in-
voke (virtual) methods of objects, Objective-C program-
mers send messages to objects. Each message has three
components: i) the receiver object; ii) the selector, an
identifier naming the method that receives the message;
and iii) zero or more arguments.

Although Objective-C is a statically compiled lan-
guage, the targets of message dispatches are resolved
at run time. At every message dispatch location, the com-
piler simply emits a call to the msgSend function (or one
of its variants) in the Objective-C runtime. The purpose of
the msgSend function is to locate the appropriate method
for a given (receiver, selector) pair and subsequently exe-
cute it.

Figure 1 illustrates the message dispatch algorithm as
implemented in Apple’s Objective-C runtime. It consists
of a fast path and a slow path. The slow path retrieves the
method implementation corresponding to a given selector
by searching through all methods defined by the class
of the receiver object and all its ancestors. The search
operates on compiler-generated metadata attached to each
object as shown in Figure 2.

The lookup algorithm starts with the class of the re-
ceiver and checks the selector against all methods defined
by the receiver’s class. If no method is found, the methods
of the parent class is searched until a method implementa-
tion is found or the root of the class hierarchy is reached.
If neither the class itself nor any of its ancestors contain a
method implementation, the runtime allows the class to
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Figure 2: Layout of objects, classes, and lookup caches.

dynamically add an implementation for the given selector.
If the class provides a “method resolver” function, the
runtime calls it. The resolver (depending on its implemen-
tation) may add a new method to the class. The runtime
then repeats the entire lookup process, in case the method
added by the resolver corresponds to the input selector.

The fast path speeds up message dispatch by storing
the results of each lookup in a per-class cache, and reuses
previous results if available. At the beginning of each
message dispatch, the runtime queries this cache for a
method pointer as shown near the top of Figure 1.

The cache entries are stored in memory as a linear array
of (selector, method pointer) pairs. The class metadata
includes a pointer to its corresponding cache. The runtime
performs the lookup using a linear probing algorithm. The
lookup starts from a location computed by hashing the
selector itself and proceeds linearly through the array until
either a match is found—a cache hit—or an empty entry
is reached—a cache miss.

In case neither the cache lookup nor the slow class hi-
erarchy walk find the method for a selector, the runtime
performs one last step before exiting with an error. If the
class provides a “forwarder” function, the runtime calls
this function with the selector, allowing classes to dynam-
ically respond to new messages at run time or forward
messages to other objects. Additionally, the Objective-C
runtime allows the application to install a “user forwarder”
that overrides all per-class forwarders. If this handler
is installed, the runtime calls it at the end of the method
lookup process. The handler pointer is stored in a writable
global variable, which can be manipulated by adversaries.

2.2 Exploitation and Code-Reuse
C/C++/Objective-C eschew memory and type safety fea-
tures of modern languages and require manual memory
allocation and deallocation. This leads to a steady stream

of memory management errors.1 Attackers exploit the
presence of these errors to craft malicious inputs that hi-
jack the control flow of the application. The classic stack
smashing attack injects code and redirects execution to it
by overwriting the return address stored past the end of
an overflowed buffer [2]. Thanks to modern mitigations
such as data execution prevention (DEP), which disallows
memory regions that are both writable and executable,
code injection is all but obsolete. Therefore, modern ex-
ploits reuse legitimate code to bypass DEP. There are
many known variants of code-reuse attacks. The main
differences are the granularity at which legitimate code is
reused. ROP reuses short instruction sequences ending in
returns called gadgets [30,34]. Other variants reuse whole
functions, including Return-into-libc (RILC), COOP,
and our novel Subversive-C technique. Another key dif-
ference is the dispatching mechanism used to transfer
control between the code snippets being reused. ROP and
RILC use return instructions or indirect jump/call instruc-
tions [11]. COOP-style attacks use special “main-loop
gadgets” to iteratively or recursively dispatch a sequence
of method calls controlled by a malicious payload.

An important prerequisite of a code-reuse attack is
knowledge of the target’s memory layout, because the
payload in a code-reuse attack necessarily (directly or in-
directly) references existing code locations. Thus, address
space layout randomization (ASLR) complicates code-
reuse attacks because it randomizes the base address of
linked libraries at load time. However, this is only a small
hurdle for a practical code-reuse attack since informa-
tion leakage or memory disclosure attacks often enable
attackers to undermine ASLR [33, 35, 36, 38].

2.3 Counterfeit Object-oriented Programming

COOP is a code-reuse technique targeting C++ soft-
ware [31]. In COOP, a sequence of attacker-chosen
C++ virtual methods (also called vfgadgets) is executed
on attacker-injected objects (also called counterfeit ob-
jects). Each vfgadget in such a sequence fulfills a specific
task, such as reading a value into a register and may
have certain side-effects. Executed one after another, the
vfgadgets implement the malicious functionality desired
by the attacker, e. g., the execution of a shell command.
Put simply, (short) virtual methods are to COOP attacks
what gadgets are to ROP attacks. Whereas a ROP attack
is initiated by injecting a “fake stack” (containing fake
return addresses) into the target address space, a COOP at-
tack injects a collection of “counterfeit objects”, typically
using a single attacker-controlled write. Each counterfeit

1 For new code, disciplined use of modern coding techniques like
smart pointers for C++ and automatic reference counting (ARC) for
Objective-C alleviate this problem.
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object corresponds to exactly one vfgadget and carries a
corresponding pointer to a vtable.2

In ROP and related techniques, data primarily flows
through registers and the stack from one gadget to an-
other. In contrast, data may flow in three different ways
between COOP vfgadgets: (i) through method arguments,
(ii) through global variables, and (iii) through member
fields of overlapping counterfeit objects. The latter is
a pattern specific to COOP, which can greatly facilitate
the creation of meaningful vfgadget chains. For example,
vfgadget 1 may read a value from memory and store it in
the field x of counterfeit object A and vfgadget 2 may in-
crement field y of counterfeit object B. By making objects
A and B overlap such that A.x and B.y map to the same
address, the methods 1 and 2 can be used in conjunction
to read and increment a value.

Different techniques for chaining the execution of
vfgadgets in a COOP attack have been described in pre-
vious work [14, 31]. Using one of these techniques, the
attacker initially corrupts a C++ object used by the target
application such that a subsequent virtual method call is
maliciously diverted to a central dispatcher vfgadget. (In
a ROP attack, the control flow would instead be diverted
to the first gadget, which usually pivots the stack pointer.)
In the simplest case, a so called main loop (ML-G) vf-
gadget is used. Briefly, an ML-G is a virtual method that
invokes virtual methods on a collection of C++ objects.
By making an ML-G operate on a collection of counter-
feit objects, the chained execution of vfgadgets becomes
possible. An example ML-G is discussed in Section 4.2.

3 Threat Model and Assumptions

The assumptions underpinning this research are:

• Data The attacker can arbitrarily read and write data
pages as allowed by the page permissions. Specifi-
cally, the internal data structures of the Objective-C
runtime can be read, written, and corrupted. How-
ever, we assume that ASLR is in place to randomize
the locations of program and runtime data structures.

• Code We assume that DEP prevents code injection
by disallowing the execution of writable pages.

• Runtime We assume that the runtime is protected us-
ing fine-grained code randomization [26], as well as
an implementation of execute-only memory (XoM),
such as XnR [6], Readactor [13], or HideM [21], that
prevents attackers from using information leaks to re-
trieve the code of the runtime. We also rely on these
defenses to secure secret keys (see Section 5.4).

2In C++, every object of a class with virtual methods carries a pointer
to the class’s fixed vtable. Whenever a virtual method is to be exe-
cuted on a C++ object at run time, this pointer is dereferenced and the
respective method’s address is fetched from the table.

• Control flow Since Objective-C is a superset of C,
we assume the C parts of the application and runtime
are protected using appropriate mitigations (CFI, ran-
domization, or equivalent defenses). Defenses such
as Mobile CFI (MoCFI) [15] can be used to protect
Objective-C code from control-flow hijacking.

Note that these assumptions are realistic and match the
capabilities of a real-world attacker. They also match the
adversarial models used in closely related work [13, 14].

4 Subversive-C

In this section, we demonstrate that the principles of the
COOP attack are not only applicable to C++ but also to
Objective-C. Conceptually, a Subversive-C attack pro-
ceeds analogously to a COOP attack: the attacker di-
verts an application’s control flow such that a sequence
of attacker-chosen Objective-C methods (vfgadgets) is
executed on injected counterfeit objects. The first method
executed in such a sequence is necessarily a dispatcher
vfgadget, e. g., a main loop vfgadget (ML-G) as described
in Section 2.3. COOP and Subversive-C are closely re-
lated in the way they rely on counterfeit objects and
vfgadgets. However, as they target different programming
languages, COOP and Subversive-C counterfeit objects
differ in their layouts. For COOP it is sufficient to create
objects that reference a vtable, whereas the Objective-C
runtime features a more involved class layout. Therefore,
an attacker must forge multiple data structures to launch
a Subversive-C attack. The exact procedure is described
next in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 then presents a concrete
Subversive-C attack against applications that use the App-
Kit library.

For brevity, we limit the discussions in this section to
Apple’s OS X operating system and the x86-64 archi-
tecture. However, all techniques and concepts extend to
Objective-C code running on iOS and ARM.

4.1 Exploiting the Objective-C Message
Dispatch Mechanism

The Objective-C runtime implements two different ways
(slow and fast, see Section 2.1) to resolve a class-selector
pair to a function address. We now describe how the
attacker can exploit the Objective-C runtime’s slow path
and fast path lookup mechanisms in order to control the
methods invoked on counterfeit objects in a Subversive-C
attack. These techniques are specific to Subversive-C and
are the key differentiators with respect to COOP.

Slow Path As described in Section 2.1, when a cache
lookup for a selector fails, the msgSend function does a
slow search through all methods available for the receiver
object. The corresponding data structures are partly stored
in read-only memory and cannot be modified by the at-
tacker at run time. Hence, in order to freely choose the
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vfgadgets executed in a Subversive-C attack, the attacker
needs to inject new fake data structures alongside each
counterfeit object. Concretely, each counterfeit object
needs to reference its own fake class struct3 which in turn
references its own fake method list (cf. Figure 2).

Each entry in a class’s method list links a function
pointer to a selector. It is thus sufficient to inject fake
method lists with a single entry. This entry must link the
fixed selector used in the dispatcher gadget to the vfgadget
that is to be executed on the corresponding counterfeit ob-
ject. In turn, the injected fake class struct must be shaped
in such a way that msgSend actually takes the slow path
and evaluates the given method list as desired. A straight-
forward way to ensure this is to null-out the cache-related
fields in the class struct (i.e., invalidate the cache) and to
mark the class as initialized by setting the corresponding
bit in the flags field (not shown in Figure 2).

Instead of creating valid class structs from scratch, for
increased stealthiness and simplicity, an existing class
struct that is compatible with the given dispatcher can be
copied and modified as needed.

Fast Path Instead of invalidating the cache of coun-
terfeit objects, the attacker can also opt to exploit the
fast path look-up by injecting fake class structs with
valid cache entries linking the dispatcher’s selector to
vfgadgets. Doing so is simple, as the caching mechanism
does not use a secure hashing function and, in any case, its
parameters can also be directly rewritten by the attacker.
Hence, the attacker can arbitrarily precompute valid cache
entries offline and incorporate them into fake class structs.

Forward Handlers In addition to forging method lists
and caches, a third option for the attacker to execute arbi-
trary methods from a dispatcher is to abuse forwarders,
which are introduced in Section 2.1: existing forwarders
structs (cf. Figure 2) could be manipulated or fake ones
could be injected such that vfgadgets are executed instead
of actual forwarder handlers. In this approach, the attacker
needs to make sure that both the slow and the fast path fail
for all counterfeit objects for the given dispatcher—e.g.,
by injecting fake class structs with an invalid cache and
an empty method list.

4.2 Proof-of-Concept Exploit
To demonstrate the general applicability of our technique,
we constructed a Subversive-C attack for the x86-64 ver-
sion of the AppKit library. AppKit is part of the Cocoa
framework which encompasses Foundation, AppKit and
Core Data. AppKit in particular is used to create graphical
user interfaces. As such it is included in most graphical
Objective-C programs, including iTunes, Safari, Pages,
Keynote, and many other widely used applications from

3In practice, the class struct is oftentimes split into a read/write and a
read-only part by the compiler. For brevity, we do not make a distinction
between the two here and consider them as one coherent data structure.

Apple and third parties. The Objective-C methods used
in the attack are given in Table 1. We extended the frame-
work that Schuster et al. [31] used to create the COOP
chains to account for the differences between C++ and
Objective-C. The framework uses the SMT solver Z3 [18]
to construct a buffer with the constraints defined by the
layout of the objects and their required relative offsets to
each other. (Recall that typically at least some counterfeit
objects overlap.)

For our proof-of-concept exploit, we require a program
that contains a memory corruption vulnerability allow-
ing an attacker to place data in the target process as well
as overwrite a pointer to an Objective-C instance used
during execution. To reliably bypass ASLR, we further
require an information leak to disclose the position of the
data injected and the location of the instance pointer we
override with our own counterfeit object. Since our gad-
gets are sourced from the AppKit library, this library must
also be loaded by the target process. We simulate a suit-
able vulnerable application by creating an Objective-C
program that requires the AppKit library and lets us inject
attacker-controlled data in the address space. This data is
then interpreted as an Objective-C object, more precisely
as our initial object, which will start our chain. After
this first dispatch the execution is driven entirely by our
counterfeit objects.

High Level Overview For our proof of concept we
opted to construct a chain that leads to the use of an
invoke gadget to call an arbitrary function, in this case
we chose system(). The other gadgets are used to pre-
pare the call by calculating the function address based
on import address table (IAT) entries and arranging ar-
guments in memory correctly. After injecting the coun-
terfeit objects into the target process, the chain is started
by dispatching a message on the initial object, which
directs the control flow to the main loop gadget. This
ML-G dispatches calls to all other gadgets that perform
the necessary computations. The chain reads the address
of libsystem!strlen() from the IAT and adds a pre-
computed offset to it. The result is then used as the target
for the invocation gadget (INV-G in COOP parlance [31]).
The argument for this call is also located in the attacker-
controlled memory and is passed as well. Any precom-
puted data is passed via fields in the injected counterfeit
objects. In Objective-C, an object’s fields are also referred
to as its instance variables.

Initial Object The initial object is the first counterfeit
object and is not part of the actual chain. It is designed
such that dispatching the corresponding selector on it
will enter the ML-G instead of the intended function.
Additionally we pass required arguments, in this case the
address of the gadgets, as instance variables.

Main Loop At the core of our attack lies the main loop
gadget. We use an array-based ML-G (entry 1 in table 1)
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# Method name (AppKit) Type Description
1 [NSTextReplacementNode dealloc]() ML-G main loop
2 [NSUndoTextOperation affectedRange]() LOAD-R64-G load rdx from instance var.
3 [NSPersistentUIRecord setEncryptionKey:](uint8 t[16]) R-G load rdx from address rdx+8
4 [NSPanelController stringValue]() LOAD-R64-G load rcx from instance var.
5 [NSMatrix cellAtRow:column:](int64 t, int64 t) ARITH-G rdx= rdx ·[self+0xf8]+rcx
6 [NSScrollingScoreKeeper setHoldCount:](int64 t) W-G write rdx to instance var.
7 [NSCustomReleaseData dealloc]() INV-G invoke instance var. as function ptr.

Table 1: Our Subversive-C chain in the standard OS X AppKit library (x86-64) calculates the address of system() in
libsystem and invokes system("/bin/sh"). Gadget type names are according to previous work [31].

which iterates over an array of objects and dispatches a
constant selector on every entry. Each counterfeit object is
an entry in this array. The pseudo code representation of
our ML-G is shown in Listing 1; line 5 invokes the selector
release on every counterfeit object in the injected array.
While this particular ML-G is limited to 28 entries in a
single array, inserting the ML-G itself again as the 28th
entry allows the chaining of more gadgets.

Listing 1: ML-G in NSTextReplacementNode dealloc.
1 children = self->children;
2 counter = 0;
3 while (children[counter] != NULL
4 && counter < 28) {
5 [children[counter] release];
6 counter++;}

Read Gadget We use two read gadgets (#2 and #4)
to load rcx and rdx from instance variables. As these
are argument registers, they are guaranteed to remain
unaltered by msgSend. We load rdx with the address
of the IAT entry of strlen() and rcx with the offset
between strlen() and system() in libsystem.

Read Gadget with Dereference As we only assume
the address of the AppKit module to be given, the address
of system() in libsystem needs to be calculated dy-
namically. To this end, we read a pointer to libsystem

from the IAT of the AppKit module and, in the next step,
add a constant offset to it. The gadget we use (entry 3)
loads rdx with the 64-bit value pointed to by rdx+8. As
we control the value of rdx with gadget #2, we can read
from a chosen address here. We use this to load rdx with
the address of strlen() from AppKit’s IAT.

Arithmetic Gadget At this point rdx and rcx contain
attacker-controlled values and can be used to calculate
the actual address of system(). Gadget #5 adds both
registers and stores the result to rdx.

Store Gadget Due to the semantics of our invocation
gadget (INV-G) (see next step) we need to store the calcu-
lated address of system() in a specific instance variable
of counterfeit object #7. Thus, the two counterfeit objects
corresponding to gadgets #6 and #7 need to overlap: gad-
get #6 stores the function pointer in rdx in an instance
variable of its counterfeit object; gadget #7 reads this

pointer from an instance variable in its counterfeit object
(which maps to the same address) and invokes it.

Invocation Gadget The original purpose of our INV-G
(#7) is the invocation of a custom deallocator specified
via an instance variable. The argument that is passed is
also read from an instance variable. This means we both
control the function called and its argument. Here, we use
this to execute system("/bin/sh").

5 Mitigating Subversive-C

A key insight of our attack is that it targets data structures
specific to the Objective-C runtime, much like COOP
targets the C++ specific vtable. Therefore, we build our
defense around protecting the integrity of these data struc-
tures. Unlike C++ vtables, the data structures used by
msgSend are mutable which means COOP defenses such
as vtable randomization [14] are not suitable to protect
the Objective-C runtime against Subversive-C. Instead,
we choose to base our defense on message authentication
to detect malicious tampering.

We add a message authentication code (MAC) to every
sensitive field or data structure in the runtime as shown in
Figure 3, and use this MAC to verify the integrity of the
data structures before sensitive control flow transfers, i.e.,
those that indirectly use the contents of the data structures.
Every time the runtime changes the contents of one of its
structures, it also updates the MAC. Thus, an attacker can
no longer alter data structures without needing to update
the associated MAC. However, each MAC computation
has two inputs: the message (data) to authenticate and a
secret key. Without both inputs, a correct MAC cannot be
computed. Knowing the secret keys would allow attackers
to tamper with runtime data structures, so we store them
in a key store which attackers cannot read. We describe
the key store in detail in Section 5.4.

In the following, we first describe our different ap-
proaches to the stages of method lookup, as they have
different requirements (most notably the tolerable over-
head). Subsequently, we explain the implementation of
our secure key store which protects keys from attackers.
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Figure 3: HMACs are used to ensure the integrity of class
metadata and caches.

5.1 Securing the Slow Path
To protect the slow path lookup, we repurpose an unused
field in the class structure to store a MAC (or more
precisely a HMAC) as depicted in Figure 3. The hash is
populated during class initialization and checked before
any class metadata is used for method lookup. If a dis-
crepancy is detected, program execution is aborted with
an error message. To compute the hash, we chose the
HMAC-MD5 function with the following inputs:

• The method list consisting of flags, entry count and
an array of method structures.

• The superclass field to prevent the attacker from
modifying the class hierarchy.

• The flags field to prevent the attacker from removing
the initialized bit. An unset initialized bit forces the
runtime to rebuild the method list (a process which
the attacker could tamper with).

• The isa field which points to the meta-class of the
current class.

• The address of the class object to uniquely iden-
tify the class. A unique identifier is needed to dis-
tinguish between similar classes, such as siblings,
preventing the attacker from copying the method
lists and hash values between them (in such cases,
the superclass pointer and flags match).

• A secret key—Kclass—retrieved from a secure key
store, which we discuss in more detail in Section 5.4.
We use a single global Kclass for all classes in the
application.

Let X be the concatenation of all the elements in the
above list except the secret key. We use the following
HMAC:

Hclass(X ,Kclass) = HMACMD5(X ,Kclass) (1)

Our choice of the HMAC function is a pragmatic one:
HMAC-MD5 is relatively fast, still considered secure [7]
(in contrast to MD5), and is available through a library
already linked by the Objective-C runtime. Note that the
choice of HMAC is a security parameter in our defense;
we can replace HMAC-MD5 with any stronger (but likely
also slower) MAC in case attacks against HMAC-MD5
appear.

The core assumption of our protection scheme is that
the attacker does not know the secret key and hence can-
not modify the method list or other metadata used during
method lookup without being detected. However, meta-
data may also change for legitimate reasons. Objective-C
is a dynamic language which provides APIs for, e.g.,
adding classes and methods at run time. We support legit-
imate changes to metadata via provided APIs by making
the change, followed by recomputing the HMAC field.

Note that computing the MAC adds considerable over-
head to the slow path lookup (see Section 6.2 for empirical
evaluation results). However, lookup results are cached
so the slow path is only executed once per (class, selector)
pair. Therefore, the steady state program performance
remains unaffected. This is also reflected in the imple-
mentation of the runtime: the fast path consists of highly-
optimized assembly code while the slow path is simply
written in C.

5.2 Securing the Fast Path
We protect the fast path in a manner similar to the way
we secure the slow path. We implement an authentication
mechanism for cache entries that detects any tampering.
However, in our practical experiments, we have encoun-
tered applications, e.g., iTunes, that modify cache entries
directly, i.e., writing to the entries in memory instead of
using the runtime API, in much the same way an attacker
could tamper with the cache. Therefore, we must allow
changes to the cache originating outside the runtime and
make sure we detect them and fall back to the slow path.

We implement this by extending the fast path lookup
algorithm with an additional authentication step for cache
hits, as shown in Figure 4. This additional step computes
the MAC of the cache entry and checks it against the
MAC stored inside the entry. If the hash matches, the
algorithm continues normally. Otherwise, the algorithm
considers the authentication failure as a cache miss. We
also modified the runtime to update the stored MAC on
changes to a cache entry.

Each cache entry contains two pointers: the selector
and the method implementation pointer, as shown in Fig-
ure 3. Using these pointers as the MAC input ensures that
the attacker cannot modify existing cache entries or add
new ones. However, the attacker could still copy entries
between caches for different classes, and we wouldn’t
be able to detect this. Therefore, we add a third pointer
to the MAC input: the pointer to the class that owns the
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Figure 4: Fast path secured with MAC integrity check.

cache. This prevents the attacker from copying valid
cache entries between classes, as each cache entry is now
associated with a class.

Unlike the slow path, performance is critical on the fast
path and every additional instruction can have a signifi-
cant impact. Therefore we selected a MAC that we can
implement in as few assembly instructions as possible,
and easily integrate into the existing cache lookup algo-
rithm. The NH hash function family used in UMAC [8]
meets our performance requirements, so we use a modi-
fied version of NH as part of our MAC:

H1(X ,K) =
i≤2

∑
i=0

(XL[i]+KL[i])∗ (XH [i]+KH [i]) (2)

where:

• X = (class,sel, imp) is the 192-bit concatenation of
the three pointers to hash: the class pointer, the se-
lector and the method implementation.

• K = (K0,K1,K2) is the 192-bit secret key retrieved
from the key store.

• XL[i], KL[i], XH [i], and KH [i] are the low and high 32-
bit words of the ith element of X and K, respectively.

The H1 function has very low collision probability, but
is vulnerable to known plaintext attacks (given a large
enough sample of H1(X ,K) outputs and their correspond-
ing X inputs, the attacker can compute the K), and there-
fore insufficient to use as a MAC. UMAC strengthens
NH against these attacks by XORing its result with a
random number produced by applying a pseudo-random
function (PRF) to a nonce.

Using a strong PRF in this case would take too many
processor cycles, however, so we use a faster alternative in
the form of a fixed-size table T of random 64-bit numbers.
We generate this table at program load time, and store it in
memory securely as described in Section 5.4. To compute
the 64-bit HMAC of a cache entry, we compute H1, use its
output to index into T , and use the resulting value as the
output. To simplify indexing, we always allocate T as a
table of size |T |= 2N . To compute the index we truncate
the output of H1 to 32 bits and then use the highest N bits.
The final form of the HMAC becomes:

Hcache(X ,Kcache) = T [H1[31:(31−N)](X ,Kcache)] (3)

5.3 Securing the Forward Handlers
There is another attack vector that the attacker can use
during message dispatch: the user forwarder pointers (one
for regular message dispatch and one for calls that return
structures). The application can legitimately set these
pointers using an API call, and many applications use this
feature. We prevent attackers from modifying the two
pointers by associating a HMAC with each pointer. The
runtime updates the HMAC whenever it changes one of
the pointers, and checks the HMAC before calling any of
the handlers. We once again use a helper function:

H2( f wd,K) = ( f wdL +KL)∗ ( f wdH +KH) (4)

that combined with the table T gives us the HMAC:

Hfwd( f wd,Kfwd) = T [H2[31:(31−N)]( f wd,Kfwd)] (5)

5.4 Secure Key Store
Our defense must keep several pieces of information se-
cret to attackers: the HMAC keys—Kclass, Kcache, and
Kfwd—and the random table T . Discovering these values
would allow the attacker to forge the HMAC values and
bypass our defenses. It is therefore critical that we prevent
attackers from disclosing or guessing these values.

To hide secrets from attackers, we rely on a security
primitive known as XoM. This construct allows us to map
virtual memory pages in memory so that they will gener-
ate a segmentation violation if accessed by anything other
than the CPUs instruction fetch unit. Embedding secret
values inside such pages allows the runtime to retrieve
the values using function calls, while at the same time
preventing attackers from reading the pages using direct
information leaks. As outlined in Section 3, our threat
model assume that one of the available XoM implementa-
tions [6, 9, 13, 21] has been deployed on the Objective-C
runtime.

We store every secret value inside an execute-only ac-
cessor function that returns that secret value when called
(the value itself is embedded in the body of the acces-
sor). Additionally, the attacker cannot call the accessor,
since that would require hijacking the control flow of the
program.

Using one accessor per 64-bit secret value would in-
crease memory usage significantly (we would need an 11-
byte accessor for every 8-byte secret, producing a memory
overhead of 37.5%), so we take another approach. We
store the keys along with T inside a read-only memory
region allocated at a random memory address (chosen
randomly when calling mmap), then store a pointer to this
region inside an accessor. To access the table, the runtime
calls the accessor to get the pointer, then accesses T using
a regular memory read.

To simplify our implementation and reduce the number
of accessor calls, we store the HMAC keys as extra cells
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(one per every 64 bits of key) inside the table T and
perform a single accessor call to get the keys and table
pointer. This lets the runtime retrieve all secret values
using a single accessor call on the fast path, as opposed
to one or more per key and then one for the table.

6 Evaluation

In the following, we discuss evaluation results related to
the security and performance of our proposed defense.

6.1 Security
We evaluated the effectiveness of our defense using the
proof-of-concept Subversive-C exploit described in Sec-
tion 4. Our hardened runtime is a drop-in replacement
which lets us keep all other parameters the same. Thus
we can be confident that any differences during program
execution are caused by our defense. When running our
original attack without any adaptations, the program ter-
minates either due to failing pointer checks (in most cases)
or integrity checks. The reason for this is that our original
attack does not generate all data structures touched by the
integrity checks, but rather the bare minimum necessary
to exploit message dispatch. Therefore some dereferenced
pointers stay uninitialized. Even if an “accidental pointer”
references valid memory, the actual integrity check fails
due to the mismatch between computed and stored values.

Next, we extended our attack to generate all data struc-
tures that are needed for metadata verification, i.e., all
structures that act as input for the HMAC. The easiest
way to do so is to copy and then modify existing class
structures. However, we were unable to compute the cor-
rect HMAC values used to secure the contents of both the
cache and the method list. This left us with guessing the
right value as the only remaining choice, which is difficult
since we need to guess correctly for every counterfeit ob-
ject in the chain. An incorrect guess for any object leads
to detection and program termination.

In both cases Subversive-C is detected before any
attacker-controlled code is executed. More specifically,
program execution is aborted on the first message that is
dispatched to a counterfeit object. As expected, we can
create (valid) empty caches, or use the fallback mecha-
nism of the cache protection which triggers a slow path
lookup whenever the cache integrity check fails. Creating
valid cache entries is difficult due to the keys used in the
HMAC being inaccessible to the attacker. With the cache
secured, we can try to forge the HMAC for the method
list. Here we face even stronger security guarantees since
we need to forge HMAC-MD5. Again the attacker lacks
the knowledge of the input keys which are protected by
the secure key store.

The third way to gain code execution would be to over-
write the forward handlers. However, even with an ar-

bitrary write primitive to allow modifications of these
handlers, this will not work. They are protected and the
attacker again lacks the secret keys to generate valid han-
dler entries.

We therefore conclude that our hardened runtime prob-
abilistically detects and prevents Subversive-C exploits.

6.2 Performance
Since there is no standard set of Objective-C benchmarks,
we compiled the following list of programs to evaluate
the performance of our hardened runtime:

• Dispatch (micro) invokes a dynamically dispatched
(and empty) method in a tight loop. The empty
method is invoked 108 times.

• Fibonacci (micro) computes the 35th Fibonacci
number using naive recursion.

• Sorts4 (micro) uses different sorting algorithms
(merge, quick, bubble, heap, insertion, selection, and
the Objective-C library sort) to sort integer arrays
of size 104. We combine the running times of all
algorithms for our purpose.

• XML parser5 (application) parses and creates song
objects from XML data (100 or 1000 entries) using
the NSXMLParser class [4] from the Objective-C
standard library.

• iTunes play (application) plays a 5 second audio
clip and closes iTunes.

• iTunes encode (application) converts a 4 minute
song in MP3 format (7 MB) to M4A (7.6 MB) using
the AAC encoder provided by iTunes.

• Pages PDF (application) exports a 100 page docu-
ment (270 KB) to PDF (327 KB) in Pages (Apple’s
word processor).

When reporting results we average over 100 and 10
runs for micro benchmarks and application benchmarks,
respectively. We automate the application benchmarks us-
ing AppleScript [3] which increases the consistency of our
results and allows us to interact with real-world applica-
tions. Our hardened runtime is based on the Objective-C
runtime version 532.2 (x86-64), which we use as the
baseline for performance comparison. Experiments were
conducted on an iMac 2.8 GHz Intel Core i7 with 8 GB
memory running OS X Yosemite (10.10.5) and the latest
versions of iTunes and Pages. In addition, we ran each
benchmark with an instrumented version of our runtime
to count the number of times the general dispatch function
msgSend is invoked. Table 2 reports the results of our ex-
periments. Note that the reported numbers do not include
the overhead for the defenses assumed in Section 3.

The goal of the Dispatch benchmark is to give us an
upper bound for the overhead incurred by our hardened

4 The Sorts benchmark [24] was developed by Jesse Squires.
5 XML parser is an adaptation of a benchmark from Apple [5] that

compares the performance of XML parsing libraries on iOS.
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Benchmark msgSend calls Calls/ms Overhead
Dispatch 10,000,000,215 190583 106.46 %
Fibonacci 2,986,070,515 173527 88.66 %
Sorts 13,329,480,611 82597 34.54 %
Average (micro) 148902 76.55 %
XML-100 7,940,898 6475 2.81 %
XML-1000 78,119,698 6386 1.97 %
iTunes play 8,592,257 1667 0.37 %
iTunes enc. 114,948 29 1.82 %
Pages PDF 78,691 46 0.75 %
Average (application) 2921 1.54 %

Table 2: msgSend invocation counts and overheads.

runtime. This is realistic since the benchmark does no
real work and just calls an empty method repeatedly. This
puts maximum pressure onto the message dispatch mech-
anism which is the only part of the runtime affected by
our protection scheme. Using the data from Table 2 we
conclude that the maximum slowdown is bounded by 2x.

The Fibonacci benchmark mainly executes recursive
method calls plus an add operation and some control
flow to terminate recursion. Note that we mean dynami-
cally dispatched call, i.e., calls dispatched via msgSend,
whenever we write method call in this section. Standard
C function calls are valid in Objective-C, but do not go
through msgSend. Therefore our defense does not reduce
the performance of regular calls to C functions.

The Sorts benchmark is implemented in a way that
leads to a high number of msgSend calls. Rather than
using plain integer arrays, it uses Objective-C collections
that require boxing of the integer numbers they store.
So what normally is a simple array access becomes two
method calls: one to index the collection and one to un-
box the integer for comparison. The benchmark results
reflect this accordingly. To back our claim we modi-
fied the benchmark to use plain integer arrays, replacing
NSMutableArray with (int arr[],int len). As ex-
pected, the difference in running times then falls into the
range of measurement noise (< 1%).

At this point we want to draw attention to the relation
between msgSend calls per millisecond and the reported
overhead. For compute-intensive programs it is directly
proportional. In other words: the more real work a pro-
gram does, the smaller the overhead.

With the second set of benchmarks we want to demon-
strate that although overhead for individual micro bench-
marks is considerable, it is insignificant in practice. Espe-
cially for interactive applications like iTunes and Pages
there is no perceivable slowdown during normal use. For
the benchmarks iTunes play and Pages PDF the reported
overhead is in the range of measurement noise. Our ex-
planation is that Objective-C is mostly used to implement
an application’s logic and user interface while core func-

tionality (playing and encoding music files, exporting to
PDF) is provided by C libraries. Hence, we incur little to
no overhead on those activities. The only time an end user
experiences additional delay is during program startup.
Table 3 quantifies this delay.

Benchmark HelloWorld iTunes

Startup Base 35 1020
Hardened 107 1478

Overhead
Total 72 458
Random table 43 43
Integrity checks 29 415

Table 3: Startup times and overhead in milliseconds.

We measured the running time of a simple HelloWorld
program and the startup time of iTunes both with our
baseline and hardened runtime. The total startup overhead
for HelloWorld is 72 ms, whereof 43 ms are attributed to
seeding the random table which aids the implementation
of the secure key store. The remaining 29 ms are spent
to populate and check hashes of 280 core classes, e.g.,
NSObject, which are eagerly initialized by the runtime.
The time needed to seed the random table depends linearly
on the size of the table. In our implementation the table
holds 1 million keys resulting in 8 MB total size. The size
of the table can be adjusted to adhere to an application’s
security and memory constraints.

For iTunes the total startup overhead is about half a
second. This is due to iTunes being a complex applica-
tion initializing roughly 2000 Objective-C classes during
startup. Considering typical application usage patterns
we argue that this is acceptable since there is no further
perceived slowdown during continued use.

7 Discussion

In Section 5.4, we presented our approach to securing
the key store against leaks: we store its contents at a
random address in memory, then store the address as a
pointer inside XoM. Since the pointer is stored in a single
non-readable location in memory, attackers cannot use an
information leak attack to locate the table. However, this
approach could expose the table to attackers in some other
way, e.g., probing all memory pages one by one to find
the table. However, probing attacks would be difficult
for two reasons. First, locating all readable virtual mem-
ory pages is difficult, assuming attackers cannot install a
signal handler or obtain a virtual memory map for the pro-
gram. Second, to identify the table T in memory, attackers
would need to distinguish between randomly-generated
bytes and proper program data. Therefore, the barriers to
attackers locating T are high. Choosing whether to store
the random table in execute-only or readable memory

10
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presents a potential security vs. memory usage trade-off.
Storing T directly in XoM provides guaranteed secrecy,
at the cost of an extra 37.5% memory usage for the table.
We therefore leave this decision to system developers.

Side-channel attacks are another potential class of at-
tacks against the key store, or more specifically against
the table T . For example, attackers could derive the in-
dices used to access the table, and therefore the values of
H1, by measuring the externally-visible metrics (such as
cache misses or CPU cycles) while the runtime performs
its integrity checks (similar attacks have been demon-
strated on cryptographic functions [41]). If such attacks
prove feasible and likely, the same defenses that protect
cryptographic algorithms can also be applied to our key
store [12].

One other interesting mitigation is object layout ran-
domization. In the runtime, the offsets of instance vari-
ables from the start of an object are dynamically defined
when its class is loaded. The Objective-C language puts
no constraints on the order of variables inside an object,
i.e., there is no requirement that they be in the same order
that they appear in the source code. Therefore, it would be
possible to randomize the object layout. This would not
defend against an attacker who can read all of memory,
but would make it harder to inject counterfeit objects.

8 Related Work

The work on exploitation and exploit mitigations is exten-
sive. Due to the page limitation, we refer the interested
reader to Szekeres et al. [39] and focus on recent, closely
related work on attacks and defenses.

Attacks Our work is inspired by the recently published
COOP technique [14, 31]. COOP itself is but one of a
series of exploitation techniques that are able to bypass
coarse-grained CFI policies [10, 16, 23, 32]. By virtue
of exploiting the dynamic dispatching mechanisms, both
Subversive-C and COOP-style attacks are not stopped
by randomization-based defenses that have been widely
studied in the last years [26]. RILC is another related ex-
ploitation technique [28, 40]. Whereas Subversive-C and
COOP reuse dynamically bound methods, RILC reuses
dynamically linked functions in the procedure linkage
table such as those in the C standard library. Despite the
name, RILC applies to other libraries than libc [37].

Defenses MoCFI [15] was designed to protect
Objective-C code running on iOS for ARM.6 MoCFI
maintains a shadow stack to enforce that a return tar-
gets its original caller. Further, forward indirect branches
must follow a valid CFG path calculated by means of
static analysis. However, Subversive-C circumvents these
protections: (1) it never violates call-return matching, and

6Our research uses but is not specific to x86-64 hardware.

(2) it dispatches all malicious function calls via msgSend
which resembles a valid CFG path. Further, MoCFI’s
protection of the msgSend selector and class metadata
do not prevent Subversive-C since we do not corrupt se-
lectors and avoid changing class structures in ways that
MoCFI would detect. Specifically, MoCFI ensures that
the class or superclass pointer for each object is known
and prevents creation of entirely new classes at run time.
However, MoCFI must allow new class structs, where
only the superclass pointer is known to MoCFI. As a re-
sult, we can construct Subversive-C attacks that use valid
superclass pointers or alter the method lists of existing
classes. We stress that MoCFI and our novel defense
complement each other and can prevent a broader range
of attacks when used in concert.

CFR [29] is a compiler-based CFI implementation for
Objective-C code on iOS. Unlike MoCFI, which pro-
tects returns using a shadow stack, Control-Flow Restric-
tor (CFR) enforces a purely static policy for all indirect
branches. Since CFR does not place any particular restric-
tion on calls dispatched via msgSend, CFR does not stop
Subversive-C attacks but could complement our defense
just like MoCFI. CFR does support programmer-inserted
annotations to further constrain the CFG which could
potentially prevent our attack; doing so requires manual
effort and may lead to errors that prevent programs from
running correctly.

Readactor++ [14] is the first randomization-based de-
fense which thwarts COOP attacks by randomizing and
booby trapping C++ vtables. Due to the differences in dis-
patching mechanisms, the concepts behind Readactor++

does not generalize to prevent Subversive-C exploits. For
example, vtables are immutable and can be hidden us-
ing XoM whereas Objective-C class metadata is mutable
which is why we opted to use HMACs instead.

CPI [25] separates regular data from control data which
thwarts Subversive-C exploits. CPI relies on static analy-
sis to identify sensitive data which is more challenging for
Objective-C code than C and C++ code. It also requires
software-fault isolation or hardware segmentation to resist
memory probing attacks [19].

Recently, van der Veen et al. [42] presented a purely
binary-based defense against COOP, which breaks data
flows between vfgadgets through argument registers.
Their method enforces a CFI policy derived via static
code analysis that limits the vfgadget space available to
an attacker, thus making attacks harder. As our example
exploit relies on data flows through argument registers, it
would be thwarted by this defense. However, we note that
Subversive-C—and also COOP in general—does not in-
herently require register-based data flows, as attackers can
potentially fall back to leveraging overlapping counterfeit
objects only or passing data via scratch areas.

11
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Similar to our defense, CryptoCFI [27] uses HMACs
to protect sensitive pointers. CryptoCFI computes cryp-
tographically secure HMACs using special AES instruc-
tions on the latest Intel x86 processors. Although a direct
comparison is not possible, the overheads of using this
defense is likely far higher than ours and requires that part
of the SIMD register file be reserved for CryptoCFI.

9 Conclusion

This paper presented Subversive-C which is the first
whole-function reuse attacks abusing the msgSend fea-
ture of Objective-C. Our attack shows that COOP-style
attacks which are far harder to prevent than ROP-style
code-reuse, are not limited to C++ code. We discuss the
intricacies of Objective-C message dispatch and how to
utilize them for our attack. Specifically, we describe an
attack targeting the AppKit (x86-64) library for OS X,
which is a core building block for many popular appli-
cations. Finally, we present a practical defense against
Subversive-C and show that it imposes a negligible perfor-
mance overhead when protecting real-world applications.
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Abstract

This paper presents Callinicos, a robust storage system
with a novel transaction protocol that generalizes mini-
transactions. This protocol allows Callinicos to cope with
Byzantine failures, support cross-partition communica-
tion with transactions, and implement on-demand con-
tention management. We have evaluated Callinicos with
a set of micro-benchmarks, and two realistic applications:
a Twitter-like social network and a distributed message
queue. Our experiments show that: (i) cross-partition
communication improves performance by reducing the
number of aborts, and (ii) the conflict resolution protocol
results in no aborts in the presence of contention and no
overhead in the absence of contention.

1 Introduction

Many application domains including retail, healthcare,
and finance, have a need for storage systems that toler-
ate failures and scale performance without sacrificing
consistency. However, designing systems that satisfy
these requirements is a daunting task. Among the various
approaches proposed in recent years, mini-transactions
strike an attractive balance between functionality and per-
formance [2]. Mini-transactions allow applications to
atomically access and conditionally modify distributed
data. They are also amenable to optimizations that re-
sult in scalable performance, such as update batching,
message piggybacking, and state partitioning.

Like database transactions, mini-transactions hide the
complexities that result from concurrent execution and
failures. However, mini-transactions optimize the execu-
tion and commit of transactions by exposing a restricted
set of operations. Thes operations allow a transaction
to read a storage entry; compare an entry with a value
(i.e., equality comparison); and update the value of an
entry. A mini-transaction is only committed if all its
compare operations are successful. As a consequence of

these restrictions, mini-transactions can piggyback the
last transaction action onto the first phase of the two-
phase commit, saving a network round-trip. Despite their
simple execution model, several non-trivial applications
have been developed with mini-transactions, including a
cluster file system and a group communication service.

Yet, despite the fact that several storage systems from
the research community have proposed the use of mini-
transactions [2, 34, 35], few real-world applications have
employed them. This paper argues that mini-transactions
suffer from several problems that have hindered their
wide-spread adoption: (i) they provide only limited reli-
ability, (ii) they disallow indirect memory accesses and
prevent data from transferring from one partition to an-
other within a transaction, and (iii) for workloads with
high-contention (e.g., hot spots), they are affected by fre-
quent aborts which leads to increased latencies. Below,
we discuss each of these issues in more detail.

Limited reliability. Although mini-transactions can
tolerate benign failures, such as crash failures, there
are many other types of failures that occur in data cen-
ters. Byzantine failures are a common occurrence [16],
resulting from any number of reasons including disk
faults [8, 38], file system bugs [50], or human errors [23].
Mission-critical services require strong end-to-end guar-
antees that hold all the way up to the application layer.

Restricted operations. To provide scalable perfor-
mance, mini-transactions disallow indirect memory ac-
cesses and prevent data from transferring from one par-
tition to another within a single transaction. This restric-
tion significantly impacts how applications can implement
many common, but surprisingly simple operations. As
a motivating example, consider the pseudocode to atom-
ically swap the contents of two stored keys shown in
Figure 1 (left). The operations could not be implemented
within a single mini-transaction, since keya and keyb may
be stored in different partitions and there is no way for
partitions to exchange information within a transaction.
The only way one could implement the above code would
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swap tx1(keya,keyb) {
swap tx(keya,keyb) { x ← read(keya)

x ← read(keya) y ← read(keyb)
y ← read(keyb) } // return x,y
write(keya,y) swap tx2(keya,keyb,x,y) {
write(keyb,x) cmp(keya,x)

} cmp(keyb,y)
write(keya,x)
write(keyb,y)

}

Figure 1: A transaction to swap two entries (left) and its
schematic implementation using mini-transactions (right).

be to split the swap operation in two independent trans-
actions, swap tx1 that reads both keys and swap tx2 that
updates them. However, with two transactions, the swap
operation would no longer be atomic and a third transac-
tion could execute between swap tx1 and swap tx2. This
third transaction could change either of the values, which
would lead to a non-serializable execution. One could
extend swap tx2 with the mini-transaction compare oper-
ation (cmp) to conditionally write the new values if they
have not been modified, and abort otherwise, as shown
in Figure 1 (right). Under high-contention workloads,
such an implementation would lead to frequent aborts,
decreasing storage throughput and increasing latency.

Contention. Mini-transactions rely on optimistic con-
currency control (e.g., [12, 25, 27, 40, 41]). Unfortunately,
in the presence of contention, optimistic concurrency con-
trol leads to aborts, poor use of system resources and
increased latencies. It also put additional burden on devel-
opers, since key-value stores with optimistic concurrency
control often delegate the task of managing contention to
application designers.

This paper presents Callinicos, a storage system de-
signed to address the limitations of mini-transactions.
While prior work has addressed some of the above chal-
lenges individually, no system at present addresses all
of them (see Table 1). Augustus [35] augments mini-
transactions with support for Byzantine fault tolerance.
Just like Sinfonia’s mini-transactions [2], Augustus’s
transactions are prone to aborts in the presence of con-
tention. Calvin [44], Rococo [34], and H-Store [43] ac-
count for contention at different degrees, as we detail in
§ 6, but none of these systems can cope with Byzantine
failures. In contrast, Callinicos tolerates the most extreme
types of failure, is not constrained by restricted operations,
and never aborts transactions due to contention.

Callinicos implements armored-transactions, a novel
transaction model that can split the execution of an
armored-transaction in rounds to cope with data con-
tention and allow partitions to exchange data. Armored-
transactions execute in a single round, like mini-
transactions, if they are not subject to data contention

Contention management
Without With

Rococo [34]
Benign Sinfonia [2] H-Store [43]

Failure Calvin [44]
Model

Byzantine Augustus [35] Callinicos

Table 1: Overview of transactional key-value stores.

and cross-partition communication. Additional rounds
are used to order armored-transactions that conflict and
exchange data across partitions within a single and
atomic armored-transaction. Armored-transactions can
be viewed as a generalization of basic mini-transactions,
which allow for cross-partition communication, and im-
plement on-demand contention management.

Using Callinicos, we have implemented two real-world
applications: Buzzer, a twitter clone, and Kassia a dis-
tributed message queue based on Apache Kafka. Al-
though it would have been possible to implement these
applications using mini-transactions, their design would
be significantly more complicated and the performance
would be poor, as we show in § 5. We have evaluated
Callinicos under a variety of deployment and workload
scenarios, and our experiments show that in the absence
of contention, Callinicos introduces no overhead in the ex-
ecution of transactions and can scale throughput with the
number of nodes; in the presence of contention it orders
transactions to avoid aborts. Overall, this paper makes the
following contributions:

• It details a novel multi-round transactional execution
model that generalizes the mini-transaction model,
while allowing for cross-partition data exchange and
contention management.

• It describes the design and implementation of a robust,
distributed storage system built using the new transac-
tional execution model.

• It demonstrates through experimental evaluation that
the transactional model and storage system offer
significant performance improvements over mini-
transactions.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: it
details the system model (§ 2), discusses Callinicos’s de-
sign (§ 3), and presents the transaction execution protocol
(§ 4). Then it evaluates the performance (§ 5), reviews
related work (§ 6), and concludes (§ 7).
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2 System model and definitions

We consider a distributed system with processes that com-
municate by message passing. Processes do not have
access to a shared memory or a global clock. The sys-
tem is asynchronous (i.e., no bounds on processing times
or message delays) and there is an arbitrary number of
clients and a fixed number n of servers, where clients and
servers are disjoint.

Processes can be correct or faulty. A correct process
follows its specification; a faulty, or Byzantine, process
presents arbitrary behavior. There is a bounded although
arbitrary number of faulty clients. Servers are divided
into disjoint groups. Each group g contains ng servers,
out of which fg can be faulty.

Processes communicate using either one-to-one or one-
to-many communication. One-to-one communication
guarantees that if sender and receiver are correct, then
every message sent is eventually received. One-to-many
communication is based on atomic multicast and ensures
that: (a) a message multicast by a correct process to group
g will be delivered by all correct processes in g; (b) if a
correct process in g delivers m, then all correct processes
in g deliver m; and (c) every two correct processes in g
deliver messages in the same order.

Atomic multicast algorithms need additional assump-
tions in the system model (e.g., partial synchrony [21]).
These assumptions are not explicitly used by our proto-
cols. While several BFT protocols implement the atomic
multicast properties enumerated above (e.g., [10, 26]),
we assume (and have implemented) PBFT [14], which
can deliver messages in four communication steps and
requires ng = 3 fg +1 servers.

We use SHA-1 based HMACs for authentication, and
AES-128 for transport encryption. We assume that adver-
saries (and faulty processes under their control) are com-
putationally bound and unable, with very high probability,
to subvert the cryptographic techniques used. Adversaries
can coordinate faulty processes and delay correct pro-
cesses in order to cause the most damage to the system.
Adversaries cannot, however, delay correct processes in-
definitely.

3 Storage Design

Callinicos is a distributed key-value store with support
for transactions. Like other systems that implement mini-
transactions, Callinicos uses state partitioning to improve
scalability. While the partitioning algorithm has an im-
pact on performance, the choice of partitioning scheme is
orthogonal to the design of Callinicos.

Clients have access to a partition oracle, which knows
the partitioning scheme used for a particular deployment.
The partition oracle can be implemented using a variety

l ∈ Lit Literals
k ∈ K Keys
v ∈ ID Identifiers
t ::= s Transaction
s ::= s1;s2 Sequence

| v = e Assignment
| if e then s1 else s2 Conditional Branch
| while e do s While Loop
| r | w | c Transaction Operators

e ::= e1&&e2 | e1||e2 | ! e1 Logical Expr.
| e1 > e2 | e1 < e2 | e1 == e2 Relational Expr.
| e1 >= e2 | e1 <= e2 | e1! = e2
| e1 ∗ e2 | e1/e2 Multiplicative Expr.
| e1 + e2 | e1 − e2 Additive Expr.
| v | l Variable or Literal

r ::= read(k) Read
w ::= write(k,v) | delete(k) Update
c ::= export(id) | import(id) | rollback Control

Figure 2: Transaction language syntax (subset).

of designs: centralized, replicated, fully-distributed, etc.
Each design has different tradeoffs for performance over-
head on the system. Our Callinicos prototype uses static
partitioning and each client has a-priori knowledge of the
partitioning scheme.

3.1 Unrestricted operations
Clients access the storage by means of pre-declared
transactions, similar to stored procedures in rela-
tional databases. These transactions, named armored-
transactions, are written in a small transaction language,
designed to meet three goals. First, it is a subset of pop-
ular general purpose programming languages, such as
Java or C. This means that the syntax is familiar to de-
velopers, and the transaction specification could be easily
embedded in larger programs. Second, the subset is large
enough to support the basic operations required for ex-
pressive, multi-partition transactions. Third, the language
makes explicit the points in the code where data may cross
partition boundaries.

The language, whose syntax is in Figure 2, includes
support for variable declarations and assignment; logical,
relational, and arithmetic expressions; and basic control
flow for branching and looping. Statements and expres-
sions may be composed to express more complex logic.

At the heart of the transaction language are a set of built-
in operations that are used to manipulate storage entries.
These operations include read and write operations, as
well as delete, to remove a key from the store.

Transaction-local variables persist for the duration of
the transaction, and can be shared between partitions by
using export and import control operations, which we
explain in the next section. A transaction can request to
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abort its execution with a rollback operation.
Callinicos guarantees strict serializability for update

transactions from all clients and read-only transactions
submitted by correct clients. An update transaction con-
tains at least one operation that modifies the state. Call-
inicos provides no guarantees for read-only transactions
from faulty clients. More precisely, for every history
H representing an execution containing committed up-
date transactions and committed read-only transactions
submitted by correct clients, there is a serial history Hs
containing the same transactions such that (a) if transac-
tion T reads an entry from transaction T ′ in H, T reads
the same entry from T ′ in Hs; and (b) if T terminates
before T ′ starts in H, then T precedes T ′ in Hs.

3.2 Byzantine fault tolerance

Both clients and servers can present faulty behavior. To
cope with faulty servers, each partition is fully replicated
on a group of servers. Each server group uses atomic
multicast and state machine replication [28, 39], imple-
mented with PBFT [14], to ensure consistency. Therefore,
although partitions can contain faulty servers, the partition
as a whole follows the Callinicos protocol.

Faulty clients can attempt to disrupt the execution with
a number of attacks, which include (a) leaving a trans-
action unfinished in one or more partitions, (b) forcing
early termination of honest transactions (i.e., from a cor-
rect client), and (c) attempting denial-of-service attacks.
We describe these attacks and the mechanisms to counter
them in more detail in § 4.3.

3.3 Contention management

Callinicos implements on demand contention manage-
ment. Every armored-transaction is multicast to each par-
tition involved in the armored-transaction. The involved
partitions are computed from the pre-declared armored-
transaction, possibly reaching all partitions if the appro-
priate subset cannot be statically determined. Servers in a
partition then try to acquire all the locks required by the
armored-transaction. If all locks cannot be acquired, the
servers request the ordering of the armored-transaction.
This mechanism strives to avoid the overhead of order-
ing in the absence of contention, typical of distributed
locking, and the penalty of aborts, typical of optimistic
concurrency control.

4 Armored Transactions

Armored transactions implement a novel multi-round pro-
tocol, which generalizes the concept of mini-transactions
by allowing data to flow across partitions in the context of

the same transaction. The exchange of data between par-
titions in armored transactions is mediated by the clients
that submit these transactions. Servers from each partition
send the data to be transferred to the client at the end of
a round, and the client forwards the data to the proper
destination at the beginning of the next round. Figure 3
shows the complete execution for armored transactions.
We explain the details in the following sections.

4.1 Transaction pre-processing

Before a client application can submit an armored-
transaction for execution on the server, it first must trans-
form the armored-transaction expressed in the Callinicos
transaction language into a transaction matrix. A transac-
tion matrix is a representation of the armored-transaction
in which operations have been assigned to specific parti-
tions and specific rounds. Each column in a transaction
matrix represents a partition-specific sequence of rounds.
Each row in the matrix represents the operations that will
be executed in a single round. Intuitively, operations are
mapped to a partition if they read or write data from that
partition. Two operations, o1 and o2 are mapped to sep-
arate rounds if o2 depends on the output of o1, and they
are executed on separate partitions.

Assuming a two-partition deployment, where keya and
keyb are on partitions 1 and 2, respectively, the transaction
matrix for the swap operation shown in § 1 will be a 2×2
matrix (see Table 2). Both reads in the swap matrix are
independent of any other operations and executed in the
first round. Since the writes depend on the result of the
reads, they are placed on the second round.

Partition 1 Partition 2
Round 1 a ← read(keya) b ← read(keyb)

export(a) export(b)
Round 2 import(b) import(a)

write(keya, b) write(keyb, a)

Table 2: Transaction matrix for Swap command.

To build a transaction matrix, clients need to deter-
mine two pieces of information: (i) the data dependencies
between operations, and (ii) the partitions where data
is stored. Information about data dependencies can be
learned by performing a static analysis of the armored-
transaction logic to track data flow. Information about
partition mappings can be learned by consulting the par-
tition oracle. If the value of a key is known statically,
then the partition oracle will tell the client where a key
is stored. If the value of a key can only be determined at
runtime, then the oracle will tell the client that no asser-
tion about the data layout can be made, and instruct the
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Figure 3: Armored-transaction execution on the servers in Callinicos.

client to execute a guarded version of the operation on all
partitions (e.g., if contains(k) then op(k)).

Clients organize the operations in columns and rows
as follows: (1) Operations that are confined to specific
partitions are placed on their respective columns, or are
executed on all partitions. (2) Operations that depend
on the outcome of a previous operation executed on a
different partition are placed on the row immediately after
the row of the operation they depend on. (3) Independent
operations are executed as early as possible.

After operators are assigned to rows and columns, each
entry is augmented with export and import operations,
which transport data across partitions at the end and be-
ginning of each round, respectively. The details of the
export and import operations, and the data transfer mech-
anism between rounds are presented in detail in § 4.2.

To reduce the implementation effort, our prototype re-
lies on hand-written annotations that indicate partition
and round number for each line of code in the transac-
tion language specification. In a continuing development
effort, we are working to automate the transformation.

4.2 Execution under normal conditions

Once delivered for execution, an armored-transaction first
transitions to a transient state (i.e., ordering or pending)
and eventually reaches a final state (i.e., committed or
failed). All state transitions are irreversible, irrevocable,
and can be proved by signed certificates, which are gener-
ated as part of the state transition.

State transitions happen as the result of the round ex-
ecutions. Each round is composed of a request-reply
exchange between a client and the servers. Requests from
clients can start a new transaction, continue an ongoing
transaction, or finalize a transaction. Replies from servers
contain a signed vote with the round number, the out-
come of the round, the current timestamp of the armored-
transaction, and any applicable execution results. Servers
implement a local and unique counter, used to assign
timestamps to transactions, as described next. In the

absence of failures and malicious behavior, an armored-
transaction follows the sequence of steps described next.
We discuss execution under failures in § 4.3.

Transaction submission. A client submits a new
armored-transaction t by multicasting t’s transaction ma-
trix to each partition g involved in t. One multicast call is
done per partition (see Figure 4, Step 1). Since the matrix
is fully defined before it is multicast, every server knows
how many rounds are needed to complete the transaction,
which data should be returned in each round, and which
data will be received in each round.

Client

Partition 1

Partition 2

Step 1
Multicast

Step 2
Execution

Step 3
Vote
Continue

Step 4
Data
Transfer

Step 5
Execution

Step 6
Vote
Outcome

Step 7
Outcome

(a) with data transfer.
Client

Partition 1

Partition 2

Step 1
Multicast

Step 2
Execution

Step 2.1
Vote
Order

Step 2.2
Order

Step 2.3
Execution

Step 3
Vote
Outcome

Step 4
Outcome

ts=4.1

ts=3.2

ts=4.1

ts=4.1

(b) with ordering

Figure 4: Execution of a two-round transaction.

The first round. Once server s delivers t’s matrix, t be-
comes delivered at s and the value of s’s counter becomes
the timestamp ts of t. Each correct server s tries to acquire
all the locks required by t (Figure 4, Step 2). If the lock
acquisition fails (i.e., another transaction has a conflicting
lock), s stops the execution of t and issues a signed vote
for ORDER (Figure 4b, Step 2.1), meaning that s requires
the next round of t to be an ordering round (i.e., t is in
the ordering state at s). If s can acquire all locks needed
by t, s will execute t’s operations that belong to the cur-
rent round. If s finds a rollback operation, it stops the
execution of t, issues a signed vote for ABORT, meaning
that it expects the current round to be the last and the next
multicast from the client to provide a termination certifi-
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cate. If s completes t’s execution in the current round and
the round is the last, s issues a signed vote for COMMIT
(Figure 4a, Step 6). If the current round is not the last, s
issues a signed vote for CONTINUE (Figure 4a, Step 3).
In the case of a vote for CONTINUE, if the transaction
contains any export operations in the current round, the
respective variables are included in the signed vote. For
any of these three votes t also becomes pending. In any
case, a server’s vote on the outcome of a round is final
and cannot be changed once cast.

Lock management. A transaction can request retrieve
and update locks on single keys and ranges of keys. Both
single-key and key-range locks keep track of the acquisi-
tion order in a locking queue, i.e., a queue containing all
the transactions that requested that specific lock, ordered
by increasing timestamp. Retrieve locks can be shared;
update locks are exclusive. A requested lock that conflicts
with locks already in place will trigger an ordering round.
Lock acquisition is performed sequentially, by a single
thread, and at once for the complete transaction matrix,
i.e., each server traverses its entire column and tries to
acquire locks on all keys defined in all rounds. If a round
performs retrieve or update operations on a key that is
the result of a previous round, the server must perform a
partition-wide lock. Callinicos’s execution model avoids
deadlocks since all the locks of a transaction are acquired
atomically, possibly after ordering (defined next). If two
conflicting multi-partition transactions are delivered in
different orders in two different partitions, then each trans-
action will receive at least one vote to ORDER from one of
the involved partitions, which will order both transactions.

Subsequent rounds. The execution of each following
round starts with the client multicasting the vote certifi-
cate from the previous round (Figure 4a, Step 4). Each
server then validates the signatures, tallies the votes, and
proceeds according to the outcome of the certificate. The
possible outcomes of the certificate are either: COMMIT,
ABORT, ORDER, or CONTINUE.

If at least one vote is for COMMIT, or ABORT, then
the transaction will terminate, as described below. If no
partition votes for ORDER, t will transition to the pending
state. Otherwise, t will go through an ordering round
before transitioning to pending (Figure 4b, Step 2.2). The
pending state indicates that a transaction has not yet been
finalized (i.e., it has neither been committed nor aborted).

A vote for CONTINUE indicates that the previous round
was not the last round of t. The transaction will remain in
the pending state, and s executes the next round of t. The
execution of the next round starts with the importing of
variables exported in the previous round as indicated by
export operations. These values are stored locally for the
duration of the transaction, and are used in subsequent
rounds. Once the execution of the round completes, the
server issues a signed vote following the same rules as the

first round. A server will not execute subsequent rounds
until it has been presented with a vote certificate for the
round it just executed. Furthermore, a server will not
re-execute a round for which it has already issued a vote,
unless it is an ordering round, as we explain next.

The ordering round. To order a transaction, the server
examines the timestamps of all votes, selects the high-
est value, maxts, and sets t’s timestamp to maxts. If s’s
counter is lower than maxts, s sets its counter to maxts.
Then, t’s locks are re-ordered and t is scheduled for re-
execution (Figure 4b, Step 2.3). Because all (correct)
servers in the partitions that contain t participate in the
same protocol steps, t will have the same timestamp in all
involved partitions. The re-ordering of t’s locks ensures
that for all locks � acquired by t, there is no armored-
transaction u with a timestamp lower than t ordered after
t in �’s locking queue. We explain the re-ordering of locks
below. Since a change of execution order may lead to a
different outcome, t is re-executed when it becomes the
transaction with the lowest timestamp that has no con-
flicts. The ordering round, if present, will always be the
second round since lock acquisition is done in the first
round. As a corollary, correct servers only vote for OR-
DER as the outcome of the first round. Furthermore, after
an ordering round t is guaranteed to acquire all its locks
since the criteria for execution requires all conflicting
armored-transactions with a lower timestamp to finalize
before t is executed. Notice that this does not undermine
the irrevocability of the server’s votes. Although the re-
execution of a re-ordered armored-transaction creates a
new vote, the new vote does not replace the vote from the
first round; it becomes the vote of the ordering round.

Changing t’s timestamp may (a) have no effect on �’s
locking queue order, for each data item � accessed by t;
(b) change the order between non-conflicting armored-
transactions (e.g., when re-ordering a retrieve lock with
other retrieve locks); or (c) change the order between con-
flicting armored-transactions (e.g., an update lock is re-
ordered after a series of retrieve locks). In case (a), ts was
increased but no conflicting transaction is affected and
thus t keeps its position in the locking queue. In cases (b)
and (c), ts’s increase resulted in a position change for t
within �’s locking queue. In case (b), no transaction u
with timestamp between t’s old timestamp and ts conflicts
with t and so, the position of t in �’s locking queue is
adjusted but no further actions are necessary. For case (c),
the locking state of each conflicting transaction u has to
be updated to assess whether u is eligible for re-execution
(i.e., if u is the transaction with the lowest timestamp and
has no conflicts).

Transaction termination. If the incoming vote cer-
tificate contains at least one partition vote for ABORT or
COMMIT votes from all partitions, s treats the vote certifi-
cate as a termination certificate, i.e., a certificate that is
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used to determine the outcome of t (Figure 4a, Step 7). If
the outcome is ABORT, s rolls back t by discarding any
update buffers; if COMMIT, s applies t’s updates. In either
case, t is no longer pending and its locks are released.

4.3 Execution with faulty clients

Faulty clients can attempt to disrupt the protocol by violat-
ing safety or liveness guarantees. The armored-transaction
protocol builds on our prior work on Augustus [35] to
ensure that safety cannot be violated. Callinicos does not
provide absolute liveness guarantees. However, Callini-
cos does provide protection against some specific attacks.
Below, we describe three in particular: (a) leaving a trans-
action unfinished in one or more partitions, which can also
happen when a client fails by crashing; (b) forcing early
termination of honest transactions (i.e., from a correct
client); and (c) attempting denial-of-service attacks.

Unfinished transactions. A faulty client may leave
a transaction unfinished by not executing all transaction
rounds. We address this scenario by relying on subse-
quent correct clients to complete pending transactions
left unfinished. If a transaction t conflicts with a pending
transaction u in server s ∈ g, s will vote for ordering t.
In the ORDER vote sent by s to the client, s includes u’s
operations. When the client receives an ORDER vote from
fg +1 replicas in g, it forwards the ordering vote certifi-
cate for t and starts the termination of u by multicasting
u’s operations to every partition h involved in u. Clients
do not have to immediately start the recovery of u, in
particular when u is a multi-round transaction.

Once t is ordered, the client has a guarantee that t will
eventually be executed. The amount of time that the client
should wait before trying to recover u can be arbitrarily
defined by the application. If a vote request for u was not
previously delivered in h (e.g., not multicast by the client
that created u), then the correct members of h will proceed
according to the client’s request. If u’s vote request was
delivered in h, then correct members will return the result
of the previous vote, since they cannot change their vote
(i.e., votes are final). If u is a single-round transaction,
then the client will gather a vote certificate to finalize u. If
u is a multi-round transaction, then the client will gather
a vote certificate for the first execution round. In any case,
eventually the client will gather enough votes to continue
or finalize the execution of u, following the same steps as
the failure-free cases.

Forced early termination of honest transactions.
Faulty clients cannot force an erroneous or early termina-
tion of a honest transaction t. The atomic multicast pro-
tocol ensures that faulty clients cannot tamper with each
others’ transactions prior to delivery. Since we assume
that faulty processes cannot subvert the cryptographic
primitives, it is impossible for faulty clients to forge a

transaction that will match the id of t once t is delivered.
Furthermore, it is impossible for faulty clients to forge the
vote certificates. Thus, once t is delivered to at least one
partition, that partition will be able to enlist help from cor-
rect clients to disseminate t to the other partitions through
the mechanism used to address unfinished transactions,
and complete the execution of t.

Denial-of-service attacks. Faulty clients can try to
perform denial-of-service attacks by submitting either:
(a) transactions with many update operations, (b) multiple
transactions concurrently, or (c) transactions with a very
large number of rounds. Although we do not currently
implement them in our prototype, a number of measures
can be taken to mitigate such attacks, such as limiting
the number of operations in a transaction, restricting the
number of simultaneous pending transactions originating
from a single client (e.g., [29]), or limiting the number of
rounds in a transaction. These attacks, however, cannot
force honest transactions to abort.

4.4 Correctness

In this section, we argue that for all executions H pro-
duced by Callinicos with committed update transactions
and committed read-only transactions from correct clients,
there is a serial history Hs with the same transactions that
satisfies two properties: (a) If T reads an item that was
most recently updated by T ′ in H (or “T reads from T ′” in
short), then T reads the same item from T ′ in Hs (i.e., H
and Hs are equivalent). (b) If T commits before T ′ starts
in H then T precedes T ′ in Hs.

Case 1. T and T ′ are single-partition transactions. If T
and T ′ access the same partition, then from the protocol,
one transaction executes before the other, according to the
order they are delivered. If T executes first, T precedes T ′

in Hs, which trivially satisfies (b). It ensures (a) because
it is impossible for T to read an item from T ′ since T ′ is
executed after T terminates. If T and T ′ access different
partitions, then neither T reads from T ′ nor T ′ reads from
T , and T and T ′ can appear in Hs in any order to ensure (a).
To guarantee (b), T precedes T ′ in Hs if and only if T
commits before T ′ starts in H. In this case, recovering
an unfinished transactions is never needed since atomic
multicast ensures that T and T ′ are delivered and entirely
executed by all correct servers in their partition.

Case 2. T and T ′ are multi-partition transactions that
access partitions in PS (partition set) and PS′, respec-
tively.

First, assume that PS and PS′ intersect and p∈PS∩PS′.
There are two possibilities: (i) either the operations re-
quested by T and T ′ do not conflict, or (ii) at least one
operation in each transaction conflict, and the transac-
tions need to be ordered. In (i), property (a) is trivially
ensured since neither transaction reads from the other,
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otherwise they would conflict. To ensure (b), T and T ′

appear in Hs following their termination order, if they are
not concurrent. If T and T ′ are concurrent, then their
order in Hs does not matter. In (ii), from the algorithm
(ii.a) T commits in every p before T ′ is executed at p,
or (ii.b) T ′ commits in every p before T is executed at
p, or (ii.c) T is executed first in a subset pT of p and T ′

is executed first in the remaining (and complementary)
subset pT ′ of p. For cases (ii.a) and (ii.b), without lack of
generality, we assume (ii.a) holds. Thus, T precedes T ′ in
Hs. Property (a) is guaranteed because it is impossible for
T to read from T ′ since T will commit regardless of the
outcome of T ′. Property (b) holds because it impossible
for T ′ to execute before T .

For case (ii.c), the vote certificate for T will contain
COMMIT votes from pT and ORDER votes from pT ′ . Each
of these votes contains a unique timestamp for T . The
presence of an ORDER vote from a partition in PS forces
all of PS to update the timestamp of T to the largest
timestamp observed in the vote certificate (i.e., the final
timestamp), and adjust the execution order of T according
to this timestamp. If the final timestamp of T is smaller
than the final timestamp of T ′, then T will be executed
before T ′, and thus T precedes T ′ in Hs.

Now assume that PS and PS′ do not intersect. Then
T and T ′ can be in Hs in any order. In either case, (a) is
trivially ensured. T precedes T ′ in Hs if and only if T
commits before T ′ starts in H, and thus (b) is ensured.
Recovery an unfinished transaction will extend its lifetime,
but will not change the argument above.

Case 3. T is a single partition transaction that accesses
partition P and T ′ is a multi-partition transaction that
accesses partitions in PS′.

If T is executed before T ′ at P, T precedes T ′ in Hs.
Property (a) follows from the fact that T cannot read from
T ′; property (b) follows because T ′ can only finish after
T . If P �∈ PS′, then (a) trivially holds and (b) can be
ensured by placing T and T ′ in Hs following the order
they complete. Finally, if T is executed after T ′ at P, then
T ′ will precede T based on its final timestamp. If T ′ does
not yet have a final timestamp, then T has to wait. If the
final timestamp of T ′ remains smaller than the timestamp
of T , then T ′ precedes T in Hs. Property (a) holds since T ′

cannot read from T and it is impossible for T to commit
before T ′, as T has to wait for T ′. Otherwise, T ′ will be
such that T is executed before T ′, and thus T precedes T ′

in Hs as explained above.

5 Evaluation

Callinicos is designed to address three critical limita-
tions of mini-transactions related to reliability, expres-
sivity, and performance. These limitations manifest them-
selves in workloads that are inherently unscalable. Prior

work on storage systems designed for cross-partition data-
exchange or high contention workloads typically relax
consistency requirements in order to meet performance
demands (e.g., [48]). This observation is also reflected
in the design of common storage system benchmarks.
For example, widely used benchmarks like TPC-C [45]
avoid queries that result in “hotspots”. For this reason,
we evaluate Callinicos using a set of micro-benchmarks.
These micro-benchmarks are both inspired by real-world
applications and illustrate the benefits of Callinicos on
the types of workloads that cause most systems to per-
form poorly. Overall, our experiments demonstrate that
Callinicos allows developers to easily build distributed ap-
plications with performance that scales with the number
of partitions for high contention workloads.

Our prototype is implemented in Java 7. It includes
an atomic multicast implementation based on PBFT [14]
and the transaction processing engine. All source code
is publicly available under an open source license.1 In
the experiments, each client is a thread performing syn-
chronous calls to the partitions sequentially, without think
time. Each partition contained four servers.

We ran all the tests on a cluster with the following con-
figuration: (a) HP SE1102 nodes equipped with two quad-
core Intel Xeon L5420 processors running at 2.5 GHz
and 8 GB of main memory, and (b) an HP ProCurve
Switch 2910al-48G gigabit network switch. The single-
hop latency between two machines connected to different
switches is 0.17 ms for a 1KB packet. The nodes ran
CentOS Linux 6.5 64-bit with kernel 2.6.32. We used the
Sun Java SE Runtime 1.7.0 40 with the 64-Bit Server VM
(build 24.0-b56).

5.1 Kassia distributed message queue
The first set of experiments measures the scalability of
Callinicos, and evaluates the benefits of cross-partition
communication. As a baseline, we compare the results
against a mini-transaction implementation of the same
queries. Although there are many examples of distributed
data structures, including B-trees [1] and Heaps [11],
we chose to focus on distributed queues because (i) the
implementation of their basic operations are easy to ex-
plain, (ii) they are widely used by a number of real-world
systems, including those at Yahoo, Twitter, Netflix, and
LinkedIn [37], and (iii) they exhibit a natural point of
contention, since every producer must read the location
of the queue head when executing a push operation.

Our distributed message queue service, named Kassia,
is inspired by Apache Kafka [5]. Both Kassia and Kafka
implement a partitioned and replicated commit log ser-
vice, which can be used to support the functionality of a
messaging system. In both Kassia and Kafka, producers

1https://github.com/usi-systems/callinicos
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generate new messages and publish them to queues, while
consumers subscribe to queues. In both systems, queues
can be assigned to different partitions. Kassia offers the
same abstractions as Kafka, but with two crucial differ-
ences. First, while Kafka is only able to ensure a total
ordering of messages on a single partition [6], Kassia (i.e.,
Callinicos) ensures a total ordering of messages across
multiple partitions. Thus, Kassia, can distribute the load
of message production and consumption by increasing the
number of partitions. Second, while Kafka provides no
reliability guarantees, Kassia tolerates Byzantine failures.

A message in Kassia is an entry of type (msg id,
msg content), where msg id is a key in the key-value store.
A message queue is a sequence of pointers to msg id’s. A
designated storage area (i.e., the head index) is used to
maintain an index that points to the first position in the
queue. A second designated storage area (i.e., the tail
index) is used to maintain an index that points to the last
position in the queue.

To publish a message, a producer must perform the
following operations: (i) read from the tail index to learn
the location of the tail of the queue; (ii) increment the tail
of the queue to the next location; (iii) write the message to
the new tail location; and (iv) update the tail of the queue
in the tail index.

Consumers in Kassia never remove messages from
the queue. Instead they perform a sequential scan of all
messages from the head to the tail. Thus, consumers
perform the following operations: (i) read from the tail
index to learn the location of the tail of the queue; (ii)
read from the head index to learn the location of the head
of the queue; (iii) issue a read range request to read all
messages in the queue.

Thus, we see that producer operations exhibit high-
contention, since all producer transactions include a write
to the same location in the store. In contrast, consumer
operations exhibit low-contention, read-only workloads.

We implemented the Kassia producer and consumer
transactions using both armored-transactions and mini-
transaction versions. Like the swap example from § 1,
the mini-transaction version needed to be split into two
separate transactions. The first transaction reads the tail
index, while the second needs to use a compare opera-
tion to ensure that the value hasn’t changed between the
execution of the first and second transactions.

Scalability of Callinicos transactions. The first ex-
periment evaluates how armored-transactions scale. We
measured the maximum throughput for producer transac-
tions as we increased the number of partitions. For this
experiment, a separate queue was created in each partition
and there were approximately six producers per queue.
Thus, the workload itself is scalable. In other words, if all
producers wrote to a single queue, we would not expect
to see armored-transactions scale.
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Figure 5: Maximum throughput for the producer (in trans-
actions per second) with increasing number of partitions.

As shown in Figure 5, Callinicos scales nearly linearly
with the number of partitions, achieving peak throughput
of 60k, 116k, 220k and 350k messages per second with
1, 2, 4 and 8 partitions, respectively. In this experiment,
producers submit batches with 200 messages of 200 bytes.

Armored-transactions vs. mini-transactions. The
next experiment considers the question of how armored-
transactions perform compared to mini-transactions for
high-contention and low-contention workloads. For high-
contention workloads, an initially empty queue was re-
peatedly written to by increasing number of producers.
For low-contention workloads, an initially full queue was
repeatedly read by increasing numbers of consumers. Re-
call that consumers do not remove messages from the
queue; each consumer operation reads all the messages in
the queue. For both workloads, we measured the through-
put and latency as we increased load.

For this experiment, there was a single queue dis-
tributed across 4 partitions. Thus, in contrast to the scal-
ability measurements above, the workload is inherently
unscalable. As a further parameter to the experiment,
we varied the number and size of messages sent by the
clients. Recall that each client executes a single thread
that repeatedly sends batches of synchronous messages.
In the first configuration, clients send 200 messages of
200 bytes in each batch. In the second configuration, they
send 4 10-KB messages in each batch.

Figures 6 (a) and (b) show the producer results.
With 200-byte messages, Callinicos outperforms mini-
transactions at peak throughput by a factor of 2.1. More-
over, due to the high number of aborts experienced by
mini-transactions, producers need to resubmit their re-
quests, which increases latency. With 10k-byte messages,
Callinicos outperforms mini-transactions by a factor of
2.5. Both systems present similar latency up to 2 clients,
but the latency of mini-transactions increases quickly with
larger number of clients. In both configurations, we can
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Figure 6: Compared to mini-transactions, Kassia producers demonstrate higher throughput and lower latency compared
to mini-transactions for contention-heavy workload. Kassia consumers show no overhead for contention-light workload.

also observe that the two system behave differently once
they reach their point of saturation: armored-transactions
experience quite stable performance, while in the case of
mini-transactions performance drops.

Figures 6 (c) and (d) show the consumer results. In
the absence of contention, mini-transactions perform
slightly better than Callinicos armored-transactions with
small messages; with larger messages the difference
between the two systems is negligible. In both cases,
mini-transactions consistently display lower latency than
armored-transactions, although as for throughput, the dif-
ference is more noticeable with small messages. Since
the consumer workload is read-only, there are no aborts
and both systems sustain throughput at high load.

Our experiments show that Callinicos provides better
throughput and latency than mini-transactions for high-
contention workloads. For low-contention workloads,
Callinicos adds no additional overhead.

5.2 Buzzer distributed graph store
As a second application, we implemented a Twitter clone
named Buzzer, which is backed by a distributed graph

store. Most social networking applications exhibit only
eventually-consistent semantics [48]. As a result, users
have become accustomed to odd or anomalous behav-
ior (e.g., one friend sees a post, and another doesn’t).
In contrast, Buzzer not only provides strict serializabil-
ity, but also tolerates Byzantine failures. Moreover, graph
stores offer a useful point-of-comparison because: (i) they
demonstrate a different design from queues where con-
tention is less pronounced (i.e., all writers don’t update
the same memory location), and (ii) graphs have become
increasingly popular for applications in telecommunica-
tions, transportation, and social media [42].

In Buzzer, there are operations to post a message, fol-
low a user (friends), and to retrieve one’s timeline (i.e., an
aggregate of the friends’ posts). Posts are single-round,
single-partition update transactions. Follows are single-
round, multi-partition update transactions. Timelines are
multi-round, multi-partition read-only transactions.

The level of contention in a graph store depends on
the workload and the structure of the graph on which
the workload is run. For these experiments, we used
a single workload that was composed of 85% timeline,
7.5% follow, and 7.5% post operations, and varied the
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contention by altering the connectivity of the graph. For
typical graph queries that update data as they traverse
the graph, dense, highly connected graphs exhibit high
contention, while sparse graphs exhibit low contention.
We opted for a small social network with 10,000 users.
Then, using statistics from Twitter [46], we inferred that
the “friending” behavior of Twitter users approximately
follows a Zipf distribution with size 2,500 and skew of
1.25. We built our social network graph by sampling that
Zipf distribution. We call this network high-contention.
To contrast with this highly connected network, we cre-
ated another network using a Zipf distribution with size
25 and skew 1.25. We call this network low-contention.

In these experiments, we explored the question of how
Callinicos’ conflict resolution compares to optimistic con-
currency control. The experiments measure the maximum
throughput for the workload described above.

While partitioning the queue data was relatively
straightforward, ensuring a good partitioning of the social
network data is somewhat more complex. We distributed
relationships such that each user has a 50% probability
of having her friends’ data on the same partition where
her data is. If not on the same partition, all friends’ data
is placed on two partitions, the user’s partition and an-
other partition chosen randomly. For example, for the
four-partition scenario all data accessed by a user has a
50% chance of being fully contained in a single partition
and a 50% chance of being spread across two different
partitions (16.67% for each combination). We enforced
this restriction to assess the scalability of the system as
the number of partitions increase.

The results, seen in Figure 7, show that Callinicos’ con-
flict management adds little overhead for low-contention
workloads. However, for high-contention workloads, Call-
inicos’ demonstrates significantly better throughput. In
other words, although ordering conflicting transactions
adds a slight overhead, it avoids aborts which are even
more detrimental to performance. Moreover, these ex-
periments show that for both high-contention and low-
contention workloads, the throughput of Callinicos scales
with the number of available partitions.

6 Related work

Many storage systems have been designed and imple-
mented. In this section, we compare Callinicos to many
of these systems from a few different perspectives.

Distributed storage systems. Database systems that
implement some notion of strong consistency (e.g., serial-
izability, snapshot isolation) traditionally use two-phase
locking (2PL), optimistic concurrency control (OCC),
or a variation of the two to coordinate the execution
of transactions. Examples of distributed database sys-
tems based on 2PL are Gamma [20], Bubba [13], and
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Figure 7: Buzzer’s maximum throughput under low- and
high-contention for 2 and 4 partitions (2 P and 4 P).

R* [32]. Spanner [17] uses 2PL for update transactions
and a timestamp-based protocol for read-only transac-
tions. Examples of recent systems based on OCC are
H-Store [25] and VoltDB [49]. MDCC [27] and Geo-
DUR [40, 41] use OCC for geo-replicated storage. Perco-
lator implements snapshot isolation using OCC [12]. In a
seminal paper, Gray et al. [24] have shown that two-phase
locking and optimistic concurrency control are exposed to
a prohibitively high number of deadlocks and aborts when
used to handle replication. Fundamentally, the problem
stems from the fact that requests are not ordered among
replicas, a limitation that is addressed by Callinicos.

Storage systems with limited transactions. Several
distributed storage systems improve performance by sup-
porting limited types of distributed transactions. For ex-
ample, MegaStore [7] only provides serializable trans-
actions within a data partition. Other systems, such as
Granola [18], Calvin [44] and Sinfonia [2] propose con-
currency control protocols for transactions with read/write
keys that are known a priori. Moreover, many cloud-
oriented storage systems have abandoned transactional
properties to improve performance. For example, Apache
Cassandra [3], Apache CouchDB [4], MongoDB [33],
and Amazon Dynamo [19] offer no transaction support.
When using such systems, applications must handle con-
tention explicitly, by preventing conflicts from happening
or by allowing weaker consistency (e.g., eventual con-
sistency). NoSQL scalable storage systems that offer
transactions are usually limited to single-row updates
(e.g., [15]) or single-round transactions (e.g., [2, 18]), and
employ optimistic concurrency control (e.g., [2, 7, 35]).

Storage systems with support for contention. A few
systems have been proposed that can handle contention,
although none of these systems tolerate Byzantine fail-
ures. Calvin [44] deals with contention by preemptively
ordering all transactions. It adds a sequencing layer on
top of any partitioned CRUD storage system and enables
full ACID transactions. The sequencing layer operates in
rounds. Each round lasts 10 ms, which is used to batch
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incoming requests. Once a sequencer finishes gathering
requests for a given round, it exchanges messages with
other sequencers to merge their outputs. The sequenc-
ing layer provides ordering without requiring locks, and
supports transactional execution without a commit round.
Calvin, however, does not support multi-round execution.

Rococo [34] uses a dependency graph to order trans-
actions. Transactions are broken into pieces that can
exchange data. Pieces are either immediate or deferrable.
An offline checker analyzes all transactions in the system
and decides which can be reordered based on their pieces.
Once executed, an immediate piece cannot be reordered,
i.e., transactions with conflicting immediate pieces can-
not be reordered. A central coordinator distributes pieces
for execution, forwards intermediary results, and collects
dependency information. At commit, each server uses
the dependency graph information to reorder deferrable
pieces. Callinicos can reorder all types of transactions and
does it using a simpler algorithm based on timestamps.

H-Store [43] promotes the idea of favoring single-
partition transactions executed in a single thread with-
out any contention management. This approach ensures
optimal performance under no contention. When the num-
ber of aborts increases (i.e., under heavier contention),
H-Store first tries to spread conflicting transactions by in-
troducing waits, and then switches to a strategy that keeps
track of read and write sets to try to reduce aborts. Call-
inicos keeps track of the read and write sets by default,
and orders and enqueues conflicting transactions instead
of aborting them. Multi-round execution in H-Store de-
pends on a centralized coordinator, which is responsible
for breaking transactions into subplans, submitting these
subplans for execution, and executing application code to
determine how to continue the transaction.

A speculative execution model on top of H-Store is
proposed in [25], where three methods of dealing with
contention are compared. The first method, blocking, sim-
ply queues transactions regardless of conflict. The second
method, locking, acquires read and write locks, and sus-
pends conflicting transactions. If a deadlock is detected,
the transaction is aborted. The third method is speculative
execution. Conflicting multi-partition transactions are ex-
ecuted in each partition as if there were no contention, and
if they abort due to contention their rollback procedure
requires first rolling back all subsequent transactions and
then re-executing them. Multi-round execution follows
the model proposed by H-Store. Experimental evaluation
of the speculative model shows that for workloads that
incur more than 50% of multi-partition transactions, the
throughput of the speculative approach drops below the
locking approach. In a multi-round transaction bench-
mark, the throughput of the speculative model dropped to
the level of the blocking approach.

Granola [18] uses timestamps to order transactions.

The timestamps are used in two different types of trans-
actions: independent and coordinated. For independent
transactions, replicas exchange proposed timestamps, se-
lect the highest proposal, and execute the transaction at
the assigned timestamp. Coordinated transactions also
exchange timestamp proposals to order transactions, but
they abort if any replica votes ABORT or detects a conflict.

Byzantine fault-tolerant storage systems. Some stor-
age systems have been proposed that can tolerate Byzan-
tine failures. MITRA [30, 31] and Byzantium [22] are
middleware-based systems for off-the-shelf database repli-
cation. While MITRA implements serializability, Byzan-
tium provides snapshot isolation. BFT-DUR [36] and
Augustus [35] are transactional key-value stores. BFT-
DUR is an instance of deferred update replication and
can support arbitrary transactions. Augustus provides an
interface similar to Sinfonia, with transactions with opera-
tions defined a priori. All these systems rely on optimistic
concurrency control to ensure strong consistency. Thus,
in the case of contention they are exposed to many aborts.
HRDB [47] provides BFT database replication by relying
on a trusted node to coordinate the replicas. Although
HRDB provides good performance, the coordinator is a
single point of failure. DepSky [9] provides confidential-
ity for cloud environments. It offers users a key-value
interface without the abstraction of transactions.

7 Conclusion

Callinicos introduces a generalized version of the single-
round mini-transaction model. Multi-round armored-
transactions are modeled using a transaction matrix, in
which rows indicate the rounds, columns indicate the parti-
tions, and each cell contains the commands that a partition
will execute during a round. Callinicos allows for cross-
partition communication, and, uses a timestamp-based
approach to reorder and ensure the execution of conflict-
ing transactions. Using Callinicos, we’ve implemented
Kassia, a distributed BFT message queue, and Buzzer, a
social network backed by a distributed graph store. that
scales with the number of partitions. Overall, our experi-
ments show that Callinicos offers scalable performance
for high-contention workloads, and that the design allows
users to implement robust, performant distributed data
structures.
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Abstract
Consensus is at the core of many production-grade dis-

tributed systems. Given the prevalence of these systems,
it is important to offer consensus as a cloud service. To
match the multi-tenant requirements of the cloud, con-
sensus as a service must provide performance guaran-
tees, and prevent aggressive tenants from disrupting the
others. Fulfilling this goal is not trivial without over-
provisioning and under-utilizing resources.

We present Filo, the first system to provide consensus
as a multi-tenant cloud service with throughput guaran-
tees and efficient utilization of cloud resources. Tenants
request an SLA by specifying their target throughput and
degree of fault-tolerance. Filo then efficiently consol-
idates tenants on a shared set of servers using a novel
placement algorithm that respects constraints imposed
by the consensus problem. To respond to the load vari-
ations at runtime, Filo proposes a novel distributed con-
troller that piggybacks on the consensus protocol to co-
ordinate resource allocations across the servers and dis-
tribute the unused capacity fairly. Using a real testbed
and simulations, we show that our placement algorithm
is efficient at consolidating tenants, and while obtain-
ing comparable efficiency and fairness, our distributed
controller is ∼ 5x faster than the centralized baseline ap-
proach.

1 Introduction

Distributed consensus is a problem where several pro-
cesses must agree on a common value [11]. Consen-
sus is used by many systems to elect leaders [43, 38,
31], access shared objects [9], and order transactions in
replicated services [44, 30, 8]. Consensus protocols are
complex and difficult to implement correctly. Because
of this difficulty, systems such as ISIS [7], Chubby [9],
Apache ZooKeeper [23], and OpenReplica [46] offer
consensus as a black box service.

Why consensus as a cloud service. Consensus is at the
heart of many distributed applications that are or will be-
come cloud residents. Hence, offering consensus as a
simple-to-use cloud service will relieve people from the
hurdles of developing and maintaining it. Similarly to
systems such as key-value stores that are ubiquitously
available as cloud services [13, 10, 3], we envision a fu-
ture where consensus is available as a cloud offering.
Why consolidated consensus. The key to a cloud
provider’s success is reducing server footprint; this
means reduced costs for the provider and also for the
users. Sharing computing, storage, and network re-
sources is essential for decreasing the number of servers.
Our goal then is to consolidate consensus instances of
many tenants (users) and deploy them on shared servers.
Sharing is advantageous: reserved but under-utilized re-
sources can be (temporarily) re-allocated to other tenants
who demand higher performance at runtime, and prices
can be accordingly adjusted. Re-allocations are impos-
sible if tenants are promised dedicated resources. When
sharing, it is essential to dynamically adjust allocations at
real time to minimize the durations for which resources
remain idle, and to use techniques that prevent aggressive
tenants from monopolizing the resources.
Filo. Thus, to successfully offer consensus as a cloud
service we should (a) design a simple API, (b) efficiently
and fairly utilize shared servers, and (c) ensure perfor-
mance isolation among tenants. We propose Filo, a
multi-tenant consensus service that provides throughput
SLA guarantees and meets these requirements. Filo’s
API is intuitive: users specify their SLAs in application-
level request rates, and choose from a range of reliabil-
ity options by specifying the number of replicas and the
durability mode of their data (i.e., storing data in mem-
ory, or on stable storage), and thus trade performance or
price for reliability.

Filo co-locates replicas of various tenants on shared
servers (consolidation). To consolidate, we have de-
signed a novel placement algorithm that packs replicas,
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while respecting SLAs and the constraints imposed by
the properties of the consensus protocols (e.g., replicas
of a tenant are placed on distinct servers to resist fail-
ure). Filo uses an empirical approach similar to [26, 1]
to translate the high level SLAs specified by the users to
low level resource costs (i.e., CPU, network bandwidth,
storage IO). Our placement algorithm uses these values
to select servers that will host the replicas.

Consolidating replicas on shared servers raises an im-
mediate concern with performance isolation. Filo guar-
antees performance isolation by rate limiting requests us-
ing multi-resource token buckets [1]. Filo dynamically
calculates and tunes the budgets of these token buckets.

Anecdotal evidence suggests that tenants may mis-
estimate their SLA requirements. To account for these
inaccuracies, Filo monitors resource utilization at run-
time and fairly re-distributes free resources among the
tenants using a distributed controller. Centralized con-
trollers are popular due to their accuracy at efficient re-
source allocations. However, the overhead of these tech-
niques is also well-understood: all the servers in a clus-
ter must transfer their status to the centralized controller
regularly, and computations must be performed over a
rather large set of data. Our contribution here is the de-
sign of a distributed controller that eliminates this over-
head and yet results in highly efficient resource alloca-
tions. In a system such as Filo, where a tenant’s replicas
are placed on a rather small subset of servers (i.e., 3, 5), a
distributed controller has a high opportunity for calculat-
ing allocations that compete closely with the centralized
techniques. To coordinate resource allocations across the
servers, our distributed controller leverages the underly-
ing consensus connections to transfer its messages.
Contributions. To summarize, in addition to building
consolidated consensus as a cloud service, this paper
makes the following contributions: (i) we propose an
API that simplifies user’s interactions with the system
and abstracts away low level resource specifications that
are needed for efficient replica placement, (ii) we design
a novel placement algorithm to efficiently pack replicas
on a shared set of servers while respecting the constraints
imposed by consensus protocols, and (iii) we design a
new distributed controller that dynamically, fairly, and
efficiently adjusts resource allocations at runtime.
Results. We have implemented consolidated consen-
sus and evaluated its performance in various workloads.
These evaluations are essential for bounding feasible
SLAs and translating SLAs to resource costs. We have
thoroughly evaluated our placement algorithm and the
distributed controller. Our placement algorithm effi-
ciently places replicas on the servers while allocating
above 98% of the resources. And our distributed con-
troller converges to allocations with 95% efficiency of
the centralized techniques while being ∼ 5x faster.

2 Consensus in Filo

Consensus enables a set of processes (replicas) to reach
agreement on some value [11]. Consecutive execution of
consensus produces a log of ordered entries. Each entry
indicates the request that must be executed next in the
sequence by the application. Filo provides consensus as
a service by assigning to each tenant a set of replicas.
We refer to each such set that executes consensus and
orders the requests as a consensus group, and to the size
of this group as replication degree. To be fault tolerant,
replicas of a tenant must be placed on distinct servers.
We differentiate between a server and a replica. A server
is a physical machine and can host multiple replicas.

Separating ordering from execution. Tenants use
Filo only for the ordering and durability guarantees. It
is left to the tenants to execute their ordered requests, as
Filo is agnostic to user-application semantics and treats
requests as arbitrary bytes. Separating ordering from the
execution has been the subject of previous studies [51, 8,
28]. This design choice is of crucial importance to Filo
as it targets a diverse collection of cloud residents each
with their own specific applications. Thus, we differenti-
ate between the servers on which tenant applications are
running (execution) and the servers on which Filo is run-
ning (ordering). We assign a dedicated cluster of servers
to Filo which is not used by other applications. 1 Thus
since tenant applications are outside the boundaries of
Filo, they are free to use their desired caching or replica-
tion mechanisms, while using Filo only for the ordering
and durability of their requests.

Consolidated consensus using Chain Replication.
Filo implements consensus using Chain Replication [42].
Each tenant is assigned a chain composed of n replicas
to which we will refer as tenant replicas. These are de-
ployed on Filo’s server cluster. Chain Replication or-
ganizes replicas on a chain and distinguishes between
head and tail replicas. Clients send their write and read
requests to the head and tail replicas respectively; thus
both of these replicas communicate with the clients. To
simplify the management of the client connections, and
without affecting correctness, here we replace chain with
a ring. The tail sends an ack to the head replica when a
write request is finalized. Read and write requests are all
received by the head. We refer to the replicas other than
the head as followers. Note that we do not dedicate one
server to each tenant replica, but rather servers are shared
among the replicas belonging to various chains. We refer
to this as the consolidated deployment of the chains.

Why Chain Replication. Majority-based protocols
such as Paxos [30] need 2 f +1 replicas to tolerate f fail-

1Dedicating a cluster to a critical service such as Filo is important
to protect its performance.

2
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ures. Higher number of replicas enhances liveness but
not performance. Given the importance of resource ef-
ficiency, we prefer protocols that achieve similar perfor-
mance with fewer replicas. Chain Replication is one such
protocol that with f +1 replicas tolerates f failures. But
unlike Paxos, to make progress it requires all the replicas
to be non-faulty. Because of its efficiency we have cho-
sen Chain Replication to implement consensus. Despite
this the choice of a consensus protocol is orthogonal to
the focus of this paper and the techniques proposed in
this paper are generalizable to others.

Failures. When replicas in a chain fail, the chain must
be reconfigured before it can resume its operation with
the initial degree of resiliency. As in [42], here failures
are detected and resolved by an external replicated mas-
ter. In our consolidated model there is only one master
that is shared by all the chain instances. This is similar
to Vertical Paxos [32] where many groups exists in the
system and a master handles reconfigurations for all of
them (see § 4.1 for more details).

Assumptions. We assume a crash-recovery failure
model and exclude byzantine failures. Network is asyn-
chronous with a possibility of message loss and arbitrary
delays. We deploy consensus groups in in-mem, or per-
sistent durability modes. In the latter, logs are made
durable on a storage device. The system needs f + 1
replicas to tolerate f failures.

Logger. To manage the logs, we have designed a sub-
system similar to Bookkeeper [2] called Logger. Logger
implements group commit with a buffer for receiving re-
quests. As the number of concurrent requests increases,
buffers transmit more data to the storage device with ev-
ery fluch, and, hence, efficiency increases (without being
subject to timeouts). Compared with random writes, Se-
quential writes benefit the most from group commit; thus
we have one sequential log per server to which requests
from all tenants are appended. Logger constantly and
in the background prepares per-replica logs on a second
storage device. Our servers must be provisioned by at
least two storage devices for better performance.

3 System Design

Filo’s main components are: (a) a simple API that al-
lows tenants to specify their performance and reliability
requirements, and (b) rate limiters and the resource allo-
cator that manage server resources.

API. A new applicant starts by submitting an admis-
sion request to the Admission Controller (AC), a central
component of the system. An admission request contains
the following attributes:

(durability mode,replication degree,

request size, throughput SLA)
(1)

Durability mode is either in-mem or persistent; repli-
cation degree is the number of requested servers; the
throughput SLA is the application-level request rate for
requests of a fixed size (request size). (For brevity, we
omit attributes related to user account and other authen-
tication information.) If the admission request can be sat-
isfied by Filo the applicant is admitted to the system, af-
ter which it becomes a tenant. The tenant is given a han-
dle to its consensus group, which will be used for submit-
ting requests. Filo guarantees rates up to the throughput
SLA, and can also accommodate higher rates if there is
available capacity (see § 4.2 for more details).2 The ten-
ants submit read or write requests. Writes trigger consen-
sus and are appended to the log (see § 2). Reads retrieve
previously ordered data from the log. The throughput
SLA agreed above is the sum of read and write requests.
Writes are more expensive than reads as they are prop-
agated to other replicas. Hence we concentrate on the
write requests.

Rate limiters. To enforce throughput SLAs, Filo in-
stalls rate limiters in the form of multi-resource token
buckets [49, 1] on the servers that host head replicas of
the consensus groups and also on the external servers on
which tenant applications execute. The token budget for
each tenant is determined based on the request size spec-
ified in its admission request (1). Note that tenants are
not prohibited from varying their request size at runtime.
SLAs apply only to the initial request sizes, however. To
prevent this variation from affecting other tenants, a re-
quest passes through the system if token buckets have
sufficient tokens; requests of different sizes translate to
different amount of tokens. Moreover, Filo constantly
monitors resource usage at runtime (see below) and ad-
justs the budgets dynamically.

Resource allocator. The most important element of
Filo is the resource allocator which is composed of two
entities: an admission controller that executes the admis-
sion phase, and a distributed controller that executes the
work conservation phase. During the admission phase,
admission controller runs a placement algorithm to effi-
ciently place tenant replicas on the servers. Placement is
done based on the translation of the admission requests
to resource usages (CPU, network bandwidth, storage
IO), which is done using an empirical strategy; prior to

2Before launching Filo, we extensively evaluate its performance un-
der various workloads to find its peak performance. Peak performance
caps the range of SLAs that Filo can promise to its users. For example
if we can order 10 reqs/sec at best, we can not admit an applicant that
asks for 11 reqs/sec.

3
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launching the service, we extensively benchmark the sys-
tem to build a performance profile. During the work con-
servation phase, the distributed controller monitors re-
source utilization and adjusts the allocations to absorb
the exceeding demands of its tenants.

4 Resource Allocator

Filo’s objective is to offer consensus as a service while
providing SLA guarantees, and fairly and efficiently al-
locating CPU, network, and storage resources. To ac-
complish these goals, it is essential to manage replica
placement when admitting tenants, to dynamically adjust
resource allocations at runtime, and to control the rates
at which tenants submit their requests. We have designed
resource allocator to handle these tasks. We next define
the concepts and constraints of our problem, and then
present our algorithms for implementing the resource al-
locator via the admission and work conservation phases.

Definitions. Let S be a set of m servers, each with k
resources. Let (r1, ...,rk) be a resource vector. Each
server has two vectors Rno and R for the nominal and
free amount of its resources (r ∈ R≥0, and Rno is con-
stant). Let A and T be the set of applicants and tenants.
An applicant turns to a tenant if it is admitted to the sys-
tem. Let nt be the replication degree of tenant t. Tenant t
has a demand profile P, which is a set of nt demand vec-
tors (one vector per replica). Demand vector p specifies
the resources needed by one replica. Let Fa, feasibility
region of applicant a, be the set of servers that can be
considered for placing its replicas. Let Et be the set of
the elected servers at the end of t’s admission (|Et |= nt ).

Example setup. To simplify the description of our al-
gorithms in the next sections, we outline a hypotheti-
cal example setup here. Assume 4 servers and 3 re-
sources as CPU (count), network bandwidth (Gbps), and
storage IO (IOps). Resource vectors of our servers are
R1 = (2,2,250), R2 = (2,2,400), R3 = (8,4,100), R4 =
(4,2,250). We assume 2 applicants with 2 replicas each,
and resource profiles as shown in Table 1.3

Constraints. Resource allocator is subject to the fol-
lowing constraints:
• Cons1. A replica is indivisible; all the values in its

vector are demanded from exactly one server, and it is
placed if there exists a server to satisfy it.

• Cons2. An applicant is indivisible; an applicant is ad-
mitted if there is a set of servers that can host all of its
replicas.

• Cons3. To cope with failures a server can host at most
one replica of an applicant.
3In Chain Replication the head replica is loaded more than the other

roles. Similarly in Paxos protocol, the replica that plays the coordinator
role demands more resources than the others.

Applicant Replica CPU Net-bw Storage IO

a1

p1 1 1 100
p2 3 1 100

p1 + p2 4 2 200

a2

p1 3 4© 100
p2 1 1 150

p1 + p2 4 5 250

R1 +R2 +R3 +R4 16 10 1000

Table 1: Example setup

Note. Algorithms designed in this section are inspired by
DRF [20] due to its fairness criteria: when dividing mul-
tiple goods among many suppliants the goal is to max-
imize each suppliant’ share, while equalizing the share
of their most demanded good. Moreover, DRF is com-
putationally light which is essential for making quick re-
source adjustments (see § 7).

4.1 Admission Phase
Admission phase is executed by the admission con-

troller (AC), which analyzes admission requests and finds
servers to place replicas. We propose a placement algo-
rithm that efficiently places replicas on shared servers.
Our algorithm runs until all applicants are admitted to
the system or denied admission if satisfying their SLAs
is infeasible. As described in § 3 an applicant uses Filo’s
API to specify its desired SLA and reliability require-
ments, which are then translated to CPU, network, and
storage usage and saved as its demand profile. Using
these profiles at each iteration the algorithm must decide:
(a) which applicant, (b) which replica of the selected ap-
plicant, and (c) which server, to consider next in its al-
locations so to be efficient. Our choices are based on 3
policies that we explain next with the rational for each:
(POa). To maximize resource usage, we prioritize the
applicant with the highest dominant share. To get an ap-
plicant’s dominant share: we divide the aggregated re-
source demand of its replicas by the total free amount
of resources in the system, and choose the highest value
(see Eq 2). In the above example we prioritize applicant
a2 with the dominant share of 5/10 (see Table 1).
(POb). For the selected applicant, we prioritize the
replica with the highest dominant share. If there is no
server to fit the heaviest replica, there is no point in fit-
ting the others. To get a replica’s dominant share: we di-
vide its demand by the total free amount of the resources
in the system, and choose the highest value among the
resources. In the above example we prioritize a2’s first
replica with the dominant share of 4/10 (due to its net-
work bandwidth, note the circle in Table 1).
(POc). To place the selected replica, we prioritize the
servers with more free resources. The rational is to even-
tually balance resource utilization across the servers.

4
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Placement Algorithm. Alg. 1 encapsulates our con-
straints and policies in more detail. The dominant share
of applicant a (line 2) is obtained as follows. Be-
fore the admission, the feasibility region of an appli-
cant is the entire server cluster, hence, its dominant share
must be calculated without constraining the server set.
Thus we compute the global amount of free resources
as Rg = ∑∀s∈S Rs. We use a similar formula to calculate
Pa

g for applicant a (in the example Rg = (16,10,1000),
Pa1

g = (4,2,200), and Pa2
g = (4,5,250), as in Table 1).

Then we use Eq 2 to calculate a’s dominant share:

Da =
k

max
i=1

{(Pa
g)i/(R

g)i} (2)

(e.g., Da2 is 5/10). Rg and Pa
g remain constant during the

execution of the algorithm. Thus, the dominant shares of
the applicants are calculated once at the beginning. Sim-
ilarly, Dp, dominant share of replica p (line 5) is calcu-
lated using Eq 2, where pi replaces (Pa

g)i. To find the
most free servers we calculate servers’ dominant shares
(line 20) relative to their nominal capacity using Eq 3:

Ds =
k

max
i=1

{(Rno
s −Rs)i/(Rno

s )i} (3)

i.e., dominant share of a server is determined by its most
consumed resource. As Rs is modified frequently, at the
end of an admission, Ds is recalculated to respect POc
(line 15). Updating Ds at the middle of an admission is
unnecessary as the elected servers are removed from the
feasibility region to respect Cons3 (line 24). Resource
usage across the servers is gradually equalized (POc) us-
ing ElectServer. Once an applicant is admitted (i.e., all
of its replicas are placed), Filo activates token buckets
and assigns their budgets based on the agreed SLA.

Failures. A chain is disrupted if any of its replicas fails.
We invoke ElectServer on demand to replace failed repli-
cas. Replacing failed replicas is prioritized over admit-
ting new applicants. As moving correct replicas is un-
necessary, the overhead of resuming the chain is con-
fined to placing only the failed replicas. To restore the
initial degree of resiliency we must also fetch the logs
from the correct replicas (recovery). Recovery consumes
resources and may impact the performance of the other
tenants. An approach to preventing this issue is to always
leave a fraction of the server resources unallocated. De-
termining this value is a trade off between recovery time
and resource efficiency. A larger value speeds up the re-
covery, but reduces the efficiency of resource utilization
at failure-free intervals. This value must be determined
based on the frequency of failures and the uptime guar-
antees. If failures occur when all the servers are fully
allocated, it will be impossible to place the failed repli-
cas. To avoid this problem, similar to Cheap Paxos [33],
we reserve a small subset of the servers as auxiliary that
are used for placing failed replicas.

Algorithm 1 Placement (executed by AC)
1: while A �= /0 do {run until all applicants are addressed}
2: pick applicant a ∈ A with highest dominant share {POa}
3: Fa ← S
4: while Pa �= /0 do {run until all replicas of a are addressed}
5: pick replica p ∈ Pa with highest dominant share {POb}
6: ElectServer (p) {see line 18}
7: if replica p is not placed then
8: ∀s ∈ Ea: update Rs {redeem resources}
9: A ← A\{a} {Cons2: a is rejected if any replica is not

placed}
10: exit loop and goto (1)
11: else {replica p is placed}
12: Pa ← Pa \{p}
13: end
14: // if here, all replicas of applicant a are placed successfully
15: ∀s ∈ Ea : update Ds {POc}
16: A ← A\{a} {a is admitted}
17: end

18: ElectServer (p):
19: while Fa �= /0 do
20: pick server s ∈ Fa with the lowest dominant share {POc}
21: if p ≤ Rs then {Cons1: a server is found to place replica}
22: Rs = Rs − p
23: Ea ← Ea ∪{s} {update the set of elected servers}
24: Fa ← Fa \{s} {Cons3}
25: exit and return (replica p is placed)
26: end
27: return (replica p is not placed) {no server is found}

4.2 Work Conservation Phase
Tenants that have miss-estimated their SLAs at ad-

mission time, will need resources above or below their
reservations at runtime. Filo monitors usage at runtime
and temporarily re-distributes resources to address miss-
estimations. Filo’s objective at this phase is to frequently
and fairly adjust allocations, and maximize global uti-
lization without over-allocating. This phase executes in
control intervals of a few seconds. After the resource ad-
justments, budgets of the token buckets must also be up-
dated properly. Filo assigns either the idle or the unallo-
cated resources to the demanding tenants. To understand
the difference note that we only used the unallocated re-
sources to admit tenants. Some tenants may not use all
of their resources at runtime; these are allocated but un-
used resources. Idle resources include both the unallo-
cated and the unused ones. Thus, by allocating from idle
resources, Filo has more resources to (re-)use, but is sub-
ject to temporary SLA violations, which cannot happen
by allocating only from unallocated resources. Accept-
ing this risk is a decision left to Filo’s operator, to which
our algorithms are agnostic.
Example setup extended. We elaborate on our example
from previous section to clarify this phase. Lets assume
a1’s admission SLA is 100 reqs/sec that is equivalent to

5
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the resource usage shown in Table 1. Thus for example
on replica p1 each request costs (0.01 CPU, 0.01 Gbps,
1 storage IO). At runtime, a1 realizes that in addition to
100 requests, it needs to submit 10 more reqs/sec (110
in total). This phase tries to maximize the number of
additional requests it can grant to a1, called its utility,
while being fair to all the other tenants that demand extra
requests (note that at the end we may only be able to
grant 3 requests to a1, although it wishes for 10).

More precisely, we define utility(t) to be the number of
t’s extra granted requests at runtime. During this phase,
t’s feasibility region is limited to Et : in other words ex-
tra requests are granted if sufficient free resources on Et
exist (Cons4). Computing new allocations quickly is cru-
cial for reducing the intervals in which resources remain
idle. In the next section we first show how this phase
can be done using a centralized algorithm (§ 4.2.1). Cen-
trally controlling and re-assigning resources is computa-
tionally intensive; moreover, its overhead increases with
the size of the system (see § 6). To alleviate this over-
head, we propose two new distributed algorithms (Sec-
tions 4.2.2 and 4.2.3). Our key insight in designing dis-
tributed algorithms is: servers do not need global visibil-
ity over all the other servers to dynamically adjust alloca-
tions as each tenant’s replicas are placed on a small set of
servers. Servers that manage the same consensus group
need to coordinate with each other; hence, servers coor-
dinate locally, and they do not need a centralized oracle.
The distributed controller implements those algorithms.

4.2.1 Centralized DRF (C-DRF)
As a baseline, we first illustrate C-DRF (Alg. 2). C-DRF

maximizes tenant utilities while equalizing their dom-
inant shares. Differently from DRF [20], C-DRF takes
the indivisibility of the demand profiles into account
and is subject to Cons4, which is not previously ad-
dressed [20, 18]. C-DRF has two inputs, vector �R and
set T. To produce �R, we concatenate the free resource
vectors of the servers, |�R| = m × k (in our example
�R = (2,2,250, 2,2,400, 8,4,100, 4,2,250)). Simi-
larly, we extend t’s demand profile as:

�Pt = p1 . p2 . .. . pm (4)

Any server not in Et is presented by �0 in Eq 4
(assume a1 is admitted to Ea1 = {1,3} then in
the granularity of one request we have �Pa1 =
(0.01,0.01,1, 0,0,0, 0.03,0.01,1, 0,0,0)): recall that
the feasibility region of a tenant during this phase is re-
stricted to the servers it is placed on.4 We use Eq 5 to
calculate t’s dominant share (line 3):

Dt =
k×m
max
i=1

(�Pt ×utility(t))i/(
�R)i (5)

4For simplicity we have not modified servers’ resource vectors.
Note that after admission servers have fewer resources.

In this formula utility(t) is multiplied by each member of
�Pt, producing a new vector of size m× k. As utility(t) is
updated after each allocation (line 6), Dt must be recal-
culated (line 7). Servers periodically send their Rs vec-
tors to AC, which centrally executes C-DRF. T in Alg. 2
includes only the tenants that request extra resources at
runtime.

As we will see in § 6.3, C-DRF is computationally in-
tensive. In the next two sections we propose two efficient
distributed algorithms.

Algorithm 2 C-DRF (�R,T )

1: ∀t ∈ T : utility(t) = 0
2: while T �= /0 do
3: pick tenant t with the lowest dominant share
4: if �Pt ≤ �R then
5: �R = �R− �Pt
6: utility(t) = utility(t)+1
7: update Dt
8: else
9: T ← T \ t {Et is saturated relative to t}

10: end

4.2.2 Head-DRF
Head-DRF (Alg. 3), our first distributed algorithm, is

composed of two phases. During the allocation phase
utilities are calculated by the head servers only using a
local execution of C-DRF, and disseminated to the fol-
lowers for voting. At voting phase followers cast their
votes by prioritizing the allocations that maximize their
local resource utilization (POd).5

Allocation Phase is executed by all the head servers in
parallel. Server s is a head server if it hosts the head
replica of at least one tenant. Server s uses Eq 6 to cal-
culate its perspective of free resources in the cluster, �Rs:

�Rs = R1 . R2 . .. . Rm (6)

Any server that has no tenant in common with s is pre-
sented by �0 in Eq 6. (|�Rs| = k ×m). Each server pe-
riodically sends its R vector to all the servers that host
the head replicas of its tenants. Demand profiles are ex-
tended using Eq 4, and their dominant shares are calcu-
lated using Eq 5, where �Rs replaces �R. Head servers use
this data to execute C-DRF locally, and compute the utili-
ties. Head servers then calculate the potential allocations
for each tenant (ut -line 4), and propose them to the rel-
evant followers. The proposed allocation for tenant t is
accepted only if all the servers in Et vote for its accep-
tance (lines 3—6).

Given that head servers lack the global visibility over
the entire cluster and may concurrently consider com-
mon servers for allocations, server resources maybe

5NTP is used to synchronize control intervals, allocation, and voting
phases.
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over-allocated. The voting phase is designed to reduce
the amount of over-allocations to zero.
Voting Phase is executed by all the servers in parallel.
Each server receives exactly one proposal, ut , for each
of its tenants. At the beginning of the voting phase a
server has received the proposals for all the tenants for
which it hosts one of their replicas. Servers follow POd
to cast their votes by prioritizing the tenant with the high-
est dominant share (line 9). Dominant shares are calcu-
lated by Eq 5, where �Rs replaces �R. A server accepts
a proposal only if sufficient free resources are available
(line 10). Proposed allocations are unbreakable, meaning
that servers can only vote for the whole allocation (ut ).

Followers are at the intersection of the disconnected
perspectives of the head servers. By voting based on their
local free resources, they protect themselves from over-
allocations. Rejecting full proposals (ut ), however, might
induce a low utilization of the servers. We next propose
All-DRF to alleviate this inefficiency.

Algorithm 3 Head-DRF
1: Ths: is the set of tenants that their head replica is on s.

2: Allocation Phase: Executed by s ∈ S if s is head for some t

3: {utility(t)}← C-DRF(�Rs,Ths)
4: ∀t ∈ Ths : ut = (Pt ×utility(t)) ,
5: propose(ut) to t’s followers ,
6: accept(ut) if all replicas voted accept

7: Voting Phase: Exe. by ∀s ∈ S

8: while true do
9: pick ut with the highest dominant share {POd}

10: if ut ≤ Rs then {else reject}
11: Rs = Rs −ut
12: vote(ut ,accept)
13: end

4.2.3 All-DRF
All-DRF (Alg. 4) is also composed of two phases. Dif-

ferently from Head-DRF:
Allocation Phase is executed by all servers in paral-
lel (hence the name). Each server executes C-DRF lo-
cally and sends its utilities to the relevant head servers.
Differently from Head-DRF, servers propose utilities
(utilityt ) rather than the full allocations (ut ). Similarly
to Head-DRF there is a high chance of over-allocation,
which is eliminated during the voting phase.
Voting Phase is executed by the head servers only. For
each t, a head server chooses the minimum of the utili-
ties proposed by all the servers in Et . As we will see in
the experiments the allocations obtained by All-DRF are
often closer to C-DRF.

4.2.4 Comparison
Communication complexity. We compare complexi-

ties of our algorithms assuming that at the start of a con-

Algorithm 4 All-DRF
1: Ts: is the set of tenants that any of their replicas is on s.
2: Allocation Phase: Executed by all s ∈ S

3: {utility(t)}← C-DRF(�Rs,Ts)
4: ∀t ∈ Ts : propose(utility(t)s) to t’s head server

5: Voting Phase: Exec. by s ∈ S if s is head for some t
6: ∀t ∈ Ths : utility(t) = min∀s∈Et

{utlity(t)s}

trol interval, servers have sent their Rs vectors to AC in
C-DRF and to head servers in Head-DRF. Assuming that
tenants send their runtime profiles to AC, one commu-
nication step is sufficient to finalize the allocations for
C-DRF: (1) AC runs C-DRF, and broadcasts its allocations
to head servers and tenants, to tune their token buck-
ets. Assuming that tenants send their runtime profiles to
head servers, 3 steps are necessary to finalize the alloca-
tions for both Head-DRF and All-DRF. In Head-DRF: (1)
head servers run C-DRF and broadcast their allocations to
the followers, (2) followers send their votes to the head
servers, and (3) head servers summarize the votes, tune
their token buckets, and inform tenants. All-DRF is mea-
sured similarly.

A B

C

D

E

t2

t1

t3 t4 t5

10 10

10

10

10

t6

Figure 1: An example scenario for § 4.2.4

Efficiency. Distributed algorithms may diverge from
the centralized approach. Consider All-DRF in Fig 1,
with 5 servers each with 1 resource of 10 free units.
t1 as (1,1,1,0,0) is placed on [A,B,C(head)], and t2 as
(1,0,0,1,1) on [A,D(head),E]. At the end of the alloca-
tion phase, C,D,E assign 10, A assigns 5, and B assigns
2 utilities to their tenants (B is shared by other tenants).
Head servers in parallel finalize the allocations: t2 and t1
receiving 5 and 2 utilities each. A has 3 free units that t2
could use in an ideal situation (the values can be easily
obtained by walking through the algorithm). Our evalua-
tions will show that this inefficiency is negligible due to
the large number of tenant replicas packed on a server.

4.3 Coordinating the two phases
To avoid over-allocation of the resources due to the

concurrent execution of the admission and work conser-
vation phases, AC notifies the elected servers before fi-
nalizing the admissions. If the servers have simultane-
ously allocated their resources, they either immediately
terminate their allocations or ask AC to delay the admis-
sions until the temporary allocations expire.

7
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Figure 2: Internal architecture of a replica server. Dashed
arrows refer to inter-server communications.

5 Implementation

Filo is written in C/C++ (11.5 KLOC). Each server is
implemented as a pipeline of 3 multi-threaded stages
(Fig 2). The external stage handles connections of ten-
ants with the head replicas. The Logger stage persists
data on the storage device, and the internal stage han-
dles connections among servers. The number of threads,
MPL (Multi Programming Level) at each stage is 1 to
4. Each server also has a thread for the distributed con-
troller. Communications among the stages is based on
shared memory. We optimized network performance by
using jumbo frames (8968 B), by disabling Nagle algo-
rithm, and by enabling Receive Side Scaling (RSS) [24].
In some experiments, the RSS mapping resulted in an un-
even distribution, at which point despite the availability
of free cores the performance was capped. We also im-
plemented a simulator in C/C++ (2.5 KLOC) to test the
resource allocator in larger configurations.

6 Evaluation

We evaluate Filo’s performance in failure-free scenarios.
In § 6.1 we extensively evaluate performance under vari-
ous workloads, which is needed for bounding SLA guar-
antees, and calculating costs. Then we feed our findings
into the simulator and evaluate the placement algorithm
(§ 6.2), and the distributed controller (§ 6.3) with various
number of applicants. In § 6.4 we demonstrate the effect
of our resource allocator in the testbed.

Testbed. We ran the experiments in a cluster of
10 Dell DCS7220N servers each with two 10-core In-
tel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2470 v2, 2.40 GHz CPUs, a
10 Gbps Mellanox ConnectX-3 Pro NIC, and 128 GB of
RAM with hyper threading enabled (due to the admin-
istrative requirements disabling hyper threading was not
an option.) and two HDDs (Seagate ST2000NM0033-
9ZM175). Our servers use Microsoft Windows Server
2012 Data center. Unless mentioned otherwise, we
ran each experiment for 60 seconds. Our graphs report
the average application-level throughput in number of
reqs/sec (throughput in network bandwidth can be di-

rectly calculated), total CPU utilization, and CPU uti-
lization of the busiest logical core on one selected server.

6.1 Service benchmarking
Fig 3 shows Filo’s performance in the following setup.
Setup. We vary request sizes from 64 B to 32 KB, and

MPL from 1 to 4 for in-mem and persistent modes. In
the persistent mode data is asynchronously transferred
to the storage device and 2 (with MPL ≤ 2) and 4 (with
MPL ≥ 3) threads are created by the Logger(s). Tenants
send their requests in an open loop bounded by a pending
window (e.g., with a window of 10, a tenant can have at
most 10 outstanding requests). We varied window size
until peak performance was reached. In each setting the
number of tenants is equal to MPL, and each has 3 repli-
cas on 3 servers. Note that requests of a specific tenant
at any given point must be handled by one thread at most
for safety. One thread, however can handle the requests
of many tenants. Each vertical CPU bar shows the total
CPU (horizontal line) and the CPU of the busiest core.

General Results. The in-mem mode has higher
throughput than the persistent mode, as the latter is
capped by the capacity of the storage device and the
Logger’s CPU. The in-mem mode has lower latency (1-5
msec) than the persistent mode (1-8 msec).

In-mem mode. As MPL increases, throughput in-
creases for 64 B-4 KB requests. For 8 KB-32 KB re-
quests, throughput increases when MPL (number of ten-
ants effectively) increases from 1 to 2, and then drops:
as the number of tenants increases, so does the num-
ber of outstanding requests; resources used for receiv-
ing requests are now spent for receiving requests from
new tenants, exchanging new acks, and responses. As
an example for in-mem, 2 KB, MPL = 3, and throughput
of 150 Kreq/s, in addition to 150K requests, 150K acks,
and 150K responses are transmitted among the servers,
and to the tenants respectively (overhead not shown in
the graphs). Often one core is saturated by the interrupts
caused by sending and receiving network messages.

Persistent mode. Throughput increases as MPL in-
creases. With MPL ≤ 2 each server has only one Logger,
through which all the threads in the storage stage transfer
their requests to the disk. When MPL increases from 1 to
2, group commit improves and throughput increases (the
reason our throughput surpasses IoMeter [25]). Logger
is a point of synchronization, and eventually saturates its
core for the ≤2 KB requests and disk’s bandwidth for re-
quests ≥4 KB. To scale with MPL≥ 3 we added a second
Logger to each server (latency was 1-8 msec).

Aiding the admission phase. We use our numbers to
bound (a) SLAs, and (b) the number of tenants with spe-
cific admission requests that can be packed on a server.
To understand (a) notice that for example Filo can at most
promise 76 K (64 B, in-mem) reqs/sec to a single tenant.
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Figure 3: Evaluating Filo’s performance.
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Figure 4: CPU costs, Y-axis is magnified by
1000 for readability (§ 6.1.1).

Promising SLAs above this value to one tenant is mean-
ingless: requests of a specific tenant must be handled
sequentially, therefore the peak SLA for a tenant is de-
termined by MPL = 1. In other words, multiple threads
in a replica can not handle the same tenant’s requests. To
understand (b) notice that for example a server can pro-
cess 170 K (64 B, in-mem) reqs/sec at most. Thus the
aggregate SLAs of all the tenants on one server for 64 B
reqs should not exceed this value.

6.1.1 Calculating Resource Costs
We use our numbers from § 6.1 to estimate the costs

of different workloads on CPU, network bandwidth, and
storage IO, which are used for translating SLAs to re-
source costs.

CPU. We use Fig 3 to obtain the costs on the saturated
CPU as shown in Fig 4. Y-axis is magnified by a fac-
tor of 1000 for readability. The cost on the total CPU
can be obtained similarly. For all MPL the overhead on
the CPU increases as the size of the requests increases.
Larger requests result in higher number of interrupts and
therefore higher cost on the CPU; this is because larger
requests are broken into more frames (note MTU). The
CPU cost in the persistent mode is higher than in-mem
due to Logger’s overhead.

Storage IO. Throughputs in Fig 3 benefit from the
group commit offered by Logger. We must exclude this
benefit when the system is not highly loaded. Thus to
calculate storage costs we use IoMeter’s values instead.
At its maximum, IoMeter measures ∼40 K IOs for 1-
8 KB requests. With a peak value of 40 K IOs, requests
≤ 8 KB translate to one IO each. 16 KB and 32 KB
requests translate to 2 and 4 IOs respectively. To under-
stand note that for 16 KB and 32 KB requests, IoMeter

measures 20 K and 10 K IOs respectively. Given that
Logger writes each request twice (spread across two stor-
age devices), we multiply the number of IOs by 2 .

Network bandwidth. To calculate network costs we
use request sizes directly (e.g., a 1 KB request costs 1 KB
network bandwidth).

Inaccuracies in the cost model. The assessment space
of a complex system such as Filo is extremely large, and
Fig 3 covers only a tiny fraction of this space. Hence,
calculating costs using only Fig 3 is prone to inaccura-
cies that can lead to SLA violations. To prevent SLA
violations we can base our admission decisions on x %
of the peak throughput. For example if Filo can provide
76 K (64 B, in-mem) reqs/sec, with x as 80% a tenant can
at most be promised ≈ 60 K reqs/sec. If x is chosen con-
servatively, resources will be under-allocated, but work
conservation phase will compensate for it.

Generalizing costs. For workloads not covered by our
evaluations costs are obtained by scaling.

Recalculating costs. As the hardware specifications
or the implementation changes, performance must be re-
assessed, and cost estimations must be recalculated.

6.2 Admission Phase
We use our simulator to evaluate the placement algo-

rithm (§ 4.1) in on-line and off-line settings; applicants
arrive one at a time in the former and all at once in the
latter. We order tenants with increasing and decreasing
dominant shares in on-line and off-line settings respec-
tively, to account for the worst and best cases for each.

Setup. We assume 10 servers and up to 150 applicants
with a mixture of requirements. We use uniform distribu-
tions to choose durability mode (in-mem or persistent),
requests sizes (64 B to 32 KB), and replication degree

9
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Figure 5: Placement algorithm in on-line and off-line settings. X-axis shows the number of applicants (§ 6.2).

(3,5,7). To simulate our testbed characteristics the SLA
for each applicant is bound by our evaluations in § 6.1
(e.g., with 64 B, in-mem the peak SLA an applicant can
be promised is 76 K reqs/sec). Replica placement on
each server is bound by our numbers from Fig 3. We
use our cost model from § 6.1.1 to translate admission
requests to resource profiles.

Results. Fig 5 shows results in 3 graphs. Left: num-
ber of used servers, admitted tenants, and replicas; Mid-
dle: number of replicas per server (average, 95% con-
fidence interval); Right: percentage of free resources at
the end of the admission phase. In both on-line and off-
line modes the applicants are denied admission if any of
the resources (in this case, CPU) is saturated. In the on-
line mode as the number of applicants increases, fewer
tenants are admitted but the number of replicas increases
(e.g., with 150 applicants, ≈ 200 replicas are packed on
10 servers). On-line case admits more tenants and packs
more replicas. As expected, off-line mode selects fewer
applicants but the ones that maximize resource utiliza-
tions. Although off-line results in more efficient alloca-
tions (Fig 5(right)), it is hard to know the list of appli-
cants a priori. In both cases our placement algorithm is
efficient and all the 10 servers are efficiently utilized.

6.3 Work Conservation Phase
We use our simulator to compare C-DRF, Head-DRF

and All-DRF for computation and communication over-
heads, utilization, fairness, and SLA violations in the on-
line setup of § 6.2. We consider a case where half of the
tenants are not using their reservations, and the other half
demand extra rates. Resource profiles for the work con-
servation phase are equal to the admission profiles, but in
the granularity of one request (see § 4.2 for explanation).

Computation overhead. Fig 6(a) shows the time it
takes to compute allocations. As the number of tenants
increases, compared to the centralized, distributed algo-
rithms perform faster (∼ 5 times at best). We argued in
§ 4.2 that computing allocations quickly is important for
reducing the periods in which resources remain idle.

Communication overhead. Fig 6(b) shows the num-
ber of messages. Compared with C-DRF, distributed al-
gorithms exchange about 8 times more messages (150
msgs at worst). Given the amount of service-level mes-

sages, this overhead is negligible. These messages can
further be piggybacked on the service messages.

Resource utilization. Fig 6(c) shows the aggregate
amount of the free resources before and after work con-
servation (we have eliminated network and storage due
to space limits). Our distributed algorithms result in al-
locations that compare closely with the C-DRF: All-DRF
is 95% as efficient as C-DRF, and Head-DRF about 75%.

Fairness. Fig 6(d) shows fairness. As a fairness cri-
terion, we have used normalized standard deviation for
the utility, with C-DRF as the reference. An algorithm is
more fair if this value is smaller. For example if with a
total budget of 15 reqs/sec and 3 tenants, an algorithm al-
locates 5 to each tenant, it is more fair than an algorithm
that allocates 10, 5, and 0. Unlike Head-DRF, All-DRF’s
fairness compares closely to that of the C-DRF. This is
because proposals can only be accepted as a whole in
Head-DRF, but partially in All-DRF.

SLA violations. To absorb the exceeding demands of
the tenants we used all the idle resources. C-DRF and
All-DRF are subject to above 95% SLA violations. This
is because these two algorithms are very efficient at al-
locating resources. Whether to use reserved resources is
part of system’s policy and does not affect the semantics
of our algorithms (see § 4.2 for details).

To conclude, All-DRF compares well with C-DRF in
efficiency and fairness and in addition is about 5 × faster.
Head-DRF has lower computation time, but it is 70% as
efficient as C-DRF and is less fair. We observed similar
results in other settings, where for example replica de-
mand vectors were skewed.

6.4 Performance Isolation
Fig 7 shows the impact of the resource allocator and

rate limiters with 3 tenants, 3 replicas each in the persis-
tent mode, and SLA of 6.5 K-1 KB reqs/sec each. As-
sume A and B will need more resources at runtime. In
the first 4 minutes only B and C are in the system, and
in the first 2 minutes rate limiters are disabled. At min
1, B increases its rate above its SLA and affects C’s per-
formance. At min 2 rate limiters are enabled and hence
SLAs restored. At min 3, C voluntarily reduces its rate
for the next 3 minutes. At min 4 we activate All-DRF,
admit A, but intentionally leave its runtime extra demand

10
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Figure 6: Evaluating C-DRF, Head-DRF, All-DRF. X-axis shows the number of applicants (§ 6.3 for details).

out of All-DRF’s sight. The algorithm grants to B all of
C’s underutilized resources neglecting A. At min 5, A is
considered by All-DRF as well. At this point the under-
utilized resources of C are fairly divided between A and
B. At min 6, C restores its SLA rate.
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Figure 7: The impact of the distributed controller.

7 Related work

Consensus. Consensus is widely studied in the database
and distributed systems communities [7, 30, 17, 16, 14,
19, 34]. Although some works have studied the co-
location of consensus instances on shared servers [12, 37,
5], no one has considered the problem of efficient replica
placement and the impact of sharing on the performance
of individual instances. Filo is the first system to provide
consensus as a service for the multi-tenant environment
of the cloud platforms, while providing SLA guarantees,
performance isolation, and efficiency of resource utiliza-
tion. Similarly to Filo, [36, 4] use Chain Replication [42]
for providing ordering and storage guarantees.
Token Buckets. Filo uses token buckets for rate limit-
ing. Token buckets are previously used in network rate
limiting [48, 1]. Filo’s approach in determining and con-
stantly updating the budget of the token buckets is novel,
which is realized by its resource allocator component.
Distributed Controller. Filo is similar to Retro [35] in
its objectives for ensuring performance isolation and ef-
ficient resource utilization. Unlike Retro, Filo uses a dis-
tributed controller for dynamically tuning the rate lim-
iters. Few works have considered distributed rate tuning.
[41] proposes a distributed approach, where each node is
equipped with a rate limiter. A user is given an aggregate
global budget, and each rate limiter’s bucket is initialized

with this budget. Each node removes tokens based on its
own usage rate and the estimated sum of the usage rates
at all the other nodes. This work is later extended in [47].
Consensus groups in Filo are composed of small number
of servers that can locally coordinate their resource us-
age and achieve high resource efficiency without need-
ing visibility over the entire cluster. Moreover, given the
distributed model of the consensus and the connection
links that are already established, designing a distributed
controller in Filo had no additional cost. Our evaluations
showed that our distributed algorithms exchange a small
amount of messages to coordinate and finalize the alloca-
tions. Compared with centralized controllers, distributed
controllers are computationally less intensive and faster.
Resource Allocation. Multi-resource allocation is a
multi-resource bin packing problem [6, 15, 22, 27,
29, 45]. Filo’s allocation algorithms are inspired by
DRF [20, 18, 40]. DRF is not guaranteed to converge
to the global optimum; [39, 21] propose heuristics algo-
rithms for converging to the global optimum, which are
computationally intensive and not suitable in our context.
Empirical quantification. We used an empirical ap-
proach to quantifying Filo prior to its launch [50, 26,
1]. Our strategy can be enhanced further by dynamically
modifying the assessments at runtime.

8 Conclusion

We presented Filo, the first system to provide multi-
tenant consolidated consensus as a cloud service. We
argued that providing performance guarantees and iso-
lation is particularly important in the cloud platforms
where tenants share and compete over resources. We
proposed a novel placement algorithm for admitting ten-
ants, and two distributed algorithms for efficient and fair
allocation of free resources at runtime. Our algorithms
exploit the nature of the consensus service, and while be-
ing much faster provide comparable efficiency and fair-
ness compared with the centralized algorithms.
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Abstract

Coordination services like ZooKeeper, etcd, Doozer,
and Consul are increasingly used by distributed appli-
cations for consistent, reliable, and high-speed coordina-
tion. When applications execute in multiple geographic
regions, coordination service deployments trade-off be-
tween performance, (achieved by using independent ser-
vices in separate regions), and consistency.

We present a system design for modular composition
of services that addresses this trade-off. We implement
ZooNet, a prototype of this concept over ZooKeeper.
ZooNet allows users to compose multiple instances of
the service in a consistent fashion, facilitating applica-
tions that execute in multiple regions. In ZooNet, clients
that access only local data suffer no performance penalty
compared to working with a standard single ZooKeeper.
Clients that use remote and local ZooKeepers show up
to 7x performance improvement compared to consistent
solutions available today.

1 Introduction

Many applications nowadays rely on coordination ser-
vices such as ZooKeeper [28], etcd [9], Chubby [24],
Doozer [8], and Consul [5]. A coordination service facil-
itates maintaining shared state in a consistent and fault-
tolerant manner. Such services are commonly used for
inter-process coordination (e.g., global locks and leader
election), service discovery, configuration and metadata
storage, and more.

When applications span multiple data centers, one is
faced with a choice between sacrificing performance,
as occurs in a cross data center deployment, and for-
going consistency by running coordination services in-
dependently in the different data centers. For many
applications, the need for consistency outweighs its
cost. For example, Akamai [40] and Facebook [41]
use strongly-consistent globally distributed coordination

services (Facebook’s Zeus is an enhanced version of
ZooKeeper) for storing configuration files; dependencies
among configuration files mandate that multiple users
reading such files get consistent versions in order for
the system to operate properly. Other examples include
global service discovery [4], storage of access-control
lists [1] and more.

In this work we leverage the observation that, never-
theless, such workloads tend to be highly partitionable.
For example, configuration files of user or email accounts
for users in Asia will rarely be accessed outside Asia. Yet
currently, systems that wish to ensure consistency in the
rare cases of remote access, (like [40, 41]), globally se-
rialize all updates, requiring multiple cross data center
messages.

To understand the challenge in providing consistency
with less coordination, consider the architecture and se-
mantics of an individual coordination service. Each
coordination service is typically replicated for high-
availability, and clients submit requests to one of the
replicas. Usually, update requests are serialized via a
quorum-based protocol such as Paxos [32], Zab [29] or
Raft [37]. Reads are served locally by any of the replicas
and hence can be somewhat stale but nevertheless repre-
sent a valid snapshot. This design entails the typical se-
mantics of coordination services [5, 9, 28] – atomic (lin-
earizable [27]) updates and sequentially-consistent [31]
reads. Although such weaker read semantics enable fast
local reads, this property makes coordination services
non-composable: correct coordination services may fail
to provide consistency when combined. In other words, a
workload accessing multiple consistent coordination ser-
vices may not be consistent, as we illustrate in Section 2.
This shifts the burden of providing consistency back to
the application, beating the purpose of using coordina-
tion services in the first place.

In Section 3 we present a system design for modular
composition of coordination services, which addresses
this challenge. We propose deploying a single coor-
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dination service instance in each data center, which is
shared among many applications. Each application par-
titions its data among one or more coordination service
instances to maximize operation locality. Distinct co-
ordination service instances, either within a data center
or geo-distributed, are then composed in a manner that
guarantees global consistency. Consistency is achieved
on the client side by judiciously adding synchronization
requests. The overhead incurred by a client due to such
requests depends on the frequency with which that client
issues read requests to different coordination services. In
particular, clients that use a single coordination service
do not pay any price.

In Section 4 we present ZooNet, a prototype imple-
mentation of our modular composition for ZooKeeper.
ZooNet implements a client-side library that enables
composing multiple ZooKeeper ensembles, (i.e., service
instances), in a consistent fashion, facilitating data shar-
ing across geographical regions. Each application us-
ing the library may compose ZooKeeper ensembles ac-
cording to its own requirements, independently of other
applications. Even though our algorithm requires only
client-side changes, we tackle an additional issue, spe-
cific to ZooKeeper – we modify ZooKeeper to provide
better isolation among clients. While not strictly es-
sential for composition, this boosts performance of both
stand-alone and composed ZooKeeper ensembles by up
to 10x. This modification has been contributed back
to ZooKeeper [21] and is planned to be released in
ZooKeeper 3.6.

In Section 5 we evaluate ZooNet. Our experiments
show that under high load and high spatial or tempo-
ral locality, ZooNet achieves the same performance as
an inconsistent deployment of independent ZooKeep-
ers (modified for better isolation). This means that
our support for consistency comes at a low perfor-
mance overhead. In addition, ZooNet shows up to
7.5x performance improvement compared to a consistent
ZooKeeper deployment (the “recommended” way to de-
ploy ZooKeeper across data centers [13]).

We discuss related work in Section 6, and conclude the
paper, and discuss future directions in Section 7.

In summary, this paper makes the following contribu-
tions:

• A system design for composition of coordination
services that maintains their semantics.

• A significant improvement to ZooKeeper’s server-
side isolation and concurrency.

• ZooNet – a client-side library to compose multiple
ZooKeepers.

2 Background

We discuss the service and semantics offered by coordi-
nation services in Section 2.1, and then proceed to dis-
cuss possible ways to deploy them in a geo-distributed
setting in Section 2.2.

2.1 Coordination Services

Coordination services are used for maintaining shared
state in a consistent and fault-tolerant manner. Fault tol-
erance is achieved using replication, which is usually
done by running a quorum-based state-machine replica-
tion protocol such as Paxos [32] or its variants [29, 37].

In Paxos, the history of state updates is managed by a
set of servers called acceptors, s.t. every update is voted
on by a quorum (majority) of acceptors. One acceptor
serves as leader and manages the voting process. In ad-
dition to acceptors, Paxos has learners (called observers
in ZooKeeper and proxies in Consul), which are light-
weight services that do not participate in voting and get
notified of updates after the quorum accepts them. In the
context of this paper, acceptors are also (voting) learners,
i.e., they learn the outcomes of votes.

Coordination services are typically built on top of an
underlying key-value store and offer read and update
(read-modify-write) operations. The updates are lin-
earizable, i.e., all acceptors and learners see the same
sequence of updates and this order conforms to the real-
time order of the updates. The read operations are se-
quentially consistent, which is a weaker notion similar to
linearizability in that an equivalent sequential execution
must exist, but it must only preserve the program order of
each individual client and not the global real-time order.
A client can thus read a stale value that has already been
overwritten by another client. These weaker semantics
are chosen in order to allow a single learner or acceptor
to serve reads locally. This motivates using learners in
remote data centers – they offer fast local reads without
paying the cost of cross data center voting.

As an aside, we note that some coordination service
implementations offer their clients an asynchronous API.
This is a client-side abstraction that improves perfor-
mance by masking network delays. At the server-side,
each client’s requests are handled sequentially, and so the
interaction is well-formed, corresponding to the standard
correctness definitions of linearizability and sequential
consistency.

Unfortunately, these semantics of linearizable updates
and sequentially consistent reads are not composable,
i.e., a composition of such services does not satisfy the
same semantics. This means that the clients cannot pre-
dict the composed system’s behavior. As an example,
consider two clients that perform operations concurrently
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as we depict in Figure 1. Client 1 updates object x man-
aged by coordination service s1, and then reads an old
version of object y, which is managed by service s2.
Client 2 updates y and then reads an old version of x.
While the semantics are preserved at both s1 and s2 (re-
call that reads don’t have to return the latest value), the
resulting execution violates the service semantics since
there is no equivalent sequential execution: the update
of y by client 2 must be serialized after the read of y by
client 1 (otherwise the read should have returned 3 and
not 0), but then the read of x by client 2 appears after
the update of x by client 1 and therefore should have re-
turned 5.

Figure 1: Inconsistent composition of two coordination
services holding objects x and y: each object is consistent
by itself, but there is no equivalent sequential execution.

2.2 Cross Data Center Deployment
When coordination is required across multiple data cen-
ters over WAN, system architects currently have three
main deployment alternatives. In this section we discuss
these alternatives with respect to their performance, con-
sistency, and availability in case of partitions. A sum-
mary of our comparison is given in Table 1.

Alternative 1 – Single Coordination Service A co-
ordination service can be deployed over multiple geo-
graphical regions by placing its acceptors in different lo-
cations (as done, e.g., in Facebook’s Zeus [41] or Aka-
mai’s ACMS [40]), as we depict in Figure 2a. Using a
single coordination service for all operations guarantees
consistency.

This setting achieves the best availability since no sin-
gle failure of a data center takes down all acceptors. But
in order to provide availability following a loss or discon-
nection of any single data center, more than two locations
are needed, which is not common.

With this approach, voting on each update is done
across WAN, which hampers latency and wastes WAN
bandwidth, (usually an expensive and contended re-
source). In addition, performance is sensitive to place-
ment of the leader and acceptors, which is frequently
far from optimal [39]. On the other hand, reads can be
served locally in each partition.

Alternative 2 – Learners A second option is to de-
ploy all of the acceptors in one data center and learn-

ers in others, as we depict in Figure 2b. In fact, this
architecture was one of the main motivations for offer-
ing learners (observers) in ZooKeeper [13]. As opposed
to acceptors, a learner does not participate in the voting
process and it only receives the updates from the leader
once they are committed. Thus, cross data center con-
sistency is preserved without running costly voting over
WAN. Often, alternatives 1 and 2 are combined, such as
in Spanner [25], Megastore [22] and Zeus [41].

The update throughput in this deployment is limited
by the throughput of one coordination service, and the
update latency in remote data centers is greatly affected
by the distance between the learners and the leader. In
addition, in this approach we have a single point of fail-
ure, i.e., if the acceptors’ data center fails or a network
partition occurs, remote learners are only able to serve
read requests.

Alternative 3 – Multiple Coordination Services In
the third approach data is partitioned among several inde-
pendent coordination services, usually one per data cen-
ter or region, each potentially accompanied by learners in
remote locations, as depicted in Figure 2c. In this case,
each coordination service processes only updates for its
own data partition and if applications in different regions
need to access unrelated items they can do so indepen-
dently and in parallel, which leads to high throughput.
Moreover, if one cluster fails all other locations are un-
affected. Due to these benefits, multiple production sys-
tems [4, 11, 18] follow this general pattern. The disad-
vantage of this design is that it does not guarantee the co-
ordination service’s consistency semantics, as explained
in Section 2.1.

3 Design for Composition

In Section 3.1 we describe our design approach and our
client-side algorithm for modular composition of coordi-
nation services while maintaining consistency. In Sec-
tion 3.2 we discuss the properties of our design, namely
correctness (a formal proof is given in an online Techni-
cal Report [33]), performance, and availability.

3.1 Modular Composition of Services

Our design is based on multiple coordination services (as
depicted in Figure 2c), to which we add client-side logic
that enforces consistency.

Our solution achieves consistency by injecting sync re-
quests, which are non-mutating update operations. If the
coordination service itself does not natively support such
operations, they can be implemented using an update re-
quest addressed to a dummy object.
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Alternative Performance
Updates Reads

Correctness Availability during partitions
Updates Reads

Single Service Very slow Fast Yes In majority Everywhere

Learners Slow Fast Yes In acceptors Everywhere

Multiple Services Fast Fast No Local Everywhere

Modular Composition Fast Fast Yes Local Local

Table 1: Comparison of different alternatives for coordination service deployments across data centers. The first three
alternatives are depicted in Figure 2. Our design alternative, modular composition, is detailed in Section 3.

(a) Single Service – Coordination service acceptors are de-
ployed in all data centers, no single point of failure.

(b) Learners – Coordination service acceptors are deployed
in one data center and learners in all other data centers.

(c) Multiple Services – A single coordination service is deployed in each data center
and a learner is deployed in every other data center.

Figure 2: Different alternatives for coordination service deployment across data centers.

The client-side logic is implemented as a layer in the
coordination service client library, which receives the se-
quential stream of client requests before they are sent to
the coordination service. It is a state machine that se-
lectively injects sync requests prior to some of the reads.
Intuitively, this is done to bound the staleness of ensuing
reads. In Algorithm 1, we give a pseudo-code for this
layer at a client accessing multiple coordination services,
each of which has a unique identifier.

An injected sync and ensuing read may be composed
into a single operation, which we call synced read. A
synced read can be implemented by buffering the local
read request, sending a sync (or non-mutating update)
to the server, and serving the read immediately upon re-
ceipt of a commit for the sync request. Some coordi-
nation services natively support such synced reads, e.g.,
Consul calls them consistent reads [6]. If all reads are
synced the execution is linearizable. Our algorithm only
makes some of the reads synced to achieve coordination

service’s semantics with minimal synchronization over-
head.

Since each coordination service orders requests inde-
pendently, concurrent processing of a client’s updates at
two coordination services may inverse their order. To
avoid such re-ordering (as required, e.g., by ZooKeeper’s
FIFO program order guarantee), we refrain from asyn-
chronously issuing updates to a new coordination service
before responses to earlier requests arrive. Rather, we
buffer requests whenever we identify a new coordination
service target for as long as there are pending requests
to other coordination services. This approach also guar-
antees that coordination service failures do not introduce
gaps in the execution sequence of asynchronous requests.

3.2 Modular Composition Properties
We now discuss the properties of our modular composi-
tion design.
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Algorithm 1 Modular composition, client-side logic.
1: lastService ← nil // Last service this client accessed

2: numOutstanding ←0 // #outstanding requests to lastService

3: onUpdate(targetService, req)
4: if targetService �= lastService then
5: // Wait until all requests to previous service complete

6: wait until numOutstanding = 0
7: lastService ← targetService
8: numOutstanding++
9: send req to targetService

10: onRead(targetService, req)
11: if targetService �= lastService then
12: // Wait until all requests to previous service complete

13: wait until numOutstanding = 0
14: lastService ← targetService
15: numOutstanding++
16: // Send sync before read

17: send sync to targetService
18: numOutstanding++
19: send req to targetService

20: onResponse(req)
21: numOutstanding−−

3.2.1 Correctness

The main problem in composing coordination services is
that reads might read “from the past”, causing clients to
see updates of different coordination services in a differ-
ent order, as depicted in Figure 1. Our algorithm adds
sync operations in order to make ensuing reads “read
from the present”, i.e., read at least from the sync point.
We do this every time a client’s read request accesses a
different coordination service than the previous request.
Subsequent reads from the same coordination service
are naturally ordered after the first, and so no additional
syncs are needed.

In Figure 3 we depict the same operations as in Fig-
ure 1 with sync operations added according to our algo-
rithm. As before, client 1 updates object x residing in
service s1 and then reads y from service s2. Right be-
fore the read, the algorithm interjects a sync to s2. Sim-
ilarly, client 2 updates y on s2, followed by a sync and a
read from s1. Since s2 guarantees update linearizability
and client 1’s sync starts after client 2’s update of y com-
pletes, reads made by client 1 after the sync will retrieve
the new state, in this case 3. Client 2’s sync, on the other
hand, is concurrent with client 1’s update of x, and there-
fore may be ordered either before or after the update. In
this case, we know that it is ordered before the update,
since client 2’s read returns 0. In other words, there exists
an equivalent sequential execution that consists of client
2’s requests followed by client 1’s requests, and this ex-

ecution preserves linearizability of updates (and syncs)
and sequential consistency of read requests, as required
by the coordination service’s semantics. See [33] for a
formal discussion.

Figure 3: Consistent modular composition of two coor-
dination services holding objects x and y (as in Figure 1):
adding syncs prior to reads on new coordination services
ensures that there is an equivalent sequential execution.

3.2.2 Performance

By running multiple independent coordination services,
the modular composition can potentially process requests
at a rate as high as the sum of the individual throughputs.
However, sync requests take up part of this bandwidth,
so the net throughput gain depends on the frequency with
which syncs are sent.

The number of syncs corresponds to the temporal lo-
cality of the workload, since sync is added only when the
accessed coordination service changes.

Read latency is low (accessing a local acceptor or
learner) when the read does not necessitate a sync, and
is otherwise equal to the latency of an update.

3.2.3 Availability

Following failures or partitions, each local coordination
service (where a quorum of acceptors remains available
and connected) can readily process update and read re-
quests submitted by local clients. However, this may not
be the case for remote client requests: If a learner in data
center A loses connectivity with its coordination service
in data center B, sync requests submitted to the learner
by clients in A will fail and these clients will be unable
to access the coordination service.

Some coordination services support state that corre-
sponds to active client sessions, e.g., an ephemeral node
in ZooKeeper is automatically deleted once its creator’s
session terminates. Currently, we do not support com-
position semantics for such session-based state: clients
initiate a separate session with each service instance they
use, and if their session with one ZooKeeper ensemble
expires (e.g., due to a network partition) they may still
access data from other ZooKeepers. Later, if the session
is re-instated they may fail to see their previous session-
based state, violating consistency. A possible extension
addressing this problem could be to maintain a single vir-
tual session for each client, corresponding to the com-
posed service, and to invalidate it together with all the
client’s sessions if one of its sessions terminates.
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4 ZooNet

We implement ZooNet, a modular composition of
ZooKeepers. Though in principle, modular composition
requires only client-side support, we identified a design
issue in ZooKeeper that makes remote learner (observer)
deployments slow due to poor isolation among clients.
Since remote learners are instrumental to our solution,
we address this issue in the ZooKeeper server, as detailed
in Section 4.1. We then discuss our client-side code in
Section 4.2.

4.1 Server-Side Isolation

The original ZooKeeper implementation stalls reads
when there are concurrent updates by other clients. Gen-
erally speaking, reads wait until an update is served even
when the semantics do not require it. In Section 4.1.1 we
describe this problem in more detail and in Section 4.1.2
we present our solution, which we have made available
as a patch to ZooKeeper [21] and has been recently com-
mitted to ZooKeeper’s main repository.

4.1.1 ZooKeeper’s Commit Processor

ZooKeeper servers consist of several components that
process requests in a pipeline. When an update request
arrives to a ZooKeeper server from a client, the server
forwards the update to the leader and places the request
in a local queue until it hears from the leader that vot-
ing on the update is complete (i.e., the leader has com-
mitted the request). Only at that point the update can
be applied to the local server state. A component called
commit processor is responsible for matching incoming
client requests with commit responses received from the
leader, while maintaining the order of operations submit-
ted by each client.

In the original implementation of the commit proces-
sor, (up to ZooKeeper version 3.5.1-alpha), clients are
not isolated from each other: once some update request
reaches the head of the request stream, all pending re-
quests by all clients connected to this server stall until
a commit message for the head request arrives from the
leader. This means that there is a period, whose dura-
tion depends on the round-trip latency between the server
and the leader plus the latency of quorum voting, during
which all requests are stalled. While the commit proces-
sor must maintain the order of operations submitted by
each client, enforcing order among updates of different
clients is the task of the leader. Hence, blocking requests
of other clients in this situation, only because they were
unlucky enough to connect via the same server, is redun-
dant.

In a geo-distributed deployment, this approach
severely hampers performance as it does not allow read
operations to proceed concurrently with long-distance
concurrent updates. In the context of modular compo-
sition, it means that syncs hamper read-intensive work-
loads, i.e., learners cannot serve reads locally concur-
rently with syncs and updates.

4.1.2 Commit Processor Isolation

We modified ZooKeeper’s commit processor to keep a
separate queue of pending requests per client. Incom-
ing reads for which there is no preceding pending update
by the same client, (i.e., an update for which a commit
message has not yet been received), are not blocked. In-
stead, they are forwarded directly to the next stage of the
pipeline, which responds to the client based on the cur-
rent server state.

Read requests of clients with pending updates are en-
queued in the order of arrival in the appropriate queue.
For each client, whenever the head of the queue is either
a committed update or a read, the request is forwarded to
the next stage of the server pipeline. Updates are marked
committed according to the order of commit messages
received from the leader (the linearization order). For
more details, see our ZooKeeper Jira [21].

4.2 The ZooNet Client

We prototyped the ZooNet client as a wrapper for
ZooKeeper’s Java client library. It allows clients to es-
tablish sessions with multiple ZooKeeper ensembles and
maintains these connections. Users specify the target
ZooKeeper ensemble for every operation as a znode path
prefix. Our library strips this prefix and forwards the op-
eration to the appropriate ZooKeeper, converting some
of the reads to synced reads in accordance with Algo-
rithm 1. Our sync operation performs a dummy update;
we do so because ZooKeeper’s sync is not a linearizable
update [28]. The client wrapper consists of roughly 150
lines of documented code.

5 Evaluation

We now evaluate our modular composition concept us-
ing the ZooNet prototype. In Section 5.1 we describe
the environment in which we conduct our experiments.
Section 5.2 evaluates our server-side modification to
ZooKeeper, whereas Section 5.3 evaluates the cost of the
synchronization introduced by ZooNet’s client. Finally,
Section 5.4 compares ZooNet to a single ZooKeeper en-
semble configured to ensure consistency using remote
learners (Figure 2b).
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5.1 Environment and Configurations
We conduct our experiments on Google Compute En-
gine [10] in two data centers, DC1 in eastern US (South
Carolina) and DC2 in central US (Iowa). In each
data center we allocate five servers: three for a local
ZooKeeper ensemble, one for a learner connected to the
remote data center, and one for simulating clients (we
run 30 request-generating client threads in each data cen-
ter). Each server is allocated a standard 4 CPU machine
with 4 virtual CPUs and 15 GB of memory. DC1 servers
are allocated on a 2.3 GHz Intel Xeon E5 v3 (Haswell)
platform, while DC2 servers are allocated on a 2.5GHz
Intel Xeon E5 v2 (Ivy Bridge). Each server has two stan-
dard persistent disks. The Compute Engine does not pro-
vide us with information about available network band-
width between the servers. We use the latest version of
ZooKeeper to date, version 3.5.1-alpha.

We benchmark throughput when the system is satu-
rated and configured as in ZooKeeper’s original evalua-
tion (Section 5.1 in [28]). We configure the servers to
log requests to one disk while taking snapshots on an-
other. Each client thread has at most 200 outstanding
requests at a time. Each request consists of a read or an
update of 1KB of data. The operation type and target co-
ordination service are selected according to the workload
specification in each experiment.

5.2 Server-Side Isolation
In this section we evaluate our server-side modification
given in Section 4.1. We study the learner’s throughput
with and without our change. Recall that the learner (ob-
server in ZooKeeper terminology) serves as a fast local
read cache for distant clients, and also forwards update
requests to the leader.

We experiment with a single ZooKeeper ensemble
running three acceptors in DC1 and an observer in DC2.
Figure 4 compares the learner’s throughput with and
without our modification, for a varying percentage of
reads in the workload. DC1 clients have the same work-
load as DC2 clients.

Our results show that for read-intensive workloads that
include some updates, ZooNet’s learner gets up to around
4x higher throughput by allowing concurrency between
reads and updates of different clients, and there is 30% up
to 60% reduction in the tail latency. In a read-only work-
load, ZooNet does not improve the throughput or the la-
tency, because ZooKeeper does not stall any requests.
In write-intensive workloads, reads are often blocked by
preceding pending updates by the same client, so few
reads can benefit from our increased parallelism.

Our Jira [21] provides additional evaluation (con-
ducted on Emulab [43]) in which we show that the
throughput speedup for local clients can be up to 10x in a

single data center deployment of ZooKeeper. Moreover,
ZooNet significantly reduces read and write latency in
mixed workloads in which the write percentage is below
30 (for reads, we get up to 96% improvement, and for
writes up to 89%).

Figure 4: Improved server-side isolation. Learner’s
throughput as a function of the percentage of reads.

5.3 The Cost of Consistency
ZooNet is a composition of independent ZooKeepers,
as depicted in Figure 2c, with added sync requests. In
this section we evaluate the cost of the added syncs by
comparing our algorithm to two alternatives: (1) Sync-
All, where all reads are executed as synced reads, and
(2) Never-Sync, in which clients never perform synced
reads.

Never-Sync in not sequentially consistent (as illus-
trated in Figure 1). It thus corresponds to the fastest but
inconsistent ZooKeeper deployment (Figure 2c), with
ZooKeeper patched to improve isolation. At the other ex-
treme, by changing all reads to be synced, Sync-All guar-
antees linearizability for all operations, including reads.
ZooNet provides a useful middle ground (supported by
most coordination services in the single-data center set-
ting), which satisfies sequential consistency for all oper-
ations and linearizability for updates.

As a sanity check, we study in Section 5.3.1 a fully
partitionable workload with clients accessing only local
data in each data center. In Section 5.3.2 we have DC1
clients perform only local operations, and DC2 clients
perform both local and remote operations.

5.3.1 Local Workload

In Figure 5 we depict the saturation throughput of DC1
(solid lines) and DC2 (dashed lines) with the three alter-
natives.

ZooNet’s throughput is identical to that of Never-Sync
in all workloads, at both data centers. This is because
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ZooNet sends sync requests only due to changes in the
targeted ZooKeeper, which do not occur in this scenario.
Sync-All has the same write-only throughput (leftmost
data point). But as the rate of reads increases, Sync-
All performs more synced reads, resulting in a signif-
icant performance degradation (up to 6x for read-only
workloads). This is because a read can be served locally
by any acceptor (or learner), whereas each synced read,
similarly to an update, involves communication with the
leader and a quorum.

The read-only throughput of ZooNet and Never-Sync
is lower than we expect: since in this scenario the three
acceptors in each data center are dedicated to read re-
quests, we would expect the throughput to be 3x that of
a single learner (reported in Figure 4). We hypothesize
that the throughput is lower in this case due to a network
bottleneck.

Figure 5: Saturated ZooNet throughput at two data cen-
ters with local operations only. In this sanity check we
see that the performance of Never-Sync is identical to
ZooNet’s performance when no syncs are needed.

5.3.2 Remote Data Center Access

When clients access remote data, synced reads kick-in
and affect performance. We now evaluate the cost of
synced reads as a function of workload locality. We de-
fine two workload parameters: local operations, which
represents spatial locality, namely the percentage of re-
quests that clients address to their local data center, and
burst, which represents the temporal locality of the tar-
get ZooKeeper. For simplicity, we consider a fixed burst
size, where the client sends burst requests to the same
ZooKeeper and then chooses a new target ZooKeeper ac-
cording to the local operations ratio. Note that a burst
size of 1 represents the worst-case scenario for ZooNet,
while with high burst sizes, the cost of adding syncs is
minimized.

Our design is optimized for partitionable workloads
where spatial locality is high by definition since clients

rarely access data in remote partitions. In ZooKeeper,
another factor significantly contributes to temporal local-
ity: ZooKeeper limits the size of each data object (called
znode) to 1MB, which causes applications to express
stored state using many znodes, organized in a hierar-
chical manner. ZooKeeper intentionally provides a min-
imalistic API, so programs wishing to access stored state
(e.g., read the contents of a directory or sub-tree) usu-
ally need to make multiple read requests to ZooKeeper,
effectively resulting in a high burst size.

In Figure 6 we compare ZooNet to Sync-All and
Never-Sync with different burst sizes where we vary the
local operations ratio of DC2 clients. DC1 clients per-
form 100% local operations. We select three read ra-
tios for this comparison: a write-intensive workload in
which 50% of the requests are updates (left column), a
read-intensive workload in which 90% of the requests are
reads (middle column), and a read-only workload (right
column). DC1 clients and DC2 clients have the same
read ratio in each test.

Results show that in a workload with large bursts of 25
or 50 (bottom two rows), the addition of sync requests
has virtually no effect on throughput, which is identi-
cal to that of Never-Sync except in read-intensive work-
loads, where with a burst of 25 there is a slight through-
put degradation when the workload is less than 80% lo-
cal.

When there is no temporal locality (burst of 1, top
row), the added syncs induce a high performance cost in
scenarios with low spatial locality, since they effectively
modify the workload to become write-intensive. In case
most accesses are local, ZooNet seldom adds syncs, and
so it performs as well as Never-Sync regardless of the
burst size.

All in all, ZooNet incurs a noticeable synchronization
cost only if the workload shows no locality whatsoever,
neither temporal nor spatial. Either type of locality miti-
gates this cost.

5.4 Comparing ZooNet with ZooKeeper

We compare ZooNet with the fastest cross data center de-
ployment of ZooKeeper that is also consistent, i.e., a sin-
gle ZooKeeper ensemble where all acceptors are in DC1
and a learner is located in DC2 (Figure 2b). The sin-
gle coordination service deployment (Figure 2a) is less
efficient since: (1) acceptors participate in the voting
along with serving clients (or, alternatively, more servers
need to be deployed as learners as in [41]); and (2) the
voting is done over WAN (see [13] for more details).
We patch ZooKeeper with the improvement described in
Section 4.1 and set the burst size to 50 in order to focus
the current discussion on the impact that data locality has
on performance.
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Figure 6: Throughput of ZooNet, Never-Sync and Sync-All. Only DC2 clients perform remote operations.

We measure aggregate client throughput and latency in
DC1 and DC2 with ZooKeeper and ZooNet, varying the
workload’s read ratio and the fraction of local operations
of the clients in DC2. We first run a test where all oper-
ations of clients in DC1 are local. Figure 7a shows the
throughput speedup of ZooNet over ZooKeeper at DC1
clients, and Figure 7b shows the throughput speedup for
DC2 clients.

Our results show that in write-intensive workloads,
DC2 clients get up to 7x higher throughput and up to
92% reduction in latency. This is due to the locality of
update requests in ZooNet, compared to the ZooKeeper
deployment in which each update request of a DC2 client
is forwarded to DC1. The peak throughput saturates at
the update rate that a single leader can handle. Beyond
that saturation point, it is preferable to send update op-

erations to a remote DC rather than have them handled
locally, which leads to a decrease in total throughput.

In read-intensive workloads (90% – 99% reads), DC2
clients also get a higher throughput with ZooNet (4x to
2x), and up to 90% reduction in latency. This is due to
the fact that in ZooKeeper, a single learner can handle a
lower update throughput than three acceptors. In read-
only workloads, the added acceptors have less impact on
throughput; we assume that this is due to a network bot-
tleneck as observed in our sanity check above (Figure 5).

In addition, we see that DC1 clients are almost unaf-
fected by DC2 clients in read-intensive workloads. This
is due to the fact that with both ZooKeeper and ZooNet,
reads issued by clients in DC2 are handled locally in
DC2. The added synced reads add negligible load to the
acceptors in DC1 due to the high burst size and locality
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of requests (nevertheless, they do cause the throughput
speedup to drop slightly below 1 when there is low local-
ity). With a write-intensive workload, DC1 clients have
a 1.7x throughput speedup when DC2 clients perform no
remote operations. This is because remote updates of
DC2 clients in ZooKeeper add to the load of acceptors in
DC1, whereas in ZooNet some of these updates are local
and processed by acceptors in DC2.

Finally, we examine a scenario where clients in both
locations perform remote operations. Figure 8a shows
the throughput speedup of ZooNet over ZooKeeper
achieved at DC1 clients, and Figure 8b shows the
throughput speedup of DC2 clients. All clients have the
same locality ratio. Each curve corresponds to a different
percentage of reads.

There are two differences between the results in Fig-
ure 8 and Figure 7. First, up to a local operations ra-
tio of 75%, DC1 clients suffer from performance degra-
dation in read-intensive workloads. This is because in
the ZooKeeper deployment, all the requests of DC1
clients are served locally, whereas ZooNet serves many
of them remotely. This re-emphasizes the observation
that ZooNet is most appropriate for scenarios that exhibit
locality, and is not optimal otherwise.

Second, the DC1 leader is less loaded when DC1
clients also perform remote updates (Figure 8). This
mostly affects write-intensive scenarios (top blue curve),
in which the leaders at both data centers share the update
load, leading to higher throughput for all clients. Indeed,
this yields higher throughput speedup when locality is
low (leftmost data point in Figures 8a and 8b compared
to Figures 7a and 7b, respectively). As locality increases
to 70%–80%, the DC2 leader becomes more loaded due
to DC2s updates, making the throughput speedup in Fig-
ures 7b and Figure 8b almost the same, until with 100%
local updates (rightmost data point), the scenarios are
identical and so is the throughput speedup.

6 Related Work

Coordination services such as ZooKeeper [28],
Chubby [24], etcd [9], and Consul [5] are exten-
sively used in industry. Many companies deploying
these services run applications in multiple data cen-
ters. But questions on how to use coordination
services in a mutli-data center setting arise very fre-
quently [4, 11, 15, 16, 17], and it is now clear that the
designers of coordination services must address this
use-case from the outset.

In what follows we first describe the current deploy-
ment options in Section 6.1 followed by a discussion
of previously proposed composition methods in Sec-
tion 6.2.

A large body of work, e.g., [30, 34, 35], focuses
on improving the efficiency of coordination services.
Our work is orthogonal – it allows combining multi-
ple instances to achieve a single system abstraction with
the same semantics, while only paying for coordination
when it is needed.

6.1 Multi-Data Center Deployment

In Section 2 we listed three prevalent strategies for de-
ploying coordination services across multiple data cen-
ters: a single coordination service where acceptors are
placed in multiple data centers, a single coordination ser-
vice where acceptors run in one data center, or multiple
coordination services. The choice among these options
corresponds to the tradeoff system architects make along
three axes: consistency, availability, and performance (a
common interpretation of the CAP theorem [7]). Some
are willing to sacrifice update speed for consistency
and high-availability in the presence of data center fail-
ures [22, 25, 40, 41]. Others prefer to trade-off fault-
tolerance for update speed [13], while others prioritize
update speed over consistency [4, 11]. In this work we
mitigate this tradeoff, and offer a fourth deployment op-
tion whose performance and availability are close to that
of the third (inconsistent) option, without sacrificing con-
sistency.

Some systems combine more than one of the deploy-
ment alternatives described in Section 2. For example,
Vitess [20] deploys multiple local ZooKeeper ensembles
(as in Figure 2c) in addition to a single global ensemble
(as in Figure 2a). The global ensemble is used to store
global data that doesn’t change very often and needs to
survive a data center failure. A similar proposal has been
made in the context of SmartStack, Airbnb’s service dis-
covery system [12]. ZooNet can be used as-is to combine
the local and global ensembles in a consistent manner.

Multiple studies [38, 44] showed that configuration er-
rors and in particular inconsistencies are a major source
of failure for Internet services. To prevent inconsis-
tencies, configuration stores often use strongly consis-
tent coordination services. ACMS [40] is Akamai’s dis-
tributed configuration store, which, similarly to Face-
book’s Zeus [41], is based on a single instance of a
strongly consistent coordination protocol. Our design of-
fers a scalable alternative where, assuming that the stored
information is highly partitionable, updates rarely go
through WAN and can execute with low latency and com-
pletely independently in the different partitions, while all
reads (even of data stored remotely) remain local. We
demonstrate that the amortized cost of sync messages
is low for such read-heavy systems (in both ACMS and
Zeus the reported rate of updates is only hundreds per
hour).
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(a) Throughput speedup of DC1 clients. (b) Throughput speedup of DC2 clients.

Figure 7: Throughput speedup (ZooNet/ZooKeeper). DC1 clients perform only local operations. The percentage of
read operations is identical for DC1 clients and DC2 clients.

(a) Throughput speedup of DC1 clients. (b) Throughput speedup of DC2 clients.

Figure 8: Throughput speedup (ZooNet/ZooKeeper). DC1 clients an DC2 clients have the same local operations ratio
as well as read operations percentage.

6.2 Composition Methods

Consul [5], ZooFence [26] and Volery [23] are coordina-
tion services designed with the multi-data center deploy-
ment in mind. They provide linearizable updates and ei-
ther linearizable or sequentially consistent reads. Gener-
ally, these systems follow the multiple coordination ser-
vices methodology (Figure 2c) – each coordination ser-
vice is responsible for part of the data, and requests are
forwarded to the appropriate coordination service (or to
a local proxy). As explained in Section 2, when the for-
warded operations are sequentially-consistent reads, this
method does not preserve the single coordination ser-
vice’s semantics. We believe that, as in ZooKeeper, this
issue can be rectified using our modular composition ap-
proach.

ZooFence [26] orchestrates multiple instances of
ZooKeeper using a client-side library in addition to a
routing layer consisting of replicated queues and execu-
tors. Intuitively, it manages local and cross-data cen-
ter partitions using data replication. Any operation (in-

cluding reads) accessing replicated data must go through
ZooFence’s routing layer. This prevents reads from ex-
ecuting locally, forfeiting a major benefit of replication.
In contrast, ZooNet uses learners, (which natively exist
in most coordination services in the form or proxies or
observers), for data replication. This allows local reads,
and does not require orchestration of multiple ZooKeeper
instances as in ZooFence.

Volery [23] is an application that implements
ZooKeeper’s API, and which consists of partitions, each
of which is an instance of a state machine replication al-
gorithm. Unlike ZooKeeper, all of Volery operations are
linearizable (i.e., including reads). In Volery, the differ-
ent partitions must communicate among themselves in
order to maintain consistency, unlike ZooNet’s design
in which the burden of maintaining consistency among
ZooKeepers is placed only on clients. In addition, when
compared to ZooKeeper, Volery shows degredated per-
formance in case of a single partition, while ZooNet
is identical to ZooKeeper if no remote operations are
needed.
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In distributed database systems, composing multiple
partitions is usually done with protocols such as two-
phase commit (e.g., as in [25]). In contrast, all coordina-
tion services we are familiar with are built on key-value
stores, and expose simpler non-transactional updates and
reads supporting non-ACID semantics.

Server-side solutions were also proposed for coordina-
tion services composition [14] but were never fully im-
plemented due to their complexity, the intrusive changes
they require from the underlying system, as well as the
proposed relaxation of coordination service’s semantics
required to make them work. In this paper we show
that composing such services does not require expensive
server-side locking and commit protocols among parti-
tions, but rather can be done using a simple modification
of the client-side library and can guarantee the standard
coordination service semantics.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

Coordination services provide consistent and highly
available functionality to applications, relieving them
of implementing common (but subtle) distributed algo-
rithms on their own. Yet today, when applications are
deployed in multiple data centers, system architects are
forced to choose between consistency and performance.
In this paper we now shown that this does not have to be
the case. Our modular composition approach maintains
the performance and simplicity of deploying independent
coordination services in each data center, and yet does
not forfeit consistency.

We demonstrated that the simplicity of our technique
makes it easy to use with existing coordination services,
such as ZooKeeper – it does not require changes to the
underlying system, and existing clients may continue to
work with an individual coordination service without any
changes (even if our client library is used, such applica-
tions will not incur any overhead). Moreover, the cost for
applications requiring consistent multi-data center coor-
dination is low for workloads that exhibit high spatial or
temporal locality.

In this work we have focused on the advantages of
our composition design in wide-area deployments. It
is possible to leverage the same design for deployments
within the data center boundaries that currently suffer
from lack of sharing among coordination services. In-
deed, a typical data center today runs a multitude of
coordination service backend services. For example, it
may include: Apache Kafka message queues [2], backed
by ZooKeeper and used in several applications; Swarm
[19], a Docker [36] clustering system running an etcd
backend; Apache Solr search platform [3] with an em-
bedded ZooKeeper instance; and Apache Storm clusters
[42], each using a dedicated ZooKeeper instance. Thus,

installations end up running many independent coordi-
nation service instances, which need to be independently
provisioned and maintained. This has a number of draw-
backs: (1) it does not support cross-application sharing;
(2) it is resource-wasteful, and (3) it complicates system
administration. Our modular composition approach can
potentially remedy these short comings.

Our composition algorithm supports individual query
and update operations. It can natively support transac-
tions (e.g., ZooKeeper’s multi operation) involving data
in single service instance. An interesting future direction
could be to support transactions involving multiple ser-
vice instances. This is especially challenging in the face
of possible client and service failures, if all cross-service
coordination is to remain at the client side.
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Abstract

This paper presents that, by combining on-demand in-
stantiation and lazy recovery, we can reduce the cost of
asynchronous state machine replication protocols, such
as Paxos and UpRight, while maintaining their high
availability. To reduce cost, we incorporate on-demand
instantiation, which activates a subset of replicas first and
activates backup ones when active ones fail. To solve its
key limitation—the system can be halted for long when
activating a backup replica, we apply lazy recovery, al-
lowing the system to proceed while recovering backup
nodes in the background. The key contribution of this
paper is to identify that, when agreement nodes and exe-
cution nodes are logically separated, they each presents a
unique property that enables lazy recovery. We have ap-
plied this idea to Paxos and built ThriftyPaxos, which, as
shown in the evaluation, can achieve higher throughput
and similar availability comparing to standard Paxos, de-
spite the fact that ThriftyPaxos activates fewer replicas.

1 Introduction

This paper presents that, by combining on-demand in-
stantiation [37, 59] and lazy recovery [31, 32], we can
reduce the cost of asynchronous state machine replica-
tion (SMR) protocols [52], such as Paxos [33, 34, 48] and
UpRight [18], while maintaining their high availability.

Replication is widely used in today’s storage systems
to protect data against failures. In general, stronger
replication protocols that can tolerate more kinds of er-
rors usually need more replicas. For example, primary
backup protocols [11, 13, 23, 57] can tolerate f machine
crashes with f +1 replicas, which is the minimal one can
expect. Paxos [33, 34, 48] needs 2 f +1 replicas to toler-
ate f machine crashes and asynchronous events (e.g inac-
curate timeout caused by network partitions or slow ma-
chines). To further tolerate arbitrary failures, Byzantine
Fault Tolerance (BFT) protocols [1, 6, 15, 18, 20, 30, 38]

need at least 3 f +1 replicas.
Requiring more replicas incurs a higher cost: the sys-

tem needs more storage space to store data, more band-
width to transfer data, and more processors to process
data. Such additional cost is magnified in today’s large
data centers, where up to millions of machines may need
to be replicated [19].

Whether to pay such additional cost for stronger guar-
antees becomes a hard question for developers. Indeed,
while a number of systems are using Paxos to repli-
cate their data [3–5, 10, 14, 19], many others are still us-
ing primary backup or similar protocols [23, 26, 47, 53],
which, for consistency, have to use a conservative (long)
timeout to reduce the possibility of asynchronous events.
Conservative timeout, however, can hurt system avail-
ability when replicas fail.

Existing attempts to reduce replication cost are only
effective for certain applications or protocols. For ex-
ample, separating agreement from execution [60] can re-
duce the number of execution replicas in BFT protocols
to 2 f + 1, but it is not effective for applications whose
agreement is the bottleneck or those that are using Paxos.
On-demand instantiation [37, 59] activates the minimal
number of replicas first, and activates backup ones when
the active ones fail. However, before a backup replica
can take its responsibility, it must transfer the current
state from an active replica, and the system is unavailable
during state transfer: for applications with a large state,
the system can be halted for long. Gnothi [58] separates
data from metadata, performs partial replication for data,
and performs full replication for metadata: it works ef-
fectively for applications whose data is much larger than
metadata, but may not work efficiently for others.

This paper, instead, presents a general approach to re-
duce the replication cost of asynchronous SMR proto-
cols, while maintaining their availability properties. To
reduce replication cost, our approach incorporates the
idea of on-demand instantiation, which activates a subset
of replicas first and activates backup ones when active

1
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ones fail. To address its key limitation—the system may
be unavailable for a long time when a backup replica is
rebuilding its state, our approach incorporates lazy re-
covery [31, 32], which rebuilds a backup replica’s state
in the background without halting the system.

Neither on-demand instantiation nor lazy recovery is
novel. The key contribution of this work is to identify
that, for SMR protocols, lazy recovery is possible only
when agreement and execution are separated.

SMR protocols first run an agreement protocol across
replicas to decide the next request to execute and then
execute the request on each replica. Therefore, a replica
can be logically separated into an agreement node, which
runs the agreement protocol, and an execution node,
which runs the application’s logic to execute the request.
While previous works have exploited such separation for
either clarifying protocols [33, 34] or calculating theoret-
ical bounds [18, 60], this paper exploits the same idea for
a different purpose: when an agreement node and an ex-
ecution node are separated, they each presents a unique
property that enables lazy recovery:

Instant activation for agreement. In principle, an
agreement protocol needs to answer the question “what
is the next request to execute”. This question has the
“memoryless” property that an agreement node does not
need to know prior requests to decide the next one. This
suggests that when an active agreement node fails, a
blank agreement node can join the protocol instantly.

Separating critical and flexible tasks for execution.
An execution node must execute requests in order, be-
cause execution of later requests may depend on infor-
mation in earlier requests. Its opportunity for lazy re-
covery comes from a different property: critical latency-
sensitive tasks that must be performed for availability
(e.g. executing a request and replying to the client) some-
times require fewer replicas than flexible background
tasks that can be delayed (e.g. garbage collection). For
example, in Paxos, a client needs only one reply from
any replica to proceed, but a garbage collection requires
f + 1 replicas to take a snapshot. While existing proto-
cols try to ensure that, despite failures, the system has
enough replicas to execute even flexible tasks, this may
not be necessary: activating an appropriate number of
replicas to ensure the availability of critical tasks and re-
lying on lazy recovery for flexible tasks may achieve both
low cost and high availability.

These properties enable lazy recovery for both agree-
ment and execution, but in different ways: when an
active agreement node fails, a blank backup agreement
node can join the protocol instantly; when an active ex-
ecution node fails, the system can proceed with remain-
ing active execution nodes (they execute critical latency-
sensitive tasks but delay flexible background tasks). In

both cases, the system rebuilds the state of a backup node
in the background.

This paper formally studies the number of active nodes
required for availability. Here we highlight some results:

• For Paxos, we need f +1 active agreement nodes and
active execution nodes.

• For BFT, when setting distinct bounds for omission
failures (u) and commission failures (r) [18] instead
of setting a unified f for both, we need u+ r+ 1 ac-
tive execution nodes. This is smaller than the previous
2 f +1 lower bound, in a practical setting when u > r.

In order for our approach to work properly, there is
one additional challenge we need to address: although
recovery of backup nodes can be delayed, recovery still
has to be completed in a timely manner. Otherwise, long
recovery can hurt the durability of the system. Further-
more, delaying flexible tasks like garbage collection for
too long can eventually block the system. Recovery is
further complicated by the fact that it is performed in par-
allel with executing new requests and they often compete
for resource. To address these challenges, we introduce
an adaptive recovery mechanism, which allows a user
to specify a soft deadline for recovery: our mechanism
makes best effort to meet the deadline while using the
remaining resource to process new requests. To achieve
this, it continuously monitors the progress of recovery
and adaptively adjusts resource allocation.

We have applied this idea to Paxos, a popular repli-
cation protocol in today’s datacenters, to build Thrifty-
Paxos, which can achieve the same correctness guar-
antee as Paxos with f fewer replicas. Our evaluation
shows that ThriftyPaxos can achieve higher throughput
and similar availability comparing to Paxos, despite the
fact that ThriftyPaxos activates fewer replicas.

2 Background

State machine replication (SMR) models an application
as a deterministic state machine. For fault tolerance,
SMR deploys multiple replicas of an application’s state
machine on different machines. To ensure all replicas
are identical, SMR protocols run an agreement or con-
sensus protocol across replicas to decide the next request
to execute. These protocols can guarantee that, despite
failures, all correct replicas will reach the same decision.

To tolerate network failures, replicas need to log re-
quests during agreement, so that if a request is lost, the
corresponding replica can retrieve it from the log and
retransmit it. To ensure logs do not grow arbitrarily,
SMR protocols periodically require application’s state
machines to take snapshots of their states, promising that

2
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they will never need earlier requests. The system can
then garbage collect log entries before the snapshot.

Previous works exploit features of SMR protocols to
reduce their cost.

On-demand instantiation. Most SMR protocols (e.g.
Paxos, PBFT, UpRight, etc) are designed for an asyn-
chronous environment where message delivery can be
delayed arbitrarily and clocks of machines can drift arbi-
trarily because of asynchronous events such as network
partitions or machine overloading. SMR protocols are
designed to be safe (all correct replicas process the same
sequence of requests) despite failures and to be live (re-
quests eventually get processed) when message delivery
is timely and clocks are reasonably synchronized.

While a replicated system needs a minimal number of
f +1 replicas to tolerate f failures, an asynchronous sys-
tem needs more replicas, because in an asynchronous en-
vironment, it is impossible to accurately know whether a
replica has failed or not. In this case, if the system has
only f +1 replicas, and if one of them is not responding,
it is impossible for the system to decide how to proceed:
it is inappropriate to proceed with remaining ones be-
cause the unresponsive replica may just be temporarily
slow and in this case, the request has not been executed
by sufficient number of replicas; it is also inappropriate
to wait for the unresponsive replica, because the replica
may have actually failed and waiting may take for ever.

To solve this problem, asynchronous SMR protocols
incorporate more replicas and only expect a subset of
them to respond. Such design motivates the idea of on-
demand instantiation [37, 59]: since the system needs
only a subset of replicas to respond, we can activate the
subset first. If all of them respond in time, the system
can make progress; if some of them become unrespon-
sive, we can activate the backup ones. Since machine
failures and asynchronous events are rare, this approach
can reduce the replication cost in most of the time.

On-demand instantiation can achieve the same safety
and liveness properties as the original approach, because
asynchronous SMR protocols are designed for an envi-
ronment where some of the replicas can be arbitrarily
slow: in such an environment, the on-demand instanti-
ation approach, which disables a subset of nodes, is fun-
damentally indistinguishable from a special case of the
original approach, in which the same subset of nodes are
just slow. However, as mentioned in Section 1, previ-
ous works that adopt this idea suffer from the availability
problem that a backup replica may take a long time to
recover before it can function.

Separating agreement from execution. In SMR pro-
tocols, a replica can be logically separated into an agree-
ment node, which participates in agreement, and an exe-
cution node, which runs the application’s state machine.

Paxos made such separation when describing its pro-
tocol (agreement node and execution node are called ac-
ceptor and learner, respectively, in Paxos). Yin et al. ob-
serve that for BFT protocols, the number of execution
nodes can be reduced to lower system cost [60]. UpRight
further refines this observation [18]. However, as men-
tioned in Section 1, this approach is not much helpful to
light applications whose agreement is the bottleneck; it
is also not effective to Paxos-like protocols.

3 Combine on-demand instantiation and
lazy recovery

Our approach incorporates on-demand instantiation to
reduce replication cost, and addresses its availability
problem by lazy recovery: when an active replica fails,
the system keeps processing requests while recovering a
backup replica in the background. Such combination can
achieve both low cost and high availability.

To incorporate lazy recovery, however, we must ensure
that the system is able to function correctly even when
part of the system is in recovery and thus only has partial
state—this is the major challenge of this work. The key
contribution of this paper is to identify that lazy recov-
ery is possible only when agreement node and execution
nodes are logically separated. When separated, they each
presents a unique property that enables lazy recovery.

3.1 Instant activation for agreement node

An agreement protocol needs to decide the next request
to execute, and this task has the memoryless property that
an agreement node does not need to know prior requests
to decide the next one. Such memoryless property al-
lows a blank backup agreement node to join the protocol
instantly when an active one becomes unresponsive.

Number of active nodes for agreement. Suppose an
SMR protocol needs a maximum number of NA

max agree-
ment nodes, in which f of them can fail. Also suppose
that the SMR protocol needs NA

normal agreement nodes to
participate in agreement in the failure-free case. In most
SMR protocols, NA

normal = NA
max − f , because there is no

guarantee that more nodes can respond. However, some
protocols, such as Fast Paxos [35] and Zyzzyva [30], in-
troduce a fast path, which requires more than NA

max − f
replicas to respond, to decide the next request with less
latency. When the fast path is not possible, these pro-
tocols resolve back to traditional approaches. For these
protocols, NA

normal could be larger than NA
max − f .

Because a backup node can join agreement instantly,
the system should activate only NA

normal agreement nodes.
The safety and liveness of this approach is the same as
the original approach, as discussed in Section 2.

3
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Availability. As long as the NA
normal agreement nodes

are correct and can communicate with each other, our
system can process requests correctly. When an agree-
ment node becomes unresponsive, our system activates a
backup node. To detect failures quickly, we can use ag-
gressive techniques (Section 6), because asynchronous
replication does not rely on the accuracy of failure de-
tection for correctness. The activation only takes a few
messages. Therefore, the system will not halt for long
when an agreement node becomes unresponsive.

To avoid frequent conflict (different agreement nodes
propose different requests), many agreement protocols
elect one node as the leader to propose the next request.
When the leader fails, the system may halt for a while to
elect a new leader and rebuild its state. Both the original
protocols and our approach have to pay such cost.

3.2 Separating critical and flexible tasks
for execution node

The key observation that enables lazy recovery for exe-
cution nodes is that the number of replicas required to
execute critical tasks (e.g. executing a request) is some-
times fewer than that required to execute flexible tasks
(e.g. garbage collection). On the one hand, the sys-
tem should activate sufficient number of nodes so that,
despite failures, the system can always process critical
tasks; on the other hand, it does not need to be so conser-
vative for flexible tasks because they can be delayed.
Number of active nodes for execution. Suppose an
SMR protocol needs NE

critical execution nodes to perform
critical tasks and NE

f lexible nodes to perform flexible tasks.
By following the previous idea, the system should acti-
vate max(NE

critical + f ,NE
f lexible) execution nodes. Once

again, the safety and liveness of this approach is the same
as the original approach, as discussed in Section 2.
Availability. When all active execution nodes are cor-
rect and can communicate with each other, they can per-
form all tasks. When no more than f active nodes are
unresponsive, the system still has enough replicas to per-
form critical tasks. Therefore, the system can rebuild
backup execution nodes in the background without halt-
ing the system. Of course, the system may not be able to
perform flexible tasks until backup replicas are rebuilt.

3.3 Case studies
Table 1 shows the effectiveness of our approach when
applied to popular protocols.

Paxos. The standard Paxos protocol needs a maximum
of 2 f + 1 replicas to tolerate asynchronous events and
f crash failures. Its agreement protocol sends requests
to all replicas and requires f + 1 of them to respond;

its execution requires only one execution node to reply
to the client (critical task) while requiring f + 1 execu-
tion nodes to perform a snapshot for garbage collection
(flexible task). By using the previous calculations, our
approach needs to activate f + 1 agreement nodes and
execution nodes.

Fast Paxos and Speculative Paxos [51] introduce a fast
path, which requires more than f + 1 agreement nodes
to participate1, to commit requests with fewer rounds of
message exchanges. For these protocols, our approach
needs to activate more than f +1 agreement nodes.

Cheap Paxos [37] applies on-demand instantiation to
Paxos. It requires the same number of replicas as our
approach, but since it does not incorporate lazy recovery,
it suffers from the availability problem.
BFT. Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) [15]
needs a maximum of 3 f + 1 replicas to tolerate f ar-
bitrary failures. Its agreement protocol sends requests
to all replicas and requires 2 f + 1 of them to respond;
its execution requires f + 1 execution nodes to reply to
the client (critical task) while requiring also f +1 execu-
tion nodes to perform a snapshot for garbage collection
(flexible task). By using the previous calculation, our
approach needs to activate 2 f + 1 agreement nodes and
execution nodes.

Yin et al. observe that when agreement and execution
are separated, BFT protocols need only 2 f +1 execution
nodes [60]. Our approach can reduce its agreement cost,
but cannot reduce its execution cost. Zyzzyva [30] in-
troduces a fast path to commit requests with less latency,
but since it needs all 3 f +1 agreement nodes to respond
for the fast path, our approach cannot reduce its cost.

ZZ [59] applies on-demand instantiation to BFT pro-
tocols. It requires only f +1 execution replicas, which is
even fewer than that of our approach, but it also suffers
from the availability problem. Our approach, instead,
tries to minimize number of active replicas without hurt-
ing availability.
UpRight. UpRight makes a distinction between fail-
ures that can cause the system to become unavailable
(its number is represented by u) and failures that can
cause the system to become incorrect (its number is rep-
resented by r). Its conclusion is that we need a max-
imum of u + r + max(u,r) + 1 agreement nodes and
r +max(u,r) + 1 of them should respond in the agree-
ment protocol2; we need a maximum of u+max(u,r)+1

1Fast Paxos can be configured in two ways: it can be configured to
have 2 f + 1 agreement nodes and f + � f

2 �+ 1 of them must respond
for the fast path; it can also be configured to have 3 f + 1 agreement
nodes and f + 1 of them must respond. We use the first configuration
in the paper for a fair comparison with other Paxos-like protocols.

2UpRight further separates agreement into two phases: authentica-
tion phase needs a maximum of u+ r+max(u,r)+1 nodes and order
phase needs a maximum of 2u+r+1 nodes. We only present the larger
number in the paper for simplicity.
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Protocol Agreement Execution
NA

max NA
normal = NA

active NE
max NE

critical NE
f lexible NE

active
Paxos 2 f +1 f +1 2 f +1 1 f +1 f +1

Fast Paxos 2 f +1 f + � f
2 �+1 2 f +1 1 f +1 f +1

PBFT 3 f +1 2 f +1 3 f +1 f +1 f +1 2 f +1
Yin et al. 3 f +1 2 f +1 2 f +1 f +1 f +1 2 f +1
Zyzzyva 3 f +1 3 f +1 2 f +1 f +1 f +1 2 f +1
UpRight u+ r+max(u,r)+1 r+max(u,r)+1 u+max(u,r)+1 r+1 max(u,r)+1 u+ r+1

Table 1: Required number of replicas for different protocols. NA
max: max number of agreement nodes; NA

normal : number
of agreement nodes in failure-free case; NA

active: number of active agreement nodes in our approach; NE
max: max number

of execution nodes; NE
critical : number of execution nodes for critical tasks; NE

f lexible: number of execution nodes for
flexible tasks; NE

active: number of active execution nodes in our approach.

execution nodes and r + 1 of them should reply to the
clients (critical task) while max(u,r)+1 of them should
perform snapshots for garbage collection (flexible task).
Both standard Paxos (u = f ,r = 0) and BFT (u = r = f )
can be viewed as an instance of UpRight.

By using previous calculations ( f = u), our approach
needs to activate r+max(u,r)+ 1 agreement nodes and
u+ r + 1 execution nodes. Comparing to original Up-
Right, our approach can always reduce its agreement cost
and can reduce its execution cost when u > r. This con-
clusion shows that, when u > r, setting distinct u and r
can reduce replication cost comparing to using a unified
f = u. This is appealing because in most environments,
the possibility of crash failures is indeed much higher
than that of those Byzantine failures, indicating u > r is
a practical setting. Note that such opportunity to reduce
execution cost by setting distinct u and r does not exist in
the original UpRight protocol, because its execution cost
u+max(u,r)+ 1 is equal to 2u+1 when u > r and it is
not different from the 2 f +1 bound of early work [60].

4 Adaptive recovery

Although recovery can be delayed, it has to be performed
in a timely manner for two reasons: first, data durabil-
ity is determined by how frequently machines fail and
how fast they can recover. Therefore, increasing recov-
ery time may lead to higher probability of data loss; sec-
ond, flexible tasks, such as garbage collection, cannot be
performed until recovery is complete. If they are delayed
for too long, eventually the system will be blocked.

In our approach, ensuring recovery speed is further
complicated by the fact that recovery is performed in par-
allel with executing requests and these two tasks often
compete for resource (e.g. network and disk bandwidth).

To complete recovery in a timely manner and to make
a balance between recovery and executing new requests,
this paper introduces an adaptive recovery mechanism.
It allows the administrator to specify a soft deadline for
recovery, which is determined by the required data dura-

bility and the frequency of machine failures. Then adap-
tive recovery attempts to meet the deadline with minimal
resource while allocating all remaining resource to exe-
cuting new requests.

In order for this approach to work, first, we need a
dynamic and fine-grained mechanism to control the re-
source dedicated to recovery. For this purpose, we split
the whole recovery into multiple recovery requests, each
fetching a subset of the state, and introduce a parameter
Irec: the system will execute Irec client requests after it
executes a recovery request. If no client requests arrive
for a certain amount of time, however, this constraint can
be relaxed. This parameter allows our approach to dy-
namically control the speed of recovery.

In order to meet the deadline, our approach tracks the
progress of recovery: during recovery, a backup node
needs to fetch state from an active node. The active node
knows the total size of the state to be transferred and
keeps track of how much data has already been trans-
ferred. It periodically checks the progress of recovery
by comparing f etched data

total data and elapsed time
deadline . If the former

is smaller (larger) than the latter, it increases (decreases)
recovery speed by decreasing (increasing) Irec.

Agreement node recovery. A backup agreement node
needs to fetch missing log entries from the leader. In
this case, the leader will perform the above tracking and
adaptive control mechanism.

Execution node recovery. A backup execution node
needs to fetch both the latest snapshot from an active
execution node and the log entries afterwards from the
leader. In this case, both the active execution node and
the leader need to perform the above tracking and adap-
tive control mechanism. These two procedures run in
parallel and may compete for resource, but since our
adaptive approach tries to meet the deadline with min-
imal resource and gives up excessive resource automat-
ically, these procedures will eventually get a necessary
share of the resource, as long as the system has enough
resource for both of them.

5
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Soft deadline. Adaptive recovery makes best effort to
meet the deadline but cannot provide any guarantees for
several reasons: first, if the deadline is too close, the sys-
tem may not be able to meet the deadline even if it al-
locates all resources to recovery. Second, the adaptive
approach takes time to monitor progress and adjust re-
covery speed, so if the recovery time is too short, our ap-
proach may not be effective. Finally, our approach relies
on the assumption that the system throughputs when pro-
cessing client requests and recovery requests are reason-
ably stable. If they can change rapidly, because of either
hardware issues (e.g. contention on network) or software
issues (e.g. some requests take much longer than others
to process), our mechanism may not be accurate.

5 ThriftyPaxos

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach, we ap-
ply it to Paxos, a popular replication protocol, to build
ThriftyPaxos. In this section, we present the detailed pro-
tocol of ThriftyPaxos. As one can imagine, it bears a sig-
nificant resemblance to the standard Paxos protocol. For
completeness, we present the whole ThriftyPaxos proto-
col, but we highlight the different part.

5.1 Overview
Paxos incorporates 2 f + 1 replicas. Its key idea is that
when a request is agreed by f +1 replicas as the next re-
quest, the request becomes stable, which means the de-
cision will not be changed by future failures. Then all
execution nodes execute the stable request.

A ThriftyPaxos service follows the same idea. It log-
ically separates replicas into 2 f + 1 agreement nodes
and execution nodes (a pair of agreement and execution
nodes can be collocated on the same machine or even in a
single process). By following the calculations in Section
3, ThriftyPaxos activates f +1 of them and reserves f
of them as backup (standard Paxos activates all of them).

To order client requests, ThriftyPaxos tries to assign
a unique slot number to each client request: a client re-
quest with a lower slot number is ordered before one with
a higher slot number. The safety property requires that
each slot can be assigned to at most one client request.

In most of the time, the system elects one agreement
node as the leader, which proposes the next request to
execute. When failures or asynchronous events happen,
new leaders may be elected, even if the old leader is still
alive. Different leaders may make different proposals for
the same slot, and to distinguish them, each leader is as-
signed a unique epoch number and each leader attaches
this epoch number to each proposal it makes. A later
elected leader has a higher epoch number than an early
leader.

5.2 Basic protocol

1 A client sends a request to the leader.
A client can have multiple outstanding requests and

thus the system needs a unique identifier for each request
to match a reply to a request. A classic approach to gen-
erate request ID is to combine client ID with the number
of requests the client has already sent.

If the client does not get a reply in time, either because
some messages are lost or because some replicas fail, it
resends those request to all replicas.

2 The leader checks the request and if the check
passes, the leader proposes it as the next request.

The leader needs to check whether this is the expected
request from the corresponding client. In order to check
that, the leader maintains the last request ID it has pro-
posed for each client. There are four possible cases:

2.1 If requestID = lastRequestID[client]+1, then this
is the appropriate request to propose. The leader sends
a proposal < epoch,slot,request > to f +1 agreement
nodes including the leader itself (standard Paxos sends
to 2 f + 1 agreement nodes). The leader then needs to
update corresponding state, such as slot.

2.2 If requestID > lastRequestID[client]+1, it means
some previous client’s requests are lost. In this case, the
leader can either cache the request or discard it if the
cache is full. In either case, the leader needs to wait for
the client to resend the missing requests.

2.3 If requestID < lastRequestID[client] + 1 and the
request is in the leader’s pending proposals, it means that
the leader is processing the request. In this case, the
leader performs no action.

2.4 If requestID < lastRequestID[client] + 1 and the
request is not in the leader’s pending proposals, it means
the leader has already finished proposing this request.
This can happen if some messages were lost so that the
client did not receive the reply. In this case, the leader
forwards the request to execution nodes (see Step 6.2).

3 When an agreement node receives a proposal, it
decides whether to accept the proposal.

3.1 If proposal.epoch < this.epoch or if the agree-
ment node is not active, the agreement node discards the
proposal and notifies the leader.

3.2 Otherwise, the agreement node accepts the pro-
posal by logging it to disk and sending an acknowledge-
ment to the leader. If proposal.epoch > this.epoch, the
agreement node also updates its own epoch. Note that
the agreement node can accept proposals out of order.

4 The leader waits for f +1 acknowledgements.
If any agreement node responds that it has accepted a

proposal with a higher epoch number, this leader gives up
and will not process any further requests from the clients.

If any agreement node times out, the leader picks up
one backup agreement node and sends an ACTIVATE
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command to it (standard Paxos, of course, does not need
this command because all replicas are active). Then the
leader resends all pending proposals.

5 The leader sends the agreed request to all active
execution nodes.

If there are fewer than f + 1 active execution nodes,
the leader will send an ACTIVATE command to some
backup execution nodes (standard Paxos does not need
this).

6 An execution node executes the request.
An execution node needs to execute requests in order.

In order to achieve that, it maintains the last slot that it
has already executed. When receiving a request, it first
checks the slot number of the request.

6.1 If request.slot = lastslot + 1, the request is the
next to execute. The execution node executes the request
and sends the reply to the client. It then checks whether
there are any following requests in the cache (6.3 ) that
can be executed.

6.2 If request.slot <= lastslot, then this request has
already been executed. This might happen if the reply
message got lost and the client resent the request. In
this case, the execution node should resend the reply to
the client. To achieve that, the execution node needs to
maintain a reply cache for replies it has already sent. To
garbage collect replies, a client can piggyback in each of
its request the ID of the latest received reply.

6.3 If request.slot > lastslot + 1, the execution node
caches the request or stores the request to disk if the
cache is full. This could happen if a previous message
was lost or the execution node is in recovery. For the
former case, the execution node asks the leader to resend
missing requests. For the later case, the execution node
has to wait for the recovery to complete.

To garbage collect logs on the agreement nodes
(3.2 ), ThriftyPaxos requires execution nodes to periodi-
cally take snapshots of their states, promising that they
will not need earlier requests in the future. Thrifty-
Paxos performs garbage collection when f +1 execution
nodes complete taking snapshots (standard Paxos asks an
agreement node to garbage collect its log when its corre-
sponding execution node takes a snapshot. This is not
different from ThriftyPaxos when f +1 execution nodes
are active, but since in ThriftyPaxos, sometimes there
could be different number of agreement nodes and ex-
ecution nodes, we use a more explicit rule).

5.3 Failure recovery
Recovering execution nodes. When an execution
node is not responding, the leader sends an ACTIVATE
command to a backup execution node, asking it to re-
build its state. Meanwhile, ThriftyPaxos proceeds with
the remaining active execution nodes. To rebuild state,

the backup execution node may need to fetch the latest
snapshot from an active execution node and fetch follow-
ing logs from the leader. Since the system is processing
clients’ requests during recovery, and the backup node
cannot process them at the moment, it will cache these
requests first in memory and then in a log file on disk
if the memory buffer is full. After state transfer is com-
plete, the backup node needs to load the snapshot and
replay all logs afterwards.

We have applied adaptive recovery at the leader and at
the active execution node to control the recovery speed
of the backup execution node. When trying to meet the
deadline, adaptive recovery considers recovery as com-
plete when state transfer is done, because at that moment,
the backup node has the same state as an active one,
which means data durability is restored and the system
can garbage collect logs on agreement nodes. Therefore,
later operations, including loading snapshot and replay-
ing logs, are not considered as part of recovery.
Recovering agreement nodes. When a non-leader
agreement node is not responding, the leader will send an
ACTIVATE command to a backup agreement node, ask-
ing it to join the agreement protocol immediately. Mean-
while, to restore data durability, the backup node fetches
missing logs from the leader in the background. We
have applied adaptive recovery at the leader to control
the speed of fetching missing logs.

When the leader is not responding, a new leader is
elected. The new leader collects logs from other agree-
ment nodes and re-proposes pending requests. Thrifty-
Paxos uses the same protocol as standard Paxos for
leader switch (backup agreement nodes also need to par-
ticipate in a leader switch). This part is out of the con-
trol of adaptive recovery, because the system is blocked
anyway. The developer can make a trade-off between
performance and availability by setting the snapshot in-
terval, since only requests after the last snapshot need
to be re-proposed during a leader switch. Note that this
trade-off exists in both ThriftyPaxos and standard Paxos.

6 Implementation

We have implemented ThriftyPaxos from scratch in Java.
This section discusses some implementation details.
Failure detection. A highly available system must be
able to detect failures quickly. Like standard Paxos,
ThriftyPaxos does not rely on the accuracy of failure de-
tection for safety and thus can use aggressive approaches
(e.g. short timeout) for better availability. Our experi-
ments, however, show that if timeout interval is too short,
performance can be unstable, because even a minor ab-
normal event, such as a long disk write, can trigger an
unnecessary recovery. Our implementation incorporates
ideas from accurate failure detection techniques [42]:
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when failures can be detected for certain, our system
should take actions immediately. To cover failures that
cannot be accurately detected, we use a timeout of five
seconds. Our current implementation only incorporates
part of the functionalities of those accurate failure detec-
tion techniques, and we leave the full incorporation as
future work.
Out-of-order logging. Agreement nodes may need to
log requests out of order on disks. To achieve efficient
logging, ThriftyPaxos incorporates a design that is sim-
ilar to SSTable in Bigtable [17]: if the slot number of
the new request is larger than the last one in the current
file, ThriftyPaxos appends it to the current file; other-
wise, ThriftyPaxos closes the current file, creates a new
one, and appends the next log entry into the new file.
Such design guarantees that each log file is sequential,
and thus it is simple to perform operations like log scan
(merge sort) and garbage collection. Furthermore, when
there are no out-of-order requests, logging is fully se-
quential and thus can fully utilize a hard drive. Note that
this design may not be suitable for a BFT protocol, in
which a faulty primary can attack the system by send-
ing out-of-order requests deliberately and creating a lot
of small files: storing logs in random-accessible stores
like Berkeley DB [7] may be more appropriate, although
their overhead is usually higher.
Leader election. During leader switch, the new leader
needs to collect logs from other agreement nodes and re-
propose pending requests. To reduce I/O traffic during
leader election, ThriftyPaxos gives a preference to an ac-
tive agreement node as the new leader, because it has
more logs compared to a backup node.
When to start recovery. Previous study shows that it
may be a waste of resource to start recovering a node
right after it fails, because a crashed node is likely to
come back soon. In practice, Google starts to recover a
node if it cannot come back in 15 minutes [25]. Our ap-
proach follows the same idea: when a backup node fails,
ThriftyPaxos waits a while to see whether it can come
back before triggering recovery. We use a relatively short
interval (5 minutes) to shorten the length of experiments.

7 Evaluation

Our evaluation tries to answer three questions:
• What is the performance of ThriftyPaxos, when there

are no failures?
• What is the availability of ThriftyPaxos, when failures

occur?
• Can adaptive recovery meet the deadline under differ-

ent settings?

To address these questions, we have applied Thrifty-
Paxos to replicate H2 [27], a database system, and Re-
moteHashMap, a benchmark application built by us.

H2. H2 is a light-weight database system implemented
in Java. It is often used as an embedded data store for
larger projects, such as Hadoop [28]. To apply Thrifty-
Paxos to H2, we have modified H2 to send and receive
messages through ThriftyPaxos. We configure H2 to
store all tables in memory while keeping logs and snap-
shots on disks. To achieve quick snapshot, we config-
ure H2 to store data in Btrfs [12], a Linux file system
that supports copy on write (COW) snapshot: whenever
an execution node needs to perform a snapshot, it asks
Btrfs to perform a snapshot, which usually takes only
several seconds. We ran TPC-C [55] over H2 to mea-
sure its performance. To avoid non-determinism, we ran
H2 in single-threaded mode, which of course limits its
performance. Efficient deterministic multithreading is
an orthogonal topic that has been studied in many other
works [2, 8, 9, 21, 22, 43] and we leave the incorporation
as future work.

RemoteHashMap. To test ThriftyPaxos under various
workloads, we have built RemoteHashMap, an applica-
tion that allows clients to get and set key value pairs on
a remote server. RemoteHashMap allows us to change
system parameters (e.g. request size, snapshot size) arbi-
trarily to test different aspects of ThriftyPaxos.

We run all H2 experiments on three Dell R730 ma-
chines, which are equipped with 16 cores, 64GB of mem-
ory, one SSD drive, and seven hard drivers. We store
H2’s data on the SSD drive and store agreement nodes’
data on one hard drive. We run all RemoteHashMap ex-
periments on 7 Dell R220 machines, which are equipped
with 8 cores, 16GB of memory, and two hard drivers. We
store RemoteHashMap’s data on one hard drive and store
agreement nodes’ data on the other hard drive.

We compare ThriftyPaxos to standard Paxos and
Cheap Paxos. We implement standard Paxos and Cheap
Paxos by slightly modifying ThriftyPaxos: standard
Paxos chooses all 2 f + 1 replicas as active ones; Cheap
Paxos sets Irec to 0 during recovery, indicating it cannot
execute client requests until recovery completes. In all
experiments, we collocate an agreement node and an ex-
ecution node on a same machine.

7.1 Performance

Our first set of experiments aims at comparing the perfor-
mance of ThriftyPaxos to that of standard Paxos, when
there are no failures. Cheap Paxos’ protocol in the
failure-free case is exactly the same as ThriftyPaxos, so
we do not include it in the comparison.

As shown in Figure 1, when running TPC-C over H2,
the performance of ThriftyPaxos and standard Paxos are
almost identical. This is because the bottleneck of the
system lies in the execution of requests as a result of
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Figure 1: Throughput of TPC-C over replicated H2
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Figure 2: Throughput of writing to replicated Remote-
HashMap (v is value size). We show ZooKeeper as a
comparison.

single-threaded execution: our profiling shows that one
CPU core is fully utilized.

Figure 2 shows the throughput of writing key-value
pairs to RemoteHashMap, whose execution is relatively
light and agreement is the bottleneck. In this case,
ThriftyPaxos outperforms standard Paxos by 73% to
88%, because in ThriftyPaxos, the leader, which is the
bottleneck, only needs to send messages to f replicas,
while in standard Paxos, the leader needs to send to 2 f .
We also show the throughput of ZooKeeper [29], a ma-
ture open-source software whose update protocol is sim-
ilar to standard Paxos. Since we are interested in agree-
ment throughput, we disable the “sync” call when log-
ging to disk for all systems. ZooKeeper cannot serve
as a direct comparison to ThriftyPaxos, because they
have different features and optimizations. We show
ZooKeeper’s throughput only to present that our imple-
mentation provides a reasonable throughput.

Figure 3 compares the latencies of ThriftyPaxos and
standard Paxos by writing small key-value pairs to Re-
moteHashMap. As shown in the figure, when through-
put is low, the latency of ThriftyPaxos is almost identi-
cal to that of standard Paxos: this is because they need
the same rounds of message exchanges to execute a re-
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Figure 3: Latencies of ThriftyPaxos and standard Paxos
(RemoteHashMap with f=1 and v=512b)

quest. Latency of standard Paxos jumps at the through-
put of around 100k requests per second, because stan-
dard Paxos has reached its maximum throughput, while
for ThriftyPaxos, such jump occurs at around 190k re-
quests per second, because ThriftyPaxos can provide a
higher throughput.

7.2 Availability
Our second set of experiments compare the availabil-
ity of ThriftyPaxos to that of standard Paxos and Cheap
Paxos, when failures occur.

We use RemoteHashMap in this set of experiments,
because RemoteHashMap’s much higher throughput cre-
ates a higher pressure on network and disk I/Os, incur-
ring more contention against recovery. To measure avail-
ability, we kill a non-leader replica at 300 seconds, and
kill the leader at 1400 seconds, for all three systems.
Since an agreement node and an execution node are col-
located on the same machine, both of them will be killed.

As shown in Figure 4, the behavior of ThriftyPaxos
and standard Paxos are quite similar: when a non-leader
replica fails, the system can continue processing re-
quests; when the leader fails, the system needs to elect
a new leader, which may block the system for a short
while. In either case, since the failed replica does not
come back in five minutes, the system needs to rebuild
its state on another replica: rebuilding incurs network
and disk I/Os, degrading system performance. The be-
haviors of ThriftyPaxos and standard Paxos are differ-
ent in two ways: first, after a replica fails in standard
Paxos, system throughput jumps. This is because the
leader, which is the bottleneck in standard Paxos, needs
to send fewer messages after a failure. ThriftyPaxos, on
the other hand, has already exploited this opportunity in
the failure-free case and thus its throughput remains sta-
ble after a failure. Second, ThriftyPaxos’ loading time
after recovery is slightly longer than that of standard
Paxos. This is because ThriftyPaxos’ throughput during
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(c) Cheap Paxos

Figure 4: Availability of ThriftyPaxos, standard Paxos, and Cheap Paxos (f=1; node1 is the leader; v=512b).
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(a) Impact of recovering agreement node
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(b) Impact of recovering execution node

Figure 5: Impact of recovering agreement node and recovering execution node

recovery is higher than that of standard Paxos (because,
once again, ThriftyPaxos sends fewer messages for each
request), and thus ThriftyPaxos needs to replay more log
entries afterwards.

Cheap Paxos shows a different behavior: when either
replica fails, Cheap Paxos needs to rebuild its state be-
fore it can process new requests. Therefore, the system
is halted during node recovery. While its recovery takes

78-96 seconds in our experiments to transfer about 8GBs
of state (including both snapshot and following logs), it
may halt longer when application’s state is larger.

We further decouple recovery of agreement node and
recovery of execution node to understand their individ-
ual impact. As shown in Figure 5, recovery of execution
node certainly has a bigger impact on performance, be-
cause it needs to transfer more state. Recovery of agree-
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(b) Deadline=200 seconds
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(c) Deadline=300 seconds

Figure 6: Recovery with different deadlines (snapshot
size=5G; node2 is a non-leader replica)

ment node is lighter in general, but the failure of the
leader can halt the system for a short while.

7.3 Adaptive recovery

Our last set of experiments measures whether adaptive
recovery can meet the deadline. We set different dead-
lines and sizes of snapshots for this set of experiments.

Figure 6 shows the impact of different recovery dead-
lines. As one can observe, closer deadline, which means
the system must dedicate more resource to recovery, can
cause a sharper degradation of performance during re-
covery: we tried deadlines 100, 200, and 300, and the
average throughputs during recovery are 22240, 74690,
and 99339 respectively.

Figure 7 shows the impact of different snapshot sizes.
As one can observe, bigger snapshot, which means the
system must dedicate more resource to recovery, can
cause a sharper degradation of performance during re-
covery. Once again, our adaptive recovery mechanism
successfully meets the deadline in all experiments.

In both figures, a higher throughput during recovery
increases the time to load state afterwards. This is sim-
ply because higher throughput during recovery increases
the number of log entries to be replayed after recovery.
Faster disks or a larger memory buffer may reduce such
replaying time.
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(a) Snapshot size=1G
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Figure 7: Recovery with different snapshot sizes (dead-
line=200 seconds; node2 is a non-leader replica)

Our adaptive recovery mechanism successfully meets
the deadline in all experiments. Although these results
may not be extended to other applications, as discussed
in Section 4, they demonstrate the efficacy of adaptive
recovery for applications that can provide stable through-
puts when processing client requests and recovery re-
quests. Furthermore, in all experiments, the recovery
completion time is close to the deadline. This demon-
strates that adaptive recovery achieves its goal: to meet
the deadline with minimal resource while using all re-
maining resource to process new requests.

8 Related work

While Section 2 already presents important related works
in detail, this section presents a broader survey.
State machine replication. State machine replication
(SMR) [52] replicates an application’s state machine on
multiple machines to tolerate failures. Based on the types
of failures it can tolerate, SMR protocols can be broadly
classified into two categories: the Paxos family [33, 34,
48] that can tolerate machine crashes and timing errors,
and the Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT) family [1, 6, 15,
18, 20, 30, 38] that can tolerate arbitrary errors.
Separating agreement from execution. Paxos sepa-
rates agreement (acceptors) from execution (learners) to
clarify its protocol [16, 33, 34, 39, 49, 56]. Yin et al. [60]
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observe that for BFT protocols, the number of required
execution replicas could be fewer than that of the agree-
ment nodes. This observation is inherited in later works,
such as UpRight [18], Zyzzyva [30], and ZZ [59].
On-demand instantiation. Cheap Paxos [37] and
ZZ [37] activate minimal number of replicas first and ac-
tivate backup ones when active ones are unresponsive.
However, they require a backup node to rebuild its state
before it can process requests, suffering from the avail-
ability problem. Distler et al. [24] proposes to split appli-
cation state into multiple objects and perform on-demand
instantiation for each object: this approach can alleviate
the availability problem, but since it needs to maintain
a log for each object, the space overhead is significantly
magnified. Parallel recovery techniques [17, 50] can ef-
fectively reduce recovery time and thus can alleviate the
availability problem of on-demand instantiation, but re-
covering a node right after it fails is a waste of resource,
since most crashed nodes can come back soon [25].
Lazy recovery. Lazy recovery [31, 32] is widely used
in many systems. For example, Google File System [26]
starts recovering a failed node if it cannot come back in
15 minutes. Silberstein et al. [54] applies lazy recovery
to erasure-coding systems to reduce recovery overhead.
Other optimizations. Vertical Paxos [36] proposes to
strengthen primary backup protocols with the help of
a centralized Paxos service. Our approach provides a
more general approach that does not require an additional
Paxos service and that is applicable to BFT protocols.

Falcon [42] and its following works [40, 41] attempt
to build accurate failure detectors, which make Paxos
unnecessary. However, they rely on routers to monitor
the status of machines and thus can become unavailable
when routers fail, which can happen in today’s datacen-
ters [25]. Furthermore, it is inapplicable to BFT systems.

Gaios [10] and ZooKeeper [29] execute read requests
on only one replica. Moraru et al. propose a quo-
rum lease mechanism to improve the throughput and re-
duce the latency of read operations in Paxos [46]. Fast
Paxos [35], Speculative Paxos [51], and Zyzzyva [30]
introduce a fast path to reduce latencies of all requests.
Mencius [44] and EPaxos [45] allow multiple leaders
to propose requests in parallel to achieve load balanc-
ing. These optimizations are orthogonal to our approach.
While Section 3 has discussed the feasibility of combin-
ing those fast-path optimizations with our approach, it
would be interesting to investigate whether it is possible
to combine other optimizations with our approach.

9 Conclusion

Whether to pay the cost of a strong replication protocol
has been a painful question for developers. Instead of in-
venting new protocols, this paper presents a general ap-

proach to reason about the necessary conditions for cor-
rectness and availability in existing protocols. It shows
that, with a deeper understanding of existing protocols,
we can reduce their replication cost while maintaining
their correctness and availability properties.
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Abstract
Hash tables are important data structures that lie at the

heart of important applications such as key-value stores
and relational databases. Typically bucketized cuckoo
hash tables (BCHTs) are used because they provide high-
throughput lookups and load factors that exceed 95%.
Unfortunately, this performance comes at the cost of re-
duced memory access efficiency. Positive lookups (key
is in the table) and negative lookups (where it is not) on
average access 1.5 and 2.0 buckets, respectively, which
results in 50 to 100% more table-containing cache lines
to be accessed than should be minimally necessary.

To reduce these surplus accesses, this paper presents
the Horton table, a revamped BCHT that reduces the ex-
pected cost of positive and negative lookups to fewer than
1.18 and 1.06 buckets, respectively, while still achiev-
ing load factors of 95%. The key innovation is remap
entries, small in-bucket records that allow (1) more el-
ements to be hashed using a single, primary hash func-
tion, (2) items that overflow buckets to be tracked and
rehashed with one of many alternate functions while
maintaining a worst-case lookup cost of 2 buckets, and
(3) shortening the vast majority of negative searches to 1
bucket access. With these advancements, Horton tables
outperform BCHTs by 17% to 89%.

1 Introduction
Hash tables are fundamental data structures that are

ubiquitous in high-performance and big-data applica-
tions such as in-memory relational databases [12, 17, 40]
and key-value stores [20, 24]. Typically these workloads
are read-heavy [4, 62]: the hash table is built once and
is seldom modified in comparison to total accesses. A
hash table that is particularly suited to this behavior is a
bucketized cuckoo hash table (BCHT), a type of open-
addressed hash table.1 BCHTs group their cells into
buckets: associative blocks of two to eight slots, with
each slot capable of storing a single element.

When inserting an element, BCHTs typically select
between one of two independent hash functions, each of
which maps the key-value pair, call it KV , to a differ-
ent candidate bucket. If one candidate has a free slot,
KV is inserted. In the case where neither has spare
slots, BCHTs resort to cuckoo hashing, a technique that
resolves collisions by evicting and rehashing elements
when too many elements vie for the same bucket. In
this case, to make room for KV , the algorithm selects an
element, call it KV ′, from one of KV ’s candidate buck-
ets, and replaces it with KV . KV ′ is then subsequently

∗This author is also a PhD student at UC San Diego. Send corre-
spondence regarding the work to abreslow@cs.ucsd.edu.

rehashed to its alternate candidate using the remaining
hash function. If the alternate bucket for KV ′ is full, KV ′

evicts yet another element and the process repeats until
the final displaced element is relocated to a free slot.

Although these relocations may appear to incur large
performance overheads, prior work demonstrates that
most elements are inserted without displacing others and,
accordingly, that BCHTs trade only a modest increase in
average insertion and deletion time in exchange for high-
throughput lookups and load factors that often exceed
95% with greater than 99% probability [19], a vast im-
provement over the majority of other techniques [60,64].

BCHTs, due to this space efficiency and unparalleled
throughput, have enabled recent performance break-
throughs in relational databases and key-value stores
on server processors [20, 60, 64] as well as on ac-
celerators such as GPUs [71], the Xeon Phi [15, 60],
and the Cell processor [34, 64]. However, although
BCHTs are higher-performing than other open address-
ing schemes [60, 64], we find that as the performance of
modern computing systems becomes increasingly con-
strained by memory bandwidth [1, 11, 52, 70], they too
suffer from a number of inefficiencies that originate from
how data is fetched when satisfying queries.

Carefully coordinating table accesses is integral to
throughput in hash tables. Because of the inherent ran-
domness of hashing, accesses to hash tables often ex-
hibit poor temporal and spatial locality, a property that
causes hardware caches to become increasingly less ef-
fective as tables scale in size. For large tables, cache
lines containing previously accessed hash table buckets
are frequently evicted due to capacity misses before they
are touched again, degrading performance and causing
applications to become memory-bandwidth-bound once
the table’s working set cannot be cached on-chip. Given
these concerns, techniques that reduce accesses to addi-
tional cache lines in the table prove invaluable when op-
timizing hash table performance and motivate the need
to identify and address the data movement inefficiencies
that are prevalent in BCHTs.

Consider a BCHT that uses two independent hash
functions to map each element to one of two candidate
buckets. To load balance buckets and attain high load
factors, recent work on BCHT-based key-value stores
inserts each element into the candidate bucket with the
least load [20,71], which means that we expect half of the
elements to be hashed by each function. Consequently,
on positive lookups, where the queried key is in the ta-
ble, 1.5 buckets are expected to be examined. Half of

1Under open addressing, an element may be placed in more than
one location in the table. Collisions are resolved by relocating elements
within the table rather than spilling to table-external storage.
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the items can be retrieved by examining a single bucket,
and the other half require accessing both. For negative
lookups, where the queried key is not in the table, 2
lookups are necessary. Given that the minimum num-
ber of buckets that might need to be searched (for both
positive and negative lookups) is 1, this leaves a very sig-
nificant opportunity for improvement.

To this end, this paper presents Horton tables,2 a care-
fully retrofitted bucketized cuckoo hash table, which
trades a small amount of space for achieving positive and
negative lookups that touch close to 1 bucket apiece. Our
scheme introduces remap entries, small and succinct in-
bucket records that enable (1) the tracking of past hash-
ing decisions, (2) the use of many hash functions for lit-
tle to no cost, and (3) most lookups, negative and posi-
tive alike, to be satisfied with a single bucket access and
at most 2. Instead of giving equal weight to each hash
function, which leads to frequent fetching of unneces-
sary buckets, we employ a single primary hash func-
tion that is used for the vast majority of elements in the
table. By inducing such heavy skew, most lookups can
be satisfied by accessing only a single bucket. To permit
this biasing, we use several secondary hash functions (7
in our evaluations) to rehash elements to alternate buck-
ets when their preferred bucket lacks sufficient capacity
to directly store them. Rather than forgetting our choice
of secondary hash function for remapped elements, we
convert one of the slots in each bucket that overflows into
a remap entry array that encodes which hash function
was used to remap each of the overflow items. It is this
ability to track all remapped items at low cost, both in
terms of time and space, that permits the optimizations
that give Horton tables their performance edge over the
prior state-of-the-art.

To achieve this low cost, instead of storing an ex-
plicit tag or fingerprint (a succinct hash representation
of the remapped object) as is done in cuckoo filters [21]
and other work [8, 13], we instead employ implicit tags,
where the index into the remap entry array is a tag com-
puted by a hash function Htag on the key. This space
optimization permits all buckets to use at most 64 bits of
remap entries in our implementation while recording all
remappings, even for high load factors and tables with
billions of elements. As a further optimization, we only
convert the last slot of each bucket into a remap entry
array when necessary. For buckets that do not overflow,
they remain as standard buckets with full capacity, which
permits load factors that exceed 90 and 95 percent for 4-
and 8-slot buckets, respectively.

Our main contributions are as follows:

• We develop and evaluate Horton tables and demon-
strate speed improvements of 17 to 89% on graph-
ics processors (GPUs). Although our algorithm is
not specific to GPUs, GPUs represent the most ef-
ficient platform for the current state of the art, and
thus it is important to demonstrate the effectiveness
of Horton tables on the same platform.

• We present algorithms for insertions, deletions, and
lookups on Horton tables.

• We conduct a detailed analysis of Horton tables by
deriving and empirically validating models for their

2Named for elephants’ remarkable recall powers [18].

expected data movement and storage overheads.
• We investigate additional optimizations for inser-

tions and deletions that further reduce data move-
ment when using multiple hash functions, reclaim-
ing remap entries once their remapped elements are
deleted, even when they are shared by two or more
table elements.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we
elaborate on the interplay between BCHTs and single in-
struction multiple data (SIMD) processors, in Section 3
we describe BCHTs, in Section 4 we provide a high-level
overview of Horton tables, in Section 5 we describe the
lookup, insertion, and deletion algorithms for Horton ta-
bles, and then in Section 6 we present our models for
Horton tables that include the cost of insertions, dele-
tions, and remap entry storage. Section 7 covers our ex-
perimental methodology, and Section 8 contains our per-
formance and model validation results. Related work is
described in Section 9 and Section 10 concludes.

2 The Role of SIMD
In key places in this paper, we make references to

SIMD and GPU architectures. Although not necessary
for understanding our innovations, these references are
present due to SIMD’s importance for high-throughput
implementations of in-memory hash tables and BCHTs
in particular.

Recent work in high-performance databases that lever-
ages BCHTs has shown that SIMD implementations
of BCHTs, as well as larger data processing primi-
tives, are often more than 3× faster than the highest
performing implementations that use scalar instructions
alone [6, 44, 60]. These SIMD implementations enable
billions of lookups per second to be satisfied on a sin-
gle server [60, 71], an unimaginable feat only a few
years ago. At the same time, SIMD implementations
of BCHTs are faster than hash tables that use other
open addressing methods [60, 64]. Such implementa-
tions are growing in importance because both CPUs and
GPUs require writing SIMD implementations to maxi-
mize performance-per-watt and reduce total cost of own-
ership.

For these reasons, we focus on a SIMD implementa-
tion of BCHTs as a starting point and endeavor to show
that all further optimizations provided by Horton tables
not only have theoretical models that justify their perfor-
mance edge (Section 6) but also that practical SIMD im-
plementations deliver the performance benefits that the
theory projects (Section 8).3

3 Background on BCHTs
In this section, we describe in detail BCHTs and the

associated performance considerations that arise out of
their interaction with the memory hierarchy of today’s
systems.

To begin, we illustrate two common scenarios that are
triggered by the insertion of two different key-value pairs
KV1 and KV2 into the hash table, as shown in Figure 1.
Numbered rows correspond to buckets, and groups of

3For a primer on SIMD and GPGPU architectures, we recommend
these excellent references: H&P (Ch. 4) [30] and Keckler et al. [39].
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Figure 1: Inserting items KV1 and KV2 into a BCHT

four cells within a row to slots. In this example, H1 and
H2 correspond to the two independent hash functions that
are used to hash each item to two candidate buckets (0
and 2 for KV1, 3 and 6 for KV2). Both H1 and H2 are a
viable choice for KV1 because both buckets 0 and 2 have
free slots. Deciding which to insert into is at the discre-
tion of the algorithm (see Section 3.3 for more details).

For KV2, both H1 and H2 hash it to buckets that are
already full, which is resolved by evicting one of the ele-
ments (in this case u), and relocating it and other conflict-
ing elements in succession using a different hash func-
tion until a free slot is found.4 So e moves to the empty
position in bucket 5, m to e’s old position, u to m’s old
position, and KV2 to u’s old position. Li, et al. demon-
strated that an efficient way to perform these displace-
ments is to first conduct a breadth-first search starting
from the candidate buckets and then begin moving ele-
ments only once a path to a free slot is discovered [47].

3.1 State-of-Practice Implementation
A number of important parameters affect the perfor-

mance of BCHTs. In particular, the number of hash func-
tions (f ) and the number of slots per bucket (S) impact
the achievable load factor (i.e., how full a table can be
filled) as well as the expected lookup time. A hash table
with more slots per bucket can more readily accommo-
date collisions without requiring a rehashing mechanism
(such as cuckoo hashing) and can increase the table’s
load factor. Most implementations use four [20,60,64] or
eight [71] slots per bucket, which typically leads to one
to two buckets per hardware cache line. Using more slots
comes at the cost of more key comparisons on lookups,
since the requested element could be in any of the slots.

Increasing f , the number of hash functions, allows a
key-value pair to be mapped to more buckets, as each
hash function maps the item to one of f different buck-
ets. This improved flexibility when placing an item per-
mits the hash table to achieve a higher load factor. How-
ever, on lookups, more buckets need to be searched be-
cause the element could be in more locations. In practice,
f = 2 is used most often because it permits sufficient
flexibility in where keys are mapped without suffering
from having to search too many buckets [20, 54, 63].

BCHTs are primarily designed for fast lookups. The
get operation on any key requires examining the contents
of at most f buckets. Because buckets have a fixed width,

4So in this example, elements on the chain that were originally
hashed with H1 would be rehashed using H2 and vice versa.

the lookup operation on a bucket can be unrolled and effi-
ciently vectorized. These traits allow efficient SIMD im-
plementations of BCHTs that achieve lookup rates supe-
rior to linear probing and double-hashing-based schemes
on past and present server architectures [60, 64] and ac-
celerators such as Intel’s Xeon Phi [60].

3.2 Memory Traffic on Lookups
Like prior work, we divide lookups into two cate-

gories: (1) positive, where the lookup succeeds because
the key is found in the hash table, and (2) negative where
the lookup fails because the key is not in the table.

Prior work diverges on the precise method of access-
ing the hash table during lookups. The first method,
which we term latency-optimized, always accesses all
buckets where an item may be found [47, 64]. Another
technique, which we call bandwidth-optimized, avoids
fetching additional buckets where feasible [20, 71].

Given f independent hash functions where each of
them maps each item to one of f candidate buckets, the
latency-optimized approach always touches f buckets
while the bandwidth-optimized one touches, on average,
( f + 1)/2 buckets on positive lookups and f buckets on
negative lookups. For our work, we compare against the
bandwidth-optimized approach, as it moves less data on
average. Reducing such data movement is a greater per-
formance concern on throughput-oriented architectures
such as GPUs, since memory latency is often very effec-
tively hidden on these devices [23]. Thus, we compare
against the more bandwidth-oriented variant of BCHT,
which searches 1.5 buckets instead of 2 (or more, if there
are more hash functions) for positive lookups.

3.3 Insertion Policy and Lookups
Unlike the latency-optimized scheme, the bandwidth-

optimized algorithm searches the buckets in some de-
fined order. If an item is found before searching the
last of the f candidate buckets, then we can reduce the
lookup’s data movement cost by skipping the search
of the remaining candidate buckets. Thus if f is 2,
and we call the first hash function H1 and the second
H2, then the average lookup cost across all inserted
keys is 1 * (fraction of keys that use H1) +
2 * (fraction of keys that use H2). There-
fore, the insertion algorithm’s policy on when to use H1
or H2 affects the lookup cost.

Given that hash tables almost always exhibit poor tem-
poral and spatial locality, hash tables with working sets
that are too large to fit in caches are bandwidth-bound
and are quite sensitive to the comparatively limited off-
chip bandwidth. In the ideal case, we therefore want to
touch as few buckets as possible. If we can strongly fa-
vor using H1 over H2 during insertions, we can reduce the
percentage of buckets that are fetched that do not contain
the queried key, which reduces per-lookup bandwidth re-
quirements as well as cache pollution, both of which im-
prove lookup throughput.

Existing high-throughput, bandwidth-optimized
BCHT implementations [20, 71] attempt to load-balance
buckets on insertion by examining all buckets the key
can map to and placing elements into the buckets with
the most free slots. As an example, in Figure 1, KV1
would be placed in the bucket hashed to by H2. The
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intuition behind this load balancing is that it both
reduces the occurrence of cuckoo rehashing, which is
commonly implemented with comparatively expensive
atomic swap operations, and increases the anticipated
load factor. Given this policy, H1 and H2 are both used
with equal probability, which means that 1.5 buckets are
searched on average for positive lookups. We refer to
this approach as the load-balancing baseline.

An alternative approach is to insert items into the first
candidate bucket that can house them. This technique re-
duces the positive lookup costs, since it favors the hash
functions that are searched earlier. We refer to this as the
first-fit heuristic. As an example, in Figure 1, KV1 would
be placed in the final slot of the top bucket of the table
even though bucket 2 has more free slots. This policy
means that items can be located with fewer memory ac-
cesses, on average, by avoiding fetching candidate buck-
ets that follow a successful match. When the table is not
particularly full, most elements can be inserted and re-
trieved by accessing a single table cache line.

Although prior work mentions this approach [19, 64],
they do not evaluate its performance impact on lookups.
Ross demonstrated its ability to reduce the cost of in-
serts but does not present data on its effect on lookups,
instead opting to compare his latency-optimized lookup
algorithm that always fetches f buckets to other open ad-
dressing methods and chaining [64]. Erlingsson et al. use
the first-fit heuristic, but their results focus on the num-
ber of buckets accessed on insertions and feasible load
factors for differing values of f and S (number of slots
per bucket) and not the heuristic’s impact on lookup per-
formance [19]. For the sake of completeness, we evalu-
ate both the load-balancing and first-fit heuristics in Sec-
tion 8.

One consequence of using first-fit is that, because it
less evenly balances the load across buckets, once the ta-
ble approaches capacity, a few outliers repeatedly hash to
buckets that are already full, necessitating long, cuckoo
displacement chains when only 2 hash functions are
used. Whereas we were able to implement the insertion
routine for the load-balancing baseline and attain high
load factors by relocating at most one or two elements,
the first-fit heuristic prompted us to implement a serial
version of the BFS approach described by Li et al. [47]
because finding long displacement chains becomes nec-
essary for filling the table to a comparable level. One so-
lution to reducing these long chains is to use more hash
functions. However, for BCHTs, this increases both the
average- and worst-case lookup costs because each item
can now appear in more distinct buckets. In the sections
that follow, we demonstrate that these tradeoffs can be ef-
fectively circumvented with our technique and that there
are additional benefits such as fast negative lookups.

4 Horton Tables
Horton tables are an extension of bucketized cuckoo

hash tables that largely resolve the data movement is-
sues of their predecessor when accessing buckets during
lookups. They use two types of buckets (Figure 2): one
is an unmodified BCHT bucket (Type A) and the other
bucket flavor (Type B) contains additional in-bucket
metadata to track elements that primarily hash to the
bucket but have to be remapped due to insufficient ca-

Key‐Value [7]  Remap Entry [21]

56 bytes 8 bytes (1 unused bit)

Key  Value 7x 21x Function ID
3 bits (empty + 7 alternate buckets) 4 + 4 bytes

Type B

Key‐Value [8] 

64 bytes

Key  Value 8x
4 + 4 bytes

Type A

Figure 2: Horton tables use 2 bucket variants: Type A
(an unmodified BCHT bucket) and Type B (converts final
slot into remap entries)
pacity. All buckets begin as Type A and transition to
Type B once they overflow, enabling the aforementioned
tracking of displaced elements. This ability to track all
remapped items at low cost, both in terms of time and
space, permits the optimizations that give Horton tables
their performance edge over the prior state of the art.

Horton tables use Hprimary, the primary hash func-
tion, to hash the vast majority of elements so that most
lookups only require one bucket access. When inserting
an item KV = (K,V ), it is only when the bucket at in-
dex Hprimary(K) cannot directly store KV that the item
uses one of several secondary hash functions to remap
the item. We term the bucket at index Hprimary(K) the
primary bucket and buckets referenced by secondary
hash functions secondary buckets. Additionally, pri-
mary items are key-value pairs that are directly housed
in the bucket referenced by the primary hash function
Hprimary, and secondary items are those that have been
remapped. There is no correlation between the bucket’s
type and its primacy; Type A and B buckets can simulta-
neously house both primary and secondary elements.

Type B buckets convert the final slot of Type A buck-
ets into a remap entry array, a vector of k-bit5 elements
known as remap entries that encode the secondary hash
function ID used to rehash items that cannot be accom-
modated in their primary bucket. Remap entries can
take on one of 2k different values, 0 for encoding an un-
used remap entry, and 1 to 2k − 1 for encoding which
of the secondary hash functions R1 to R2k−1 was used
to remap the items. To determine the index at which
a remapped element’s remap entry is stored, a tag hash
function known as Htag is computed on the element’s key
which maps to a spot in the remap entry array.

Remap entries are a crucial innovation of Horton ta-
bles, as they permit all secondary items to be tracked so
that at most one primary and sometimes one secondary
hash function need to be evaluated during table lookups
regardless of whether (1) the lookup is positive or nega-
tive and (2) how many hash functions are used to rehash
secondary items. At the same time, their storage is com-
pactly allocated directly within the hash table bucket that
overflows, boosting the locality of their accesses while
still permitting high table load factors.

5k could range from 1 to the width of a key-value pair in bits, but
we have found k = 3 to be a good design point.
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Figure 3: Comparison of a bucketized cuckoo hash ta-
ble (L) and a Horton table (R). E = empty remapy entry.

With Horton tables, most lookups only require touch-
ing a single bucket and a small minority touch two. At
the same time remap entries typically use at most sev-
eral percent of the table’s capacity, leaving sufficient free
space for Horton tables to achieve comparable load fac-
tors to BCHTs.

Figure 2 shows the Type A and Type B bucket designs
given 4-byte keys and values and 8-slot buckets. The
bucket type is encoded in one bit of each bucket. For
Type A buckets, this costs us a bit from just one of the
value fields (now 31 bits). For Type B buckets, we en-
code 21 3-bit remap entries into a 64-bit slot, so we have
a bit to spare already. If we have a value that requires all
32 bits in the last slot of a Type A bucket, we can move it
to another slot in this bucket or remap to another bucket.

Because Type B buckets can house fewer elements
than Type A buckets, Type A buckets are used as much as
possible. It is only when a bucket has insufficient capac-
ity to house all primary items that hash to it that it is con-
verted into a Type B bucket, a process known as promo-
tion. To guarantee that elements can be found quickly,
whenever possible we enforce that primary elements are
not displaced by secondary items. This policy ensures
both that more buckets remain Type A buckets and that
more items are primary elements.

4.1 A Comparison with BCHTs
Figure 3 shows a high-level comparison of Horton ta-

bles with an f = 2, traditional BCHT that stores the same
data. Buckets correspond to rows and slots to individ-
ual cells within each row. In the Horton table (right),
each item maps to its primary bucket by default. Bucket
2 (zero indexing) has been promoted from Type A to
Type B because its 4 slots are insufficient to directly
house the 6 key-value pairs that Hprimary has hashed
there: 35, 18, 22, 7, 23, and 4. Because there is insuf-
ficient space to house 7, 23, and 4 directly in Bucket
2, they are remapped with hash functions R7, R2, and
R5, respectively, and the function IDs are stored directly
in the remap entry array at the indices referenced by
Htag(7) = 0, Htag(23) = 3, and Htag(3) = 2. If we con-
trast the Horton table and the associated cuckoo hash ta-
ble, we find that, of the shown buckets, the Horton table
has a lookup cost of 1 for elements 8, 5, 33, 15, 2, 35, 18,
22, and 37 and a lookup cost of 2 for 7, 23, and 4, which
averages out to 1.25. By contrast the bucketized cuckoo
hash table has an expected lookup cost of 1.5 [20, 71] or
2.0 [47, 64], depending on the implementation.
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Figure 4: Horton table lookups. KNF and REA are ab-
breviations for key not found and remap entry array.

5 Algorithms
In this section, we describe the algorithms that we use

to look up, insert, and delete elements in Horton tables.
We begin each subsection by detailing the functional
components of the algorithms and then, where relevant,
briefly outline how each algorithm can be efficiently im-
plemented using SIMD instructions.

5.1 Lookup Operation
Our lookup algorithm (Figure 4) works as follows.

1 Given a key K, we first compute Hprimary(K), which
gives us the index of K’s primary bucket. 2 We next ex-
amine the first S− isTypeB() slots of the bucket, where
isTypeB() returns 1 if Bucket x is Type B and 0 if it
is Type A by checking the bucket’s most significant bit.
3 If the key is found, we return the value. In the case

that the key is not found and the bucket is Type A, then
the element cannot appear in any other bucket, and so we
can declare the key not found.

4 If, however, the bucket is Type B, then we must ex-
amine the remap entry array when the item is not found
in the first S− 1 slots of K’s primary bucket (Bucket x).
We first compute Htag(K) to determine the index into the
remap entry array (shown as t = 14 in the figure). 5 If
the value at that slot is 0, which signifies empty, then
we declare the key not found because the key cannot ap-
pear in any other bucket. However, if the remap entry is
set, then 6 we evaluate the secondary function Ri spec-
ified by the remap entry (R3 in Figure 4) on a combina-
tion of the primary bucket and remap entry index (see
Section 5.3.4) to get the index of the secondary bucket
(Bucket w). We then compare K to the first S− isTypeB()
elements of w. 7 If we get a match, then we return
it. If we do not get a match, then because an element
is never found outside of its primary bucket or the sec-
ondary bucket specified by its remap entry, then we de-
clare the key not found. It cannot be anywhere else.

5.2 SIMD Implementation of Lookups
Our approach leverages bulk processing of lookups

and takes a large array of keys as input and writes
out a corresponding array of retrieved values as out-
put. We implement a modified version of Zhang et al.’s
lookup algorithm [71], which virtualizes the SIMD unit
into groups of S lanes (akin to simple cores that co-
execute the same instruction stream) and assigns each
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Figure 5: Common execution path for secondary inserts. REA is an abbreviation of remap entry array.

group a different bucket to process. When an element
is found in the first S − isTypeB() slots, we write the
value out to an in-cache buffer. For the minority of
lookups where more processing is necessary, e.g. com-
puting the tag hash, indexing into the remap entry array,
computing the secondary hash function, and searching
the secondary bucket, we maintain a series of additional
in-cache buffers where we enqueue work corresponding
to these less frequent execution paths. When there is a
SIMD unit’s worth of work in a buffer, we dequeue that
work and process it. Once a cache line worth of contigu-
ous values have been retrieved from the hash table, we
write those values back to memory in a single memory
transaction.6

5.3 Insertion Operation
The primary goal of the insertion algorithm is to prac-

tically guarantee that lookups remain as fast as possible
as the table’s load factor increases. To accomplish this,
we enforce at all levels the following guidelines:

1. Secondary items never displace primary items.
2. Primary items may displace both primary and sec-

ondary items.
3. When inserting into a full Type A bucket, only con-

vert it to Type B if a secondary item in it cannot be
remapped to another bucket to free up a slot.7

These guidelines ensure that as many buckets as possible
remain Type A, which is important because converting a
bucket from Type A to Type B can have a cascading ef-
fect: both the evicted element from the converted slot and
the element that caused the conversion may map to other
buckets and force them to convert to Type B as well. Fur-
ther, Type B buckets house fewer elements, so they de-
crease the maximum load factor of the table and increase
the expected lookup cost.
5.3.1 Primary Inserts

Given a key-value pair KV to insert into the table, if
the primary bucket has a spare slot, then insertion can
proceed by assigning that spare slot to KV . Spare slots
can occur in Type A buckets as well as Type B buckets
where a slot has been freed due to a deletion, assuming
that Type B buckets do not atomically pull items back
in from remap entries when slots become available. For
the primary hash function, we use one of Jenkins’ hash
functions that operates on 32-bit inputs and produces 32-
bit outputs [35]. The input to the function is the key, and

6A simpler algorithm can be used when S is a multiple of the num-
ber of lanes, as all lanes within a SIMD unit process the same bucket.

7An item’s primacy can be detected by evaluating Hprimary on its
key. If the output matches the index where it is stored, then it is primary.

we mod the output by the number of buckets to select a
bucket to map the key to.

In the case where the bucket is full, we do not immedi-
ately attempt to insert KV into one of its secondary buck-
ets but first search the bucket for secondary elements. If
we find a secondary element KV ′ that can be remapped
without displacing primary elements in other buckets,
then we swap KV with KV ′ and rehash KV ′ to another
bucket. Otherwise, we perform a secondary insert (see
Sections 5.3.2, 5.3.3, and 5.3.4).

5.3.2 Secondary Inserts
We make a secondary insert when the item that we

want to insert, KV = (K,V ), hashes to a bucket that is
full and in which all items already stored in the bucket are
primary. Most of the time, secondary inserts occur when
an element’s primary bucket has already been converted
to Type B (see Section 5.3.3 and Figure 6 for the steps for
converting from Type A to B); Figure 5 shows the most
common execution path for a secondary insert.

1 We first determine that a primary insert is not pos-
sible. 2 We then compute the tag hash function on the
key. If the remap entry at index Htag(K) is not set, we
proceed to step 3 . Otherwise, we follow the remap
entry collision management scheme presented in Sec-
tion 5.3.4 and Figure 7. 3 At this point, we need to
find a free cell in which to place KV . We check each
candidate bucket referenced by the secondary hash func-
tions R1 through R7, and we place the remapped ele-
ment in the bucket with least load, Bucket y in Fig-
ure 5. Alternatively, we could have placed KV into the
candidate bucket with the first free slot – we chose the
load-balancing approach because it reduced the preva-
lence of expensive cuckoo chains for relocating ele-
ments. 4 Lastly, we update the remap entry to indicate
which secondary hash function was used. In this exam-
ple, R3 was used and Htag on K evaluated to 12, so we
write 3 in the 12th slot of the remap entry array of x,
KV ’s primary bucket.

5.3.3 Conversion from Type A to Type B
Figure 6 shows the series of steps involved for con-

verting a bucket from Type A to Type B. 1 – 2 If there
are no secondary elements that can be displaced in the
primary bucket, then the bucket evicts one of the items
(h) to make room for the remap entry array, 3 – 5 re-
hashes it to another bucket, and 6 – 7 then proceeds
by rehashing the element that triggered the conversion.
As in the algorithm in Section 5.3.2, we attempt to re-
locate both items to their least loaded candidate buckets.
8 – 10 Once moved, the numerical identifier of each
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Figure 6: Steps for converting from Type A to Type B. REA is an abbreviation of remap entry array.

secondary hash function that remapped each of the two
items (KV and h) is stored in the remap entry array of
the primary bucket at the index described by Htag of each
key.

5.3.4 Remap Entry Collision Management
A major challenge of the remap entry approach is

when two or more items that require remapping map to
the same remap entry. Such collisions can be accom-
modated if all items that share a remap entry are made
to use the same secondary hash function. However, if
the shared secondary hash function takes the key as in-
put, it will normally map each of the conflicting items
to a different bucket. While this property poses no great
challenge for lookups or insertions, it makes deletions
of remap entries challenging because without recording
that a remap entry is shared, we would not know whether
another item is still referenced by it. Rather than asso-
ciating a counter with each remap entry to count colli-
sions as is done in counting Bloom filters [13, 22], we
instead modify the secondary hash function so that items
that share a remap entry map to the same secondary
bucket. Since they share the same secondary bucket, we
can check if it is safe to delete a remap entry on deletion
of an element KV that the entry references by comput-
ing the primary hash function on each element in KV ’s
secondary bucket. If none of the computed hashes ref-
erence KV ’s primary bucket for any of the elements that
share KV ’s secondary bucket, then the remap entry can
be deleted.

To guarantee that items that share remap entries hash
to the same secondary bucket, we hash on a combination
of the primary bucket index and the implicit tag as com-
puted by Htag(key). Since this tuple uniquely identifies
the location of each remap entry, we can create a one-
to-one function from tuples to unique secondary hash
function inputs, shown in Equation 1, where i is a num-
ber that uniquely identifies each secondary hash function
and which ranges from 1 to 2k −1 for k-bit remap entries
(e.g. R3 is the third secondary function out of 7 when k is
3), HL1 and HL2 are hash functions, ksec is the secondary
key derived from the tuple, and n is the number of remap
entries per remap entry array. The uniqueness of these
tuples as inputs is important for reducing collisions.

Ri(ksec) = (HL1(ksec) +HL2(ksec, i)) % Total Buckets
where ksec(bucket index, tag) = bucket index∗n + tag (1)

By modifying the characteristics of HL1 and HL2, we are
able to emulate different hashing schemes. We employ
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Figure 7: Resolution of a remap entry collision

modified double hashing by using Jenkins’ hash [35] for
HL1 and Equation 2 for HL2 where KT is a table of 8
prime numbers. We found this approach preferable be-
cause it makes it inexpensive to compute all of the sec-
ondary hash functions, reduces clustering compared to
implementing HL2 as linear probing from HL1, and, as
Mitzenmacher proved, there is no penalty to bucket load
distribution versus fully random hashing [55].

HL2(ksec, i) = KT [ksec%8] ∗ i (2)
Sometimes the secondary bucket cannot accommodate

additional elements that share the remap entry array. If
so, we swap the item that we want to insert with another
element from its primary bucket that can be rehashed.
Because both elements in the swap are primary elements,
this swap does not adversely affect the lookup rate.

Figure 7 presents a visual depiction of a remap entry
collision during insertion that is resolved by having the
new item map to the same bucket as the other items refer-
enced by the remap entry. It continues from the example
in Figure 6 and follows with inserting a new item KV ′.
1 When inserting KV ′, we first check for a free slot or

an element that can be evicted from Bucket x because it
is a secondary item when in x. 2 If no such item exists,
then we begin the process of remapping KV ′ to another
bucket. 3 We first check the remap entry, and if it is set,
4 we proceed to the bucket it references, z in Figure 7.
5 We check for a free slot or a secondary item in z that

can be displaced. If it is the former, we immediately in-
sert KV ′. Otherwise, we recursively evict elements until
a free slot is found within a certain search tree height.
Most of the time, this method works, but when it does
not, we resort to swapping KV ′ with another element in
its primary bucket that can be recursively remapped to a
secondary bucket.
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5.4 Deletion Operation
Deletions proceed by first calculating Hprimary on the

key. If an item is found in the primary bucket with that
key, that item is deleted. However, if it is not found in the
primary bucket, and the bucket is Type B, then we check
to see whether the remap entry is set. If it is, then we cal-
culate the secondary bucket index and examine the sec-
ondary bucket. If an item with a matching key is found,
then we delete that item. To determine whether we can
delete the remap entry, we check to see if additional el-
ements in the secondary bucket have the same primary
bucket as the deleted element. If none do, we remove the
remap entry.

5.4.1 Repatriation of Remapped Items

On deletions, slots that were previously occupied be-
come free. In Type A buckets, there is no difference
in terms of lookups regardless of how many slots are
free. However, with Type B buckets, if a slot becomes
free, that presents a performance opportunity to move a
remapped item back into its primary bucket, reducing its
lookup cost from 2 to 1 buckets. Similarly, if a Type
B bucket has a combined total of fewer than S+1 items
stored in its slots or remapped via its remap entries, it can
be upgraded to a Type A bucket, which allows one more
item to be stored and accessed with a single lookup in the
hash table. Continual repatriation of items is necessary
for workloads with many deletes to maximize lookup
throughput and the achievable load factor. Determin-
ing when best to perform this repatriation, either via an
eager or lazy heuristic, is future work.

6 Feasibility and Cost Analysis
In this section, we investigate the feasibility of using

remap entries, the associated costs in terms of storage
overhead, and the expected cost of both positive and neg-
ative hash table lookups.

6.1 Modeling Collisions
One of the most important considerations when con-

structing a Horton table is that each bucket should be able
to track all items that initially hash to it using the primary
hash function Hprimary. In particular, given a hash table
with BT buckets and n inserted items, we want to be able
to compute the expected number of buckets that have ex-
actly x elements hash to them, for each value of x from
0 to n inclusive. By devising a model that captures this
information, we can determine how many remap entries
are necessary to facilitate the remapping and tracking of
all secondary items that overflow their respective primary
buckets.

If we assume that Hprimary is a permutation (i.e., it is
invertible and the domain is the codomain), and that it
maps elements to bins in a fashion that is largely indistin-
guishable from sampling a uniform random distribution,
then given a selection of random keys and a given table
size, we can precisely compute the expected number of
buckets to which Hprimary maps exactly x key-value pairs
by using a Poisson distribution based model [36]. The
expected number of buckets with precisely x such ele-
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Figure 8: Histogram of the number of buckets to which
Hprimary assigns differing amounts of load in elements
for two load factors. Curves represent instantiations of
Equation 3 and bars correspond to simulation.

ments, Bx, is given by Equation 3.
Bx(λ ,x) = Total Buckets ∗ P(λ ,x)

where P(λ ,x) =
e−λ λ x

x!
where λ = Load Factor ∗ Slots Per Bucket

i.e., λ =
Elements Inserted

Total Buckets

(3)

The parameter λ is the mean of the distribution. Given
a load factor, the average number of items that map to
a bucket is the product of the load factor and the slots
per bucket. Figure 8 coplots the results of a bucketized
hash table simulation with results predicted by the an-
alytical model given a hash table with 222 8-slot buck-
ets. In our simulation, we created n unique keys in
the range [0, 232 − 1] using a 32-bit Mersenne Twister
pseudorandom number generator [51] and maintained a
histogram of counts of buckets with differing numbers
of collisions. We found little to no variation in results
with different commonly utilized hash functions (e.g.,
CityHash, SpookyHash, Lookup3, Wang’s Hash, and
FNV [26, 35, 59]). Therefore, we show only the results
using one of Jenkins’ functions that maps 32-bit keys to
32-bit values. Figure 8 shows a close correlation between
the simulation results and Equation 3 for two load fac-
tors. Bars correspond to simulation results and curves to
Equation 3. In each case, the model very closely tracks
the simulation.

A high-level conclusion of the model is that with bil-
lions of keys and 8-slot buckets, there is a non-trivial
probability that a very small subset of buckets will have
on the order of 30 keys hash to them. This analysis in-
forms our decision to use 21 remap entries per remap
entry array and also the need to allow multiple key-value
pairs to share each remap entry in order to reduce the
number of remap entries that are necessary per bucket.

6.2 Modeling Remap Entry Storage Costs
In our hash table design, each promoted bucket trades

one slot for a series of remap entries. To understand the
total cost of remap entries, we need to calculate what per-
centage of buckets are Type A and Type B, respectively.
For any hash table with S slots per bucket, Type A buck-
ets have no additional storage cost, and so they do not
factor into the storage overhead. Type B buckets on the
other hand convert one of their S slots, i.e. 1/S of their
usable storage, into a series of remap entries. Thus the
expected space used by remap entries Ore, on a scale of
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Figure 9: Expected percentage of hash table storage that
goes to remap entries as the load factor is varied
0 (no remap entries) to 1 (entire table is remap entries),
is the product of the fraction of Type B buckets and the
consumed space 1/S (see Equation 4). For simplicity,
we assume that each item that overflows a Type B bucket
is remappable to a Type A bucket and that these remaps
do not cause Type A buckets to become Type B buck-
ets. This approximation is reasonable for two reasons.
First, many hash functions can be used to remap items,
and second, secondary items are evicted and hashed yet
again, when feasible, if they prevent an item from being
inserted with the primary hash function Hprimary.

Ore =
1
S

n

∑
x=S+1

P(λ ,x) (4)

Figure 9 shows the expected percentage of hash table
storage that goes to remap entries when varying the num-
ber of slots per bucket as well as the load factor. As the
remap entries occupy space, the expected maximum load
factor is strictly less than or equal to 1−Ore. We see that
neither 1 slot nor 2 slots per bucket is a viable option if
we want to achieve load factors exceeding 90%. Solving
for the expected bound on the load factor, we find that 4-,
8-, and 16-slot hash tables are likely to achieve load fac-
tors that exceed 91, 95, and 96%, respectively, provided
that the remaining space not consumed by remap entries
can be almost entirely filled.

6.3 Modeling Lookups
The expected average cost of a positive lookup is de-

pendent on the percentage of items that are first-level
lookups, the percentage of items that are second-level
lookups, and the associated cost of accessing remapped
and non-remapped items. For a bucket with S slots, if
x > S elements map to that bucket, x − S +1 elements
will need to be remapped, as one of those slots now con-
tains remap entries. In the case where x ≤ S, no ele-
ments need to be remapped from that bucket. The frac-
tion of items that require remapping, Iremap, is given by
Equation 5, and the fraction that do not, Iprimary, is given
by Equation 6. As stated previously, lookups that use
Hprimary require searching one bucket, and lookups that
make use of remap entries require searching two. Using
this intuition, we combine Equations 5 and 6 to generate
the expected positive lookup cost given by Equation 7.
Since Iprimary is a probability, and 1 − Iremap is equiva-
lent to Iprimary, we can simplify the positive lookup cost
to 1 plus the expected fraction of lookups that are sec-
ondary. Intuitively, Equation 7 makes sense: 100% of
lookups need to access the primary bucket. It is only
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Figure 10: The expected buckets accessed per positive
lookup in a Horton table vs. a baseline BCHT that uses
two hash functions

when the item has been remapped that a second bucket
needs to be searched.

Iremap =
∑n

x=S+1(x −S +1)∗P(λ ,x)
λ

(5)

Iprimary =
∑S

x=1(x)∗P(λ ,x)+∑n
x=S+1(S−1)∗P(λ ,x)
λ (6)

Positive Lookup Cost = Iprimary +2Iremap
= 1 + Iremap

(7)

Figure 10 shows the expected positive lookup cost in
buckets for 1-, 2-, 4-, 8-, and 16-slot bucket designs. Like
before, buckets with more slots are better able to tolerate
collisions. Therefore, as the number of slots per bucket
increases for a fixed load factor, so does the ratio of Type
A buckets to total buckets, which reduces the number of
second-level lookups due to not needing to dereference a
remap entry. In the 1- and 2-slot bucket cases, the bene-
fit of remap entries is less pronounced but is still present.
For the 1-slot case, there is a point at LF = 0.70 where we
expect a baseline bucketized cuckoo hash table to touch
fewer buckets. However, this scenario is not a fair com-
parison as, for a baseline BCHT with 1-slot buckets and
two functions, the expected load factor does not reach
70%. To reach that threshold, many more hash functions
would have to be used, increasing the number of buckets
that must be searched. For the 4-, 8-, and 16-slot cases,
we observe that the expected lookup cost is under 1.1
buckets for hash tables that are up to 60% full, and that
even when approaching the maximum expected load fac-
tor, the expected lookup cost is less than 1.3 buckets. In
the 8-slot and 16-slot cases, the expected costs at a load
factor of 0.95 are 1.18 and 1.1 buckets, which represents
a reduced cost of 21% and 27%, respectively, over the
baseline.

The cost of a negative lookup follows similar reason-
ing. On a negative lookup, the secondary bucket is only
searched on a false positive tag match in a remap en-
try. The expected proportion of negative lookups that
exhibit tag aliasing, Ialias, is the product of the frac-
tion of Type B buckets and the mean fraction of the tag
space that is utilized per Type B bucket (Equation 8). In
the implicit tag scheme, for a 64-bit remap entry array
with 21 3-bit entries, the tag space is defined as the set
{i ∈ N| 0 ≤ i ≤ 20} and has a tag space cardinality, call
it Ctag, of 21. Alternatively, with explicit t-bit tags, Ctag
would be 2t minus any reserved values for designating
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Figure 11: The expected buckets accessed per negative
lookup in a Horton table vs. a baseline BCHT that uses
two hash functions

states such as empty. For our model, we assume that
there is a one-to-one mapping between remapped items
and remap entries (i.e., each remap entry can only remap
a single item). We further assume that conflicts where
multiple items map to the same remap entry can be miti-
gated with high probability by swapping the element that
would have mapped to an existing remap entry with an
item stored in one of the slots that does not map to an
existing remap entry, then rehashing the evicted element,
and finally initializing the associated remap entry. These
assumptions allow for at most S−1+Ctag elements to be
stored in or remapped from a Type B bucket.

Ialias =
∑S−1+Ctag

x=S+1 ((x −S +1) ∗ P(λ ,x))
Ctag

(8)

Negative Lookup Cost = Ino alias + 2Ialias
= 1 + Ialias

(9)

Like before, we can simplify Equation 9 by observ-
ing that all lookups need to search at least one bucket,
and it is only on a tag alias that we search a second one.
Because secondary buckets are in the minority and the
number of remapped items per secondary bucket is often
small relative to the tag space cardinality, the alias rate
given in Equation 8 is often quite small, meaning that
negative lookups have a cost close to 1.0 buckets.

In Figure 11, we plot the expected negative lookup
cost for differing numbers of slots per bucket under pro-
gressively higher load factors with a tag space cardinality
of 21. In contrast to positive lookups, adding more slots
has a tradeoff. At low load factors, a table with more
slots has a smaller proportion of elements that overflow
and less Type B buckets, which reduces the alias rate.
However, once the buckets become fuller, having more
slots means that buckets have a greater propensity to have
more items that need to be remapped, which increases the
number of remap entries that are utilized. However, de-
spite these trends, we observe that for 1-, 2-, 4-, 8-, and
16-slot buckets, aliases occur less than 8% of the time
under feasible load factors, yielding an expected, worst-
case, negative lookup cost of 1.08 buckets. Thus we ex-
pect Horton tables to reduce data movement on negative
lookups by 46 to 50% versus an f = 2 BCHT.

7 Experimental Methodology
We run our experiments on a machine with a 4-core

AMD A10-7850K with 32GB of DDR3 and an AMD
RadeonTM R9-290X GPU with a peak memory band-

width of 320 GB/s and 4GB of GDDR5. The L2
cache of the GPU is 1 MiB, and each of the 44 com-
pute units has 16 KiB of L1 cache. Our system runs
Ubuntu 14.04LTS with kernel version 3.16. Results for
performance metrics are obtained by aggregating data
from AMD’s CodeXL, a publicly available tool that
permits collecting high-level performance counters on
GPUs when running OpenCLTM programs.

For the performance evaluation, we compare the
lookup throughput of the load-balanced baseline, first-fit,
and Horton tables. Our baseline implementation is most
similar to Mega-KV [71], where the greatest difference is
that we only use a single hash table rather than multiple
independent partitions and use Jenkins’ hash functions.

Insertions and deletions are implemented in C and run
on the CPU. As our focus is on read-dominated work-
loads, we assume that insertion and deletion costs can
largely be amortized and do not implement parallel ver-
sions. For each of the hash table variants, lookup routines
are implemented in OpenCL [66] and run on the GPU,
with each implementation independently autotuned for
fairness of comparison. Toggled parameters include vari-
able loop unrolling, the number of threads assigned to
each compute unit, and the number of key-value pairs
assigned to each group of threads to process. When
presenting performance numbers, we do not count data
transfer cost over PCIe because near-future integrated
GPUs will have high-bandwidth, low-latency access to
system memory without such overheads. This approach
mirrors that of Polychroniou et al. [60] on the Xeon
Phi [15].

As part of our evaluation, we validate the models pre-
sented in Section 6. We calculate the remap entry stor-
age cost and lookup cost per item in terms of buckets
by building the hash table and measuring its composi-
tion. Unless indicated elsewhere, we use 32-bit keys and
values, 8-slot buckets and remap entry arrays with 21 3-
bit entries. The probing array that we use for key-value
lookups is 1 GiB in size. All evaluated hash tables are
less than or equal to 512 MiB due to memory alloca-
tion limitations of the GPU; however, we confirmed that
we were able to build heavily-loaded Horton tables with
more than 2 billion elements without issue.

Keys and values for the table and the probing array are
generated in the full 32-bit unsigned integer range using
C++’s STL Mersenne Twister random integer generator
that samples a pseudo-random uniform distribution [51].
We are careful to avoid inserting duplicate keys into the
table, as that reduces the effective load factor by inducing
entry overwrites rather than storing additional content.
Since the probing array contains more keys than there
are elements in the hash table, most keys appear multiple
times in the probing array. We ensure that all such re-
peat keys appear far enough from one another such that
they do not increase the temporal or spatial locality of
accesses to the hash table. This approach is necessary to
precisely lower bound the throughput of each algorithm
for a given hash table size.

8 Results
In this section, we validate our models and present

performance results. Figures 12a and 12b compare
the lookup throughput and data movement (as seen by
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(b) Data movement from global memory
Figure 12: Comparison of BCHTs with a Horton table (load factor = 0.9 and 100% of queried keys found in table)
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(b) Data movement from global memory
Figure 13: Comparison of BCHTs with a Horton table (load factor = 0.9 and 0% of queried keys found in table)
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(c) Negative lookup cost
Figure 14: Validation of our models on an 8 MiB Horton table

the global memory) between the load-balancing base-
line (Section 3.3), BCHT with first-fit insert heuris-
tic (Section 3.3) and Horton tables (Section 4) for tables
from 16 KiB to 512 MiB in size. We see that Horton ta-
bles increase throughput over the baseline by 17 to 35%
when all of the queried keys are in the table. In addition,
they are faster than a first-fit approach, as Horton tables
enforce primacy (Section 5.3, Guideline 1) on remapping
of elements whereas first-fit does not. This discrepancy
is most evident from 512 KiB to 8 MiB, where Horton
tables are up to 29% faster than first-fit BCHTs.

These performance wins are directly proportional to
the data movement saved. Initially, there is no sizeable
difference in the measured data movement cost between
the baseline, first-fit, and Horton tables, as the hash ta-
bles entirely fit in cache. Instead, the bottleneck to per-
formance is the cache bandwidth. However, at around 1
MiB, the size at which the table’s capacity is equal to the
size of the last level cache (L2), the table is no longer

fully cacheable in L2, and so it is at this point that the
disparity in data movement between the three approaches
becomes visible at the off-chip memory.

Figures 13a and 13b show the opposite extreme where
none of the queried keys are in the table. In this case,
Horton tables increase throughput by 73 to 89% over the
baseline and first-fit methods because, unlike a BCHT,
Horton tables can satisfy most negative searches with
one bucket access. These results and those for positive
lookups from Figures 12a and 12b align very closely
with the reduction in data movement that we measured
with performance counters. For a workload consisting
entirely of positive lookups, baseline BCHTs access 30%
more cache lines than Horton tables. At the opposite ex-
treme, for a workload of entirely negative lookups, both
first-fit and baseline BCHTs access 90% more hash table
cache lines than Horton tables.

If we examine the total data movement, we find that
both our BCHT and Horton table implementations move
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an amount of data close to what our models project. At a
load factor of 0.9, our model predicts 1.15 and 1.05 buck-
ets accessed per positive and negative query, respectively.
Since cache lines are 64 bytes, this cost corresponds to 74
and 67 bytes per query worth of data movement. On top
of that, for each lookup query we have an additional 8
bytes of data movement for loading the 4-byte query key
and 4 bytes for storing the retrieved value, which puts
our total positive and negative lookup costs at 82 and 75
bytes, respectively. These numbers are within 10% of the
total data movement that we observe in Figures 12b and
13b once the hash table is much larger than the size of
the last-level cache. Similarly, we found that our models’
data movement estimates for BCHTs were within similar
margins of our empirical results.

Figures 14a, 14b, and 14c show that each of our mod-
els accurately capture the characteristics of our imple-
mentation. On average, our table requires fewer than
1.15 bucket lookups for positive lookups and fewer than
1.05 for negative lookups at a load factor of 0.9, and both
have a cost of essentially 1.0 up to a load factor of 0.55.
These results are a dramatic improvement over the cur-
rent state of practice and validate the soundness of our al-
gorithms to achieve high load factors without measurably
compromising on the percentage of primary lookups.

9 Related Work
There has been a long evolution in hash tables. Two

pieces of work that share commonality with our own are
the cuckoo filter [21] and MemC3 [20]. MemC3 is a
fast, concurrent alternative to Memcached [24] that uses
a bucketized hash table to index data, with entries that
consist of (1) tags and (2) pointers to objects that house
the full key, value, and additional metadata. For them,
the tag serves two primary functions: (1) to avoid pollut-
ing the cache with long keys on most negative lookups
and (2) to allow variable-length keys. Tags are never used
to avoid bringing additional buckets into cache. If the el-
ement is not found in the first bucket, the second bucket
is always searched. Similarly, the cuckoo filter is also an
f = 2 function, 4-slot bucketized cuckoo hash set that is
designed to be an alternative to Bloom filters [10] that is
cache friendly and supports deletions.

Another related work is Stadium Hashing [41]. Their
focus is to have a fast hash table where the keys are stored
on the GPU and the values in the CPU’s memory. Un-
like us they use a non-bucketized hash table with double
hashing and prime capacity. They employ an auxiliary
data structure known as a ticket board to filter requests
between the CPU and GPU and also to permit concurrent
put and get requests to the same table. Barber et al. use
a similar bitmap structure to implement two compressed
hash table variants [7].

The BCHT [19] combines cuckoo hashing and buck-
etization [25, 57, 58]. Another improvement to cuckoo
hashing is by way of a stash—a small, software victim
cache for evicted items [42].

Other forms of open addressing are also prevalent.
Quadratic hashing, double hashing, Robin Hood hash-
ing [14], and linear probing are other commonly used
open addressing techniques [16]. Hopscotch hashing at-
tempts to move keys to a preferred neighborhood of the
table by displacing others [31]. It maintains a per-slot

hop information field that is often several bits in length
that tracks element displacements to nearby cells. By
contrast, Horton tables only create remap entries when
buckets exceed their baseline capacity.

Other work raises the throughput of concurrent hash
tables by using lock free approaches [53, 67, 68] or fine-
grain spinlocks [47]. Additional approaches attempt to
fuse or use other data structures in tandem with hash ta-
bles to enable faster lookups [48, 61, 65].

In application, hash tables find themselves used in
a wide of variety of data warehousing and process-
ing applications. A number of in-memory key-value
stores employ hash tables [20, 24, 32, 56, 71], and oth-
ers accelerate key lookups by locating the hash table
on the GPU [32, 33, 71]. Early GPU hash tables have
been primarily developed for accelerating applications in
databases, graphics and computer vision [2,3,27,43,45].
In in-memory databases, there has been significant effort
spent on optimizing hash tables due to their use in hash
join algorithms on CPUs [5, 6, 9, 12, 60], coupled CPU-
GPU systems [28, 29, 38], and the Xeon Phi [37, 60].

This work on high-performance hash tables is com-
plementary to additional research efforts that attempt to
retool other indexes such as trees to take better advan-
tage of system resources and new and emerging hard-
ware [46, 49, 50, 69].

10 Conclusion
This paper presents the Horton table, an enhanced

bucketized cuckoo hash table that achieves higher
throughput by reducing the number of hardware cache
lines that are accessed per lookup. It uses a single func-
tion to hash most elements and can therefore retrieve
most items by accessing a single bucket, and thus a sin-
gle cache line. Similarly, most negative lookups can also
be satisfied by accessing one cache line. These low ac-
cess costs are enabled by remap entries: sparingly al-
located, in-bucket records that enable both cache and
off-chip memory bandwidth to be used much more effi-
ciently. Accordingly, Horton tables increase throughput
for positive and negative lookups by as much as 35% and
89%, respectively. Best of all, these improvements do
not sacrifice the other attractive traits of baseline BCHTs:
worst-case lookup costs of 2 buckets and load factors that
exceed 95%.
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Abstract
Cloud providers must dynamically allocate their phys-

ical resources to the right client to maximize the benefit
that they can get out of given hardware. Cache Alloca-
tion Technology (CAT) makes it possible for the provider
to allocate last level cache to virtual machines to prevent
cache pollution. The provider can also allocate the cache
to optimize client benefit. But how should it optimize
client benefit, when it does not even know what the client
plans to do?

We present an auction-based mechanism that dynami-
cally allocates cache while optimizing client benefit and
improving hardware utilization. We evaluate our mecha-
nism on benchmarks from the Phoronix Test Suite. Ex-
perimental results show that Ginseng for cache alloca-
tion improved clients’ aggregated benefit by up to 42.8×
compared with state-of-the-art static and dynamic algo-
rithms.

1 Introduction

Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) cloud computing
providers rent computing resources wrapped as an
infrastructure, i.e., a guest virtual machine (VM),
to their clients. To compete in the tough market of
cloud computing, providers must improve their clients’
quality-of-service (QoS) while maintaining competitive
pricing and reducing per-client management cost. Thus,
better hardware utilization is necessary. New Intel tech-
nology that supports last level cache (LLC) allocation
allows better cache utilization via cache partitioning.

Providers can utilize this new technology to guar-
antee clients’ performance requirements by preventing
applications from polluting each other’s cache [32], as
Intel intended [25]. Moreover, they can accommo-
date more clients’ performance requirements by granting
more LLC to those who benefit from it and preventing
access to those who do not. This increases the provider’s

ability to consolidate the physical host.
Without any client performance information, the

provider can only optimize guest performance accord-
ing to host-known metrics, such as instructions-per-
second (IPC), LLC hit-rate, LLC reads-count, and so
forth [19, 41, 64]. The host does not know what the
client’s real benefit from more cache is, nor can it com-
pare benefits that different clients draw from cache. For
example, higher IPC does not necessarily indicate better
performance, as the guest VM might just be polling on a
spin-lock more quickly.

Moreover, a client may be willing to settle for poorer
performance in exchange for a lower payment [5]. This
might be the case, for example, when the guest VM of
a performance-demanding client is running maintenance
work in between important workloads every few sec-
onds. Nevertheless, lacking the guests’ current workload
information, the host will try to improve its performance
despite the lack of benefit to the client. This, in turn, may
hinder the performance of other guests. It is therefore in
the interest of both provider and client that clients pay
only for the fine grained LLC they need, when they need
it [1, 3, 7, 15, 45, 49]. Client satisfaction will thus be im-
proved, as clients can pay less for the same performance
but only when it is really needed, while providers will be
able to improve hardware utilization.

However, real-world public cloud clients are selfish,
rational economic entities. They will not let the provider
know precisely how much benefit each quantity of cache
ways would bring to it. They are black-boxes, and
as such, unlike white-box clients [15, 22, 23, 47], they
will not share their true private information with their
provider unless it is in their own best interest to do so.
For example, if the host allocates cache ways to guests
who will derive the greatest benefit from it, each guest
will claim that it has the most to gain from additional
cache ways. Likewise, if the host allocates cache ways
to guests who perform poorly, each guest will claim poor
performance.

1
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Even passive black-box measurements taken by the
provider can be manipulated [19, 41, 64]. For example,
a guest can fake cache misses by adding random instruc-
tions in the code that access random—non-cached—
memory addresses. Such instructions will not delay the
out-of-order-execution (OOOE) CPU as they are inde-
pendent of the other instructions, and they will induce
many cache misses.

In this paper we address the problem of how cloud
providers should allocate cache among selfish black-box
clients in light of the new cache allocation technology.

Our contribution towards a solution to this problem
is Ginseng [4] for cache allocation, a market-driven auc-
tion system that maximizes the aggregated benefit of the
guests in terms of the economic value they attribute to the
desired allocation, using game-theoretic principles. This
approach encourages even a selfish guest to bid for cache
according to its true benefit. Ginseng was first introduced
for memory allocation [4], and a similar, auction-based
approach was used before for bandwidth allocation [38].
Furthermore, Amazon has been auctioning virtual ma-
chines since 2009 [2].

We evaluate Ginseng on benchmarks from the
Phoronix Test Suite [37], which we classify according to
their benefit from the cache. We show that Ginseng im-
proves the aggregated economic benefit of guests from
cache by up to 42.8× compared to the prevalent method
used by today’s cloud providers.

Our second contribution is an evaluation of the at-
tributes which differentiate dynamic cache allocation
from other resources: (1) As opposed to memory, cache
does not have to be exclusively allocated and can be
shared effectively. However, mutual trust is required
to allow benefit for the sharing participants. (2) Un-
like bandwidth—but much like memory—cache has to
be warmed up before the guest can benefit from it.
However—unlike memory pages—cache must be al-
located consecutively, which induces more cache way
transfers when the allocation is changed. Furthermore,
Intel’s allocation mechanism might fail to enforce fre-
quent transfers of cache ownership. Thus, dynamic cache
allocation might incur performance overhead. We ad-
dress the question of when it is beneficial to share cache
and when exclusive allocation is preferable, and we mea-
sure and analyze the overhead of frequently changing the
allocation.

2 System Architecture

Ginseng is a market-driven cloud mechanism that allo-
cates resources to guest virtual-machines by means of an
auction. It is implemented for cloud hosts running the
KVM hypervisor [35] but can work seamlessly on any
other hypervisor. Ginseng for cache allocation controls

Economic Agent

Cache Controller
Host Guests

Ginseng

Auctioneer perf(cache,state)

CommunicatorCommunicator

Application

Vperf(perf)

Figure 1: Ginseng system architecture

the cache ways allocated to each guest using the cache-
driver described in §3.

Ginseng has a host component and a guest component,
as depicted in Figure 1. The host’s Auctioneer uses the
Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG) auction [10,17,60], to be
described in §4. The host’s communicators communi-
cate with the guests using the auction protocol, detailed
in §5. It also instructs the cache controller how to allo-
cate cache ways among the guests. The guest’s economic
agent bids on behalf of the client by stating a valuation
for each number of cache ways. The guest component
we implemented bids with a true valuation, as that is the
best strategy for the guest [10, 17, 60], but Ginseng does
not enforce any restrictions on the implementation and
strategy of the guest’s economic agent.

3 Cache Architecture

Intel’s cache, and LLC in particular, stores data in gran-
ularity of cache lines that typically vary from 64 to 256
bytes, depending on the machine. The cache is organized
in ways, each of which is a hash table, where the key is
a hash value of the line’s memory address and the value
is the content of the cache line. Way locations that are
designated to be filled by lines with the same keys are
called a set.

When reading from a memory address or writing to
it, the CPU first computes the address’s set by using the
hash function. Then the line is stored in this set on one of
the cache ways. If the entire set is full, the least recently
used (LRU) line in the set will be evicted and replaced.

When an application uses the cache exclusively, it will
evict its own least recently used data. However, when
several applications use the same cache, one might evict
the other’s cache lines and influence its performance.
To prevent this, Intel’s new cache allocation technology
(CAT) allows cache partitioning. The API defines the no-
tion of classes-of-service (COS), which determine a set
of cache ways. When a hardware thread is assigned to
a COS, it is only allowed to store new cache lines in the

2
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ways determined by the COS. However, the COS does
not limit reading from any of the ways in the cache.

Intel’s API requires that the selected ways in each
COS be consecutive. The API does not impose exclusiv-
ity, so a cache way can be used by more than one COS.

We experimented with new hardware (Haswell) that
supports the new cache allocation technology. It supports
only four COSes and requires a minimum allocation of
two cache ways for each COS. However, more advanced
architectures such as Broadwell will support a minimum
of one cache-way allocation and 16 COSes [26].

Intel has already added support for CAT to the Linux
kernel (tip) via the cgroups interface. However, at
the time we experimented with the hardware, the mod-
ification was only available as a patch and was not
stable enough. Therefore, we implemented our own
user-level driver that allows control over the COSes
and their assignment to CPUs. We implemented it in
Python by writing directly to the model-specific regis-
ters (MSR) using rdmsr/wrmsr utilities for Linux. The
driver code is available at https://bitbucket.org/
fonaro/cat-driver.

3.1 Restricting LLC Access: The Pit
Preventing LLC access to some guests will allow us

to allocate more cache ways to others who might benefit
more from it. However, the cache allocation API does
not allow LLC access to be restricted to specific guests.
Instead, we assign them to a single COS we denote the
pit. We allocate the pit the minimum number of cache
ways allowed by the hardware (two for our hardware).

4 Cache Auction

Ginseng allocates cache efficiently because it uses a
game-theoretic mechanism to elicit the guests’ true ben-
efit from cache. The host conducts rounds of cache
auctions to adapt the allocation according to the guests’
changing needs.

In Ginseng, each guest has a different, changing, pri-
vate (secret) valuation of cache, which is expressed in
dollars per second for each cache way allocation. Each
way will be allocated exclusively. The guest derives its
valuation by combining two private functions: perfor-
mance as a function of cache ways (in performance units
per second) and valuation of performance (in dollars per
performance unit). By taking into account resource allo-
cation and monetary worth, Ginseng is able to compare
valuations, while the actual performance requirements
are defined and controlled by the client [18].

As in Ginseng for memory allocation [4], we de-
fine the aggregate benefit from a cache allocation to
all guests—their satisfaction from the auction results—
using the game-theoretic measure of social welfare. The

social welfare of an allocation is defined as the sum of
all the guests’ valuations of the cache they receive in the
allocation.

Ginseng for cache allocation uses the VCG auction,
which maximizes social welfare by encouraging even
selfish participants with conflicting economic interests to
inform the auctioneer of their true valuation of the auc-
tioned goods. In VCG auctions, this is done by charging
each participant for the damage it inflicts on other partic-
ipants’ social welfare, rather than directly for the goods
it wins. VCG auctions are used, for example, in Face-
book’s repeated auctions [43], as well as in other settings.

The guest’s valuation for each allocation of cache can
be affected by its expected performance given its cur-
rent state. However, it can also be affected by variables
unrelated to performance. For example, if the guest is
a service provider without any traffic, it may value any
number of cache ways as contributing zero to its utility.
We denote the guest’s valuation by

V (cache,state) =Vper f (per f (cache,state)) ,

where Vper f (per f ) describes the value derived by the
client for a given level of performance for a given guest,
and per f (cache,state) describes the performance the
guest can achieve given its current state and a certain
number of cache ways. Vper f (per f ) is private for each
client; it is based on economic considerations and busi-
ness logic.

For example, two clients run a market forecasting al-
gorithm and need to evaluate 1,000 stocks on average
to find a group of stocks that are expected to yield 10%
profit. They can measure their performance in evaluated
stocks per hour. The first client is willing to invest $10K.
For this client, Vper f (per f ) = $1

stock · per f . The second
client, however, is only willing to invest $1K. For this
client, Vper f (per f ) = $0.1

stock · per f . Both clients will need
to know per f (cache,state): how many stocks they can
evaluate per hour when given various numbers of cache
ways and under the current conditions (e.g., server load).

In our experiments, we use an offline mapping of
performance as a function of cache and the current
server load. We found this to be sufficiently accurate,
as we demonstrate in §8.2. But performance can also
be measured online, as demonstrated in a number of
works [6, 19, 41, 58, 64, 66], and as might be required in
real-world scenarios.

5 Auction Protocol

In Ginseng, each client pays a constant hourly fee for its
guest VM while it is assigned to the pit. In each auction
round, each guest can bid for exclusive cache ways. After
each round, Ginseng calculates a new cache allocation,
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and guests exclusively rent the cache ways they won until
the next round ends.

The constant fee is not affected by the auction results.
It guarantees the lion’s share of the host’s revenues, so
that the host can utilize the auction to maximize social
welfare, thereby attracting more guests.

Clients with hard performance requirements can ver-
ify the availability of exclusive cache ways by prepay-
ing for them (and thereby removing them from the cache
ways that are up for rent). Supporting these clients will
be easier in future hardware with more COSes. These
clients are not included in our experiments, which were
performed on Haswell. Clients with very low perfor-
mance requirements are expected to pay in advance only
the constant fee and bid with low valuations or not at
all, so that they rarely pay for cache ways and manage
to stay within their budget. Clients in between those ex-
tremes are expected to choose a flexible payment scheme
that meets their needs.

Here follows the description of an auction round,
along with a numeric example. In the example, as well
as in the experiments that follow, the host’s clients are
service providers with their own customers.

Initialization. Each guest is assigned to the pit as it
enters the system.

Auction Announcement. The host informs each
guest of the number of available cache ways, the server
load (i.e., the number of active VMs) and the auction’s
closing time, after which bids are not accepted. In our
example, the physical machine has 20 cache ways, two
of which are dedicated to the pit, so the host announces
an auction for 18 cache ways.

Bidding. Interested guests bid for cache ways. A bid
is composed of a price per hour for each number of ex-
clusive cache ways that the guest is willing to rent. In our
example, 10 guests choose not to bid in this round, and
2 guests have strict performance requirements: Guest 1
is willing to pay $1 per hour when allocated 10 or more
cache ways and $0 per hour for fewer cache ways. Guest
2 is willing to pay $5 per hour for allocation of 14 or
more cache ways and $0 per hour for fewer cache ways.

Bid Collection. The host asynchronously collects
guest bids as soon as the auction is announced. It con-
siders the most recent bid from each guest, dismissing
earlier bids. Guests that do not bid lose the auction auto-
matically, and are assigned to the pit.

Allocation and Payments. The host computes the
allocation and payments according to the VCG auction
rules, using a specially designed algorithm described in
§6. For each guest, it computes how much cache it won
and at what price. The payment rule guarantees that the
guest will not pay a price that exceeds its bid. The guest’s
account is charged accordingly (and accurately, by the
second). In the example, guest 1 loses, is assigned to the

pit and pays nothing; guest 2 wins all of the cache ways
and pays $1 per hour.

Informing Guests and Assigning Cache Ways. The
host informs each guest of the auction results that are
relevant to it: its cache allocation and payment. Then,
the host takes cache ways from those who lost them and
gives them to those who won, by updating their COSes
as necessary.

6 Auction Rules

Every auction has an allocation rule—who gets the
goods?—and a payment rule—how much do they pay?
To determine who gets the goods, the VCG algorithm
calculates the optimal allocation of cache ways: the one
that maximizes social welfare—client satisfaction—as
described in §4. To determine the optimal allocation,
the VCG auction solves a constrained multi-unit allo-
cation problem, as detailed in §6.1. To determine how
each client pays, the VCG auction computes the dam-
age it inflicts on other guests, as detailed in §6.2. After
explaining the auction rules, we discuss their run-time
complexity and provide an example showing how they
are executed. The correctness proof can be found in the
full version [13].

6.1 Allocation Rule
To find the optimal allocation—the one that maxi-

mizes the social welfare—Ginseng must consider all the
allocations for the number of guests, the number of cache
ways available, the size of the pit, and the maximum
number of classes-of-service (COS) available. Since the
number of possible allocations is exponential in the num-
ber of guests and cache ways, iterating over them is im-
practical. Therefore, we introduce a simple algorithm
that finds the optimal allocation in polynomial time.

First, the algorithm combines two guests into an effec-
tive guest with a joint valuation function. For any number
of cache ways that the two guests will get, the joint func-
tion stores the optimal division of cache ways between
the two guests, and returns the sum of the valuations of
these guests for that cache way division. Then, in each
step, it continues to combine the guests and the effective
guests until a single effective guest remains. Its valuation
function returns the maximal aggregated valuation of all
the guests, which is the social welfare. The optimal allo-
cation is then reconstructed from stored division data of
the joint valuation functions.

6.2 Payment Rule
The payments follow the VCG exclusion compen-

sation principle, as formulated in [4]. Let ak denote
player’s k cache allocation, and let a′k denote the number
of cache ways that would have been allocated to guest k
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in an auction in which guest i did not participate and the
rest of the guests bid as they bid in the current auction.
Then guest i is charged a price pi, computed as follows:

pi = ∑
k �=i

Vk(a′k)−Vk(ak) .

The payment reflects the damage that guest i’s bid in-
flicted on other guests.

6.3 Complexity
Let N denote the number of bidding guests. Let W

denote the total number of cache ways and let C denote
the total number of COSes.

Vcombined(w,c) is obtained by comparing O(w · c) al-
locations and summing the two valuations for each allo-
cation. That is, for W ·C values, the time complexity is
O
(
W 2C2

)
. After N − 1 reductions we will have one

combined valuation. So the total time complexity of the
allocation algorithm is O

(
W 2 ·C2 ·N

)
.

To compute the payment for a guest that is allocated
any cache ways, the allocation algorithm needs to be
computed again without this guest. Since the number of
winning guests is bounded by C, in each auction round
the allocation procedure is called up to min(C,N) + 1
times, and the time complexity of the total allocation and
payment calculation is O

(
W 2 ·C2 ·N ·min(C,N)

)
.

The algorithm runtime was reasonable: less than one
second using a single hardware thread, even when tested
with thousands of cache ways and guests, and an unlim-
ited number of COSes, in preparation for future architec-
tures.

7 Experimental Setup

In this section we describe the experimental setup in
which we evaluate Ginseng.

7.1 Machine Setup
We used a machine with two Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-

2658 v3 @ 2.20GHz CPUs with a 30MB, 20-way LLC
that supports CAT. Each CPU had 12 cores with hyper-
threading enabled, for a total of 48 hardware threads.
One CPU was dedicated to the host and the other to the
guests. As many guests as possible were each pinned
to two exclusive hardware threads that resided on the
same core. In experiments with more than 12 guests,
some were pinned to one hardware thread each. This let
us manage cache allocation per hardware thread and not
per VM process. The machine had 32GB of RAM per
socket. Each VM got 1GB of RAM, pinned to mem-
ory from the same node. The host ran Ubuntu Linux
with kernel 4.0.9-040009-generic #201507212131, and
the guests ran 3.2.0-29-generic-#46-Ubuntu.

Each application ran exclusively on a virtual machine
(VM); hence we refer from now on to an application and
the guest VM running it interchangeably. However, this
is not compulsory; in real scenarios, the VM’s valuation
can change in each bid to cater to changing conditions
or changing applications, as is customary in the cattle
model of cloud computing.

7.2 Workloads
The Phoronix Test Suite [37] includes over 100 bench-

marks for a variety of applications. We chose a sample of
10 applications with varying cache utilization, along with
their associated benchmarks: BZIP2 (1.5.0) uses paral-
lel compression on a 256MB file. H.264 (2.0.0) encodes
a video to H.264 format on the CPU. HMMer (1.1.0)
searches the Pfam database for profile hidden Markov
models. Gcrypt (1.0.3) uses the CAMELLIA256-ECB
cipher. OpenSSL (1.9.0) uses an open-source SSL im-
plementation with 4096-bit RSA. Five of the appli-
cations were taken from the SciMark 2.0 suite [51]
(1.2.0), which is included in the Phoronix suite but ex-
ists also as a stand-alone: Fast Fourier Transform per-
forms a one-dimensional forward transform of com-
plex numbers. Dense LU Matrix Factorization com-
putes the LU factorization of a dense matrix us-
ing partial pivoting. Monte-Carlo approximates
the value of pi by using random point selection
on a circle. Jacobi Successive Over-Relaxation per-
forms Jacobi successive over-relaxation on a grid.
Composite-Scimark is comprised of several SciMark 2.0
benchmarks. The following subsection shows the perfor-
mance measurements of these benchmarks.

We also tested some larger, commonly used applica-
tions such as PostgreSQL and Memcached. However,
we eventually decided not to use them in the experi-
mental section as both require long warm-up periods and
would reduce the number of experiments we were able to
perform. The performance measurements of both these
applications are also shown in the following subsection.
We used the TPC-B benchmark with 10 clients to test
PostgreSQL, which ran on a VM with 4GM of RAM. To
test Memcached we used memslap with 64-byte values
and 90% reads, and configured Memcached to use 64MB
of RAM.

7.2.1 Classifying the Applications

We used the benchmarks to classify the above applica-
tions and demonstrate how they perform under different
cache allotments and partitioning.

Cache-utilizer applications perform better when allo-
cated more cache. The performance of such applications
is depicted in Figure 2a.

Cache-neutral applications cannot utilize the cache to
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(a) Cache-utilizer application performance increases with more ways.

(b) Cache-neutral application performance is indifferent to cache ways.

Figure 2: Performance of various applications, normal-
ized by their performance in the pit. Measured with 11
other guests assigned to the pit. All of the applications
were allocated two hardware threads.

obtain better performance. The performance of such ap-
plications is depicted in Figure 2b. However, they might
experience minor improvement as compared to being as-
signed to the pit.

Cache-polluter applications are cache-neutral applica-
tions that pollute the cache in a way that will harm the
cache-utilizer’s performance when cache is shared with
the polluter. To demonstrate this, we ran several experi-
ments, in each of which we ran one cache-utilizer and 7
cache-neutral applications simultaneously. We assigned
all of the cache to all of the guests in the shared sce-
nario. In the partitioned scenario, we assigned 2 cache
ways to all of the cache-neutral applications together and
the rest of the available cache was allocated to the cache-
utilizer. Figure 3 shows that the cache-utilizer’s perfor-
mance drops when sharing cache with a cache-polluter
application.

It is likely that partitioning the cache can bene-
fit cache-utilizer applications by protecting them from
cache polluters without affecting cache-neutral applica-
tions. Furthermore, the provider may need to decide how
to allocate the cache between several cache utilizers.

7.2.2 Living with Offline Profiling

Offline profiling is error-prone due to the dynamic nature
of the cloud. For example, a cache-utilizer may depend

(a) Composite-Scimark (cache-utilizer) performance improves when
sharing cache with OpenSSL (cache-neutral). Therefore, we consider
OpenSSL to be a non-polluter.

(b) Composite-Scimark (cache-utilizer) performance drops when shar-
ing cache with Monte-Carlo (cache-neutral, does not gain from extra
cache). Therefore, we consider Monte-Carlo to be a cache-polluter.

Figure 3: Composite-Scimark performance when sharing
the cache with cache-polluter vs. non-cache-polluter ap-
plications. The performance was normalized to the min-
imum measurement in all the experiments.

on memory bandwidth. That is, if an application can ben-
efit from faster access to the memory via cache, it will
likely suffer when memory access time increases due to
low memory bandwidth. Memory bandwidth isolation
mechanisms have been researched [27, 29, 46, 48], but
are not yet available in commercial hardware [41]. Thus,
we are compelled to accept the available memory band-
width as dependent on the number of guests in the cloud.
In a real cloud, the client might want to receive informa-
tion from the host about its available (or expected) mem-
ory bandwidth and take it into account when deriving its
valuation. In our Ginseng experiments, we consider the
number of guests in the system to be the only factor in-
fluencing memory bandwidth and report it to each guest.
The guest uses this information from the host as a factor
in its valuation, employing its offline performance pro-
filing for environments with various numbers of guests
(Figure 4).

7.2.3 Valuations

The experimental scenario consists of cloud guests who
are themselves service providers. Each guest serves one
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of its customers at a time. Each guest’s customer shares
performance metrics but has different performance re-
quirements. Thus, when customers change, this implies
a change in the guest’s valuation function. The valuation
function is formulated as the profiled performance func-
tion, normalized to the range [0..1], and multiplied by a
scale factor that represents the amount the guest’s cus-
tomer is willing to pay for the performance. The scale
factor depends on the performance: if it is below the cus-
tomer’s required performance, then the scale factor will
be lower. Formally, we can express this as:

valuation(a) = s(per f (a)) · per f (a)−min per f
max per f −min per f

,

where a denotes the cache way allocation and s denotes
the scale factor. The pit is free of charge, and therefore
valuation(0) = 0.

We characterize three customer types by their scale
factors: A low-valuation customer has a constant scale
factor s = 0.05. Such a client is unconcerned with per-
formance or unwilling to pay to improve it. An medium-
valuation customer has a scale factor s = 1 when meet-
ing its performance requirements, and s = 0.05 other-
wise. A high-valuation customer has a scale factor
s = 3 when meeting its performance requirements, and
s = 0.05 otherwise. The performance requirements of
this type of customer are higher. See, for example, the
valuation functions of a customer running Composite-
Scimark (Figure 5).

In each experiment, each guest serves 10 customers
with different valuations, one after the other. We emu-
lated that by giving each guest a pool of valuations with
four customer-type distributions. The distributions are
denoted as triplets of high-valuation, medium-valuation
and low-valuation customers. We experimented with
the following distributions: (1,1,8), (1,2,7), (0,5,5), and
(3,3,4). For each guest we employed a different, ran-
domly shuffled and unique order on those valuation sets.
Hence, when we repeated an experiment but with more
guests, a guest that participated in both experiments had
the same valuation order in both. This gives us an idea
of what we could achieve if we consolidate more guests
on the same physical host.

7.3 Alternative Cache Allocation Methods
We compared Ginseng with the following cache allo-

cation methods:
Shared-cache allocation, where all of the guests share

the entire LLC. This was the prevalent method prior to
the introduction of CAT.

Uniform-static allocation, where each guest is allo-
cated a fixed and equal number of cache ways, as many as
the hardware allows. In our hardware there are 4 COSes,
so for 4 clients or fewer the cache was divided equally.

Figure 4: Example of performance profiling: Composite-
Scimark under different server loads (i.e., active VMs)
and with different numbers of allocated hardware
threads.

(a) Low-valuation customer (b) High-valuation customer

Figure 5: Composite-Scimark valuation function for dif-
ferent server-loads (i.e., active VMs) and when allocated
2 hardware threads. Note the different scale in the verti-
cal axes.

For more clients, three clients received six cache ways
each, and the rest of the clients were assigned to the pit.

Performance-maximizing allocation, where the
guests’ allocation maximizes the overall performance
of all of the applications. To this end, we employed
Ginseng’s optimization algorithm to maximize the
aggregate performance by using a constant scale factor
s = 1 for all the guests’ valuations. We did not compare
to this method when the experiment had more than one
type of application, as the aggregated performance of
different applications is meaningless. This allocation is
in practice a static allocation, as there is no provider-
observable difference in the application’s behavior
during the experiment.

Ideal-static allocation, where all the future client val-
uations are known in advance, and the static allocation
that maximizes the social welfare is chosen. It serves as
an upper bound for all the static allocations.
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7.4 Time Scales
Ginseng’s responsiveness to guest valuation changes

improves with more frequent auctions. Hence, an auction
round is conducted every 10 seconds. In each round, the
host collects guest bids for 3 seconds, and computes the
optimal allocation and payments for at most 3 seconds
(in practice it takes well under one second). Then the
host notifies the guests of their new allocation and pay-
ments and applies the new allocation. However, to gather
enough performance measurements for our experiments,
we changed the guest’s valuation every 5 minutes in the
dynamic allocation experiments. In the static allocation
experiments, where valuation changes did not affect the
guests’ state, 30 seconds were enough.

8 Evaluation

Our experiments were designed to answer the following
questions: (1) Which cache allocation method results in
guests who are most satisfied (i.e., have the highest social
welfare)? (2) How accurate is off-line profiling of guest
performance? (3) What are the limitations of a Ginseng-
based cloud?

The data presented in this paper is based on 4,287 ex-
periments, each lasting 10-50 minutes.

8.1 Comparing Social Welfare
We evaluated the social welfare achieved by Ginseng

vs. each of the four other methods listed in §7.3, for all
of the workloads and for workload mixtures (neutrals,
utilizers, and a mixture of both). We varied the number
of guests running the relevant applications. In the mixed
workload experiments we cyclically chose the new work-
load from the set.

The social welfare was calculated from the measured
performance of each application using its guest’s val-
uation function. Ginseng achieves much better social
welfare than the other allocation methods for the tested
workloads, as seen in Figure 6. It improves social wel-
fare for Dense LU Matrix Factorization by up to 42.8×
compared to shared-cache and by up to 26.3× com-
pared to ideal-static. For Fast Fourier Transform and
Composite-Scimark, Ginseng improves social welfare by
1.7× to 17.1× compared to shared-cache and ideal-
static. For a heterogeneous cloud with cache-utilizers,
Ginseng improves social welfare by up to 13.7× com-
pared to other allocation methods.

As seen in Figures 7a,7b, Ginseng increases the so-
cial welfare for an increasing number of up to 12 guests,
because more high-valuation and medium-valuation cus-
tomers can be served simultaneously. However, other
methods, including performance-maximizing, improve
the social welfare very little or not at all with more guests
because they disregard client valuation changes.

(a) Ginseng improvement factor over shared-cache allocation method.

(b) Ginseng improvement factor over ideal-static allocation method.

Figure 6: Maximum improvement factor of Ginseng
compared to the shared-cache and ideal-static meth-
ods with different assumptions on the number of high,
medium, and low valuation customers. The maximum is
over any number of guests with the application, or mix-
ture of applications.

For more than 12 guests, hardware threads become
a bottleneck, and some guests only get one hardware
thread; hence the social welfare gradually declines (Fig-
ure 7b). However, under Ginseng, some applications can
compensate for fewer hardware threads with additional
ways, so that Ginseng can maintain high social welfare
while increasing server consolidation (Figure 7a).

Nevertheless, other allocation methods can still pro-
duce results closer to Ginseng for some specific scenar-
ios. For example, when all guests run cache-neutral ap-
plications (Figure 7c), the applications are less likely to
suffer from being consigned to the pit than when some
guests run cache-utilizer applications. Although their
performance does not depend strongly on cache alloca-
tion, their performance in the pit deteriorates when more
guests are assigned to it. Thus, as the number of guests
in the cloud increases, it becomes increasingly important
to allocate cache ways to the right guests, as opposed to
assigning them to the pit.

Shared-cache can produce better results than Ginseng
when all guests use applications with a small memory

8
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(a) All guests run Fast Fourier Transform with 1 high-valuation cus-
tomer, 1 medium-valuation customer and 8 low-valuation customers.
Ginseng improves social welfare by up to 4.7× over performance-
maximizing and by up to 15.8× over shared-cache.

(b) All guests run Dense LU Matrix Factorization with 1 high-
valuation customer, 2 medium-valuation customers and 7 low-
valuation customers. Ginseng improves social welfare by up to 18.6×
over performance-maximizing and by up to 24× over shared-cache.

(c) All guests run Monte-Carlo with 1 high-valuation customer, 2
medium-valuation customers and 7 low-valuation customers. Ginseng
outperforms other allocation methods as server consolidation is in-
creased, even for cache-neutral applications.

(d) All guests run H.264 with 1 high-valuation customer, 2 medium-
valuation customers and 7 low-valuation customers. This is the only
case where shared-cache outperforms Ginseng for any number of
guests.

Figure 7: Social welfare under different cache allocation methods as a function of the number of guests. The dashed
lines indicate an experiment where the clients perform identically to the profiler (artificial clients). Cache-utilizer
applications can greatly benefit from Ginseng. Cache-neutral applications can still enjoy the benefits of Ginseng,
albeit to a lesser extent. Applications with a small memory working set will prefer sharing the cache with others like
it.

working-set (Figure 7d). In such a case, cache misses
are rare (e.g., a solid 80% hit ratio for 12 H.264 with
shared-cache). Thus, because none of the applications
access the memory frequently, an application is expected
to consume the maximum memory bandwidth when it
does. Hence, memory bandwidth will not be a bottle-
neck in this case. However, when memory bandwidth
is low due to frequent memory access by other applica-
tions, even a rare memory access can dramatically affect
performance. This is illustrated in Figure 9a, where two
applications are H.264 and 10 applications are Monte-
Carlo. H.264 uses a small memory working-set but re-
lies on prefetching to improve performance. When the
cache is not shared, all the prefetched data remains in
the cache, resulting in better performance. When the two
H.264 applications share the cache, and the 10 Monte-
Carlo applications are assigned to the pit, some of the

H.264 data might be evicted from the cache. Because the
Monte-Carlo applications access the memory very fre-
quently, any memory access by the H.264 applications
will result in sharply decreased performance of the latter.

Although our primary concern is improving the social
welfare, it is interesting to monitor the commonly con-
sidered metric of aggregated performance. This metric
is only applicable in the scenario where all the guests
run the same application. In these experiments we con-
ducted, the aggregated performance improves slightly
with Ginseng in most cases. In some cases, the shared-
cache or performance-maximizing methods improve the
aggregated performance by up to 10% in comparison to
Ginseng. The only exception is H.264, which in some
cases yielded a 200% improvement in the aggregated
performance with shared-cache, due to, as we mentioned
above, its small memory working-set. This does not di-
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minish the above because the applications are not con-
sidered equal, in contrast to what standard performance
improvement methods assume.

8.2 Influence of Off-Line Profiling
We experimented with off-line performance profiling

data (e.g., Figure 4) that was measured in a controlled
environment. However, in a live environment, profiling
data should be collected on-line, so that it remains fresh
under changing conditions. To retrospectively justify the
use of off-line profiling in our experiments, we measured
the deviation of actual performance from performance
predicted by the off-line profiling (for the conditions at
the time).

In Figure 8, we see that the deviation from the ex-
pected performance was under 10% in most cases. More-
over, the median deviation for all the applications was
under 1%, and 95% of the measurements deviate from
the predicated performance by less than 12%. The ac-
curacy of the profiling is reflected in the small differ-
ence between Ginseng and the simulation (Figure 7), and
shows that a more accurate profiler would achieve only a
minor improvement.

Figure 8: Expected performance deviation for all appli-
cations in all of our experiments. The pit measurements
are excluded as the performance is expected to fluctuate
when sharing a small number of cache ways.

8.3 To Share or Not To Share
We have already seen cases where partitioning the

cache can benefit cache-utilizer applications without af-
fecting cache-neutral ones. However, in some cases, a
partitioning that includes limited sharing could greatly
improve overall performance.

We consider two possible simple partitioning schemes
where we reserve two cache ways for the pit. Hard-
partitioning allocates a set of exclusive cache ways to
each guest. A guest that values cache more than oth-
ers will be allocated more cache ways. Soft-partitioning
allocates all the cache ways to the guest that values
cache the most. The guest that values cache second-
most gets a subset of the previous guest’s ways, and so

forth. For simplicity, we only let guests bid for the right
to use fixed COSes (for example: COS1 = [1..2] (pit),
COS2 = [3..20], COS3 = [3..15], COS4 = [3..10]). Guests
will need to consider how they value these COSes, as-
suming other COSes may be occupied by at most one
application per COS.

As we have seen, guests can successfully estimate
their expected performance for a given allocation of
exclusive cache (i.e., hard-partitioning). However, it
is harder to valuate a given soft-partitioning allocation
when the cache is shared with an unknown guest, as is
common in the cloud. Even if the neighbor guest is
known, the performance and valuation still depend on
additional dimensions (quantity and share level) that fur-
ther complicate the bidding and optimization process for
guest and host alike.

Ginseng uses hard-partitioning due to its simplicity
and accuracy of estimation. In this section we as-
sess the benefit guests might have achieved from soft-
partitioning. To simplify, we tested several pairs of
cache-utilizer applications, and the pit contained 10
Monte-Carlo applications that served as cache-polluters.
We measured the performance of each pair for all possi-
ble cache allocations in the hard-partitioning and soft-
partitioning allocation schemes. Then, we compared
each pair’s performance in these settings. We used each
application’s measured performance, normalized to its
performance when assigned to the pit, as its valuation
function, and experimented with different ratios of scale
factor between each pair’s valuations.

Although soft-partitioning sometimes yields better so-
cial welfare than hard partitioning (Figure 9b), it usually
improves it by no more than 10% (Figures 10 and 9a), or
even degrades it.

8.4 Dynamic Allocation Overhead
Transferred cache ways require a warm-up period.

Moreover, they are likely to contain the previous applica-
tion’s data. If the previous application is a cache-utilizer,
it is likely to access this data soon, and have this data
marked as most-recently-used (MRU). This creates com-
petition for the other application. If it accesses its own
data too slowly, it may end up evicting that data from its
previously owned ways to store new data in the cache.
It will thus take longer (possibly forever) for the second
application to benefit from additional cache ways. We
refer to such a scenario as cache leakage.

Furthermore, any allocation change is constrained by
the need to preserve the consecutiveness of ways in a
COS. For example, let the initial allocation be COS1 =
[1..4], COS2 = [5..6] and COS3 = [7..10]. To transfer a
way from COS3 to COS1, COS2 must also change. The
least disruptive transfer moves two ways: way 7 to COS2
and way 5 to COS1. Compared with the required transfer
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(a) Both applications are H.264. Hard-partitioning yields better social
welfare than soft-partitioning for all ratios.

(b) Both applications are Fast Fourier Transform. The maximal improve-
ment for soft-partitioning over hard-partitioning is achieved when the
applications’ scale factors are equal.

Figure 9: Social welfare under hard vs. soft-partitioning.
Striped columns indicate better social welfare under soft-
partitioning. Black indicates the opposite.

Figure 10: Social welfare improvement under soft-
partitioning compared with hard-partitioning for various
application pairs. Boxes show the middle 50% of the val-
ues over different valuation scale factor ratios. Whiskers
mark extreme values.

of a single way, this consecutiveness-constrained transfer
doubles the cache leakage effect.

We measured how dynamic allocation changes affect
application performance. In each experiment, a guest
machine ran one of the workloads listed in §7.2. At
the same time, the host natively ran an application that
repeatedly touches all its data, in parallel, using 8 hard-
ware threads and by utilizing the CPU’s out-of-order-

execution (OOOE) mechanism. We designed this appli-
cation to ensure that its data fits perfectly in its allocated
cache ways, by detecting cache lines that reside on the
same cache set [24, 63]. When an application keeps its
cache lines marked as MRU, the cache leakage effect is
amplified, and thus represents a worst-case scenario.

Each experiment ran for 10 minutes. In each exper-
iment both applications were allocated a basic set of
ways. Another set was transferred between the applica-
tions every [10..60] seconds. The numbers of basic and
transferred ways were in the range [2..10].

In the baseline experiments the cache ways were trans-
ferred once, from the application, to ensure that the ap-
plication’s performance was not affected by the cache
leakage. Half the performance measurements in these
experiments were high and half were low.

In the experiments with the frequent transfer intervals,
there is a similar performance distribution, whose val-
ues varied by up to 4% from the baseline values (high
values were lower, low values were higher). The mean
performance over the duration of the experiment varied
from the baseline by up to 1.1% for all of the workloads.
Mean performance values did not depend on the trans-
fer frequency: the effect of a single transfer is negligi-
ble, and when there are many intermittent leaks, those
that benefit an application will compensate for those that
harm it.

9 Related Work

Market Driven Resource Allocation. Lazar and Sem-
ret auctioned bandwidth [38]. Agmon Ben-Yehuda et
al. introduced Ginseng as a memory auctioning platform
[4]. Drexler and Miller [11] and Maillé and Tuffin [44]
suggested an auction to compute a market clearing price
for memory and bandwidth, respectively. Waldspurger et
al. auctioned processor time slices [61].

Cache Partitioning [56]. Many hardware solutions
detect cache pollution by non-reused data and prevent its
future insertion, or apply partitioning to prevent the ap-
plication from interfering with other applications [12,14,
28,31,40,50,52]; others rely on the user or OS to allocate
the cache, like CAT does [9,33,39,55]. However, CAT is
the first hardware implementation of such a mechanism
in commodity hardware.

A cache-polluter can prevent caching of specific data
by using Intel’s non-temporal store instruction. Cache
can be partitioned in software using page-coloring [59]
to prevent cache pollution: by the program [8, 58], by
the OS [19, 42, 65, 66], and under virtualized environ-
ments [30, 54, 62]. Some works proposed to guarantee
the applications’ performance demands via LLC man-
agement [18,20,21,41,47,53,57]; these works require the
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guests to reveal their performance requirements without
any incentive to do so.

Although page-coloring allows a finer granularity in
the cache allocation, it will not be as effective as CAT for
this work as it requires that memory be moved in order
to change the cache allocation, which will place a heavy
burden on both the clients and the provider.

Shared Cache Performance Interference. VM Per-
formance interference when sharing LLC [16,34,36] was
analyzed and predicted. Such methods can help guests
estimate their performance on shared cache and allow a
biddable soft-partitioning scheme.

10 Conclusions and Future Work

Ginseng efficiently allocates cache to selfish black-box
guests while maximizing their aggregate benefit. Gin-
seng can also benefit private clouds, where it distin-
guishes between guests that perform the same function
for different purposes, such as a test server vs. a pro-
duction server. Cache-Ginseng is the first economically-
based cache allocation method, and cache is the sec-
ond resource implemented in the Ginseng framework.
Cache-Ginseng works by hard-partitioning the cache in
short intervals according to a VCG auction in which the
guests have an incentive to bid their true valuation of the
cache.

The guests utilize their cache fast enough to allow
such rapid changes in the allocation without any sub-
stantial effect on their performance. Ginseng achieves
up to 42.8× improvement in social welfare when com-
pared with alternative cache allocation methods. Shared
cache allocation may improve on these results. Formu-
lating a bidding and valuation language for shared cache
remains as future work.

Although the VCG auction has a high computa-
tional complexity, the coarse cache allocation granu-
larity makes it suitable for cache auction. Similarly,
it can be efficiently used to allocate other small num-
bered multi-unit resources whose valuation functions are
monotonically rising: CPUs, for example. Thus, Gin-
seng is not only a platform for auctioning cache and
memory, but also a concrete step toward the Resource-
as-a-Service (RaaS) cloud [1, 3], in which all resources,
not just cache and memory, will be bought and sold on-
the-fly. Extending Ginseng to additional resources and to
their concurrent allocation remains as future work.

For Ginseng to be applicable in real public or private
clouds, further work is required to create tools for clients
to evaluate their expected performance with different re-
source allocations, where the parameters of the cloud are
dynamic (e.g., online profiling), and to assist the clients
in valuating their performance in economic terms. Fur-
thermore, to maximize the social welfare over an entire

cloud to prevent overcrowded machines, VM migration
support should be implemented in Ginseng in a way that
takes into account the economic benefit and cost to the
client and the provider.
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Abstract
Web services from search to games to stock trading im-
pose strict Service Level Objectives (SLOs) on tail latency.
Meeting these objectives is challenging because the com-
putational demand of each request is highly variable and
load is bursty. Consequently, many servers run at low
utilization (10 to 45%); turn off simultaneous multithread-
ing (SMT); and execute only a single service — wasting
hardware, energy, and money. Although co-running batch
jobs with latency critical requests to utilize multiple SMT
hardware contexts (lanes) is appealing, unmitigated shar-
ing of core resources induces non-linear effects on tail
latency and SLO violations.

We introduce principled borrowing to control SMT
hardware execution in which batch threads borrow core
resources. A batch thread executes in a reserved batch
SMT lane when no latency-critical thread is executing
in the partner request lane. We instrument batch threads
to quickly detect execution in the request lane, step out
of the way, and promptly return the borrowed resources.
We introduce the nanonap system call to stop the batch
thread’s execution without yielding its lane to the OS
scheduler, ensuring that requests have exclusive use of
the core’s resources. We evaluate our approach for co-
locating batch workloads with latency-critical requests
using the Apache Lucene search engine. A conservative
policy that executes batch threads only when request lane
is idle improves utilization between 90% and 25% on
one core depending on load, without compromising re-
quest SLOs. Our approach is straightforward, robust, and
unobtrusive, opening the way to substantially improved
resource utilization in datacenters running latency-critical
workloads.

1 Introduction
Latency-critical web services, such as search, trading,
games, and social media, must consistently deliver low-
latency responses to attract and satisfy users. This
requirement translates into Service Level Objectives
(SLOs) governing latency. For example, an SLO may
include an average latency constraint and a tail con-
straint, such as that 99% of requests must complete within
100 ms [6, 7, 13, 34]. Many such services, such as Google
Search and Twitter [6, 8, 18], systematically underuti-
lize the available hardware to meet SLOs. Furthermore,

servers often execute only one service to ensure that
latency-critical requests are free from interference. The
result is that server utilizations are as low as 10 to 45%.
Since these services are widely deployed in large num-
bers of datacenters, their poor utilization incurs enormous
commensurate capital and operating costs. Even small
improvements substantially improve profitability.

Meeting SLOs in these highly engineered systems is
challenging because: (1) requests often have variable
computational demands and (2) load is unpredictable
and bursty. Since computation demands of requests may
differ by factors of ten or more and load bursts induce
queuing delay, overloading a server results in highly non-
linear increases in tail-latency. The conservative solution
providers often take is to significantly over-provision.

Interference arises in chip multiprocessors (CMPs)
and in simultaneous multithreading (SMT) cores when
contending for shared resources. A spate of recent re-
search explores how to predict and model interference
between different workloads executing on distinct CMP
cores [8, 23, 25, 28], but these approaches target and
exploit large scale diurnal patterns of utilization, e.g., co-
locating batch workloads at night when load is low. Lo et
al. explicitly rule out SMT because of the highly unpre-
dictable and non-linear impact on tail latency (which we
confirm) and the inadequacy of high-latency OS schedul-
ing [23]. Zhang et al. do not attempt to reduce SMT-
induced overheads, but rather they accommodate them us-
ing a model of interference for co-running workloads [35].
Their approach requires ahead-of-time profiling of all co-
located workloads and over-provisioning. Prior work
lacks dynamic mechanisms to monitor and control batch
workloads on SMT with low latency.

This research exploits SMT resources to increase
utilization without compromising SLOs. We introduce
principled borrowing, which dynamically identifies idle
cycles and borrows these resources. We implement bor-
rowing in the ELFEN1 scheduler, which co-runs batch
threads and latency-critical requests, and meets request
SLOs. Our work is complementary to managing shared
cache and memory resources. We first show that latency-
critical workloads impose many idle periods and they are
short. This result confirms that scheduling at OS granu-

1In the Grimm fairy tale, Die Wichtelmänner, elves borrow a cob-
bler’s tools while he sleeps, making him beautiful shoes.
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larities is inadequate, motivating fine-grain mechanisms.
ELFEN introduces mechanisms to control thread exe-

cution and a runtime that monitors and schedules threads
on distinct hardware contexts (lanes) of an SMT core.
ELFEN pins latency-critical requests to one SMT lane
and batch threads to N − 1 partner SMT lanes on a N-
way SMT core. A batch thread monitors a paired lane
reserved for executing latency-critical requests. (We use
‘requests’ for concision.) The simplest borrow idle pol-
icy in ELFEN ensures mutual exclusion — requests ex-
ecute without interference. Batch threads monitor the
request lane and when the request lane is occupied, they
release their resources. When the request lane is idle,
batch threads execute. We introduce nanonap, a new
system call, that disables preemption and invokes mwait
to release hardware resources quickly — within ~3 000
cycles. This mechanism provides semantics that neither
yielding, busy-waiting, nor futex offer. After calling
nanonap, the batch thread stays in this new kernel state
without consuming microarchitecture resources until the
next interrupt arrives or the request lane becomes idle.
These semantics ensure that requests incur no interfer-
ence from batch threads and pose no new security risks.
Since the batch thread is never out of the control of the
OS, the OS may preempt it as needed. The shared system
state that ELFEN exploits is already available to applica-
tions on the same core, and ELFEN reveals no additional
information about co-runners to each other.

We inject scheduling and profiling mechanisms into
batch applications at compile-time. A binary re-writer
could also implement this functionality. The instrumenta-
tion frequently checks for a request running on the paired
SMT lane by examining a shared memory location. When
the batch thread observes a request, it immediately in-
vokes nanonap to release hardware resources. This pol-
icy ensures that the core is always busy, but it only utilizes
one SMT lane on a two-way SMT core at a time.

More aggressive borrowing policies use both lanes at
once by giving batch threads a budget that limits over-
heads imposed on requests, ensuring that SLOs are met.
The budget is shaped by the SLO, the batch workload’s
impact on the latency-critical workload, and the length of
the request queue. These policies monitor the request in
various ways, via lightweight fine-grain profiling [32].

We implement ELFEN in the Linux kernel and in
compile-time instrumentation that self-schedules batch
workloads, using both C and Java applications, demon-
strating generality. For our latency-sensitive workload,
we use the widely deployed Apache Lucene open-source
search engine [3]. Prior work shows Lucene has per-
formance characteristics and request demand distribu-
tions similar to the Bing search engine [10]. We evaluate
ELFEN co-executing a range of large complex batch work-
loads on two-way SMT hardware. On one core, ELFEN’s

borrow idle policy achieves peak utilization with essen-
tially no impact on Lucene’s 99th percentile latency SLO.
ELFEN improves core utilization by 90% at low load and
25% at high loads compared to a core dedicated only to
Lucene requests. It consistently achieves close to 100%
core utilization, the peak for this policy — one of the
two hardware contexts always busy. On an eight core
CMP, the borrow idle policy usually has no impact or
slightly improves 99th percentile latency because cores
never go to sleep. Occasional high overheads at high load
may require additional interference detecting techniques.
Improvements in CMP utilization are more substantial
than for one core because at low load, many cores may be
idle. ELFEN consistently achieves close to 100% of the
no-SMT peak, which is also the borrow idle policy’s peak
utilization.

Choosing a policy depends on provider workloads,
capacity, and server economics, including penalties
for missed SLOs and costs for provisioning servers.
Providers currently provide excess capacity for load bursts
and SLOs slack for each request. Our approach handles
both. Our most conservative borrow idle policy steps out
of the way during load bursts and suits a setting where the
penalties for missed SLOs are very high. Our more agres-
sive policies can soak up slack and handle load bursts.
They offer as much as two times better utilization but at
the cost of higher median latencies and higher probability
of SLO violations. For server providers with latency-
critical and batch workloads, the main benefit of our work
is to substantially reduce the required number of servers
for batch workloads.

In summary, contributions of this paper include:

• analysis of why latency-critical workloads system-
atically underutilize hardware and the opportunities
afforded by idle periods;

• nanonap, a system call for fine-grain thread control;
• ELFEN, a scheduler that borrows idle cycles from un-

derutilized SMT cores for batch workloads without
interfering with latency-critical requests;

• a range of scheduling policies;
• an evaluation that shows ELFEN can substantially

increase processor utilization by co-executing batch
threads, yet still meet request SLOs; and

• an open-source implementation on github [33].

Our approach requires only a modest change to the kernel
and no changes to application source code, making it easy
to adopt in diverse systems and workloads.

2 Background and Motivation
We motivate our work with workload characteristics of
latency-critical services; the non-linear effects on latency
from uncontrolled interference with SMT; the opportu-
nity to improve utilization availed by idle resources; and
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Figure 1. Highly variable demand is typical for
latency-critical workloads. Lucene demand distribution
with request processing time on x-axis in 1 ms buckets,
fraction of total on left y-axis, and cumulative distribution
red line on right y-axis.
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Figure 2. Overloading causes non-linear increases in
latency. Lucene percentile latencies and utilization on
one core. Highly variable demand induces queuing delay,
which results in non-linear increases in latency.

requirements on responsiveness dictated by idle periods.
Section 4 describes our evaluation methodologies.

Processing demand The popular industrial-strength
Apache Lucene enterprise search engine is our represen-
tative service [3]. Prior work shows that services such as
Bing search, Google search, financial transactions, and
personal assistants have similar computational character-
istics [6, 8, 10, 12, 29]. Figure 1 plots the distribution of
request processing times for Lucene executing in isola-
tion on a single hardware context. The bars (left y-axis)
show that most requests are short, but a few are very long.
This high variance of one to two orders of magnitude is
common in such systems.

Load sensitivity This experiment shows that high load
induces non-linear increases on latency. We assume a
100 ms service level objective (SLO) on 99th percentile
latency for requests. A front end on separate hardware
issues search requests at random intervals following an
exponential distribution around the prescribed requests
per second (RPS) mean rate. As soon as Lucene com-
pletes a request, it processes the next request in the queue.
If no requests are pending, it idles. We show results for a
single Lucene worker thread running on one core.

Figure 2 shows Lucene percentile latencies and utiliza-
tion as a function of RPS only on one lane of a two-way
SMT core using one Lucene task. The two graphs share
the same x-axis. The top graph shows median, 95th, and
99th percentile latency for requests, the bottom graph
shows CPU utilization which is the sum of the fraction
of time the lanes are busy normalized to the theoretical
peak for a system with SMT disabled. The maximum
utilization is 2.0, but the utilization in Figure 2 never ex-
ceeds 1.0 because only one thread handles requests, so
only one lane is used. As RPS increases, median, 95th,
and 99th percentile latencies first climb slowly and then
quickly accelerate. The 99th percentile hits a wall when
RPS rise above 120 RPS, while the request lane utilization
is only 70% at 120 RPS, leaving the two-way SMT core
substantially underutilized when operating at a practical
load for a 100 ms 99th percentile tail latency target.

Random request arrival times and the high variability
of processing times combine to produce high variability
in queuing times and non-linear increases in latencies
at high RPS. As we show next, adding a co-runner on
the same core using SMT has the effect of throttling the
latency-critical workload, effectively moving to the right
in Figure 2. Movements to the right lead to increasingly
unpredictable latencies, and likely violations of the SLO.
Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) This section
gives SMT background and shows that simultaneously
executing requests on one lane of a 2-way SMT core and
a batch thread on the other lane degrades request latencies.
This result confirms prior work [8, 23, 35] and explains
why service providers often disable SMT. We measure
core idle cycles to show that the opportunity for improve-
ment is large, if the system can exploit short idle periods.

We illustrate the design and motivation of SMT in
Figure 3. Figure 3(a) shows that when only one thread
executes on a core at a time, hardware resources such
as the issue queue and functional units are underutilized
(white). Figure 3(b) shows two threads sharing an SMT-
enabled core. The hardware implements different sharing
policies for various resources. For example, instruction
issue may be performed round-robin unless one thread
is unable to issue, and the load-store queue partitioned
in half, statically, while other functional units are shared
fully dynamically. It is important to note that such policies
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Figure 3. Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) A sin-
gle thread often underutilizes core resources. SMT dy-
namically shares the resources among threads.
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Figure 4. Unfettered SMT sharing substantially de-
grades tail latency. Lucene 99th percentile latency and
lane utilization with IPC 1 and IPC 0.01 batch workloads.

mean that a co-running thread consumes considerable
core resources even when that thread has low IPC.

To measure lower bounds on SMT interference, we
consider two microbenchmarks as batch workloads ex-
ecuting on an Intel 2-way SMT core. The first uses a
non-temporal store and memory fence to continuously
block on memory, giving an IPC of 0.01. For instance,
the Intel PAUSE instruction has a similar IPC. The other
performs a tight loop doing nothing (IPC=1) when run-
ning alone. Neither consume cache or memory resources.
Figure 4 shows the impact of co-running batch workloads
on the 99% percentile latency of requests and lane utiliza-
tion. Utilization improves over no co-runner significantly
since the batch thread keeps the batch lane busy, but re-
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Figure 5. Lucene Inter-request idle times are highly
variable and are frequently short. Histogram (left y-
axis) shows the distribution of request idle times. The
line (right y-axis) shows the cumulative time between
completing one request and arrival of the next request at
0.71 lane utilization on one core at RPS = 120.

quest latency degrades substantially, even when the batch
thread has very low resource requirements (IPC = 0.01).
For instance, at 100 RPS without a co-runner, 99th per-
centile latency is 76 ms. RPS must fall to around 40 RPS
to meet the same 99th percentile latency with a low IPC
co-runner.

Co-running moves latencies to the right on RPS curves,
into the steep exponential, with devastating effect on
SLOs. Because SMT hardware shares resources such as
issue logic, the load store queue (LSQ), and store buffers,
tail latency suffers even when the batch workload has an
IPC as low as 0.01. If a request is short, a co-runner may
substantially slow it down without breaching SLOs. Un-
fortunately request demand is not known a priori. More-
over, request demand is hard to predict [15, 17, 19, 24]
and the prediction is never free or perfect, thus we do not
consider request prediction further.

To increase utilization without imposing any degra-
dations on latency-critical requests cannot use multi-
ple SMT lanes simultaneously. The strategies we ex-
plore are thus (1) to enforce mutual exclusion, executing
a batch thread only when the partner lane is idle (bor-
row idle), and (2) to give the batch thread a budget for
how much it may overlap execution with requests. These
strategies require observing requests, detecting idle peri-
ods, and controlling batch threads.

Idle cycle opportunities Now we explore the frequency
and length of idle periods to understand the requirements
on the granularity of observing requests and controlling
batch threads. Figure 5 shows the fraction of all idle time
(y-axis) due to periods of a given length (x-axis). The
histogram (blue) indicates the fraction of all idle time
due to idle times of a specific period, while the line (red)
shows a cumulative distribution function. For example,
this shows that 2.3% of idle time is contributed by idle
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times of 15 ms in length (blue), and 53% of total idle time
is due to idle times of 15 ms or less (red). Highly variable
and short idle periods dictate low-latency observation
and control mechanisms.

3 ELFEN Design and Implementation
This section describes the design and implementation
of ELFEN, in which latency-critical requests and batch
threads execute in distinct SMT hardware contexts (lanes)
on the same core to improve server utilization. Given
an N-way SMT, N −1 SMT lanes execute batch threads,
batch lanes, and one SMT lane executes latency-critical
requests, the request lane. We restrict our exposition
below to 2-way SMT for simplicity and because our eval-
uation Intel hardware is 2-way SMT.

As Figure 4 shows, unfettered interference on SMT
hardware quickly leads to SLO violations. ELFEN con-
trols batch threads to limit their impact on tail latency. We
explore borrowing policies applying the principle of ei-
ther eliminating interference or limiting it based on some
budget. The simplest policy enforces mutual exclusion
by forcing batch threads to relinquish their lane resources
whenever the request lane is executing a request. More ag-
gressive borrowing policies add overlaping the execution
of batch threads and requests, governed by a budget.

The ELFEN design uses two key ideas: (1) high-
frequency, low-overhead monitoring to identify oppor-
tunities, and (2) low-latency scheduling to exploit these
opportunities. The implementation instruments batch
workloads at compile time with code that performs both
monitoring and self-scheduling. The simple borrow-idle
policy requires no change to the latency-critical work-
load. More aggressive policies require the latency-critical
framework to expose the request queue length and a cur-
rent request identifier via shared memory. Batch threads
use nanonap to release hardware resources rapidly with-
out relinquishing their SMT hardware context.

Our current design assumes an environment consisting
of a single latency-critical workload, and any number of
instrumented batch workloads. (Scheduling two or more
distinct latency-critical services simultaneously on one
server is a different and interesting problem that is beyond
our scope.) Our instrumentation binds threads to cores
with setaffinity() to force all request threads onto
the identifiable request lane and batch threads onto partner
batch lane(s). The underlying OS is free to schedule batch
threads on batch lanes. Each batch thread will then fall
into a monitoring and self-scheduling rhythm.

3.1 Nanonap
This section introduces the system call nanonap to mon-
itor and schedule threads at a fine granularity. The key
semantics nanonap delivers is to put the hardware con-
text to sleep without releasing the hardware to the OS
scheduler. We first explain why existing mechanisms,

such as mwait, WRLOS, and hotplug do not directly de-
liver the necessary semantics.

The mwait instruction releases the resources of a hard-
ware context with low latency. This instruction is avail-
able in user-space on SPARC and is privileged on x86.
The IBM PowerEN user-level WRLOS instruction has sim-
ilar semantics [26]. Calls to mwait are normally paired
with a monitor instruction that specifies a memory lo-
cation that mwait monitors. The OS or another thread
wakes up the sleeping thread by writing to the monitored
location or sending it an interrupt. The Linux scheduler
uses mwait to save energy. It assigns each core a privi-
leged idle task when there are no ready tasks. Idle tasks
call mwait to release resources, putting the hardware in
to a low-power state. Unfortunately, simply building upon
any of these mechanisms in user space is insufficient be-
cause the OS may, and is likely to, schedule other ready
threads to the released hardware context. In contrast,
because it disables preemption, nanonap ensures that
no other thread runs on the lane, releasing all hardware
resources to its partner lane.

Another mechanism that seems appealing, but does
not work, is hotplug, which prohibits any task from
executing in specified SMT lanes. The OS first disables
interrupts, moves all threads in the lane(s), including the
thread that invoked hotplug, to other cores, and switches
the lane(s) to the idle task which then calls the mwait

instruction. While hotplug moves threads off a lane to
other cores, user-space calls such as futex yield the lane,
so other threads may execute in it. Therefore, neither
the hotplug interface nor user-space locking nor calls
to mwait are designed to release and acquire SMT lanes
to and from each other because a thread does not retain
exclusive ownership of a lane while it pauses.

We design a new system call, nanonap, to control the
SMT microarchitecture hardware resources directly. Any
application that wants to release a lane invokes nanonap,
which enters the kernel, disables preemption, and sleeps
on a per-CPU nanonap flag. From the kernel’s perspec-
tive, nanonap is a normal system call and it accounts
for the thread as if the thread is still executing. Because
nanonap does not disable interrupts and the kernel does
not preempt the thread that invoked the nanonap, the
SMT lane stays in a low-power sleep state until the OS
wakes the thread up with an interrupt or the ELFEN sched-
uler sets the nanonap flag. After the SMT lane wakes
up, it enables preemption and returns from the system
call. Figure 6 shows the pseudocode of nanonap, which
we implement as a wrapper that invokes a virtual device
using the Linux OS’s ioctl interface for devices.
No starvation or new security state The nanonap sys-
tem call and monitoring of request lanes do not cause
starvation or pose additional opportunities for security
breaches. Starvation does not occur because nanonap
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does not disable interrupts. The scheduler may wake up
any napping threads and schedule a different batch thread
on the lane at the end of a time quanta, as usual. When
a batch thread wakes up or a new one starts executing, it
tests whether its request lane partner is occupied and if
so, puts itself to sleep. Since the OS accrues CPU time to
batch threads waiting due to a nanonap, user applications
cannot perform a denial of service attack simply by con-
tinuously calling nanonap, since the OS will schedule a
napping thread away after they exhaust their time slice.

The ELFEN instrumentation monitors system state to
make decisions. It reads memory locations and perfor-
mance counters that reveal if the core has multiple threads
executing. All of this system state is already available to
threads on the same core — ELFEN reveals no additional
information about co-runners to each other.

3.2 Latency of Thread Control
This section presents an experiment that measures the
latency of sleeping and waking up with nanonap, mwait,
and futex. Measuring these latencies is challenging
because detecting exactly when a lane releases hardware
resources must be inferred, rather than measured directly.

When a batch thread executes mwait on our Intel hard-
ware, the lane first enters the shallow sleeping C1 state
immediately. If no other thread executes in the lane for
a while, it then enters a deep sleep state and releases its
hardware resources to the active request lane. We mea-
sure how long it takes the lane to enter the deep sleeping
state indirectly as follows. The CPU executes a few µops
to transition an SMT lane from the shallow to the deep
sleep state. For measurement purposes, we thus configure
the measurement thread to continuously record how many
µops the measurement thread has retired and how many
µops the whole core retires every 150 cycles. When the
measurement thread notices that the sleeping SMT lane
does not retire any µops for a while, then retires a few
more µops, and then stops retiring µops, it infers that the
SMT lane is in the deep sleep state.

Figure 7 shows a microbenchmark that measures the la-
tencies of sleeping and waking up with nanonap, mwait,
and futex. The microbenchmark has two threads: a
measurement thread and another thread, T2. The mea-
surement thread puts T2 to sleep and wakes it up. The
two threads execute on the same core but different SMT
lanes. The measurement thread sets a flag, forcing
T2 to sleep (line 5). T2 then executes sleep which
either calls nanonap or futex to put the SMT lane
to sleep, according to which is being measured. The
wait_until_t2_goes_to_sleep() (line 6) call per-
forms the deep sleep detection process described in the
above paragraph. We measure wake-up latency directly
(lines 10 to 13). The measurement thread sets a flag (line
11) and then detects when T2 starts executing instructions

1 /******************* USER *********************/
2 void nanonap() {
3 ioctl(/dev/nanonap);
4 }
5 /******************* KERNEL *******************/
6 nanonap virtual device: /dev/nanonap;
7 per_cpu_variable: nap_flag;
8 ioctl(/dev/nanonap) {
9 disable_preemption();

10 my_nap_flag = this_cpu_flag(nap_flag);
11 monitor(my_nap_flag);
12 mwait();
13 enable_preemption();
14 }

Figure 6. Pseudo code for nanonap.

1 /***** MEASUREMENT THREAD ON ONE SMT LANE *****/
2 void measure() {
3 /* measure send-to-sleep latency */
4 start_sleep_request = timestamp();
5 ask_t2_sleep();
6 wait_until_t2_goes_to_sleep();
7 finish_sleep_request = timestamp();
8

9 /* measure wake-up latency */
10 start_wakeup_request = timestamp();
11 wakeup_t2();
12 wait_until_t2_wakes_up();
13 finish_wakeup_request = timestamp();
14

15 if (measuring_futex || measuring_nanonap) {
16 sleep_latency =
17 finish_sleep_request - start_sleep_request;
18 wakeup_latency =
19 finish_wakeup_request - start_wakeup_request;
20 }
21 if (measuring_mwait) {
22 sleep_latency = finish_sleep_request - mwait_start;
23 wakeup_latency = mwait_finish - start_wakeup_request;
24 }
25 }
26 /************ T2 ON OTHER SMT LANE ************/
27 void sleep() {
28 if (measuring_futex)
29 wait_on_futex();
30 else if (measuring_nanonap || measuring_mwait)
31 nanonap();
32 }
33 void nanonap() {
34 ...
35 mwait_start = timestamp();
36 monitor(flag);
37 mwait();
38 mwait_finish = timestamp();
39 ...
40 }

Figure 7. Microbenchmark that measures time to sleep
with nanonap, mwait, and futex.

(line 12).

We execute each configuration 100 times. Figure 8
presents the time and the 95% confidence interval for
using nanonap, mwait, and futex to sleep and wake-up
a thread executing in a partner SMT lane. The time to
put a lane to sleep for mwait is 2 443 cycles, is 3 285
cycles for nanonap, and is 11 518 cycles for futex, 3.5
times slower than nanonap. Waking up a lane directly
with mwait takes 1 036 cycles — essentially the hardware
latency of wake-up. The latency of nanonap’s wake-up is
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Figure 8. Time to sleep and wake-up SMT partner lanes.

similar to mwait’s at 1438 cycles. However, futex takes
3 968 cycles, which is 2.72 times slower than nanonap.
Although futex is substantially slower, this latency is
likely tolerable, since most idle periods are more than
1 million cycles on our 2 GHz machine (1 ms in Figure 5).
However, as explained above, neither the semantics of
locks nor user-space calls to mwait are adequate for our
purposes.

3.3 Continuous Monitoring and Signaling
Sleeping and waking up fast is necessary but not sufficient.
The scheduler has to know when to act. We further exploit
the nanonap mechanism to improve over our SHIM [32]
fine-grain profiling tool. SHIM views time-varying soft-
ware and hardware events as continuous ‘signals’ (in the
signal processing sense of the word). Rather than using
interrupts to examine request threads, as many profiling
tools do, we configure our batch threads to continuously
reads signals from memory locations and hardware perfor-
mance counters to profile request threads. In the simplest
case, the profiling observes whether the request thread is
executing. Our prior work shows that SHIM accurately
observes events at granularities as fine as 100s to 1000s of
cycles with overheads of a few percent when executing on
another core. However, when threads share an SMT core,
we saw similar overheads from SMT sharing as shown in
Figure 4. In this paper, we use the nanonap mechanism
to essentially eliminate this overhead.

Whereas SHIM observes signals from a dedicated
thread, here we (1) use GCC -pg instrumentation [9]
to insert checks at method prologues into C batch work-
loads and (2) piggyback on the default Java VM checks
at every method entry/exit and loop backedge [22]. These
mechanisms add minimal overhead as shown by Lin et
al. [22] and, most importantly, remove the need for a third
profiling thread to observe request threads.

At each check, the fast-path consists of a few instruc-
tions to check monitored signals. For efficiency, this fast
path is inlined to the body of compiled methods. If the
observed signal matches the condition (e.g., the scheduler

sets the memory location that indicates the request lane is
idle), the batch thread jumps to an out-of-line function to
handle the task of putting itself to sleep.

3.4 ELFEN Scheduling
We design and implement four policies that borrow un-
derutilized resources without compromising SLOs.
Borrowing Idle Cycles The simplest way to improve
utilization is to run the batch workload only when the
latency-critical workload is idle. Section 2 analyzed
the maximum CPU utilization of Lucene while meet-
ing a practical SLO at ~70% of one SMT lane, which
corresponds with prior analysis of latency-critical work-
loads [6, 8, 10, 12, 29]. Therefore even when the latency-
sensitive workload is executing at the maximum utiliza-
tion at which it can meet SLOs, there is an opportunity
to improve utilization by 30% if the batch workload can
borrow this excess capacity. At lower loads, there is even
more opportunity.

This policy enforces mutual exclusion. Batch threads
execute only when the request lane is empty. When a
request starts executing, the batch thread immediately
sleeps, relinquishing its hardware resources to the latency-
critical request. When the request lane becomes idle, the
batch thread wakes up and executes in the batch lane.

Figure 9(a) shows the simple modifications to the ker-
nel and batch workloads required to implement this pol-
icy. We add an array called cpu_task_map that maps
a lane identifier to the current running task. At ev-
ery context switch, the OS updates the map, as shown
in task_switch_to(). By observing this signal, the
scheduler knows which threads are executing in the SMT
lanes. At each check, the scheduler determines whether
the idle_task is executing in the request lane. If the
request lane is idle, the scheduler either continues execut-
ing the batch thread in its lane or starts a batch thread. If
the request lane is occupied, the scheduler immediately
forces the batch thread to sleep with nanonap.
Fixed Budget Borrowing idle cycles is simple and as we
show, effective, but we can further exploit underutilized
resources when requests may incur some overhead and
still meet their SLO. In particular, short requests, which
typically dominate, easily meet the SLO under moderate
loads. We consider the maximum slowdown requests
can incur under a certain load as a budget for the batch
workload. As an example, consider an SLO latency of
100 ms for 99% of requests. If 99% of requests executing
exclusively on the core complete in 53 ms at some RPS,
then there exists headroom of 100− 53 = 47 ms. We
thus could take a budget of 47 ms for executing batch
tasks. (We leave more sophisticated policies that also
incorporate load along the lines of Haque et al. [10] to
future work.)

Given a budget, the fixed-budget scheduler will execute
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1 /******************* KERNEL *******************/
2 /* maps lane IDs to the running task */
3 exposed SHIM signal: cpu_task_map
4

5 task_switch(task T) { cpu_task_map[thiscpu] = T; }
6 idle_task() { // wake up any waiting batch thread
7 update_nap_flag_of_partner_lane();
8 ......
9 mwait();

10 }
11 /**************** BATCH TASKS *****************/
12 /* fast path check injected into method body */
13 check:
14 if (!request_lane_idle) slow_path();
15

16 slow_path() { nanonap(); }

(a) Borrow idle policy.
1 /********** LATENCY CRITICAL WORKLOAD *********/
2 exposed SHIM signal: queue_len
3

4 /**************** BATCH THREADS ***************/
5 per_cpu_variable: lane_status = NORMAL;
6 per_cpu_variable: start_stamp;
7 check:
8 if (request_lane_idle && queue_len == 0) {
9 lane_status = NEW_PERIOD;

10 } else if (!request_lane_idle) {
11 slow_path();
12 }
13 slow_path() {
14 switch (lane_status) {
15 case NORMAL:
16 nanonap();
17 break;
18 case NEW_PERIOD:
19 lane_status = CO_RUNNING;
20 start_stamp = rdtsc();
21 break;
22 case CO_RUNNING:
23 now = rdtsc();
24 if (now - start_stamp >= budget) // expired
25 lane_status = NORMAL;
26 } }

(b) Fixed budget policy.
1 /********** LATENCY CRITICAL WORKLOAD *********/
2 exposed SHIM signals: queue_len, running_request
3

4 /**************** BATCH THREADS ***************/
5 /* Same as the fixed budget policy, except... */
6 per_cpu_variable: last_request
7 ...
8 case NEW_PERIOD:
9 ...

10 last_request = running_request;
11 ...
12 case CO_RUNNING:
13 if (running_request != last_request &&
14 queue_len == 0) {
15 last_request = running_request;
16 start_stamp = rdtsc();
17 }
18 ...

(c) Refresh budget policy.
1 /**************** BATCH THREADS ***************/
2 /* Same as the refresh budget policy, except... */
3 ...
4 case CO_RUNNING:
5 ...
6 /* calculate IPC of LC lane */
7 ratio = ref_IPC / (ref_IPC - LC_IPC)
8 real_budget = budget * ratio;
9 if (now - start_stamp >= real_budget)

10 lane_status = NORMAL;
11 ...

(d) Dynamic refresh policy.

Figure 9. The pseudocode of four scheduling policies.

batch threads concurrently with requests in their respec-
tive SMT lanes when the scheduler is confident that the
batch threads will not slow down any request longer than
the given budget. Co-running with a request for T ms
slows down the processing time of the request less than
T ms. For requests that never wait in the queue, the pro-
cessing time is the same as the request latency. So, it
is safe to co-run with these requests for a budget period.
Figure 9(b) shows the implementation of this policy. Line
7 detects when the request queue is empty and renews the
budget period, such that the next request will co-execute
with the batch thread for the fixed budget.

As we showed in Section 2, the request lane is fre-
quently idle for short periods because after one request
finishes there are no pending requests, and most requests
are short. The fixed-budget scheduler only uses its budget
when a new request that never waits in the queue starts
executing in the request lane. When the scheduler detects
that a new request starts executing and the lane_status
is set to NEW_PERIOD because the request queue was
empty before this requests started, it co-schedules the
batch thread in its lane for the budget period. If the re-
quest is finished in the period and there are no waiting
requests, the scheduler resets the budget and uses it for
the next request. When the budget expires, the scheduler
puts the batch thread to sleep. When another idle period
begins because the request terminates, the request queue
is empty, and no other request is executing, the scheduler
restarts the batch thread and repeats this process. Note
that if N requests execute in quick succession without idle
gaps, this simple scheduler only co-executes the batch
thread with the first request that begins after an idle pe-
riod. This conservative strategy ensures that each request
is only impacted for the budget period of its execution.
Refresh Budget The refresh budget policy extends the
fixed budget policy based on the observation that once a
request has completed and the queue is empty, the bud-
get may be refreshed. The rationale is that the original
budget was calculated based on avoiding a slowdown that
could prevent the just-completed task from meeting the
SLO. Once that task completes, then the budget may be
recalculated with respect to the new task meeting the SLO.
However, because the slowdown imposed by the batch
workload is imparted not just on the running request, but
on all requests behind it in the queue, we only refresh
the budget if the task changes and the queue is empty.
Figure 9(c) shows the code.
Dynamic Budget The dynamic budget policy is the
most aggressive policy and builds upon the refresh bud-
get policy. It uses a dynamic budget that is continuously
adjusted according to the base budget and the IPC of the
latency-critical request. This policy requires us first to
profile the IPC with no interference and then to monitor
the impact of co-running on request IPC. We implement
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the monitoring based on the sampling ideas in SHIM [32].
We read the IPC hardware performance counter of the
request lane from the batch lane, at high frequency with
low overhead. When the latency-critical request’s IPC is
high, it will be proportionately less affected by the batch
workload, so we adjust the dynamic budget accordingly.

4 Methodology
Hardware & OS We use a 2.0 GHz Intel Xeon-D 1540
Broadwell [16] processor with eight two-way SMT cores,
a 12 MB shared L3. Each core has a private 256 KB L2, a
32 KB L1D and a 32 KB L1I. The TurboBoost maximum
frequency is 2.6 Ghz, TDP is 45 W. The machine has
16 GB of memory and two Gigabit Ethernet ports. We
disable deep sleep and TurboBoost.

We use Ubuntu 15.04, Linux version 4.3.0, and the perf
subsystem to access the hardware performance counters.
We implement the nanonap mechanism as a virtual de-
vice as shown in Figure 6. We modify the idle task to
wake up sleeping batch lanes as shown in Figure 9(a). We
expose a memory buffer to user space to determine which
tasks are running on which cores.
Latency-Critical Workload We use the industrial-
strength open-source Lucene framework to model be-
havior similar to the commercial Bing web search en-
gine [10] and other documented latency-critical ser-
vices [6, 8, 12, 29]. Load variation results from both the
number of documents that match a request and from rank-
ing calculations. We considered using memcached, a key-
value store application, because it is an important latency-
critical workload for Facebook [11, 27] and a popular
choice in the OS and architecture communities. However,
each request offers the same uniformly very low demand
(<10 K instructions) [11], which means requests satu-
rate the network before they saturate the CPU resources
on many servers. Recent work offers OS and hardware
solutions to these network scalability problems [4, 21],
which we believe if combined with our work would be
complementary. We leave such investigations to future
work.

We execute Lucene (svn r1718233) in the Open JDK
64 bit server VM (build 25.45-b02, mixed mode). We
use the Lucene performance regression framework to
build indexes of the first 10 M files from Wikipedia’s En-
glish XML export [31] and use 1141 term requests from
wikimedium.10M.nostopwords.tasks as the search
load. The indexes are small enough to be cached in mem-
ory on our machine. We warm up the server before run-
ning any experiments.

We send Lucene requests from another machine that
has the same specifications as the server. The two ma-
chines are connected via an isolated Gigabit switch. For
each experiment, we perform 20 invocations. For each
invocation, the client loads 1141 requests, shuffles the

requests, and sends requests 5 times. The client issues
search requests at random intervals following an exponen-
tial distribution around the prescribed RPS mean rate. We
report the median result of the 20 invocations. The 95%
confidence interval is consistently lower than ±0.02.
Batch Workloads We use 10 real-world Java bench-
marks from the DaCapo 2006 release [5] and three micro
C benchmarks, Loop, Matrix, and Flush. The DaCapo
benchmarks are popular open-source applications with
non-trivial memory loads that have active developers and
users. Using DaCapo as batch workloads represents a
real world setting. The C micro benchmarks demonstrate
the generality of our approach and give us control over
the interference pattern. Loop calls an empty function
and has an IPC of 1. It consumes front-end pipeline re-
sources. Matrix calls a function that multiplies a 5×5
matrix, a computationally intensive high IPC workload. It
consumes both front-end pipeline and functional-unit re-
sources. Flush calls a function that zeros a 32 KB buffer,
a disruptive co-runner that flushes the L1D cache.

We run Java benchmarks with JikesRVM [1], release
3.1.4 + git commit fd68163, a Java-in-Java high perfor-
mance Virtual Machine, using a large 200 MB heap. The
JIT compiler in JikesRVM already inserts checkpoints for
thread control and garbage collection into function pro-
logues, epilogues and loop back-edges. We add to these
a check for co-runner state, as shown in Figure 9. For C
micro benchmarks, we use GCC’s -pg instrumentation
option [9] to add checks to method prologues.
Measurements We use a target, 100 ms request latency
for 99% of requests, as our SLO in all of our experiments,
which is a practical SLO target for the search engine.

5 Evaluation
This section evaluates the ability of ELFEN to improve
server utilization while meeting Service Level Objectives
(SLOs) and ELFEN overheads.
Borrow idle We first present ELFEN configurations that
use the borrow idle policy with DaCapo as the batch
workload. This policy minimizes the impact on request
latencies. Figure 10(a) plots latency (top) and utilization
(bottom) versus requests per second (RPS) on the x-axis
for Lucene without (black) and with each of the ten Da-
Capo batch workloads (colors) executing on one two-way
SMT core of the eight-core Broadwell CPU. Figure 10(b)
presents these same configurations executing seven in-
stances of each DaCapo benchmark on seven cores. The
eighth core manages network communication (receiving
requests and returning results), queuing, and starting re-
quests for the latency-sensitive workload. We plot median
latency; error bars indicate 10th and 90th percentiles.

The results in Figure 10(a) and 10(b) show that exe-
cuting these batch workloads in idle cycles imposes very
little impact on Lucene’s SLO on a single core or a CMP.
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Figure 10. 99th percentile latency (top) and utilization (bottom) for Lucene co-running with DaCapo batch workloads.

ELFEN achieves essentially the same 99th percentile la-
tency at the same requests per second (RPS) with or with-
out batch execution. In fact on one core, ELFEN some-
times delivers slightly lower latencies for Lucene when
executing each of the batch workloads in the other lane
during idle periods. This results occur because running
the batch thread in the other lane causes the core never to
enter any of its sleep states. When a new request arrives,
the core is guaranteed not to be sleeping, its request lane
is empty, and thus the core will service requests slightly
faster. With the borrow idle policy, the peak utilization
of the core is 100% out of 200% since each core has 2
hardware contexts, but by design, only one is active at
a time. Because ELFEN keeps the core busy, executing
requests as they arrive in one lane and batch threads with
mutual exclusion in the other, it often achieves its peak
potential of 100% utilization, but when the utilization of
the batch workload is low, the total utilization may be less
than 100%.

The chip multiprocessor (CMP) results in Figure 10(b)
show better throughput scaling than just a factor of seven.
For example, at 60 ms, the single core system can sustain
about 70 RPS, while the seven-core system can sustain
as much as 1000 RPS. Remember that most requests are
short, and long requests contribute most to tail latencies.
CMPs better tolerate long request latencies than a single
core by executing multiple other short requests on other
cores, so fewer short requests incur queuing delay when
a long request monopolizes a core. At moderate loads,
we again see some improvements to request latency when
co-running with batch workloads because the cores never

sleep, whereas cores are sometimes idle long enough with-
out co-runners to sleep. However, continuously and fully
utilizing all seven cores on the chip incurs more inter-
ference, and thus we see some notable degradations in
the 99%ile latency at high load. There are two sources of
increased latency. First, the effects of managing the queue
and request assignment, which shows some non-scalable
results. For example, even small amounts of contention
for the request queue impacts tail latency independent of
ELFEN. ELFEN slightly exacerbates this problem. Sec-
ond, as prior work has noted and addressed [14, 23, 25],
requests and batch threads can contend for shared chip-
level resources on CMPs, such as memory and bandwidth.
Adding such techniques to ELFEN should further improve
its effectiveness.

Increasing Utilization on a Budget Figure 11 presents
latency (top graphs) and utilization (bottom) for the four
ELFEN scheduling policies described in Section 3: borrow
idle, fixed budget, refresh budget, and dynamic refresh on
one core. The budget-based policies all borrow idle cy-
cles and trade latency for utilization, slowing the latency-
critical requests to increase utilization. Comparing the
top row in the figure shows that increasingly aggressive
policies cause more degradations in the 99th percentile
latency. In these RPS ranges, Lucene’s requests meet the
100 ms SLO latency target, but are degraded.

Borrowing idle cycles and co-executing batch threads
with requests increases utilization significantly. Compar-
ing across the utilization figures reveals that the budget-
based policies further improve utilization compared to
borrowing idle cycles. Core utilization rises as load in-
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Figure 11. 99th percentile latency (top) and utilization (bottom) for Lucene co-running with C microbenchmarks under
four ELFEN policies on a single two-way SMT core.

creases. At moderate loads, ELFEN achieves utilizations
over 1.4 for the fixed budget policy and 1.5 for the dy-
namic refresh policy. All budget-based policies achieve
utilizations of at least 1.2. When the system becomes
highly loaded with requests, ELFEN adjusts by executing
the co-runners less, and thus total utilization drops. While
all of the ELFEN policies are effective at trading off uti-
lization for SLOs, the most aggressive dynamic refresh
policy consistently runs at higher utilization. The dynamic
refresh policy is performing precise, fine grain monitoring
of request IPC to more accurately and effectively manage
this tradeoff. Although we study IPC, ELFEN may mon-
itor and partition other resources, such as memory and
cache. Although higher utilization is appealing, some ser-
vice providers may not be willing to sacrifice throughput
of latency-critical tasks, so for them the most practical
policy may be to borrow idle cycles.

Figure 10(c) shows the latency and utilization results
for the most aggressive dynamic refresh policy on our
CMP with DaCapo as the batch workload. This policy de-
grades the 99th percentile latency by 20 ms before reach-
ing a peak utilization of 1.75 at around 600 RPS. At larger
RPS, ELFEN schedules the batch less, system utilization
drops and the latency approaches to the same level of the
borrow idle policy.

Overhead on Batch Workload Overhead on the batch
workload comes from instrumentation, interference with
the latency-sensitivity requests, and being frequently
paused and restarted. As we pointed out above, Lin et al.
[22] show the instrumentation overheads are low, at most
a couple percent.

Figure 12 measures these other overheads. It presents

the execution time, user time utilization, and user level
IPC of each DaCapo benchmark co-running with Lucene
normalized to its execution alone on one core. When
co-running, we use the borrow idle policy and load the
Lucene at 80 RPS, which leads to about 50% utiliza-
tion for both Lucene and each DaCapo benchmark. The
execution time of co-running each DaCapo benchmark
increases by 49% on average as predicted by the 50%
utilization. There are small variations in these slowdowns,
but none of them are due to DaCapo programs executing
more instructions when co-running — the number of re-
tired instruction at user level is the same. Furthermore,
DaCapo does not execute instructions less efficiency, be-
cause IPC decreases are only 1%.

Variation in execution times is due to variations in uti-
lization already present in the DaCapo benchmarks. If the
batch workload is idle for some other reason (e.g., wait-
ing on I/O or a lock), then a request that forces it to stop
executing will affect it less. The more idle periods the
batch workload has, the less execution is degraded. This
effect causes normalized execution time and utilization
to be strongly correlated. For instance, the pmd bench-
mark incurs the largest slowdown in execution time, 59%,
and the largest utilization reduction, 36%. The fop bench-
mark has the lowest native utilization in these benchmarks.
Consequently, it has both the smallest slowdown and the
smallest utilization reduction, 47% and 26%.

6 Related Work
Exploiting SMT Lo et al. [23] demonstrate that naively
co-running batch workloads with latency-critical work-
loads violates Google’s SLO, even under light load. They
show that for many latency-critical workloads, uncon-
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Figure 12. Normalized DaCapo benchmark execution time, user space CPU utilization, and IPC.

trolled interference due to SMT co-location is unaccept-
ably high, and conclude that it is not practical to share
cores with SMT. Our results contradict this conclusion.

Ren et al. [29] exploit SMT for a server that exclu-
sively handles latency-sensitive requests (no co-location)
and thus requires over-provisioning to handle load spikes.
Herdrich et al. [14] note that achieving latency objectives
with current SMT hardware is challenging because the
shared resources introduce contention that make it hard
to reason about and meet SLOs. They propose SMT rate
control as a building block to improve fairness and deter-
minism in SMT, which dynamically partitions resources
and implements biased scheduling. These mechanisms
should help limit interference on requests and comple-
ment our approach. They do not evaluate latency-critical
workloads, seek to borrow idle cycles, or offer a fine-grain
thread-switching mechanism, as we do here.

Accommodating Overheads Zhang et al. [35] use of-
fline profiling of batch workloads to precisely predict
the overhead due to co-running with latency-critical re-
quests on SMT. They then carefully provision resources
to co-run batch workloads whilst maintaining SLOs for
latency-critical workloads. Unlike our work, they do not
attempt to minimize the overhead of co-running batch
workloads. Rather, they predict and then accommodate
it. They measured interference due to co-run batch work-
loads in the range of 30%-50%.

POSIX Real-Time Scheduling Leverich and
Kozyrakis [20] propose using POSIX real-time
scheduling disciplines to prioritize requests over co-run
batch threads. When hardware contexts are scarce, this
approach ensures that latency-critical requests have
priority — batch threads will be the first to block. When
given sufficient hardware contexts however, the approach
does not control for interference due to co-running. Thus
it does not address the problem we address here: avoiding
interference due to co-running while utilizing SMT.

Exposing and Evaluating mwait Anastopoulos and
Koziris [2] use mwait to release resources to another
SMT thread when waiting on a lock. Wamhoff et al. [30]
make mwait user-level visible and then use it to put cores
into sleep states so as to provide power headroom for

DVFS to boost performance on other cores which are
executing threads on the program’s critical path. They
measure the latency of putting an entire core into a C1
sleep state on an Intel Haswell 4 770 and found that it was
4 655 cycles. This result is broadly consistent with our
measurements, which are for a single hardware context
on a more recent processor. With regard to semantics,
Meneghin et al. [26] claim fine-grain thread communica-
tion requires user-level mechanisms, whereas we offer an
intermediate point that involves the OS, but not the OS
scheduler. None of this prior work has the same semantics
as nanonap for hardware control, which we exploit for
both fine-grain monitoring and scheduling.

7 Conclusion
This paper shows how to use SMT to execute latency-
critical and batch workloads on the same server to in-
crease utilization without degrading the SLOs of the
latency-critical workloads. We show, given a budget,
how to control latency degradations to further increase
utilization while meeting SLOs. Our policies borrow idle
cycles and control interference by reserving one lane for
requests and one for batch threads. By reserving SMT
lanes, ELFEN always immediately executes the next re-
quest when the previous one completes or a new one
arrives. Using low-overhead monitoring and nanonap,
ELFEN responds promptly to release core resources to
requests or to control interference from batch threads.
Our principled borrowing approach is extremely effective
at increasing core utilization. Whereas current systems
achieve utilizations of 5% to 35% of a 2-way core (by
only using one lane at 10% to 70%) while meeting SLOs,
ELFEN’s borrow idle policy uses both lanes to improve
utilization at low load by 90% and at high load by 25%,
delivering consistent and full utilization of a core at the
same SLO. On CMPs, ELFEN with the borrow idle policy
is extremely effective as well, achieving its peak utiliza-
tion without degrading SLOs for all but the highest loads.
No prior work has managed this level of consistent server
utilization without degrading SLOs.
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Abstract

The efficiency of modern multiprogrammed multicore
machines is heavily impacted by traffic due to data shar-
ing and contention due to competition for shared re-
sources. In this paper, we demonstrate the importance
of identifying latency tolerance coupled with instruction-
level parallelism on the benefits of colocating threads
on the same socket or physical core for parallel effi-
ciency. By adding hardware counted CPU stall cycles
due to cache misses to the measured statistics, we show
that it is possible to infer latency tolerance at low cost.
We develop and evaluate SAM-MPH, a multicore CPU
scheduler that combines information on sources of traf-
fic with tolerance for latency and need for computational
resources. We also show the benefits of using a history of
past intervals to introduce hysteresis when making map-
ping decisions, thereby avoiding oscillatory mappings
and transient migrations that would impact performance.
Experiments with a broad range of multiprogrammed
parallel, graph processing, and data management work-
loads on 40-CPU and 80-CPU machines show that SAM-
MPH obtains ideal performance for standalone applica-
tions and improves performance by up to 61% over the
default Linux scheduler for mixed workloads.

1 Introduction

Modern multi-socket multicore machines present a
complex challenge in terms of performance portability
and isolation, especially for parallel applications in mul-
tiprogrammed workloads. Performance is heavily im-
pacted by traffic due to data sharing and contention due
to competition for shared resources, including physical
cores, caches, memory, and the interconnect.

Significant effort has been devoted to mitigating the
impact on performance of competition for shared re-
sources [7, 15, 17, 18, 23, 26] for applications that do not
share data. Our own past work, Sharing-Aware Map-
per (SAM) [22], has shown that inter-socket coherence
activity among threads can be used as a criterion for
same-socket thread colocation for improved system ef-
ficiency and parallel application performance. Using ex-

isting x86 performance counters, SAM is able to sepa-
rate inter-socket traffic due to coherence from that due to
memory access, favoring colocation for threads experi-
encing high coherence traffic, and distribution for threads
with high cache and/or memory bandwidth demand. Al-
though SAM is able to infer inter-socket coherence traf-
fic, it cannot determine the impact of the coherence ac-
tivity on application performance. This inability to relate
traffic to performance limits its effectiveness to prioritize
tasks in multiprogrammed workloads.

In this paper, we develop and evaluate a multicore
CPU scheduler that combines information on sources of
traffic with tolerance for latency and need for computa-
tional resources. First, we demonstrate the importance of
identifying latency tolerance in determining the benefits
of colocating threads on the same socket or physical core
on parallel efficiency in multiprogrammed workloads.
High inter-socket coherence activity does not translate
to proportional benefit from thread colocation for differ-
ent applications or threads within an application. The
higher the latency hiding ability of the thread, the lower
the impact of inter-socket coherence activity on perfor-
mance. We infer the benefits of colocation using com-
monly available hardware performance counters, in par-
ticular, CPU stall cycles on cache misses. A low value
for CPU stall cycles is an indication of latency tolerance,
making stall cycles an appropriate metric for prioritizing
threads for colocation.

Second, we focus on the computational needs of in-
dividual threads. Hyperthreading [13], where hardware
computational contexts share a physical core, present
complex tradeoffs for applications that share data. Colo-
cating threads on the same physical core allows direct
access to a shared cache thereby resulting in low latency
data communication when fine-grain sharing (sharing of
cache-resident data) is exhibited across threads. At the
same time, competition for functional units can reduce
the instructions per cycle (IPC) for the individual threads
relative to running on independent physical cores. The
benefits of colocation are therefore a function of granu-
larity of sharing (whether the reads and writes by differ-
ent threads occur while the data is still cache resident) as
well as the instruction-level parallelism available within

1
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each thread. We find that a combination of IPC and co-
herence activity thresholds are sufficient to inform this
tradeoff.

Finally, we show that utilizing interval history in phase
classification can avoid the oscillatory and transient task
migrations that may result from merely reacting to im-
mediate past behavior [8]. In particular, we keep track
of the level of coherence activity that was incurred by a
thread in prior intervals, as well as its tolerance for la-
tency, and use this information to introduce hysteresis
when identifying a phase transition.

The combination of these three optimizations enable
us to obtain ideal performance for standalone applica-
tions and improve performance by up to 61% over linux
for multiprogrammed workloads. Performance of multi-
programmed workloads improve on average by 27% and
43% over standard Linux on 40- and 80-CPU machines
respectively. When compared with SAM [22], our ap-
proach yields an average improvement of 9% and 21%
on the two machines with a peak improvement of 24%
and 27%. We also reduce performance disparity across
the applications in each workload. These performance
benefits are achieved with very little increase in monitor-
ing overhead.

2 Background: Separating Traffic due to
Sharing and Memory Access

This work builds on our prior effort of SAM [22], a
Sharing-Aware-Mapper that monitors individual task 1

behavior using hardware performance counters. SAM
identifies and combines information from commonly
available hardware performance counter events to sep-
arate traffic due to data sharing from that due to memory
access. Further, the non-uniformity in traffic is captured
by separately characterizing intra- and inter-socket co-
herence activity, and local versus remote memory access.

Following an iterative, interval-based approach, SAM
uses the information about individual task traffic patterns
to retain colocation for tasks with high intra-socket co-
herence activity, and consolidate tasks with high inter-
socket coherence activity. At the same time, SAM dis-
tributes tasks with high memory bandwidth needs, colo-
cating them with the memory they access. These de-
cisions reduce communication and contention for re-
sources by localizing communication whenever possible.

While SAM is able to separate and identify coherence
traffic from memory bandwidth needs, it does not cur-
rently determine the impact of the traffic on performance;
in other words, its ability to tolerate the latency of com-
munication, which would allow task prioritization for

1In this paper, a task refers to an operating system-level schedulable
entity such as a process or a thread.

constrained resources. Additionally, SAM currently does
not differentiate between logical hardware contexts and
physical cores. Furthermore, while SAM’s successive it-
erations are able to capture changes in application behav-
ior and workload mixes to effect task placement changes,
it merely reacts to the current state of task placement to
effect a more efficient task placement. Thus, it misses
opportunities to learn from past placement decisions as
well as to adapt to periodicity in application behavior.
Our goal in this paper is to address these shortcomings in
SAM and realize multiprogrammed performance much
closer to standalone static best placement.

3 Identifying Latency Tolerance and Com-
putational Needs

In this section, we demonstrate the importance of
identifying latency tolerance and computational needs in
multicore task placement, and show how this informa-
tion may be inferred from widely available performance
counter events.

3.1 Tolerance for Coherence Activity Latency

Data sharing across tasks can result in varying com-
munication latencies primarily dictated by task place-
ment. The closer the tasks sharing the data, the lower
the latency. For example, when tasks that share data are
placed across sockets, the need to move data across sock-
ets results in substantially increased latency. Hence, the
natural choice would be to prioritize tasks with high co-
herence activity for colocation on the same socket.

However, the performance impact of coherence activ-
ities depends in reality on the latency tolerance of the
application. We focus here on identifying this latency
tolerance in addition to being able to measure and iden-
tify data sharing.

We introduce two additional metrics to augment inter-
socket coherence activity as a measure of sharing be-
havior: IPC (Instructions per Cycle) and SPC (Stalls per
inter-socket Coherence event). The Intel platforms pro-
vide access to a counter that tracks cycles stalled on all
last-level cache misses. While these stalls include those
due to coherence activity, they also include stalls on other
forms of misses. When coherence activity is high, stalls
are dominated by coherence activity, and thus stalls on
cache misses can be used as an approximation of stalls
due to coherence misses. SPC is thus approximated to be
stalls on all last-level cache misses divided by the num-
ber of coherence events in the specific time interval.

For low to moderate coherence activity levels, the
above approximation for SPC can no longer be justi-
fied. In such cases, we use IPC as an indicator of latency
tolerance. Higher IPC is generally achieved with high

2
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Figure 1: SPC (stalls per coherence event), IPC (instructions per cycle), and speedup (relative to running on separate
sockets) when consolidating threads onto the same socket on different physical cores (blue curve) and same physical
core (red dashed curve), as a function of inter-socket coherence activity controlled by a microbenchmark with a (left)
higher instruction-level parallelism (ILP) and (right) lower ILP computational loop.

instruction-level parallelism, which provides the ability
to hide access latency.

In general, higher SPC implies lower latency hiding
potential; higher IPC implies more instruction-level par-
allelism that can be used to hide latency. We use a com-
bination of IPC and SPC in order to be able to predict
a task’s latency hiding potential. In order to demon-
strate the importance of SPC and IPC in making place-
ment decisions, we designed a microbenchmark that is
parameterized to control coherence activity. Coherence
activity is generated by a coherence activity loop that
alternates increments by two threads to a set of shared
counters that are guaranteed to fit in the level of cache
closest to the processor. The frequency of coherence ac-
tivity is controlled by adding to the coherence activity
loop a computational loop consisting of (a) additions on
registers or (b) additions/multiplications on independent
registers thereby increasing instruction-level parallelism,
and varying the number of iterations of this loop. Fig-
ure 1 presents SPC, IPC, and speedup obtained by con-
solidating threads on the same socket (or physical core)
relative to running on different sockets as the ratio of
computation to coherence activity in each outer loop is
varied using the two different computational loops. As

coherence activity (inter-socket coherence events per cy-
cle) increases, speedup from consolidation mirrors SPC,
but the performance gains and inflection points depend
on the application. For example, at roughly the same co-
herence activity of 1.2 × 10−3 coherence events/cycle,
consolidation on different physical cores in the same
socket results in a speedup of 1.5 for the microbench-
mark on the left and 2.4 for the one on the right. The cor-
responding SPC is 436 and 677, respectively, allowing
clear prioritization of the microbenchmark on the right
for consolidation.

3.2 Placement on Hyperthreads

Modern processors are often equipped with hyper-
threads or other equivalent logical hardware contexts that
share the processor pipeline and private caches. Hy-
perthreads improve processor occupancy and efficiency
by providing multiple instruction streams/hardware con-
texts to keep functional units busy. At the same time,
since the hardware contexts share pipeline resources and
private caches, contention for these resources can slow
the performance of the individual contexts, presenting
performance isolation challenges.

Placing tasks that share data on hyperthreads that share

3
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a physical core allows shared data to be accessed directly
from the private caches (without traffic on the intra- and
inter-socket interconnects), with the potential for a sig-
nificant performance boost. This advantage is condi-
tional on the data being retained in the cache until the
time of access by the sharing task, requiring temporal
proximity of the accesses to the shared data.

Parameter Thresholds: Figure 1 shows the impact
on performance for different task placement strategies.
When coherence activity is moderate (< 0.78 × 10−3)
and IPC is sufficiently high (> 0.9), colocating tasks on
different physical cores in the same socket results in the
best performance. The resource contention introduced
by hyperthreading results in slowdowns that are not over-
come by the potential for direct access to shared data
(the shared counter) from the private cache shared by the
tasks. Hence, if placement on the same socket requires
sharing physical cores, distributing tasks across sock-
ets works better than colocating them on hyperthreads.
However, when coherence activity increases further and
IPC is less than 0.9, the benefits of colocating tasks that
share data exceed the cost of contention. At very high
levels of data sharing, indicated by high coherence activ-
ity (> 0.78 × 10−3) and SPC values in excess of 550,
the benefits of hyperthreading greatly exceed that of us-
ing different physical cores on the same socket. In such
cases, consolidation on hyperthreads in the same physi-
cal core can provide both performance and energy sav-
ings using Intel’s powerstepping (the latter has not been
explored in this paper).

To summarize, when coherence activity is high (>
0.78 × 10−3), (higher) SPC is used to prioritize appli-
cations for consolidation and (lower) IPC is used to de-
termine whether hyperthreading is beneficial. When co-
herence activity is moderate or low (< 0.78 × 10−3),
(higher) IPC is used to prioritize distribution over con-
solidation.

3.3 Setting up Performance Counters

We use two machines to evaluate our performance: a
dual-socket IvyBridge and a quad-socket Haswell. Each
processor from the two microarchitectures contain 10
physical cores with 2 hardware contexts/hyperthreads
each. Each physical core has a private L1 and L2 cache
and share a last level L3 cache with other cores in the
processor. We use SAM’s infrastructure [22] to access
the hardware performance counters provided by Intel’s
PMU (Performance Monitoring Unit). Each hardware
context has only four programmable counters in addition
to the fixed counters: instructions, cycles, and unhalted
cycles. We use time multiplexing across two time peri-
ods to sample eight performance counters.

We use the same counters as SAM to monitor

intra-socket coherence activity, inter-socket coherence
activity, remote DRAM accesses, and overall band-
width consumption. Additionally, we also monitor the
CYCLE ACTIVITY: STALL CYCLES L2 PENDING
event to count the stalls on cache accesses. The counts
are normalized using unhalted cycles for the interval of
their collection and accumulated in a data structure main-
tained in the task control block.

4 Latency Tolerance- and Sharing-Aware
Mapping

4.1 Implementation Mechanisms

Our mapper is implemented as a kernel module that
is executed by a daemon process with root privilege.
Hardware performance counters are read at every sys-
tem timer interrupt (tick) and the information gathered
is stored in the task control block of the currently run-
ning task. Our mapper is invoked every 100ms, at which
time data from the currently executing tasks is consoli-
dated into per-application and per-socket data structures.
The daemon maintains a per application data structure
for currently active (executing) applications in order to
allow grouping of tasks belonging to the same applica-
tion (based on address space). This data structure keeps
track of application history, including current application
classification. The per-socket data structure used for de-
termining memory bandwidth requirements and remote
memory accesses is identical to that used in SAM [22].

Once the mapper decides on task to core mapping, task
migration is effected by updating processor affinity. We
use the sched setaffinity kernel call to update the
processor affinity of a task. Note that task migration
takes place at the next Linux scheduling operation and
is required only if tasks are not already colocated. Our
decision making logic thereby co-exists with other load
balancing operations in Linux.

4.2 Data Consolidation

The hardware performance counter values collected
and stored in task control blocks are used to infer inter-
and intra-socket coherence activity, memory bandwidth
utilization, remote memory accesses, and latency toler-
ance. The inferred values are then used to categorize
tasks as having: 1) low, medium, or high coherence ac-
tivity; 2) low or high memory bandwidth demand; and
3) low or high IPC, based on thresholds as discussed in
Section 3.

The per-task information is aggregated to obtain per-
socket information on memory bandwidth and inter-
socket coherence activity. The per-task information is
also used to categorize the parent application as incur-

4
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ring 1) low, medium, or high coherence activity; and 2)
low or high IPC, based on the task with the most coher-
ence activity.

4.3 Mode-based Phase Identification

SAM’s original adaptation strategy is reactive in that
changes in application behavior (phase identification) in
one interval trigger a potential re-mapping in the next in-
terval. Reactive adaptation works well when application
behavior is relatively stable with few transitions. How-
ever, frequent phase transitions can potentially lead to
oscillating placement decisions with a resulting reduc-
tion rather than improvement in performance.

In this paper, we explore the use of history over mul-
tiple past intervals [8]. For each application, a history of
interval classification — whether the interval was classi-
fied as incurring medium or high coherence activity and
high compute intensity (IPC) levels — is maintained for
the last n intervals. This history is maintained in three
64 bit integers using shift operations (to shift in a 1 when
a particular interval exhibits the behavior). Bit masking
and counting are used to determine the occurrence count
of each of the bottlenecks. If the occurrence count for a
bottleneck exceeds a threshold, we identify the applica-
tion as suffering from the bottleneck in the next interval.
The recent inclusion of the popcnt instruction in the In-
tel ISA results in very fast bit counting operations, allow-
ing low overhead examination. The occurrence threshold
builds hysteresis into this feedback control loop, thereby
preventing oscillatory behavior. In our implementation,
we set n to 10 and the occurrence threshold to 6. We
analyze the sensitivity of this threshold and its impact on
performance in Section 5.4.

If the number of intervals with high coherence activity
exceeds the predefined threshold, the current interval is
classified as incurring high coherence activity even if the
performance counters for the current interval reflect low
coherence activity. This strategy for classification helps
avoid task migrations due to transient application behav-
ior as well as avoids oscillatory mappings due to frequent
phase transitions.

A cumulative count of the stalls due to inter-socket
coherence activity, instructions executed, and cycles
elapsed since the last phase transition is maintained in
order to calculate SPC and IPC. In an interval with low
inter-socket coherence activity and high intra-socket co-
herence activity, accumulation is suppressed in order to
retain SPC and IPC information from the interval where
the phase transition was detected. The goal is to re-
tain SPC and IPC information gathered during an inter-
socket placement (prior to colocation) for the purposes of
prioritization. Based on thresholds, if the classification
changes, the cumulative counters are reset to the values

for the current interval.

4.4 Hyperthread and Latency Tolerance-
Aware Mapping Policy

Presuming that all hardware contexts are busy, the
mapping task consists of placing m tasks on m hardware
contexts so that there is a 1 : 1 correspondence between
tasks and hardware contexts. Applications in the high-
est coherence activity phase are prioritized and mapped
first. These applications are sorted by their SPC values
and scheduled in order. Applications whose SPC val-
ues are not known are placed at the end of the list, but
are still scheduled ahead of applications with low data
sharing. For each application, tasks that share data with
each other are selected for colocation by updating their
core affinities. If tasks do need colocation, we look for a
socket that has not been assigned any task during the cur-
rent round of mapping. If a sufficient number of cores in
a single socket cannot be found, we colocate the threads
on the least number of sockets possible.

We then look at applications with moderate levels of
activity. They are sorted in order of IPC and applica-
tions with the smallest IPC are prioritized for colocation.
When we encounter threads with IPC values greater than
the IPC threshold (0.9), we alter the mapping to prohibit
the threads from sharing the same physical core. If such a
situation is unavoidable inside the same socket, we look
to other sockets to determine if performance loss can be
avoided. Alternately, if the SPC value of high data shar-
ing applications is more than 550, tasks of that applica-
tion are preferentially placed on hyperthreads to derive
benefits from very high data sharing.

5 Evaluation

Our evaluation was conducted on two machines. The
first is our development platform and is a dual-socket
machine, equipped with 2.2 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2660
v2 processors from the Ivy Bridge architecture. Each
socket can accommodate up to 20 hardware contexts on
10 physical cores, sharing a last-level cache of 25MB.
Each socket is directly connected to 8GB local DRAM
memory, resulting in non-uniform access to a total of
16GB DRAM memory. This machine is labeled 40-CPU
IvyBridge.

The second machine contains four sockets, equipped
with 1.9 GHz Intel Xeon E7-4820 v3 processors from
the Haswell architecture. Each processor accommodates
up to 20 hardware contexts and has up to 64 GB of lo-
cal DRAM per socket for a total of 256GB DRAM. This
machine is labeled 80-CPU Haswell.

The operating system we use is Fedora 19 and the ker-
nel was compiled using GCC 4.8.2. Linux kernel (ver-
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sion 3.14.8) was modified to accommodate the changes
needed for our techniques.

We compare the performance of our sharing-aware
mapper, SAM-MPH, with that of SAM [22] and de-
fault Linux. In order to attribute the performance im-
provements in SAM-MPH, we also show incremental
performance gained due to identifying and prioritizing
task placement based on latency tolerance (SAM-M), hy-
perthreading aware mapping (SAM-H), and using his-
tory across multiple intervals to indentify phase changes
(SAM-P).

5.1 Benchmarks

We use a combination of microbenchmarks, SPEC-
CPU [1], PARSEC [3], and several parallel and graph-
based benchmarks in order to evaluate SAM-MPH.

Similar to SAM, we use microbenchmarks to stress the
coherence protocol and memory bandwidth. HuBench
and LuBench contain pairs of threads sharing data with
each other to generate coherence traffic. HuBench gen-
erate high coherence activity and is very sensitive to
data sharing latencies while LuBench has enough thread-
private computation to hide its data sharing latency.
MemBench is a memory intensive microbenchmark that
uses multiple threads to access thread-private memory
in a streaming fashion. These threads saturate memory
bandwidth on one socket, therefore benefiting from dis-
tribution across sockets to maximize resource utilization.

GraphLab [16] and GraphChi [14] are recent applica-
tion development tools specially suited for graph-based
parallel applications. Unlike the SPECCPU and most
PARSEC applications, graph-based processing involves
considerable data sharing across several workers. These
application are also much more dynamic, with tasks
actively being created and deleted, and going through
phases of computation that are vastly different in char-
acteristics, depending on the type of problem and the ac-
tive parallelism available in the input data. The unpre-
dictable and dynamic nature of these applications make
them good candidates for evaluating the effectiveness of
our mapper.

We use a variety of machine learning, data mining, and
data filtering applications for our evaluation—TunkRank
(Twitter influence ranking), Alternating Least Squares
(ALS) [28], Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [12], Sin-
gular Value Decomposition (SVD) [11], Restricted Bolz-
man Machines (RBM) [10], Probabilistic Matrix Fac-
torization (PMF) [21], Biased SGD [11], and Lossy
SDG [11].

In addition to the above workloads, we also evaluate
our implementation on MongoDB, a very widely used
data management server. The load for MongoDB is gen-
erated by YCSB (Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark).

5.2 Standalone Application Evaluation

Figure 2 shows that for most cases, standalone appli-
cation performance on SAM-MPH is as good and some-
times better than a static optimum schedule. SAM-MPH
and the other variants significantly outperform Linux in
almost all cases. Linux generally distributes load across
sockets and cores while SAM can detect and respond to
data sharing and resource contention but not at the hy-
perthread level. For these standalone applications, SAM
is already able to identify and isolate data sharing to
achieve close to the best static schedule. SAM-M and
SAM-MP thus add little extra benefit. SAM-MPH is able
to identify all the bottlenecks exposed by SAM and out-
performs it in 5 cases, demonstrating the importance of
considering resource contention at the hyperthread level
and of eliminating migrations due to transient application
behavior.

With LuBench, PMF, RBM, SVD, and ALS, SAM-
MPH performs better than SAM. SAM underperforms
Linux in the case of LuBench. LuBench with 20 threads
incurs non-trivial data sharing, which prompts SAM
to colocate the threads if possible. However, when
LuBench executes on two hardware contexts on the same
physical core, single thread performance is significantly
affected due to contention for pipeline resources. Since
Linux by default spreads load out across sockets, it
avoids the resource contention on hardware contexts.
SAM-MPH identifies both data sharing and pipeline re-
source contention in LuBench and prioritizes pipeline re-
source contention as the bigger bottleneck in this case.

For applications PMF, SVD, RBM, and ALS, both
Linux and SAM perform very close to the static opti-
mum schedule with SAM being slightly faster. However,
SAM-MPH outperforms the best static schedule by a sig-
nificant margin for PMF and a slight margin for the rest.
The best static schedule, as the name suggests, does not
adapt to dynamic phases in the application. These four
applications exhibit phases that share data and phases
that contend for pipeline resources when colocated on
hyperthreads. Since SAM-MPH is able to identify these
different phases of computation and adapt accordingly to
the bigger bottleneck, it is able to perform better than the
best static schedule.

Figure 3 shows the intra- and inter-socket coher-
ence activity for the standalone applications on the 40-
CPU IvyBridge. In general, SAM is able to suppress
inter-socket coherence activity slightly better than SAM-
MPH. This slight reduction is attributed to SAM’s deci-
sion making based on a single interval at a time. SAM-
MPH relies on past history (consisting of several inter-
vals) to detect application characteristics, resulting in
higher hysteresis. The hysteresis has negligible impact
on performance. For the five applications discussed
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Figure 3: Intra- and Inter-socket traffic for standalone applications. Fig. (A): per-thread inter-socket coherence activity;
Fig. (B): per-thread intra-socket coherence activity; All values are normalized to unhalted CPU cycles.

above, SAM-MPH has less intra-socket coherence ac-
tivity than SAM, since it sometimes avoids colocating
threads onto hyperthreads to reduce resource contention
on the hyperthreads.

Table 1 outlines information about each application,
with major and minor factors that influence its perfor-
mance. It also shows the Stalls incurred per inter-socket
coherence event (SPC). The SPC value reported here is
averaged across all high communication phases of the
application. We can see for SGD, LSGD, SVD, and
BSGD, higher SPC translates to higher performance im-

provement on colocation.
RBM also exhibits high SPC values but its perfor-

mance improvement doesn’t directly correlate to SPC.
This is attributed to the fact that RBM also has compute
heavy phases which do not get significant speedup on
colocation. Additionally, it would have to be placed on
separate physical cores rather than on hyperthreads. Due
to these factors, the overall speedup gained during the
high coherence phase does not fully translate to very high
performance gain.

PMF and ALS have moderate levels of coherence ac-
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Application SPC Major Minor
Bottleneck Bottleneck

HuBench (20t) 745 DS None
LuBench (10t) 367 IPC DS
LuBench (20t) 367 IPC DS
MemBench (10t) - Memory None
MemBench (20t) - Memory None
SGD (20t) 398 DS None
BSGD (20t) 421 DS None
LSGD (20t) 455 DS None
RBM (20t) 403 DS IPC
SVD (20t) 442 DS IPC
PMF (10t) - None IPC and DS
PMF (20t) - None IPC and DS
ALS (10t) - None IPC and DS
ALS (20t) - None IPC and DS

Table 1: Application characteristics and SPC values. DS:
Data Sharing: high coherence activity; IPC: Instructions
Per Cycle: instruction-level parallelism with high CPU
demand; Memory: Memory bound: high memory band-
width demand.

tivity during which IPC is used for colocation decisions
rather than SPC, since SPC cannot be obtained reliably
at these levels as explained in Section 3. Hence the
SPC value is not reported. When IPC is > 0.9, which
is frequently the case for these applications, threads are
preferentially placed on separate physical cores in the
same socket, with placement across sockets preferred
over placement on hyperthreads.

In addition to parallel data sharing workloads, we
evaluate SAM-MPH on MongoDB, generating load with
YCSB threads, both running on the same machine. For
this workload, SAM-MPH and SAM perform very sim-
ilarly. We observe an improvement of about 3.67% and
6.6% on the larger and smaller evaluation platforms re-
spectively. The marginal improvement is a result of a
small amount of data being shared by the threads of the
application.

Our experiments with the PARSEC and SPECCPU
benchmarks show very similar results to SAM and thus
we do not discuss them further in this paper.

Figure 4 shows the results of SAM-MPH, SAM, and
the default Linux scheduler on the 80-CPU Haswell.
Overall, these results are very similar to results on the 40-
CPU IvyBridge: SAM-MPH is able to match and some-
times exceed the performance of the best static schedule.
The 80-CPU Haswell, with twice the number of sock-
ets and cores as the 40-CPU IvyBridge, shows the per-
formance gap between SAM-MPH and Linux widening
further. SAM-MPH halves the execution time of applica-
tions compared to the default Linux scheduler. On aver-
age, for standalone workloads, SAM-MPH is 57% faster
than Linux. It also matches or exceeds the performance
of the best static schedule.
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Figure 4: Performance of standalone applications us-
ing SAM-MPH, SAM, and default Linux on the 80-CPU
Haswell. The performance metric is the execution time
speedup (the higher the better) compared to that of the
best static task→CPU mapping determined through of-
fline testing.

5.3 Multiprogrammed Workload Evaluation

Applications in multiprogrammed workloads interfere
with each other in different ways, depending on the char-
acteristics of applications in the mix and the phase of
their execution. This interference may result in slow-
down of some or all of the applications.

Table 2 shows various application mixes that are used
in the evaluation of SAM-MPH. The workload mixes
cover a wide range of application characteristics. In-
dividual applications can be affected due to contention
for the processor pipeline, cache space contention, con-
tention for memory bandwidth, communication due to
data sharing, and non-uniform communication latencies.
We expect SAM-MPH to be able to identify each of these
bottlenecks and perform task to core mapping in such a
way that would minimize the negative impact on perfor-
mance due to resource contention and non-uniformity in
communication.

Figure 5 shows the performance of SAM-MPH for the
multiprogrammed workloads on the 40-CPU IvyBridge.
Our performance metric for application mixes is the geo-
metric mean of the individual application speedups, cal-
culated for each application in a workload mix by com-
paring its runtime to that of its best standalone static run-
time.

On average, SAM-MPH is about 27% faster than stock
Linux and 9% faster than SAM. More importantly, appli-
cations managed by SAM-MPH show very little degra-
dation in performance when compared with the best stan-
dalone static schedule. It must be noted that for many
workload mixes, it is not possible to get numbers match-
ing the standalone static schedule due to resource con-
tention. The average speedup for SAM-MPH is 0.976,
proving that applications seldom show signs of slow-
down. The minimum speedup with SAM-MPH is 0.93.

SAM-MPH is able to improve SAM’s performance
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Figure 5: Performance of multiprogrammed workloads using SAM-MPH, SAM-MP, SAM-M, SAM, and default
Linux on the 40-CPU IvyBridge. The performance metric is the geometric mean of the individual application speedup
(higher is better) compared to execution time obtained for a standalone run using the best static task→CPU mapping
determined through offline testing.

primarily due to 2 factors. First, SAM-MPH can pri-
oritize applications that are more sensitive to bottlenecks
base on latency tolerance, while SAM cannot distinguish
tasks that are more sensitive to communication from oth-
ers that are capable of absorbing the latency. Using ap-
plication phase detection and accurate metrics that are
deduced in these phases, SAM-MPH is able to under-
stand the performance impact of communication due to
data sharing.

Second, SAM-MPH identifies potential slowdown
when putting two tasks on logical threads on the same
physical core. Using this knowledge, it attempts to pair
up applications such that they benefit from being placed
on logical threads. If that is not possible, it attempts to
schedule tasks so that they do not contend highly for the
processor pipeline.

SAM-MPH’s ability to identify data sharing and its
impact on performance is the primary reason for the ob-
served speedups in workloads 1–11. In each of these
workloads, all applications exhibit data sharing. It is not
possible to schedule all tasks such that tasks of an appli-
cation remain inside the socket. SAM-MPH is able to
prioritize applications that are more sensitive to the la-
tency of communication due to data sharing.

In these workloads, ALS and PMF are the applica-
tions that are given the least priority and hence spread
out across sockets. As discussed previously, these appli-
cations exhibit high ILP that is able to absorb the data
communication latency. In addition to leveraging the
tasks’ ability to hide latency, SAM-MPH also identifies
that ALS and PMF contend for the processor pipeline

and avoids pairing their tasks together on the same phys-
ical core. Instead, SAM-MPH pairs each of their tasks
with a task from the other applications to minimize re-
source contention. It is the combination of the these op-
timizations that yield consistent increase in performance
of over 26% for these workloads.

SAM-M, being able to prioritize applications, can per-
form better than SAM. For workloads 1–11, SAM-M im-
proves performance over Linux and SAM by 21% and
5% respectively. However, SAM-MP is faster than Linux
and SAM by 25% and 8% respectively, demonstrating
that SAM-MP’s robustness adds value. SAM-MPH ad-
ditionally mitigates contention on hyperthreads (due to
ALS, RBM, and PMF), and is able to improve over
SAM-MP to achieve performance closest to the stan-
dalone static schedule. SAM-MPH outperforms Linux
and SAM by 30% and 13%.

For workloads 12–18, SAM-MPH identifies two ap-
plications with data sharing. The ideal decision for these
workloads is to pin one application on each socket to lo-
calize all communication within a socket, which SAM-
MPH and its variants correctly arrive at. SAM performs
significantly slower since it does not have the notion of
task groups and therefore is not able to separate the tasks.
SAM relies on iteratively moving tasks onto the same
socket since successful migrations will not cause addi-
tional inter-socket communication. Though this method
works well in comparison with Linux, it does not achieve
runtimes close to the optimal static runtime.

Workloads 19–21 contain applications with data shar-
ing running simultaneously with other memory and CPU

9
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Multiprog.
workload # Application mixes
1 12 ALS, 14 SGD, 14 LSGD
2 12 ALS, 14 SGD, 14 BSGD
3 12 ALS, 14 BSGD, 14 LSGD
4 12 ALS, 14 SVD, 14 BSGD
5 12 ALS, 14 SVD, 14 LSGD
6 12 ALS, 14 SVD, 14 SGD
7 12 ALS, 14 SVD, 14 RBM
8 12 ALS, 14 SGD, 14 RBM
9 12 PMF, 14 SGD, 14 RBM
10 12 PMF, 14 SGD, 14 BSGD
11 12 PMF, 14 SGD, 14 LSGD
12 20 SGD, 20 BSGD
13 20 SGD, 20 LSGD
14 20 SGD, 20 SVD
15 20 BSGD, 20 LSGD
16 20 LSGD, 20 ALS
17 20 LSGD, 20 SVD
18 20 BSGD, 20 SVD
19 6 SGD, 6 BSGD, 4 Mem, 4 CPU
20 6 BSGD, 6 LSGD, 4 Mem, 4 CPU
21 6 SGD, 6 LSGD, 4 Mem, 4 CPU
22 10 SGD, 10 BSGD
23 10 SGD, 10 LSGD
24 10 LSGD, 10 BSGD
25 10 LSGD, 10 ALS
26 10 SVD, 10 SGD
27 10 SVD, 10 BSGD
28 10 SVD, 10 LSGD
29 8 SVD, 8 LSGD
30 6 SVD, 6 LSGD

Table 2: Multiprogrammed application mixes. For each
mix, the number preceding the application’s name indi-
cates the number of tasks it spawns. We use several com-
binations of applications to evaluate scenarios with vary-
ing data sharing and memory utilization.

bound tasks. These cases demonstrate the capability to
balance load and resource utilization alongside reducing
latency due to communication. In these cases, SAM-
MPH and its variants achieve close to the standalone per-
formance. SAM underperforms due to its inability to
form groups between the two data sharing applications.
It does, however, balance load and resource utilization.
Workloads 23–30 also exhibit data sharing characteris-
tics but use only 20 out of the 40 hardware contexts that
are available. In these cases, SAM attempts to colo-
cate all threads onto the same socket. This eliminates
all inter-socket coherence traffic but increases pressure
and contention for the last-level cache. Since SAM-MPH
and its variants identify task grouping, they separate the
two groups on the two available sockets, further reducing
contention and eliminating communication due to data
sharing.
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Figure 6: Performance of multiprogrammed workloads
using SAM-MPH, SAM, and default Linux on the 80-
CPU Haswell. The performance metric is the geomet-
ric mean of the individual application speedup (higher is
better) compared to execution time obtained for a stan-
dalone run using the best static task→CPU mapping de-
termined through offline testing. Whiskers represent the
max-min speedup range for the individual applications
within each workload.

Figure 6 shows the results obtained for the work-
load mixes listed in Table 3 on the four-socket 80-CPU
Haswell. The workload mixes test SAM-MPH’s ability
to identify phases in applications that are most sensitive
to data sharing. It also examines how SAM-MPH scales
to a bigger machine with twice the number of proces-
sors and cores. We can see that SAM-MPH is able to
achieve significantly better performance for all the work-
load mixes.

On average, we observe a 21% improvement over
SAM and 43% improvement over stock Linux. While
a reduction in performance compared to standalone exe-
cution is inevitable due to resource contention in multi-
programmed workloads, SAM-MPH is able to reduce the
penalty. Performance improvement over Linux can be as
high as 61% for our multiprogrammed workloads, while
the minimum improvement was at 29% for workload 10.

Equally important, as the whisker plots in Figure 6
showing the minimum and maximum speedups for the
individual applications in each workload show for the 4-
socket 80-CPU Haswell machine, SAM-MPH reduces
performance disparity (a measure of fairness) across
applications in a workload in comparison to default
Linux. The geometric mean of the minimum applica-
tion speedup across all workload mixes is 0.889, 0.734,
and 0.571 for SAM-MPH, SAM, and default Linux re-
spectively. The corresponding values for the maximum
speedup are 0.989, 0.822, and 0.795. On the 2-socket
40-CPU IvyBridge machine, the geometric mean of the
minimum speedup is 0.953, 0.860, and 0.710, and that of
the maximum is 1.0003, 0.932, and 0.839 respectively.
Both SAM and SAM-MPH show a compressed spread.

5.4 Sensitivity Analysis

SAM-MPH relies on parameter thresholds to identify
bottlenecks. In addition to the thresholds used in SAM,
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Multiprog. Tasks Application
workload # per app mixes
1 20 SGD, BSGD, SVD
2 20 SGD, BSGD, SVD, ALS
3 20 SGD, BSGD, SVD, LSGD
4 20 SGD, BSGD, RBM, LSGD
5 20 SGD, BSGD, RBM, SVD
6 20 SGD, BSGD, RBM, ALS
7 16 SGD, SVD, ALS, LSGD, BSGD
8 16 SGD, SVD, PMF, BGSD, LSGD
9 16 RBM, LSGD, SVD, PMF, BSGD
10 16 RBM, LSGD, SVD, PMF, ALS
11 16 SVD, SGD, RBM, BSGD, LSGD

Table 3: Multiprogrammed application mixes for exper-
iments on the 80-CPU Haswell.

we use SPC and IPC values to prioritize task colocation
based on latency tolerance and contention for pipeline
resources. In this section, we look at sensitivity of SAM-
MPH’s behavior to these parameter thresholds. We in-
crease/decrease the thresholds in steps of 5% to analyze
the sensitivity of performance to these thresholds.

IPC is used to decide if tasks can be colocated on the
same physical core. If the IPC threshold is too high, it is
possible to map two compute intensive tasks on the same
physical core, thereby slowing both down. A threshold
increase of 20% (new IPC threshold of 1.08) can result
in a performance reduction of about 7% on PMF. If the
IPC threshold is too low, the mapper can miss a potential
window to improve performance by colocating tasks that
share data on the same physical core, thereby improving
their performance and reducing contention by eliminat-
ing traffic on intra- and inter-socket interconnects. In our
experiments, lowering the IPC threshold by 30% (new
IPC threshold of 0.63) results in a loss in performance of
18% for the SGD application with 20 threads. The re-
duction in threshold created a false need to spread tasks
across sockets in order to avoid colocating them on the
same physical core, resulting in the slowdown.

SPC is used to prioritize applications when they are
observed to have high coherence activity. Since SPC is
approximated by attributing stalls due to all cache misses
to coherence activity, SPC is reliable only at higher co-
herence activity levels. The coherence activity threshold
used to identify when SPC is reliable is important to per-
formance. We find a performance reduction of over 15%
for mixed workload 8 when the threshold was increased
by 30% (from 0.78×10−3 to 1.01×10−3) due to missed
opportunities. When the threshold is reduced by 50%
(from 0.78 × 10−3 to 0.39 × 10−3), we lose over 30%
performance for workload 1 due to improper prioritiza-
tion of applications.

Overall, we observe that while the value of the param-

eters is important to performance, SAM-MPH shows sta-
ble behavior over a reasonably broad range of values for
these important parameters. In fact, we used the same
thresholds, scaled for frequency, on the two platforms.

5.5 Overhead Assessment

SAM-MPH functionality can be divided into three dis-
tinct parts. The implementation complexity of each of
these dictate the overall overhead of SAM-MPH. First,
performance counters are read every 1 mSec. Second,
every 100 mSecs, performance counter data is consoli-
dated: application and socket-level bottlenecks are iden-
tified to be used to map tasks to cores. Finally, task
mapping decisions are taken in order to improve perfor-
mance. In order to measure the overhead of SAM-MPH,
we perform a piecewise estimation since the implemen-
tation overhead is well within measurement error.

Reading performance counters are done at intervals of
1 mSec and consume 8.89µSecs per call. This overhead
is constant and does not vary with the number of proces-
sors/active tasks. Data consolidation, performed every
100 mSecs can consume a varying amount of time, pri-
marily depending on the number of active applications.
Worst case time consumption per SAM-MPH mapping
call, including decision making and thread migration is
230 uSecs. Worst case behavior can be observed when
each active task is its own application. The same over-
head for when all cores are utilized but by only one ap-
plication is about 14 uSecs. The additional overhead of
over 200 uSecs is added by code that groups tasks into
applications using address space information. The more
distinct applications, the more the time spent on attribut-
ing tasks to applications. In most practical situations
however, the number of applications will be significantly
fewer than the number of cores. Overall, SAM-MPH
adds a worst case overhead of just over 1%, which is far
outweighed by its benefits.

SAM-MPH’s data consolidation and decision making
is implemented in a centralized fashion using a daemon
process. On our machines, with 40 and 80 hardware
threads, this implementation methodology works well.
In the future, if SAM-MPH’s overheads become a lim-
itation, a distributed implementation may be warranted.

6 Related Work
Multicore resource contention and interference (par-

ticularly the shared last-level cache, off-chip bandwidth,
and memory) has been well studied in previous work.
Suh et al. [23] focus on minimizing cache misses using
hardware counter-assisted marginal gain analysis. Page
coloring [7, 26] has been used in the operating system
memory allocator to effectively partition cache space
without the need for specialized hardware features. Inter-
task interference at the DRAM memory level has been
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mitigated using parallelism-aware batch scheduling [18].
In an offline approach, Mars et al. [17] designed co-
running microbenchmarks to control pressure on shared
resources, and thereby predict the performance interfer-
ence between colocated applications. While these tech-
niques help manage resource contention, they do not ad-
dress the impact of non-uniform topology on traffic due
to data sharing.

ESTIMA [6] uses stall cycles to learn and predict ap-
plication scalability on larger core counts using an offline
approach. In contrast, our focus is on online multipro-
grammed workload scheduling. Rao et al. [20] discuss
using processor uncore pressure to minimize NUMA
induced bottlenecks when scheduling virtual machines.
While their approach of minimizing overall uncore pres-
sure works to mitigate resource contention, it is not ef-
fective in eliminating resource pressure caused by data
sharing.

Several efforts have also been made to automatically
determine sharing among tasks. Tam et al. [24] uti-
lized address sampling (available on Power processors)
to identify task groups with strong data sharing. Tang
et al. [25] relied on the number of accesses to “shared”
cache lines to identify intra-application data sharing. Our
past work [22] monitored and separated inter-CPU co-
herence activity from memory traffic to determine the
benefits of consolidating tasks on the same socket versus
distributing tasks across CPU sockets. Our work in this
paper makes two new contributions. First, we identify la-
tency tolerance in some workloads where inter-CPU co-
herence activity does not necessarily lead to CPU stalls
and performance degradation. Second, we identify when
the benefits of consolidating tasks on the same physical
core due to data sharing outweigh performance loss due
to contention for functional units and cache space.

Scheduling for simultaneous hardware multithreading,
e.g., Intel’s hyperthreads [13], has not been ignored in
the past. Early work by Nakajima and Pallipadi [19] pro-
posed two simple scheduling heuristics—1) task cache
affinity to one hyperthread infers affinity to its sibling hy-
perthread; 2) scheduler should prefer a CPU whose sib-
ling hyperthread is idle. Bulpin and Pratt [5] calibrated a
blackbox linear model that predicts hyperthreading per-
formance impact on a range of processor metrics. Their
blackbox model provides no semantics on the hypothet-
ical linear relationship and it is unclear how it applies
broadly to other processors. Work in this paper monitors
the cache coherence traffic, resulting stalls, and instruc-
tion retirement rates to understand the inter-CPU data
sharing and potential latency tolerance, and thereby in-
form hyperthread colocation decisions.

The scalability of multicore and hardware multithread-
ing has also been an emphasis in software system de-
signs. For instance, Zhang et al. [27] presented user-

space techniques (in the OpenMP runtime) to optimize
inter-hyperthread data locality, instruction mix, and load
balance. Multicore operating systems like Corey [4]
and Multikernel [2] are designed to minimize cross-
CPU sharing and synchronization for enhanced scalabil-
ity. More recently, Callisto [9] is an OpenMP runtime
system to handle synchronization and balance load on
multicores. These efforts to improve software scalabil-
ity are complementary to our CPU scheduling work—
e.g., reduced data sharing traffic in some software tasks
presents more flexibility to the scheduler that must con-
sider resource contention, data sharing, and load balanc-
ing issues among all system and application tasks.

7 Conclusions
This paper presents new advances in resolving the ten-

sion between data sharing and resource contention in
multicore task to core mapping. We make three spe-
cific contributions. First, we demonstrate the impor-
tance of identifying application latency tolerance, in ad-
dition to capturing data sharing traffic [22, 24, 25], in
determining the true benefits of application and thread
colocation. Second, we recognize that core-level shar-
ing must pay attention to resource contention between
hardware threads [5, 19] and show that a combination of
IPC and coherence activity thresholds can inform the per-
formance tradeoffs of core sharing. Third, we build an
adaptive CPU socket and core sharing scheduler, called
SAM-MPH, that uses history to avoid ineffective migra-
tions due to oscillatory or transient behavior.

We perform experiments with a broad range
of applications including SPEC CPU2000 [1],
the PARSEC parallel benchmark suite [3], and
GraphLab [16] / GraphChi [14] graph processing
applications. Evaluation on a dual-socket, 40-CPU
IvyBridge machine shows that SAM-MPH is 25% faster
than Linux for standalone applications. On a larger
80-CPU Haswell machine with 4 sockets, SAM-MPH
can halve the runtime of standalone workloads and
can improve performance over Linux by up to 61%
for multiprogrammed workloads. While SAM-MPH
relies on thresholds to identify resource bottlenecks,
our results show that performance is not sensitive to
precise threshold values. Finally, SAM-MPH’s runtime
overhead in performance counter collection, analysis,
and decision making is ∼1%, making it suitable for
production use.
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Abstract

The need for scalable, high-performance datastores has
led to the development of NoSQL databases, which
achieve scalability by partitioning data over a single key.
However, programmers often need to query data with
other keys, which data stores provide by either querying
every partition, eliminating the benefits of partitioning,
or replicating additional indexes, wasting the benefits of
data replication.

In this paper, we show there is no need to compromise
scalability for functionality. We present Replex, a data-
store that enables efficient querying on multiple keys by
rethinking data placement during replication. Tradition-
ally, a data store is first globally partitioned, then each
partition is replicated identically to multiple nodes. In-
stead, Replex relies on a novel replication unit, termed
replex, which partitions a full copy of the data based on
its unique key. Replexes eliminate any additional over-
head to maintaining indices, at the cost of increasing re-
covery complexity. To address this issue, we also intro-
duce hybrid replexes, which enable a rich design space
for trading off steady-state performance with faster re-
covery. We build, parameterize, and evaluate Replex on
multiple dimensions and find that Replex surpasses the
steady-state and failure recovery performance of Hyper-
Dex, a state-of-the-art multi-key data store.

1 Introduction

Applications have traditionally stored data in SQL
databases, which provide programmers with an efficient
and convenient query language to retrieve data. How-
ever, as storage needs of applications grew, programmers
began shifting towards NoSQL databases, which achieve
scalability by supporting a much simpler query model,
typically by a single primary key. This simplification

made scaling NoSQL datastores easy: by using the key
to divide the data into partitions or “shards”, the data-
store could be efficiently mapped onto multiple nodes.
Unfortunately, this model is inconvenient for program-
mers, who often still need to query data by a value other
than the primary key.

Several NoSQL datastores[1, 3, 14, 9, 15, 7] have
emerged that can support queries on multiple keys
through the use of secondary indexes. Many of these
datastores simply query all partitions to search for an en-
try which matches a secondary key. In this approach, per-
formance quickly degrades as the number of partitions
increases, defeating the reason for partitioning for scal-
ability. HyperDex [12], a NoSQL datastore which takes
another approach, generates and partitions an additional
copy of the datastore for each key. This design allows for
quick, efficient queries on secondary keys, but at the ex-
pense of storage and performance overhead: supporting
just one secondary key doubles storage requirements and
write latencies.

In this paper, we describe Replex, a scalable, highly
available multi-key datastore. In Replex, each full copy
of the data may be partitioned by a different key, thereby
retaining the ability to support queries against multiple
keys without incurring a performance penalty or storage
overhead beyond what is required to protect the database
against failure. In fact, since Replex does not make un-
necessary copies of data, it outperforms other NoSQL
systems during both steady-state and recovery.

To address the challenge of determining when and
where to replicate data, we explore, develop, and param-
eterize a new replication scheme, which makes use of a
novel replication unit we call a replex. The key insight
of a replex is to combine the need to replicate for fault-
tolerance and the need to replicate for index availability.
By merging these concerns, our protocol avoids using ex-
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traneous copies as the means to enable queries by addi-
tional keys. However, this introduces a tradeoff between
recovery time and storage cost, which we fully explore
(§ 3). Replex actually recovers from failure faster than
other NoSQL systems because of storage savings during
replication.

We implement (§ 4) and evaluate (§ 5) the performance
of Replex using several different parameters and con-
sider both steady-state performance and performance un-
der multiple failure scenarios. We compare Replex to
Hyperdex and Cassandra and show that Replex’s steady-
state performance is 76% better than Hyperdex and on-
par with Cassandra for writes. For reads, Replex outper-
forms Cassandra by as much as 2-9× while maintaining
performance equivalent with HyperDex. In addition, we
show that Replex can recover from one or two failures
2-3× faster than Hyperdex, all while using a fraction of
the resources.

Our results contradict the popular belief that support-
ing multiple keys in a NoSQL datastore is expensive.
With replexes, NoSQL datastores can easily support mul-
tiple keys with little overhead.

2 System Design

We present Replex’s data model and replication design,
which enables fast index reads and updates while being
parsimonious with storage usage.

2.1 Data Model and API

Replex stores data in the form of RDBMS-style tables:
every table has a schema that specifies a fixed set of
columns, and data is inserted and replicated at the row-
granularity. Every table also specifies a single column to
be the primary key, which becomes the default index for
the table.

As with traditional RDBMSs, the user can also specify
any number of additional indexes. An index is defined by
the set of columns that comprise the index’s sorting key.
For example, the sorting key for the primary index is the
column of the primary key.

The client queries we focus on in this paper are
insert(r), where r is a row of values, and lookup(R),
where R is a row of predicates. Predicates can be null,
which matches on anything. Then lookup(R) returns all
rows r that match on all predicates in R. The non-null
predicates should correspond to the sorting key of an in-
dex in the table. Then that index is used to find all match-
ing rows.

Henceforth, we will refer to the data stored in Replex

Figure 1: Every replex stores the table across of a num-
ber of partitions. This diagram shows the system model
for a table with 3 indexes. When a row r is inserted, hA,
hB, and hC determine which partition (shaded) in the re-
plex stores r. Similarly, a lookup on a replex is broadcast
to a number of partitions based on h.

as the table. Then Replex is concerned with maintaining
the indexes of and replicating the table.

2.2 Data Partitioning with Replexes

In order to enable fast queries by a particular index, a
table must be partitioned by that index. To solve this
problem, Replex builds what we call a replex for every
index. A replex stores a table and shards the rows across
multiple partitions. All replexes store the same data (ev-
ery row in the table), the only difference across replexes
is the way data is partitioned and sorted, which is by the
sorting key of the index associated with the replex.

Each replex is associated with a sharding function, h,
such that h(r) defines the partition number in the replex
that stores row r. For predicate R, h(R) returns a set be-
cause the rows of values that satisfy R may lie in mul-
tiple partitions. The only columns that affect h are the
columns in the sorting key of the index associated with
the replex.

A novel contribution of Replex is to treat each parti-
tion of a replex as first-class replicas in the system. Sys-
tems typically replicate a row for durability and avail-
ability by writing it to a number of replicas. Similarly,
Replex uses chain replication [27] to replicate a row to a
number of replex partitions, each of which sorts the row
by the replex’s corresponding index, as shown in Fig-
ure 1; in Section 2.3 we explain why we choose chain
replication. The key observation is that after replication,
Replex has both replicated and indexed a row. There is
no need for explicit indexing.

By treating replexes as true replicas, we eliminate the
overheads associated with maintaining and replicating
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Figure 2: Consider storing every log entry in a Re-
plex table. For linearizability, a local timestamp cannot
appear to go backwards with respect to the global times-
tamp. For example, tagging in last entry with local times-
tamp X:9 violates the semantics of the global timestamp.

individual index structures, which translates to reduc-
tions in network traffic, operation latency, and storage
inflation.

2.3 Replication Protocol

Replacing replicas with replexes requires a modified
replication protocol. The difficulty arises because indi-
vidual replexes can have requirements, such as unique-
ness constraints, that cause the same operation to be both
valid and invalid depending on the replex. Hence before
an operation can be replicated, a consensus decision must
be made among the replexes to agree on the validity of
an operation.

As an example of an ordering constraint, consider a
distributed log that totally orders updates to a number of
shared data structures, a la state machine replication. In
addition to the global ordering, each data structure re-
quires a local ordering that must reflect the global total
ordering. For example, suppose there are two data struc-
tures X and Y, and a subset of the log is shown in Fig-
ure 2. To store the updates in Replex, we can create a
table with two columns: a global timestamp and a lo-
cal timestamp. Because consumers of the log will want
to look up entries both against the global timestamp and
within the sublog of a specific data structure, we also
specify an index per column; examples of logs with such
requirements appear in systems such as Corfu [4], Hy-
der [6], and CalvinFS [24].

Then the validity requirement in this case is a dense
prefix of timestamps: a timestamp t cannot be written un-
til all timestamps t ′ < t have been inserted into the table;
this is true for both the local and global timestamps. For
example, an attempt to insert the row (40, X:9) would be
valid by the index of the global timestamp, but invalid by
the index of the local timestamp, because the existence
of X:10 in the index means X:9 must have already been
inserted. Then the row should not be inserted into the

Figure 3: Each node represents an index. This mod-
ified replication protocol has two phases: 1) Top phase:
propagates the operation to all relevant partitions and col-
lects each partition’s decision. 2) Bottom phase: the last
partition aggregates these decisions into the final valid
boolean, which is then propagated back up the chain.
When a replex receives valid, it knows to commit or
abort the operation

table; this is problematic if the first replex has already
processed the insert, which means lookups on the first
index will see row (40, X:9).

Datastores without global secondary indexes do not
have this validity problem, because a key is only sorted
by a single index. Datastores with global secondary in-
dexes employ a distributed transaction for update oper-
ations, because an operation must be atomically repli-
cated as valid or invalid across all the indexes [11]. Be-
cause replexes are similar to global secondary indexes,
a distributed transaction can do the job. But to use a
distributed transaction for every update operation would
cripple system throughput.

To remove the need for a distributed transaction in our
replication protocol, we modify chain replication to in-
clude a consensus protocol. We choose chain replication
instead of quorum-based replication because all replexes
must participate to determine validity. As in chain repli-
cation, our protocol visits every replex in some fixed or-
der. Figure 3 illustrates the steps in this new replication
protocol.

Our new protocol can be split into two phases: (1)
consensus phase, where we propagate the operation to
all replexes, as in chain replication. The actual parti-
tion within the replex that handles the operation is the
partition that will eventually replicate the operation, as
depicted in Figure 1. As the protocol leaves each parti-
tion, it collects that partition’s validity decision. When
this phase reaches the last partition in the chain, the last
partition aggregates each partition’s decision into a final
decision, which is simply the logical AND of all deci-
sions: if there is a single abort decision, the operation is
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invalid. (2) replication phase, where the last partition
initiates the propagation of this final decision back up
the chain. As each partition receives this final decision,
if the decision is to abort, then the partition discards that
operation. If the decision is to commit, then that partition
commits the operation to disk and continues propagating
the decision.

It is guaranteed that when the client sees the result of
the operation, all partitions will agree on the outcome
of the operation, and if the operation is valid, all parti-
tions will have made the decision durable. An intuitive
proof of correctness for this consensus protocol is sim-
ple. We can treat the first phase of our protocol as an in-
stance of chain replication, which is an instance of Ver-
tical Paxos, which has existing correctness proofs [16].
The second phase of our protocol is simply a discovery
phase in Paxos protocols and is hence irrelevant in the
proof of correctness. This discovery phase is necessary
for replexes to discover the final decision so they may
persist (replicate) necessary data, but has no bearings on
the consensus decision itself.

It is possible for a client to see committed operations at
one replex before another. For example, suppose client 1
is propagating an operation to replexes A and B. The op-
eration reaches B and commits successfully, writing the
commit bit at B. Then this committed operation is visi-
ble to client 2 that queries replex B, even though client
2 cannot see it by querying replex A, if the commit bit
is still in flight. Note that this does not violate the con-
sensus guarantee, because any operation viewed by one
client is necessarily committed.

Our protocol is similar to the CRAQ protocol which
adds dirty-read bits to objects replicated with chain repli-
cation [23]. The difference between the two protocols is
that CRAQ operates on objects, rather than operations:
our protocol determines whether or not an operation may
be committed to an object’s replicated state machine his-
tory, while CRAQ determines whether or not an object
is dirty. In particular, operations can be aborted through
our protocol.

Finally, we observe that our replication protocol does
not allow writes during failure. In chain replication,
writes to an object on a failed node cannot resume un-
til its full persisted history has been restored; similarly,
writes may not be committed in Replex until the failed
node is fully recovered.

2.4 Failure Amplification

Indexing during replication enables Replex to achieve
fast steady-state requests. But there is a cost, which be-
comes evident when we consider partition failures.

Failed partitions bring up two concerns: how to recon-
struct the failed partition and how to respond to queries
that would have been serviced by the failed partition.
Both of these problems can be solved as long as the sys-
tem knows how to find data stored on the failed parti-
tion. The problem is even though two replexes contain
the same data, they have different sharding functions, so
replicated data is scattered differently.

We define failure amplification as the overhead of
finding data when the desired partition is unavailable.
We characterize failure amplification along two axes: 1)
disk IOPS and CPU: the overhead of searching through
a partition that is sorted differently, 2) network traffic:
the overhead of broadcasting the read to all partitions in
another replex. For the remainder of the paper, we use
failure amplification to compare recovery scenarios.

For example, suppose a user specifies two indexes on
a table, which would be implemented as two replexes in
Replex. If a partition fails, a simple recovery protocol
would redirect queries originally destined for the failed
partition to the other replex. Then the failure amplifica-
tion is maximal: the read must now be broadcast to every
partition in the other replex, and at each partition, a read
becomes a brute-force search that must iterate through
the entire local storage of a partition.

On the other hand, to avoid failure amplification
within a failure threshold f , one could introduce f re-
plexes with the same sharding function, h; these are the
exact replicas of traditional replication. There is no fail-
ure amplification within the failure threshold, because
sharding is identical across exact replicas; the cost is stor-
age and network overhead in the steady-state.

The goal is to capture the possible deployments in be-
tween these two extremes. Unfortunately, without addi-
tional machinery, this space can only be explored in a
discrete manner: by adding or removing exact replicas.
In the next section, we introduce a construct that allows
fine-grained reasoning within this tradeoff space.

3 Hybrid Replexes

Suppose a user schema specifies a single table with two
indexes, A and B, so Replex builds two replexes. As
mentioned before, as soon as a partition in either replex
fails, reads to that partition must now visit all partitions
in the other replex, the disjoint union of which is the en-
tire dataset.

One strategy is to add replexes that are exact replicas.
For example, we can replicate replex A, as shown in Fig-
ure 4. Then after one failure, reads to replex A do not
see any failure amplifcation. However, adding another
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Replex A 

Replex B 

Replex A 

Figure 4: In graph depictions of replexes, nodes are par-
titions and edges indicate two partitions might share data.
For example, because replexes A and B have independent
sharding functions, it is possible for all combinations of
nodes to share data. This graph shows a simple solution
to reduce the failure amplification experienced by replex
A, which is to replicate A again.

copy of replex A does not improve failure amplification
for reads to B: if a partition fails in replex B, failure am-
plification still becomes worst-case.

To eliminate failure amplification of a single failure
on both replexes, the user must create exact replicas of
both replexes, thereby doubling all storage and network
overheads previously mentioned.

Instead, we present hybrid replexes, which is a core
contribution of Replex. The basic idea behind hybrid re-
plexes is to introduce a replex into the system that in-
creases failure resilience of any number of replexes; an
exact replica only increases failure resilience of a single
replex. We call them hybrid replexes because they en-
able a middleground between adding either one or zero
exact-copy replexes.

A hybrid replex is shared by replex A if hhybrid is de-
pendent on hA. In the next few sections, we will explain
how to define hhybrid given the shared replexes.

Hybrid replexes are a building block for constructing a
system with more complex failure amplification models
per replex. To start with, we show how to construct a
hybrid replex that is shared across two replexes.

3.1 2-Sharing

Consider replexes A and B from before. The system con-
structs a new, hybrid replex that is shared by A and B.
Assume that all replexes have 4 partitions; in Section 3.2
we will consider p partitions.

To define the hybrid replex, we must define hhybrid .
Assume that each partition in each replex in Figure 5 is

Replex A 

Replex B 

Hybrid Replex 

Figure 5: Each node is connected to exactly 2 nodes
in another replex. This means that partitions in both re-
plexes will see only 2x failure amplification after a single
failure.

numbered from left to right from 0-3. Then:

hhybrid(r) = 2 · (hA(r) (mod 2))+hB(r) (mod 2) (1)

The graph in Figure 5 visualizes hhybrid . The parti-
tion in the hybrid replex that stores row r is the partition
connecting the partition in A and the partition in B that
store r. Edges indicate which partitions in another replex
share data with a given partition; in fact, if there exists
a path between any two partitions, then those two parti-
tions share data. Then any read that would have gone to
a failed node can equally be serviced by visiting all par-
titions in an replex that are path-connected to the failed
node.

For example, P shares data with exactly two partitions
in the hybrid replex, and all four partitions in replex A.
This means that when P fails, reads can either go to these
two partitions in the hybrid replex or all four partitions in
replex A, thereby experiencing 2x or 4x failure amplifi-
cation, respectively. Then it is clear that reads should be
redirected to the hybrid replex. Furthermore, because the
hybrid replex overlaps attributes with replex B, any read
redirected to the hybrid replex can be faster compared
to a read that is redirected to replex A, which shares no
attributes with replex B.

Figure 5 helps visualize how a partition in any replex
will only cause failure amplification of two: each parti-
tion has an outcast of two to adjacent replexes. Hence by
adding a single replex, we have reduced the failure am-
plification for all replexes after one failure. Contrast this
with the extra replica approach: if we only add a single
exact replica of replex A, replex B would still experience
4x failure amplification after a single failure.

This hybrid technique might evoke erasure coding in
the reader. However, as we explain in Section 6, erasure
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Index pri 

Hybrid Index 

Index idx 

Figure 6: Graceful degradation. Shaded nodes indicate the nodes that must be contacted to satisfy queries that would
have gone to partition P. As failures occur, Replex looks up replacement partitions for the failed node and modifies
reads accordingly. Instead of contacting an entire replex after two failures, reads only need to contact a subset.

coding solves a different problem. In erasure coding, par-
ity bits are scattered across a cluster in known locations.
The metric for the cost of a code is the reconstruction
overhead after collecting all the parity bits. On the other
hand, with replexes, there is no reconstruction cost, be-
cause replexes store full rows. Instead, hybrid replexes
address the problem of finding data that is sharded by a
different key in a different replex.

Hybrid replexes also smooth out the increase in failure
amplification as failures occur. The hybrid approach in-
troduces a recursive property that enables graceful read
degradation as failures occur, as shown in Figure 6.

In Figure 6, reads to P are redirected as cascading
failures happen. When P fails, the next smallest set of
partitions— those in the hybrid replex— are used. If a
partition in this replex fails, then the system replaces it
in a similar manner. Then the full set of partitions that
must be accessed is the three shaded nodes in the right-
most panel. Three nodes must fail concurrently before
the worst set, all partitions in an replex, is used. The sys-
tem is only fully unavailable for a particular read if after
recursively expanding out these partition sets it cannot
find a set without a failed node.

This recursion stops suddenly in the case of exact
replicas. Suppose a user increases the failure resilience
of A by creating an exact replica. As the first failure in A
occurs, the system can simply point to the exact replica.
When the second failure happens, however, reads are
necessarily redirected to all partitions in B.

3.2 Generalizing 2-sharing

In general, we can parametrize a hybrid replex by n1 and
n2, where n1 · n2 = p and p is the number of partitions
per replex. Then:

hhybrid(r) = n2 · ( fA(r) (mod n1))+ fB(r) (mod n2) (2)

Applying this to Figure 5, each partition in A would
have an outcast of n2 instead of two, and each partition

in B would have an incast of n1. Then when partitions in
replex A fail, reads will experience n2-factor amplifica-
tion, while reads to partitions in replex B will experience
n1-factor failure amplification. The intuition is to think
of each partition in the hybrid replex as a pair: (x,y),
where 0 ≤ x < n1 and 0 ≤ y < n2. Then when a parti-
tion in replex A fails, reads must visit all hybrid parti-
tions (x,∗) and when a partition in replex B fails, reads
must visit all hybrid partitions (∗,y). The crucial obser-
vation is that n1 ·n2 = p, so the hybrid layer enables only
n1,n2 = O(

√
p) amplification of reads during failure, as

opposed to O(p).
n1 and n2 become tuning knobs for a hybrid replex.

A user can assign n1 and n2 to different replexes based
on importance. For example, if p = 30, then a user
might assign n1 = 5 and n2 = 6 to two replexes A and
B that are equally important. Alternatively, if the work-
load mostly hits A, which means failures in A will affect
a larger percentage of queries, a user might assign n1 = 3
and n2 = 10. Even more extreme, the user could assign
n1 = 1 and n2 = 30, which represents the case where the
hybrid replex is an exact replica of replex A.

3.3 More Extensions

In this section, we discuss intuition for further generaliz-
ing hybrid replexes. Explicit construction requires defin-
ing complex hhybrid that is beyond the scope of this paper.

Hybrid replexes can be shared across r replexes, not
just two as presented in the previous sections. To de-
crease failure amplification across r replexes, we create
a hybrid replex that is shared across these r replexes. To
parametrize this space, we use the same notation used to
generalize 2-sharing. In particular, think of each parti-
tion in the hybrid replex as an r-tuple: (n1, . . . ,nr). Then
when some partition in the qth replex fails, reads must
visit all partitions (∗, . . . ,∗,xq,∗, . . . ,∗). Then failure am-
plification after one failure becomes O(p

r−1
r ). As ex-
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Figure 7: Inserting two hybrid replexes in between two
replexes (in bold). Each node in the graph has outcast 2,
which means after any partition fails, failure amplifica-
tion will be at most 2x. After two failures, amplification
will be 3x; after three, it will be 4x.

pected, if more replexes share a hybrid replex, improve-
ment over O(p) failure amplification becomes smaller.

For example, suppose a table requires 4 indexes,
which will be translated into 4 replexes. Then a hybrid
replex is not necessary for replication, but rather can be
inserted at the discretion of the user, who might want to
increase read availability during recovery. Simply pay-
ing the costs of an additional 4-shared hybrid replex can
greatly increase failure read availability.

We can also increase the number of hybrid replexes in-
serted between two replexes. For example, we can insert
two hybrid replexes between every two desired replexes,
as shown in Figure 7. Then two hybrid replexes enable
O(p1/3) amplification of reads during failure, at the ex-
pense of introducing yet another replex. If two replexes
share k hybrid replexes, then there will be O(p

1
k+1 ) am-

plification of reads during failure. As expected, if two
replexes share more hybrid replexes, the failure ampli-
fication becomes smaller. Furthermore, Figure 7 shows
that adding more hybrid replexes enables better cascad-
ing failure amplification. The power of hybrid replexes
lies in tuning the system to expected failure models.

4 Implementation

We implemented Replex on top of HyperDex, which
already has a framework for supporting multi-indexed
data. However, we could have implemented replexes
and hybrid replexes on any system that builds indexes for
its data, including RDBMSs such as MySQL Cluster, as
well as any NoSQL system. We added around 700 lines
of code to HyperDex, around 500 of which were devoted

to make data transfers during recovery performant.
HyperDex implements copies of the datastore as sub-

spaces. Each subspace in HyperDex is associated with
a hash function that shards data across that subspace’s
partitions. We replaced these subspaces with replexes,
which can take an arbitrary sharding function. For exam-
ple, in order to implement hybrid replexes, we initialize
a generic replex and assign h to any of the hhybrid dis-
cussed in Section 3. We reuse the chain replication that
HyperDex provides to replicate across subspaces.

To satisfy a lookup query, Replex calculates which
nodes are needed for lookup from the system configura-
tion that is fetched from a coordinator node. A lookup is
executed against any number of replexes, so Replex uses
the sharding function of the respective replex to identify
relevant partitions. The configuration tells Replex the
current storage nodes and their status. We implemented
the recursive lookup described in Section 3.1 that uses
the configuration to find the smallest set that contains all
available partitions. For example, if there are no failures,
then the smallest set is the original partitions. Replex im-
plements this lookup functionality in the client-side Hy-
perDex library. The client then sends the search query
to all nodes in the final set and aggregates the responses;
the client library waits to hear from all nodes before re-
turning.

This recursive construction is used again in Replex’s
recovery code. In order to reconstruct a partition, Re-
plex calculates a minimal set of partitions to contact and
sends each member a reconstruction request with a pred-
icate. The predicate can be thought of as matching on
h(r), where h is the sharding function of the replex to
which the receiving partition belongs. When a node re-
ceives the reconstruction request, it maps the predicate
across its local rows and only sends back rows that sat-
isfy the predicate.

Finally, to run Replex, we set HyperDex’s fault toler-
ance to f = 0.

5 Evaluation

Our evaluation is driven by the following questions:

• How does Replex’s design affect steady-state index
performance? (§ 5.1)

• How do hybrid replexes enable superior recovery
performance? (§ 5.2)

• How can generalized 2-sharing allow a user to tune
failure performance? (§ 5.3)

7
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Figure 8: Insert latency microbenchmark CDF
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Figure 9: Read latency microbenchmark CDF

• How do hybrid replexes enable better resource
tradeoffs with r-sharing? (§ 5.4)

Setup. All physical machines used had 8 CPUs and
16GB of RAM running Linux (3.10.0-327). All ma-
chines ran in the same rack, connected via 1Gbit links to
a 1Gbit top-of-rack switch. 12 machines were designated
as servers, 1 machine was a dedicated coordinator, and 4
machines were 64-thread clients. For each experiment,
1 or 2 additional machines were allocated as recovery
servers.

5.1 Steady-State Performance

To analyze the impact of replacing replicas with replexes,
we report operation latencies in Replex. We specify a ta-
ble in Replex with two indexes: the primary index and
a secondary index. We configure Replex to build a sin-
gle hybrid replex, so Replex builds 3 full replexes during
the benchmark; we call this system Replex-3 in Table 2.
Because Replex-3 builds 3 replexes, data is tolerant to
2 failures. Hence, we also set HyperDex to three-way
replicate data objects.

Read latency for Replex is identical to HyperDex’s,
because reads are simply done on the primary index of
both systems; we report the read CDF in Figure 9. More
importantly, the insert latency for Replex is consistently

Name Workload Total Operations

Load 100% Insert 10 M
A 50% Read/50% Update 500 K
B 95% Read/5% Update 1 M
C 100% Read 1 M
D 95% Read/5% Insert 1 M
E 95% Scan/5% Insert 10 K
F 50% Read/50% Read-Modify 500 K

Table 1: YCSB workloads.

Load A B C F D E
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Figure 10: Mean throughput for full YCSB suite over
3 runs. Error bars indicate standard deviation. Results
grouped by workload, in the order they are executed in
the benchmark.

2x less than the latency of a HyperDex insert, as in Fig-
ure 8. This is because one Replex insert visits 3 parti-
tions while one HyperDex insert visits 2 ·3= 6 partitions;
these values are the replication factor denoted in Table 2.
In fact, the more indexes a user builds, the larger the fac-
tor of difference in latency inserts. This helps to demon-
strate Replex’s scalability compared to HyperDex.

Figure 10 reports results from running a full YCSB
benchmark on 3 systems: Cassandra, HyperDex, and
Replex-3; Yahoo Cloud-Serving Benchmark (YCSB) is
a well established benchmark for comparing NoSQL
stores [10]. Because Replex-3 is tolerant to 2 failures,
we also set Cassandra and HyperDex to three-way repli-
cate data objects. In the load phase, YCSB inserts 10
million 100 byte rows into the datastore.

Replex-3’s lower latency insert operations translate to
higher throughput on the load portion and Workloads
A, F than both HyperDex and Cassandra; these are the
workloads with inserts/updates. Workload C has compa-
rable performance to HyperDex, because these reads can
be performed on the index that HyperDex builds. Cas-

8
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System Failures Tolerated Replication Factor

Replex-2 1 2x
Replex-3 2 3x
HyperDex 2 6x

Table 2: Systems evaluated.

sandra has comparable load throughput because writes
are replicated in the background; Cassandra writes re-
turn after visiting a single replica while our writes return
after visiting all 3 replexes for full durabilty.

5.2 Failure Evaluation

In this section, we examine the throughput of three sys-
tems as failures occur: 1) HyperDex with two sub-
spaces, 2) Replex with two replexes (Replex-2), and 3)
Replex with two replexes and a hybrid replex (Replex-
3). Each system has 12 virtual partitions per subspace
or replex. One machine is reserved for reconstructing
the failed node. Each system automatically assigns the
12 virtual partitions per replex across the 12 server ma-
chines.

For each system we specify a table with a primary and
secondary index. We run two experiments, one that loads
1 million rows of size 1KB bytes and one that loads 10
million rows of size 100 bytes; the second experiment
demonstrates recovery behavior when CPU is the bottle-
neck. We then start a microbenchmark where clients read
as fast as possible against both indexes. Reads are split
50:50 between the two indexes. We kill a server after
25 seconds. Figure 11 shows the read throughput in the
system as a function of time, and Tables 3 and 4 report
average recovery statistics.

Recovery time in each system depends on the size of
the data loss, which depends on how much data is stored
on a physical node. The number of storage nodes is a
constant across all three systems, so the amount of data
stored on each node is proportional to the total amount of
data across all replicas; recovery times in Tables 3 and 4
are approximately proportional to the Replication Factor
column in Table 2. By replacing replicas with replexes,
Replex can reduce recovery time by 2-3x, while also us-
ing a fraction of the storage resources.

Interestingly, Replex-2 recovers the fastest out of all
systems, which suggests the basic Replex design has per-
formance benefits even without adding hybrid replexes.

Recovery throughput shows one of the advantages of
the hybrid replex design. In Table 3, Replex-2 has mini-
mal throughput during recovery, because each read to the
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Figure 11: We crash a server at 25s and report read
throughput for Replex-2, Replex-3, and Hyperdex. Sys-
tems are loaded with 10 million, 100 byte rows. All
three systems experience a dip in throughput right before
returning to full functionality due to the cost of recon-
figuration synchronization, which introduces the recon-
structed node back into the system configuration.

System Recovery Time (s) Recovery Throughput (op/s)

Replex-2 50± 1 18,989± 1,883
Replex-3 60± 1 65,780± 3,839
HyperDex 105± 17 34,697± 19,003

Table 3: Recovery statistics of one machine failure af-
ter 25 seconds. 10 million, 100 byte records. Results
reported as average time ± standard deviation of 3 runs.

System Recovery Time (s) Recovery Throughput (op/s)

Replex-2 6.7± 0.57 70,084± 5,980
Replex-3 8.7± 0.56 110,280± 11,232
HyperDex 20.0± 2.65 127,232± 85,932

Table 4: Recovery statistics of one machine failure after
25 seconds. 1 million, 1KB records. Results reported as
average time ± standard deviation of 3 runs.

failed node must be sent to all 12 partitions in the other
replex. These same 12 partitions are also responsible for
reconstructing the failed node; each of the partitions must
iterate through their local storage to find data that be-
longs on the failed node. Finally, these 12 partitions are
still trying to respond to reads against the primary index,
hence system throughput is hijacked by reconstruction
throughput and the amplified reads. Replex-2 through-
put is not as bad in Table 4, because 1 million rows does
not bottleneck the CPU during recovery.

The Replex-3 alleviates the stress of recovery by
introducing the hybrid replex. First, each read is only
amplified 3 times, because the grid constructed by the
hybrid replex has dimensions n1 = 3,n2 = 4. Second,
only 3 partitions are responsible for reconstructing the

9
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Figure 12: Read throughput after two failures. We crash
one server at 25s and then a second at 30s. Request pile-
up because throughput is used for recovery is responsible
for the jumps in HyperDex throughput.

System Recovery Time (s) Recovery Throughput (op/s)

Replex-3 37.6± 1.2 60,844± 27,492
HyperDex 98.0± 11 30,220± 8,104

Table 5: Recovery statistics of two machine failures at
25s and 30s. Results reported as average time ± standard
deviation of 3 runs. Recovery time is measured from the
first failure.

failed node. In fact, in both experiments, Replex-3
achieves recovery throughput comparable to that of
HyperDex, which has no failure amplification, whilst
adding little recovery time.

Finally, we highlight the hybrid replex design by run-
ning an experiment that causes two cascading failures.
Replex-2 only tolerates two failures, so we do not in-
clude it in this experiment. Figure 15 shows the results
when we run the same 50:50 read microbenchmark and
crash a node at 25s and 30s. We reserve an additional
2 machines as spares for reconstruction. We run the ex-
periment where each system is loaded with 1 million, 1K
rows.

Figure 15 stresses the advantages of graceful degra-
dation, enabled by the hybrid replex. We observe that
experiencing two failures more than quadruples the re-
covery time in HyperDex. This is because the two re-
constructions occur sequentially and independently. In
Replex-3, failing a second partition causes reduced re-
covery throughput, because the second failed partition
must rebuild from partitions that are actively serving
reads. However, recovery time is bounded because re-
construction of the failed nodes occurs in parallel. When
the second failed partition recovers, throughput nearly
returns to normal.
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Figure 13: We crash a machine at 25s. Each graph
shows read throughput for Replex-3 with five different
hybrid parametrizations and the labelled workload. Al-
though (12,1) has the worst throughput during failure,
it recovers faster than the other parametrizations because
recovery is spread across more partitions.

5.3 Parametrization of the Hybrid Replex

As discussed in Section 3.2, any hybrid replex H can be
parametrized as (n1,n2). Consider the Replex-3 setup,
which replicates operations to replexes in the order A →
H →B. If H is parametrized by (n1,n2), then failure of
a partition in B will result in n1-factor read amplification,
and a failure in A will result in n2-factor read amplifica-
tion. In this section we investigate the effect of hybrid
replex parameterization on throughput under failure.

We load each parametrization of Replex-3 with 1 mil-
lion 1KB entries and fail a machine at 25s. Four separate
client machines run an a : b read benchmark, where a
percent of reads go to replex A and b percent of reads
go to replex B. Figure 13 shows the throughput results

10
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Figure 14: Replex-3 throughput with a 25:75 read
benchmark. We crash a machine in replex A at 25s.

when a machine in B is killed at 25s. We report the
throughput results for all three workloads to indicate that
parametrization trends are independent of workload.

As expected, parametrizing H with (1,12) causes the
least failure amplification, hence throughput is relatively
unaffected by the failure at 25s. As n1 grows larger,
throughput grows steadily worse during the failure, be-
cause failure amplification becomes greater. We also
point out that as the benchmark contains a larger per-
centage of reads in replex A, steady-state throughput in-
creases (note the different Y-axis scales in Figure 13).
This is because of the underlying LevelDB implemen-
tation of HyperDex. LevelDB is a simple key-value
store with no secondary index support; reads on replex
A are simple LevelDB gets, while reads to replex B be-
come LevelDB scans. To achieve throughput as close
to native gets as possible, we optimized point scans to
act as gets to replex B, but the difference is still appar-
ent in the throughput. Fortunately, this absolute differ-
ence in throughput does not affect the relative trends of
parametrization.

The tradeoff from one parametrization to the next is
throughput during failures in A. As an example, Figure
14 shows the throughput results when a machine in re-
plex A is killed after 25s, with a 25:75 read workload.
The performance of the parametrizations is effectively
reversed. For example, even though (1,12) performed
best during a failure in B, it performs worst during a fail-
ure in A, in which failure amplification is 12x. Hence a
user would select a parametrization based on which re-
plex’s failure performance is more valued.

5.4 Evaluating 3-Sharing

In the previous sections, all systems evaluated assumed
3-way replication. In particular, in Replex, if the num-
ber of indexes i specified by a table is less than 3, then
Replex can build 3− i hybrid replexes for free, by which
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Figure 15: Read throughput after a failure at 25s with a
33:33:33 benchmark.

# Hybrids Recovery Time (s) Recovery Throughput (op/s)

0 14.7± 0.58 5,831± 678
1 13.0± 0 14,569±6,087

Table 6: Recovery statistics for Replex systems with 3
replexes and different numbers of hybrid replexes. One
machine is failed after 25 seconds. Results reported as
average time ± standard deviation of 3 runs.

we mean those resources must be used anyway to achieve
3-way replication.

When i≥ 3, resource consumption from additional hy-
brid replexes becomes more interesting. No longer is
a hybrid replex inserted to achieve a replication thresh-
old; rather, a hybrid replex is inserted to increase recov-
ery throughput, at the expense of an additional storage
replica. Consider i = 3 and suppose a user only wishes
to add a single hybrid replex, because of resource con-
straints. One way to maximize the utility of this hybrid
replex is through 3-sharing, as described in Section 3.3.
Of course, depending on the importance of the three orig-
inal indexes, 2-sharing is also an option, but this is al-
ready explored in the previous sections. For sake of eval-
uation, we consider 3-sharing in this section.

The system under evaluation has 3 replexes, A,B,C,
and 1 hybrid replex that is 3-shared across the original
replexes. The hybrid replex is parametrized by n1 = 3,
n2 = 2, n3 = 2. Again, we load 1 million 1KB entries
and fail a node at 25s. Four seperate client machines
run a read benchmark spread equally across the indexes.
Figure 15 shows the throughput results, compared to a
Replex system without a hybrid replex.

Again, if there is no hybrid index, then recovery
throughput suffers because of failure amplification. As
long as a single hybrid index is added, the recovery
throughput is more than doubled, with little change to re-
covery time. This experiment shows in the power of hy-
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brid replexes in tables with more indexes: as the number
of indexes grows, the fractional cost of adding a hybrid
replex decreases, but the hybrid replex can still provide
enormous gains during recovery.

6 Related Work

6.1 Erasure Coding

Erasure coding is a field of information theory which
examines the tradeoffs of transforming a short message
to a longer message in order to tolerate a partial era-
sure (loss) of the message. LDPC [25], LT [19], On-
line [18], Raptor [22], Reed-Solomon [20], Parity [8]
and Tornado [17] are examples of well-known erasure
codes which are used today. Hybrid replexes also ex-
plore the tradeoff between adding storage and network
overheads and recovery performance. Recently, specific
failure models have been applied to erasure coding to
produce even more compact erasure codes [13]. Simi-
larly, hybrid replex construction allows fine tuning given
a workload and failure model.

6.2 Multi-Index Datastores

Several multi-index datastores have emerged as a re-
sponse to the limitations of the NOSQL model. These
datastores can be broadly divided into two categories:
those which must contact every partition to query by
secondary index, and those which support true, global
secondary indexes. Cassandra [1], CouchDB [3], Hyper-
table [14], MongoDB [9], Riak [15] and SimpleDB [7]
are examples of of the former approach. While these
NOSQL stores are easy to scale since they only partition
by a single “sharding” key, querying by secondary index
can be particularly expensive if there is a large number
of partitions. Some of these systems alleviate this over-
head through the use of caching, but at the expense of
consistency and overhead of maintaining the cache.

Unlike the previous NOSQL stores, Hyperdex [12]
builds a global secondary index for each index, enabling
efficent query of secondary indexes. However, each in-
dex is also replicated to maintain fault tolerance, which
comes with a significant storage overhead. As we saw
in Section 5, this leads to slower inserts and significant
rebuild times on failure.

6.3 Relational (SQL) Databases

Traditional relational databases build multiple indexes
and auxillary data structures, which are difficult to par-
tition and scale. Sharded MySQL clusters [21, 10] are

an example of an attempt to scale a relational database.
While it supports fully relational queries, it is also
plagued by performance and consistency issues [26, 10].
For example, a query which involves a secondary index
must contact each shard, just as with a multi-index data-
store.

Yesquel[2] provides the features of SQL with the scal-
ability of a NOSQL system. Like Hyperdex, however,
Yesquel separately replicates every index.

6.4 Other Data stores

Corfu [4], Tango [5], and Hyder [6] are examples of
data stores which use state machine replication on top
of a distributed shared log. While writes may be written
to different partitions, queries are made to in-memory
state, which allows efficient strongly consistent queries
on multiple indexes without contacting any partitions.
However, such an approach is limited to state which can
fit in the memory of a single node. When state cannot
fit in memory, it must be partitioned, resulting in a query
which must contact each partition.

7 Conclusion

Programmers need to be able to query data by more than
just a single key. For many NoSQL systems, supporting
multiple indexes is more of an afterthought: a reaction to
programmer frustration with the weakness of the NoSQL
model. As a result, these systems pay unnecessary penal-
ties in order to support querying by other indexes.

Replex reconsiders multi-index data stores from the
bottom-up, showing that implementing secondary in-
dexes can be inexpensive if treated as a first-order
concern. Central to achieving negligible overhead
is a novel replication scheme which considers fault-
tolerance, availability, and indexing simultaneously. We
have described this scheme and its parameters and have
shown through our experimental results that we outper-
form HyperDex and Cassandra, state-of-the-art NoSQL
systems, by as much as 10×. We have also carefully
considered several failure scenarios that show Replex
achieves considerable improvement on the rebuild time
during failure, and consequently availability of the sys-
tem. In short, we have demonstrated not only that a
multi-index, scalable, high-availability NoSQL datastore
is possible, it is the better choice.
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Abstract
The reuse distance (LRU stack distance) is an essential
metric for performance prediction and optimization of
storage and CPU cache. Over the last four decades, there
have been steady improvements in the algorithmic effi-
ciency of reuse distance measurement. This progress is
accelerating in recent years both in theory and practical
implementation.

In this paper, we present a kinetic model of LRU cache
memory, based on the average eviction time (AET) of
the cached data. The AET model enables fast measure-
ment and low-cost sampling. It can produce the miss ra-
tio curve (MRC) in linear time with extremely low space
costs. On both CPU and storage benchmarks, AET re-
duces the time and space costs compare to former tech-
niques. Furthermore, AET is a composable model that
can characterize shared cache behavior through model-
ing individual programs.

1 Introduction

A memory system is a multi-level structure where the
upper level of memory often plays the role of cache for
the lower level of storage. This design is motivated by a
simple fact of program locality: in any time period, only
a small fraction of data in a program will be frequently
used. This behavior used to be modeled by the working
set locality theory [1] where data locality is characterized
by working set size (WSS) [2, 3]. Locality characteriza-
tion techniques have been developed for decades. They
are widely used for management and optimization at dif-
ferent levels of memory hierarchy.

Much progress has been made to model locality
through reuse distance analyses and the result miss ra-
tio curves (MRCs), as shown in Figure 1. From the ref-
erence trace of a program, accurate MRC can be calcu-
lated by measuring reuse distance (LRU stack distance
as defined by Mattson et al. [4]). Reuse distance is the

number of distinct data accesses between two consecu-
tive accesses to the same location. Precise reuse distance
tracking requires O(N logM) time and O(M) space for a
trace of N accesses to M distinct elements [5].

For CPU workloads, the recent footprint theory [6],
StatStack [7] and time-to-locality conversion [8, 9] use
reuse time instead of reuse distance to model the work-
loads. Reuse time is the time between an access and its
next reuse. The footprint approach reduces the run-time
overhead of MRC measurement to O(N).1 However, the
space overhead of the footprint algorithm is still O(M).

As for storage workloads, their sizes are usually much
larger than CPU workloads and their life span may last
for weeks or more. Therefore, techniques like the foot-
print analysis may require too much space. Counter
Stacks [11] and SHARDS [12] are recent breakthroughs
to reduce space cost in asymptotic complexity [11] and in
practice [12]. Counter Stacks uses probabilistic counters
and for the first time can measure reuse distances in sub-
linear space with a guaranteed accuracy [13]. SHARDS

1The working-set theory has a similar effect and same time and
space complexity [10, 3]. See Sec. 2.8 of [6] for a comparison.
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Figure 1: Time and space cost of MRC profiling algo-
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uses a splay tree to track the reuse distances of sam-
pled data. The time and space consumption is reduced
to an extremely low level. However, Counter Stacks
and SHARDS cannot characterize shared cache behav-
ior through modeling individual programs.

This paper describes a new kinetic model for MRC
construction of LRU caches based on average eviction
time (AET). AET runs in linear time asymptotically and
uses sampling to minimize the space overhead. In evalu-
ation, AET has the lowest level space and run-time over-
head compared to past techniques, for both CPU work-
loads and storage workloads, while maintaining high
MRC accuracy. Although SHARDS is comparable to
AET in time and space overhead, AET is a composable
metric, i.e. the MRC of a multi-programmed workload
in shared cache can be computed directly from the AET
of its member programs.

2 AET Model

This section describes the kinetic model. Section 2.1
uses an example to introduce the basic concepts espe-
cially the eviction time. Section 2.2 formulates and com-
putes the average eviction time (AET) by solving the
distance integration equation. Section 2.3 discusses the
correctness of the model. Section 2.4 models the shared
cache and solves the eviction-time equalization equation.

2.1 LRU Stack and Eviction Time
LRU cache can be logically viewed as a stack [4]. Data
blocks are ranked by their recent access time from most
recent to least recent. Every access brings the accessed
data to the top of the stack. The bottom of the stack
stores the least recently used data and is evicted on a miss
(when the cache is full).

When a data block is loaded into cache on a miss, it
may be reused for several times (hits) before it is evicted.
The eviction time is the time between the last access and
the eviction. It is the duration that the block moves from
the top of the stack to the bottom for the last time. At an
eviction at time t, looking backwards to the most recent
time u when the evicted block was referenced, the time
interval t − u is the eviction time. Notice that u could
also be the time the data block was brought in (a miss).
In general, the eviction time is the last segment of the
residence time of the data block.

For example, block d in the cache in Figure 2 is loaded
at time 3, last accessed at time 5, and evicted at time 10.
The eviction time is 5, shown by the shaded area.2

To model the eviction time, we need to model the pro-
gression that leads to the eviction. We define the arrival

2Eviction time is part of the residence time, which can be estimated
using queuing theory (as “response time”, Chapter 9 [14]).
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Figure 2: Example 4-block cache, viewed as a stack,
showing logical time, data referenced each time (ref),
reuse time (rt) of each access and whether the access is a
cache hit. The shaded area is the eviction time of d.

time Tm as the time it takes for a block to reach stack
position m (from its last access). For size c cache, the ar-
rival time is a (subscripted) function Tm, m = 0, . . . ,c−1.
Naturally, T0 = 0 and the eviction time is Tc, which is the
time the data block leaves position c− 1. To illustrate,
Table 1 shows the arrival time Tm of d for size 4 cache.
As m increments from 0 to 3, Tm increases from 0 to 5.

The movement of block d depends on how other data
are accessed. At each access in the eviction process
(shaded area in Figure 2), d either stays at its current
position or steps down one position. The condition of
movement is simple: d moves down from a position m if
and only if the access is a miss, or if the stack position
of the accessed data m′ is greater than m, that is, lower
in the stack. We define T0 to be 0. Obviously, T1 is al-

Table 1: The kinetic model illustrated by d’s eviction in
the shaded area in Figure 2. The arrival time Tm (third
row) depends on the movement condition: whether the
reuse time (last row) is greater than Tm. The eviction
time is T4 = 5.

Logical time 5 6 7 8 9 10
Position m 0 1 2 2 3 evicted

Arrival time Tm 0 1 2 2 4 5

Current reuse time 2 2 6 2 7 ∞

2
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ways 1, since the access to any other block must bring it
to stack position 0 and dislodge d, as it happens at time
6 for d.

The condition of movement can be simplified, because
we do not need the exact location of the accessed data.
It suffices to know the relative location. For a simpler
test, we use the reuse time rather than the stack location.
When block z is accessed, and d is at stack position m, d
moves down if and only if the (backward) reuse time of
z is greater than d’s arrival time Tm.

The relation between the eviction time and the reuse
time is illustrated by our example. The last row of Ta-
ble 1 shows the reuse time of each access during d’s
movement. Block d moves its position (shown in the
second row) whenever the reuse time (the last row) is
greater than the arrival time (the third row).

We next model the average eviction time for all data
in cache. The arrival time Tm will be defined similarly as
the average for all data.

2.2 Average Eviction Time (AET)

AET(c) is the Average Eviction Time for all data evic-
tions in a fully associative LRU cache of size c. Tm is
the average arrival time for a data block to reach posi-
tion m (in its eviction process). Obviously, T0 = 0 and
AET(c) = Tc. The movement condition is no longer indi-
vidual but now collective and depends on the reuse times
of all data.

Let n be the total number of references and rt(t) be
the number of references with reuse time t. f (t) is the
proportion of reuses with reuse time t, defined as follows.

f (t) =
rt(t)

n
(1)

For an access, P(t) is the probability that its reuse time
is greater than t:

P(t) =
∞

∑
t+1

f (t) (2)

The movement condition is now a probability. It is
actually P(t). This can be interpreted as follows: in a
unit time, a data block moves by P(t) position. To use a
familiar concept, we call it the travel speed. At position
m, the average arrival time is Tm, and the travel speed
v(Tm) is the probability in logical time:

v(Tm) = P(Tm) (3)

For a given block at each stack position, the moving
speed is easy to define: either moving one position at the
next access or stay in place (no movement). This travel
speed may slow down and then speed up. On average for

all evictions, however, the velocity is monotone and non-
increasing. By definition, P(Tm) is monotone and non-
increasing with Tm. It follows from Eq. 3 that the travel
speed at position m is monotone and non-increasing with
m.

We now construct an equation to solve for Tm and then
AET(c). The equation connects three metrics: velocity
v(Tm), average arrival time Tm, and cache size c. This
connection is shown pictorially in Figure 3.

v(T0)

T

v(Tm+1)

v(Tm)

Tm Tm+1

v(Tm)-f(Tm)

Tm+1T0 Tc

Figure 3: As the average arrival time (Tm) increases along
the x-axis, the y-axis shows the travel speed v(Tm) at each
Tm. The integral of of v over T gives the movement dis-
tance, which is the area under the curve. The shaded area
shows the increment of stack position (which is 1).

In Figure 3, the x-axis shows the average arrival time
(Tm) as it increases. At each Tm, we use Eq. 3 to compute
the travel speed v(Tm), shown in the y-axis. The figure
shows an example curve, which is monotonically non-
increasing. The integral of v over T gives the movement
distance, i.e. the stack position it travels to. It is the area
under the curve. The shaded area shows the increment of
the stack position (which is 1).

The three metrics are discrete functions. The subtle
but critical problem is the difference in their discrete
units. When we measure the cache size and the data
movement in cache, a single step is a stack position.
When we measure the reuse time, a single step is an ac-
cess. We may call the former the spatial unit and the
latter the temporal unit. The two units are not the same.
Figure 3 shows that from the same base Tm, the tempo-
ral increment Tm + 1 is less than or equal to the spatial
increment Tm+1.

We use the temporal-unit function of reuse time to
derive the spatial-unit function of AET. Let’s consider
how the speed changes as a data block travels. From the
monotonicity mentioned earlier, the change must be a de-
celeration. Based on the velocity formula (Eq. 3), the fol-
lowing gives the exact deceleration from Tm to Tm +∆T .

v(Tm +∆T ) = v(Tm)−
Tm+∆T−1

∑
t=Tm

f (t), (4)

3
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where ∆T stands for the time increase over Tm. The unit
is temporal, so the minimal ∆T is one, i.e. one access.

Now we are ready to formulate the first kinetic equa-
tion, Distance Integration (DI). It combines the tem-
poral and spatial increments to compute the complete
movements. First, let’s consider the spatial increment.
From Tm to Tm+1, the data travels one stack position (the
shaded area in Figure 3). Second, we add the temporal
increment as follows. For each spatial increment (m), we
compute the deceleration by integrating in the temporal
unit (dx), given in Eq. 4. Finally, we sum over the spatial
increment from 0 to cache size c. The result is the total
distance traveled, e.g. the area below the example curve
in Figure 3, which is the cache size c when the arrival
time reaches Tc.

c−1

∑
m=0

∫ Tm+1

Tm

(v(Tm)−
x−1

∑
t=Tm

f (t))dx = c (5)

DI is an implicit equation. Its solution, as it turns out,
is AET(c). Consider the speed at each time step x from 0
to AET(c), and the time it takes at each step, we have:

∫ AET (c)

0
P(x)dx = c (6)

This equation is in fact the same as Eq. 5. The equiva-
lence is proved as follows.

c−1

∑
m=0

∫ Tm+1

Tm

(v(Tm)−
x−1

∑
t=Tm

f (t))dx

=
c−1

∑
m=0

∫ Tm+1

Tm

(P(Tm)−
x−1

∑
t=Tm

f (t))dx

=
c−1

∑
m=0

∫ Tm+1

Tm

(P(Tm)− (P(Tm)−P(x)))dx

=
c−1

∑
m=0

∫ Tm+1

Tm

P(x)dx

=
∫ T1

T0

P(x)dx+
∫ T2

T1

P(x)dx

...+
∫ Tc

Tc−1

P(x)dx

=
∫ AET (c)

0
P(x)dx

From AET to MRC Eq. 6 shows that AET calculation
takes linear time. The only information it needs is the
reuse time histogram (RTH), which gives P(x), and can
be measured in linear time. The miss ratio mr(c) at cache
size c is the probability that a reuse time is greater than
the average eviction time AET (c):

mr(c) = P(AET (c)) (7)

During the integration of Eq. 6 from 0 to maximal reuse
time, the miss ratios of all cache sizes can be computed
in linear time at once.
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Figure 4: RTH and cold miss example

Impact of Cold Misses In a program execution, the
first access to any data block should be a cold miss. Be-
cause every cold miss will insert a new data block at the
head of the LRU priority list, it will push down all the
data in the list by one position. In the kinetic equation,
no matter where the data is, the cold misses always con-
tribute a fixed share of probability that moves the data.
Therefore, in AET model, we define the reuse time of
every cold miss to be infinite, and we count the number
of cold misses in the ∞ bin of the reuse time histogram
(RTH), as in the example shown in Figure 4.

2.3 Correctness

The conversion from AET to miss ratio is not always cor-
rect. The correct miss ratio for cache size c is the propor-
tion of reuse distances d > c.

The inverse of the AET function is in fact an estima-
tion of reuse distance. For a reuse time t, the reuse dis-
tance d is the distance the data block traveled down the
cache stack, so t = AET (d) and:

d = AET−1(t) (8)

AET conversion is equivalent to first estimating the reuse
distance and then using the estimated reuse distance:

mr(c) =
∑x>c rd(x)

n

=
∑t>AET (c) rd(AET−1(t))

n

=
∑t>AET (c) rt(t)

n
= P(AET (c)),

4
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where rd(x) is the number of references with reuse dis-
tance x. Therefore, AET is correct if its estimation of
reuse distance is correct. Hence:

Correctness Condition. The AET-based conversions
are accurate if the number of reuse times rt(t) of time t is
the same as the number of reuse distances rd(AET−1(t))
of distance AET−1(t), for all t > 0.

When the two are equal, using the AET conversion is
the same as using reuse distance for all cache size c ≥
0. The condition is a reiteration of Eq. 8 but shows the
connection mathematically as a function composition.

2.4 AET in Shared Cache

When sharing the cache, a set of co-run programs inter-
act. We want a composable model to derive the com-
posite effect from individual solo-run locality. Ding et
al. [15] define the composability as follows: a locality
metric is composable if the metric of a co-run can be
computed from the metric of solo-runs. AET is compos-
able: given the solo-run AETs of individual programs,
we can derive the co-run AETs in the shared cache.
There are n+1 co-run AETs for n co-run programs: one
for each program and one for the group. We derive them
by solving another AET equation. Equation solving has
two basic questions: does a solution exist, and if so, is
the solution unique?

Cache sharing means that all co-run programs have
the same average eviction time (AET). For any data block
in the shared cache, once it is no longer accessed, its
eviction time is the same regardless which program the
data block belongs to. Hence we have the equation of
eviction-time equalization: when n programs share the
cache of size c, all n+1 co-run AETs, AETi(c) for each
program i and AET(c) for the group, are the same:

AET1(c) = AET2(c) = · · ·= AETn(c) = AET(c) (9)

We now show that this equation has one and only one
solution.

To explain the derivation we start with the symmet-
rical case, where n co-run programs are identical. Let
rsolo be the access rate, rtsolo(t) be the reuse-time his-
togram, Psolo(t) be the probability function, defined as
in Section 2.2 for each program. The aggregate access
rate is naturally rco = n rsolo. We define the co-run log-
ical clock. The co-run clock runs n times faster, with
one out of every n ticks for each program. For each
program, the co-run reuse time rtco(nt) = rtsolo(t), or
equivalently rtco(t) = rtsolo(t/n). Because of the time
change, the probability function of each program be-

comes Pco(t) = Psolo(t/n)/n. The aggregate probability
is the sum of the group, P(t) = ∑n

i=1 Pco(t) = nPco(t).

P(t) =
n

∑
i=1

Pco(t) =
n

∑
i=1

Psolo(t/n)/n = Psolo(t/n) (10)

From P(t), we use the distance-integration equation
(Eq. 6) to derive the co-run AET:

∫ AET(c)

0
P(x)dx = c (11)

The equation looks the same as Eq. 6, but P(x) is the
aggregate probability, x is the co-run time, and AET(c) is
average eviction time of the shared cache.

In the shared cache, any access by any program is a
miss if and only if its reuse time is greater than AET(c).
The group miss ratio is therefore mr(c) = P(AET(c)),
and the portion of this miss ratio contributed from each
program is mrco(c) = Pco(AET(c)). This contribution is
the same from every program, so mrco(c) = mr(c)/n.
The solutions of the co-run AET and miss ratio for this
symmetric case are unique.

Note that the co-run miss ratio mrco(c) is the ratio of
the miss count of each program divided by the number
of accesses of all programs. In other words, it is the miss
ratio defined on the co-run clock. This definition enables
us to add miss ratios of different programs directly. It can
also be easily converted to the conventional miss ratio.

We now consider the general case. It differs from the
previous, symmetric case in two ways: each program i
may have a different access rate rsolo,i and a different
reuse time histogram and hence the probability function
Psolo,i(t). Let the total access rate be r = ∑n

i=1 rsolo,i. The
aggregate P(t) is:

P(t) =
n

∑
i=1

Pco,i(t) =
n

∑
i=1

Psolo(t
rsolo,i

r
)

rsolo,i

r
(12)

The shared-cache distance-integration equation
(Eq. 11) can now compute AET(c) for the general case.
The group miss ratio is mr(c) = P(AET(c)), and the
portion of the miss ratio contributed from program i
is mrco,i(c) = Pco,i(AET(c)). The contribution is now
individualized and differs depending on the individual
access rate rsolo,i and reuse time histogram rtsolo,i(t).
Below is the co-run miss ratio of the group as the sum of
the co-run miss ratio of each individual. These solutions
are unique for each program group.

mr(c) = P(AET(c)) =
n

∑
i=1

mrco,i(c) =
n

∑
i=1

Pco,i(AET(c))

(13)

5
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Composition Invariance The aggregated miss ratio
can be computed using AET in two ways: directly us-
ing the group P(t) or indirectly as the sum of individual
miss ratios. Mathematically, the two results are the same,
as shown by Eq. 13. We call this mathematical equiva-
lence the composition invariance. A composable model
has this invariance if the group miss ratio is the same
whether it is composed from the individual (solo-run) lo-
cality or added together from the individual (co-run) miss
ratio. Early composable models used reuse distance and
footprint and had only one way to compute the group
miss ratio [16, 17, 18, 19]. Recent models used foot-
print and the higher order theory of locality (HOTL) to
obtain composition invariance [6, 20, 21]. The model
by Brock et al. treated the shared cache as the parti-
tioned cache, where each program is “imagined” to oc-
cupy a natural partition [21]. AET obtains composition
invariance using eviction-time equalization. Unlike the
“imagined” natural partition, eviction-time equalization
is a real property of the shared cache.

3 Reuse Time Histogram (RTH) Sampling

For efficiency, AET-based MRC profiling can use sam-
pled RTH instead of real RTH. Since it is only the prob-
ability distribution that it cares about, if the sampled
RTH maintains the same distribution as the real RTH,
the estimated AET will be accurate. By sampling a small
fraction of references, the space overhead can be largely
eliminated. This section presents efficient MRC analysis
through AET sampling.

3.1 Sampling Techniques

In order to capture the distribution of the real RTH, all
the references have to be sampled with equal probability.
This seems to be an easy target, but it is not the case in
real applications. Next, we list four sampling techniques
and discuss their strength and weakness.

Address Sampling The address sampling requires
monitoring a fixed subset of the address space. It is
known as hold-and-sample and has been used in mea-
suring reuse distance [22, 23, 24, 25] or reuse time [26].
During sampling phase, all the references to the subset
will be recorded in sampled RTH. This technique is sim-
ple and easy to implement, and only a fixed hash table is
required. However, in a real program, references are not
evenly distributed on every data object. Large portion of
accesses may focus on a small subset. In this case, the
RTH collected from a small portion of working set may
not reflect the real reference pattern. This will lead to
imprecise estimation of AET.

Fixed Interval Sampling To avoid the bias of address
sampling, the fixed interval sampling collects a subset
of references instead of a subset of the address space.
After every m references, it places the current accessed
data into the monitoring set. At the next reference of the
data, the reuse time is recorded into RTH, and the data
is deleted from the monitoring set. By this design, the
reuses are sampled by the same probability, which pro-
vides a better RTH approximation than address sampling.
However, the accuracy of fixed interval sampling may be
influenced by another problem. Since the sampling rate
m is a fixed value, if the reference pattern of some data
shows a different distribution at the chosen interval, the
sampled RTH cannot reflect the actual distribution of this
pattern.

Random Sampling The random sampling can over-
came the problem we mentioned in fixed interval sam-
pling and address sampling. Instead of using fixed sam-
pling rate m, the distance between two adjacent monitor-
ing points is a random value. In a real application, we
can set the random value to a certain range to control the
number of references sampled for RTH. We have tested
the above three sampling techniques and found that the
random sampling achieved the highest stability and ac-
curacy. This form of random sampling for MRC analysis
is pioneered by StatStack [7].

Reservoir Sampling The space used to store sampled
data grows linearly. To bound the space cost, reser-
voir sampling technique [27] was used by Beyls and
D’Hollander [26] for locality analysis. Let the number
of entries in the monitoring set (reservoir) be k. When
the i-th sampled data arrives, reservoir sampling keeps
the new data (tagged as “unsampled”) in set with prob-
ability min(1, k/i) and randomly discards an old data
block when the set is full. Every time a monitored data
block is reused, its reuse time will be recorded. This data
block will be tagged as “sampled” and all of its follow-
ing reuses will not be recorded. This design ensures even
sampling and avoids the access distribution problem we
have in address sampling. When the sampling is over,
the RTH is updated based on the “sampled” data entries
remaining in set. The “unsampled” entries are those data
objects with no reuse after being inserted. They are cold
misses which we will discuss in Section 3.3. Reservoir
sampling reduces the space complexity of RTH sampling
from O(M) to O(1).

3.2 Phase Sampling
For programs that have an unstable reference pattern, we
evenly divide its execution into phases. For each phase,
we use random sampling to construct the RTH and MRC

6
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for this phase. Then we construct the MRC of the entire
program. The miss ratio at any cache size is average miss
ratio of all MRCs at this size. We call this technique
phase sampling.

Phase sampling is used by StatStack [7]. To adapt it
for AET sampling, there is one important design change.
Not every sampled data in the monitoring set will see its
reuse in the same phase. Before entering the next phase,
the monitoring set will not be cleaned, the next phase still
keeps track of these data until they are reused and then
deleted from the monitoring set. We use the backward
reuse time, so the inter-phase reuse time is added to the
RTH of the current phase. In contrast, StatStack uses
the forward reuse time. A second and more significant
difference with StatStack is the handling of cold misses.

3.3 Cold Miss Handling
As we mentioned in Section 2.2, the ∞ bin of RTH counts
the number of cold misses. Therefore, we should set the
infinite reuse-time bin of the sampled RTH to the num-
ber of cold misses in all sampled references. However, in
random sampling, we cannot tell if a sampled access is
the first reference to an address. As we know, in a trace
of finite length, any referenced address has its first ac-
cess and last access. It means the number of cold misses
is equal to the number of the references that have no
reuse (last access). Because the chances to meet these
two kinds of access are equal, we use the number of ref-
erences with no reuse in all sampled references to revise
the number of cold misses in the sampled RTH. In ran-
dom sampling, they are the data objects that are still in
the monitoring set after sampling is complete. In reser-
voir sampling, they are the data objects that are tagged
“unsampled”.

4 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the AET model by compar-
ing it with four recent techniques: Counter Stacks [11],
SHARDS [12], StatStack [7] and adaptive bursty foot-
print (ABF) sampling [20]. The first two are for storage
workloads, while the last two are for CPU workloads.

We use a Dell PowerEdge R720 with ten-core
2.50GHz Intel Xeon E5-2670 v2 processors and 256 GB
of RAM. Benchmark traces are read from RAMDisk
to avoid the IO bandwidth delay. We have imple-
mented these techniques in C++. To save memory and
make a fair comparison, we record the reuse time his-
togram (AET, StatStack, ABF sampling) and reuse dis-
tance histogram (Counter Stacks, SHARDS) using the
compressed representation by Xiang et al. [19] Each his-
togram is an array which is binned in logarithmic ranges.
Each (large enough) power-of-two range is divided into

(up to) 256 equal-size increments. This representation
requires less than 100KB for all our workloads.

4.1 AET vs Counter Stacks

Counter Stacks is a recent algorithmic breakthrough by
Wires et al. to finally solve the open problem of re-
ducing the asymptotic space complexity of MRC anal-
ysis to below M, the size of data [11]. It uses proba-
bilistic counters to estimate the reuse distances. While
other reuse distance measurement techniques consume
linear space overhead, the HyperLogLog counter [28]
used by Counter Stacks only requires extremely small
space while maintaining an acceptable accuracy. Ev-
ery d references and every s seconds, Counter Stacks
starts a new counter to record the number of distinct data
accessed from the current time. During the execution,
the number of active counters keeps growing. Counter
Stacks periodically writes the results of active counters to
the disk. The data in the disk is used to compute the reuse
distance distribution and construct MRC. To reduce the
number of live counters, Counter Stacks uses a pruning
strategy to delete a younger counter whenever its value is
as least (1−δ ) times the older counter’s value. By con-
trolling δ , Counter Stacks can balance between accuracy
and number of counters.

We compare AET model with Counter Stacks using
the same storage traces released by Microsoft Research
Cambridge (MSR) [29], as used by Counter Stacks. The
traces are configured with only read requests of 4KB
cache blocks. We test Counter Stacks under two dif-
ferent fidelities. The experimental parameters follow
those used in [11], with high fidelity (d = 1M, s = 60,
δ = 0.02) and low fidelity (d = 1M, s = 3600, δ = 0.1).
For AET, we use random sampling at the rate 10−4, and
reservoir sampling where the number of entries in the
hash table (32-bit address) is limited to 16K. Figure 5
shows the MRCs profiled by AET random sampling and
high fidelity Counter Stacks (CS-high) as well as the real
MRCs calculated using precise reuse distances. As we
can observe, AET sampling and CS-high both approxi-
mate the real MRCs well. As for CS-low and AET reser-
voir sampling, we only list their absolute prediction error
in Table 2 for comparison.

Table 2 shows two types of averages, arithmetic and
weighted. The ones marked with a ‘*’ are weighted by
the working set size, which is the length of MRC. The
weighted average prediction errors of AET random sam-
pling (RAN, 0.96%) and AET reservoir sampling (RES,
1.12%) are in between of high fidelity Counter Stacks
(0.77%) and low fidelity Counter Stacks (1.26%) but they
show much higher throughput (arithmetic average) and
much lower space overhead (weighted average) than both
methods of Counter Stacks.

7
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Real

CS-high

AET sampling

Figure 5: The predicted miss ratio (y-axis) over cache size (GB, x-axis) by AET sampling and Counter Stacks

AET uses reuse time histograms while Counter Stacks
uses reuse distance histograms. No matter what com-
pression technique is used for the histogram, the size of
both histogram structures should be comparable. Con-
sequently, the key difference in space between the two
techniques is the hash table used by the AET algorithm
and the Hyperloglog counters used by Counter Stacks. In
AET random sampling, the number of hash table entries
is the number of data blocks being monitored at this time.
The theoretical upper bound is the working set size times
the sampling rate. In AET reservoir sampling, the space
is constant, i.e. a hash table of a fixed size. In Counter
Stacks, the space used by probabilistic counters grows
when more counters are used. Therefore, the space over-
head of Counter Stacks is not constant. In Table 2, we
also list the memory consumed by the hash table and Hy-
perloglog counters for the MSR traces. The results show
that the actual memory usage of AET random sampling
is much lower than Counter Stacks. In fact, the total
space consumption (not including the histogram array) of
all 13 traces by AET random sampling is 2.2MB, while
low and high fidelity Counter Stacks require 11MB and
56MB for Hyperloglog counters, respectively. In AET
reservoir sampling, the space overhead is fixed at 384KB
for each trace. Although the overall space consumption
(5MB) is larger than random sampling, its weighted aver-
age space overhead is less than random sampling. Reser-
voir sampling reduces the space cost of random sampling
only in proj and usr. They are the traces with the largest
working set sizes. The remaining traces have smaller
working sets. For these traces, reservoir sampling incurs
a higher error even when it uses more space than ran-
dom sampling. As we mentioned in Section 3.1, reser-

voir sampling only uses the remaining entries in hash ta-
ble to update RTH and does not delete the data entry after
the reuse is sampled (in order to measure the cold miss
ratio). The actual number of reuses in RTH of reservoir
sampling is less than random sampling under the same
sampling rate.

It takes Counter Stacks O(logM) time to update the
counters at each reference and O(N logM) for the en-
tire trace. AET is linear time in O(N). Table 2 shows
that in our implementation, the throughput of AET ran-
dom sampling is 37 and 11 times of the throughput of
high and low fidelity Counter Stacks, respectively. AET
reservoir sampling shows a similar throughput as AET
random sampling does.

The correctness of AET-based MRC is based on the
assumption of stable distribution reuse distances. This
brings inaccuracies to those data that violate the assump-
tion. As we can observe in Figure 5 the AET-based MRC
of web mispredicts the knee at around 50GB, but Counter
Stacks perfectly models every details of the curve, since
it makes no assumption about the data at all. Now we can
clarify the trade-off between the two techniques: AET
makes a statistical assumption, offering good accuracy in
most cases in O(N) time. Counter Stacks makes no sta-
tistical assumption, delivering good accuracy in all cases
in O(N logM) time.

4.2 AET vs SHARDS
SHARDS (Spatially Hashed Approximate Reuse Dis-
tance Sampling) is recently developed by Waldspurber et
al. [12]. It uses hash-based spatial sampling and a splay
tree to track the reuse distances of the sampled data. It
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Table 2: The comparison between Counter Stacks (CS) and AET

WSS
(GB)

Prediction Error (%) Memory (KB) Throughput (Mreqs/sec)
AET CS AET CS AET CS

RES RAN high low RES RAN high low RES RAN high low
proj 1238.9 0.76 0.74 0.93 1.04 384 584 8384 1376 31.01 26.10 1.32 3.94
usr 1035.1 0.79 0.37 0.24 0.31 384 501 7744 1376 30.22 30.67 1.36 3.87
src1 312.7 3.09 2.90 1.54 4.78 384 176 5408 1088 30.17 44.88 1.86 4.88
mds 86.9 0.85 0.70 1.81 1.82 384 114 2848 832 79.82 77.08 3.16 6.17
stg 85.7 0.09 1.01 1.11 1.11 384 114 4256 928 78.90 51.99 2.23 6.30
web 78.3 3.81 3.65 1.00 2.92 384 111 6464 1120 56.00 70.67 1.50 5.60
prn 77.5 2.28 2.08 0.31 0.57 384 110 4960 960 60.81 71.17 1.28 5.79
src2 39.9 1.09 1.02 0.57 2.19 384 94 4704 960 84.49 71.44 2.48 6.66
hm 2.0 0.90 0.77 1.01 1.31 384 79 3680 608 65.74 67.62 0.33 6.87

prxy 2.0 0.20 0.04 1.62 1.69 384 79 2112 576 31.43 76.77 3.40 7.23
rsrch 0.7 2.90 0.92 0.30 2.84 384 78 2720 416 82.55 82.55 1.22 7.26

ts 0.5 1.51 2.04 0.41 0.78 384 78 1920 640 88.02 74.12 1.08 5.80
wdev 0.2 2.62 1.21 0.20 0.11 384 78 864 352 86.81 86.81 1.28 5.75
avg* - 1.12∗ 0.96∗ 0.77∗ 1.26∗ 384∗ 452∗ 7363∗ 1292∗ 61.99 63.99 1.73 5.86
sum 2960 - - - - 4992 2196 56066 11232 - - - -

limits the space overhead to a constant by adaptively low-
ering the sampling rate. SHARDS outperforms Counter
Stacks in both memory consumption and throughput for
the merged “master” MSR trace (created by Wires et
al [11]), which is a 2.4 billion-access trace combining
all 13 MSR traces by ranking the time stamps of all
accesses. Following them, we use the master trace for
evaluation. For fairness comparison, we let AET and
SHARDS both use 8K buckets hash table (64-bit ad-
dress) for sampling. The pointers and variables in our
implementation are all 64-bit sizes. Figure 6 shows the
MRC profiled by AET random sampling with sampling
rate 1 ∗ 10−6. The Mean Absolute Error (MAE) is 0.01.
SHARDS gives a lower MAE of 0.006 with 8K samples.
We check the peak resident memory usage at run time,
AET random sampling consumes 1.7MB memory while
SHARDS consumes 2.3MB memory. The throughput
of AET and SHARDS are 79.0M blocks/sec and 81.4M
blocks/sec respectively. For the same trace, Counter
Stacks is most accurate, with an MAE of 0.003. How-
ever, it consumes 80MB memory, and the throughput
is relatively low, 2.3M blocks/sec [11]. AET reservoir
sampling (8K) uses 1.4MB resident memory with 66.6M
blocks/sec and an MAE of 0.01, same as AET random.

SHARDS and AET sampling have same time and
space complexity, and their run time and memory us-
age are close in our test. However, the applicability
of SHARDS is not limited to miss ratio prediction of
LRU caches. Waldspurber et al. [12] showed that the
hash-based spatial sampling technique of SHARDS can
be used to perform efficient scaled-down simulations for
non-LRU caching algorithms such as ARC [30]. Since

Figure 6: MRCs predicted by AET sampling and
SHARDS for the master trace

AET sampling is tied with LRU caches, cache simula-
tions for non-LRU algorithms cannot be done by the cur-
rent AET model. The strength of AET model is compos-
ability, which can be used to model shared cache as we
will show in Section 4.6. But this is not a property of
current SHARDS and Counter Stacks.

4.3 AET vs StatStack
StatStack is one of the most efficient and accurate meth-
ods to approximate MRC for CPU workloads. It samples
cache blocks and measures their reuse time using hard-
ware and operating system support such as performance
counters and watchpoints [31, 32]. From the reuse time
distribution, StatStack estimates the capacity miss ratio
and predicts the real miss ratio by adding the estimated

9
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cold miss ratio. We use the SPEC CPU2006 bench-
mark suite [33] to compare AET and StatStack. For each
benchmark, we intercept 1 billion references from their
execution using the instrumentation tool Pin [34].

In Figure 7, we show the cumulative distribution func-
tion (CDF) of the absolute error for both techniques as
well as AET random sampling technique under two sam-
pling rate of 10−2 and 10−4 (1% and 0.01%). Clearly,
the prediction error of full-trace AET is much smaller
than StatStack. 90% of the absolute prediction errors are
smaller than 0.17%, while only 55% of StatStack’s pre-
diction can reach the same level. The average accuracy
improvement of full-trace AET against StatStack in this
test is 35.8%. Sampling AET is less accurate than full-
trace AET but more accurate than full-trace StatStack.
90% of their prediction errors are smaller than 0.21% and
the curves are very close to the full-trace AET curve af-
ter 90%. AET sampling is repeated 10 times, and its two
CDFs record all the errors, not their average. Figure 7
shows that AET sampling produces stable and accurate
results.

Figure 7: The cumulative distribution function of abso-
lute prediction error

Unlike the AET model using backward reuse time,
StatStack uses forward reuse time. It assumes that every
reference will have a next reuse. But this is not the case
for a trace of a finite length. Every data in the trace has
its last reference, and the reuse time of these references
are not defined in StatStack. StatStack ignores the im-
pact of these references in its statistical model and char-
acterizes them separately as cold misses. The number of
references with no reuse is the same as the working set
size. The accuracy of their model is thus influenced by
the ratio of the working set size to the trace length.

4.4 Phase Sampling

As mentioned in Section 3.2, phase sampling improves
the analysis accuracy for programs with phase behav-

Figure 8: The miss ratio (%) versus cache size (MB)
shown for non-phase AET and phase AET

ior. We divide each SPEC CPU2006 benchmark trace
into 10 phases of equal length and then use the AET al-
gorithm (full-trace) to profile each phase. Finally, the
overall MRC is the average of phase MRCs. In most
benchmarks, phase AET sampling is more accurate than
non-phase AET sampling. We select four representative
benchmarks (gcc, milc, wrf, hmmer) and compare
phase sampling and non-phase sampling in Figure 8. In
these benchmarks, phase analysis leads to significant im-
provements. The AET models the average eviction time,
so it is more accurate when a program shows a steady ac-
cess behavior. If a program has different phase behavior,
we should apply AET analysis on each phase separately
as we have done here. More accurate phase analysis may
be used to further improve the accuracy of our analysis.

4.5 AET vs ABF Sampling
The footprint-based MRC profiling technique needs
recording every access during the monitoring window.
The space overhead may be not acceptable for some ap-
plications. Wang et al [20]. developed adaptive bursty
footprint (ABF) sampling to efficiently measure the foot-
print of an execution. Extending the design of bursty
sampling [35, 36], it approximates the footprint of the
entire program by the footprint of small portions. The
length of a sampled trace (a burst interval) is bounded by
the cache size and minimal miss ratio of interest. The
ratio of hibernation and bursty interval is 1000. The
miss ratio lower bound is 1%. Therefore, the length of
a burst interval was 107 to measure 8MB shared cache
(131072 cache lines). ABF sampling has several limita-
tions. First, the size of cache is limited by the length of
a burst interval. It does not show the MRC for all cache
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ABF 
Real
AET

Figure 9: The predicted miss ratio (%) versus cache size
(MB) shown for AET sampling and ABF sampling

sizes, unless it measures the complete trace, i.e. no sam-
pling. In comparison, the range of MRC from AET is not
influenced by the number of sampled references. Sec-
ond, an ABF sample is a consecutive portion of a trace.
Its result is accurate only if the locality of burst intervals
is the same as the locality of the rest (hibernation inter-
vals). In comparison, AET samples cover the entire trace
with equal probability.

To evaluate ABF and AET random sampling, we
use SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks whose miss ratios are
higher than 1%. Due to limitation of space, we only show
4 MRCs (Figure 9) profiled by both techniques with the
same sampling rate (1:100). The MRCs of ABF sam-
pling are much shorter than AET sampling, because us-
ing bursty interval to represent the entire trace will lose
the reference pattern in the hibernation interval. The ap-
proximate MRCs of ABF sampling are not as accurate as
AET sampling.

4.6 Shared Cache AET

As discussed in Section 2.4, AET is a composable met-
ric and can model shared cache. With the individual
AETs of co-run programs, we can predict the MRC of
the shared cache they are running on. This technique
is essential in task scheduling in a system where shared
cache (CPU or storage cache) is deployed. To verify our
shared AET modeling technique, we choose four MSR
storage traces {prn, src2, web, stg} as a co-run group.
They are the traces with the same order of magnitude on
length and show totally different patterns in cache usage
(see individual MRCs in Figure 10). We assume sym-
metrical speeds, i.e. equal access rates, to simplify the

evaluation, but the extension to asymmetrical cases are
straightforward as we showed in Equation 12.

We set the execution length of each trace to be 1.6 ∗
107, which is the shortest length in the group. With
the equal-speed assumption, we generate a combined
trace from the four traces. Figure 10 shows the shared
cache MRC composed by individual AET modeling of
each trace, as well as the real MRC calculated by accu-
rate reuse distance tracking for the combined trace. The
shared AET MRC gives a MAE of 0.002, indicating that
the shared cache modeling by AET is accurate. The com-
posability of AET is a key advantage over SHARDS and
Counter Stacks since these techniques cannot character-
ize shared cache without co-run testing.

Figure 10: Shared cache MRCs for the combined trace
of {prn, src2, web, stg}, as well as the MRCs of four
individual traces.

5 Related Work

In 1972, Denning and Schwartz [10] gave a linear-time,
iterative formula to compute the average working-set
size from reuse times (inter-reference intervals). Math-
ematically the AET calculation is the same as the aver-
age working-set size computed by the Denning-Schwartz
formula. In their formulation, Denning and Schwartz as-
sumed infinite traces generated by a stationary process.
Later work applied the Denning-Schwartz formula on
finite-length traces to compute the average working-set
size [37] and LRU stack distance [3]. AET is a new for-
mulation showing that the Denning-Schwartz formula is
the solution to AET equations, which are the properties
of cache eviction time of all program traces, finite or infi-
nite. Previous work did not address shared cache, which
AET can easily model based on eviction-time equaliza-
tion. Finally, AET is used in sampling analysis of MRC.
Sampling was not studied in previous work. However,
the previous work modeled arbitrary data size [37, 3] and
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Table 3: The space and time complexity of MRC analysis techniques as well as their memory and time consumption
measured in master trace

Time complexity Space complexity Memory Runtime Composability Correctness
Stack Processing O(NM) O(N) 10GB > 1 day No accurate

Search Tree O(N logM) O(M) 21GB 482 secs No accurate
Scale Tree O(N log logM) O(M) 17GB 333 secs No bounded err
Footprint O(N) O(M) 17GB 50 secs Yes conditional

Counter Stacks O(N logM) O(logM) 80MB 1034 secs No bounded err
SHARDS O(N) O(1) 2.3MB 29.6 secs No conditional

AET model O(N) O(1) 1.7MB 30.5 secs Yes conditional

optimal caching policies [3], which we do not consider
in this work.

We have started this paper by reviewing the progress
of MRC analysis over the last four and half decades.
We now give a more comprehensive comparison in Ta-
ble 3, including the asymptotic complexities, the actual
space and time cost (when measuring the merged MSR
trace, Section 4.2), the composability (Section 2.4) and
correctness properties. AET uses random and reservoir
sampling to reduce space cost in practice. In Table 3, the
runtime and space overhead of AET for the merged MSR
trace is the lowest among all these techniques.

In terms of correctness, Stack Processing [4] and
search tree [5, 38] measure reuse distance accurately, and
scale tree [39] guarantees the relative precision. Counter
Stacks also guarantee an error based on the correctness
of Hyperloglog counters. SHARDS uses sampling, and
the result is correct if the sampled accesses are represen-
tative. The correctness of footprint-based MRC is con-
ditional based on the reuse-window hypothesis [6]. The
correctness of AET is conditional as discussed in Sec-
tion 2.3.

MRC Applications MRC profiling techniques are
widely used in different applications. Several studies
use on-line MRC analysis for cache partitioning [40, 41],
page size selection [25], and memory management [42,
43]. The memory cache prediction [44] also uses on-line
MRC detection for storage workload. In high-throughput
storage systems, fast MRC tracking is always beneficial.

Our earlier work used footprint-based MRC to opti-
mize memory allocation in the key-value store called
Memcached [45]. Previous solutions, e.g. those of Face-
book and Twitter, were based on heuristics. We showed
that MRC-based optimization was superior in steady-
state performance, the speed of convergence, and the
ability to adapt to request pattern changes. It achieved
over 98% of the theoretical potential. The fast MRC
analysis was important since it affects the throughput of
Memcached. We used footprint, which was time efficient
but consumes a large amount of space (as it is also evi-

dent in Table 3). AET sampling should solve the space
problem, and it is even faster than footprint.

Fast MRC helps CPU cache optimization. We have
developed and evaluated shared cache program symbio-
sis, which used ABF sampling and footprint composition
to co-locate co-run applications to minimize their inter-
ference in shared cache [20]. The reuse-distance based
techniques in Table 3 are not composable, so they cannot
be used in symbiotic optimization. AET is composable,
and it can drastically reduce the time and space overhead
of shared-cache optimization.

6 Summary

In this work, we present the AET theory, a kinetic model
for workload modeling of LRU caches. Using average
eviction time (AET) measured by sampling, the AET
model consumes liner time and extremely low space
for MRC profiling. In our storage workload evalua-
tion AET outperforms Counter Stacks in throughput and
space overhead and achieves a comparable performance
as SHARDS. At last, We show how AET model can be
used to characterize shared cache without co-run testing
and with composition invariance.
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Scalable In-Memory Transaction Processing with HTM
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ABSTRACT

We propose a new HTM-assisted concurrency control
protocol, called HTCC, that achieves high scalability and
robustness when processing OLTP workloads. HTCC at-
tains its goal using a two-pronged strategy that exploits
the strengths of HTM. First, it distinguishes between hot
and cold records, and deals with each type differently –
while accesses to highly contended data are protected us-
ing conventional fine-grained locks, accesses to cold data
are HTM-guarded. This remarkably reduces the database
transaction abort rate and exploits HTM’s effectiveness
in executing low-contention critical sections. Second, to
minimize the overhead inherited from successive restarts
of aborted database transactions, HTCC caches the in-
ternal execution states of a transaction for performing
delta-restoration, which partially updates the maintained
read/write set and bypasses redundant index lookups dur-
ing transaction re-execution at best effort. This approach
is greatly facilitated by HTM’s speedy hardware mecha-
nism for ensuring atomicity and isolation. We evaluated
HTCC in a main-memory database prototype running on
a 4 socket machine (40 cores in total), and confirmed that
HTCC can scale near-linearly, yielding high transaction
rate even under highly contended workloads.

1 INTRODUCTION

With the introduction of Intel’s newly released Haswell
processors, hardware transactional memory (HTM) is fi-
nally available in mainstream computing machines. As
promised in its initial proposal twenty years ago, HTM
greatly simplifies the implementation of correct and effi-
cient concurrent programs.

A major target application for exploiting HTM is mod-
ern multicore OLTP databases, where sophisticated con-
currency control protocols must be designed to guarantee
isolation among threads. To benefit from HTM, effective
solutions should reduce HTM’s high abort rate caused by

capacity overflow, which is a major limitation of Intel’s
current implementation. A promising approach [34] is
to apply HTM to optimistic concurrency control (OCC)
protocol, where transaction computation is entirely de-
tached from commitment. While achieving high trans-
action rate under certain scenarios, this solution unfor-
tunately gives rise to unsatisfactory performance when
processing highly contended workloads. This is because
conventional OCC is intrinsically sensitive to skewed
data accesses, and, in fact, protecting OCC’s commit-
ment with the speculative HTM can make the protocol
even more vulnerable to contentions.

In this paper, we introduce HTCC, a new HTM-
assisted concurrency control mechanism that achieves
robust transaction processing even under highly con-
tended workloads. The design of HTCC is inspired by
two observations. First, massive volumes of transactions
in a contended workload skew their accesses on a very
few popular data records, and optimistically accessing
these records are likely to result in high abort rate due to
data conflicts. Second, an aborted database transaction
may be successively re-executed before it is eventually
committed, and such re-executions incur the overhead of
repeatedly retrieving the same records via index lookups.

Based on these facts, HTCC adopts a two-pronged
approach that takes full advantage of the strengths of
HTM. On the one hand, HTCC splits the data into hot
and cold records, and a combination of pessimistic fine-
grained locking and optimistic HTM is leveraged to pro-
tect a transaction’s accesses differentially according to
the degree of contentions. This mechanism avoids fre-
quent data conflicts on highly contended records, and
fully exploits HTM’s effectiveness in executing lowly
contended critical sections. On the other hand, to min-
imize the overhead incurred from successive restarts of
aborted database transactions, HTCC further maintains a
thread-local structure, called workset cache, to buffer the
accessed records of each operation within a transaction.
When an aborted transaction is re-executed, HTCC per-
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forms an efficient delta-restoration: records to be read or
written during the re-execution are fetched directly from
the cache, and unnecessary overhead caused by redun-
dant index lookups is largely reduced. However, this de-
sign requires maintenance of a transaction’s read/write
sets and handling of deadlocks. With HTM, potential
deadlocks are now handled by HTM’s hardware scheme;
this not only simplifies the design but also minimizes the
overhead of deadlock resolution (as there is no longer the
need to manage deadlocks for cold data explicitly).

We implemented HTCC in CAVALIA (source code:
https://github.com/Cavalia/Cavalia), a
main-memory database prototype that is built from the
ground up. Our evaluation confirmed that HTCC can
yield much higher transaction rate on a 4 socket machine
(40 cores in total) compared to the state-of-the-art
concurrency control protocols, especially under highly
contended workloads.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides
a preliminary study to show the design intuition of HTCC.
Section 3 explains how HTCC reduces database transac-
tion abort rate caused by data conflicts, and Section 4
describes how HTCC eliminates unnecessary overhead in
restarting aborted database transactions. We report ex-
tensive experiment results in Section 5. Section 6 re-
views related works and Section 7 concludes this work.

2 PRELIMINARY

Hardware transactional memory. Hardware transac-
tional memory (HTM) aims at simplifying the imple-
mentation of correct and efficient parallel algorithms.
With the release of Intel’s Transactional Synchroniza-
tion Extension (TSX) instructions, programmers nowa-
days can simply use xbegin and xend to guard a code
segment that should be executed transactionally. Upon
finishing an HTM region, all the memory writes encap-
sulated in this region will appear atomically. TSX in-
structions also eliminate the need for implementing soft-
ware mechanisms for deadlock resolution, and its intrin-
sic hardware-level mechanism efficiently ensures atom-
icity and isolation with little overhead.

The TSX instructions use the CPU cache to store exe-
cution buffers for an HTM region. The cache-coherence
protocol is leveraged to track data conflicts at cache-
line granularity. Such use of existing features in mod-
ern CPU architectures makes it possible to provide low-
overhead hardware support for transactional memory. To
guarantee forward progress, a fallback routine that ac-
quires coarse-grained exclusive locks will be executed
after an HTM region has been aborted for a certain pre-
determined number of times. We refer to this number as
the restart threshold.

The major limitation of the current HTM implemen-
tation is its high abort rate, which is caused by either
capacity overflow or data conflicts. First, the capacity of
an HTM region is strictly constrained by both the CPU
cache size and the cache associativity, and any violation
of such constraint can directly give rise to HTM region
abort. Second, HTM executes the protected critical sec-
tions in a speculative manner, and two concurrent HTM
regions updating to the same memory address can re-
sult in either region being aborted. While the capacity-
overflow problem can be addressed through a careful de-
sign of critical sections, data conflicts among dozens of
threads can severely restrict the HTM scalability, making
it less effective as a general mechanism to support a wide
spectrum of concurrent program workloads. Besides
the costly restart overhead, frequent aborts severely hurt
HTM’s performance because of the well-known lemming
effect [8]. As the repeated aborts of a single HTM re-
gion eventually lead to the acquisition of a global coarse-
grained lock, all other HTM regions cannot proceed un-
til the lock is released. This consequently forces all the
concurrent HTM regions to abort, resulting in fully seri-
alized execution without parallelism.
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(a) Low-contention workload.
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Figure 1: Processing multi-key transactions. Please note
the difference in y-axis ranges.

Figure 1 compares HTM with conventional fine-
grained locking mechanism when processing multi-key
transactions on a standard hash map with 1 million data
records. Each transaction randomly updates 10 records,
and the access contention is controlled by a parameter
θ , indicating the skewness of the Zipfian distribution.
The fine-grained locking scheme acquires locks associ-
ated with all the targeted records and prevents deadlocks
by pre-ordering its write sets; such an approach is also
used in the validation phase of traditional OCC proto-
col [32]. The restart threshold for HTM regions is varied
from 1 (see HTM(1)) to 64 (see HTM(64)). Figure 1a
shows that, by setting the restart threshold to larger than
4, HTM achieves 2X better performance (31 vs 16 M
tps) when processing low-contention workloads (θ = 0)
with 40 threads. However, the results exhibited in Fig-
ure 1b indicate that the transaction rate achieved by HTM
deteriorates significantly under highly contended work-
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loads (θ = 0.8). In particular, with restart threshold set
to 64, HTM reaches a transaction rate of 1.1 M tps with
40 threads enabled. This number is remarkably smaller
than 3.7 M tps, which is attained by fine-grained locking.

Given the experimental results presented above, we
confirm that Intel’s HTM implementation is more suit-
able for protecting lowly contended data accesses. Fine-
grained locking, in comparison, is still more attractive
for executing high-contention workloads.

Optimistic concurrency control. Modern multicore
OLTP database is a major target for applying HTM.
However, the capacity limit of Intel’s HTM implementa-
tion prevents a one-to-one mapping from database trans-
actions to HTM regions. A promising solution [34] to ad-
dress this problem is to apply HTM to conventional OCC
protocol [15], which splits the execution of a database
transaction into three phases: (1) a read phase, which ex-
ecutes all the read and write operations in the transaction
according to the program logic without any blocking; (2)
a validation phase, which checks the transaction conflicts
by certifying the validity of the transaction’s read set; and
(3) a write phase, which installs all the transaction writes
to the database atomically. Fine-grained locks for all the
records that are accessed by the transaction must be ac-
quired on entering the validation phase and be released
when terminating the write phase. A transaction T1 will
be aborted if it fails the validation phase. Such a failure
indicates that a certain committed concurrent transaction
T2 has modified the values of certain records in T1’s read
set during T1’s read phase. We refer to the time period
during T1’s read phase as vulnerable window, where in-
consistent accesses can occur.

To improve the performance of conventional OCC, ex-
isting solution [34] adopts HTM to completely replace
the fine-grained locks that are used during the transac-
tion’s validation and write phases. However, as HTM
executes guarded code segment speculatively, the valida-
tion and the write phases consequently become vulnera-
ble to contention. More specifically, any committed up-
dates from a concurrent transaction T2 can abort a trans-
action T1 even if T1 is within the validation and the write
phases that are protected by HTM region, as HTM does
not forbid any concurrent accesses. As a result, the vul-
nerable window in such a HTM-assisted OCC protocol
can span across the whole database transaction. Figure 2
depicts the difference between conventional OCC [15]
and existing HTM-assisted OCC [34].

The characteristic of the existing HTM-assisted OCC
protocol makes it unattractive for processing highly con-
tended workloads. Therefore, we design a new concur-
rency control protocol that fully exploits the power of
HTM to achieve robust transaction processing.

Read Validation Write

Vulnerable window

Vulnerable window

Conventional 
OCC

HTM-assisted 
OCC

Atomic execution

Figure 2: Conventional OCC v.s. HTM-assisted OCC.

3 REDUCING ABORT RATE

HTCC is an HTM-assisted OCC-style protocol that can
achieve high transaction rate by leveraging a combina-
tion of fine-grained locking and HTM. The key intuitions
are that contended OLTP workloads skew their accesses
on a small portion of data records in the database, and
HTM yields a remarkably higher performance when pro-
tecting low-contention critical sections. This section de-
scribes how HTCC fully exploits the benefits of HTM and
reduces the likelihood of database transaction aborts.

3.1 Data Record Classification
HTCC splits the data into hot and cold records so as to
choose the best scheme for locking each single record
that is accessed by a certain database transaction. As de-
picted in Figure 3, HTCC maintains five metadata fields
for each data record: (1) a lock flag showing the record’s
lock status; (2) a ts attribute recording the commit time-
stamp of the last writer; (3) a vis flag indicating whether
the record is visible to inflight transactions; (4) a hot flag
specifying whether the record is highly contended; and
(5) a cnt attribute counting the number of validation fail-
ures triggered by the conflicting accesses to the record
during a certain time slot.

ts Key Value

ContentMetadata

lock vis hot cnt

Figure 3: Structure of a data record.

The vis flag of a record has three possible states:
public state indicating that the record is visible to all
the inflight transactions; private state indicating that
the record is newly inserted by an uncommitted trans-
action; and dead state indicating that the corresponding
record has been deleted by a committed transaction. Dur-
ing transaction processing, HTCC automatically tracks a
transaction’s conflicting accesses and atomically incre-
ments the cnt field for the record to which the access
raises the validation failure. To achieve this, the cnt field
is packed into a single word to allow CAS operation. A
background thread is spawned to periodically (e.g., 60
seconds) check the failure counts and mark the most con-
tended records by flipping the associated hot flag. A
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record that is no longer frequently accessed during a con-
stant time duration will be tagged back to cold. The flip
of a hot flag is performed transactionally, and every in-
flight transaction will always see a consistent hot flag of
each record from its start to its final commitment. That
is, the background thread can change a record’s hot flag
only if no concurrent transaction is accessing this record.

3.2 Hybrid Transaction Processing

Like OCC, HTCC divides the execution of a transaction
into read, validation, and write phases. However, HTCC
adopts a hybrid synchronization mechanism to execute
a single transaction: on the one hand, pessimistic fine-
grained locking is employed to protect the accesses to
hot records; on the other hand, HTM region is leveraged
to guard the accesses to cold records. For each transac-
tion, HTCC maintains a thread-local read/write set (rw-
set) to store information about the records read or written
by the transaction. Each element in the rw-set keeps an
array with five basic fields: 〈record,data, ts,hot, type〉,
where record stores the pointer to the original record in
the database, data buffers a local copy of the accessed
record’s content, ts identifies the timestamp value of the
record at the time it was accessed by the transaction, hot
indicates whether the accessed record is contended or
not, and type shows the access type (read (R), write (W),
or both (RW)) to the record. When accessing a hot record
in a transaction, HTCC performs updates directly to the
original record in the database, and the locally buffered
copy is used for content recovery should the database
transaction be aborted. However, when accessing a cold
record, updates performed by the transaction will be tem-
porarily held in the local copies before they are being in-
stalled to the original records. The following subsections
describe the three phases of HTCC in detail.

Read phase. HTCC speculatively accesses cold
records during a transaction’s read phase. The function
AccessRecord(r, T) in Figure 4 depicts how an
operation with access type T on record r is performed
in the read phase. To access a record r in a transaction,
HTCC first checks r’s hot flag and acquires the associated
read or write lock if this flag is set to true. Subsequently,
a new element e in the rw-set is created for r. All the
fields, including record, data, ts, hot, and type are atom-
ically stored in e. The type field in e is updated to T to
indicate the access type (i.e., read, write, or both).

The acquisition of fine-grained locks for hot records
during the read phase can cause deadlocks. Therefore,
certain deadlock-resolution scheme must be employed
to guarantee forward progress. Our current implemen-
tation adopts a no-wait-style strategy [5], which aborts a
database transaction if a certain lock cannot be obtained
within a certain time range.

ACCESSRECORD(r, T):  
  // =========== LOCK HOT RECORDS ==========
  if (r.hot == true) then
    r.acquire_lock();
  e = rw_set.insert(r);
  e.set(r, r.data, r.ts, r.hot, T);

COMMIT():

  //  ============ VALIDATION ==============
  do
    is_success = true;
    
    HTM_BEGIN(); // begin HTM txn
    foreach e in rw_set do
      if e.hot == false then
        if e.type == R || e.type == RW then
          if e.ts != e.record.ts then
            HTM_END(); // end HTM txn
            Repair transaction;
            is_success = false;
            break;
  while (is_success == false);
  
  commit_ts = generate_commit_ts();

  // ======== UPDATE COLD RECORDS ==========
  foreach e in rw_set do
    if e.hot == false then
      if e.type == W || e.type == RW then
        install(e.record, e.data);
        e.record.ts = commit_ts;
  HTM_END(); // end HTM txn
  
  // ======== UPDATE HOT RECORDS ===========
  foreach e in rw_set do
    if e.hot == true then
      if e.type == W || e.type == RW then
        install(e.record, e.data);
        e.record.ts = commit_ts;

  // ======== UNLOCK HOT RECORDS ===========
  foreach e in rw_set do
    if e.hot == true then
      e.record.release_lock();
  

RTM-guarded region

Figure 4: The framework of HTCC.

Validation phase. As HTCC touches cold records in a
consistency-oblivious manner through the read phase, a
validation phase must be invoked subsequently to check
the validity of every cold record that is read by this trans-
action. Similar with the existing HTM-assisted OCC
protocol [34], HTCC leverages HTM region to protect the
atomic execution of the validation phase.

As shown in the function Commit() in Figure 4,
HTCC begins its validation phase by informing the
hardware to start executing in transactional mode with
xbegin instruction. After that, HTCC iterates over the
rw-set S and checks if any cold record read by the current
transaction has been modified by any committed concur-
rent transaction. The record value loaded at the read
phase is determined to be invalid if the corresponding
element e in S stores a timestamp ts that is different from
that attached in the original record (i.e., e.record.ts).
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Such an invalidation is made by the inconsistent read
operation that first touches this record. On encounter-
ing any invalid element in the rw-set, HTCC will repair
the transaction instead of re-executing it from scratch.
We defer the discussion on the repairing process to the
next section. The validation phase terminates when the
transaction eventually reads all the records consistently
or aborts due to deadlocks (for hot records).

Write phase. A transaction that has passed the val-
idation phase will enter the write phase to make every
update visible to all the concurrent transactions. The
write phase of HTCC is also described in Figure 4. Under
the protection of HTM region, HTCC installs the locally
buffered contents back to every accessed cold record,
with a commit timestamp commit ts attached to iden-
tify the partial dependencies among transactions [32]. In
particular, pointer swap [34] is used for local-copy in-
stallation, as this mechanism minimizes the HTM region
capacity. On exiting the HTM region, the timestamp
commit ts is written to all the updated hot records, and
fine-grained locks are finally released to make every hot
record visible to all other inflight transactions.

The protocol described above leverages the utmost
of two distinct synchronization mechanisms: accesses
to hot records are protected by fine-grained locking,
which yields satisfactory performance when processing
high-contention workloads; accesses to cold records are
guarded by HTM region, which achieves much higher
throughput when executing lowly contended workloads.
The next section continues to explore the feature of HTM
that further accelerates HTCC’s performance.

4 MINIMIZING RESTART OVERHEAD

While the proposed hybrid processing mechanism can
effectively reduce the database transaction abort rate, it
may still result in expensive re-execution overhead if
an inflight database transaction is blindly rejected once
validation failure occurs. We develop a transaction re-
pair mechanism that greatly benefits from HTM’s guar-
antee of atomicity and isolation. By keeping track of
the accesses of each operation at runtime in a workset
cache, HTCC re-executes a failed transaction only by
performing delta-restoration, which effectively reutilizes
the contents in the cache to speed up the restoration of
each operation in the transaction. Thanks to the use of
HTM, the accesses to cold records during the repair stage
are still processed optimistically, bringing little overhead
to the system runtime.

4.1 Workset Cache
The processing cost of a database transaction is domi-
nated by the time to retrieve data records from the cor-

responding database indexes. On detecting an invalid el-
ement in the rw-set during validation, a database trans-
action has to be (successively) aborted and re-executed
from scratch, fetching the same records through in-
dex lookups multiple times. The overhead caused by
these redundant index lookups can be largely reduced by
caching the accessed records in thread-local data struc-
tures during the initial execution of a transaction.

L1: x<-read(A)
L2: write(A, x+1)
L3: y<-read(B)
L4: z<-read(C)
L5: write(z, x+y)

R-A

R-A

R-B

R-C

R-D

PROGRAM CACHE STORAGE

Figure 5: Workset cache for a transaction.

Based on this intuition, HTCC maintains a workset
cache, which is constructed during the read phase, that
buffers a list of record pointers for all the records that are
accessed by each operation in a transaction. In particular,
we refer to the set of records accessed by a certain oper-
ation as the operation’s workset. Figure 5 shows such a
caching structure maintained for a running transaction.
The initial execution of the read operation L1 fetches a
data record R-A using candidate key A and caches the
pointer to R-A in the corresponding entry of the workset
cache. Similarly, the write operation L5 loads the record
R-D through the index and buffers its pointer into the
workset cache before performing real updates. Should
the database transaction be aborted, the subsequent re-
execution can tap on the record pointers from the workset
cache to minimize index traversal. This approach saves a
significant amount of efforts for committing transactions
that are prone to abort. Note that for a range operation
that accesses multiple records, its workset needs to main-
tain all the pointers to its targeted records.

4.2 Delta-Restoration

With the workset cache maintained for each transac-
tion, HTCC repairs an aborted database transaction with
delta-restoration, which re-utilizes the internal states
created during the transaction execution without restart-
ing the transaction from scratch. The main idea of delta-
restoration is that, by leveraging the maintained workset
cache, most of the index lookups can be bypassed by di-
rectly accessing the buffered record pointers, and only a
small portion of the re-set needs to be updated, and the
incurred overhead to ensure atomicity and isolation can
be largely reduced through HTM’s support.

As shown in Figure 4, on confronting a validation fail-
ure of a transaction, HTCC directly exits the HTM region
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and starts repairing the entire transaction, during which
stage all the operations in a transaction will be restored
at best effort. Figure 6 describes how HTCC restores an
operation opt with access type T (i.e., read, write, or
both) in a transaction with two distinct schemes: fast-
restoration and slow-restoration.

RESTORE(opt, T):   
  if is_key_invariant(opt) == false then
  // =========== FAST-RESTORATION ========== 
    W = get_workset(opt);
    perform(opt, W); // perform read or write
  else
  // =========== SLOW-RESTORATION ========== 
    V = index_lookup(opt);
    W = get_workset(opt);
    set_workset(opt, V);
    
    ins_set, del_set = compute_delta(V, W);
    foreach del in del_set do
      if del.hot == true then
        del.release_lock();
      rw_set.erase(del);
    foreach ins in ins_set do
      if ins.hot == true then
        ins.acquire_lock(); // deadlock?
      e = rw_set.insert(ins);
      e.set(ins, ins.data, ins.ts, ins.hot, T);

    perform(opt, V); // perform read or write

Update rw-set

Figure 6: Restore a single operation in a transaction.

Fast-restoration. This scheme re-executes an op-
eration in the transaction without invoking any index
lookups. Instead, all the targeted records are directly
fetched from the workset cache constructed at runtime.
In particular, fast-restoration only works for an operation
opt if the accessing key has not been updated, which es-
sentially indicates that the corresponding records to be
accessed by this operation should be identical to those
maintained in the workset cache.

Slow-restoration. This scheme is specifically de-
signed for an operation whose accessing key has been
changed due to the restoration of its parent operations.
Compared with fast-restoration, slow-restoring an oper-
ation opt is more expensive, as the targeted records that
should be accessed by opt have to be re-fetched through
index lookup. Consequently, the corresponding work-
set maintained for opt in the caching structure must also
be refreshed. As shown in Figure 6, after retrieving all
the records required by opt through index lookup us-
ing a candidate key key, the slow-restoration refreshes
its workset cache by updating the opt’s workset from W
to V . Subsequently, the difference between W and V is
computed. In particular, the delta-set ins set contains all
the new records that must be inserted into the rw-set, and
the delta-set del set contains all the records that should
be removed from the rw-set.

Figure 7 illustrates the two types of restoration mech-
anisms using the sample transaction shown in Figure 5.
During the repair of the transaction, the restoration of L2

directly fetches the pointer R-A from its local cache with-
out resorting to the index lookup. However, the accessing
key of L5 is dependent on the output of L4, which can be
modified during L4’s restoration. Once a change in ac-
cessing key is detected, the restoration of L5 has to tra-
verse the index and update the workset before perform-
ing the real write.

L1: x<-read(A)
L2: write(A, x+1)
L3: y<-read(B)
L4: z<-read(C)
L5: write(z, x+y)

R-A

R-A

R-B

R-C

R-D

PROGRAM CACHE STORAGE

Figure 7: Fast-restoration (solid line) and slow-
restoration (dashed line) of an operation.

Delta-restoration, however, is not for free, as the up-
date of the rw-set has to resort to certain synchroniza-
tion mechanism for protecting records that are newly in-
serted into the rw-set. In particular, deadlock can oc-
cur if fine-grained locking is utilized. HTM’s deadlock-
free scheme to protect complex critical sections in con-
trast provides an elegant and efficient way for tackling
this problem. Throughout the repair stage, HTCC keeps
processing cold records in a consistency-oblivious man-
ner, meaning that no fine-grained locks are acquired
to guarantee atomicity. The consistency checking of
these newly inserted cold records are deferred until the
next round of validation, where HTM region is lever-
aged to guard the critical section. This design effec-
tively offloads the overhead brought by deadlock reso-
lution to the hardware mechanism, and the software fine-
grained locking mechanism is only used for protecting
hot records. When updating the rw-set, all the locks as-
sociated with the hot records maintained in the delta-set
del set should be released during slow-restoration. Sim-
ilarly, every newly fetched hot record in ins set must be
locked before adding them into the rw-set rw set.
HTCC returns back to the validation phase once all

the operations within a transaction has been restored. It
should be noted that for transactions containing condi-
tional branches, some operations may no longer be exe-
cuted due to the change of decisions made in those con-
ditional statements. As a result, HTCC further needs to
remove all the elements that are no longer accessed by
the transaction from the rw-set before validating it again.
A transaction can proceed to commit only if all the ele-
ments in the rw-set have been successfully validated.

To conclude, the use of HTM has contributed to the ef-
ficiency of this repair mechanism and ultimately the su-
periority of HTCC. The gain in performance comes from
two sources. First, there is no need to maintain locks
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for cold data. This significantly reduces the overhead of
the repair mechanism as the number of cold data is much
larger than that of hot data. Second, the hardware sup-
port provided for HTM to ensure atomicity and isolation
of the HTM regions (the part of the transactions that ac-
cess the cold data) naturally offers superior performance
(as compared to a software-based scheme).

4.3 Operation Dependency Extraction
While workset caching can reduce the overhead of trans-
action re-execution, an invalidation failure will trigger
restoration of all the operations within the transaction.
As an inconsistent read usually affects only a limited por-
tion of the transaction program, performance can be im-
proved if the code segment to be re-executed can be min-
imized. In fact, an understanding of the dependencies
across operations can determine the subset of operations
to be restored when invalidation occurs. HTCC therefore
extracts two types of dependencies from the program at
compile time: (1) key dependency, which occurs when
the accessing key of an operation depends on the result of
its previous operation; and (2) value dependency, which
occurs when the non-key value to be used by an opera-
tion depends on the result of its previous operation. Fig-
ure 8 depicts the dependency relations within the transac-
tion shown in Figure 5. Operations L2 and L5 are value-
dependent on L1, as L1 assigns the variable x that will be
used as non-key value in both L2 and L5. Operation L5
is also key-dependent on its previous read operation L4,
which generates the accessing key z for L5.

L1: x<-read(A)

L2: write(A, x+1)

L5: write(z, x+y)

L3: y<-read(B) L4: z<-read(C)

Figure 8: Dependency relations within a transaction.

To identify the read operation that produces the invalid
element in the rw-set, HTCC adds an operation field to
each element. Such a field tracks the operation that first
reads the corresponding record, and will be further used
for identifying all the affected operations that must be
re-executed for preserving correctness.

Figure 9 shows how the extracted dependencies facili-
tates the repair of a transaction. Given an invalid element
e that causes the validation failure, the repair mechanism
starts by identifying the operation opt that performs the
first read to e. Since opt is the initial inconsistent oper-
ation, all its descendant operations must be restored to
guarantee serializability. Correct restoration mechanism

REPAIR(e):
  opt = e.operation;
  Restore(opt); // restore operation
  DS = extract_dependent_set(opt);
  PS = DS;
  while PS.is_empty() == false do
    opt = PS.pop_front();
    Restore(opt); // restore operation
    RS = extract_dependent_set(opt);
    PS.append_set(RS);
    

Figure 9: Repair a transaction with dependency relations.

is selected for each inconsistent operation by checking
its dependency relations with its parent operations. After
restoring an operation opt, all its child operations in the
dependent-set RS will be inserted into the restoration set
PS. The repair mechanism terminates once all the poten-
tially inconsistent operations have been restored. Subse-
quently, HTCC restarts the validation phase, which even-
tually terminates if all the elements in the transaction’s
read set pass the validation phase.

In the current version of our system, all the transac-
tions are implemented in C++. We leveraged LLVM Pass
framework [1] to extract dependencies from a transaction
program at compile time. While the classic interprocedu-
ral data-flow analysis techniques [27] can precisely cap-
ture operation relations for programs containing function
calls, we currently do not yet support dependency extrac-
tion for nested transactions, where a transaction can be
invoked in the process of another transaction. We leave
the support of nested transactions as a future work.

4.4 Extended Database Operations
This section depicts how HTCC supports inserts, deletes,
and range queries without sacrificing serializability.

Inserts. To insert a record R in a transaction T1,
HTCC performs an early insertion to hold a place for R in
the database during T1’s read phase. The to-be-inserted
record R is added to T1’s rw-set, with its vis flag set to
private, indicating that R is not yet ready for access.
The vis flag is updated to public only if T1 has been
successfully committed. If a concurrent transaction T2
attempts to perform the same insertion, only one trans-
action can succeed. Should T1 commit before T2, T2 will
detect this conflict during the validation phase and trigger
repair mechanism to handle failed insertion.

Deletes. A transaction marks the deletion of an ex-
isting record R by setting R’s vis flag to dead. A
garbage collection thread periodically reclaims all the
deleted records that are still maintained in the database.
A deleted record R can be safely reclaimed if R is no
longer referred to in any running transaction’s rw-set.

Range queries. Range queries can lead to phantom
problem [9]. Instead of resorting to the classic next-
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key locking mechanism [23] for tackling such problem,
HTCC leverages a solution that is first introduced by
Silo [32]. HTCC maintains both the version number and
the leaf pointers in a transaction’s rw-set. Any structural
modification caused by concurrent inserts or deletes will
be detected by checking the version’s validity. Once an
invalidity is discovered, HTCC restores any inconsistent
operations by invoking the repair mechanism.

5 SERIALIZABILITY

In this section, we give an informal argument on why
HTCC is capable to enforce full serializability.

First, HTCC’s a combination of fine-grained locking
and HTM yields serializable results. We reduce the pro-
posed scheme to two-phase locking (2PL) protocol. Let
us consider a transaction T accessing two records R1
and R2. If R1 and R2 are both tagged as hot records,
then HTCC locks both records using fine-grained locking
scheme, which is equivalent to 2PL, hence database seri-
alizability is guaranteed. If R1 and R2 are both tagged as
cold records, then HTCC leverages HTM region to pro-
tect the atomic access to them. This scheme is serializ-
able, as is proved in the previous work [34]. If R1 is a hot
record and R2 is a cold record, then HTCC acquires the
lock on R1 before entering the HTM region where R2’s
atomic access is protected. On passing the validation,
HTCC exits the HTM region and eventually releases the
lock on R1. During this stage, no new lock is acquired,
and hence the protocol obeys the constraints set in the
2PL scheme. Therefore, this protocol is serializable.

Second, HTCC’s repair mechanism in the valida-
tion phase does not compromise database serializability.
HTCC executes the repair mechanism in a consistency-
oblivious manner, that is, no synchronization schemes
are applied during this stage. However, once the repair
mechanism completes, HTCC falls back to the very be-
ginning of the validation phase, and all the records read
by the transaction will be validated within an HTM re-
gion. Hence, the serializability is guaranteed.

To conclude, HTCC yields serializable results when
processing transactions.

6 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of HTCC.
All the experiments are performed in a main-memory
database prototype, called CAVALIA, that is implemented
from the ground up in C++.

We deployed CAVALIA on a multicore machine run-
ning Ubuntu 14.04 with four 10-core Intel Xeon Proces-
sor E7-4820 clocked at 1.9 GHz, yielding a total of 40
cores. Each core owns a private 32 KB L1 cache and a

private 256 KB L2 cache. Every 10 cores share a 25 MB
L3 cache and a 64 GB local DRAM. We have enabled
hyper-threading, and the machine provides 80 hardware
threads in total. Note that due to hyper-threading, the
experiments with more than 40 threads may yield sub-
linear scalability, as we shall see later in this section. We
compare HTCC with a collection of concurrency control
protocols, as listed below:

2PL: The classic two-phase locking with wait-die strat-
egy adopted for resolving deadlocks [5].

OCC: The classic OCC protocol with scalable timestamp
generation mechanism applied [32].

SOCC: A variation of conventional OCC protocol imple-
mented in Silo [32].

HOCC. An HTM-assisted OCC protocol proposed by
Wang et al [34].

HTO. An HTM-assisted timestamp ordering protocol
proposed by Leis et al [17].

All the protocols in comparison are implemented in
CAVALIA. Similar with the original implementation of
Silo, our SOCC implementation also adopts the epoch-
based timestamp generation mechanism and eliminates
the need of tracking anti-dependency relations. How-
ever, instead of using Masstree [22] as the underlying
index, we leveraged libcuckoo [19] for indexing primary
keys. The implementation of HOCC is adapted from that
of OCC. Following the description of Wang et al. [34], we
directly protected the validation phase using HTM region
and adopted pointer swap to minimize the likelihood of
hardware transaction abort caused by capacity overflow.
Our implementation of HTO basically follows the orig-
inal paper [17], but we ignored the proposed storage-
layer optimizations, as the storage layout in a database
system should be orthogonal to the upper-layer concur-
rency control protocol. We use the TPC-C benchmark [2]
to evaluate the performance.The workload contention is
controlled by changing the number of warehouses, and
decreasing this number can increase the contention. In
our experiments, HTCC’s automatic scheme (see Section
3.1) is applied for identifying hot records.

Existing bottlenecks. We begin our experiments with
a detailed analysis on the state-of-the-art HTM-assisted
concurrency control protocol [34]. We first measure the
performance of HOCC to see whether this protocol is ro-
bust to workload contentions. Figure 10 shows the trans-
action rate achieved by the HOCC protocol with the HTM
region’s restart threshold increased from 1 (HOCC(1))
to 64 (HOCC(64)). The number of warehouses is set to
40, yielding a low data contention. As the result indi-
cates, with the restart threshold set to 64, HOCC can suc-
cessfully scale on 80 threads, achieving a transaction rate
at over 2.1 M transactions per second (tps). This number
is 15% higher than that achieved by OCC, showing that
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HTM can provide a more efficient scheme for executing
low-contention critical sections.
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Figure 10: Performance of HOCC with different restart
thresholds. The number of warehouses is set to 40.

While the previous work [34] as well as our experi-
ment shown above confirmed the efficiency of the exist-
ing HTM-assisted protocol under low-contention work-
loads, the performance can drop drastically when pro-
cessing highly contended workloads. Figure 11 shows
the experiment result. By setting the number of ware-
houses to 4, the performance of HOCC deteriorates dras-
tically regardless of the restart threshold. In particular,
with the thread count set to 80, HOCC only yields around
200 K tps, while OCC under the same scenario achieves
over 550 K tps, exhibiting a much better scalability. This
is mainly because the speculative execution of HTM can
give raise to high abort rate, and frequent aborts subse-
quently result in costly restart overhead as well as the
lemming effect, which eventually leads to pure serialized
execution without parallelism. This result is also consis-
tent with that reported by Makreshanski et al [21].
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Figure 11: Performance of HOCC with different restart
thresholds. The number of warehouses is set to 4.

An interesting observation in the experiment above
is that, as shown in Figure 12, the database transaction
abort rate1 generated by HOCC drops with the increase of
thread count. With the restart threshold set to 64, HOCC
yields an abort rate of 0.45, which is much smaller than
that attained with 56 threads enabled (1.18). This re-
sult is different from that achieved by OCC, which suf-

1The abort rate equals to the ratio the number of transaction re-
executions to the number of committed transactions.

fers higher contention with more threads accessing the
same records. This observation is still a consequence
of the lemming effect, which results in pure serialized
execution of database transactions, and therefore fewer
transactions get aborted.
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Figure 12: Database transaction abort rate of HOCC. The
number of warehouses is set to 4.

To conclude, the state-of-the-art HTM-assisted OCC
protocol may not be an attractive solution for supporting
contended OLTP workloads.

Transaction rate. Next, we compare HTCC with sev-
eral other concurrency control protocols. We set the
restart threshold of all the HTM-assisted protocols to 64.

The following experiment evaluates the performance
of each protocol under low-contention workloads. Fig-
ure 13 shows the result with the number of warehouses
set to 40. All the four OCC-style protocols, includ-
ing HTCC, OCC, SOCC, and HOCC, scale near-linearly
when the thread count is increased from 1 to 40. With
over 40 threads enabled, the performance stablizes, and
stops improving. As explained earlier, this is because
the hyper-threading scheme can produce sub-linear scal-
ability, hence constraining the performance of the tested
protocols. Thanks to the efficiency of HTM and work-
set caching, HTCC yields over 10% higher transaction
rate than OCC. Under the same scenario, the HTM-
assisted HOCC only produces a similar performance with
that of SOCC. Despite the absence of hardware transac-
tional support, SOCC still generates a very competitive
result, as it fully eliminates the necessity for tracking
anti-dependency relations. Compared with these OCC-
style protocols, 2PL achieves a lower transaction rate.
The main reason is that it requires a longer locking dura-
tion for every record read or written by a transaction, and
hence the overall performance is bounded. As a varia-
tion of timestamp ordering (TO) protocol, HTO still suf-
fers high overhead for maintaining internal data struc-
tures [41], consequently leading to unsatisfactory results,
even if HTM is utilized.

Next, we compare the performance of these protocols
with the number of warehouses set to 4. In this scenario,
the workload is highly contended. Figure 14 shows the
transaction rate of each protocol with the thread count

9
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Figure 13: Performance comparison with the number of
warehouses set to 40.

varied from 1 to 80. With 80 threads enabled, HTCC can
process around 1,000 K transactions per second (tps),
and this number is respectively 2 times and 6 times
higher than that attained by SOCC and HOCC. OCC yields
similar performance compared to 2PL, but the overhead
for tracking anti-dependency makes it 10% slower than
SOCC. The low performance of HOCC and HTO also indi-
cate that the state-of-the-art HTM-assisted protocol can-
not scale well under high-contention workloads.
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Figure 14: Performance comparison with the number of
warehouses set to 4.

To further validate the scalability of HTCC, we mea-
sure the transaction rate achieved by each protocol with
the number of warehouses changed from 4 to 40. Fig-
ure 15 shows the result with 40 threads enabled. Com-
pared with all the other protocols, HTCC yields a superior
transaction rate even under highly contended workloads.
Specifically, the performance of HTCC is constantly 1.2
to 2 times higher than that achieved by SOCC. While
HOCC produces good performance when the number of
warehouses is set to 40, its unoptimized use of HTM
makes it vulnerable to workload contentions.

All the experiment results reported above have con-
firmed that HTCC achieves much better performance than
the existing (HTM-assisted) concurrency control proto-
cols, especially under highly contended workloads.

Transaction latency. The following experiment mea-
sures the latency achieved by each OCC-style protocol.
We omit the measurement for 2PL and HTO, as our pre-
vious experiments have already shown that these two
protocols cannot attain high performance under various
types of workloads. Figure 16 shows the corresponding
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Figure 15: Performance comparison with the number of
threads set to 40.

results with 40 threads enabled. The number of ware-
houses is set to 4. Compared with the other three pro-
tocols, HTCC incurs a comparatively lower latency when
processing NewOrder transactions. Specifically, 89%
of the transactions can reach the final commitment within
160 µs. This number is much larger than that achieved by
OCC (78%) and SOCC (73%). This is because HTCC at-
tempts to repair any invalid accesses instead of restarting
the entire transaction when an validation failure occurs.
This approach essentially saves the resources that have
been allocated for executing the transaction. In contrast
to the other three protocols, HOCC gives rise to signif-
icantly higher transaction latency, and only 37% of the
transactions can commit within 640 µs. The key reason is
that the unoptimized use of HTM makes HOCC extremely
vulnerable to conflicting accesses, and the lemming ef-
fect caused by frequent aborts eventually leads to pure
serialized execution without parallelism, making the re-
sultant transaction latency intolerable.
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Figure 16: Comparison of transaction latency. The num-
ber of warehouses is set to 4.

Performance breakdown. HTCC attains robust trans-
action processing due to the use of a hybrid synchro-
nization scheme, a workset-caching strategy, and a static-
analysis-facilitated optimization. We next examine how
these mechanisms contribute to HTCC’s performance.

We first study the effectiveness of the hybrid synchro-
nization mechanism. As shown in Table 1, when pro-
cessing transactions on a database with 4 warehouses us-
ing OCC, 62.9% and 31.0% of the database transaction
aborts are respectively caused by the conflicting accesses
to the records in the WAREHOUSE and the DISTRICT
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tables. Therefore, applying fine-grained locks on these
records can potentially reduce the performance degrada-
tion caused by high abort rate. Keeping this observa-
tion in mind, we disable HTCC’s automatic scheme for
data classification and manually select different sets of
hot records and measure the influence to HTCC’s trans-
action rate. Figure 17 shows the result with the num-
ber of warehouses set to 4. When all the records are
labeled as cold (i.e., HTM region is utilized to guard
atomic accesses to the targeted data records), the perfor-
mance of HTCC drops drastically once the thread count
reaches 32 (see HTCC (None)). However, if all the
records in the WAREHOUSE table are labeled as hot
data, the performance degradation is remarkably miti-
gated (see HTCC (W)). In particular, HTCC attains a
comparatively high performance with every record in the
WAREHOUSE and the DISTRICT tables tagged as hot
(see HTCC (W+D)). These results directly confirmed the
effectiveness of fine-grained locking in protecting con-
flicting records. The same figure also reports HTCC’s
performance when all the records in the database are la-
beled as hot (see HTCC (All)). In this case, the effects
of HTCC is indeed equivalent to that of 2PL. As shown in
Figure 17, the resulting performance is still much lower
than that of HTCC (W+D), and this essentially indicates
the superior performance of HTM region when executing
low-contention critical sections.

Table 4 WHs 10 WHs 40 WHs

WAREHOUSE 62.9% 56.6% 46.8%
DISTRICT 31.0% 37.2% 42.6%

Others 6.1% 6.2% 10.6%

Table 1: Data contentions in each table with 80 threads.
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Figure 17: Effectiveness of hybrid concurrency control
scheme. The number of warehouses is set to 4.

Figure 18 provides a performance analysis on how the
workset caching strategy as well as the static-analysis-
facilitated optimization benefit the transaction process-
ing. The number of warehouses in this experiment
is still set to 4, generating a highly contended work-
load. We measure the transaction rate produced by: (1)
HTCC, (2) HTCC with static-analysis optimization dis-

abled (see HTCC(-S)), (3) HTCC with both the work-
set caching and the static-analysis optimization disabled
(see HTCC(-SC)), and (4) OCC. In this experiment,
we have enabled hybrid processing scheme. Please
note that HTCC(-SC) essentially tests the performance
purely achieved by the hybrid processing scheme. As
shown in Figure 18, the performance gaps among HTCC,
HTCC(-S), HTCC(-SC), and OCC widen with the in-
crease of thread count. When scaling to 40 threads,
HTCC yields a transaction rate at around 1.2 M tps,
which is respectively over 10% and 40% higher than
that of HTCC(-S) and HTCC(-SC). This confirmed
the effectiveness of both the workset caching and static-
analysis-facilitated optimization in HTCC. The same ex-
periment also shows that HTCC(-SC) achieves around
20% higher performance compared to OCC, and this fur-
ther reaffirmed the efficiency of the hybrid concurrency
control scheme in HTCC.
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Figure 18: Effectiveness of workset caching and static-
analysis-facilitated optimization. The number of ware-
houses is set to 4.

The delta-restoration mechanism adopted by HTCC in-
curs a certain amount of overhead to the system run-
time. To quantify the overhead, we compare HTCC with
HTCC(NV), a variation of HTCC that commits a trans-
action without invoking HTCC’s validation phase. It
should be noted that, due to the absence of the valida-
tion phase, HTCC(NV) will yield inconsistent query re-
sult. However, as it fully bypasses HTCC’s overhead in
restoring inconsistent operations, it essentially provides
a higher bound on the performance that HTCC can po-
tentially achieve. Figure 19 shows the performance com-
parison between HTCC and HTCC(NV). The number of
threads is set to 40. As the number of warehouses in-
creases, the performance of HTCC becomes closer to that
of HTCC(NV). This is because increasing the number of
warehouses will decrease the workload contention, and
a transaction processed under lower contention is less
likely to fail the validation phase. With the number of
warehouses set to 4, HTCC(NV) can yield over 40%
higher transaction rate, which reflects the overhead of
operation restoration.

To sum up, the hybrid synchronization mechanism,
the workset caching strategy, and the static-analysis-
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Figure 19: Overhead of delta-restoration. The number of
threads is set to 40.

facilitated optimization scheme altogether provide a re-
markable performance boost for HTCC.

7 RELATED WORK

Transaction processing. Extensive research efforts have
been invested into the development of main-memory
database systems. A pioneering work is Silo [32], a
shared-everything database that attains high transaction
rate using a variation of the conventional OCC proto-
col [15]. Researchers from Microsoft recently analyzed
the performance of multi-version OCC [16, 18], and
their study further lays the foundation for the Hekaton
database [7]. However, neither Silo nor Hekaton is ro-
bust to contended workload, and Yu et al. [41]’s thor-
ough scalability evaluation of traditional concurrency
control protocols on 1000 cores further confirmed this
point. Several recent works have proposed partitioning
scheme to achieve higher scalability on multicore archi-
tectures [28]. Both DORA [25] and PLP [26], which
are built on top of Shore-MT [12], partition data among
cores to reduce long lock waiting time on a centralized
lock manager. Several databases [13, 14, 31] employ a
deterministic execution model that achieves high scala-
bility using partition-level locks. While these databases
can yield high transaction rate when the workload is well
partitioned, the performance may severely degrade with
an increasing number of distributed transactions. Lever-
aging program semantics can boost the performance of
OLTP databases. Several works [24, 37, 42] leveraged
transaction chopping [29] to speed up transaction pro-
cessing and failure recovery. While HTCC optimizes its
performance by using a similar static-analysis mecha-
nism adopted in Wu et al. [36], its HTM-assisted hybrid
protocol and caching mechanism can be directly applied
to any ad-hoc transactions.

Transactional memory. Transaction memory is well
studied in recent years [10, 11]. Sonmez et al. [30]
proposed a mechanism that allows STM to dynamically
select the best scheme for individual variables. While
their design is similar with the hybrid protocol intro-
duced in this paper, their work is restricted in the field

of STM and did not consider the overhead caused by re-
executing aborted transactions. Xiang et al. [39] also
observed a high abort rate of HTM transactions and
presented a consistency-oblivious (i.e., OCC-like) so-
lution [3, 4] for reducing the HTM abort rate caused
by capacity overflow, Their following work [38] further
mitigated the conflict-caused abort problem using advi-
sory lock. Litz et al. [20] borrowed the idea of snap-
shot isolation from the database community to reduce
the abort rate. Different from these works, HTCC relies
on a hybrid protocol and a lightweight caching mecha-
nism to reduce the abort rate as well as the incurred abort
overhead. Several recent works have exploited HTM to
improve the performance of OLTP databases. Yoo et
al. [40] utilized Intel’s TSX to build efficient indexes,
and Makreshanski et al. [21] further studied the inter-
play of HTM and lock-free indexing methods. Wang
et al. [33] also employed HTM to build a concurrent
skiplist. These studies on concurrent database indexes
revealed that high abort rate due to capacity overflow
and data contention can severely restrict HTM’s perfor-
mance. To deal with the high abort rate caused by HTM’s
capacity overflow, Leis et al. [17] and Wang et al. [34]
respectively modified the timestamp ordering and OCC
protocols to fully explore HTM’s benefits in atomic exe-
cution. While achieving satisfactory performance when
processing low-contention workloads, neither of them
is able to sustain high transaction rate if the workload
is contended. Wei et al. [35] and Chen et al. [6] ex-
ploited HTM and RDMA to build speedy distributed
OLTP databases. As a departure from these works, HTCC
focuses on exploiting the benefits of HTM for scalable
and robust transaction processing on multicores.

8 CONCLUSION

We have proposed HTCC, an HTM-assisted concurrency
control protocol that aims at providing scalable and ro-
bust in-memory transaction processing. HTCC attains its
goal by reducing the transaction abort rate and minimiz-
ing the overhead of restarting aborted transactions. Our
experiments confirmed that HTCC can yield high perfor-
mance even under highly contended workloads. As a fu-
ture work, we will explore how HTM can be leveraged
to improve the performance of modern multi-version
database systems.
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Abstract

NAND-based solid-state (flash) drives are known for

providing better performance than magnetic disk drives,

but they have limits on endurance, the number of times

data can be erased and overwritten. Furthermore, the unit

of erasure can be many times larger than the basic unit

of I/O; this leads to complexity with respect to consol-

idating live data and erasing obsolete data. When flash

drives are used as a cache for a larger, disk-based storage

system, the choice of a cache replacement algorithm can

make a significant difference in both performance and

endurance. While there are many cache replacement al-

gorithms, their effectiveness is hard to judge due to the

lack of a baseline against which to compare them: Be-

lady’s MIN, the usual offline best-case algorithm, con-

siders read hit ratio but not endurance.

We explore offline algorithms for flash caching in

terms of both hit ratio and flash lifespan. We design and

implement a multi-stage heuristic by synthesizing sev-

eral techniques that manage data at the granularity of a

flash erasure unit (which we call a container) to approx-

imate the offline optimal algorithm. We find that simple

techniques contribute most of the available erasure sav-

ings. Our evaluation shows that the container-optimized

offline heuristic is able to provide the same optimal read

hit ratio as MIN with 67% fewer flash erasures. More

fundamentally, our investigation provides a useful ap-

proximate baseline for evaluating any online algorithm,

highlighting the importance of comparing new policies

for caching compound blocks in flash.

1 Introduction

Unlike magnetic disk drives, flash devices such as solid

state drives (SSDs) transfer data in one unit but explicitly

erase data in a larger unit before rewriting. This erasure

step is time-consuming (relative to transfer speeds) and it

also has implications for the endurance of the device, as

the number of erasures of a given location in flash is lim-

ited. A common endurance metric is Erasures Per Block

Per Day (EPBPD), a rate commonly guaranteed by flash

manufacturers for a time period [33, 34].

SSDs typically provide a flash translation layer (FTL)

within the device, which maps from logical block num-

bers to physical locations. A host can access individ-

ual file blocks that are kilobytes in size, and if some live

blocks are physically located in the same erasure unit as

data that can be recycled, the FTL will garbage collect

(GC) by copying the live data and then erasing the previ-

ous location to make it available for new writes.

As an alternative to performing GC in the FTL, the

host can group file blocks to match the erasure unit (also

called blocks in flash terminology). While some research

literature refers to these groupings as “blocks” (e.g.,

RIPQ [38]), there are many other names for it: write-

evict unit [22], write unit [31], erase group unit [30], and

container in our own recent work on online flash cache

replacement [23]. Thus we use “container” to describe

these groupings henceforth.

Containers are written in bulk, thus the FTL never sees

partially dead containers it needs to GC. However, the

host must do its own GC to salvage important data from

containers before reusing them. The argument behind

moving the functionality from the SSD into the host is

that the host has better overall knowledge and can use

the SSD more efficiently than the FTL [21].

Flash storage can be used for various purposes, includ-

ing running a standalone file system [7, 16, 20, 24, 41]

and acting as a cache for a larger disk-based file sys-

tem [8, 9, 13, 19, 29, 32, 36, 42]. The latter is a somewhat

more challenging problem than running a file system, be-

cause a cache has an additional degree of freedom: data

can be stored in the cache or bypassed [15, 35], but a

file system must store all data. In addition, the cache

may have different goals for the flash storage: maxi-

mize hit rate, regardless of the effect on flash endurance;

limit flash wear-out, and maximize the hit rate subject to

that limit; or optimize for some other utility function that

takes both performance and endurance into account [23].

Flash cache replacement solutions such as RIPQ [38]

and Pannier [23] consider practical approaches given a

historical sequence of file operations; i.e., they are “on-

line” algorithms. Traditionally, researchers compare on-

line algorithms against an offline optimal “best case”

baseline to assess how much room an algorithm might

have for improvement [5, 9, 11, 43]. For cache replace-

ment, Belady’s MIN algorithm [2] has long been used as

that baseline.
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Figure 1: A RHR vs. endurance (EPBPD, on a log scale)

scatter-plot of results for different caching algorithms. We re-

port the average RHR and EPBPD across a set of traces, us-

ing cache sizes of 1% or 10% of the WSS. (Descriptions of

the datasets and the full box-and-whisker plots appear below.)

RIPQ+ and Pannier are online algorithms, described in §5.3.

The goal of our container-optimized offline heuristic is to re-

duce EPBPD with the same RHR as MIN, an offline algorithm

that provides the optimal RHR without considering erasures.

Figure 1 plots read hit ratio (RHR) against the EPBPD

required by a given algorithm assuming SSD sizes of 1%

or 10% of the working set size (WSS) of a collection

of traces (described in §5.1). MIN achieves an average

RHR improvement of 10%–75% compared to LRU, a

widely used online algorithm. Using future knowledge

makes a huge difference to RHR: Pannier covers only

33% to 52% of the gap from LRU to MIN, while RIPQ+

(described in §5.3) sees about the same RHR as LRU.

However, MIN is suboptimal when considering not only

RHRs but also flash endurance: it will insert data into a

cache if it will be accessed before something currently

in the cache, even if the new data will itself be evicted

before being accessed. Such an insertion increases the

number of writes, and therefore the number of erasures,

without improving RHR; we refer to these as wasted

writes. In this paper we explore the tradeoffs between

RHR and erasures when future accesses are known.

A second complicating factor arises in the context of

flash storage: containers. Not only should an offline al-

gorithm not insert unless it improves the RHR, it must

be aware of the container layout. For example, data that

will be invalidated around the same time would benefit

by being placed in the same container, so the container

can be erased without the need to copy blocks.

We believe that an offline optimal flash replacement

algorithm not only requires future knowledge but is com-

putationally infeasible. We develop a series of heuris-

tics that use future knowledge to make best-effort cache

replacement decisions, and we compare these heuristics

to each other and to online algorithms. Our container-

optimized offline heuristic maintains the same RHR as

MIN. The heuristic identifies a block that is inserted into

the cache but evicted before being read, and omits that

insertion in order to avoid needing to erase the region

where that block is stored. At the same time, the heuris-

tic consolidates blocks that will be evicted at around the

same time into the same container when possible, to min-

imize GC activities. One important finding is that sim-

ple techniques (e.g., omitting insertions and GC copies

that are never reread) provide most of the benefit; the

more complicated ones (e.g., consolidating blocks that

die together) have a marginal impact on saving erasures

at relatively large cache sizes. Alternatively, we describe

other approaches to maximize RHR subject to erasure

constraints. Figure 1 provides examples in which the av-

erage RHR is the same maximum achievable by MIN,

while lowering EPBPD by 56%–67%. Interestingly, the

container-based online algorithms reduce EPBPD rela-

tive to LRU by similar factors.

Specifically, we make the following contributions:

• We thoroughly investigate the problem space of off-

line compound object caching in flash.

• We identify and evaluate a set of techniques to make

offline flash caching container-optimized.

• We present a multi-stage heuristic that approxi-

mates the offline optimal algorithm; our heuristic

can serve as a useful approximate baseline for ana-

lyzing any online flash caching algorithm.

• We experiment with our heuristic on a wide range

of traces collected from production/deployed sys-

tems, to validate that it can provide a practical upper

bound for both RHR and lifespan.

2 Background and Related Work

Here we provide a brief background of the offline cach-

ing algorithms, discuss the challenges of finding an off-

line optimal caching algorithm for container-based flash,

and describe some previous analytical efforts.

2.1 Belady’s MIN and its Limitations

Belady’s MIN algorithm [2] replaces elements whose

next reference is the furthest in the future, and it is prov-

ably optimal with respect to the read hit ratio given cer-

tain assumptions [25, 26]. In particular, it applies in a

single level of a caching hierarchy in which all blocks

(or pages) must be inserted. For instance, it applies to

demand-paging in a virtual memory environment.

Our environment is slightly different. We assume a

DRAM cache at the highest level of the cache hierarchy

and a flash device serving as an intermediate cache be-

tween DRAM and magnetic disks. A block that is read

from disk into DRAM and then evicted from DRAM can

be inserted into flash to make subsequent accesses faster,

but it can also be removed from DRAM without insert-

ing into flash (“read-around”). Similarly, writes need not

be inserted into flash as long as persistent writes will be

stored on disk (see §3.4).

Since this is not a demand-fetch algorithm, MIN is not

2
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necessarily the optimal strategy. Consider a simple 2-

location cache with the following access sequence:

A,B,C, A,B,D, A,B,C, A,B,D ...

In a demand-fetch algorithm a missing block must be in-

serted into the cache, replacing another one; in this case

the hit rate will be 1
3
, as B will always be replaced by C

or D before the next access. With read-around it is not

necessary for C and D to be inserted into cache, allowing

hits on both A and B for a hit rate of 2
3
. We note, how-

ever, that such behavior may be emulated by a demand-

fetch algorithm using one more cache location, which is

reserved for those elements which would not be inserted

into cache in the read-around algorithm. The hit rate for

a read-around algorithm with N cache locations is thus

bounded by the performance of MIN with N+1 locations,

a negligible difference for larger values of N which we

ignore in the remainder of the paper.

Even if MIN provides the optimal RHR, we argue be-

low that it can write more blocks than another approach

providing the same RHR with fewer erasures. We use

MIN to refer to a variant of Belady’s algorithm that does

not insert a block into the cache if it will not be reread,

while M+ is a further enhancement that does not insert a

block that will not be reread prior to eviction.

Temam [39] extends Belady’s algorithm by exploit-

ing spatial locality to take better advantage of processor

caches. Gill [10] applies Belady’s policy to multi-level

cache hierarchies. His technique is useful for iterating

across multiple runs of a cache policy. However, since

Belady targets general local memory caching, it is not

directly applicable to container-based flash caching due

to the inherent difference between DRAM and flash.

2.2 Container-based Caching Algorithms

Previous work shows that various container-based flash

cache designs lead to different performance–lifespan

trade-offs [22, 23, 30, 31, 38]. SDF [31], Nitro [22], and

SRC [30] use a large write unit aligned to the flash era-

sure unit size to improve cache performance. RIPQ [38]

leverages another level of indirection to track reaccessed

photos within containers. Pannier [23] explicitly exploits

hot/cold block and invalidation mixtures for container-

based caching to further improve performance and re-

duce flash erasures. However, it is not known how much

headroom in both performance and lifespan might exist

for any state-of-the-art flash caching algorithms. To give

a clear idea of how well an online flash caching algorithm

performs, we need an offline optimal algorithm that in-

corporates performance and lifespan of the flash cache.

2.3 Analytical Approaches

Considerable prior work has explored the offline opti-

mality of caching problems in various contexts from a

theoretical perspective. Albers et al. [1] and Brehob

et al. [4] prove the NP-hardness of optimal replacement

for non-standard caches. Chrobak et al. [6] prove the

strong NP-completeness of offline caching supporting el-

ements with varying sizes (i.e., costs). Neither explicitly

studies the offline optimality of the flash caching prob-

lem with two goals that are essentially in conflict.

Other researchers have looked at related problems.

Horwitz et al. [14] formulate the index register alloca-

tion problem to the shortest path problem with a general

graph model and prove the optimality of the allocation

algorithm. Ben-Aroya and Toledo [3] analyze a vari-

ety of offline/online wear-leveling algorithms for flash-

based storage systems. Although not directly related to

our problem, these works provide insights into the offline

optimality of container-based flash caching.

3 Quest for the Offline Optimal

A flash device contains a number of flash blocks, the unit

of erasures, referred to in our paper as containers to avoid

confusion with file blocks. But many of the issues sur-

rounding flash caching arise even in the absence of con-

tainers. We refer to the case where each file block can be

erased individually as unit caching, and we describe the

metrics (§3.1) and algorithms (§3.2) in that context. This

separates the general problem of deciding what to write

into the flash cache in the first place from the overhead

of garbage collecting containers; we return to the impact

of containers in §3.3. In §3.2–3.3 we also introduce a

set of techniques for eliminating wasted writes. We then

discuss how to handle user-level writes in §3.4. Finally,

we summarize the algorithms of interest in §3.5.

3.1 Metrics

The principal metrics of concern are:

Read Hit Ratio (RHR): The ratio of read I/O requests

satisfied by the cache (DRAM cache + flash cache) over

total read requests.

The Number of Flash Erasures: In order to compare

the impact on lifespan across different algorithms and

workloads, we focus on the EPBPD required to run a

given algorithm on a given workload and cache size. The

total number of erasures is the product of EPBPD, capac-

ity, and workload duration.

Flash Usage Effectiveness (FUE): The FUE metric [23]

endeavors to balance RHR and erasures. It is defined as

the number of bytes of flash hit reads divided by flash

writes, including client writes and internal copy-forward

(CF) writes. A score of 1 means that, on average, every

byte written to flash is read once, so higher scores are

better. It can serve as a utility function to evaluate dif-

ferent algorithms. We define Weighted FUE (WFUE),

a variant of FUE that considers both RHR and erasures

and uses a weight to specify their relative importance:

3
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Technique Description C

RN omit insertions reread < N times ✗
TRIM notify GC to omit dead blocks ✓
CFR avoid wasted CF blocks ✓
E segregate blocks by evict time ✓

Table 1: Summary of offline heuristic techniques used for

eliminating wasted writes to the flash cache. C: container-

optimized.

WFUE= α∗ (RHRA/RHRM ) + (1−α)∗ (EM −EA)/EM

The utility of an algorithm is determined by comparing

the RHR and erasures (E) incurred by the algorithm, de-

noted by A, to the values for M+ (an improved MIN,

described in §3.2, denoted here by M for simplicity).1 If

α is low and an algorithm saves many writes in exchange

for a small reduction in RHR, WFUE will increase.

3.2 Objectives and Algorithms

Depending on the goals of end users, we may have dif-

ferent objective functions. Optimizing for RHR irrespec-

tive of erasures is trivial: the performance metric RHR

serves as a naı̈ve but straightforward goal for which MIN

can easily get an optimal solution, without considering

the flash endurance. Taking erasures into account, we

identify three objectives of interest. We describe each

briefly to set the context for comparison, then elaborate

on heuristics to optimize for them. (We do not claim their

optimality, leaving such analysis to future work.)

O1: Maximal RHR The purpose of objective O1 is to

minimize erasures subject to maximal RHR. If we con-

sider the RHR obtained by MIN, there should be a se-

quence of cache operations that will preserve MIN’s hit

ratio while reducing the number of erasures. Belady’s

MIN caches any block that either fits in the cache, or

which will be reaccessed sooner than some other block

in the cache. It does not take into account whether the

block it inserts will itself be evicted from the cache be-

fore it is accessed.

The first step to reducing erasures while keeping the

maximal RHR is to identify wasted cache writes due to

eviction. Algorithm M+ is a variant of MIN that iden-

tifies which blocks are added (via reads or writes) to the

cache and subsequently evicted without rereference, then

no longer inserts them into the cache (RN in Table 1,

where N = 1).

It is unintuitive, but cache writes can be wasted even

if they result in a read hit. As an example, assume block

1Though these two factors have different ranges and respond differ-

ently to changes, WFUE controls the value of both via normalization

so that the higher each factor yields, the better the algorithm performs

with respect to that goal. A negative value due to high erasures would

demonstrate the deficiency of the algorithm in saving erasures. Hence,

WFUE can serve as a general metric for quantitatively comparing dif-

ferent heuristics.

A is in cache at time t0, and will next be accessed at time

T > t0. If block B is accessed at t0, and will be accessed

exactly one more time at time T −1, MIN dictates that A

be replaced by B. However, by removing B, there is still

one miss (on B rather than A), while an extra write has

occurred. Leaving A in the cache would have the same

RHR but one fewer write into the cache.

Ultimately, our goal is to identify a Pareto-optimal so-

lution set where it is impossible to reduce the number

of erasures without reducing RHR. This requires that

no block be inserted if it does not improve RHR, but

the complexity of considering every insertion decision

in that light is daunting. Thus we start with eliminating

cache insertions that are completely wasted and leave ad-

ditional trades of one miss against another to future work.

An offline heuristic Algorithm H that approximates

M+ works as follows:

STEP 1 Annotate each entry with its next reference.

STEP 2 Run MIN to annotate the trace with a sequence

of cache insertions and evictions, given a cache capac-

ity. Note all insertions that result in being evicted with-

out at least one successful reference.

STEP 3 Replay the annotated trace: do not cache a block

that had not been accessed before eviction.

O2: Limited Erasures In some cases a user will be will-

ing to sacrifice RHR in order to reduce the number of

erasures. In fact, given limits on the total number of era-

sures of a given region of flash, it may be essential to

make that tradeoff. Thus, O2 first limits erasures to a

particular rate, such as 5 EPBPD. (The EPBPD rate is

multiplied by the size of the flash cache and the dura-

tion of the original trace to compute a total budget for

erasures.) Given an erasure limit, the goal of O2 is to

maximize RHR. Note that the rate of erasures is averaged

across an entire workload, meaning that the real limit is

the total number of erasures; EPBPD is a way to normal-

ize that count across workloads or configurations.

We can modify Algorithm H for O2 to have a thresh-

old. HT works as follows:

STEP 1 Run H and record all insertions. Annotate each

record with the number of read hits absorbed as a re-

sult of that insertion, and count the total number of

insertions resulting in a given number of read hits.

STEP 2 Compute the number of cache insertions I per-

formed in the run of H and the number of insertions I′

allowed to achieve the EPBPD threshold T . If I > I′

then count the cumulative insertions CI resulting in 1

read hit, 2 read hits, and so on until I −CI = I′. Iden-

tify the reuse count, R, at which eliminating these low-

reuse insertions brings the total EPBPD to the thresh-

old T . Call the number of cache insertions with R

reuses that must also be eliminated the leftover, L.

STEP 3 Rerun H, skipping all insertions resulting in

4
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fewer than R read hits, and skipping the first L inser-

tions resulting in exactly R hits.

Algebraically, we can view the above description as

follows: Let Ai represent the count of cache insertions

absorbing i hits.

I =

n∑

i=1

Ai and CI = (

R−1∑

i=1

Ai ) + L

We identify R such that this results in I −CI = I′.
O3: Maximize WFUE The goal of O3 is to maximize

WFUE, which combines RHR and erasures into a single

score to simplify the comparison of techniques (§3.1).

Intuitively, the user may want to get the highest read

hits per erasure (i.e., best “bang-for-the-buck” consider-

ing the user pays the cost of device endurance for RHR).

To compare the tradeoffs between RHR and erasures,

we consider a variant of H, Algorithm HN , which omits

cache insertions that are reread < N times (RN in Ta-

ble 1). This is similar to the threshold-based Algorithm

HT , but the decision about the number of reaccesses nec-

essary to justify a cache insertion is static. An increase in

the minimum number of reads per cache insertion should

translate directly to a higher FUE, though the writes due

to GC are also a factor. For WFUE, the value of α deter-

mines whether such a threshold is beneficial.

3.3 Impact from Containers

The metrics and objectives described in §3.1–3.2 apply

to the unit caching scenario, in which each block may be

erased separately, but they also apply to the container en-

vironment. The aim is still to minimize erasures subject

to a maximal RHR, to maximize RHR subject to a limit

on erasures, or to maximize a utility function of the two.

However, the approach to solving the optimization

problem varies when containers are considered. This

complexity arises because there is an extra degree of

freedom: not only does an algorithm need to decide

whether to cache a block, it must decide where it goes

and whether to reinsert it during GC. Regarding place-

ment, one option is to cache data in a container-oblivious

manner. For instance, a host could write each block to a

distinct location in flash and rely on an FTL to reorganize

data to consolidate live data and reuse areas of dead data.

This might result in a significant overhead from the FTL

unwittingly copying forward blocks that MIN knows are

no longer needed, so adding the SSL TRIM [40] com-

mand to inform the FTL that a block is dead can reduce

erasures significantly (see §6.1). As shown in Table 1,

we categorize TRIM as container-optimized, because an

FTL itself manages data at the granularity of containers.

For CF, the first step is to supplement the annotations

from §3.2 with information about blocks that are CF and

not reaccessed. Copy-Forward Reduction (CFR in Ta-

ble 1) effectively extends TRIM with the logic of R1,

by identifying “wasted” CFs; however, eliminating all

needless CFs is difficult. With the smallest cache, on av-

erage this reduces the erasures due to wasted CFs from

4% to 1%; repeating this step a few more times brings

it down another order of magnitude but does not com-

pletely eliminate wasted CFs. This is because (for a

small cache) there is always a block to CF that has not

yet been verified as a useful copy nor marked as wasted.

Note that while it seems appealing to simply not copy

something forward that was not copied forward in a pre-

vious iteration, the act of excluding a wasted copy makes

new locations for data available, perturbing the sequence

of operations that follow. This makes the record from the

previous run only partly useful for avoiding mistakes in

the subsequent run, an example of the “butterfly effect.”

Still, writing in a container-optimized manner can im-

prove on the naive data placement of M+, which uses the

FTL to fill a container at a time. By segregating blocks

by their expiration time as they are written to flash (E in

Table 1), we may be able to erase one container, with-

out the need to CF, as soon as all the blocks within it are

no longer needed. We refer to E as container-optimized

since it explicitly consolidates data that die together at

the host or application level.

Since the purpose of our study is to provide a best-

case comparison point for real-world cache replacement

algorithms, we focus henceforth on the container-based

cache replacement policies. Note that if containers con-

sist of only one block, any approaches that are specifi-

cally geared to containers should work for the unit cach-

ing replacement policy. In the next section, we describe

the algorithms in greater detail, using C to represent the

offline heuristic H in the context of containers.

3.4 Impact from Dirty Data

The results from the various algorithms depend signifi-

cantly on how the cache treats writes into the file system.

For example, Pannier [23] requires that all file writes

be inserted into the cache, with the expectation that the

cache be an internally consistent representation of the

state of the file system at any given time. All writes are

immediately reflected in stable storage, which is appro-

priate for an online algorithm; Pannier’s comparison to

Belady used the same approach even with future knowl-

edge, writing all user-level writes into SSD.

With future knowledge, however, one can argue that a

“dead write” that will be overwritten before being read

need not be inserted into the cache. The same is true of a

write that is never again referenced, though in that case it

should be written through to disk. Since we model only

the flash cache RHR and endurance, we place these dead

writes into DRAM but not into flash.

5
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Figure 2: Container-optimized offline flash caching framework. PQ: priority queue.

3.5 Algorithm Granularity

For the remainder of this paper, we compare the follow-

ing algorithms. M refers to variants of MIN while C

refers to container-optimized algorithms. A table sum-

marizing these (and other) algorithms appears in §5.3.

M Belady’s MIN, which does not insert a block that will

be overwritten or never reread by the client.

M+ A variant of MIN, which identifies a block that is

inserted into cache but evicted before being read, and

omits that insertion. It also uses TRIM to avoid CF

once the last access to a block occurs.

MN A variant of M+, which does not insert blocks with

accesses < N . M1 is equivalent to M+, while MN

generalizes it to N > 1.

MT A variant of M+, which eliminates enough low-

reuse cache insertions to get the best RHR under a

specific erasure limit (see §3.2).

C Each block is inserted if and only if M+ would in-

sert it. However, a write buffer of W containers is

set aside in memory, and the system GCs whenever

it is necessary to make that number of containers free

to overwrite. Containers are filled using the eviction

timestamp indicating when, using M+, a block would

be removed from the cache. The contents of the con-

tainers are ordered by eviction time, so the first con-

tainer has the m blocks that will be evicted first, the

next container has the next m blocks, and so on.

CN , CT Analogous to MN , MT .

4 Offline Approximation

Here we describe how to evolve the container-oblivious

MIN algorithm to a container-optimized heuristic C,

which provides the same RHR but significantly fewer

erasures. We also explain creating CN and CT .

4.1 Key Components

Figure 2 depicts the framework architecture and exam-

ples of the insertion and lookup paths. A detailed dis-

cussion appears in the next subsection, but the following

components are the major building blocks.

Block Index An in-memory index maps from a block’s

key (e.g., LBA) to a location in flash. Upon a read, the

in-memory index is checked for the block’s key, and if

found, the flash location is returned. Newly inserted

blocks are added to the in-memory write buffer queue

first. Once the content of the writer buffer is persisted

in the flash cache, all blocks are assigned an address (an

index entry) used for reference from the index. When

invalidating a block, the block’s index entry is removed.

In-RAM Write Buffer An in-memory write buffer is

used to hold newly inserted blocks and supports in-place

updates. The write buffer is implemented as a priority

queue where the blocks are ranked based on their evic-

tion timestamps (described in greater detail in §4.2). The

write buffer queue is filled cumulatively and updated in

an incremental fashion. Once the write buffer is full, its

blocks are copied into containers, sealed and persisted

in the flash cache. The advantage of cumulative packing

and batch flushing is that the blocks with close eviction

timestamps get allocated to the same container so that

erasures are minimized. Overwrites to existing blocks

stored in flash are redirected to the write buffer without

updating the sealed container.

In-RAM Cache Status A few major in-memory data

structures construct and reflect the runtime cache status.

Once a container is sealed, its information structure is in-

serted into a container priority queue (PQ), a structure

to support container-level insertion and eviction. When-

ever a container is updated (e.g., a block is invalidated or

evict-pending, etc.), its relevant position in the queue is

updated. In addition to the container PQ, a block-level

MIN PQ is designed to support the extended Belady

logic and track the fine-grained block-level information.

We discuss the operations of the MIN PQ in §4.2.

4.2 Container-optimized Offline Heuristic

The multi-stage heuristic C offers the optimal RHR while

attempting to approach the practically lowest number of

erasures on the flash cache. In the following, we describe

the container-optimized heuristic pipeline (Figure 2) in

6
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1 vo id Lookup ( Object ob j ) :
2 // WB: Wri te b u f f e r p r i o r i t y queue
3 i f WB. e x i s t ( ob j . key ) or INDEX . e x i s t ( ob j . key ) :
4 Object e x i s t i n g = Read ( ob j . key )
5 OnAccess ( e x i s t i n g , ob j )
6 e l s e : On In s e r t ( ob j ) // Upon a mis s
7

8 vo id On In s e r t ( Object ob j ) :
9 i f not MINFul l ( ) :

10 i f ob j . n e x t r e f == INF : r e t u rn

11 i f Rec [ ob j . key ] . r e a d f r e q <= r e a d f r e q t h r e s h :
12 r e t u rn

13 MIN Q . i n s e r t ( ob j ) // I n s e r t i n t o MIN queue
14 e l s e :
15 Object v i c t im = MIN Q . top ( )
16 i f ob j . n e x t r e f > v i c t im . n e x t r e f : r e t u rn

17 i f Rec [ ob j . key ] . r e a d f r e q <= r e a d f r e q t h r e s h :
18 r e t u rn

19 // T r i g g e r e v i c t on MIN queue
20 EvictMIN (MIN Q , v i c t im )
21 MIN Q . i n s e r t ( ob j )
22 i f WB. f u l l ( ) : OnSeal ( )
23 WB. i n s e r t ( ob j ) // Pack i n t o WB
24 Ev i c t F l a s h ( )
25

26 vo id OnSeal ( ) :
27 Object ob j = WB. beg in ( )
28 // I t e r a t e th rough a l l s o r t e d ob j s
29 wh i l e ob j != WB. end ( ) :
30 F r e eCL i s t [ c u r r p t r ] . i n s e r t ( ob j )
31 i f F r e eCL i s t [ c u r r p t r ] . f u l l ( ) :
32 // C Q : Con ta i n e r queue
33 C Q . i n s e r t ( F r e eCL i s t [ c u r r p t r ++])
34 ob j = WB. nex t ( )
35 WB. c l e a r ( )
36

37 vo id EvictMIN ( Object v i c t im ) :
38 MIN Q . pop ( ) ;
39 i f WB. e x i s t ( v i c t im . key ) : // Remove i f i n WB
40 WB. e r a s e ( v i c t im )
41 r e t u rn

42 Con ta i n e r c = GetConta i ne r ( v i c t im )
43 v i c t im . e v i c t p e n d i n g = t rue

44 c . num ev i c t p end i ng++
45 C Q . update ( c ) // Update c ’ s p o s i t i o n i n C Q
46

47 vo id Ev i c t F l a s h ( ) :
48 wh i l e F l a s h F u l l ( ) :
49 Con ta i n e r c = C Q . pop ( )
50 GC( c ) // Garbage c o l l e c t the e v i c t e d c
51

52 vo id OnCopyForward ( Object ob j ) :
53 i f ob j . n e x t r e f == INF : r e t u rn

54 MIN Q . i n s e r t ( ob j )
55

56 vo id OnAccess ( Object o l d ob j , Ob ject new obj ) :
57 i f o l d o b j . e v i c t p e n d i n g :
58 Count a c c e s s as a mis s
59 r e t u rn

60 Update h i t s t a t s
61 o l d o b j . n e x t r e f = new obj . n e x t r e f
62 // Update ob j ’ s p o s i t i o n i n MIN queue
63 MIN Q . update ( o l d o b j )
64 o l d o b j . e v i c t t i m e = new obj . e v i c t t i m e

Figure 3: Functions handling events for flash-cached blocks

and containers in the container-optimized offline heuristic.

detail. Figure 3 shows the pseudocode of how the offline

heuristic handles different events.

Insert, Access and Seal We describe inserting a block,

accessing a block, and sealing/persisting a container.

1 When a client inserts a block upon a miss and the

cache is not full, the OnInsert function first checks if the

block’s next reference timestamp is INFINITE (i.e., the

block is never read again in the future or the next ref-

erence is a write). If so, OnInsert simply bypasses it

and returns. Otherwise, an insertion record is checked

to see if the block exceeds read_freq_thresh, a con-

figurable read hit threshold. For instance, setting the

read_freq_thresh to 1 filters out those that are inserted

but evicted before being read, avoiding a number of

Valid
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Evict by MIN

O
verw
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Read hit /
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Figure 4: State transitions of blocks in our heuristic.

wasted writes. CN and CT also take advantage of this

scheme for trading-off RHR with endurance: setting the

threshold higher additionally filters out the less useful

writes, reducing RHR but decreasing the number of era-

sures. The threshold can be fixed (CN ) or computed

based on the total erasure budget (CT , as described for

HT in §3.2). More useful writes, which result in a greater

number of read hits, still take place. We study the trade-

offs in §6.3.

Once the threshold test succeeds, if the cache is full

and the block will be referenced furthest in the future

(i.e., the block has a greater next reference timestamp

than the most distant block (victim) currently stored in

the cache), OnInsert returns without inserting it. When

both checks are passed, EvictMIN function is triggered to

evict the victim and the new block is inserted into the

MIN queue (MIN_Q). At the same time, 2 the block is

added to the in-memory write buffer queue (WB).

3 When WB is full, all the blocks held in it, sorted

based on their eviction timestamp, are copied into mul-

tiple containers from the free container list FreeCList.

curr_ptr maintains a pointer to the first available free

container in FreeCList. (We compare the sorted ap-

proach to FIFO insertion of the blocks in §6.2.) The

OnSeal function then persists the open containers in the

flash cache.

Lookup 4 On a Lookup, both the WB and in-memory

index (INDEX) are referenced to locate the block, and the

read is serviced. On a read access (OnAccess), 5 the

read hit updates the existing block’s block-level metadata

(old_obj) and old_obj’s position is updated in MIN_Q on

the next access time. Upon a miss OnInsert is triggered

as described.

Invalidation and Eviction 6 The container-optimized

offline caching introduces another new block state –

evict-pending. Evict-pending describes the state when a

block is evicted from MIN_Q (transitioning from the valid

state to evict-pending) but temporarily resides in the GC

area of the flash, pending being reclaimed. Figure 4

shows the state transitions of a block in the heuristic.

A block is inserted/reinserted into the flash cache with

a valid state. Once it is overwritten, the old block in the

flash is marked as invalid and the updated data is inserted

into WB. Overwriting an evict-pending block makes it

transition to the invalid state. If the victim to be evicted

7
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from MIN_Q happens to reside in WB, EvictMIN directly re-

moves it from the memory. The on-flash container main-

tains a num_evict_pending counter. On evict-pending,

the corresponding container increments its counter and

updates its position in the container PQ C_Q.

Let V , I, and E represent the percentage of valid, in-

validated and evict-pending blocks in a container, respec-

tively; then V + I + E = 100%. The priority of a container

is calculated using V . When the cache is full, EvictFlash

selects the container with the lowest V (i.e., the fewest

valid blocks) for eviction.

Copy-forwarding and GC 7 When the cache is full

and a container has been selected for eviction, the heuris-

tic copies valid blocks forward to the in-memory write

buffer. Function OnCopyForward is called to check if the

reinserted block is useful. All the invalidated and evict-

pending blocks get erased in the flash. The selected con-

tainer is then reclaimed and inserted back to FreeCList.

8 The check for a “useful” reinserted block looks for

future references and (optionally) confirms the block will

not be evicted before it is read.

5 Experimental Methodology

Throughout our analyses, we set the flash erasure unit

size to 2MB. We place a small DRAM cache (5% of the

flash cache size) in front of the flash cache to represent

the use case where the flash cache is used as a second-

level cache. (The DRAM cache uses the MIN eviction

policy for offline flash cache algorithms and LRU for on-

line ones.) Because some of the datasets in the reposito-

ries we accessed have too small a working set for 5% of

the smallest flash cache to hold the maximum number of

in-memory containers, we restrict our analyses to those

datasets with a minimum 32GB working set.

This section describes the traces; implementation and

configuration for the experimental system; and the set of

caching algorithms evaluated.

5.1 Trace Description

We use a set of 34 traces from 3 repositories:

EMC-VMAX Traces: This includes 25 traces of EMC

VMAX primary storage servers [37] that span at least

24 hours, have at least 1GB of both reads and writes, and

meet the minimum working set threshold (slightly over

half the available traces).

MS Production Server Traces: This includes 3 storage

traces from a diverse set of Microsoft Corporation pro-

duction servers captured using event tracing for windows

instrumentation [18], meeting the 32GB minimum.2

MSR-Cambridge Traces: This includes 6 block-level

traces lasting for 168 hours on 13 servers, representing

2The traces are: BuildServer, DisplayAdsPayload,

DevelopmentToolsRelease.

a typical enterprise datacenter [28]. We narrowed avail-

able traces to 6 to include appropriate traces for cache

studies. The properties include a working set size greater

than 32GB, ≥ 5% of capacity accessed, and read/write

balance (≤ 45% writes).3

Given a raw trace, we annotate it by making a full pass

over the trace and marking each 4KB I/O block with

its next reference timestamp. Large requests in traces

are split into 4KB blocks, each of which is annotated

with the timestamp of its next occurrence individually.

The annotated trace is then fed to the cache simulator.

Round 1 simulation, e.g., M , may generate the insert log

that can be used by round 2 simulation (e.g., M+, MN )

to filter out blocks that will be evicted before being read.

5.2 Implementation and Configuration

For the experimental evaluation, we built our container-

optimized offline caching heuristic by adding about

3,900 lines of C++ code to a full-system cache simula-

tor. It reports metrics such as hit ratio and flash erasures

based on the Micron MLC flash specification [27].

The size of the flash cache for each trace is determined

by a fixed fraction of the WSS of the trace (from 1–10%).

For C, a write buffer queue (with default size equal to

4 containers) is used for newly inserted blocks and is a

subset of this DRAM cache. We over-provision the flash

capacity by 7% by default; this extra capacity is used

for FTL GC or to ensure the ability to manually clean

containers in the container-optimized case. We discuss

varying the over-provisioning space in §6.2.

We conduct the simulation study on 4 VMs each

equipped with 4 cores and 128 GB DRAM. All tests

are run in parallel (using GNU parallel [12]). We mea-

sured the CPU time of heuristic M+ and C looping over

all traces, not including the runtime of trace annotating

and insertion log generating pre-runs. We ran the exper-

iments 5 times and variance was low. C takes 21.7%

longer (2.47 hr) than M+ (2.03 hr) for the smallest cache

size due to the overhead of PQ used by C under intensive

GCs. The heuristic keeps track of more metadata in 10%

cache size. Thus, with the least amount of GCs, it takes

M+ almost as long (2.19 hrs) as C does (2.21 hrs), to re-

play all traces. The results show that our heuristic simu-

lation can process a large set of real-world traces within a

reasonable time. This strengthens our confidence that our

offline heuristics can serve as a practically useful tool.

5.3 Caching Algorithms

Table 2 shows the caching algorithms selected to repre-

sent past and present work. We select the classic LRU

algorithm, two state-of-the-art container-based online al-

gorithms (described next), and a variety of offline algo-

3The traces are: prn0, prn1, proj0, proj4, src12, usr2.

8
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Policy Abbrev. Description O C

LRU L least recently used ✗ ✗
RIPQ+ R+ RIPQ with overwrites, segmented-LRU ✗ ✗
Pannier P container-based, S2LRU*, survival queue, insertion throttling ✗ ✓

MIN M FK, do not insert data whose next ref. is the most distant ✓ ✗

MIN+ M+ FK, do not insert data evicted without read (R1+TRIM, O1) ✓ ✓
MIN+write-threshold MT FK, limit number of insertions (RT+TRIM, O2) ✓ ✓
MIN+insertion-removal MN FK, do not insert data with accesses < N (RN+TRIM, O3) ✓ ✓

Container-optimized C FK, container-optimized (R1+TRIM+CFR+E, O1) ✓ ✓
C+write-threshold CT FK, container-optimized (RT+TRIM+CFR+E, O2) ✓ ✓
C+insertion-removal CN FK, container-optimized, do not insert data w/ acc. < N (RN+TRIM+CFR+E, O3) ✓ ✓

Table 2: Caching algorithms. FK: future knowledge, O: offline, C: container-optimized.

rithms (as described in §4). The configurations for previ-

ous work are the default in their papers (e.g., number of

queues) unless otherwise stated.

RIPQ+ is based on RIPQ [38], a container-based flash

caching framework to approximate several caching algo-

rithms that use queue structures. As a block in a con-

tainer is accessed, its ID is copied into a virtual container

in RAM, and when a container is selected for eviction,

any blocks referenced by virtual containers are copied

forward. We adopt a modified version of RIPQ that han-

dles overwrite operations, referred to as RIPQ+ [23]. We

use the segmented-LRU algorithm [17] and a container

size of 2MB with 8 insertion points.

Pannier [23] is a container-based flash caching mech-

anism that identifies divergent (heterogeneous) contain-

ers where blocks held therein have highly varying access

patterns. Pannier uses a priority-based survival queue to

rank containers based on their survival time, and it se-

lects a container for eviction that has either reached the

end of its survival time or is the least-recently used in a

segmented-LRU structure. During eviction, frequently

accessed blocks are copied forward into new contain-

ers. Pannier also uses a multi-step credit-based throttling

scheme to ensure flash lifespan.

6 Evaluation

In §6.1 we evaluate a number of caching algorithms with

respect to RHR and EPBPD. We also evaluate the contri-

bution of various techniques on the improvement in en-

durance. This is followed in §6.2 by a sensitivity analy-

sis of some of the parameters, the use of the write buffer

and overprovisioning. We then consider tradeoffs that

improve endurance at a cost in RHR (§6.3).

6.1 Comparing Caching Algorithms

We first compare the three online algorithms from Ta-

ble 2 with the RHR-maximizing offline algorithms:

MIN, M+ and C. We focus initially on O1, minimiz-

ing erasures subject to a maximal read hit ratio. Figure 5

shows the RHR and EPBPD results across all 34 traces,

while varying the cache size for each trace.

In Figure 5(a), we see that LRU (the left bar in each

set) obtains the lowest hit rate because it has neither fu-

ture knowledge nor a sophisticated cache replacement al-

gorithm. RIPQ+ has about the same RHR as LRU; its

benefits arise in reducing erasures rather than increas-

ing hit rate. Pannier achieves up to 26% improvement in

RHR over LRU and RIPQ+. By leveraging future knowl-

edge, MIN, M+ and C achieve the (identical) highest hit

ratio, which improves upon Pannier by 9.7%–40%. The

gap is widest for the smallest cache sizes. Figure 5(b)

shows the range of the normalized RHR (normalized

against the best-case C), with a similar trend as shown

in Figure 5(a).

Figure 5(c) and 5(d) show that online algorithms incur

the most erasures. Pannier performs slightly better than

RIPQ+ due to the divergent container management and

more efficient flash space utilization. Though it is not

explicitly erasure-aware, MIN saves up to 86% of era-

sures compared to Pannier. This is because with perfect

future knowledge, MIN can decide not to insert blocks

that would never be referenced or whose next reference

is a write. This implicit admission control mechanism

results in significantly fewer flash erasures and higher

RHR. M+ further reduces erasures by 31% compared to

MIN, because M+ avoids inserting blocks that would be

evicted before being accessed and uses TRIM to avoid

copying blocks during GC if they will not be rerefer-

enced. Variation does exist, as shown in Figure 5(d): the

10% and 25%-ile (the lower bound of box and whiskers)

breakdown of M+ are closer to 1 than those of MIN;

the lower bounds never reach below 1 while the upper

bounds (75% and 90%-ile) are far above, especially for

small cache sizes. At small cache sizes, the container-

optimized offline heuristic, C, further improves on M+

by 40% by lowering GC costs.

One way to understand the differences among MIN,

M+, and C is to view the contributions of the individ-

ual improvements. The cumulative fraction of erasures

saved by the techniques used by M+ or C (summarized

in Table 1) is depicted in Figure 6, normalized against the

erasures used by MIN. Surprisingly, we find that simple

techniques such as R1 and TRIM have a greater impact

on reducing erasures compared to more advanced tech-

niques such as the container-optimized E.
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Figure 5: RHR and EPBPD for various online/offline caching algorithms and sizes. EPBPD is shown on a log scale, with values

above the bars to ease comparisons. The box-and-whisker plots in (b) and (d) show the {10, 25, average, 75, 90}%-ile breakdown

of the normalized RHR and EPBPD, respectively; each is normalized to that of the best-case C.
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• The top component in each stacked bar (R1) shows the

relative improvement from preventing the insertion of

blocks that will be evicted without being referenced;

for the smallest cache, this accounts for about half the

overall improvement from all techniques, but it is a

relatively small improvement for the largest cache.

• For MIN, using TRIM to avoid the FTL copying of

blocks that will not be reaccessed has an enormous

contribution for the largest cache (˜80% of all erasures

eliminated), but it is a much smaller component of the

savings from the smallest caches. Note that we con-

vert MIN to M+ by avoiding (1) unread blocks due to

eviction and (2) FTL GC for unneeded blocks.

• Adding a check for blocks that are copied forward

(CFR) but then evicted without being rereferenced has

a moderate (10%) impact on the smallest cache, but lit-

tle impact on the largest. This is done only for C, as

the copy-forwarding within the FTL for M+ occurs in

a separate component.

• Using 4 write buffers and grouping by eviction times-

tamp (E) has a similar effect to CFR on smaller caches

and a nontrivial improvement for larger ones.

6.2 Sensitivity Analysis

Thus far we have focused on default configurations. Here

we compare the impact of different in-memory write

buffer designs and sizes on erasures. Then we examine

the impact of over-provisioned capacity.

Impact of Consolidating Blocks

We study the impact of consolidating blocks with sim-

ilar eviction timestamps into the same containers and the

impact of sizing the write buffer. Figure 7 plots the av-

erage EPBPD and variation across all traces, as a func-

tion of policy and write buffer size, grouped by differ-

ent cache sizes. All experiments are performed using C

and give the same optimal RHR. By default C uses the

priority-based queue structure as the in-memory write

buffer, which is filled using the eviction timestamp in-

dicating when, using M+, the block would be evicted

from the cache. The write buffer, once full, is dispersed

into containers that are written into flash. For compari-

son purposes we implemented a FIFO-queue-based write

buffer, where the blocks are simply sorted based on their

10
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Figure 7: Impact of consolidating blocks based on eviction

timestamp, and trade-offs in varying the size of the in-memory

write buffer (a multiple of containers); Arrival 2 means pack-

ing the blocks into the write buffer (2-container worth of ca-

pacity) based on their arrival time, Evict 4 means packing the

blocks into the 4-container-sized write buffer based on the evic-

tion timestamp. The box-and-whisker plot in (b) shows the {10,

25, average, 75, 90}%-ile breakdown of the EPBPD, normal-

ized to that of Evict 8.

arrival timestamp.4 There is no difference in EPBPD

with a queue size of 1 container, because blocks can-

not be sorted by eviction timestamp with a single open

container in DRAM. Increasing the write buffer size, we

observe a reduction in erasures with Evict. This effect is

more pronounced with a bigger write buffer queue. For

example, for the 2.5% cache size, Evict_2 reduces the

EPBPD by 5% compared to Arrival_2; but this EPBPD

differential increases to 13% for an 8-container write

buffer. This is because a bigger Evict write buffer re-

sults in less fragmentation due to evict-pending blocks

in containers stored in flash. The trend shown in av-

erage consistently matches that of the individual varia-

tion in Figure 7(b). Interestingly, Arrival_8 with a 1%

cache size yields a slightly higher EPBPD than that of

Arrival_4. This is because the fraction of data copied

forward internally (due to GC) is higher when using a

relatively small cache and a large write buffer. We ob-

served that while the 4 least populated containers gen-

erally were sufficiently “dead” to benefit from GC, the

next 4 (5th–8th least populated) containers hold signifi-

4Packing blocks based on LBA or whether clean (newly inserted)

or dirty (invalidated due to overwrite), yields no impact on erasures or

WFUE scores for the offline heuristics.
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Figure 8: Trade-offs in over-provisioned (OP) space. The box-

and-whisker plot shows normalized EPBPD against C OP=50%.

cantly more live data than the first four when collected in

a batch; this increases CF significantly.

Impact of Over-provisioned Capacity

Next, we analyze the impact of over-provisioned (OP)

capacity on erasures. Figure 8 shows the average EPBPD

when varying the over-provisioned space between 5%

and 50% for different cache sizes. As in the previ-

ous experiment, we omit results of RHR, which are un-

affected by overprovisioning. We classify the results

into block-level (M+) and container-optimized (C) ap-

proaches, which are interspersed and grouped by the

amount of over-provisioned capacity. (Thus, for a given

capacity, it is easy to see the impact of the container-

optimized approach.)

For both groups, a larger OP space results in lower

EPBPD, because the need for GC to reclaim new space

becomes less urgent than a flash equipped with relatively

smaller OP space. This effect is more significant for M+,

as M+ manages data placement in a container-oblivious

manner; this results in more GCs, which in turn cause

larger write amplification (more internal writes at the

FTL level). We observe that for a 1% cache size, C

with 10% OP incurs fewer erasures than M+ with 25%

OP. This is because C consolidates blocks that would be

removed at roughly the same time, resulting in signif-

icantly fewer internal (CF) flash writes. C also avoids

CF of most blocks that get evicted before reaccess. With

the largest cache, however, the relative benefit from ad-

ditional overprovisioning is nominal. Again, Figure 8(b)

demonstrates that the variation across traces exists; and

11
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Figure 9: Trade-offs when limiting erasures: WFUE as a func-

tion of algorithm, EPBPD quota, cache size, and α weights.

it is just a matter of how many more erasures each trace

incurs, compared to the best case.

6.3 Throttling Flash Writes

Thus far the evaluation has focused on O1, optimiz-

ing first for RHR and second for EPBPD. If erasures

are more important, we can limit flash writes to reduce

EPBPD at some cost to hit rate. Recall that O2 tries to

maximize RHR subject to a specific limit, whereas O3

tries to optimize WFUE given a particular weight of the

importance of RHR relative to EPBPD.

Figure 9 demonstrates the effect of CT , which uses the

admission control logic described in §3.5 to meet a spe-

cific EPBPD limit. It removes insertions with the least

impact (i.e., blocks with least number of read hits) on

RHR to meet the endurance goal. Figure 9 shows the re-

sults averaged across all traces when varying the EPBPD

quota for a trace from 25%–75% of the EPBPD neces-

sary for M or C respectively; this represents a reasonable

range of user requirements on flash lifespan in real-world

cases. For each cache size there are eight bars, with pairs

of MT and CT algorithms as the threshold varies from

25% to 100% of total erasures. (The limits for MT and

CT are set differently, since the maximum values vary.)

We observe in Figure 9(a) that for big cache sizes

(5% and 10%) the RHR loss is about 39% for the 25%

EPBPD quota. The gap reduces to 13% for the 75%

EPBPD quota. As expected and shown in Figure 9(b),

overall EPBPD decreases as the threshold is lowered,

while CT moderately improves upon MT .

For WFUE, one question is what an appropriate

weight α would be. Figures 9(c) and (d) plot the same

algorithms but report WFUE using α = 0.2 and α = 0.8

(this prioritizes erasures and hit rates respectively). With

α = 0.2, the erasure savings dominate. Hence, M25%

and C25% achieve the highest WFUE scores while M+
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Figure 10: Trade-offs in read hit based insertion removals.

and C see lower ones. Prioritizing RHR gives M+ and

C the highest WFUE across all variants. CT consis-

tently outperforms the corresponding MT because it can

avoid most wasted CFs and because it groups by eviction

timestamp (see §6.1).

Figure 10 shows the effect of limiting flash insertions

to blocks that are reread ≥ N times. It plots M+ (which

is equivalent to M1), M2, and M3, as well as the corre-

sponding container-optimized C algorithms. Results for

RHR and EPBPD are averaged across all 34 traces. For

small cache sizes (1% and 2.5%), C2 loses an average of

41% of the RHR (Figure 10(a)), but it gets about a 79%

savings in EPBPD (Figure 10(b)). Prioritizing erasures

and RHR shows similar trends as the WFUE results in

read hit based insertion removal tests (Figures 9(c) and

(d)), hence are omitted due to space constraints.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

While it is challenging to optimize for both RHR and

endurance (represented by EPBPD) simultaneously, we

have presented a set of techniques to improve endurance

while keeping the best possible RHR, or conversely,

trade off RHR to limit the impact on endurance. In par-

ticular, our container-optimized heuristic can maintain

the maximal RHR while reducing flash writes caused by

garbage collection; we see improvements of 55%–67%

over MIN and 6%–40% over the improved M+, which

avoids many wasted writes and uses TRIM to reduce GC

overheads. Another important finding in our study indi-

cates that simple techniques such as R1 and TRIM pro-

vide most of the benefit in minimizing erasures. Alter-

natively, the flash writes can be limited to those that are

rereferenced a minimum number of times. We define a

new metric, Weighted Flash Usage Effectiveness, which

uses the offline best case as a baseline to evaluate trade-

offs between RHR and EPBPD quantitatively.

In the future, we would like to investigate the com-

plexity of the various algorithms (we believe them to

be NP-hard). Exploring approaches to improving on-

line flash caching algorithms is also part of our future

work. We are particularly interested in heuristics to trade

off one cache hit against another to further reduce cache

writes without impacting RHR.
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Abstract
Locks are a natural place for improving the energy ef-

ficiency of software systems. First, concurrent systems
are mainstream and when their threads synchronize, they
typically do it with locks. Second, locks are well-defined
abstractions, hence changing the algorithm implement-
ing them can be achieved without modifying the system.
Third, some locking strategies consume more power than
others, thus the strategy choice can have a real effect.
Last but not least, as we show in this paper, improving
the energy efficiency of locks goes hand in hand with
improving their throughput. It is a win-win situation.

We make our case for this throughput/energy-
efficiency correlation through a series of observations
obtained from an exhaustive analysis of the energy ef-
ficiency of locks on two modern processors and six soft-
ware systems: Memcached, MySQL, SQLite, RocksDB,
HamsterDB, and Kyoto Kabinet. We propose simple
lock-based techniques for improving the energy effi-
ciency of these systems by 33% on average, driven by
higher throughput, and without modifying the systems.

1 Introduction
For several decades, the main metric to measure the effi-
ciency of computing systems has been throughput. This
state of affairs started changing in the past few years as
energy has become a very important factor [17]. Reduc-
ing the power consumption of systems is considered cru-
cial today [26, 30]. Various studies estimate that datacen-
ters have contributed over 2% of the total US electricity
usage in 2010 [36], and project that the energy footprint
of datacenters will double by 2020 [1].

Hardware techniques for reducing energy consump-
tion include clock gating [38], power gating [52], as
well as voltage and frequency scaling [28, 56]. Soft-
ware techniques include approximation [16, 27, 57], con-
solidation [18, 21], energy-efficient data structures [23,
32], fast active-to-idle switching [44, 45], power-aware

∗Author names appear in alphabetical order.
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Figure 1: Power consumption and energy efficiency of
CopyOnWriteArrayList with mutex and spinlock.

schedulers [48, 55, 59], and energy-oriented compil-
ers [63, 64]. Basically, those techniques require changes
in hardware, installing new schedulers or runtime sys-
tems, or even rebuilding the entire system.

We argue that there is an effective, complementary
approach to saving energy: Optimizing synchronization,
specifically its most popular form, namely locking. The
rationale is the following. First, concurrent systems are
now mainstream and need to synchronize their activi-
ties. In most cases, synchronization is achieved through
locking. Hence, designing locking schemes that reduce
energy consumption can affect many software systems.
Second, the lock abstraction is well defined and one can
usually replace the algorithm implementing it without
any modification to the rest of the system. Third, the
choice of the locking scheme can have a significant effect
on energy consumption. Indeed, the main consequence
of synchronization is having some threads wait for one
another–an opportunity for saving energy.

To illustrate this opportunity, consider the av-
erage power consumption of two versions of a
java.util.concurrent.CopyOnWriteArrayList [6]
stress test over a long-running execution–Figure 1(a).
The two versions differ in how the lock handles con-
tention: Mutexes use sleeping, while spinlocks employ
busy waiting. With sleeping, the waiting thread is put
to sleep by the OS until the lock is released. With busy
waiting, the thread remains active, polling the lock until
the lock is finally released. Choosing sleeping as the
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waiting strategy brings up to 33% benefits on power.
Hence, as we pointed out, the choice of locking strategy
can have a significant effect on power consumption.

Accordingly, privileging sleeping with mutex locks
seems like the systematic way to go. This choice, how-
ever, is not as simple as it looks. What really matters is
not only the power consumption, but the amount of en-
ergy consumed for performing some work, namely en-
ergy efficiency. In the Figure 1 example, although the
spinlock version consumes 50% more power than mutex,
it delivers 25% higher energy efficiency (Figure 1(b)) for
it achieves twice the throughput. Hence, indeed, locking
is a natural place to look for saving energy. Yet, choosing
the best lock algorithm is not straightforward.

To finalize the argument that optimizing locks is a
good approach to improve the energy efficiency of sys-
tems, we need locks that not only reduce power, but also
do not hurt throughput. Is that even possible?

We show that the answer to this question is positive.
We argue for the POLY1 conjecture: Energy efficiency
and throughput go hand in hand in the context of lock
algorithms. POLY suggests that we can optimize locks to
improve energy efficiency without degrading throughput;
the two go hand in hand. Consequently, we can apply
prior throughput-oriented research on lock algorithms al-
most as is in the design of energy-efficient locks as well.

We argue for our POLY conjecture through a thorough
analysis of the energy efficiency of locks on two mod-
ern Intel processors and six software systems (i.e., Mem-
cached, MySQL, SQLite, RocksDB, HamsterDB, and
Kyoto Kabinet). We conduct our analysis in three layers.
We start by analyzing the hardware and software artifacts
available for synchronization (e.g., pausing instructions,
the Linux futex system calls). Then, we evaluate opti-
mized variants of lock algorithms in terms of throughput
and energy efficiency. Finally, we apply our results to
the six software systems. We derive from our analysis
the following observations that underlie POLY:

Busy waiting inherently hurts power consumption.
With busy waiting, the underlying hardware context re-
mains active. On Intel machines, for example, it is not
practically feasible to reduce the power consumption of
busy waiting. First, there is no power-friendly pause in-
struction to be used in busy-wait loops. The conventional
way of reducing the cost of these loops, namely the x86
pause instruction, actually increases power consump-
tion. Second, the monitor/mwait instructions require
kernel-level privileges, thus using them in user space
incurs high overheads. Third, traditional DVFS tech-
niques for decreasing the voltage and frequency of the
cores (hence lowering their power consumption) are too
coarse-grained and too slow to use. Consequently, the

1POLY stands for “Pareto optimality in locks for energy efficiency.”

power consumption of busy waiting can simply not be
reduced. The only way is to look into sleeping.

Sleeping can indeed save power. Our Xeon server has
approximately 55 Watts idle power and a max total power
consumption of 206 Watts. Once a hardware context is
active, it draws power, regardless of the type of work it
executes. We can save this power if threads are put to
sleep while waiting behind a busy lock. The OS can then
put the core(s) in one of the low-power idle states [5].
Furthermore, when there are more software threads than
hardware contexts in a system, sleeping is the only way
to go in locks, because busy waiting kills throughput.

However, going to sleep hurts energy efficiency. The
futex system call implements sleeping in Linux and is
used by pthread mutex locks. In most realistic scenar-
ios, the futex-call overheads offset the energy benefits
of sleeping over busy waiting, if any, resulting in worse
energy efficiency. Additionally, the spin-then-sleep pol-
icy of mutex is not tuned to account for these overheads.
The mutex spins for up to a few hundred cycles before
employing futex, while waking up a sleeping thread
takes at least 7000 cycles. As a result, it is common that
a thread makes the costly futex call to sleep, only to
be immediately woken up, thus wasting both time and
energy. We design MUTEXEE, an optimized version of
mutex that takes the futex overheads into account.

Thus, some threads have to go to sleep for long. An
unfair lock can put threads to sleep for long periods of
time in the presence of high contention. Doing so results
in lower power consumption, as fewer threads (hardware
contexts) are active during the execution. In addition,
lower fairness brings (i) better throughput, as the con-
tention on the lock is decreased, and (ii) higher tail la-
tencies, as the latency distribution of acquiring the lock
might include some large values.

Overall, on current hardware, every power trade-off is
also a throughput and a latency trade-off (motivating the
name POLY1): (i) sleeping vs. busy waiting, (ii) busy
waiting with vs. without DVFS or monitor/mwait, and
(iii) low vs. high fairness.

Interestingly, in our quest to substantiate POLY, we
optimize state-of-the-art locking techniques to increase
the energy efficiency of our considered systems. We im-
prove the systems by 33% on average, driven by a 31%
increase in throughput. These improvements are either
due to completely avoiding sleeping using spinlocks, or
due to reducing the frequency of sleep/wake-up invoca-
tions using our new MUTEXEE scheme.

We conduct our analysis on two modern Intel plat-
forms as they provide tools (i.e., RAPL interface [4]) for
accurately measuring the energy consumption of the pro-
cessor. Still, we believe that POLY holds on most modern

2
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multi-cores. On the one hand, without explicit hardware
support, busy waiting on any multi-core exhibits simi-
lar behavior. On the other hand, futex implementations
are alike regardless of the underlying platform, thus the
overheads of sleeping will always be significant. How-
ever, should the hardware provide adequate tools for fine-
grained energy optimizations in software, POLY might
need to be revised. We discuss the topic further in §8.

In summary, the main contributions of this paper are:

• The POLY conjecture, stating that we can simply, yet
effectively optimize lock-based synchronization to
improve the energy efficiency of software systems.

• An extensive analysis of the energy efficiency of
locks. The results of this analysis can be used to
optimize lock algorithms for energy efficiency.

• Our lock libraries and benchmarks, available at:
https://lpd.epfl.ch/site/lockin.

• MUTEXEE, an improved variant of pthread mutex
lock. MUTEXEE delivers on average 28% higher en-
ergy efficiency than mutex on six modern systems.

It is worth noting that POLY might not seem surpris-
ing to a portion of the multi-core community. Yet, we
believe it is important to clearly state POLY and quantify
through a thorough analysis the reasons why it is valid on
current hardware. As we discuss in §8, our results have
important software and hardware ramifications.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In §2,
we recall background notions regarding synchronization
and energy efficiency. We describe our target platforms
in §3 and explore techniques for reducing the power of
synchronization in §4. We analyze in §5 the energy effi-
ciency of locks and we use our results to improve various
software systems in §6. We discuss related work in §7,
and we conclude the paper in §8.

2 Background and Methodology
Lock-based Synchronization. Locks ensure mutual
exclusion; only the holder of the lock can proceed with
its execution. The remaining threads wait until the holder
releases the lock. This waiting is implemented with ei-
ther sleeping (blocking), or busy waiting (spinning) [49].

With sleeping, the thread is put in a per-lock wait
queue and the hardware context is released to the OS.
When the lock is released, the OS might wake up the
thread. With busy waiting, threads remain active, polling
the lock in a spin-wait loop.

Sleeping is employed by the pthread mutex lock
(MUTEX). MUTEX builds on top of futex system calls,
which allow a thread to wait for a value change on an ad-
dress. MUTEX might first perform busy waiting for a lim-
ited amount of time and if the lock cannot be acquired,
the thread makes the futex call.

The locks which use busy waiting are called spin-
locks. There are several spinlock algorithms, such as test-
and-set (TAS), test-and-test-and-set (TTAS), ticket-lock
(TICKET) [46], MCS (MCS) [46], and CLH (CLH) [22].
Spinlocks mostly differ in their busy-waiting implemen-
tation. For example, TAS spins with an atomic operation,
continuously trying to acquire the lock (global spinning).
In contrast, all other spinlocks spin with a load until the
lock becomes free and only then try to acquire the lock
with an atomic operation (local spinning).

Energy Efficiency of Software. Energy efficiency rep-
resents the amount of work produced for a fixed amount
of energy and can be defined as throughput per power
(TPP, #operation/Joule). Higher TPP represents a more
energy-efficient execution. We use the terms energy
efficiency and TPP interchangeably. Alternatively, en-
ergy efficiency can be defined as the energy spent on
a single operation, namely energy per operation (EPO,
Joule/operation). Note that TPP = 1/EPO.

Experimental Methodology. We prefer TPP over
EPO because both throughput and TPP are “higher-is-
better” metrics. Recent Intel processors include the
RAPL [4] interface for accurately measuring energy con-
sumption. RAPL provides counters for measuring the
cores’, package, and DRAM energy. We use these en-
ergy measurements to calculate average power. Our mi-
crobenchmark results are the median of 11 repetitions of
10 seconds. When we vary the number of threads, we
first use the cores within a socket, then the cores of the
second socket, and finally, the hyper-threads.

3 Target Platforms
We describe our two target platforms and then estimate
their maximum power consumption.

Platforms. We use two modern Intel processors:

Name Type #Cores L1 L2 LLC Mem TDP
Xeon server 10 32KB 256KB 25MB 128GB 115W

Core-i7 desktop 4 32KB 256KB 8MB 16GB 77W

In the interest of space and clarity of explanation, we fo-
cus in the paper on the results of our server. Note that
the results on Core-i7 are in accordance with the ones on
Xeon. Our server is a two-socket Intel Ivy Bridge (E5-
2680 v2), henceforth called Xeon. Xeon runs on frequen-
cies scaling from 1.2 to 2.8 GHz due to DVFS and uses
the Linux kernel 3.13 and glibc 2.13. Our desktop is an
Intel Core i7 (Ivy Bridge–3770K) processor, henceforth
called Core-i7. Core-i7 runs on frequencies scaling from
1.6 to 3.5 GHz due to DVFS and runs the Linux kernel
3.2 and glibc 2.15. Both platforms have two hardware
threads per-core (hyper-threads in Intel’s terminology).
Intel turbo boost is disabled for all the experiments.
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Figure 2: Power-consumption breakdown on Xeon.

3.1 Estimating Max Power Consumption
We estimate the maximum power that Xeon can con-
sume, using a memory-intensive benchmark that con-
sists of threads sequentially accessing large chunks of
memory from their local node. Figure 2 depicts the total
power and the power of different components on Xeon,
depending on the number of active hyper-threads and the
voltage-frequency (VF) setting.

Idle Power Consumption. The 0-thread points repre-
sent the idle power consumption, which accounts for the
static power in cores and caches, and DRAM background
power, and is the power that is consumed when all cores
are inactive.2 In both min and max frequency settings
the total idle power is 55.5 Watts as the VF setting only
affects the active power.

Power of Active Cores. Activating the first core of a
socket is more expensive than activating any subsequent
due to the activation of the uncore package components.
In particular, it costs 6.4 and 13.6 Watts in package power
on the min and max VF settings, respectively. The sec-
ond core costs 2.3 and 5.6 Watts. We perform more ex-
periments (not shown in the graphs) with data sets that fit
in L1, L2, and LLC. The results show that the package
power is not vastly reduced on any of these workloads,
indicating that once a core is active, the core consumes a
certain amount of power that cannot be avoided.

Attribution of Power to Cores, Package, and Memory.
Notice the breakdown of total power to package/core3

and DRAM power. DRAM power has a smaller dynamic
range than package and core power. On the max VF set-
ting, DRAM power ranges from 25 to 74 Watts, while
the range of package power is from 30 to 132 Watts, and
core power from 4 up to 96 Watts.

Implications. The power consumption of Xeon ranges
from 55 up to 206 Watts. Out of the 206 Watts, 74 Watts
are spent on the DRAM memory. Locks are typically
transferred within the processor by the cache-coherence
protocol, thus limiting the opportunities for reducing
power to package power (30-132 Watts). Additionally,
once a core is active, the core draws power, regardless

2Still, the OS briefly enables a few cores during the measurements.
3The package power includes the core power.
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Figure 3: Power consumption and CPI while waiting.

of the type of work performed. Consequently, the op-
portunity for reducing power consumption in software is
relatively low and mostly has to do with (i) using fewer
cores, by, for example, putting threads to sleep, or (ii) re-
ducing the frequency of a core.

4 Reducing Power in Synchronization
In this section, we evaluate the costs of busy waiting and
sleeping, and examine different ways of reducing them.

4.1 Power: The Price of Busy Waiting
We measure the total power consumption of the three
main waiting techniques (i.e., sleeping, global spinning,
and local spinning–see §2) when all threads are waiting
for a lock that is never released. Figure 3 shows the
power consumption and the cycles per instruction (CPI).
CPI represents the average number of CPU cycles that an
instruction takes to execute.

Two main points stand out. First, in this extreme
scenario, sleeping is very efficient because the waiting
threads do not consume any CPU resources. Second,
local spinning consumes up to 3% more power than
global spinning. This behavior is explained by the CPI
graph: Global spinning performs atomic operations on
the shared memory address of the lock, resulting in a
very high CPI (up to 530 cycles). In local spinning, every
thread executes an L1 load each cycle, whereas, in global
spinning, storing over coherence occurs once the atomic
operation is performed, each 530 cycles on average.

4.2 Reducing the Price of Busy Waiting
We reduce the power consumption of busy waiting in dif-
ferent ways: (i) we examine various ways of pausing in
spin-wait loops, (ii) we employ DVFS, and (iii) we use
monitor/mwait to “block” the waiting threads.

Pausing Techniques. Busy waiting with local spin-
ning is power hungry, because threads execute with low
CPI. Hence, to reduce power, we must increase the loop’s
CPI. We take several approaches to this end (Figure 4).

Any instruction, such as a nop, that the out-of-order
core can hide, cannot reduce the power of the spin loop.
According to Intel’s Software Developer’s Manual [4],
“Inserting a pause instruction in a spin-wait loop greatly
reduces the processor’s power consumption.” A pause

(local-pause) increases CPI to 4.6. However, not only

4
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Figure 4: Power consumption and CPI while spinning.

does it not “greatly reduce” power, but it even increases
the power consumption by up to 4%.4

In general, the reason behind the very low CPI of lo-
cal spinning is the aggressive execution mechanisms of
modern processors that allow instructions to execute both
speculatively and out of the program order. This results
in one out of three of the retired operations being a mem-
ory load (the other two are a test and a conditional jump).
Without appropriate pausing, the spin loop retires one
memory load per cycle.

A way to avoid the speculative execution of the load is
to insert a full, or a load, memory barrier. That way, the
loads only execute once the previous load retires and the
instructions that depend on it, test and jump, are stalled
as well. The results (local-mbar) show that the barrier
reduces the power consumption of local spinning to the
point that becomes less expensive than global spinning
(global). Additionally, local-mbar consumes up to 7%
less power than local-pause. It is worth noting that local-
mbar consumes less power than local-pause even for low
thread counts (e.g., 5% on 10 threads). In the rest of the
paper, we use a memory barrier for pausing in spin loops.

Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS).
An intuitive way of lowering the power consumption of
an active core is to reduce the voltage-frequency (VF)
point via DVFS (see §3). Figure 5 shows that spinning
on VF-min consumes up to 1.7x less power than on the
VF-max setting. Still, DVFS is currently impractical for
dynamically reducing power in busy waiting.

First, to trigger the VF change with DVFS, we need
to write on a certain per-hardware context file of the
/sys/devices directory (more details about DVFS can
be found in [62]). Hence, the VF-switch operation is
slow: We measure that it takes 5300 cycles on Xeon. If
DVFS is used while busy waiting, this overhead will be
on the critical path when the lock is acquired and the
thread must switch back to the maximum VF point.

Second, both hyper-threads of a physical core share
the same VF setting–the higher of the two. If a hyper-
thread lowers its VF setting, the action will have no effect
unless the second hyper-thread has the same or lower VF

4We speculate that one of the reasons for this increase in power is that
pause gives a hint to the core to prioritize the other hyper-thread.
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Figure 5: Power consumption of busy waiting using
DVFS and monitor/mwait.

setting. Consequently, using DVFS with hyper-threading
is tricky, and as the DVFS-normal line shows, the power
consumption drops only when both hyper-threads lower
their VF points.

Monitor/mwait. The monitor/mwait [4] instructions
allow a hardware context to block and enter an
implementation-dependent optimized state while waiting
for a store event. In detail, monitor allows a thread
to declare a memory range to monitor. The hardware
thread then uses mwait to enter an optimized state until a
store is performed within the address range. Essentially,
mwait implements sleeping in hardware and can be used
in spin-wait loops: The hardware sleeps, yet the thread
does not release its context.

These instructions require kernel privileges. We de-
velop a virtual device and overload its file operations
functions to allow a user program to declare and wait on
an address, similar to [14]. A thread can wake up others
with a user-level store. However, threads pay the user-to-
kernel switch and system-call overheads for waiting.

Figure 5 includes the power of busy waiting with
monitor/mwait. These instructions can reduce power
consumption over conventional spinning up to 1.5x.
However, similarly to DVFS, using monitor/mwait has
two shortcomings. First, monitor/mwait can be only
used in kernel space. The overloaded file operation takes
roughly 700 cycles. The best case wake-up latency from
mwait, with just one core “sleeping,” is 1600 cycles.
In comparison, “waking up” a locally-spinning thread
takes two cache-line transfers (i.e., 280 cycles). Second,
programming with monitor/mwait on Intel processors
can be elaborate and limiting. The mwait instruction
blocks the hardware context until the thread is awaken.
In oversubscribed environments (i.e., more threads than
hardware contexts), monitor/mwait will likely exacer-
bate the “livelock” issues of spinlocks (see §6). Blocked
threads might occupy most hardware contexts, thus pre-
venting other threads from performing useful work.

Implications. Busy waiting drains a lot of power be-
cause cores execute at full speed. Neither of the two plat-
forms provides sufficient tools for reducing power con-
sumption in a systematic way. Pausing techniques, such
as pause, can even increase the power of busy waiting.

5
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Techniques that can significantly reduce power, such as
DVFS and monitor/mwait, are not designed for user-
space usage as they require expensive kernel operations.
Hence, sleeping is currently the only practical way of re-
ducing the power consumption in locks.

4.3 Latency: The Price of Sleeping
In Linux, sleeping is implemented with futex system
calls. A futex-sleep call puts the thread to sleep on a
given memory address. A futex wake-up call awakes
the first N threads sleeping on an address (N = 1 in
locks). The futex calls are protected by kernel locks. In
particular, the kernel holds a hash table (array) of locks
and futex operations calculate the particular lock to use
by hashing the address. Given that the array is large (ap-
proximately 256 ∗ #cores locks), the probability of false
contention is low. However, operations on the same ad-
dress (same MUTEX) do contend on kernel level.

We use a microbenchmark where two threads run in
lock-step execution (synchronized at each round with
barriers). One makes futex-sleep calls and the second
makes wake-up calls on the same futex, after waiting
for some time. A futex-sleep call (i.e., enqueuing be-
hind the lock and descheduling the thread) takes around
2100 cycles.5 This sleep latency is not necessarily on the
critical path: The thread sleeps because the lock is oc-
cupied. However, the latency to wake up a thread and
the one for the woken-up thread to be ready to execute
are on the critical path. Figure 6 contains the wake-up
call and the turnaround latencies, depending on the delay
between the invocation of the sleep call and the wake-up
call. The turnaround latency is the time from the wake-
up invocation until the woken-up thread is running.6

The turnaround time is at least 7000 cycles and is
higher than the wake-up call latency. Apart from the ap-
proximately 2700 cycles of the wake-up call, the woken-
up thread requires at least 4000 more cycles before ex-
ecuting. Concretely, once the wake-up call finishes, the
woken-up thread pays the cost of idle-to-active switching
and the cost of scheduling.7

Figure 6 further includes two interesting points. First,
for low delays between the two calls, the wake-up call
is more expensive as it waits behind a kernel lock for
the completion of the sleep call. Second, when the de-
lay between the calls is very large (>600K cycles), the
turnaround latency explodes, because the hardware con-
text sleeps in a deeper idle state [41].

Finally, the results in Figure 6 use just two threads and

5Estimated as the required delay between sleep and wake-up calls for
the wake-up calls to almost always find the other thread sleeping.

6The wake-up call latency is directly measured in our microbench-
mark, while the turnaround time is estimated as the duration of the
sleep call, reduced by the delay between the sleep and wake-up calls.

7When the core is constantly active due to multiprogramming, the
turnaround latency only includes the scheduling delays.
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Figure 6: Latency of different futex operations.

thus represent the best-case latencies, with minimal or
no contention at the kernel level. With more threads, a
wake-up invocation is likely to contend with futex sleep
calls, all serialized using a single kernel lock.

Implications. futex operations have high latencies
and consume energy, as a non-negligible number of in-
structions are executed. Handing over a lock with a
futex wake-up call requires at least 7000 cycles. Even
on rather lengthy critical sections (e.g., 10000 cycles),
this latency is prohibitive; it almost doubles the execution
time of the critical section. In this case, the energy ben-
efits of sleeping will not easily compensate the perfor-
mance losses. In short critical sections, invoking futex

calls will have detrimental effects on performance.

4.4 Reducing the Price of Sleeping
Sleeping can save energy on long waiting durations. We
estimate when sleeping reduces power consumption with
two threads:

Period between wake-up calls (cycles) 1024 2048 4096 8192
Power (Watts) 72.03 69.18 68.75 68.02

The first thread sleeps on a location, while the second pe-
riodically wakes up the first thread. We vary the period
between the wake-up invocations, which essentially rep-
resents the critical-section duration in locks. The results
confirm that if a thread is woken up more frequently than
the futex-sleep latency, power consumption is not re-
duced. The thread goes to sleep only to be immediately
woken up by a concurrent wake-up call. When these
“sleep misses” happen, we lose performance without any
power reduction. Once the delay becomes larger than the
sleep latency (i.e., approximately 2100 cycles on Xeon),
we start observing power reductions.

Reducing Fairness. We show two problems with
futex-based sleeping: (i) high turnaround latencies, and
(ii) frequent sleeps and wake ups do not reduce power
consumption. To fix both problems simultaneously, we
recognize the following trade-off: We can let some
threads sleep for long periods, while the rest coordinate
with busy waiting. If the communication is mostly done
via busy waiting, we almost remove the futex wake-up
calls from the critical path. Additionally, we let threads
sleep for long periods, a requirement for reducing power
consumption in sleeping.

6
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Figure 7: Power and communication throughput of
sleeping, spinning, and spin-then-sleep for various T s.8

This optimization comes at the expense of fairness.
The longer a thread sleeps while some others progress,
the more unfair the lock becomes. We experiment with
the extreme case where only two threads communicate
via busy waiting, while the rest sleep. Each active thread
has a “quota” T of busy-waiting repetitions, after which
it wakes up another thread to take its turn. Figure 7 shows
the power and the communication rate (similar to a lock
handover) of sleeping, busy waiting, and spin-then-sleep
(ss-T ) with various T s on a single futex. T is the ratio
of busy-waiting over futex handovers.

Figure 7 clearly shows that the more unfair an execu-
tion (i.e., for large T s), the better the energy efficiency.
First, larger values of T result in lower power, because
the sleep and wake-up futex calls become infrequent,
hence the sleeping threads sleep for a long duration. For
example, on 10 threads with T = 1000, threads sleep for
about 2M cycles. In comparison, with only sleeping, the
sleep duration is less than 90000 cycles. Second, spin
handovers face minimal contention, as only two threads
attempt to “acquire” the cache line. Consequently, be-
cause most handovers (99.9%) happen with spinning, the
latency is very low, resulting in high throughput.

Implications. Frequent futex calls will hurt the en-
ergy efficiency of a lock. A way around this problem
is to reduce lock fairness in the face of high contention,
by letting only a few threads use the lock as a spinlock,
while the remaining threads are asleep.

5 Energy Efficiency of Locks
We evaluate the behavior of various locks in terms of
energy efficiency and throughput, heavily relying on the
results of §4. We first introduce MUTEXEE, an optimized
version of MUTEX.

5.1 MUTEXEE: An Optimized MUTEX Lock
In §4, we analyze the overhead of futex calls. Addi-
tionally, we show how we can trade fairness for energy
efficiency. MUTEX does not explicitly take these trade-
offs into account, although it is an unfair lock.

8The performance collapse of spin is due to contention, while of ss-10
and ss-100 due to the high idle-to-active switching costs (see Figure 6).

MUTEX MUTEXEE

lo
ck

for up to ∼ 1000 cycles for up to ∼ 8000 cycles
spin with pause spin with mfence

if still busy, sleep with futex

un
lo

ck release in user space (lock->locked = 0)
wait in user space

wake up a thread with futex

Table 1: Differences between MUTEX and MUTEXEE.

In particular, MUTEX by default attempts to acquire
the lock once before employing futex. MUTEX can
be configured (with the PTHREAD MUTEX ADAPTIVE NP

initialization attribute) to perform up to 100 acquire at-
tempts before sleeping with futex.9 Still, threads spin
up to a few hundred cycles on the lock before sleep-
ing with futex (the exact duration depends on the con-
tention on the cache line of the lock). This behavior can
result in very poor performance for critical sections of up
to 4000 cycles. In brief, threads are put to sleep, although
the queuing time behind the lock is less than the futex-
sleep latency. Additionally, to release a lock, MUTEX
first sets the lock to “free” in user space and then wakes
up one sleeping thread (if any). However, a third concur-
rent thread can acquire the lock before the newly awaken
thread Taw is ready to execute. Taw will then find the lock
occupied and sleep again, thus wasting energy, creating
unnecessary contention, and breaking lock fairness.

To fix these two shortcomings, we design an optimized
version of MUTEX, called MUTEXEE. Table 1 details how
MUTEXEE differs from the traditional MUTEX. The “wait
in user space” step of unlock requires further explana-
tion. MUTEXEE, after releasing the lock in user space,
but before invoking futex, waits for a short period to
detect whether the lock is acquired by another thread in
user space. In such case, the unlock operation returns
without invoking futex. The waiting duration must be
proportional to the maximum coherence latency of the
processor (e.g., 384 cycles on Xeon).

Moreover, MUTEXEE operates in one of two modes:
(i) spin, with ∼ 8000 cycles of spinning in the lock func-
tion and ∼ 384 in unlock, and (ii) mutex, with ∼ 256
cycles in lock and ∼ 128 in unlock (used to avoid useless
spinning). MUTEXEE keeps track of statistics regarding
how many handovers occur with busy waiting and with
futex. Based on those statistics, MUTEXEE periodically
decides on which mode to operate in: If the futex-to-
busy-waiting handovers ratio is high (>30%), MUTEXEE
uses mutex, otherwise it remains in spin mode.

9For brevity, in our graphs we show the default MUTEX configuration
(i.e., without PTHREAD MUTEX ADAPTIVE NP). We choose the default
MUTEX version because: (i) it is the default in our systems (§6), and
(ii) we thoroughly compare the two versions and conclude that for most
configurations MUTEX is slightly faster without the adaptive attribute.
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Figure 8: Throughput and TTP ratios of MUTEXEE over
MUTEX on various configurations with a single lock.

Our design sensitivity analysis for MUTEXEE (not
shown in the graphs) highlights three main points. First,
spinning for more than 4000 cycles is crucial for through-
put: MUTEXEE with 500 cycles spin behaves similarly
to MUTEX. Second, the “wait in user space” function-
ality is crucial for power consumption (and improves
throughput): If we remove it, MUTEXEE consumes simi-
lar power to MUTEX. Finally, the spin and mutex modes
of MUTEXEE can save power on lengthy critical sections.

Fine-tuning MUTEXEE. The default configuration pa-
rameters of MUTEXEE should be suitable for most x86
processors. Still, these parameters are based on the la-
tencies of the various events that happen in a futex-
based lock, such as the latency of sleeping or waking
up. Accordingly, in order to allow developers to fine-
tune MUTEXEE for a platform, we provide a script which
runs the necessary microbenchmarks and reports the con-
figuration parameters that can be used for that platform.

Comparing MUTEXEE to MUTEX. Figure 8 depicts
the ratios of throughput and energy efficiency of
MUTEXEE over MUTEX on various configurations on a
single lock. MUTEXEE indeed fixes the problematic be-
havior of MUTEX for critical sections of up to 4000 cy-
cles. While MUTEX continuously puts threads to sleep
and wakes them up shortly after, MUTEXEE lets the
threads sleep for larger periods and keeps most lock han-
dovers futex free. Of course, the latter behavior of
MUTEXEE results in lower fairness as shown in Figure 9.
Up to 4000 cycles, MUTEXEE achieves much lower 95th
percentile latencies than MUTEX, because most lock han-
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Figure 9: 95th and 99.99th percentile latency of a single
MUTEX and MUTEXEE on various configurations.
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Figure 10: Throughput and TTP ratios of MUTEXEE
without over with timeouts depending on the timeout.

dovers are fast with busy waiting. However, the price of
this behavior is a few extremely high latencies as shown
in the 99.99th percentile graph. These values are caused
by the long-sleeping threads and represent the trade-off
between lock fairness and energy efficiency. As the crit-
ical section size increases, the behavior of the two locks
converges: Both locks are highly unfair.

Reducing MUTEXEE’s Tail Latencies. MUTEXEE
purposefully tries to reduce the number of futex invo-
cations by handing the lock over in user space whenever
possible. Therefore, it might let some threads sleep while
the rest keep the lock busy, resulting in high tail laten-
cies. A straightforward way to limit the tail latencies of
MUTEXEE, so that threads are not allowed to remain “in-
definitely” asleep, is to use a timeout for the futex sleep
call. Once a thread is woken up due to a timeout, the
thread spins until it acquires the lock, without the pos-
sibility to sleep again.10 Controlling this timeout essen-
tially controls the maximum latency of the lock (given
that the sleep duration is significantly larger than the crit-
ical sections protected by that lock).

Figure 10 depicts the relative performance of
MUTEXEE without over with timeouts for a single lock
with 2000 cycles critical sections. For an 8 µs timeout,
MUTEXEE delivers up to 14x lower throughput and 24x
lower TPP than without timeouts. In general, for time-
outs shorter than 16-32 ms, both throughput and TPP suf-
fer, representing the clear trade-off between fairness and
performance. For example, with 20 threads, MUTEXEE
with a 4 ms timeout compares to the rest as follows:

Lock Throughput TPP Max Latency
Kacq/s Kacq/Joule Mcycles

MUTEX 317 4.0 2.0
MUTEXEE 855 10.9 206.5

MUTEXEE timeout 474 6.5 12.0

Depending on the application, the developer can decide
whether to use timeouts and choose the timeout duration
for MUTEXEE. For brevity, in the rest of the paper, we
use MUTEXEE without timeouts. As we show in §6, we
do not observe significant tail-latency increases due to
MUTEXEE in real systems.

10Of course, one can design more elaborate variants of this protocol.
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MUTEX TAS TTAS TICKET MCS MUTEXEE
Throughput 11.88 16.88 16.98 16.97 12.04 13.32

TPP 174.31 248.14 249.41 249.24 176.72 195.48

Table 2: Single-threaded lock throughput and TPP.

5.2 Evaluating Lock Algorithms
We evaluate various lock algorithms under different con-
tention levels in terms of throughput and TPP.

Uncontested Locking. It is common in systems that a
lock is mostly used by a single thread and both the ac-
quire and the release operations are almost always un-
contested. Table 2 includes the throughput (Macq/s) and
the TPP (Kacq/Joule) of various lock algorithms when a
thread continuously acquires and releases a single lock.
We use short critical sections of 100 cycles.

The trends in throughput and TPP are identical as
there is no contention. The locks perform inversely to
their complexity. The simple spinlocks (TAS, TTAS, and
TICKET) acquire and release the lock with just a few in-
structions. MUTEX performs several sanity checks and
also has to handle the case of some threads sleeping
when a lock is released. MUTEXEE is also more complex
than simple spinlocks due to its periodic adaptation. The
queue-based lock, MCS, is even more complex, because
threads must find and access per-thread queue nodes.

Contention–Single (Global) Lock. We experiment
with a single lock accessed by a varying number of
threads. This experiment captures the behavior of
highly-contended coarse-grained locks. We use a fixed
critical section of 1000 cycles.

Figure 11 contains the throughput and the TPP results.
On 40 threads, MUTEX delivers 73% lower TPP than
TICKET: 63% less throughput and 5.8% more power.
The throughput difference is due to (i) the global spin-
ning of MUTEX, and (ii) the futex calls, even if they are
infrequent. The power difference is mainly because of
the pausing technique. MUTEX spins with pause, while
TICKET uses a memory barrier. With pause instead of a
barrier, TICKET consumes 4 Watts more.

Moreover, MUTEXEE maintains the contention levels
and the frequency of futex calls low, regardless of the
number of threads. This results in stable throughput and
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Figure 12: Correlation of throughput with energy effi-
ciency (TPP) on various contention levels.

TPP because neither contention, nor the number of active
hardware contexts increases with the number of threads.
This behavior comes at the expense of high tail latency:
On 40 threads, MUTEXEE has an 80x higher 99.9th per-
centile latency than MUTEX.

Regarding spinlocks, TAS is the worst in this work-
load. This behavior is due to the stress on the lock, which
makes the release of TAS very expensive. Moreover, for
up to 40 threads, the queue-based lock (MCS) delivers
the best throughput and TPP. Queue-based locks are de-
signed to avoid the burst of requests on a single cache line
when the lock is released. On more than 40 threads, fair-
ness shows its teeth. As Xeon has 40 hardware threads,
there is oversubscription of threads to cores. TICKET and
MCS, the two fair locks, suffer the most: If the thread that
is the next to acquire the lock is not scheduled, the lock
remains free until that thread is scheduled.

Finally, throughput and TPP are directly correlated:
The higher the throughput, the higher the energy effi-
ciency. Still, MUTEXEE delivers higher TPP by achieving
both better throughput and lower power than the rest.

Variable Contention. Figure 12 plots the correlation
of throughput with TPP on a diverse set of configura-
tions. We vary the number of threads from 1 to 16, the
size of critical section from 0 to 8000 cycles, and the
number of locks from 1 to 512. At every iteration within
a configuration, each thread selects one of the locks at
random. The results are normalized to the overall maxi-
mum throughput and TPP, respectively.

Most data points fall on, or very close to, the linear
line. In other words, most executions have almost one-
to-one correlation of throughput with TPP. The bottom-
left cluster of values represents highly-contended points.
On high contention, there is a trend below the linear line,
which represents executions where throughput is rela-
tively higher compared to energy efficiency. These re-
sults are expected, as on very high contention sleeping
can save power compared to busy waiting, but still, busy
waiting might result in higher throughput.

If we zoom into the per-configuration best throughput
and TPP, the correlation of the two is even more pro-
found. On 85% of the 2084 configurations, the lock with
the best throughput achieves the best energy efficiency

9
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Figure 13: Normalized (to MUTEX) throughput of various systems with different locks. (Higher is better)
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Figure 14: Normalized (to MUTEX) energy efficiency (TPP) of various systems with different locks. (Higher is better)

as well. On the remaining 15%, the highest throughput
is on average 8% better than the throughput of the high-
est TPP lock, while the highest TPP is 5% better than the
TPP of the highest throughput lock.

Finally, MUTEXEE delivers much higher throughput
and TPP than MUTEX; on average, 25% and 32% higher
throughput and TPP, respectively. MUTEX is better than
MUTEXEE in just 4% of the configurations (by 9% on
average, both in terms of throughput and TPP).

5.3 Implications
The POLY conjecture states that energy efficiency and
throughput go hand in hand in locks. Our evaluation
of POLY with six state-of-the-art locks on various con-
tention levels shows that, with a few exceptions, POLY is
indeed valid. The exceptions to POLY are high contention
scenarios, where sleeping is able to reduce power, but
still results in slightly lower throughput than busy wait-
ing on the contended locks.

For low contention levels, energy efficiency depends
only on throughput, as there are no opportunities for sav-
ing energy. In these scenarios, even infrequent futex
calls reduce both throughput and energy efficiency.

For high contention, sleeping can reduce power con-
sumption. However, the frequent futex calls of MUTEX
hinder the potential energy-efficiency benefits due to
throughput degradation. MUTEXEE is able to reduce the
frequency of futex calls either by avoiding the ones
that are purposeless, or by reducing fairness. MUTEXEE
achieves both higher throughput and lower power than
spinlocks or MUTEX for high contention levels.

6 Energy Efficiency of Lock-based Systems
We modify the locks of various concurrent systems to
improve their energy efficiency. We choose the set

of systems so that they use the pthread library in di-
verse ways, such as using mutexes or reader-writer locks,
building on top of mutexes, or relying on conditionals.
Note that we do not modify anything else other than the
pthread locks and conditionals in these systems.

Table 3 contains the description and the different con-
figurations of the six systems that we evaluate. All
benchmarks use a dataset size of approximately 10 GB
(in memory), except for the MySQL SSD configuration
that uses 100 GB. We set the number of threads for each
system according to its throughput scalability.

6.1 Results
Figures 13-14 show the throughput and the energy effi-
ciency (TPP) of the target systems with different locks.

HamsterDB [3] An embedded key-value store. We run three tests with
random reads and writes, varying the read-to-write
ratio from 10% (WT), 50% (WT/RD), to 90% (RD).

Version: 2.1.7
# Threads: 4
Kyoto [7] An embedded NoSQL store. We stress Kyoto with a

mix of operations for three database versions
(CACHE, HT DB, B-TREE).

Version: 1.2.76
# Threads: 4
Memcached [8] An in-memory cache. We evaluate Memcached using

a Twitter-like workload [40]. We vary the get-to-set
ratio from 10% (WT), 50% (WT/RD), to 90% (RD).
The server and the clients run on separate sockets.

Version: 1.4.22
# Threads: 8

MySQL [9] An RDBMS. We use Facebook’s LinkBench and
tuning guidelines [2] for an in-memory (MEM) and an
SSD-drive (SSD) configurations.

Version: 5.6.19

RocksDB [10] A persistent embedded store. We use the benchmark
suite and guidelines of Facebook for an in-memory
configuration [11]. We run 3 tests with random reads
and writes, varying the read-to-write ratio from 10%
(WT), 50% (WT/RD), to 90% (RD).

Version: 3.3.0
# Threads: 12

SQLite [12] A relational DB engine. We use TPC-C with 100
warehouses varying the number of concurrent
connections (i.e., 8, 32, and 64).

Version: 3.8.5

Table 3: Software systems and configurations.
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For brevity, we show results with MUTEX, TICKET, and
MUTEXEE. The remaining local-spinning locks are sim-
ilar to TICKET (TAS is less efficient–see §5).

Throughput and Energy Efficiency. In 16 out of the
17 experiments, avoiding the overheads of MUTEX im-
proves energy efficiency from 2% to 184%. On aver-
age, changing MUTEX for either TICKET or MUTEXEE
improves throughput by 31% and TPP by 33%. The re-
sults include three distinct trends.

First, in some systems/configurations (i.e., Mem-
cached and HamsterDB) sleeping can “kill” through-
put. For instance, on the SET workload on Memcached,
MUTEXEE allows for a few sleep invocations, resulting
in lower throughput than TICKET.

Second, in some systems/configurations (i.e., MySQL
and RocksDB) MUTEX is less of a problem. Both of
these systems build more complex synchronization pat-
terns on top of MUTEX. MySQL handles most low-level
synchronization with customly-designed locks. Simi-
larly, RocksDB employs a write queue where threads en-
queue their operations and mostly relies on a conditional
variable. Therefore, altering MUTEX with another algo-
rithm does not make a big difference.

Finally, in MySQL and SQLite sleeping is necessary.
Both these systems oversubscribe threads to cores, thus
spinlocks, such as TICKET, result in very low through-
put. A spinning thread can occupy the context of a thread
that could do useful work. Additionally, on the SSD,
TICKET consumes 40% more power than the other two,
as it keeps all cores active. The fairness of TICKET exac-
erbates the problems of busy waiting in the presence of
thread oversubscription: TTAS (not shown in the graph)
has roughly 6x higher throughput than TICKET, but it is
still much slower than MUTEX and MUTEXEE.

Overall, in five out of the six systems, the energy-
efficiency improvements are mostly driven by the in-
creased throughput. SQLite is the only system where the
lock plays a significant role in terms of both throughput
and power consumption. With MUTEXEE, SQLite con-
sumes 15% and 18% less power than with MUTEX with
32 and 64 connections, respectively.

Tail Latency. MUTEXEE can become more unfair than
MUTEX (see §5). Figure 15 includes the QoS of four sys-
tems in terms of tail latency. For most configurations,
the results are intuitive: Better throughput comes with a
lower tail latency. However, there are a few configura-
tions that are worth analyzing.

First, MUTEXEE’s unfairness appears in the RD con-
figuration of HamsterDB, resulting in almost 20x higher
tail latency than MUTEX, but also in 46% higher TPP.
Second, TICKET has high tail latencies on all oversub-
scribed executions as a result of low performance.

Finally, MUTEXEE on SQLite achieves better through-
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ous systems with different locks. (Lower is better)

put and lower power than MUTEX, without increasing
tail latencies. TPC-C transactions on SQLite have laten-
cies in the scale of tens of ms. Each transaction consists
of multiple accesses to shared data protected by various
locks. MUTEXEE does indeed increase the tail latency
of individual locks, but these latencies are in the scale of
hundreds of µs and do not appear in the transaction laten-
cies. However, this low-level unfairness brings huge con-
tention reductions. For instance, on 64 CON, the SQLite
server with MUTEX puts threads to sleep for 472 µs on
average, compared to 913 µs with MUTEXEE. The result
is that with MUTEX, SQLite spends more than 40% of the
CPU time on the raw spin lock function of the kernel
due to contention on futex calls. In contrast, MUTEXEE
spends just 4% of the time on kernel locks, and 21% on
the user-space lock functions.

Implications. Changing MUTEX in six modern sys-
tems results in 33% higher energy efficiency, driven by
a 31% increase in throughput on average. Clearly, the
POLY conjecture (i.e., throughput and energy efficiency
go hand in hand in locks) holds in software systems and
implies that we can continue business as usual: To opti-
mize a system for energy efficiency, we can still optimize
the system’s locks for throughput.

Additionally, we show that MUTEX locks must be re-
designed to take the latency overheads of futex calls
into account. MUTEXEE, our optimized implementation
of MUTEX, achieves 26% higher throughput and 28%
better energy efficiency than MUTEX. Furthermore, the
unfairness of MUTEXEE might not be a major issue in
real systems: MUTEXEE can lead to high tail latencies
only under extreme contention scenarios, that must be
avoided in well engineered systems.

In conclusion, we see that optimizing lock-based syn-
chronization is a good candidate for improving the en-
ergy efficiency of real systems. We can modify the locks
with minimal effort, without affecting the behavior of
other system components, and, more importantly, with-
out degrading throughput.
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7 Related Work
Lock-based Synchronization. Lock-based synchro-
nization has been thoroughly analyzed in the past. For
instance, many studies [13, 15, 34, 42, 46] point out scal-
ability problems due to excessive coherence with tradi-
tional spinlocks and propose alternatives, such as hier-
archical spin- and queue-based locks [34, 43, 54]. Prior
work [20, 25] sacrifices short-term fairness for perfor-
mance, however, it does not consider sleeping or energy
efficiency. Similarly to MUTEXEE, Solaris’ mutex locks
offer the option of “adaptive unlock,” where the lock
owner does not wake up any threads if the lock can be
handed over in user space [60]. David et al. [24] analyze
several locks on different platforms and conclude that
scalability is mainly a property of the hardware. More-
shet et al. [47] share some preliminary results suggesting
that transactional memory can be more energy efficient
than locks. Wamhoff et al. [62] evaluate the overheads
of using DVFS in locks and show how to improve per-
formance by boosting the lock owner. Our work extends
prior synchronization work with a complete study of the
energy efficiency of lock-based synchronization.

Spin-then-sleep Trade-off. The spin-then-sleep strat-
egy was first proposed by Ousterhout [49]. Various stud-
ies [19, 35, 39] analyze this trade-off and show that just
spinning or sleeping is typically suboptimal. Franke
et al. [29] recognize the need for fast user-space lock-
ing and describe the first implementation of futex in
Linux. Johnson et al. [33] advocate for decoupling the
lock-contention strategy from thread scheduling. At
first glance, MUTEXEE might look similar to their load-
control TP-MCS [31] lock (LC). However, the two have
some notable differences. LC relies on a global view of
the system for load control, while MUTEXEE performs
per-lock load control. LC’s global load control can re-
sult in “unlucky” locks having their few waiting threads
sleep for at least 100 ms, although there is low lock
contention–sleeping threads are not woken up by a lock
release, but only because of a decrease in load or 100 ms
timeout. Finally, in contrast to MUTEXEE, LC might
waste energy, because on low system load, no thread is
blocked, even if the waiting times are hundreds ms.

Energy Efficiency in Software Systems. There is a
body of work that points out the importance of energy-
efficient software. For instance, Linux has rules to
manage frequency and voltage settings [50]. Further
work proposes OS facilities for managing and estimat-
ing power [48, 55, 58, 59, 65, 66]. Other frameworks
approximate loops and functions to reduce energy [16,
57]. Moreover, compiler-based [63, 64] and decoupled
access-execute DVFS [37] frameworks trade off perfor-
mance for energy. In servers, consolidation [18, 21] col-
locates workloads on a subset of servers, and fast tran-

sitioning between active-to-idle power states allows for
low idle power [44, 45]. Psaroudakis et al. [53] achieve
up to 4x energy-efficiency improvements in database an-
alytical workloads, using hardware models for power-
aware scheduling. Similarly, Tsirogiannis et al. [61] an-
alyze a DB system and conclude that the most energy-
efficient point is also the best performing one. Our POLY
conjecture is a similar result for locks. Nevertheless,
while they evaluate various DB configurations, we study
the spin vs. sleep trade-off. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first paper to consider the energy trade-offs of
synchronization on modern multi-cores.

8 Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we thoroughly analyzed the power/perfor-
mance trade-offs in lock-based synchronization in order
to improve the energy efficiency of systems. Our re-
sults support the POLY conjecture: Energy efficiency and
throughput go hand in hand in lock algorithms. POLY has
important software and hardware ramifications.

For software, POLY conveys the ability to improve the
energy efficiency of systems in an simple and systematic
way, without hindering throughput. We indeed improved
the energy efficiency of six popular software systems by
33% on average, driven by a 31% increase in throughput,
These improvements are mainly due to MUTEXEE, our
redesigned version of pthread mutex lock, that builds on
the results of our analysis.

For hardware, POLY highlights the lack of adequate
tools for reducing the power consumption of synchro-
nization, without significantly degrading throughput. We
performed our analysis on two modern Intel platforms
that are representative of a large portion of the processors
used nowadays. We argue that our results apply in most
multi-core processors, because without explicit hardware
support for synchronization, the power behavior of both
busy waiting and sleeping will be similar regardless of
the underlying hardware.

Our analysis further points out potential hardware
tools that could reduce the power of synchronization. In
brief, a truly energy-friendly pause, fast per-core DVFS,
and user-level monitor/mwait can make the difference.
In fact, industry has already started heading towards
these directions. Intel includes on-chip voltage regula-
tors on the latest processors, but all the cores share the
same frequency. Similarly, the recent Oracle SPARC
M7 processor includes a variable-length pause instruc-
tion and user-level monitor/mwait [51].
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Abstract

Video transcoding plays a critical role in a video stream-
ing service. Content owners and publishers need video
transcoders to adapt their videos to different formats, bi-
trates, and qualities before streaming them to end users
with the best quality of service. In this paper, we report
our experience to develop and deploy VideoCoreClus-
ter, a low-cost, highly efficient video transcoder clus-
ter for live video streaming services. We implemented
the video transcoder cluster with low-cost single board
computers, specifically the Raspberry Pi Model B. The
quality of the transcoded video delivered by our clus-
ter is comparable with the best open source software-
based video transcoder, and our video transcoders con-
sume much less energy. We designed a scheduling algo-
rithm based on priority and capacity so that the cluster
manager can leverage the characteristics of adaptive bi-
trate video streaming technologies to provide a reliable
and scalable service for the video streaming infrastruc-
ture. We have replaced the software-based transcoders
for some TV channels in a live TV streaming service de-
ployment on our university campus with this cluster.

1 Introduction

Video streaming service is one of the most popular In-
ternet services in recent years. In particular, multime-
dia usage over HTTP accounts for an increasing portion
of today’s Internet traffic [47]. For instance, video traf-
fic is expected to be 80 percent of all consumer Internet
traffic in 2019, up from 64 percent in 2014 [5]. In or-
der to provide high and robust quality of video streaming
services to end users with various devices with diverse
network connectivities, content owners and distributors
need to encode the video to different formats, bitrates,
and qualities. It is redundant to encode and store a source
video to different variants for archiving purposes. The
broad spectrum of varieties of bitrates, codecs and for-

mats make it difficult for some video service providers to
prepare all media content in advance. Therefore, video
transcoding has been widely used for optimizing video
data. For example, Netflix encodes a movie as many
as 120 times before they stream the video to users [37].
Transcoders are also commonly used in the area of mo-
bile device content adaptation, where a target device does
not support the format or has a limited storage capacity
and computational resource that mandate a reduced file
size.

However, video transcoding is a very expensive pro-
cess, requiring high computational power and resources.
Thus, it is critical to have an energy efficient and low-
cost video transcoding solution. In addition, video
transcoders’ performance is important to enhance the
overall quality of video streaming services. Regarding
the performance of transcoder, two metrics are impor-
tant: quality and speed. Video quality with a given bi-
trate determines the amount of data needed to be trans-
mitted in the network for a video. Transcoding speed
determines the time to finish the transcoding. Thus, it
is critical for live video streaming services. Other met-
rics, e.g., cost and power consumption, are also need to
be considered in video transcoding system deployment.

Various video transcoding technologies are proposed
and used, including cloud transcoding, software-based
transcoding on local servers, and hardware transcoding
with specialized processors. In this paper, we intro-
duce VideoCoreCluster – a low-cost, energy efficient
hardware-assisted video transcoder cluster to provide
transcoding services for a live video streaming service.
The cluster is composed of a manager and a number of
cheap single board computers (Raspberry Pi Model B).
We use the hardware video decoder and encoder mod-
ules embedded in the System on Chip (SoC) of a Rasp-
berry Pi to facilitate video transcoding. With an opti-
mized transcoding software implementation on the Rasp-
berry Pi, each Raspberry Pi is able to transcode up to
3 Standard Definition (SD, 720x480) videos or 1 High
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Definition (HD, 1280x720) and 1 SD videos in real time
with very low power consumption. We also developed
the cluster manager based on an IoT machine-to-machine
protocol - MQTT [42] to coordinate the transcoding
tasks and hardware transcoders in order to provide re-
liable transcoding service for video streaming services.
Compared to software-based video transcoders, Video-
CoreCluster has lower cost and higher energy efficiency.

Adaptive bitrate (ABR) video streaming over HTTP
is a popular technology to provide robust quality of ser-
vice to end users whose mobile devices have dynamic
network connectivities. Multiple ABR technologies are
used in the industry, but they share a similar idea. Media
servers cut source videos into small segments and en-
code every segment to multiple variants with different
bitrates. During playback, a video player selects the best
variants for these segments base on the video player’s
performance, network connectivity, or user’s preference.
Streaming video over HTTP has many advantages [60],
we chose it for our live video streaming service because it
is easy to deploy a video player on web browsers of mo-
bile devices with different operating systems, and we do
not need to reconfigure middle-boxes (firewalls, NATs,
etc.) in current campus network deployment for our ser-
vice. We design VideoCoreCluster according to the re-
quirements of ABR live video streaming so that it can
provide robust transcoding service.

Contributions: The most important contribution of
this paper is a practical implementation of real-time
transcoding system based on energy efficient hardware-
assisted video transcoders. Our contributions are multi-
fold:

• We design and implement a cost-effective transcod-
ing solution on a low-cost device, Raspberry Pi
Model B.

• Our system is based on hardware video decoder and
encoder, which is significantly more energy effi-
cient than software-based transcoding system.

• We leverage characteristics of adaptive bitrate video
streaming over HTTP to design a reliable and scal-
able system for live video streaming service. The
system is easily deployable. We currently employ
our VideoCoreCluster into an IP-based TV stream-
ing service in the University of Wisconsin-Madison.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
introduce the background of our video transcoding sys-
tem and the possible approaches to building it. Then we
describe the architecture of VideoCoreCluster in Section
3. We evaluate the system in Section 4 and discuss the
related work in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.

Source Video 
Server

Video
Player

Source Video 
Server

S Media ServerMedia Server Web ServerWeb ServerS

Figure 1: TV Streaming Service Architecture.

2 Background and Setup

We worked with the IT department of the University of
Wisconsin-Madison to provide a free TV service for stu-
dents on campus. Students can watch 27 (currently) TV
channels with their mobile devices. Six of these channels
are HD channels with a resolution 1280x720, 30fps. The
other 21 channels are SD with resolutions up to 720x480,
30fps. In the most recent month (April 2016), there were
more than 4000 view sessions and about total 480 watch-
ing hours. ABR video streaming techniques are used to
provide high-quality video streaming service to mobile
devices with diverse link capabilities and network dy-
namics. The system supports both Apple’s HTTP Live
Streaming (HLS) [13] and MPEG-DASH [60] to provide
service to heterogeneous devices. Figure 1 shows the ar-
chitecture of the system. Specifically, a TV frontend re-
ceives the TV signal and encodes the video stream into
H.264 + AAC format, then the video stream is pushed to
source video server. The transcoder cluster pulls videos
from the source video server and pushes the transcoded
results to media server in order to provide multiple vari-
ants of the video streams for every TV channel. The
source video server and media server can be combined
in deployment, so we will not discuss them separately in
the following sections. The web server hosts web pages
and video players for different web browsers.

2.1 Challenges of ABR Techniques on Live
Video Streaming

Low latency is critical for a live video streaming service,
in which a media server has to generate video data on-
the-fly to provide continuous streaming service to the
end user. A media server supporting ABR needs to guar-
antee all the variants of a video segment are available
when a client requests one of them. Due to the strict re-
quirement on low-latency transcoding, several optimiza-
tion techniques (e.g., high throughput video transcoding,

2
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multi-pass encoding for enhancing video quality) are not
applicable for live streaming. Moreover, an index file
containing a list of the available video variants should
be generated in real-time, and it has to be updated on
time and be consistent with the availability of these vari-
ants. We also need to make sure the variants of a video
segment are generated synchronously to simplify the im-
plementation of ABR algorithms on the video players.
Furthermore, an efficient video transcoding system is de-
sired and high reliability is required to provide 24/7 video
streaming services to users without interruptions.

2.2 Video Transcoding

A video transcoder is composed of a video decoder and
an encoder. Some researchers have discussed possi-
ble video transcoding designs, which mingle the mod-
ules of a video decoder and an encoder [40]. How-
ever, having separate video decoders and encoders pro-
vides more flexibility because we can easily have various
decoder/encoder combinations to create different video
transcoders for various purposes. In this work, we only
discuss the video transcoder built by a separate video de-
coder and an encoder.

Most popular video codecs have well-defined stan-
dards. These standards strictly define the compliant bit-
streams and decoder’s behaviors. For many video cod-
ing techniques, including H.264 [46], different video de-
coder implementations are required to generate the iden-
tical video frames (output) with respect to the same input
by their standards. This makes the selection of video de-
coder easy, and hence, hardware video decoders would
be the best choice in most cases as long as it is available
at low cost due to its high efficiency.

On the other hand, developers are free to design a
video encoder’s implementation as long as the generated
bitstream can be decoded by the reference decoder im-
plementation. Therefore, different encoder implementa-
tions can generate different bitstreams with various qual-
ities for the same video frames. In this way, the interop-
erability is guaranteed while innovations on the encoder
design are encouraged. As a result, we need to evaluate
an encoder’s performance on video quality in addition
to the encoding speed when we select an encoder for a
transcoder. Software video encoders are well known for
their low efficiency. Hameed et al. [48] point out that
application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) implemen-
tation of the video encoder is 500 times more energy effi-
cient than the software video encoder running on general
purpose processors. They assume that both hardware and
software implementations use the same algorithms for
the corresponding procedures, e.g., motion estimation,
intra-prediction, etc.. The high efficiency is only from
the advantage of specialized hardware implementation.

However, software video encoders are more flexible than
hardware video encoders. It is much easier to try new al-
gorithms on a software video encoder to improve video
quality than a hardware video encoder. Video encoders
on FPGA platform make a good trade-off on efficiency
and flexibility, so they are also widely used in industry.

Different video applications have different require-
ments on video encoder. For mobile devices, the en-
ergy efficiency is crucial for battery life. Therefore,
most of the SoCs for mobile phones include video de-
coder/encoder IPs [7, 36]. For broadcast applications,
high video quality is desired while real-time encoding
and flexibility are critical. Toward this, video encoders
on the FPGA platform are widely used. For on-demand
streaming applications, the low energy efficiency of soft-
ware video encoders can be amortized by streaming one
encoded result to many users. High latency is not a
big concern because the service provider can encode
video offline. Slow encoding speed can be overcome by
launching a large number of instances in a cloud plat-
form to run the video encoders in parallel to achieve
very high throughput video encoding. The advantages
of video quality and flexibility are the main reason that
software video encoder is widely used to prepare video
contents for on-demand streaming service. For instance,
Netflix adapts the software-based transcoder because of
its flexibility, after an unsuccessful deployment of a spe-
cialized hardware video transcoding system [23].

H.264 is a popular video standard widely used in di-
verse video applications. Since H.264 is the video cod-
ing standard that our system supports, we only discuss
the available H.264 encoder implementations in this pa-
per as shown in Table 1. The authors in [6] com-
pared different H.264 encoder implementations, which
includes software implementations (x264, DivX H.264,
etc.), GPU-accelerated implementation (MainConcept
CUDA), and hardware implementation (Intel QuickSync
Video). Their conclusions include (i) x264 is one of
the best codecs regarding video quality, and (ii) Intel
QuickSync is the fastest encoder of those considered.
Even though x264 is the best software H.264 encoder
for our project, its low efficiency hinders its deployment.
Given that we need to keep the system running 24/7
for continuous TV service in the campus network, it is
not economical to rent cloud computing resource (e.g.,
Amazon EC2 instances) to execute the transcoding tasks.
Building in-house transcoding system with highly effi-
cient hardware video decoders and encoders is the best
choice while keeping the cost low in our system.

We use the hardware H.264 decoder and encoder in
a low-cost SoC – Broadcom BCM2835, which is the
chip of a popular single board computer - Raspberry Pi
Model B. VideoCoreCluster leverages its powerful GPU
- VideoCore IV, which embeds hardware multimedia de-
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Encoder Type Explanations
Software JM: The reference H.264 implementation from JVT[11]. It is widely used for research purpose

and conformance test. It is too slow to be used in practical projects.
x264: The most popular open source software H.264 encoder implementation. Compared to
JM, it is about 50 times faster and provides bitrates within 5% of the JM reference encoder for
the same PSNR[38, 57].
OpenH264: An open source H.264 implementation from Cisco[28]. It is optimized and the
encoder runs much faster than JM, but it is slower and has fewer features than x264.
Other proprietary implementations: MainConcept[17], Intel’s IPP H.264 encoder[15], etc.

GPU-based Three GPU vendors: Intel, NVIDIA, and AMD, all integrate hardware video codecs in their
GPUs. They also provide GPU-accelerated video encoders, which leverage GPU’s high
throughput graphics engine to accelerate video encoding[27, 16]. For example, NVIDIA has
two different versions of video encoder implementations: NVCUVENC and NVENC. NVCU-
VENC is a CUDA software-based implementation while NVENC is based on dedicated en-
coding hardware engine. NVCUVENC will not be available in the future because NVENC’s
improved performance and quality.

FPGA-based Xilinx and its partners have professional solutions for broadcast applications[10]. They provide
H.264 decoder and encoder IP for Xilinx’s FPGA platforms. FPGA-based implementation is
more flexible than ASIC implementation and more efficient than the software implementation.
But it is more expensive than both of them.

Encoder IP in SoC Many SoCs for mobile devices or other embedded devices have dedicated hardware decoders
and encoders. For example, Qualcomm’s chips for mobile phones [7]; Ambarella’s chips for
different video applications [2]; Broadcom’s chip for TV set-top boxes.

Table 1: Different type of H.264 encoders

coders and encoders. The primary computation power
of the cluster is from the VideoCore co-processors. The
Raspberry Pi is a low cost (under $35) single board
computer with very good software support [31, 33, 35].
Therefore, it is adequate to build a cost-effective video
transcoder cluster.

3 VideoCoreCluster Architecture

The VideoCoreCluster is composed of a cluster man-
ager and a number of transcoders. We use the MQTT
protocol to transfer control signals between the clus-
ter manager and the transcoders. MQTT is based on
a publish/subscribe messaging pattern rather than a tra-
ditional client-server model, where a client communi-
cates directly with a server. The cluster manager and the
transcoders connect to an MQTT message broker. They
exchange information by subscribing to topics and pub-
lishing messages to topics. The message payload is en-
coded with Google Protocol Buffer for minimal overhead
[32]. RTMP [34] is used in the data path. Figure 2 shows
the architecture of the VideoCoreCluster.

3.1 Media Server

The media server supports HLS, MPEG-DASH, and
RTMP. HLS and DASH are for the video players,
whereas RTMP is for the transcoders. HLS and DASH
are two popular adaptive bitrate streaming standards

to stream video over HTTP and they are widely sup-
ported by mobile operating systems and web browsers.
RTMP is designed to transmit real-time multimedia data,
and thus, it guarantees to transfer source video to the
transcoders and the transcoded video to the media server
with minimum latency. RTMP’s session control features
for media applications are used to implement the interac-
tions between media server and transcoders in our con-
figuration.

Figure 3 shows the responsibilities of the media server
in our system. For every TV channel, there are multi-
ple transcoded video streams (variants) with different bi-
trates and qualities. Each video stream is split to chunks
with the same duration on the media server. It is impor-
tant to align the boundaries of those chunks from differ-
ent variants even different workers may not be exactly
synchronized. To ensure synchronization, we set the In-
stantaneous Decoder Refresh (IDR) interval of a source
video and the transcoded video to 2 seconds. Then the
media server uses the IDR frame as the boundary to split
the streams. It uses the timestamp of the IDR frame with
2 seconds (IDR interval) granularity to define the seg-
ment number. So that we can keep the chunks to be
synchronized from a video player’s view as long as the
progress offset of different workers for the same source
video is under 2 seconds (IDR interval). We can set the
IDR interval to a larger value to obtain higher tolerance
on transcoding speed variation. The index file for a chan-
nel has the information about all variants of the video. It
is dynamically updated by the media server based on the
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Figure 2: The components and connections between the
components in the VideoCoreCluster. Every transcoder
node maintains two separate network connections for
the control flow and data flow respectively. Administra-
tor monitors the status of VideoCoreCluster and updates
transcoding tasks through the dashboard of the cluster
manager.

availability of the video streams. One worker may tem-
porarily fail to generate the corresponding stream, and
the transcoder cluster can migrate the failed task from
one worker to another within a second. RTMP specifi-
cation requires the initial timestamp of a stream to be 0
[34]. To ensure all other RTMP streams for the same
channel as the failed stream have the same timestamp,
we need to reset their RTMP connections as well. And
the media server can always generate a consistent index
file so that we can guarantee the reliability of the video
streaming service.

Figure 3: Overview of the Media Server’s responsibili-
ties: (i) Splitting video streams to chunks with the same
duration (IDR interval). (ii) Refreshing the index file ac-
cording to the status of the transcoded streams.

3.2 Transcoder Design
The Raspberry Pi Model B has a weak ARM CPU but
a powerful GPU (VideoCore IV). Given that, our de-
sign strategy is to run simple tasks on the CPU, and
offload compute-intensive tasks to the GPU. There are
two types of processes in a transcoder: cluster agent and
transcoding worker. There is one cluster agent on the
board, and from 0 to 3 transcoder workers depending on
the transcoding task’s requirement on the computing re-
source. Figure 4 shows the relationship between these
two types of processes.

Figure 4: Two types of processes on a transcoder. A
transcoding worker is the child process of the cluster
agent process.

A cluster agent executes on the ARM processor only.
It has two responsibilities: (i) Reporting the status of the
board and workers to the cluster manager. (ii) Accept-
ing commands from the cluster manager and launching
or killing transcoding worker processes. A cluster agent
will report the available resource to the cluster manager
when it registers to the cluster manager. The cluster man-
ager dispatches transcoding tasks to a transcoder based
on the available resources of the transcoder. A clus-
ter agent maintains an MQTT connection to the MQTT
message broker by sending keep-alive packets if no in-
formation flows between the transcoder and the MQTT
message broker for a predefined interval. If a cluster
agent is disconnected from the broker or the cluster man-
ager is offline, the transcoder will stop all transcoding
workers. The cluster manager can revoke a transcoding
task from a transcoder if it wants to assign the task to
another transcoder. Failed transcoding tasks will be re-
ported to the cluster manager, which can assign them to
other transcoders.

A transcoding worker is a process to transcode a video
stream. It only transcodes video data but passes audio
data. Video transcoding tasks primarily execute on the
VideoCore IV co-processor. The ARM processor is re-
sponsible for executing the networking protocol stack,
video streams demuxing/muxing, and audio data pass
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Figure 5: Software architecture of a transcoding worker.
Compute-intensive video transcoding task executes on
VideoCore IV GPU, whereas ARM processor is respon-
sible for coordination and data parsing/movement.

Figure 6: GStreamer pipeline of the transcoding worker
process. Some trivial plugins, e.g., buffering, synchro-
nization, etc. are not shown here.

through. In BCM2835, an application layer software can
access the hardware video decoder and encoder through
the OpenMAX IL interfaces [31, 29]. Rather than call-
ing the OpenMAX IL interfaces directly, we built the
program with the GStreamer framework [9]. GStreamer
is an open source multimedia framework widely used
to build media processing applications. It has a well-
designed filter (plugin) system. The gst-omx is the
GStreamer OpenMAX IL wrapper plugin that we use
to access the hardware video decoder and encoder re-
sources. Figure 5 shows the software architecture of a
transcoding worker.

A transcoding worker creates a pipeline of GStreamer
plugins. Video data are processed by the plugins one
by one, sequentially. Figure 6 shows the structure of a
pipeline. All plugins except H.264 decoder and H.264

encoder plugins fully execute on the ARM processor.

The default behavior of a GStreamer plugin can be
summarized as 3 steps: (i) Read data from the source
pad. (ii) Process the data. (iii) Write data to the sink
pad. The GStreamer pipeline moves data and signals be-
tween the connected source pad and sink pad. Plugins
work separately and process the data sequentially. This
means both the H.264 decoder and H.264 encoder need
to move a large amount of data back and forth between
the memories for the ARM processor and the VideoCore
IV GPU, which wastes CPU cycles. We modified the gst-
omx implementation to enable hardware tunneling be-
tween the decoder and encoder, which significantly re-
duce the CPU load [8]. Without the hardware tunneling,
a transcoder worker cannot support real-time transcod-
ing of a 1280x720, 30fps video. Whereas after we en-
able it, a transcoder worker can simultaneously transcode
one 1280x720 video and one 720x480 video in real-time.
Figure 7 illustrates the data movement in the pipeline
without hardware tunneling. Figure 8 illustrates the data
movement in the pipeline with hardware tunneling.

Figure 7: The decoder and encoder plugins work in-
dependently. YUV frames need to be moved from the
VideoCore IV memory to the ARM memory by the de-
coder plugin, then they need to be moved from the ARM
memory to the VideoCore IV memory by the encoder
plugin.

Figure 8: A hardware tunnel is created between the de-
coder and encoder. Plugins do not need to touch the YUV
frames. Therefore, the workload of the ARM processor
is reduced.
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3.3 Cluster Manager Design

The cluster manager maintains a task pool and a
transcoder pool. Its major responsibilities are assign-
ing the transcoding tasks to the transcoders, and mi-
grating the failed tasks from one transcoder to another.
Both transcoding tasks and transcoders have priorities,
which need to be considered when the cluster manager
schedules the tasks. The cluster manager maintains a
series of lists of tasks with different priorities. Every
transcoding task has the following information: { ID,
channel name, command, bitrate, resource, priority, state
}. The resource is an integer representing the required
computational resource for the task. Its value depends
on the source video type (SD or HD) and target bitrate.
Each task has four possible states: idle, assigning, re-
voking, and running. The cluster manager employs an
event-driven design. When anything happens to the tasks
or transcoders, e.g., task failure, a new worker joining,
a worker leaving, etc., the cluster manager will check
whether rescheduling is necessary and do so if it is.

When a new worker sends a register message to the
cluster manager, the cluster manager will add a record to
the worker list and keep tracking its status with a prede-
fined interval. Transcoders will send the status of them-
selves and tasks running on them to the cluster man-
ager periodically. The transcoder status includes CPU
load, VideoCore IV load, temperature, and free memory.
MQTTs last will message mechanism is used to imple-
ment the online status tracking of the transcoders. The
cluster manager also embeds a web server to provide a
dashboard for administrators to monitor the cluster’s sta-
tus and change the configurations. We have three design
goals for the cluster manager: scalability, reliability, and
elasticity.

Scalability: Scalability is ensured by an event-driven
design and minimum control flow information. The clus-
ter manager only maintains critical information about
the transcoders. The information that frequently ex-
changes between the cluster manager and transcoders is
only about the status. Media servers manage the source
videos and transcoded videos. We can replicate the me-
dia server if its workload is too high. The separation of
data flow and control flow ensures the cluster manager’s
scalability.

Reliability: We ensure the reliability of the system
by real-time status monitoring coupled with low la-
tency scheduling to migrate the failed tasks to working
transcoders. The media server updates the index file
on-the-fly to consistently list correctly transcoded video
streams. A temporary failure will not affect the video
players.

Elasticity: We define priorities for tasks and
transcoders. An important characteristic of adaptive bi-

trate video streaming is that every video program has
multiple versions of encoded videos. The more vari-
ants of a video available, the more flexible the players
can optimize the user experience. Our system leverages
that characteristic to implement an elastic transcoding
service. When the available transcoders have more re-
sources to run all the transcoding tasks, all the tasks will
be assigned to transcoders. But if not, only the high pri-
ority tasks will be scheduled and executed. We can easily
extend the transcoder cluster by adding more transcoders
with this elastic design to support more TV channels.

Figure 9: Overview of the cluster manager. The sched-
uler is an event-driven design.

Figure 9 shows the internal data structures of the clus-
ter manager. The scheduler makes decisions based on
the capacities of the transcoders and the resource re-
quirements of the transcoding tasks. The capacity and
resource requirement are both positive integers. Their
values determine what kind of tasks and how many tasks
can run on a transcoder in real-time.

Table 2 presents several task examples. A Raspberry
Pi Model B’s capacity is 20, so it can run one HD
transcoding task, e.g., 4 or 5, or two SD transcoding tasks
(1 and 2), or three SD transcoding tasks (2, 3, and 7), or
one HD transcoding task and 1 SD transcoding task (3
and 6). When a new transcoder registers to the cluster
manager, the idle task in the highest priority task list will
be assigned to it. When a task fails and returns to the
cluster manager, the task manager will try to assign it
to another transcoder. If the cluster manager can find a
transcoder that has enough capacity for it, it will assign
the failed task to that transcoder. If not, the cluster man-
ager will try to revoke tasks with lower priorities from
a transcoder and then assign this task to that transcoder.
If the cluster manager can not find a running task which
has lower priority than the failed task, the cluster man-
ager will not do anything. As discussed in section 3.1, if
we successfully reschedule a failed task, we need to send
messages to transcoders to reset the RTMP connections
of those streams corresponding to the same channel as
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ID Channel Command Resource Priority
1 A transcode rtmp://192.168.1.172:1935/live/A src

rtmp://192.168.1.172:1935/live/A 800k 800
10 0

2 A transcode rtmp://192.168.1.172:1935/live/A src
rtmp://192.168.1.172:1935/live/A 600k 600

8 1

3 A transcode rtmp://192.168.1.172:1935/live/A src
rtmp://192.168.1.172:1935/live/A 400k 400

6 0

4 B transcode rtmp://192.168.1.172:1935/live/B src
rtmp://192.168.1.172:1935/live/B 2400k 2400

20 0

5 B transcode rtmp://192.168.1.172:1935/live/B src
rtmp://192.168.1.172:1935/live/B 1600k 1600

16 1

6 B transcode rtmp://192.168.1.172:1935/live/B src
rtmp://192.168.1.172:1935/live/B 800k 800

14 0

7 C transcode rtmp://192.168.1.172:1935/live/C src
rtmp://192.168.1.172:1935/live/C 400k 400

6 0

Table 2: Transcoding task examples

the failed task.

3.4 Implementation

We implemented both the cluster manager and
transcoders on the Linux operating system. We ex-
tensively used open source software in this project,
including Apache [3], Nginx [24], node.js + Express
[26], mqtt.js [22], paho MQTT client library [21],
GStreamer, and Google protobuf. We used Mosquitto
[20] as the MQTT message broker.

Media Server: We built the media server with Nginx
+ Nginx RTMP module [25] and Apache. The RTMP
protocol is implemented by Nginx, whereas the HTTP
interface is provided by Apache. The media server is
installed on a server with Ubuntu 14.04 LTS.

Cluster Manager: The cluster manager is written in
Javascript, and built on node.js + Express. We use mqtt.js
to develop the MQTT client module that subscribes and
publishes messages related to the transcoders. The clus-
ter manager is also installed on a server with Ubuntu
14.04 LTS.

Transcoder: The transcoder’s two components –
transcoder worker and cluster agent are implemented in
C/C++. They depend on GStreamer, paho MQTT client
library, and Google protobuf. We built the SDK, root
disk and Linux kernel for Raspberry Pi with buildroot
[4], then we built the two components with the cus-
tomized SDK.

3.5 Deployment

We deploy VideoCoreCluster in an incremental way.
Currently, we leverage a hybrid approach to provide
transcoding service for the live video streaming service.
The deployment has a small scale VideoCoreCluster with
8 Raspberry Pi Model Bs and a transcoder cluster com-

posed of five powerful servers with Intel Xeon proces-
sors. We plan to extend the size of VideoCoreCluster
and eventually replace all the servers in the deployment.

4 Evaluations

We evaluate VideoCoreCluster on video quality and
transcoding speed with benchmark tests. We also an-
alyze the power consumption of VideoCoreCluster and
compare it with a transcoder cluster built with general-
purpose processors.

4.1 Video Quality Test
The H.264 decoder module of VideoCore IV can sup-
port real-time decoding of H.264 high profile, level 4.0
video with resolutions up to 1920x1080 with very low
power consumption. In addition, the decoding result is
exactly same as the reference H.264 decoders. So the
quality loss of our transcoding system is only from the
encoder. Many hardware video encoders have some op-
timizations to simplify the hardware design while sac-
rificing video quality, especially for the video encoder
modules in SoCs for mobile devices, because of the strin-
gent restriction on power consumption. In order to have
a clear idea about the video quality of the VideoCore’s
H.264 video encoder, we conducted benchmark tests on
it and compared its performance with x264.

Both subjective and objective metrics are available for
evaluating the video quality. Subjective metrics are de-
sired because they reflect the video quality from users’
perspective. However, their measurement procedures are
complicated [18, 30]. In contrast, objective metrics are
easy to measure; therefore, they are widely used in video
encoder developments, even though there are arguments
about them. Two metrics, Peak Signal to Noise Ra-
tio (PSNR) and Structural Similarity (SSIM) Index, are
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Figure 10: Video quality test result of VideoCore IV and x264 with different presets. We used foreman(352x288,
25fps) YUV sequence to test the encoders, set IDR to 2 seconds, and disabled B-frame support of x264.

widely used to compare video encoders. PSNR is the
traditional method, which attempts to measure the visi-
bility of errors introduced by lossy video coding. Huynh-
Thu et al. showed that as long as the video content and
the codec type are not changed, PSNR is a valid qual-
ity measure [50]. SSIM is a complementary framework
for quality assessment based on the degradation of struc-
tural information [63]. We evaluated the hardware video
encoder’s performance with both the PSNR and SSIM.

The x264 has broad parameters to tune, which are cor-
related and it is hard to achieve the optimal configura-
tion. Rather than trying different parameter settings, we
used the presets provided by x264 developers to optimize
the parameters related to video encoding speed and video
quality. The x264 has ten presets: ultrafast, superfast,
veryfast, faster, fast, medium, slow, slower, veryslow,
and placebo (the default preset is medium). They are in
descending order of speed and ascending order of video
quality. As the video quality increases, encoding speed
decreases exponentially.

We used two sets of video sequences for evaluat-
ing the encoders. The first one is the YUV sequences
commonly used in video coding research [39], so the
results can be easily reproduced and compared with
other researcher’s results. The second one is captured
from our deployment that reflects the encoder’s perfor-
mance in practical deployment. We natively compiled
the x264-snapshot-20150917-2245 on a desktop with
Ubuntu 14.04 LTS. We also cross-compiled the libraries,
drivers and firmware for Raspberry Pi from [33, 35] on
the same machine. One thing we notice is that the H.264
encoder of VideoCore IV does not support B-frames.
The reason is that the target applications of the SoC are
real-time communication applications, e.g., video chat-
ting and conference, where low latency is a strict require-
ment. B-frame leads to high encoding/decoding latency.

Thus, the H.264 encoder of VideoCore IV does not sup-
port it. For a fair comparison, we test x264 with and
without B-frame support to check the impact of B-frame
support on video quality vs. bitrate.

For all the video sequences we tested in the first set,
we obtained similar results, though the exact numbers
vary. We also found that the VideoCore’s video en-
coder generated very low-quality video when the target
bitrate was very low. That could be a bug in the video
encoder’s implementation. For brevity, we only show
the results for foreman cif here. We omit the results of
x264 with B-frame because B-frame does not have a sig-
nificant impact on the quality in our encoding settings.
From figure 10, we can see VideoCore IV has similar
or better performance regarding video quality compar-
ing to the x264 with preset superfast. Since the purpose
of the second test set is to evaluate the video encoder’s
performance in practical deployment, we only evaluated
the encoder’s performance with the typical bitrates. Fig-
ures 11a and 11c indicate that the VideoCore has poor
performance on low bitrate settings. However, we be-
lieve it is not a big concern for deployment. When the
players have to use that low bitrate version of the video
streams, the player’s network performance must be very
low. We do not expect that will be a common condition.
As shown in Figures 11b and 11d, VideoCore’s video
quality is good for high bitrate settings. Its quality is
close to x264 with preset medium.

4.2 Transcoding Speed Test

We measured the transcoder’s performance under stress.
We transcoded the video streams captured from an SD
channel and an HD channel offline and recorded the time
for transcoding. There are overheads on demuxing and
muxing in the process, but because of the high complex-
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(a) PSNR values of an SD channel (720x480, 30fps)
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(b) PSNR values of an HD channel (1280x720, 30fps)
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(c) SSIM values of an SD channel (720x480, 30fps)
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(d) SSIM values of an HD channel (1280x720, 30fps)

Figure 11: Video quality test result of VideoCore IV and x264 with different presets. We maintained the same config-
urations (IDR is 2 seconds, B-frame support of x264 is disabled).

ity of transcoding (decoding + encoding), the bottleneck
of the process is on video transcoding. The detail speci-
fications of the test videos are (1) SD channel: 720x480,
30fps, H.264 high profile, level 4.0, 1.2 Mbps. (2) HD
channel: 1280x720, 30fps, H.264 high profile, level 4.0,
4Mbps. For some SD channels with lower resolutions
in our deployment, the transcoding speed is higher than
the results shown here. We transcoded the SD and HD
videos to 800kbps and 2.4Mbps respectively and kept
other parameters the same.

The hardware video encoder in VideoCore IV can
support encoding 1920x1080, 30fps, H.264 high profile
video in real-time. But when we run the decoder and en-
coder at the same time, the performance is not sufficient
to support such high-resolution transcoding in real-time
because the video decoder and encoder share some hard-
ware resources. Even with the optimization described
in section 3, the transcoder can only support transcoding
video with resolution up to 1280x720 in real-time.

We also measured software transcoder’s speed for

comparison. The software video transcoder we used is
FFmpeg, which has built-in H.264 video decoder. We
linked it with libx264 to provide H.264 video encoding.
The desktop we used to run FFmpeg has Intel Core i5-
4570 CPU @ 3.20GHz and 16GB RAM. We built FFm-
peg and libx264 with all the CPU capabilities (MMX2,
SSE2Fast, SSSE3, SSE4.2, AVX, etc.) to accelerate the
video transcoding. We tested superfast (similar quality
as the video encoder of VideoCore IV) and medium (de-
fault) presets of x264. Figure 12 shows that when the
output video qualities are similar, software transcoder ex-
ecuting on powerful Intel i5 CPU runs about 5.5x and 4x
faster than the video transcoder running on Raspberry Pi
for SD and HD channel respectively. For our transcoding
system, which transcodes video in real-time, that means
we can run 5.5x (SD) or 4x (HD) more transcoding tasks
on a desktop than a Raspberry Pi. However, a Raspberry
Pi is much cheaper and consumes much less power than
a desktop with an Intel i5 CPU.
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Figure 12: Transcoding speed of VideoCore IV and
x264.

4.3 Power Consumption Analysis
We can see the superiority of Raspberry Pi regarding
power efficiency from the transcoding speed test. An
Intel Core i5-4570 processor has an average power con-
sumption of 84W [14]. If we include the power con-
sumption of other components, e.g., RAM and Hard
Disk, the power consumption of a server would be
higher than 100W. Raspberry Pi Model B in a configura-
tion without any peripherals except Ethernet has typical
power consumption about 2.1W [45]. The desktop con-
sumes more than 40 times power than the Raspberry Pi
Model B while it can do about 5.5x SD video transcod-
ing or 4x HD video transcoding. We can see the Video-
CoreCluster is more energy efficient than a transcoder
cluster built with general-purpose processors to provide
the same transcoding capacity. We omit the power con-
sumption analysis on the network switches in our system
deployment because we can use the same switches for
the different video transcoders.

5 Related Work

Video Transcoding: Video transcoding is critical for
video streaming service deployment. Different ap-
proaches and architectures have been proposed to im-
plement it for various use cases. Vetro et al. discussed
the transcoding of block-based video coding schemes
that use hybrid discrete cosine transform (DCT) and mo-
tion compensation (MC) [62]. Xin et al. discussed sev-
eral techniques for reducing the complexity and improv-
ing video quality by exploiting the information extracted
from the input video bit stream [65]. Unlike their re-
search, we believe that the cascaded decoder and encoder
approach is much more straightforward and flexible. As
the hardware video encoder improving quality and effi-

ciency and reducing the cost, a cascaded pixel-domain
approach is more suitable for practical deployments. For
a particular scenario, Youn et al. showed that for point-
to-multipoint transcoding, a cascaded video transcoder is
more efficient since some parts of the transcoder can be
shared [67].

Cloud Transcoding: Li et al. introduced a system us-
ing cloud transcoding to optimize video streaming ser-
vice for mobile devices [54]. Video transcoding on a
cloud platform is a good solution to transcode a large
volume of video data because of its high throughput. For
instance, Amazon, Microsoft, and Telestream Cloud pro-
vide cloud transcoding service for users [19, 1, 12]. Net-
flix also deployed their video transcoding platform on
Amazon’s cloud [23].

Specialized Hardware for Video Applications: Ef-
ficiency issue of general-purpose processors on multi-
media applications, including video decoding and en-
coding, has attracted a lot of research efforts. Various
approaches have been studied to improve the hardware
efficiency, including specialized instructions [58, 44],
specialized architectures [52, 59, 64], GPU offloading
[55, 43], application-specific integrated circuit(ASIC)
[56], and FPGA-based accelerators [53].

Adaptive Bitrate Video Streaming: Adaptive bi-
trate video streaming is a widely used technique by
video streaming service providers to provide high-
quality video streaming services. Designing a robust
and reliable algorithm to switch bitrate is challenging.
Many researchers have proposed adaptation algorithms
to achieve a better video quality in dynamic network en-
vironments [51, 49, 66]. These works focus on the client
side implementation, whereas our paper concentrates on
the server side.

Computer Cluster: Computer cluster is a well-
known scheme of distributed system used to provide high
throughput computing. For example, Condor is a dis-
tributed system for scientific applications [61]. Our sys-
tem is unique in the sense that the target application is
real-time computing, and the computing nodes are spe-
cialized, low cost and highly efficient hardware. FAWN
is also a cluster built with low-power embedded CPUs.
However, it is a system only for the data-intensive com-
puting [41]. Our system is both the data-intensive and
computation-intensive.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

High-quality video transcoding is critical to ensure high-
quality video streaming service. We implemented Video-
CoreCluster, a low-cost, highly efficient video transcoder
system for live video streaming service. We built the
system with commodity available, low-cost single board
computers embedding high performance and low power
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video encoder hardware module. We implemented the
cluster based on a network protocol for IoT for the con-
trol path and RTMP for the data path. This separation
design can get low latency in video transcoding and data
delivery. Our system has much higher energy efficiency
than the transcode cluster built with general-purpose pro-
cessors, and it does not sacrifice quality, reliability, or
scalability. We can use VideoCoreCluster on other live
video streaming services, and we can further improve the
system on capability and energy efficiency by upgrading
the transcoders.
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Abstract

Energy efficiency and timeliness (i.e., predictable job la-

tency) are two essential – yet opposing – concerns for

embedded systems. Hard timing guarantees require con-

servative resource allocation while energy minimization

requires aggressively releasing resources and occasion-

ally violating timing constraints. Recent work on ap-

proximate computing, however, opens up a new dimen-

sion of optimization: application accuracy. In this pa-

per, we use approximate computing to achieve both hard

timing guarantees and energy efficiency. Specifically,

we propose MEANTIME: a runtime system that delivers

hard latency guarantees and energy-minimal resource us-

age through small accuracy reductions. We test MEAN-

TIME on a real Linux/ARM system with six applica-

tions. Overall, we find that MEANTIME never violates

real-time deadlines and sacrifices a small amount (typi-

cally less than 2%) of accuracy while reducing energy to

54% of a conservative, full accuracy approach.

1 Introduction

Embedded systems require both predictable timing and

energy-efficiency. When predictability takes the form of

hard real-time constraints, these two goals are conflict-

ing [16]. The conflict arises because hard timing guaran-

tees require reserving resources sufficient for worst case

latency. In contrast, energy efficiency requires allocating

resources that just meet the needs of the current job. Even

if worst case resource allocation is coupled with aggres-

sive energy reduction (e.g., in the form of voltage scal-

ing [20] or sleep states [31]), this strategy is less energy-

efficient than allocating for the current case, a fact which

has been demonstrated both analytically [1, 8, 35] and

empirically [17, 32, 38, 45].

Recent research on approximate computing examines

applications that can trade accuracy for reduced energy

consumption [4, 6, 18, 21, 29, 55]. These approximate

Figure 1: Conceptual model of MEANTIME compared

to worst-case and energy-aware resource allocation.

computations open a third dimension for optimization,

making it possible to simultaneously trade timing, en-

ergy, and accuracy [26]. Many embedded computations

are well-suited for approximation as they involve large

amounts of signal, image, media, and data processing,

where it is easy to quantify application accuracy (e.g., as

signal-to-noise-ratio) and carefully trade it for other ben-

efits. This process is often done statically; e.g., by using

fixed point arithmetic instead of floating point. While ap-

proximate computing frameworks produce a large trade-

off space [4, 29, 51], they provide (at best) soft timing

guarantees, and are thus unsuitable for hard real-time

constraints. This paper addresses the challenge of meet-

ing both hard timing constraints and low energy through

careful application of approximate computing.

Specifically, we develop MEANTIME1, which cou-

ples a state-of-the-art resource allocator [42] – that op-

timizes for the current job, sometimes missing deadlines

– with a novel governor which monitors timing and re-

configures the application to avoid any timing violations.

The resource allocator uses control theory to allocate for

the current case, an approach which, by itself, will vi-

olate timing constraints. Therefore, the governor deter-

mines how much to manipulate application accuracy to

ensure that the timing constraints are never violated de-

spite the dynamics of the underlying controller and any

application-level fluctuations.

Figure 1 illustrates the intuition behind MEANTIME

1The name stands for Minimal Energy ANd TIMEliness.
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Table 1: Embedded Platform Resources.
Platform Processor Cores Core Types Speeds (GHz) Configurations

ODROID-XU3 Samsung Exynos5 Octa 8 2 (A15 & A7) .2–2.0 (A15) .2-1.4 (A7) 128

and compares it to other resource allocation approaches.

The figure shows time, with a deadline, on the x-axis

and performance on the y-axis. Allocating for worst

case execution time (wcet) requires using all resources

in the system and then idling (no performance) until the

deadline. Energy-aware allocation estimates the resource

needs of the current job, but it may miss the deadline due

to job timing variance.

In contrast, MEANTIME reasons about wcet for both

the application’s nominal behavior and its acceptable

approximate variants. Given this information, MEAN-

TIME allocates for the current case, while computing

two temporal regions within the deadline: an efficiency

region and a safety region (shown in Figure 1). The ef-

ficiency region represents the time to run in the appli-

cation’s full-accuracy configuration using the resources

specified by the energy-aware allocator. The safety re-

gion represents the time for which the application must

switch to an approximate configuration (still using the

assigned resources). Note that switching to an approx-

imate configuration does not require computation to be

restarted; rather there are times while an application

is running that it can be switched to an approximate

configuration before the deadline. Approximation al-

lows MEANTIME to potentially have even higher per-

formance in the safety region than allocating for worst

case execution time, as shown in Figure 1. MEAN-

TIME’s key idea is using timing analysis and approxi-

mate computation to determine the efficiency and safety

regions, ensuring both energy efficiency and timeliness.

We implement MEANTIME on a Linux/ARM system.

We test its timing guarantees, energy, and accuracy for

six different applications, including media, image, sig-

nal processing, and financial analysis. These applications

were not originally designed to provide any timing pre-

dictability, still MEANTIME achieves:

• Efficacy with a range of behaviors: The bench-

marks include both high and low variance job laten-

cies (see Section 4.3).

• Predictable timing: MEANTIME never misses a

deadline for any benchmark (see Section 5.1).

• Energy Savings: MEANTIME requires only 46%

of the energy of allocating for worst case and ag-

gressively sleeping the system (see Section 5.2).

These energy savings are comparable to a state-of-

the-art energy-aware approach that provides only

soft timing guarantees but near-optimal energy sav-

ings.

• High Accuracy: MEANTIME achieves accuracies

that are typically very close to the nominal behavior

(i.e., almost no accuracy loss, see Section 5.3).

• Adaptability: MEANTIME automatically reacts to

changing user goals (see Section 5.4) and fluctua-

tions in application workload (see Section 5.5).

MEANTIME is not designed for all embedded ap-

plications, but for those that 1) have viable perfor-

mance/accuracy trade-offs, 2) must satisfy hard real-time

constraints and minimize energy consumption despite

large fluctuations in application workload, and 3) have

progress indicators and models of completion. We be-

lieve many embedded applications meet these criteria (as

evidenced by our use of existing benchmarks).

MEANTIME makes the following contributions:

• Design of a runtime system that provides both hard

real-time guarantees and energy efficiency by sacri-

ficing computation accuracy.

• Experimental evaluation of the runtime on a real

system with six different benchmarks showing

mean energy reductions of over 2× compared to al-

locating for worst case.

2 Motivational Example

We motivate MEANTIME’s combination of hard timing

guarantees and energy efficiency through a radar pro-

cessing example similar to what might be found on an

unmanned autonomous vehicle (UAV). The radar must

process frames with a strict latency or the system cannot

respond to external events. The UAV, however, is energy

limited. Radar processing is amenable to approximate

computation – it can trade reduced signal-to-noise ratio

for performance.

The radar processing consists of four blocks of pro-

cessing. The first block (LPF) performs a low-pass fil-

ter to eliminate high-frequency noise. The second block

(BF) does beam-forming, steering the radar to ”look” in

a particular direction. The third block (PC) performs

pulse compression, which concentrates energy. The fi-

nal block is constant false alarm rate (CFAR) detection,

which identifies targets. Several parameters control the

tradeoff between signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and perfor-

mance (see Section 4). The radar processes frames in

batches of 8. Each batch is one job.

Our experimental platform is an 8-core Linux/ARM

big.LITTLE system, which has four high power, high

performance “big” cores, and four low power, low per-

formance “LITTLE” cores. The radar application is par-

allelized, so that each processing block can be executed

2
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Figure 2: Comparison of techniques for the radar.

across multiple threads. Different resource configura-

tions achieve different power/performance tradeoffs; Ta-

ble 1 lists available configurations.

Table 2: Radar timing.
Latency Measurement (s)

Mean 0.032

Minimum 0.031

Maximum 0.048

STDEV/Mean 0.025

We run the radar

application on the

ARM with all re-

sources allocated and

empirically determine

the worst case latency

for a single radar frame

(this is technically

worst observed latency). Additionally, we report the

minimum, mean, and standard deviation over mean

latency in Table 2.

The timing data demonstrates the classic conflict be-

tween timeliness and energy efficiency. For timeliness,

we can allocate for worst-case execution time. The table,

however, shows that the average latency is very close to

the minimum latency. So most jobs are not close to worst

case. If a job finishes early (i.e., it is not a worst case),

then we can simply sleep (or idle) the processor until the

next job is available [17, 38, 45]. To allocate for energy

efficiency and meet average case timing, we could use a

state of the art energy-aware approach (e.g., [42]).

The key idea behind MEANTIME is using energy-

aware techniques to allocate for the average case, but

avoid timing violations by quickly switching the applica-

tion to an approximate configuration that is guaranteed to

meet timing even for a worst case frame. Section 3 dis-

cusses in detail how MEANTIME calculates the times to

spend in different configurations.

We demonstrate the benefits of MEANTIME for the

radar application by comparing its latency, energy, and

accuracy to three other approaches: allocating resources

for worst case (wcet), allocating both resources and algo-

rithm parameters for worst case based on existing cross-

layer approaches (cross) [21, 58], and allocating for aver-

age case using an energy-aware resource allocator based

on control theory [33, 42]. Figure 2 shows the results.

Each chart shows time (measured in 8-frame jobs) on the

x-axis. The top chart shows latency compared to the tar-

get latency (0.384 seconds per 8-frame job, the worst la-

tency measured on our system). The middle chart shows

the energy per job in Joules. The bottom chart shows the

SNR normalized to the default configuration; i.e., unity

represents no accuracy loss.

The results demonstrate that MEANTIME achieves

both timeliness and energy efficiency. Indeed, MEAN-

TIME achieves the same timing as allocating for worst

case, the same energy consumption as the energy-aware

system, and the same accuracy as the cross-layer ap-

proach. All approaches except for the energy-aware ap-

proach have flat latency curves because they always meet

the deadline (possibly finishing early and idling until the

next job starts) – these techniques are hard to distin-

guish in the latency chart because all three are on top

of each other.. Specifically, the energy-aware approach

consumes 20.2 Joules, allocating for wcet consumes 46.1

Joules, the cross-layer approach consumes 36.7 Joules,

and MEANTIME consumes 20.3 Joules. These results

come at the cost of a small amount of accuracy; in this

case the SNR falls to 99.7% of the original application.

3 The MEANTIME Framework

This section provides the technical details on MEAN-

TIME, illustrated in Figure 3. As shown in the fig-

ure, MEANTIME couples a governor with an energy-

aware controller. The controller allocates system re-

sources (e.g., cores, clockspeed, memory bandwidth) and

the governor ensures that the application’s timing re-

quirements are met. The controller receives a latency tar-

get from the governor and computes the minimal energy

set of resources needed to meet that target. The gov-

ernor receives, from the user, timing requirements and

application’s timing analysis in both its default and ap-

proximate configurations. The user has complete control

over which set of approximations MEANTIME consid-

ers. The governor translates these timing requirements

and analysis into a latency target, which is passed to

the controller. The governor calculates the efficiency and

safety regions. The efficiency region is the time to spend

in the application’s default configuration using the re-

source configuration suggested by the controller. The

safety region is the time to spend in an approximate con-

figuration, ensuring the job meets its deadline.

This section describes MEANTIME’s controller and

governor. The controller itself is not a contribution

of MEANTIME; we make use of existing research on

energy-aware control for soft real-time requirements.

MEANTIME’s contributions are 1) the governor which

ensures timeliness, and 2) the integration of the gover-

3
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Figure 3: Overview of the MEANTIME approach.

nor with existing control techniques. The remainder of

this section provides an overview of energy-aware con-

trol schemes, then describes the governor.

3.1 Approximate Computing

Many approximate computing frameworks exist (see

Section 6) that expose application-level tradeoffs be-

tween accuracy and resource usage (almost always quan-

tified as execution time). Execution time is straightfor-

ward. Accuracy, however, is defined in an application-

specific manner. In a radar, accuracy is signal-to-noise

ratio. In a search engine, it is the precision and recall of

results returned. We discuss the accuracy metrics used

for our test applications in Section 4. The essential thing

for MEANTIME is that the framework exposes the per-

formance and accuracy tradeoffs for a particular applica-

tion. Performance gains can be quantified in a standard

way. Accuracy need only be a total order; MEANTIME

works even if the exact accuracy of a configuration can-

not be specified, as long as it can be ranked relative to

other configurations. MEANTIME requires this ordering

so that it can choose the highest accuracy configuration

that meets a constraint.

3.2 Control for Energy Efficiency

Control theory provides formal guarantees about how a

controlled system responds to dynamic events [24, 59].

Control theoretic techniques have been used to meet soft

real-time deadlines while minimizing resource use. Ex-

amples can be found controlling latency in multi-tier

webservers [11, 30] and in media processing [56, 58].

To minimize energy for a latency constraint, the con-

troller is given a target latency. It then measures the cur-

rent latency, computes the error between the target and

current, and determines the most efficient resource allo-

cation that will eliminate the error. Different control im-

plementations have different tradeoffs between how fast

they react and how stable they are in the face of noise.

The important thing for MEANTIME is that control ap-

proaches have repeatedly proven capable of near optimal

resource allocation [11, 25, 30, 33, 58].

The drawback is that these techniques, by themselves,

cannot provide both hard real-time latency and energy

efficiency. One might attempt to use control theoretic

techniques to meet hard real-time constraints by reduc-

ing the target latency, but this does not guarantee hard

real-time and may not provide optimal energy savings.

MEANTIME, therefore, relies on a control system to al-

locate resources for the current case and minimize en-

ergy. Several existing control systems might be appro-

priate for this task, but MEANTIME builds on POET, a

portable, open-source energy-aware control implementa-

tion [33]. The concept is general, however, and could be

applied to many different control systems.

Within MEANTIME, the controller is responsible for

reacting to application phases; e.g., reducing resource us-

age if the workload gets easier and increasing resources

if it gets harder. Control systems are well-suited to this

task, as their whole purpose is managing system dynam-

ics. Of course, control systems react to changes by de-

tecting errors between a target latency and an achieved

latency. Such latency errors represent missed deadlines

and are not acceptable for hard real-time. Therefore,

MEANTIME’s governor ensures that the user’s target la-

tency requirement is not violated.

3.3 Governor for Timeliness

The governor’s primary responsibility is deriving the effi-

ciency and safety regions. To perform this task, the gov-

ernor requires the following inputs:

1. Worst case timing for the application in its full ac-

curacy configuration.

2. Worst case timing (expressed as speedup) for re-

duced accuracy configurations.

3. Worst case timing analysis for switching application

or system configurations.

While timing information may vary, we only require in-

formation for the worst case, which is conservative and

does not vary. This section shows how the governor de-

rives the efficiency and safety regions from these inputs.

3.3.1 Notation

Table 3 summarizes the notation used in this section. We

assume an application comprised of many jobs, where

each has a workload representing its processing require-

ments. We assume we know the worst case workload

W and the deadline for completing the work t. We la-

bel the worst case latency and computation rate as twc

and rwc and best case values are tbc and rbc. Internally,

MEANTIME records the relationship between the best

and worst case as ∆ = tbc/twc. Note that 0 < ∆ ≤ 1.

Both the machine and application are configurable.

The machine’s resources can be allocated and the appli-

cation’s accuracy can be changed. Application speedups

4
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Table 3: Notation.
Variable Meaning

In
p

u
t

W job workload in worst case

t deadline for completing work

twc worst case latency

tbc best case latency

rwc worst case computation rate with full accuracy

rbc best case computation rate with full accuracy

s0 minimum speedup from approximation

tswitch worst case time to switch app. & sys. config.

In
te

rn
a

l ts time to spend in safety region

te time to spend in efficiency region

rs computation rate in safety region

re computation rate in efficiency region

∆ ratio of best to worst case, tbc/twc

are measured relative to the full accuracy application run-

ning with all machine resources. We assume we know s0,

the maximum worst case speedup available from chang-

ing application accuracy; i.e., the minimum speedup that

will be observed from approximation.

3.3.2 Goal

Given the above assumptions and notation, the governor

computes the safety and efficiency regions such that the

workload of all jobs is completed by their deadlines. We

write these requirements as three constraints:

ts · rs + te · re ≥ W (1)

ts + te ≤ t (2)

ts, te ≥ 0 (3)

Eqn. 1 states that total capacity for work should be

greater or equal to the worst case workload2. This con-

straint is conservative, but if it holds then we know the

worst case work will be accomplished. The second con-

straint ensures that the total time is less than or equal to

the deadline time. The third constraint ensures that the

times are non-negative, which means the deadline can be

met in practice. The governor determines the values of te
and ts such that the constraints will be respected, ensur-

ing hard real-time guarantees.

3.3.3 Deriving Efficiency and Safety Regions

MEANTIME considers the most difficult situation,

which occurs when the application transitions from a best

case latency job to a worst case job. The controller will

detect the best case and allocate a commensurate amount

of resources. Thus, the controller allocated resources for

best case. The combination of worst case workload and

resources allocated for best case will severely degrade

measured performance. MEANTIME calculates this de-

graded performance as ∆rwc. Therefore, the computation

2In practice, we can always idle or sleep if we reserve too much

capacity and finish early.

rate in the efficiency region can be as low as re = ∆rwc.

Furthermore, we can rewrite rs in terms of known quanti-

ties by recognizing that the worst case speed in the safety

region is rs = ∆rwc · s0. To ensure the constraints are sat-

isfied even in this situation, we substitute into Eqns. 1

and 2 to obtain:

ts ·∆rwc · s0 + te ·∆rwc = W (4)

ts + te + tswitch = t (5)

We now have a system of two equations with two

unknowns: ts and te, the time to spend in the safety

and efficiency regions, respectively. All other quanti-

ties are known based on timing analysis as stated in

the above assumptions. We therefore rewrite Eqn. 5 as

ts = t − te − tswitch and substitute into Eqn. 4 to obtain:

W = (t − te − tswitch) ·∆rwc · s0 + te ·∆rwc (6)

twc =
W

∆rwc

= (t − te − tswitch) · s0 + te (7)

te =
twc − s0 · (t − tswitch)

1− s0
(8)

Thus, Eqn. 8 gives the efficiency region; i.e., the largest

amount of time we can spend using the resources spec-

ified by the controller. We then transition to the vari-

able accuracy configuration (keeping resource usage the

same) for ts = t − te − tswitch time. A negative value of

either ts or te indicates that the application is not schedu-

lable.

An additional quick check for schedulability can be

done by checking whether s0 ≥
1

∆
. If the available

speedup cannot overcome the potential difference be-

tween best and worst case, then this approach may miss

deadlines. If this is the case, MEANTIME sets a stricter

latency goal than the user specified, forcing the controller

to be more conservative. MEANTIME then aggressively

sleeps or idles so that the user sees the desired latency.

3.3.4 Minimizing Accuracy Loss for Schedulability

The prior section derived the time to spend in the effi-

ciency region for an application with a single approxi-

mate configuration. In practice, however, approximate

computations expose a wide range of tradeoffs between

accuracy and speedup [29, 53]. We denote the accuracy

and speedup of application configuration i as ai and si, re-

spectively. To maximize the accuracy and maintain hard

real-time constraints, we formulate the following opti-
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mization problem:

maximize∑
i

t i
s

t
·ai (9)

s.t.

∑
i

t i
s · rwc · s

i + te ·∆rwc ≥ W (10)

tswitch +∑
i

t i
s + te ≤ t (11)

ti
s, te ≥ 0 (12)

Here, we assume that the user has supplied some set of

approximations, all of which are acceptable, if not prefer-

able. The goal is to find the maximum accuracy that

guarantees the constraints in Eqns. 10–12. If this lin-

ear program has no feasible solution, the application is

not schedulable on the system. MEANTIME, in general,

does not need to solve this program often. If the accept-

able accuracy never changes, then the program can be

solved once at initialization time. If acceptable accuracy

may change as the program runs, MEANTIME will solve

a new program with a new set of variable accuracy con-

figurations each time it changes.

Eqns. 10–12 have two non-trivial constraints. By the

theory of linear programming, that means that there is an

optimal solution with at most two ti
s greater than 0 and all

other equal to 0 [15]. Thus, during any interval, MEAN-

TIME will switch configurations at most twice. This lim-

itation on switching time means that we can provide a

fairly tight bound on tswitch, meaning that switching time

will have little impact on energy efficiency in practice.

3.3.5 Providing Feedback to the Controller

Control systems have been widely used to improve en-

ergy efficiency because control theory provides formal

guarantees concerning how the system will react to dy-

namic events. For example, when an application shifts

from a computationally intensive phase to an easy phase,

the controller reacts to this change by reducing resource

usage. The problem for hard real-time guarantees is that

the control system reacts by detecting an error between

the desired behavior and observed behavior. If the be-

havior under control is job latency, this error may result

in missed deadlines.

This is an example of the fundamental tension between

hard real-time and energy efficiency. We would like the

runtime to reduce resource usage, but the control sys-

tem will not detect the phase shift if every deadline is

respected. MEANTIME overcomes this drawback by in-

tercepting the latency feedback and altering it. Instead of

providing the actual latency feedback (which will always

be the same as all deadlines are guaranteed), MEAN-

TIME estimates what the latency would have been if the

application had not switched to a less accurate configura-

Table 4: System configurations.
Configuration Settings Max Speedup Max Powerup

big cores 4 4.52 2.00

big core speeds 19 10.23 10.42

LITTLE cores 4 4.52 1.32

LITTLE core speeds 13 7.11 2.62

idle - 0 .6

tion and passes this latency to the controller. This latency

estimate is denoted as t̂ and calculated as:

t̂ = te + ts · s0 + tswitch (13)

Passing this estimated latency to the controller allows

MEANTIME to maintain responsiveness and energy-

efficiency while still meeting hard real-time deadlines.

3.4 MEANTIME Summary

MEANTIME works with existing control theoretic ap-

proaches that provide soft real-time support while min-

imizing energy consumption. MEANTIME augments

these control based approaches in two novel ways. First,

it computes the safety and efficiency regions as described

above – thus combining hard real-time with energy effi-

ciency. Second, it alters the feedback passed to the con-

troller to maintain responsiveness to application phases

despite the fact that deadlines are never violated.

4 Experimental Setup

4.1 Hardware Platform

Our hardware platform is an ODROID-XU3 from Hard-

Kernel. It runs Ubuntu Linux 14.04 using a modified ker-

nel 3.10.58+. We use the taskset utility for managing

processor core assignment and cpufrequtils for man-

aging DVFS settings. This system supports five config-

urable resources that alter performance and power trade-

offs. Additionally, it has an extremely low-power idle

state (about 0.1 Watt).

Table 4 summarizes system resources, showing the

maximum increase in speed and power measured on the

machine for any benchmark. Embedded INA-231 power

sensors [34] provide power data for the big Cortex-A15

cluster, the LITTLE Cortex-A7 cluster, the DRAM and

the GPU. The system sleeps at .1 Watts. The maximum

measured power consumption is just under 6 Watts. All

energy and power numbers reported in this paper con-

sider total usage as measured with the INA-321.

4.2 Applications

We use six benchmark applications: x264, bodytrack,

swaptions, ferret, and streamcluster (from the PARSEC

6
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Figure 4: Speedup and accuracy tradeoffs for test applications.

Table 5: Approximate Application configurations.
App. Configs. Min. Spdup Max Acc. Loss (%)

x264 560 3.96 6.2

bodytrack 200 5.24 14.4

swaptions 100 50.43 1.5

ferret 8 1.24 30.24

streamcluster 16 3.82 54.8

radar 512 3.95 73.4

benchmark suite [12]); as well as a radar processing ap-

plication [28]. We use the PowerDial framework to mod-

ify all seven benchmarks so they support dynamic ap-

proximation [29]. PowerDial turns static configuration

parameters into a data structure controlling the applica-

tion’s runtime behavior. PowerDial also instruments the

applications, providing latency feedback for every outer

loop iteration [29].

We measure application accuracy as a normalized dis-

tance from full accuracy. This is a standard metric al-

lowing comparison across applications [49]. Changes

in application performance are measured as speedup, the

factor by which latency decreases when moving from the

nominal setting. Unlike previous work on approximation

that maximized average achievable speedup, MEAN-

TIME cares about the worst case speedup. Thus, we

measure the minimum speedup achievable with these

transformations. This section describes the tradeoffs ex-

posed by each of these applications. Table 5 summarizes

the application-level configurations, showing the total

number of available configurations as well as the mini-

mum speedup and maximum accuracy loss. These appli-

cations represent a range of workloads which might be

run on an embedded system with both timing and energy

constraints. None of these applications were originally

intended to be run with hard-timing constraints making

them a real test of the proposed technique.

x264: This video encoder compresses a raw input ac-

cording to the H.264 standard. It can decrease the frame

latency at a cost of increased noise. x264 searches for re-

dundancy both within a frame and between frames. The

accuracy-aware x264 trades the work performed to find

redundancy for the amount of redundancy identified. The

total number of distinct application-level configurations

is 560. The encoder’s accuracy is measured by recording

both the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and the en-

coded bitrate, and weighting these two quantities equally.

Table 6: Application Input Details.
Application Input Jobs

x264 native 512 frames

bodytrack sequenceB 261 frames

swaptions randomized parameters 256 swaptions

ferret corel 2000 queries

streamcluster 7 card poker hands 1000 hands

radar radar pulses 100 pulses

bodytrack: This application uses an annealed particle

filter to track a human moving through a space. The fil-

ter parameters trade the track’s quality and the frame la-

tency. The application exposes two knobs, one changes

the number of annealing layers and another changes the

number of particles. In total, the application supports

200 different configurations.

ferret: This application performs similarity search for

images; i.e., it finds images similar to a query image.

Both the image analysis and the location sensitive hash

used to find similar images support approximation. In

total, ferret supports 8 different approximate configura-

tions. The search accuracy is evaluated using F-measure,

the harmonic mean of precision and recall3.

streamcluster: This application is an online approxi-

mation of the k-means clustering algorithm. It has two

parameters which trade clustering accuracy (measured

using the B3 score [2]) and clustering latency. The first

changes the number of iterations used in the approxima-

tion, the second changes the distance metric used to as-

sign a sample to a cluster. Together, they expose 16 dif-

ferent configurations.

swaptions: This financial analysis application uses

Monte Carlo simulation to price a portfolio of swap-

tions. This application can reduce accuracy in the swap-

tion price for decreased pricing latency. The application

has a single parameter, with 100 settings, controlling the

number of simulations per swaption.

radar: This application is the front-end of a radar

signal processor and it turns raw antenna data into a tar-

get list. The application supports four different parame-

ters that tradeoff signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 4. The first

3Precision is the number of returned documents relevant to a query

divided by the total number of returned documents. Recall is the num-

ber of relevant documents returned divided by the total number of rele-

vant documents.
4Higher SNR makes targets easier to detect, lower SNR makes tar-

7
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Table 7: Application Timing Statistics.
Latency Statistics (s)

Application Mean Min Max STDEV/Mean

x264 1.33 0.14 2.97 0.59

bodytrack 0.75 0.64 0.92 0.11

swaptions 0.26 0.01 4.32 1.96

ferret 0.44 0.19 1.09 0.30

streamcluster 0.06 0.03 0.09 0.23

radar 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.03

two change the strength of the low-pass filter. The third

changes the number of distinct directions the phased ar-

ray antenna can “look.” The fourth changes the range

resolution. The radar can enter 512 separate configura-

tions by changing these parameters.

All applications expose timing/accuracy tradeoffs. We

illustrate the tradeoff spaces in Figure 4. Each chart’s

x-axis shows speedup and y-axis shows the resulting ac-

curacy. Speedup and accuracy are both reported normal-

ized to the default configuration. For clarity, we show

only Pareto-optimal tradeoffs. Note that the y-axes show

the range of accuracy tradeoffs for each application, and

the x-axes show the range of possible speedups. Each

application has a different range of both speedup and ac-

curacy, so the axes also have different ranges.

4.3 Statistical Timing Characteristics

Table 6 shows the inputs for each benchmark. These

benchmarks were not originally designed to provide pre-

dictable timing. We quantify this inherent unpredictabil-

ity by measuring the latency of each job and computing

the mean, minimum, maximum, and standard deviation

over mean for all jobs in a benchmark. This data – sum-

marized in Table 7 – shows that our benchmarks have

a range of natural behavior from low variance (natural

predictability; e.g., bodytrack) to high variance (widely

distributed job latencies; e.g., swaptions).

This timing variability further motivates the need for

MEANTIME, which meets hard real-time guarantees

even for such off-the-shelf applications. The inherent

variability means that allocating resources for worst case

execution time requires reserving resources that are not

used much of the time – the worst case is typically far

from the average case. MEANTIME adapts to this vari-

ability by allocating for the average case to save energy

and using a (typically) small amount of approximation to

meet the hard real-time deadlines.

5 Experimental Evaluation

This section evaluates MEANTIME’s ability to provide

hard timing guarantees and energy savings. We first mea-

gets harder to detect. All configurations used in this paper still detect

all targets with more than 10dB of margin.

sure both latency and deadline misses. Next, we quantify

MEANTIME’s energy savings and then the effect of ap-

proximation. Next, we show how MEANTIME reacts to

both changes in user goals (e.g., transitioning to perfect

accuracy) and application workload phases. We end by

measuring MEANTIME’s overhead.

We compare MEANTIME’s timeliness, energy, and

accuracy to the following approaches:

• wcet: meets hard real-time constraints by reserving

resources sufficient for worst case latency and intel-

ligently sleeping if a job finishes early [31]. We do

not have a tool that can accurately estimate worst

case latency on our test platform, so we use worst

observed latency as a proxy.

• PowerDial: uses control theory to adjust

application-level parameters and meet perfor-

mance constraints with maximum accuracy [29].

PowerDial, however, cannot adjust system-level

resource usage, so it cannot proactively lower

system energy consumption. In fact, the only

way to proactively achieve energy savings with

PowerDial is to trade increased performance for

reduced accuracy. The increased performance

allows each job to finish earlier and then the system

can spend more time in the idle state.

• cross: Extends existing cross-layer techniques (e.g.,

[21, 58]) which combine application accuracy and

system resource management. These prior works

do not provide hard guarantees, but we extend them

in a simple way by using worst case timing for both

the application accuracy and system resource usage.

This approach is much simpler than MEANTIME.

• energy-aware: uses state-of-the-art control and op-

timization techniques to allocate minimal energy re-

sources for the current job [33, 42].

• optimal: is the true optimal energy-aware approach

if we knew the future and the could instantly con-

figure the system for each task. We compute the

optimal by running each application in each system

configuration and logging the latency of each job

within the application. We then post-process these

logs to determine the minimal energy configuration

for each job that would have met the latency goal.

This approach is obviously not practical, but we be-

lieve it represents the true energy savings available.

To test MEANTIME, we deploy it on our ODROID

platform and run each application with a target latency

equal to its maximum latency (as reported in Table 7).

We measure missed deadlines and the average latency,

energy, and accuracy for each job.
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5.1 Timing Properties

Figure 5 shows the timing results with deadline misses

on the top and latency (normalized to the target) on the

bottom. These results confirm that none of wcet, cross,

nor MEANTIME miss deadlines, thus they provide hard

real-time guarantees. This agrees with the mathematical

basis for MEANTIME established in Section 3, which

should never miss deadlines as long as it is provided with

accurate (or conservative) worst case timing information.

PowerDial and energy-aware approach do not provide

hard guarantees, so it is not surprising that they miss

deadlines. Instead, these approaches support soft real-

time goals, reflected by the average latency results in the

bottom of Figure 5. Overall, these approaches provides

good average timing; they are just not as predictable as

wcet and MEANTIME.

5.2 Energy

Figure 6 shows each benchmark’s energy consumption

normalized to wcet. We normalize so that results are

comparable across benchmarks. The results show that

the energy-aware approach saves significant energy com-

pared to wcet (confirming prior results [17, 32, 38]). By

geometric mean, MEANTIME consumes only 54% of

the energy of the wcet approach. MEANTIME’s energy

savings is comparable to the energy-aware approach,

which consumes only 52% of wcet’s energy, while the

optimal approach consumes just 49% of wcet’s energy.

The cross approach presented here consumes 86% of

wcet’s energy, which is a significant savings, but not

close to MEANTIME. This cross layer approach is con-

servative in both system resource usage and application

configuration, while MEANTIME is aggressive in re-

source allocation and conservative (for timing) in appli-

cation configuration. The result show MEANTIME’s

combination achieves much better energy reductions.

Similarly, PowerDial’s energy savings is small – only

about a 5% reduction – because PowerDial cannot proac-

tivel alter system energy consumption. This result for

PowerDial confirms previous work demonstrating that

significant additional energy savings arises by coordi-

nating application behavior with system resource usage

[27].

Some benchmarks exhibit greater energy savings than

others. In general, two factors predict the energy sav-

ings compared to wcet. First, the greater the variance in

timing, the greater the energy saving potential – if an ap-

plication spends most of its time near worst case latency,

then there is limited opportunity to reduce resource us-

age. Second, if an application’s approximate configu-

rations do not provide much speedup, then the potential

for energy savings is also reduced. Comparing the timing

statistics (Table 7) and the speedups from approximation

(Table 5) to the energy reduction in Figure 6 validates

these observations. For instance, swaptions has much

higher timing variance and speedups from approxima-

tion than bodytrack, and consequently, it exhibits better

energy savings.

MEANTIME achieves large energy savings because

allocating for worst case and idling after the job com-

pletes is one of the worst things to do on these processors.

One study demonstrates that it is best to keep low-power

multicores busy as much as possible [17]. Another shows

that the Exynos Octa processor is more energy efficient

at lower clockspeeds (and using the LITTLE cores) [32].

MEANTIME uses a control system in an attempt to keep

the cores as busy as possible (and use the LITTLE cores

as much as possible). On this architecture, the policy re-

sults in tremendous savings. On a another system where

racing-to-idle is energy efficient, the MEANTIME ap-

proach would provide no benefit. We believe, however,

that future embedded architectures will tend to look more

like the processor used in this study and present a range

of performance and energy tradeoffs.
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5.3 Accuracy

Figure 7 shows accuracy for PowerDial, cross, and

MEANTIME. These results are normalized to nominal

application behavior, so unity represents full accuracy.

The results show generally high accuracy. Five of the six

benchmarks have accuracies above 0.98 representing ac-

curacy loss of less than 2%. The one exception is ferret,

whose accuracy is 0.78. This is also the application for

which the cross layer approach provides clear benefit.

While it may be hard to see, the accuracy for Power-

Dial is always higher than for MEANTIME. PowerDial

really represents a technique for exposing and control-

ling performance/accuracy tradeoff spaces. In this case,

we have configured PowerDial to produce the highest

possible accuracy. An alternative could run in the low-

est accuracy configuration to produce the highest possi-

ble performance, finish each task as early as possible,

and spend the maximum time in the idle state. Doing

so would produce the lowest accuracy output, but have

significant energy savings. Prior work shows that the en-

ergy savings available in this case is always worse than

coordinating between application and system [27].

Ferret’s low accuracy is due to several factors. The

first is the application’s high variance (see Table 7).

While this may at first appear beneficial, as it provides

more room for high energy savings, adding the sec-

ond factor creates problems. The second factor is the

low speedup relative to the difference between mini-

mum and maximum measured latency (see Table 5).

The combination of high-variance (which is generally

good for MEANTIME) and low speedup available at the

application-level lead the application to spend much of

its time in a reduced accuracy state. In contrast, because

it is conservative in resource usage, cross spends less

time in the reduced resource states that put more pressure

on the application. MEANTIME’s accuracy reduction

results in fewer matches returned for a given search. The

top (most relevant) matches are still returned, but less

relevant ones are dropped. We emphasize that for users

who do not want to lose this level of accuracy, they could

simply specify fewer application knobs. The energy con-

sumption would be higher, but that might be the tradeoff

the user wants. The next section shows an example tran-
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Figure 8: MEANTIME reacting to changing radar accuracy

goals.

sitioning from reduced accuracy to perfect accuracy to

support changing user goals.

Table 8: Required Speedup.
Application Speedup

x264 1.18

bodytrack 1.06

swaptions 1.19

ferret 1.14

streamcluster 1.09

radar 1.03

In general, for all

approaches the accura-

cies are so high because

very little speedup is

needed most of the

time; i.e., most applica-

tions worst case behav-

ior is far from the nor-

mal case so many jobs

terminate in the safety

zone. From our calculations of the true optimal energy

savings available, we know the speedup required to meet

the latency target for each job in each application. Ta-

ble 8 shows the geometric mean of required speedup for

each application across all its jobs. For most applica-

tions, the mean speedups required are quite small com-

pared to the available speedups at the largest accuracy

loss (compare Tables 5 and 8), so the accuracy losses

are correspondingly small. The one exception is ferret,

which has an achievable speedup of about 1.24×, but the

mean required speedup is close to 1.14. This comparison

helps explain ferret’s lower accuracy.

5.4 Adapting to Changing Requirements

We transition a running application from energy mini-

mization to accuracy maximization. To demonstrate this

capability, we extend the radar example from Section 2.

We now launch the radar application using MEANTIME

to meet real-time goals and minimize energy consump-

tion. After 25 jobs we change the radar’s goal to real-

time with maximum accuracy.

Figure 8 shows the results. The figure has three charts

which show latency, energy, and accuracy as functions

of time (measured in jobs). The vertical dashed lines

represent the time when the acceptable approximation

changes. The first half of the input is processed exactly

as in the example section. The second half transitions
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Figure 9: MEANTIME reacting to phases in x264.

to a higher energy configuration, but with no approxima-

tion. This demonstrates that the accuracy loss incurred

by MEANTIME is optional and can be eliminated as

needed. In this sense, MEANTIME represents a strictly

greater set of capabilities than wcet.

5.5 Adapting to Phases

We run the x264 video encoder on an input consisting

of three distinct video scenes (each of 450 frames). The

difficulty (computational resources required to meet the

target latency) varies from frame to frame, but on aver-

age, the first scene is the hardest, the second scene is the

easiest, and the third scene is close to the first, but with a

lower variance in frame-to-frame performance.

Figure 9 shows the results with latency, energy, and

accuracy as a function of time (measured in 30 frame

jobs). The latency target here is high, as it is hard to

encode HD frames at high-quality on the test platform.

MEANTIME achieves perfect timeliness, equivalent to

wcet. These results demonstrate that MEANTIME pro-

vides predictable timing even as the application transi-

tions through phases, something that prior energy-aware

approaches which only support soft real-time cannot do

[33]. Finally, these results show that the accuracy and

energy are tailored to the application workload. During

the middle scene (between jobs 15 and 29) the resource

demand is lessened and the average accuracy improves

slightly and the energy decreases. These results demon-

strate that MEANTIME does not reduce accuracy need-

lessly, but tailors it to the workload requirements.

5.6 Overhead

MEANTIME’s runtime is of constant – O(1) – computa-

tional complexity. To make the system work in practice,

however, it needs to know its own worst case latency

so that it can ensure it does not interfere with the ap-

plication’s timing. To measure MEANTIME’s latency,

we deploy the runtime with no application to manage

and “dummy resources” which are allocated through the

same system calls, but do not change the timing. We

execute 1000 iterations of the runtime and measure the

worst case latency as approximately 100 µs. In practice,

we account for this as part of the switching overhead as

discussed in Section 3.

6 Related Work

The problem of scheduling for timeliness and energy ef-

ficiency has been widely studied in the literature. A com-

plete survey is beyond the scope of this paper, but we

mention some related highlights. At the coarsest level,

scheduling and resource allocation can be done to pro-

vide either hard (e.g., [3, 7, 9, 13, 20, 31, 37, 39, 47,

50, 52]) or soft (e.g., [10, 11, 23, 25, 30, 33, 46]) tim-

ing guarantees, and in both cases it is beneficial to save

as much energy as possible. While all these techniques

differ in terms of the mechanisms they manipulate and

the assumptions they make, we can draw some general

conclusions. First, all techniques (whether hard or soft)

manipulate slack – the time when the system is not busy.

Some approaches scale voltage and frequency to reduce

slack (e.g., [13, 20, 25]); others manipulate processor

sleep states (e.g., [9, 31]). Still others work on general

sets of resources specified at runtime (e.g., [33, 44, 48,

54, 59]). For this paper, however, the important distinc-

tion is that soft guarantees allow the system to be much

more aggressive about eliminating slack as they have the

freedom to occasionally miss deadlines. Hard real-time

guarantees, in contrast, require conservative allocation

and never remove so much slack that timing might be vi-

olated [16]. It has even been noted that, in mixed critical-

ity systems, aggressively removing slack for non-critical

jobs can cause critical jobs to violate timing [57].

MEANTIME does not overturn these prior results.

Rather, MEANTIME is based on the observation that we

can achieve timing and energy efficiency if we make sac-

rifices in a third dimension. Specifically, MEANTIME

exploits the growing domain of approximate comput-

ing. Approximate applications trade accuracy for per-

formance, power, energy, or other benefits. Such ap-

proaches include both static, compile-time analysis of

tradeoffs [5, 51, 53] and dynamic, runtime support for

tradeoff management [4, 6, 18, 29, 49, 55]. Static anal-

ysis guarantees that accuracy bounds are never violated,

but it is conservative and may miss chances for additional

savings through dynamic customization.

Dynamic systems tailor behavior online. For exam-

ple, Green maintains accuracy goals while minimizing

energy [6], while Eon meets energy goals while maxi-

mizing accuracy [55]. Both Green and Eon use heuris-

tic techniques for managing the tradeoff space. Pow-

erDial [29], uses control theoretic techniques to pro-

vide performance guarantees while maximizing accu-

11
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racy. PowerDial is the only technique that attempts

to guarantee performance. Its control-theoretic guaran-

tees may be appropriate for soft real-time, but it cannot

provide hard real-time guarantees. None of these ap-

proaches combine hard real-time with energy reduction.

In contrast to these application-level approaches,

many system-level designs reduce energy consumption

by tailoring resource usage. To reduce total system

power, most of these approaches coordinate multiple re-

sources [19]. For example, Meisner et al. propose coor-

dinating CPU power states, memories, and disks to meet

soft latency goals while minimizing power consump-

tion [43]. Bitirgen et al. coordinate clockspeed, cache,

and memory bandwidth in a multicore [14]. Still other

approaches focus on managing general sets of system-

level components [33, 44, 48, 54, 59]. Finally, recent ap-

proaches manage system resources to provide both real-

time and temperature guarantees, but do not minimize

energy [22]. In fact, these systems provide either hard

real-time guarantees (making no claims about energy), or

they provide soft real-time guarantees (enforced through

a variety of mechanisms) with energy savings.

Cross-layer optimization combines application-level

approximation and system-level resource allocation. In

that sense, MEANTIME most resembles other cross-

layer approaches. Early cross-layer systems were de-

signed for media processing on mobile systems. For ex-

ample, Flinn and Satyanarayanan build a framework for

coordinating operating systems and applications to meet

user defined energy goals [21]. This system trades appli-

cation quality for reduced energy consumption. GRACE

[58] and GRACE-2 [56] use hierarchy to provide soft

real-time guarantees for multimedia applications, mak-

ing system-level adaptations first and then application-

level adaptations. Like GRACE-2, Agilos uses hierarchy,

combined with fuzzy control, to coordinate multimedia

applications and systems to meet a performance goal

[40]. Maggio et al. propose a game-theoretic approach

for a decentralized coordination of application and sys-

tem adaptation which provides soft real-time guaran-

tees [41]. xTune uses static analysis to model application

and system interaction and then refines that model with

dynamic feedback [36]. CoAdapt allows users to pick

two out of three of performance, power, and accuracy;

it then provides soft guarantees in those two dimensions

while optimizing the third [26].

Prior cross-layer approaches coordinate application

accuracy and system energy, but none provide both hard

real-time and energy minimization. Our empirical results

show that a straightforward extension of existing cross

layer approaches can meet hard real-time deadlines and

saves energy compared to allocating for worst case and

maximum accuracy, but it still consumes much more en-

ergy than MEANTIME (see Figure 6). The combination

of hard timing guarantees with the energy efficiency of

an optimistic soft-timing system is the unique contribu-

tion of MEANTIME.

7 Conclusion

This paper presents MEANTIME, a runtime control

methodology. Its unique contribution is using applica-

tion approximation to provide both hard real-time guar-

antees and energy efficiency. While not appropriate for

all applications, MEANTIME provides a large benefit

for those that can reduce accuracy. Our experimental

results verify the claims made in the paper’s introduc-

tion: MEANTIME achieves the timeliness of allocating

for worst case and the energy efficiency of allocating for

current case (actually, MEANTIME does slightly bet-

ter). The capability provided by MEANTIME is strictly

greater than allocating for worst case and racing to sleep.

Therefore, we believe this is an important contribution,

which can greatly increase energy efficiency for a class

of embedded applications that must meet hard real-time

constraints but can sacrifice a small amount of accuracy.
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Abstract
Modern RDMA hardware offers the potential for excep-
tional performance, but design choices including which
RDMA operations to use and how to use them signifi-
cantly affect observed performance. This paper lays out
guidelines that can be used by system designers to navi-
gate the RDMA design space. Our guidelines emphasize
paying attention to low-level details such as individual
PCIe transactions and NIC architecture. We empirically
demonstrate how these guidelines can be used to improve
the performance of RDMA-based systems: we design a
networked sequencer that outperforms an existing design
by 50x, and improve the CPU efficiency of a prior high-
performance key-value store by 83%. We also present and
evaluate several new RDMA optimizations and pitfalls,
and discuss how they affect the design of RDMA systems.

1 Introduction
In recent years, Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA)-
capable networks have dropped in price and made sub-
stantial inroads into datacenters. Despite their newfound
popularity, using their advanced capabilities to best effect
remains challenging for software designers. This chal-
lenge arises because of the nearly-bewildering array of
options a programmer has for using the NIC1, and because
the relative performance of these operations is determined
by complex low-level factors such as PCIe bus transac-
tions and the (proprietary and often confidential) details
of the NIC architecture.

Unfortunately, finding an efficient match between
RDMA capabilities and an application is important: As
we show in Section 5, the best and worst choices of
RDMA options vary by a factor of seventy in their over-
all throughput, and by a factor of 3.2 in the amount of
host CPU they consume. Furthermore, there is no one-
size-fits-all best approach. Small changes in application
requirements significantly affect the relative performance
of different designs. For example, using general-purpose

1In this paper, we refer exclusively to RDMA-capable network inter-
face cards, so we use the more generic but shorter term NIC throughout.

RPCs over RDMA is the best design for a networked
key-value store (Section 4), but this same design choice
provides lower scalability and 16% lower throughput than
the best choice for a networked “sequencer” (Section 4;
the sequencer returns a monotonically increasing integer
to client requests).

This paper helps system designers address this chal-
lenge in two ways. First, it provides guidelines, backed by
an open-source set of measurement tools, for evaluating
and optimizing the most important system factors that
affect end-to-end throughput when using RDMA NICs.
For each guideline (e.g., “Avoid NIC cache misses”), the
paper provides insight on both how to determine whether
this guideline is relevant (e.g., by using PCIe counter mea-
surements to detect excess traffic between the NIC and
the CPU), and a discussion of which modes of using the
NICs are most likely to mitigate the problem.

Second, we evaluate the efficacy of these guidelines by
applying them to both microbenchmarks and real systems,
across three generations of RDMA hardware. Section 4.2
presents a novel design for a network sequencer that out-
performs an existing design by 50x. Our best sequencer
design handles 122 million operations/second using a
single NIC and scales well. Section 4.3 applies the guide-
lines to improve the CPU efficiency and throughput of
the HERD key-value cache [20] by 83% and 35% re-
spectively. Finally, we show that today’s RDMA NICs
handle contention for atomic operations extremely slowly,
rendering designs that use them [27, 30, 11] very slow.

A lesson from our work is that low-level details are
surprisingly important for RDMA system design. Our
underlying goal is to provide researchers and developers
with a roadmap through these details without necessarily
becoming RDMA gurus. We provide simple models of
RDMA operations and their associated CPU and PCIe
costs, plus open-source software to measure and analyze
them (https://github.com/efficient/rdma_bench).

We begin our journey into high-performance RDMA-
based systems with a review of the relevant capabilities
of RDMA NICs, and the PCIe bus that frequently arises
as a bottleneck.

1
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Figure 1: Hardware components of a node in an RDMA cluster

2 Background
Figure 1 shows the relevant hardware components of a
machine in an RDMA cluster. A NIC with one or more
ports connects to the PCIe controller of a multi-core CPU.
The PCIe controller reads/writes the L3 cache to service
the NIC’s PCIe requests; on modern Intel servers [4], the
L3 cache provides counters for PCIe events.

2.1 PCI Express
The current fastest PCIe link is PCIe “3.0 x16,” the 3rd
generation PCIe protocol, using 16 lanes. The bandwidth
of a PCIe link is the per-lane bandwidth times the number
of lanes. PCIe is a layered protocol, and the layer headers
add overhead that is important to understand for efficiency.
RDMA operations generate 3 types of PCIe transaction
layer packets (TLPs): read requests, write requests, and
read completions (there is no transaction-layer response
for a write). Figure 2a lists the bandwidth and header
overhead for the PCIe generations in our clusters. Note
that the header overhead of 20–26 bytes is comparable to
the common size of data items used in services such as
memcached [25] and RPCs [15].

MMIO writes vs. DMA reads There are important dif-
ferences between the two methods of transferring data
from a CPU to a PCIe device. CPUs write to mapped
device memory (MMIO) to initiate PCIe writes. To avoid
generating a PCIe write for each store instruction, CPUs
use an optimization called “write combining,” which com-
bines stores to generate cache line–sized PCIe transac-
tions. PCIe devices have DMA engines and can read
from DRAM using DMA. DMA reads are not restricted
to cache lines, but a read response larger than the CPU’s
read completion combining size (Crc) is split into multiple
completions. Crc is 128 bytes for the Intel CPUs used in
our measurements (Table 2); we assume 128 bytes for the
AMD CPU [4, 3]. A DMA read always uses less host-
to-device PCIe bandwidth than an equal-sized MMIO;
Figure 2b shows an analytical comparison. This is an
important factor, and we show how it affects performance
of higher-layer protocols in the subsequent sections.

PCIe counters Our contributions rely on understanding
the PCIe interaction between NICs and CPUs. Although
precise PCIe analysis requires expensive PCIe analyzers
or proprietary/confidential NICs manuals, PCIe counters
available on modern CPUs can provide several useful

Gen Bitrate Per-lane b/w Request Completion
2.0 5 GT/s 500 MB/s 24 B 20 B
3.0 8 GT/s 984.6 MB/s 26 B 22 B

(a) Speed and header sizes for PCIe generations. Lane band-
width excludes physical layer encoding overhead.
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(b) CPU-to-device PCIe traffic for an x-byte transfer with
DMA and MMIO, assuming PCIe 3.0 and Crc = 128 bytes.

Figure 2: PCIe background

insights.2 For each counter, the number of captured events
per second is its counter rate. Our analysis primarily uses
counters for DMA reads (PCIeRdCur) and DMA writes
(PCIeItoM).

2.2 RDMA
RDMA is a network feature that allows direct access to
the memory of a remote computer. RDMA-providing
networks include InfiniBand, RoCE (RDMA over Con-
verged Ethernet), and iWARP (Internet Wide Area RDMA
Protocol). RDMA networks usually provide high band-
width and low latency: NICs with 100 Gbps of per-port
bandwidth and ∼ 2µs round-trip latency are commercially
available. The performance and scalability of an RDMA-
based communication protocol depends on several factors
including the operation (verb) type, transport, optimiza-
tion flags, and operation initiation method.

2.2.1 RDMA verbs and transports

RDMA hosts communicate using queue pairs (QPs); hosts
create QPs consisting of a send queue and a receive queue,
and post operations to these queues using the verbs API.
We call the host initiating a verb the requester and the
destination host the responder. For some verbs, the re-
sponder does not actually send a response. On completing
a verb, the requester’s NIC optionally signals completion
by DMA-ing a completion entry (CQE) to a completion
queue (CQ) associated with the QP. Verbs can be made
unsignaled by setting a flag in the request; these verbs do
not generate a CQE, and the application detects comple-
tion using application-specific methods.

The two types of verbs are memory verbs and messag-
ing verbs. Memory verbs include RDMA reads, writes,

2The CPU intercepts cache line-level activity between the PCIe
controller and the L3 cache, so the counters can miss some critical
information. For example, the counters indicate 2 PCIe reads when the
NIC reads a 4-byte chunk straddling 2 cache lines.
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SEND/RECV WRITE READ WQE header
RC � � � 36 B
UC � � � 36 B
UD � � � 68 B

Table 1: Operations supported by each transport type, and their
Mellanox WQE header size for SEND, WRITE, and READ.
RECV WQE header size is 16 B for all transports.

and atomic operations. These verbs specify the remote ad-
dress to operate on and bypass the responder’s CPU. Mes-
saging verbs include the send and receive verbs. These
verbs involve the responder’s CPU: the send’s payload
is written to an address specified by a receive that was
posted previously by the responder’s CPU. In this paper,
we refer to RDMA read, write, send, and receive verbs as
READ, WRITE, SEND, and RECV respectively.

RDMA transports are either reliable or unreliable, and
either connected or unconnected (also called datagram).
With reliable transports, the NIC uses acknowledgments
to guarantee in-order delivery of messages. Unreliable
transports do not provide this guarantee. However, mod-
ern RDMA implementations such as InfiniBand use a loss-
less link layer that prevents congestion-based losses using
link layer flow control [1], and bit error–based losses us-
ing link layer retransmissions [8]. Therefore, unreliable
transports drop packets very rarely. Connected transports
require one-to-one connections between QPs, whereas a
datagram QP can communicate with multiple QPs. We
consider two types of connected transports in this pa-
per: Reliable Connected (RC) and Unreliable Connected
(UC). Current RDMA hardware provides only 1 datagram
transport: Unreliable Datagram (UD). Different transports
support different subsets of verbs: UC does not support
RDMA reads, and UD does not support memory verbs.
Table 1 summarizes this.

2.2.2 RDMA WQEs

To initiate RDMA operations, the user-mode NIC driver
at the requester creates Work Queue Elements (WQEs)
in host memory; typically, WQEs are created in a pre-
allocated, contiguous memory region, and each WQE is
individually cache line–aligned. (We discuss methods
of transferring WQEs to the device in Section 3.1.) The
WQE format is vendor-specific and is determined by the
NIC hardware.

WQE size depends on several factors: the type of RDMA
operation, the transport, and whether the payload is refer-
enced by a pointer field or inlined in the WQE (i.e., the
WQE buffer includes the payload). Table 1 shows the
WQE header size for Mellanox NICs for three transports.
For example, with a 36-byte WQE header, the size of a
WRITE WQE with an x-byte inlined payload is 36 + x
bytes. UD WQEs have larger, 68-byte headers to store
additional routing information.

Server
(requester)

WRITE, UC

READ, RC

SEND, UD

a) Outbound verbs b) Inbound verbs

Clients
(requester)

WRITE, UC

READ, RC

RECV, UD

Clients
(responder)

Server
(responder)

Figure 3: Inbound and outbound verbs at the server.

1, 21, 2

0 64Doorbell

a) WQE-by-MMIO method b) Doorbell method

128 192 2560 64 128 192 256

2211

Figure 4: The WQE-by-MMIO and Doorbell methods for trans-
ferring two WQEs (shaded) spanning 2 cache lines. Arrows rep-
resent PCIe transactions. Red (thin) arrows are MMIO writes;
the blue (thick) arrow is a DMA reads. Arrows are marked with
WQE numbers; arrow width represents transaction size.

2.2.3 Terminology and default assumptions

We distinguish between inbound and outbound verbs be-
cause their performance differs significantly (Section 5):
memory verbs and SENDs are outbound at the requester
and inbound at the responder; RECVs are always inbound.
Figure 3 summarizes this. As our study focuses on small
messages, all WRITEs and SENDs are inlined by default.
We define the padding-to-cache-line-alignment function
x′ := �x/64� ∗ 64. We denote the per-lane bandwidth,
request header size, and completion header size of PCIe
3.0 by Pbw , Pr , and Pc , respectively.

3 RDMA design guidelines
We now present our design guidelines. Along with each
guideline, we present new optimizations and briefly de-
scribe those presented in prior literature. We make two
assumptions about the NIC hardware that are true for all
currently available NICs. First, we assume that the NIC is
PCIe-based device. Current network interfaces (NIs) are
predominantly discrete PCIe cards; vendors are beginning
to integrate NIs on-die [2, 5], or on-package [6], but these
NIs still communicate with the PCIe controller using the
PCIe protocol, and are less powerful than discrete NIs.
Second, we assume that the NIC has internal parallelism
using multiple processing units (PUs)—this is generally
true of high-speed NIs [19]. As in conventional parallel
programming, this parallelism provides both optimization
opportunities (Section 3.3) and pitfalls (Section 3.4).

To discuss the impact on CPU and PCIe use of the
optimizations below, we consider transferring N WQEs
of size D bytes from the CPU to the NIC.

3.1 Reduce CPU-initiated MMIOs
Both CPU efficiency and RDMA throughput can improve
if MMIOs are reduced or replaced with the more CPU-

3
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1
WQE MMIO

CQE DMA

1

2
2

1

2

CPU NIC

+Unsignaled: CQEs are 
dropped; reduces PCIe 
txns, NIC processing

+Doorbell batching: 
Multiple WQEs DMA-ed in 
one transaction; reduces 
CPU use, PCIe txns

1, 2
Dbell MMIO

WQE DMA
1, 2

CPU NIC

+WQE shrinking via 
header-only SEND: 
Uses 4B header field 
for application data; 
reduces PCIe 
bandwidth use(256 B DMA)

1, 2
Dbell MMIO

WQE DMA
1, 2

CPU NIC

(128 B DMA)

Figure 5: Optimizations for issuing two 4-
byte UD SENDs. A UD SEND WQE spans
2 cache lines on Mellanox NICs because of
the 68-byte header; we shrink it to 1 cache
line by using a 4-byte header field for pay-
load. Arrow notation follows Figure 4.

and bandwidth-efficient DMAs. CPUs initiate network op-
erations by sending a message to the NIC via MMIO. The
message can (1) contain the new work queue elements,
or (2) it can refer to the new WQEs by using information
such as the address of the last WQE. In the first case,
the WQEs are transferred via 64-byte write-combined
MMIOs. In the second case, the NIC reads the WQEs
using one or more DMAs.3 We refer to these methods
as WQE-by-MMIO and Doorbell respectively. (Differ-
ent technologies have different terms for these methods.
Mellanox uses “BlueFlame” and “Doorbell,” and Intel®
Omni-Path Architecture uses “PIO send” and “SDMA,”
respectively.) Figure 4 summarizes this. The WQE-by-
MMIO method optimizes for low latency and is typically
the default. Two optimizations can improve performance
by reducing MMIOs:

Doorbell batching If an application can issue multiple
WQEs to a QP, it can use one Doorbell MMIO for the
batch. CPU: Doorbell reduces CPU-generated MMIOs
from N ∗ D′ / 64 with WQE-by-MMIO to 1. PCIe:
For N = 10 and D = 65 and PCIe 3.0, Doorbell trans-
fers 1534 bytes, whereas WQE-by-MMIO transfers 1800
bytes (Appendix A).

In this paper, we refer to Doorbell batching as
batching—a batched WQE transfer via WQE-by-MMIO
is identical to a sequence of individual WQE-by-MMIOs,
so batching is only useful for Doorbell.

WQE shrinking Reducing the number of cache lines
used by a WQE can improve throughput drastically. For
example, consider reducing WQE size by only 1 byte
from 129 B to 128 B, and assume that WQE-by-MMIO
is used. CPU: CPU-generated MMIOs decreases from 3
to 2. PCIe: Number of PCIe transactions decreases from
3 to 2. Shrinking mechanisms include compacting the
application payload, or overloading unused WQE header
fields with application data.

3.2 Reduce NIC-initiated DMAs
Reducing DMAs saves NIC processing power and PCIe
bandwidth, improving RDMA throughput. Note that the
batching optimization above adds a DMA read, but it
avoids multiple MMIOs, which is usually a good tradeoff.

3In this paper, we assume that the NIC reads all new WQEs in one
DMA, as is done by Mellanox’s Connect-IB and newer NICs. Older
Mellanox NICs read one or more WQEs per DMA, depending on the
NIC’s proprietary prefetching logic.

1, 2
Dbell MMIO

WQE DMA

CPU NIC

Payload, CQE
1

1

Payload, CQE
2

2

Dbell MMIO

WQE DMA

CPU NIC

CQE
1

CQE
2

Header-only RECV: CQE contains application data
from SEND header; saves a PCIe transaction

Inline RECV: 
CQE contains
payload; saves a 
PCIe transaction

Dbell MMIO

WQE DMA

CPU NIC

CQE
1

CQE
2

1, 2

1, 2 1, 2

1, 2 1, 2

Figure 6: Optimizations for RECVs with small SENDs.
.

Known optimizations to reduce NIC-initiated DMAs in-
clude unsignaled verbs which avoid the completion DMA
write (Section 2.2.1), and payload inlining which avoids
the payload DMA read (Section 2.2.2). The two opti-
mizations in Section 3.1 affect DMAs, too: batching with
large N requires fewer DMA reads than smaller N ; WQE
shrinking further makes these reads smaller.

NICs must DMA a completion queue entry for com-
pleted RECVs [1]; this provides an additional optimiza-
tion opportunity, as discussed below. Unlike CQEs of
other verbs that only signal completion and are dispensi-
ble, RECV CQEs contain important metadata such as the
size of received data. NICs typically generate two sepa-
rate DMAs for payload and completion, writing them to
application- and driver-owned memory respectively. We
later show that the corresponding performance penalty ex-
plains the rule-of-thumb that messaging verbs are slower
than memory verbs, and using the DMA-avoiding opti-
mizations below challenges this rule-of-thumb for some
payload sizes. We assume here that the corresponding
SEND for a RECV carries an X-byte payload.

Inline RECV If X is small (∼ 64 for Mellanox’s NICs),
the NIC encapsulates the payload in the CQE, which
is later copied by the driver to the application-specified
address. CPU: Minor overhead for copying the small
payload. PCIe: Uses 1 DMA instead of 2.

Header-only RECV If X = 0 (i.e., the RDMA SEND
packet consists of only a header and no payload), the
payload DMA is not generated at the receiver. Some
information from the packet’s header is included in the
DMA-ed CQE, which can be used to implement applica-
tion protocols. We call SENDs and RECVs with X = 0
header-only, and regular otherwise. PCIe: Uses 1 DMA
instead of 2.
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Figure 5 and Figure 6 summarize these two guidelines
for UD SENDs and RECVs, respectively. These two
verbs are used extensively in our evaluation.

3.3 Engage multiple NIC PUs
Exploiting NIC parallelism is necessary for high perfor-
mance, but requires explicit attention. A common RDMA
programming decision is to use as few queue pairs as pos-
sible, but doing so limits NIC parallelism to the number of
QPs. This is because operations on the same QP have or-
dering dependencies and are ideally handled by the same
NIC processing unit to avoid cross-PU synchronization.
For example, in datagram-based communication, one QP
per CPU core is sufficient for communication with all re-
mote cores. Using one QP consumes the least NIC SRAM
to hold QP state, while avoiding QP sharing among CPU
cores. However, it “binds” a CPU core to a PU and may
limit core throughput to PU throughput. This is likely to
happen when per-message application processing is small
(e.g., the sequencer in Section 4.2) and a high-speed CPU
core overwhelms a less powerful PU. In such cases, using
multiple QPs per core increases CPU efficiency; we call
this the multi-queue optimization.

3.4 Avoid contention among NIC PUs
RDMA operations that require cross-QP synchronization
introduce contention among PUs, and can perform over
an order of magnitude worse than uncontended operations.
For example, RDMA provides atomic operations such as
compare-and-swap and fetch-and-add on remote mem-
ory. To our knowledge, all NICs available at the time of
writing (including the recently released ConnectX-4 [7])
use internal concurrency control for atomics: PUs ac-
quire an internal lock for the target address and issue
read-modify-write over PCIe. Note that atomic opera-
tions contend with non-atomic verbs too. Future NICs
may use PCIe’s atomic transactions for higher performing,
cache coherence-based concurrency control.

Therefore, the NIC’s internal locking mechanism, such
as the number of locks and the mapping of atomic ad-
dresses to these locks, is important; we describe exper-
iments to infer this in Section 5.4. Note that due to the
limited SRAM in NICs, the number of available locks is
small, which amplifies contention in the workload.

3.5 Avoid NIC cache misses
NICs cache several types of information; it is critical to
maintain a high cache hit rate because a miss translates
to a read over PCIe. Cached information includes (1) vir-
tual to physical address translations for RDMA-registered
memory, (2) QP state, and (3) a work queue element
cache. While the first two are known [13], the third is
undocumented and was discovered in our experiments.
Address translation cache misses can be reduced by using

Name Hardware

CX ConnectX (1x 20 Gb/s InfiniBand ports), PCIe
2.0 x8, AMD Opteron 8354 (4 cores, 2.2 GHz)

CX3 ConnectX-3 (1x 56 Gb/s InfiniBand ports), PCIe
3.0 x8, Intel® Xeon® E5-2450 CPU (8 cores, 2.1
GHz)

CIB Connect-IB (2x 56 Gb/s InfiniBand ports), PCIe
3.0 x16, Intel® Xeon® E5-2683-v3 CPU (14 cores,
2 GHz)

Table 2: Measurement clusters. CX is NSF PRObE’s Nome
cluster [17], CX3 is Emulab’s Apt cluster [31], and CIB is a
cluster at NetApp. CX uses PCIe 2.0 at 2.5 GT/s.

large (e.g., 2 MB) pages, and QP state cache misses by
using fewer QPs [13]. We make two new contributions in
this context:

Detecting cache misses All types of NIC cache misses
are transparent to the application and can be difficult to de-
tect. We demonstrate how PCIe counters can be leveraged
to accomplish this, by detecting and measuring WQE
cache misses (Section 5.3.2). In general, subtracting the
application’s expected PCIe reads from the actual reads
reported by PCIe counters gives an estimate of cache
misses. Estimating expected PCIe reads in turn requires
PCIe models of RDMA operations (Section 5.1).

WQE cache misses The initial work queue element
transfer from CPU to NIC triggers an insertion of the
WQE into the NIC’s WQE cache. When the NIC eventu-
ally processes this WQE, a cache miss can occur if it was
evicted by newer WQEs. In Section 5.3.2, we show how
to measure and reduce these misses.

4 Improved system designs
We now demonstrate how these guidelines can be used to
improve the design of whole systems. We consider two
systems: networked sequencers, and key-value stores.

Evaluation setup We perform our evaluation on the
three clusters described in Table 2. We name the clusters
with the initials of their NICs, which is the main hardware
component governing performance. CX3 and CIB run
Ubuntu 14.04 with Mellanox OFED 2.4; CX runs Ubuntu
12.04 with Mellanox OFED 2.3. Throughout the paper,
we use WQE-by-MMIO for non-batched operations and
Doorbell for batched operations. However, when batching
is enabled but the available batch size is one, WQE-by-
MMIO is used. (Doorbell provides little CPU savings for
transferring a single small WQE, and uses an extra PCIe
transaction.) For brevity, we primarily use the state-of-
the-art CIB cluster in this section; Section 5 evaluates our
optimizations on all clusters.
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Figure 7: Impact of optimizations on HERD RPC-based se-
quencer (blue lines with circular dots), and throughput of
Spec-S0 and the atomics-based sequencer

4.1 Overview of HERD RPCs
We use HERD’s RPC protocol for communication be-
tween clients and the sequencer/key-value server. HERD
RPCs have low overhead at the server and high number-
of-clients scalability. Protocol clients use unreliable
WRITEs to write requests to a request memory region at
the server. Before doing so, they post a RECV to an un-
reliable datagram QP for the server’s response. A server
thread (a worker) detects a new request by polling on the
request memory region. Then, it performs application
processing and responds using a UD SEND posted via
WQE-by-MMIO.

We apply the following two optimizations to HERD
RPCs in general; we present specific optimizations for
each system later.
• Batching Instead of responding after detecting one

request, the worker checks for one request from each
of the C clients, collecting N ≤ C requests. Then, it
SENDs N responses using a batched Doorbell.
• Multi-queue Each worker alternates among a tune-

able number of UD queue pairs across the batched
SENDs.

Note that batching does not add significant latency be-
cause we do it opportunistically [23, 21]; we do not wait
for a number of requests to accumulate. We briefly dis-
cuss the latency added by batching in Section 4.2.2.

4.2 Networked sequencers
Centralized sequencers are useful building blocks for a va-
riety of network applications, such as ordering operations
in distributed systems via logical or real timestamps [11],
or providing increasing offsets into a linearly growing
memory region [10]. A centralized sequencer can be the
bottleneck in high-performance distributed systems, so
building a fast sequencer is an important step to improving
whole-system performance.

Our sequence server runs on a single machine and
provides an increasing 8-byte integer to client processes
running on remote machines. The baseline design uses
HERD RPCs. The worker threads at the server share an 8-
byte counter; each client can send a sequencer request to

Baseline +RPC opts Spec-S0 Atomics

Throughput 26 97.2 122 2.24
Bottleneck CPU DMA bw NIC PCIe RTT

Table 3: Sequencer throughput (Mrps) and bottlenecks on CIB

any worker. The worker’s application processing consists
of atomically incrementing the shared counter by one.
When Doorbell batching is enabled, we use an additional
application-level optimization to reduce contention for
the shared counter: after collecting N requests, a worker
atomically increments the shared counter by N , thereby
claiming ownership of a sequence of N consecutive inte-
gers. It then sends these N integers to the clients using a
batched Doorbell (one integer per client).

Figure 7 shows the effect of batching and multi-queue
on the HERD RPC-based sequencer’s throughput with
an increasing number of server CPU cores. We run 1
worker thread per core and use 70 client processes on 5
client machines. Batching increases single-core through-
put from 7.0 million requests per second (Mrps) to 16.6
Mrps. In this mode, each core still uses 2 response UD
queue pairs—one for each NIC port—and is bottlenecked
by the NIC processing units handling the QPs; engaging
more PUs with multi-queue (3 per-port QPs per core) in-
creases core throughput to 27.4 Mrps. With 6 cores and
both optimizations, throughput increases to 97.2 Mrps
and is bottlenecked by DMA bandwidth: The DMA band-
width limit for the batched UD SENDs used by our se-
quencer is 101.6 million operations/s (Section 5.2.1). At
97.2 Mrps, the sequencer is within 5% of this limit; we
attribute the gap to PCIe link- and physical-layer over-
heads in the DMA-ed requests, which are absent in our
SEND-only benchmark. When more than 6 cores are
used, throughput drops because the response batch size
are smaller: With 6 cores (97.2 Mrps), there are 15.9 re-
sponses per batch; with 10 cores (84 Mrps), there are 4.4
responses per batch.

4.2.1 Sequencer-specific optimizations

The above design is a straightforward adoption of general-
purpose RPCs for a sequencer, and inherits the limitations
of the RPC protocol. First, the connected QPs used for
writing requests require state in the server’s NIC and limit
scalability to a few hundred RPC clients [20]. Higher scal-
ability necessitates exclusive use of datagram transport
which only supports SEND/RECV verbs. The challenge
then is to use SEND/RECV instead of WRITEs for se-
quencer requests without sacrificing server performance.
Second, it uses PCIe inefficiently: UD SEND work queue
elements on Mellanox’s NICs span ≥ 2 cache lines be-
cause of their 68-byte header (Table 1); sending 8 bytes
of useful sequencer data requires 128 bytes (2 cache lines)
to be DMA-ed by the NIC.
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Figure 8: Impact of response batching on Spec-S0 latency

We exploit the specific requirements of the sequencer to
overcome these limitations. We use header-only SENDs
for both requests and responses to solve both problems:

1. The client’s header-only request SENDs generate
header-only, single-DMA RECVs at the server (Fig-
ure 6), which are as fast as the WRITEs used earlier.

2. The server’s header-only response SEND WQEs use
a header field for application payload and fit in 1
cache line (Figure 5), reducing the data DMA-ed per
response by 50% to 64 bytes.

Using header-only SENDs requires encoding applica-
tion information in the SEND packet header; we use the
4-byte immediate integer field of RDMA packets [1]. Our
8-byte sequencer works around the 4-byte limit as follows:
Clients speculate the 4 higher bytes of the counter and
send it in a header-only SEND. If the client’s guess is cor-
rect, the server sends the 4 lower bytes in a header-only
SEND, else it sends the entire 8-byte value in a regular,
non header-only SEND which later triggers an update of
the client’s guess. Only a tiny fraction (≤ C/232 with C
clients) of SENDs are regular. We discuss this speculation
technique further in Section 5.

We call this datagram-only sequencer Spec-S0 (spec-
ulation with header-only SENDs). Figure 7 shows its
throughput with increasing server CPU cores. Spec-S0’s
DMA bandwidth limit is higher than HERD RPCs be-
cause of smaller response WQEs; it achieves 122 Mrps
and is limited by the NIC’s processing power instead of
PCIe bandwidth. Spec-S0 has lower single-core through-
put than the HERD RPC-based sequencer because of the
additional CPU overhead of posting RECVs.

4.2.2 Latency

Figure 8 shows the average end-to-end latency of
Spec-S0 with and without response batching. Both
modes receive a batch of requests from the NIC; the two
modes differ only in the method used to send responses.
The non-batched mode sends responses one-by-one using
WQE-by-MMIO whereas the batched mode uses Door-
bell when multiple responses are available to send. We
batch atomic increments to the shared counter in both
modes. We use 10 server CPU cores, which is the mini-
mum required to achieve peak throughput. We measure
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Figure 9: Improvement in HERD’s throughput with 5% PUTs

throughput with increasing client load by adding more
clients, and by increasing the number of outstanding re-
quests per client. Batching adds up to 1 µs of latency
because of the additional DMA read required with the
Doorbell method. We believe that the small additional
latency is acceptable because of the large throughput and
CPU efficiency gains from batching.

4.2.3 Atomics-based sequencers

Atomic fetch-and-add over RDMA is an appealing
method to implement a sequencer: Binnig et al. [11]
use this design for the timestamp server in their dis-
tributed transaction protocol. However, lock contention
for the counter among the NIC’s PUs results in poor per-
formance. The effects of contention are exacerbated by
the duration for which locks are held—several hundred
nanoseconds for PCIe round trips. Our RPC-based se-
quencers have lower contention and shorter lock duration:
the programmability of general-purpose CPUs allows us
to batch updates to the counter which reduces cache line
contention, and proximity to the counter’s storage (i.e.,
core caches) makes these updates fast. Figure 7 shows the
throughput of our atomics-based sequencer: it achieves
only 2.24 Mrps, which is 50x worse than our optimized
design, and 12.2x worse than our single-core throughput.
Table 3 summarizes the performance of our sequencers.

4.3 Key-value stores

Several designs have been proposed for RDMA-based
key-value storage. The HERD key-value cache uses
HERD RPCs for all requests and does not bypass the
remote CPU; other key-value designs bypass the re-
mote CPU for key-value GETs (Pilaf [24] and FaRM-
KV [13]), or for both GETs and PUTs (DrTM-KV [30]
and Nessie [27]). Our goal here is to demonstrate how our
guidelines can be used to optimize or find flaws in RDMA
system designs in general; we do not compare across dif-
ferent key-value systems. We first present performance
improvements for HERD. Then, we show how the per-
formance of atomics-based key-value stores is adversely
affected by lock contention inside NICs.
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Figure 10: Throughput of emulated DrTM-KV with increasing
updates.

4.3.1 Improving HERD’s performance

We apply batching to HERD as follows. After collecting
N ≤ C requests, the server-side worker performs the
GET or PUT operations on the backing datastore. It uses
prefetching to hide the memory latency of accesses to the
storage data structures [32, 23]. Then, the worker sends
the responses either one-by-one using WQE-by-MMIO,
or as a single batch using Doorbell.

For evaluation, we run a HERD server with a variable
number of workers on a CIB machine; we use 128 client
threads running on eight client machines to issue requests.
We pre-populate the key space partition owned by each
worker with 8 million key-value pairs, which map 16-byte
keys to 32-byte values. The workload consists of 95%
GET and 5% PUT operations, with keys chosen uniformly
at random from the inserted keys.

Figure 9 shows the throughput achieved in the above
experiment. We also include the maximum throughput
achievable by a READ-based key-value store such as Pilaf
or FaRM-KV that uses ≥ 2 small READs per GET (one
READ for fetching the index entry, and one for fetching
the value). We compute this analytically by halving CIB’s
peak inbound READ throughput (Section 5.3.1). We
make three observations:
• Batching improves HERD’s per-core throughput by

83% from 6.7 Mrps to 12.3 Mrps. This improve-
ment is smaller than for the sequencer because the
CPU processing time saved from avoiding MMIOs is
smaller relative to per-request processing in HERD
than in the sequencer.
• Batching improves peak throughput by 35% from

72.8 Mrps to 98.3 Mrps. Batched throughput is bot-
tlenecked by PCIe DMA bandwidth.
• With batching, HERD’s throughput is up to 63%

higher than a READ-based key-value store. While
HERD’s original non-batched design requires 12
cores to outperform a READ-based design, only 7
cores are needed with batching. This highlights the
importance of including low-level factors such as
batching when comparing RDMA system designs.

4.3.2 Atomics-based key-value stores

DrTM-KV [30] and Nessie [27, 28] use RDMA atom-
ics to bypass the remote CPU for both GETs and PUTs.
However, these projects do not consider the impact of the

NIC’s concurrency control on performance, and present
performance for either GET-only (DrTM-KV) or GET-
mostly workloads (Nessie). We now show that locking
inside the NIC results in low PUT throughput, and de-
grades throughput even when only a small fraction of
key-value operations are PUTs.

We discuss DrTM-KV here because of its sim-
plicity, but similar observations apply to Nessie.
DrTM-KV caches some fields of its key-value index at
all clients; GETs for cached keys use one READ. PUT
operations lock, update, and unlock key-value items;
locking and unlocking is done using atomics. Running
DrTM-KV’s codebase on CIB requires significant mod-
ification because CIB’s dual-port NIC are connected in
a way that does not allow cross-port communication. To
overcome this, we wrote a simplified emulated version of
DrTM-KV: we emulate GETs with 1 READ and PUTs
with 2 atomics, and assume a 100% cache hit rate.

Figure 10 shows the throughput of our emulated
DrTM-KV server with different fractions of PUT oper-
ations in the workload. The server hosts 16 million items
with 16-byte keys and 32-byte values. Clients use ran-
domly chosen keys and we use as many clients as required
to maximize throughput. Although throughput for a 100%
GET workload is high, adding only 10% PUTs degrades
it by 72% on CX3 and 31% on CIB. Throughput with
100% PUTs is a tiny fraction of GET-only throughput:
4% on CX3 and 12% on CIB. Note that the degradation
for CIB is more gradual than for CX3 because CIB has a
better locking mechanism, as shown in Section 5.

5 Low-level factors in RDMA
Our guidelines and system designs are based on an im-
proved understanding of low-level factors that affect
RDMA performance, including I/O initiation mecha-
nisms, PCIe, and NIC architecture. These factors are
complicated and there is little existing literature describ-
ing them or studying their relevance to networked systems.
We attempt to fill this void by presenting clarifying perfor-
mance measurements, experiments, and models; Table 4
shows a partial summary for CIB. Additionally, we dis-
cuss the importance of these factors to general RDMA
system design beyond the two systems in Section 4.

We divide our discussion into three common use cases
that highlight different low-level factors: (1) batched op-
erations, (2) non-batched operations, and (3) atomic oper-
ations. For each case, we present a performance analysis
focusing on hardware bottlenecks and optimizations, and
discuss implications on RDMA system design.

5.1 PCIe models
We have demonstrated that understanding the PCIe behav-
ior is critical for improving RDMA performance. How-
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Outbound verbs Inbound verbs

UD SENDs UD RECVs READs Atomics

Non-batch Batch Batch + HO Batch Batch + HO ≤ 64 B 128 B Z = 1 Z ≥ 4096

Rate (Mops) 80 101.6 157 82 122 121.6 76.2 2.24 52
Bottleneck MMIO bw DMA bw NIC NIC NIC NIC IB bw PCIe RTT NIC

Table 4: Throughput and bottleneck of different modes of RDMA verbs on CIB. HO denotes the header-only optimization.
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Figure 12: Inbound READ and UC WRITE throughput, and the InfiniBand limit for READs. Note the different scales for Y axes.
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(a) PCIe limits for UD SEND with batch size B
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(b) Optimizations for UD SEND

Figure 11: (a) Peak batched and non-batched UD SEND
throughput on CIB, with batch size B; dotted lines show corre-
sponding PCIe limits. (b) Effect of optimizations on single-core
UD SEND throughput with 60-byte payload (128-byte WQE).

ever, deriving analytical models of PCIe behavior with-
out access to proprietary/confidential NIC manuals and
our limited resources—per–cache line PCIe counters and
undocumented driver software—required extensive ex-
perimentation and analysis. Our derived models are
presented in a slightly simplified form at several points
in this paper (Figures 5, 6, 13). The exact analytical
models are complicated and depend on several factors
such as the NIC, its PCIe capability, the verb and trans-
port, the level of Doorbell batching, etc. To make our

models easily accessible, we instrumented the datapath
of two Mellanox drivers (ConnectX-3 and Connect-IB)
to provide statistics about PCIe bandwidth use (https:
//github.com/efficient/rdma_bench). Our models
and drivers are restricted to requester-side PCIe behav-
ior. We omit responder-side PCIe behavior because it
is the same as described in our previous work [20]: in-
bound READs and WRITEs generate one PCIe read
and write, respectively; inbound SENDs trigger a RECV
completion—we discuss the PCIe transactions for the
RECV.

5.2 Batched operations

A limitation of batching on current hardware makes it
useful mainly for datagram transport: all operations in a
batch must use the same queue pair because Doorbells
are per QP. This limitation seems fundamental to the
parallel architecture of NICs: In a hypothetical NIC de-
sign where Doorbells contained information relevant for
multiple queue pairs (e.g., a compact encoding of “2 and
1 new WQEs for QP 1 and QP 2, respectively”), sending
the Doorbell to the NIC processing units handling these
QPs would require an expensive selective broadcast inside
the NIC. These PUs would then issue separate DMAs for
WQEs, losing the coalescing advantage of batching. This
limitation makes batching less useful for connected QPs,
which provide only one-to-one communication between
two machines: the chances that a process has multiple
messages for the same remote machine are low in large
deployments. We therefore discuss batching for UD trans-
port only.

9
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Payload, CQE DMA

WQE DMA: cache miss 
while generating request

RDMA request
RDMA response

WQE DMA: cache miss 
while servicing response

CPU NIC
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1
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(a) PCIe model for reliable verbs
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(b) WQE cache misses for READs
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(c) WQE cache misses for RC WRITEs

Figure 13: PCIe model showing possible WQE cache misses, and measurement of WQE cache misses for READs and RC WRITEs.

5.2.1 UD SENDs

Figure 11 shows the throughput and PCIe bandwidth limit
of batched and non-batched UD SENDs on CIB. We use
one server to issue SENDs to multiple client machines.
With batching, we use batches of size 16 (i.e., the NIC
DMAs 16 work queue elements per Doorbell). Otherwise,
the CPU writes WQEs by the WQE-by-MMIO method.
We use as many cores as required to maximize throughput.
Batching improves peak SEND throughput by 27% from
80 million operations/s (Mops) to 101.6 Mops.

Bottlenecks Batched throughput is limited by DMA
bandwidth. For every DMA completion of size Crc bytes,
there is header overhead of Pc bytes (Section 2.1), leading
to 13443 MB/s of useful DMA read bandwidth on CIB.
As UD WQEs span at least 2 cache lines, the maximum
WQE transfer rate is 13443/128 = 105 million/s, which
is within 5% of our achieved throughput; we attribute the
difference to link- and physical-layer PCIe overheads.

Non-batched throughput is limited by MMIO band-
width. The write-combining MMIO rate on CIB is
(16 ∗ Pbw )/(64 + Pr ) = 175 million cache lines/s. UD
SEND WQEs with non-zero payload span at least 2 cache
lines (Table 1), and achieve up to 80 Mops. This is within
10% of the 87.5 Mops bandwidth limit.

Multi-queue optimization Figure 11b shows single-
core throughput for batched and non-batched 60-byte UD
SENDs—the largest payload size for which the WQEs
fit in 2 cache lines. Interestingly, batching decreases
core throughput if only one QP is used: with one QP, a
core is coupled to a NIC processing unit (Section 3.3),
so throughput depends on how the PU handles batched
and non-batched operations. Batching has the expected
effect when we break this coupling by using multiple
QPs. Batched throughput increases by ∼ 2x on all clus-
ters with 2 QPs, and between 2–3.2x with 4 QPs. Non-
batched (WQE-by-MMIO) throughput does not increase
with multiple QPs (not shown in graph), showing that it
is CPU-limited.

RECV 0 RECV ≥ 1 SEND 0 SEND ≥ 1

CIB 122.0 82.0 157.0 101.6
CX3 34.0 21.8 32.1 26.0
CX 15.3 9.6 11.9 11.9

Table 5: Per-NIC rate (millions/s) for header-only (0) and regu-
lar (≥ 1) SENDs and RECVs

Design implications RDMA-based systems can often
choose between CPU-bypassing and CPU-involving de-
signs. For example, clients can access a key-value
store either by READing directly from the server’s mem-
ory [24, 13, 30, 28], or via RPCs as in HERD [20]. Our
results show that achieving peak performance on even
the most powerful NICs does not require a prohibitive
amount of CPU power: only 4 cores are needed to saturate
the fastest PCIe links. Therefore, CPU-involving designs
will not be limited by CPU processing power, provided
that their application-level processing permits so.

5.2.2 UD RECVs

Table 5 compares the throughput of header-only and
payload-carrying regular RECVs (Figure 6). In our experi-
ment, multiple client machines issue SENDs to one server
machine that posts RECVs. On CIB, avoiding the payload
DMA with header-only RECVs increases throughput by
49% from 82 Mops to 122 Mops, and makes them as fast
as inbound WRITEs (Figure 12a).4 Table 5 also compares
header-only and regular SENDs (Figure 5). Header-only
SENDs use single-cache line WQEs and achieve 54%
higher throughput.

Design implications Developers avoid RECVs at perfor-
mance critical machines as a rule of thumb, favoring the
faster READ/WRITE verbs [24, 20]. Our work provides
the exact reason: RECVs are slow due to the CQE DMA;
they are as fast as inbound WRITEs if it is avoided.

Speculation Current RDMA implementations allow 4
bytes of application data in the packet header of header-

4Inline-receive improves regular RECV throughput from 22 Mops
to 26 Mops on CX3, but is not yet supported for UD on CIB.
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only SENDs. For applications that require larger mes-
sages, header-only SEND/RECV can be used if specu-
lation is possible; we demonstrated such a design for
an 8-byte sequencer in Section 4.2. In general, specu-
lation works as follows: clients transmit their expected
response along with requests, and get a small confirma-
tion response in the common case. For example, in a
key-value store with client-side caching, clients can send
GET requests with the key and its cached version number
(using a WRITE or regular SEND). The server replies
with a header-only “OK” SEND if the version is valid.

There are applications for which 4 bytes of per-message
data suffices. For example, some database tables in the
TPC-C [29] benchmark have primary key size between 2
and 3 bytes. A table access request can be sent using a
header-only SEND (using the remaining 1 byte to specify
the table ID), while the response may need a larger SEND.

5.3 Non-batched operations
5.3.1 Inbound READs and WRITEs

Figure 12 shows the measured throughput of inbound
READs and UC WRITEs, and the InfiniBand bandwidth
limit of inbound READs. We do not show the InfiniBand
limit for WRITEs and the PCIe limits as they are higher.

Bottlenecks On our clusters, inbound READs and
WRITEs are initially bottlenecked by the NIC’s process-
ing power, and then by InfiniBand bandwidth. The pay-
load size at which bandwidth becomes a bottleneck de-
pends on the NIC’s processing power relative to band-
width. For READs, the transition point is approximately
128 bytes, 256 bytes, and 64 bytes for CX, CX3, and
CIB, respectively. CIB NICs are powerful enough to satu-
rate 112 Gbps with 64-byte READs, whereas CX3 NICs
require 256-byte READs to saturate 56 Gbps.

Implications The transition point is an important factor
for systems that make tradeoffs between the size and
number of READs: For key-value lookups of small items
(∼32 bytes), FaRM’s key-value store [13] can use one
large (∼256-byte) READ. In a client-server design where
inbound READs determine GET performance, this design
performs well on CX3 because 32- and 256-byte READs
have similar throughput; other designs such as DrTM-
KV [30] and Pilaf [24] that instead use 2–3 small READs
may provide higher throughput on CIB.

5.3.2 Outbound READs and WRITEs

For brevity, we only present a summary of the perfor-
mance of non-batched outbound operations on CIB. Out-
bound UC WRITEs larger than 28 bytes, i.e., WRITEs
with WQEs spanning more than one cache line (Ta-
ble 1), achieve up to 80 Mops and are bottlenecked by
PCIe MMIO throughput, similar to non-batched outbound
SENDs (Figure 11a). READs achieve up to 88 Mops and
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Figure 14: Atomics throughput with increasing concurrency

are bottlenecked by NIC processing power.

Achieving high outbound throughput requires main-
taining multiple outstanding requests via pipelining.
When the CPU initiates an RDMA operation, the work
queue element is inserted into the NIC’s WQE cache.
However, if the CPU injects new WQEs faster than the
NIC’s processing speed, this WQE can be evicted by
newer WQEs. This can cause cache misses when the
NIC eventually processes this WQE while generating its
RDMA request packets, while servicing its RDMA re-
sponse, or both. Figure 13a summarizes this model.

To quantify this effect, we conduct the following ex-
periment on CIB: 14 requester threads on a server issue
windows of N 8-byte READs or WRITEs over reliable
transport to 14 remote processes. In Figures 13b and 13c,
we show the cumulative RDMA request rate, and the ex-
tent of WQE cache misses using the PCIeRdCur counter
rate. Each thread waits for the N requests to complete
before issuing the next window. We use all 14 cores on
the server to generate the maximum possible request rate,
and RC transport to include cache misses generated while
processing ACKs for WRITEs. We make the following
observations, showing the importance of the WQE cache
in improving and understanding RDMA throughput:
• The optimal window size for maximum throughput

is not obvious: throughput does not always increase
with increasing window size, and is dependent on the
NIC. For example, N = 16 and N = 512 maximize
READ throughput on CX3 and CIB respectively.
• Higher RDMA throughput may be obtained at the

cost of PCIe reads. For example, on CIB, both
READ throughput and PCIe read rate increases as
N increases. Although the largest N is optimal for a
machine that only issues outbound READs, it may
be suboptimal if it also serves other operations.
• CIB’s NIC can handle the CPU’s peak WQE injec-

tion rate for WRITEs and never suffers cache misses.
This is not true for READs, indicating that they re-
quire more NIC processing than reliable WRITEs.

5.4 Atomic operations
NIC processing units contend for locks during atomic
operations (Section 3.4). The performance of atomics
depends on the amount of parallelism in the workload
with respect to the NIC’s internal locking scheme. To vary
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the amount of parallelism, we create an array of Z 8-byte
counters in a server’s memory, and multiple remote client
processes issue atomic operations on counters chosen
randomly at each iteration. Figure 14 shows the total
client throughput in this experiment. For CX3, it remains
2.7 Mops irrespective of Z; for CIB, it rises to 52 Mops.

Inferring the locking mechanism The flatness of CX3’s
throughput graph indicates that it serializes all atomic
operations. For CIB, we measured performance with
randomly chosen pairs of addresses and observed lower
performance for pairs where both addresses have the same
12 LSBs. This strongly suggests that CIB uses 4096 buck-
ets to slot atomic operations by address—a new operation
waits until its slot is empty.

Bottlenecks and implications Throughput on CX3 is
limited by PCIe latency because of serialization. For CIB,
buffering and computation needed for PCIe read-modify-
write makes NIC processing power the bottleneck.

The abysmal throughput for Z = 1 on both NICs re-
affirms that atomics are a poor choice for a sequencer; our
optimized sequencer in Section 4 provides 12.2x higher
performance with a single server CPU core. A lock ser-
vice for data stores, however, might use a larger Z . Atom-
ics could perform well if such an application used CIB,
but they are very slow with CX3, which is the NIC used in
prior work [27, 30]. With CIB, careful lock placement is
still necessary. For example, if page-aligned data records
have their lock variables at the same offset in the record,
all lock requests will have the same 12 LSBs and will get
serialized. A deterministic scheme that places the lock
at different offsets in different records, or a scheme that
keeps locks separate from the data will perform better.

6 Related work
High-performance RDMA systems Designing high-
performance RDMA systems is an active area of research.
Recent advances include several key-value storage sys-
tems [24, 13, 20, 30, 28] and distributed transaction pro-
cessing systems [30, 12, 14, 11]. A key design decision in
each of these systems is the choice of verbs, made using
a microbenchmark-based performance comparison. Our
work shows that there are more dimensions to these com-
parisons than these projects explore: two verbs cannot
be exhaustively compared without exploring the space of
low-level factors and optimizations, each of which can
offset verb performance by several factors.

Low-level factors in network I/O Although there is a
large body of work that measures the throughput and CPU
utilization of network communication [18, 16, 26, 13, 20],
there is less existing literature on understanding the low-
level behavior of network cards. NIQ [15] presents a high-
level picture of the PCIe interactions between an Ethernet

NIC and CPUs, but does not discuss the more subtle
interactions that occur during batched transfers. Lee et
al. [22] study the PCIe behavior of Ethernet cards using
a PCIe protocol analyzer, and divide the PCIe traffic into
Doorbell traffic, Ethernet descriptor traffic, and actual data
traffic. Similarly, analyzing RDMA NICs using a PCIe
analyzer may reveal more insights into their behavior than
what is achievable using PCIe counters.

7 Conclusion
Designing high-performance RDMA systems requires a
deep understanding of low-level RDMA details such as
PCIe behavior and NIC architecture: our best sequencer
is ∼50x faster than an existing design and scales perfectly,
our optimized HERD key-value store is up to 83% faster
than the original, and our fastest transmission method is
up to 3.2x faster than the commonly-used baseline. We
believe that by presenting clear guidelines, significant
optimizations based on these guidelines, and tools and
experiments for low-level measurements on their hard-
ware, our work will encourage researchers and developers
to develop a better understanding of RDMA hardware
before using it in high-performance systems.
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Appendix A. WQE-by-MMIO and Door-
bell PCIe use

We denote the doorbell size by d. The total data transmit-
ted from CPU to NIC with the WQE-by-MMIO method
is Tb f = 10 ∗ (�65/64� ∗ (64 + Pr )) bytes. With cache
line padding, 65-byte WQEs are laid out in 128-byte
slots in host memory; assuming Crc = 128, Tdb =

(d+Pr )+(10∗(128+Pc )) bytes. We ignore the PCIe link-
layer traffic since it is small compared to transaction-layer
traffic: it is common to assume 2 link-layer packets (1
flow control update and 1 acknowledgment, both 8 bytes)
per 4-5 TLPs [9], making the link-layer overhead < 5%.
Substituting d = 8 gives Tb f = 1800, and Tdb = 1534.
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Abstract
In traditional client-server designs, all requests are pro-
cessed at the server storing the state, thereby maintaining
strict locality between computation and state. The adop-
tion of RDMA (Remote Direct Memory Access) makes
it practical to relax locality by letting clients fetch server
state and process requests themselves. Such client-side
processing improves performance when the server CPU,
instead of the network, is the bottleneck. We observe that
combining server-side and client-side processing allows
systems to balance and adapt to the available CPU and
network resources with minimal configuration, and can
free resources for other CPU-intensive work.

We present Cell, a distributed B-tree store that com-
bines client-side and server-side processing. Cell dis-
tributes a global B-tree of “fat” (64MB) nodes across
machines for server-side searches. Within each fat node,
Cell organizes keys as a local B-tree of RDMA-friendly
small nodes for client-side searches. Cell clients dynami-
cally select whether to use client-side or server-side pro-
cessing in response to available resources and the cur-
rent workload. Our evaluation on a large RDMA-capable
cluster show that Cell scales well and that its dynamic
selector effectively responds to resource availability and
workload properties.

1 Introduction
In the traditional client-server design, the server does
the vast majority of the computation, storing state and
processing operations by performing computation over
the state. Clients simply send RPC requests and receive
replies from the server. Maintaining strict locality of
computation and state is crucial for performance when
the cost of communication is high.

Commodity clusters have recently started to embrace
ultra-low-latency networks with Remote Direct Memory
Access (RDMA) support [3, 1, 7], just as in-memory
storage has become practical and performant [34, 37,
31, 45]. RDMA is supported over InfiniBand or over
Ethernet via RoCE [46, 49], each of which offers high
throughput (20-100 Gbps) and low round-trip latency (a
few microseconds). With RDMA, a machine can directly
read or write parts of a peer’s memory without involving
the remote machine’s CPU or the local kernel; traditional

message passing can also still be used.
As a result, RDMA has drastically lowered the cost

of communication, thereby permitting an alternative sys-
tem design that relaxes locality between computation and
state. Clients can process requests by fetching server
state using RDMA and performing computation on the
state themselves [7, 32]. Client-side processing con-
sumes similar total CPU resources to server-side process-
ing, except with the CPU load shifted to the clients. How-
ever, this flexibility comes at a cost: fetching server state
consumes extra network resources, which may become
a bottleneck. For datacenters with capable networks, the
bottleneck network resource is each server’s NIC(s).

Several existing in-memory distributed storage sys-
tems utilize RDMA-capable networks; all are unsorted
key-value stores that exclusively use client-side or
server-side processing. For example, Pilaf [32] and
FaRM [7] rely on client-side processing for all read op-
erations. HERD [22] uses only server-side processing.
None of these solutions is satisfactory: we recognize that
practical in-memory storage systems exist on a contin-
uum between being CPU-bound and network-bound that
also shifts as workloads change. Therefore, we explore
a hybrid approach that augments server-side process-
ing with client-side operations whenever bypassing the
server CPU leads to better performance.

Modern bare-metal servers are usually equipped with
as many CPU cores as necessary to saturate the server’s
NIC [2]. Nevertheless, there are several common sce-
narios where servers’ CPUs can become bottlenecked,
causing client-side processing to be more desirable. First,
when deploying a distributed storage system in the cloud,
the virtual machines’ CPUs must be explicitly rented.
As a result, one usually reserves a few CPU cores that
are sufficient for the average load in order to save costs.
Doing so leaves servers overloaded during load spikes1.
Second, a networked system may be deployed in a shared
cluster where the same physical machines running the
servers also run other CPU-intensive jobs, including
storage-related application logic, to maximize cluster uti-
lization. In this case, one also does not want to assign

1One can dynamically add more server instances on-the-fly in case
of server overload. However, this would be too slow to handle load
spikes of a few seconds.
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more CPU cores than necessary for the servers to handle
the average load, thereby also resulting in server CPU
overload during load spikes.

In this paper, we investigate how to balance CPU
and network by building a distributed, in-memory B-
tree store, called Cell. We choose a B-tree as a case
study system because of its challenges and importance:
as a sorted data structure, B-trees serve as the storage
backend for distributed databases. A distributed B-tree
spreads its nodes across many servers, and supports get,
put, delete, and range operations. The key component
underlying all operations is search, i.e. traversing the B-
tree: Cell combines client-side and server-side process-
ing for B-tree searches. Cell builds a hierarchical B-tree:
Cell distributes a B-tree of “fat” nodes (meganodes), each
containing a local B-tree of small nodes, across server
machines. This hierarchical design enables simultane-
ous server-side search through meganodes and efficient
client-side search through small nodes. Our architecture
permits reliable lock-free search with caching even in the
face of concurrent writes and structural changes to the
tree. Our Cell prototype also provides distributed trans-
actions on top of the B-tree using traditional techniques;
we omit a discussion of this feature due to scope.

In order to arrive at the best balance between using
client-side and server-side processing, Cell needs to dy-
namically adjust its decision. Ideally, when server CPUs
are not saturated, Cell clients should choose server-side
searches. When a server becomes overloaded, some but
not all clients should switch to performing client-side
searches. The goal is to maximize the overall search
throughput. We model system performance using ba-
sic queuing theory; each client independently estimates
the “bottleneck queuing delays” corresponding to both
search types, then selects between server-side and client-
side search accordingly. This dynamic selection strategy
achieves the best overall throughput across a spectrum
of different ratios of available server CPU and network
resources.

We have implemented a prototype of Cell running on
top of RDMA-capable InfiniBand. Experiments on the
PRObE Nome cluster show that Cell scales well across
machines. With 16 server machines each consuming 2
CPU cores, Cell achieves 5.31 million ops/sec combin-
ing both server-side and client-side searches, 65% faster
than server-side search alone while still leaving the re-
maining 6 cores per machine for CPU-intensive applica-
tion logic. More importantly, Cell balances servers’ CPU
and network resources, and is able to do so in different
environments. Cell clients make good dynamic decisions
on when to use client-side searches, consistently match-
ing or exceeding the best manually-tuned fixed percent-
ages of client-side and server-side searches or either of
the search types alone. The system responds quickly (in

< 1s) and correctly to maintain low operation latency in
the face of load spikes and tree structure modifications.

We present Cell’s design in Section 2 and describe
implementation-specific details in Section 3. We thor-
oughly evaluate Cell’s performance and design choices
in Section 4. We explore related systems in Section 5.

2 Cell Design
Cell provides a sorted in-memory key-value store in the
form of a distributed B-tree. In this section, we give an
overview of Cell (2.1) and then discuss the main com-
ponents of our design: our B-tree structure (2.2) and our
hybrid search technique (2.3, 2.5).

2.1 Overview
In designing the Cell distributed B-tree store, we make
two high-level design decisions: (1) support both client-
side and server-side operations; (2) restrict client-side
processing to read-only operations, including B-tree
searches and key-value fetches. (1) is made possible by
a hierarchical B-tree of B-trees. (2) is logical because
practical workloads are search- and read-heavy [34], and
client-side writes would involve much more complexity.
As Section 4.5 shows, we can reap the benefits of client-
side processing across a variety of workloads with dif-
ferent fractions of read vs. write operations. Cell’s ba-
sic design faces two novel challenges: how to ensure the
correctness of RDMA searches during concurrent server-
side modification, and when should clients prefer client-
side over the default server-side processing? Although a
large body of existing work explores concurrent B-trees,
these works assume that servers’ CPUs still have full
control over access to the servers’ data. With RDMA, the
storage system must provide its own techniques to syn-
chronize reads and writes, or at least ensure that reads are
performed over consistent data.

Cell organizes data in a hierarchical B-tree of B-
trees to ensure that both server-side and RDMA-based
searches are efficient. At the cluster level, Cell builds
a B-tree out of fat nodes called meganodes, containing
tens or hundreds of megabytes of structural metadata.
Meganodes are spread across the memory of the servers
in the cluster. Within each meganode, Cell builds a lo-
cal B-tree consisting of small nodes (e.g. 1KB). The
local B-tree allows a server to search efficiently for a
key within a meganode, while simultaneously allow-
ing remote clients to search within a meganode using a
small number of efficient RDMAs. Other systems like
BigTable [5] only support server-side search, so they
can use different searchable local data structures such as
skiplists that would require many more roundtrips to ac-
cess remotely.

We adopt the common practice of storing the data of
a B-tree at its leaf level. Thus, the leaf meganodes of the
tree store local pointers to data while the internal megan-
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Figure 1: Cell’s architecture and interactions (Section 2).

odes store remote pointers to other meganodes on remote
machines. All pointers consist of a region ID and offset.
Each server’s in-memory state includes multiple large
contiguous memory areas (e.g. 1GB) containing node
regions that hold meganodes or extents regions holding
key-value data. All clients and servers maintain a cache
of the global region table that maps region IDs to the IP
addresses of the responsible machines. Servers also ac-
tively exchange region information with each other asyn-
chronously. We assume that server membership is main-
tained reliably using a service like Zookeeper [18].

As shown in Figure 1, clients communicate with
servers to perform B-tree operations including search
(contains), get (read), put (insert/update), and delete. Of
these operations, search and get may be performed by
clients via RDMA. Servers also communicate with each
other to grow and maintain the distributed B-tree. The
coordination between servers adds a level of complex-
ity not present in prior RDMA-optimized systems like
FaRM [7] or Pilaf [32]. However, we minimize this com-
plexity by carefully designing our B-tree, discussed next.

2.2 Server-Side B-tree Operations
Cell uses a type of external B-tree called a B-link
tree [25]. We use the same structure at both the meganode
scope and within each meganode, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 2. B-link trees offer much higher concurrency than
standard B-trees due to two structural differences: each
level of the tree is connected by right-link pointers, and
each node stores a max key which serves as an upper
bound on the keys in its subtree. (We also store a min
key to cope with concurrent RDMA reads; see 2.3.) Sa-
giv [38] refined the work of Lehman and Yao [25] into
an algorithm that performs searches lock-free, insertions
by locking at most one node at a time, and deletions by
locking only one node. The lack of simultaneous locking
makes the algorithm well-suited to distributed and con-
current settings [19, 30].

We follow Sagiv’s algorithm when operating within
a meganode. A search for a key follows child pointers
and, if necessary, right-link pointers until the correct leaf
node is reached. Range queries are implemented by fol-
lowing right links at the leaf level. Insertions and dele-

Figure 2: The structure of Cell’s data store, a B-link tree of
B-link trees. Each individual meganode contains a complete
level-linked tree; the meganodes are also level-linked. The root
meganode contains the root node (R). The leaves (L) of the
bottom meganodes point to key-value data stored in the local
extents region of that machine.

tions begin with a search to find the correct leaf node.
If an insertion causes a leaf node L to split (because it
is full), we lock L long enough to create a new node
L′ containing roughly half of L’s contents, and set L’s
right-link pointer to L′. The right link ensures that con-
current searches can reach L′ (guided by the max key of
L) even if it has no parent yet. The split key is then in-
serted into the parent as a separate, decoupled operation
that may propagate further up the tree. Deletions simply
remove the key from its leaf node under a lock. We avoid
multi-lock compaction schemes and deletion rebalancing
to improve concurrency [35, 12]; this practice has been
shown to have provably good worst-case properties [40].
To limit overhead from underfilled leaf nodes, a desired
ratio of tree size to total key-value data can be selected.
The tree can then be periodically rebuilt offline without
sacrificing liveness, by checkpointing the tree, rebuild-
ing it with insertions into an empty tree, then replaying
a delta of operations performed since the checkpoint was
recorded and swapping the live and offline trees.

We extend Sagiv’s algorithm to server-side operations
in our meganode structure.

(Server-side) search and caching: To search for a
key-value entry, clients iteratively traverse the tree one
meganode at a time by sending search requests to the
appropriate servers, starting at the server containing the
root node R (Figure 2). Each server uses Sagiv’s al-
gorithm to search within meganode(s) until it reaches
a pointer that is not local to the machine. This remote
pointer is returned to the client, which continues the
search request at the pointer target’s server. When a leaf
node is reached, the server returns the key-value pair
from its extents region to the client. To bootstrap the
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Figure 3: The structure of internal and leaf meganodes in Cell’s
B-link trees. Each node packs two matching versions, a mini-
mum and maximum key, and zero or more pointers to other
nodes or to extents memory in a block of a few kilobytes.

search, we ensure that a pointer to R is always stored at
offset 0 in the region with the lowest ID across the clus-
ter. We can speed up searches by having clients cache
the depth and key range of meganodes close to the root
because servers provide this metadata with traversal re-
sults. This type of caching is effective because updates in
a B-tree such as ours occur exponentially infrequently in
node height [40].
Deletion: To delete a key-value entry, a client orches-
trates a server-side search for the key, then instructs the
server to delete a leaf node entry according to Sagiv’s
algorithm. Nodes are not compacted to avoid multi-lock
algorithms and maintain concurrency.
Insertion: To insert (or update) a key-value entry, a
client performs a server-side search for the key, then in-
structs the server to insert a leaf node entry according to
Sagiv’s algorithm. As individual nodes fill and split (po-
tentially propagating upwards) the meganode itself may
become full, requiring that it split.

In principle, we could apply Sagiv’s algorithm at the
meganode level as well, but this would require locking
the entire meganode for the duration of the split, block-
ing all other operations. Instead, we use a finer protocol
inspired by Sagiv’s algorithm that allows greater con-
currency. It identifies a split key in a meganode X that
divides it into two halves, Xleft and Xright . Xright is
locked for the duration of the split, but updates can con-
tinue in Xleft . The server copies the nodes in Xright to a
new local or remote meganode asynchronously2. Then, it
locks Xleft long enough to update the right-link pointers
of Xleft along the split boundary to point to the root of
the new meganode. At this point, the meganode structure
is restored as in Figure 2. Lastly, the server invalidates
the old Xright by setting a boolean flag in each node, in-
dicating that the nodes can be reused, and releases the
lock on Xright ’s key range.

A meganode should be split before it becomes too full,
otherwise concurrent updates to Xleft may fail if we run
out of space. Note that client-side searches may occur
throughout the meganode split process. Ensuring their
correctness is subtle, as we discuss in Section 2.3.

2To balance network costs with the desire to balance the tree across
all available servers, Cell favors remote meganodes when few local
meganodes have been used, and local meganodes otherwise.

2.3 Client-Side Search and Caching
Cell organizes each meganode as a local B-link tree in
order to enable client-side searches using RDMA reads.
The search process is similar to the server-side equiva-
lent, except that the client needs to iteratively fetch each
B-tree node using an RDMA read, following child and
right-link pointers, as it traverses a meganode. When the
search terminates at a leaf node, the client attempts one
additional RDMA read to fetch the actual key-value data
from the server’s extent region, or issues an insert or
delete RPC to the server containing the leaf node.

A full-sized 64MB meganode built from 1KB-sized
nodes contains a 5-level local B-link tree. Thus, RDMA
search through a meganode takes up to 5 RTTs while
server-side search requires only one. This is not as bad
as it seems, because: (1) RDMA-enabled networks have
very low RTTs, so the overall client-side search latency
remains small despite the extra roundtrips. (2) The la-
tency overhead pales in comparison to the queuing de-
lay if the server CPU is bottlenecked at high load. To
reduce search roundtrips and ameliorate hotspots at the
root meganode, clients cache fetched nodes. Clients fol-
low the same strategy as for server-side search: only
cache nodes near the root, and if they follow a right-link
pointer, they invalidate any information cached from the
parent node.

Allowing client-side RDMA reads during server-side
tree modifications introduces subtle concurrency chal-
lenges, as Sagiv’s algorithm requires that individual
nodes reads and writes appear atomic. This is easy to en-
force among server-side operations using CPU synchro-
nization primitives. However, no universal primitives ex-
ist to synchronize RDMA reads with the server’s mem-
ory access. To ensure that RDMA reads are consistent,
we use two techniques (see Figure 3):
• We store a version number at the start and end of each

node. To update a node, the server increments both ver-
sion numbers to the same odd value, performs the up-
date, then increments both numbers to the same even
value. Each step is followed by a memory barrier to
flush the cache to main memory. If the RDMA read of
a node is interleaved with the server’s modification of
that node, it will either see mismatched version num-
bers or the same odd value, indicating that the read
must be retried. This method works because in prac-
tice RDMAs are performed by the NIC in increasing
address order3 and because individual nodes have fixed
boundaries and fixed version number offsets.

• Key-value entries are variable size and have no fixed
boundaries. We use the technique proposed in Pi-
laf [32] of storing a CRC over the key-value entry in

3To handle NICs that do not read in increasing address order, we
need to adopt the solution of FaRM [7] of using a version number per
cacheline.
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the corresponding leaf node pointer. After performing
an RDMA in the extent region, the client checks if the
CRC of the data matches the CRC in the pointer; if not,
the RDMA is retried. Like node modifications, each
key-value write is also followed by a memory barrier.

2.4 Correctness
Cell dictionary operations (search, insert, and delete) are
linearizable [16] so that both server-side and client-side
searches will be correct. We refer readers to §4.2.1 of
Mitchell’s PhD thesis [33] for the proof.
Theorem 1. Every Cell operation on small nodes maps a
good state (in which all previously-inserted data that has
not yet been deleted can be reached via a valid traver-
sal) to another good state. Therefore, by the give-up the-
orem [41], it is linearizable.

If meganodes never split, we can leverage Sagiv’s
proof of correctness [38]. However, it requires that node
reads and writes be atomic, as guaranteed by the design
in the previous section. Therefore, any search through a
Cell store for x, if it terminates, will terminate in the cor-
rect place: the node n | x ∈ keyset(n), where keyset(n)
is the set of keys that are stored in n. Since Cell satisfies
the give-up theorem [41], and all Cell operations map
good states to good states, Cell is linearizable.

The linearizability of operations during meganode
splits is delicate, and requires an additional proof, also
provided in Mitchell’s thesis [33].
Theorem 2. Insert, delete, and search operations remain
linearizable during a meganode split. Insert and delete
operations are blocked during the meganode split, and
proceed correctly once the split is complete. Search oper-
ations can either continue or backtrack correctly during
and after the split. Thus, Cell operations remain lineariz-
able, by Theorem 1.

The state stored in a node n allow multiple copies of a
node to safely temporarily exist. Invalidating all but one
copy of the node before allowing modifications to any
copy of n removes any possible ambiguity in the set of
keys present in Cell. The design for this is presented be-
low. All Cell operations still map good states to good
states as from Theorem 1. Thus, any search through a
Cell store for x, if it terminates, will terminate in the cor-
rect node n | x ∈ keyset(n), even during meganode
splits.

Although the server can block its own write operations
during a meganode split, it cannot block clients’ RDMA
reads, so we must ensure the latter remain correct. The
problem occurs during node invalidation and reuse. By
resetting the valid bit in each node in Xright , the server
guarantees that concurrent client-side searches fail upon
reading an invalid node. However, an invalid node might
be reused immediately and inserted into an arbitrary lo-
cation in Xleft . A client-side search intending to traverse

Xright might read this newly reincarnated node instead4.
The min and max keys in each node allows a client to
detect this case and restart the search.

2.5 Selectively Relaxed Locality
Traditional systems wisdom encourages maximizing lo-
cality between data and computation over that data to re-
duce expensive data copying over the network. RDMA
greatly reduces the cost of moving data to compu-
tation, so Cell’s hierarchical B-tree design allows for
both server-side searches (over local data) and RDMA
searches (over data copied from a Cell server). When
servers are under low load and/or client resources are
scarce, server-side searches achieve better overall re-
source efficiency. However, clients should switch to us-
ing RDMA searches when servers become overloaded
and client CPUs are available. How should clients (and
servers performing cross-server data structure modifica-
tion) dynamically relax locality, i.e., decide which search
method to use?

To answer this question, we model the system using
basic queuing theory [14]. Specifically, we model each
Cell server as consisting of two queues, one (Qs) for
processing server-side searches, the other (Qr) for pro-
cessing RDMA read operations. The service capacity
(ops/sec) of Qs is Ts, which is determined by the server’s
CPU capability, and the service capacity of Qr is Tr,
which is determined by the NIC’s RDMA read capac-
ity. We assume that Qs and Qr are independent of each
other.

Let qs and qr represent the current lengths of the
queues, respectively. Since our job sizes are fixed, the
optimal strategy is to Join the Shortest Queue (JSQ) [13,
48]. This decision is made on a per meganode basis.
More concretely, after normalizing queue length by each
queue’s service time, a client should join Qs if qs

Ts
< qr

Tr
,

and Qr otherwise. We need to make another adjustment
when applying JSQ: since each RDMA search involves
m RDMA reads, the client should choose server-side
search if the following inequality holds:

qs
Ts

< m× qr
Tr

(1)

Instead of directly measuring the queue lengths (qs
and qr), which is difficult to do, we examine two more
easily measurable quantities, ls and lr. ls denotes the la-
tency of the search if it is done as a server-side operation.
It includes both the queuing delay and round-trip latency,
i.e. ls = qs

Ts
+RTT . lr denotes the latency of an RDMA

read during an RDMA search, i.e. lr = qr
Tr

+RTT . Sub-
stituting qs

Ts
= ls − RTT and qr

Tr
= lr − RTT into

inequality (1) gives us the final search choice strategy.

4Because nodes have fixed boundaries, we do not need to worry that
a client read might read in the middle of a node.
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To determine inequality 1, we need to estimate vari-
ous terms. For a 64MB meganode with 1KB nodes, we
initially set m = 5, the estimated height of each megan-
ode in nodes; as we traverse meganodes, we adjust this
estimate based on the average meganode height. We set
RTT to be the lowest measured RDMA latency to the
server. We approximate the current server-side search la-
tency (ls) and RDMA latency (lr) by their past measured
values. Over the time scale that the queue estimation
computations are being performed, the rates of queue fill-
ing and draining do not change dramatically, so the aver-
age queue length also remains relatively stable. A client
performing continuous operations may get new latency
measurements (i.e., queue length proxy measurements)
as often as every 10µs to 50µs.

Additionally, we apply the following refinements to
improve the performance of our locality selector:
• Coping with transient network conditions: We avoid

modeling short-term transient network conditions with
two improvements. First, we use a moving average to
estimate ls and lr: clients keep a history of the most
recent n (e.g. 100) samples for each server connec-
tion and calculate the averages. Second, we discard
any outlier sample s if |s − µ| ≥ Kσ, where µ and
σ are the moving average and standard deviation, re-
spectively, and K is a constant (e.g. 3). If we discard
more samples than we keep in one moving period, we
discard that connection’s history of samples.

• Improving freshness of estimates: We perform random-
ized exploration to discover changes in the environ-
ment. With a small probability p (e.g., 1%), we choose
the method estimated to be worse for a given search to
see if conditions have changed. If a client has not per-
formed any searches on a connection for long enough
(e.g., 3 seconds), that connection’s history is discarded.

The constants suggested above were experimentally de-
termined to be effective on a range of InfiniBand NICs
and under various network and CPU loads. We found that
the performance of the selector was not very sensitive to
changes in these values, as long as K > 1, p is small, and
n covers timescales from milliseconds to one second.

2.6 Failure Recovery
Cell servers log all writes to B-tree nodes and key-value
extents to per-region log files stored in reliable storage.
The log storage should be replicated and accessible from
the network, e.g. Amazon’s Elastic Block Store (EBS)
or HDFS. Our prototype implementation simply logs to
servers’ local disks. When a server S fails, the remain-
ing servers split the responsibility of S and take over its
memory regions in parallel by recovering meganodes and
key-value extents from the corresponding logs of those
regions. No remote pointers in the B-link tree need to be
updated because they only store region IDs; the external
(e.g., ZooKeeper-stored) map of region IDs to physical

servers suffices to direct searches to the correct server.
Operation logging is largely straightforward, with one

exception. During a meganode split, server S first creates
and populates a new meganode before changing the right
links of existing nodes to point to the new meganode. If
S fails between these two steps, the new meganode is or-
phaned. To ensure orphans are properly deleted, servers
log the start and completion of each meganode split and
check for orphaned meganodes upon finding unfinished
splits in the log. Node splits are handled similarly.

3 Implementation
We implemented Cell in ∼18,000 lines of C++. Cell uses
the libibverbs library, which allows user-space pro-
cesses to use InfiniBand’s RDMA and message-passing
primitives using functions called verbs. We use Reliable
Connection (RC) as the transport for both RDMA reads
and SEND/RECV verbs. We use SEND/RECV verbs to
create a simple RPC layer with messaging passing, used
for client-server and server-server messages. Although
client-side search requires that the client and server both
have logic to traverse the tree, this code can be reused to
limit the additional implementation effort.

Our server implementation is single-threaded; the
polling thread also processes the Cell requests and per-
forms server-server interactions for meganode splits.
Like HERD [22], we run multiple server processes per
machine in order to take advantage of multiple CPU
cores. As suggested by FaRM’s [7] findings on combin-
ing connections, we implemented a multi-threaded Cell
client, and experimentally chose 3 threads per client pro-
cess for most tests. To further increase parallelism, the
client supports pipelined operations to avoid idling by
keeping multiple key-value operations outstanding.

Client-side searches fetch 1KB nodes via RDMA to
traverse a meganode. Server-side searches involve send-
ing an RPC request to traverse a given meganode, and
receiving the pointer to the meganode at the next megan-
ode level along the path to that key’s leaf node.

Clients cache B-link tree nodes to accelerate future
traversals, maintaining an LRU cache of up to 128MB
of 1KB nodes. We only cache nodes at least four node
levels above the leaf node level to minimize churn and
maximize hits. Symmetrically, each client maintains an
LRU cache of up to 4K server-side traversal paths lead-
ing to the leaf-level meganodes, indexed by the key range
covered by that meganode. We used in-band metadata to
allow clients to verify the integrity of all RDMA reads.
For the CRCs covering extents, we use 64-bit CRCs to
make the probability of collisions vanishingly small. B-
link tree nodes are protected by the previously discussed
low and high version numbers.

Cell servers pre-allocate large pools of memory for B-
link tree nodes and key-value extents. The extents pool is
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managed by our own version of SQLite’s mem5 memory
manager. We support hugetlbfs backing for these large
memory pools to reduce page table cache churn [7].
Node size and network amplification: We choose 1KB
nodes for most of our evaluation. This number is not ar-
bitrary: in our setup, 1KB RDMA fetches represent the
point above which RDMA latency goes from being flat to
growing linearly, and throughput switches from ops/sec-
bound to bandwidth-bound.

RDMA-based traversals do incur a significant band-
width amplification over server-side searches, on the or-
der of 4·1KB/64 bytes = 64× with caching enabled. Us-
ing smaller nodes would shift the balance between band-
width amplification and traversal time: for example, 512-
byte nodes would add 4 levels (33%) to a 1015-key tree
while only enabling 16% more node fetches/sec per NIC.
Client-side traversals would require 33% less bandwidth,
but would take 12% longer.

4 Evaluation
We evaluated Cell’s performance and scalability on the
PRObE Nome cluster [1]. The highlights of the results:
• Cell adapts to server CPU and network resources

across configurations. When the server CPU is more
bottlenecked than its NIC (e.g. using a single core
at the server), Cell achieves 439K searches/sec while
server-side-only achieves 164K searches/sec. When
the server is configured with 8 cores per server, Cell
mostly uses server-side-processing, achieving 1.1 mil-
lion ops/sec, 7% better than server-side-only and 3.7×
better than client-side-only.

• Cell handles load spikes that cause transient server
CPU bottlenecks and increased queuing delay by in-
creasing the ratio of client-side processing.

• Cell scales to 5.31 million search ops/sec using 16 Cell
servers, with 2 cores each.

• Cell is effective for any mix of B-tree get and put op-
erations, including those that cause online tree growth.

4.1 Experimental Setup
Hardware and configuration: Our experiments were
performed on the PRObE Nome cluster. Each machine is
equipped with 4 quad-core AMD processors and 32GB
of memory, as well as a Mellanox MHGH28-XTC Con-
nectX EN DDR 20Gbps InfiniBand NIC and two Intel
gigabit Ethernet adapters. Cell was run on top of CentOS
6.5 with the OFED 2.4 InfiniBand drivers.

For each experiment, we use distinct sets of server and
client machines. Unless otherwise specified, we use:
• 4 server machines with 2 cores per server (by running

2 server processes per machine)
• the remaining machines in each experiment for clients
• 20M key-value pairs populated per server
Throughput at saturation and latency at a moderate (non-
saturation) load are reported unless otherwise specified.

We enable hugetlbfs support on our server ma-
chines so that the RDMA-readable node and extents data
can be placed in 1GB hugepages. Due to the complexity
of modifying the InfiniBand drivers, we do not attempt to
put connection state in hugepages, as our experiments in-
dicate this would yield minimal impact on performance
at scale due to other sources of InfiniBand latency [7].

We allow clients to consume up to 128MB of RAM
to cache B-link tree nodes. To approximate performance
with a much larger tree, we prevent the bottom four node
levels of the tree from being cached, effectively limiting
the cache to the top three levels in most of our tests.

Cell’s throughput does not decrease when syn-
chronous logging is enabled for key-value sizes below
500 bytes. For 100% put workloads that insert key-value
pairs larger than 500 bytes, the I/O bandwidth of the SSD
in each of our local cluster’s servers becomes a bottle-
neck. As Nome’s machines lack SSDs, we disable Cell’s
asynchronous logging in our experiments.
Workloads: To test search, get, and put (insert/update)
operations, we generate random keys uniformly dis-
tributed from 8 to 64 characters, and values from 8 to 256
characters. We focus on evaluating the performance of
search, as that is the dominant operation in any workload.
For real-world benchmarks, we also utilize the Zipfian-
distributed YCSB-A (50% puts, 50% gets) and YCSB-B
(5% puts, 95% gets) workloads. All other tests use keys
selected with uniform probability.

4.2 Microbenchmarks
Systems with relaxed locality are fast. Operating on
a single server machine, Cell surpass the latency and
throughput of schemes that maintain strict locality. This
section evaluates Cell’s search performance on a single
meganode on a single CPU core without caching, using
server-side search, client-side search, and selectively re-
laxed locality. Cell’s performance on several cores per
single machine is also measured.
Raw InfiniBand operations: We measure the through-
put and latency of 1KB RDMA reads and 128-byte two-
way Verb ping-pongs on 1 to 16 servers, utilizing 1
CPU core per machine (Table 1). Because very little per-
message processing is performed on the servers, the CPU
is not a bottleneck. We vary the client count to search the
throughput-latency space for RDMA reads, Verb mes-
saging, and simultaneous use of both. Because latency
rises with no additional throughput past saturation, we
report the throughput with the lowest latency within 5%
of the maximum measured throughput.

Previous work has demonstrated higher throughput for
RDMA and Verb messaging [22, 7]. FaRM reported 4×
1KB RDMA read throughput on newer, 2× throughput
NICs [7]. We attempted to replicate HERD’s published
results using their benchmarks on the PRObE Susitna
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testbed, equipped with 40Gbps InfiniBand cards. We
reached 16M ops/sec for one server with 4-byte RDMA
reads accessing the same 4 bytes repeatedly within a
5MB region, compared with 20M ops/sec reported by
the authors [22]. However, when we switched to 1KB
RDMA reads spread through the entire 5MB region, the
throughput dropped to 1.69M ops/sec, and further en-
larging the RDMA-readable region to a more realistic
8GB dropped the throughput to 1.3M ops/sec. Notably,
the tests throughout the remainder of this evaluation were
run on older 20Gbps InfiniBand cards that are bottle-
necked at a similar operation limit, 1.04M ops/sec over a
1GB area (or 1.44M ops/sec over a 64MB area).

Similarly, we tested HERD’s Verb benchmarks. We
achieved 12M ops/sec for 16-byte Verb messages ex-
changed over the Unreliable Connection (UC) transport,
and 8.5M ops/sec for 128-byte messages over RC. In the
HERD benchmark, each client only communicates with
a single server. With one-to-one communication and a
very small number of connections (10), we were able to
achieve similar performance with our own benchmarks.
Clients in a real-world distributed storage system need
to engage in all-to-all communication with all servers, so
our microbenchmarks (Table 1) report results with all-to-
all communication with up to 100 clients.

We emphasize that selective locality can balance CPU
and network, adapting to the available resources and pro-
viding better relative results than server-side or client-
side processing alone. Some of our experimental con-
ditions are more realistic than previous work, while we
omit some difficult (but reasonable) optimizations that
prior work uses. While our raw InfiniBand results dif-
fer in absolute numbers, Cell is able to balance the CPU
and network resources at the level appropriate for a given
environment, including those with better network perfor-
mance and/or more CPU resources than our prototype.
Search throughput with a single meganode: To estab-
lish the baseline performance of Cell’s selectively re-
laxed locality approach, we present a microbenchmark
for traversals of a single meganode served by 1 server
CPU core. We examine the performance of client-side
only searches, server-side only searches, and Cell’s local-
ity selector, each with client-side caching disabled. Fig-
ure 4 demonstrates the throughput-latency relationship
as we increase the number of client processes from 1 to
12, distributed across 4 client machines. With the server
performing B-tree searches, 1 CPU core is no longer suf-
ficient to saturate the NIC; the server-side search’s peak
throughput is 158K searches/sec, and the bottleneck is
the server CPU. Client-side-only search achieves 305K
search/sec; since 5 RDMA reads are required to tra-
verse the 5-level meganode used and caching is disabled,
this matches our raw InfiniBand performance of 1.44M
ops/sec over a 64MB region. Combining the two meth-
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Figure 4: Throughput and latency for server-side search, client-
side search, and Cell’s locality selector. The experiments in-
volve 1 server serving one meganode, utilizing one core. Client
B-tree caching and operation pipelining are disabled.

ods yields 93% of the aggregate throughput, peaking at
432K searches/sec. For all except the 1-client (lowest-
throughput) point on each line, the server’s single CPU
core is already saturated with the number of operations it
can perform per second. RDMA provides Cell with ex-
tra throughput, and in this case lower latency, because
the extra latency from multiple RDMA round trips is
overshadowed by the queuing delay at the server for the
server-side case.

To calibrate Cell’s local in-memory B-tree implemen-
tation, we compare its performance and MassTree’s [31].
Using key and value distributions matching Cell’s and
the jemalloc allocator, we measure MassTree’s per-
formance at 276K local B-tree searches/sec (using a sin-
gle core), compared to Cell’s 379K local searches/sec.
This suggest Cell’s local B-tree implementation is com-
petitive. When adding the cost of network commu-
nication, Cell performs 158K server-side searches/sec.
MassTree does not have InfiniBand support, nor does it
implement a distributed B-tree. Thus, we do not compare
with MassTree further.

4.3 Performance at Scale
Cell scales well across many servers. We vary the num-
ber of server machines from 1 to 16, using 2 CPU cores
per server and enabling client caching. We scale the size
of the B-tree to the number of servers, at 20M tuples
per server, storing up to 320M tuples for 16 servers.
We also use enough clients to saturate each set of Cell
servers. Our biggest experiments consist of 64 machines
(16 servers plus 48 clients) with 2560 client-server con-
nections (80 3-threaded client processes to saturate the
32 server cores). Our largest B-tree is 2 meganodes tall
and stores 320M tuples.

Throughput: Figure 5 shows the search throughput in
logscale of Cell as well as the alternative of server-side
processing only. It demonstrates that Cell displays near-
linear throughput scaling over additional servers (satu-
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RDMA read Verb messaging Hybrid
Servers Throughput Latency Throughput Latency Throughput Latency

1 1.04M ops 15.5µs 750K ops 21.4µs 1.60M ops 20.1µs
4 4.13M ops 15.5µs 2.96M ops 21.7µs 6.00M ops 21.8µs
8 8.77M ops 14.6µs 5.88M ops 21.5µs 10.58M ops 20.2µs

24 24.97M ops 15.5µs 18.15M ops 22.5µs 35.56M ops 22.0µs

Table 1: Microbenchmarks of throughput and latency at maximum throughput for 1KB RDMA reads over a 1GB area, 128-byte
2-way Verb messages, and both. All reported values are within 5% of the peak measured, at minimum latency.
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Figure 5: Throughput as the number of servers increases from
1 to 16. Each server uses 2 CPU cores. 4 client machines per
server are used to saturate the servers.

rated with additional clients) until queue pair state over-
whelms the NICs’ onboard memory. Cell’s throughput
increases 9.2× from 1 server to 16 servers. Compared
to the server-side only approach, Cell’s hybrid approach
achieves 70% higher throughput with 16 servers.

Latency: The B-tree remains at 2 meganode levels and
7 node levels as the number of servers grows from 4 to
16, so the overall search latency is stable. Below satu-
ration, the median latency for both the server-side only
approach and Cell is ∼30µs.

4.4 Locality Selector: Balancing CPU and Network
Cell’s locality selector effectively chooses the correct
search method to use under arbitrary network and server
load conditions. The selector is designed to minimize op-
eration latency while rationing server CPU resources. We
evaluate its performance by asking three questions:
1. How effectively does Cell use CPU resources?
2. How accurately does Cell estimate and balance search

costs for a given environment?
3. When is the locality selector beneficial?
This section answers all three questions.

4.4.1 Varying Server CPU Resource
We measure the performance of Cell and server-side
search from 1 to 8 server CPU cores on 1 server machine
and 4 server machines. Table 2 compares Cell’s local-
ity selector and 100% server-side search on 4 servers,
showing that Cell is able to consistently match or ex-
ceed server-side search’s throughput. With 2 cores, Cell

achieves 74% of server-side search’s maximum through-
put, for which the latter requires 7 cores. Cell’s selective
locality approach allows the system to dynamically bal-
ance server CPU, client CPU, and network bandwidth
usage, so a Cell storage cluster can indeed economically
satisfy transient peak usage with fewer CPU cores. In ad-
dition, in applications where server-side operations are
more CPU-intensive and each CPU core can therefore
complete fewer operations each second, Cell’s advantage
becomes even more pronounced.

Table 2 indicates that Cell’s hybrid scheme can ex-
tract 2.13M searches per second from 2 CPU cores on
each of 4 server machines, more than double the 991K
server-side only searches at the same CPU count. Server-
side searches are able to reach 2.90M searches per sec-
ond using 7 cores per machine, close to the theoret-
ical 3.0M ops/sec maximum Verb throughput our mi-
crobenchmarks suggest. This 3.5× resource expenditure
yields only 35% higher throughput compared with the
hybrid selector on 2 cores per machines, for example.
The latency of hybrid operations remains consistently
low even with Cell utilizing few CPU cores; with 2 cores
and moderate load, searches average 28.5µs, dropping to
26.4µs with 4 cores per server. Although modern servers
typically have many more than 2 cores, even in a ded-
icated environment, cores no longer needed for storage
logic can be devoted to CPU-intensive tasks data, includ-
ing summarization, aggregation, analysis, cryptographic
verification, and more. The server-side-only advantage in
Table 2 for ≥ 7 cores is due to the fact that although only
1% of requests are performed client-side, with plentiful
CPU resources the latency of client-side requests is sig-
nificantly higher than server-side requests.

If CPU cores are plentiful, Cell has the same behavior
as server-side processing and its performance is bounded
by the InfiniBand IOPs. Using the Unreliable Datagram
(UD) transport instead of the Reliable Connection (RC)
transport can be used to avoid accumulating connec-
tion state and thus greatly increase messaging perfor-
mance [24]. With UD, the higher messaging throughput
can be saturated with additional server CPUs, if avail-
able, but RDMA is not available to provide load balanc-
ing. In a shared cluster with finite CPU resources han-
dling a complex data structure like a distributed B-tree,
the extra UD capacity would likely go to waste.
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Figure 6: Throughput of 1 server running Cell on 1 to 8 CPU
cores, using Cell’s locality selector, a manually-tuned percent-
age of server-side operations, server-side only, and client-side
only operations.

4.4.2 Dynamic Cost Estimation and Balancing
We find that under a constant server load, there is a per-
client fixed ratio of server-side and client-side searches
that produces maximal throughput at minimal latency.
However, as illustrated in Table 2, these ratios shift dra-
matically as the available server resources change, and
must be re-tuned for every change in the number of avail-
able cores per server, the number of servers, the number
of clients, the workload, and the request rate. Cell cor-
rectly picks ratios that yield minimum median latency
regardless of the server load; in fact, because the ideal
ratio is slightly different for each client due to network
topology and the position of its connection in the NIC’s
state, we observe Cell picking different ratios on each
client that produce globally-optimized throughput and la-
tency. Figure 6 shows that in most cases, especially when
few resources are available, Cell meets or exceeds the
throughput of the best hand-tuned fixed ratio, as it can
continuously adjust for current load conditions.
Other environments: Tests on two other clusters with
different NICs and CPUs yielded similar results. With
similar 2-server-CPU experiments, Cell adapted with dif-
ferent ratios of client- to server-side search, using more
client-side searches on Susitna’s powerful NICs [1] and
more server-side searches on our local cluster.

4.4.3 Load Spikes and Load Balancing
Cell’s ability to maintain low latency in the face of tran-
sient server load demonstrates the value of dynamically
selecting between RDMA and messaging-based traver-
sal. In the absence of applicable traces from real-world
systems at scale, we perform microbenchmarks of Cell’s
ability to rapidly adapt to load spikes and workload
changes. Figure 7 compares the application-facing la-
tency of Cell clients and clients that use only server-side
search when the load on a cluster of 4 servers increases
unexpectedly for 5 seconds. In these tests, application
search requests arrive at each of 24 Cell clients every
75µs. For 5 seconds, the load rises to 2.5× as an addi-

Cores Server-Side Only Cell Fixed Ratio
1 505K 1842K (30%) 1841K
2 991K 2142K (41%) 2129K
3 1447K 2456K (53%) 2366K
4 1831K 2573K (62%) 2513K
5 2145K 2687K (77%) 2593K
6 2478K 2845K (88%) 2768K
7 2901K 2901K (99%) 2776K
8 2543K 2812K (99%) 2571K

Table 2: Search throughput of 4 server machines utilizing 1 to 8
CPUs per server: 100% server-side searches, Cell (with the av-
erage of its dynamically-selected ratio of server-side searches),
and a fixed percentage of server side searches using that aver-
age. On 8 or more CPUs, the amount of connection state nec-
essary to connect servers to clients causes predictable degra-
dation. Cell saturates with fewer clients, so this effect is less
pronounced.
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Figure 7: Request latency during 5-second transient load spike.
These tests were performed with client pipelining disabled for
simplicity. Note logarithmic y-axis.

tional 36 clients begin injecting searches at the same rate.
Figure 7 shows that Cell is able to very rapidly switch the
majority of its searches to client-side traversals, main-
taining low median and 90th percentile latencies com-
pared to server-side search. Cell’s locality selector ef-
fectively manages server CPU resources to minimize la-
tency in the face of long-term and short-term changes in
server load and available resources.

4.5 Read-Write Concurrency
Like most sorted stores, Cell can perform search, get,
put, delete, and range operations. We benchmark mixes
of get and put operations to ensure that Cell retains its
advantages beyond search operations.

Cell is designed to maintain low latency and to support
concurrent read operations even when servers are mod-
ifying the tree state, for puts or for node or meganode
splits. Notably, the locality selector optimizes for server
utilization rather than allowing any single client to opti-
mize for its own latency. Figure 8 traces the median la-
tency of a group of 8 clients performing searches while
a separate group of 16 clients idles, then performs bulk
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Figure 8: Latency of reads on 8 clients (24 threads) without
and with 16 clients (48 threads) performing continuous insert
operations on a cluster of 4 servers running 2 Cell threads each.

put operations that cause the tree structure to grow. With
Cell, the search clients maintain concurrency by using
more client-side operations, so a set of meganode splits
completes faster. The median latency of Cell searches
is thus slightly higher than the server-side equivalent,
while the 90th percentile latency is far lower. Server-side
search latency is impacted more significantly by write
operations as the server’s CPU capacity is shared be-
tween the two. With Cell we are able to dynamically shift
the search operations to the client, incurring a slightly
higher latency over server-side search, while using the
saved server CPU cycles to execute node and meganode
split operations with reduced latency.

Therefore, workloads that combine read and write op-
erations can maintain lower latency (and higher through-
put) with Cell than with server-side only operations. We
test mixes of get (rather than search) and update opera-
tions from 100% get to 100% update, as well as 100%
insert and two YCSB benchmarks. Figure 9 shows that
Cell consistently outperforms server-side only operations
across a range of workloads. We do not report the per-
formance of range (range queries) because for queries
that return a single key, range has the same performance
as get. As the set of keys returned by range grows, the
per-key range performance improves, as up to a full leaf-
level node of keys can be returned by each RDMA fetch
within the range operation.

5 Related Work
There are two general approaches to using RDMA in dis-
tributed systems. One is to use RDMA to improve the
throughput of the message-passing substrate of a sys-
tem, increasing the overall performance when the sys-
tem is bottlenecked by its message-passing capability.
We call this approach RDMA-optimized communica-
tion. The other approach is to use RDMA to bypass
servers’ CPUs to improve the performance of systems
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bottlenecked by that resource. We refer to this approach
as systems with client-side processing. In this section,
we discuss related projects exploring both approaches as
well as work on distributed storage.

RDMA-optimized communication: The HPC commu-
nity has exploited the performance advantage of RDMA
extensively to improve the MPI communication sub-
strate [28, 27, 42]. The systems community has recently
begun to explore the use of RDMA in distributed sys-
tems. Most projects focus on using RDMA to improve
the underlying message-passing substrate of systems
such as in-memory key-value caches [22, 21, 20, 44, 23],
HBase [17], Hadoop [29], PVFSpvfs and NFS [11]. For
example, HERD has proposed using an RDMA write to
send a request to a server and to have the server respond
using an unreliable datagram (UD) message. FaRM [7, 8]
also uses RDMA writes to implement a fast message
passing primitive. The advantage of this approach is that
the resulting solutions are generally applicable, because
all distributed systems could use a high performance
message-passing primitive for communication. However,
when the server’s CPU becomes the bottleneck instead of
the network, this approach does not take full advantage
of RDMA to relieve servers’ CPU load.

Systems with client-side processing: Several recent
systems exploit RDMA’s CPU-bypassing capability. Pi-
laf [32] builds a distributed key-value store which uses
client-side processing for hash table lookups. FaRM [7,
9] provides a distributed transactional in-memory chunk
store which processes read-only transactions at the client.
We could potentially layer Cell’s design on top of FaRM,
but this would require using distributed transactions to
modify the B-tree [4, 43]. With Cell’s approach, we do
not need distributed transactions (Section 2). DrTM [47,
6] offers distributed transactions over RDMA by exploit-
ing hardware transactional memory (HTM) support.

Cell is inspired by FaRM and Pilaf to offload the pro-

11
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cessing of read-only requests to the clients via RDMA
reads. The main difference between Cell and prior work
is that Cell explicitly tries to balance the server CPU and
network bottleneck by carefully choosing when to prefer
client-side over server-side processing.
Distributed B-trees: There are two high-level ap-
proaches for constructing a distributed B-tree. One builds
a distributed tree out of lean (1-8KB) nodes [30, 4, 43].
Small nodes are crucial in the design of these systems,
because the systems are all built on top of a distributed
chunk/storage layer, and clients traverse the tree by fetch-
ing entire nodes over the network. The other approach,
pioneered by Google’s BigTable [5], builds a tree out of
fat nodes (like meganodes; up to 200MB) [15]. This de-
sign reduces the number of different machines that each
search needs to contact, but requires server-side process-
ing to search within a meganode. Cell combines the two
approaches.

Cell also handles concurrency differently than prior
systems. Both Johnson and Colbrook [19] and Box-
wood [30] implement distributed B-trees based on Sa-
giv’s B-link tree. Johnson and Colbrook doubly-link the
levels of the tree, merge nodes on deletion, and cache
internal nodes consistently across servers, resulting in
a complex scheme that requires distributed locks. Cell
uses only local locks, similar to Boxwood. Furthermore,
our caching of internal nodes is only advisory in that
stale caches do not affect the correctness of the search.
Aguilera et al. [4] implement a regular B-tree and han-
dle concurrency requirements using distributed transac-
tions, which are more conservative than necessary and
are especially heavy-handed for read-only searches. Min-
uet [43] expands on Aguilera et al.[4], addressing some
of the scalability bottlenecks and adding multiversioning
and consistent snapshots. Some of their improvements
emulate the B-link tree, yet they do not seem to benefit
from the simplicity of Sagiv’s single-locking scheme.
Other in-memory distributed storage: The high la-
tency of disk-based storage has led to a large research
effort behind in-memory storage. Memcached [10] and
Redis [39] are popular open source distributed key-
value stores. The RAMCloud project explores novel fail-
ure recovery mechanisms in an in-memory key-value
store [36, 37], although it does not take particular ad-
vantage of RDMA. Masstree [31] and Silo [45] pro-
vide fast single-server in-memory B-tree implementa-
tions. MICA [26] presents a fast single-machine imple-
mentation of MassTree. These are not distributed and are
not based on B-link trees.

6 Conclusion
RDMA opens up a new design space for distributed sys-
tems where clients can process some requests by fetch-
ing the server’s state without involving its CPU. Mix-

ing client-side and server-side processing allows a sys-
tem to adapt to the available resources and current work-
load. Cell achieves up to 5.31M search ops/sec on 32
CPU cores across 16 servers, at an unsaturated latency of
∼30µs. Cell saves up to 3 CPU cores per server per In-
finiBand NIC, freeing resources for other CPU-intensive
application logic, and maintains high throughput and low
latency in the face of load spikes.

In looking towards Cell as the backend for real
databases, we experimented with transactions and other
database features. For example, RDMA can be used to
quickly determine whether any item in a transaction’s
write set is currently locked by fetching many leaves
across many servers simultaneously, and the status of
locked keys can be re-checked with minimal resource
consumption just by refetching that leaf.

From building and refining Cell, we learned lessons
applicable to designing any distributed data store exploit-
ing RDMA. Almost any RDMA-traversable distributed
data structure that supports concurrent server-side writes
can be built from CRC-protected variable-length data
elements, version-protected fixed-length data elements,
and a globally-known data structure root location. We
learned that Pilaf’s CRC approach works poorly for
nodes in a structure with few roots, as each CRC up-
date propagates to the root. Finally, an approach simi-
lar to our meganode split operation can make other types
of distributed data structures’ mutations friendly to con-
current RDMA access. Such mutations should replicate
data, modify or rearrange data as necessary, then atomi-
cally (from the clients point of view) update links to old
data to instead point to new data.
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Abstract
We present a comprehensive and quantitative study on
the development of the Linux memory manager. The
study examines 4587 committed patches over the last
five years (2009-2015) since Linux version 2.6.32. In-
sights derived from this study concern the development
process of the virtual memory system, including its patch
distribution and patterns, and techniques for memory op-
timizations and semantics. Specifically, we find that
the changes to memory manager are highly centralized
around the key functionalities, such as memory alloca-
tor, page fault handler and memory resource controller.
The well-developed memory manager still suffers from
increasing number of bugs unexpectedly. And the mem-
ory optimizations mainly focus on data structures, mem-
ory policies and fast path. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first such study on the virtual memory system.

1 Introduction
The virtual memory system has a long history. It was first
proposed and implemented in face of memory scarcity in
1950s [16, 27, 28, 81, 86]. With this technique, the main
memory seen by programs can be extended beyond its
physical constraints, and the memory can be multiplexed
for multiple programs. Over the past several decades, the
virtual memory has been developing into a mature and
core kernel subsystem, the components and features it
has today are far more than the basic functionalities (i.e.,
page mapping, memory protection and sharing) when it
was developed [22].

However, today’s virtual memory system still suffers
from faults, suboptimal and unpredictable performance,
and increasing complexity for development [10, 41, 62,
70, 82]. On the other hand, the in-memory and big
memory systems are becoming pervasive today [57, 91],
which drives developers to re-examine the design and
implementation of the virtual memory system. A quanti-
tative study of the virtual memory system’s development
process is necessary as developers move forward to next
steps. The insights derived from the study can help de-
velopers build more reliable and efficient memory man-
agement systems and associated debugging tools.

In this paper, we perform a comprehensive study of the
open-source Linux memory manager (mm). We examine

the patches committed over the last five years from 2009
to 2015. The study covers 4587 patches across Linux
versions from 2.6.32.1 to 4.0-rc4. We manually label
each patch after carefully checking the patch, its descrip-
tions, and follow-up discussions posted by developers.
To further understand patch distribution over memory se-
mantics, we build a tool called MChecker to identify the
changes to the key functions in mm. MChecker matches
the patches with the source code to track the hot func-
tions that have been updated intensively.

We first investigate the overall patterns of the exam-
ined patches. We observe that the code base of Linux
mm has increased by 1.6x over the last five years, and
these code changes are mainly caused by bug fixes
(33.8%), code maintenance (27.8%), system optimiza-
tions (27.4%) and new features (11.0%). More interest-
ingly, we find that 80% of the mm patches are committed
to 25% of the source code, indicating that its updates are
highly concentrated. Such an observation discloses the
targeted code regions for our study and future develop-
ment on virtual memory system.

Furthermore, we examine the bugs in Linux mm. We
identify five types of bugs: memory error, checking, con-
currency, logic and programming. These bugs are mainly
located in the functional components of memory alloca-
tion, virtual memory management and garbage collec-
tion. Specifically, mm is suffering from more concur-
rency and logic bugs due to its complicated page state
management. For example, the memory leaks are mainly
caused by the incorrect settings of page states rather than
non-freed pages; a significant number of logical incor-
rectnesses are caused by missing checks on page states.

We further investigate the system optimization patches
in mm. We identify three major sources: data structure,
memory policy and fast path. (1) For data structure,
we find that 76.2% of patches are committed for soft-
ware overhead reduction, and 23.8% of them contributed
to scalability improvement, across the four popular data
structures: radix tree, red-black tree, bitmap and list, and
their derived structures. (2) For policy patches, we find
that most of them are concentrated around five design
trade-offs: lazy vs. non-lazy, local vs. global, sync vs.
async, latency vs. throughput and fairness vs. perfor-
mance. For example, OS developers can alleviate over-
head caused by expensive operations (e.g., memory com-
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Table 1: A brief summary of the Linux mm patch study.

Summary Insights/Implications
O

ve
rv

ie
w

4 types of patches (i.e., bug, optimization, new feature,
code maintenance) were committed to 8 major mm com-
ponents (e.g., memory allocation, resource controller and
virtual memory management). The patch distribution is
highly centralized (§ 3).

(1) the identified 13 hot files from the massive mm source code (about 90
files) unveil the focus of the recent mm development; (2) with these knowl-
edge, developers can narrow their focus to pinpoint mm problems more ef-
fectively.

B
ug

5 types of bugs (i.e., checking, concurrency, logic, mem-
ory error and programming) have various patterns: null
pointer and page alignment are the popular memory er-
rors; checking and logic bugs are pervasive due to the com-
plicated page state management (§ 4).

(1) a set of unified and fine-grained page states can be defined to reduce
the effort on page tracking for kernel developers; (2) the page state machine
should be combined with lock schemes to avoid unnecessary locks; (3) a
formal, machine-checked verification framework for mm is needed.

O
pt

im
iz

at
io

n

4 types of data structure (i.e., radix tree, red-black tree,
bitmap and list) optimizations on software overhead re-
duction and scalability improvement (§ 5.1).

(1) careful examination on nested data structures is necessary to avoid the
consequential side effects as we adjust data structures; (2) the internal scal-
ability inside system calls is not well exploited yet.

Memory policies are tackling 5 design trade-offs: lazy vs.
non-lazy, local vs. global, sync vs. async, latency vs.
throughput and fairness vs. performance (§ 5.2).

(1) lazy policy is preferred as mm interacts with fast devices like processor
cache, while async policy is mostly used for the interaction with slow de-
vices like disk; (2) a large amount of latency-related patches suggest that
mm profilers are desired to identify more latency-critical operations;

Fast path has 8 types of approaches: code reduction, lock-
less optimization, new function, state caching, inline, code
shifting, group execution and optimistic barrier. (§ 5.3).

(1) alleviating redundant functions and reducing lock contentions are the
two major contributors for reducing software overhead; (2) these techniques
can be generalized and applied in other software systems.

Se
m

an
tic 35 key functionalities are identified in 13 hot files in Linux

mm. A majority (75.6%) of them absorb much more
patches on bug fix and optimization. Certain patch pattern
is seen for each functionality (§ 6).

(1) the well-developed memory allocators still have tremendous checking
and lock issues due to the increasing complexity of page state management;
(2) the fault handler in mm is buggy, especially for the cases of out of mem-
ory and allocation failures; (3) the patch patterns on memory policy suggest
that a policy verification and validation framework is in pressing need;

paction, TLB flush) with lazy policies, but associated
checking mechanism has to be implemented to guaran-
tee the program logic is not violated (more patches on
this part are committed than the optimization patch it-
self). (3) We identify eight types of approaches (Table 6)
for fast path optimization in Linux mm, such as code re-
duction, lockless optimization and state caching.

With the MChecker tool, we study the patch distribu-
tion over the core mm functions to understand the vari-
ous patterns on memory semantics. Taking the memory
policy as example, we categorize it in two types: policy
definition and enforcement. We find that policy defini-
tion has more issues than enforcement. And 30% of the
patches were addressing the issues caused by missing
checks (e.g., whether page is dirty), missing one check
fails the policy enforcement.

We briefly summarize the key findings and present the
outline of the paper in Table 1. We discuss the related
work in § 7 and conclude the paper in § 8. In the follow-
ing, we describe the methodologies used in our study.

2 Methodology
In our study, we target at open-source Linux memory
managers, as they provide much more resources (e.g.,
source code, patches, online discussions) for such a study
compared to commercial operating systems. We only
select the stable versions that are still supported by the
open-source community. The selected Linux kernel ver-
sions range from 2.6.32 (released on December 2, 2009)
to 4.0-rc4 (released on March 15, 2015), and the time
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Figure 1: Component breakdown of memory manager in
Linux version 4.0-rc4, in terms of lines of codes.

Figure 2: The change in mm code in terms of LoC.

difference between the release dates of two successive
versions is 12 months on average. It is noted that Linux
2.6.32 is the oldest version that is still supported. Thus,
we believe our study over the past five years represents
the latest development trend of the Linux mm.

In order to have a comprehensive study of the se-
lected virtual memory system, we manually examine
most of the committed patches to Linux memory man-
ager (root/mm) following the approaches described in
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Figure 3: The heat map of patch distribution in each component of Linux memory management. Each block represents
the patches committed to the current version since the last stable version. The darker the color, the more patches
applied. The number below the bar indicates the total number of committed patches applied to the given file.

[23, 26, 37]. Since December 2, 2009, there are totally
5358 patches relevant to Linux mm reported in the patch
repositories of Linux kernel. After excluding the du-
plicated and invalid patches, we examine 4587 patches
(85.6% of the total patches). To precisely analyze and
categorize each examined patch, we manually tag each
patch with appropriate labels after checking the patch,
its descriptions, corresponding source code changes, and
follow-up discussions posted by developers. The labels
include LinuxVersion, CommitTime, SrcFile, MMCom-
ponent, PatchType, Consequence, Keywords, Causes,
Note and etc. For the patch that belongs to several cat-
egories, it will be classified into all the respective cate-
gories and studied from different viewpoints. We place
all the examined patches into our patch database MPatch
for patch classification and statistical analysis.

To facilitate our analysis, we break down the Linux
mm into 8 components according to the functionalities
(see Figure 1). We match the examined patches with each
component. Taking the Linux version 4.0-rc4 for exam-
ple, we use the SLOCCount tool [74] to count the line
of codes (LoC) in each component. Figure 1 shows the
fraction of code serving to accomplish specific function-
alities in mm. The two largest contributors to Linux mm
code are memory allocation (28.7%) and virtual memory
management (30.0%). This is expected with consider-
ing their core functions in virtual memory system. We
will discuss how the patches are distributed among these
eight components in detail in the following sections.

To further analyze the examined patches, we build a

patch analysis tool called MChecker to understand the
memory semantics by mining the relationships between
patches and the key functions in the ‘hot’ files of Linux
mm. This will be discussed in detail in § 6.

3 Virtual Memory Evolution
Linux mm is constantly updated like other subsystems
(e.g., file systems, device drivers) in the Linux kernel.
However, few quantitative studies have been done on the
Linux mm. In our study, we conduct the virtual mem-
ory study from the oldest stable version 2.6.32 until the
version 4.0, demonstrating what mm developers concen-
trated on over the past five years.

3.1 How is the mm code changed?
Taking the Linux 2.6.32 version as the baseline, we ex-
amine the source lines of code changes in different Linux
mm components.We obtain the LoC across different mm
component in total 7 versions using SLOCCout.

As shown in Figure 2, the LoC is increased in all the
mm components across successive years compared with
the baseline 2.6.32. Overall, Linux mm code base has in-
creased by 1.6x over the last five years. Memory alloca-
tion and virtual memory management are the two major
components in mm, the updates to the two components
constantly occupy a large portion of the overall patches.

Understanding the code changes is important for us
to pinpoint how the Linux mm is evolved. More detailed
analysis is given on where and why the mm code has been
changing in the following.
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Figure 4: Patch overview. It shows the patch distribution
according to general types including bug, code mainte-
nance, improvement and new feature.

3.2 Where is the mm code changing?
The patches applied to Linux mm record all the changes
to its code base and provide the evidences showing how
one version transforms to the next. Figure 3 demon-
strates the patch distribution among all the components
in Linux mm. One patch may be applied to several files
in mm, we count it to all the involved files. The aver-
age source LoC changed in each patch is 62, it is much
less than the source LoC in feature patches. For example,
the compressed swap caching (zswap) was introduced in
2013 [84], and a new file named zswap.c with 943 LoC
was added in the code base of Linux mm.

We identify several interesting findings via the heat
map. First, the patches are concentrated around only
a few files in each component (see the darker column
and blocks in the heat map of Figure 3). About 80% of
the patches were applied to the 25% of the source code.
These hot files generally represent the core functions of
the corresponding component. Second, the patches ap-
plied to these hot files are much more than other files. For
instance, the number of patches relevant to huge mem
in virtual memory management component is about 12x
more than that of ‘cold’ files. Third, for these hot files,
most of them are constantly updated along the Linux evo-
lution from one version to the next. Typical examples in-
clude the memcontrol in memory resource controller, the
memory in virtual memory management.

It is understandable that more patches are committed
between Linux 3.2 and 3.10 compared to other intervals,
as the time between the two versions is 19 months which
is longer than the average time interval (12 months).

3.3 Why is the mm code changed?
We identify that the mm source code changes come from
four sources: new feature, bug fixes, optimization and
code maintenance. We classify the patches into these
four categories, and examine how each category con-
tributes to the evolution of Linux mm.

Figure 5: The changes of patch distribution along the
Linux mm evolution, taking Linux 2.6.32 as the baseline.

Figure 4 shows the patch distributions among the 8
components. Overall, 33.8% of the patches are applied
for bug fixes, 27.8% of the patches are relevant to code
maintenance, 27.4% are for system optimizations, and
11.0% are new features. Common sense suggests that
virtual memory system has been developed into a mature
system, our findings reveal that the bug fixes are still the
main thread of patch contributions.

Furthermore, we examine how the four types of
patches changed over time. As shown in Figure 5, we
find that bug patches are increasing steadily, indicating
more bugs are expected in Linux mm as the complexity
of its code base is increasing (see Figure 2). The per-
centage of code maintenance and new feature patches
keep at a constant level in general, but a slightly increase
in new feature patches is seen recently. Perhaps most
interestingly, optimization patches are decreasing over
time, which can be expected as Linux mm becomes more
adapted to current systems (e.g., multi-core processors).

Summary: Linux mm is being actively updated,
The code changes are highly concentrated around its
key functionalities: 80% of the patches were com-
mitted to the 25% of the source code.

4 Memory System Bugs
In this section, we examine the bug patches in detail to
understand their patterns and consequences.

4.1 What are mm bugs?
With the tagging of these patches, we classify the bug
patches into 5 general types: memory error (MErr),
checking, concurrency, logic and programming. Each
general type is further broken down into multiple sub-
types according to their causes, as shown in Table 2.
Like the systems such as file systems [37] and device
drivers [29], many bugs are general software bugs (e.g.,
programming bugs). In this paper, we are more interested
in memory-related bugs, for example the alignment bugs
in MErr, and the logic bugs (§ 4.2).

4.2 How mm bugs are distributed?
The heat map of Linux mm bug distribution among its
eight components is shown in Figure 6. More bugs lie in
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Figure 6: Bug distribution among Linux mm components.

Table 2: Classification of bug patches.

Sub-type Description

M
E

rr alignment data/page alignment and padding.
null pointer refer to an invalid object.

C
he

ck
in

g inapt check inappropriate check.
miss check check is required.
unec check unnecessary check.
wrong check check conditions are incorrect.

C
on

cu
rr

en
cy

async opts faults due to async operations
better lock lock is implemented in better way.
dead lock two or more threads are blocked.

lock contention concurrently access to shared locks or data
structures.

miss lock lock is required.
miss unlock the unlock is missed.
unec lock unnecessary lock.
double unlock unlock twice.

L
og

ic

accounting error in collecting statistics.
case-by-case bug fix requires specific knowledge.
fault handler error and exception handling.
order the order of execution is violated.
return err return code is not correct.
parameter misuse of parameters.
state update issues in updating state and data structures.
corner case uncovered cases in implementations.

Pr
og

ra
m

m
in

g configuration wrong/missed configuration.
document comments & docs for functions.
API issues caused by interface changes.
debug issues happened in debugging.
misc any other programming issues

the three major components memory allocation, virtual
memory management, and GC, which matches with the
patch distribution as shown in Figure 3. More specifi-
cally, we identify several interesting findings in mm:

Memory Error (MErr): We find that null pointer
dereferences (e.g., [45, 67, 76]) are the most common
bugs because of the missing validations of pointers be-
fore using them in mm. These bugs happened even
in mm’s core functions such as slub, which is unex-
pected. The alignment of data structures and pages are
important factors in mm optimizations, however bugs fre-
quently happen at boundary checking and calculations
for padding (e.g., [5, 6]). As they usually involve many
shift operations, validating the correctness of the bit ma-
nipulations is necessary.

Checking: As mm involves many state checking op-
erations, especially in memory allocation and garbage
collection (GC) components. The checking bugs appear
frequently due to inappropriate and incorrect checking,
for instance, the GC has to check if a page is used or not
before the page migration is issued; free bootmem core
may free wrong pages from other nodes in NUMA with-
out correct boundary checking [47].

Concurrency: We find that more miss lock and lock
contention bugs appeared in virtual memory manage-
ment due to the complicated page states, and more ef-
forts are required for kernel developers to track the page
states. In addition, the page state machine can be com-
bined with lock schemes to avoid unnecessary locks, for
instance, when kernel pages are charged or uncharged,
the page cgroup lock is unnecessary as the procedure has
been serialized (e.g., [40]).

Logic: We identify three important logic bugs: case-
by-case, state update and fault handler. For the first
two types, they may not stall the system or generate ex-
ceptions immediately, but they make the system execute
in unexpected workflow or states, resulting in incorrect
states or runtime error eventually. Fixing these bugs of-
ten require domain specific knowledge. For example,
when shmem intends to replace a swap cache page, the
original implementation calls cgroup migration without
lrucare based on the incorrect assumption that the page
is not on the LRU list. As for fault handler bugs, many
of them were caused by lack of or inappropriate imple-
mentation of exception handling (e.g., [56, 77, 85]).

There is still a long way to have a bug-free virtual
memory system. It is much hard for formal proof to ver-
ify the correctness of concurrency events [31], and few
previous work has the formal, machine-checked verifica-
tion for virtual memory system specifically.

4.3 What are the mm bug consequences?
We further examine the consequences of mm bugs to un-
derstand how serious they are. We classify the bug con-
sequences into 7 types with reference to the classification
in [37]. Figure 7 shows that logic bugs lead to wrong be-
haviors and runtime errors with higher chances. Concur-
rency bugs are more likely to make system crash or hang,
since they often produce null pointers and deadlocks if
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Figure 7: Bug consequence.

the shared data structures are not maintained properly.
Moreover, we find that checking bugs are also the ma-

jor contributors to the wrong behaviors and runtime er-
rors in Linux mm. More interestingly, we find that the
memory leaks are mainly caused by MErr and logic
bugs. It is noted that most of the memory leaks in mm are
not caused by not-freed memory, they are mostly caused
by the accounting (e.g., the unused page is not counted
as free page) and fault handler bugs (e.g., pages are not
reclaimed when fault happens). For programming bugs
that mainly cause compilation errors, runtime error and
wrong behaviors, they are easier to be fixed compared
with other types of bugs.

Summary: Memory leaks in mm were mainly
caused by the accounting bugs and inappropriate
implementation of fault handler (e.g., page fault),
instead of non-freed memory. The complex states of
pages complicate the implementation of the check-
ing and locking mechanism, which requires large ef-
fort for kernel developers to track the correct states.

5 Memory Optimizations
As discussed in § 3, optimization (27.4% of total patches)
is one of the major contributors to the code changes in
Linux mm. We identify several sources that contributed
to the optimizations in mm: data structure, policy and
fast path. In this section, we will explain how these opti-
mizations were performed in improving Linux mm.

5.1 Memory Data Structures
In virtual memory system, data structure is one the crit-
ical factors for its efficiency [10, 15, 20]. Likewise, the
data structures in Linux mm are constantly tuned to re-
duce software overheads, and specialized data structures
are leveraged for special purposes such as page lookup
and memory allocation.

5.1.1 What are the common data structures?

We identify four popular data structures in Linux mm:
radix tree, red-black tree, bitmap and list, according to
their relevant patch distributions.

Radix tree [65, 66] is typically used within ad-
dress space structure in Linux mm for tracking in-core
pages for page caches, because of its storage efficiency
for sparse trees. Red-black tree [69] such as the one
in vm area struct can perform lookups in logarithmic

1: struct memcg_cache_params {
2:     bool is_root_cache;
3:     union {
4:         struct kmem_cache *memcg_caches[0];
5:         struct {
6: struct mem_cgroup *memcg;
7: struct list_head list;
8: struct kmem_cache *root_cache;
9: bool dead;
10: atomic_t nr_pages;
11: struct work_struct destroy;
12:        };
13:    };
14: };

struct memcg_cache_params {
bool is_root_cache;
struct list_head list;
union {

struct memcg_cache_array
__rcu *memcg_caches;

struct {
struct mem_cgroup *memcg;
struct kmem_cache *root_cache;

};
};

};

Linux 3.8 Linux 4.0

Figure 8: Comparison of memcg cache params structure
in Linux version 3.8 and 4.0.

Table 3: Typical examples of approaches to reduce soft-
ware overhead of different data structures.

Type Overhead Source Optimization Example

ra
di

x
tr

ee

Tree walking Provide hints, cache intermedi-
ate states [48]

Linear search Add bit-optimized iterator [64]

rb
tr

ee

Tree walking Optimized tree walking [1, 44]
Lock contention Batch lookup [11]
Balancing tree Reduce lazy operations [52]

lis
t

List search Limit list length [43]
Lock contention Add per-node LRU list [35]
Storage overhead Dynamic allocation

time, and its insert and delete operation can be finished in
bounded time. It is used to track VMAs. Bitmap is usu-
ally used to index pages in RAM, which involves bit ma-
nipulation frequently. Besides these specific data struc-
tures, other data structures such as list are widely used in
Linux mm. Most of the recent patches are related to their
derived data structures, such as LRU list which is used by
multiple mm components to track page access frequency.

5.1.2 How are data structures optimized?

We identify that the optimization of mm data structures
mostly focuses on two aspects: software overhead reduc-
tion (76.2%) and scalability improvement (23.8%).

Reducing software overhead. In Linux mm, we
find that the software overhead on these data structures
mainly come from the following sources: tree walk, tree
balance, lock contention and storage cost. A variety of
approaches have been applied to address these issues as
shown in Table 3. For instance, to reduce lock con-
tentions, multiple lookups can be performed in batch
once a lock is acquired.

Reorganizing data structures is another approach that
usually adopted to improve memory efficiency. How-
ever, this approach may introduce additional overhead
that offsets its benefits. Beyond our expectation, a sig-
nificant portion of patches were applied to avoid the ex-
tra overhead caused by nested data structures. An in-
teresting example is shown in Figure 8. The structure
memcg cache param in Linux version 4.0 shrinks com-
pared to its initial design in version 3.8. However, the
saved memory does not justify, as the pointer dereference
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in its correlated structure kmem cache may cause extra
cache line access. Thus, the pointer was replaced with
embedded variable [73]. As we adjust data structures in
virtual memory system, their referenced data structures
are often overlooked, producing side effects.

Improving scalability for data structures. Scalabil-
ity issue is another major aspect of data structure opti-
mizations. Most of the scalability issues are caused by
locking for atomic access to shared data structures. We
find that a main thread of the applied patches is to decen-
tralize the data structures and replace the shared counter-
parts with per-core, per-node and per-device approaches.

With the increasing memory size and core counts,
the scalability issues become more prominent [10, 90],
appropriate usage of data structures is critical for both
performance and memory efficiency, such as recent
work [11] suggested that replacing red-black tree with
radix tree to track non-overlapping virtual memory re-
gions for mmap and munmap provides better scalabil-
ity. Furthermore, the system support for new memory
technologies like persistent memory bring new scalabil-
ity challenges, the dramatically increased physical mem-
ory capacity generates large pressure on memory man-
agement, e.g., a 1 TB of persistent memory with 4 KB
page size requires 256 million page structures [14, 61].

To scale OS kernels, Clements et al. [12] proposed a
commutativity tool to guide the implementation of high-
level APIs, however it cannot expose the internal scala-
bility issues (e.g., global vs. local data structure) inside
the system calls. Our findings on mm data structures sug-
gest that it is necessary to build tools to check the bottle-
necks introduced by global and shared data structures.

Summary: The software overhead and scalabil-
ity issues caused by data structures remain big con-
cerns for OS developers: more efforts on system-
wide optimization for nested data structures, and the
internal scalability inside system calls are required.

5.2 Policy Design: Tackling Trade-offs
Memory is one of the most desired yet constrained re-
source in computer systems, multiple design trade-offs
have to be made to fully utilize the resource and to
improve performance. We find that a majority of the
patches relevant to the policy design are concentrated on
tackling these trade-offs. Through the patch study, we
expect to learn from the lessons with policy designs and
implementations conducted by OS developers.

5.2.1 What are the trade-offs?

Based on our patch study, we summarize the trade-offs
that OS designers have frequently tackled in Table 4, and
also present a case study for each of them. The software
overhead caused by expensive operations, such as mem-
ory compaction, page migration and TLB flush, can be

Table 4: Classification of typical design choices in Linux
mm based on the analysis of optimization patches.

Trade-off % Case Study
Latency Vs.
Throughput 10.9 disk access upon page fault and swapping.

Synchronous
Vs.

Asynchronous
22.3

With asynchronous method, mm can avoid
delays while executing expensive opera-
tions like swapping, compaction.

Lazy Vs.
Non-lazy 15.6 Expensive operations (e.g., TLB flush,

page migration) can be executed in batch.

Local Vs.
Global 33.1

Maintaining per-process variables im-
proves scalability, but it increases storage
overhead, e.g., slub vs. slab allocator.

Fairness Vs.
Performance 18.1 Fairness guarantee when memory is

shared among multiple processes.

Table 5: Examples of applying lazy policy in Linux mm.

Functionality Example
vmalloc lazy TLB flush, lazy unmapping
mempolicy lazy page migration between nodes
huge memory lazy huge zero page allocation
frontswap lazy backend initialization
cleancache lazy backend registration
backing-dev lazy inode update on disk

significantly alleviated using asynchronous or lazy poli-
cies. However, such benefit is not free because they com-
plicate the program logic, leading into serious runtime
errors like data inconsistency. We will present how the
policy design decisions were made in Linux mm, with a
focus on the new class of mm optimizations.

5.2.2 How are the policy decisions made in mm?

Latency matters in memory manager. This trade-off
of latency vs. throughput centers around the page cache
and write-back component in mm. The I/O requests are
issued in batch and served in a disk-friendly order to ex-
ploit the full bandwidth of disks for high throughput, but
it may increase I/O latency. For instance, the original
design of readahead component favors sequential access
for higher I/O throughput, making the average latency of
random reads disproportionately penalized [68]. A gen-
eral approach on decision-making for this trade-off is to
prioritize the dominate workloads patterns, so systems
pay little or acceptable cost on its downsides.

More interestingly, we identify 137 patches commit-
ted specially for reducing the latencies of mm operations
(e.g., page allocation, vma lookup, page table scanning).
As in-memory systems are becoming pervasive and la-
tency matters to today’s application services, it is worth-
while to build mm profilers or test framework to identify
more latency-critical operations.

Async is popular, but be careful to its faults. Asyn-
chronous operations are widely used to hide expensive
operations in mm. For example, async compaction was
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Table 6: Classification of approaches for fast path optimization in Linux mm.

Type % Description Example
Code

Reduction 34.1 Simplify the fast path logic and reduce redundant
codes.

Avoid redundant get/put page in munlock vma range

as pages will not be referred anymore [50].
Lockless

Optimization 27.3 Reduce the usage of lock and atomic operations. Lockless memory allocator in SLUB [34, 36].

New
Function 11.6 Improve with new mm functionality. New SLUB fast paths are implemented for

slab alloc/free with cmpxchg local [75].
State

Caching 8.2 Cache the states to avoid expensive functions. Pre-calculate the number of online nodes instead of always
calling expensive num online nodes [59].

Inline 6.4 Inline simple functions in fast path. Inline buffered rmqueue [58].
Code

Shifting 4.7 Move unfrequently executed code from fast path to
slow path.

In SLUB allocator, slow path executes the irq enable/disable
handlers, fast path will execute them only at fallback [78].

Group
Execution 4.1 Avoid calling the same function repeatedly. Using pte walk to avoid the repeated full page table trans-

lation and locks in munlock vma pages range [49].
Optimistic

Barrier 3.6 Optimistically skip or reduce the number of barriers,
and re-execute the logic once false failure is detected.

Using only read barriers in get/put mems allowed to ac-
celerate page allocation [13].

introduced to reduce the overhead caused by expensive
memory compaction; the expensive trim command [80]
in SSDs should be issued in parallel with other I/O op-
erations before actual writes happened due to its long la-
tency. We find that the common issues in implementing
async mechanisms located in their fault handlers for ex-
ceptions (e.g., early termination [46]).

Trying lazy policy to alleviate expensive operations.
The key idea of lazy policy is to delay several expensive
operations, and batch them into a single operation or sys-
tem call if semantics are allowed. Table 5 shows a set of
cases that have leveraged lazy policy to reduce the fre-
quency of expensive operations. In contrast to async pol-
icy used usually as mm interacts with slow devices, lazy
policy is more beneficial when mm components interact
with fast devices (e.g., CPU, processor cache, TLB) ac-
cording to our patch studies.

Since lazy policy may change the execution order of
subsequent functions, which would make systems in un-
expected states temporarily, careful examination should
be conducted as we decide whether a specific function
should be delayed or not. For instance, the operation of
flushing virtual cache on vunmap in pcpu unmap cannot
be deferred as the corresponding page will be returned to
page allocator, while TLB flushing can be delayed as the
corresponding vmalloc function can handle it lazily [18].

Decentralizing global structures for better scalabil-
ity. As seen in our patch study, more per-node, per-cpu
variables are replacing their global counterparts to im-
prove the system scalability. For example, new dynamic
per-cpu allocator was introduced to avoid the lock con-
tention involved in memory allocations. This approach
has also been widely adopted in other subsystems such
as device drivers, CPU scheduler and file systems.

Memory resource scheduling for fairness and per-
formance. The trade-off between fairness and perfor-
mance is a well-known yet hard problem. In Linux mm,
we find that this type of patches mainly concentrated on

the memory allocation and reclamation. In page allo-
cation, round-robin algorithm is used to guarantee zone
fairness. However, this algorithm did not consider the
latency disparity across zones, resulting in remote mem-
ory reference and performance regression. During page
reclamation, the allocator reclaimed page in LRU order
which can only provide the fairness for low order pages
but not for pages at higher order, which could penal-
ize the performance of the applications (e.g., network
adapter) that desire high-order pages [38].

Summary: Most of the policy patches are tack-
ling five types of trade-offs. The experiences with
mm development provide us the hints on how and
where each policy would be leveraged in practice.

5.3 Fast Path
To further reduce the software overhead, another opti-
mization approach is to accelerate the commonly exe-
cuted codes, which is named as fast path. We iden-
tify that Linux mm maintains fast paths in most of its
key components, such as memory allocation, memory
resource controller, and virtual memory management.
These fast paths are carefully and frequently re-examined
in every version of Linux kernels, contributing many
patches to the code base of Linux mm. We study these
patches to understand what are the common techniques
leveraged in fast path optimizations.

Based on our patch study, we categorize the tech-
niques used for fast path in Linux mm into eight types
as described in Table 6. We find that code reduction and
lockless optimization are the most commonly used tech-
niques for fast path, which contributed 61.4% of the fast
path related patches. As case studies, we list a set of
patches for these types in Table 6. For instance, on the
fast path for the allocation and deallocation of page table
pages, there are two costly operations: finding a zeroed
page and maintaining states of a slab buffer. To reduce
these overheads, new component called quicklist was in-
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troduced to replace the allocation logic as it touches less
cache lines and has less overhead of slab management.
Another interesting approach is optimistic barrier, which
is proposed to reduce the synchronous overheads caused
by system call like barrier and fence, e.g., the full mem-
ory barriers on both reads and writes are replaced with
only read barriers on the fast path, while re-executing the
code with slow path when false failure is detected.

Summary: There are 8 types of optimizations for
fast path. Code reduction and lockless optimization
are the two most widely used techniques to alleviate
redundant functions and reduce lock contention.

6 Memory Semantics
In order to better understand memory semantics, we
build a tool named MChecker to pinpoint the modi-
fied functions in source code by leveraging the informa-
tion (e.g., which lines of code are changed) provided in
patches. MChecker will place the located functions un-
der the record of the corresponding patch in MPatch. By
analyzing the call graphs of specific memory operations,
we can identify their core functions. And with the infor-
mation provided by MPatch, we can easily understand
what are the common bugs lying in these functions, how
these functions were optimized and etc.

In this paper, we analyze the hot files which are
evolved with more committed patches (see Figure 3).
Due to the space limitation of the paper, we only present
the hot functions that were updated intensively in Ta-
ble 7. Across the 35 major functionalities (the 3rd col-
umn in Table 7), 75.6% of them have more patches for
bugs and optimization than those for code maintenance
and new feature, which demonstrates the main thread of
contributions from the open-source community.

6.1 Memory Allocation
The memory allocation and deallocation functions in the
kernel space are mostly implemented in page alloc,
slab, slub and slob files which are the cores of the
well-known buddy system. As the default memory allo-
cator, slub absorbs 1.6-7.2x more patches than other two
allocators. The functions in these hot files can be catego-
rized into allocation/free, create/destroy and page/cache
management to fulfill the implementation of the user-
space malloc and free functions. As memory alloca-
tors become mature, about half of the relevant patches
are concentrated on the page and cache management
(e.g., cache initialization within kmem cache init, ob-
ject state maintenance within show slab objects).

We find that the mature memory allocation and deal-
location are still suffering from bugs. The allocation and
create functions have more bugs than free and destroy
functions, and these bugs are usually relevant to checking
and lock contentions. The cumbersome checks and lock

protections (due to complicated page states) not only in-
crease the possibility of bug occurrence, but also incur
increasing software overhead. To reduce such software
overhead, an increasing number of improved versions
of allocation functions with fast path are implemented.
For instance, a lockless allocation algorithm based on
the atomic operation this cpu compxchg double im-
proves the allocation performance significantly [83].

Summary: The mature memory allocators still
suffer from serious checking and lock issues due to
the complicated states maintained for memory pages
during their life cycles.

6.2 Memory Resource Controller
In memory resource controller, the majority (93.8%) of
its patches are committed to the memcontrol file. As
more resource is available on today’s machines, the OS-
level resource control named memory cgroup was pro-
posed to support resource management and isolation. It
is motivated to isolate the memory behavior of a group
of tasks from the rest of the system.

To control the usage of memory, charge/uncharge
functions are used to account the number of pages in-
volved along with the running tasks. We find that 26.2%
of the committed patches relate to concurrency issues,
because of the complicated intrinsic operations in these
functionalities. For instance, for a uncharging page, it
may involve actions of truncation, reclaim, swapout and
migration. Interestingly, many of these issues are caused
by missing locks. However, detecting missing locks is
more than a software engineering issue, as it requires
program semantics (e.g., page states) provided by the vir-
tual memory system. Such an observation may give us
the hint that the decoupled memory resource controller
should be integrated into the mm framework to avoid
redundant data structures and software overheads, e.g.,
memcontrol can rely on the existing LRU lists to obtain
page information and schedule pages dynamically.

Moreover, we find that fault handlers suffer from a sig-
nificant portion of bugs, the involved cases include out
of memory (OOM) and allocation failure. Similar trends
are seen in the exception handler component which has
two hot files: memory-failure and oom kill. Most of
them are caused by the inappropriate or wrong handling
of memory errors and exceptions (e.g., [8, 19]). We ex-
pect these findings would reveal the weakness aspect of
Linux mm and supply useful test cases to the memory
testing and debugging tools like mmtests [42, 53].

Summary: Concurrency issues (e.g., missing
lock) are the major concern for the memory resource
controller development. Our study discloses that the
fault handler is still a weak aspect in mm.
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Table 7: The heat map of patches for the hot functions in mm. Functions in each hot file are categorized into sub-types
(the 3rd column). The proportion of each functionality is illustrated in the 4th column. The distribution of bugs (BUG),
code maintenance (CODE), new feature (FTR) and optimization (OPT) is shown across 5-8th columns.

File Functionality % BUG CODE FTR OPT Representative Hot Functions

M
em

or
y

A
llo

ca
tio

n pa
ge

al
lo

c Allocation 24.6 8.1 6.8 2.2 7.4 alloc pages, alloc pages slowpath, rmqueue
Free 19.4 4.8 8.3 1.3 5.0 free one page, free pages bulk, free zone pagesets
Page management 56.0 14.1 22.0 4.4 15.5 build zonelists, zone init free lists, read page state

sl
ab

Create/destroy 11.6 4.1 4.9 1.5 1.2 kmem cache create, kmem cache destroy
Allocation/free 29.8 11.6 12.4 2.0 3.8 cache alloc, kmalloc, kmem cache free
Shrink/grow 6.9 1.7 3.2 0.6 1.4 cache grow, cache reap
Cache management 51.7 8.7 22.2 1.8 19.1 kmem cache init, kmem getpages

sl
ub

Create/destroy 14.9 5.4 4.5 0.4 4.5 kmem cache create, kmem cache destroy
Alloction/free 33.8 9.5 8.1 0.9 15.3 slab alloc, kmalloc large node, kfree, slab free
Slub management 51.4 22.1 9.5 4.1 15.8 kmem cache init, show slab objects

C
on

tr
ol

le
r

m
m

cn
tr Charge/uncharge 26.5 9.3 1.0 2.4 13.8 mem cgroup do charge, mem cgroup try charge,

mem kmem commit charge
Cgroup management 73.5 35.4 7.9 7.2 23.0 mem cgroup alloc, mem cgroup handle oom

E
xp

tH
nd

le
r

fa
ilu

re Fault handler 75.9 38.9 13.0 9.3 14.8 memory failure, collect procs file
Hwpoison 24.1 13.0 1.9 3.7 5.6 hwpoison user mappings, hwpoison filter task

O
O

M Candidate task 53.7 14.8 16.6 7.4 14.8 oom badness, select bad process, oom unkillable task
OOM handler 46.3 24.1 5.6 3.7 13.0 out of memory, oom kill process

V
ir

tu
al

M
em

or
y

M
an

ag
em

en
t

m
em

or
y

Page table 26.3 11.6 10.0 1.6 3.1 do set pte, pte alloc, copy one pte, zap pte range
Page fault 23.4 8.8 7.3 1.5 5.9 do fault, handle mm fault, do shared fault
Paging 25.5 7.3 9.5 5.1 3.6 vm normal page, do anonymous page, do swap page
NUMA support 18.2 6.3 2.1 1.4 8.4 do numa page, access remote vm, numa migrate prep
TLB 6.6 2.2 0.5 1.1 2.8 tlb flush mmu, tlb gather mmu

m
po

l Policy definition 47.7 17.5 15.1 4.7 10.5 mpol new, mpol dup, mpol shared policy lookup
Policy enforcement 52.3 17.4 19.8 9.3 5.8 do mbind, do set mempolicy, vma replace policy

hu
ge

m
m Page table support for

hugepage 68.5 33.7 19.1 2.3 13.5 change huge pmd, do huge pmd numa page,
copy huge pmd

Hugepage alloc 31.5 9.0 13.5 1.1 7.9 hugepage init, alloc hugepage, khugepaged alloc page

hu
ge

tlb Hugepage management 33.7 20.5 4.8 2.4 6.0 alloc huge page, free huge page, hugetlb cow
Hugepage fault 8.4 3.6 1.2 2.4 1.2 hugetlb fault
VM for hugepage 57.8 19.2 27.7 7.2 3.6 hugetlb change protection, vma has reserves

m
m

ap Mmap operations 31.7 13.3 10.0 5.0 3.3 do mmap pgoff, do munmap, exit mmap
VM for mmap 68.3 23.3 21.7 8.3 15.0 mmap pgoff, mmap region, vma adjust

al
lo

c Vmalloc 48.9 17.8 22.2 2.2 6.7 vmalloc node range, vmalloc area node, vmalloc open
Vmap 51.1 13.3 26.7 2.2 8.9 alloc vmap area, vunmap, free vmap area

G
C

vm
sc

an Kswapd 20.0 5.5 7.3 1.8 5.5 kswapd, wakeup kswapd
Shrinker 52.7 12.7 16.3 7.3 16.3 shrink inactive list, shrink page list, shrink zones
GC helper 27.3 7.3 3.6 1.8 14.6 get scan count, pageout, scan control

6.3 Virtual Memory Management

The virtual memory management is the largest com-
ponent in Linux mm, it has six hot files: memory,
memorypolicy, huge memory, hugetlb, mmap and
vmalloc. These hot files which contain the essential el-
ements in virtual memory (e.g., page table, page fault
handler, paging and TLB) has the largest number of
committed patches (see Figure 3). These essential func-
tions which have been developed for decades are still be-
ing updated to support new hardwares (e.g., NVDIMM
and persistent memory [61]), and new usage of memory
(e.g., huge page). And they are still buggy, e.g., even
in the well-developed do set pte function, missing set-

ting the soft dirty bit [79] could cause data inconsistency
if a user space program is tracking memory changes [17].

A core component of memory management is the de-
sign and implementation of memory policies. We gen-
erally categorize the functions for memory policies into
two categories: policy definition and policy enforcement.
We find that policy definition has more optimization
patches than policy enforcement, for instance, new policy
is defined for choosing preferred NUMA node based on
the number of private page faults; the kernel should avoid
immediate memory migrations after switching nodes. As
for bugs in memory policies, we find that 30% of the
patches were applied to address the issues caused by
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missing checks, since memory policies usually count on
many states (e.g., whether page is dirty) and statistics
(e.g., cache hit/miss rate, number of page fault), missing
one check would fail the policy enforcement.

Summary: The well-developed virtual memory
management is still buggy. Specifically, a large por-
tion of issues in policy definition and enforcement
are caused by missing checks.

6.4 Garbage Collection
To preserve a certain amount of available memory pages
for future allocation, Linux mm will garbage collect
unused pages across memory zones. In vmscan, its
functions can be categorized into two major categories:
kswapd (the kernel swap daemon) and shrinker. For the
remaining functions, we define them as GC helper, as
they either provide the statistics of page usage, or han-
dle the page out for shrinker. The kswapd will try to
free pages if the number of free pages in the system
runs low, while shrinker-relevant functions will be called
to scan the corresponding components (e.g., slab cache,
zones), and locate the candidate pages to be freed. Most
interestingly, we find that more patches (52.7%) were
applied to shrinker functions, and 84.1% of them re-
late to memory policies, focusing on how to scan mem-
ory regions with low overhead, and which pages should
be reclaimed. However, the congestion events (22 re-
lated patches, e.g., [39, 51, 87]) during garbage collec-
tion make the memory performance unpredictable, it is
essential to scale the GC process (e.g., per-zone scan-
ning) and use page statistics to coordinate GC activities.

Summary: The shrinker is the hot spot in GC, it
causes unpredictability in memory performance. A
scalable and coordinated GC is desirable.

7 Related Work
The key components of virtual memory were studied
back to 70’s when DRAM first appeared [16]. Over the
past decades, the functionalities of the core components
have been enriched markedly, such as the buddy sys-
tem [33] was proposed in 90’s to remove the internal
fragmentation, and later, general OS support for huge
pages was proposed [21]. Today, the virtual memory
system is still actively improved to support new fea-
tures [3, 30, 72] and hardware [25, 32, 54, 71, 88]. There
is no doubt that the memory manager has become one
of the core subsystems in today’s OS kernel. But few
work has done any studies on the development of virtual
memory system recently (over the past decade). Gorman
et al. [22] analyzed the mm source code in Linux version
2.6.0-test4 (2003), while our work focuses on the study
of patches which were committed to the latest Linux ver-
sions (from 2.6.32, 2009 to 4.0-rc4, 2015).

Patch and bug studies provide us insights on issue pat-
terns in specific system software, and the experiences
along its development. A number of such studies in vari-
ous systems have been conducted recently. Lu et al. [37]
studied the Linux file system patches, Chou et al. [9] in-
vestigated the operating system errors in Linux kernels,
Kadav et al. [29] examined the code base of Linux de-
vice drivers, Palix et al. [60] studied the Linux kernel to
version 2.6.33. We share the same purposes with these
studies, but with a focus on Linux virtual memory sys-
tem. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first
to conduct such a comprehensive study, which examines
4587 committed patches to Linux memory manager.

Memory issues can lead to serious problems, such as
system crash, data corruption, suboptimal performance,
etc. Many tools [2, 4, 7, 55] were built to address
memory-related errors such as buffer overflows, dangling
pointers, memory leaks in the programming and library
space. Few of the related work is targeting at addressing
the bugs in kernel space. Yang et al. [89] built checkers
to find the bugs in storage and file systems, Prabhakaran
et al. [63] developed a file system with better failure poli-
cies. Such efforts are also required as we build more re-
liable and efficient virtual memory systems. And also, a
specific formal verification [24, 31] for virtual memory
system is needed to verify its policies and implementa-
tion. The insights and bug patterns disclosed in this work
would facilitate the development of these tools.

8 Conclusion
In this paper, we present a comprehensive study of 4587
committed patches in the Linux memory manager over
the last five years. These patches reflect the development
of the virtual memory system. We expect our findings
to benefit the development of existing and future virtual
memory systems, and their associated bug-finding and
debugging tools. Our study would also shed light on
the development of memory manager in relevant OSes
as they share the same principles as Linux kernel.
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Abstract

In the enterprise world, retaining data backups is the
de-facto solution against data loss in the event of catas-
trophic failures. As backup software evolves to achieve
faster backup and recovery times, however, backup sys-
tems deploying it become increasingly complex to ad-
minister. This complexity stems from optimizations tar-
geted to specific applications, which increase the number
of configuration parameters for the system. Still, there is
no work in the literature that attempts to study the error
characteristics of enterprise backup systems, despite our
reliance on the guarantees they provide.

With this study we aim to help researchers and prac-
titioners understand how backup system jobs fail, and
identify factors that can be used to predict these failures.
Our results are derived from an analysis of data on 775
million jobs, collected from more than 20,000 backup
software installations over a span of 3 years. We confirm
that trends reported in the software reliability literature
also hold for backup systems, such as that the major-
ity of job errors are due to misconfigurations. For the
systems in our dataset, we find that error rates remain
stable across software versions and over time. To better
understand these errors, we investigate the effect of sev-
eral factors on the system’s error rate, such as job sizes
and policy complexity, and demonstrate their predictive
power for future errors.

1 Introduction

From enterprise organizations to home users, data back-
ups are still the preferred mechanism for the prevention
of data loss in the event of catastrophic failures. The
guarantees provided by backup software, however, rely
on the assumption that periodic backup jobs will com-
plete successfully. Unfortunately, backup software is be-
coming increasingly complex to configure and manage,
as more tuning parameters are introduced to handle di-
verse application requirements. Recent surveys of CIOs
and IT professionals show that 27% of businesses have
trouble recovering from backups due to backup jobs not
completing successfully [18], and 80% experience chal-

lenges managing backup data and configuring the backup
software [35]. At the same time, data generation rates in-
crease. In a recent study, we found that full backups are
performed as often as every 1-4 days to accommodate
data churn [3], leaving less time to repeat failed jobs.

The goal of this study is to help researchers and prac-
titioners understand how backup system jobs fail, and
identify the factors that can be used to predict these fail-
ures. Our results are based on the analysis of periodic
reports collected from customer installations of Veritas
NetBackup [37], a commercial backup software prod-
uct, over the span of 3 years. In total, we studied 775
million jobs from more than 20,000 backup systems, i.e.
customer installations. Depending on their type, these
jobs perform specific operations, such as data backup, re-
covery, and backup data management (e.g. replication).
Jobs are scheduled according to backup policies, which
are sets of configurable parameters dictating how indi-
vidual applications should be backed up. For example,
VMware policies expose parameters specific to virtual
machines, while Oracle policies expose parameters rele-
vant to database instances.

First, we investigate the prevalence of errors in backup
systems and their causes. We find that backup sys-
tem jobs fail frequently, and the majority of errors are
attributed to misconfigurations, which confirms a re-
current trend in the literature for other system types
[11, 24, 25, 34, 44]. On the bright side, we find that the
errors themselves are not diverse, and the 10 most fre-
quent error codes returned by jobs account for more than
78% of job errors. We explain these errors in detail, pro-
viding guidelines that designers can leverage to improve
the robustness of future backup software.

Next, to understand why errors occur, we study the
context in which they appear. Specifically, we study
characteristics of the backup system and individual jobs,
and the degree to which they affect the frequency and di-
versity of the occurring errors. For example, we find that
factors such as the size of the job, and the configuration
complexity of a policy, are likely linked to job failures.
On the other hand, factors such as the frequency of con-
figuration updates and software versions, are likely not
tied to failures. By quantifying the relationships between

1
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Characteristic Observation Section Previous work

Prevalence In the average backup system, 15.2% of jobs terminate with an error.
The overall job error rate across all systems in our dataset remains stable over time.

4.1 None

Diversity The 10 most frequent error codes correspond to more than 78% of job errors. 4.2 None

Causes More than 75% of job errors are due to misconfigurations. 4.3
Similar trends for
different applications
[11, 24, 25, 27].

Dependence
on job
properties

Jobs managing (e.g. replicating) existing backup images exhibit the highest error rates. 5.1 None
Systems with larger jobs tend to experience higher job error rates. 5.2 None
Policies with more configurable parameters exhibit higher job error diversity. 5.3 None

Dependence
on system
properties

Backup software and operating system versions have no effect on job error rate. 6.1 None
The size and load of a backup system is indicative of its job error diversity. 6.2 None
The rate of configuration changes has no effect on the system’s error rate or diversity. 6.3 None

Predictability
The number of daily occurrences of a given error code follows predictable trends, but
error inter-arrival times do not. 7.1 None

Job errors can be fairly accurately predicted based on the occurrence of other error
codes. The factors in previous observations, however, make superior predictors. 7.2 None

Table 1: A summary of the most important observations of our study regarding backup system job errors.

each factor and the system’s resulting error rate, we aim
to provide administrators with rules of thumb that can be
consulted during system configuration.

For monitored systems, we receive weekly reports that
allow us to observe how these systems evolve over time.
We show that the number of daily errors in a backup sys-
tem follows predictable trends, while error inter-arrival
times do not. Finally, we demonstrate that while differ-
ent error types are correlated, the factors we identify in
the observations of our study are better predictors of fu-
ture error occurrences. We find these results encourag-
ing, suggesting that future backup systems could rely on
prediction models to automatically detect and self-heal
from errors, without affecting their reliability guarantees.

Table 1 summarizes the most important observations
of our study. The remainder of the paper is organized
as follows. In Section 2 we present an overview of prior
work on backup systems and related work in the software
reliability literature. The dataset we use in this study
is introduced in Section 3. First, we analyze this data
to understand the prevalence and causes of job errors in
backup systems in Section 4. Then, we identify job char-
acteristics that can be correlated to higher error rates in
Section 5. In Section 6 we examine the relationship be-
tween properties of the backup system, and its reported
error rate. In Section 7 we evaluate the predictability
of errors, and the predictive power of our observations
from previous sections for future errors. Finally, we out-
line the implications of our results in the design of future
backup systems in Section 8, and conclude in Section 9.

2 Related work

Little work exists to characterize the operation of backup
systems. Park and Lilja [26] used traces of weekly full
backup operations from 6 systems to characterize their

deduplication ratios. Wallace et al. [39] study the con-
tents and workload of file systems that store data pro-
duced by the jobs of backup systems such as NetBackup.
Our earlier work [3] identifies and characterizes trends
in the configuration and job characteristics of backup
systems. Other work [10, 36] has focused on modeling
the growth rate of storage capacity in backup systems,
but it does not examine the prevalence of storage capac-
ity errors. Overall, none of the aforementioned work
looks into the characteristics of errors in the operation
of backup systems.

Despite the lack of prior work on backup systems, sev-
eral studies have examined the characteristics and preva-
lence of software and administration errors in other sys-
tem types. In his seminal paper on system faults, Gray
[11] reports that 25% of faults in high-end mainframes
are due to software errors, while 42% are attributed to
administrator errors. Similarly, Patterson et al. [27] ob-
served that 8-34% of failures in telephone networks and
Internet systems were due to software, while 51-59%
were due to administration errors. Oppenheimer et al.
[25] studied the failures of Internet Services and report
that failures are due to software errors 33% of the time,
while 57% are administration mistakes, and Nagaraja et
al. [24] confirm these findings in a user study. Tang et
al. [34] report that 16% of high-impact incidents over a
three-month period at Facebook were due to misconfig-
urations, but do not provide a more detailed breakdown.
Our study is the first to consider backup systems, but it is
worth noting that our breakdown of backup system errors
by cause (Figure 5) matches closely the results reported
in the literature for other system types.

Due to the prevalence of misconfigurations, several re-
search efforts have put forth ideas to detect, diagnose,
and automatically fix these errors. PeerPressure [40] uses
a statistical approach and a repository of configurations

2
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Job type Entries Function

Backup 604.9 M Create backup images

Management 105.8 M Manage (e.g. delete, replicate,
migrate) backup images

Snapshot 58.2 M Create Copy-on-Write data
snapshots

Recovery 6.3 M Recover data from backup images
Total 775.2 M

Table 2: Breakdown of job types in our dataset.

to identify parameter errors in a given configuration. In a
similar manner, Yuan et al. [45] identify error root causes
using support vector machines to detect anomalous pat-
terns in system call sequences. CODE [46] extends this
idea by identifying invariants for configuration access
rules. EnCore [47] adopts a learning approach guided by
sample configurations, augmented with information on
the execution context of the configurations. Chronus [42]
retains disk state through periodical checkpoints, and tra-
verses them to detect the configuration changes respon-
sible for the misconfiguration. ConfAid [6] instruments
application binaries to trace the configuration entry re-
sponsible for the misconfiguration. AutoBash [5, 33]
leverages carefully crafted bug-tracking predicates to de-
tect deviations from healthy machines, and uses a specu-
lative OS kernel to find a fix through trial and error and
a solution database. Such approaches can benefit greatly
from studies outlining the contributing factors to errors.
Observations derived from such studies can be used as
heuristics for learning approaches, and to prune the state
space for data-flow analysis techniques. Furthermore,
while these are successful reactive approaches to error
occurrence, we also examine the feasibility of proactive
approaches, such as error prediction.

3 Dataset description

Our analysis and models are based on data from teleme-
try reports collected from enterprise customer instal-
lations of a commercial backup product, Veritas Net-
Backup [37]. Reports are only collected from customers
who opt to participate in the telemetry program, and con-
tain no personal identifiable information. This section
outlines the characteristics of our telemetry dataset.

Reported information. Telemetry reports received
from customer backup systems contain runtime and con-
figuration information about these systems. This runtime
information describes the jobs that run in each system,
and whether they completed successfully. The different
job types recorded in monitored backup systems are de-
scribed in Table 2. Jobs run in backup windows, the time
and duration of which are configured by the system ad-
ministrator. When a job fails to complete successfully, it

can be retried in the current or next backup window, sub-
ject to time availability and priority compared to other
jobs. By default, backup jobs are retried once, while
other job types are never retried. The job scheduler will
also cancel retries of jobs that are scheduled to recur in
the current backup window. Our telemetry reports record
the error codes returned by failed jobs, but do not allow
us to distinguish job retries. In our analysis we use job
error codes in conjuction with other system or job char-
acteristics, to investigate why jobs fail.

Dataset size and breadth. Our dataset consists of 1
million telemetry reports, collected over the span of three
years, between September 2012 and August 2015. These
reports represent 22 minor versions of the backup soft-
ware, all under the same major version: NetBackup
7.6. More than 20,000 customer installations are repre-
sented, across most modern operating systems. Note that
this dataset is different from the one used in our earlier
work [3]: we have excluded systems that deploy versions
of NetBackup earlier than 7.6, since their telemetry re-
ports do not include error information, and extended the
dataset by collecting reports for another year.

Architecture. Modern backup systems typically con-
sist of three tiers of operation: a master server, one or
more storage servers, and several clients [3]. The mas-
ter server is responsible for scheduling and monitoring
backup jobs, while storage servers manage the archival
of backup images. In smaller systems, the master server
can be consolidated with a storage server. In our dataset,
27.9% of backup systems use dedicated storage servers,
while the rest consist of one master/storage server.

Monitoring duration. The backup systems described
in our study were each monitored for 5.7 months on av-
erage, and for a maximum of 34 months. Note that the
monitoring time is not always equivalent to the total life-
time of the backup system, as most of these systems were
still online at the time of this writing. For some systems,
our dataset contains only a single weekly telemetry re-
port. We are unable to distinguish whether these reports
correspond to systems with a lifespan of one week or
less, refer to failed installations, or are due to reporting
errors. Our dataset also contains reports from systems
used internally in Veritas for development and quality as-
surance. As part of pre-processing, we have chosen to
exclude almost 5,000 systems from our analysis, which
belong to either one of these categories.

4 Error characteristics

In this section, we use our dataset to characterize the fre-
quency of job errors in backup systems. We further in-
vestigate the diversity in the error codes returned by in-

3
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Figure 1: Monthly job error rates in a 3-year time period.

Category Version Jobs Lifespan Systems

Production Stable 176,173 76 days 4,220

Development
Alpha,
Beta

5,965 18 days 5,217

Test Stable 112 10 days 6,066

Table 3: Characteristics of the different types of backup
systems in our dataset. The number of jobs and lifespan
refer to averages across individual systems.

dividual jobs, and analyze them to find the most popular
causes for job errors.

4.1 Prevalence of job errors
After pre-processing, our dataset consists of 775.2 mil-
lion jobs across 15,503 systems. Of these jobs, 69.4 mil-
lion (or 8.7%) terminate with an error code indicating a
partial, or complete failure. In Figure 1, we show the
monthly job error rate across all recorded jobs. Note
that as more systems join the telemetry program (right
y-axis), the error rate becomes more stable (left y-axis).
Since error rates are not improving over time, a better un-
derstanding of backup system errors seems imperative.

It is common for customers to test development or sta-
ble versions of the backup software. The installations
used in this process have radically different error and
workload profiles, as will be demonstrated later in the
paper. Thus, we have grouped these systems and report
results on each system type separately. The different sys-
tem categories are listed in Table 3. Production systems
are deployed in the field. They have long lifespans, most
still being online at the time of this writing, and are by
far the busiest systems. Development systems are run by
partner organizations that are given early access to new
software features through alpha and beta versions. These
systems are short-lived, but run workloads with job fre-
quencies comparable to production systems. Finally, test
systems are customer systems that run stable versions of
the software, for the purpose of testing its operation be-
fore deploying it in production. These systems are also
short-lived, but run a small number of jobs, presumably
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Figure 2: CDFs for the job error rate of individual backup
system types.

to test different aspects of the system’s operation.
Only 3,243, or 20.9%, of the systems in our dataset

exhibit no errors in the time they are monitored. Sur-
prisingly, only 13 of these systems are used in produc-
tion, while the rest are used for test and development
purposes. The three system types also differ with re-
gards to the job error rates they exhibit. Figure 2 shows
the empirical cumulative distribution functions (CDFs)
for the error rates of systems of each type. The error
rate for jobs in production systems is 15.2% on aver-
age. Through Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests [23], we con-
firmed that the job error rates for production systems fol-
low a Weibull distribution, with a shape parameter of
(76.1±0.9)×10−2 and a scale parameter of 13.0±0.3.
Note that the Weibull distribution is typical in systems
reliability research, especially for modeling failure rates
[30, chapter 2.12]. On the other hand, job error rates for
development and test systems approximate the uniform
distribution. On average, jobs in development and test
systems fail 48.5% and 50.9% of the time, respectively.
This is not surprising, as one would expect these sys-
tems to be used for testing a variety of scenarios in order
to iron out problems before deployment in production.
Note that these numbers differ from those in Figures 1
and 9, which aggregate jobs across all backup systems.

Observation 1: 15.2% of jobs terminate with an error
in production backup systems. Testing and development
systems exhibit up to 3.3 times more errors on average.

4.2 Error diversity
In NetBackup, there are 1,194 distinct error codes that
can be returned when a job fails partially, or completely
[38]. Of these error codes, only 333 (or 27.9%) are re-
ported in our dataset.

Backup systems of different types experience differ-
ent sets of error codes, as jobs fail for different reasons.
Specifically, 21 error codes occur only in development
systems. These errors are caused by commands failing
due to permission or communication issues, invalid in-
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Figure 3: CDFs for the number of unique job error codes
for each type of backup system.

puts, and unsupported or unavailable software features.
Similarly, 59 error codes are specific to production sys-
tems. These errors occur as a result of communication
errors due to offline system components, product licens-
ing issues, misconfigurations, or the inability to fit all
scheduled jobs in the specified backup window. Interest-
ingly, the set of error codes that occur in test systems is a
strict subset of the errors occurring in both development
and production systems. In other words, error codes that
occur during testing are likely those that survived devel-
opment, but they make up only a strict subset of the errors
that occur in production.

The set of error codes experienced by individual
backup systems can also differ. Figure 3 shows the em-
pirical CDFs for the number of unique error codes exhib-
ited in individual backup systems throughout their lifes-
pan. While average test and development systems expe-
rience 2.4 and 4.9 error codes respectively, production
systems can exhibit 22.3 error codes on average, almost
an order of magnitude difference.

Observation 2: Production systems experience an or-
der of magnitude more error codes, for three orders of
magnitude more jobs run compared to test systems.

The number of error codes exhibited by a system is
not an indicator of the system’s job error rate. This is a
result of a few error codes being responsible for the vast
majority of job errors. In Figure 4, we show the percent-
age of job errors that correspond to the N most frequent
error codes. Jobs are partitioned by system type. Over-
all, we find that the 10 most frequently occurring error
codes correspond to 78.1%, 79.0%, and 89.5% of job
errors in production, development, and test systems re-
spectively. Among these errors, half are unique for each
system type, while the remaining 5 error codes are com-
mon across all systems. Of those, the most common er-
ror code denotes a partially successful backup job, which
failed to back up some of the requested data because the
backup process was unable to access it. Other common
error codes occur due to insufficient backup storage ca-
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Figure 4: Percentage of job errors due to the N most fre-
quent error codes for different backup system types.

pacity, as a result of the backup window being too short
to fit all scheduled jobs, or because the storage unit was
unreachable.

Observation 3: The 10 most frequent error codes cor-
respond to 78.1-89.5% of job errors, depending on the
system type.

4.3 Error causes
A smaller number of errors in a backup system implies
fewer failure scenarios that need to be accounted for. It
is not indicative, however, of the effort necessary to re-
solve each failure. Since many error codes in NetBackup
are overloaded, we are unable to classify them based on
their severity. Instead, we categorize error codes based
on their cause, and analyze the distribution of job error
causes across backup system types.

We manually categorized the error codes that appear in
our dataset into three categories, using the troubleshoot-
ing guide provided to administrators of the backup soft-
ware [38]. We classify an error as a misconfiguration if
it can be attributed to configuration parameters that have
been assigned incorrect values, or system components
configured in a way that obstructs the correct operation
of the backup system. Examples of such errors include:
inability to backup data due to incorrect file permissions
or locked files, jobs that were aborted because the backup
window was configured too short, authentication errors,
and jobs that failed due to insufficient backup storage ca-
pacity. An error is classified as a system error when it
describes events that are not directly in the system ad-
ministrator’s control, in both the software and hardware
layers. Examples of such errors include: unavailability
of system components due to issues at the storage layer,
errors at the operating system level, and internal errors
of the backup software or applications it interfaces with.
Finally, we classify as informational messages all error
codes that describe non-fatal but unusual scenarios, such
as jobs terminated by the administrator, warning mes-
sages, and product licensing issues.

5
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In Figure 5, we show a breakdown of job errors based
on their cause. A separate breakdown is provided for
each system type. As is evident, the majority of job er-
rors are due to misconfigurations: 90% in test systems,
and over 75% for development and production systems.
The remainder of the errors are mostly due to system er-
rors, while 1-2% are informational messages. This re-
sult is encouraging because misconfiguration errors usu-
ally identify which parameters were incorrectly set, or
the constraints that did not apply, causing the error. As
a result, they are significantly easier to address com-
pared to system errors, which could start at the hardware
level, or any of the storage and operating system layers
above. Therefore, we expect that misconfigurations in
NetBackup will be a good fit for self-healing approaches.
Motivated by this result, we next look into factors that
could be used to predict misconfigurations.

Observation 4: Depending on system type, 75-90% of
job errors are attributed to misconfigurations.

5 Dependence on job properties

To help us prevent job errors, we attempt to identify
heuristics that would help us predict them. To derive
these heuristics, this section studies the effect of job
properties on the manifestation of errors. Specifically,
we analyze correlations between job errors, and the char-
acteristics of the affected jobs, such as their type, size,
and backup policy type they are part of.

5.1 Job type
We categorize jobs based on the types described in Table
2. Of all the error codes that appear in our dataset, we
find that 45.6% are exclusive to a specific job type, while
13.3% are common across all job types. Error codes
that are exclusive to specific job types are mostly due
to misconfigurations, while error codes that are univer-
sal across job types mostly refer to component unavail-
ability, or generic system errors. The remaining error
codes are shared between all job types except recovery
jobs. Recovery jobs are initiated and controlled directly
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Figure 6: Error rates for different job types, across
backup system types.

by users, and only a single error code is logged on error.
We do not have sufficient information to correlate data
loss due to recovery errors with other job errors.

Recall that in our dataset, the majority of jobs are
backups (Table 2). These jobs, however, exhibit low
error rates across all system types. In Figure 6, we
show the error rates for each job type, across all sys-
tem types. As expected, production systems have signif-
icantly lower job error rates compared to other systems.
Overall, management jobs exhibit by far the highest er-
ror rates, as high as 29% even in production systems.
We find that across system types, management job er-
rors are attributed to operations that attempt to replicate
backup images either within the same backup system, or
by migrating them to remote backup systems that are ad-
ministered independently. Most operations that replicate
backup images within the same backup system fail due
to insufficient storage space, while some fail due to stor-
age device unavailability. On the other hand, most inter-
system replication operations fail due to configuration in-
compatibilities between the systems.

Observation 5: Management jobs, especially jobs
replicating backup images, exhibit the highest error
rates.

5.2 Job size
A limitation of our dataset is that job sizes are not col-
lected individually for each job. Instead, telemetry re-
ports contain the total number of bytes transferred in a
given backup system on a given day. We use this infor-
mation in conjunction with the number of jobs that were
executed on the system, to derive the average job size
and error rate over the lifespan of the system. Using this
data, we study correlations between a system’s average
job size and its job error rate.

Test and development systems run few jobs that are
mostly small in size, and thus there are no significant
trends to report. On the other hand, we find that produc-
tion systems exhibit significant positive correlations be-
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Figure 7: Box plots describing the relationship between
the average backup system job size, type and error rate.

tween the average job size in the system, and the system’s
average job error rate. This holds in different degrees for
backup, management, and recovery jobs. In Figure 7,
we show box plots describing this relationship for each
job type. The lower and upper edges of the boxes rep-
resent the 25th and 75th percentiles of job sizes across
systems, respectively. The middle bar corresponds to the
median, and the whiskers mark the largest and smallest
data points in the distribution. Snapshot operations are
excluded, as they incur no data transfer. Note that backup
and recovery job error rates tend to increase significantly
for larger job sizes. Smaller management jobs, however,
are characterized by a wider spread. Management jobs
of such small sizes are mostly operations used to make
changes to the backup system that do not incur data trans-
fers, such as deleting backup images, or examining vir-
tual machine configurations prior to backup. Overall, we
find that the most common errors in systems with larger
jobs are due to insufficient available storage. In systems
with smaller jobs, errors relevant to component unavail-
ability are more common.

Observation 6: Production systems with larger job
sizes tend to experience higher job error rates.

5.3 Policy type
To achieve consistent backups, applications may require
a specific sequence of operations to take place. Thus,
backup software offers predefined policies tailored to
individual applications. For example, a Microsoft Ex-
change Server policy also backs up the server’s trans-
action log, capturing updates since the backup started.
Users can configure policies to specify the characteristics
of the backup process, such as the frequency of backup
jobs and the retention rate for backed up data. The ma-
jority of parameters, however, are policy-specific, e.g.
whether to skip unallocated blocks of virtual disks, or
back up database redo logs.

We find that the number of unique error codes returned
by jobs running under a given policy, is strongly corre-
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Figure 8: The number of unique error codes due to jobs
of a policy type, as a function of the number of policy
parameters. Each data point represents a policy type.

lated (Pearson’s rp = 0.73) with the number of policy
parameters exposed to users. In Figure 8 we show the
number of unique error codes due to jobs running under
a given policy type, as a function of the number of config-
urable parameters for the policy type. Our results focus
only on production systems, which account for 95.9% of
jobs. To fit a line to the data we used R’s lm package [28].
The residual standard deviation (RSD) for the fit is 25.7
error codes, and the line’s slope and intercept were cho-
sen with p-values < 10−2. The fit indicates that backup
system policies are responsible for an additional 4 error
codes per configurable parameter, in addition to 43 error
codes that are common across policies. Note, however,
that we find no correlation between a policy’s parame-
ters and its error rate. More complex policies increase
the system’s error diversity, but not the error count.

Figure 8 reports the number of unique error codes
across all systems. Looking at individual backup sys-
tems, we also find a strong correlation (rp = 0.73) be-
tween the number of policy types deployed, and the num-
ber of error codes in a given system. This is important,
because we find that individual systems in our dataset de-
ploy 10.7 policy types on average. The best least-squares
fit for this relationship is e = 1.1p+ 0.07p2, where e is
the number of error codes in the system, and p is the
number of policy types. The RSD of the fit is 11.7 er-
rors, with coefficient p-values < 10−11. While our find-
ings suggest that many error codes do not manifest in
a given system, they highlight the relationship between
policy configuration and error diversity.

Observation 7: The number of configurable parame-
ters in a backup policy is positively correlated with the
diversity of errors returned from its jobs.

6 Effect of system setup

We have shown that diversity within the backup sys-
tem, at the level of policy and job characteristics, can be
linked to the number and diversity of job errors. Backup
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Figure 9: Job error rates across different versions of the
backup software.

systems, however, can also differ with regards to the
characteristics of the environment in which they are de-
ployed. This section looks into the effect of such factors
on job errors: the backup software and operating system
versions, the backup system’s size and load, and the rate
of configuration changes in the system.

6.1 Software components
Overall, we examined backup systems running 22 ver-
sions of the backup software. We grouped jobs based
on the software version under which they ran, and Fig-
ure 9 shows the job error rate for the different versions.
We find that the job error rate remains stable across most
software versions, approximating the average error rate
across all jobs, which is 8.7%. As one would expect, ear-
lier alpha and beta versions of the backup software, run-
ning on development systems, demonstrate higher error
rates. These error rates are also accentuated by the short
lifespan (see Table 3), and the purpose of these systems.

The systems we study are also diverse with regards
to the operating environments of their clients, i.e. the
machines contributing their data for backup. Backup
system clients in our dataset represent several operat-
ing system families: Windows, Linux, OS X, AIX, and
others. Moreover, they deploy 45 different versions of
these operating systems, and many of them often ap-
pear in the same backup system. We find no evidence
that this client-side heterogeneity can affect the job error
rate in the system. This heterogeneity, however, does
explain the large number of deployed backup policies
(recall Section 5.3). Some policies are tailored to spe-
cific operating system families, and we find that backup
systems are usually diverse enough to deploy many such
policies concurrently, across different clients. Specifi-
cally, the majority of backup systems consist of clients
deploying at least 6 operating system versions spanning
3 operating system families.

Observation 8: A system’s job error rate remains
unaffected across backup software versions and hetero-
geneity in client operating systems.

6.2 System size and load
The weekly telemetry reports we collect from customer
systems also contain runtime information about the sys-
tem, such as the number of clients that are active in the
system on a given week. We use the number of clients
as indication of the system’s size, which we find to be
non-linearly correlated (Spearman’s rs = 0.67) to the sys-
tem’s load. We define the load, or weekly job rate, of
the system as the average number of jobs that run in the
system in a given week. Due to the non-linear relation-
ship between the two quantities, we apply a logarithmic
transformation on both quantities before using linear re-
gression to model their relationship. The resulting model
is c = 0.69 j0.6 −1, where c is the number of clients, and
j is the weekly job rate of the system. The model’s RSD
is 8.67 clients, with coefficient p-values < 10−8. This
relationship is likely attributed to clients that join backup
policies once they are added to the system, although not
all systems follow this tactic [3].

The weekly job rate of a backup system is also corre-
lated (rs = 0.56) to its client heterogeneity. As in Section
6.1, we define a system’s client heterogeneity based on
the number of different operating system versions rep-
resented across its client base. After applying a loga-
rithmic transformation to the weekly job rates, we were
able to fit a linear model to the data with RSD of 5.9 op-
erating systems, and coefficient p-values < 10−2. Note
that while residual errors are too large for prediction pur-
poses, due to high variability in the data, this model in-
dicates the relationship between heterogeneity and sys-
tem load. The number of client operating systems is ex-
pressed as o = 0.77log j+0.1(log j)2.

Finally, we find that the weekly job rate is indicative
(rs = 0.62) of error diversity in the system. Recall that
error diversity is defined as the number of unique error
codes returned by jobs in a given system. We have fitted a
linear model after applying a logarithmic transformation
on weekly job rates. The model’s RSD is 13.5 errors,
with coefficient p-values < 10−15. The number of unique
error codes in the system is expressed as e= 0.55(log j)2.

Figure 10 shows the shapes of the curves describ-
ing the relationships between a given backup system’s
weekly job rate, and the three quantities: the number
of clients, the number of client operating systems, and
the number of unique error codes. We find no evidence,
however, that any one of these quantities is indicative of
the system’s job error rate. In other words, while larger
systems should be expected to be busier, more heteroge-
neous, and exhibit higher error diversity, they shouldn’t
be expected to have jobs fail at higher rates.

Observation 9: A backup system’s size tends to be
indicative of: its load, its clients’ heterogeneity, and its
error diversity.
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Figure 10: Fits describing the relationships between the
average weekly rate of jobs in a backup system and its
size, error diversity, and client heterogeneity.

6.3 Configuration changes
For each monitored backup system, we collect weekly
statistics on the number of clients, policies, and storage
devices configured with the system. To describe the vari-
ability for these quantities over time, we estimate their
coefficient of variation. This metric is defined as the ra-
tio of the standard deviation across our weekly measure-
ments, compared to the overall mean value for the sys-
tem. As a result, the coefficient corresponds to the frac-
tion of the mean by which a given measurement is ex-
pected to deviate, i.e. larger values imply wider spread.

We find that variability in the number of clients of
a backup system is strongly positively correlated to the
number of backup policies in the system. This implies
that the addition and removal of policies in a system co-
incides with variability in the number of clients. This is
likely due to policies that define clients that follow them
upon their addition to the system, and due to deleted poli-
cies rendering some clients inactive upon their removal.

Lastly, we find no correlation between the variability
of a backup system’s configuration and its job error rate,
or its error diversity. This is attributed to the fact that
across all systems, these quantities are characterized by
low variability throughout the system’s lifespan. Vari-
ability in the number of storage devices in the system is
also not correlated to any of the previous metrics, for the
same reason.

Observation 10: The rate of configuration changes in
a backup system has no effect on its job error rate, or its
error diversity.

7 Error predictability

The majority of errors occurring in a backup system re-
quire administrator intervention in order to be resolved
(Section 4.3). As a result, we expect these errors to re-
cur over time. In Section 7.1 we examine whether this
property describes the errors in our dataset, and whether

it can help us predict future errors. Furthermore, jobs
in a backup policy execute in a fixed sequence, and thus
we expect their success to be dependent on the success
of prior jobs. To test this assumption, we examine the
existence of dependencies between different error codes
in Section 7.2. We further assess the predictive power of
factors described in previous sections when forecasting
future errors.

7.1 Auto-predictability of error codes
Using the periodic reports we receive for each backup
system in our dataset, we can construct time series that
reveal information about the timing of error occurrences.
Specifically, we have information on the number of indi-
vidual job error codes that occur in a given backup sys-
tem, on a specific day. We use this data to construct two
types of time series: a series of error counts, i.e. the
number of times that a given error code occurs daily, and
a series of inter-arrival times, i.e. the number of days
between occurrences of the same error code. Across all
systems, we analyze 55,862 error count time series, and
54,461 inter-arrival time series in total 1.

Most of the errors we study are misconfigurations that
require administrator intervention in order to be resolved.
We expect these errors to be recurrent, and therefore pre-
dictable. To test the predictability of our time series,
we use the Hurst exponent. This metric is widely used
as a measure of the long-term memory of time series
[21, 32]. The values of the Hurst exponent, H, range
between 0 and 1: H = 0.5 indicates a completely un-
correlated series, and 0 < H < 0.5 corresponds to mean-
reverting series, i.e. observations switching between low
and high values, gravitating towards the mean. Finally,
0.5 < H < 1 indicates trend-reinforcing series where fu-
ture values are likely to be similar to past values. Due
to this dependence, the latter category of time series are
easier to predict.

Figure 11 shows the CDFs of Hurst values for both
types of time series. The values have been estimated
using the traditional R/S analysis approach [41]. We
find that 90.1% of daily error count series exhibit strong
trends (H > 0.5). This implies that the occurrences of a
given error code tend to follow a trend, instead of varying
wildly. The remaining time series score lower because
they belong to hosts that have been monitored for shorter
periods, and error counts exhibit low variation, if any.
Specifically, the majority of series with Hurst exponents
less than 0.5 show 1.9 times less variance, and consist of
6.3 times fewer observations. On the other hand, as many
as 46.1% of error inter-arrival time series show low Hurst
values (H ≤ 0.5). The reason for this is that these time

1The smaller number of inter-arrival series is due to 1,401 error
time series that span only two weeks. In those cases, inter-arrival series
cannot be defined.
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Figure 11: CDFs of Hurst exponent values for time se-
ries of error counts and inter-arrival times. Hurst values
higher than 0.5 indicate persistent, predictable behavior.

series are 6.5 times shorter on average, as many errors
occur in bursts. As a result, the number of inter-arrival
times is smaller than the number of days we have data
for, and the resulting trend consists of haphazard spikes.

Observation 11: The number of daily occurrences of
a given error code follows predictable trends, but error
inter-arrival times do not.

While Hurst exponent values reveal trends in time se-
ries, they cannot be used to suggest the right method
to predict future occurrences. The most widely used
forecasting methods for univariate time series are ex-
ponential smoothing, and auto-regression. Exponential
smoothing models make predictions using weighted av-
erages of past observations, with the weights decaying
exponentially for older observations [9]. While these
models try to capture the trend and seasonality in the
data, auto-regressive models such as ARIMA [17, chap-
ter 8.9] attempt to explicitly capture correlations with
past observations.

For each time series, we estimated the best exponential
smoothing and ARIMA model using Akaike’s Informa-
tion Criterion [2], a metric that rewards smaller predic-
tion errors while penalizing models with more parame-
ters. We consider a range of models, such as additive,
multiplicative, and damped exponential smoothing. We
trained each model using 75% of the available observa-
tions, and picked the model that scored the smallest av-
erage prediction error on the remaining test data.

In order to compare the prediction accuracy of models
fitted to different datasets, we use the mean of the ab-
solute prediction error percentage, a scale-independent
error metric [17, chapter 2.5]. Since this metric divides
the prediction error for a given observation by its value,
it is sensitive to values approaching zero, and undefined
for zero values. Therefore, we scaled all time series by
adding the same constant prior to model fitting. In Fig-
ure 12, we show the CDFs of the average prediction error
for each time series of error inter-arrival times, and error
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Figure 12: CDFs of the average prediction error of the
best auto-regressive and exponential smoothing model
fits for each time series.

counts. A point (x,y) in the graph indicates that y% of
time series predict future values with at most x% error.

We find that for the majority of time series, error inter-
arrivals cannot be predicted with an error smaller than
42% on average. Error counts are more predictable, as
their Hurst exponent values imply, with the majority of
time series exhibiting less than 14% error in predictions.
Both distributions are long-tailed, however, and predic-
tions can exhibit errors as high as 2400% (or 166% on
average) for inter-arrival series, and 886% (or 102% on
average) for error counts. Since errors are expressed rel-
ative to true values, large errors are expected for short
time series with high variability. In any case, these re-
sults indicate that job errors cannot be reliably predicted
across many systems using only historical information
on error occurrence. In the following subsection, we in-
vestigate the predictive power of other factors that affect
the job error rate, as a means of increasing the prediction
accuracy of our models.

Observation 12: Forecasting methods that take into
account only historical information of error occurrences
fail to reliably predict future occurrences.

7.2 Inter-error dependencies
Backup system policies define a fixed sequence of jobs
that need to be scheduled before the assigned data has
been backed up in a consistent manner. As a result, we
expect the success of backup system jobs to be tied to
the success of earlier jobs. To investigate whether de-
pendencies exist between individual error codes in such
a manner, we need to measure correlations between the
time series of every possible error code pair in a system.
Unfortunately, doing so manually is infeasible, because
metrics that summarize cross-correlation as a number
make assumptions about the data that must be verified
through rigorous inspection of the time series involved.
On the other hand, machine learning models can be used
to discover patterns without being as restrictive.
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We choose to model our data using random forests of
decision trees for individual error codes, where the out-
put for each forest determines whether an error code will
occur on a given day, given inputs on the occurrence of
other error codes on the same day, and in the last week.
Random forests are groups of decision trees, each of
which is built using a random subset of the input fea-
tures and the training data. The output is decided by tak-
ing a simple majority vote over all the trees. Due to their
construction, random forests are more robust against bias
and over-fitting, compared to individual decision trees.

We trained individual random forests for every error
code using daily data across all customer production sys-
tems, in order to detect trends that are independent of the
administrative decisions made in individual systems. We
use R’s randomForest package [7], with 500 trees per
forest, and we split our data so that 25% of the obser-
vations are reserved for testing the generated model. We
measure model accuracy by computing the model’s ROC
curve [31], which is a function of the model’s classifica-
tion performance given its sensitivity, and then calculat-
ing the area under the curve (AUC) [12]. This number
represents the model’s ability to distinguish true posi-
tives without incurring additional false positives, as the
sensitivity of the classification is varied. An accuracy of
50% represents the random classifier, while 100% indi-
cates the perfect model that avoids false classifications
entirely.

Overall, we find that random forest models trained us-
ing historical error data perform fairly well, achieving
AUC values in the range of 70-83%, with a median of
76%. To find the features that contribute the most to
the model’s accuracy, the values of each feature are per-
muted, i.e. fuzzed, and the overall drop in the model’s
accuracy is measured. This approach helps us identify
relationships between error codes. As a case in point,
errors indicating that backups were rejected because the
scheduling window closed are usually preceded by infor-
mational messages indicating that the administrator has
dequeued or killed active jobs. Another example is that
of errors indicating failures due to insufficient storage
space, which are usually preceded by errors indicating
that some, or no files have been backed up successfully.

While our results indicate clear dependencies, it is
hard to imagine that the accuracy of the presented mod-
els will be sufficient to make predictions in production
systems. To further test the validity of our observations,
we extended our training data to contain features inspired
from the observations made throughout this paper; the
full list of features is shown in Table 4. Retraining our
random forests with these extra features leads to consis-
tently increased accuracy across all models. Specifically,
the AUC values of these models lie in the range of 77-
90%, with a median of 83%. We find that the most im-

Feature Description Type
Occurrence of error code i today Boolean
Past week occurrences of error code i Numeric
Average number of jobs daily Numeric
Occurrence of backup jobs today Boolean
Occurrence of management jobs today Boolean
Occurrence of recovery jobs today Boolean
Average number of active policy parameters Numeric
Average system job size Numeric

Table 4: Features used in the training of the random
forests. The first two feature types refer to all error codes
except the one classified. The other features are specific
to the system’s operation and configuration.
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Figure 13: ROC curves for random forests predicting
the occurrence of the error code indicating that a storage
server is unreachable.

portant feature in 44% of the retrained models is one of
the features introduced in our earlier observations. In ad-
dition to that, 98% of the models contain at least two such
features in their five most important features. It is worth
noting that the features of highest significance across all
models are the number of jobs, and the average number
of parameters (i.e. complexity) of active policies.

Figure 13 shows the ROC curves of two random
forests built to predict the error code indicating that a
storage server is unreachable to the backup system. The
AUC for the model trained only using historical error
data is 77.8%, and Figure 13 shows that it incurs a high
rate of false positives once the true positive rate is ad-
justed above 60%. On the other hand, for the model tak-
ing into account factors from our study’s observations,
the AUC increases to 85.1% and a true positive rate of
80% is possible while retaining a low false positive rate.

Observation 13: Most errors can be fairly accurately
predicted based on the occurrence of other error codes.
The factors in previous observations shown in Table 4,
however, make superior predictors.
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8 Toward more resilient backup systems

This section outlines the implications of our results on
the design of future backup systems. We identify four
major topics with potential to increase the resilience of
backup systems to job failures.

Error prediction. Very little work exists in the liter-
ature on the application of predictive models on backup
systems. Chamness [10] and Vaughn et al. [36] use re-
gression to forecast shortages in storage capacity. Ma et
al. [22] use Naive Bayes to estimate the failure probabil-
ity of hard disks, and RAID arrays. We have applied pre-
dictive models on job errors, and our results suggest that
their occurrences follow predictable patterns. Our mod-
els, however, are constructed by simply applying well-
known learning methods. We believe that more sophisti-
cated approaches have the potential to yield higher levels
of accuracy that would allow administrators to be proac-
tive about errors. While we have trained our models to
detect patterns that are universal across all systems in
our dataset, prediction models used in individual systems
could benefit from biases toward system characteristics.

Configuration automation. While self-healing sys-
tems automatically discover and correct faults, they do
not improve the odds that they will not occur again in
the future. A small body of prior work attempts to rem-
edy this through system autoconfiguration. AutoBash
[33] leverages a speculative OS kernel to fix misconfig-
urations. Chronus [42] makes use of checkpointing and
rollback to detect the last working configuration. KarDo
[20] takes a machine learning approach to learn the steps
required to resolve the issue from a crowd-sourced col-
lection of solutions, supporting heterogeneous environ-
ments as well. NetPrints [1] collects examples of good
and bad network configurations, and generates a deci-
sion tree to determine the set of configuration changes
required to transition the system to a good state. One of
the challenges that these techniques face, is their time-
liness in providing solutions. In some contexts, such
as that of backup systems, allowing misconfigurations
to remain latent can adversely affect the system’s avail-
ability. Using the results from studies such as this one,
these tools could improve their efficiency by narrowing
down the list of potential errors. This filtering could be
achieved based on the probability of occurrence for indi-
vidual error codes, tracking the root cause faster.

Configuration validation. Research on misconfigu-
ration errors mainly focuses on detecting, diagnosing,
and troubleshooting these issues. While this provides a
remedy after the fact, it does not spare users from the
frustration of dealing with these errors in the first place.
To address this issue, a line of research focuses on im-
proving the design of configuration interfaces, and mak-
ing systems more resilient in the face of misconfigura-

tions. Some of the existing work includes the extraction
of configuration parameter types [29], statically analyz-
ing code to infer configuration variable constraints [43],
permuting valid configuration settings [19], testing oper-
ator actions in sandboxes [24], storing application state
to seamlessly undo and replay events in the case of er-
rors [8], and using a declarative language to express con-
figuration specifications [15]. Our findings in this study
pinpoint configuration variables typically linked to error
frequency or diversity in backup systems, and identify
other factors as having no effect. Furthermore, our pre-
vious work [3] suggests that configuration parameters of
these systems are often set to default values. We expect
that using these observations as heuristics will assist fu-
ture work in improving the efficiency of configuration
correctness proofs.

Work reduction. One of the most common errors
across systems indicates jobs being aborted because the
scheduled window for backups was too short. While this
error could be resolved by increasing the length of the
backup window, it may not be feasible to do so. To-
day, capacities of hard drives are increasing faster than
their data transfer speeds, causing near-line hard drives
to take 1.7 hours to access a single terabyte of data [13].
To avoid these delays, it is worth looking into approaches
that would allow the amount of maintenance work to be
reduced. This could be achieved via content-aware back-
ups that exclude temporary or unimportant files [14, 16],
or by piggybacking on other ongoing I/O [4].

9 Conclusion

We have analyzed an extensive dataset from customer
backup systems, consisting of 775 million jobs. We find
that job errors are prevalent in backup systems, mostly
due to misconfigurations. Fortunately, the errors that oc-
cur most frequently are not diverse in nature, with 10
error codes accounting for over 78% of job errors.

We identified factors that are responsible for job fail-
ures in backup systems, such as the job’s type, size, and
the complexity of the backup policy that issued the job.
We also highlight factors with little effect on job failures,
such as software characteristics, system size and load,
and configuration variability. We show that the most in-
fluential factors make superior predictors for future fail-
ures compared to historical data on job errors.

We hope that our observations can be used as guide-
lines in the design of more robust backup software. We
identify four promising directions for future work: error
prediction, configuration automation and validation, and
work reduction. We believe these features will be nec-
essary in the face of modern data growth rates, which
increase the time required to finish backups, leaving less
time to rerun failed jobs.
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Abstract
There is a rising interest in accelerating stream processing
through modern parallel hardware, yet it remains a challenge
as how to exploit the available resources to achieve higher
throughput without sacrificing latency due to the increased
length of processing pipeline and communication path and
the need for central coordination. To achieve these objectives,
we introduce a novel top-down data flow model for stream
join processing (arguably, one of the most resource-intensive
operators in stream processing), called SplitJoin, that operates
by splitting the join operation into independent storing and
processing steps that gracefully scale with respect to the
number of cores. Furthermore, SplitJoin eliminates the need
for global coordination while preserving the order of input
streams by re-thinking how streams are channeled into dis-
tributed join computation cores and maintaining the order of
output streams by proposing a novel distributed punctuation
technique. Throughout our experimental analysis, SplitJoin
offered up to 60% improvement in throughput while reducing
latency by up to 3.3X compared to state-of-the-art solutions.

1 Introduction
Scalable stream processing is an integral part of a growing
number of data management applications such as real-time
data analytics [1], algorithmic trading [2], intrusion detec-
tion [3], and targeted advertising [4]. These latency-sensitive
and throughput-intensive applications have motivated
database research to seek new avenues for accelerating
data management operations in general and stream pro-
cessing in particular. These new approaches have adopted
heterogeneous architectures (e.g., GPUs and Cell proces-
sors) [5, 6, 7, 8], multi-core architectures [9, 10, 11, 12, 13],
and Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) [2, 14, 15,
16, 17, 18, 19, 20] for stream processing acceleration.

Besides leveraging hardware acceleration, coping with
the high-velocity of unbounded incoming streams has forced
the stream operation model to shift away from the traditional
“store and process” model that has been prevalent in database
systems for decades. However, the mindset of sequential

stream join processing (or constructing lengthy processing
pipelines) and, essentially, thinking of a stream as a sliding
window (or a long chain of sequentially incoming tuples to
resemble database relations) has continued to shape the way
stream processing is carried out today, even on low-latency
and high-throughput stream processing platforms.

Stream Join Challenges: To mitigate the challenges
imposed by unbounded streams, with respect to both pro-
cessing and space constraints, data streams are conceptually
seen as bounded sliding windows of tuples (i.e., simulating a
relation). Sliding windows are defined as a function of time
or as a fixed number of tuples. Once the sliding window
abstraction is set (i.e., tuples are admitted for processing),
the stream join semantics over the windows are identical to
the traditional join semantics in relational database systems.

Although the sliding window provides a robust
abstraction to deal with the unboundedness of data
streams [6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16, 19], it remains a challenge
to improve parallelism within stream join processing,
especially, when leveraging many-core systems. For
example, a single sliding window could conceptually
be divided into many smaller sub-windows, where each
sub-window could be assigned to a different join core.1

However, distributing a single logical stream into many
independent cores introduces a new coordination challenge:
to guarantee that each incoming tuple in one stream is
compared exactly once with all tuples in the other stream.

The coordination challenge is addressed by handshake
join [9] that transforms the stream join into a bi-directional
data flow problem: tuples flow from left-to-right (for S
stream) and from right-to-left (for R stream)2 and pass
through each join core. The bi-directional data flow ensures
that every tuple is compared exactly once by design (shown
in Figure 1). This new data flow model offers greater

1A join core is an abstraction that could apply to a processor’s core, a
compute node in a cluster or a custom-hardware core on FPGAs (e.g., [9,
19, 16, 10].)

2The join operator is performed on two streams which we refer to as S
and R streams.
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Figure 1: Stream join data flow models (JC stands for join
core): (a) bi-directional and (b) top-down.

processing throughput by increasing parallelism, yet suffers
from latency increase since the processing of a single
incoming tuple requires a sequential flow through the entire
processing pipeline. To improve latency, yet another central
coordination is introduced to fast-forward tuples through
the linear chain of join cores in the low-latency handshake
join [10] (the coordination module is depicted in Figure 1).
For each stream, in order to reduce latency, once a tuple
reaches a join core, the tuple is replicated and forwarded to
the next core before the join computation is carried out [10].

Generally speaking, any central coordination prohibitively
limits the scalability of processing as the degree of
parallelism is increased (cf. Amdahl’s Law); and, central
coordination is required in [6, 9, 10, 19]. For example,
the coordinator must explicitly send expiration messages
to each join core as new tuples enter and old tuples leave
each sub-window assigned to a join core. Furthermore,
the flow of new and expired tuples in and out of cores is
further complicated if tuples are additionally replicated and
fast-forwarded [6, 10]. Consequently, the neighboring cores
must explicitly communicate (in addition to communicating
with the global coordinator) and, in fact, all tuples from
both streams actually pass through this communication
channel [9, 10]. Moreover, an explicit knowledge of the
underlying hardware is required (that may not even be
available in virtual machine settings), and one must rely on
a complex optimal assignment of the join cores to physical
cores to reduce the NUMA-effect by reducing the size of
communication paths between neighboring cores [9, 10].

Problem Statement: In this paper, we tackle two main
shortcomings of existing stream join processing architectures:
the sequential operation model (i.e., “store” and “process”)
and the linear data flow model (i.e., “left-to-right” and
“right-to-left” flows). We propose SplitJoin, the first step in
re-thinking the stream join operation model, which is built on
the implicit assumption that storage of newly incoming data,
whether stored in a relation or a memory buffer, must always
precede processing. Instead, we abstract the computation
steps as two independent and concurrent steps, namely,
(i) “storage” and (ii) “processing”.3 This new splitting

3In relational databases, tuples are first stored in relations prior to being
processed (e.g., performing a join) while in a stream join, the incoming
tuples are first processed and subsequently stored in sliding windows [21].

abstraction of join cores enables unprecedented scalability by
allowing the system to distribute the execution across many
independent storage cores4 and processing cores. Second, we
change the way tuples enter and leave the sliding windows,
namely, by dropping the need to have separate left and right
data flows (i.e., bi-directional flow). SplitJoin introduces
a novel top-down data flow (i.e., a single flow), where
incoming tuples (from both streams) are simply arriving via
the same path downstream (preserving input stream order),
while the join results are further pushed and merged down-
stream using a novel relaxed adjustable punctuation (RAP)
technique (preserving the output stream order). Unlike recent
advances in stream join processing [6, 9, 19, 10], SplitJoin
does not rely on central coordination for propagating and
ordering the input/output streams.

SplitJoin’s top-down data flow trivially satisfies the or-
dering of incoming tuples and eliminates the in-flight race
condition between the left and right streams as tuples travel
from one core to the next. Unlike existing approaches [9, 10],
the top-down flow also eliminates the need for communi-
cation between the join cores. In SplitJoin, the top-down
flow is realized using a distribution tree for routing incoming
tuples into their corresponding sub-window that addresses
the scaling issues of adding new join cores. The adopted
distribution mechanism nicely fits into the coordination-free
protocol of SplitJoin for distributing new tuples to both stor-
age and processing cores. For example, all join cores receive
the newly incoming tuples (achieving the desired expedited
delivery, without the linear forwarding used in [10]), while
only one storage core stores the new tuple. Both the stor-
age and eviction of tuples to and from cores are done in a
round-robin fashion; thus, naturally, in the same order that
cores store a new tuple, they evict their oldest tuple (again,
without any explicit coordination). This can be generalized
to batches of tuples instead of a single tuple as well.

SplitJoin has provably lower runtime complexity as
compared to state-of-the-art parallel distributed join algo-
rithms [9, 10]. SplitJoin exhibits an overall system latency
of O(logbk), where k is the number of join cores and b is
the branching factor of the distribution tree. In contrast, the
state-of-the-art handshake join has O(k), while the original
version resulted in an O(n) latency, where n is the number of
tuples a window can hold (k�n) [9, 10].

SplitJoin’s coordination-free distribution also lends itself
to a simpler resiliency against failures; for example, core
failures do not halt or disrupt the entire join computation and
affect only the failed nodes (the loss is limited to only failed
nodes). In contrast, in a linear left-to-right data flow, if any
cores fails, then, on average, half of the cores may not receive
any data.

SplitJoin is comprised of the following core components:
a distribution network, a set of independent join cores, and a

4A storage core is an abstraction for an in-memory sliding window,
tightly coupled with a join core.

2
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Figure 2: Sliding window concept in stream join.

result gathering network. The distribution network broadcasts
incoming tuples to the set of join cores in a scalable way.
The actual join computation is carried out by each join core
independently, and subsequently, the joined tuples are pushed
down to the result gathering network. The result gathering
network is further responsible to ensure the correct ordering
of the joined tuples by using the punctuation marks produced
by the join cores.

In this paper, we make the following contributions:
(1) we propose SplitJoin, a novel scalable stream join

architecture that is highly parallelizable and removes
inter-core communications and dependencies,

(2) we introduce a new splitting abstraction in SplitJoin

to “process” and “store” incoming data streams concurrently
and independently,

(3) we propose a top-down data flow model to achieve
a coordination-free protocol for distributing and parallelizing
stream join processing,

(4) we develop a distribution tree with logarithmic access-
latency for routing of incoming data to storage and processing
cores, while preserving the ordering of incoming tuples,

(5) we design a coordination-free protocol that does not
rely on global knowledge to produce ordered join output
streams by proposing a relaxed adjustable punctuation (RAP)
technique with tunable precision, and

(6) we conduct an extensive analytical and experimental
study of SplitJoin as compared to existing state-of-the-art
solutions.

2 Preliminaries
The relational join (theta join) between two non-stream
relations R and S, defined as R ��θ S, produces the set of
all resulting pairs (r, s), which satisfy the join condition
θ(r,s) and r∈R, s∈S. Extending this definition to stream
join implies the same join processing semantics with the
exception that streams, unlike relations, are unbounded. To
mitigate the challenge of unbounded streams, with respect
to both processing and storage limitations, streams are
conceptually seen as bounded sliding windows of tuples, as
shown in Figure 2. The size of these windows are defined
as a function of time or number of tuples, referred to as
time-based or count-based windows, respectively.

Figure 3 shows the traditional architecture of a join

Join Core
Window-R

Window-S

JC

Tuple-S

Time

Tuple-R

Figure 3: Traditional stream join architecture.

operator that receives Tuple-R and Tuple-S from streams R
and S, respectively. JC stands for join core, which performs
the join operation. To process the tuples shown in the figure,
Tuple-R is inserted into Window-R, then it is evaluated
against all existing tuples in Window-S and the join results
are returned. Similarly, Tuple-S is inserted into Window-S
and the same join procedure is applied.

3 Related Work
Work related to our approach can be broadly classified into
stream join algorithms [6, 9, 10, 16, 21, 22], or more gen-
erally speaking, stream processing in software [23, 24, 25],
approaches to performance-optimize stream processing
through emerging hardware mechanisms [26], in particular,
through FPGA-based acceleration [15, 17], but also, through
GPUs and processor-based I/O processing innovations [8].
The survey [27] covers other related work and topics
including concepts such as ordering in stream join. SplitJoin
can be incorporated in any of the existing streaming engines
(i.e., [28, 29, 30]).

Stream Join Algorithms — An early stream join
was formalized by Kang’s three-step procedure [21].
Subsequently, Gedik et al. [6] introduced the parallel
CellJoin, designed for a heterogeneous architecture, aiming
to substantially improve stream join processing performance.
However, CellJoin requires a re-partitioning task for each
newly incoming tuple, which limits its scalability [6]. The
problem of distributed stream join processing has also been
studied with respect to elasticity and reduction of memory
footprint, applicable to cloud computing [22].

Teubner et al. introduced a bi-direction data flow-oriented
stream join processing approach, called the handshake
join [9]. To reduce delay in the linear chaining, Teubner et
al. [10] introduced a low-latency handshake join that uses
a fast forwarding mechanism to expedite tuple delivery to
all sub-windows by replicating every tuple k times, where
the stream is split over k join cores. This mechanism is
illustrated in Figure 10. Furthermore, the bi-directional flow
complicates the logic for serializing the two pipes connecting
consecutive join cores that is necessary in order to avoid
race conditions due to concurrent in-flight tuples (i.e., tuples
traveling between neighboring processing cores).

Stream Processing Acceleration — Stream processing
has received much attention over the past few years.
Many viable research prototypes and products have been

3
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developed, such as NiagaraCQ [24], TelegraphCQ [23], and
Borealis [25], to just name a few. Most existing systems are
fully software-based and support a rich query language, but
stream join acceleration has not been the main focus of these
approaches.

Since the inception of stream processing, the develop-
ment of optimizations both at the query-level and at the
engine-level have been widely explored. For example,
co-processor-based solutions utilizing GPUs [8, 6] and more
recently hardware-based solutions employing FPGAs have
received attention [14, 15, 17, 18, 31]. For example, Tumeo
et al. demonstrated how to use GPUs to accelerate regular
expression-based stream processing language constructs [8].
The challenge in utilizing GPUs lies in transforming a given
algorithm to use the highly parallel GPU architecture that has
primarily been designed to perform high-throughput matrix
computations and not, foremost, low latency processing.

Past work showed that FPGAs are a viable option for accel-
erating certain data management tasks in general and stream
processing in particular [14, 15, 17, 18, 31, 32, 33]. For ex-
ample, Hagiescu et al. [15] identify compute-intensive nodes
in the query plan of a streaming computation. To increase
performance in the hardware design that realizes the stream-
ing computation, these nodes are replicated, which, due to
the stateless nature of the query language considered, poses
few issues. A main difference from our work is the restriction
to stateless operations and the lack of a capability to flexi-
bly update the streaming computation. Similarly, Mueller
et al. [17] present Glacier, a component library and com-
piler, that compiles streaming queries into logic circuits on
an operator-level basis. Both approaches are characterized by
the goal of hardware-aware acceleration of streams, yet our
solution is also applicable to non-FPGA parallel hardware.

4 SplitJoin

In this section, we describe SplitJoin and highlight two of
its key properties, namely, the top-down data flow and the
splitting of the join computation into independent storage
and processing steps. Together, these properties remove any
need for coordination and dependencies among join cores,
which enables a high-degree of parallelism for SplitJoin

without sacrificing latency.

Tuple-S

Process Tuple-R, Store Tuple-S 

Process Tuple-S, Store Tuple-R

Split

JC

Window-S

Tuple-R

left-region

Window-RTuple-RTuple-R

right-region

Time
Tuple-R

Figure 5: SplitJoin storing and processing steps.

4.1 SplitJoin Overview
SplitJoin diverts from the bi-directional data flow-oriented
processing of existing approaches [9, 10]. As illustrated in
Figure 1, SplitJoin introduces a single top-down data flow
that fundamentally changes the overall tuple processing ar-
chitecture. First, the join cores are no longer chained linearly
(i.e., avoiding linear latency overhead). In fact, they are now
completely independent (i.e., also avoiding inter-core com-
munication overhead). Second, both streams travel through a
single path entering each join core; thus, eliminating all com-
plexity due to potential race conditions caused by in-flight
tuples and complexity due to ensuring the correct tuple-arrival
order, namely, the FIFO property is trivially satisfied by using
a single (logical) path. Third, the communication path can be
fully utilized to sustain the maximum throughput and each
tuple no longer needs to pass every join core.

Another important aspect of SplitJoin is the simplification
and decomposition of join processing itself. SplitJoin splits
the dominant join abstraction that enforces the “storing” and
“processing” steps to be coupled and done in a serial order.
SplitJoin views these steps as two independent steps, namely,
(i) “storing” and (ii) “processing”. In fact, SplitJoin goes one
step further and shows that not only these steps could be done
in parallel, they can also be distributed to independent join
cores. Therefore, unlike traditional parallel join processing
that divides a single window into a set of sub-windows,
where each is assigned to a core, SplitJoin introduces separate
storage and processing cores that operate independently
of each other as shown in Figure 4. The storage core is
responsible for storing new tuples, while the processing core
is responsible for the actual join operation of a new tuple
in one stream with the existing tuples in the other stream.

Distributor

Split

Buffer

Window-S /2 Buffer

Window-R /2
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Figure 6: SplitJoin parallel architecture.
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The splitting line in Figure 4 conceptually divides our join
processing architecture into two separate parts, in which
a region represents a stream’s window and the associated
buffer. We use the term right-region when referring to
Window-R and left-region for Window-S. For each incoming
tuple, a region either does processing or storing.

The split mechanism is illustrated in Figure 5, where
the incoming tuples are fed to SplitJoin one after another.
In the first step, Tuple-R is inserted into both regions.
The right-region is responsible for storing Tuple-R in its
sliding window, while the left-region is responsible for the
processing of the replicated copy of Tuple-R (i.e., the join
comparison). The temporary tuple replication eliminates all
inter-region communication among storage and processing
cores. The replicated tuples are simply discarded once the
processing is completed.

4.2 SplitJoin Parallelism
In SplitJoin, we parallelize the stream join computation
by dividing each sliding window into a set of disjoint
sub-windows. Each sub-window is assigned independently
to a join core as shown in Figure 6 (i.e., acting as a local
buffer for each core). Each join core (JC) consists of a
left- and a right-region. The division of the sliding window
among join cores is accompanied by a Distributor unit to
transmit incoming tuples to the join cores.

In the parallelized version of SplitJoin, all join cores
receive the new incoming tuple. In each join core, depending
on the tuple origin i.e., whether R or S stream, the processing
and storage steps are orchestrated. For example, if the
incoming tuple belongs to the R stream, Tuple-R, then
all processing cores dedicated to the left-region compare
Tuple-R against all the tuples in the S stream sub-windows.
Simultaneously, Tuple-R is also stored in the storage core
of exactly one right-region. The assignment of Tuple-R

follows an arbitration of the tuple to a storage core based on
a round-robin selection. In other words, each region, based
on its position number 5 and the number of seen tuples, inde-
pendently determines its turn to store an incoming tuple. The
proposed assignment model eliminates the need for a central
coordinator for tuple assignment, which is a key contributor
for achieving scalability in SplitJoin architecture. Notably,
transmitting an incoming tuple to each join core translates
into writing a tuple to the join core’s local buffer (independent
of any other join cores) that resembles a simple queue with a
single producer and a single consumer, in which the producer
is the Distributor and the consumer is join core itself.

4.3 Scalable Distribution Tree
The decoupling of storage and processing in SplitJoin

simplifies parallelization by distributing sub-windows among
many independent join cores. To fully leverage potential

5Position number refers to the logical location of a join core among other
join cores.

parallelism, we also need an efficient tuple distribution and
routing mechanism.

In SplitJoin, to distribute the stream’s transmission load
in a balanced and scalable manner, we use a k-ary tree as
the distribution network. As the network grows in size, the
Distributor is replicated and its replicas are placed in the
tree’s inner nodes to achieve the desired scalability. As the
number of SplitJoin join cores increases, we increase the
fanout of each Distributor before increasing the depth of the
distribution tree.

By applying replication recursively, we scale the distribu-
tion network as well as the number of join cores for SplitJoin.
The resulting system, including the input data distribution
network, SplitJoin’s join cores, and the output data gathering
network (similar in structure to the input network), is shown
in Figure 11, where the horizontal bars illustrate the input
distribution and output gathering networks.

The distribution network is the same for both count-based
and time-based sliding window joins. However, in the
time-based version each tuple carries an extra field for its
timestamp. This field is to keep track of the lifespan of each
tuple to realize the time-based sliding window semantic.

4.4 Expiration & Replacement Policies
Tuple expiration is a crucial step to ensure the correctness of
the stream join semantic. In the count-based sliding window,
the number of tuples in each window is specified explicitly
while in the time-based sliding window a lifespan l (e.g.,
l=10 minutes) defines when a tuple must be expired.

SplitJoin supports both passive and active expiration tech-
niques. The passive approach is primarily intended for the
count-based sliding window, in which the incoming tuples
simply overwrite the oldest tuples in the window. The expi-
ration is done implicitly and mimics the functionality of a
FIFO buffer. Once a window is full, the stored tuples are ex-
pired in order of their arrival. In the active expiration, geared
towards the time-based sliding window, each join core locally
manages the expiration of tuples from its sub-window. The
expiration task for each sub-window is postponed until a tu-
ple from the opposing stream with timestamp of t is received
for processing. Then, in the region responsible for process-
ing, just prior to the join computation, for each tuple with a
timestamp ti, if (t−ti)> l, then the tuple is expired. Basically,
tuples are expired when they fall off the user-defined lifespan
(l) of the time-based window size.

Note the expiration is a local operation within a region
and does not involve global coordination because tuples
arrive with monotonically increasing timestamps and order is
preserved when they are added and stored in a sub-window.
The expiration task starts from the end (with the oldest tuple)
of each sub-window and ends when a tuple younger than
the user-defined lifespan is found. In other words, instead of
sending explicit expiry messages with a timestamp, we rely
on the timestamp of tuples in the input streams that must

5
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Figure 7: SplitJoin data distribution and processing example.
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Algorithm 1: SplitJoin distribution network.
1 SplitJoin() begin
2 while still a tuple to consume do
3 broadcast tuple t to all Join Cores begin
4 forall join cores do
5 Join Core(t, source);

be routed to all nodes anyway. Therefore, the expiration
messages are implicitly piggybacked on the incoming tuples
as a way to broadcast the synchronized time without the
need for global coordination.

In Figure 7, we illustrate how tuples are stored and
processed in SplitJoin join cores. Assuming that we have
a sequence of tuples as shown in the upper part of the
figure, each tuple is transferred by the distribution tree
to all join cores. Each Tuple-R is stored in exactly one
right-region while processed by the left-region of all join
cores. Likewise, for tuples from the S stream, they are stored
in the left-regions and are processed by the right-regions.

As we can see in Figure 7, the tuples are distributed
in-order. The tuples reach the storage cores through the same
path (i.e., the top-down flow), and the expiration procedure
is preformed based on the order of incoming tuples (for
both count-based and time-based sliding windows). Thus,
unlike the bi-directional model used in [9, 10], neither the
concurrency nor the race condition issues arise.

During processing, each region emits resulting tuples to be
collected by the result gathering network (cf. Section 5). The
processing step for each tuple in each region is completed
by emitting an end notice from that region, referred to as
a star punctuation mark. These marks serve to preserve the
order of join results as we describe in detail in Section 5.

4.5 SplitJoin Algorithms
Tuple distribution in SplitJoin is specified in Algorithm 1.
Upon arrival of a new tuple, regardless of its source stream,
the tuple is broadcast to all join cores (Line 3).

In each join core, as presented in Algorithm 2, depending
on the tuple’s source (Lines 2 and 11), from R or S stream,
the tuple is sent to the right-region for storage and to the
left-region for processing or vice versa.

Finally, in the expiration process specified in Algorithm 4,
the tuples that are too old to be considered for the join are
expired from the end of the sub-window by computing their
lifespan using their timestamp and the timestamp of the new
tuple.

The pseudo code for the processing core (i.e., the join
comparison) is specified in Algorithm 3. An incoming tuple
is compared with all tuples in the opposite sub-window
(Lines 2-4). More importantly, this step is executed
concurrently for each sub-window in every region. After
processing (Lines 5-6), based on the chosen ordering
precision, the star marker is produced and emitted. Also
note that the goal of SplitJoin is to provide an efficient and
coordination-free architecture for performing stream joins,
and the particular choice of join algorithm is orthogonal.
In this work, we adopted a simple variation of nested-loop
join; however, within each core, one may choose any join
algorithms such as hash- or index-based join.

5 Punctuated Result Collection
In SplitJoin, we employ a result gathering network (similar
to our data distribution network) and a punctuation technique
to preserve the ordering for the join result output. The
full architecture of SplitJoin, that includes the distribution
network, join cores (JCs), and the collection network, is
illustrated in Figure 11.

In SplitJoin, we utilized a 2-ary collection tree to gather
and merge join results as depicted in Figure 8. The result

Algorithm 2: A join core in SplitJoin.
1 Join Core(t, source) begin
2 if source = Stream R then // right-region

3 Expiration Process(t, sub-window S);
4 Processing Core(t, sub-window S);
5 if R store counter = node id then
6 Storage Core(t, sub-window R);

7 if R store counter = number of join cores then
8 R store counter←0;

9 else
10 R store counter←R store counter+1;

11 else // left-region

6
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Algorithm 3: Matches between t and sub-window X.
1 Processing Core(t, sub-window X) begin
2 forall ti-tuple in sub-window X do
3 compare ti-tuple with t; if match then
4 emit the matched result;

5 if i≡0 (mod ordering precision) then
6 emit punctuation star;

tuples of each processing core are gathered from the leaves
of the collection tree. Each core has its own dedicated FIFO
buffer. The collection tree employs a Merger unit and a FIFO
buffer in each of its intermediate nodes (except in the root).
Moving toward the tree’s root (from top to bottom), at each
node, the data in the two input buffers is merged into the
buffer of that node. Merging continues up to the root, which
contains the last buffer emitting the gathered join results.

5.1 Punctuation-based Ordering
SplitJoin architecture preserves the ordering of result tuples.
The precision of the output order can be determined by a
tunable system parameter, without significant changes in
the processing architecture. To realize this flexibility in our
design, we developed a relaxed adjustable punctuation (RAP)
strategy. We define two levels of ordering guarantees for join
results: the outer and inner ordering.

Definition 1 The outer ordering of join results ensures that
for any two consecutive incoming tuples, join results of the
first tuple always precede the join results of the second tuple.

Definition 2 The inner ordering of join results ensures
that for a single incoming tuple in one stream, join results
are ordered in ascending order from the oldest to the most
recently inserted tuple in the other stream.

Our proposed relaxation enables us to maintain strict outer
ordering while adjusting the precision of the inner ordering
(essentially, not maintaining the inner ordering) in order to
substantially reduce the overall cost of ordering. Furthermore,
our technique supports strict outer and inner ordering as well.

In RAP, we define a simple punctuation emission rule for
each core (the same simple rule applies to all cores), that
is, the emission of a punctuation at the end of the processing
of every newly inserted tuple (preserving the outer ordering
and relaxing the inner ordering). In other words, each
join core emits a punctuation after the end of processing a
newly inserted tuple with all tuples in the other window. We

Algorithm 4: Expiring old tuples for time-based version.
1 Expiration Process(t, sub-window X) begin
2 i← the end of sub-window X;
3 while ti.timestamp - t.timestamp > Time Window Size do
4 omit ti from sub-window X;
5 i← i−1;
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Figure 9: Punctuated resulting stream.

differentiate this punctuation from result tuples by a star, as
shown in Figure 8.

SplitJoin cores insert both the join results and punctuation
marks to collection tree leaves. The punctuation acts as a
border between the join results of two consecutively inserted
tuples (outer order). As join results and punctuations are
pushed down the collection tree towards the root, at each
node of the tree, the join results and their corresponding
punctuation marker (stars) from the two buffers are merged
into the FIFO buffer of their parent node. When the Merger
in the parent node receives a star from one of its inputs, it
disables that input and continues to receive resulting tuples
from the other buffer until it receives a star from that buffer
as well. The Merger merges two punctuations (stars) into
one and pushes it to its FIFO buffer. This scenario repeats
until the star reaches the output of the collection tree.

Since join results are pushed down in the order in which
the newly inserted tuple arrives, the outer ordering for each
core is trivially satisfied due to the single top-down FIFO flow
of SplitJoin that starts from the root of the distribution tree (for
inserting new tuples) and ends at the root of the collection tree
(for merging the join results). This flow is shown in Figure 9.

The final step in the result gathering network employs a
Combiner rather than a Merger. On the right side of the split
are the punctuated results, ordered by the tuples from the
S stream, while on the left side, the punctuation is based on
the arrival sequences of tuples from the R stream. These two
sets of punctuated result tuples are consumable as separate
streams. However, to emit only one stream as output, we
use a Combiner which simply fetches the resulting tuples
and punctuations from their input and puts them into the
output buffer. The Combiner keeps track of the origin of
punctuations (whether from the right- or left-regions) by
flagging the stars with R and S, as shown in Figure 9.

In Figure 9, the upper flow is the result stream from
the right-regions, punctuated by the order of S stream
tuples, while the middle one is the result stream from the
left-regions, punctuated by the order of R stream tuples.
The lower flow demonstrates the combined result stream
that includes all result tuples in addition to punctuations.
For example, R1-X is specified by two R punctuations and
includes the result tuples which start with R1.

Adjusting the punctuation interval is straightforward and

7
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Algorithm 5: Punctuation-based N-ary merger.
1 N-ary Merger(t) begin
2 foreach right(or left)-region of core1..N in sequence do
3 while a resulting tuple (t) is available in output buffer till

the first star do
4 pop t from join core’s output buffer;
5 push t to Merger’s output buffer;

6 push out the end of result star;

only requires us to tune the punctuation emission rate in
SplitJoin’s cores. Each core can simply change the frequency
at which a punctuation is generated. For example, each
core can be tuned to produce a punctuation after joining
one newly inserted tuple (strict outer ordering) or after every
five tuples (relaxed outer ordering). We could also adjust
the precision of inner ordering by increasing the frequency
of punctuation generation. For example, to produce a strict
inner ordering, each incoming tuple is compared with tuples
in the opposite window (starting from the oldest to the most
recently inserted one), followed by outputs for both the join
result and the punctuation marker for every comparison.
Therefore, if each core has a window size of w, then up to
w punctuation markers (i.e., stars) are produced for every
newly inserted tuple. For a relaxed inner ordering, only one
punctuation is produced after joining the incoming tuples
with all the tuples in the opposite window. At the other
extreme, when no ordering is required, we could simply
disable the punctuation generation altogether.

5.2 Ordering Algorithm
For the result gathering network, we utilized a k-ary tree.
Algorithm 5 specifies the pseudo-code for an N-ary (e.g.,
2-ary) Merger given an N-ary result gathering tree. The
Merger is connected to the output FIFO buffer of N regions
and collects the resulting tuples and punctuations into its own
output FIFO buffer, which is subsequently fed to the next
intermediate node (its parent) in the tree. This is repeated up
to the root of the tree, where result tuples are punctuated by
tuple arrival order from the two stream types (either R or S).

The Merger connects to the output buffers of the same
source, either left or right regions (cf. Line 2 of Algorithm 5).
Each Merger collects the results in the same order as the
join cores store the new incoming tuples. For example,
assuming that the first Tuple-R is stored in the left most
join core in its right-region, as shown in Figure 7. The
Merger then begins the collection of results from the
comparison of Tuple-S with the R sub-window in the left
most right-region as well.

In the result gathering, the Merger fetches tuples from the
first region’s buffer and stores them in its own output buffer
until it reaches the first star in (Line 3∼Line 5). Then it
repeats the same procedure for the next region’s buffer until
it receives a star from there too.

After receiving a punctuation mark from the last region,

Window-R /N
R

S

Join Core 1 Join Core 2 Join Core N

TMLT P TCL α 
= Window-S/N

|w|

N

Figure 10: Low-latency handshake join overview [10].

the Merger forwards the punctuation to its output buffer (cf.
Line 6). Note that each Merger emits only one punctuation
mark for every pair of punctuation (i.e., one punctuation
mark from each join core).

Using a higher ordering precision increases the number
of punctuation marks between result tuples of each region.
For example, instead of having one punctuation mark after
comparison of a tuple with the whole sub-window, we can
have one punctuation after each 10 comparisons. Since
tuples in the sub-window are already stored in the order of
their arrival, the intermediate punctuations preserve the result
ordering while gathering the results from all the join cores.
For obtaining a higher precisions, Mergers follow the same
procedure as before.

6 Runtime Complexity
In this section, we present a brief analytical model to
study the runtime complexity of SplitJoin relative to related
techniques [9, 10]. In the analysis, we use the following
definitions.

Definition 3 We define the processing latency (PL) as the
time from when a tuple arrives at the join operator until
the tuple is compared and joined with all tuples in the other
window and all the matching results are produced.

Definition 4 We define the visiting latency (VL) as the time
required for two tuples from both streams to be compared
with each other.

6.1 Low-latency Handshake Join Analysis
The processing latency for low-latency handshake join (cf.
Figure 10) is given as follows:

PL=TCL+((k−1)×(TCL+TML))+(w×TP)+TCol (1)
where TCL represents the communication time between cores
and k the number of processing cores. TML accounts for the
tuple monitoring time in both streams, required to prevent
missing results between tuples in the fast-forwarding buffers
(i.e., race conditions). Therefore, the cost of propagating a
single tuple to all cores by replication and fast-forwarding
is captured by ((k− 1)× (TCL +TML)). The size of each
sub-window in each core is denoted by w. TP represents the
processing time to perform the join operation between each
pair of tuples. To simplify the analysis, we assume that all
join cores are working in parallel. Finally, TCol presents the

8
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time required to collect all the matching results. In [10] the
authors rely on a linear collector method for gathering the
results that has the potential to break the strict neighbor-to-
neighbor communication model of handshake join.

In theory, assuming a fixed-size sub-window, we can
increase the number of processing cores to support larger
windows. Therefore, the join’s latency scales linearly in the
number of processing cores, i.e., as O(k), — optimistically
assuming that central coordination would not become a bottle-
neck while ignoring the effect of the result collection method.

To calculate the visiting latency, we assume that the
number of in-flight tuples from the two streams that must
be compared (i.e., the monitoring time TML) is negligible.
While this assumption renders the model less realistic (which
was also implicitly assumed in [10]), it simplifies the visiting
latency analysis.

Any pair of tuples from both streams meet each other
in, at most, one location; let this location be α as shown in
Figure 10. α could be in any core. If α happens to be on the
first core, then the latency is lower, while if it is on the last
core, then the latency is higher. Thus, we define the average
visiting latency as follows:

VLavg=TCL+(�(k−1)
2

�×(TCL+TML))+((
w
2
)×TP) (2)

(� (k−1)
2 � × (TCL + TML)) determines the average time to

reach location α (essentially, reaching the mid-point of core
chain) and (w

2 )×TP captures the processing time for half
the tuples at α. The visiting latency scales linearly with the
number of processing cores O(k), assuming (TCL+TML) is
constant, irrespective of the number of cores.

To simplify the analysis, we ignore the overhead of
central coordination in low-latency handshake join [10]. The
coordinator requires sending an explicit expiry message for
every tuple [10]. On average, these messages double the
communication traffic between the central coordinator and
each join core, significantly affecting the performance as
observed in our experimental evaluation.

6.2 SplitJoin Analysis
SplitJoin utilizes a distribution tree to deliver incoming tuples
to each join core in O(logbk) time, where k is the number
of join cores and b is the branching factor of the distribution
tree. We define Path1···k as a distribution route that a tuple
must travel to reach the join cores 1···k, respectively. Let
TCPathi,Depth j

be the communication cost (duration) of trans-

ferring a tuple to the ith path at depth j. We define the
processing latency for SplitJoin as follows:

PL= max
i=1···k

( ∑
j=1···logbk

TCPathi,Depth j
+(w×TPi))+TCol (3)

where TPi is the processing time to perform the join operation
between each pair of tuples for the ith core. Assuming the
communication times, TCPathi,Depth j

, are roughly equal, then it
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Figure 11: SplitJoin complete system.

follows that:
PL= max

i=1···k
(TCPathi

×logbk)+(w×TPi))+TCol (4)

If we further assume homogeneous join cores and homoge-
neous distribution routes within the tree and also decompose
TCol into smaller units of work, then it follows that:

PL=(TCL×logbk)+(w×TP)+(TCL×logck) (5)
where logck defines the depth of the result gathering tree with
the branching factor of c (from root to leaves). Assuming
a fixed-size sub-window, as we increase the number of join
cores, latency increases logarithmically, O(logbk) (assuming
b<c), for SplitJoin as opposed to the linear increase (O(k))
observed in [10].

Supposing two consecutive tuples from both streams
meet at the point α, as shown in Figure 11, then their
communication times in the distribution tree mostly overlap
with each other because they are pushed to the distribution
tree one after another. They travel together (using the FIFO
strategy) to reach the targeted join core. As above, here, we
also assume homogeneous join cores and communication
costs within the distribution tree. Then, the average visiting
latency of SplitJoin is given by:

VLavg=(TCL×logbk)+(
w
2
×TP) (6)

Thus, the average visiting latency is also logarithmic in the
number of join cores, compared to the linear order in [10].

7 Experimental Results
In this section, we experimentally evaluate our SplitJoin

implementation. All experiments are performed on a
32-core system. Our system is a Dell PowerEdge R820
featuring 4 × Intel E5-4650 processors and 32 × 16GB
DDR3 memory (RDIMM, 1600 MHz, Low Volt, Dual
Rank, x4). We ran our benchmarks on Ubuntu 14.04.2
LTS (GNU/Linux 3.13.0-57-generic x86 64) installed on
a Docker container [34] running on the same host OS.

9
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7.1 Experimental Setup
We adopted the benchmark used in recent stream join
approaches [6, 9, 10]. In this benchmark two streams R=
(x:int, y:float, z:char[20]) and S = (a:int,

b:float, c:double, d:bool) are joined via the
two-dimensional band join, as follows:
WHERE r.x BETWEEN s.a-10 AND s.a+10

AND r.y BETWEEN s.b-10 AND s.b+10

In our evaluations, we used the low-latency (referred to
as LH vs. SplitJoin (SJ)) and the original handshake join
libraries that were kindly provided by the authors of [9, 10].
Also in line with related approaches, integers and floats were
generated following a uniform distribution in the range of
1−104, unless otherwise stated.

The results cover the end-to-end evaluation, including
data distribution network, SplitJoin storage and processing
cores, the result gathering network, and also the proposed
punctuated ordering mechanism. The punctuation precision
is based on the outer tuple ordering as shown in Figure 9,
unless otherwise stated.

In our time-based window realization, we generated times-
tamps on-the-fly using the system call clock gettime().
Using a synthetic timing mechanism, as we experimented,
further improves the overall performance by about 15% by
relieving the overhead incurred by system calls.

7.2 Performance & Scalability
We evaluate SplitJoin performance by measuring latency
and throughput metrics as we scale the level of parallelism.
In general, key factors that influence the stream join
performance are how the input streams are flowing through
the join cores and how the joined results are collected and
flow to the output.

In Figure 12, we demonstrate throughput results of
SplitJoin in comparison with [10]. As we scale the
number of join cores, we observe that both solutions scale
gracefully; however, SplitJoin outperforms the low-latency
handshake join by up to 60% (comparison between 15-min
sliding windows). Theoretically, the performance of both
approaches should be similar, as both utilize all join cores

in parallel to process incoming tuples. However, the
core-to-core communication and mandatory expiry messages
in low-latency handshake join (necessary for both time-based
and count-based join versions) impose a noticeable penalty.

In Figure 12, we also observe how the two approaches per-
form for different time-based window sizes. When the join
core count is 32, we observe a drop in performance in both of
the approaches. This is due to the existence of extra threads
to perform other (non-processing) tasks such as stream dis-
tribution and result gathering in case of SplitJoin, and tuple
assignment, expiry message generation, and result gathering
in case of the low-latency handshake join. Since our system
has only 32 processing cores, by instantiating 32 join cores,
the operating system is forced to perform context switches,
resulting in system saturation and performance drop.

7.3 Latency Evaluations
In Figure 14, we present an abstract model of our end-to-end
processing pipeline stages. The grayed parts show inter-
mediate and pipeline buffers. In the measurements, we are
reporting the latency of the distribution stage (dis), which
also includes the time that tuples are waiting in the pipeline
stage between the distribution and execution stages. The
latency of the execution stage (exe) is the latency attributed
to the time that it takes a tuple to pass through the processing
and storage steps in the join core, which also includes the
tuple expiration process for the time-based sliding window.
The latency for the last stage includes the time that resulting
tuples are waiting in the pipeline stage between the execution
and result gathering stages and also the time for the Merger
and the Collector units to bring them to the output of
SplitJoin. Latency reports for these measurements plus the
processing, end-to-end (ete), and latency of SplitJoin, for the
time-based sliding window, are presented in Figure 15.

Processing Pipeline Stage Latency: In the distribution
network, as we increase the number of join cores, incoming
tuples are distributed between larger number of join cores
instead of having to pile up in the pipeline buffer for fewer
join cores. Therefore, increasing the number of join cores,
inherently reduces the waiting time in the distribution stage

10
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as shown in Figure 15.
Since our evaluation system has only four processor

sockets, the increase in the size of the distribution network
has no significant effect on the performance except when the
size of the sliding window is small. In the execution stage,
the increase in the number of join cores for a given window
size translates into smaller sub-windows for each join core
and the latency also proportionally decreases.

Among our three pipeline stages, the result gathering
network with punctuation ordering had the highest latency
impact. This latency was mainly due to the waiting times of
the Mergers on one of their input ports to receive a punctu-
ation mark (star) before starting to read from their next port.

Visiting Latency: In Figure 13, we observe the average
visiting latency (Tmatch−max(tr,ts)) for SplitJoin with 5, 10,
and 15 minutes sliding windows, and low-latency handshake

join with a 15 minutes sliding window for varying number
of join cores. The tr and ts stand for initial timestamp of r
and s tuples, respectively.

As we evaluated the average visiting latency (cf. Section 6),
the latency increases logarithmically, O(logbk), for SplitJoin
as opposed to linearly, O(k), for the low-latency handshake
join [10]. By comparing the average visiting latency for the
15-min version of SplitJoin and low-latency handshake join,
when we use four join cores, the latency is quite similar;
however, once the number of join cores increases, the gap
between SplitJoin and low-latency handshake join widens
drastically by a factor of up to 3.3X (8.1ms vs. 26.8ms for
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Figure 16: Count-based SplitJoin throughput.

28 join cores).
We observe an increase in latency while reaching 32 join

cores which is again due to the lack of enough resources
for the other (non-processing) tasks. Since low-latency

handshake join requires to perform additional costly tasks,
such as emitting individual expiry message for each tuple,
the resource contention shows a more significant impact on
latency as seen when instantiating 32 join cores.

7.4 Count-based Sliding Window
Although the count-based and time-based versions of
SplitJoin behave similarly, there are two key differences:
(1) having no space allocated for timestamp values and no
on-the-fly generation of timestamps through a costly system
call and (2) having a fixed window size for count-based
semantics as opposed to the time-based semantics where
the window size varies depending on the incoming tuple
rate. These differences result in roughly 20% improvement
in performance for SplitJoin using a count-based instead
of time-based sliding window. For example, SplitJoin

instantiated with 28 join cores over a 15-min sliding
window (shown in Figure 12) sustains an input rate of 4400
tuples/second, which roughly translates to window sizes
of 221 for each stream. But for the count-based window, if
we set the window size to (221), SplitJoin can process up to
5200 tuples/second, as shown in Figure 16.

In the count-based results shown in Figure 16, we
observe two effects: (1) larger window sizes result in fewer
punctuation marks, assuming the same input throughput,
since in the outer tuple ordering each join core produces
one punctuation mark at the end of each tuple processing
and (2) a larger sub-window per join core additionally
increases the processing efficiency by reducing the impact
of other (non-processing) pipeline stages. Based on these
observations, doubling the window size while fixing the
number of join cores reduces the processing throughput.

For each window size, by increasing the number of join
cores (JCs), we observe a relative improvement in the

11
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throughput except when using 32 join cores. Over-utilizing
system resources (i.e., using 32 join cores) has more impact
on the throughput for smaller window sizes. Larger windows
keep join cores busier, thus, new tuples are processed after
longer waits. This relieves other tasks (i.e., distribution),
reducing the effect of resource contention.

In Figure 18, we present the latency of the processing
pipeline stages, the average processing latency (ete), and
visiting (vis) latency for SplitJoin for the count-based sliding
window. SplitJoin scales gracefully as we increase the
number of join cores; in particular, using 28 join cores, the
visiting latency is improved by more than 2.5X and 8.3X
as compared to the time-based version of SplitJoin and the
low-latency handshake join, respectively.

7.5 Effect of Selectivity
The selectivity (also called match probability) is one of
the major factors affecting join performance. Often a
low selectivity is assumed in most related work [6, 9, 10].
However, it is important to analyze the sensitivity of a join
algorithm with respect to the selectivity in order to assess
the generality of the approach.

The effect of varying the selectivity on the input
throughput is illustrated in Figure 17. The key observation
is that SplitJoin’s latency scales reasonably, and it is robust
to changes of selectivity, even for sliding windows as large
as 28×215 tuples.

7.6 Effect of Punctuation Precision
Figure 19 demonstrates the effect of the ordering precision
on the processing performance. In this diagram, we utilize
28 join cores with varying sub-window sizes (212−215) per
join core. The ordering precision starts from one punctuation
per sub-window processing, referred to as relaxed inner
ordering, and progressively increases the precision until one
punctuation mark (star) is produced after each comparison
(represented as 21 on the x-axis) within each sub-window,

referred to as strict inner ordering.
The relaxed inner ordering is the same as the strict outer

ordering. Therefore, the highest punctuation interval for
each window size in Figure 19 represents the effect of strict
outer ordering on the throughput for that window size.

As we increase the precision (e.g., focusing on a sub-
window size of 215), from 211−215, its effect on the overall
performance is negligible, since the number of punctuations
produced per each incoming tuple in each join core is rel-
atively low (i.e., 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 punctuations, respectively)
compared to the sub-window size which is 215. However,
as we continue to increase the precision from the interval 210

down to 21, the number of punctuations becomes comparable
to the sub-window size for each join core, and as expected,
negatively affects the performance of SplitJoin. This high-
lights the importance of balancing ordering precision versus
overall performance. In fact, since the precision is adjustable,
to achieve a desired throughput, SplitJoin could adaptively
adjust the precision interval to achieve a sweet spot between
the ordering precision and the sustainable input throughput.

8 Conclusions
We present SplitJoin, a novel stream join that introduces two
unique properties that distinguish it from existing work. First,
SplitJoin exhibits a scalable architecture that splits the join
computation into two independent “storing” and “processing”
steps that can be parallelized using a coordination-free proto-
col to achieve low-latency join processing. Second, SplitJoin
introduces a simplified top-down, flow-oriented join process-
ing that eliminates complex concurrency logic for avoiding
race conditions while satisfying input stream ordering seman-
tics. We further propose scalable distribution- and collection-
trees for input stream propagation and output join result gath-
ering, respectively. Lastly, we propose a relaxed adjustable
punctuation to guarantee join result ordering and to provide
an effective mechanism to balance the trade-offs between the
ordering precision and the overall join throughput.
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Abstract

Single-PC, disk-based processing of big graphs has re-
cently gained much popularity. At the core of an efficient
disk-based system is a well-designed partition structure
that can minimize random disk accesses. All existing
systems use static partitions that are created before pro-
cessing starts. These partitions have static layouts and are
loaded entirely into memory in every single iteration even
though much of the edge data is not changed across many
iterations, causing these unchanged edges to have zero
new impact on the computation of vertex values.

This work provides a general optimization that removes
this I/O inefficiency by employing dynamic partitions
whose layouts are dynamically adjustable. Our implemen-
tation of this optimization in GraphChi — a representa-
tive out-of-core vertex-centric graph system — yielded
speedups of 1.5—2.8× on six large graphs. Our idea is
generally applicable to other systems as well.

1 Introduction
As graphs have become increasingly important in mod-
ern computing, developing systems to efficiently process
large graphs has been a popular topic in the past few years.
While a distributed system is a natural choice for analyz-
ing large amounts of graph data, a recent trend initiated by
GraphChi [14] advocates developing out-of-core support
to process large graphs on a single commodity PC.

Out-of-core graph systems can be classified into two
major categories based on their computation styles:
vertex-centric and edge-centric. Vertex-centric computa-
tion, that originates from the “think like a vertex” model
of Pregel [17], provides an intuitive programming in-
terface. It has been used in most graph systems (e.g.,
[8, 16, 14, 10]).

Recent efforts (e.g., X-Stream [23] and Grid-
Graph [31]) develop edge-centric computation (or a hy-
brid processing model) that streams edges into memory
to perform vertex updates, exploiting locality for edges
at the cost of random accesses to vertices. Since a graph
often has many more edges than vertices, an edge-centric
system improves performance by reducing random ac-
cesses to edges.

Observation At the heart of both types of systems is a
well-designed, disk-based partition structure, along with

an efficient iterative, out-of-core algorithm that accesses
the partition structure to load and process a small por-
tion of the graph at a time and write updates back to disk
before proceeding to the next portion. As an example,
GraphChi uses a shard data structure to represent a graph
partition: the graph is split into multiple shards before pro-
cessing; each shard contains edges whose target vertices
belong to the same logical interval. X-Stream [23] parti-
tions vertices into streaming partitions. GridGraph [31]
constructs 2-dimensional edge blocks to minimize I/O.

Despite much effort to exploit locality in the parti-
tion design, existing systems use static partition layouts,
which are determined before graph processing starts. In
every single computational iteration, each partition is
loaded entirely into memory, although a large number of
edges in the partition are not strictly needed.

Consider an iteration in which the values for only a
small subset of vertices are changed. Such iterations are
very common when the computation is closer to conver-
gence and values for many vertices have already stabilized.
For vertices that are not updated, their values do not need
to be pushed along their outgoing edges. Hence, the val-
ues associated with these edges remain the same. The
processing of such edges (e.g., loading them and reading
their values) would be completely redundant in the next
iteration because they make zero new contribution to the
values of their respective target vertices.

Repeatedly loading these edges creates significant I/O
inefficiencies, which impacts the overall graph processing
performance. This is because data loading often takes
a major portion of the graph processing time. As an
example, over 50% of the execution time for PageRank is
spent on partition loading, and this percentage increases
further with the size of the input graph (cf. §2).

However, none of the existing out-of-core systems can
eliminate the loading of such edges. Both GraphChi and
X-Stream support vertex scheduling, in which vertices are
scheduled to be processed for the next iteration if they
have at least one incoming edge whose value is changed
in the current iteration. While this approach reduces un-
necessary computations, it cannot address the I/O ineffi-
ciency: although the value computation for certain ver-
tices can be avoided, shards still need to be entirely loaded
to give the system accesses to all vertices and edges. Sim-
ilarly, GridGraph’s 2-D partition structure remains static
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throughout computation regardless of the dynamic behav-
ior of the algorithm — a partition has to be loaded entirely
even if only one vertex in it needs to be computed.

Contributions This paper aims to reduce the above I/O
inefficiency in out-of-core graph systems by exploring the
idea of dynamic partitions that are created by omitting
the edges that are not updated.

While our idea is applicable to all disk-based systems,
in this work we focus on dynamically adjusting the shard
structure used in GraphChi. We choose GraphChi as
the starting point because: (1) it is a representative of
extensively-used vertex-centric computation; (2) it is un-
der active support and there are a large number of graph
programs already implemented in it; and (3) its key algo-
rithm has been incorporated into GraphLab Create [1],
a commercial product of Dato, which performs both dis-
tributed and out-of-core processing. Hence, the goal of
this paper is not to produce a brand new system that
is faster than all existing graph systems, but instead, to
show the generality and effectiveness of our optimization,
which can be implemented in other systems as well.

Challenges Using dynamic partitions requires much
more than recognizing unnecessary edges and removing
them. There are two main technical challenges that need
to be overcome.

The first challenge is how to perform vertex computa-
tion in the presence of missing edges that are eliminated
during the creation of a dynamic partition. Although
these edges make no impact on the forward computation,
current programming/execution models all assume the
presence of all edges of a vertex to perform value up-
dates. To solve the problem, we begin with proposing a
delay-based computation model (cf. §3) that delays the
computation of a vertex with a missing edge until a spe-
cial shadow iteration in which all edges are brought into
memory from static partitions.

Since delays introduce overhead, to reduce delays, we
further propose an accumulation-based programming/ex-
ecution model (cf. §4) that enables incremental vertex
computation by expressing computation in terms of con-
tribution increments flowing through edges. As a result,
vertices that only have missing incoming edges can be pro-
cessed instantly without needing to be delayed because
the increments from missing incoming edges are guaran-
teed to be zero. Computation for vertices with missing
outgoing edges will still be delayed, but the number of
such vertices is often very small.

The second challenge is how to efficiently build par-
titions on the fly. Changing partitions during processing
incurs runtime overhead; doing so frequently would po-
tentially make overheads outweigh benefits. We propose
an additional optimization (cf. §5) that constructs dynamic
partitions only during shadow iterations. We show, the-

(a) Example graph. (b) Shards representation.

Figure 1: An example graph partitioned into shards.

oretically (cf. §5) and empirically (cf. §6), that this opti-
mization leads to I/O reductions rather than overheads.

Summary of Results Our experiments with five common
graph applications over six real graphs demonstrate that
using dynamic shards in GraphChi accelerates the overall
processing by up to 2.8× (on average 1.8×). While the
accelerated version is still slower than X-Stream in many
cases (cf. §6.3), this performance gap is reduced by 40%
after dynamic partitions are used.

2 The Case for Dynamic Partitions

Background A graph G = (V,E) consists of a set of ver-
tices, V , and a set of edges E. The vertices are num-
bered from 0 to |V |−1. Each edge is a pair of the form
e = (u,v), u,v ∈V . u is the source vertex of e and v is e’s
destination vertex. e is an incoming edge for v and an out-
going edge for u. The vertex-centric computation model
associates a data value with each edge and each vertex;
at each vertex, the computation retrieves the values from
its incoming edges, invokes an update function on these
values to produce the new vertex value, and pushes this
value out along its outgoing edges.

The goal of the computation is to “iterate around” ver-
tices to update their values until a global “fixed-point”
is reached. There are many programming models de-
veloped to support vertex-centric computation, of which
the gather-apply-scatter (GAS) model is perhaps the
most popular one. We will describe the GAS model and
how it is adapted to work with dynamic shards in §4. A
vertex-centric system iterates around vertices to update
their values until a global “fixed-point” is reached.

In GraphChi, the IDs of vertices are split into n disjoint
logical intervals, each of which defines a shard. Each
shard contains all edge entries whose target vertices be-
long to its defining interval. In other words, the shard only
contains incoming edges of the vertices in the interval.
As an illustration, given the graph shown in Figure 1a,
the distribution of its edges across three shards is shown
in Figure 1b where vertices 0–2, 3–5, and 6 are the three
intervals that define the shards. If the source of an edge
is the same as the previous edge, the edge’s src field is
empty. The goal of such a design is to reduce disk I/O by
maximizing sequential disk accesses.
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(a) Shards and sliding windows
used in GraphChi.

(b) Breakdown of PageRank ex-
ecution time into load, com-
pute, and store times.

Figure 2: An illustration of sliding windows and the
PageRank execution statistics.

(a) Percentages of updated
edges across iterations for the
PageRank algorithm.

(b) Ideal shard sizes normal-
ized w.r.t. the static shard size
for LJ input graph.

Figure 3: Useful data in static shards.

Vertex-centric computation requires the presence of
all (in and out) edges of a vertex to be in memory when
the update is performed on the vertex. Since edges of a
vertex may scatter to different shards, GraphChi uses an
efficient parallel sliding window (PSW) algorithm to min-
imize random disk accesses while loading edges. First,
edges in a shard s are sorted on their source vertex IDs.
This enables an important property: while edges in s can
come out of vertices from different intervals, those whose
sources are in the same interval i are located contiguously
in the shard defined by i.

When vertices v in the interval of s are processed,
GraphChi only needs to load s (i.e., memory shard, con-
taining all v’s incoming edges and part of v’s outgoing
edges) and a small block of edges from each other shard
(i.e., sliding shard, containing the rest of v’s outgoing
edges) – this brings into memory a complete set of edges
for vertices belonging to the interval.

Figure 2a illustrates GraphChi’s edge blocks. The four
colors are used, respectively, to mark the blocks of edges
in each shard whose sources belong to the four intervals
defining these shards.
Motivation While the PSW algorithm leverages disk lo-
cality, it suffers from redundancy. During computation, a
shard contains edges both with and without updated val-
ues. Loading the entire shard in every iteration involves
wasteful effort of loading and processing edges that are
guaranteed to make zero new contribution to the value

Figure 4: Dynamic shards for the example graph in Fig-
ure 1a created for iteration 3, 4 and 5.

computation. This effort is significant because (1) the ma-
jority of the graph processing cost comes from the loading
phase, and (2) at the end of each iteration, there are a large
number of edges whose values are unchanged. Figure 2b
shows a breakdown of the execution times of PageRank in
GraphChi for five real graphs, from the smallest LiveJour-
nal (LJ) with 69M edges to Friendster (FT) with 2.6B
edges. Further details for these input graphs can be found
in Table 3.

In these experiments, the I/O bandwidth was fully uti-
lized. Note that the data loading cost increases as the
graph becomes larger – for Friendster, data loading con-
tributes to over 85% of the total graph processing time. To
understand if the impact of data loading is pervasive, we
have also experimented with X-Stream [23]. Our results
show that the scatter phase in X-Stream, which streams
all edges in from disk, takes over 70% of the total pro-
cessing time for PageRank on these five graphs.

To understand how many edges contain necessary data,
we calculate the percentages of edges that have updated
values across iterations. These percentages are shown
in Figure 3a. The percentage of updated edges drops
significantly as the computation progresses and becomes
very low when the execution comes close to convergence.
Significant I/O reductions can be expected if edges not
updated in an iteration are completely eliminated from a
shard and not loaded in the next iteration.
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Figure 3b illustrates, for three applications PageRank
(PR), MultipleSourceShortestPath (MSSP), and Connect-
edComponents (CC), how the size of an ideal shard
changes as computation progresses when the LiveJournal
graph is processed. In each iteration, an ideal shard only
contains edges that have updated values from the previous
iteration. Observe that it is difficult to find a one-size-fits-
all static partitioning because, for different algorithms,
when and where useful data is produced changes dramati-
cally, and thus different shards are needed.
Overview of Techniques The above observations strongly
motivate the need for dynamic shards whose layouts can
be adapted. Conceptually, for each static shard s and each
iteration i in which s is processed, there exists a dynamic
shard di that contains a subset of edges from s whose
values are updated in i.

Figure 4 shows the dynamic shards created for Iteration
3, 4 and 5 during the processing of the example graph
shown in Figure 1a. After the 2nd iteration, vertex 0
becomes inactive, and hence, its outgoing edges to 4 and
6 are eliminated from the dynamic shards for the 3rd

iteration. Similarly, after the 3rd iteration, the vertices 3
and 4 become inactive, and hence, their outgoing edges
are eliminated from the shards for Iteration 4. In Iteration
4, the three shards contain only 10 out of a total of 19
edges. Since loading these 10 edges involves much less
I/O than loading the static shards, significant performance
improvement can be expected. To realize the benefits of
dynamic shards by reducing I/O costs, we have developed
three techniques:

(1) Processing Dynamic Shards with Delays – Dynamic
shards are iteratively processed like static shards; however,
due to missing edges in a dynamic shard, we may have
to delay the computation of a vertex. We propose a de-
lay based shard processing algorithm that places delayed
vertices in an in-memory delay buffer and periodically per-
forms shadow iterations that process the delayed requests
by bringing in memory all edges for delayed vertices.

(2) Programming Model for Accumulation-Based Com-
putation – Delaying the computation of a vertex if any of
its edge is missing can slow the progress of the algorithm.
To overcome this challenge we propose an accumulation-
based programming model that expresses computation in
terms of incremental contributions flowing through edges.
This maximizes the processing of a vertex by allowing
incremental computations to be performed using available
edges and thus minimizes the impact of missing edges.

(3) Optimizing Shard Creation – Finally, we develop
a practical strategy for balancing the cost of creating dy-
namic shards with their benefit from reduced I/O by adapt-
ing the frequency of shard creation and controlling when
a shadow iteration is triggered.

In subsequent sections we discuss each of the above
techniques in detail.

3 Processing Dynamic Shards with Delays
Although dynamic shard provides a promising solution
to eliminating redundant loading, an immediate question
is how to compute vertex values when edges are missing.
To illustrate, consider the following graph edges: u →
v → w. Suppose in one iteration the value of v is not
changed, which means v becomes inactive and the edge
v → w is not included in the dynamic shard created for the
next iteration. However, the edge u → v is still included
because a new value is computed for u and pushed out
through the edge. This value will be reaching v in the next
iteration. In the next iteration, the value of v changes as it
receives the new contribution from u → v. The updated
value of v then needs to be pushed out through the edge
v → w, which is, however, not present in memory.

To handle missing edges, we allow a vertex to delay
its computation if it has a missing edge. The delayed
computations are batched together and performed in a
special periodically-scheduled iteration called shadow
iteration where all the (in- and out-) edges of the delayed
vertices are brought in memory. We begin by discussing
dynamic shard creation and then discuss the handling of
missing edges.

Creating Dynamic Shards Each computational iteration
in GraphChi is divided into three phases: load, compute,
and write-back. We build dynamic shards at the end of
the compute phase but before write-back starts. In the
compute phase, we track the set of edges that receive
new values from their source vertices using a dirty mark.
During write-back, these dirty edges are written into new
shards to be used in the next iteration. Evolving graphs
can be supported by marking the dynamically added edges
to be dirty and writing them into new dynamic shards.

The shard structure has two main properties contribut-
ing to the minimization of random disk accesses: (1)
disjoint edge partitioning across shards and (2) ordering
of edges based on source vertex IDs inside each shard.
Dynamic shards also follow these two properties: since
we do not change the logical intervals defined by static
partitioning, the edge disjointness and ordering properties
are preserved in the newly generated shards. In other
words, for each static shard, we generate a dynamic shard,
which contains a subset of edges that are stored in the
same order as in the static shard. Although our algorithm
is inexpensive, creating dynamic shards for every itera-
tion incurs much time overhead and consumes large disk
space. We will discuss an optimization in §5 that can
effectively reduce the cost of shard creation.

Processing Dynamic Shards Similar to static shards, dy-
namic shards can be iteratively processed by invoking
the user-defined update function on vertices. Although a
dynamic shard contains fewer edges than its static coun-
terpart, the logical interval to which the shard belongs is
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm for a shadow iteration.

1: S = {S0,S1, ...,Sn−1}: set of n static shards
2: DSi = {DSi

0,DSi
1, ...,DSi

n−1}: set of n dynamic shards for
Iteration i

3: DS = [DS0,DS1, ...]: vector of dynamic shard sets for Iter-
ation 0, 1, . . .

4: Vi: set of vertex IDs belonging to Interval i
5: DB: delay buffer containing IDs of the delayed vertices
6: lastShadow: ID of the last shadow iteration
7: function SHADOW-PROCESSING(Iteration ite)
8: for each Interval k from 0 to n do
9: LOAD-ALL-SHARDS(ite,k)

10: par-for Vertex v ∈ DB∩Vk do
11: UPDATE(v) //user-defined vertex function
12: end par-for
13: produce S�k by writing updates to the static shard Sk
14: create a dynamic shard DSite

k for the next iteration
15: end for
16: remove DSlastShadow . . .DSite−1

17: lastShadow ← ite
18: clear the delay buffer DB
19: end function
20:
21: function LOAD-ALL-SHARDS(Iteration ite, Interval j)
22: LOAD-MEMORY-SHARD(S j)
23: par-for Interval k ∈ [0,n] do
24: if k �= j then
25: LOAD-SLIDING-SHARD(Sk)
26: end if
27: end par-for
28: for each Iteration k from lastShadow to ite−1 do =
29: LOAD-MEMORY-SHARD-AND-OVERWRITE(DSk

j)
30: par-for Interval i ∈ [0,n] do
31: if i �= j then
32: LOAD-SLIDING-SHARD-AND-OVERWRITE(DSk

i )
33: end if
34: end par-for
35: if k = ite−1 then
36: MARK-DIRTY-EDGES( )
37: end if
38: end for
39: end function

not changed, that is, the numbers of vertices to be updated
when a dynamic shard and its corresponding static shard
are processed are the same. However, when a dynamic
shard is loaded, it contains only subset of edges for ver-
tices in its logical interval. To overcome this challenge,
we delay the computation of a vertex if it has a missing
(incoming or outgoing) edge. The delayed vertices are
placed in an in-memory delay buffer. We periodically
process these delayed requests by bringing in memory all
the incoming and outgoing edges for the vertices in the
buffer. This is done in a special shadow iteration where
static shards are also loaded and updated.

pre-proc.

S0

S1

Sn-1

Sn

...

DS0
0

DS0
1

Iteration 0

DS0
n-1

DS0
n

...
DSi

0

DSi
1

DSi
n-1

DSi
n

Iteration i shadow

S0’, DSi+1
0

S1’, DSi+1
1

Sn-1’, DSi+1
n-1

Sn’, DSi+1
n

...

Figure 5: Processing using dynamic shards.

Since a normal iteration has similar semantics as those
of iterations in GraphChi, we refer the interested reader
to [14] for its details. Here we focus our discussion on
shadow iterations. The algorithm of a shadow iteration
is shown in Algorithm 1. A key feature of this algo-
rithm is that it loads the static shard (constructed during
pre-processing) to which each vertex in the delay buffer
belongs to bring into memory all of its incoming and
outgoing edges for the vertex computation. This is done
by function LOAD-ALL-SHARDS shown in Lines 21–39
(invoked at Line 9).

However, only loading static shards would not solve the
problem because they contain out-of-date data for edges
that have been updated recently. The most recent data are
scattered in the dynamic shards DSlastShadow . . .DSite−1

where lastShadow is the ID of the last shadow iteration
and ite is the ID of the current iteration. As an example,
consider Shard 0 in Figure 4. At the end of iteration 5,
the most recent data for the edges 1 → 2, 3 → 2, and
0 → 1 are in DS4

0, DS5
0, and S0, respectively, where DSi

j
represents the dynamic shard for interval j created for
iteration i, and S j denotes the static shard for interval j.

To guarantee that most recent updates are retrieved in
a shadow iteration, for each interval j, we sequentially
load its static shard S j (Line 22) and dynamic shards cre-
ated since the last shadow iteration DSlastShadow . . .DSite−1

(Line 29), and let the data loaded later overwrite the data
loaded earlier for the same edges. LOAD-ALL-SHARDS
implements GraphChi’s PSW algorithm by loading (static
and dynamic) memory shards entirely into memory (Lines
22 and 29) and a sliding window of edge blocks from other
(static and dynamic) shards (Lines 23–27 and 30–34). If
k becomes the ID of the iteration right before the shadow
iteration (Lines 35–37), we mark dirty edges to create
new dynamic shards for the next iteration (Line 14).

After the loop at Line 8 terminates, we remove all the in-
termediate dynamic shards (Line 16) and set lastShadow
to ite (Line 17). These shards are no longer needed, be-
cause the static shards are already updated with the most
recent values in this iteration (Line 13). One can think
of static shards as “checkpoints” of the computation and
dynamic shards as intermediate “increments” to the most
recent checkpoint. Finally, the delay buffer is cleared.

Figure 5 illustrates the input and output of each com-
putational iteration. Static shards S0 . . .Sn are statically
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constructed. Each regular iteration i produces a set of
dynamic shards DSi

0 . . .DSi
n, which are fed to the next

iteration. A shadow iteration loads all static shards
and intermediate dynamic shards, and produces (1) up-
dated static shards S�0 . . .S�n and (2) new dynamic shards
DSi+1

0 . . .DSi+1
n to be used for the next iteration.

It may appear that the delay buffer can contain many
vertices and consume much memory. However, since the
amount of memory needed to represent an incoming edge
is higher than that to record a vertex, processing dynamic
shards with the delay buffer is actually more memory-
efficient compared to processing static shards where all
edges are available.

Delaying a vertex computation when any of its edge is
missing can cause too many vertices to be delayed and
negatively impact the the computation progress. For ex-
ample, when running PageRank on UKDomain, Twitter,
and Friendster graphs, immediately after the dynamic
shards are created, 64%, 70%, and 73% of active vertices
are delayed due to at least one missing incoming or outgo-
ing edge. Frequently running shadow iterations may get
data updated quickly at the cost of extra overhead, while
doing so infrequently would reduce overhead but slow
down the convergence. Hence, along with dynamically
capturing the set of edges which reflect change in values,
it is important to modify the computation model so that it
maximizes computation performed using available values.
§4 presents an optimization for our delay-based com-

putation to limit the number of delayed computations.
The optimization allows a common class of graph algo-
rithms to perform vertex computation if a vertex only has
missing incoming edges. While the computation for ver-
tices with missing outgoing edges still need to be delayed,
the number of such vertices is much smaller, leading to
significantly reduced delay overhead.

4 Accumulation-based Computation
This section presents an accumulation-based program-
ming/execution model that expresses computation in
terms of incremental contributions flowing through edges.
Our insight is that if a vertex is missing an incoming edge,
then the edge is guaranteed to provide zero new contribu-
tion to the vertex value. If we can design a new model
that performs updates based on contribution increments
instead of actual contributions, the missing incoming edge
can be automatically treated as zero increment and the
vertex computation can be performed without delay.

We discuss our approach based on the popular Gather-
Apply-Scatter (GAS) programming model [14, 16, 8]. In
the GAS model, vertex computation is divided in three
distinct phases: the gather phase reads incoming edges
and produces an aggregated value using a user-defined
aggregation function; this value is fed to the apply phase

to compute a new value for a vertex; in the scatter
phase, the value is propagated along the outgoing edges.

4.1 Programming Model

Our accumulation-based model works for a common class
of graph algorithms whose GAS computation is distribu-
tive over aggregation. The user needs to program the GAS
functions in a slightly different way to propagate changes
in values instead of actual values. In other words, the
semantics of vertex data remains the same while data on
each edge now encodes the delta between the old and the
new value of its source vertex. This semantic modifica-
tion relaxes the requirement that all incoming edges of a
vertex have to be present to perform vertex computation.

The new computation semantics requires minor
changes to the GAS programming model. (1) Extract
the gathered value using the old vertex value. This step
is essentially an inverse of the apply phase that uses its
output (i.e., vertex value) to compute its input (i.e., aggre-
gated value). (2) Gather edge data (i.e., from present in-
coming edges) and aggregate it together with the output of
extract. Since this output represents the contributions
of the previously encountered incoming edges, this step
incrementally adds new contributions from the present in-
coming edges to the old contributions. (3) Apply the new
vertex value using the output of gather. (4) Scatter
the difference between the old and the new vertex values
along the outgoing edges.

To turn a GAS program into a new program, one only
needs to add an extract phase in the beginning that uses
a vertex value v to compute backward the value g gath-
ered from the incoming edges of the vertex at the time
v was computed. g is then aggregated with a value gath-
ered from the present incoming edges to compute a new
value for the vertex. To illustrate, consider the PageRank
algorithm that has the following GAS functions:

[GATHER] sum ← Σe∈in(v)e.data

[APPLY] v.pr ← (0.15+0.85∗ sum)/
v.numOutEdges

[SCATTER] ∀e ∈ out(v) : e.data ← v.pr

Adding the extract phase produces:

[EXTRACT] oldsum ← (v.pr ∗ v.numOutEdges

−0.15)/0.85
[GATHER] newsum ← oldsum+Σe∈in(v)e.data

[APPLY] newpr ← (0.15+0.85×newsum)/
v.numOutEdges;

oldpr ← v.pr; v.pr ← newpr

[SCATTER] ∀e ∈ out(v) : e.data ← newpr−oldpr
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In this example, extract reverses the PageRank com-
putation to obtain the old aggregated value oldsum, on top
of which the new contributions of the present incoming
edges are added by gather. Apply keeps its original
semantics and computes a new PageRank value. Before
this new value is saved on the vertex, the delta between
the old and new is computed and propagated along the
outgoing edges in scatter.

An alternative way to implement the accumulation-
based computation is to save the value gathered from
incoming edges on each vertex (e.g., oldsum) together
with the vertex value so that we do not even need the
extract phase. However, this approach doubles the size
of vertex data which also negatively impacts the time cost
due to the extremely large numbers of vertices in real-
world graphs. In fact, the extract phase does not create
extra computation in most cases: after simplification and
redundancy elimination, the PageRank formulas using
the traditional GAS model and the accumulation-based
model require the same amount of computation:

pr =
{

0.15+0.85× sum . . . traditional
v.pr +0.85× sum . . .accumulation-based

Impact on the Delay Buffer Since the contribution of
each incoming edge can be incrementally added onto the
vertex value, this model does not need the presence of
all incoming edges to compute vertex values. Hence,
it significantly decreases the number of vertices whose
computation needs to be delayed, reducing the need to
frequently run shadow iterations.

If a vertex has a missing outgoing edge, delay is needed.
To illustrate, consider again the u → v → w example in
the beginning of §3. Since the edge v → w is missing,
although v gets an updated value, the value cannot be
pushed out. We have to delay the computation until a
shadow iteration in which v → w is brought into memory.
More precisely, v’s gather and apply can still be exe-
cuted right away; only its scatter operation needs to be
delayed, because the target of the scatter is unknown
due to the missing outgoing edge.

Hence, for each vertex, we execute gather and apply
instantly to obtain the result value r. If the vertex has a
missing outgoing edge, the vertex is pushed into the delay
buffer together with the value r. Each entry in the buffer
now becomes a vertex-value pair. In the next shadow
iteration, when this missing edge is brought into memory,
r will be pushed through the edge and be propagated.

Since a vertex with missing outgoing edges can be
encountered multiple times before a shadow iteration is
scheduled, the delay buffer may contain multiple entries
for the same vertex, each with a different delta value.
Naı̈vely propagating the most recent increment is incor-
rect due to the accumulative nature of the model; the con-

sideration of all the entries for the vertex is thus required.
Hence, we require the developer to provide an additional
aggregation function that takes as input an ordered list of
all delta values for a vertex recorded in the delay buffer
and generates the final value that can be propagated to its
outgoing edges (details are given in §4.2).

Although our programming model exposes the
extract phase to the user, not all algorithms need this
phase. For example, algorithms such as ShortestPath and
ConnectedComponents can be easily coded in a tradi-
tional way, that is, edge data still represent actual values
(i.e., paths or component IDs) instead of value changes.
This is because in those algorithms, vertex values are in
discrete domains and gather is done by monotonically
selecting a value from one incoming edge instead of ac-
cumulating values from all incoming edge values. For
instance, ShortestPath and ConnectedComponents use se-
lection functions (min/max) to aggregate contributions of
incoming edges.

To make the differences between algorithm implemen-
tations transparent to the users, we allow users to develop
normal GAS functions without thinking about what data
to push along edges. The only additional function the
user needs to add is extract. Depending on whether
extract is empty, our system automatically determines
the meaning of edge data and how it is pushed out.

4.2 Model Applicability and Correctness

It is important to understand precisely what algorithms
can and cannot be implemented under the accumulation-
based model. There are three important questions to ask
about applicability: (1) what is the impact of incremental
computation on graph algorithms, (2) what is the impact
of delay on those algorithms, and (3) is the computation
still correct when vertex updates are delayed?
Impact of Incremental Computation An algorithm can
be correctly implemented under our accumulation-based
model if the composition of its apply and gather
is distributive on some aggregation function. More
formally, if vertex v has n incoming edges e1,e2, . . .en, v’s
computation can be expressed under our accumulation-
based model iff there exists an aggregation function1 f s.t.

apply(gather(e1, . . . ,en)) =
f (apply(gather(e1)), . . . , apply(gather(en)))

For most graph algorithms, we can easily find a func-
tion f on which their computation is distributive. Table 1
shows a list of 24 graph algorithms studied in recent graph
papers and our accumulation-based model works for all
but two. For example, one of these two algorithms is
GraphColoring, where the color of a vertex is determined

1The commutative and associative properties from gather get natu-
rally lifted to the aggregation function f .
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Iteration
V/E 0 1 2 3 4 (Shadow)

u [0, Iu] [Iu, Iu] [Iu,a] [a,b] [b,x]
No Delay u → v [0, Iu] [Iu,0] [0,a− Iu] [a− Iu,b−a] [b−a,x−b]

v [0, Iv] [Iv,AP(EX(Iv)+Iu)] [AP(EX(Iv)+Iu), AP(EX(Iv)+Iu)] [AP(EX(Iv)+Iu), AP(EX(Iv)+a)] [AP(EX(Iv)+a), AP(EX(Iv)+b)]
Delay u → v [0, Iu] [Iu,0] Missing Missing [b− Iu,x−b]

v [0, Iv] [Iv, AP(EX(Iv)+Iu)] [AP(EX(Iv)+Iu), AP(EX(Iv)+Iu)] [AP(EX(Iv)+Iu), AP(EX(Iv)+Iu)] [AP(EX(Iv)+Iu), AP(EX(Iv)+b)]

Table 2: A comparison between PageRank executions with and without delays under the accumulation-based model; for
each vertex and edge, we use a pair [a, b] to report its pre- (a) and post-iteration (b) value. Each vertex u (v) has a value
0 before it receives an initial value Iu (Iv) in Iteration 0; EX and AP represent function Extract and Apply, respectively.

Algorithms Aggr. Func. f

Reachability, MaxIndependentSet or
TriangleCounting, SpMV, PageRank,

sumHeatSimulation, WaveSimulation,
NumPaths
WidestPath, Clique max
ShortestPath, MinmialSpanningTree,

minBFS, ApproximateDiameter,
ConnectedComponents
BeliefPropagation product
BetweennessCentrality, Conductance, user-defined
NamedEntityRecognition, LDA, aggregation
ExpectationMaximization, function
AlternatingLeastSquares

GraphColoring, CommunityDetection N/A

Table 1: A list of algorithms used as subjects in the follow-
ing papers and their aggregation functions if implemented
under our model: GraphChi [14], GraphLab [16], AS-
PIRE [25], X-Stream [23], GridGraph [31], GraphQ [27],
GraphX [9], PowerGraph [8], Galois [19], Ligra [24],
Cyclops [5], and Chaos [22].

by the colors of all its neighbors (coming through its in-
coming edges). In this case, it is impossible to compute
the final color by applying gather and apply on differ-
ent neighbors’ colors separately and aggregating these
results. For the same reason CommunityDetection cannot
be correctly expressed as an incremental computation.

Once function f is found, it can be used to aggregate
values from multiple entries of the same vertex in the
delay buffer, as described earlier in §4.1. We provide a
set of built-in f from which the user can choose, includ-
ing and,or,sum,product,min,max,first, and last. For in-
stance, PageRank uses sum that produces the final delta
by summing up all deltas in the buffer, while ShortestPath
only needs to compute the minimum of these deltas using
min. The user can also implement her own for more com-
plicated algorithms that perform numerical computations.

For graph algorithms with non-distributive gather and
apply, using dynamic partitions has to delay computation
for a great number of vertices, making overhead outweigh
benefit. In fact, we have implemented GraphColoring in

our system and only saw slowdowns in the experiments.
Hence, our optimization provides benefit only for distribu-
tive graph algorithms.

Impact of Delay To understand the impact of delay, we
draw a connection between our computation model with
the staleness-based (i.e., relaxed consistency) computa-
tion model [25, 6]. The staleness-based model allows
computation to be performed on stale values but guaran-
tees correctness by ensuring that all updates are visible at
some point during processing (by either using refresh or
imposing a staleness upper-bound). This is conceptually
similar to our computation model with delays: for vertices
with missing outgoing edges, their out-neighbors would
operate on stale values until the next shadow iteration.

Since a shadow iteration “refreshes” all stale values, the
frequency of performing these shadow iterations bounds
the maximum staleness of edge values. Hence, any algo-
rithm that can correctly run under the relaxed consistency
model can also safely run under our model. Moreover,
the frequency of shadow iterations has no impact on the
correctness of such algorithms, as long as they do occur
and flush the delayed updates. In fact, all the algorithms
in Table 1 would function correctly under our delay-based
model. However, their performance can be degraded if
they cannot employ incremental computation.

Delay Correctness Argument While our delay-based
model shares similarity with the staleness-based model,
the correctness of a specific algorithm depends on the
aggregation function used for the algorithm. Here we pro-
vide a correctness argument for the aggregation functions
we developed for the five algorithms used in our eval-
uation: PageRank, BeliefPropagation, HeatSimulation,
ConnectedComponents, and MultipleSourceShortestPath;
similar arguments can be used for other algorithms in
Table 1.

We first consider our implementation of PageRank
that propagates changes in page rank values along edges.
Since BeliefPropagation and HeatSimulation perform sim-
ilar computations, their correctness can be reasoned in
the same manner. For a given edge u → v, Table 2 shows,
under the accumulation-based computation, how the val-
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ues carried by vertices and edges change across iterations
with and without delays.

We assume that each vertex u (v) has a value 0 before
it is assigned an initial value Iu (Iv) in Iteration 0 and
vertex v has only one incoming edge u → v. At the end of
Iteration 0, both vertices have their initial values because
the edge does not carry any value in the beginning. We
further assume that in Iteration 1, the value of vertex u
does not change. That is, at the end of the iteration, u’s
value is still Iu and, hence, the edge will not be loaded in
Iteration 2 and 3 under the delay-based model.

We compare two scenarios in which delay is and is not
enabled and demonstrate that the same value is computed
for v in both scenarios. Without delay, the edge value in
each iteration always reflects the change in u’s values. v’s
value is determined by the four functions described earlier.
For example, since the value carried by the edge at the
end of Iteration 0 is Iu, v’s value in Iteration 1 is updated
to apply(gather(extract(Iv), Iu))). As gather is sum
in PageRank, this value reduces to AP(EX(Iv) + Iu). In
Iteration 2, the value from the edge is 0 and thus v’s value
becomes AP(EX(AP(EX(Iv) + Iu)) + 0). Because EX is an
inverse function of AP, this value is thus still AP(EX(Iv) +
Iu). Using the same calculation, we can easily see that in
Iteration 4 v’s value is updated to AP(EX(Iv) + b).

With delay, the edge will be missing in Iteration 2
and 3, and hence, we add two entries (u, a − Iu) and
(u, b − a) into the delay buffer. During the shadow
iteration, the edge is loaded back into memory. The
aggregation function sum is then applied on these two
entries, resulting in value b− Iu. This value is pushed
along u → v, leading to the computation of the following
value for v:

AP(EX(AP(EX(Iv) + Iu)) + (b− Iu))
⇒ AP(EX(Iv) + Iu + b− Iu)
⇒ AP(EX(Iv) + b)

which is the same as the value computed without delay.
This informal correctness argument can be used as the

base case for a formal proof by induction on iterations.
This proof is omitted from the paper due to space limita-
tions. Although we have one missing edge in this example,
the argument can be easily extended to handle multiple
missing edges since the gather function is associative.

For ShortestPaths and ConnectedComponents, they do
not have an extract function and their contributions are
gathered by the selection function min. Since a dynamic
shard can never have edges that are not part of its cor-
responding static shard, vertex values (e.g., representing
path and component IDs) in the presence of missing edges
are always greater than or equal to their actual values. It is
thus easy to see that the aggregation function min ensures
that during the shadow iteration the value a of each vertex

will be appropriately overridden by the minimum value b
of the delayed updates for the vertex if b ≤ a.

4.3 Generalization to Edge-Centricity

Note that the dynamic partitioning techniques presented
in this work can be easily applied to edge-centric systems.
For example, X-Stream [23] uses an unordered edge list
and a scatter-gather computational model, which first
streams in the edges to generate updates, and then streams
in the generated updates to compute vertex values. To
enable dynamic partitioning, dynamic edge lists can be
constructed based on the set of changed vertices from the
previous iterations. This can be done during the scatter
phase by writing to disk the required edges whose vertices
are marked dirty.

Hence, later iterations will stream in smaller edge lists
that mainly contain the necessary edges. Similarly to
processing dynamic shards, computations in the presence
of missing edges can be delayed during the gather phase
when the upcoming scatter phase cannot stream in the re-
quired edges. These delayed computations can be periodi-
cally flushed by processing them during shadow iterations
in which the original edge list is made available.

GridGraph [31] is a recent graph system that uses a
similar graph representation as used in GraphChi. Hence,
our shard-based techniques can be applied directly to
partitions in GridGraph. As GridGraph uses very large
static partitions (that can accommodate tens of millions
of edges), larger performance benefit may be seen if our
optimization is added. Dynamic partitions can be gener-
ated when edges are streamed in; computation that needs
to be delayed due to missing edges can be detected when
vertices are streamed in.

5 Optimizing Shard Creation
To maximize net gains, it is important to find a sweet
spot between the cost of creating a dynamic shard and
the I/O reduction it provides. This section discusses an
optimization and analyzes its performance benefit.

5.1 Optimization

Creating a dynamic shard at each iteration is an overkill
because many newly created dynamic shards provide only
small additional reduction in I/O that does not justify the
cost of creating them. Therefore, we create a new dy-
namic shard after several iterations, allowing the creation
overhead to be easily offset by the I/O savings.

Furthermore, to maximize edge reuse and reduce delay
frequencies, it is useful to include into dynamic shards
edges that may be used in multiple subsequent iterations.
We found that using shadow iterations to create dynamic
shards strikes a balance between I/O reduction and over-
head of delaying computations – new shards are created
only during shadow iterations; we treat edges that were
updated after the previous shadow iteration as dirty and
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include them all in the new dynamic shards. The intuition
here is that by considering an “iteration window” rather
than one single iteration, we can accurately identify edges
whose data have truly stabilized, thereby simultaneously
reducing I/O and delays.

The first shadow iteration is triggered when the per-
centage of updated edges p in an iteration drops below
a threshold value. The frequency of subsequent shadow
iterations depends upon the size of the delay buffer d —
when the buffer size exceeds a threshold, a shadow itera-
tion is triggered. Hence, the frequency of shard creation
is adaptively determined, in response to the progress to-
wards convergence. We used p = 30% and d = 100KB
in our experiments and found them to be effective.

5.2 I/O Analysis

We next provide a rigorous analysis of the I/O costs. We
show that the overhead of shard loading in shadow itera-
tions can be easily offset from the I/O savings in regular
non-shadow iterations. We analyze the I/O cost in terms
of the number of data blocks transferred between disk
and memory. Let b be the size of a block in terms of the
number of edges and E be the edge set of the input graph.
Let AEi (i.e., active edge set) represent the set of edges in
the dynamic shards created for iteration i. Here we ana-
lyze the cost of regular iterations and shadow iterations
separately for iteration i.

During regular iterations, processing is done using the
static shards in the first iteration and most recently created
dynamic shards during later iterations. Each edge can be
read at most twice (i.e., when its source and target vertices
are processed) and written once (i.e., when the value of
its source vertex is pushed along the edge). Thus,

Ci ≤
{

3|E|
b with static shards

3|AEi|
b with dynamic shards

(1)

In a shadow iteration, the static shards and all intermediate
dynamic shards are read, the updated edges are written
back to static shards, and a new set of dynamic shards are
created for the next iteration. Since we only append edges
onto existing dynamic shards in regular iterations, there is
only one set of dynamic shards between any consecutive
shadow iterations. Hence, the I/O cost is:

Ci ≤ 3|E|
b

+
2|AELS|

b
+

|AEi|
b

(2)

where AELS is the set of edges in the dynamic shards
created by the last shadow iteration. Clearly, Ci is larger
than the cost of static shard based processing (i.e., 3|E|

b ).
Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 provide a useful insight on how the

overhead of a shadow iteration can be amortized across
regular iterations. Based on Eq. 2, the extra I/O cost
of a shadow iteration over a regular static-shard-based

iteration is 2|AELS|
b + |AEi|

b . Based on Eq. 1, the I/O saving
achieved by using dynamic shards in a regular iteration is
( 3|E|

b − 3|AEi|
b ).

We assume that d shadow iterations have been per-
formed before the current iteration i and hence, the fre-
quency of shadow iterations is i

d (for simplicity, we as-
sume i is multiple of d). This means, shadow iteration
occurs once every i

d −1 regular iterations.
In order for the overhead of a shadow iteration to be

wiped off by the savings in regular iterations, we need:

(
i
d
−1)× (

3|E|
b

− 3|AEi|
b

) ≥ 2|AELS|
b

+
|AEi|

b

After simplification, we need to show:

(
i
d
−1)×3|E|− (

3i
d
−2)×|AEi|−2|AELS| ≥ 0 (3)

Since AELS is the set of edges in the dynamic shards
before Iteration i, we have |AELS| ≤ |AEi| as we only
append edges after that shadow iteration. We thus need to
show:

(
i
d
−1)×3|E|− (

3i
d
−2)×|AEi|−2|AEi| ≥ 0

=⇒ |E|
|AEi| ≥

i
d

i
d −1

The above inequality typically holds for any frequency of
shadow iterations i

d > 1. For example, if the frequency of
shadow iterations i

d is 3, |E|
|AEi| ≥ 1.5 means that as long as

the total size of static shards is 1.5 times larger than the
total size of (any set of) dynamic shards, I/O efficiency can
be achieved by our optimization. As shown in Figure 3a,
after about 10 iterations, the percentage of updated edges
in each iteration goes below 15%. Although unnecessary
edges are not removed in each iteration, the ratio between
|E| and |AEi| is often much larger than 1.5, which explains
the I/O reduction from a theoretical viewpoint.

6 Evaluation
Our evaluation uses five applications including PageRank
(PR) [20], MultipleSourceShortestPath (MSSP), Belief-
Propagation (BP) [11], ConnectedComponents (CC) [30],
and HeatSimulation (HS). They belong to different do-
mains such as social network analysis, machine learning,
and scientific simulation. They were implemented us-
ing our accumulation-based GAS programming model.
Six real-world graphs, shown in Table 3, were chosen as
inputs for our experiments.

All experiments were conducted on an 8-core com-
modity Dell machine with 8GB main memory, running
Ubuntu 14.04 kernel 3.16, a representative of low-end PCs
regular users have access to. Standard Dell 500GB 7.2K
RPM HDD and Dell 400GB SSD were used as secondary
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Inputs Type #Vertices #Edges PMSize #SS
LiveJournal (LJ) [2] Social Network 4.8M 69M 1.3GB 3

Netflix (NF) [3] Recomm. System 0.5M 99M 1.6GB 20
UKDoman (UK) [4] Web Graph 39.5M 1.0B 16.9GB 20

Twitter (TT) [13] Social Network 41.7M 1.5B 36.3GB 40
Friendster (FT) [7] Social Network 68.3M 2.6B 71.6GB 80

YahooWeb (YW) [28] Web Graph 1.4B 6.6B 151.3GB 120

Table 3: Input graphs used; PMSize and SS report the peak in-memory size of each graph structure (without edge
values) and the number of static shards created in GraphChi, respectively. The in-memory size of a graph is measured
as the maximum memory consumption of a graph across the five applications; LJ and NF are relatively small graphs
while UK, TT, FT, YW are billion-edge graphs larger than the 8GB memory size; YW is the largest real-world
graph publicly available; all graphs have highly skewed power-law degree distributions.

G Version PR BP HS MSSP CC

LJ
BL 630 639 905 520 291

ADS 483 426 869 535 296
ODS 258 383 321 551 263

NF
BL 189 876 238 1,799 190

ADS 174 597 196 1,563 177
ODS 158 568 164 1,436 178

UK
BL 31,616 19,486 21,620 74,566 14,346

ADS 23,332 15,593 35,200 76,707 14,742
ODS 14,874 14,227 12,388 67,637 12,814

TT
BL 83,676 47,004 75,539 109,010 22,650

ADS 61,994 38,148 67,522 97,132 21,522
ODS 47,626 28,434 30,601 84,058 21,589

FT
BL 130,928 100,690 159,008 146,518 50,762

ADS 85,788 84,502 176,767 143,798 50,831
ODS 87,112 51,905 63,120 127,168 42,956

Table 4: A comparison on execution time (seconds)
among Baseline (BL), ADS, and ODS.

storage, both of which were connected via SATA 3.0Gb/s
interface. File system caches were flushed before running
experiments to make different executions comparable.

Two relatively small graphs LJ and NF were chosen
to understand the scalability trend of our technique. The
other four graphs UK, TT, FT, and YW are larger than
memory by 2.4×, 5.2×, 10.2×, and 21.6× respectively.

6.1 Overall Performance

We compared our modified GraphChi extensively with
the Baseline (BL) GraphChi that processes static shards
in parallel. To provide a better understanding of the im-
pact of the shard creation optimization stated in §5, we
made two modifications, one that creates dynamic shards
aggressively (ADS) and a second that uses the optimiza-
tion in §5 (ODS). We first report the performance of our
algorithms over the first five graphs on HDD in Table 4.

We ran each program until it converged to evaluate the
full impact of our I/O optimization. We observed that for
each program the numbers of iterations taken by Baseline

(a) PR on LJ. (b) BP on FT. (c) HS on TT.

Figure 6: Speedups achieved per iteration.

and ODS are almost the same. That is, despite the delays
needed due to missing edges, the accumulation-based
computation and shard creation optimizations minimize
the vertices that need to be delayed, yielding the same
convergence speed in ODS. ADS can increase the number
of iterations in a few cases due to the delayed convergence.
Due to space limitations, the iteration numbers are omitted
from the paper. On average, ADS and ODS achieve an
up to 1.2× and 1.8× speedup over Baseline.

PR, BP, and HS are computation-intensive programs
and they operate on large working sets. For these three
programs, on average ADS speeds up graph processing
by 1.53×, 1.50× and 1.22×, respectively. ODS performs
much better providing speedups of 2.44×, 1.94×, and
2.82× respectively. The optimized version ODS performs
better than the aggressive version ADS because ODS is
likely to eliminate edges after the computation of their
source vertices becomes stable, and thus edges that will
be useful in a few iterations are likely to be preserved
in dynamic shards. ODS consistently outperforms the
baseline. While ADS outperforms the baseline in most
cases, eliminating edges aggressively delays the algorithm
convergence for HS on UK (i.e., by 20% more iterations).

MSSP and CC require less computation and they op-
erate on smaller and constantly changing working sets.
Small benefits were seen from both ADS (1.15× speedup)
and ODS (1.30× speedup), because eliminating edges
achieves I/O efficiency at the cost of locality.

Figure 6 reports a breakdown of speedups on itera-
tions for PR, BP, and HS. Two major observations can
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(c) Normalized read
size for HS.
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Figure 7: Read and write size for different benchmarks
normalized w.r.t. the baseline.

be made here. First, the performance improvement in-
creases as the computation progresses, which confirms
our intuition that the amount of useful data decreases as
the computation comes close to the convergence. Second,
the improvements from ADS exhibit a saw-tooth curve,
showing the need of the optimizations in ODS: frequent
drops in speedups are due to frequent shard creation and
shadow iterations. These time reductions are entirely due
to reduced I/O because the numbers of iterations taken by
ODS and Baseline are almost always the same.

PR BP HS
BL 153h:33m 80h:19m 147h:48m
ODS 92h:26m 54h:29m 92h:7m

Speedup 1.66× 1.47× 1.60×
Table 5: PR, BP and HS on YW.

Since the YW graph is much larger and takes much
longer to run, we evaluate ODS for PR, BP and HS whose
performance is reported in Table 5. ODS achieves a 1.47
– 1.60× speedup over Baseline for PR, BP and HS.

Performance on SSD To understand whether the pro-
posed optimization is still effective when high-bandwidth
SSD is used, we ran experiments for PR and BP on a
machine with the same configuration except that SSD is
employed to store shards. We found that the performance
benefits are consistent when SSD is employed: on aver-
age, ADS accelerates PR, BP and HS by 1.25×, 1.18×
and 1.14× respectively, whereas ODS speeds them up by
1.67×, 1.52× and 1.91× respectively.

Our techniques are independent of the storage type and
the performance benefits are mainly achieved by reducing
shard loading time. This roughly explains why a lower
benefit is seen on SSD than on HDD – for example, com-
pared to HDD, the loading time for FT on SSD decreases
by 8%, 11% and 7% for PR, BP and HS, respectively.

6.2 I/O Analysis

Data Read/Written Figure 7 shows the amount of data
read and written during the graph processing in the mod-
ified GraphChi, normalized w.r.t. Baseline. Reads and
writes that occur during shadow iterations are termed
shadow reads and shadow writes. No shadow iteration
has occurred when some applications were executed on
the Netflix graph (e.g., in Figures 7 (b), (c), (e), and (f)),
because processing converges quickly and dynamic shards
created once are able to capture the active set of edges
until the end of execution.

Due to space limitations, we only show results for PR,
BP and HS; similar observations can be made for the other
applications. Clearly, ODS reads/writes much less data
than both Baseline and ADS. Although shadow iterations
incur additional I/O, this overhead can be successfully
offset from the savings in regular iterations. ADS needs
to read and write more data than Baseline in some cases
(e.g., Friendster in Figure 7c, Twitter in Figure 7d and
Figure 7e). This shows that creating dynamic shards too
frequently can negatively impact performance.

Size of Dynamic Shards To understand how well ADS
and ODS create dynamic shards, we compare the sizes
of intermediate dynamic shards created using these two
strategies. Figure 8 shows the change of the sizes of dy-
namic shards as the computation progresses, normalized
w.r.t. the size of an ideal shard. The ideal shard for a given
iteration includes only the edges which were updated in
the previous iteration, and hence, it contains the minimum
set of edges necessary for the next iteration. Note that
for both ADS and ODS, their shard sizes are close to the
ideal sizes. In most cases, the differences are within 10%.

It is also expected that shards created by ODS are of-
ten larger than those created by ADS. Note that patterns
exist in shard size changes for ADS such as HS on LJ
(Figure 8a) and FT (Figure 8e). This is because the pro-
cessing of delayed operations (in shadow iterations) over
high-degree vertices causes many edges to become active
and be included in new dynamic shards.

Edge Utilization Figure 9a reports the average edge uti-
lization rates (EUR) for ADS and ODS, and compares
them with that of Baseline. The average edge utilization
rate is defined as the percentage of updated edges in a dy-
namic shard, averaged across iterations. Using dynamic
shards highly improves the edge utilization: the EURs for
ADS and ODS are between 55% and 92%. For CC on
NF, the utilization rate is 100% even for ODS, because
computation converges quickly and dynamic shards are
created only once. Clearly, ADS has higher EURs than
ODS because of its aggressive shard creation strategy.
Using static shards throughout the execution leads to a
very low EUR for Baseline.
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(a) HS on LJ (b) HS on NF (c) HS on UK (d) HS on TT (e) HS on FT

(f) MSSP on LJ (g) MSSP on NF (h) MSSP on UK (i) MSSP on TT (j) MSSP on FT

Figure 8: The dynamic shard sizes normalized w.r.t. the ideal shard sizes as the algorithm progresses.

(a) Edge utilization rates.

(b) Max disk space used.

Figure 9: Edge and disk utilization statistics.

Disk Space Consumption Figure 9b reports the maxi-
mum disk space needed to process dynamic shards nor-
malized w.r.t. that needed by Baseline. Since we create
and use dynamic shards only after vertex computations
start stabilizing, the actual disk space it requires is very
close to (but higher than) that required by Baseline. This
can be seen in Figure 9b where the disk consumption
increases by 2-28%. Note that the maximum disk space
needed is similar for ADS and ODS, because dynamic
shards created for the first time take most space; subse-
quent shards are either smaller (for ADS), or additionally
include a small set of active edges (for ODS), which is
insignificant to affect the ratio.

Delay Buffer Size With the help of the accumulation-
based computation, the delay buffer often stays small

throughout the execution. Its size is typically less than
few 100KBs. The peak consumption was seen when
ConnectedComponent was run on the Friendster graph,
and the buffer size was 1.5MB.

6.3 Comparisons with X-Stream

Figure 10 compares the speedups and the per-iteration
savings achieved by ODS and X-Stream over Baseline
when running PR on large graphs. The saving per iter-
ation was obtained by (1) calculating, for each iteration
in which dynamic shards are created, Baseline−ODS

Baseline , and
(2) taking an average across savings in all such itera-
tions. While the per-iteration savings achieved by dy-
namic shards are higher than those by X-Stream, ODS
is overall slower than X-Stream (i.e., ODS outperforms
X-Stream on UK but underperforms it on other graphs).

This is largely expected due to the fundamentally differ-
ent designs of the vertex- and edge-centric computation
models. Our optimization is implemented in GraphChi,
which is designed to scan the whole graph multiple times
during each iteration, while X-Stream streams edges in
and thus only needs one single scan. Hence, although our
optimization reduces much of GraphChi’s loading time,
this reduction is not big enough to offset the time spent on
extra graph scans. Furthermore, in order to avoid captur-
ing a large and frequently changing edge set (as described
in §5.1), our optimization for creating and using dynamic

Figure 10: Speedups achieved (left) and per-iteration
savings in execution time achieved (right) by ODS and
X-Stream over Baseline using PR.
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shards gets activated after a certain number of iterations
(e.g., 20 and 14 for TT and FT, respectively), and these
(beginning) iterations do not get optimized.

Although X-Stream has better performance, the pro-
posed optimization is still useful in practice for two main
reasons. First, there are many vertex-centric systems
being actively used. Our results show that the use of
dynamic shards in GraphChi has significantly reduced
the performance gap between edge-centricity and vertex-
centricity (from 2.74× to 1.65×). Second, our perfor-
mance gains are achieved only by avoiding the loading
of edges that do not carry updated values and this type of
inefficiency also exists in edge-centric systems. Speedups
should be expected when future work optimizes edge-
centric systems using mechanisms proposed in §4.3.

7 Related Work
Single-PC Disk-based Graph Processing Single-PC
graph processing systems [14, 23, 31, 27, 15, 29, 10] have
become popular as they do not need expensive computing
resources and free developers from managing clusters and
developing/maintaining distributed programs.

GraphChi [14] pioneered single-PC-based out-of-core
graph processing systems. As mentioned in §1, shards are
created during pre-processing and never changed during
graph computation, resulting in wasteful I/O. This work
exploits dynamic shards whose data can be dynamically
adjustable to reduce I/O.

Efforts have been made to reduce I/O using semi-
external memory and SSDs. Bishard Parallel Proces-
sor [18] aims to reduce non-sequential I/O by using sepa-
rate shards to contain incoming and outgoing edges. This
requires replication of all edges in the graph, leading to
disk space blowup. X-Stream [23] uses an edge-centric
approach in order to minimize random disk accesses. In
every iteration, it streams and processes the entire un-
ordered list of edges during the scatter phase and ap-
plies updates to vertices in the gather phase.

Using our approach, dynamic edge-lists can be created
to reduce wasteful I/O in the scatter phase of X-Stream.
GridGraph [31] uses partitioned vertex chunks and edge
blocks as well as a dual sliding window algorithm to pro-
cess graphs residing on disks. It enables selective schedul-
ing by eliminating processing of edge blocks for which
vertices in the corresponding chunks are not scheduled.
However, the two-level partitioning is still done statically.
Conceptually, making partitions dynamic would provide
additional benefit over the 2-level partitioning.

FlashGraph [29] is a semi-external memory graph en-
gine that stores vertex states in memory and edge-lists
on SSDs. It is built based on the assumption that all
vertices can be held in memory and a high-speed user-
space file system for SSD arrays is available to merge
I/O requests to page requests. TurboGraph [10] is an

out-of-core computation engine for graph database to
process graphs using SSDs. Since TurboGraph uses an
adjacency list based representation, algorithms need to be
expressed as sparse matrix-vector multiplication, which
has a limited applicability because certain algorithms such
as triangle counting cannot be expressed in this manner.
Work from [21] uses an asynchronous approach to execute
graph traversal algorithms with semi-external memory. It
utilizes in-memory prioritized visitor queues to execute
algorithms like breadth-first search and shortest paths.
Shared Memory and Distributed Graph Systems
Google’s Pregel [17] provides a synchronous vertex
centric framework for large scale graph processing.
GraphLab [16] is a framework for distributed asyn-
chronous execution of machine learning and data min-
ing algorithms on graphs. PowerGraph [8] provides ef-
ficient distributed graph placement and computation by
exploiting the structure of power-law graphs. Cyclops [5]
provides a distributed immutable view, granting vertices
read-only accesses to their neighbors and allowing uni-
directional communication from master vertices to their
replicas. GraphX [9] maps graph processing back to the
dataflow framework and presents an abstraction that can
be easily implemented using common dataflow operators.
Chaos [22] utilizes disk space on multiple machines to
scale graph processing.

Ligra [24] provides a shared memory abstraction for
vertex algorithms. The abstraction is particularly suitable
for graph traversal. Work from [19] presents a shared-
memory implementation of graph DSLs on a general-
ized Galois system, which has been shown to outperform
their original implementations. GRACE [26], a shared-
memory system, processes graphs based on message pass-
ing and supports asynchronous execution by using stale
messages. Orthogonal to these shared memory systems,
this work aims to improve the I/O efficiency of disk-based
graph systems. Graph reduction techniques [12] can be
used to further reduce I/O by processing a small subgraph
first and then feeding values to the original graph.

8 Conclusion
We present an optimization that dynamically changes the
layout of a partition structure to reduce I/O for disk-based
graph systems. Our experiments with GraphChi demon-
strate that this optimization has significantly shortened its
I/O time and improved its overall performance.
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Abstract

Multi-version graph processing, where each version cor-
responds to a snapshot of an evolving graph, is a com-
mon scenario in large-scale graph processing. Straight-
forward application of existing graph processing sys-
tems often yields suboptimal performance due to high
version-switching cost. We present Version Traveler
(VT), a graph processing system featuring fast and mem-
ory-efficient version switching. VT achieves fast ver-
sion switching by (i) representing differences among ver-
sions as deltas and (ii) constructing the next version by
integrating the in-memory graph representation of the
current version with the delta(s) relating the two ver-
sions. Furthermore, VT maintains high computation
performance and memory compactness. Our evaluation
using multi-version processing workloads with realis-
tic datasets shows that VT outperforms PowerGraph—
running 23x faster with a 15% memory overhead. VT is
also superior to four multi-version processing systems,
achieving up to 90% improvement when jointly consid-
ering processing time and resource consumption.

1 Introduction

Multi-version graph processing is an important and com-
mon scenario in big data analytics. In such a scenario,
each version corresponds to a snapshot of an evolving
graph; a graph processing system iterates over all input
versions and applies a user-defined algorithm to them,
one at a time. Multi-version graph processing enables
the analysis of characteristics embedded across differ-
ent versions. For example, computing the shortest dis-
tance between two users across multiple versions of a
social network captures the varying closeness between
them [26]. Computing the centrality scores of scientific
researchers across multiple versions of a co-authorship
graph demonstrates their evolving impact [17].

A key element in multi-version graph processing is ef-

ficient arbitrary local version switching. Version switch-
ing refers to the preparation of the next to-be-processed
version after computation completes on the current ver-
sion. Such a procedure can be arbitrary, because the se-
quence of to-be-processed versions cannot be predeter-
mined by the underlying system. It is local in that the
next version commonly resides in the vicinity of the cur-
rent version, demonstrating version locality.

Arbitrary local version switching has not been fully
addressed before, in particular, from the perspective
of the entire multi-version processing workflow. Due
to version unawareness, mainstream systems, such as
Pregel [23] and PowerGraph [11], perform version
switching by discarding the in-memory representation of
the current version and loading the next version in its
entirety from persistent storage. Such an approach in-
curs substantial version switching time. Existing multi-
version processing systems [10, 17, 19, 22] expedite the
version-switching procedure by graph-delta integration.
Specifically, the next version is constructed by integrat-
ing the current version with the delta representing the
difference between the two versions. Albeit efficient,
they either lack the support for arbitrary local switch-
ing [10, 19], incur high neighbor access penalty during
computation [17], or lead to high memory overhead [22].

Towards efficient support for arbitrary local version
switching, a system must balance contradicting require-
ments among three design dimensions: extensibility,
compactness, and neighbor access efficiency. Extensibil-
ity refers to the easiness of creating a new graph version
by extending the current one. Compactness refers to the
memory overhead related to version-switching support.
Neighbor access efficiency refers to the speed of neigh-
bor access by a graph computing engine.

We present Version Traveler (VT), a multi-version
graph processing system enabling fast arbitrary local ver-
sion switching. From a holistic view, VT balances the
requirements in all three dimensions of the design space.
VT consists of two novel components: (i) a hybrid-com-
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pressed-sparse-row (CSR) graph supporting fast delta
integration while preserving compactness and neighbor
access speed during graph computation, and (ii) a ver-
sion delta cache that stores the deltas in an easy-to-inte-
grate and compact format. Conceptually, the hybrid-CSR
graph represents the common subgraph shared among
multiple versions in the CSR format. As a result, the
subgraph is compactly stored in memory and yields high
neighbor access speed—both known advantages of the
CSR format. Differences among versions are absorbed
by a hierarchical vector-of-vectors (VoV) representation
and placed in the delta cache, leading to high version-
switching speed thanks to its ability to overcome CSR’s
lack of extensibility.

We have implemented Version Traveler inside Pow-
erGraph [11] by augmenting its graph representation
layer with VT’s hybrid-CSR graph and version delta
cache. Our evaluation with realistic graphs shows that
VT significantly outperforms PowerGraph in multi-ver-
sion processing: VT runs 23x faster with a mere 15%
memory overhead. VT also outperforms designs pro-
posed in state-of-the-art multi-version processing sys-
tems, such as log delta, bitmap delta, and multi-version-
array, achieving up to 90% improvement when jointly
considering processing time and resource consumption.

The contributions of this paper include:
• the formulation of the arbitrary local version

switching problem in the context of multi-version
graph processing,

• a method for arbitrary local version switching with
a holistic view, considering neighbor access speed,
version switching speed, and compactness,

• the design of Version Traveler, a graph processing
system balancing the above three requirements with
two novel components, and

• the demonstration of VT’s superior performance
compared to state-of-the-art graph processing sys-
tems via extensive evaluation.

2 Multi-Version Graph Processing

In this section, we first discuss the characteristics of
multi-version graph processing workloads, followed by
a discussion on its workflow. We then summarize related
work, analyze the design space for efficient multi-version
graph processing systems, and discuss challenges.

2.1 Workload Characteristics

In multi-version graph processing, version switching
commonly demonstrates randomness and locality. Ver-
sion switching is arbitrary, in that the next version may
precede or succeed the current version in the graph evo-

lution.1 Such a switching sequence may be dynamic, un-
able to be predetermined by the graph processing sys-
tem. Version switching is local, in that the next ver-
sion commonly resides within the vicinity—in terms of
similarity—of the current one in the graph evolution.

We exemplify the demand for arbitrary local version
switching with three examples. First, suppose we need
to identify the cause of the varying distance between two
users in a social network [26]. For simplicity, assume
that the distances in versions i and k are different and
that the distance changes only once along the evolution
from versions i to k. If, after processing version j = i+k

2 ,
a binary-search-style exploration algorithm finds that the
distance in that version remains the same as that in ver-
sion k but differs from that in version i, then the algo-
rithm would invoke another iteration of shortest distance
computation for version m = i+ j

2 . The switching from
versions j to m is arbitrary for the supporting graph pro-
cessing system. In terms of locality, although the search
may oscillate between versions with high dissimilarity
at the beginning, the version locality increases exponen-
tially with the progress of the execution.

Second, in interactive big data analytics, an analyst
may rerun an algorithm on a graph version, after digest-
ing the results of the previous execution. Which version
should be processed next depends on the analyst’s un-
derstanding of the existing results, as well as his/her do-
main knowledge and intuition. This leads to arbitrary
version switching from the perspective of the graph pro-
cessing system. As for locality, such analysis commonly
follows a refinement procedure, where significant efforts
are required to zoom in and conduct in-depth analysis on
a cluster of versions within the vicinity of each other.

Third, in a collaborative data analytics environment,
both datasets and computing power are shared among
users [5]. Individual tasks—each targeting a graph
version—can be combined by the processing system,
leading to multi-version graph processing. Since the next
request may be enqueued during the processing of the
current version and may target a version preceding or
succeeding the current version in the graph evolution,
version switching is arbitrary. Regarding locality, in-
dependently-submitted tasks may target similar versions.
Such is the case, for example, where various algorithms
are employed to capture and understand trending events
in an evolving social network.

2.2 Workflow
A typical multi-version graph processing workflow is di-
vided into multiple iterations. In each iteration, an ar-
bitrary local graph version is processed. Systems de-

1More broadly, in a non-linear graph evolution scenario [5], the next
version may reside in a different branch than the current version.
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Figure 1: Version switching workflow, (a) with and
(b) without the use of deltas

signed for individual graph processing tasks are unable
to recognize or take advantage of the evolution relation
among versions. Treating each version as a standalone
graph, such systems first fully load the version from per-
sistent storage into memory and then execute a user-de-
fined graph algorithm over it (cf. Figure 1a).

When versions of a working set share a sub-
stantial common subgraph, working with deltas—
representations of the differences between graph
versions—can be more efficient. Figure 1b shows the
multi-version processing workflow with deltas. After the
first version is loaded and processed, switching to a sub-
sequent version can be achieved by integrating the cur-
rent version in memory with deltas relating the current
and the next versions. In general, deltas are much smaller
than full graphs [26, 31]. As a result, they can be cached
in memory, further improving the efficiency of version
switching.

2.3 Related Work on Graph/Delta Designs

We focus the discussion of related work on in-mem-
ory graph and delta representations, because they deter-
mine the efficiency of the switching loop (cf. Figure 1b).2

For graphs, we specifically focus on representations re-
lated to neighbors of vertices, because they differentiate
graphs from regular table-form datasets.

As a result, we exclude other active research direc-
tions, such as programming paradigms [11, 14, 15, 20,
23, 24, 30, 32], out-of-core processing [19, 27], load
balancing [16], failure recovery [28], streaming [10],
dataflow-based processing [9,12], and performance eval-
uation [21]. We also exclude work within the broad
scope of multi-version processing but not dedicated to
in-memory graph/delta design in the context of arbi-
trary local version switching. Examples are stream-
ing processing [10, 19],3 parallel multi-version process-

2Both graphs and deltas may have different representations in mem-
ory and on disk. We focus on in-memory representations, due to their
significance in the warm loop of the version switching workflow.

3Streaming processing is a special case of multi-version graph pro-

ing [13], multi-version algorithm design framework [26],
and multi-version dataset management [5, 6]. 4

We study related work by asking three questions:
• Does it provide high computation performance? In

particular, does it support fast access of the neigh-
bors of a vertex?5

• Does it support fast version switching?
• Does it store graphs and deltas compactly?

Graph. We study two common graph representa-
tions: compressed sparse row (CSR), adopted in Pow-
erGraph [11] and GraphX [12], and a vector-of-vectors
(VoV) design, adopted in Giraph [1].

In CSR (cf. Figures 2b and 2c), all neighbors are
packed in an array. A pointer array maintains the address
of the first neighbor of each vertex. The set of neighbors
for vertex i is thus marked by the values of vertices i and
i+1 in the pointer array. This representation enables fast
access to a vertex’s neighbors. Version switching is slow,
however. This is because modifying a vertex’s neighbor
affects pointers and neighbors of all vertices following
the one being modified.

As for VoV (cf. Figures 2d and 2e), the first-level vec-
tor functions as the pointer array in CSR, locating the
neighbors of a vertex according to the vertex id. Each
second-level vector represents the neighbors of a vertex.
This format also supports fast neighbor access. In ad-
dition, the neighbors of a vertex can be modified with-
out affecting other vertices, thus enabling fast version
switching. Its shortcoming is the memory overhead due
to maintaining auxiliary information, such as the start
and end positions of each vertex’s neighbors.6

Delta. Previous work has used a compact log-format
structure to represent deltas in streaming processing [10].
A log delta consists of an array of log entries, each spec-
ifying an edge via its source and destination vertex ids
(and an optional edge id) and whether the edge should
be added or removed (i.e., an opcode). Log deltas are

cessing, where version switching is always forward and versions are
only processed once. They are insufficient for the general multi-version
scenario, where switching is arbitrary and a cached version is repeat-
edly accessed by multiple algorithms.

4Such work investigates the tradeoff between storage space and
recreation speed of a dataset version, focusing on organizing versions
on disk instead of in-memory data structure optimization.

5In this paper, we equate computation performance with neighbor
access efficiency for two reasons. First, computation related to graph
algorithms affects all systems in the same way and is out of scope.
Second, in the computation stage, a system supports neighbor access
and vertex/edge data access. Assuming the storage of data in sequence
containers and their identical impact on all systems, computation per-
formance is determined only by neighbor access efficiency.

6Such overhead is non-trivial. For example, a 24-byte per-vector
overhead (cf. Figure 2d, “start,” “end of contents,” and “end of storage”
pointers each consume 8 bytes) amounts to a 40% overhead for repre-
senting the entire out-neighbor array for the Amazon08 dataset [7, 8],
assuming 4-byte vertex/edge ids.
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Figure 2: Graph representations: (a) illustrates two versions of a graph. A circle represents a vertex (vertex id
inside) and an arrow represents an edge (edge id omitted). The first version consists of solid-arrow edges. The
second version has one more edge (illustrated by a dashed arrow). (b) and (c) demonstrate the CSR representa-
tion of the out-edges of the two versions. (d) and (e) demonstrate the vector of vectors format. For clarity, each
element in the neighbor array in (b)–(e) shows only the destination vertex id and omits the edge id.

compact and have no negative impact on the neighbor
access efficiency during graph processing. This is be-
cause log deltas are conceptually applicable to all graph
representations as-is. During graph-delta integration, log
deltas are fully absorbed in the graph version. The cost of
graph-delta integration is high, however, because all log
entries in deltas relating the current and the next versions
need to be applied during version switching.

Alternatively, a system could co-design graph and
delta representations to minimize the integration cost.
For example, affected neighbor vectors of a VoV graph
may be copied and updated in a delta, reducing version
switching to simple and fast vector pointer updates but
losing compactness. LLAMA [22] partially mitigates the
compactness loss by separating modified neighbors re-
lated to a version into a dedicated consecutive area in the
neighbor array, avoiding copying unmodified neighbors.
CSR’s pointer array is transformed to a two-level transla-
tion table. The first level consists of per-version indirec-
tion tables, each bookkeeping a set of second-level pages
associated with a version. A second-level page contains
a series of vertex records—equivalent to a fragment of
CSR’s pointer array—with each record indicating the
start of a vertex’s neighbors.7 LLAMA’s version switch-
ing incurs nearly zero time cost: conceptually, only an
indirection table pointer needs to be updated. Its use
of page-level copy-on-write for the second-level pages
holding vertex records, nevertheless, requires the copy
of an entire page even if only one vertex in the page has
a modified neighborhood, hindering its compactness.

GraphPool [17] maintains the union of edges across all
versions in the graph. Its deltas are per-version bitmaps
over the graph’s edge array, where a bitmap’s n-th bit in-
dicates the existence of the corresponding edge in that
version. Version switching is simple: a bitmap pointer is
adjusted to point to the next version. In the computation

7Neighbors belonging to the same vertex but stored in separate
areas—each containing per-version modifications—are concatenated
via continuation records such that only one start position needs to be
maintained for a vertex’s neighbors per version.

stage, however, this approach requires bitmap checking
for determining whether an edge exists in the current ver-
sion, incurring neighbor access penalty.

2.4 Design Dimensions and Challenges

Summarizing lessons learned from related work, we
point out that the design of graph and delta must bal-
ance between three dimensions: extensibility, compact-
ness, and neighbor access efficiency.

Extensibility. Efficient version switching requires that a
delta be easily integrated with a graph. From a data struc-
ture perspective, it requires that the neighbors of a vertex
be easily extended to reflect the evolution from one ver-
sion to another. This, in turn, requires that either the data
structure representing the neighbors of a vertex support
efficient modification (i.e., insertion and removal) or the
collection of the neighbors of a version be easily replaced
by that of another version.

Compactness. Compact graph and delta representa-
tions enable caching a large number of versions, lead-
ing to low delta cache miss rate and high version switch-
ing efficiency. Moreover, real-world large graphs com-
monly have millions of vertices and millions or billions
of edges, making the compactness of the neighborhood
data structure a primary requirement.

Access Efficiency. A common and crucial operation dur-
ing computation is to access a complete collection of
neighbors for a vertex. Fast neighbor access requires lim-
iting the number of lookups in the integrated graph/delta
data structure. Ideally, only one lookup is sufficient for
locating the first neighbor of a vertex. The remaining
neighbors can then be accessed sequentially.

The main design challenge is to carefully balance the
requirements from the above three dimensions and co-
design graph and delta representations such that they are
extensible, compact, and efficient in neighbor access.
Achieving the balance is difficult, as witnessed by exist-
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ing designs, because those requirements commonly lead
to contradicting design choices.

3 Version Traveler

We introduce Version Traveler (VT), a graph processing
system that features a graph/delta co-design achieving
compactness, extensibility, and access efficiency. Resid-
ing in the core of VT are two innovative components—
a hybrid graph and a hybrid delta cache—bringing to-
gether fast neighbor access and compactness of CSR and
high extensibility of VoV.

3.1 Hybrid Graph

VT’s hybrid graph augments CSR in a way that achieves
extensibility while remaining compact and efficient in
neighbor access (cf. Figure 3). It avoids costly in-place
modification to CSR’s neighbor array by storing vertices
with a modified neighborhood in a version delta cache.

CSR’s neighbor array is created during the loading of
the first version—also referred to as the root version—
and then remains constant. Each subsequent version is
loaded into the delta cache, in the form of a series of ver-
tex delta entries. Each entry contains information related
to the updated neighbors of a vertex, as well as meta-
data to support neighbor access and version switching
(cf. Figure 3). VT reserves a delta indicator bit in each
entry of CSR’s pointer array to indicate the placement
of a vertex’s neighbors for the current version: in CSR’s
neighbor array or in the vertex delta cache.

Neighbor Access. In a conventional CSR, neighbors of
vertex vid are bounded by the pointers of vertices vid and
vid + 1. For VT’s hybrid CSR, neighbor access may be
directed to either CSR’s neighbor array or the neighbors
field of a delta entry, depending on whether the neigh-
bors are stored (cf. access neighbors in Algorithm 1).
Each delta entry maintains the end position of the pre-
ceding vertex’s neighbors in CSR’s neighbor array (in
the prev csr end field), such that the end position of vid
can be determined regardless of whether neighbors of

Algorithm 1 Neighbor Access and Delta Application
1: procedure ACCESS NEIGHBORS(vid)
2: if csr ptrs[vid].in delta = true then
3: return cache[csr ptrs[vid]].nbrs
4: else if csr ptrs[vid +1].in delta = false then
5: return csr nbrs[csr ptrs[vid], csr ptrs[vid +1]]
6: else return csr nbrs[csr ptrs[vid],
7: cache[csr ptrs[vid +1]].prev csr end]
8: procedure DELTA APPLICATION(δi j,opcode)
9: for e in δi j do

10: if opcode = apply then � apply δi j
11: csr ptrs[e.src vid] ← offset(e)
12: csr ptrs[e.src vid].in delta ← true
13: else csr ptrs[e.src vid] ← e.revert value � revert δi j

vid + 1 are stored in CSR’s neighbor array or the delta
cache (cf. lines 4–7).

Delta Application and Reversion. VT performs
version switching by applying or reverting deltas
(cf. delta application in Algorithm 1). When ap-
plying δi j to switch from versions i to j, VT iterates
over entries belonging to δi j in the delta cache and, for
each entry, updates the corresponding entry (according to
the src vid field) in the CSR pointer array with the delta
entry’s offset in the delta array and sets the delta indi-
cator bit. Reverting δi j consists of restoring the revert
value field—which contains the saved value for version
i’s CSR pointer entry—to the corresponding entry in the
CSR pointer array for each entry in δi j.

Example. We use a 3-version graph in Figure 3 to illus-
trate neighbor access and version switching. The hybrid
CSR in Figure 3 represents the state of version 2. The
three out-neighbors of vertex 1 can be accessed from its
delta entry (δ12). For vertex 0, neighbor access requires
obtaining the start position from its CSR pointer, due to
its cleared delta indicator bit, and the end position from
prev csr end of vertex 1’s delta entry. The difference be-
tween the two is 0 (0− 0 = 0), indicating that vertex 0
has no out-neighbors. In order to switch from versions
2 back to 1, VT reverts δ12, which has only one entry
related to vertex 1. Its revert value field, of which the
delta indicator bit is set and the offset is 0, is restored
to vertex 1’s CSR pointer entry. After reversion, vertex
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1’s CSR pointer entry will point to the first entry in the
delta array, which corresponds to vertex 1’s delta entry
for version 1.

3.2 Hybrid Delta
For simplicity, in Section 3.1, we assume that a delta en-
try maintains the entire neighbors of a vertex (cf. Fig-
ure 3). This is memory-inefficient for vertices with a
large number of neighbors and small amount of per-
version modifications, due to numerous redundant copies
of neighbors. To improve compactness, we propose two
complementary solutions: Sharing and Chaining. Shar-
ing preserves access efficiency and trades extensibility
for compactness. Chaining preserves extensibility and
trades access efficiency for compactness.

3.2.1 Sharing

Concept. Sharing reduces the memory footprint by
merging a vertex’s delta entries spanning multiple ver-
sions into one shared entry. Figure 4 shows an example
with four versions of a vertex, each adding one neighbor
to its base. When they share a delta entry, there exists
only one neighbor vector, containing the neighbors of the
vertex related to the current version being processed. The
challenge is to compactly specify how the shared vector
is modified during version switching. VT maintains this
information in addition and removal delta logs.

Delta Representation. In the Sharing mode, VT does
not create delta cache entries with copies of modified
neighbor arrays. Instead, it creates log entries: speci-
fying the neighbors it would have added to or removed
from the neighbor array in an addition or removal log.
Each entry in the addition log array (cf. Figure 5) con-
tains the source and target vids of the added edge, as
well as the edge id. Logs associated with the same vertex
(the source vid in the out-neighbor case) are continuously
stored. A next vid field indicates the start position of the
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Figure 6: Illustration of the concept of Chaining
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logs associated with a subsequent vertex. The format of
a removal log entry—gray fields apart—is similar. Its
offset field refers to the offset within the neighbor array
where the removal should take place.

Neighbor Access. Sharing has no effect on neighbor ac-
cess. When multiple versions of a vertex share a neigh-
bor vector, the CSR pointer header points to the same
delta entry containing the vector for all versions.

Delta Application/Reversion. In the Sharing mode,
version switching resorts to log-based delta applica-
tion/reversion, similar to streaming processing [10, 19].
During delta application, for an neighbor addition, the
neighbor is simply appended to the end of the neighbor
vector. For a removal, VT removes the neighbor at the
offset according to the offset value in the removal log en-
try. Delta reversion follows the inverse procedures.

3.2.2 Chaining

Concept. Chaining refers to the representation of a ver-
tex’s neighbors with a chain of vectors, each containing a
subset of neighbors and capturing the difference between
the version associated with it and its base version. In Fig-
ure 6, with each version chained onto its base, only one
neighbor needs to be maintained per version. Redundant
copies are eliminated, improving compactness. Exten-
sibility remains the same: to switch from versions 1 to
2, for example, we need to adjust only the CSR pointer
to version 2’s delta entry, regardless of whether that en-
try’s neighbor vector is chained onto another. Access ef-
ficiency decreases in Chaining, because of the need to
switch among multiple neighbor vectors. Chaining im-
poses two new challenges to delta design: chaining be-
yond the base, called Leap-Over Chaining, and removal
from ancestors, called indirect removal.

Delta Representation. Leap-Over Chaining intends to
accelerate neighbor access. In Figure 6, with each ver-
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sion chained onto its base, the neighbor access for later
versions leads to considerable performance hit, limit-
ing Chaining to a small set of adjacent versions in the
graph evolution relation. Leap-Over Chaining enables
the chaining of a delta entry on an indirect ancestor ver-
sion. For instance, version 3 in Figure 6 can be chained
onto version 0.

To support Chaining, in particular Leap-Over Chain-
ing, we introduce a chaining field to the delta entry for-
mat (cf. Figure 3). When Chaining is disabled,8 the entry
is a standalone entry with a complete copy of neighbors.
When Chaining is in use, VT saves a pointer to the en-
try upon which the current one is based along the chain
to the latter’s chaining field. Similar to CSR pointers, a
chaining pointer uses its most significant bit to indicate
whether the offset is for CSR or for the delta array.

To support indirect removal, a neighbor vector is di-
vided into two sections: a new-neighbor section and a
removal section (cf. Figure 7). An element in the new-
neighbor section represents a new neighbor added to the
vertex in the current version. An element in the removal
section corresponds to a removed element, with layer in-
dicating the neighbor vector in the chain where the re-
moval should take place and offset the position of the
to-be-removed neighbor within the vector. To improve
compactness, we overload the first element in the new-
neighbor section: it is marked with a special flag if the
removal section exists, in which case the second element
contains a pointer to the removal section;9 otherwise it
contains the first added neighbor.

Effect on Removal Log. Since Chaining introduces the
separation of new-neighbor and removal sections, Shar-
ing’s removal log format needs to be adjusted (cf. gray
fields in Figure 5). Specifically, a type field is added to
differentiate the two sections. A {layer, offset} pair in
a removal section is stored similarly to a {vid, eid} pair
in a new-neighbor section. During delta application, if
a removal takes place in the current vertex’s new-neigh-
bor section, then the corresponding {vid, eid} pair is re-
moved. Otherwise, the {layer, offset} pair is inserted to
the current vertex’s removal section. The inverse proce-
dure achieves delta reversion.

Neighbor Access. Given a vertex, VT first locates its
entry via the CSR pointer header. If the neighbors are
stored in a delta array entry whose Chaining mode is
turned on, then VT iteratively accesses neighbors stored
in entries along the chain, skipping neighbors that no
longer exist in the current version using the removal sec-
tions. Otherwise, it follows the common neighbor access
procedure, as described in Section 3.1.

Delta Application/Reversion. Except for Chaining’s ef-
8That is, setting all bits in chaining to one.
9The first two elements are also referred to as removal preamble.

fect on removal logs, both delta application and reversion
follow the description in Section 3.1.

3.2.3 Relationship between Chaining and Sharing

Chaining and Sharing are similar in that they both aim at
reducing memory consumption by storing only the dif-
ference among versions. Sharing is a good choice when
the size of neighbors is large and the delta size is small. A
large neighborhood leads to a considerable gain in com-
pactness over a full-neighbor-copy approach, whereas a
small delta entails a moderate cost for log-based version
switching. Chaining is useful when both the sizes of
neighbors and delta are large. Similar to Sharing, a large
neighbor size leads to a substantial gain in compactness
for Chaining. A large delta entails Chaining’s superiority
to Sharing, due to the avoidance of the latter’s costly log-
based version switching procedure.

Another way to compare the two is when the con-
catenation of neighbors occurs. Chaining performs the
concatenation in a chain at the computation stage. Shar-
ing performs the concatenation at the version switching
stage. Due to the different delta formats used in Chain-
ing and Sharing, the concatenation in Chaining is lighter-
weight than that in Sharing. As for the number of con-
catenation performed for a vertex, the concatenation in
Chaining needs to take place when a vertex’s neighbors
are accessed. The cost of concatenation in Chaining is
thus magnified if a vertex is iteratively processed by an
algorithm. The concatenation in Sharing is, in contrast,
guaranteed to be once per vertex per version switching.

VT supports Sharing and Chaining as operation
modes, complementing the default full-neighbor-copy
mode (referred as Full mode). It enables them when the
estimated cost of version switching and the potential im-
pact on the computation stage are justified by the amount
of memory saving. The current VT implementation sup-
ports flexible threshold-based policies: when creating a
new delta for a vertex, VT feeds the number of neigh-
bors in its base version and the current delta size related
to that vertex to a configurable policy arbitrator function,
which determines the activation of Sharing or Chaining.

3.3 Implementation

We implement VT by integrating it with Power-
Graph [11], replacing the latter’s graph representation
with VT’s hybrid CSR graph and delta/log arrays. VT
operates seamlessly with PowerGraph’s computation en-
gine layer, thanks to its full support of the same com-
putation-stage graph abstraction viewed from an engine.
This also demonstrates VT’s broad applicability to exist-
ing graph processing systems.
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Figure 8: Microbenchmark results (top row for additions and bottom row for removals)

4 Evaluation

We first demonstrate the three-way tradeoff among ex-
tensibility, compactness, and access efficiency, showing
the relative advantage of Full, Chaining, and Sharing.
We then compare the performance of VT against Pow-
erGraph and several multi-version reference designs.

4.1 Microbenchmark

Design. The goal of microbenchmarking is to evaluate
the relative effectiveness of Full, Sharing, and Chaining
in balancing the three-way tradeoff. Since the overall
tradeoff on a graph is the accumulative effect of the same
tradeoff on each vertex, we conduct microbenchmarking
from a vertex’s perspective. Trends in the microbench-
mark results are applicable to varying graph sizes, given
the accumulative nature of the per-vertex tradeoff.

We construct a graph with 1000 identical high-degree
stars. For each star, only the center vertex has a non-
empty set of out-neighbors—default to 1000. Each cen-
ter vertex thus provides the opportunity for an in-depth
study of the per-vertex tradeoff. To evaluate it in a multi-
version scenario, we create two versions: a source ver-
sion and a target version. The target version differs from
the source by randomly adding or removing out-neigh-
bors of center vertices.

Two key factors related to a delta are its size and the
ratio of additions to removals. Prior work shows that the
difference between consecutive versions is commonly
within 1% of the graph size [26]. For each star, given
the default 1000 edges in the base version, we vary the
delta size from 1 to 100, corresponding to 0.1% to 10%
of the size of the star. The total vertices and edges in the
graph thus vary between 0.9 to 1.1 million. We also fix
the operation types in a delta: a delta consists of either
edge additions or edge removals.

We evaluate extensibility by measuring the version
switching time from the source version to the target ver-

sion, neighbor access efficiency by measuring the time
for iterating through all the out-neighbors of center ver-
tices in the target version, and compactness by measuring
the memory used for maintaining the graph connectivity
information of both versions. All measurements are con-
ducted on a host with 8 3GHz vCPUs and 60GB memory.

Version Switching. Figures 8a and 8b compare the ver-
sion switching performance. The performance of Full
and Chaining is comparable and remains constant, re-
gardless of the edge modification types in deltas or the
delta size, because both approaches require adjusting
only CSR pointer values for center vertices. The cost
of Sharing linearly grows with the delta size, due to the
need to parse a log array whose size is proportional to
the delta size. Comparing edge additions with removals,
the cost of the former is significantly lower than the lat-
ter. This is because, additions translate to appending
neighbor records to the end of the neighbor vector and
removals involve data movement within the vector.

Access. Figures 8c and 8d compare the neighbor access
speed. Full and Sharing perform equally well for both
additions and removals. Since the cost of neighbor ac-
cess is proportional to the neighborhood size, it linearly
increases and decreases with the size of delta in the cases
of addition and removal, respectively. Chaining leads to
the worst performance in both cases, due to its cost of
indirection. The cost is moderate in the case of edge
additions, because there is one and only one indirection
during neighbor access—that is, the switching from the
newly added neighbors to the existing ones—regardless
of the delta size. The cost of indirection becomes signif-
icant for edge removals, because each removal separates
a previously continuous neighbor range into two, intro-
ducing one more indirection during neighbor access. The
cost thus linearly grows with the delta size.

Memory. Figures 8e and 8f show the memory footprint.
In both addition and removal cases, Chaining and Shar-
ing lead to significant memory savings comparing with
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Table 1: Graphs, algorithms, and reference designs

dataset V (M) E (M) description
Amazon08 0.7 5.2 similarity among books
Dblp11 1.0 6.7 scientific collaboration
Wiki13 4.2 101.4 English Wikipedia
Livejournal 5.4 79.0 friendship in LiveJournal social network
Twitter 41.7 1468.4 Twitter follower graph
Facebook 0.1 1.6 friendship in regional Facebook network
GitHub 1.0 5.7 collaboration in software development

algorithm description
nop access neighbor and return
bipart max matching in a bipartite graph
cc identify connected components
PageRank compute rank of each vertex
sssp single-source shortest path
tc triangle count

ref. design description
csr use CSR graph and log delta
log use VoV graph and log delta
bitmap maintain union of neighbors in all versions in VoV

graph and use bitmap delta
m-array use multi-version-array graph/delta

Full. Intuitively, the cost of Full linearly grows with the
delta size in the addition case and linearly decreases in
the removal case. Our measurements, however, show
mostly constant memory footprints in both cases, due
to (1) the capacity doubling effect and (2) no capacity
reduction upon removal in the vector implementation in
our testbed (glibc 2.15). For Chaining and Sharing, the
memory footprint grows with the size of delta, regardless
of the type of edge modifications. This is because, for
both additions and removals, Chaining needs to maintain
the modifications either in the neighbor vector (for addi-
tions) or in the removal section (for removals). Similarly,
Sharing maintains the modifications in the log arrays.

4.2 Macrobenchmark

Reference Designs. We compare VT with Power-
Graph [11]—a high-performance system targeting in-
dividual graph processing—and four reference multi-
version processing system designs (cf. Table 1) re-
flecting different combinations of graph and delta for-
mats. Specifically, we evaluate CSR+log, VoV+log,
VoV+bitmap, and multi-version-array. They mirror de-
sign choices made in PowerGraph, Giraph [1], Graph-
Pool [17], and LLAMA [22], and are abbreviated to csr,
log, bitmap, and m-array, respectively.

Workloads. Table 1 summarizes the datasets and al-
gorithms. The Facebook [31] and GitHub graphs are

collected as dynamically evolving graphs. The remain-
ing five graphs are collected as static graphs [7, 8], for
which deltas need to be created. Since deltas among con-
secutive versions are commonly within 1% of the graph
size [26], we vary the delta size from 0.01% to 1%. We
select δ = 0.1% as a middle ground and show most of the
evaluation results with this configuration. The total num-
ber of cached versions n varies broadly from 1 to 100.
Unless otherwise specified, we use uniform add-only
deltas: each delta consists of edge additions uniformly
distributed over a graph. Graphs evolve linearly: version
i is created by iteratively applying δ j, j+1, j = 0 . . . i− 1
to the root version (i.e., version 0). Version switching is
local, in that all versions are within the range of nδ from
the root version. Version switching is arbitrary. That is,
the next version j is selected independently to the current
version i, may precede or succeed i, and do not need to
be consecutive to i.

Since machines with large memory and many cores
become popular and affordable [25,29], VT’s evaluation
focuses on single-host setting. The elimination of inter-
host communication cost in graph processing stage fur-
ther highlights the effect of neighbor access efficiency.
All measurements except those related to the Twitter
graph [18] are performed on a host with 8 3GHz vCPUs
and 60GB memory. Twitter-related workloads run on a
host with 32 2.5GHz vCPUs and 244GB memory.

Metrics. The requirements on extensibility, compact-
ness, and access efficiency naturally lead to the use of
time and memory consumption as two basic metrics. In
addition, inspired by the resource-as-a-service model in
the economics of cloud computing [4], we introduce a
penalty function as a third metric: p = (ts + tc)α ×mβ .
The penalty p is a function of the version switching time
ts, the computation time tc, and memory consumption m.
α and β are weights associated with time and memory
resource. If the per-time-unit monetary cost is deter-
mined only by memory consumption, then assigning 1
to both parameters equates the penalty with the per-task
monetary cost. We use α = 1 and β = 1 in our evalu-
ation. When appropriate, we report penalty score p in
the form of utility improvement: the improvement of VT
over a reference system ref is calculated as pre f −pvt

pre f
.

Delta Preparation. For each system/workload setting,
deltas corresponding to versions accessed in that work-
load are populated in memory, according to the delta
design employed by that system, before the start of the
workload. For VT, we employ a threshold-based policy
(cf. Section 3.2.3), determining the delta format accord-
ing to the number of neighbors in its source version and
switching from Full to Sharing to Chaining as the num-
ber increases. We sample the threshold space for Full-
Sharing and Sharing-Chaining transitions and report the
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Figure 9: Comparison of VT and PowerGraph

lowest penalty score.

Comparison with PowerGraph. We evaluate the per-
formance of PowerGraph by running SSSP on Ama-
zon08 with ten 0.1% δ s in two scenarios. First, we mea-
sure the performance of PowerGraph as-is, with a graph
version loaded from persistent storage in its entirety at
the beginning of each task. Second, we augment Power-
Graph with full-version caching, storing each version in
the working set as a full graph copy in memory.

Figure 9 shows that VT significantly outperforms
PowerGraph in both scenarios. VT’s processing speed is
on a par with that of PowerGraph with full-graph cach-
ing and is 23x faster than that of PowerGraph without
caching. This is due mainly to PowerGraph’s substantial
loading time when caching is disabled. VT’s memory
footprint is close to that of PowerGraph without caching
(incurring a 15% overhead) and is only 12% of that of
PowerGraph with full-graph caching—a 7.3x enhance-
ment. Overall, VT improves utility by 86% and 95% over
PowerGraph with and without caching, respectively.

Comparison with Multi-Version Designs. Figure 10
compares four multi-version designs with VT, executing
nop on Amazon08 with ten 0.1% δ s. Csr incurs pro-
hibitive switching cost, due to CSR’s low extensibility.
It, nevertheless, yields the highest performance and has
the smallest memory footprint. Both log and bitmap con-
sume more memory than VT. Bitmap incurs a computa-
tion-stage penalty due to bitmap checking. Log’s switch-
ing cost is 7.4x that of VT.

Regarding m-array, its neighbor access time and ver-
sion switching time are significantly shorter than the
other designs. Its memory consumption, however, is
much higher than the other. It is important to note that m-
array’s superior performance is an outcome of efficient
implementation of LLAMA, not a result of the multi-ver-
sion-array design. This is because, after a version be-
comes ready for processing, all things being equal, csr
should yield the highest neighbor access performance for
the nop workload. The difference between m-array and
csr is then due to the framework-related overhead: m-
array is measured with LLAMA and csr—as well as the
other designs—is measured with PowerGraph-based im-
plementation. Had we ported m-array to PowerGraph,
its performance would be at best on a par with csr, and
thus also close to VT.

M-array’s high memory consumption is a result of the
multi-version-array design. For Amazon08 with 0.1%
δ s, each version contains 5.2K new edges. Uniformly
distributed, those edges affect 5.2K vertices’ neighbor-
hood. In LLAMA, with a 16-byte vertex record10 and a
4KB page, the entire vertex record array for the root ver-
sion spans 2.7K pages, which is also the expected num-
ber of pages affected when the 5.2K vertices with modi-
fied neighborhood are uniformly distributed. This yields
a 100% memory overhead in terms of per-version vertex
record array—because the entire 2.7K pages containing
the root multi-version array need to be copied for each
version—and a 21.5% overhead when the entire graph
connectivity structure (with neighbor arrays) is consid-
ered. Such an overhead is prohibitively expensive for
large graphs. In contrast, VT has a smaller footprint
for the root version and, more importantly, incurs only
a 0.6% per-version overhead for the graph connectivity
structure in its Chaining mode.

Figure 10 confirms our expectation on the advantages
and shortcomings of existing designs. Given csr’s low
extensibility and m-array’s high memory consumption,
we focus on comparing VT with log and bitmap for the
rest of the evaluation.

Comparison with log and bitmap. Figure 11 summa-
rizes the results comparing VT with log and bitmap, each
with 10 δ s of size 0.1%. VT consistently outperforms
both systems in all but one case. Except the Twitter-
SSSP workload, VT runs 2–17% faster in average per-
version processing time and achieves 17–34% memory
saving and 19–40% utility improvement.

Running SSSP over the Twitter graph, VT runs 88%
faster than log but 19% slower than bitmap. This is be-
cause, given the size of the dataset, the configuration of
the supporting hardware, and the characteristics of the
algorithm, the difference in version switching dominates
the overall processing efficiency. Log falls far behind
VT, due to the former’s need of log replaying during ver-
sion switching. VT’s delta application, although efficient
and highly parallelized, is still a heavier-weight opera-
tion compared to bitmap. Combining time and memory
consumption, the net effect is that VT outperforms log by
90% and is on a par with bitmap in utility improvement.

Varying Deltas. We compare VT with log and bitmap
by executing SSSP on Amazon08, varying the size of
delta from 0.01% to 1% and the number of deltas from
10 to 100. Fixing the delta size to 0.1% and varying the
number of deltas from 10 to 100, we observe that VT’s
utility gain remains high with respect to log and bitmap
(cf. Figure 12a). Compared to log, VT’s memory saving

10A vertex record consists of version id, offset into the neighbor ar-
ray, number of new edges for the current version, and an optional out-
degree, each occupying 4 bytes.
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Figure 11: Comparison of VT with log and bitmap across all datasets and algorithms with 10 0.1% δ s

reduces with the increasing number of deltas, because the
memory consumption of the delta cache grows with the
number of deltas, gradually neutralizing the benefit of the
use of hybrid CSR. VT’s gain due to the reduction of ver-
sion switching time increases with the number of deltas,
however. Overall, with these opposite trends, VT’s utility
gain remains high. Compared to bitmap, VT’s memory
saving remains high, because of bitmap’s need to main-
tain per-version bitmaps. VT’s saving in processing time
reduces, however, because the impact of bitmap’s sav-
ing in version switching time increases with the num-
ber of deltas, compensating for bitmap’s neighbor-access
slowdown in the computation stage. The overall effect of
these opposite trends is VT’s constantly high utility gain
with respect to bitmap across a wide range of versions.

Fixing the number of deltas to 10 and varying the size
of delta from 0.01% to 1%, we observe that VT’s util-
ity gain gradually reduces (cf. Figure 12b). Compared to
log, VT’s gain peaks at δ = 0.01%, thanks to its efficient
graph-delta representation. VT’s gains for δ = 0.1% and
δ = 1% are similar: larger deltas reduce VT’s advantage
in memory representation but amplify its reduction of
version switching cost. Compared to bitmap, VT’s util-
ity gain remains high for δ = 0.01% and δ = 0.1%, but
drops significantly for δ = 1%. Note that, the maximum
distances among versions—in terms of dissimilarity—
are the same for 100 0.1% δ (in Figure 12a) and 10 1%
δ (in Figure 12b). Yet, VT’s gain with respect to bitmap
is much higher in the former case. This is because VT’s
memory saving is more significant when bitmap needs to
maintain a larger number of per-version bitmaps in order
to track the neighbor-version relation.

Skewed and Add/Remove Workloads. Figure 13 com-
pares VT’s performance across three types of workloads,
all with ten 0.1% δ s. The first is a uniformly distributed
add-only delta type, same as those used throughout the
evaluation. The second is a skewed add-only delta, in

which the probability of adding a new edge to a vertex
is proportional to the latter’s degree in the root version.
The third is a mixed add/remove delta type, with each
delta maintaining a removals/total operations ratio vary-
ing from 0.1% to 10%. VT consistently outperforms log
and bitmap in all the three workloads.

Effectiveness of Optimization. Figure 14 summarizes
the effectiveness of Sharing and Chaining. Reusing the
workload of SSSP-Amazon with ten 0.1% δ s, we first
enforce a fixed delta format, measuring the performance
of Full, Sharing, and Chaining individually. We then
combine Full and one of the two optimization approaches
and report the minimum achievable penalty. All results
are then normalized to those of VT. The effectiveness of
Sharing and Chaining is demonstrated by the superior-
ity (in terms of penalty) of a combined delta preparation
strategy (e.g., Full-Sharing) to both approaches when ap-
plied individually (e.g., Full and Sharing). It is also
demonstrated by VT’s superiority—with all three delta
formats combined—to the five alternatives.

Realistic Evolving Workloads. We compare VT with
log and bitmap, using two 10-version graphs generated
from the evolving Facebook friendship and GitHub col-
laboration graphs,11 respectively. Figure 15 shows their
evolution trends. Specifically, we choose 10 consecu-
tive days towards the end of the collected periods for the
two graphs12 and combine newly established friendship/
collaboration relations in each day into a delta. Friend-
ship/collaboration relations existing before that 10-day

11In the GitHub graph, the collaboration (i.e., edge) between two
users (i.e., vertices) is established when they start to work on at least
one shared repository. The initial state of the graph is set to empty. Its
evolution spans between March 2011 and July 2015. We generate this
graph via the use of GitHub API [2] and GitHub Archive [3].

12For the Facebook graph, daily delta size reduces drastically to-
wards the end of the collected period, which might be caused by limi-
tations of the collection method. We avoid those anomalies when cre-
ating the multi-version graph for evaluation.
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period then form the root versions of the two graphs. Fig-
ure 16 shows that VT outperforms both log and bitmap
when executing SSSP over these two graphs, improving
utility by 10.38–24.83%.

4.3 Discussion: Locality Revisited

At the core of VT lies the concept of locality. The effec-
tiveness of VT depends on the high version access local-
ity in multi-version workloads. Quantifying the locality
of version access patterns, nevertheless, is difficult. In
this paper, we express locality in terms of a range nδ—
defined by the number of deltas n and the size of delta
δ—within which arbitrary version switching takes place.
We have shown that VT achieves superior performance
for a wide range of nδ configurations (cf. Figure 12),
with respect to state of the art. Yet, VT’s performance,
as well as its relative gain with respect to other systems,
needs careful investigation for other access patterns.

For example, for workloads featuring high computa-
tion-to-version-switching ratio and forward-only switch-
ing, we expect either log or a single-version system to
perform the best. For such workloads, the significance
of the computation-stage performance outweighs that of
version switching. For example, when a large set of al-
gorithms are applied to a loaded version, any version
switching except the first one becomes a self-switching
operation, incurring almost zero cost thanks to the mem-
ory management of supporting operating systems. In ad-
dition, forward-switching nullifies the need to preserve
the graph representation of a version after it is processed.
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Thus a system optimized purely for high computation
performance is favorable.13 To efficiently handle such
workloads, VT needs to be extended to support direct
modification to the CSR, bypassing the shadowing ef-
fect of the delta cache. More importantly, the switching
between existing operating modes of VT and this new
direct modification mode, as well as other modes poten-
tially devised in future work, requires a thorough inves-
tigation of the switching policies.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we conducted a systematic investigation
of the caching design space in multi-version graph pro-
cessing scenarios, decomposing it into three dimensions:
neighbor access efficiency, extensibility, and compact-
ness. Our solution, Version Traveler, balances require-
ments from all three dimensions, achieving fast and
memory-efficient version switching. It significantly out-
performs PowerGraph and is superior to four multi-
version reference designs.
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Abstract
Given current technology trends towards fast storage de-
vices and the need for increasing data processing density,
it is important to examine key-value store designs that re-
duce CPU overhead. However, current key-value stores
are still designed mostly for hard disk drives (HDDs) that
exhibit a large difference between sequential and random
access performance, and they incur high CPU overheads.

In this paper we present Tucana, a feature-rich key-
value store that achieves low CPU overhead. Our design
starts from a Bε –tree approach to maintain asymptotic
properties for inserts and uses three techniques to reduce
overheads: copy-on-write, private allocation, and direct
device management. In our design we favor choices that
reduce overheads compared to sequential device accesses
and large I/Os.

We evaluate our approach against RocksDB, a state-
of-the-art key-value store, and show that our approach
improves CPU efficiency by up to 9.2× and an average
of 6× across all workloads we examine. In addition, Tu-
cana improves throughput compared to RocksDB by up
to 7×. Then, we use Tucana to replace the storage en-
gine of HBase and compare it to native HBase and Cas-
sandra two of the most popular NoSQL stores. Our re-
sults show that Tucana outperforms HBase by up to 8×
in CPU efficiency and by up to 10× in throughput. Tu-
cana’s improvements are even higher when compared to
Cassandra.

1 Introduction

Recently, NoSQL stores have emerged as an important
building block in data analytics stacks and data access
in general. Their main use is to perform lookups based

1Also with the Department of Computer Science, University of
Crete, Greece.

2Also with the Department of Computer Engineering, University of
Murcia, Spain.

on a key, typically over large amounts of persistent data
and over large numbers of nodes. Today, Amazon uses
Dynamo [16], Google uses BigTable [9], Facebook and
Twitter use both Cassandra [29] and HBase [2].

The core of a NoSQL store is a key-value store that
performs (key,value) pair lookup. Traditionally key-
value stores have been designed for optimizing accesses
to hard disk drives (HDDs) and with the assumption that
the CPU is the fastest component of the system (com-
pared to storage and network devices). For this reason,
key-value stores tend to exhibit high CPU overheads. For
instance, our results show that popular NoSQL stores,
such as HBase and Cassandra, require several tens or
hundreds of thousands of cycles per operation. For rela-
tively small data items we therefore need several modern
cores to saturate a single 1 Gbit/s link or equivalently
a 100-MB/s-capable HDD. Given today’s limitations in
power and energy and the need to increase processing
density, it is important to examine designs that not only
exhibit good device behavior, but also improve host CPU
overheads.

Our goal in this paper is to draw a different balance
between device and CPU efficiency. We start from a
Bε –tree [7] approach to maintain the desired asymp-
totic properties for inserts, which is important for write-
intensive workloads. Bε –trees achieve this amortization
by buffering writes at each level of the tree. In our case,
we assume that the largest part of the tree (but not the
data items) fit in memory and we only perform buffer-
ing and batching at the lowest part of the tree. Then,
we develop a design that manages variable size keys and
values, deals with persistence, and stores data directly on
raw devices.

Although we still use the buffering technique of Bε –
trees to amortize I/Os, we take a different stance with re-
spect to randomness of I/Os. Unlike LSM-trees [43], we
do not make an effort to generate large I/Os. LSM-trees
produce large I/Os by maintaining large sorted containers
of data items in memory, which can then be read or writ-
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Figure 1: Throughput vs. block size for one HDD and
two SSDs, measured with FIO [3].

ten as a whole. These large sorted containers are main-
tained via a compaction technique that relies on sorting
and merging smaller pieces. Although this approach has
proven extremely effective for HDDs, it results in high
CPU overheads and I/O amplification, as we show in our
evaluation for LSM-trees.

New storage technologies, such as flash-based solid-
state drives (SSDs) and non-volatile memory (NVM) are
already part of the I/O hierarchy with increasing use.
Such devices decrease the role of randomness in data ac-
cesses. Figure 1 shows throughput for random I/Os on
two different generations of SSDs and a HDD for differ-
ent queue depths and request sizes. We see that HDDs
achieve peak throughput for request sizes that approach
1 MB for both reads and writes. Increasing the number
of outstanding I/Os does not provide a significant benefit.
On the other hand, a commodity SSD of 2015 achieves
both maximum write throughput and more than 90% of
the maximum read throughput at 32 outstanding requests
of 32 KB size. The 2010 SSD has roughly the same be-
havior with 256 KB requests. Allowing a higher degree
of randomness enables us to reduce read and write traffic
amplification in the design of the key-value store, which
has significant cost in terms of CPU and memory.

We design a full featured key-value store, Tucana,
that achieves lower host CPU overhead per operation
than other state-of-the-art systems. Tucana provides
persistence and recovery from failures, arbitrary dataset
sizes, variable key and value sizes, concurrency, multi-
threading, and versioning. We use copy-on-write (CoW)
to achieve recovery without the use of a log, we di-
rectly map the storage device to memory to reduce space
(memory and device) allocation overhead, and we or-
ganize internal and leaf nodes similar to traditional ap-
proaches [11] to reduce CPU overhead for lookup oper-
ations.

To evaluate our approach, we first compare with
RocksDB, a state-of-the-art key-value store. Our results
show that Tucana is up to 9.2× better in terms of cy-
cles/op and between 1.1× to 7× in terms of ops/s, across

all workloads. This validates our hypothesis that ran-
domness is less important for SSD devices, when there
is an adequate degree of concurrency and relatively small
I/O requests.

To examine the impact of our approach in the context
of real systems, we use Tucana to improve the through-
put and efficiency of HBase [2], a popular scale-out
NoSQL store. We replace the LSM-based storage engine
of HBase with Tucana. Data lookup, insert, delete, scan,
and key-range split and merge operations are served from
Tucana, while maintaining the HBase mapping of tables
to key-value pairs, client API, client-server protocol, and
management operations (failure handling and load bal-
ancing). The resulting system, H-Tucana, remains com-
patible with other components of the Hadoop ecosys-
tem. We compare H-Tucana to HBase and Cassandra
using YCSB and we find that, compared to HBase, H-
Tucana achieves between 2− 8× better CPU cycles/op
and 2−10× higher operation rates across all workloads.
Compared to Cassandra, H-Tucana achieves even higher
improvements.

Our specific contributions in this work are:

• The design and implementation of a key-value data
store that draws a different balance between device
behavior and host overheads.

• Practical Bε –tree extensions that leverage mmap-
based allocation, copy-on-write, and append-only
logs to reduce allocation overheads.

• An evaluation of existing, state-of-the-art, persistent
key-value stores and a comparison with Tucana, as
well as an improved implementation of HBase.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 provides an overview of persistent data structures.
Section 3 describes our design. Section 4 presents our
evaluation methodology and our experimental analysis.
Section 5 reviews prior related work. Finally, Section 6
concludes the paper.

2 Background

Persistent stores can be categorized into four groups:
key-value stores [18, 22, 25], NoSQL stores [2, 29], doc-
ument DBs [12], and graph DBs [37, 52]. The last two
categories are generally more domain specific. In this
work we target the first two and we use the term stores to
refer collectively to both categories.

The abstraction offered by key-value stores is typically
a flat, object-like abstraction, whereas NoSQL stores of-
fer a table-based abstraction, closer to relational con-
cepts. The operations supported by such stores, regard-
less of the abstraction used, consist of simple dictionary
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operations: get(), put(), scan(), and delete(), with possi-
ble extensions for versioned items and management op-
erations, key-range split and merge. Although this is a
simple abstraction over stored data, it has proven to be
powerful and convenient for building modern services,
especially in the area of data processing and analytics.

State-of-the-art stores [2, 18, 22, 29] have been de-
signed primarily for HDDs and typically use at their
core an LSM-tree structure. LSM-trees [43] are a write-
optimized structure that is a good fit for HDDs where
there is a large difference in performance between ran-
dom and sequential accesses. LSM-trees organize data
in multiple levels of large, sorted containers, where each
level increases the size of the container. Additionally,
small amounts of search metadata, such as Bloom filters,
are used for accelerating scan and get operations.

This organization has two advantages. First, it requires
little search metadata because containers are sorted and
therefore, practically all I/Os generated are related to
data items (keys and values). Second, due to the con-
tainer size, I/Os can be large, up to several MB each,
resulting in optimal HDD performance. The drawback
is that for keeping large sorted containers they perform
compactions which (a) incurs high CPU overhead and
(b) results in I/O amplification for reads and writes.

Going forward device performance and CPU-power
trends dictate different designs. In this work, we use as a
basis a variant of B-trees, broadly called Bε –trees [7].

Bε –trees are B-trees with an additional per-node
buffer. By using these buffers, they are able to batch in-
sert operations to amortize their cost. In Bε –trees the to-
tal size of each node is B and ε is a design-time constant
between [0,1]. ε is the ratio of B that is used for buffer-
ing, whereas the rest of the space in each node (1-ε) is
used for storing pivots.

Buffers contain messages that describe operations that
modify the index (insert, update, delete). Each such op-
eration is initially added to the tree’s root node buffer.
When the root node buffer becomes full, the structure
uses the root pivots to propagate a subset of the buffered
operations to the buffers of the appropriate nodes at the
next level. This procedure is repeated until operations
reach a leaf node, where the key-value pair is simply
added to the leaf. Leaf nodes are similar to B-Trees and
they do not contain an additional buffer, beyond the space
required to store the key-value pairs. The cost of an inser-
tion in terms of I/Os is O( logB N

εB1−ε ), where a regular B-Tree
has O(logB N) [7, 26].

A get operation is similar to a B-Tree. It traverses the
path from the root to the corresponding leaf. This re-
sults in similar complexity to B-trees, regarding I/O op-
erations. The main difference is that in a Bε –tree we also
need to search the buffers of the internal nodes along the
path. A range scan is similar to a get, except that mes-

sages for the entire range of keys must be checked and
applied as the appropriate subtree is traversed. There-
fore, buffers are frequently modified and searched. For
this reason, they are typically implemented with tree in-
dexes rather than sorted containers.

Compared to LSM-trees, Bε –trees incur less I/O am-
plification. Bε –trees use an index, compared to LSM-
trees, in order to remove the need for sorted containers.
This results in smaller and more random I/Os. As device
technology reduces the I/O size required to achieve high
throughput, using a Bε –tree instead of an LSM-tree is a
reasonable decision.

Next, we present the design of Tucana, a key-value
store that aims to significantly improve the efficiency of
data access.

3 Tucana Design

Figure 2 shows an overview of Tucana. More specif-
ically, Figure 2a shows the index organization, which
uses Bε –trees as a starting point (Section 3.1). In Fig-
ure 2b we depict Tucana’s approach for allocation and
persistence, which we discuss in Sections 3.2 and 3.3,
respectively.

3.1 Tree Index
Figure 3 shows the differences between Tucana and
a Bε –tree. On the left side of the figure we show a Bε –
tree, which we explain in Section 2. On the right side of
the figure we show Tucana, where we distinguish nodes
that fit in main memory from those that do not. To im-
prove host-level efficiency (in terms of cycles/op), Tu-
cana limits buffering and batching to the lowest part of
the tree. In many cases today, the largest part of the in-
dex structure (but not the actual data) fits in main mem-
ory (DRAM today and byte-addressable NVM in the fu-
ture) and therefore, we do not buffer inserts in interme-
diate nodes. Tucana design provides desirable asymp-
totic properties for random inserts, where a single I/O is
amortized over multiple insert operations. On the other
hand, Bε –trees generate smaller I/Os with higher ran-
domness compared to LSM-trees. However, they do not
require compaction operations and incur lower I/O am-
plification. Using fast storage devices we can trade com-
pactions with smaller random I/Os, compared to what
an LSM-tree produces, without affecting device perfor-
mance.

Figure 2a shows the index organization in Tucana.
The index consists of internal nodes with pointers to
next level nodes and pointers to variable size keys (piv-
ots). We use a separate space per internal node to store
the variable size keys themselves. Pointers to keys are
sorted based on the key, whereas keys are appended to
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the buffer. The leaf nodes contain sorted pointers to the
key-value pairs. We use a single append-only log to store
both the key and values. The design of the log is similar
to the internal buffers of Bε –trees.

Insert operations traverse the index in a top down fash-
ion. At each index node, we perform a binary search over
the pivots to find the next level node to visit. When we
reach the leaf, we append the key-value pair to the log
and we insert the pointer in the leaf, keeping pointers
sorted by the corresponding key. Then, we complete the
operation. Compared to Bε –trees we avoid the buffer-
ing at intermediate nodes. If a leaf is full, we trigger a
split operation prior to insert. Split operations, in index
or leaf nodes, produce two new nodes each containing
half of the keys and they update the index in a bottom-
up fashion. Delete operations place a tombstone for the
respective keys, which are removed later. Deletes will
eventually cause rebalancing and merging [4].

Point queries traverse the index similar to inserts to
locate the appropriate leaf. At the leaf, we perform a bi-
nary search to locate the pointer to the key-value pair.
Since there are no intermediate buffers as in Bε –trees,
we do not need to perform searches in the intermediate
levels. Finally, range queries locate the starting key sim-
ilar to point queries and subsequently use the index to
iterate over the key range. It is important to notice that
in contrast to Bε –trees we do not need to flush all the
intermediate buffers prior to a scan operation.

We note that binary search in the leaf nodes and index
nodes is a dominant function used by all operations. To
reduce memory footprint for metadata, Tucana does not
store keys in leaves. This means that keys during binary
search need to be retrieved from the device. To avoid
this, Tucana uses two optimizations, prefixes and hashes.

We store as metadata, a fixed-size prefix for each key
in the leaf block. Binary search is performed using these
prefixes, except when they result in ambiguity, in which
case the entire key is fetched from the log. Prefixes im-
prove performance of inserts, point queries, and range
queries. In our tuning of prefixes we find that for differ-
ent types of keys, prefixes eliminate 65%–75% of I/Os
during binary search in leaves.

Additionally, a hash value for each key is stored in the
leaf nodes. Hashes help with point queries. For a point
query we first do a binary search over prefixes. If this re-
sults in a tie, then we linearly examine the corresponding
(so not all) hashes. We use Jenkins hash function (one-
at-a-time) [27] to produce 4-byte hashes. Then the key is
read to ensure there is no collision. In our experiments
we find that hashes identify the correct key-value pair in
more that the 98% of the cases.

The memory footprint can be analyzed as follows. As-
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sume N is the number of keys in the dataset, C is the
number of pointers in internal nodes and L in leaves, B
is the block size used for internal nodes and leaves, and
h = logC N/L is the height of the tree. Sk and Sv are the
average sizes for keys and values respectively. The size
(bytes) of the different components of the index are:

dataset = (Sk +Sv)N, (1)

f ull index = internal nodes+ leaves

= (B+CSk)
h−1

∑
i=0

Ci +B
N
L
,

(2)

index
dataset

=
L(B+CSk)+BC

CL(Sk +Sv)
. (3)

Equation 3 shows the ratio of the index to the dataset.
Now, if we consider that C and L are similar (e.g. in our
implementation we use C=230 and L=192) and that B/C
is the pointer size, which typically is 8 bytes, we have:

index
dataset

=
16+Sk

Sk +Sv
(4)

If we consider that the size of values (Sv) is at least 20×
larger than the size of the keys (Sk) and that key size is
at least 16 bytes, the index size is around 10% the size
of the dataset. Given current cost per GB for DRAM and
FLASH, and if we assume that a server spends roughly
the same cost for DRAM and FLASH, it is reasonable
to assume that the index fits in memory, especially in
servers used for data analytics.

For cases when the index fits in memory and the
dataset does not, then each search requires one I/O. For
inserts, I/O operations for consecutive random inserts are
amortized due to the append log.

In case where the index starts to exceed memory, more
I/Os are required for each search and insert. Since inter-
nal nodes and leaves store pointers to keys and keys are
stored in a log, we need two I/Os to read or update an ar-
bitrary item at the bottom of the tree. In this case we need
to introduce buffering at additional levels of the index.

3.2 Device layout and access
Figure 2b depicts the data layout in Tucana. Tucana
manages a set of contiguous segments of space to store
data. Each segment can be a range of blocks on a phys-
ical, logical, virtual block device, or a file. To reduce
overhead, segments should be allocated directly on vir-
tual block devices, without the use of a file system. Our
measurements show that using XFS as the file system
results in a 5-10% reduction in throughput compared to
using a virtual block device directly without any file sys-
tem.

Each segment is composed of a metadata portion and
a data portion. The metadata portion contains the su-
perblock, the free log, and the segment allocator meta-
data (bitmap). The superblock contains a reference to a
descriptor of the latest persistent and consistent state for
a segment. Modifying the superblock commits the new
state for the segment. Each segment has a single allocator
common for all databases (key ranges) in a segment. The
data portion contains multiple databases. Each database
is contained within a single segment and uses its own
separate indexing structure.

The allocator keeps persistent state about allocated
blocks of a configurable size, typically set to 4 KB, and
multiples of it. For this purpose, it uses bitmaps be-
cause in key-value stores allocations can be in the or-
der of KBs, as opposed to filesystems that typically do
larger allocations. Moreover, allocator bitmaps are ac-
cessed directly via an offset and at low overhead, while
for searches there are efficient bit parallel techniques [8].
It also maintains state about free operations and performs
them lazily in a log structure named Free log.

In all persistent key-value stores, including Tucana,
the index includes pointers to data items in the storage
address space. During system operation, part of the in-
dex and data are cached in memory. When traversing
the index to serve an operation, there is a need to trans-
late storage pointers to pointers in memory. This leads
to frequent cache lookups that cannot be avoided easily.
Essentially, the cache serves as a mechanism to translate
pointers from the storage to the memory address space.
Previous work [24] indicates that when all data and meta-
data fit in memory, managing this cache requires about
one-third of the index CPU cycles.

Most key-value stores today follow this caching ap-
proach [2, 18, 22, 29, 41]. This allows the key-value store
to also control the size and timing of I/O operations be-
tween the memory cache and the storage devices, as well
as the cache policy.

Instead, Tucana uses an alternative approach based
on mmap. mmap uses a single address space for both mem-
ory and storage and virtual memory protection to deter-
mine the location (memory or storage) of an item. This
eliminates the need for pointer translation at the expense
of page faults. We note that pointer translation occurs
during index operations regardless of whether items are
in memory or not, whereas page faults occur only when
items are not in memory. The use of mmap also allows
Tucana to use a single allocator for memory and device
space management. Additionally, mmap eliminates data
copies between kernel and user space.

The use of mmap has three drawbacks. First, each write
operation of variable size is converted to a read-modify-
write operation, increasing the amount of I/O. In our
design, due to the copy-on-write persistence (see Sec-
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tion 3.3), all writes modify eventually the full page and
there can be no reads to unwritten parts of a page. There-
fore, we use a simple filter block device in the kernel,
which filters read-before-write operations and merely re-
turns a page of zeros. Write and read-after-write opera-
tions are not filtered and are forwarded to the actual de-
vice. The filter module uses a simple, in-memory bitmap
and is initialized and updated by Tucana via a set of
ioctls. The size of the in-memory bitmap is proportional
to the block device size (for 1 TB of storage we need
32 MB of memory).

Second, mmap results in the loss of control over the
size and timing of I/O operations. mmap generates page-
sized I/Os (4 KB). To mitigate the impact of small I/Os
we use madvise to instruct mmap to generate larger I/Os.
To control their timing we use msync for specific items
and memory ranges during commit operation.

Third, mmap introduces page faults for fetching data.
The number of page faults depends on mmap kernel page
eviction policy. Tucana would benefit from custom evic-
tion policies that keep the index and the tail of the append
log in memory. In this work, we do not make an attempt
to control these policies. However, future work should
examine this issue in more detail.

3.3 Copy-on-write persistence

Tucana uses a Copy-on-Write (CoW) approach for per-
sistence instead of a Write-Ahead-Log (WAL). WAL
produces sequential write I/Os at the expense of doubling
the amount of writes (in the log and later in place). CoW
performs only the necessary writes, however, it generates
a more random I/O pattern. Therefore, although a WAL
is more appropriate for HDDs, CoW has more potential
for fast devices. The use of CoW is also motivated by
three additional reasons; (a) It is amenable to supporting
versioning. (b) It allows instantaneous recovery, without
the need to redo or undo a log. (c) It helps increase con-
currency by avoiding lock synchronization for different
versions of each data item [33], as we discuss in the next
subsection.

The state of a segment consists of the allocator, tree
metadata, and buffers. CoW is used to maintain the con-
sistency of both allocator and tree metadata. The bitmap
in each segment is organized in buddy pairs, as shown
in Figure 2b. Each buddy pair consists of two 4 KB
blocks that contain information about allocated space.
Each buddy is marked with a global per segment increas-
ing counter named epoch. The epoch field is incremented
after a successful commit operation and denotes the lat-
est epoch in which the buddy was modified. At any given
point only one buddy of the pair is active for write opera-
tions, whereas the other buddy is immutable for recovery.
Commits persist and update modified buddy pairs.

The allocator defers free operations with the use of
the free log [6]. Directly applying a free operation that
could be rolled back in the presence of failures is more
complicated as it can corrupt persistent state. We log free
operations using their epoch id, and we perform them
later after their epoch becomes persistent.

To maintain the consistency of the tree structure dur-
ing updates, each internal index and leaf node uses
epochs to distinguish its latest persistent state. During an
update, the node’s epoch indicates whether a node is im-
mutable, in which case a CoW operation takes place. Af-
ter a CoW operation for inserting a key, the parent of the
node is updated with the new node location in a bottom-
up fashion. The resulting node belongs to epoch+1 and
will be persisted during the next commit. Subsequent
updates to the same node before the next commit are
batched by applying them in place. Since we store keys
and values in buffers in an append-only fashion, we need
to only perform CoW on the header of each internal
node.

Tucana’s persistence relies on the atomic transition
between consistent states for each segment. Metadata
and data in Tucana are written asynchronously to the
devices. However, transitions from state to state occur
atomically via synchronous updates to the segment’s su-
perblock with msync (commits). Each commit creates
a new persistent state for the segment, identified by a
unique epoch id. The epoch of the latest persistent state
of a segment is stored in a descriptor to which the su-
perblock keeps a reference.

Commits can take place in parallel with read and write
operations. To achieve this, a commit is performed in two
steps: (1) Initially, it marks the current state as persistent
by increasing the epoch of the system. This state includes
the bitmap and the tree indexes for this segment. (2) It
flushes the state of the segment to the device. In case of
a failure during a commit, the segment simply rolls back
to the latest persistent state by ignoring any writes that
have reached the device but were not committed via the
metadata epoch states.

During a commit operation, the bitmap cannot be
modified by new allocations (a subset of the write op-
erations) because this may change the state on the device
(mmap may propagate any write from memory to the de-
vice asynchronously). In case the current commit fails,
then both buddy pairs will be inconsistent. To avoid this,
allocations during a commit are buffered in a temporary
location in memory and are applied at the end of the com-
mit.

3.4 Concurrency in Tucana

Concurrency in key-value stores is important for scaling
up as server density increases in terms of CPU, storage,
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and network throughput. Key-value stores typically op-
erate under high degrees of concurrency, due to the large
numbers of client requests.

Similar to most key-value stores, Tucana partitions
datasets in multiple databases (key ranges). Requests in
different ranges can be served without any synchroniza-
tion. The only exception in Tucana is insert operations
in different regions that are stored in the same segment.
In this case the existence of a single segment allocator
requires synchronization across ranges during allocation
operations. To reduce the impact of such synchroniza-
tion, the allocator operates in a batched mode, where a
request reserves more space than required for the current
operation. Subsequent inserts to the same database do
not need to request space from the allocator.

Within each range, Tucana allows any number of con-
current reads and a single write without synchroniza-
tion. To achieve this, Tucana uses the versions of the
segment created through commits, similar to read-copy-
update synchronization [38]. In particular, we serve read
operations from the latest persistent version of the seg-
ment, which is immutable. Writes on the other hand are
served from the modified root which contains all modifi-
cations.

Updates applied by an application are visible to read-
ers after a commit. Tucana’s API offers additional fence
operations to allow higher layers to control when updates
become visible.

Finally, in the current state of the prototype, Tucana
does not allow multiple concurrent writes in the same
range. Although there are possible optimizations, espe-
cially to allow non-conflicting writes via copy-on-write,
or dynamic partitioning of the key-space, we leave these
for future work.

3.5 H-Tucana

HBase [2] is a scale-out columnar store which supports
a small and volatile schema. HBase offers a table ab-
straction over the data, where each table keeps a set of
key-value pairs. Each table is further decomposed into
regions, where each region stores a contiguous segment
of the key space. Each region is physically organized as
a set of files per column, as shown in Figure 4.

At its core HBase uses an LSM-tree to store data [43].
We use Tucana to replace this storage engine, while
maintaining the HBase metadata architecture, node fault
tolerance, data distribution and load balancing mecha-
nisms. The resulting system, H-Tucana, maps HBase re-
gions to segments (Figure 4), while each column maps to
a separate tree in the segment. In our work, and to elim-
inate the need for using HDFS under HBase, we modify
HBase so that a new node handles a segment after a fail-
ure. We assume that segments are allocated over a reli-
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Figure 4: Table storage in HBase and H-Tucana. CF
stands for column family.

able shared block device, such as a storage area network
(SAN) or virtual SAN [39, 50] and are visible to all nodes
in the system. In this model, the only function that HDFS
offers is space allocation. Tucana is designed to manage
space directly on top of raw devices, therefore, it does
not require a file system. H-Tucana assumes the respon-
sibility of elastic data indexing, while the shared storage
system provides a reliable (replicated) block-based stor-
age pool.

4 Experimental evaluation

In this section, we compare Tucana to RocksDB [18]
and H-Tucana to HBase [2] and Cassandra [29]. Tucana
and RocksDB support similar features including persis-
tence and recovery, arbitrary size keys and values and
versions. In the same category there are other popu-
lar key-value stores, such as LevelDB, KyotoDB, Berke-
leyDB, and PerconaFT (based on Fractal Index Trees).
In our experiments we find that RocksDB outperforms
all of them [19, 23] and therefore, we present only the
comparison between Tucana and RocksDB.

HBase and Cassandra are NoSQL databases that are
widely used as a back-end for high throughput systems.
HBase and Cassandra use LSM-trees [43].

4.1 Methodology
Our experimental platform consists of two systems
(client and server) each with two quad-core Intel(R)
Xeon(R) E5520 CPUs running at 2.7 GHz. The server
is equipped with 48 GB DDR-III DRAM, and the client
with 12 GB. Both nodes are connected with a 10 Gbits/s
network link. As storage devices, the server uses four
Intel X25-E SSDs (32 GB) and we make a RAID-0 with
them using the standard md Linux driver. Tucana is im-
plemented in C and can be accessed from applications as
a shared library. H-Tucana is cross-linked between the
Java code of HBase and the C code of Tucana.

We use the open-source Yahoo Cloud Serving Bench-
mark (YCSB) [13] to generate synthetic workloads. The
default YCSB implementation executes gets as range
queries and therefore, exercises only scan operations.
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Workload
A 50% reads, 50% updates
B 95% reads, 5% updates
C 100% reads
D 95% reads, 5% inserts
E 95% scans, 5% inserts
F 50% reads, 50% read-modify-write

Table 1: Workloads evaluated with YCSB. All work-
loads use a query popularity that follows a Zipf distribu-
tion except for D that follows a latest distribution.

For this reason, we modify YCSB to use point queries
for get operations. Range queries are still exercised in
Workload E, which uses scan operations.

When comparing RocksDB and Tucana we use a low-
overhead C++ version of YCSB-C [13, 45]. The orig-
inal Java YCSB benchmark requires JNI to run with
RocksDB and Tucana, which are written in C++ and C
respectively, incurring high overheads.

In all cases, we run the standard workloads proposed
by YCSB with the default values. Table 1 summarizes
these workloads. We run the following sequence pro-
posed by the YCSB author: Load the database using
workload A’s configuration file, run workloads A, B, C,
F, and D in a row, delete the whole database, reload the
database with workload E’s configuration file, and run
workload E.

When comparing Tucana to RocksDB we use 256
YCSB threads and 64 databases (unless noted otherwise)
and we choose the appropriate database by hashing the
keys. When comparing H-Tucana to HBase and Cassan-
dra we use 128 YCSB threads and 8 regions for HBase
and H-Tucana. Cassandra is hash-based and does not
support the notion of region, so we use a single table.

We use a small dataset that fits in memory and a large
dataset that does not. The small dataset is composed
of 60M or 100M records when using Tucana and H-
Tucana, respectively. The large dataset has 300M or
500M records when using Tucana and H-Tucana, respec-
tively.

In all the cases, the load phase creates the whole
dataset and the run phases issue 5 million operations,
bounded also by time (one hour max). With Tucana,
even in the case of the large dataset the index nodes fit
in memory as per our assumptions.

We measure efficiency as cycles/op, which shows the
cycles needed to complete an operation on average. We
calculate efficiency as:

cycles/op =
CPU utilization

100 × cycles
s × cores

average ops
s

, (5)
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Figure 5: Tucana improvement compared to RocksDB in
cycles per operation.
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Figure 6: Performance of TucanaDB and RocksDB in
ops/s.

where CPU utilization is the global average of CPU
utilization among all processors, excluding idle and I/O
time, as given by mpstat. As cycles/s we use the per-
core clock frequency. average ops/s is the throughput
reported by YCSB and cores is the number of cores in-
cluding hyperthreads.

4.2 Efficiency of Tucana

Figure 5 shows the improvement over RocksDB in effi-
ciency. In workloads Load A and Load E that are insert
intensive, Tucana is similar to RocksDB for both small
and large datasets, since both use write-optimized data
structures. In all other workloads Tucana outperforms
RocksDB by 5.2× to 9.2× for the small dataset and by
2.6× to 7× for the large dataset.

We note that increased efficiency can also be achieved
with low absolute performance, which is not desirable.
Figure 6 shows ops/s for the two systems. We see that
for the small dataset Tucana outperforms RocksDB by
2× to 7× and by 4.47× on average in absolute perfor-
mance (throughput) as well. For the large dataset, where
both systems are limited by device performance, Tucana
outperforms RocksDB by 1.1× to 2.1× and by 1.35×
on average. Average SSD utilization for all workloads is
93% for Tucana and 78% for RocksDB. Tucana has on
average smaller request size, 86 KB compared to 415 KB
for RocksDB. As next generation SSDs close the gap be-
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SSD (2010) SSD (2015)
Inserts Write (GB) rq sz time (s) time (s)
Tucana 123 18K 133 31

RocksDB 435 884K 623 100
Speedup 4.68 3.22

SSD (2010) SSD (2015)
Inserts Read (GB) rq sz time (s) time (s)
Tucana 26 4K 256 140

RocksDB 29 6K 229 171
Speedup 0.89 1.22

Table 2: Performance for the traffic pattern induced
by Tucana and RocksDB as modeled with FIO to isolate
device behavior.
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Figure 7: Total amount of data read and written during
each YCSB workload.

tween sequential and random performance, we expect
even larger performance improvements over RocksDB
and similar stores.

Next, we examine I/O amplification and randomness.
We run an insert-only benchmark (random distribution)
using a single database of size 36.3 GB. RocksDB writes
435 GB while Tucana writes 123 GB, thus 3.5× less than
RocksDB. Due to compaction operations, RocksDB also
reads 2.3× the amount of data read by Tucana, 69 GB
vs. 29 GB. Table 2 shows the performance difference
between these two patterns on two different SSD gener-
ations, using FIO (Flexible I/O) [3] to generate each pat-
tern. For inserts, Tucana’s I/O pattern is 4.68× faster on
the older SSD (2010) and 3.22× faster on the newer SSD
(2015), compared to RocksDB’s I/O pattern and volume.
For gets, the difference in volume size and request size is
lower and performance differences are smaller. The I/O
pattern of RocksDB is better by 11% for the older SSD,
whereas the I/O pattern of Tucana is better by 22% for
the newer SSD.

Figure 7 shows read and write amplification using 64
databases. Although Tucana incurs less I/O on average
for both read and write, the difference with RocksDB in
this case is smaller. On average RocksDB writes 3.33×
and reads 1.25× more data.
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Figure 8: Number of cycles needed for YCSB work-
loads.
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Figure 9: Scalability of RocksDB and TucanaDB with
increasing threads, using the small dataset.

Next, we examine the absolute number of cycles/op
for each workload (Figure 8a). Each operation is a com-
posite operation over a row with ten qualifiers and there-
fore a get operation performs ten lookup operations. For
this reason, we also present numbers for the same work-
loads, with one qualifier per row in Figure 8b. In addi-
tion, in the case of Workload E the default average length
of a range query is fifty. In Figure 8b we change the scan
length to five. On average, an insert operation takes about
26K cycles (Load A & Load E), a point query (get) 4K
cycles (Run C) and a range query (scan), including ini-
tialization and five rows of one qualifier about 18K cy-
cles (Run E). The other workloads are mixes of these
operations. If we examine a breakdown of cycles, we see
that on average 15% is used by YCSB, 43% by Tucana,
38% by the OS kernel, and 4% by other server processes.
More specifically, for an insert-only benchmark 35% is
used by Tucana and 60% by OS kernel. On the other
hand for a get-only benchmark 66% is used by Tucana
and 26% by kernel. System time is due to mmap that han-
dles page faults, mappings, and the swapper that evicts
dirty pages to devices.

Finally, Figure 9 shows scalability of Tucana and
RocksDB with the number of server cores. We use
the small dataset that fits in memory, partitioned in 64
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databases, and we increase the load by increasing the
number of YCSB threads that issue requests. For gets,
Tucana is able to scale and it saturates the full server at
16 YCSB threads. Tucana provides lock-less gets and
therefore uses all available cores. After warm-up, where
data is brought in memory, system utilization is about
100% at 16 YCSB threads. On the other hand, RocksDB,
even after warm up, still has about 25% idle CPU time at
8 or more YCSB threads, indicating synchronization bot-
tlenecks.

For inserts, Tucana saturates the server at about
8 YCSB threads, where CPU is utilized at 90-95%.
RocksDB scales up to 8 threads also, where it saturates
the server. Due to its more random I/O pattern, Tucana
incurs higher device utilization, about 50% vs. 20% for
RocksDB. Generally, scaling for puts in both systems is
related to the number of databases. In this work, we do
not explore this dimension further.

4.3 Impact on NoSQL store performance

In this section, we analyze the efficiency and perfor-
mance of H-Tucana, compared to HBase [2] and Cas-
sandra [29].

Figure 10 depicts the speedup in efficiency (cycles/op)
achieved by H-Tucana over HBase and Cassandra. We
see that H-Tucana significantly outperforms both HBase
and Cassandra. Compared to HBase, H-Tucana uses
fewer cycles/op by up to 2.9×, 8.4×, and 5.6× for write-
intensive, read intensive, and mixed workloads. Com-
pared to Cassandra, the improvement depends on the size
of the dataset. With the small dataset H-Tucana out-
performs Cassandra by up to 5.8×, 16.1×, and 13.5×
for the write, read intensive, and mix workloads, respec-
tively. With the large dataset, H-Tucana improves cy-
cles/op over Cassandra by up 3.9×, 61.4×, and 37.2×
write, read-intensive and mixed workloads respectively.

Next, we examine throughput in terms of ops/s. Fig-
ure 11 shows performance in kops/s whereas Figure 12
depicts the amount of data read and written by each
workload.

For the small dataset, H-Tucana has up to 5.4× higher
throughput compared to HBase, and up to 10.7× com-
pared to Cassandra. In addition, H-Tucana does not per-
form any reads during the run phases. Cassandra does
not read any data either, whereas HBase reads 5.1 GB
and 5.2 GB when running workloads A and E, respec-
tively. The amount of data written to the device is signif-
icantly reduced by H-Tucana by 38% and 17% compared
to HBase and Cassandra.

For the large dataset, during the run phase, H-Tucana
outperforms HBase and Cassandra by up to 10.7× and
153.3×, respectively. This improvement is reflected in
a significant reduction of the amount of data read from
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Figure 10: Improvement in efficiency (cycles/op)
achieved by H-Tucana over HBase and Cassandra.
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Figure 11: Throughput (kops/s) achieved by H-Tucana,
HBase and Cassandra.
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Figure 12: Amount of data, in GB, read/written by H-
Tucana, HBase, and Cassandra.

the storage device, by up to 16× and 6.9× compared to
HBase and Cassandra, respectively. For read-intensive
and mixed workloads, H-Tucana is more lightweight not
only in CPU utilization but also in the amount of data
read. Our modified Bε –tree performs faster lookups than
the LSM-trees used by HBase and Cassandra, obtaining
significant improvement in throughput.

During the load phase (write intensive workloads) for
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Figure 13: Number of cycles needed by H-Tucana for
YCSB workloads.

the large dataset H-Tucana exhibits up 2.5× and 3.7×
worse throughput than HBase and Cassandra, as shown
in Figure 11b). Figure 12 shows that during the load
phase, H-Tucana writes 264 GB and reads 69 GB, al-
though the size of the dataset including metadata is
77.2 GB. This is not inherent to the design of Tucana,
as shown by the results in Section 4.2, but rather due
to mmap, as follows.

With mmap modified disk blocks are written to the de-
vice not only during Tucana’s commit operations, but
also periodically, by the flush kernel threads when they
are older than a threshold or when free memory shrinks
below a threshold, using an LRU policy and madvise

hints. We believe that due to the increased memory pres-
sure in H-Tucana compared to Tucana due to the Java
HBase front-end, mmap evicts not only log pages, but
also leaf pages. This reduces the amount of I/Os that can
be amortized for inserts due to the limited buffering in
our Bε –tree. To solve this problem, we need to (a) con-
trol better which pages are evicted by mmap, which will
be effective up to roughly the 10-15% ratio of memory
to SSD capacity (see Section 3.1), and (b) add buffer-
ing one level higher in the Bε –tree. In the same figure,
we notice that in run D phase, using the small dataset,
we write more data than the other systems. This is be-
cause workload D inserts new key-value pairs and then
searches for them. YCSB always searches for keys that
exist in the database. In Tucana newly inserted keys ap-
pear in searches only after a commit operation. If a key is
not found, we issue a commit operation to read it. These
commit operations cause increased traffic to/from the de-
vice. However the other systems retrieve the new values
directly from memory. In the large dataset case all sys-
tems write them to devices and all of them write about
the same amount of data.

Figure 13 shows the cycles/op in H-Tucana to exe-
cute all the workloads with ten (default configuration)
and with one qualifier. With ten qualifiers, write inten-
sive workloads require on average 172K cycles/op and
read intensive and mix workloads require on average
115K cycles/op. Workload E that performs scans uses
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Figure 14: Scalability of H-Tucana and HBase with the
small dataset.

more than 2.3M cycles/op (for retrieving 50 key-value
pairs). Figure 13b shows that with a single key, all write-
intensive, read-intensive, and mixed workloads require
on average 27K cycles/op, whereas workload E requires
900K cycles/op. In more detail, we see that on average
40% of the time is used by the HBase component in H-
Tucana, 23% by Tucana, 33% by the system, and 5% by
other processes.

Figure 14 shows the scalability for H-Tucana and
HBase when increasing the number of YCSB threads at
the client. We have not measured the scalability for Cas-
sandra because it is not as competitive. We use the small
dataset to avoid accesses to the storage device.

For gets, both systems scale up to 16 YCSB threads.
At this point CPU utilization for H-Tucana on the server
side is 52% and for HBase is 79%, while H-Tucana
achieves higher throughput. In both cases there is a sin-
gle thread that reaches 100% CPU utilization. We find
that this server thread performs HBase network process-
ing. For inserts, H-Tucana scales up to 16 YCSB threads
and HBase scales up to 8 YCSB threads. In H-Tucana,
server CPU utilization is 53%, whereas in HBase 63%.
Similar to gets, a single server thread in the HBase front-
end limits further scalability.

5 Related Work

B-trees are a prominent structure [4, 40, 41] with good
asymptotic behavior for searches and range queries.
However, B-trees do not amortize I/Os for inserts and
exhibit performance degradation for range queries when
they age [17]. This has led to the design of write opti-
mized structures, such as LSM-trees [43], Bε –trees [7],
Fractal trees [44], binomial lists [5], and Fibonacci Ar-
rays [46]. Most of these structures introduce some
type of I/O amplification due to compactions. LSM-
trees in particular are broadly used today by key-value
stores, including LevelDB, RocksDB, HBase, and Cas-
sandra [2, 10, 18, 22, 29]. We categorize related work as
follows.
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Reducing I/O amplification: WiscKey [32] is based
on an LSM-tree and does not require indexes but rather
relies on sorted containers and compactions. WiscKey
removes the values from the LSM-tree and stores them
in an external log. Each key contains a pointer to the cor-
responding value. This technique improves compactions,
because it eliminates the need to sort values. Addition-
ally, it reduces the number of levels in the tree and there-
fore, the total number of compactions required. Tucana
is based on a Bε –tree, which has better inherent behavior
with respect to amplification. Furthermore, WiscKey in-
herits explicit I/Os and WAL-based recovery from Lev-
elDB, while Tucana was designed to use mmap for I/O
and CoW for persistency. WiscKey improves perfor-
mance when values are large compared to keys. Tucana
on the other hand is designed without particular require-
ments on sizes of values and keys.

bLSM [47] improves read amplification in LSM-trees
with two additional techniques, enhanced use of Bloom
filters and efficient scheduling of compactions. VT-
Tree [48] tries to reduce I/O amplification by merging
efficiently sorted segments of non-overlapping levels of
the tree. LSM-trie [53] constructs a trie structure of
LSM-trees, and uses a hash-based key-value item orga-
nization. BetrFS [26], which is based on Fractal Tree
Indexes [44], introduces heuristics to reduce write ampli-
fication and uses indexes at the buffer level for efficient
lookups. Another approach, typically used in distributed
NoSQL stores, is to offload compaction to servers man-
aging replicas [1, 21]. Tucana starts from a structure that
does not require compactions at the expense of more ran-
dom I/Os. In addition, Tucana tries to improve CPU ef-
ficiency, which has not been the target of these systems.

SSDs and NVM: FlashStore [14] is a key-value store
which builds a storage hierarchy with memory, flash, and
disk to provide efficient lookups. NVMKV [35, 36] ex-
ploits native FTL capabilities to eliminate write amplifi-
cation. SkimpyStash [15] stores the key-value pairs in a
log-structured manner on flash SSD, to reduce memory
footprint. SILT [30] combines three basic structures, a
hash, a log, and a sorted store to achieve low memory
footprint and reduce read and write amplification. These
systems are mainly based on hash structures so they are
not able to support efficient prefix and range queries
found in analytics. Mercury [20] is an in-memory key-
value store that uses a chained hash table and targets real-
time applications without scan operations. Masstree [34]
uses a trie-like concatenation of B+-trees to handle vari-
able size keys. Masstree does not amortize I/Os for insert
operations and scans are challenging to support and in-
herently expensive with the proposed structure.

At the device level, Wang et al. [51] leverage the paral-
lelism in SDF [42], an open-channel SSD whose internal

channels can be directly accessed, by providing multi-
threaded I/O accesses in the write traffic control policy
of LevelDB. They examine the ability to support new op-
erations and interface as is the case with Open Channel
SSD [51]. Tucana uses the storage device as a black box
and it works with off-the-shelf SSDs.

In-memory operation: Silo [49] is inspired by
Masstree and it is an in-memory store that does not of-
fer persistence and targets efficient network behavior.
HERD [28] is an in-memory key-value cache that lever-
ages RDMA features to deliver low latency and high
throughput. Its design is based on MICA [31], an in-
memory key-value store that uses a lossy associative in-
dex to map keys to pointers and stores the values in a
circular log. Tucana supports persistence and sits below
the network layer.

6 Conclusions

In this work we present Tucana, a key-value store that
is designed for fast storage devices, such as SSDs, that
reduces the gap between sequential and random I/O per-
formance, especially under high degree of concurrency
and relatively large I/Os (a few tens of KB). Unlike most
key-value stores that use LSM-trees to optimize writes
over slow HDDs, Tucana starts from a Bε –tree approach
to maintain the desired asymptotic properties for inserts.
It is a full-feature key-value store that supports variable
size keys and values, versions, arbitrary data set sizes,
and persistence. The design of Tucana centers around
three techniques to reduce overheads: copy-on-write,
private allocation, and direct device management.

Our results show that Tucana is up to 9.2× more ef-
ficient in terms of CPU cycles/op for in-memory work-
loads and up to 7× for workloads that do not fit in mem-
ory. In addition, Tucana outperforms RocksDB for in
memory workloads up to 7×, whereas for workloads that
do not fit in memory both systems are limited by device
I/O throughput. Also, H-Tucana is able to improve up
to 8× the efficiency of HBase and on average 22× the
efficiency of Cassandra.
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Abstract

Deterministic replay, which provides the ability to travel
backward in time and reconstruct the past execution flow
of a multiprocessor system, has many prominent applica-
tions. Prior research in this area can be classified into two
categories: hardware-only schemes and software-only
schemes. While hardware-only schemes deliver high
performance, they require significant modifications to
the existing hardware which makes them difficult to de-
ploy in real systems. In contrast, software-only schemes
work on commodity hardware, but suffer from excessive
performance overhead and huge logs caused by tracing
every single memory access in the software layer.

In this paper, we present the design and implemen-
tation of a novel system, Samsara, which uses the
hardware-assisted virtualization (HAV) extensions to
achieve efficient and practical deterministic replay with-
out requiring any hardware modification. Unlike prior
software schemes which trace every single memory ac-
cess to record interleaving, Samsara leverages the HAV
extensions on commodity processors to track the read-set
and write-set for implementing a chunk-based recording
scheme in software. By doing so, we avoid all memory
access detections, which is a major source of overhead
in prior works. We implement and evaluate our system
in KVM on commodity Intel Haswell processor. Evalua-
tion results show that compared with prior software-only
schemes, Samsara significantly reduces the log file size
to 1/70th on average, and further reduces the recording
overhead from about 10×, reported by state-of-the-art
works, to 2.3× on average.

1 Introduction

Modern multiprocessor architectures are inherently non-
deterministic: they cannot be expected to reproduce the
past execution flow exactly, even when supplied with
the same inputs. The lack of reproducibility compli-

cates software debugging, security analysis, and fault-
tolerance. It greatly restricts the development of parallel
programming.

Deterministic replay helps reconstruct non-
deterministic processor executions. It is extensively
used in a wide range of applications. For software
debugging, it is the most effective way to reproduce
bugs, which helps the programmer understand the
causes of the bug [1, 33]. For security analysis, it can
help the system administrator analyze the intrusions
and investigate whether a specific vulnerability was
exploited in a previous execution [17, 18, 7, 11, 37]. For
fault-tolerance, it provides the ability to replicate the
computation on processors for building the hot-standby
system or data recovery [6, 43, 42, 32].

In the multiprocessor environment, memory accesses
from multiple processors to a shared memory object may
interleave in any arbitrary order, which become a signif-
icant source of non-determinism and pose a formidable
challenge to deterministic replay. To address this prob-
lem, most of the existing research focuses on how to
record and replay the memory access interleaving us-
ing either a pure hardware scheme or a pure software
scheme.

Hardware-only schemes record memory access inter-
leaving efficiently by embedding special hardware com-
ponents into the processors and redesigning the cache
coherence protocol to identify the coherence messages
among processors [38, 22, 21, 15, 9, 29, 14, 35, 23, 30].
The advantage of such a scheme is that it allows effi-
cient recording of memory access interleaving in a mul-
tiprocessor environment. On the down side, it requires
extensive modifications to the existing hardware, which
significantly increases the complexity of the circuits and
makes them largely impractical in real systems.

In contrast, software-only schemes achieve determin-
istic replay on the existing hardware by modifying the
OS, the compiler, the runtime libraries or the virtual ma-
chine manager (VMM) [19, 13, 8, 34, 33, 34, 25, 2,
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26, 20, 41, 4]. Among them, virtualization-based deter-
ministic replay is one of the most promising approaches
which provides full-system level replay by leveraging the
concurrent-read, exclusive-write (CREW) protocol to se-
rialize and log the total order of the memory access in-
terleaving [13, 8, 27]. While these schemes are flexible,
extensible, and user-friendly, they suffer serious perfor-
mance overhead (about 10× compared to the native ex-
ecution) and generate huge logs (approximately 1 MB/s
on a four core processor after compression). The poor
performance can be ascribed to the numerous page fault
VM exits led by tracing every single memory access in
the software layer.

To summarize, it is inherently difficult to record mem-
ory access interleaving efficiently by software alone
without proper hardware support. Although there is
no commodity processor with dedicated hardware-based
record and replay capability, some advanced hardware
features in these processors are available to boost the per-
formance of the software-based deterministic replay sys-
tems. Therefore, we argue that the software scheme can
be a viable approach in the foreseeable future if it can
take advantages of advanced hardware features.

In this paper, the main goal is to implement a software
approach that can take full advantages of the latest hard-
ware features in commodity processors to record and re-
play memory access interleaving efficiently without in-
troducing any hardware modifications. The emergence
of hardware-assisted virtualization (HAV) provides the
possibility to meet our requirements. Although HAV
cannot be used for tracing memory access interleaving
directly, we have found a novel use of it to track the
read-set and write-set, and bypass the time-consuming
process in traditional software schemes. Specifically, we
abandon the inefficient CREW protocol that records the
dependence between individual instructions, and instead
use a chunk-based strategy that records processors’ ex-
ecution as a series of chunks. By doing so, we avoid
all memory access detections, and instead obtain each
chunk’s read-set and write-set by retrieving the accessed
and the dirty flags of the extended page table (EPT).
These read and write sets are used to determine whether
a chunk could be committed, and the determinism is en-
sured by recording the chunk size and the commit order.
To further improve the system performance, we propose
a decentralized three-phase commit protocol, which sig-
nificantly reduces the performance overhead by allowing
chunk commits in parallel while still ensuring serializ-
ability.

We implement our prototype, Samsara, which, to the
best of our knowledge, is the first software-based de-
terministic replay system that can record and replay
memory access interleaving efficiently by leveraging
the HAV extensions on commodity processors. Ex-

perimental results show that compared with prior soft-
ware schemes based on the CREW protocol, Samsara
reduces the log file size to 1/70th on average (from
0.22MB/core/second to 0.003MB/core/second) and re-
duces the recording overhead from about 10× to 2.3×
compared to the native execution.

Our main contributions are as follows:

• We present a software-based deterministic replay
system that can record and replay memory access
interleaving efficiently by leveraging the HAV ex-
tensions. It improves the recording performance
dramatically with a log size much smaller than all
prior approaches.

• We design a decentralized three-phase commit pro-
tocol, which further improves the performance by
enabling the chunk commit in parallel while ensur-
ing serializability.

• We build and evaluate our system in KVM on Intel
Haswell processor, and we plan to open-source our
system to the community.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 describes the general architecture and shows how
Samsara achieves deterministic replay. Section 3 illus-
trates how to record and replay the memory access inter-
leaving. Section 4 presents the optimization and the im-
plementation details. We evaluate Samsara in section 5.
Section 6 reviews related work and section 7 concludes
the paper.

2 System Overview

In this section, we present the system overview of Sam-
sara. We first outline the overall architecture of Sam-
sara. Then, we discuss how it records and replays all
non-deterministic events.

2.1 System Architecture
Samsara implements the deterministic replay as an ex-
tension to VMM, which has access to the entire virtual
machine and can take full advantage of the HAV exten-
sions, as illustrated in Figure 1. The architecture of Sam-
sara consists of four principal components, namely, the
Controller, the record and replay component, the DMA
recorder, and the log record daemon as shown in orange
boxes in the figure. The controller is in charge of all pol-
icy enforcement. It provides a control interface to users,
manages the record and replay component in KVM, and
is in charge of the log transfer. The record and replay
component acts as a part of VMM working in the kernel
space being responsible for recording and replaying all

2
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Figure 1: Architecture overview.

non-deterministic events, especially the memory access
interleaving. The DMA recorder records the contents
of DMA events as part of QEMU. Finally, we optimize
the performance of logging by utilizing a user-space log
record daemon. It runs as a background process that sup-
ports loading and storing log files.

Samsara implements deterministic replay by first log-
ging all non-deterministic events during the recording
phase and then reproducing these events during the re-
play phase. Before recording, the controller initializes
a snapshot of the whole VM states. Then all non-
deterministic events and the exact points in the instruc-
tion stream where these events occurred will be logged
by the record and replay component during recording.
Meanwhile, it transfers these log data to the userspace
log record daemon, which is responsible for the persis-
tent storage and the management of the logs. The replay
phase is initialized by loading the snapshot to restore all
VM states. During replay, the execution of the virtual
processors is controlled by the record and replay com-
ponent which ignores all external events. Instead each
recorded event will be injected at the exact same point as
in the recorded execution.

2.2 Record and Replay Non-deterministic
Events

Non-deterministic events fall into three categories: syn-
chronous, asynchronous, and compound. The following
illustrates what events will be recorded and how record-
ing and replaying is done in our system.

Synchronous Events. These events are handled im-
mediately by the VM when they occur. They always take
place at the exact same point where they appear in the in-
struction stream, such as I/O events and RDTSC instruc-
tions. The key observation is that they will be triggered

by the associated instructions at the fixed point if all pre-
vious events are properly injected. Therefore, we just
record the contents of these events. During replay, we
merely inject logged data to where the I/O (or RDTSC)
instruction is trapped into the VMM.

Asynchronous Events. These events are triggered by
external devices, such as external interrupts, so they may
appear at any arbitrary time from the point of view of the
VM. Their impact to the state of the system is determin-
istic, but the timing of their occurrences is not. To replay
them, all such events must be identified with a three-tuple
timestamp (including program counter, branch counter,
and the value of ECX) like the approach in ReVirt [12].
The first two are used to uniquely identify the instruc-
tion where the event appears in the instruction stream.
However, the x86 architecture introduces the REP pre-
fixes to repeat a string instruction the number of times
specified in the ECX. Therefore, we also need to log the
value of ECX which stores how many iterations remain
at the time of this event takes place [12]. During replay,
we leverage a hardware performance counter to guaran-
tee that the VM stops at the recorded timestamp to inject
them.

Compound Events. These events are non-
deterministic in both their timing and their impact on the
system. DMA is an example of such events: the comple-
tion of a DMA operation is notified by an interrupt which
is asynchronous, and the data copy process is initialized
by a series of I/O instructions which are synchronous.
Hence, it is necessary to record both the completion time
and the content of a DMA event.

Memory Access Interleaving. In the multiprocessor
environment, memory accesses from multiple processors
to a shared memory object may interleave in any arbi-
trary order, which become a significant source of non-
determinism. More specifically, if two instructions both
access the same memory object and at least one of them
is write, then the access order of these two instructions
should be recorded during the recording phase. Unfortu-
nately, the number of such events is orders of magnitude
larger than all the other non-deterministic events com-
bined. Therefore, how to record and replay these events
is the most challenging problem in a replay system.

3 Record and Replay Memory Access In-
terleaving with HAV Extensions

How to record and replay memory access interleaving ef-
ficiently is the most significant challenge we face during
the design and implementation of Samsara. In this sec-
tion, we describe on how Samsara uses HAV extensions
to overcome this challenge. Firstly, we show the specific
design of our chunk-based strategy, then we discuss two

3
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technical issues when implementing this strategy in soft-
ware: how to obtain the read-set and write-set efficiently
and how to reduce the commit overhead. Finally, we give
a brief description on how to replay the memory access
interleaving in Samsara.

3.1 Chunk-based Strategy
Previous software-only schemes leverage CREW proto-
col to serialize and log the total order of the memory
access interleaving [19], which produces huge log size
and excessive performance overhead because every sin-
gle memory access needs to be checked for logging be-
fore execution. Therefore, chunk-based approach has
been proposed on the hardware-based replay system to
reduce the log size [21]. In this approach, each processor
executes instructions grouped into chunks. Thus, it just
needs to record the total order of chunks. However, this
approach is not directly applicable to a software-only re-
play system, because tracing every single memory access
to obtain the read-set and write-set during chunk execu-
tion in software will still be as time-consuming as di-
rectly logging the memory access interleaving itself. To
eliminate this performance overhead, we find HAV ex-
tension extremely useful. Instead of tracing every single
memory access, HAV offers a fast shortcut to track the
read-set and write-set, which can be used to implement
the chunk-based approach in software layer.

To implement a chunk-based recording scheme, we

need to divide the execution of virtual processors into
a series of chunks. In our system, a chunk is defined
as a finite sequence of machine instructions. Similarly
to the database transaction, chunk execution must satisfy
the atomicity and serializability requirements. Atomicity
requires that the execution of each chunk must be “all or
nothing”. Serializability requires that the concurrent ex-
ecution of chunks have to result in the same system state
as if these chunks were executed serially.

To enforce serializability, firstly, we must guarantee
no update within a chunk is visible to other chunks un-
til it commits. Thus, on the first write to each memory
page within a chunk, we create a local copy on which
to perform the modification by leveraging copy-on-write
(COW) strategy. When a chunk completes execution, it
either gets committed, copying all local data back to the
shared memory, or gets squashed, discarding all local
copies. Moreover, an efficient conflict detection strat-
egy is necessary to enforce serializability. Particularly,
an executing chunk must be squashed and re-executed
when its accessed memory pages have been modified by
a newly committed chunk. To optimize recording perfor-
mance, we leverage lazy conflict detection. Namely, we
defer detection until chunk completion. When a chunk
completes, we obtain the read-set and write-set (R&W-
set) of this chunk. We intersect all write-sets of other
concurrent chunks with this R&W-set afterwards. If the
intersection is not empty, which means there are colli-
sions, then this chunk must be squashed and re-executed.
Note that the write-write conflict must be detected even
if there is no read in these chunks. Specifically, the con-
flict detection is implemented at the page-level granular-
ity, therefore any attempts to make the write-conflicting
chunks serial may overwrite uncommitted data and cause
a lost update. Finally, there are certain instructions that
may violate atomicity because they lead to externally ob-
servable behaviors (e.g., I/O instructions may modify de-
vice status and control activities on a device). Once any
of such instructions has been executed in a chunk, this
chunk could no longer be rolled back. Therefore, we
truncate a chunk when any of such instructions is en-
countered. Then the execution of such instructions must
be deferred until this chunk can be committed.

Figure 2 illustrates the execution flow of our chunk-
based approach. First, we make a micro-checkpoint of
the status of a virtual processor at the beginning of each
chunk. During chunk execution, the first write to each
memory page will trigger a COW operation that creates
a local copy. All the following modifications to this page
will be performed on this copy until chunk completion.
A currently running chunk will be truncated when an I/O
operation occurs or if the number of instructions exe-
cuted within this chunk reaches the size limit. When a
chunk completes, we obtain its R&W-set. Then the con-

4
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flict detection is done by intersecting its own R&W-set
with all W-sets of other chunks which just committed
during this chunk execution. If the intersection is empty
(as C1 or C2 in Figure 2), this chunk can be commit-
ted. Finally, we record the chunk size and the commit
order which together are used to ensure that this chunk
will be properly reconstructed during replay. Otherwise
(as C3 in Figure 2), all local copies will be discarded
and we rollback the status of the virtual processor with
the micro-checkpoint we made at the beginning and re-
execute this chunk.

In our design, there are two major challenges: 1) how
to obtain the R&W-set (section 3.2); 2) how to commit
the chunks in parallel while ensuring serializability (sec-
tion 3.3).

3.2 Obtain R&W-set Efficiently via HAV

The biggest challenge in the implementation of a chunk-
based scheme in software is how to obtain the R&W-
set efficiently. Hardware-based schemes achieve this by
tracing each cache coherence protocol message. How-
ever, doing so in software-only schemes will result in se-
rious performance degradation.

Fortunately, the emergence of HAV provides the pos-
sibility to reduce this overhead dramatically. HAV exten-
sions enable efficient full-system virtualization utilizing
the help from hardware capabilities. Take Intel Virtual-
ization Technology (Intel VT) as an example. It provides
hardware support for simplifying x86 processor virtual-
ization. The EPT that provided in HAV is a hardware-
assisted address translation technology, which can be
used to avoid the overhead associated with software man-
aged shadow page tables. Intel Haswell microarchitec-
ture also introduces the accessed and dirty flags for EPT,
which enables hardware to detect which page has been
accessed or updated during execution. More specifically,
whenever the processor uses an EPT entry as part of the
address translation, it sets the accessed flag in that entry.
In addition, whenever there is a write to a guest-physical
address, the dirty flag in the corresponding entry will
be set. Therefore, by utilizing these hardware features,
we can obtain the R&W-set by gathering all leaf entries
where the accessed or the dirty flag is set, which can be
archived by a simple EPT traversal.

Moreover, the tree-based design of EPT makes it pos-
sible to further improve performance. EPT uses a hi-
erarchical, tree-based design which allows the subtrees
corresponding to some unused part of the memory to be
absent. A similar feature is also present for the accessed
and the dirty flags. For instance, if the accessed flag of
one internal entry is 0, then the accessed flags of all page
entries in its subtrees are definitely 0. Hence, it is not
necessary to traverse these subtrees. In practice, due to
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commit protocol: a) chunk timeline of a naı̈ve design, b)
moving update write-back operation out of the synchro-
nized block, and c) a design of decentralized three-phase
commit protocol.

locality of reference, the access locations of most chunks
are adjacent. Thus, we usually just need to traverse a tiny
part of EPT, which incurs negligible overhead.

3.3 A Decentralized Three-Phase Commit
Protocol

Apart from obtaining the R&W-set, chunk commit is
another time-consuming process. In this section, we
discuss how to optimize this part using a decentralized
three-phase commit protocol.

Some hardware-based solutions add a centralized ar-
biter module to processors to ensure that one chunk gets
committed at a time, without overlapping [21]. However,
when it comes to software-only schemes, an arbiter will
be slow. Thus, we propose a decentralized commit pro-
tocol to perform chunk commit efficiently.

The chunk commit process includes at least three
steps in our design: 1) conflict detection that determines
whether this chunk can be committed, 2) update broad-
cast that notifies other processors which memory pages
are modified, 3) update write-back that copies all updates
back to shared memory. A naı̈ve design of the decen-
tralized commit protocol is shown in Figure 3 a). With-
out a centralized arbiter, we leverage a system-wide lock
to enforce serializability. Each virtual processor main-
tains three bitmaps: an access bitmap, a dirty bitmap,
and a conflict bitmap. The first two bitmaps help mark
which memory pages were accessed or updated dur-

5
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ing the chunk execution (same as the R&W-set). Each
bit in the conflict bitmap indicates whether its corre-
sponding memory page was updated by other commit-
ting chunks. To detect conflict, we just need to intersect
the first two bitmaps with the last one. If the intersec-
tion is empty which means this chunk can be committed,
this virtual processor broadcasts its W-set to notify others
which memory pages have been modified by performing
a bitwise-OR operation between the other virtual proces-
sors’ conflict bitmaps and its own dirty bitmap. Then it
copies its local data back to the shared memory. Finally,
it clears its three bitmaps before the succeeding chunk
starts. This whole commit process is performed while
holding this lock.

However, lock contention turns out to cause signifi-
cant performance overhead. In our experiments, it con-
tributes to nearly 40% of the time spent on commit-
ting the chunks. To address this issue, we redesign the
commit process to reduce the lock granularity. We ob-
serve that the write-back operation involves serious per-
formance degradation due to lots of page copies, and all
these pages committed concurrently by different chunks
have no intersection, which is already guaranteed by con-
flict detection. Based on this observation, we move this
operation out of the synchronized block to reduce the
lock granularity, as shown in Figure 3 b). This not only
reduces the cost of the locking operation substantially,
but also increases parallelism because multiple chunks
can now commit concurrently.

However, one side effect of this design is that chunks
may get committed out-of-order, thereby violating seri-
alizability. One example is shown in Figure 4. C1 writes
A, then finishes its execution first and starts to commit.
Then, C2 starts committing as well and finishes before
C1. Meanwhile C3 starts to execute and happens to read

A immediately. Unfortunately, C1 may not accomplish
its commit process in such a short period, thus C3 fetches
the obsolete value of A. Suppose C3 reads A again and
gets a new value after C1 completes its commit. Then
C3 gets two different values of the same memory object,
which violates serializability. To maintain serializability,
we need to guarantee that before starting C3, P1 waits
until all the other chunks which start committing prior to
the commit point of C2 (e.g., C1 and C4) complete their
commit.

We develop a decentralized three-phase commit pro-
tocol to support parallel commit while ensuring serializ-
ability. To eradicate out-of-order commits, we introduce
a global linked list, commit order list, which maintains
the order and information of each current committing
chunk. Each node of this list contains a commit flag field
to indicate whether the corresponding chunk has com-
pleted its commit process. Moreover, this list is kept
sorted by the commit order of its corresponding chunk.
A lock is used to prevent multiple chunks from updat-
ing this list concurrently. This protocol consists of three
phases as shown in Figure 3 c):

1) The pre-commit phase: In this phase, each processor
must register its commit information by inserting an
info node at the end of the commit order list. The
commit flag of this info node will be initialized to 0,
which means this chunk is about to be committed.

2) The commit phase: In this phase, the memory pages
updated by this chunk will be committed (i.e., written
back to shared memory). Then the processor must
set the commit flag of its info node to 1 at the end of
this phase, which means it has completed its commit
process. Chunks can commit in parallel in this phase,
because pages committed by different chunks have no
intersection.

3) The synchronization phase: In this phase, this virtual
processor is blocked until all the other chunks which
start committing prior to the commit point of its pre-
ceding chunk have completed their commit. To en-
force this, it needs to check all commit flags of those
chunk info nodes which are ahead of its own node.
If at least one flag is 0, then this processor must be
blocked. Otherwise, the processor removes its own
info node from the commit order list and begins ex-
ecuting the next chunk. In practice, this blocking al-
most never happens, because a virtual processor tends
to exit to QEMU to emulate device operations be-
fore executing the next chunk, which happens to pro-
vide sufficient time for other chunks to complete their
commit.

This design noticeably improves performance via re-
ducing the lock granularity. In brief, only the conflict de-

6
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tection and the update broadcast operation are protected
by a system-wide lock. Furthermore, It also reduces the
time spent on waiting for the lock, because the shorter the
time a chunk holds a lock, the lower the probability that
other chunks requesting it have to wait is. The most im-
portant characteristic is that this protocol can satisfy the
serializability requirement because it strictly guarantees
that the processor starting to commit a chunk first will
execute the subsequent chunk preferentially. The follow-
ing of this section presents a formal proof on how our
decentralized three-phase commit protocol ensures seri-
alizability.

Assume for the sake of contradiction that it does
not guarantee serializability. Then there exists a set of
chunks C0, C1 . . .Cn−1 which obey our three-phase com-
mit protocol and produce a non-serializable schedule. In
order to know whether this chunk schedule is serializ-
able or not, we can draw a precedence graph. This is
a graph in which the vertices are the committed chunks
and the edges are the dependencies between these com-
mitted chunks. A dependence Ci → Cj exists only if one
of the following is true: 1) Ci executes Store(X) before
Cj executes Load(X); 2) Ci executes Load(X) before Cj
executes Store(X); 3) Ci executes Store(X) before Cj ex-
ecutes Store(X).

A non-serializable chunk schedule implies a cycle in
this graph, and we will prove that our commit protocol
cannot produce such a cycle. Assume that a cycle ex-
ists in the precedence graph like this: C0 → C1 → C2
→ . . .→ Cn−1 → C0, for each chunk Ci, we define Ti to
be the time when Ci has been committed, and the corre-
sponding processor begins executing its next chunk Ci+1.
Then for chunks such that Ci → Cj, Ti < Tj. This is
because the commit order list maintains the total order
of these current committing chunks on all processors,
and the three-phase commit protocol guarantees that all
chunks will be processed in FIFO order. Specifically,
The pre-commit phase guarantees that the chunk will be
inserted in the commit order list in execution order, and
the synchronization phase guarantees that the chunk will
be blocked until all the other chunks which start com-
mitting prior to it have completed their commits. More-
over, the conflict detection ensures that an executing
chunk will be squashed and re-executed later when there
are collisions between it and a newly committed chunk,
therefore, will not affect the commit order. Then for this
cycle, we have: T0 < T1 < T2 < . . . < Tn−1 < T0, which
is a manifest contradiction. Hence, our three-phase com-
mit protocol can ensure serializability.

3.4 Replay Memory Access Interleaving

It is relatively simple and efficient to replay memory ac-
cess interleaving under a chunk-base strategy. Unlike the

CREW protocol which must restrict every single mem-
ory access to reconstruct the recorded memory access in-
terleaving, we just need to make sure that all chunks will
be re-built properly and executed in the original order. In
other words, our replay strategy is more coarse-grained.

When we design the replay mechanism of Samsara, a
design goal is to maintain the same parallelism as the
recoding phase. Since the atomicity and the serializ-
ability have already been guaranteed in recording phase,
both the conflict detection and the update broadcast op-
erations are no longer required during replay. We just
need to ensure that all the preceding chunks have been
committed successfully before the current chunk starts.
More specifically, during replay, the processors generate
chunks according to the order established by the chunk
commit log. Then they use the chunk size in that log
to determine when they need to truncate these chunks.
Here, we use the same approach as above to confirm that
a chunk can be truncated at the recorded timestamp. Dur-
ing chunk execution, the COW operation is also required
to guarantee that the other concurrently executing chunks
will not access the latest data updated by this chunk. To
ensure chunk commit in the original order, we will block
the commit of a chunk until all the preceding chunks have
been committed successfully.

4 Optimizations and Implementation De-
tails

This section describes several optimizations for our
chunk-based strategy to improve the recording perfor-
mance and some implementation details of Samsara.

4.1 Caching Local Copies
In our chunk-based strategy, a copy-on-write (COW) op-
eration will be triggered to create a local copy on the first
write to each memory page within a chunk. In the orig-
inal design, these local copies will be destroyed at the
end of this chunk. However, we find that these COW op-
erations can cause a significant amount of performance
overhead, especially when recording computation inten-
sive applications.

By analyzing the memory access patterns, we observe
that the write accesses of successive chunks exhibit great
temporal locality with a history-similar pattern, which
means they incline to access roughly the same set of
pages. Particularly, when a rollback occurs, the re-
executed chunk will follow a similar instruction flow and
access the exact same set of pages in most instances.

Based on this observation, we decide to retain local
copies at the end of each chunk and use them as a cache
of hot pages. By doing so, when a processor modifies
a page which already has a copy in the local cache, it
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Figure 5: An example of reading outdated data from lo-
cal copies.

acts just like it does in the unmodified VM with hardware
acceleration, and no other operations will be necessary.

However, this design may cause chunks to read out-
dated data. One example is shown in Figure 5: chunk
C4 reads z from its local cache, and meanwhile this page
is modified to z’ by another committed chunk C2 and
copied back to the shared memory. This does not cause
any collision, but unfortunately, chunk C4 reads the out-
dated data z.

These outdated copies can be simply detected by
checking the corresponding bit in the conflict bitmap for
each local copy. However, the crucial issue remains as
how to deal with these outdated copies. We can either
update local copies with the latest data in the shared
memory or simply discard these outdated copies which
have been modified by other committed chunks. These
two strategies both have their own advantages and short-
comings: the former reduces the number of COW oper-
ations but leads to relatively high overhead due to fre-
quent memory copy operations, while the latter avoids
this overhead but still retains some COW operations. We
combine the merits of these two strategies as follows: we
update outdated copies when a rollback occurs, and dis-
card them when a chunk is committed.

This optimization is essentially equivalent to adding a
local cache to buffer the hot pages which are modified
by successive chunks. In the current implementation, we
limit this cache to a fixed size (0.1% of the main memory
size) with a modified LRU replacement policy.

4.2 Adaptive Chunk Size

The chunk size is also a critical factor to the performance
of the replay system. If the chunk size is too small, its ex-
ecution time will not be long enough to amortize the cost
of a chunk commit. On the other hand, if the chunk size
is too large, the corresponding processor may experience
repeated rollbacks due to the increased risk of collision
during its commitment, which will eventually cause star-
vation. Moreover, different applications or even differ-
ent execution regions in the same application can exhibit
varying memory access patterns, which makes it difficult
to seek the sweet spot for chunk size, because the opti-
mal size might not be a constant, but rather change during
execution. Therefore, one of the major challenges in our
implementations is how to adjust chunk size adaptively
to achieve a good balance.

Therefore, we propose an adaptive additive-
increase/multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) algorithm
to adjust the chunk size dynamically during runtime.
In this algorithm, a processor will increase its chunk
size by a fixed amount after each successful commit
to probe for longer execution time. When collision is
detected, the processor decreases its chunk size by a
multiplicative factor. The idea is similar to the feedback
control algorithm in TCP congestion avoidance [10].
The decrease must be multiplicative because it is the
only effectual way to ensure that at every step the
fairness either increases or stays the same [10]. In
a nutshell, when a conflict takes place, this adaptive
AIMD algorithm ensures that all processors will quickly
converge to use equal chunk size. Therefore, each chunk
has same probability to be committed or squashed. One
limitation of this algorithm is that it is less effective for
some I/O intensive workloads due to the frequent chunk
truncations caused by the large number of concurrent
I/O requests.

4.3 Double Buffering

In our decentralized commit protocol, the conflict de-
tection and the update broadcast operation are both pro-
tected by a system-wide lock to enforce the serialization
requirement. Since the conflict bitmap will be modified
by other chunks due to the update broadcast operation,
while being read by its own chunk for the conflict de-
tection, it has to acquire this system-wide lock when-
ever one chunk try to set the corresponding bits in other
chunks’ conflict bitmap to broadcast its updates. Simi-
larly, it has to wait for this lock to be released whenever
its own chunk needs to read this bitmap for conflict de-
tection.

Double buffering mitigates this problem and can fur-
ther increase parallelism. Instead of using a single

8
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bitmap, we use two bitmaps simultaneously to imple-
ment double buffering. One of them serves as a write
bitmap and the other as the read bitmap. Both bitmaps
can be accessed at any time. By doing so, we avoid lock-
ing the bitmap while reading and writing to it. We switch
these two bitmaps when the succeeding chunk starts its
conflict detection, so it can read the bitmap directly when
other chunks are free to set this bitmap simultaneously.
In our design, only this switch operation is protected by
a lock, and neither bitmap requires any locking at all.

5 Evaluation

This section discusses our evaluation of Samsara. We
first illustrate the experimental setup and our workloads.
Then we evaluate different aspects of Samsara and com-
pare it with a CREW approach.

5.1 Experimental Setup

All the experiments are conducted on a Dell Precision
T1700 Workstation with a 4-core Intel Core i7-4790 pro-
cessor (running at 3.6GHz, with 256KB L1, 1MB private
L2 and 8MB shared L3 cache) running Ubuntu 12.04
with Linux kernel version 3.11.0 and QEMU-1.2.2. The
host machine has 12GB memory. The Guest OS is an
Ubuntu 14.04 with Linux kernel version 3.13.1.

5.2 Workloads

To evaluate our system on a wide range of applications,
we choose two sets of benchmarks that represent very
different characteristics, including both computation in-
tensive and I/O intensive applications.

The first set includes eight computation intensive ap-
plications chosen from PARSEC and SPLASH-2 bench-
mark suites (four from each): blackscholes, bodytrack,
raytrace, and swaptions form PARSEC [5]; radiosity, wa-
ter nsquared, water spatial, and barnes from SPLASH-
2 [36]. We choose both PARSEC and SPLASH-2 suites
because each of them has its own merits, and no single
benchmark can represent the characteristics of all types
of applications. PARSEC is a well-studied benchmark
suite composed of emerging multithreaded programs
from a broad range of application domains. In contrast,
SPLASH-2 is composed mainly of high-performance
computing programs which are commonly used for sci-
entific computation on distributed shared-address-space
multiprocessors. These eight applications come from
different areas of computing and are chosen because they
exhibit diverse characteristics and represent the differ-
ent worst-case applications due to the burdensome shared
memory accesses.
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Figure 6: Log size produced by Samsara during record-
ing (compressed with gzip).
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Although there are applications in the first set that per-
form certain amount of I/O operations, most of them are
disk read only. In the other set of benchmarks, we select
two more I/O intensive applications (kernel-build and
pbzip2) to further evaluate how well Samsara handle I/O
operations. Kernel-build is a parallel build of the Linux
kernel version 3.13.1 with the default configuration. In
order to achieve maximum degree of parallelism we use
the -j option of make. Usually, make -j n+1 produces a
relatively high performance on a VM with n virtual pro-
cessors. This is because the extra process makes it possi-
ble to fully utilize the processors during network delays
and general I/O accesses such as loading and saving files
to disk [13]. Pbzip2 is a parallel file compressor which
uses pthreads. We use pbzip2 to decompress a 111MB
Linux-kernel source file.

9
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5.3 Log Size

Log size is an important consideration of the replay sys-
tems. Usually, recording non-deterministic events will
generate huge space overhead which limits the duration
of the recording. The log size of some prior works is
approximately 2 MB/1GHz-processor/s [38]. Some can
support only a few seconds’ recording which is difficult
to satisfy long-term recording needs [38].

Experiment results show that Samsara produces a
much smaller log size which is orders of magnitude
smaller than the ones reported by prior work in software-
based schemes, and even smaller than some reported
in hardware-based schemes. Figure 6 shows the com-
pressed log sizes generated by each core for all the appli-
cations. The experiments indicate that Samsara generates
logs at an average rate of 0.0027 MB/core/s and 0.0031
MB/core/s for recording two and four cores, respectively.
For comparison, the average log size with a single core,
which does not need to record memory interleaving, is
0.0024 MB/s.

To compare the log size of Samsara and the previ-
ous software or hardware approaches, this experiment
was designed to be as similar as possible to the ones
in the previous papers. SMP-ReVirt generates logs at
an average rate of 0.18MB/core/s when recording the
workloads in SPLASH-2 and kernel-build on two dual-
core Xeons [13]. DeLorean generates logs at an average
rate of 0.03MB/core/s when recording the workloads in
SPLASH-2 on eight simulated processors [21].

We achieve a significant reduction in the log size be-
cause the size of the chunk commit log is practically
negligible compared with other non-deterministic events.
Figure 7 illustrates the proportions of each type of non-
deterministic events in each log file. In most work-
loads, the interleaving log represents a small fraction of
the whole log (approximately 9.36% with 2 cores and
19.31% with 4 cores). For the I/O intensive applications,
this proportion is higher, because the large number of
concurrent I/O requests leads to more chunk truncations.

Another reason is we avoid recording all disk reads.
In Samsara, we use QEMU’s qcow2 (QEMU Copy On
Write) disk format to create a write protected base image
and an overlay image on top of it to perform disk mod-
ifications during recording and replay. By doing so, we
can present the same disk view for replay without log-
ging any disk reads or creating another copy of the whole
disk image.

In summary, the use of chunk-based strategy makes
it possible to significantly reduces the log file size by
98.6% compared to the previous software-only schemes.
The log size in our system is even smaller than the ones
reported in hardware-based solutions, since we can fur-
ther reduce the log size via increasing the chunk size
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Figure 8: Recording overhead compared to the native ex-
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which is impossible in hardware-based approaches due
to the risk of cache overflow [21].

5.4 Performance Overhead Compared to
Native Execution

The performance overhead of a system can be evaluated
in different ways. One way is to measure the overhead
of the system relative to the base platform (e.g., KVM)
it runs on. The problem with this approach is that the
performance of different platforms can vary significantly
and hence the overhead measured in this manner does not
reflect the actual execution time of the system in real life.
Consequently, we decide to compare the performance of
our system to native execution, as shown in Figure 8.

As shown in the figure, the average performance over-
head introduced by Samsara is 2.3× for recording com-
putation intensive applications on two cores, and 4.1× on
four cores. For I/O intensive applications, the overhead is
3.5× on two cores and 6.1× on four cores. This overhead
is much smaller than the ones reported by prior works in
software-only schemes, which cause about 16× or even
80× overhead when recording similar workloads on two
or four cores [8, 27]. Samsara improves the recording
performance dramatically because we avoid all memory
access detections which are a major source of the over-
head. Further experiment reveals that only 0.83% of the
whole execution time is spent on handling page fault VM
exits in Samsara, while prior CREW approaches suffer
from more than 60% execution time spent on handling
page fault VM exits.

Among the computation intensive workloads, barnes
has a relatively high overhead (more than 3× on two
cores), while retrace has a negligible overhead (about
0.3× on two cores). After analyzing the shared mem-
ory access pattern of these two workloads, we find that
retrace contains many more read operations than write.
Since Samsara does not trace any read accesses, these
read operations do not cause any performance over-
head. In contrast, barnes contains a lot of shared mem-
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ory writes, and the unstructured communication pattern
negates the effects of our hot page cache. Moreover,
our page-level conflict detection may cause false con-
flicts (i.e., false sharing in SMP-ReVirt), which may lead
to unnecessary rollback and increase performance over-
head. When compared to computation intensive work-
loads, I/O intensive workloads incur relatively high over-
head. This is also caused by the large number of con-
current I/O requests, which keep the chunk size quite
small. Therefore, the execution time is not long enough
to amortize the cost of the chunk commits in these work-
loads.

5.5 A Comparison with Prior software Ap-
proaches

To further evaluate our chunk-based strategy in Samsara
against prior software-only approaches, we implement
the original CREW protocol [13] in our testbed.

Log Size: Figure 9 shows the comparison against
CREW protocol in log file size, in which Sam-
sara reduces the log file size by 98.6% (i.e., from
0.22MB/core/s to 0.003MB/core/s). To understand the
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on handling page fault VM exits (4 cores).

improvement that Samsara achieves, we measure the pro-
portions of each type of non-deterministic events in the
log file. In this measurement, we find that nearly 99%
of the events are memory access interleaving in CREW
protocol, while only 10% of the events in Samsara are
chunk commit orders.

Performance Overhead: We also compare the per-
formance overhead of Samsara and the CREW protocol.
The results in figure 10 illustrate that with four cores
Samara reduces the overhead by up to 76.8% and the av-
erage performance improvement is 58.6% compared to
the native execution.

Time Consumed on Handling Page Fault VM Ex-
its: To understand why Samsara improves the record-
ing performance so dramatically, we evaluate the time
consumed on handling page fault VM exits in both ap-
proaches, since it is one of the primary contributors to
the performance overhead. Figure 11 shows that 65.6%
of the whole execution time is spent on handling page
fault VM exits in the CREW protocol. In contrast, this
proportion is only 0.83% in Samsara due to the HAV and
chunk-based strategy we used.

5.6 Benefits of Performance Optimizations
Benefits of Caching Local Copies: Experimental results
show that the average performance benefits contributed
by caching local copies are 15.2% for recording com-
putation intensive applications on four cores. For I/O
intensive applications, the benefits increase to 22.1%.
The effect of this optimization is highly dependent on
the amount of temporal locality the local cache can ex-
ploit and the frequency of write operations. This explains
why, for the applications, like water nsquared and wa-
ter spatial, which perform few write operations and ex-
hibit poor temporal locality, the benefits of this optimiza-
tion are less (-1.24% and 2.76%).

11
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Benefits of Double Buffering: The performance ben-
efits contributed by double buffering are less significant.
Empirically, the average performance increase is 4.61%
when recording computation intensive applications on
four cores. For I/O intensive applications, the improve-
ment is 7.43%.

The improvement of the adaptive chunk size opti-
mization is constrained by the frequent chunk trunca-
tions caused by I/O requests, thus is heavily application-
specific. Among all the applications we experiment with,
only a small subset of the computation intensive ap-
plications (e.g., raytrace from PARSEC, radiosity from
SPLASH-2) is shown to have statistically significant
benefit from this optimization.

6 Related Work

Deterministic Replay in Virtualization Environ-
ment: The idea of achieving deterministic replay based
on virtualization environment was first proposed by
Bressoud, et al. [6]. Similarly, ReVirt [12] can replay
entire OSes deterministically and efficiently by record-
ing all non-deterministic events within the VMM. Re-
Trace [40] is a trace collection tool based on the deter-
ministic replay of the VMware hypervisor. However,
both of them only work for uniprocessors and cannot be
applied to multiprocessor environment. SMP-Revirt [13]
is the first deterministic replay system that records and
replays a multiprocessor VM on commodity hardware
by leveraging CREW protocol. ReEmu [8] refines the
CREW protocol with a seqlock-like design to achieve
scalable deterministic replay in a parallel full-system
emulator. While these virtualization-based schemes are
flexible, extensible, and user-friendly, they suffer serious
performance degradation and generate huge logs. In con-
trast, Samsara can leverage the latest HAV extensions in
commodity multiprocessors to achieve efficient and prac-
tical deterministic replay. A preliminary description of
this work was in [31].

Hardware-based Deterministic Replay: Hardware-
based deterministic replay uses special hardware sup-
port for recording memory access interleaving. These
schemes require modifications to the existing hardware,
which increases the complexity of the circuits. FDR [38]
records interleaving between pairs of instructions, and
it improves the performance by implementing the Net-
zer’s Transitive Reduction optimization [24] on hard-
ware. RTR [39] extended FDR by only recording the
logical time orders between memory access instructions.
However, they still generate huge space overhead, which
limits the duration of the recording. Strata [22] redesigns
the recording strategy and records a stratum when a de-
pendence occurs. Each stratum contains many memory
operations issued by the corresponding processor since

the last stratum is logged. Delorean [21] goes even fur-
ther on this idea. Rather than logging individual depen-
dence, it records memory access interleaving as series of
chunks. By doing so, it allows out-of-order execution
of instructions. IMMR [28] designs a chunk-based strat-
egy for memory race recording in modern chip multipro-
cessors. Rerun [16] introduces an intermediate approach
where it traces each data access but does not record this
dependence. Instead, it records the number of instruc-
tions between two dependences. However, Rerun does
not scale well during replay. To improve replay per-
formance, Karma [3] is proposed as a chunk-based ap-
proach that aims to increase replay parallelism. Com-
pared to chunk-based strategies in hardware schemes,
Samsara improves the recording performance in VMM
without requiring any hardware modification. Firstly, by
leveraging HAV extensions, we avoid tracing every sin-
gle memory access, instead perform a EPT traversal to
obtain the read and write set. Secondly, we remove the
centralized arbiter in Delorean, and propose a decentral-
ized three-phase commit protocol to perform chunk com-
mit efficiently.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have made the first attempt to lever-
age HAV extensions to achieve an efficient and practi-
cal software-based deterministic replay system on com-
modity multiprocessors. Unlike prior software schemes
that trace every single memory access to record interleav-
ing, we leverage the HAV extensions to track the read
and write-set, and implement a chunk-based recording
scheme in software. By doing so, we avoid all memory
access detections, which are a major source of overhead
in the prior work. In addition, we propose a decentralized
three-phase commit protocol which significantly reduces
the performance overhead by allowing chunk commits in
parallel while still ensuring serializability. By evaluating
our system on real systems, we demonstrate that Samsara
can reduce the recording overhead from 10× to 2.3× and
reduce the log file size to 1/70th on average.
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Abstract

As more and more mobile applications need to run se-
curity critical codes (SCCs) for secure transactions and
critical information handling, the demand for a Trusted
Execution Environment (TEE) to ensure safe execution
of SCCs is rapidly escalating. Although a number of
studies have implemented TEEs using TrustZone or hy-
pervisors and have evinced the effectiveness in terms
of security, they face major challenges when consider-
ing deployment in mobile devices. TrustZone-based ap-
proaches bloat the TCB of the system as they must in-
crease the code base size of the most privileged soft-
ware. Hypervisor-based approaches incur performance
overhead on mobile devices that are already suffering
from resource restrictions.

To alleviate these problems, in this paper, we propose
a hybrid approach that utilizes both TrustZone and a hy-
pervisor. Our approach basically implements a TEE us-
ing a hypervisor, while mitigating performance overhead
by activating the hypervisor only when the TEE is de-
manded by SCCs. This scheme, called on-demand hy-
pervisor activation, has been efficiently and securely im-
plemented by leveraging the memory protection capa-
bility of TrustZone. We have implemented and experi-
mented our system with real world applications. The re-
sults show that our system can successfully protect SCCs
without any noticeable delay (< 100 µs), while limiting
the overhead increase due to our hypervisor during its
hibernation near 0 %.

1 Introduction

With a plethora of mobile devices, an extensive range of
mobile applications providing convenience are emerging
into our lives. However, as mobile devices increasingly
offer more sophisticated services, security and sensitivity
of the data they handle has become a critical issue [31].
Mobile payment applications nowadays, for example,

enable customers to purchase diverse products regard-
less of place or time. For this, the applications must be
authorized to process sensitive data, such as credit card
information and personal identification numbers. Ac-
cordingly, a number of recent attacks on mobile devices
for monetary gain have mostly aimed at achieving un-
lawful access to sensitive data in such applications. To
fend off these attacks, many engineers have introduced
the notion of privilege separation in the development of
their applications by utilizing trusted execution environ-
ments (TEEs) on mobile devices. The key objective of
privilege separation is to minimize the attack surface of
sensitive data by limiting the data accessibility only to
the trusted parts of an application, called security critical
code (SCC) [36, 37, 33], that will be partitioned away
from the rest of the application at code development time,
and deployed exclusively for secure data transactions in
the TEE at runtime.

To provide TEEs for privilege separation on mobile
devices, a growing amount of work [23, 48, 45, 44] lever-
ages TrustZone [2], which is a hardware-based secu-
rity extension installed in ARM processors. TrustZone
maintains two separate execution environments, the nor-
mal world and the secure world. The normal world is
reserved for common OSes and untrusted applications.
These typically have rich functionality but are prone to
potential attacks due to the existence of exploitable vul-
nerabilities [13, 61]. Whereas in the secure world, a
trusted minimal OS is installed to establish a TEE and
provide an individual secure execution environment for
each SCC at runtime. Unfortunately, this approach, re-
lying on TrustZone to protect SCCs, faces a major chal-
lenge in terms of security. In TrustZone, as the secure
world is undoubtedly the trusted computing base (TCB)
of the entire system due to its highest privilege level, it
must maintain integrity to ensure the safety of the sys-
tem. However, to support the growing number of versa-
tile SCCs, functional extensions of the trusted OS are in-
evitable, which increases the size and complexity of the
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code base of the trusted OS. Recall that, even carefully
designed and engineered code contains bugs and vulner-
abilities in proportion to its size [38]. Hence, hosting
more SCCs in the secure world may open more doors
for attackers to compromise the trusted OS by exploit-
ing its vulnerabilities, which in turn may jeopardize the
safety not only of the secure world but also of the entire
system. In the real world, as a result, mobile device ven-
dors, such as Samsung, usually have a tendency of be-
ing reluctant to render the TrustZone-based secure world
freely accessible to public developers. Instead, they have
only accepted a few OEM applications that have passed
thorough in-house testing.

An alternate way to provide a TEE would be to use a
hypervisor which, as the most privileged software layer,
is responsible for monitoring and controlling the behav-
ior of the OS layer below it. As long as it is care-
fully designed, the hypervisor can provide these secu-
rity and isolation guarantees even when the OS is com-
promised. Therefore, several studies have relied on hy-
pervisors to implement a TEE for SCC protection and
have demonstrated the safety and feasibility of their ap-
proaches [36, 62]. However, it must be noted [12, 40, 43]
that a hypervisor, running as an extra software layer for
virtualization in the system, inevitably suffers from non-
negligible performance degradation. This performance
overhead may particulary be of great concern in mobile
devices which are mostly restricted by severe resource
constraints. In fact, the performance concern has been
considered to be one of the primary reasons that impedes
a wide adoption of existing hypervisor-based approaches
in such small resource-stringent devices.

Based on our observations on the problems of previ-
ous approaches using either TrustZone or a hypervisor,
we have developed a new hybrid approach that attempts
to take advantages of both a hypervisor and TrustZone in
a way to attain safe, yet efficient SCC execution on mo-
bile devices. To limit the extension of the secure world
in TrustZone-based approaches, our approach uses a hy-
pervisor to implement an additional TEE in the normal
world alongside the original TEE in the secure world.
This virtualization scheme enables application develop-
ers to implement and distribute their SCCs without the
security concern for the secure world corresponding to
the system TCB. To tackle the performance concern of
other hypervisor-based approaches, we have devised a
scheme, called on-demand hypervisor activation, which
activates our hypervisor only when a TEE must be estab-
lished for SCC executions. In reality, SCCs are executed
occasionally just by a handful of special security appli-
cations installed in the system such as DRM and certifi-
cate managements. Also an earlier study [14] revealed
that even for a given security application, SCC often ac-
counts for a small portion of the entire application. All

these support our assertion that our hypervisor should be
deactivated for most of the time while the system is up
and running. Therefore, as being compared to other ap-
proaches which maintain their hypervisors persistently at
all times, our solution will suffer from much less virtual-
ization overhead.

To confirm the feasibility of our hybrid approach, we
have designed a protection system, named On-demand
Software Protection (OSP). OSP relies on a hypervisor
to meet security requirements for ensuring safe execu-
tions of SCCs by implementing an additional TEE in the
normal world while suppressing the TCB bloating of the
secure world. Therefore, mobile device vendors can al-
low public developers to install and exeucte their SCCs
in the TEE without a large amount of verification efforts.
OSP also meets the stringent performance requirements
of mobile devices by adopting an on-demand hypervisor
activation scheme. In our design, we use TrustZone to
enforce memory protection when our hypervisor is deac-
tivated. While the hypervisor is active and running on the
machine, OSP checks if there are any SCCs currently be-
ing executed by an application. As soon as it finds that no
SCC is running, it deactivates its hypervisor and simul-
taneously orders TrustZone to protect the current states
of the deactivated hypervisor as well as all the SCCs that
were protected by the hypervisor. TrustZone internally
maintains a secure enclave that is not accessible to any
other software including the OS kernel. Therefore, every
critical information about the hypervisor and SCCs will
be safely protected while the hypervisor is in hiberna-
tion. Later when an application is about to invoke one of
the SCCs, OSP removes the protection of TrustZone, and
wakes up the hypervisor by reactivating it with its origi-
nal states that were protected by TrustZone. Then the ac-
tivated hypervisor soon reconstructs the TEE where the
newly invoked SCC will be securely executed.

To evaluate OSP, we have implemented a prototype of
OSP on a development board for Exynos 5422, an ARM-
based application processor (AP) platform adopted by
commercial mobile devices like Samsung Galaxy S5. In
implementation of the OSP prototype, we have only uti-
lized the existing hardware features available in most
ARM APs; thus, we believe that OSP is deployable on
COTS-devices as well. In order to evaluate its feasibil-
ity, we have ported some Android applications to OSP:
e.g., Chromium web browser and a file encryption appli-
cation. The results revealed that OSP was able to ensure
secure executions of all SCCs in our system.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section
2 provides background information. Section 3 discusses
our threat model and assumptions. Section 4 describes
the design and Section 5 introduces implementation de-
tails of the OSP prototype. Section 6 presents the evalu-
ation of the experimental results and Section 7 discusses
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Figure 1: Components of ARM TrustZone

remaining issues. Finally, Section 8 shows related works
and Section 9 concludes this paper.

2 Background

This section provides a summary of the security and vir-
tualization extensions supported by ARM.

2.1 Security extensions
TrustZone enables the system to operate in both the se-
cure and normal world in a time-sliced fashion. To sep-
arate the two worlds and ensure the confidentiality and
integrity of the secure world, diverse extensions are inte-
grated across the system, as depicted in Figure 1. First,
the secure and normal world have their own processor
modes and system configuration registers and are there-
fore allowed to build individual software stacks for the
OS and applications even if they share a single physi-
cal system. To coordinate and arbitrate between the two
worlds, the most privileged processor mode, called the
monitor mode, is added alongside the existing processor
modes. Both the secure and the normal world are able to
enter the monitor mode by issuing a secure monitor call
(SMC) instruction.

TrustZone includes an extension for secure interrupts
as well, which is only visible and delivered to the secure
world. The ARM architecture is equipped with a GIC [8]
to control system-wide interrupts in a manner similar to
APIC of Intel. GIC provides 16 software generated in-
terrupts (SGI) that can be delivered to every core or only
to specific cores as inter-processor interrupts (IPI). The
security extension of GIC allows us to designate some of
the SGIs as secure interrupts such that they can be used to
pass signals secretly. GIC also enables secure SGIs using
FIQ signals, instead of IRQ signals, in order to increase
the priority of the interrupts.

The NS-bit in the secure configuration register (SCR)
indicates whether a processor is executing in the normal

world or the secure world. This bit is also propagated
across the entire system by being attached to system bus
transactions, so that scattered TrustZone components are
able to manage access to resources, such as memory and
peripherals, out of the CPU cores. For example, Trust-
Zone includes TZMA [4] and TZASC [7], respectively
located in front of the SRAM and DRAM. They partition
the address spaces corresponding to SRAM and DRAM
into several regions, each of which is assigned to the se-
cure world or the normal world, and prevent access to
the secure world regions from the normal world. Trust-
Zone also adds the TZPC [5], which enforces a similar
security policy with regard to peripherals. This way, the
secure world can configure and access peripherals in an
explicit manner.

2.2 Virtualization extensions
Similar to VT-x [39] of Intel and SVM [29] of AMD,
ARM introduced hardware virtualization extensions [6]
that allow hypervisors to efficiently manage guest OSes.
To empower hypervisors to configure the entire system,
ARM supports a privileged processor mode known as the
hyp mode [6], which is beneath the kernel mode in the
hierarchy of processor modes as described in Figure 1.
Hypervisors running in the hyp mode are able to config-
ure fundamental system resources, such as the exception
vector table, counter and timer, with a variety of control
registers only accessible in the hyp mode. In particu-
lar, hypervisors can configure and deploy the extended
page tables underneath the primary page tables managed
by guests. By assigning various access-permission flags
in the extended page tables, hypervisors are able to ex-
clusively enforce access-control policies for all address
spaces of guests. Along with the hyp mode, a hypervi-
sor call (HVC) instruction is added for communication
between hypervisors and guests.

The ARM virtualization extensions include a system
MMU [3] as well. If the system MMU is enabled, each
peripheral is given its own page table. Configuring those
page tables according to guests, hypervisors can dynam-
ically change the address spaces of peripherals. This fa-
cilitates device virtualization without the intervention of
hypervisors, thereby improving hypervisors in terms of
their performance and porting effort. The system MMU,
moreover, is effective at preventing DMA attacks of mis-
configured peripherals by limiting the accessible address
space of each peripheral.

3 Threat model and Assumptions

In this section, we describe the threat model and as-
sumptions pertaining to the implementation and design
of OSP.

3
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Threat model. We assume that our adversaries can ex-
ploit vulnerabilities to gain full control over the rich OS.
In other words, they can freely perform arbitrary memory
reads, memory writes, and code executions in the address
spaces of the OS kernel and applications. With this ca-
pability, they may attempt to access the address spaces
of SCCs in order to steal confidential contents revealed
during runtime. They may also try to acquire the binary
files of SCCs so that they could extract statically stored
secrets with reverse-engineering or determine the core al-
gorithms of SCCs through binary analysis.

In addition, as we cannot fully trust application de-
velopers and their products, SCCs could be abused to
tamper with and/or eavesdrop on other SCCs and their
sensitive data. Malicious SCCs may also attempt to sub-
vert a TEE by making arbitrary system calls with crafted
parameters.
Assumptions. We assume that in the secure world,
carefully verified software is preinstalled and dynamic
software installation is not allowed. The built-in soft-
ware of the secure world, including the minimal OS and
OEM applications, is trusted and will be intactly loaded
with a secure boot mechanism such as AEGIS [50] or
UEFI [56]. Therefore, we do not take into account any
attacks originating within the secure world. We also do
not consider denial-of-service (DoS) attacks. Memory
attacks, such as cold boot attacks [26] and bus monitor-
ing attacks [49, 54] are beyond the scope of our adversary
model as well. Similarly, hardware attacks, such as phys-
ical side-channel and JTAG attacks are not considered in
this work.

4 Design

OSP creates a TEE alongside Trustzone, which provides
a security and efficient protection mechanism. This TEE
can be used by mobile device vendors to provide a way
for application developers to protect their SCCs. In this
section, we present the details of the design of OSP and
explain how it achieves this goal.

4.1 Design objectives
In order to secure SCCs, we deliberately design OSP
while seeking to accomplish the following objectives.
Practical mechanism. Opening the secure world for
SCC protection causes a security concern about TCB
bloating from an increased code base. Therefore, OSP
should arrange a TEE on the exterior of the secure world,
thereby enabling application developers to protect their
SCCs without reducing the level of security of the se-
cure world. In addition, as we consider resource con-
strained mobile devices, OSP should incur negligible
performance overhead when maintaining the TEE.
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Figure 2: Overview of OSP. OSP consists of the OSP hy-
pervisor, which protects and manages the SCCs, and the
OSP core, which controls and configures OSP overall.

Runtime protection. To protect the confidentiality and
integrity of SCCs, OSP should provide each SCC an indi-
vidual execution environment, which is isolated from the
OS kernel and other SCCs. As SCCs are not trusted enti-
ties, each SCC should be able to communicate with other
SCCs and the OS kernel only when allowed by OSP.
Secure provisioning. SCC binaries often encompass se-
crets, such as key values and core algorithms, which de-
velopers want to protect. Therefore, SCC binaries should
not be exposed to attackers during their distribution so as
to ensure the confidentiality of those secrets.

4.2 Overall Design

Figure 2 depicts the overall design of OSP. OSP defines
the OSP world alongside the normal world and the se-
cure world. As the OSP world is completely separated
from both worlds, OSP can securely provide an addi-
tional TEE to SCCs while keeping the secure world com-
pact. OSP consists of two software components: the OSP
core and the OSP hypervisor. As the TCB of the entire
OSP system, the OSP core, located in the secure world,
is responsible for initializing OSP during the system boot
sequence and for deploying and controlling the OSP hy-
pervisor at runtime. The OSP hypervisor, the de facto
TCB of SCCs, plays a vital role in the functionality of
OSP. It protects the OSP world by blocking unauthorized
accesses of the normal world; it also creates a TEE in the
OSP world, thereby providing isolated execution envi-
ronments for SCCs.

Although the OSP hypervisor is a fundamental com-
ponent in OSP for the runtime protection of SCCs, it may
incur non-negligible performance impacts due to virtu-
alization overheads. Therefore, to minimize such over-
heads, OSP activates its hypervisor only while a protec-
tion service is required, i.e., when one or more SCCs are
running. Moreover, the OSP core expands the secure
world enough to cover the entire OSP world to protect
it from invasions by the normal world when the OSP hy-
pervisor is no longer active.
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Function Name Parameter Call-site Description
Management interfaces

SCC_register scc_file_name, ptr_external_handler app
Registers an SCC with a specification. 
Upon success, returns the SCC’s number.

SCC_unregister scc_num app Unregisters an SCC.

SCC_parameter_add
ptr_scc_param_spec, param_flag, 
ptr_param, length

app Add a parameter to a parameter specification.

SCC_invoke scc_num, entry_func, ptr_scc_param_spec, arg0…arg3 app
Invokes an SCC with a parameter specification.
Upon finish, returns a return value.

SCC_ret_to_scc scc_num, return_value app Return to an SCC with a return value

Service interfaces

OSP_save ptr_data, length SCC
Save data on secure storage. 
Upon success, returns the storage number.

OSP_load storage_num, ptr_buffer, length SCC Loads the data for a storage number.

OSP_delete storage_num SCC Deletes the data for a storage number.

OSP_encrypt ptr_data, ptr_buffer, length SCC Encrypt data

OSP_decrypt ptr_data, ptr_buffer, length SCC Decrypt data

OSP_signing ptr_data, length, private_key, signature SCC Sign data with a given private key 

OSP_verification ptr_data, length, public_key, signature SCC Verify data with a given public key 

OSP_external_handler cmd, arg0…arg3 SCC
Call the external handler with parameters.
Upon finish, returns a return value

Table 1: The management and service interfaces of OSP

registration invocation termination unregistration

Figure 3: The lifecycle model of an SCC

encrypted metadata encrypted SCC binary

dev_id scc_id

metadata size

scc_length scc_decryption_key # of entries entries

Figure 4: The format of an SCC file

4.3 Development of SCCs

To protect sensitive data using SCCs, developers need to
develop their applications while being conscious of the
concept of privilege separation. Developers should han-
dle sensitive data only in SCCs and should transmit the
data to the remainder of their applications after encrypt-
ing it to prevent exposure. For the sake of minimizing
the attack surface, we highly recommend that developers
ensure that their SCCs are self-contained to prevent inter-
nal states from being exposed outside of the SCCs during
execution. However, SCCs may sometimes want to out-
source certain functions, such as network or file system
access, to enrich their functionality. OSP supports such
cases by letting developers implement external handlers
that can process outsourced requests in their applications
running on the rich OS and allowing SCCs to call those
handlers.

Application developers should design SCCs consider-
ing the lifecycle model of an SCC, depicted in Figure 3.
They can implement SCCs using the following interfaces
that are offered in the form of a static or dynamic library.
We describe the details in Table 1.
Management interface. Using the management inter-
face, a developer can include an SCC into her application
as if using a dynamic library. To begin with, we assume
that there is a prebuilt SCC file (§4.4). The developer
should initially call SCC register with the name of the

SCC file and, if needed, the address of an external han-
dler located in the application. An SCC number is then
given after registration, which is used to specify an SCC
in the later invocation and unregistration processes. To
invoke the registered SCC, the developer should prepare
a parameter specification by gathering the properties of
the parameters that are to be passed, each of which con-
sists of a start address, a length and flags. In particular,
the flags specify when a parameter will be marshalled;
the input and the output flags indicate that the corre-
sponding parameter will be marshalled when the SCC is
invoked and returned, respectively, and the shared flag
means that the corresponding parameters do not need to
be marshalled because they are shared between the ap-
plication and the SCC. At this point, the developer can
invoke the SCC with the specified parameters and can
continue to invoke it unless the SCC is unregistered.
Service interface. The current implementation of
OSP provides secure storage and cryptographic services,
which allows SCCs to protect passwords and crypto-
graphic keys. Expanding the capabilities of SCCs by
adding new services offered by the OSP is left for future
work (refer to Section 7). In the current OSP, instead,
SCCs can outsource some operations that are not sup-
ported by OSP, i.e., memory management, networking,
file system, to an external handler, which would be ap-
pointed during the SCC registration step, located in the
application. However, as external handlers may be po-

5
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tentially vulnerable, developers are responsible for veri-
fying returned results to defeat unintended attacks such
as Iago attacks [16].

4.4 Provision of SCCs
SCCs can be distributed in various ways. In this paper,
we assume a scenario where application developers dis-
tribute their SCCs along with their applications. Appli-
cation developers initially need to have a developer ID
(e.g., a developers private key) that can identify them in-
dividually. Because developers are allowed to distribute
more than two SCCs, they should choose a unique SCC
ID for distinguishing each SCC. To maintain integrity
and confidentiality, SCCs must be distributed in an en-
crypted form. Figure 4 describes the distribution file for-
mat of an SCC, which is made up of metadata and an en-
crypted SCC binary. The metadata consists of two noted
IDs and a key for decrypting the encrypted SCC binary.
In addition, the metadata should contain a list of entry
functions that are allowed for applications to invoke; thus
preventing non-designated internal functions from being
called directly. Lastly, the metadata is encrypted asym-
metrically with the public key of OSP to protect the con-
tents by sealing.

4.5 Execution of SCCs
At runtime, once the OSP hypervisor receives a registra-
tion request with an encrypted SCC file, the hypervisor
copies contents of the file to the OSP world and performs
a series of decryptions and parsing. It first decrypts the
metadata of the SCC with the private key of OSP and
parses that to extract developer and SCC IDs and the de-
cryption key. The hypervisor subsequently decrypts the
encrypted SCC binary and begins to load the decrypted
contents onto the OSP world. It prepares an empty ex-
tended page table and maps the address space of code,
data and stack of the SCC to the page table. Then, it fi-
nalizes the registration step by returning the number of
the SCC to the caller application.

An invocation request for the SCC is delivered to the
OSP hypervisor with a parameter specification and an en-
try functions number. In the beginning, parameters that
are documented on the parameter specification are mar-
shalled according to the details of the specification. Next,
the hypervisor maps the parameters to the page table
of the SCC. The hypervisor masks unrelated interrupts
to the SCC, preventing the OS kernel from interrupting
the execution of the SCC. The hypervisor, moreover, ap-
plies the prepared page table to the system to reflect the
SCCs own address space. Finally, it checks the correct-
ness of the passed entry functions number and it trans-
fers control to the corresponding entry function. At the
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OSP Hyp.
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COUNT (SCC)
=< 0

COUNT (SCC)
> 0

Normal 
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OSP
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Figure 5: Two protection mechanisms for the OSP world

same time, the hypervisor instigates a timeout to prevent
a buggy or malicious SCC from seizing the system for
too long. After a while, if the SCC finishes its work, the
OSP hypervisor instantly restores the states relevant to
the caller application and returns the control to the appli-
cation. A similar procedure is conducted when the SCC
calls its external handler while it is being executed. In
this case, however, it is required for the application to
issue OSP ret to scc in order to resume the SCC.

The execution environment of the SCC is maintained
until the application unregisters the SCC explicitly. If
an unregistration request is issued, the OSP hypervisor
completely clears every relevant state of the SCC, such
as the page table and the contents of the heap and stack
regions. To use the same SCC from that time, the appli-
cation must register it again.

4.6 On-demand activation of the OSP hy-
pervisor

As noted above, the OSP hypervisor is activated by the
OSP core only while SCCs are running in the OSP world.
The OSP core finishes the default configuration of the
OSP hypervisor during the boot sequence. This process
includes the creation of the default extended page table
that identically maps the entire address space of the nor-
mal world, although the OSP core does not enable ex-
tended paging at this point. However, considering that
the OSP hypervisor depends on extended paging, to pro-
tect the OSP world while the hypervisor is deactivated,
introducing another mechanism is inevitable.

For this purpose, OSP capitalizes on TZASC which,
as a hardware component of TrustZone, allows dynami-
cally setting the address space of the secure world. While
the extended paging is disabled, as described in Fig-
ure 5, the OSP core includes the OSP world in the se-
cure world using TZASC, thereby preventing malicious
accesses originating from normal world software. Note
that OSP creates its TEE in the normal world rather than
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Figure 6: On-demand activation of the OSP hypervisor
in multi-core environments

the secure world. Therefore, this configuration is cleared
when SCCs are invoked; from this point on, the OSP hy-
pervisor protects the OSP world from the normal world
by activating extended paging. When an SCC is termi-
nated, the OSP hypervisor checks if any other SCC is
still running. When all SCCs are terminated, the OSP
core disables extended paging to reduce the performance
degradation caused by extended paging. This, however,
renders security-critical data stored in the OSP world
vulnerable to untrusted software in the normal world be-
cause they are now accessible to anyone with control
over the normal world. To address this problem, be-
fore disabling extended paging, the OSP core reconfig-
ures TZASC so that the secure world once again engulfs
the OSP world.

4.6.1 Multi-core support

OSP supports multi-core environments; it allows several
SCCs to run concurrently in different cores. However,
this does not mean that the OSP hypervisor can be in-
dividually activated in each core, even though each core
has its own MMU and control registers. Because there is
only one TZASC within the system, located between the
system bus and main memory, when a core configures
TZASC, the effect is not limited to that core. For exam-
ple, when in a core, if the OSP core configures TZASC
to pull the OSP world from the secure world and ac-
tivates the OSP hypervisor, the OSP world will imme-
diately be exposed to normal world software on all of
the other cores. In addition, another severe problem will
arise when the OSP hypervisor is deactivated. Let us as-
sume that, in a core, the OSP core deactivates the OSP
hypervisor and reconfigures TZASC to include the OSP
world in the secure world. At this point, however, the
OSP hypervisor is still activated in the other cores, a per-
mission violation for the secure world will be provoked
(at least due to address translations by extended paging).
Consequently, OSP must synchronize the hypervisor ac-
tivation state of every core, as in Figure 6.

Procedure ACTIVATE_OSP_HYP
Enable the extended paging
Send secure IPIs to other cores to enable the extended paging, too
Reduce the secure world to reveal the OSP world using TZASC

End

Procedure DEACTIVATE_OSP_HYP
Expand the secure world to cover the OSP world using TZASC
Clean and invalidate cache entries of the OSP world
Disable the extended paging
Send secure IPIs to other cores to disable the extended paging, too

End

Figure 7: On-demand activation and deactivation rou-
tines of the OSP core

4.6.2 Activation and deactivation routines

Figure 7 summarizes the routines of the OSP core for ac-
tivating and deactivating the OSP hypervisor at runtime.
If the activation routine is initiated, the routine initially
enables extended paging and sends secure IPIs to other
cores, so that they enable extended paging as well, to
activate the OSP hypervisor. This must be done before
removing the protection of TZASC in order to prevent
untrusted software from accessing the OSP world. We
can control extended paging using the Hyp Configura-
tion Register (HCR), which is not accessible in the nor-
mal world. The HCR register consists of a number of
configuration bits; in particular, we can enable and dis-
able extended paging by setting and clearing the VM-bit.
In addition, the HCR register contains the TDC-bit. This
bit makes OSP enable cache memory while SCCs run
even if address translation of the kernel space is disabled.
After activating the OSP hypervisor, the routine controls
TZASC to reveal the OSP world from the secure world.
TZASC can be controlled using memory mapped regis-
ters similar to most components of ARM. As explained
in Section 2.1, TZASC manages regions as a unit of per-
mission enforcement. We can control these regions with
two primary registers, the Region Setup Register and Re-
gion Attributes Register. The former one controls the
base address of each region. The latter one plays a more
important role; it determines the size and permission1.
Particularly, this register has an enable bit, so that we can
enable and disable the corresponding region by toggling
the bit.

The deactivation routine is performed in the reverse or-
der of the activation routine. First, it configures TZASC
to cover the OSP world with the secure world. After con-
figuring TZASC, the routine cleans and invalidates every
cache entry corresponding to the OSP world. Otherwise,
some states of the OSP world remaining in the cache
memory may be exposed to untrusted software in the nor-
mal world. Finally, the routine deactivates the OSP hy-

1A permission can be configured as a combination of secure read,
secure write, non-secure read and non-secure write flags.
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pervisor by disabling extended paging. As the last step, it
sends secure IPIs to the other cores so that they can also
disable extended paging. Each core disables extended
paging as soon as it receives the IPI.

4.7 Interface implementation

As noted in Section 4.3, OSP provides two types of in-
terfaces, called the management interface and the service
interface. In this subsection, we explain how OSP imple-
ments these interfaces.
Management interface. In general terms, the normal
world software is intended to communicate with a hyper-
visor using the HVC instruction. However, this option
is not available in OSP considering the dynamic activa-
tion state of the OSP hypervisor. Thus, OSP would have
to provide two duplicate management interfaces which
are implemented based on the SMC and the HVC in-
structions, and the normal world software would need
to choose the proper interface each time depending on
whether or not the OSP hypervisor is hibernating in the
secure world.

To avoid this complication, OSP implements the man-
agement interface using only the SMC instruction. For
this, the activation routine of the OSP core, introduced
in Section 4.6.2, sets the TSC-bit of the HCR register to
1, thus trapping future executions of the SMC instruction
into the OSP hypervisor. After which, if a normal world
software executes SMC instructions, the OSP hypervisor
first analyzes whether the SMC instruction is intended
for the interface of OSP by parsing it. If so, the hyper-
visor performs a management operation according to the
request, and if not, it is transferred to the OSP core to be
handled in the secure world.
Service interface. It is fairly known that the supervisor
call (SVC) instruction is used to implement system calls
of the kernel. Moreover, (unprivileged) applications are
not allowed to execute the SMC or the HVC instructions
on ARM. Accordingly, OSP enables SCCs to use the ser-
vice interface that is implemented based on the SVC in-
struction. For this, the activation routine of the OSP core
sets the TGE-bit of the HCR register. By doing so, all ex-
ecutions of the SVC instructions are trapped into the OSP
hypervisor; thus, the hypervisor can receive and handle
service requests of SCCs.

5 Implementation

In this section, we explain implementation details which
were not presented in the earlier sections.

bl1

bl2

u-boot

Init.
OSP Hyp

Init. TZASC and GIC

Wake up 
the other cores kernel

Idle
Deactivate
OSP Hyp

Init. TrustZone

Figure 8: Boot sequence of OSP

5.1 OSP Hypervisor

The structure of our OSP hypervisor is somewhat re-
lated to KVM/ARM [21], an open-source hypervisor
found in the mainline Linux kernel, in the sense that our
hypervisor borrows several key implementation mecha-
nisms regarding virtualization. However, in comparison
to KVM/ARM, the OSP hypervisor has a simple struc-
ture with a small code base because it only needs to sup-
port a single guest OS. As a result, it can run with much
lower overhead than the general-purpose KVM hypervi-
sors. For example, the OSP hypervisor requires only a
quarter to half of the CPU cycles (1,119 cycles) required
by KVM/ARM (from 2,112 to 4,917 cycles) for world-
switching latency (round trip from the kernel to the hy-
pervisor).

For simplicity, we statically place the OSP hypervisor
on the top 128 MB of the physical memory address that
is reserved for the OSP world. Such static deployment
may reduce the available physical memory of the kernel,
but this problem could be mitigated by making the OSP
hypervisor use the memory management service of the
kernel. This task is left for future work.

5.2 Boot Sequence of OSP

Figure 8 illustrates the modified boot sequence used
when launching OSP. We assume that each bootloader
verifies the integrity of the succeeding bootloader using a
secure boot mechanism so that we can trust the code and
initial states of the OSP software components. The OSP
core should start while running in the kernel mode of
the secure world to access the privileged system control
registers related to TrustZone and virtualization. First, it
enables SMC instructions and sets the SMC call handlers
for OSP. It also initializes TZASC and GIC. Next, it pre-
pares the OSP hypervisor and the TEE by initializing vir-
tualization features, such as the extended page tables and
programming interfaces. In a multi-core environment,
as each core has an independent execution environment,
the OSP core wakes the other cores and initializes them
as well. The OSP core finally deactivates itself by exe-
cuting a secure monitor call and transfers control to the
kernel. The remaining cores, apart from the primary one,
jump to the idling code, a.k.a. a boot monitor.

8
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6 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate OSP by analyzing its per-
formance overhead and security. Experiments were
conducted on ODROID-XU3 Lite [27], which has an
Exynos-5422 SoC with an ARM Cortex-A15 1.8 GHz
quad-core processor and 2 GB of DRAM, used on a vari-
ant of a Samsung Galaxy S5 smartphone. The OS is An-
droid 4.4.2 with Linux Kernel 3.10.

To obtain accurate results, we leave the device idle and
let it cool down between experimental trials. Without
such measures, the processor would be throttled by heat,
ultimately leading to an inaccurate evaluation. Note that
mobile processors can overheat within seconds if they
are fully utilized. A cooling fin and fan were attached
onto the target experiment board as additional counter-
measures.

6.1 Performance impact
To investigate the performance impact on the system, we
tested the three following cases:
• baseline: with a bare Android without OSP
• hyp on: with OSP while the OSP hypervisor is ac-

tivated
• hyp off: with OSP while the OSP hypervisor is de-

activated
Note that the performance of hyp on represents the per-
formance of applications when SCCs are running in other
cores. We show the results normalized by the values of
the baseline.

We experimented with popular mobile benchmarks:
AnTuTu, BaseMark and Geekbench. We also ex-
perimented with other synthetic workload benchmarks
with various categories: CPU and memory (Vellamo-
Machine, CF-bench), JavaScript for web browsers
(Vellamo-Browser), file system throughput (IOZone),
graphics throughput (GFXBench) and kernel system
calls (lmbench).

Figure 9 shows the experimental results. In the figure,
higher values represent shorter latency times or higher
throughput, where 1 represents the performance of the
baseline. In addition, geomean indicates the normalized
geometric mean values of all benchmark results.

When the OSP hypervisor is activated, performance
is degraded mainly due to a high TLB miss penalty
caused by complicated address translations. Therefore,
memory-intensive tasks show somewhat higher overhead
than computation-intensive tasks in hyp on. Note that
most test cases, with the exception of “DVFS Off” of
AnTuTu, allow the kernel to freely adjust the CPU fre-
quency, as in most mobile devices. Also, note that
“DVFS Off” represents the case in which the frequency
of the CPU is fixed at 1.2GHz such that we can eliminate

the possibility of performance throttling, which could be
caused by overheating or by the variances induced by
DVFS itself. These results suggest that such effects do
not arise.

The slowdown in hyp off is near 0 % (mean = 1.003);
on the other hand hyp on shows visible degradation
(mean = 1.066). These results reflect the effectiveness of
on-demand activation for reducing hypervisor-induced
overhead. Overall, OSP virtually does not incur any
slowdown for the system when no SCCs are running.

6.2 World switching latency
We investigated the latency of a single round of world
switch between the normal world and the OSP world.
The latency depends on whether or not the OSP hyper-
visor is activated. Our results show that the latency is
only 550 cycles when the OSP hypervisor is activated.
In contrast, the world switching latency is 127,453 cy-
cles (71 µs at 1.8 GHz), which includes 11,191 cycles to
set up the OSP world in the OSP core, 550 cycles to enter
and exit the OSP world, 31,450 cycles to clean and inval-
idate the cache memory, and 68,329 to verify the config-
uration of the system MMU to defeat DMA attacks. This
amount of latency is likely to be tolerable in a commer-
cial device. Note that the latency of OSP is comparable
to the context switch latency of ARM processors of pre-
vious generations [22, 1].

6.3 Application benchmarks
To investigate the feasibility of OSP, we ported two ap-
plications, the Chromium web browser and a file encryp-
tor. As a result, we confirmed that (1) OSP incurs no
noticeable delay when SCCs are called infrequently, and
(2) on-demand activation makes OSP effective against
hypervisor overhead.

Chromium web browser Modern web browsers inter-
nally provide an autocomplete function for user conve-
nience, which adds IDs and passwords to a login form
using saved values. However, this function introduces a
risk that the saved list of IDs and passwords can be ex-
posed to untrusted software. Therefore, the list in the
autocomplete function must be secured.

We conducted an experiment on the Chromium web
browser for Android, version 46.0.2469.0. If the browser
finds a login form, it provides the autocomplete func-
tionality by using the LoginDatabase class, includ-
ing AddLogin, UpdateLogin and GetLogins members.
However, as, in the target version of the browser, the
LoginDatabase class saves and secures IDs and pass-
words by simply encoding them with UTF-8, we modi-
fied it to encrypt IDs and passwords before saving them

9
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Figure 10: Performance results of the encryption SCC
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(baseline). To evaluate OSP, instead of that, we mod-
ified the LoginDatabase class to save IDs and pass-
words after encrypting them with our SCC. Moreover,
according to the lifecycle model of an SCC in Figure 3,
we inserted the registration and unregistration routines
of the SCC into the constructor and destructor of the
LoginDatabase.

After making such modifications , we visited the lo-
gin page of Facebook. In Chromium, the page load
function and the autocomplete function run in separate
threads. Therefore, we measured the page loading time
and the autocompletion time separately. The experiment
was repeated 100 times. The page load time averaged at
995.7 ms for both the baseline function and that with an
SCC. Regarding the autocompletion time, the trial with
an SCC averaged at 0.101 ms, which is 20.4 times slower
than the baseline. However, when combined with the
page load time, the difference in the autocompletion time
is negligible.

File encryptor Many recent applications encrypt their
sensitive data, such as chat logs and private pictures, for
data protection purposes. In the figure, a higher value
represents a longer execution time. A significant issue
associated with such an approach is the method used to
protect their encryption key. To address this, we imple-
mented an SCC which provides AES-256 encryption and
decryption functions and linked it to our own file encryp-
tor using JNI. The file encryptor reads a file in chunks of
4 KB and 64 KB and encrypts each chunk with the SCC.

Figure 10 shows experimental results, consisting of
the results of 100 separate executions of different input
file sizes. In comparison to the baseline, hyp dyn (en-
abling the on-demand feature), shows a degraded perfor-
mance level due to activation overhead, proportional to
the number of invocations of the SCC. We investigate the
impact of on-demand activation by comparing hyp dyn
to hyp on (disabling the on-demand feature). As a re-
sult, hyp dyn is more efficient than hyp on despite the
accumulated overhead from on-demand activations. This
is likely due to the fact that hyp on incurs performance
overhead caused by the hypervisor while the host appli-
cation completes file operations between the SCC calls.

6.4 Security analysis

6.4.1 TCB size

In OSP, the OSP hypervisor is the TCB of SCCs and
the OSP core residing in the secure world belongs to
the TCB of the entire system. To estimate the safety
of OSP in terms of TCB size, we measured the number
of source lines of our OSP prototype with the SLOC-
Count tool [57]. The OSP hypervisor consists of <
3,000 C SLOC and < 500 assembly SLOC. The OSP
core has < 700 C SLOC and < 100 assembly SLOC.
In conclusion, OSP has as small a TCB as in previous
works [47, 36, 62].

6.4.2 On-demand activation

After the system is turned on, OSP undergoes various
state transitions. We analyzed the security of OSP as fol-
lows according to its states.
Initialization. The initialization of OSP is carried out as
part of the boot sequence described in Section 5.2. We
guarantee its safety under two assumptions: first, there
must be no exploitable vulnerabilities in the code of OSP;
second, a secure boot mechanism must be implemented.
Therefore, we can be sure that the loaded OSP code and
initial states are intact and that the boot stage of OSP is
completed with certain known good states.

10
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Hyp off. While the OSP hypervisor is not deployed, the
OSP core temporarily covers the OSP world with the se-
cure world by configuring TZASC. All code and data re-
siding in the OSP world are isolated from the normal
world by the TrustZone components that are scattered
across the system so that malicious memory accesses
from both untrusted software in the normal world and
misconfigured peripherals are completely prevented.
Hyp on. While the OSP hypervisor is deployed, the OSP
world strictly belongs to the normal world within the
concept of TrustZone, which splits all system resources
into the normal and secure worlds. Nevertheless, the
OSP world is still secure from untrusted software, as the
OSP hypervisor is capable of blocking unallowed mem-
ory accesses to the world by means of extended paging.
DMA attacks are also thwarted by examining the map-
ping tables of the system mmu so as to prevent the OSP
world from being exposed to peripherals.

6.4.3 Malicious SCC

As OSP allows application developers to deploy their
SCCs without thorough verification or examination, it is
reasonable to postulate that there could be SCCs built
with malicious intention. Malicious SCCs might attempt
to tamper with the normal world software or other SCCs.
In OSP, however, because each SCC is strongly isolated,
the attack surface is minimized, leaving few windows
for malicious SCCs to compromise the hypervisor. They
may try to abuse the service interface of OSP with crafted
parameters to compromise the OSP hypervisor. To defeat
such approaches, we may need to execute each SCC in a
sandbox [59, 33]. Unfortunately, as the current OSP pro-
totype does not contain such defense mechanisms, there
is a possibility that the OSP hypervisor could be compro-
mised. Nevertheless, as the OSP core, being located in
the secure world, still has full control over the OSP hy-
pervisor, it can ensure the integrity of the OSP hypervisor
by using TrustZone-based solutions [9, 25].

7 Future work

Trusted I/O path. Although the currently implemented
OSP does not offer a trusted I/O path, it is a desired
feature for application developers. With this feature,
SCCs could directly interact with users without going
through the vulnerable OS kernel. Fortunately, as ex-
plained in 2.1, TrustZone includes various components
that are capable of isolating interrupts and bus transac-
tions between the CPU cores and peripherals. They are
sufficient to facilitate the implementation of a trusted I/O
path [32, 51]. Similar to academic works, off-the-shelf
mobile devices are known to depend on TrustZone to

implement a trusted path on fingerprint sensors or other
components.

Therefore, it would be reasonable for OSP to reley on
the TrustZone-based trusted I/O path to provide features
for SCCs rather than to develop its own trusted I/O path.
Therefore, OSP initially needs to establish a secure chan-
nel between the OSP world and the secure world. The
OSP core can do this by creating and passing a session
key to the OSP hypervisor early in the boot stage. The
OSP hypervisor can then offer a trusted I/O path, which
is implemented in TrustZone, to SCCs through the OSP
core without the intervention of the OS kernel.
Kernel-mode SCC. In this paper, we have assumed that
SCCs are executed in the user mode. However, we can
also consider other SCCs running in the kernel mode.
For example, if there are SCCs that are intended to mon-
itor the integrity of the kernel, they must run in the ker-
nel mode to execute privileged instructions or to access
privileged data structures such as page tables. We be-
lieve that kernel-mode SCCs are difficult to protect in
TrustZone-based solutions due to the high security risk
involved in permitting privilege instructions. On the
other hand, we deem that OSP could cover such SCCs as
well. To provide isolated execution environments, OSP
depends on the OSP hypervisor working beneath the OS
kernel; therefore, we can improve the OSP hypervisor to
mediate and verify behaviors of kernel-mode SCCs that
may corrupt the system.
Other Future Work. ARM introduced the big.LITTLE
architecture, which leverages big (high-performance)
cores or little (low-performance) cores depending on the
performance requirements of tasks, thereby improving
the power efficiency. The current prototype of OSP has
yet to support this technique. However, as it becomes
more popular on mobile devices, it will be necessary to
upgrade OSP to support it.

8 Related work

In this section, we compare OSP with existing solutions
attempting to protect software.
TrustZone-based solutions TrustZone, originated by
ARM, has been spotlighted as a secure and lightweight
solution to protect SCCs. Recently, it was also adopted
in the x86 architecture by AMD. To enhance its usability,
TLR [45, 44] ported the .NET framework inside Trust-
Zone so that it enables SCCs programmed with the .NET
bytecode to execute in the secure world. However, its
monolithic design in which all SCCs are sharing a single
world will increase the attack surface in proportion to the
number of installed SCCs. TrustICE [52] addressed this
problem by providing each SCC with a separated execu-
tion environment, called ICE, in the normal world. Thus,
in that work, third-party developers are permitted to pro-
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tect their SCCs. This work achieves a similar objective
as OSP, but unlike OSP, TrustICE was designed to cre-
ate isolated execution environments based on the kernel
mode, thus using the same privilege level with the un-
trusted OS kernel. Consequently, it faces limitations in
supporting multi-core environments. While an ICE runs
in a core, the other cores must be suspended until the ICE
is terminated, to prevent the OS kernel from accessing
the ICE.
Hypervisor-based solutions Many studies have at-
tempted to provide isolated execution environments by
leveraging hypervisors. TERRA [24] and Proxos [55]
attempted to provide each application with its own oper-
ating system. Overshadow [17] and SP3 [58] protected
application data from being exposed to untrusted OSes
by encrypting the data transparently.

As frequent encryption operations incur significant
performance overhead in the system, numerous studies
have constructed isolated execution environments using
elaborate access-control mechanisms based on the ex-
tended paging technique. InkTag [28], AppShield [18]
and AppSec [43] concentrated on shielding all applica-
tions from an untrusted OS. On the other hand, TrustVi-
sor [36], MiniBox [33] and Wimpy Kernel [62] focused
on protecting security critical portions of applications
(SCCs in this paper) rather than all applications. These
solutions attempt to reduce the code size of their hyper-
visors in order to reduce the size of their TCB as well.
Our OSP can be considered similar to these solutions in
the sense that OSP protects a small portion of an applica-
tion using a lightweight hypervisor, minimizing the code
size of its hypervisor.

However, all of the aforementioned techniques place a
burden on the system through persistent computational
overhead for their hypervisors to maintain virtualiza-
tion. Curtailing such overhead by dynamically activat-
ing hypervisors was originally proposed in earlier stud-
ies [35, 41], in which the technique was used for efficient
OS maintenance based on a hypervisor. However, these
techniques are inadequate for software protection as their
designs do not consider security constraints. Meanwhile,
P-MAPS [42] and another study [60] adopted afore-
mentioned techniques for security purposes. However,
in comparison with OSP, their implementations are not
lightweight because they rely on time-consuming cryp-
tographic functions of TPM for on-demand functional-
ity. In particular, P-MAPS has world-switching latency
of 300 ms, which is clearly noticeable to users.
Hardware-based Approaches AEGIS [50], Bas-
tion [15], SecureME [19] and XOMOS [34] provide se-
cure execution environments. However, they are not
compatible with conventional systems because they re-
quire new architectural features.

Flicker [37], based on TPM and DRTM of Intel x86,

supports on-demand protections for SCCs. Similar to P-
MAPS, Flicker incurs a world switching latency problem
owing to its dependency of TPM. SICE [10] and Secure
Switch [53] create isolated execution environments with
an additional CPU mode known as the system manage-
ment mode (SMM). However, SICE shows a few seconds
of latency when entering the isolated execution environ-
ment, and Secure Switch can only build secure environ-
ments in a specific type of memory, i.e., SMRAM, which
is physically limited.

Intel recently proposed Software Guard Extension
(SGX) [30], containing a new set of special instructions
for creating isolated execution environments. SGX is se-
cure against various memory attacks [20] including cold-
boot attacks [26] and bus monitoring attacks [49, 54].
Although it is not yet deployed in commercial products,
HAVEN [11] and VC3 [46] demonstrated its effective-
ness through real-world scenarios in a cloud system. Un-
fortunately, available of this technique is limitedly to the
Intel x86 architecture.

9 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed OSP, a TrustZone-
hypervisor hybrid protection system, which aims to pro-
vide isolated computing environments for SCCs in an
efficient and secure manner. OSP reduces the virtual-
ization overhead by leveraging the on-demand hyper-
visor activation scheme that is efficiently carried out
with assistance of TrustZone. To measure the perfor-
mance of OSP on a mobile device, we performed a
set of experiments with ODROID-XU3-Lite using the
mobile processor adopted by latest commercial smart-
phones. Our evaluations have shown that OSP achieves
very low performance overhead during hypervisor hiber-
nation (near 0 %) and efficiently protects SCCs with low
activation latency (< 100 µs).
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Abstract

With increasing GPU-intensive workloads deployed on

cloud, the cloud service providers are seeking for practi-

cal and efficient GPU virtualization solutions. However,

the cutting-edge GPU virtualization techniques such as

gVirt still suffer from the restriction of scalability, which

constrains the number of guest virtual GPU instances.

This paper introduces gScale, a scalable GPU virtu-

alization solution. By taking advantage of the GPU

programming model, gScale presents a dynamic shar-

ing mechanism which combines partition and sharing to-

gether to break the hardware limitation of global graph-

ics memory space. Particularly, we propose three ap-

proaches for gScale: (1) the private shadow graphics

translation table, which enables global graphics memory

space sharing among virtual GPU instances, (2) ladder

mapping and fence memory space pool, which allows

the CPU to access host physical memory space (serving

the graphics memory) bypassing global graphics mem-

ory space, (3) slot sharing, which improves the perfor-

mance of vGPU under a high density of instances.

The evaluation shows that gScale scales up to 15 guest

virtual GPU instances in Linux or 12 guest virtual GPU

instances in Windows, which is 5x and 4x scalability, re-

spectively, compared to gVirt. At the same time, gScale

incurs a slight runtime overhead on the performance of

gVirt when hosting multiple virtual GPU instances.

1 Introduction

The Graphic Processing Unit (GPU) is playing an indis-

pensable role in cloud computing as GPU efficiently ac-

celerates the computation of certain workloads such as

2D and 3D rendering. With increasing GPU intensive

workloads deployed on cloud, cloud service providers in-

troduce a new computing paradigm called GPU Cloud to

meet the high demands of GPU resources (e.g., Amazon

EC2 GPU instance [2], Aliyun GPU server [1]).

As one of the key enabling technologies of GPU cloud,

GPU virtualization is intended to provide flexible and

scalable GPU resources for multiple instances with high

performance. To achieve such a challenging goal, sev-

eral GPU virtualization solutions were introduced, i.e.,

GPUvm [28] and gVirt [30]. gVirt, also known as GVT-

g, is a full virtualization solution with mediated pass-

through support for Intel Graphics processors. Benefited

by gVirt’s open-source distribution, we are able to in-

vestigate its design and implementation throughly. In

each virtual machine (VM), running with native graphics

driver, a virtual GPU (vGPU) instance is maintained to

provide performance-critical resources directly assigned,

since there is no hypervisor intervention in performance

critical paths. Thus, it optimizes resources among the

performance, feature, and sharing capabilities [5].

For a virtualization solution, scalability is an indis-

pensable feature which ensures high resource utilization

by hosting dense VM instances on cloud servers. Al-

though gVirt successfully puts GPU virtualization into

practice, it suffers from scaling up the number of vGPU

instances. The current release of gVirt only supports 3

guest vGPU instances on one physical Intel GPU1, which

limits the number of guest VM instances down to 3. In

contrast, CPU virtualization techniques (e.g., Xen 4.6

guest VM supports up to 256 vCPUs [11]) are maturely

achieved to exploit their potential. The mismatch be-

tween the scalability of GPU and other resources like

CPU will certainly diminish the number of VM in-

stances. Additionally, high scalability improves the con-

solidation of resources. Recent studies (eg., VGRIS [26])

have observed that GPU workloads can fluctuate sig-

nificantly on GPU utilization. Such low scalability of

gVirt could result in severe GPU resource underutiliza-

tion. If more guest VMs can be consolidated to a sin-

gle host, cloud providers have more chances to multiplex

the GPU power among VMs with different workload pat-

1In this paper, Intel GPU refers to the Intel HD Graphics embedded

in HASWELL CPU.
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terns (e.g., scheduling VMs with GPU intensive or idle

patterns) so that the physical resource usage of GPU can

be improved.

This paper explores the design of gVirt, and presents

gScale, a practical, efficient and scalable GPU virtualiza-

tion solution. To increase the number of vGPU instances,

gScale targets at the bottleneck design of gVirt and in-

troduces a dynamic sharing scheme for global graphics

memory space. gScale provides each vGPU instance

with a private shadow graphics translation table (GTT)

to break the limitation of global graphics memory space.

gScale copies vGPU’s private shadow GTT to physical

GTT along with the context switch. The private shadow

GTT allows vGPUs to share an overlapped range of

global graphics memory space, which is an essential de-

sign of gScale. However, it is non-trivial to make the

global graphics memory space sharable, because global

graphics memory space is both accessible to CPU and

GPU. gScale implements a novel ladder mapping mech-

anism and a fence memory space pool to let CPU access

host physical memory space serving the graphics mem-

ory, which bypasses the global graphics memory space.

At the same time, gScale proposes slot sharing to im-

prove the performance of vGPUs under a high density of

instances.

This paper implements gScale based on gVirt, which

is comprised of about 1000 LoCs. The source code is

now available on Github2. In summary, this paper over-

comes various challenges, and makes the following con-

tributions:

• A private shadow GTT for each vGPU, which

makes the global graphics memory space sharable.

It keeps a specific copy of the physical GTT for the

vGPU. When the vGPU becomes the render owner,

its private shadow graphics translation table will be

written on the physical graphics translation table by

gScale to provide correct translations.

• The ladder mapping mechanism, which directly

maps guest physical address to host physical ad-

dress serving the guest graphic memory. With

ladder mapping mechanism, the CPU can access

the host physical memory space serving the guest

graphic memory, without referring to the global

graphics memory space.

• Fence memory space pool, a dedicated memory

space reserved in global graphics memory space

with dynamic management. It guarantees that the

fence registers operate correctly when a certain

range of global graphics memory space is unavail-

able for CPU.

2https://github.com/inkpool/XenGT-Preview-kernel/tree/gScale

• Slot sharing, a mechanism to optimize the perfor-

mance of vGPUs, reduces the overhead of private

shadow GTT copying under a high instance density.

• The evaluation shows that gScale can provide 15

guest vGPU instances for Linux VMs or 12 guest

vGPU instances for Windows VMs on one physi-

cal machine, which is 5x and 4x scalability respec-

tively, compared to gVirt. It achieves up to 96% per-

formance of gVirt under a high density of instances.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-

scribes the background of gScale, and Section 3 reveals

gVirt’s scalability issue and its bottleneck design. The

detailed design and implementation of gScale are pre-

sented in Section 4. We evaluate gScale’s performance in

Section 5 with the overhead analysis. We discuss the ap-

plicability of our work in Section 6 and the related work

is in Section 7. Finally, in Section 8 we conclude our

work with a brief discussion of future work.

2 Background and Preliminary

GPU Programming Model Driven by high level pro-

gramming APIs like OpenGL and DirectX, graphics

driver produces GPU commands into primary buffer and

batch buffer while GPU consumes the commands ac-

cordingly. The primary buffer is designed to deliver the

primary commands with a ring structure, but the size of

primary buffer is limited. To make up for the space short-

age, batch buffer is linked to the primary buffer to deliver

most of the GPU commands.

GPU commands are produced by CPU and transferred

from CPU to GPU in batches. To ensure that GPU con-

sumes the commands after CPU produces them, a notifi-

cation mechanism is implemented in the primary buffer

with two registers. The tail register is updated when CPU

finishes the placement of commands, and it informs GPU

to get commands in the primary buffer. When GPU com-

pletes processing all the commands, it writes the head

register to notify CPU for incoming commands [30].

Graphics Translation Table and Global Graphics

Memory Space Graphics translation table (GTT),

sometimes known as global graphics translation table, is

a memory-resident page table providing the translations

from logical graphics memory address to physical mem-

ory address, as Figure 1 shows. It is worth noting that the

physical memory space served by GTT is also assigned

to be the global graphics memory space, especially for

GPUs without dedicated memory, such as Intel’s GPU.

However, through the Aperture [6], a range defined in the

graphics memory mapping input/output (MMIO), CPU

could also access the global graphics memory space.

2
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Figure 1: Graphics Translation Table

And this CPU’s visible part of global graphics memory is

called low global graphics memory, while the rest part is

called high global graphics memory. To be specific, In-

tel GPU has a 2MB GTT which maps to a 2GB graphics

memory space. The aperture range could maximally be

512KB which maps to 512MB graphics memory space

visible by CPU. Accordingly, the low graphics memory

space is 512MB, while the high graphics memory space

is 1536MB.

gVirt gVirt is the first product-level full GPU virtu-

alization solution with mediated pass-through [30]. So

the VM running native graphics driver is presented with

a full featured virtualized GPU. gVirt emulates virtual

GPU (vGPU) for each VM, and conducts context switch

among vGPUs. vGPUs are scheduled to submit their

commands to the physical GPU continuously, and each

vGPU has a 16ms time slice. When time slice runs

out, gVirt switches the render engine to next scheduled

vGPU. To ensure the correct and safe switch between

vGPUs, gVirt saves and restores vGPU states, including

internal pipeline state and I/O register states.

By passing-through the accesses to the frame buffer

and command buffer, gVirt reduces the overhead of

performance-critical operations from a vGPU. For global

graphics memory space, resource partition is applied by

gVirt. For local graphics memory space, gVirt imple-

ments per-VM local graphics memory [30]. It allows

each VM to use the full local graphics memory space

which is 2GB in total. The local graphics memory space

is only accessible to vGPU, so gVirt can switch the

graphics memory spaces among vGPUs when switching

the render ownership.

3 Scalability Issue

The global graphics memory space can be accessed si-

multaneously by CPU and GPU. gVirt has to present

VMs with their global graphics memory spaces at any

time, leading to the resource partition. As shown in

Figure 2, when a vGPU instance is created with a VM,

gVirt only assigns a part of host’s low global graphics

memory and a part of host’s high global graphics mem-

ory to the vGPU, as its low global graphics memory

and high global graphics memory, respectively. These

two parts together comprise the vGPU’s global graphics

memory space. Moreover, the partitioned graphics mem-

ory spaces are mapped by a shared shadow GTT, which

is maintained by gVirt to translate guest graphics mem-

ory address to host physical memory address.

Figure 2: Global Graphics Memory Space with Partition

To support simultaneous accesses from VMs, the

shared shadow GTT has to carry translations for all the

VMs, which means the guest view of shadow GTT is ex-

actly the same with host’s, as shown in Figure 5. gVirt in-

troduces an address space ballooning mechanism to bal-

loon the space that does not belong to the VM. gVirt ex-

poses the partition information to VM’s graphics driver,

and graphics driver marks the space which does not be-

long to the VM as “ballooned” [30]. Note here, gVirt’s

memory space ballooning mechanism is for resource iso-

lation, which is different from traditional memory bal-

looning technique [31]. Though guests have the same

view of shadow GTT with the host, with ballooning

mechanism, guest VM can only access the global graph-

ics memory space asigned to itself.

Due to the resource partition mechanism for global

graphics memory space, with a fixed size of global

graphics memory, the number of vGPUs hosted by gVirt

is limited. If gVirt wants to host more vGPUs, it has

to configure vGPUs with less global graphics memory.

However, it sacrifices vGPU’s functionality if we in-

crease the number of vGPUs by shrinking the global

graphics memory size of vGPUs. Moreover, the graphics

driver reports errors or even crashes when it cannot al-

locate memory from global graphics memory space [4].

For instance, a vGPU with deficient global graphics

3
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memory size may lose functionality under certain work-

loads which need the high requirements of global graph-

ics memory. In fact, more global graphics memory does

not bring performance improvement for vGPUs, because

global graphics memory only serves frame buffer and

ring buffer with limited sizes, while the massive ren-

dering data resides in local graphics data [30]. Specif-

ically, for vGPU in Linux VM, the 64MB low global

graphics memory and 384MB high global graphics mem-

ory are recommended. For vGPU in Windows VM, the

recommend configuration is 128MB low global graphics

memory and 384MB high global graphics memory [12].

In the scalability experiment of gVirt [30], it hosted 7

guest vGPUs in Linux VMs. However, the global graph-

ics memory size of vGPU in that experiment is smaller

than the recommended configuration. Such configura-

tion cannot guarantee the full functionality of vGPU, and

it would incur errors or crashes for vGPU under certain

workloads because of the deficiency of graphics memory

space [4]. In this paper, the vGPUs are configured with

recommended configuration.

Actually, the current source code (2015Q3) of gVirt

sets the maximal vGPU number as 4. For platform with

Intel GPU, there is 512MB low global graphics memory

space and 1536MB high global graphics memory space

in total. While gVirt can only provide 3 guest vGPUs

(64MB low global graphics memory, and 384MB high

global graphics memory) for Linux VMs or 3 guest vG-

PUs (128MB low global graphics memory, and 384MB

high global graphics memory) for Windows VMs, be-

cause the host VM also occupies one vGPU. As a GPU

virtualization solution, gVirt is jeopardized by its scala-

bility issue. The static partition of global graphics mem-

ory space is the root cause of the scalability issue. In

this paper, we attempt to break the limitation of static re-

source partition and sufficiently improve the scalability

for gVirt.

4 Design and Implementation

The architecture of gScale is shown in Figure 3. To break

the limitation of global graphics memory, gScale pro-

poses a dynamic sharing scheme which combines par-

tition and sharing together as Figure 4 illustrates. For

the access of GPU, we introduce private shadow GTT to

make global graphics memory space sharable. For the

access of CPU, we present ladder mapping to allow CPU

to directly access host physical memory space serving

the graphics memory, which bypasses the global graph-

ics memory space. For concurrent accesses of CPU and

GPU, gScale reserves a part of low global graphics mem-

ory as the fence memory space pool to ensure the func-

tionality of fence registers. gScale also divides the high

global graphics memory space into several slots to lever-

Figure 3: Architecture

age the overhead caused by private shadow GTT copy-

ing.

In this section, the design of gScale addresses three

technical challenges: (1) how to make global graph-

ics memory space sharable among vGPUs, (2) how to

let CPU directly access host memory space serving the

graphics memory, which bypasses global graphics mem-

ory space, and (3) how to improve the performance of

vGPUs under a high instance density.

Figure 4: Dynamic Sharing Scheme of gScale

4.1 Private Shadow GTT

It is a non-trivial task to make the global graphics mem-

ory space sharable among vGPUs, for that CPU and GPU

access the low global graphics memory space simulta-

neously, as we mentioned in Section 2. However, high

global graphics memory space is only accessible to GPU,

which makes it possible for vGPUs to share high global

graphic memory space. Taking advantages of GPU pro-

gramming model, vGPUs are scheduled to take turns to

be served by render engine, and gVirt conducts context

switch before it changes the ownership of render engine.

This inspires us to propose the private shadow GTT for

each vGPU.
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Figure 5: Private Shadow GTT

Figure 5 shows the gVirt’s shared shadow GTT

and gScale’s private shadow GTT. Specifically, shared

shadow GTT is introduced to apply the resource parti-

tion on global graphics memory space. It provides every

vGPU with a same view of physical GTT, while each

vGPU is assigned with a different part of shadow GTT.

Accordingly, each vGPU occupies the different ranges

of global graphics memory space from others. How-

ever, gScale’s private shadow GTT is specific for each

vGPU, and it provides vGPU with a unique view of

global graphics memory space. Moreover, the transla-

tions that private shadow GTT contains are only valid

for its corresponding vGPU. And gScale copies vGPU’s

private shadow GTT onto the physical GTT along with

the context switch to ensure that translations of physical

GTT are correct for the upcoming vGPU. When vGPU

owns the physical engine, gScale synchronizes the mod-

ifications of physical GTT to vGPU’s private shadow

GTT.

By manipulating the private shadow GTTs, gScale

could allow vGPUs to use an overlapped range of global

graphics memory, which makes the high global graphics

memory space sharable, as shown in Figure 6. However,

low graphics memory space is still partitioned among the

vGPUs, for that it is also visible to CPU. Simply using

private shadow GTT to make low graphics memory space

sharable would provide vCPU with wrong translations.

On-demand Copying Writing private shadow GTT

onto physical GTT incurs the overhead. gScale intro-

duces on-demand copying to reduce unnecessary copy-

ing overhead. Currently, gScale is able to assign the

whole sharable global graphics memory space to a

vGPU. Instead, gScale only configures vGPU with the

sufficient global graphics memory, for that more global

graphics memory does not increase the performance of

vGPU while it could increase the overhead of copying

shadow GTT. Although the size of private GTT is exactly

Figure 6: Sharable Global Graphics Memory Space

the same with physical GTT, vGPU is configured with a

portion of available global graphics memory space (cor-

responding to only part of vGPU’s private shadow GTT).

By taking advantage of this characteristic, gScale only

copies the demanding part of vGPU’s private shadow

GTT to the physical GTT, which mitigates the unnec-

essary overhead.

4.2 Ladder Mapping

It is not enough to only make high global graphics mem-

ory space sharable because the static partition applied

to low global graphics memory space still constrains the

number of vGPUs. Low global graphics memory space

is accessible to both CPU and GPU, while CPU and

GPU are scheduled independently. gScale has to present

VMs with their low global graphics memory spaces at

all time. Intel GPU does not have dedicated graphics

memory, while the graphics memory is actually allocated

from system memory. The graphics memory of VM ac-

tually resides in host physical memory. gScale proposes

the ladder mapping to allow CPU to directly access the

host memory space serving the graphics memory which

bypasses the global graphics memory space.

When a VM is created, gScale maps VM’s guest phys-

ical memory space to host physical memory space by Ex-

tended Page Table (EPT). EPT is a hardware supported

page table for virtualization, which translates guest phys-

ical address to host physical address [23]. Through the

aperture, a range of MMIO space in host physical mem-

ory space, CPU could access the low part of global

graphics memory space. With the translations in GTT,

the global graphics memory address is translated into

host physical address serving the graphics memory. Fi-

nally, CPU could access the graphics data residing in host

physical memory space.

Figure 7 shows the initial mapping we mentioned

above, and through the Step 1, 2 and 3, guest physical ad-

dress is translated into host physical address. When the

process is completed, a translation between guest physi-

cal address and host physical address serving the graph-

5
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Figure 7: Ladder Mapping

ics memory is established. After that, gScale modifies

the translation of EPT to directly translate the guest phys-

ical address to host physical address serving the graphics

memory without the reference of global graphics mem-

ory address. We call this mechanism the ladder mapping,

which is constructed when CPU accesses global graphics

memory space by referring to the GTT. gScale monitors

the GTT at all time, and builds ladder mapping as long as

the translation of GTT is modified by CPU. In a nutshell,

the ladder mapping is to allow CPU to access host mem-

ory space bypassing the global graphics memory space.

After that, gScale could make low global graphics mem-

ory space sharable with private shadow GTT.

Fence Memory Space Pool Although we use ladder

mapping to force CPU to bypass the global graphics

memory space, there is one exception that CPU could

still access global graphics memory space through fence

registers. Fence register contains the information about

tiled formats for a specific region of graphics mem-

ory [6]. When CPU accesses this region of global graph-

ics memory recorded in a fence register, it needs the

format information in the fence to operate the graphics

memory. However, after we enable ladder mapping, the

global graphics memory space is no longer available for

CPU. The global graphics memory address in fence reg-

ister is invalid for CPU.

To address the malfunction of fence registers, gScale

reserves a dedicated part of low global graphics memory

to work for fence registers, and enables dynamic man-

agement for it. We call this reserved part of low global

graphics memory, the fence memory space pool. Figure 8

illustrates the workflow of how fence memory space pool

works:

Step 1, when a fence register is written by graphics

driver, gScale acquires the raw data inside of the reg-

Figure 8: Fence Memory Space Pool

ister. By analyzing the raw data, gScale gets the format

information and the global graphics memory space range

served by this fence register.

Step 2, by referring to the initial mapping of EPT,

gScale finds the guest physical memory space range

which corresponds to the global graphics memory space

range in the register. Though the initial mapping of EPT

is replaced by ladder mapping, it is easy to restore the

original mapping with a backup, because the initial map-

ping is continuous with clear offset and range [6]. After

that, this range of guest physical memory space is again

mapped to a range of physical memory space within the

aperture.

Step 3, gScale suspends the ladder mapping for this

range of guest physical memory space, and allocates a

range of memory space in the fence memory space pool

with same size.

Step 4, gScale maps the host physical memory space

in aperture to the memory space newly allocated in fence

memory space pool.

Step 5, gScale copies the entries of GTT serving the

graphics memory space in fence register to the part of

GTT corresponding to the graphics memory space newly

allocated in fence memory space pool.

Step 6, gScale writes the new graphics memory space

range along with untouched format information into the

fence register. To this end, gScale constructs a temporary

mapping for fence register, and CPU could finally use the

information in fence register correctly.

When a fence register is updated, gScale restores the

ladder mapping for the previous range of global graph-

ics memory space that fence register serves, and frees

its corresponding memory space in the fence memory

space pool. After that, gScale repeats the procedure as

we mentioned above to ensure the updated register work

correctly with fence memory space pool.
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4.3 Slot Sharing

In real cloud environments, the instances hosted by cloud

may not remain busy at all time, while some instances

become idle after completing their tasks [24]. gScale

implements slot sharing to improve the performance of

vGPU instance under a high instance density. Figure 9

shows the layout of physical global graphics memory

space, gScale divides the high global graphics memory

space into several slots, and each slot could hold one

vGPU’s high graphics memory. gScale could deploy sev-

eral vGPUs in the same slot. As we mentioned in Sec-

tion 2, high global graphics memory space provided by

Intel GPU is 1536MB, while 384MB is sufficient for one

VM. However, gScale only provides slots for VMs in

high graphics memory space, for that the amount of low

global graphics memory space is 512MB which is much

smaller than high global graphics memory space. There

is no free space in low graphics memory space spared for

slots.

Figure 9: Slot Sharing

Optimized Scheduler gScale does not conduct con-

text switch for idle vGPU instances, which saves the cost

of context switch and private shadow GTT copying. For

vGPU instances without workloads, they do not submit

commands to physical engine. gScale skips them, and

focuses on serving the instances with heavy workloads.

At the same time, gScale does not copying entries from

idle vGPU’s private shadow GTT to physical GTT. With

slot sharing, if there is only one active vGPU in a slot,

this vGPU will own the slot. gScale keeps its high global

memory part of private shadow GTT on physical GTT

without entry copying. With optimized scheduler, slot

sharing could effectively reduce the overhead of private

shadow GTT copying, and we have a micro overhead

analysis in Section 5.4.

gScale currently has 4 slots (1536MB/384MB = 4):

one is reserved for host vGPU, while the rest 3 are shared

by guest vGPUs. Slot sharing helps gScale improve

guest vGPU’s performance under a high instance density

while only a few vGPUs are busy. We believe slot shar-

ing could be utilized if the cloud provider deploys the

guest VMs meticulously. For example, cloud providers

let a busy vGPU share one slot with a few idle vGPUs.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the scalability of gScale when

it hosts an increasing number of guest vGPUs with GPU

workloads. gScale scales well for GPU intensive work-

loads, which achieves up to 81% performance of gVirt

when it scales to 15 vGPUs. We compare the perfor-

mance of gScale with gVirt, and it turns out gScale brings

negligible performance trend. Also, the performance of

gScale and its basic version (without slot sharing) under

a high density of instances is compared. In our experi-

ments, slot sharing improves the performance of gScale

up to 20%, and mitigates the overhead caused by copying

private shadow GTT entries up to 83.4% under certain

circumstances.

5.1 Experimental Setup

Table 1: Experimental Configuration

Configurations All the VMs in this paper are run on

one server configured as Table 1, and gScale is applied

on gVirt’s 2015Q3 release as a patch. To support higher

resolution, fence registers have to serve larger graphics

memory range. In our test environment, gScale reserves

300MB low global graphics memory size to be the fence

7
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memory space pool, and this is enough for 15 VMs under

the 1920*1080 resolution.

Benchmarks We mainly focus on the 3D workloads,

for that in cloud environment graphics processing is still

the typical GPU workload. Some 2D workloads are cov-

ered too. However, we only use 2D workloads to prove

the full functionality of vGPUs hosted by gScale, be-

cause 2D workloads can also be accelerated by CPU. For

Linux 3D performance, we choose the Phoronix Test Suit

3D marks3, including Lightsmark, Nexuiz, Openarena,

Urbanterror, and Warsow. Cairo-perf-trace4 which con-

tains a group of test cases is picked to evaluate Linux 2D

performance. For Windows, we use 3DMark065 to eval-

uate 3D performance. PassMark6 is chosen to evaluate

2D functionality. All the benchmarks are run under the

1920*1080 resolution.

Methodology We implemented a test framework that

dispatches tasks to each VM. When all the tasks are com-

pleted, we collected the test results for analysis. When

gScale hosts a large amount of VMs, I/O could be a

bottleneck. We installed 3 SSD drives in our server

and distributed the virtual disks of VMs in these SSD

drives to meet VM’s I/O requirement. For 3DMark06,

the loading process takes a great amount of time, which

leads to an unacceptable inaccuracy when run in muti-

ple VMs. Moreover, VMs start loading at the same time,

but they cannot process rendering tasks simultaneously

due to the different loading speed. To reduce the inac-

curacy caused by loading, we run the 3DMark06 bench-

mark by splitting it into single units and repeat each unit

for 3 times. The single units in 3DMark06 are GT1-

Return To Proxycon, GT2-Firefly Forest, HDR1-Canyon

Flight and HDR2-Deep Freeze, and they are for SM2.0

and SM3.0/HDR performance.

5.2 Scalability

In this section, we present the experiments of name’s

scalability on Linux and Windows. Figure 10 shows

the 2D and 3D performance of Linux VMs hosted by

gScale, scaling from 1 to 15, and the results of all the

tests are normalized to 1VM. All the 3D performance

in this paper is measured by value of frame per second

(FPS) given by benchmarks. For most of our test cases,

there is a clear performance degradation when the num-

ber of VMs is over 1, due to the overhead from copy-

ing private shadow GTT entries. The maximal degra-

dations of Lightsmark, Nexuiz, Openarena, and Warsow

3Phronix Test Suit, http://www.phoronix-test-suite.com/
4Cairo, http://http://cairographics.org/
5Cario, http://www.futuremark.com
6PassMark, http://www.passmark.com

Figure 10: Scalability of gScale in Linux

are 26.2%, 19.2%, 19.3%, and 18.9%, respectively. For

3D workload Lightsmark, Nexuiz, Openarena, and War-

sow, scaling from 5VM to 15VM, gScale achieves a neg-

ligible performance change. It demonstrates that GPU

resource is efficiently shared among multiple VMs. For

2D workload, firefox-ast and gnome increase their per-

formance from 1VM to 5VM, for that 2D workloads are

also accelerated by CPU.

Figure 11: Scalability of gScale in Windows

The 3D performance of Windows VMs hosted by

gScale scaling from 1 to 12 is in Figure 11, and all the test

results are normalized to 1 VM. Similar with Linux, there

is a visible performance degradation for each case when

the number of VMs is over 1, and the maximal degrada-

tions of GT1, GT2, HDR1, and HDR2 are 23.6%, 14.5%,

15.2%, and 17.5%, respectively. The cause of degrada-

tion is the same with Linux VMs, which will be analyzed

in Section 5.4. The performance scales well from 4VMs

to 12VMs, and it proves that GPU resource is efficiently

8
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utilized when the number of VMs increases.

5.3 Performance

Comparison with gVirt We compare the performance

of gScale with gVirt in Figure 12, and the performance of

gScale is normalized to gVirt. We examine the settings of

1-3 VMs for gScale, since gVirt can only support 3 guest

vGPUs. For Linux, gScale achieves up to 99.89% per-

formance of gVirt, while for Windows, gScale archives

up to 98.58% performance of gVirt. There is a perfor-

mance drop which is less than 5% of normalized per-

formance when the number of instances is over 1. The

performance decrease is due to copying the part of pri-

vate shadow GTT for low graphics memory, and we will

have a micro analysis in Section 5.4. This overhead is in-

evitable, for that global graphics memory space sharing

will incur the overhead of copying private shadow GTT.

Figure 12: Performance Comparison

Performance Impact of Slot Sharing In this experi-

ment, we want to evaluate the slot sharing of gScale un-

der a high instance density. We launch 15 VMs at the

same time. However, we only run GPU intensive work-

loads in some of them, while the rest VMs remain GPU

idle. A GPU idle VM means a launched VM without

GPU workload. We increase the number of GPU busy

VM from 1 to 15, and observe the performance change.

We use gScale-Basic to represent the gScale without slot

sharing.

For 3D performance of gScale in Linux, we pick

Nexuiz as a demonstration, and the case is run in an in-

creasing number of VMs while gScale hosts 15 VMs in

total, as shown in Figure 13. gScale and gScale-Basic has

the same performance when the GPU busy VM is only

one. When the number of GPU busy VMs increases, pri-

vate shadow GTT copying happens. There is a 20% per-

Figure 13: 3D Performance of Linux VMs

formance decrease for gScale-Basic. However, gScale

has little performance degradation when the number of

GPU busy VMs is less than 4, and slot sharing mitigates

the performance degradation when the number of GPU

busy VMs is less than 6. However, when the number of

GPU busy VMs exceed 6, the slot sharing does not help

with the overhead, and the performance is stable around

80% of normalized performance.

For 3D performance of gScale in Windows, GT1 is

chosen to run in the rising number of VMs while gScale

hosts 12 VMs in total. gScale shows the same perfor-

mance with gScale-Basic when there is only 1 GPU busy

VM. However, similar to the results on Linux, when the

number of GPU busy VMs is over 1, there is a 16.5% per-

formance degradation for gScale-Basic. gScale achieves

a flat performance change when the number of GPU busy

VMs is less than 4, and the results show that slot sharing

mitigates the performance degradation before the num-

ber of GPU busy VMs reaches 6. When the number of

GPU busy VMs exceed 6, the performance of gScale and

gScale-Basic is very close.

5.4 Micro Analysis

Overhead of Private Shadow GTT We evaluate that

overhead caused by copying private shadow GTT to

show the performance optimization brought by slot shar-

ing. Lightsmark and HDR2 are chosen to be the work-

loads in Linux and Windows VMs, respectively. We

inspect the difference of overhead between gScale and

gScale-Basic. For Linux, we launch 15 VMs, and run

workloads in 3 of them. For Windows, run workloads in

3 VMs while total 12 VMs are launched. We measure

the time of private shadow GTT copying and the time

vGPU owns the physical engine in each schedule. Then,

we collect the data from about 3000 schedules, and cal-

9
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Figure 14: 3D Performance of Windows VMs

culate the percentage of how much time gScale takes to

do the private shadow GTT copying in each schedule.

Figure 15: Overhead of Private Shadow GTT Copying in

Linux

Figure 15 shows the overhead of gScale in Linux, for

gScale-Basic (without slot sharing), the average over-

head is 21.8%, while the average overhead of gScale is

only 3.6%. In this case, slot sharing reduces the overhead

of private shadow GTT copying by 83.4%. The overhead

is dithering around the average value, for that shadow

GTT copying needs memory bandwidth and CPU re-

source, which are also occupied by 3D workload.

Figure 16 shows the overhead of private shadow GTT

copying in Windows, for gScale-Basic, the average over-

head is 15.35%, while the average overhead of gScale is

only 4.16%. In this case, slot sharing reduces the over-

head of private shadow GTT copying by 72.9%. The slot

sharing works better for Linux, because it only optimizes

the overhead from high global graphics memory part of

Figure 16: Overhead of Private Shadow GTT Copying in

Windows

private shadow GTT copying, while we configure vGPU

with twice the amount of low global graphics memory

in Windows of that in Linux. Additionally, the over-

head caused by the low graphics memory part of private

shadow GTT copying is less than 5%, which is accept-

able.

Table 2: Frequency of Ladder Mapping

Frequency of Ladder Mapping Ladder mapping is

constructed by gScale when CPU modifies the entry of

GTT. We try to figure out the frequency of ladder map-

ping when 3D workloads are running. We count the total

times of GTT modifications and the times of ladder map-

ping to calculate the percentage as shown in Table 2. For

Windows workloads, the ladder mapping happens very

rarely, which is less than 1%. For Linux, the percentage

of ladder mapping frequency is higher than Windows,

and we believe the reason is that the total amount of GTT

modifications in Windows is a lot more than in Linux (up

to 8x). At the same time, we observe a phenomenon that

the ladder mapping mostly happens when workloads are

being loaded, and it seldom happens when workloads are

being processed. It explains the flat change of perfor-

mance in our scalability evaluation, though ladder map-

ping could have overhead.

10
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6 Discussion

Currently, gScale only supports Intel Graphics Proces-

sors. However, the principle of our design can be ap-

plied to other architectures. In addition to Intel, ven-

dors like AMD, Qalcomm and Samsung also have inte-

grated CPU/GPU systems and their graphics memory is

also served by system memory [25]. Our ladder mapping

could be applied to their solutions if they have similar re-

quirements. Some GPUs, such as those from NVidia and

AMD, may have dedicated graphics memory, but they

also use graphics translation table to do address transla-

tion. We believe the concept of gScale’s private shadow

GTT could also help them share the graphics memory

space. However, we could not test gScale on those GPUs,

beacuse they are not open-source distributions.

7 Related Work

Using modern GPUs in a shared cloud environment re-

mains challenge with a good balance among perfor-

mance, features and sharing capability [30]. A lot of

research efforts have been made to enable GPUs in vir-

tual machines (i.e., Device emulation, API forwarding,

Device Pass-through, and full GPU virtualization).

Device emulation is considered impractical because

GPU hardware is vendor-specific and modern GPUs are

complicated. Thus, QEMU [14] has emulated a legacy

VGA device with a low performance to support only

some basic functionality.

API forwarding has been widely studied and has been

applied to many virtualization software already. By in-

stalling a graphics library in a guest OS, graphic com-

mands can be then forwarded to the outside host OS.

Host OS can execute those commands directly using the

GPU hardware. WireGL [20] and Chromium [21] in-

tercept OpenGL commands and parallelly render them

on commodity clusters. VMGL [22] makes use of

Chromium to render guest’s OpenGL commands on the

host side. GViM [19], rCUDA [18], and vCUDA [27]

virtualize GPGPU applications by forwarding CUDA

commands in virtual machines. Kernel consolidations

have been studied for efficiency with Kernelet [32].

However, one major limitation of API forwarding is that

the graphic stack on guest and host must match. Other-

wise, host OS is not able to process guest’s commands.

For example, a Linux host cannot execute DirectX com-

mands forwarded by a Windows guest. As a result, a

translation layer must be built for Linux host to execute

DirectX commands: Valve [8] and Wine [10] have built

such translation layers, but only a subset of DirectX com-

mands is supported; VMWare [17] and Virgil [9] imple-

ment a graphic driver to translate guests’ commands to

their own commands.

Device Pass-through achieves high performance in

GPU virtualization. Recently, Amazon [2] and

Aliyun [1] have provided GPU instances to customers

for high performance computing. Graphic cards can be

also passed to a virtual machine exclusively using Intel

VT-d [13, 15]. However, direct pass-through GPU is ded-

icated, and also sacrifices the sharing capability.

Two full GPU virtualization solutions have been pro-

posed, i.e., gVirt [30] and GPUvm [28, 29], respectively.

GPUvm implements GPU virtualization for NVIDIA

cards on Xen, which applies several optimization tech-

niques to reduce overhead. However, full-virtualization

will still cause non-trivial overhead because of MMIO

operations. A para-virtualization is also proposed to im-

prove performance. Furthermore, GPUvm can only sup-

port 8 VMs in their experimental setup. gVirt is the first

open source product level full GPU virtualization solu-

tion in Intel platforms. It provides each VM a virtual full

fledged GPU and can achieve almost native speed. Re-

cently, gHyvi [16] uses a hybrid shadow page table to im-

prove gVirt’s performance for memory-intensive work-

loads. However, gHyvi inherits the resource partition

limitation of gVirt, so it also suffers from the scalabil-

ity issue too.

NVIDIA GRID [7] is a commercial GPU virtualiza-

tion product, which supports up to 16 VMs per GPU card

now. AMD has announced its hardware-based GPU vir-

tualization solution recently. AMD multiuser GPU [3],

which is based on SR-IOV, can support up to 15 VMs

per GPU. However, neither NVIDIA nor AMD provides

public information on technical details.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

gScale addresses the scalability issue of gVirt with a

novel sharing scheme. gScale proposes the private

shadow GTT for each vGPU instance, which allows

vGPU instances to share the part of global graphics

memory space only visible to GPU. A ladder mapping

mechanism is introduced to make CPU directly access

host physical memory space serving the graphics mem-

ory without referring to global graphics memory space.

At the same time, fence memory space pool is reserved

from low graphics memory space to ensure the function-

ality of fence registers. gScale also implements slot shar-

ing to improve the performance of vGPU under a high in-

stance density. Evaluation shows that gScale scales well

up to 15 vGPU instances in Linux or 12 vGPU instances

in Windows, which is 5x and 4x scalability compared to

gVirt. Moreover, gScale archives up to 96% performance

of gVirt under a high density of instances.

As for future work, we will focus on optimizing the

performance of gScale, especially when gScale hosts

large amount of instances with intensive workloads. To
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exploit the performance improvement of slot sharing, we

will design a dynamic deploy policy based on the work-

load of instances.
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Abstract

Dynamic binary translation (DBT) translates binary code
from one instruction set architecture (ISA) to another
(same or different) ISA at runtime, which makes it very
useful in many applications such as system virtualiza-
tion, whole program analysis, system debugging, and
system security. Many techniques have been proposed to
improve the efficiency of DBT systems for long-running
and loop-intensive applications. However, for applica-
tions with short running time or long-running but with
few hot code regions such as JavaScript and C# applica-
tions in web services, such techniques have difficulty in
amortizing the overhead incurred during binary transla-
tion.

To reduce the translation overhead for such appli-
cations, this paper presents a general persistent code
caching framework, which allows the reuse of translated
binary code across different executions for the same or
different applications. Compared to existing approaches,
the proposed approach can seamlessly handle even dy-
namically generated code, which is very popular in script
applications today. A prototype of the proposed frame-
work has been implemented in an existing retargetable
DBT system. Experimental results on a list of applica-
tions, including C/C++ and JavaScript, demonstrate that
it can achieve 76.4% performance improvement on aver-
age compared to the original DBT system without helper
threads for dynamic binary translation, and 9% perfor-
mance improvement on average over the same DBT sys-
tem with helper threads when code reuse is combined
with help threads.

1 Introduction

Dynamic binary translation or transformation (DBT) has
been widely used in many applications such as system
virtualization, whole program analysis, system debug-
ging, and system security. Most notable examples in-

clude QEMU [6], DynamoRIO [4], Pin [17], Valgrind
[18], and many others [9, 25, 5]. DBT systems can dy-
namically translate guest binary code in one instruction
set architecture (ISA) to another host ISA (same as or
different from guest ISA), and achieve the emulation of
guest applications on the host machines or the enhanced
functionalities of the guest binaries. It bypasses the need
of an intermediate representation such as bytecode in
language-level virtual machines, e.g. Java virtual ma-
chine (JVM) or Dalvik in Android.

Compare to native execution, DBT systems usually
consist of two phases. In the first phase, guest bina-
ries are emulated and profiled on the host system to de-
tect the ”hotness” of code regions. Hot code regions are
then translated and stored in a code cache. It allows the
execution to enter the second phase in which the trans-
lated binaries in the code cache are executed without fur-
ther code emulation or translation. Typically, for long-
running and loop-intensive guest applications, 90% of
the execution time could stay in the second phase [21].
It allows the overhead incurred in the first phase to be
substantially amortized.

Many techniques have been proposed to improve the
efficiency of the DBT systems and the performance of
the translated host binaries [26, 27, 10]. Nevertheless,
for many applications with short running time or long-
running applications with few hot code regions, e.g.,
JavaScript and C# applications in web services [11] that
require fast response time and high throughput, such
techniques have difficulty in amortizing the overhead
from the first phase.

Figure 1 shows the translation overhead (incurred in
the first phase) of SPEC CINT2006 using HQEMU [13],
a QEMU-based retargetable DBT that can dynamically
translate guest binaries across several different major
ISAs such as x86-32, x86-64 and ARM. To more accu-
rately measure the translation overhead of short-running
applications, the small test input is used to shorten their
running time.
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Figure 1: Translation overhead in HQEMU for SPEC CINT2006 with test input.

As shown in Figure 1, more than 40% of the exe-
cution time on average is spent in the first phase for
dynamic translation (more details are discussed in Sec-
tion 2). Therefore, reducing the translation overhead
can significantly improve the performance of these short-
running applications or those with few hot code regions.
Additionally, lower translation overhead can help to re-
duce power consumption - a benefit critical to mobile de-
vices with limited battery life. This is one of the reasons
Google switches Android runtime from Dalvik to ART
with native binaries [1].

One possible approach to reduce translation overhead
is to use static binary translation (SBT), and perform bi-
nary translation offline. It can completely avoid such
translation overhead at runtime. However, SBT has many
open issues to deal with, such as code discovery for ISAs
with variable-length instructions (e.g., Intel x86) and in-
direct branches with unknown branch targets [8, 24].
Also, it is difficult for SBT to leverage runtime informa-
tion to optimize the performance of the translated code.

Besides SBT, helper threads have been proposed to
shift the translation overheads to other threads [13]. Even
though the translation overheads can be hidden substan-
tially this way due to concurrency, it can reduce the sys-
tem throughput, which could be sensitive in a cloud en-
vironment. To reduce re-translation overhead caused by
code cache invalidation, annotation-based and inference-
based schemes have been proposed to mitigate such over-
heads [11]. Even so, they still require re-translation the
first time those guest binaries are re-encountered.

Compared to those approaches, persistent code
caching is an effective alternative to reduce translation
overhead [12, 7, 21, 22]. In this approach, the translated
binaries are reused the next time the same guest applica-
tion is executed (i.e., the generated binaries persist across
different runs of the same application), or reused by other
applications (i.e., the generated binaries such as those in
shared libraries persist across different runs of different
applications). The translation overhead can thus be re-
duced (or eliminated). Existing persistent code caching

approaches [7, 21, 22] leverage guest instruction address
or offset to detect persistent code hits when re-using per-
sistent code. It limits their applicability to unmodified
guest binary code at the same instruction address or off-
set across executions. However, different executions are
very likely to have different guest binary code at the same
instruction address or offset in practice, e.g., dynamically
generated guest binary code.

In this paper, we focus on some main challenges in
DBT systems using persistent code caching. The first
is the need to deal with relocatable guest binaries. The
second is the need to generate relocatable host binaries
in order to persist across different runs for reuse. The
third is the need to deal with the dynamically generated
code by the guest applications, e.g., if the guest binary
is dynamically generated by a just-in-time (JIT) engine,
we need to deal with both the dynamically generated
guest binaries by the JIT engine and the JIT engine itself
[11], so both can persist across different runs.

Relocatable Guest Binaries. Typically, there are
two kinds of relocatable guest binaries, (1) position-
independent guest binaries, and (2) guest binaries that
contain relocatable meta-data for load-time relocation.
If a guest binary is position-independent, the offset from
its starting address can be used to index and search for
its persistent code [7]. However, a shared library may
have different offsets when statically linked in different
applications, hence, the offset alone is not sufficient to
reuse persistent code across statically linked applications
that share the same libraries. For the guest binaries that
contain relocatable meta-data for load-time relocation, it
is also not sufficient to index and search for its persistent
code with only addresses of the guest binary code [21].

Relocatable Host Binaries. Position-dependent ad-
dresses exist in the translated host instructions need
to be relocated. A typical example is the translation
of a guest call instruction into two host instructions,
push next guest PC and jmp. The position-dependent
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branch target next guest PC needs to be made position
independent (i.e., relocatable) in order to be effectively
reused across different execution runs.

Another example is the exit stub in a translated code
trace for returning to the DBT runtime system when the
next guest code block is untranslated. The returned ad-
dress of the next guest block needs to be made relocat-
able as this address could be different in different execu-
tion runs due to relocatable guest binaries.

In addition, a position-dependent host address could
be embedded in a translated host instruction to jump
back from the translated host code to the translator. A
possible solution to this challenge is to ask the DBT to
generate position-independent code and to avoid using
host instructions with embedded position-dependent
addresses. However, this kind of implementation is not
always efficient [7]. Especially for applications with
long running time or mostly covered with hot code
regions that do not require persistent code caching,
position-independent code could introduce unnecessary
runtime overhead.

Dynamically Generated Guest Binaries. JIT engines
have been widely adopted in many languages such as
Java, JavaScript, and C#. Persistent code caching for
dynamically generated code by such JIT engines is very
challenging because their addresses are very likely to
change across runs due to address space layer random-
ization (ASLR) used by operating systems for security
reasons. Furthermore, despite the availability of byte-
code for such applications, their dynamically generated
binaries are often linked with other application-specific
libraries making them difficult to port across different
ISAs with only bytecode. One study shows that an
average of more than 50% of such codes are in native
binaries [15]. Many of the applications written in
languages such as JavaScript also either have very short
running time or have very few hot code regions [20].
Persistent code caching is an effective way to reduce
re-translation overhead and to improve performance
when ported across different ISAs.

This paper aims at addressing the above challenges in
persistent code caching for DBT systems across differ-
ent ISAs. We generate and maintain relocation records in
the persistent code to get around the issues of position-
dependent code mentioned above. Using such relo-
cation records, host instructions that contain position-
dependent addresses can be relocated before it is used.
We also keep the original guest binary code in the gener-
ated persistent code. Only the persistent code that have
the matched guest binary is reused. In this way, persis-
tent code for dynamically generated code can be reused
seamlessly even if the address of the generated code is

changed in a later execution run.
A prototype of such a persistent code caching frame-

work has been implemented in an existing retargetable
DBT system. Experimental results on a set of bench-
marks that include C/C++ and JavaScript applications
demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of our ap-
proach. Without trying to optimize our prototype, 76.4%
and 9% performance improvements on average are ob-
served compared to the original system without and with
helper threads for dynamic binary translation, respec-
tively. Experiments on using persistent code across dif-
ferent execution runs for the same application with dif-
ferent inputs show that the size of the persistent code
traces affect the benefits of such persistent code. Ad-
ditionally, experiments on the persistent code accumula-
tion across different applications suggest that an effective
persistent code management is required.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

• A general persistent code caching framework using
relocation records and guest binary code matching
is proposed to allow position-dependent host bina-
ries to be reused across different execution runs.
This approach is also applicable to dynamically
generated guest binaries from JIT compilers. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to
allow dynamically generated guest code to persist
across different execution runs.

• A prototype for such a persistent code caching
framework has been implemented in an existing
DBT system, HQEMU [13], which is a QEMU-
based retargetable DBT system.

• A number of experiments are conducted to demon-
strate the effectiveness and efficiency of this ap-
proach. 76.4% and 9% performance improve-
ments are observed with the help of persistent code
caching compared to a retargetable DBT system
(i.e., HQEMU) without and with the helper threads
for dynamic binary translation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 describes the proposed persistent code caching ap-
proach. Section 3 discusses some important implementa-
tion issues. Section 4 presents our experimental results.
Section 5 discusses other related work. And Section 6
concludes our paper.

2 Persistent Code Caching - Our Approach

In general, DBT systems translate guest binary into host
binary at the granularity of a basic block (or block for
short), which is a sequence of guest instructions with
only one entry and one exit. The generated host code
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Figure 2: Persistent code caching for DBT systems.

is stored in an executable memory region, called code
cache. The measured translation overhead in SPEC
CINT2006 using test input is shown as Block Transla-
tion in Figure 1. After the translation of a guest block,
the DBT system then transfers the execution to the gen-
erated host code in the code cache. During the execution
in the code cache, a jump back to the translator/emulator
is triggered when an untranslated block is encountered,
and the translation is restarted.

In a DBT system, a hash table is used to manage the
mapping from the guest program counter (PC) of the
source binary, i.e., SPC, to the corresponding host PC
of the translated code, i.e., TPC. Each time a new block
is translated, the hash table is updated with the pair of
SPC and TPC. Indirect branches and return instructions
can look up the hash table to find out the TPC of the tar-
get block. A jump stub is used to chain translated code
of two blocks connected via direct branch instruction to
avoid the jump back to the translator, which is extremely
time-consuming. The jump stub is initialized to jump
back to the translator at first. After target block is trans-
lated, it is patched to jump to TPC of target block.

A hot path in the guest binary forms a trace, which
contains several blocks with one entry and multiple ex-
its. The number of blocks in a trace is the size of the
trace. After a trace is formed, the blocks in this trace
are re-translated and more aggressive optimizations can
be applied to achieve a better performance. The transla-
tion/optimization overhead in this process for the SPEC
CINT2006 benchmarks is shown as Trace Translation in
Figure 1.

In our persistent code caching approach, translated
host code for both basic blocks and traces are kept and
reused across executions, i.e., they persist across execu-
tions. Thus, both block translation and trace translation
overheads can be reduced. Figure 2 shows the frame-
work and the work flow of our persistent code caching
approach. It consists of two phases, persistent code gen-
eration and persistent code reuse.

In our approach, persistent code is organized in en-
tries. As shown in Figure 2, after the translator fin-
ishes the translation of a basic block or trace, the gen-

erated host binary code and the related information such
as guest binary code, relocation information and internal
data structures are copied to a host memory region and
form a new persistent code entry. The host memory re-
gion is called persistent code memory and is allocated at
the start of the DBT system. At the end of the program
execution, e.g., a guest exit group Linux system call is
emulated, all entries in the persistent code memory are
flushed to the disk and stored in a persistent code file,
which is used across different executions.

To reuse the persistent code generated in previous ex-
ecutions, the persistent code file is loaded into the mem-
ory at the start of the DBT system and installed into a
two-level hash table, called PHash (persistent code hash
table). The details of PHash is described in Section 2.2.

Before a guest block or trace is translated, PHash is
looked up to check if there is a matching persistent code
entry already. Here, matching means they have the same
guest binary code. If a matched persistent code entry is
found, the translator is bypassed and the translated host
binary in this entry is copied to the code cache directly.
Before the execution of the copied host binary, the re-
quired relocation and recovery are performed to ensure
its correct execution. In this way, the host binary gen-
erated in one execution can be correctly reused in an-
other execution, and the translation overhead is reduced
or eliminated.

In addition, our persistent code caching approach sup-
ports persistent code accumulation across different ex-
ecutions. To accumulate persistent code, those basic
blocks and traces that cannot find their matching entries
in PHash will form new persistent code entries in persis-
tent code memory. At the end of the current execution,
these new persistent code entries are merged with exist-
ing persistent code entries to produce a new persistent
code file.

Our persistent code caching approach can be inte-
grated into most of the existing DBT systems. Only
small changes to the translation work flow is required
to generate, reuse, and accumulate persistent code. In
the following sections, we describe in more details about
our approach.

2.1 Persistent Code Generation

We form a new persistent code entry each time a basic
block or a trace is translated. Each formed persistent
code entry is comprised of three parts: meta-data for the
host binary code (MDHBC), guest binary code (GBC),
and host binary code (HBC). The organization of these
three parts is shown in Figure 3.

MDHBC has two kinds of information: internal
data structure and relocation information. The internal
data structure is used to recover its corresponding
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Figure 3: Detailed structure of persistent code file.

data structure to ensure the correct execution of the
reused host binary code during the execution when the
persistent code is used. The relocation information is
used to convert the position-dependent addresses em-
bedded in the host instructions. GBC is used to find and
verify the matching persistent code entry. And HBC is
the main part of persistent code reused across executions.

Meta Data for Host Binary Code (MDHBC). To gener-
ate MDHBC, we make a copy of the internal data struc-
ture of a block/trace when its translation is completed.
Here, the internal data structure can vary between dif-
ferent DBT systems. In our prototype system, it is the
data structure used by the DBT system (i.e., HQEMU)
to represent each translated block/trace. A unique id is
assigned to each copied data structure, called block/trace
id. Typically, one of the most accessed items in this data
structure is the offset of jump stubs in translated host bi-
nary code, which is used by the DBT system to chain two
translated blocks/traces.

Another important part of MDHBC is the relocation
information. For each block/trace, the relocation infor-
mation is organized into records. Each relocation record
is created for a host instruction whose operands contain
a position-dependent address. Note, if a host instruction
contains a guest position-dependent address and this ad-
dress is also contained in the translated guest instruction,
we do not create relocation record for such a host in-
struction because our guest binary code matching mech-
anism can filter out blocks/traces that include this guest
instruction correctly if this position-dependent address is
changed across executions. We use the example shown
in Figure 4 to explain the information required for relo-
cating host instructions.

In this example, the guest instruction call at guest
address 0x8048008 is translated into two host in-

0x8048000:  … 
0x8048008: call  $0x8048123
0x804800d: mov  %eax, %ebx

0x7fffffff0000:  …
0x7fffffff0015:  push $0x804800d
0x7fffffff001a:  jmp DBT

Guest Binary 
Code

(x86-32)

Host Binary 
Code

(x86-64)

Host instruction at 0x7fffffff0015 requires to be 
relocated because it contains position-dependent 
address, i.e., 0x804800d.

0x8048010:  … 
0x8048018: call  $0x8048123
0x804801d: mov  %eax, %ebx

Guest Binary 
Code

(x86-32)

Binary Translation

Persistent Code 
Reuse

Translation Relocation

Figure 4: Host instruction relocation.

structions push 0x804800d and jmp at host addresses
0x7fffffff0015 and 0x7fffffff001a, respectively.
If the translated code is reused across executions, the
host instruction push 0x804800d is required to be re-
located because it contains guest position-dependent ad-
dress 0x804800d, which is the return address of the call
instruction, or the address of the guest instruction fol-
lowing the call instruction. To relocate such a host in-
struction, two kinds of information are required. (1)
The location of the position-dependent address in code
cache, which is usually the start address of the relo-
cated host instruction plus the size of its opcode. In this
example, the location of 0x804800d in code cache is
0x7fffffff0015 plus the size of push opcode, which
is 1. (2) The correct address that should be put into this
location. In this example, the host code is reused by the
basic block at address 0x8048010 with a call instruction
at 0x8048018. Thus, the correct address is 0x804801d,
which is the return address of this call instruction.

Each relocation record saves two items to keep the two
required pieces of information. The first is the offset from
the starting address of the translated host code for this
block/trace to the location of the position-dependent ad-
dress. In the above example, the offset is 0x16. After the
host code is copied from a persistent code entry to the
code cache for reuse, this offset plus the starting address
of the copied host code is the address for relocation. The
second is a source id that identifies the source of the cor-
rect address. We use an enumerate type for the source
id, called IDType. In the above example, the source id
is GUEST NEXT PC, which means the correct address is
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the address of the guest instruction following the last in-
struction in this block.

To facilitate the generation of relocation records, a uni-
fied API is provided for DBT developers:

extern int gen_reloc_record (int offset,

IDType source,

BLOCK *block,

TRACE *trace);

This function generates a relocation record for block
or trace in its MDHBC. Specifically, it should be called
when a position-dependent address is inserted into a host
instruction during binary translation.

Guest Binary Code. A copy of the guest binary code
of a block is placed in the persistent code memory after
its translation. The address information of this copy is
added to the data structure of this block in MDHBC
for future access. To limit the size of the generated
persistent code, instead of copying the guest binary code
of blocks in a trace, we only keep a list of block ids in
the copied data structure of this trace in MDHBC.

Host Binary Code. After the translation of a block/trace,
the translated host code is copied from code cache to the
persistent code memory. Also, the address information
of this copy needs to be saved into the data structure of
the block/trace in MDHBC.

At the end of the execution, all formed entries in per-
sistent code memory are flushed to disk to produce a per-
sistent code file. The number of persistent code entries is
stored at the beginning of the file, followed by all entries,
as illustrated in Figure 3.

2.2 Persistent Code Reuse
After the generation of persistent code, it can be reused
across executions. This section describes how to reuse
persistent code.

At the beginning of an execution, the persistent code
file is loaded from disk into memory. Each entry in the
file is processed and installed into a two-level hash table,
i.e., PHash. Figure 5 shows the structure of PHash (part
of the second level hash tables is omitted due to space
limitation). Relocation and data structure recovery will
be done later after a matching persistent code entry is
found for a block/trace.

We use L1-PHash and L2-PHash to represent the first
and the second level hash tables in PHash. The hash keys
of L1-PHash and L2-PHash are generated based on the
guest binary code in each persistent code entry. If an en-
try corresponds to a trace, the guest binary of its first ba-
sic block is used to generate the hash key. Note, the prop-
erty of the translated host binary code cannot be used as
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Figure 5: Two-level hash table used to look up persistent
code for reuse.

the hash keys, because there is no translated host binary
code but the original guest binary code of a block/trace
when PHash is looked up to find out the matched entry
for this block/trace.

Specifically, the hash key of L1-PHash is generated
using the size of the guest binary code in bytes. The rea-
son is that guest binary with very large basic blocks is
very rare in practice, which can help to limit the size of
L1-PHash. In our experiments, we found 1024 is enough
for all guest applications evaluated. At the second level,
several bytes in the guest binary are chosen to construct
a byte combination. With this byte combination as in-
put, a simple hash function is used to generate an in-
teger in the range from 1 to 256, which is used as the
hash key of L2-PHash. Compared to a single-level hash
table, this two-level hash table can achieve comparable
performance with a smaller overall table size for persis-
tent code with a very large number of entries.

To limit the size of PHash, L2-PHash is allocated only
when at least one persistent code entry hit it. In other
words, L1-PHash is allocated first and initialized with
NULL. When an entry hits a NULL in L1-PHash, a new
L2-PHash is allocated and its address is used to update
the corresponding NULL entry in L1-PHash. After fill-
ing all persistent code entries, PHash can be used in this
execution without further update.

To find a matching persistent code entry for a basic
block, its guest binary is used to look up PHash. The
boundary of this basic block, i.e., the start and the end
addresses of this basic block, should be identified first,
The start address is usually available in existing DBT
systems. However, the end address is unavailable until
the basic block is being decoded, and a branch instruc-
tion is encountered or the maximum number of guest in-
structions for a basic block is reached [6, 13]. After this,
the guest binary code of this basic block can be used to
look up PHash. Algorithm 1 describes the details of such
a lookup for a basic block.

First, the size of the guest binary code of this block
is used to look up L1-PHash. Second, an hash key is
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Algorithm 1: Persistent Code Reuse
Input: A basic block bb, with the start address and size of

the guest binary code, addr and size
Output: Persistent code entry matching with bb,

otherwise NULL

1 h ← PHash [size];
2 if h = NULL then
3 return NULL;

4 key ← hash func (addr, size);
5 p ← h [key];
6 while p �= NULL do
7 if guest binary same (p, addr, size) then
8 do host code copy (p, bb);
9 do host code relocation (p, bb);

10 do data structure recovery (p, bb);
11 return p;

12 p ← p → next;

13 return NULL;

calculated based on the guest binary code of this block
using a simple hash function to look up L2-PHash. Last,
the list pointed by the hit entry in L2-PHash is scanned.
The guest binary code in each persistent code entry on
this list is compared with the guest binary code of the
input block until a matching entry is found. If there is
no such matching entry, NULL is returned and the transla-
tor is re-invoked to perform the translation. The look-up
procedure for a trace is similar to a basic block. The only
difference is that the guest binary code of all basic blocks
in the trace is compared to find out a matching entry.

After a matching persistent code entry is found, the
host code in this entry is copied to code cache. Then the
relocation records in this entry is applied to the copied
host code. Note, the copied code is still unchained at this
point. However, after we recover the internal data struc-
ture, block/trace chaining will be done automatically by
the translator during the ensuing execution.

Global optimizations applied by DBT systems might
complicate the above look-up process. For example,
some global optimizations for the current basic block
might be based on its predecessor and successor blocks.
A typical example is the conditional code optimization
for Intel x86-like ISAs that have side effects on condi-
tion codes in some instructions [19]. It can eliminate un-
necessary conditional code generation in current block
based on the definition and usage of conditional codes
in its predecessor and successor blocks. In such cases,
if the guest binary code of the predecessor or successor
blocks is changed, the translated host binary code of cur-
rent block cannot be reused.

To deal with this issue, the guest binary of all blocks
that may affect the translation of the current block should

be compared to ensure the consistency of its translated
host code. This can be realized by two steps. First, in
persistent code generation phase, blocks that affect the
translation decisions of current block are saved to MD-
HBC when a global optimization is applied. Second,
during the above lookup process, the guest binary of all
saved basic blocks, not just the current block, are com-
pared to determine a matching persistent code entry for
the current block.

2.3 Persistent Code Accumulation

Even with persistent code, a basic block or a trace may
still need to be translated because it may not have a
matching persistent code entry found. In our approach,
these newly translated host code is accumulated for fu-
ture reuse. To accumulate persistent code from multi-
ple execution runs, we form new persistent code entries
for newly translated blocks and traces in each execution.
At the end of the execution, the newly formed persistent
code entries are merged with existing entries to generate
a new persistent code file. Section 4 discusses the effec-
tiveness of persistent code accumulation across same and
different guest applications.

3 Implementation

A prototype of our persistent code caching approach has
been implemented in an existing retargetable DBT sys-
tem, HQEMU [13], which is a retargetable DBT system
based on QEMU [6]. HQMEU uses original translator in
QEMU, i.e., Tiny Code Generator (TCG), to translate ba-
sic blocks. Moreover, LLVM JIT [14] is used to generate
more efficient code for traces. To detect traces, HQEMU
inserts a profile stub and a predict stub into host binary
generated by TCG for each basic block. The profile stub
is used to count the number of dynamic executions of this
basic block. Once the counter reaches a preset threshold,
the profile stub is disabled and the predict stub is enabled
to form the trace.

After a trace is formed, HQEMU converts TCG inter-
mediate representations (IR) of the basic blocks in this
trace to LLVM IR. Then, an LLVM JIT engine takes
the LLVM IR as input and generates host binary code
on the fly. During this process, several LLVM optimiza-
tion passes are applied to improve the efficiency of the
generated host code. Additional translation/optimization
overhead is also introduced due to the time-consuming
LLVM optimizations applied. To mitigate such trans-
lation/optimization overhead, HQEMU spawns helper
threads to perform translations/optimizations for traces.
However, this solution can reduce the system throughput,
which could be sensitive in a cloud environment.
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Figure 6: Performance improvement achieved by our persistent code caching approach. The base line is the execution
without helper thread and persistent code, i.e., w/o H + w/o P.

The first issue that needs to be addressed in our im-
plementation is helper function calls. For retargetabil-
ity purpose, HQEMU (also in QEMU) leverages helper
functions in the translator to emulate some complicated
guest instructions, e.g., floating point and SSE instruc-
tions. These helper functions are called directly from
code cache via position-dependent addresses. However,
due to ASLR used by operating systems for security rea-
sons, these function addresses are very likely to change
across executions. Therefore, these function calls needs
to be relocated for persistent code caching purpose. In
our implementation, we use the unified API presented in
Section 2.1 to generate relocation entries for helper func-
tion calls generated by TCG. For helper function calls
generated by LLVM JIT, to simplify the implementation,
we leverage redundant debugging meta data to acquire
the relocation information from LLVM JIT.

Another special issue is about global memory and con-
stant memory pool allocate by LLVM JIT during trans-
lating/optimizing traces. Global memory is a memory re-
gion used to save global variables that can be accessed by
different traces. Constant memory pool is a local mem-
ory region allocated by LLVM JIT only for some specific
traces, which is followed by the translated host code for
these traces. For global memory, we save the initial value
of each global variable into MDHBC once it is allocated
by LLVM JIT. These values are used to recover the global
memory in future executions. For constant memory pool,
we adjust the starting address of translated host code for
each trace to start from the beginning of the memory
pool, if it exists. Thus, the constant memory can be saved
and recovered along with the host code of traces.

Here, we focus on x86-32 to x86-64 cross-ISA transla-
tion. In the implementation, the profile stub and the pre-
dict stub are enabled and disabled as in original HQEMU
to detect and form traces, whether or not the persistent
code is available. Besides, each jump stub in host bi-
nary code copied from persistent code entries is set to

jump back to the translator at first and patched later by
the translator via block/trace chaining automatically. To
guarantee the atomicity of the patch operation, which
is a write to a 32 bit memory location, the address of
the location should be 4-byte aligned on the host plat-
form. Fortunately, HQEMU allocates code cache for
each block/trace from an aligned address, which solves
this issue naturally.

4 Experimental Study

Two types of guest applications, SPEC CINT2006 and
SpiderMonkey [3] are employed to evaluate the perfor-
mance. For SPEC CINT2006, the complete suite is in-
cluded using test input. SpiderMonkey is a JavaScript
engine written in C/C++ from Mozilla, which has been
deployed in various Mozilla productions, including Fire-
fox. The performance of SpiderMonkey is evaluated on
Google Octane [2], which is a benchmark suite used to
measure a JavaScript engine’s performance by running a
suite of test applications. Our experiments cover 12 of
15 applications in Octane, due to the failure of 3 applica-
tions when run on original HQEMU.

The experiment platform is equipped with Intel(R)
Xeon CPU 16 cores with Hyper-threading enabled, 64G
bytes memory, and Ubuntu-14.04 with Linux-3.13. To
reduce the influence of random factors, each application
is run three times and their arithmetic average is taken.

4.1 Performance Improvement

Figure 6 shows the performance improvement achieved
by using our persistent code caching approach. The base-
line is the execution without helper thread and persistent
code, i.e., w/o H + w/o P. In this experiment, differ-
ent numbers of helper threads were evaluated, but only
the performance results with one helper thread are pre-
sented here because their results are all very similar. On
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P(capture) P(connect) P(connect rot) P(connection) P(connection rot) P(cutstone) P(dniwog)
capture 100%(4) 90.73%(2.5) 83.04%(2.4) 91.16%(2.3) 76.03%(2.6) 88.22%(2.3) 89.23%(2.2)
connect 66.36%(2.4) 100%(3.5) 76.03%(2.3) 88.58%(2) 71.06%(2.3) 67.25%(2.2) 86.33%(2)

connect rot 73.7%(2.4) 91.9%(2.3) 100%(4) 91.91%(2.2) 83.15%(2.4) 74.38%(2.3) 90.86%(2.2)
connection 43.48%(2.2) 57.48%(2) 49.51%(2.2) 100%(3.5) 47.82%(2.3) 50.81%(2) 84.02%(2.1)

connection rot 70.18%(2.6) 89.27%(2.3) 86.56%(2.4) 92.17%(4.2) 100%(4.2) 70.61%(2.6) 91.12%(2.4)
cutstone 73.97%(2.3) 76.89%(2.2) 70.31%(2.3) 89.40%(2) 64.25%(2.6) 100%(3.6) 88.65%(2)
dniwog 28.83%(2) 37.53%(2) 32.94%(2.1) 56.46%(2) 31.83%(2.2) 33.98%(1.9) 100%(3.3)

Table 1: Persistent code hit ratios with different inputs (the numbers in parentheses are the average numbers of basic
blocks in the hit traces of persistent code).

Figure 7: Effectiveness of persistent code for the same
application with different inputs.

average, 76.4% and 9% performance improvements are
achieved compared to the original DBT system without
and with a helper thread enabled, respectively.

As shown in Figure 6, the performance is improved for
all applications except 400.perlbench with test.pl

input. For this application, our approach achieves 40%
performance improvement without helper threads, but in-
troduces 5.5% overhead with helper threads. After fur-
ther investigation, we have found that this input creates
many child processes (around 72 of them) to perform
many extremely short-running tests.

In the execution with both persistent code and helper
threads, our implementation looks up persistent code be-
fore sending a trace translation request to helper threads.
The performance overhead introduced by this look-up
process might be relatively high for these extremely
short-running tests because the generated persist code is
very large (more details are presented in Section 4.3).
However, in the execution with helper threads but with-
out persistent code, a trace translation request is sent to
helper threads once after the trace is formed, which intro-
duce very little performance overhead. This is also the
reason why it cannot achieve similar performance im-
provement in this application for w/o H + w/ P com-
pared to w/ H + w/o P. Similar characteristics can be
observed on several applications in Octane, e.g., Crypto,

Figure 8: Performance sensitivity of persistent code
caching on the maximum size of traces.

PdfJS, and CodeLoad, but they have different causes.
More details are discussed in Section 4.2.

To study the efficiency of persistent code across dif-
ferent inputs for the same application, an experiment is
performed on 445.gobmk, which plays the game of Go,
a game with simple rules but has extremely complicated
strategies. There are seven inputs for this benchmark
contained in the test input.

In this experiment, persistent code generated from one
input is reused in a run using another input. The exper-
imental result is illustrated in Figure 7, where w/ P(X)

means persistent code generated from X input is used.
Helper thread is disabled in this experiment. As shown
in the figure, persistent code is still helpful to improve
the performance across different inputs. This is because
different inputs of the same application are very likely to
share same blocks/traces. Table 1 shows the percentage
of blocks/traces that can be found in persistent code, i.e.,
persistent code hit ratio. The numbers in the parenthesis
are the average sizes of the hit traces in persistent code.
This size is more than 3 for the same input. However, it
is less than 3 for the different inputs. This means, the av-
erage size of traces shared across different inputs of the
same application is usually not too large.

The default maximum size of a trace is 16 basic blocks
in the original HQEMU. Another experiment is con-
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Figure 9: Effectiveness of persistent code accumulation
from multiple runs of the same application.

ducted to study the performance sensitivity of persistent
code on the size of traces across different inputs. In
this experiment, the input capture is used for generat-
ing persistent code, and the maximum size of a trace is
set between 2 and 16. The persistent code generated in
each maximum trace size is applied to other inputs with
the same maximum trace size. Due to the potential im-
pact of the maximum size on the performance, various
baselines of each input are used depending on the cho-
sen maximum size of traces. As shown in Figure 8, the
best performance is achieved when the maximum size of
traces is 2. This shows why the average size of hit traces
in the last experiment is less than 3. Hence, code persis-
tence across different inputs prefers to use shorter traces
(2 or 3 basic blocks).

4.2 Accumulation Effectiveness
The effectiveness of persistent code accumulation is
evaluated on the same and different applications. Due
to their different behavior, C/C++ and JavaScript ap-
plications in our benchmark suite were evaluated sepa-
rately. Here, we only show the experimental results of
JavaScript applications because C/C++ applications have
similar results and our space is limited here.

Firstly, we evaluate the effectiveness of persistent code
accumulation for the same application. In this experi-
ment, the persistent code is accumulated from multiple
runs for the same application. Each application is exe-
cuted multiple times with previously generated persistent
code accumulated and used in the later runs, if possible.
Each time when a new persistent code is encountered, it
is included for the later runs of the same application to
evaluate the benefit of the accumulation.

Figure 9 shows the performance (normalized to the ex-
ecution time without using persistent code) of each appli-
cation using persistent code accumulated from one run
up to ten runs. As shown in the figure, such persistent
code accumulation is helpful to several applications, e.g.,

Figure 10: Effectiveness of persistent code accumulation
from multiple runs of different applications.

Crypto, PdfJS, and CodeLoad. However, the benefit
of accumulation quickly diminishes after a small num-
ber of runs for most applications. The figure also shows
that persistent code cannot achieve similar performance
improvement for w/o H + w/ P compared to w/ H +

w/o P because persistent code collected from one exe-
cution cannot fully cover the later executions.

Typically, there are two reasons for this phenomenon.
(1) There is a chance to miss some traces due to the
limited buffer size used for trace formation in HQEMU.
These traces have opportunities to be formed and trans-
lated in the executions when persistent code is available.
(2) The behavior of guest JIT engine is changed due to
the performance improvement introduced by persistent
code. In this situation, new guest binary is generated dy-
namically by the guest JIT engine that requires transla-
tion. Generally, the performance becomes stable after
two or three accumulations for most applications shown
in Figure 9 because no significant amount of new host
code is generated beyond that point.

Next, we evaluate the effectiveness of persistent code
accumulation from different applications. In this exper-
iment, the persistent code is accumulated from the exe-
cutions of all applications in a set of twelve applications
except for one. The accumulated persistent code is then
used by the excluded application. To evaluate the effec-
tiveness of accumulation, the excluded application is run
with the persistent code accumulated from one applica-
tion up to eleven applications in the set. Without loss
of generality, the order of the eleven applications chosen
during the accumulation phase is random.

Figure 10 shows the results of this experiment. Ini-
tially, most applications can benefit from the accumu-
lated code. However, as more persistent code is accumu-
lated (from one to eleven), its performance benefit dimin-
ishes and even becomes harmful beyond some point for
some applications. This indicates that persistent code ac-
cumulation from different applications is not always ben-
eficial because large persistent code can introduce high
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Figure 11: Performance overhead introduced by persistent code caching.

Figure 12: The sizes of different parts in persistent code.

overhead in looking up PHash. In our experiments, 5 is
the turning point. Currently, there is no limitation on the
size of accumulated persistent code. An effective persis-
tent code management approach should limit the size to
avoid this detrimental impact.

4.3 Performance Overhead and Code Size

Figure 11 shows the performance overhead introduced
by persistent code generation and PHash lookup. The
baseline is the original execution without helper thread
and without persistent code. As shown in the figure, for
all applications except 400.perlbench with test.pl

input, both kinds of overhead are less than 3%. As men-
tioned before, 400.perlbench with test.pl has multi-
ple child processes. Due to the persistent code accumula-
tion from each child process, a huge generation overhead
is introduced. After analyzing the execution, we found
95% of the performance overhead is caused by disk file
operations. Another overhead is from PHash lookup be-
cause of the large accumulated persistent code. On aver-
age, less than 1% performance overhead is introduced by
our persistent code caching approach.

Figure 12 shows the size of each part of the persis-
tent code. For most applications, the total size is less
than 40MB, except 400.perlbench with test.pl in-

put, which generates a very large persistent code due to
persistent code accumulation. As shown in the figure,
MDHBC is the largest part in persistent code, with 61%
on average. In our current implementation, all informa-
tion in the internal data structures of blocks/traces is kept
for future recovery. However, some of information in
these data structures is never used. There still is a good
potential to further reduce the size of persistent code, and
is part of our future work. The second largest part in per-
sistent code is HBC(Block), which occupies 28% of the
memory space, compared to 6.8% for HBC (Trace). This
is because the host binary of traces is translated and op-
timized by LLVM JIT, while host binary for basic blocks
is translated by TCG and is not optimized.

5 Related Work

The potential of reusing translated code across execu-
tions have been studied in previous work [12, 21, 22, 7].
Using DynamoRIO [4], which is a dynamic binary opti-
mization system, the work [12] shows that many of the
most heavily executed code traces in SPEC CPU2000 are
similarly optimized during successive executions. This
indicates the significant potential for leveraging the inter-
execution persistence of translated/optimized code.

A mechanism of persistent code cache has been im-
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plemented in [21, 22] for Pin [17], which is a dynamic
binary instrumentation system. It takes traces and cor-
responding internal C++ data structures used by Pin as
persistent code, which are generated when the original
code cache in Pin becomes full or at the exit of the execu-
tion. To reuse persistent code across applications, shared
libraries have to be loaded to the same memory address.
Another persistent code caching scheme is proposed for
process shared code cache [7]. It organizes guest appli-
cations and libraries into separate modules, and shares
the code cache of modules among processes. To support
relocatable guest applications, an offset of an instruction
address from the start of the module is used to look up
the persistent code of this module.

Compared to those schemes, our approach has three
significant advantages. First, the guest binary code rather
than the guest instruction address or offset is used to look
up persistent code. It enables our approach to support
dynamically generated code. Second, there is no restric-
tion on the change of guest application and the libraries
it depends on. If the guest application (or the libraries)
is modified since last time when the persistent code was
generated, e.g., upgraded to a newer version, our per-
sistent code can still benefit from the unchanged part in
guest binary code without any modification. Lastly, per-
sistent code generated from a static-linked application,
which contains application code and library code, is still
helpful for other applications (static-linked or dynamic-
linked) that use the same library code. However, it is
difficult to realize this in existing mechanisms.

A similar scheme of guest binary matching, called
guest binary verification, is also explored to reuse trans-
lated code in a single execution [16]. Different from the
approach discussed in this paper, there is no relocation
issue in a single execution. Also, it uses guest instruc-
tion address to discover persistent code, which is differ-
ent from our approach using guest binary code.

There are also several schemes to optimize DBT sys-
tems [11, 26, 27, 10, 23]. Basically, these optimizations
can cooperate with our persistent code caching approach
to improve the performance of DBT systems.

6 Conclusion

This paper presents a general and practical persistent
code caching framework to work within existing DBT
systems. The proposed approach saves translated host
code as persistent code and reuses it across executions to
amortize or mitigate the translation overhead. Different
from existing persistent code caching schemes, our pro-
posed approach uses guest binary code to look up and
verify persistent code. One significant benefit from this
approach is to support persistent code caching for dy-
namically generated code, which is very popular in script

languages. To find out a matching persistent code entry,
a two-level hash table is designed to organize persistent
code entries and speed up the look-up process. A pro-
totype of this approach has been implemented in an ex-
isting retargetable DBT system. Experimental results on
a set of benchmarks, including C/C++ and JavaScript,
show that this approach can achieve 76.4% performance
improvement on average compared to the original DBT
system without helper threads to offload the overhead
of dynamic binary translation, and 9% performance im-
provement on average over the same DBT system with
helper threads when translated code reuse is combined
with the help threads.
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Abstract
In recent years, operating systems have become increas-
ingly complex and thus more prone to security and per-
formance issues. Accordingly, system updates to address
these issues have become more frequently available and
increasingly important. To complete such updates, users
must reboot their systems, resulting in unavoidable down-
time and further loss of the states of running applications.

We present KUP, a practical OS update mechanism that
employs a userspace checkpoint-and-restart mechanism,
which uses an optimized data structure for checkpoint-
ing on disk as well as a memory persistence mechanism
across the update, coupled with a fast in-place kernel
switch. This allows for instant kernel updates spanning
across major kernel versions without any kernel modifica-
tions.

Our evaluation shows that KUP can support any type
of real kernel patches (e.g., security, minor or even ma-
jor releases) with large-scale applications that include
memcached, mysql, or in the middle of the Linux kernel
compilation, unlike well-known dynamic hot-patching
techniques (e.g., ksplice). Not only that, KUP can update
a running Linux kernel in 3 seconds (overall downtime)
without losing 32 GB of memcached data from kernel ver-
sion v3.17-rc7 to v4.1.

1 Introduction
Today, computer users routinely update their operating
systems either to patch security vulnerabilities, fix bugs,
or add a new set of features to the existing system. Unfor-
tunately, to fully incorporate a new update, users have no
choice but to restart their systems, which results in the loss
of the running states of applications. This unavoidable
disruption not only brings inconvenience to end users, but
also causes an adverse financial impact on business.For
example, updating a memcached [57] server at Facebook
that caches around 120 GB data in 144 GB RAM [24] re-
quires a prolonged warm-up phase of 90-100 minutes [30].
The more critical problem is when a system update fails.
Such failure often leads to additional downtime or main-
tenance costs thereafter, resulting in an immediate loss of
active customers [20, 21]. Still, even with the unavoidable
disruption and risks involved in update failures, system
updates are necessary to promptly mitigate the known
security issues and resolve critical bugs that might hurt
the correctness of operations [8, 25, 44, 68, 71].

To solve these problems, two large sets of techniques
are used in practice: dynamic hot-patching and rolling
updates. Dynamic hot-patching (or live update) [4, 67,
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Figure 1: Limitation of dynamic kernel hot-patching using
kpatch. Only two successful updates (3.13.0.32→34 and
3.19.0.20→21) out of 23 Ubuntu kernel package releases. X-
axis represents before-version and after-version, and dotted bars
represent failures in executing kpatch. Each failure case rep-
resents the following legends: build/diff errors—kpatch failed
during a build and diff processes; # static local—a patch mod-
ifies a value of static local variables; # layout error—a patch
changes a layout of a data structure.

73] directly applies patches to the running kernel. As a
result, system updates can be performed without incurring
application downtime. However, dynamic hot-patching
is inherently limited to patches that do not semantically
modify data structures. Therefore, it is commonly used
to apply simple security patches that contain minor code
changes. For instance, kpatch [67], a popular dynamic
update tool developed by Red Hat, was able to support 2
out of 23 minor updates over a year of Ubuntu’s kernel
releases (see Figure 1).

Rolling updates [20, 60] are another viable technique
for large-scale systems. In rolling updates, system admin-
istrators apply an update to a small group of machines;
if there is no failure, they apply the same update to the
rest of the machines in the data center. This helps admin-
istrators minimize the risk of update failures and system
downtime. However, this process requires careful plan-
ning to minimize the disruption of running services due
to the inevitable downtime of applications.

There are several research projects that attempt to solve
the OS update problem either by proposing new OS con-
struction [5, 7, 23, 65, 80], or by providing a transfer
function for system updates [28]. In order to keep their in-
ternal states switchable, such OSes require radical design
changes, thereby making these modifications impractical
for the commodity OSes [19, 69].

To address these issues, we present KUP—a new up-
date mechanism that allows for prompt kernel updates
without modifying a commodity OS. KUP incorporates
application checkpoint-and-restart (C/R) for saving and
restoring the application states before and after the update,
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and an in-place kernel switch to quickly boot into a new
kernel. This allows KUP to minimize the downtime of
running applications during the system update. Unlike
dynamic hot-patching mechanisms, KUP can perform a
full system update regardless of the complexity of up-
dates, and thus can support a broader range of system
updates, including security and bug fixes, the addition of
new features, and even major kernel upgrades. To address
update failures, KUP provides a safe fallback mechanism
that provides a mechanism to restore the original system,
checkpointed right before the update.

KUP works by leveraging the OS provided infrastruc-
ture such as procfs, ptrace system call [37] for obtain-
ing information during the checkpoint of an application,
and process forking (clone, fork) mechanism along with
other system calls [15, 37] and netlink sockets to re-
store the application after update. To enable an effi-
cient, userspace-based C/R of an application during an
update, we design an efficient checkpointing storage for-
mat that improves both the checkpoint size and KUP’s
performance. However, the aforementioned solution of
KUP still ends up storing RAM data on the disk, which is
not suitable for disk-less systems [30, 57].1 We further ex-
tend KUP and make it generic enough to support disk-less
systems by proposing a memory persistence mechanism,
which we implement via binary patching and dynamic
OS instrumentation. This approach is complementary to
our userspace solution.

This paper makes the following three contributions:

• We design a simple, yet robust update mechanism
by using application C/R, and implement an open
source prototype of KUP.

• We show KUP’s effectiveness by providing an in-
depth analysis of the proposed techniques with real
applications, micro-benchmarks and full software
stack representing generic data center application.

• We devise, implement and evaluate a safe fall-
back mechanism for KUP that can be easily real-
ized through application C/R and an in-place kernel
switch.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. §2 com-
pares KUP with previous work. §3 gives the high-level
ideas of KUP’s approach to instant kernel update. §4
points out the challenges and §5 describes our design.
§6 explains our implementation and §7 evaluates KUP’s
performance. Lastly, §8 discusses its limitations and po-
tential optimizations and §9 concludes.

1The memcached servers at Facebook are disk-less and they keep
everything in memory.

2 Related work
In this section, we compare KUP’s approach to previous
studies in four areas: dynamic hot-patching, new OS
designs, live migration, and application C/R for updates.

Dynamic hot-patching. Industries rely on solutions
such as Ksplice [4], kpatch [67], and KGraft [73] to
promptly mitigate the security vulnerabilities without
any significant outage of their production systems. How-
ever, as shown in Figure 1, the hot-patching techniques
have critical limitations, especially in handling data lay-
out changes, thus making it impossible to guarantee the
safety of live updates. Previous studies have proposed
dynamic software update schemes on event-driven sys-
tems [1, 27, 28, 36], object oriented languages [39, 63]
and even C language [4, 35, 53, 54, 56] including formal
proofs [34, 55, 72].

However, unlike previous update techniques, KUP re-
lies on a whole kernel switch to apply any kind of patch,
regardless of its complexity. KUP allows for system-wide
live updates without modifying programs or tracking their
state changes, unlike previous works [19, 35].

New operating system designs for live update. An-
other approach is to design a new OS with well-defined
abstractions between interfaces and implementations so
that each component can be replaced online without dis-
ruption. Representative examples include Microkernel
(e.g., exokernel [23], K42 [5, 7, 70], Barrelfish [6, 80])
and LibOS (e.g., Drawbridge [65]). In particular, Pro-
teos [28] based on MINIX 3, and a Linux variant [69],
are designed to update their components online and also
transform internal data structures to adopt the updated ker-
nel. Unfortunately, with a large amount of code changes
(e.g., new features), constructing the state transfer func-
tions either requires manual effort or is infeasible in many
cases [5, 7, 11, 28, 69, 70].

Autopod [66] and the work by Siniavine et al. [69] are
closest to KUP. Autopod uses a namespace mechanism
for process decoupling and migrating applications across
machines, whereas Siniavine et al. provides a kernel space
C/R mechanism coupled with an in-place kernel switch to
update the OS, and employs techniques similar to those
of Otherworld [19]. The work by Siniavine et al. heavily
modifies various kernel subcomponents to checkpoint
and restore the applications entirely in the kernel space
without any user intervention. In contrast, Otherworld
tries to recover applications from the kernel failures by
transferring them to the new kernel via an in-place kernel
switch.

Unlike these studies, KUP achieves its goal of instantly
updating the systems via userspace C/R and an opti-
mized in-place kernel switch without modifying the kernel
source. KUP faces a different set of challenges, such as
(a) how to efficiently checkpoint storage data structure for
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Figure 2: Overview of KUP’s updating procedures. KUP first checkpoints user’s processes 1 , and archives their snapshots 2 . After
checkpointing selected processes in a user’s current session, KUP replaces the old kernel to the new kernel image 3 , and finally
switches to the new kernel 4 . After the new kernel boots, KUP first initializes its system daemons 5 , and finally restores snapshots
of user applications 6 .

effectively using both checkpoint and restore techniques,
and (b) how to implicitly modify the kernel functional-
ity to remove the redundant memory copy phase from
the application C/R, which we do via a binary patching
mechanism. KUP leverages the kernel-exposed userspace
information to extract the kernel-resident data-structures’
data via procfs, netlink sockets and system calls [15].
This makes the process checkpointing independent of
both the kernel update and the checkpoint format.

Application C/R. The area of application C/R has
been explored in various contexts: object-oriented lan-
guages [50, 77], single process [61, 64], multiple pro-
cesses [2, 49], even across multiple computers in a dis-
tributed environment [43, 79]. It has also been explored
solely for an optimized restoration scheme [81]. In prac-
tice, application C/R has been used for bootstrapping
system startup [51], achieving fault-tolerance and perfor-
mance in HPC [26, 33], debugging [61, 77], and even for
recovering system integrity [45–47].

Unlike these approaches, KUP can retrofit the known
application C/R scheme for live updates. Currently, it
relies on criu [22] for application C/R because of its
mature code base and stable checkpointing mechanism
without modifying the kernel. General application C/R
approaches focus on reducing the quiescence period,
but KUP suffers from a memory snapshotting bottle-
neck, since the kernel provides the quiescence mecha-
nism via the ptrace system call [37] for KUP to leverage.
KUP uses incremental checkpoint [64] and on-demand
restore [58] to reduce the downtime during application
C/R. Unlike libckpt [64], KUP does not require any mod-
ifications to applications and uses a new file format to
effectively merge both techniques.

Live update with virtual machine migration. The
internal data structures of operating systems can be cap-
tured by providing underlying abstractions such as vir-
tual machine [12, 38] or namespace containers [41, 48].
Microvisor [52] allows for both live update and rolling

update of host and guest operating systems by migrat-
ing a suspended virtual machine to another host before
proceeding with an update. On the other hand, ShadowRe-
boot [78] updates the guest OS by forking and restoring
the snapshot of the old guest state on the same host.

Unlike these approaches, KUP directly enables the in-
place live update of an OS without relying on a separate
host. This allows KUP to be easily used on clusters with
heterogeneous hardware, where live migration is problem-
atic due to the incompatibility of CPUs and devices.

3 KUP Life Cycle
KUP’s goal is to update an OS (e.g., kernel and system
services) by immediately applying patches without incur-
ring observable downtime. KUP achieves this goal by
first preserving the states of running applications and then
restoring their previous states on the updated OS. This
will allow administrators to update systems with minimal
downtime. Importantly, this update procedure can benefit
end users, by allowing for frequent updates not only for
immediate security fixes, but also for less critical changes,
such as performance improvements and the incorporation
of new functionality (e.g., new I/O scheduling policy and
also software rejuvenation at the OS level [40]).

Conceptually, KUP’s update procedure consists of three
steps. It first checkpoints the running applications, then
switches to the updated OS, and finally restores the sus-
pended applications. This section describes KUP’s update
procedure followed by a scenario enabled by KUP (i.e.,
safe fallback). Figure 2 gives a holistic overview of KUP’s
update cycle for applications.

Checkpointing applications. Before updating the OS,
KUP takes a snapshot of running applications. This snap-
shot is made up of process states, consisting of their mem-
ory space (e.g., code/data sections and stack/heap, etc.)
and their internal states in the kernel, including for ex-
ample the states of sockets, etc. ( 1 checkpointing in
Figure 2). The snapshot is then stored in a persistent stor-
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age, where KUP can fetch it after switching to the updated
OS ( 2 archiving).

Switching kernel. After checkpointing, KUP first loads
the new kernel binary to its memory. Then, it switches its
running kernel (old version) to the new version that was
just loaded ( 3 switching kernel). The new kernel quickly
boots up by skipping most of the hardware initialization
routine (such as slow BIOS and POST) as the devices and
peripherals were already initialized 4 . The system man-
agement daemon relaunches the required system services
after the kernel initialization 5 . KUP never checkpoints
the system services, since they are already maintained by
the system management daemon.

Restoring applications. After running the newly up-
dated kernel along with its system services, KUP starts
the process of restoring the user’s applications that were
suspended before the update. It reconstructs the process-
specific states inside the kernel and then restarts the appli-
cation ( 6 restoring).

The application C/R and kernel switch not only allow
for a seamless kernel update, but also facilitate a mecha-
nism to safely fall back to the previous kernel in case of
an update failure.

Safe fallback. KUP also supports safe fallback, a mech-
anism that allows for automatic fallback to the previous
OS state. With this mechanism, KUP tries to preserves the
availability of the older kernel to tackle failure cases intro-
duced by a buggy updated kernel as well as the liveness
of the applications.

4 Challenges
The existing general C/R tools can efficiently check-
point and resurrect applications provided by the kernel-
exposed userspace information due to the inclusion of
a namespace-based container mechanism [14, 32, 41].
However, they suffer from two well known issues: quies-
cence and memory checkpointing. Quiescence is a time
span in which all the kernel-resident data structures and
the states of threads at the kernel and user levels are con-
sistent with the checkpointed image. These both lead to
application downtime during C/R. In our experiments, the
quiescence time period constitutes only 0.01%–2% of the
total downtime while updating the OS with KUP, whereas
the major downtime occurs because of the memory dump
(95%–99%). Hence, we focus on understanding the im-
pact of the memory dump during the update as well as
the inherent limitation of the userspace C/R from an OS
update perspective. Later, we will briefly discuss how
KUP achieves quiescent state in §6 and its contribution to
the downtime.
Memory serialization for application C/R. We will
first give a brief background of the existing state-of-the-
art C/R techniques which KUP use:

• Incremental checkpointing. Checkpointing the
memory of processes imposes significant downtime
when using existing userspace application C/R tools.
The downtime will be unacceptable for applications
like memcached, since for these it is preferable for the
application’s data to be persistent and usable after an
update. To resolve this issue, the C/R component of
KUP implements incremental checkpointing. This
idea itself is not entirely new [12, 64], but it reshapes
this as an application-agnostic userspace C/R mech-
anism: it takes multiple asynchronous snapshots of
the process’s memory, followed by a synchronous
one. This leads to minimal downtime. KUP only sus-
pends the process in the last iteration, because of the
minimal checkpointed data in the last asynchronous
iteration.

• On-demand restore. The naive restore mechanism
of the existing C/R tools imposes equivalent down-
time, similar to the naive checkpoint mechanism. For
example, sequentially reading the checkpointed data
from the disk imposes an unacceptable downtime for
the memory intensive applications, like memcached,
during the restore phase. To resolve this issue, the
C/R component of KUP starts the process without
loading its entire memory contents, instead it reloads
them on-demand when the process tries to access
a particular memory address. This accelerates the
process restart, hence decreasing the application’s
downtime during restore.

However, the coupling of both on-demand restore and
incremental checkpoint degrades the overall performance
after an update. In particular, this coupling suffers from
two problems: (1) the overhead of finding a corresponding
file page when a page fault occurs in a checkpointed
snapshot image, and (2) the overhead incurred by mmap()
when binding each reloaded page in userspace. Note that
performance and scalability problems of mmap operations
in the Linux kernel are well known [13].

Eliminating redundant memory copy. Even though
the merging of the aforementioned C/R techniques speeds
up the C/R process, it copies the memory twice between
the kernel and the user space. Furthermore, the backend
storage, which keeps the snapshot persistent across sys-
tem updates, becomes the bottleneck for disk-less systems.
For example, it is not possible to update Facebook’s disk-
less memcached servers, since they cache 120 GB of data
in memory and do not have any storage medium available
for the warm-up phase.

5 KUP Design
KUP’s design goals are to (1) instantly update a running
kernel, (2) avoid any observable downtime, (3) ensure
no kernel modification, and (4) supporting all types of
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patches, unlike previous approaches [19, 69]. To realize
these goals while addressing the aforementioned chal-
lenges, we first present a new data structure called FOAM
to efficiently serialize memory for both C/R techniques
(§5.1). Then we present another optimization technique,
called persistent physical pages (PPP), to further decrease
the downtime during kernel update (§5.2). Later, we in-
troduce KUP’s safe fallback mechanism.
5.1 Userspace Application C/R
By using incremental checkpoint, the C/R component
of KUP suffers from slower restoration than the naive
checkpointing. This results in slower application restart
due to its extra work in maintaining a sequence of im-
ages taken during the incremental checkpoint. Moreover,
the performance further degrades when the incremental
checkpointing is combined with on-demand restore. For
example, depending on the application’s writable work-
ing set, memory address ranges (e.g., dirty pages) as well
as their respective metadata (e.g., previous page and ad-
dress region) get fragmented and scattered across multiple
checkpointed dumps (files). Hence, the C/R component
needs to install a huge number of mappings to backup
each page by the checkpointed dump in the restore phase.
This imposes non-negligible overhead for enabling the
on-demand restore with the incremental checkpoint, and
also results in lots of context switches while installing the
mappings at the page granularity.

To solve this problem, we design a simple yet effective
data structure called file offset-based address mapping
(FOAM), for quickly restoring the processes’ pages from
the checkpointed images. FOAM uses a direct one-to-one
mapping between the process address and file offset in a
sparse file. Due to this, KUP avoids the maintenance cost
of file indexes and fine-grained pages. Instead, KUP can
bind the checkpointed image to the whole address space.

We prepare this sparse file large enough to represent
64-bit virtual address spaces (248−1 = 128 TB excluding
kernel and canonical address spaces). We leverage the
concept of holes, which all modern filesystems support,
such that a single file is large enough to express whole
virtual address spaces (e.g., 16 EB support by xfs and
btrfs)2 while never occupying such a huge amount of
physical storage spaces underneath.
FOAM’s approach brings three advantages to KUP for

userspace-based OS update: (1) it eliminates the overhead
to maintain metadata by directly mapping process address
space to the file offset (e.g., mapping virtual memory
region at page granularity); (2) it resolves the data frag-
mentation issue from the incremental checkpointing (e.g.,
new snapshot might contain a newly updated memory re-

2FOAM is not limited by a file system that does not support such a
huge filesize. For example, to support ext4, KUP can serialize virtual
address spaces into 8 files for each process as ext4 supports 16 TB file
size.

gion if its size is changed from its previous snapshot); (3)
it simplifies the design to enable the on-demand restore
(e.g., mapping a single file to the entire process space).
With FOAM, KUP can leverage the incremental checkpoint
and on-demand restore together, thereby reducing the
downtime caused by application C/R.

5.2 Reusing Persisted Memory Across Update
Even though the FOAM approach is able to decrease the
downtime experienced by application by using state-of-
the-art C/R techniques, it still suffers from redundant
copying of the process’s memory before and after the
update. Also, there should be sufficient space to save the
checkpointed data. To thwart these problems, KUP intro-
duces a new mechanism called persistent physical pages
(PPP). PPP removes the redundant copying of the memory
from the kernel to the userspace and vice-versa. Instead, it
preserves the process’ memory across the system update.
PPP first saves the virtual address of a process and its

corresponding physical mapping at the page granular-
ity. Then, while booting the new kernel, KUP reserves
the mapping information and the corresponding pages to
forbid their usage. Later, KUP relies on the page fault
handler to rebind the pages with the restoring application
in an on-demand fashion. This allows KUP to reuse the
same physical pages at the time of restoration after the up-
date. This technique is effective in two ways: (1) it avoids
redundant copies of process’ memory during application
C/R, rather preserving them without extra overhead; (2)
it allows for an instant, page-level on-demand restoration
of a process. Unlike any application C/R, PPP does not
degrade the performance of the restored process, as it
quickly rebinds the physical page upon a page fault.

Currently, the kernel does not provide any functional-
ity to completely implement PPP in the userspace. The
previous work [69] has heavily modified multiple kernel
subcomponents to achieve it entirely in the kernel space.
On the contrary, keeping KUP’s design goals in mind, we
instead hook the kernel’s memory management unit with
the binary patching mechanisms, such that PPP is easily
applicable to the current commodity OSes.

To implement PPP, KUP needs to reserve the set of
pages as well as the virtual-to-physical mapping infor-
mation after the kernel update and then handle the page
faults for the restoring process. Since both steps are only
possible in the kernel space, we use static binary instru-
mentation for injecting the code in the kernel binary image
and dynamic kernel instrumentation to hook the page fault
handling functionality. Next, we describe binary patching
in detail, and later the steps to perform PPP.

Binary patching. For memory reservation of pages and
their mappings, KUP performs binary patching on the new
kernel binary in which the system will boot into. Before
starting the checkpointing process, KUP first does the
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static binary instrumentation on the kernel image. Then,
it adds a new section to the binary. This new section
contains the memory reservation code. Later, KUP finds
a specific function where the memory reservation code
should run first. Then KUP hooks that function and injects
the memory reservation function’s address, so that this
function can run before the specified function. After its
execution, the code jumps back to the specified function
and resumes the normal kernel execution.

To handle the page faults of the restored process, KUP
relies on dynamic kernel instrumentation by hooking the
kernel’s page fault handling function. KUP executes its
own page fault handling code, which binds the page cor-
responding to the stored virtual-to-physical mapping of
the restored process.

Hence, by using both instrumentation techniques, we
believe that KUP’s PPP is easily applicable to commodity
OSes while strictly adhering to the design goals of KUP.
PPP in action. KUP enables PPP with the following five
concrete steps:

(1) Before checkpointing, KUP performs binary patch-
ing on the new kernel image.

(2) During checkpointing, the virtual-to-physical map-
ping of the targeted application is passed to a kernel
module that reserves a memory space where the per-
process page mapping information is saved.

(3) During new kernel’s reboot, with the binary patched
module, KUP globally reserves the set of per-process
requested pages passed on from the previous kernel.

(4) Before application restoration, KUP patches the page
fault handler with its own version to specially handle
the page faults from the restored application.

(5) During restore, KUP only restores the states of the
process except the memory pages and then restarts
the application.

Steps (1), (2), and (4) implicitly hook the kernel. In
step (1), we patch the new kernel image with our memory
reservation code. In step (2), we use a kernel module for
saving the per-process mapping information passed to it
during the checkpoint phase. In step (4), KUP dynami-
cally patches the page fault handler to specially consider
the page faults from the restored process. After handling
all the page faults, KUP falls back to the original function,
thereby not imposing any overhead after the restoration.

By using PPP, KUP can dramatically reduce the total
downtime with respect to the application C/R. Unlike
dynamic hot-patching, PPP is applicable across multiple
kernel updates, since it does not modify any in-kernel
data structures. Instead PPP leverages the stable in-kernel
functionality for the memory reservation and page fault
handling. PPP does not introduce any security issues as
the superuser is only responsible for the whole update

Component Lines of code

criu / on-demand restore 810 lines of C
criu / FOAM 950 lines of C
criu / PPP 600 lines of C
KUP systemd, init 1040 lines of Python/Bash
criu / others, kexec(), etc. 150 lines of C
Total 3,550 lines of code

Table 1: An implementation complexity (lines of code) of KUP.

procedure. Further, PPP’s approach inherently adopts on-
demand restore, as it naturally rebinds the faulted page
to the virtual address, whereas FOAM explicitly binds the
process’s address to an image-file backed file descriptor
to enable on-demand restore.
5.3 Safe Fallback
After updating the kernel, a system or an application
may not run correctly for many different reasons. For
example, an application may not run correctly due to
the updated buggy file system [9] or a buggy system
configuration [59]. In such cases, KUP’s key ability can
be retrofitted to support safe fallback, i.e., by carrying out
instant downgrade. To allow the OS and applications to
recover from failure, KUP takes exactly the same steps,
but with the previous kernel image.

In particular, before switching kernels, KUP loads the
safe fallback kernel image in a reversed memory sec-
tion. Then, if the failure occurs, KUP performs the instant
downgrade using this safe fallback kernel image. Depend-
ing on where such a fault occurs, this downgrade can
be triggered because of a kernel layer or an application
layer. KUP supports both cases: (1) if a fault is detected
at the kernel layer (i.e., a kernel panic), KUP switches to
the previous kernel; (2) if a fault is detected at the appli-
cation layer (i.e., an application restoration fails), KUP
switches into the previous kernel with the help of the sys-
tem management daemon. Note that policies to detect
these update failures are orthogonal to KUP’s approach,
as one can easily plugin any custom policy into KUP.

6 Implementation
We implemented our prototype of KUP on Linux v3.17
by using criu (v1.4) [22] for application C/R and used
kexec() [31] for the in-place kernel switch. We modified
various components of criu and implemented userspace
binary patching module in python along with the plug-
gable kernel modules for PPP. The whole code consists
of 3,550 lines in total (see Table 1).
FOAM. Besides application C/R, KUP also relies on criu
for achieving quiescence, which is obtained as soon as
the kernel pulls the process out of the sleeping state. criu
uses the ptrace [37] functionality to achieve this. This
ensures that KUP can only begin the application check-
pointing when the process is back in the userspace as the
kernel notifies the KUP process. Moreover, KUP concen-
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Date Ubuntu minor update Updatable? Analysis Patch complexity #Bugs Example (a reason for failure)From → To KUP kpatch S D #files +#lines -#lines (security)

2014/05/15 Linux 3.13.0-24 → 27 ✓ - 18 16 150 1,346 1,480 139 (5) New .is_fw_header in rtl_has_ops struct
2014/06/04 Linux 3.13.0-27 → 29 ✓ - 4 0 178 1,495 984 168 (4) New static var. pirq_ite_set in pirqmap()
2014/07/15 Linux 3.13.0-29 → 32 ✓ - 20 14 551 11,890 5,694 756 (7) New .cache_events in power_pmu struct

2015/08/13 Linux 3.13.0-32 → 34 ✓ ✓ 0 0 6 77 18 10 (4) CVE-2014-4943 is fixed.
2015/06/14 Linux 3.19.0-20 → 21 ✓ ✓ 0 0 4 31 2 1 (1) CVE-2015-1328 is fixed.

Table 2: Snippets of our analysis on minor updates spanning twelve months, in the Ubuntu distribution, using KUP and kpatch (refer
Figure 1 for a full picture). Unlike kpatch failed to support 21 cases out of 23, KUP was able to support all 23 cases (checks under
Updatable?). To understand why kpatch cannot support such updates, we analyzed each minor release to see (1) how many new
static variables (S under Analysis column) are introduced, and (2) how many data structure layout (D under Analysis) changes are
included. To be specific, we also included an example of such cases that kpatch cannot easily support, even with manually designed
update payload.

trates on per-application C/R that only saves selected ap-
plications during an update. During restore, criu restarts
the process with the help of parasite, thereby allowing the
application to resume from where it was suspended after
reconstructing all of its states.

To enable on-demand restoration, we mmap() process’
virtual pages with the checkpointed image. For this, we
modify the criu’s parasite code, an injected process coor-
dinates process restoration, to correctly back the memory
pages by using the proper offset from the image file.

We implement FOAM by modifying both the incremen-
tal checkpoint implementation and the basic restore im-
plementation of criu. For FOAM, we use xfs as KUP’s
backend file system to store the checkpointed image as
xfs supports a filesize up to 16 TB. Otherwise, this tech-
nique can be generally applied by serializing the virtual
address spaces to multiple image files (see §5.1). KUP
maps the entire virtual address space into file offsets and
then creates holes by truncating it to 248−1 bytes.

PPP. We implement PPP by hooking the memory sub-
system via dynamic kernel instrumentation and static in-
strumentation. Before rebooting the newer kernel, we per-
form binary patching on the kernel binary (vmlinuz) by
hooking the setup_arch() function for memory and page
reservation for the restoring process. The setup_arch()
function is one of the oldest functions existing in the
kernel which we hook. While checkpointing, a kernel
module obtains the virtual address-to-page frame number
mapping from criu (via ioctl) and reserves the infor-
mation in a global memory and marks the pages to be
unusable. At the time of reboot, the hooked function re-
serves the process’ pages and the global memory with the
help of the boot allocator. Later, the page fault handler
refers the global memory for accessing the relevant pages
corresponding to the restoring process. During restore,
KUP uses jprobes to achieve the on-demand page fault
handling by hooking the handle_mm_fault(), which up-
dates the page table entry of the restoring process after
binding the page to the corresponding faulted address. We
do not modify any in-kernel data-structures for PPP.

Optimizing kexec(). Unlike dynamic hot-patching
techniques that employ unstable in-place updates (see Fig-
ure 1), KUP seeks a robust way to replace the entire kernel,
thus allowing a complete switching between two different
kernel versions. Instead of relying on hard or soft reboot,
we use kexec(), which is originally designed to debug a
crashed kernel with a secondary kernel image in a post-
mortem manner. kexec() is robust as it supports all minor
updates of Ubuntu from May 2014 to July 2015, and is
over 50% faster than soft reboot (see Table 3). kexec()
acts as a minimal bootloader. It is responsible for resetting
device states before booting into a new kernel.

We make two optimizations to the stock kexec() to
reduce the booting time: (1) avoid polling of PCIe slots,
if they are not used before switching the kernel; (2) bring
CPUs lazily online during boot, since we observed that
the synchronization among system services slows down
the system’s boot.

7 Evaluation
We evaluate KUP by answering the following questions:

• How effectively can KUP apply patches compared
to popular dynamic hot-patching techniques? (§7.1)

• How much downtime does KUP incur while running
various types of applications during updates? (§7.2,
§7.3)

• How effective is each technique in decreasing the
system downtime during updates? (§7.4)

• How effective is KUP in a full software stack com-
posed of multiple inter-related applications? (§7.5)

7.1 Dynamic Hot-patching vs. KUP

We compare KUP with kpatch (latest version—v0.2.2) to
show its effectiveness when switching between various
versions of Ubuntu kernel releases. Table 2 shows in-
depth results on five specific patches out of 23 patch cases
discussed in Figure 1. Overall, KUP is able to support all
23 updates, whereas kpatch fails to update 21 versions
except two. It fails if any of the following happens in the
patch: (1) build and diff failure for the kernel versions; (2)
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Figure 3: Throughput degradation, downtime and the data
dumped in the last iteration measured for varying iterations
during incremental checkpoint of memcached.

a patch modifies a value of static local variables (shown
as S in Analysis column); (3) a patch changes the layout
of a data structure (shown as D in Analysis column).

The first case, build and diff failure, is an implemen-
tation bug of kpatch and is not related to the inherent
limitations of dynamic hot-patching techniques. We eval-
uated 23 patches and kpatch fails for 11 such cases. The
second case consisting of the update of static local vari-
ables’ values, causes a conflict with its runtime value
semantics after hot-13 patches belong to this category
that can be handled via kernel module. The last case en-
tails a layout change in a data structure, in which kpatch
has to locate and update all of its instances during runtime
to safely update the system, but completely identifying
them is far beyond the current state-of-the-art techniques
and involves many challenging problems in the domain
of program analysis [17]. kpatch fails on 11 patches for
this case.

The aforementioned causes can be related to the patch
complexity, which we measure in terms of the number of
files and lines of code changed (Patch complexity column)
and the number of bugs addressed (#Bugs column). The
kernel updates, 3.13.0-32 → 34 and 3.19.0-20 → 21, are
the only two updates that kpatch can handle, as there are
relatively few changes in the code: the former changes 6
files and 71 lines of code to fix 10 bugs, and the latter one
modifies 77 files and 31 lines of code to fix one bug. All
other updates alter more than 150 files and 1346 lines of
code, thereby resolving 139 bugs.

7.2 Applying KUP with Running Applications
In this section, we evaluate KUP with various types of
real applications and provide our analysis of the impact of
KUP on their performance across a system update. KUP
is able to handle all major updates from v3.17-rc6 to v4.1.
We perform all of our experiments on a 4 core machine
with 64 GB RAM.

Faster storage medium: RP-RAMFS. As discussed in §5,
the backend storage medium can inhibit the end-to-end
performance of KUP. Users can circumvent this by adopt-

ing a RAM-based file system (reboot-persistent RAM
file system—RP-RAMFS [18]) that stores its data purely in
RAM but makes it persistent across system reboots. Note
that RP-RAMFS is complementary to any C/R, even though
it can dramatically decrease the application downtime.
We use RP-RAMFS to show that users can use the emerg-
ing persistent memory [62] as a persistent-across reboot
memory for the application C/R. However, RP-RAMFS has
one fundamental limitation: the system needs enough free
RAM to store the snapshot.

Targeted applications. While KUP can support most of
applications (see §8 for limitations), we select four appli-
cations, namely memtester [10], memcached [42], mysql
and the Linux kernel compilation (LKC), to show the ef-
fectiveness of KUP. memtester is a memory-write inten-
sive application that is used for finding faults in RAM.
memcached is a in-memory key/value store and we use
memaslap as a client for load generation. memaslap runs
on a different machine. mysql is a relational database. We
use linkbench [3], which is a read-dominated benchmark
that processes social graphs by using mysql as a database.
We chose memcached, memtester and linkbench to il-
lustrate memory-heavy workloads, and LKC to represent
multi-process and computation-heavy program with small
working set size (around 25 MB).

Incremental checkpoint iterations. In regard to FOAM,
KUP’s only tunable parameter is the number of iterations
used for the incremental checkpoint. To see how the itera-
tion count affects system behavior, we measure through-
put, downtime, and amount of data written in the last iter-
ation for memcached by varying the iteration count. Even
for memory-heavy memcached, Figure 3 shows that there
were no meaningful differences in both throughput (1-2%)
and downtime since the incremental checkpoint quickly
converges from the second iteration. This is because,
unlike previous studies based on slow network-based in-
cremental checkpointing mechanisms [12, 64], KUP uses
fast local storage or memory for checkpointing, making
iterations non-critical. For all other experiments in this
paper, we set the iteration count to two.

Results. KUP can successfully update the Linux ker-
nel from v4.0 to v4.1 while running the aforementioned
programs. Figure 4 shows the exact downtime and the
data checkpointed for various schemes of KUP. PPP out-
performs all other techniques as it only saves the page
frame numbers (corresponding to the actual pages’ physi-
cal address) rather than the actual page contents, thereby
decreasing the checkpointed size by orders of magnitude.
However, there is not much difference between PPP and
FOAM for LKC, because of its smaller working set size.
FOAM efficiently supports both incremental checkpoint-

ing and on-demand restore. Because of the incremental
checkpoint, only the data that gets checkpointed in the
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Figure 4: Downtime breakdown of checkpoint-and-restart on various applications when updating a kernel from 4.0 to 4.1 with KUP.

last iteration contributes to the observable downtime. Evi-
dently, due to KUP’s simple data structure used for image
checkpointing, FOAM’s image size remains the same as that
of the basic approach. Figure 4 shows negligible down-
time for on-demand restore, thus proving the advantage of
using on-demand restore for all three approaches: single
checkpointed data (marked Ond), FOAM and PPP, against
basic restore.

7.3 End-to-end Analysis of KUP’s Approach
In this section, we cover an end-to-end performance eval-
uation of a web service, memcached (approximately con-
suming 5.6 GB with 20% percent write operations), while
updating the system’s kernel from v4.0 to v4.1. We use
bwm-ng tool [76] to understand its downtime during up-
date by end-users. Since memcached is a memory intensive
service caching large amounts of data, where data loss is
critical to performance after system update, it fits well for
KUP’s purpose and effectively shows the impact of our
techniques.
Effectiveness of techniques. Figure 5 exhibits the im-
pact of KUP on bandwidth utilization by the client per-
forming get/set operations on memcached server during
updates. PPP shows the best performance (refer (i)) in
terms of shortest downtime and least performance degra-
dation (only 0.68% over the period of 300 seconds) after
being restored. Since, PPP instantly shifts to kexec(), this
can be beneficial to applications that are either time crit-
ical or that execute for shorter durations. Not only that,
PPP is storage -independent thanks to its efficient memory
mapping storage (see §7.4).

In terms of downtime, FOAM performs the same as PPP
(refer (h) and (i)). This is because FOAM provides the best
of both worlds by combining both state-of-the-art tech-
niques and has least downtime compared to the individual
techniques ((d) and (h)). However, one disadvantage of
FOAM is that it disrupts the bandwidth during incremental
checkpoint (starts around 192 second in (h)), even though
it keeps server alive.

The basic technique ((a) and (e)) suffers the most,
whereas the incremental checkpoint ((b) and (f)) and on-
demand restore ((c) and (g)) techniques perform almost
the same, as both reduce their respective downtime in two
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Figure 5: Bandwidth of memcached service during a system up-
date. We measured the performance of memcached and initiated
the kernel update with KUP (a bar near 192 second). From top to
bottom, each graph demonstrates properties of each technique,
baseline, incremental checkpoint, on-demand restore, and FOAM
on either SSD or RP-RAMFS as a backend medium, and lastly PPP.
The boxes represent the time from which the network throughput
starts decreasing due to the in-progress update.

different steps of OS update. Besides this, the on-demand
restore helps the memcached server to instantly activate—
the bandwidth utilization is non-zero instantly after the
OS update (refer (c), (d), (g) and (h)). KUP can further
leverage Halite’s prefetching approach [81] to improve
performance during on-demand restore of memcached ((c)
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Machine Soft reboot kexec() reboot

Default Default Optimized

1-way 4-core E5-1620/ 64 GB 45.2 2.4 2.4
1-way 8-core E3-1271/ 32 GB 42.9 6.7 6.0
2-way 16-core E5-2630/128 GB 62.9 22.1 9.2
8-way 80-core E7-8870/512 GB 247.5 31.9 25.9

Table 3: Kernel switch time in seconds for different hardware
configurations. We used a 1-way 4-core machine for evaluation.
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Figure 6: We simulated the update failure by triggering a fault
right after system’s boot (red mark). KUP’s safe fallback mech-
anism allows memcached to continue running on the previous
kernel even after the update failure.

and (d)). Likewise, the incremental checkpoint (refer
(b) and (f)) also decreases the downtime during when
compared with the basic approach.

Downtime from kernel switch. Although the kernel
switch has no effect on application C/R, it adds significant
overhead as downtime. Furthermore, this downtime varies
with various hardware configurations. Table 3 shows both
of the soft and kexec() reboot times. The reboot time is
the time taken to boot into a new kernel from the previous
one. For machines with increasing core count, both of
the soft reboot time as well as the default kexec() time
increase with increasing hardware complexity. On fur-
ther analysis, we found that most of the time is spent in
purgatory [31], which runs in between two kernels and
initializes hardware components such as PIC and VGA.
This holds true even for the bigger machines (>16 cores),
which we need to investigate further. In addition, the new
kernel also spends time initializing the system services
such as network services and filesystem mounting. We
reduce the system boot time (refer Table 3) at two places
during the new kernel boot: (1) by lazily bringing up
each core, which saves six seconds for the 80-core ma-
chine, and (2) by skipping the polling of unused PCI slots,
thereby saving 8.5 seconds on the 16-core machine.

Safe fallback upon a failure. KUP inherently provides
safe fallback mechanism by using kexec(). To show its
effectiveness, we intentionally inject a fault in the restore
process right after the new kernel boots up. As soon as
KUP detects a fault, it initiates a downgrade to its previous
kernel image, which we stored at the initiation of the up-
date. Figure 6 shows the performance of memcached upon
such an event. As expected, the downtime of memcached
becomes approximately two times longer (five seconds)
than KUP’s update without an error. The safe fallback ap-
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proach is only used once we are confident we can safely
restart the application on the older kernel. We further
test the KUP’s safe fallback approach with a buggy file
system [9] while running Linux kernel compile. Since
KUP could not resume compilation in the updated kernel,
it reverted to the previous version.
7.4 Micro-benchmarking FOAM and PPP
In this section, we discuss the impact of PPP and FOAM
for various storage media by performing two experiments.
This first of these is a microbenchmark-based evaluation
which measures the downtime when checkpointing a pro-
cess with varying working set size (up to 72 GB) with 50%
write (Figure 7). The micro-benchmark allocates a certain
amount of memory and endlessly dirties the pre-specified
part of the allocated memory. By varying the working
set size (WSS) from 1 GB to 72 GB on both SSD and
RP-RAMFS, we measure the downtime incurred by both
techniques. Figure 7 shows the effectiveness of using
PPP as it outperforms all the techniques by 9.5-98.3× for
SSD and 3.9-14.1× against RP-RAMFS by avoiding redun-
dant copies of process’s memory. KUP cannot rely on
RP-RAMFS as it fails to work beyond 56 GB and 128 GB is
the machine’s total memory size.

On the other hand, the second experiment measures
the downtime incurred while checkpointing and restarting
multiple memcached instances (one to eight) on SSD while
updating the OS with KUP (Figure 8). The experiment
illustrates that (1) KUP is an effective per-application
-based C/R mechanism that can checkpoint multiple ap-
plications in parallel and (2) PPP is the best approach
for updating an OS with multiple applications are run-
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Figure 9: Updating OS with a full-stack media streaming service—ampache. (a) shows the downtime observed when performing C/R
on ampache with KUP. (b) shows the video buffering observed on the client side during OS update. Full web-stack C/R corresponds
to updating the complete stack, whereas partial web-stack C/R is the careful C/R performed by the system administrator while
updating the OS with KUP.

ning. Figure 8 shows the benefit of using PPP against
FOAM. FOAM’s checkpointed data determines its downtime.
Thus, with increasing memcached instances, KUP’s overall
downtime increases linearly. However, since PPP does not
require I/O operations for checkpointing, its downtime
remains constant regardless of the number of running
instances.

7.5 Supporting the Full Software Stack
Here, we discuss the flexibility of KUP in updating a full
software stack made up of typical co-running applica-
tions on general purpose servers inside data centers. We
use ampache as a full software stack. We try to update
it with and without the stack’s knowledge. ampache is a
php based media streaming service running with mysql to
store the information about the users and songs. We mod-
ify ampache to also store movies in mysql. Figure 9 shows
the downtime incurred because of C/R and as well as the
buffering observed on the client side in terms of packets
received while streaming a movie clip. On the server
side, KUP checkpoints both apache and mysql and the
maximum downtime observed because of C/R is around
300 and 200 milliseconds for FOAM and PPP respectively
(refer Figure 9(a)). On the client side, the buffering stops
for around three seconds and then resumes. However, the
user does not observe any interruption while watching the
video.

Since KUP is a per-application -based OS update mech-
anism, the administrator can perform partial web-stack
C/R during the update by updating only a particular com-
ponent of the whole service, assuming the administrator
has a complete understanding of the full software stack.
For example, in our case, KUP should only checkpoint
mysql and leave the apache to the system management
daemon. With this approach, the downtime can be fur-
ther reduced by approximately 100 milliseconds (refer
Figure 9(c)). Even though there is no observable im-
provement on the client side, such selective partial C/R
can further reduce downtime in complex software stacks.
Moreover, we confirm that the video and song keep on
streaming even after the update, which helps us in verify-

ing the correctness of our system.

8 Discussion
In this section, we discuss the limitations of KUP’s ap-
proaches of using application C/R for instant kernel up-
dates, and we discuss potential optimizations to further
reduce the downtime imposed by the kernel switch.

Limitations. KUP inherits the limitations of criu for
application C/R, such as limited support of compat mode
of x86-64. This restricts the type of application that KUP
can support. Furthermore, application C/R schemes find it
difficult to restore the external resources. However, in the
context of updating OSes, there are many opportunities to
overcome these limitations. Because of the shorter time
gap between checkpoint and restart in KUP, the host’s
external interfaces can easily resolve such uncertainty
by describing some forms of buffering mechanisms. For
example, a TCP/IP state will be preserved for about 75
seconds (default in Linux [29]) until the reset packet is
fired. As long as the effective downtime is reasonably
small, KUP can optimistically restore the checkpointed
applications correctly, as in memcached §7.3 and full soft-
ware stack §7.5. Currently, there is an ongoing effort
to reliably preserve the TCP/IP states across updates or
migrations [16]. Besides this, the current implementation
of KUP partially supports unix domain sockets and desk-
top applications. Another point is that the downtime due
to KUP’s FOAM is still sensitive to the number of cache-
to-disk writes. In the future, we would like to explore
mechanisms that keep dirty pages across updates.

Using different kernel versions may affect the restora-
tion process, thus adding another limitation to KUP usage.
If the new kernel (or old kernel on downgrade) hampers
its backward (or forward, respectively) compatibility (e.g.,
dropping a support of a certain system call, or even chang-
ing the interface of certain system calls), the restoration
might fail, but we believe this is rare (or unlikely) in
practice, as surveyed in §7.1. If the new kernels handle
the application-specific states differently, this may result
in latent application corruption. However, we are yet
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to encounter such unexpected behavior. Another limita-
tion can be that the newer kernel looses the old kernel
data. This holds true only for applications that KUP do
not checkpoint. Besides that, the kernel’s memory state
is independent of the checkpointed applications, thereby
making them worthless for the checkpoint.

Suitable applications. We believe that KUP is suit-
able for all types of applications. By using PPP approach,
KUP can update any type of application ranging from
memory-intensive to I/O-intensive workloads. However,
if there is any memory management modification or a
page corruption occurs after the update, then the safe fall-
back technique will also fail. On the other hand, FOAM
technique is not a suitable candidate for write-intensive
workloads that frequently allocate and free memory pages.
However, it provides the guarantee of safely falling back
to the previous kernel with more confidence as the pro-
cess’ data is persisted on the disk. Therefore, the system
administrators should choose wisely, depending on the
criticality of the application and its service.

Optimizing reboot. The major source of downtime in
KUP is the in-place kernel switch, depending on kexec();
varying from 2.4 sec to 25.9 sec based on the underlying
hardware. Although we applied a few basic optimizations
to kexec() (§6), we can further improve it by adopting a
number of promising techniques demonstrated by previ-
ous research. For example, Nooks [74] develops shadow
drivers techniques that preserve its internal states upon
failure, and Live Update [75] uses a similar technique to
share its internal state across device driver updates. An-
other promising direction is to carry over device driver
states across reboot as there will be no hardware changes
in the middle of system updates.

9 Conclusion
KUP is a simple yet robust update mechanism that in-
stantly updates a running kernel across major kernel ver-
sions. KUP checkpoints user applications, then replaces
the existing kernel with an updated kernel (any kernel
version), and finally restores the checkpointed applica-
tions thereafter. KUP achieves its goal of instant kernel
update by efficiently merging both checkpoint and re-
store techniques with the help of an optimized checkpoint
format. Moreover, we come up with a complementary
memory persistence mechanism that solves the inherent
problem of userspace C/R and further improves KUP’s
performance while catering to disk-less systems. We be-
lieve that KUP is the first work that realizes swift kernel
updates without modifying any kernel source. This makes
KUP robust enough to be used in practice, thus allowing
users to enjoy instant system updates for security patches,
bug fixes and performance improvements with minimal
disruption.
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Apps with Hardware: Enabling Run-time Architectural Customization in
Smart Phones
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Abstract

In this paper we present a novel system which incorpo-
rates programmable hardware (an FPGA) into a smart
phone to enable a vision where apps can include both
software and hardware components, or apps with hard-
ware. We introduce a novel mechanism to enable sharing
the FPGA in a practical manner by leveraging the unique
deployment model of mobile applications - namely that
deployment is via an app store, where we introduce a
new cloud-based compilation. We present our proto-
type smart phone using the Zedboard, which pairs a Xil-
inx Zynq FPGA with an embedded Cortex A9, running
an Android-based system which we extended to pro-
vide run-time system support for dynamically managing
apps with hardware and providing a secure loading sys-
tem. With this prototype, our evaluation demonstrates
the performance gains for an AES encryption module
(representing cryptography), a QAM modulation mod-
ule (representing software-defined radio) of 3x to several
orders of magnitude, with room for improvement and a
hardware-based memory scanner (representing custom
co-processors). We demonstrate the feasibility of our
cloud-based compilation within the context of real app
store statistics. Finally, we present a case study of a com-
plete integration of hardware into an existing application
(the Orbot Tor client).

1 Introduction

In designing new smart phone devices, the vendor must
operate under a number of constraints – form factor,
functionality, cost, energy use, etc. This leads to the ven-
dor making a number of decisions regarding the various
tradeoffs. These decisions, however, can then lead to the
case where the device has both too little (the application
developers/users want more) and too much (the applica-
tion developers/users don’t use what is there). What if
there was a way to put these trade-offs into the hands of

HW SW

Android

FPGA ARM

App
HW SW

App

Figure 1: Smart phone with a processor (ARM) coupled
with programmable hardware (FPGA).

users and application developers?
In this paper, we present our ‘apps with hardware’ vi-

sion (illustrated in Figure 1), design, and implementa-
tion which incorporates programmable hardware, such
as an FPGA (field programmable gate array), into a smart
phone1, and extends a mobile operating system to allow
for application control of the current hardware configura-
tion (e.g., by including the hardware configuration with
their app). The high-level idea is to couple software-like
(re)programmability with hardware-like performance. In
providing programmability, the phone vendor empow-
ers the application developers (and by extension the end
users) with the ability to influence the design decisions.

Developers, for example, would be able to introduce

1We envision this as being commercially available smart phones,
not just in prototyping devices – a vision supported by the commercial
availability of system-on-chip devices which already couple an ARM
processor that is widely used in smart phones (such as the ARM Cortex
A9 processor found in the iPhone 4) with reconfigurable logic [5, 25],
with or more recently the ARM Cortex A53 [26], and further supported
by recent advances by vendors where hardware modules can be de-
signed using a high-level language, such as C++ [23].
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(and deploy) new communication technologies, such as
those that work on the emerging dynamic spectrum ac-
cess paradigm [30], where they can perform ‘software’
radio at the needed hardware performance levels and
gain system wide benefits (e.g., from not needing phones
to include many dedicated radio interfaces). Devel-
opers will also be able to introduce new accelerators,
such as for cryptography or other parallel processing
that improve overall performance and efficiency. Fi-
nally, developers will be able to introduce independent
co-processors, which can, for example, provide addi-
tional security [57] capabilities not possible in today’s
smart phones. In general, we introduce programmabil-
ity of the smart phone hardware by creating an architec-
ture centered on an FPGA with an embedded processor
– with which, as we’ve seen with other programmable
technology, such as graphical processor units (GPUs)
and FPGAs in other contexts within the network systems
community, developers will find creative ways to use the
available processing power [52, 59, 45, 41].

Previous research has proposed adding reconfigurabil-
ity to mobile devices, such as [11] [61] [32], but they
have limitations that prevent them from being used to-
day, such as lacking a method to share FPGA hardware,
a distribution system for applications, or integration into
modern operating systems or devices. Therefore, there
are a number of challenges that we need to address to
make our vision possible. First, we need to be able to
share an FPGA between different smart phone applica-
tions – existing FPGA hardware and software are heav-
ily centered on running a single application and not on
idea of temporal or spacial sharing of resources. Second,
we need a way to distribute apps with hardware to smart
phones with compatible hardware – there is no binary
compatibility in FPGAs or operating system which ab-
stracts resources. Finally, we need the ability to manage
the FPGA so that applications only have access to au-
thorized resources – while processors have been adapted
overtime to isolate running tasks, FPGAs have not.

In this paper we present our Cloud RTR system that
addresses these challenges. In doing so, we introduce a
system-level contribution that makes use of cloud tech-
nologies and builds on existing FPGA technology that
together solve a problem that has eluded researchers for
years. Specifically, we make the following contributions:
A slot based solution that allows for practical FPGA
sharing: A central need to be able to allow apps to span
software and the FPGA hardware is to enable the FPGA
to be shared, as apps will be concurrently running. Our
approach is based on Run-time reconfiguration (RTR),
or the ability to change an FPGA’s configuration at run-
time. Specifically, our Cloud RTR system builds on the
idea of “slots” [38] [49] [42], or areas of the FPGA that
can be reconfigured separately and shared between appli-

cations. To make this practical, where previous systems
have failed, we provide a new approach to slot-based re-
configuration using a compilation system that abstracts
away the underlying FPGA requirements. The resulting
platform supports the use of slots at run-time, whereas
previous systems only support slots at design time, and
can share the FPGA between multiple parties, as we dis-
cuss next. Further, we introduce operating system ser-
vices to manage slots at run-time to allow for on demand
access from apps.
An app store based approach that allows for multiple
parties to distribute apps: Without operating system
and binary compatibility, envisioning a system which al-
lows for multiple parties to create apps and have them be
distributed to a wide variety of devices may seem diffi-
cult. We introduce a new app-store system which extends
existing app stores to to allow for both the compilation
and the distribution of apps with hardware. Developers
can upload apps with hardware to an extended app store,
which will interface with the compilation system in order
to generate the required slot configurations. We extend
the app store system further to ensure that these config-
urations are distributed to the correct devices in pack-
aged apps, and we provide corresponding operating sys-
tem support in order to install them.
A security manager that enforces access control to
sensitive resources Our Cloud RTR architecture also
provides a secure loading subsystem that ensures that
only trusted applications have access to sensitive re-
sources. This subsystem interfaces with the slot run-time
management system to only allow for signed app hard-
ware to access these resources. This system also uses
common hardware security technology to ensure that ap-
plications cannot exploit the operating system to override
these security restrictions.

In addition to the above system-level advances which
enable the apps with hardware vision, we make the fol-
lowing contributions which evaluate and demonstrate
their use:
Evaluation of the computational requirements of
Cloud RTR: While our approach of performing some
compilation in the cloud is, to some degree, simplistic,
the fact that it has not been done before does, we feel,
point to its novelty. Importantly, we go beyond simply
proposing to compile in the cloud and extend our work
to fully evaluate the computation requirements of such
an app store to support this using data about the current
app market ecosystem. We show that for compilation
throughput per machine ranges from 51 to 121 apps per
day, which translates to needing 1020 servers to support
an app ecosystem where 1 percent of all apps use the re-
configurable logic for a case where there is 1000 phone
variants.
Demonstration and evaluation of three applications:
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In Section 2, we describe three example categories of ap-
plications that will benefit from an apps with hardware.
For each, we implemented and evaluated a representa-
tive application (Section 6). Our evaluation of an app
which offloads to a hardware based QAM module (a rep-
resentative software-defined radio application) shows a
40x speedup and a hardware based AES module (a repre-
sentative cryptography application) shows a 3x speedup
(including all of the interface between hardware and soft-
ware). Additionally, our evaluation of a simple memory
security scanner (a representative architectural enhance-
ment) that is capable of searching the entire system ad-
dress space only results in 3% overhead for other soft-
ware running. Finally, to understand the considerations
when integrating into existing, complex, applications, we
modified the open source and widely used Orbot [17]
Tor [37] client for Android to include and use a hardware
cryptography module (Section 7).

In the remainder of the paper we will further motivate
the proposal to incorporate an FPGA into a smart phone
(Section 2), describe past FPGA sharing attempts (Sec-
tion 3), and describe our system, including our Cloud
RTR architecture, which includes both the architecture
for our slot compilation and app store extensions (Sec-
tion 4), our runtime management and secure loading ar-
chitecture (Section 5. We then provide an evaluation
(Section 6), describe our case study of the Orbot Tor
client (Section 7), describe other related work (Section
8), and then conclude (Section 9). We are also pro-
viding the code for the entire implementation (compila-
tion, applications, FPGA system, and Android enhance-
ments) in a git repository: https://github.com/nsr-
colorado/cloud-rtr.

2 Motivation (Why an FPGA)

The premise of incorporating an FPGA into a smart
phone lies in the general benefits of an FPGA – that it
provides hardware-level programmability which will en-
able phone manufacturers to defer some decisions about
tradeoffs to the end user and enable developers with the
ability to innovate in the hardware space.

Here we discuss a few examples that help motivate an
FPGA within a smart phone, including a description of a
demonstration application that we implemented for each
of these categories.

2.1 Architecture enhancements
For our first set of motivating examples, we present sev-
eral architectural enhancements that have been proposed
in the research community that each required a hardware
plug-in and were targeted at a server. With our work,
similar benefits could be brought to a smart phone. It is

important to note that FPGAs are not limited to stream-
ing and highly parallel processing (though they do excel
at that). These types of applications can implement secu-
rity functions, which are supported by our secure loading
technology (discussed in Section 5).
CoPilot: CoPilot [57] is a PCI card designed to de-
tect rootkits. As rootkits execute at the highest privilege,
detection mechanisms at the same (or lower) privilege
are presented with a significant challenge. The CoPilot
PCI card is independent of the processor and operating
system and has access to all memory via the PCI bus.
Rootkit detection (or more generally, security applica-
tions) have tremendous potential with the introduction of
an FPGA within a smart phone.
Somniloquy: The Somniloquy [27] work observed
that the energy consumption on servers was impacted
by a number of low-rate type of tasks that prevented the
servers from entering the power saving states. As such,
they proposed a small, low-power processor that could
perform these tasks, and if needed, trigger the main pro-
cessor to exit a low-power state. In the case of a smart
phone with an FPGA, similar types of activity has been
observed in smart phones [31], so a small co-processor
in the FPGA fabric could provide a solution (while also
enabling the main processor to shut off completely). We
leave full exploration of power as future work.

As a demonstration of architectural enhancements, we
have implemented a memory scanner module, as a sim-
plified proxy for a CoPilot-like function, that scans our
device’s system address space.

2.2 Software-defined Radio
A great deal of research has resulted in many innovations
in wireless communications which allow wireless inter-
faces to have better performance or more functionality.
Research papers in this space commonly use FPGA plat-
forms (such as the WARP Board [28, 53]), or devices to
interface to high performance desktop machines (such as
the USRP [22]) in order to meet the needs of the new
innovation. While these papers provided promising re-
search results, there is little opportunity for deployment
– requiring the researchers to commercialize the technol-
ogy, or get adoption from a major chip vendor.

With a smart phone that has an FPGA along with a
more flexible radio front end (e.g., a tunable antenna), de-
velopers of a new communication protocol could simply
create an app, enhancing the impact of the research. This
architecture also has benefits for production systems, as
existing devices could be upgraded to new wireless sys-
tems without requiring replacement, such as upgrading
such a system from 3G to 4G wireless technology.

As a demonstration of an SDR application, we have
included an example implementation of a Carrier Phase
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Recovery Loop for a single carrier Quadrature Ampli-
tude Modulation (QAM) demodulator. QAM is a repre-
sentative building block in signal processing applications
including many real-world modulation systems.

2.3 Cryptographic and Parallel Processing

FPGAs have the ability to perform large amounts of pro-
cessing in parallel. This allows them to achieve higher
throughputs and lower latencies.

An exemplary application for FPGA acceleration on a
smart phone is cryptographic processing, as it both faster
in an FPGA and widely used – including the encryption
of internet communication using SSL and communica-
tion protocols such as Tor [37], the accountable inter-
net protocols [29], and Named-data Networking [44] For
example, an FPGA (Altera Stratix V) was shown to be
520 times faster than a general purpose processor (Intel
Xeon E5503) for AES encryption (and 15x speedup over
an AMD Ratheon HD 7970 GPU) [4]. While the exact
numbers will depend on a number of factors, this is illus-
trative of the potential.

Parallel processing goes beyond cryptography. One
recent example used an FPGA based server [10] to im-
plement common functions used in analytics (search,
fuzzy search, and term frequency), and in each case
demonstrated that it would require 100-200 servers run-
ning Spark [65] to match the performance. This example
is really geared towards cloud scale applications, but we
believe this would allow us to perform some analytic pro-
cessing locally (on the phone) without needing to send
private data to some cloud based backend.

As an example of this type of application, we have im-
plemented a 128-bit AES encryption module that can en-
crypt an arbitrary number of 128-bit contiguous regions
of memory. We also incorporated this AES module into
the Orbot Tor client (Section 7).

3 Past Attempts

A central challenge in reaching our vision relates to how
to share the FPGA between applications and the system.
That is, we wish for multiple apps to be able to simul-
taneously use some of the FPGA’s programmable fabric,
while at the same time allowing the operating system to
use some of the programmable fabric as well (e.g., to
connect to some I/O devices).

The core concept required is run-time reconfiguration,
or the ability to dynamically change the FPGA’s configu-
ration (completely or partially) at run-time while it is still
operating. Despite over a decade of research in run-time
reconfiguration [33, 39, 48, 34, 36, 51, 62, 43] there has
yet to be a practical solution which would enable hard-
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put module
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resource
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Figure 2: Example of partial reconfiguration in a running
FPGA configuration.

ware modules from various sources to be loaded onto a
variety of platforms.

3.1 Why is sharing an FPGA difficult?
The main challenge in achieving FPGA sharing is ensur-
ing that the apps’ modules in the FPGA do not conflict
with each other, or with other logic that is present in the
FPGA. FPGAs are difficult to share because a complex
mapping of resources must occur in order to generate a
configuration for an FPGA. This is because application’s
logic must be mapped to physical resources in the FPGA,
and connections must be made between these locations,
just as in any physical circuit.

As an example, consider Figure 2, which illustrates
a single module to be loaded into an FPGA at run-time.
The dotted area indicates one possible location to put that
module. As indicated, however, there will be contention
for resources – i.e., this module cannot co-exist with the
current FPGA configuration. Because of this, the par-
tial reconfiguration mechanism supported by the vendors
(Altera and Xilinx) comes with great restrictions – the
modules can only work with a single design (in our case,
they wouldn’t work across phone architectures), and they
can only be loaded into a single location. These restric-
tions make partial reconfiguration unusable in its current
form to enable apps with hardware.

More general run-time reconfiguration approaches
have been proposed in the research community that fall
into one of two categories, which we describe next. In
general neither of these approaches are practical.

3.2 Soln. 1: Run-time Place and Route
The first approach is to perform place and route at run
time [60] [46] [56] (rather than when it is normally per-
formed – at design time). As background, place and
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route is a computationally expensive task of first map-
ping logic elements from the design (place) and then de-
termining a collection of wire resources to use to connect
the logic elements from the design (route).

This approach enables reconfigurable modules to be
created entirely separate from the FPGA configuration.
They can be loaded into the FPGA by being placed
around existing hardware and connected with free wiring
resources.

This is a general approach and supports our model,
but there are two major problems. First, place and route
can take a long time, depending on both the size of the
reconfigurable module as well as the sparseness of the
current FPGA configuration – i.e., if there are few re-
sources available, it will be a more difficult task to find a
solution. The implication relates to the second problem
– that a solution is not always possible, which means that
the app would fail to load.

3.3 Soln. 2: Slot-based Reconfiguration

The second method that has been proposed also seeks
to support a general approach where the static design
and the reconfigurable modules can be created indepen-
dently. This approach does so by reserving empty and
identical areas in the static design [38] [49] [42]. These
areas, or slots, are analogous to PCI slots on a mother-
board, where any card can be plugged in independent of
the processor. In this case, the ‘cards’ are partial bit-
streams (a binary file used to configure an FPGA). Two
constraints emerge:
Partial bitstreams need to be relocatable – So that a
partial bitstream can be loaded into any slot, each area
needs to be identical. This is not difficult from a logic
standpoint as FPGAs are fairly regular structures. In or-
der for the static and reconfigurable portions to be able to
communicate, however, there need to be wires that cross
the boundaries which, in turn, need to be identical for
each slot. This puts incredible strain on the creation of
the static design, to the point of not being practical (be-
cause place and route becomes very constrained if certain
circuit elements need to use certain physical wires).
Partial bitstreams cannot conflict with the static de-
sign – That is, when loading a partial bistream, it can-
not, for example, use a wire, that the main system design
used (and vice versa). To achieve this, the static design is
highly constrained to reserve areas such that no logic is
used (generally, easy to achieve) and such that no wires
are used (in Figure 2, this would mean that static portion
of the design would not have been allowed the wires that
are in the dotted area). Such constraints are ultimately
possible (through a painstaking process of reverse engi-
neering and over-constraining), but highly constrains the
static portion of the design – forcing wires to be routed

around these areas, causing them to be extra long and
resulting in congested areas.

In short, this is a good abstraction, but not practical.

4 Cloud RTR: A Practical Approach For
Sharing the FPGA

In order to realize the apps with hardware vision, we
need two things. First, we need a mechanism to be able to
share the FPGA resources – i.e., a practical run-time re-
configuration mechanism that overcomes the limitations
of past solutions in terms of usability and deployability.
Second, we need a mechanism to be able to manage the
apps at run-time. Here, we describe our novel solution
for enabling FPGA sharing, and in Section 5 we describe
our system support for run-time management of apps.

4.1 High-level Overview
Central to our design, we adopt the general idea of slots
– that is, reserved areas within the FPGA where modules
can be loaded. As previously mentioned, we believe this
is a good abstraction, but the previous realizations of it
are not practical. The key difference with our approach is
that our slots are less constrained – only logic resources
need to be left free (which is easier), but the wiring re-
sources within these areas can be used by the static de-
sign logic (i.e., the portion of the FPGA configuration
that does not change and provides system functionality
for different phones). Other key differences with our ap-
proach are that the reconfigurable modules can (i) work
with multiple slot sizes, (ii) work with multiple slot sig-
naling interfaces, and (iii) be targeted at various end-
systems.

The key idea to enable this is that by leveraging the
delivery model of mobile apps (i.e., via an app store), we
can effectively merge the modules into various static de-
signs in the cloud, before delivery to the end user. We
call this Cloud RTR (RTR for run-time reconfiguration).
As illustrated in Figure 3, each phone manufacturer and
app developer would submit their design to the Cloud
RTR system, and the Cloud RTR system would perform
a compilation step to enable a general run-time reconfig-
uration mechanism.

In this section we describe the architecture of the
phone in order to support this model (Section 4.2), how
the apps are designed to work within the framework
(Section 4.3), and finally discuss how Cloud RTR per-
forms the compilation (Section 4.4).

4.2 Static (Phone) Design Architecture
The key requirement for the phone’s design lies in the
ability to support interfacing the reconfigurable modules
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Figure 4: Example static FPGA design.

with the rest of the system resources. Illustrated in Fig-
ure 4, and described below, are the main components.
Slots

Slots should have enough of all types of resources to
be useful. Today’s FPGAs can contain (i) configurable
logic blocks (CLBs), which can implement any logic
function of N inputs, (ii) block random access memory
(BRAM), which are small memory elements (e.g., 36 Kb
in the FPGA we use for implementation), and (iii) digital
signal processing (DSP) blocks, which are custom build-
ing blocks geared toward signal processing applications.

Slots will also need to be able to access various sys-
tem resources and expose an interface for communica-
tion with the processor. For this, we expect that all slots
will allow access to (i) a system bus for communica-
tion with the processor, and (ii) a direct memory access
(DMA) controller for access to system memory.
Module-to-Memory Interface

In order to provide performance benefits, the modules
need to be able to directly access CPU-accessible sys-
tem memory. A DMA controller that is accessible by
the hardware modules would allow for modules to access

system memory without involving the processor (provid-
ing the greatest performance and flexibility). To achieve
this, we also need a security module which performs ac-
cess control – that is, one which limits what memory
each hardware module can access and is configured by
the operating system.
Processor-to-Module Interface

The ability to stream from memory will be important,
but the processor also needs to be able to directly inter-
face to each module. This interfacing is achieved through
the use of, for example, a system bus (such as the ARM-
based Advanced eXtensible Interface, or AXI).
Device interfacing and other misc. logic

The rest of the static design will include interfacing to
the various devices that will connect to the FPGA. Some
devices, such as a UART, may have interface logic in-
cluded in the processor sub-system, but the rest, such as
interfacing to a tunable antenna, may go through the pro-
grammable fabric with custom logic to interface with it.
These devices will be connected to the general interface
of the slots, allowing for manufacturers to include cus-
tom peripherals without requiring new slot definitions.

4.3 Reconfigurable (App) Module Archi-
tecture

In the previous slot-based approaches, the reconfigurable
modules are designed for a specific slot design (device,
interface, etc.). In our approach, we abstract away the
ultimate target such that app developers can develop re-
configurable modules that can be loaded onto a variety
of platforms. Of note, the reconfigurable modules in our
approach can (i) work with multiple slot sizes, (ii) work
with multiple slot signaling interfaces, and (iii) be tar-
geted at various end-systems.

Here we describe the design of an app, with the various
components illustrated in Figure 5.
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App Hardware
The first major component is the app hardware. In

order to match the skills of app developers, we focus on
the high-level synthesis (HLS) design flow [23] that has
emerged in recent years which allows developers to use a
high-level language (e.g., C) to describe hardware mod-
ules2. What this means is that the argument that FPGAs
are hard to design for, and therefore not accessible to the
software app developers, is quickly becoming invalid.

The app hardware (in this example) is written as a C++
function, example(). The parameters to the function de-
scribe the interfaces to the rest of the system, such as
char arrays (e.g., var1), which describe memory mapped
registers accessible to the processor or streaming mem-
ory interfaces (e.g., var2, which has the type hls::stream),
that allow for streaming data from memory (when con-
nected to DMA hardware in the static design). This de-
scription is valid C++ code that can be compiled and
tested as software which can simplify hardware testing.

While there will need to be some consideration by de-
velopers, in general developers will not need to be fully
aware of the hardware architecture. For example, the
exact bus signals for communicating with the module
are not directly used, but are instead inferred based on
the types on the function parameters (such as how to
perform data transmission handshakes or send valid sig-
nals). With this, the same module could actually target
various hardware interfaces (e.g., if different handshake
protocols or signals are used, or if different bus widths
are available). Developers do need to consider the size
(resource utilization) of their hardware modules to en-
sure they will fit in a particular slot size. We envision
standard slot sizes will emerge (much like screen sizes),
and in our design flow we allow for modules designed for
one slot size to always be instantiated in a bigger slot.
App Software

The app software that the developer writes will be
mostly the same as current apps (e.g., written in Java for
Android apps). The only difference is the loading of and
interfacing with the hardware module. To load, the app
will submit a request to a system service to load the bit-
stream (e.g., via an intent in Android).

To interface with the module, the app will use the func-
tions in the user-level driver generated by the FPGA ven-
dor’s high-level synthesis tool when synthesizing the de-
sign (the process which generates the FPGA hardware
from the C++ code). This driver is low-level code that
runs within the same process as the application and pro-
vides functions that can be used to interface with the
reconfigurable module. Functionality includes mapping
memory regions (e.g., via mmap()) that both the recon-

2The developer can use a hardware description language, but will
then need to manually provide the interfacing hardware and software,
which are automatically created with high-level synthesis.
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Figure 5: Example app design.

figurable module and the app will access. It also provides
functions to access the various registers (the char[] vari-
able) through functions like set var1().

4.4 Cloud Compiler (in the App Store)
The Cloud RTR compiler is responsible for ensuring that
an app’s hardware module(s) can be loaded into a vari-
ety of target devices (smart phones). Rather than work-
ing around the limitations of the vendor tools, we work
within their constraints, resulting in a practical solution.
Recall that the vendor tools have a partial reconfigura-
tion design flow which has the constraints that a module
can only be used for a specific static design and target
FPGA and for a specific location within that static de-
sign. Working within that, the Cloud RTR compiler will
simply use the vendor tools to compile the module for ev-
ery static design variant and for every possible slot within
each variant.

The end result is a data structure stored within the app
store that looks like the following (where a.bit...e.bit are
individual partial bitstreams):

[phone 1:

[slot1:a.bit, slot2:b.bit, slot3:c.bit]]

[phone 2:

[slot1:d.bit, slot2:e.bit]]

When an app is downloaded to a given device, the
Cloud RTR system will repackage the application with
the set of device-specific bitstreams (possible since the
app store has knowledge of a user’s device). In Android,
for example, apps are packaged in an Android Applica-
tion Package (APK), which will now include module bit-
streams as extra resources for apps that use hardware. To
get a rough idea of how this impacts the size of an APK,
for the case study we describe in Section 7, the hardware
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module bitstream is 904KB, the Orbot APK of the ver-
sion we modified is 5.5MB (before any added hardware),
and the latest Orbot release is 11MB.

We show that this brute-force approach is quite practi-
cal in Section 6. As such, it provides a general approach
that is deployable and usable today. In addition, we also
envision a large amount of reuse of both static designs
and hardware modules (e.g., by using precompiled li-
braries). Just as SoCs are oftentimes reused between dif-
ferent mobile devices, there is no need to have a distinct
static design for different devices unless a particular de-
vice requires some custom technology.

5 Run-time Management of Apps

With the ability to share the FPGA, as provided by Cloud
RTR, we now discuss how our system manages the apps’
hardware within the Android operating system. This has
two aspects – (i) how to dynamically manage the load-
ing and unloading of hardware modules for various apps,
and (ii) how to ensure the modules cannot compromise
the running operating system and vice versa. We achieve
the dynamic management by modifying the Android op-
erating system to include a system service that manages
the loading and unloading of modules and enables ap-
plication software to access these modules. Our secure
loading system takes advantage of some hardware secu-
rity features of modern FPGAs and some hardware in the
static design in order to provide the needed security.

5.1 Dynamic Module Loading Service
To support apps with hardware, there needs to be system
support for loading hardware modules into the FPGA.
The operating system will have access to our secure load-
ing system (described in the next section) that can take a
hardware module compiled using the Cloud RTR system
and load it into the FPGA. However, user applications
will not have direct access to this system.

User applications will instead submit requests through
a privileged hardware loader system service. Upon load-
ing and initialization of the app, the service will be pro-
vided with the location of the app’s hardware module
files. The service will then choose an empty slot, se-
lect the module compiled for this slot, and use the secure
loading module to load the module into the FPGA. In the
case where no slots are available, the operating system
can create ‘virtual’ slots by time-slicing existing slots.
Given the slot reconfiguration time, we do not expect to
swap app hardware as frequently as app software, but we
see this is an area for future consideration.

We can implement virtual slots by using the readback
capability of FPGAs to store the running configuration
of modules, and developers can provide custom unload

functionality to aid the readback system in storing diffi-
cult to access state (specifically, certain FPGA memory
is more difficult to access). Applications that would be
disrupted by time slicing can be specifically flagged as
unsafe to swap, but the number of these applications run-
ning simultaneously should be restricted.

The time to load a hardware module provides an es-
timate of the time needed to context switch a hardware
module. This time is a function of the size of the hard-
ware being written to the FPGA, which we measured to
have an average throughput of 37 MiB/s. This leads to
a latency of approximately 100 ms for a 4 MB static bit-
stream, or 27 ms for 1 MB hardware module.

The hardware module is presented as a devfs character
device in the Linux /dev directory (when using Android).
The hardware loading service will set file permissions to
ensure that only the application that requested the load-
ing of the hardware module can access it.

5.2 Secure Loading

We introduce a secure loading mechanism to provide
support for protecting both the operating system from
app hardware and the FPGA configuration from the oper-
ating system (e.g., a rootkit). Our secure loading mech-
anism is an extension of secure boot technology where
(i) we disable the processor’s connection to the config-
uration ports of the FPGA, and (ii) we add a module
within the static design to support loading of app hard-
ware. For space purposes we can only sketch the high-
level overview of the secure loading.
Threat model and assumptions: We assume that any
code running on the CPU, including the operating sys-
tem, can be malicious. We also assume that even with
the support of modules such as the trusted platform mod-
ule (TPM) to protect the booting of the operating system,
malicious code can be executed at run-time that can com-
promise the operating system. We assume that some re-
configurable modules will be untrusted and potentially
malicious. We assume that some reconfigurable modules
will be trusted (from trusted sources, such as the phone
manufacturer) and will not be malicious. Finally, we as-
sume that the static FPGA configuration is trusted and
correct at boot time (through secure boot mechanisms
supported by modern FPGAs [64]). With this, we as-
sume the keys of the app store and an additional trusted
party are present at boot and cannot be modified.

The secure loading can be summarized as follows:

• Secure boot technology of the FPGA will load a
trusted FPGA configuration as well as ensure the
operating system is known to be good at boot.

• As part of the secure boot, the processor will have
its access to the configuration ports disabled (e.g.,
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the processor configuration access port, PCAP, and
the internal configuration access port, ICAP).

• A hardware secure loading module, part of the static
configuration, will accept requests to load a recon-
figurable module from the operating system .

• Every module will be signed by the app store. From
this the hardware secure loading module will verify
the signature in order to ensure that the configura-
tion refers to is the slot to be loaded (preventing the
case where an app was modified to include a con-
figuration which overwrites parts of the FPGA other
than the allocated area).

• For trusted modules (which will signed by the app
store and by an additional trusted party), the hard-
ware secure loading module will verify the signa-
ture and if it succeeds, configure the memory ac-
cess control to allow the module to have access to
system memory. Trusted modules will not be able
to be unloaded or overwritten without a reboot.

• For untrusted modules (which will be signed by the
app store, but not by an additional trusted party), the
hardware secure loading module will configure the
memory access control to restrict access to memory.

With this process, we get the following properties:

• Modules will be correctly loaded only into the slots
for which they are supposed to be loaded and not
overwrite any static configuration.

• Code in the operating system cannot load a mod-
ule in a slot which gets access to system memory
(preventing app hardware from helping apps bypass
system protections, or otherwise harm the system).

• Code in the operating system cannot overwrite or
unload a trusted module (preventing rootkits, for ex-
ample, from unloading security modules meant to
detect the presence of rootkits).

6 Evaluation

There are two main questions to answer, which we dis-
cuss in this section:
Is there value in apps with hardware?

There’s general acceptance that hardware will be faster
than software3. The question we seek to answer here
is whether the same performance benefits are retained
when we consider it within a system (e.g., does crossing
the hw-sw boundary make things worse).

3That’s not really the focus of our paper – we take the stance that
there are places where each wins (FPGA, CPU, GPU) and that het-
erogeneous architectures are good, and more importantly open pro-
grammability is what drives innovation.

Figure 6: The execution time to perform an AES encryp-
tion for a range of data sizes – from 10 to 13000 contigu-
ous 128-bit (16-byte) segments of memory.

Is the cloud compilation of Cloud RTR practical?
As mentioned, rather than continuing the path of run-

time reconfiguration research, which leads to creative,
but impractical solutions, we aimed for a solution which
was highly practical and deployable today. This resulted
in a brute force approach. Here, we ask whether this is
itself practical by examining the processing required to
support the app market ecosystem.

6.1 Application Performance Acceleration
Performance acceleration is one of the benefits of using
an FPGA. Of course, we also believe that new applica-
tions are now enabled, such as our hardware-based mem-
ory scanner. We focus on performance here as a concrete
demonstration with a quantitative evaluation.

We focus on three key application domains that are en-
abled. Each of these applications consists of a hardware
module written in C++ using high-level synthesis and an
Android application that interfaces with the module. We
run the hardware module through the Cloud RTR com-
pilation platform targeting the static design for our de-
velopment board. The end result is an APK that can be
loaded into our demonstration board. Each application
fit within our slots, which we defined at 12% of the over-
all FPGA area – a number resulting from dividing the
remaining area after what is needed for the static design
by six available slots.

For our experiments, we protoyped a mobile device
using the Zedboard development board, which integrates
a Xilinx Zynq 7020 FPGA [25] that has an embedded
dual-core ARM Cortex-A9 CPU. We based our Android
services on the Android 2.3 and 5.0.2 operating systems
that were already ported to our device.

6.1.1 Cryptography: AES

In Figure 6, we compare three different AES implemen-
tations using our development board, and running An-
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droid as the operating system on the CPU4:

• FPGA (ours) – an AES FPGA reconfigurable mod-
ule accessed by an Android application in native
code using the the Java native interface (JNI).

• OpenSSL – the OpenSSL AES implementation
which we interfaced directly from a C application.

• Android AES – the AES implementation provided
to Android applications by the AOSP.

This figure shows the execution times of the AES im-
plementation (which we derived from [1], though we
also experimented with versions from Apple [2] and
NIST [3], which had identical performance) for a range
of data sizes to be encrypted, varying in size from 10 to
13000 contiguous 128-bit segments of memory. It can be
seen that the FPGA implementation is on average three
times faster than the OpenSSL implementation, and is
approximately 12 times faster than the AOSP. However,
the execution time of the FPGA module as measured by
Java (marked in red circles) and executed using the JNI is
longer than the execution time of the same module when
executed directly by a C program (marked in blue dia-
monds). This is likely due to overhead entailed in copy-
ing memory to the JNI function call and transferring con-
trol to the JNI. This can potentially be alleviated using
Java direct byte buffers passed directly to the JNI func-
tion, but is deferred to future work.

6.1.2 Software-defined Radio: QAM

This application can process a signal stored in a contigu-
ous memory region and produce an output signal that is
stored into another contiguous region. In a live smart
phone, the static design would place the signal off of the
antenna into buffers in memory, notify the Android ap-
plication of a buffer being full, and the application would
pass this data to the QAM module. The number of sam-
ples the QAM block can process determines the sample
rate of the radio application. We implemented this mod-
ule by modifying (to be compatible with our Cloud RTR
system) a reference Xilinx project [55], which comes
with C++ code that can be executed in software or run
through high-level synthesis to produce hardware.

As shown by Figure 7, the hardware implementation
is several orders of magnitude faster than the software
implementation. The hardware implementation achieves
an average throughput of approximately 5 Msps (mega-
samples per second), while the software implementation
only achieves and average of approximately 500 sam-
ples/s. The Xilinx application notes claim a throughput
value of 50 Msps [55], which is likely achievable due to
the fact that the hardware device is intended to process

4 We also performed the OpenSSL benchmark in Ubuntu Linux to
confirm that the Android OS does not institute a performance penalty.

Figure 7: The execution time to process a different num-
ber of samples with our QAM application.

data received directly from an analog-to-digital converter
(ADC), whereas our implementation has been retrofitted
to stream data from system memory.

6.1.3 Memory Scanner

Our final application is a simple implementation of a
hardware memory scanner that searches our device’s ad-
dress space for occurrences of a 16 byte string. We wrote
custom C++ code that we ran through high-level synthe-
sis for this implementation.

Using the LMbench testbench [50], we instituted a
memory benchmark that measured the throughput of
our device’s memory while under normal operation
and while the hardware memory scanner was executing
(which is constantly reading from memory). Using this
benchmark, we measured a 2.7% reduction in perfor-
mance for read operations and a 5.5% reduction in per-
formance for write operations.

6.2 Cloud Compilation Resources Needed
We propose performing compilation of the reconfig-
urable module in the cloud as part of the process to up-
load to the app store. To understand the feasibility of
this, here we evaluate the amount of computing resources
needed to sustain an ‘apps with hardware’ ecosystem.

The metric of interest is how long it takes to compile
a single reconfigurable module for a given static design.
Recall that a static design is the base design that roughly
corresponds to a system on chip used for a given smart
phone. These static designs have open areas (slots) for
placing reconfigurable modules.

For all experiments, we used a server with an Intel
Xenon CPU (2.1 GHz, 6 cores, 48 GB RAM).

6.2.1 Single App for a Single Static Design

An app with hardware uploaded to the app store must
have its hardware modules compiled for each slot that it
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# of slots Compilation Time (min) Throughput (apps/day)
2 11.92 121
3 14.93 96
4 19.02 76
5 24.21 59
6 28.23 51

Table 1: Compilation time and number of apps a single
server could service per day.

6 Slots Requirement % of Jan 2016 Apps that Use Hardware
0.1 1 10

# of Apps Uploaded per Day
5 52 520

# of Static Designs # of Machines Required to Compile RMs
1 1 1 10
10 1 10 102

100 10 102 1020
1000 102 1020 10200

Table 2: Number of servers required to support the com-
pilation requirements of Cloud RTR, assuming designs
with six slots.

can be placed into. However, certain steps in the process
do not need to be performed for each slot – e.g., syn-
thesis needs to be performed once for each module, then
for each slot, the synthesized module needs to be placed
and routed. For this evaluation we used an FFT module,
which is a highly regular structure and enabled us to ad-
just its parameters to effectively alter its size to fill up
any slot size we experimented with.

Table 1 shows the total time to compile a single ap-
plication’s reconfigurable module for static designs with
two to six slots (each slot is defined as 12% of the over-
all area of our FPGA, as previously mentioned), as well
as the extrapolated throughput (the number of apps that
could be compiled per day on one server given this com-
pilation time). We chose up to six slots (in contrast to the
60-100 slots in [38]) as we believe each to be big enough
to implement a reasonable module within a single slot.

6.2.2 Compiling All Apps

Using the calculated throughput, we can now estimate
the amount of computing resources needed to service the
entire app ecosystem.

First, we need to know how many apps are uploaded
each month. The company AppFigures provided us with
the Google Play Store application upload figures for the
entire year of 2014, with a total of 1.43 million apps
at the end of 2014, and an average monthly growth of
6.10%. While we are unsure if this growth rate persisted
over the past year, we use it to estimate the current needs.
Using this average monthly app growth, for the month of
January 2016, 177,521 applications are predicted to be
uploaded into the Google Play Store.

Table 2 shows the number of machines required to

service monthly demands for compiling apps with hard-
ware, for six slots as an example (2-5 slots would be pro-
portionally less). Each table varies the number of apps
with hardware uploaded each day based on the percent-
age of applications that require hardware (0.1%, 1%, and
10%), as well as the number of static hardware variants –
for the sake of illustration, we assume from one to 1000
variants, with each interval increased by a factor of ten
(we expect the number of variants to be on the low end,
as static bitstreams can be reused between devices, just
as phones today use a small set of SoCs, and not every
device will require a new static bitstream).

The cloud provider will easily be able to support the
lower end of the spectrum internally. On the upper end,
the cloud provider might look to relieve the computation
burden by offloading to the phone manufacturers to com-
pile for their own variants.

7 Case Study: Orbot Tor Client

Developing our demonstration applications from scratch
allows us with to design it to use an FPGA natively. Here
we explore modifying an existing, complex application
to make use of a hardware module to understand the in-
efficiencies that may result.

We chose to modify the Orbot [17] Tor [37] client for
Android. Tor is an anonymization network that allows
for a user to access the internet without disclosing their
source IP address, making identifying and tracking their
internet traffic very difficult for third parties. A Tor client
creates a circuit through this network and encrypts their
traffic separately for each node along the path to prevent
eavesdropping during transmission. Because of this ex-
tensive use of encryption and based on notes by the Or-
bot developers mentioning that AES is one of the areas
to optimize Orbot [21], we see this as an ideal case study.

Our AES module implements the CTR (counter) mode
of operation on top of a standard AES block cipher that is
an equivalent to the OpenSSL CTR implementation used
by Tor. In order to integrate our AES accelerator with
Tor, we replaced all calls to OpenSSL AES encryption
with calls to the FPGA accelerator, which proved to be a
fairly minor modification. We also needed to ensure that
all data that was to be encrypted was located in a con-
tiguous memory region with a known physical address,
which required us to replace all malloc() calls with calls
to a custom memory allocator, and leverage a memory
region that we reserved from the kernel.

With this, the application is able to make use of the
FPGA resources and operate correctly. However, there
are inefficiencies remaining due to (i) the overhead re-
quired to allocate memory in the reserved region, (ii) the
overhead in accessing this memory, as it is implemented
using memory-mapped I/O, and (iii) the fact that certain
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memory system calls (e.g., malloc(), memcpy() and mem-
set()) are incompatible with the current memory mapped
implementation – which would require more extensive
modifications to the code to resolve. Even so, this pro-
vides us with great insight into how apps should be de-
signed to capitalize on the FPGA resources and is an area
for future improvements.

8 Related Work

Although there are no existing systems that implement
all of the functionality of our Cloud RTR system in mo-
bile devices, there has been much work done in recon-
figurable computing in other contexts, including several
different attempts with Android.

Of note from previous reconfigurable computing re-
search is the BORPH system [62], which attempts to cre-
ate operating system extensions in Linux for FPGA op-
erations, and uses Berkeley’s BEE2 system [35], and the
more recent Connectal framework [47], which can auto-
matically generate HW/SW interfaces during hardware
development. These systems, however, do not address
application distribution or FPGA resource sharing.

In terms of mobile systems research, some proposals
have been made, such as the rSmart system [63] and the
work from Smit et. al. [61]. Smit et. al. proposes a simi-
lar hardware architecture to the Zynq-7000 architecture,
but does not present an operating system integration or a
deployment system. The rSmart system only presents a
high-level sketch of a system similar to ours, but no de-
tails on implementation or integration are provided. Our
system builds upon this research to create a general sys-
tem that is deployable using existing technology.

There has also been recent advantage in reconfigurable
cloud platforms. For example, Microsoft’s Project Cat-
apult makes use of of FPGA peripherals in data cen-
ters to accelerate web searches [58] and neural networks
[54], and Intel’s acquisition of Altera [13] is leading to
x86 CPU architectures coupled with FPGAs [40]. Mi-
crosoft’s solutions, however, are only single-application
hardware accelerators, whereas our system allows for us-
age in general applications. Intel’s system is more gen-
eral, but has not been released publicly, but does claim to
use OpenCL [16] as the software interface.

Our work is complimentary. For example, OpenCL
can be used on mobile devices with support from major
hardware manufacturers, such as ARM, Intel and Qual-
comm, [14] [20] [8] [12] [18], and can even be used
with our system by using a compatible hardware module.
OpenCL’s main limitation is its focus on parallel acceler-
ation, which does not enable new architectural enhance-
ments, such as our SDR or security applications.

Reconfigurable Android devices and systems have
also been proposed, such as Google’s Project Ara [11],

among others, including various other modular phones
[19] [9] [15]. These modular phone systems allow for
reconfiguration and upgrading of smart phone physical
components, similar to how personal computer compo-
nents can be upgraded. However, these modular architec-
tures can only be reconfigured manually by the user re-
placing the physical modules, whereas our system allows
for dynamic and custom reconfiguration by software.

Finally, the Android OS has been ported to the Zynq-
7000 in several projects, such as the work of Barbareschi,
et. al., among others [32] [7] [6] [24]. However, with
the exception of the work of Barbareschi, et. al., these
projects only port the OS to a new device. The work of
Barbareschi, et. al. only extends this work to create an
Android-compatible custom accelerator to address a sin-
gle problem, whereas our system allows for any general
software to create their own custom hardware modules.

9 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we presented the concept of ‘apps with
hardware’ where, with the introduction of an FPGA into
a smart phone we can enable app developers to innovate
in the architectural (hardware) space, as they can today
in the software space. Our Cloud RTR cloud based com-
pilation mechanism overcomes past limitations of using
the FPGA in a general way and does so without requiring
any modifications from the vendors (making it deploy-
able today). Our Android-based run-time application
management system enables the dynamic management
of the execution of apps (and their use of the available
hardware), and provides a secure loading mechanism.

There is a great deal of possible future work. First,
performing a thorough power analysis in a fair man-
ner will provide great insight into both the benefits and
needed system support, and building more apps to cap-
italize on the new capabilities would likewise provide
great insight. Second, we wish to work with additional
tools from other vendors (e.g., Altera) and operating sys-
tem platforms to explore implementation differences and
with a partner to develop an actual prototype smart phone
system (rather than the Zedboard) to further understand
its viability. Finally, we wish to further investigate mem-
ory management techniques for better optimization.
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Abstract 
Device drivers may encounter errors when communi-
cating with OS kernel and hardware. However, error 
handling code often gets insufficient attention in driver 
development and testing, because these errors rarely 
occur in real execution. For this reason, many bugs are 
hidden in error handling code. Previous approaches for 
testing error handling code often neglect the characteris-
tics of device drivers, so their efficiency and accuracy 
are limited. In this paper, we first study the source code 
of Linux drivers to find useful characteristics of error 
handling code. Then we use these characteristics in fault 
injection testing, and propose a novel approach named 
EH-Test, which can efficiently test error handling code 
in drivers. To improve the representativeness of injected 
faults, we design a pattern-based extraction strategy to 
automatically and accurately extract target functions 
which can actually fail and trigger error handling code. 
During execution, we use a monitor to record runtime 
information and pair checkers to check resource usages. 
We have evaluated EH-Test on 15 real Linux device 
drivers and found 50 new bugs in Linux 3.17.2. The 
code coverage is also effectively increased. Comparison 
experiments to previous related approaches also show 
the effectiveness of EH-Test. 

1. Introduction 
As important components of the operating system, de-
vice drivers control hardware and provide fundamental 
supports for high-level programs. During driver execu-
tion, different kinds of occasional errors may occur, 
such as kernel exceptions and hardware malfunctions 
[31]. Therefore, device drivers need error handling code 
to assure reliability. But in some drivers, error handling 
code is incorrect or even missed. In these drivers, seri-
ous problems like system crashes and hangs may occur 
when occasional errors are triggered. According to our 
study on Linux driver patches, more than 40% of ac-
cepted patches add or update corresponding error han-
dling code. It shows that error handling code in device 
drivers is not reliable enough, so testing error handling 
code and detecting bugs inside are very necessary. 

A challenge of testing error handling code is that oc-
casional errors are infrequent to happen in real execu-

tion [34]. For example, “bad address” (EFAULT) is a 
common error should be handled, but it happens only 
when the memory or I/O address is invalid. Another 
example is hardware error, which happens only when 
the hardware malfunctions. Triggering these errors in 
real environment is very hard and uncontrollable. 

To simulate software and hardware errors at runtime, 
software fault injection (SFI) is often used in driver 
testing. This technique mutates the code to inject specif-
ic errors into the program, and enforces error handling 
code to be executed at runtime. Linux Fault Injection 
Capabilities Infrastructure (LFICI) [43] is a well-known 
project integrated in Linux kernel. It can simulate com-
mon errors, such as memory-allocation failures and bad 
data requests. Inspired by LFICI, other fault injection 
approaches [7, 13, 23, 32] have been proposed in recent 
years, and they have shown promising results in driver 
testing and bug detection. However, these approaches 
still have some limitations in practical use.  
 The representativeness of injected faults is often 

neglected, and most injected faults are random or 
manually selected. Random faults can not reflect 
real errors well. Manually selected faults often omit 
representative injected faults.  

 Numerous redundant test cases are generated. In 
fact, many generated test cases may cover the same 
error handling code, but they all need to be actually 
tested at runtime. For this reason, they often spend 
much time in runtime testing.  

 Only several kinds of faults can be injected, such as 
memory-allocation failures. But these faults can not 
cover most error handling code in drivers. 

 Much manual effort is needed. The kinds and plac-
es of injected faults are often manually decided. 

In fact, previous fault injection approaches aim to 
support general software, but they neglect the character-
istics of target programs. To relieve their limitations, we 
should consider the key driver characteristics in SFI. 
For example, because drivers are often written in C, so 
built-in error handling mechanisms (such as “try-catch”) 
are not supported. For this reason, the developers often 
use an if check to decide whether the error handling 
code should be triggered in device drivers. This charac-
teristic can help to decide which functions can actually 
fail and should be fault-injected. 
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In this paper, we first study Linux driver code, and 
find three useful characteristics in error handling code: 
function return value trigger, few branches and check 
decision. Then based on these characteristics and SFI, 
we propose a practical approach named EH-Test 1  to 
efficiently test error handling code and detect bugs in-
side. Firstly, EH-Test uses a pattern-based extraction 
strategy to extract target functions which can fail from 
the captured runtime traces of normal execution. This 
strategy can automatically and accurately extract real 
target functions to improve the representativeness of 
inject faults. Then, we generate test cases by corrupting 
the return values of target functions. Next, we run each 
test case on the real hardware, and use a monitor to rec-
ord runtime information and pair checkers to check re-
source-usage violations. These pair checkers contain the 
basic information of resource-acquiring and resource-
releasing functions, which can be obtained from specifi-
cation mining techniques [18, 20, 37, 38] and user con-
figuration. During driver execution, system crashes and 
hangs can be easily identified through kernel crash logs 
or user observation. After driver execution, EH-Test 
can report resource-release omissions. We have imple-
mented EH-Test using LLVM, and evaluated it on 15 
Linux drivers of three classes. The results show that 
EH-Test can accurately find real bugs in error handling 
code and improve code coverage in runtime testing. 
Comparison experiments to previous approaches also 
show its effectiveness. 

Compared to previous SFI approaches for testing 
drivers, our approach have four advantages: 

1) Representative injected faults. We design a pat-
tern-based extraction strategy to automatically and ac-
curately extract real target functions as representative 
injected faults. It uses code patterns to decide whether a 
function can actually fail in driver execution. This strat-
egy can largely improve the effectiveness of SFI. 

2) Efficient test cases. According to our study, many 
drivers have few branches in error handling code, so 
injecting a single fault in each test case is enough to 
cover most error handling code. Moreover, our pattern-
based extraction strategy can filter many unrepresenta-
tive injected faults. Therefore, the test cases generated 
by EH-Test are efficient, and the time usage of runtime 
testing can be largely shortened. 

3) Accurate bug detection. By injecting representa-
tive faults, EH-Test can realistically simulate different 
kinds of occasional errors to cover error handling code. 
Moreover, EH-Test runs on the real hardware and uses 
exact execution information to perform analysis. These 
points assure the accuracy of bug detection. 
                                                                                              

1 EH-Test program can be downloaded from the link: 
http://oslab.cs.tsinghua.edu.cn/EHTest/index.html 

4) High automation and scalability. Most working 
procedure of EH-Test is automated, including target-
function extraction, fault injection and test-case execu-
tion. And it can support many kinds of existing drivers. 

In this paper, we make the following contributions: 
 We study the source code of Linux device drivers, 

and find three useful characteristics in error han-
dling code. 

 Based on the patterns of error handling code in 
drivers, we design a pattern-based extraction strate-
gy to automatically and accurately real target func-
tions as representative injected faults. 

 Based on the characteristics, we design a practical 
approach named EH-Test, which can efficiently test 
error handling code in device drivers and detect 
bugs inside. 

 We evaluate EH-Test on 15 device drivers in Linux 
3.1.1 and 3.17.2, and respectively find 32 and 50 
bugs. All the detected bugs in 3.17.2 have been 
confirmed by developers. The code coverage is also 
effectively increased in runtime testing. We also 
perform comparison experiments to previous ap-
proaches, and find that EH-Test can detect the bugs 
which are missed by them. The experimental results 
show that EH-Test can efficiently perform driver 
testing and accurately find real bugs. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 
2 introduces the motivation. Section 3 presents the three 
characteristics of device drivers found by our study on 
Linux driver code. Section 4 presents our pattern-based 
extraction strategy. Section 5 introduces EH-Test in 
detail. Section 6 shows our evaluation on 15 Linux de-
vice drivers and comparison experiments to previous 
approaches. Section 7 introduces the related work and 
Section 8 concludes this paper. 

2. Motivation 
To ensure the reliability of device drivers, error han-
dling code should be correctly implemented to handle 
different kinds of occasional errors. But in fact, error 
handling code is incorrect or even missed in some driv-
ers, so hard-to-find bugs may occur during execution. In 
this section, we first reveal this problem using a con-
crete example and our study on Linux driver patches, 
and then we sketch the software fault injection tech-
nique used in this paper. 

2.1 Motivating Example 
We first motivate our work using a real Linux driver 
bnx2. This driver manages Broadcom NetXtreme II 
Ethernet Controller. Figure 1 shows a part of its source 
code in Linux 3.1.1. The function bnx2_init_board calls 
pci_request_regions (line 7906) to request PCI I/O and 
memory resources when initializing the hardware. If an 
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Path: linux-3.1.1/drivers/net/bnx2.c 
7869. static int __devinit bnx2_init_board(….) 
7870. { 

…… 
7885.       bp->temp_stats_blk = kzalloc(…); 

…… 
7906.       rc = pci_request_regions(pdev, …); 

…… 
7937.       bp->regview = ioremap_nocache(…); 
7938.       if (!bp->regview) { 
7939.            dev_err(“Cannot map register space, aborting\n”); 
7940.            rx = -ENOMEM; 
7940.            goto err_out_release; 
7941.       } 

…… 
8247. err_out_release: 
8248.      pci_release_regions(pdev); 
8249. err_out_disable: 
8250.       pci_disable_device(pdev); 
8251.       pci_set_drvdata(pdev, NULL); 
8252. err_out: 
8253.       return rc; 
8254. } 

 

occasional error occurs when mapping bus memory into 
CPU, the function ioremap_nocache (line 7937) will 
fail and return NULL. In this situation, the driver calls 
pci_release_regions (line 8248) to release allocated 
resources in error handling code. Reviewing the code, 
the function kzalloc (line 7885) is called to allocate 
kernel-space memory. But this memory is not freed in 
error handling code, so a memory leak occurs. In fact, 
this bug still remains in Linux 3.17.2. 

In this example, we have three findings. Firstly, error 
handling code in drivers is often used to release allocat-
ed resources and undo recent operations [30]. It is be-
cause that many drivers are based on the fail-stop model 
[33], namely a simple error can force the driver to exit. 
Due to this feature, many bugs in error handling are 
related to resource-usage violations, such as resource 
leaks and deadlocks. Secondly, error handling code is 
often written in a separate segment in drivers (line 
8274-8253 in Figure 1 is an example), and different 
“goto” target labels handle different errors.  This goto-
based strategy is recommended by the Linux kernel 
documentation [44], because this strategy can simplify 
error handling logic and reduce repeated code. Thirdly, 
bugs in error handling code are hard-to-find. It is be-
cause that error handling code is rarely executed, and 
maintainers pay insufficient attention to it. In the exam-
ple, from Linux 3.1.1 (released in November 2011) to 
3.17.2 (released in October 2014), the memory leak in 
Figure 1 had not been fixed. Thus, it is very necessary 
to reveal and detect bugs in error handling code. 

Figure 1: Part of the bnx2 driver code in Linux 3.1.1. 

Driver Class Accepted Patches Error Handling 

I2C 29 13 (44.83%) 
PCI 38 13 (34.21%) 

PowePC 42 11 (26.19%) 
RTC 24 8 (33.33%) 

Network 598 253 (42.31%) 
Total 731 298 (40.77%) 

Table 1: Study result of Linux driver patches. 
2.2 Study on Linux Patches 
To clearly illustrate the reliability of current error han-
dling code in device drivers, we make a study on Linux 
driver patches. We manually read patches in the Patch-
work project2 and select accepted patches from them in 
July 2015. These patches are from 5 driver classes, 
namely I2C bus drivers, PCI bus drivers, PowerPC 
drivers, real-time clock (RTC) drivers and network 
drivers. Among them, we identify those which add or 
update corresponding error handling code. The result is 
listed in Table 1. The first column presents the driver 
class name; the second column shows the number of 
accepted patches; the third column shows the number 
and percentage of accepted patches add or update corre-
sponding error handling code. 

From Table 1, we find that 40% accepted patches add 
or update corresponding error handling code. In these 
accepted patches, many are used to fix common bugs, 
such as memory leaks and null pointer dereferences. 
One reason for this phenomenon is that complex control 
flows and different kinds of occasional errors make it 
difficult to implement correct error handling code. An-
other reason is that error handling code is often trig-
gered by specific and infrequent conditions (such as 
insufficient memory and hardware errors), so develop-
ers hardly test it well at runtime. 

In brief, current error handling code in device drivers 
is not reliable enough as we expected, and many bugs 
are hidden in it. Once these bugs are triggered, serious 
system problems may occur, such as crashes and re-
source leaks. Therefore, it is important and necessary to 
test error handling code in device drivers and detect 
bugs inside. 

2.3 Software Fault Injection 
Software fault injection (SFI) is a widely used technique 
of testing error handling code. It intentionally introduc-
es faults or occasional errors into the program, and then 
tests whether the program can correctly handle the in-
jected faults or errors at runtime. In this paper, we use 
SFI to test drivers and detect bugs. To help better un-
derstand this paper, we explain several terms about SFI. 
                                                                                              

2 Patchwork project. http://patchwork.ozlabs.org/ 
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Fault Injection. We inject faults or errors to make error 
handling code executed at runtime. In this paper, fault 
injection and error injection [17] can be identical, and 
injected faults can also be called injected errors. As 
shown in Figure 1, we can inject a fault or error to make 
the function ioremap_nocache (line 7937) fail, and let 
its error handling code (line 8247-8253) executed. 
Fault Representativeness. It reflects whether an in-
jected fault can represent a real fault or error to trigger 
error handling code. If the injected fault is representa-
tive, it means that this fault or error can occur in real 
execution, so the bugs detected in this situation can be 
regarded as real bugs. Otherwise, the detected bugs are 
very probably false. Fault representativeness is a key 
factor, and it decides the effectiveness of SFI [24]. 
Target Function. A target function is a called function 
which can fail and trigger error handling code, so it 
should be fault-injected in SFI. A target function can be 
a kernel interface or defined in the driver code. If a tar-
get function is real, its failure can be a representative 
injected fault, because its failure can cause a real error 
and actually trigger error handling code. Namely, the 
realness of target functions largely decides the fault 
representativeness of SFI. For example in Figure 1, the 
function ioremap_nocache can actually fail and return a 
null pointer to trigger error handling code, so it is a real 
target function. 
False Positive. There are two kinds of false positives in 
this paper. One is the false positive of fault representa-
tiveness, which is the injected fault that can not actually 
trigger error handling code. The other is the false posi-
tive of bug detection, which is the false detected bug. 

Driver Class Number “Goto” Statement Return Value 
Wireless 116 5109 3757 (73.54%) 
Ethernet 219 6749 5192 (76.93%) 
Block 56 1322 1005 (76.02%) 

Bluetooth 21 121 89 (73.56%) 
Clock 117 260 213 (81.92%) 
PCI 51 467 351 (75.16%) 
USB 268 4148 2971 (71.62%) 
Total 848 18176 13578 (74.70%) 

Table 2: Study result of “goto” statements. 

Driver Class Number Error handling Without Branch 
Wireless 116 3903 3111 (79.71%) 
Ethernet 219 2587 1941 (75.03%) 
Block 56 149 127 (85.23%) 

Bluetooth 21 330 239 (72.42%) 
Clock 117 467 422 (90.36%) 
PCI 51 470 371 (78.94%) 
USB 268 701 493 (70.32%) 
Total 848 8607 6704 (77.89%) 

Table 3: Study result of branches in error handling code. 

3. Characteristics 
Previous SFI approaches often have limitations in prac-
tical use, such as reporting many false bugs and needing 
much manual effort. One reason is that they are often 
used for general software, but neglect key characteris-
tics of device drivers. To improve SFI in testing drivers, 
we first study the source code of Linux device drivers to 
find key characteristics of error handling code. 

3.1 Function Return Value Trigger 
Occasional errors in drivers are often triggered with the 
function failures, which are reflected as bad return val-
ues (null pointers or negative integers of error codes). 
As shown in Figure 1, when an error occurs in memory 
mapping, ioremap_nocache returns a null pointer. In 
the example, we find that error handling code is trig-
gered by a bad function return value. To know about 
the proportion of this specific form, we write a program 
to automatically analyze the source code of 848 Linux 
(version 3.17.2) device drivers from 7 driver classes. 
These driver classes are all commonly used, so the 
study result on them can be applicative to most drivers. 
In the study, we search for “goto” statements in the 
code, because they are often the entries of error han-
dling code according to the goto-based strategy [30]. 
The result is shown in Table 2. The first column shows 
the driver class name; the second column shows the 
number of drivers in each class; the third column shows 
the number of “goto” statements; the fourth column 
shows the number and proportion of “goto” statements 
in the “if” branches of bad function return values. 

From Table 2, we find that about 75% of “goto” 
statements are in the “if” branches of bad function re-
turn values. It indicates that most error handling code in 
device drivers is triggered by bad function return values. 
There are two common data types of function return 
values in device drivers, namely pointer and integer. 
According to the Linux kernel documentation [44], a 
null pointer or non-zero integer indicates the operation 
failure. Moreover, different non-zero integers represent 
different failure types. For example, -EIO indicates an 
input/output error and -ENODEV indicates no such 
device. As for the remaining 25% “goto” statements, 
they are triggered by data failures in the code, such as 
erroneous data read from registers and bad device states. 

3.2 Few Branches 
In user-mode applications, error handling code often 
contains many if branches [39]. The main reason is that 
most user-mode applications are based on fail-recovery 
model. During recovery, error handling code should 
handle other errors. Therefore, multiple faults need to 
be injected in user-mode applications to cover most 
error handling code in runtime testing. 
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Procedure: Pattern-based extraction strategy 
1: func_set := ø; cand_set := ø;  fault_set := ø; 
2: func_set := called functions in normal execution traces; 
3: foreach  func  in  func_set  do 
4: if  GetRetType(func) == integer or pointer  then 
5: AddSet(cand_set, func); 
6: end if 
7 end foreach 
8: foreach  func  in  cand_set  do 
9: if  func’s RetVal is checked by “if” in the driver  then 

10: AddSet(fault_set, func); 
11: else if  func’s RetVal is checked in other drivers  then 
12: AddSet(fault_set, func); 
13: else if  func’s RetVal is specified to be checked  then 
14: AddSet(fault_set, func); 
15: end if 
16: end foreach 

Figure 2: Procedure of extracting target functions. 

Different from user-mode applications, many device 
drivers are based on the fail-stop model [33]. Namely, 
when an error occurs, the driver only handles it and 
prepares to exit, but other errors are never handled at 
that time. Thus, there are few if branches in error han-
dling code of device drivers. To validate this character-
istic, we also write a program to automatically analyze 
the source code of these 848 Linux drivers. In the study, 
we first filter out all annotations and blank lines, and 
then count source code lines with and without if branch-
es in error handling code. The result is shown in Table 3. 
The first column shows the driver class name; the se-
cond column shows the number of drivers in each class; 
the third column presents the number of source code 
lines in error handling code; the fourth column presents 
the number and proportion of source code lines without 
if branches in error handling code. 

From Table 3, we can see that nearly 78% of error 
handling code is not in if branches in these drivers. It 
indicates that injecting a single fault in each test case is 
enough to cover most error handling code. This charac-
teristic can help to simplify the complexity of injected 
faults and improve the efficiency of SFI. The remaining 
22% error handling code is in if branches because dif-
ferent resource-usage states or device states need to be 
separately handled in the same error handling code. 

This characteristic commonly exists in fail-stop driv-
ers. However, some drivers like SATA are based on the 
fail-recovery model, namely they will restart when an 
error occurs. Thus, many branches are needed to handle 
the recovery procedure. For these drivers, injecting a 
single fault is not enough to cover most error handling 
code. In this paper, we mainly focus on fail-stop drivers, 
because they occupy a large part of existing drivers [34].  

3.3 Check Decision 
Linux drivers are often implemented in C, so built-in 
error handling mechanisms (such as “try-catch”) are not 
supported. To check whether an occasional error occur, 
an if check is often used in the source code. The if 
statement checks whether the key data is erroneous and 
decides whether error handling code should be executed. 
This key data can be a common variable or a function 
return value. Thus, the characteristic in Section 3.1 can 
be regarded as an aspect of it. For example in Table 2, 
all “goto” statements triggered by bad function return 
values are in if checks. Particularly, most if checks for 
function return values only check whether the value is a 
null pointer or non-zero integer (line 7938 in Figure 1 is 
an example). Namely, different bad function return val-
ues are often handled by the same error handling code. 

This if check decision characteristic is also recom-
mended by the Linux kernel documentation [44]. It can 

help us inject more representative and efficient faults 
for SFI. Specifically, we can inject faults in the data 
checked by these if checks, to simulate more realistic 
errors in device drivers. 

4. Pattern-based Extraction 
The representativeness of injected faults is a key factor 
of SFI [24]. This property largely determines the accu-
racy of bug detection and the efficiency of runtime test-
ing. Injecting representative faults can simulate realistic 
errors to trigger real error handling, so detected bugs 
are very probably real. Meanwhile, useless test cases 
are less generated when the injected faults are repre-
sentative, so the time usage can be largely reduced. 

A common strategy is to inject random faults, which 
has been used in many previous SFI approaches [11, 14, 
21, 22]. But some studies [15, 17, 24] have proved this 
strategy can not well represent real errors, and they also 
introduces many false positives in bug detection. Be-
cause most error handling code in drivers is triggered by 
bad function return values (in Section 3.1), it is feasible 
to inject faults in some manually selected target func-
tions which can fail at runtime. This strategy has been 
used in some previous approaches [7, 32, 43] to test 
drivers, but it has three problems. Firstly, new target 
functions should be manually selected when testing a 
new driver. Secondly, it is hard to assure the selected 
target functions can actually trigger realistic errors at 
runtime. Thirdly, many real target functions may be 
omitted in manual selection. 

Based on the characteristics mentioned in Section 3.1 
and 3.3, we propose a pattern-based extraction strategy 
to automatically and accurately extract real target func-
tions from the source code. Figure 2 shows the main 
procedure of this strategy, which consists of two phases. 
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Figure 3: Overall architecture of EH-Test. 

Firstly, we run the driver normally on the hardware, and 
record the runtime traces during normal execution. All 
functions whose return values are pointers and integers 
are selected from the recorded runtime traces. These 
functions are regarded as candidate functions for fault 
injection. Secondly, for each candidate function, we 
judge whether it can trigger a realistic error. According 
to the code patterns of Linux device drivers, a candidate 
function can be regarded as a real target function under 
three patterns. 
Pattern 1. The return value of the candidate function is 
checked by an if statement in the driver. Because an if 
check is often used to decide whether error handling 
code should be triggered (in Section 3.3). In most cases, 
this if check is often closely behind the function call. 
Pattern 2. The return value of the candidate function is 
checked in other drivers. In some cases, the developer 
may forget to check the return value of a certain func-
tion in the driver. But this function’s bad return value 
can be deemed to trigger a realistic error, when it is 
checked by an if statement in other drivers. 
Pattern 3. The return values of some kernel interface 
functions are clearly specified to be checked in their 
declarations or annotations, because they can trigger 
errors. For example in the Linux kernel code, a specific 
macro “__must_check” is defined. If this macro is noted 
in the declaration of a function, its return value must be 
checked. The function pci_request_regions in Figure 1 
uses this macro. Besides, some key phrases in the func-
tion annotation also indicate the function return value 
should be checked. Therefore, the declaration and anno-
tation of candidate functions should be checked as well. 

This strategy has three advantages. Firstly, when the 
driver source code and hardware are available, this 
strategy can automatically extract target functions with-
out manual effort. Secondly, by using exact runtime 
information and common code patterns, many unreal 
target functions are filtered out. Thirdly, no real target 
functions in the captured runtime traces are omitted. By 
using this strategy, we can automatically and accurately 
extract real target functions as representative injected 
faults to improve the effectiveness of SFI. 

5. Approach 
To efficiently test error handling code in device drivers, 
we propose EH-Test based on driver characteristics, 
code instrumentation and dynamic analysis. Figure 3 
shows the overall architecture of EH-Test, which con-
sists of five modules: 
 Fault extractor. This module uses the pattern-

based extraction strategy to automatically extract 
target functions. It needs the source code of the tar-
get driver, other drivers and kernel interface func-
tions as input, which can be obtained from the OS 
source code. 

 Fault injector. This module uses code instrumenta-
tion to inject faults by corrupting the return values 
of target functions. A single fault is injected in each 
test case. 

 Probe inserter. This module instruments probes in 
the driver code to collect runtime information and 
count code coverage during execution. It outputs 
test cases of the tested driver. Each test case is a 
loadable driver, which can be directly installed in 
the operating system. 

 Runtime monitor. This module runs test cases and 
records the runtime information of the tested driver 
during execution. It also detects bugs at runtime. 

 Pair Checkers. They are used to check resource 
usages in drivers. Each pair checker contains the 
basic information of a pair of resource-acquiring 
and resource-releasing functions. We have written 
some pair checkers in EH-Test based on the result 
of specification mining techniques. 

Based on the architecture, two phases are performed 
when EH-Test works, namely test case generation and 
runtime testing. The manual work only includes writing 
pair checkers, checking extracted target functions and 
rebooting the system when crash bugs are detected. 

5.1 Test Case Generation 
In this phase, we have two tasks, namely extracting tar-
get functions from the code and generating test cases of 
the driver by injecting faults on target functions. The 
detailed steps are as follows. 

Firstly, we input the driver code and OS source code 
to the fault extractor. It uses the pattern-based extrac-
tion strategy to extract target functions. After extraction, 
the user also is allowed to check and modify target 
functions as needed. 

Secondly, we inject faults into target functions. A key 
question is that how many faults should be injected in 
each test case. Many previous approaches [7, 22, 35, 39] 
inject multiple faults in each test case, because they aim 
to cover as much error handling code as possible. But 
fault scenario explosion may occur in this situation, 
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Figure 4: Compilation procedure of the tested driver. 

which can largely reduce testing efficiency. To relieve 
this problem and speed up testing, these approaches 
have to use some expedients, such as limiting the num-
ber of injected faults (or searching paths) [7, 39] and 
resorting to user guidance [22]. For many Linux drivers, 
a key characteristic is that there are few if branches in 
error handling code (in Section 3.2). Namely, the error 
handling code in many device drivers only handles a 
single error at a time. Thus, to cover most error han-
dling code with less testing time, we only corrupt the 
return value of one target function in each test case. The 
target function call is replaced by an error function in 
the code. What this error function does is only returning 
a bad value. If the return value of the target function is a 
pointer, the error function will return a null pointer; if 
the return value of the target function is an integer, the 
error function will return a random negative number. 

Thirdly, we instrument probes to collect runtime in-
formation and count code coverage during execution. 
The runtime information is used to detect bugs in the 
next phase. The code coverage is used to quantify the 
effectiveness of runtime testing. Finally, driver test cas-
es are generated. Each test case is a kernel object file, 
namely a loadable driver. 

In the second and third steps, code instrumentation is 
used. We implement it at compile time using the Clang 
[40] compiler. Figure 4 shows the compilation proce-
dure of the tested driver. Firstly, we use the Clang com-
piler to compile the C source code of the driver into the 
LLVM bytecode. Secondly, we utilize the fault injector 
and probe inserter to instrument our handled code in the 
bytecode. Thirdly, we use the Clang compiler to com-
pile the bytecode into the assembly code, and then build 
the object file using GCC. Finally, we link the object 
file and the runtime monitor’s program together, and 
generate a kernel object file as a test case. 

5.2 Runtime Testing 
In this phase, we run each test case on the real hardware 
and detect bugs during execution. Three kinds of bugs 
are detected in current implementation, namely crashes, 
hangs and resource-release omissions. 

When driver crashes occur, the OS outputs the dump 
information into the kernel crash log. Therefore, we can 
check the kernel crash log to detect and locate crash 
bugs like null pointer dereferences. For driver hangs, 
we can detect them by observing whether the system 
freezes. These two kinds of bugs are easy to observe in 
real execution. 

Function Names Description Data 
request_irq Enable / disable the interrupt 

line and IRQ handling 
Para1 

free_irq Para1 
pci_enable_device Initialize / disable the device on 

the PCI bus 
Para1 

pci_disable_device Para1 
dma_pool_alloc Allocate / free a block of con-

sistent memory for DMA 
RetVal 

dma_pool_free Para1 

Table 4: Selected paired functions in device drivers. 
As for resource-release omissions, they are hard-to-

find in real execution, because they rarely lead to obvi-
ous exceptions. However, they often cause resource-
usage problems, such as resource leaks and memory 
leaks. Moreover, resource-release omissions often occur 
in device drivers, especially in error handling code [31]. 
For these reasons, EH-Test should detect resource-
release omissions in device drivers. A resource-release 
omission occurs when a resource-acquiring function is 
successfully called but its resource-releasing function is 
not called. For example in Figure 1, kzalloc is a re-
source-acquiring function and it is used to allocate ker-
nel memory, but the resource-releasing function kfree is 
not called, which leads to a resource-release omission. 
A resource-acquiring function and its resource-releasing 
function should be called in pairs, so they can be called 
paired functions [20]. Besides, they should operate the 
same mapped data (parameter or return value) as the 
handled resource. In EH-Test, we implement some pair 
checkers to detect resource-release omissions. Each pair 
checker contains the basic information of a pair of 
paired functions, including function names and mapped 
data. Some previous approaches for specification min-
ing [18, 20, 37, 38] can be used to extract paired func-
tions from the code. In this paper, we use the mining 
result of PF-Miner [20], which is a static approach for 
mining paired functions in Linux drivers, to build the 
pair checkers. Table 4 shows some selected paired func-
tions in the checkers. The first column shows function 
names; the second column shows the description; the 
third column shows the mapped data. 

During driver execution, the runtime monitor uses the 
inserted probes to record the runtime information of 
function calls and maintains a resource-usage list. For 
each function call, the monitor checks whether it is in 
the pair checkers. When a resource-acquiring function 
is called, the monitor checks its return value to judge 
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whether the resource is successfully allocated. If it is 
true, the monitor will create a node containing the func-
tion name and mapped data, and add it into the re-
source-usage list. When a resource-releasing function is 
called, the monitor scans the list to match the node with 
the function information. If it is matched, the node will 
be deleted to indicate the resource is released. When the 
driver is removed, the monitor checks the nodes in the 
list. If the list is not empty, it indicates resource-release 
omissions occur, so the monitor will report them. 

6. Evaluation 
6.1 Experimental Setup 
To validate the effectiveness of EH-Test, we evaluate it 
on real device drivers. The tested drivers should satisfy 
three criteria. Firstly, they should be commonly used in 
practice. Secondly, they should be within the driver 
classes in Section 3, because they can satisfy the charac-
teristics found by the study. Thirdly, they should run as 
kernel modules, because the test cases of them can be 
directly installed and removed without rebooting the 
operating system. According to these criteria, 15 Linux 
device drivers are selected, including wireless, USB and 
Ethernet drivers. Table 5 shows the basic information of 
tested drivers in Linux 3.17.2. 

Class Driver Hardware Lines 

Wireless 

rtl8180 Realtek RTL8180L Wireless Controller 4.6K 
b43 Broadcom BCM4322 Wireless Controller 57.5K 
iwl4965 Intel 4965AGN Wireless Controller 29.1K 
rt2800 Ralink RT3060 Wireless Controller 22.5K 

USB 
usb_storage Kingston 4GB USB disk 7.6K 
uhci_hcd Intel USB UHCI Controller 7.2K 
ehci_hcd Intel USB2 EHCI Controller 11.2K 

Ethernet 

e100 Intel 82559 Ethernet Controller 3.2K 
e1000e Intel 82572EI Ethernet Controller 28.3K 
igb Intel 82575EB Ethernet Controller 24.9K 
r8169 Realtek RTL8169 Ethernet Controller 7.4K 
8139too Realtek RTL8139D Ethernet Controller 2.7K 
3c59x 3Com 3c905B Ethernet Controller 3.4K 
sky2 Marvell 88E8056 Ethernet Controller 7.7K 
ipg ICPlus IP1000 Ethernet Controller 3.0K 

Table 5: Tested drivers in Linux 3.17.2. 

The experiment runs on a Lenovo PC with two Intel 
i5-3470@3.20G processors and 2GB physical memory. 
GCC 4.8 and Clang 3.2 are used for compilation. We 
write 75 pair checkers based on the result of PF-Miner. 
For each test case of the drivers, we install it in the sys-
tem, run it on the workload, and finally remove it. The 
workload consists of three kinds. For wireless drivers, 
we turn on WiFi, ping another computer and turn off 
WiFi; for Ethernet drivers, we ping another computer; 
For USB drivers, we copy a 4MB file to the USB disk. 

Driver Candidate Target Real 
rtl8180 39 18 17 (14) 
b43 260 55 55 (46) 
iwl4965 497 79 74 (64) 
rt2800 185 65 57 (48) 
usb_storage 60 20 15 (15) 
uhci_hcd 120 24 19 (10) 
ehci_hcd 160 23 21 (14) 
e100 80 33 27 (26) 
e1000e 175 62 56 (41) 
igb 247 59 51 (51) 
r8169 77 15 15 (14) 
8139too 64 9 8 (7) 
3c59x 59 15 14 (14) 
sky2 86 30 25 (25) 
ipg 74 16 16 (15) 
Total 2183 523 470 (404) 

Table 6: Result of the pattern-based extraction. 

6.2 Target Function Extraction 
The representativeness of injected faults is a key factor 
of SFI. In this paper, injected faults are bad return val-
ues of target functions, and all target functions are au-
tomatically extracted by our pattern-based extraction 
strategy. Thus, the fault representativeness of SFI large-
ly depends on the effectiveness of our pattern-based 
extraction strategy. There are three important research 
questions about its effectiveness: 
RQ1: How many unrepresentative candidate functions 

are automatically filtered out? 
RQ2: How much is the false positive rate of the strategy? 
RQ3: How many real target functions are omitted? 

To answer these questions, we first evaluate EH-Test 
on the 15 drivers to extract candidate functions and tar-
get functions. Then we manually check the extracted 
target functions to judge their realness. Table 6 shows 
the result in Linux 3.17.2. The first column presents the 
driver name; the second column shows the number of 
candidate functions; the third column shows the number 
of extracted target functions; the fourth column shows 
the number of real target functions. 

From Table 6, we can find that 523 target functions 
are extracted from 2183 candidate functions. It indicates 
that 76% candidate functions are automatically filtered 
out because they are unrepresentative, which can an-
swer RQ1. By manually checking the documents and 
implementations of the extracted target functions, we 
find that 470 target functions are real, which means they 
can actually fail and trigger error handling code. It indi-
cates that the false positive rate of our pattern-based 
extraction strategy is only 10%, which can answer RQ2. 
Many false target functions return integers which are 
also checked by if statements, but they reflect different 
driver configurations or states but never trigger occa-
sional errors. Answering RQ3 is difficult, because target 
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Driver Linux 3.1.1 Linux 3.17.2 
Test case Time usage Crash / Hang Resource Bugs Test case Time usage Crash / Hang Resource Bugs 

rtl8180 16 03:14 0 / 0 1 (0) 1 18 04:21 0 / 0 3 (2) 3 
b43 62 23:57 0 / 0 1 (1) 1 55 26:34 0 / 0 1 (1) 1 
iwl4965 100 36:42 5 / 0 7 (7) 12 79 25:18 5 / 0 8 (8) 13 
rt2800 62 19:21 1 / 0 1 (0) 2 65 21:37 0 / 0 1 (0) 1 
usb_storage 25 03:35 0 / 0 0 (0) 0 20 03:07 0 / 0 0 (0) 0 
uhci_hcd 22 03:47 0 / 0 0 (0) 0 24 03:20 0 / 0 0 (0) 0 
ehci_hcd 24 03:50 0 / 0 1 (0) 1 23 03:58 0 / 0 10 (9) 10 
e100 33 03:02 1 / 0 0 (0) 1 33 02:28 1 / 0 1 (1) 2 
e1000e 66 11:01 0 / 0 0 (0) 0 62 10:30 3 / 0 3 (0) 6 
igb 62 10:09 0 / 0 0 (0) 0 59 12:56 0 / 1 6 (6) 7 
r8169 15 01:24 0 / 0 0 (0) 0 15 01:43 0 / 0 0 (0) 0 
8139too 9 00:45 0 / 0 1 (0) 1 9 00:46 0 / 0 1 (0) 1 
3c59x 18 01:26 0 / 0 2 (2) 2 15 01:24 0 / 0 2 (2) 2 
sky2 26 01:43 3 / 0 8 (0) 11 30 02:14 4 / 0 0 (0) 4 
ipg 17 01:16 0 / 0 0 (0) 0 16 01:28 0 / 0 0 (0) 0 
Total 557 125:12 10 / 0 22 (10) 32 523 121:42 13 / 1 36 (29) 50 

Table 7: Bug-detection result of EH-Test. 
functions are extracted from normal execution traces, 
but different execution paths may have different runtime 
traces. Thus, the real target functions within the unexe-
cuted paths will be omitted. However, we find that all 
target functions in the captured runtime traces are ex-
tracted by our strategy. 

Reviewing the result, we also find an interesting 
phenomenon. Most target functions are in the initializa-
tion procedure. The data in the parenthesis of the fourth 
column show the numbers of these functions. They oc-
cupy 86% of all target functions. Namely, most kinds of 
occasional errors in drivers occur in the initialization 
procedure. In fact, it has been noted in the Linux driver 
manual [9], and our results can successfully verify it. 
The explanation for this phenomenon is that different 
kinds of configurations need to be made in the initiali-
zation, and each configuration can cause a kind of occa-
sional error. After the driver is initialized, only several 
kinds of errors can occur in the running procedure. 
6.3 Bug Detection 
With the extracted target functions, we perform runtime 
testing to detect bugs in error handling code. Each test 
case is generated by making one target function fail. To 
validate whether EH-Test can find the known bugs hav-
ing been fixed, we first use EH-Test to test the 15 driv-
ers in an older Linux version 3.1.1 (released in Novem-
ber 2011). Then we test these drivers in a newer Linux 
version 3.17.2 (released in October 2014) to validate 
whether EH-Test can find new bugs. Table 7 shows the 
result. The first column shows the driver name; the se-
cond and seventh columns (“Test case”) show the num-
ber of generated test cases; the third and eighth columns 
(“Time usage”) present the time usage of the runtime 
testing; the fourth and ninth columns (“Crash / Hang”) 
show the number of detected crashes and hangs; the 
fifth and tenth columns (“Resource”) present the num-
ber of detected resource-release omissions; the sixth and 

eleventh columns (“Bugs”) show the number of detected 
bugs. Specifically, the number of memory leaks is 
shown in the parenthesis of the fifth and tenth columns 
(“Resource”), because the memory leak is an important 
kind of resource-release omission. 

From Table 7, we make the following observations: 
Firstly, EH-Test finds 32 bugs in the 15 drivers in 

Linux 3.1.1, including 10 crashes and 22 resource-
release omissions. Among these resource-release omis-
sions, 10 are memory leaks. Reviewing the driver code, 
8 resource-release omissions (sky2 driver) and 1 crash 
(rt2800 driver) have been fixed in Linux 3.17.2. It indi-
cates that EH-Test can find the known bugs. 

Secondly, EH-Test finds 50 bugs in the 15 drivers in 
Linux 3.17.2, including 13 crashes, 1 hang and 36 re-
source-release omissions. Among the resource-release 
omissions, 29 are memory leaks. Moreover, 23 bugs are 
reserved from the legacy code in 3.1.1, and 27 bugs are 
introduced due to new implementations. We send all the 
bugs to the driver developers, and all of them have been 
confirmed. We also send 17 patches3 to fix them, and 
15 have been applied by the maintainers. It indicates 
that EH-Test can accurately find new bugs in drivers. 

Actually, a threat to validity is that false extracted 
target functions may introduce false bugs. In our evalua-
tion, no false bugs are detected for this reason. 

Thirdly, the time usage of EH-Test is short. About 2 
hours are spent in totally testing the 15 drivers, and only 
several minutes are spent for most drivers. This time 
usage is shorter than many previous SFI approaches [7, 
13, 23] for testing drivers. One reason is that EH-Test 
uses the pattern-based extraction strategy to filter out 
many unrepresentative candidate functions, so no re-
dundant test cases are generated. Thus, the test cases are 
efficient, and the testing time is largely shortened. 
                                                                                              

3 The patches can be found in the link: 
http://oslab.cs.tsinghua.edu.cn/EHTest/patch.html 
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Path: linux-3.17.2/drivers/net/ethernet/intel/e100.c 
1901. static int e100_alloc_cbs(…) 
1902. { 

…… 
1910.       nic->cbs = pci_pool_alloc(nic->cbs_pool, …); 
1911.       if (!nic->cbs) 
1912.             return -ENOMEM; 

…… 
1929. } 
 
2843. static int e100_probe(….) 
2844. { 

…… 
2967.       nic->cbs_pool = pci_pool_create(…); 
2968.        netif_info(…); 
                  …… 
2990. } 

 
Figure 6: Code coverage of the tested drivers. 

Fourthly, resource-release omissions occupy a large 
part of detected bugs. The main reason is that resource-
release omissions often get little attention by developers. 
The complex execution paths make it difficult to cor-
rectly manage resources in error handling code. Mean-
while, resource-release omissions rarely lead to obvious 
exceptions, so they are hard-to-find in runtime testing. 

Figure 5 shows a crash detected by EH-Test in the 
e100 driver. The function pci_pool_create (line 2967) 
is called to create a pool of consistent memory blocks 
for the PCI device, and this function returns a pointer 
(nic->cbs_pool) to this memory area. But the function 
pci_pool_create may fail when the memory is insuffi-
cient, and it will return a null pointer in this situation. 
Thus, a null pointer dereference will occur, when the 
function pci_pool_alloc (line 1910) uses this pointer to 
allocate a memory block. This crash is detected when 
we inject a fault in the function pci_pool_create. This 
function is extracted as a target function in our pattern-
based extraction strategy, because many other drivers 
check its return value in the code (pattern 2 in Section 
4). To fix this bug, we add an if check after the function 
pci_pool_create (line 2967) to check its return value 
and implement the corresponding error handling code. 

Figure 5: A detected bug in the e100 driver4. 
                                                                                              

4 The applied patch for this bug is in the link: 
http://marc.info/?l=linux-netdev&m=143993218231729&w=2 

6.4 Code Coverage 
Code coverage is a key criterion in runtime testing. To 
calculate code coverage, we use the inserted probes to 
count executed instructions at runtime. Because most 
target functions are in the initialization procedure, we 
focus on measuring the code coverage in this procedure.  
Figure 6 shows the results in Linux 3.17.2. The average 
code coverage of EH-Test is increased by 8.82% com-
pared to the normal execution. It indicates that hundreds 
of more instructions are executed in runtime testing. 

In fact, not all error handling code can be covered by 
EH-Test. Firstly, EH-Test only injects faults in target 
functions, but some error handling code is triggered by 
erroneous data read from hardware registers. Secondly, 
our approach injects a single fault in each test case, but 
some error handling code is triggered by multiple errors. 
Thirdly, target functions in unexecuted paths are not 
extracted in our pattern-based strategy, so their error 
handling code can not be covered. These points cause 
that the bugs in the uncovered code will be missed. 

6.5 Comparison Experiments 
Software fault injection and symbolic execution are two 
runtime techniques which are often used to test drivers. 
Software Fault Injection. We compare EH-Test to 
ADFI [7], a state-of-the-art SFI approach for testing 
drivers. It uses a bounded trace-based iterative strategy 
to relieve fault scenario explosion and a permutation-
based replay mechanism to assure the fidelity of fault 
injection. Similar to EH-Test, it injects faults in some 
target functions and generates test cases to detect bugs. 
But there are two main differences between ADFI and 
EH-Test. Firstly, the target functions in ADFI are all 
manually selected. Only memory, DMA and PCI related 
interfaces are considered. Thus, much manual work is 
needed, and many real target functions may be omitted. 
EH-Test can automatically and accurately extract all 
target functions in the captured runtime traces without 
omissions, and the only optional manual work is check-
ing the extracted target functions. Secondly, ADFI in-
jects multiple faults in each test case. The advantage is 
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that much more configuration and error handling code 
can be covered to detect more bugs. But numerous test 
cases are generated, so it spends much more time (often 
several hours) than EH-Test when testing a driver. 

ADFI program and its detailed bug reports are not 
available, thus we compare the number of its detected 
bugs from the paper. ADFI and EH-Test both test three 
drivers with the same workload. For the e100 and r8169 
drivers, they both find the same number of bugs. For the 
ehci_hcd driver, EH-Test finds 10 bugs, but ADFI does 
not find any bug in this driver. Reviewing the code, we 
find that these bugs are triggered by the target functions 
which are not memory, DMA or PCI related functions, 
so ADFI omits them. 
Symbolic Execution. We select SymDrive [28], a fa-
mous symbolic execution approach to make the compar-
ison. This approach uses a symbolic device and some 
checkers to detect bugs, including memory leaks and 
null pointer dereferences. 

SymDrive program is open-source, and we success-
fully run it to test the e100 driver. It runs for nearly 80 
minutes and searches 4838 paths, finally exits due to 
insufficient disk space. In the experiment, SymDrive 
does not find the bug shown in Figure 5. The reason is 
that the return value of the function pci_pool_create is 
not marked as a symbolic value in SymDrive, so the 
corresponding error handling path is not searched. Be-
sides, SymDrive can only test the drivers whose devices 
are supported by QEMU [4]. But many devices are not 
supported by the QEMU used in SymDrive, so the driv-
ers for these devices can not be directly tested. The sky2 
and iwl4965 drivers are the typical examples. 

7. Related Work 
7.1 Software Fault Injection 
In software testing, software fault injection is a tech-
nique for testing rarely executed code by deliberately 
injecting faults. In particular, it is often used to test er-
ror handling code in software systems.  

Many approaches [11, 14, 21, 22] use random fault 
injection in software testing. They replace the program 
data with random faulty data or inject faults into ran-
dom places, and then run test cases to validate whether 
the software can properly handle the faults. But random 
fault injection often leads to poor code coverage and 
low bug-detection accuracy. To relieve this problem, 
some approaches [3, 12, 39] use program information to 
guide fault injection and generate efficient test cases. 
Moreover, to improve the representativeness of injected 
faults, much research [10, 17, 24, 25] gives useful solu-
tions through empirical studies. In fact, these approach-
es are often used for general software, especially user-
mode applications. They often neglect the characteris-

tics of device drivers, so their effectiveness may be 
largely limited when directly testing device drivers. 

Besides user-mode applications, SFI is also carefully 
designed to test drivers [7, 13, 23, 29, 32, 35]. Mendon-
ca et al. [23] perform robustness testing for Windows 
drivers based on random fault injection. Frequently 
used kernel interfaces in drivers are called with random 
parameters. ADFI [7] uses a bounded trace-based itera-
tive strategy to relieve fault scenario explosion and a 
permutation-based replay mechanism to assure the fi-
delity of fault injection. But these approaches still have 
limitations when testing device drivers. A typical limita-
tion is that they often neglect the representativeness of 
injected faults, and their injected faults are often ran-
dom or manually selected. To relieve this limitation, 
EH-Test uses a pattern-based extraction strategy to au-
tomatically and accurately extract real target functions 
as representative injected faults. 
7.2 Symbolic Execution 
Some approaches [5, 8, 16, 28] introduce symbolic exe-
cution in driver testing without the real hardware. DDT 
[16] is a tool for testing binary drivers against undesired 
behaviors, such as resource leaks and race conditions. It 
combines virtualization with selective symbolic execu-
tion to test drivers using some modular dynamic check-
ers. SymDrive [28] provides a symbolic device based 
on QEMU [4] to simulate real hardware behaviors. It 
utilizes a favor-success path-selection algorithm in exe-
cution, which can increase the exploration priority of 
executing path at every successful function return within 
drivers and kernel interfaces. Some checkers are pro-
vided to detect common bugs like memory leaks. 

Symbolic execution is very time consuming, and it 
needs much programmer guidance to avoid path explo-
sion. Moreover, many devices can not be simulated well 
in virtual machines, so their drivers can not be directly 
tested using symbolic execution. 
7.3 Static Analysis 
Static analysis is often used to detect bugs in device 
drivers. It only analyzes the driver source code or bina-
ry code without actually running target drivers. Some 
approaches [1, 2, 6, 26, 27, 36, 41, 42] are based on 
program verification. For example, SDV [2] is a famous 
static tool to verify Windows drivers. It abstracts the C 
source code to a simpler form encoded as a state ma-
chine, and checks violations of kernel API usage rules. 
Some approaches [18, 19, 20, 31] mine implicit specifi-
cations from the driver code and detect related bugs. 
For example, PR-Miner [19] exploits data mining tech-
niques to automatically extract implicit programming 
rules from software code and detect violations against 
these extracted rules. 
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Compared to runtime testing, static analysis lacks 
precise context information of real execution, so some 
false positives may be introduced in bug detection. 

8. Conclusion 
In this paper, we first study the source code of Linux 
drivers, and find three useful characteristics of error 
handling code. Then based on these characteristics, we 
propose a practical approach named EH-Test to effi-
ciently test error handling code and detect bugs inside. 
It uses a pattern-based extraction strategy to automati-
cally and accurately extract real target functions as rep-
resentative injected faults. It has been evaluated on 15 
Linux drivers and found 50 new real bugs. Our work 
shows that by introducing the characteristics of target 
programs, software testing can be more effective. 
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Abstract
NUMA multicore machines are pervasive and many
multithreaded applications are suffering from lock con-
tention. To mitigate this issue, application and library de-
velopers can choose from the plethora of optimized mu-
tex lock algorithms that have been designed over the past
25 years. Unfortunately, there is currently no broad study
of the behavior of these optimized lock algorithms on re-
alistic applications. In this paper, we attempt to fill this
gap. We perform a performance study of 27 state-of-the-
art mutex lock algorithms on 35 applications. Our study
shows that the case is not yet closed regarding locking on
multicore machines. Indeed, our conclusions include the
following findings: (i) at its optimized contention level,
no single lock is the best for more than 52% of the stud-
ied workloads; (ii) every lock is harmful for several ap-
plications, even if the application parallelism is properly
tuned; (iii) for several applications, the best lock changes
when varying the number of threads. These findings call
for further research on optimized lock algorithms and dy-
namic adaptation of contention management.

1 Introduction

Today, multicore machines are pervasive and many mul-
tithreaded applications are suffering from bottlenecks re-
lated to critical sections and their corresponding locks.
To mitigate these issues, application and library develop-
ers can choose from the plethora of optimized mutex lock
algorithms that have been designed over the past 25 years
but there is currently no clear study to guide this puzzling
choice for realistic applications. In particular, the most
recent and comprehensive empirical performance evalu-
ation on multicore synchronization [9], due to its breadth
(from hardware protocols to high-level data structures),
only provides a partial coverage of locking algorithms.
Indeed, the aforementioned study only considers 9 al-
gorithms, does not consider hybrid spinning/blocking

waiting policies, omits emerging approaches (e.g., load-
control algorithms described in §2) and provides a mod-
est coverage of hierarchical locks [14, 5, 6], a recent and
efficient approach. Furthermore, most of the observa-
tions are based on microbenchmarks. Besides, in the case
of papers that present a new lock algorithm, the empirical
observations are often focused on the specific workload
characteristics for which the lock was designed [21, 26],
or mostly based on microbenchmarks [14, 12].

The present paper provides a broad performance study
on Linux/x86 of 27 state-of-the-art mutex lock algo-
rithms on a set of 35 realistic and diverse applications
(the PARSEC, Phoenix, SPLASH2 suites, MySQL and
an SSL proxy). We make a number of observations, sev-
eral of which have not been previously mentioned: (i)
about 60% of the studied applications are significantly
impacted by lock performance; (ii) no single lock is sys-
tematically the best, even for a fixed number of contend-
ing cores; (iii) worse, at their optimized contention level
(individually tuned for each application), the best locks
never dominate for more than 52% of the lock-sensitive
applications; (iv) any of the locks is harmful (i.e., signif-
icantly inefficient compared to the best one) for at least
several workloads; (v) across all the lock-sensitive appli-
cations, there is no clear performance hierarchy among
the locks, even at a fixed number of contending cores;
(vi) for a given application, the best lock varies according
to both the number of contending cores and the machine;
(vii) unlike previous recommendations [9] advocating
that standard Pthread mutex locks should be avoided for
workloads using no more than one thread per core, we
find that, with our studied workloads, the current Linux
implementation of these locks actually yields good per-
formance for many applications with this pattern. More-
over, we show that all these results hold even when each
configuration, i.e., each (application, lock) pair, is tuned
to its optimal degree of parallelism. From our perfor-
mance study, we draw two main conclusions. First, spe-
cific lock algorithms should not be hardwired into the
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code of applications. Second, the observed trends call
for further research both regarding lock algorithms and
runtime support for parallel performance and contention
management.

To conduct our study, manually modifying all the ap-
plications in order to retrofit the studied lock algorithms
would have been a daunting task. Moreover, using a
meta-library that allows plugging different lock algo-
rithms under a common API (such as liblock [26] or
libslock [9]) would not have solved the problem, as this
would still have required a substantial re-engineering ef-
fort for each application. In addition, such meta-libraries
provide no or limited support for important features
like Pthread condition variables, used within many ap-
plications. Therefore, we implemented LiTL1, a low-
overhead library that allows transparent interposition of
Pthread mutex lock operations and support for main-
stream features like condition variables, without any re-
striction on the application-level locking discipline.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
§2 presents a taxonomy of existing lock designs and the
list of algorithms covered by our study. §3 describes our
experimental setup and the studied applications. §4 de-
scribes the LiTL library. §5 exposes the main results
from our empirical observations. §6 discusses related
works and §7 concludes the paper.

2 Lock algorithms

2.1 Background

The body of existing works on optimized lock algo-
rithms for multicore architectures is rich and diverse and
can be split into the following five categories:

1) Flat approaches correspond to simple algorithms
(typically based on one or a few shared variables ac-
cessed by atomic instructions) such as: simple spin-
lock [33], backoff spinlock [2, 30], test and test-and-set
(TTAS) lock [2], ticket lock [30], partitioned ticket lock
[11], and standard Pthread mutex lock.
2) Queue-based approaches correspond to locks based
on a waiting queue in order to improve fairness as well
as the memory traffic, such as: MCS [30, 33] and CLH
[7, 29, 33].
3) Hierarchical approaches are specifically aimed at
providing scalable performance on large-scale NUMA
machines, by attempting to reduce the rate of lock migra-
tions among NUMA nodes. This category includes HBO
[32], HCLH [28], FC-MCS [13], HMCS [5], AHMCS
[6] and the algorithms that stem from the lock cohorting
framework [14]. A cohort lock is based on a combination

1LiTL: Library for Transparent Lock interposition.

of two lock algorithms (similar or different): one used
for the global lock and one used for the local locks (there
is one local lock per NUMA node); in the usual C-LA-LB
notation, LA and LB respectively correspond to the global
and the node-level lock algorithms. The list includes C-
BO-MCS, C-PTL-TKT and C-TKT-TKT (also known as
Hticket [9]). The BO, PTL and TKT acronyms respec-
tively correspond to backoff lock, partitioned ticket lock,
and standard ticket lock.
4) Load-control approaches correspond to algorithms
that aim at limiting the number of threads that con-
currently attempt to acquire a lock, in order to prevent
a performance collapse. These algorithms are derived
from queue-based locks. This category includes MCS-
TimePub2 [19] and so-called Malthusian algorithms like
Malth Spin and Malth STP3 [12].
5) Delegation-based approaches correspond to algo-
rithms in which it is (sometimes or always) necessary
for a thread to delegate the execution of a critical section
to another thread. The typical benefits expected from
such approaches are improved cache locality and better
resilience under high lock contention. This category in-
cludes Oyama [31], Hendler [20], RCL [26], CC-Synch
[15] and DSM-Synch [15].

Another important design dimension is the waiting pol-
icy used when a thread cannot immediately obtain a re-
quested lock [12]. There are three main approaches: (i)
spinning on a memory address, (ii) immediate parking
(i.e., blocking the thread) either for a fixed amount of
time or until the thread gets a chance to obtain the lock,
and (iii) spinning-then-parking (STP), a hybrid strategy
using a fixed or adaptive threshold [22]. The choice
of the waiting policy is mostly orthogonal to the lock
design but, in practice, policies other than pure spin-
ning are only considered for certain types of locks: the
queue-based (from categories 2–4 above) and the stan-
dard Pthread mutex locks. Besides, note that the GNU C
library for Linux provides two versions of Pthread mu-
tex locks: the default one uses parking (via the futex

syscall) and the second one uses an adaptive spin-then-
park strategy. The latter version can be enabled with the
PTHREAD MUTEX ADAPTIVE NP option [23].

2.2 Studied algorithms

Our choice of studied locks is guided by the decision to
focus on portable lock algorithms. We therefore exclude
the following locks that require strong assumptions on

2MCS-TimePub is mostly known as MCS-TP but we use MC-
TimePub to avoid confusion with MCS STP.

3Malth Spin and Malth STP correspond to MCSCR-S and
MCSCR-STP, respectively, but we do not use the latter names to avoid
confusion with other MCS locks.

2
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Name A-64 A-48 I-48
Total #cores 64 48 48 (no hyperthreading)

Server model Dell PE R815 Dell PE R815 SuperMicro SS 4048B-TR4FT
Processors 4× AMD Opteron 6272 4× AMD Opteron 6344 4× Intel Xeon E7-4830 v3
Microarchitecture Bulldozer / Interlagos Piledriver / Abu Dhabi Haswell-EX
Core clock 2.1 GHz 2.6 GHz 2.1 GHz
Last-level cache (per node) 8 MB 8 MB 30 MB
Interconnect HT3 - 6.4 GT/s per link HT3 - 6.4 GT/s per link QPI - 8 GT/s per link
Memory 256 GB DDR3 1600 MHz 64 GB DDR3 1600 MHz 256 GB DDR4 2133 MHz
#NUMA nodes (#cores/node) 8 (8) 8 (6) 4 (12)
Network interfaces (10 GbE) 2× 2-port Intel 82599 2× 2-port Intel 82599 2-port Intel X540-AT2

Table 1: Hardware characteristics of the testbed platforms.

the application/OS behavior, code modifications, or frag-
ile performance tuning: HCLH, HBO, FC-MCS, and all
the delegation-based locks (see Dice et al. [14] for de-
tailed arguments).

Our study considers 27 mutex lock algorithms that
are representative of both well-established and state-of-
the-art approaches. We use the Spin and STP suf-
fixes to differentiate variants of the same algorithm that
only differ in their waiting policy. The -LS tag corre-
sponds to optimized algorithms borrowed from libslock
[9]. Our set includes ten flat locks (Backoff, Partitioned
ticket, Phtread, Pthread adaptive, Spinlock, Spinlock-LS,
Ticket, Ticket-LS, TTAS, TTAS-LS), seven queue-based
locks (Alock-LS, CLH-LS, CLH Spin, CLH STP, MCS-
LS, MCS Spin, MCS STP), seven hierarchical locks (C-
BO-MCS Spin, C-BO-MCS STP, C-PTL-TKT, C-TKT-
TKT, Hticket-LS, HMCS, AHMCS), and three load-
control locks (Malth Spin, Malth STP, MCS-TimePub).

3 Experimental setup and methodology

3.1 Testbed and studied applications

Our experimental testbed consists of three Linux-based
servers whose main characteristics are summarized in
Table 1. All the machines run the Ubuntu 12.04 OS
with a 3.17.6 Linux kernel (CFS scheduler), glibc 2.15
and gcc 4.6.3. For our comparative study of lock per-
formance, we consider (i) the applications from the
PARSEC benchmark suite (emerging workloads), (ii)
the applications from the Phoenix 2 MapReduce bench-
mark suite, (iii) the applications from the SPLASH2
high-performance computing benchmark suite4, (iv) the
MySQL database running the Cloudstone workload, and
(v) SSL proxy, an event-driven SSL endpoint that pro-
cesses small messages. In order to evaluate the impact of
workload changes on locking performance, we also con-
sider so called “long-lived” variants of four of the above
workloads denoted with a “ ll” suffix. Note that six of

4We excluded the Cholesky application because of extremely short
completion times.

the applications cannot be evaluated on the two 48-core
machines because, by design, they only accept a number
of threads that correspond to a power of two: facesim,
fluidanimate (from PARSEC), fft, ocean cp, ocean ncp,
radix (from SPLASH2).

Most of these applications use a number of threads
equal to the number of cores, except the three follow-
ing ones: dedup (3× threads), ferret (4× threads) and
MySQL (hundreds of threads). Two thirds of the appli-
cations use Pthread condition variables.

3.2 Tuning and experimental methodology

For the lock algorithms that rely on static thresholds, we
use the recommended values from the original papers
and implementations. The algorithms based on a spin-
then-park waiting policy (e.g., Malth STP [12]) rely on a
fixed threshold for the spinning time that corresponds to
the duration of a round-trip context switch [22] — in this
case, we calibrate the duration using a microbenchmark
on the testbed platform.

All the applications are run with memory interleav-
ing (via the numactl utility) in order to avoid NUMA
memory bottlenecks. Generally, in the experiments pre-
sented in this paper, we study the performance impact
of a lock for a given contention level, i.e., the number of
threads of the application. We vary the contention level at
the granularity of a NUMA node (i.e., 8 cores for the A-
64 machine, 6 cores for the A-48 machine, and 12 cores
for the I-48 machine). For most of the experiments de-
tailed in the paper, the application threads are not pinned
to specific cores. The impact of pinning is nonetheless
discussed in §5.3.

Finally, each experiment is run at least five times and
we compute the average value. Overall, we observe little
variability for most configurations. For all experiments,
the considered application-level performance metric is
the throughput (operations per time unit).

3
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4 The LiTL lock interposition library

In order to carry out the lock comparison study, we have
developed LiTL, an interposition library for Linux/x86
allowing transparently replacing the lock algorithm used
for Pthread mutexes. We describe its design, implemen-
tation, and assess its performance.

4.1 Design
The design of LiTL does not impose any restriction on
the level of nested locking and is compatible with ar-
bitrary locking disciplines (e.g., hand-over-hand locking
[33]). The pseudo-code of the main wrapper functions of
the LiTL library is depicted in Figure 1.

// return values and error checks
// omitted for simplification

pthread_mutex_lock(pthread_mutex_t *m) {
optimized_mutex_t *om = get_optimized_mutex(m);
if (om == null) {

om = create_and_store_optimized_mutex(m);
}
optimized_mutex_lock(om);
real_pthread_mutex_lock(m);

}

pthread_mutex_unlock(pthread_mutex_t *m) {
optimized_mutex_t *om = get_optmized_mutex(m);
optimized_mutex_unlock(om);
real_pthread_mutex_unlock(m);

}

pthread_cond_wait(pthread_cond_t *c,
pthread_mutex_t *m) {

optimized_mutex_t *om = get_optimized_mutex(m);
optimized_mutex_unlock(om);
real_pthread_cond_wait(c, m);
real_pthread_mutex_unlock(m);
optimized_mutex_lock(om);
real_pthread_mutex_lock(m);

}

// Note that the pthread_cond_signal and
// pthread_cond_broadcast primitives
// do not need to be interposed

Figure 1: Overview of the pseudocode for the main
wrapper functions of LiTL.

General principles The primary role of LiTL is
to maintain a mapping structure between an instance
of the standard Pthread lock (pthread mutex t) and
an instance of the chosen optimized lock type (e.g.,
MCS Spin). This implies that LiTL must keep track
of the lifecycle of all the application’s locks through
interposition of the calls to pthread mutex init()

and pthread mutex destroy(), and that each inter-
posed call to pthread mutex lock() must trigger a
lookup for the instance of the optimized lock. In addi-
tion, lock instances that are statically initialized can only

be discovered and tracked upon the first invocation of
pthread mutex lock() on them (i.e., a failed lookup
leads to the creation of a new mapping).

The lock/unlock API of several lock algorithms re-
quires an additional parameter (called “struct” hereafter)
in addition to the lock pointer. For example, in the case
of an MCS lock, this parameter corresponds to the record
to be inserted in (or removed from) the lock’s waiting
queue. In the general case, a struct cannot be reused nor
freed before the corresponding lock has been released.
For instance, an application may rely on nested critical
sections (i.e., a thread T must acquire a lock L2 while
holding another lock L1). In this case, T must use a dis-
tinct struct for L2 in order to preserve the integrity of L1’s
struct. In order to gracefully support the most general
cases, LiTL systematically allocates exactly one struct
per lock instance and per thread.

Supporting condition variables Dealing with con-
dition variables inside each optimized lock algorithm
would be complex and tedious as most locks have
not been designed with condition variables in mind.
We therefore use the following strategy: our wrap-
per for pthread cond wait() internally calls the true
pthread cond wait() function. To issue this call,
we need to hold a real Pthread mutex lock (of type
pthread mutex t). This strategy (depicted in the pseu-
docode of Figure 1) does not introduce high contention
on the internal Pthread lock. Indeed, for workloads that
do not use condition variables, the Pthread lock is only
requested by the holder of the optimized lock associated
with the critical section. Furthermore, workloads that
use condition variables are unlikely to have more than
two threads competing for the Pthread lock: the holder
of the optimized lock and a notified thread. Note that
the latter claim also holds for workloads that rely on
pthread cond broadcast() because the Linux im-
plementation of this call only wakes up a single thread
from the wait queue of the condition variable and directly
transfers the remaining threads to the wait queue of the
Pthread lock.

Support for specific lock semantics The design of
LiTL is compatible with specific lock semantics when
the underlying lock algorithms offer the corresponding
properties. For example, LiTL supports non-blocking
lock requests (pthread mutex trylock()) for all the
currently implemented locks except CLH-based locks
and Hticket-LS, which are not compatible with such se-
mantics. Although not yet implemented, LiTL could eas-
ily support blocking requests with timeouts for the so-
called “abortable” locks (e.g., MCS-Try [34] and MCS-
TimePub [19]). Moreover, support for optional Pthread

4
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Figure 2: Performance comparison (throughput) of manually implemented locks (black bars) vs. transparently inter-
posed locks using LiTL (white bars). The throughput is normalized with respect to the best performing configuration
for a given application (A-64 machine).

mutex behavior like reentrance and error checks5 could
be easily integrated in the generic wrapper code by man-
aging fields for the current owner and the lock acquisition
counter.

4.2 Implementation
The library relies on a scalable concurrent hash table
(CLHT [10]) in order to store, for each Pthread mu-
tex instance used in the application, the correspond-
ing optimized lock instance, and the associated per-
thread structs. For well-established locking algorithms
like MCS, the code of LiTL borrows from other li-
braries [9, 1, 26]. Other algorithms are implemented
from scratch based on the description of the original pa-
pers. For algorithms that are based on a parking or on
a spinning-then-parking waiting policy, our implementa-
tion directly relies on the futex Linux system call.

Finally, the source code of LiTL relies on preprocessor
macros rather than function pointers. Indeed, we have
observed that the use of function pointers in the critical
path introduced a surprisingly high overhead. Moreover,
all data structures are cache-aligned in order to mitigate
the impact of false sharing.

4.3 Experimental validation
In this section, we assess the performance of LiTL using
the A-64 machine. To that end, we compare the perfor-
mance (throughput) of each lock on a set of applications
running in two distinct configurations: manually modi-
fied applications and unmodified applications using in-
terposition with LiTL. Clearly, one cannot expect to ob-

5Using respectively the PTHREAD MUTEX RECURSIVE and
PTHREAD MUTEX ERRORCHECK attributes.

tain exactly the same results in both configurations, as the
setups differ in several ways, e.g., with respect to the ex-
ercised code paths, the process memory layout and the al-
location of the locks (e.g., stack- vs. heap-based). How-
ever, we show that between both configurations: (i) the
achieved performance is close and (ii) the general trends
for the different locks remain stable.

We selected three applications: pca ll, radiosity ll and
s raytrace ll. These three applications are particularly
lock-intensive and the last two use Pthread condition
variables. Therefore, all three represent an unfavorable
case for LiTL. Moreover, we focus the discussion on the
results under the highest contention level (i.e., when the
application uses all the cores of the target machine), as
this again represents an unfavorable case for LiTL.

Figure 2 shows the normalized performance (through-
put) of both configurations (manual/interposed) for each
(application, lock) pair: black bars correspond to manu-
ally implemented locks, whereas white bars correspond
to transparently interposed locks using LiTL. In addition,
Table 2 summarizes the performance differences for each
application: number of locks for which each version per-
forms better and, in each case, the average gain and the
relative standard deviation.

We observe that, for all of the three applications, the
results achieved by the two versions of the same lock are
very close: the average performance difference is below
5%. Besides, Figure 2 highlights that the general trends
observed with the manual versions are preserved with the
interposed versions. We thus conclude that using LiTL to
study the behavior of lock algorithms in an application
yields only very modest differences with respect to the
performance behavior of a manually modified version.

5
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pca ll radiosity ll s raytrace ll

M
an

ua
l Winners 10 17 19

Average Gain 2% 3% 4%
Rel. Dev. 4% 4% 5%

L
iT

L Winners 17 10 8
Average Gain 2% 3% 3%

Rel. Dev. 2% 5% 3%

Table 2: Detailed statistics for the performance compar-
ison of manually implemented locks vs. transparently
interposed locks using LiTL (A-64 machine).

5 Performance study of lock algorithms

In this section, we use LiTL to compare the behavior
of the different lock algorithms on different workloads
and at different levels of contention. In the interest of
space, we do not systematically report the observed stan-
dard deviations. However, in order to mitigate the impact
of variability, when comparing the performance of two
locks, we consider a margin of 5%: lock A is considered
better than lock B if B’s achieved performance is below
95% of A’s. Besides, in order to make fair comparisons,
the results presented for the Pthread locks are obtained
using the same library interposition mechanism as with
the other locks.

Note that some configurations are not tested because
of specific restrictions. First, streamcluster, streamclus-
ter ll, and vips cannot use CLH-based locks or Hticket-
LS as they do not support trylocks semantics. Second,
we omit the results for most locks with MySQL: given
the extremely large ratio of threads to cores, most locks
yield performance close to zero. Third, some applica-
tions, e.g., dedup and fluidanimate, run out of memory
for some configurations.

Finally, for the sake of space, we do not report all the
results for the three studied machines. We rather focus on
the A-64 machine and provide summaries of the results
for the A-48 and I-48 machines. Nevertheless, the en-
tire set of results can be found in a companion technical
report [18].

The section is structured as follows. §5.1 provides pre-
liminary observations that drive the study. §5.2 answers
the main questions of the study regarding the observed
lock behavior. §5.3 discusses additional observations.

5.1 Preliminary observations
Before proceeding with the detailed study, we highlight
some important characteristics of the applications.

5.1.1 Selection of lock-sensitive applications

Table 3 shows two metrics for each application and for
different numbers of nodes on the A-64 machine: the per-
formance gain of the best lock over the worst one, as well

as the relative standard deviation for the performance of
the different locks. For the moment, we only focus on the
relative standard deviations at the maximum number of
nodes (max nodes—highest contention) given in the 5th
column (the detailed results from this table are discussed
in §5.2.1).

We consider that an application is lock-sensitive if the
relative standard deviation for the performance of the
different locks at max nodes is higher than 10% (high-
lighted in bold font). We observe that about 60% of the
applications are impacted by locks. We observe similar
trends on the three studied machines (see Table 4).

In the remainder of this study, we focus on lock-
sensitive applications.

Gain
1

node

R.Dev.
1

node

Gain
max

nodes

R.Dev.
max
nodes

Gain
opt

nodes

R.Dev.
opt

nodes
barnes 10% 2% 36% 8% 31% 7%

blackscholes 11% 2% 2% 1% 2% 1%
bodytrack 1% 0% 9% 2% 4% 1%

canneal 5% 1% 7% 2% 7% 2%
dedup 683% 56% 970% 55% 683% 56%

facesim 10% 2% 771% 76% 14% 3%
ferret 1% 0% 349% 58% 107% 25%

fft 8% 2% 11% 3% 9% 2%
fluidanimate 48% 11% 302% 28% 133% 20%

fmm 26% 7% 42% 12% 42% 11%
freqmine 7% 2% 6% 1% 6% 1%

histogram 7% 2% 20% 5% 12% 3%
kmeans 9% 3% 12% 2% 12% 2%

linear regression 9% 2% 228% 22% 49% 10%
lu cb 11% 2% 5% 1% 5% 1%

lu ncb 17% 5% 8% 2% 8% 2%
matrix multiply 7% 3% 643% 51% 372% 38%

mysqld 30% 9% 174% 38% 122% 34%
ocean cp 17% 4% 129% 15% 22% 5%

ocean ncp 21% 5% 118% 14% 18% 4%
pca 12% 3% 358% 31% 47% 8%

pca ll 19% 5% 665% 47% 100% 20%
p raytrace 2% 0% 1% 0% 2% 0%
radiosity 3% 1% 91% 13% 13% 4%

radiosity ll 8% 2% 2299% 71% 180% 29%
radix 2% 1% 8% 2% 8% 2%

s raytrace 4% 1% 1929% 62% 126% 29%
s raytrace ll 4% 1% 3343% 79% 157% 26%

ssl proxy 37% 6% 1309% 63% 58% 11%
streamcluster 13% 3% 1087% 56% 13% 3%

streamcluster ll 23% 4% 1305% 55% 56% 12%
string match 5% 2% 11% 2% 11% 2%

swaptions 8% 2% 10% 2% 10% 2%
vips 2% 1% 334% 32% 8% 2%

volrend 7% 1% 161% 21% 24% 5%
water nsquared 10% 2% 94% 14% 94% 14%

water spatial 24% 5% 98% 15% 96% 15%
word count 4% 1% 17% 3% 12% 2%

x264 4% 1% 6% 2% 5% 2%

Table 3: For each application, performance gain of the
best vs. worst lock and relative standard deviation (A-64
machine).

A-64 A-48 I-48
# tested applications 39 33 33

# lock-sensitive applications 23 19 17

Table 4: Number of tested applications and number of
lock-sensitive applications (all machines).
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dedup - 252 129 89 95 229 200 204 125 117 75 96 119 119 106 110 113 80 136 120 126 147 118 141 121 145 197
facesim 412 908 425 172 55 888 895 78 460 328 324 379 711 71 1k 948 87 26 895 91 67 726 35 919 462 489 530

ferret 134 176 46 170 174 109 63 100 108 57 194 192 173 182 34 7
fluidanimate - 72 9 - - - - 7 53 8 12 54 7 16 13 11 6 65

fmm 15 12
histogram 95 88 90 95 95 87 92 92 84 79 94 90 90 88 89 85 109 84 89 125 88 107 87 105 102 97 104

linear regression 44 227 12 21 132 67 45 34 7 49 44 15 25 8 51 47 24 50 10 8 38 8 21 27
matrix multiply 259 92 287 66 62 7 64 65 55

mysqld - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 25 - - - - - - -
ocean cp 107 97 114 81 70 103 124 121 89 92 96 73 87 75 111 114 82 45 103 72 73 234 49 136 60 106 173

ocean ncp 93 99 90 73 69 90 93 79 76 90 81 73 84 85 73 92 95 61 98 97 85 206 56 89 57 93 186
pca 77 79 163 42 370 69 44 148 40 34 68 49 37 49 55 134 19 50 97 36 229 80 116 35 160 130

pca ll 91 81 219 14 582 74 41 321 23 16 88 31 7 21 58 41 403 21 195 114 513 168 108 51 206 476
radiosity 69 21 10 53

radiosity ll 12 413 1k 13 10 699 33 19 7 13 11 792 18 48 157 71 987 164 296 97 411 615
s raytrace 18 185 1k 66 460 14 13 16 7 436 100 88 14 269 50 134 149 195 154

s raytrace ll 19 96 781 17 2k 110 107 1k 83 180 15 170 68 161 108 88 1k 118 178 371 185 1k 308 495 301 857 881
ssl proxy 44 69 695 33 1k 107 61 1k 61 103 608 78 36 52 95 99 1k 73 87 268 195 2k 268 360 139 718 957

streamcluster 2k 2k 4k 2k 2k - - - 1k 2k 1k - 4k 16k 4k 3k 16k 1k 1k 2k 3k 9k 2k 5k 4k 4k 7k
streamcluster ll 421 246 829 410 497 - - - 266 275 250 - 816 4k 774 590 4k 301 275 446 450 2k 585 1k 615 718 1k

vips 64 56 22 400 32 - - - 331 189 131 - 229 18 46 51 18 21 60 20 21 20 23 37 28 22 26
volrend 52 88 97 62 99 72 82 123 50 62 52 59 69 128 79 86 109 82 83 131 162 222 114 74 70 108 154

water nsquared
water spatial

Table 5: For each (application, lock) pair, performance gain (in %) of the optimized configuration over the max-node
configuration. The background color of a cell indicates the number of nodes (1, 2, 4, 6, or 8 nodes) for the optimized
configuration: 1 2 4 6 8 . Dashes correspond to untested cases. (A-64 machine).

5.1.2 Selection of the number of nodes

In multicore applications, optimal performance is not
always achieved at the maximum number of available
nodes (abbreviated as max nodes) due to various kinds
of scalability bottlenecks. Therefore, for each (applica-
tion, lock) pair, we empirically determine the optimized
configuration (abbreviated as opt nodes), i.e., the num-
ber of nodes that yields the best performance. For the
A-64 and A-48 machines, we consider 1, 2, 4, 6, and 8
nodes. For the I-48 machines, we consider 1, 2, 3, and 4
nodes. Note that 6 nodes on A-64 and A-48 correspond
to 3 nodes on I-48, i.e., 75% of the available cores.

The results for the A-64 machine are displayed in Ta-
ble 5. For each (application, lock) pair, the correspond-
ing cell indicates the performance gain of the optimized
configuration with respect to the max-node configura-
tion. The background color of a cell indicates the num-
ber of nodes for the optimized configuration. In addition,
Table 6 provides a breakdown of the (application, lock)
pairs according to their optimized number of nodes for
all machines.

We observe that, for many applications, the optimized
number of nodes is lower than the max number of nodes.
Moreover, we observe (Table 5) that the performance
gain of the optimized configuration is often extremely
large. This confirms that tuning the degree of parallelism
has frequently a very strong impact on performance. We
also notice that, for some applications, the optimized

number of nodes varies according to the chosen lock.

A-64 A-48 I-48
1 Node 11% 9% 1 Node 33%

2 Nodes 28% 24% 2 Nodes 14%
4 Nodes 27% 21% 3 Nodes 8%
6 Nodes 7% 9% 4 Nodes 45%
8 Nodes 27% 37%

Table 6: Breakdown of the (application, lock) pairs ac-
cording to their optimized number of nodes (all ma-
chines).

In light of the above observations, the main questions
investigated in the study (§5.2) will be considered from
two complementary angles: (i) comparing locks at a
fixed number of nodes, and (ii) comparing locks at their
optimized configurations (i.e., with possibly a different
number of nodes for each). The first angle offers insight
for situations in which the degree of parallelism cannot
be adjusted, while the second is useful for scenarios in
which more advanced application tuning is possible.

5.2 Main questions
5.2.1 How much do locks impact applications?

Table 3 shows, for each application, the performance
gain of the best lock over the worst one at 1 node, max
nodes, and opt nodes for the A-64 machine. The table
also shows the relative standard deviation for the perfor-
mance of the different locks.
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We observe that the impact of locks on the perfor-
mance of applications depends on the number of nodes.
At 1 node, the impact of locks on lock-sensitive appli-
cations is moderate. More precisely, most applications
exhibit a gain of the best lock over the worst one that is
lower than 30%. In contrast, at max nodes, the impact
of locks is very high for all lock-sensitive applications.
More precisely, the gain brought by the best lock over
the worst lock ranges from 42% to 3343%. Finally, at
the optimized number of nodes, the impact of locks is
high, but noticeably lower than at max nodes. We ex-
plain this difference by the fact that, at max nodes, some
of the locks trigger a performance collapse for certain
applications (as shown in Table 5), which considerably
increases the observed performance gaps between locks.
We observe the same trends on the A-48 and I-48 ma-
chines (see the companion technical report [18]).

5.2.2 Are some locks always among the best?

Table 7 shows the coverage of each lock, i.e., how often
it stands as the best one (or is within 5% of the best)
over all the studied applications for the A-64 machine.
The results are shown for three configurations: 1 node,
max nodes, and opt nodes. Besides, Table 8 displays,
for each machine (at 1 node, max nodes and opt nodes)
the following metrics aggregated over the different locks:
the min and max coverage, the average coverage, and the
relative standard deviation of the coverage.

Number of nodes
Locks 1 Max Opt
ahmcs 67% 24% 52%

alock-ls 52% 4% 30%
backoff 83% 30% 26%

c-bo-mcs spin 74% 22% 39%
c-bo-mcs stp 62% 12% 29%

clh-ls 63% 5% 37%
clh spin 68% 5% 37%
clh stp 63% 16% 21%

c-ptl-tkt 57% 22% 35%
c-tkt-tkt 74% 22% 39%

hmcs 65% 22% 48%
hticket-ls 63% 16% 37%

malth spin 61% 9% 26%
malth stp 54% 29% 29%

mcs-ls 74% 4% 30%
mcs spin 70% 22% 48%

mcs stp 79% 21% 29%
mcs-timepub 54% 38% 29%

partitioned 70% 22% 39%
pthread 50% 21% 29%

pthreadadapt 58% 33% 29%
spinlock 65% 26% 30%

spinlock-ls 57% 30% 35%
ticket 74% 22% 39%

ticket-ls 74% 13% 35%
ttas 83% 26% 43%

ttas-ls 65% 0% 9%

Table 7: For each lock, fraction of the lock-sensitive ap-
plications for which the lock yields the best performance
for three configurations: 1 node, max nodes, and opt
nodes (A-64 machine).

# nodes Coverage A-64 A-48 I-48

1
[min; max] [50%; 83%] [27%; 83%] [44%; 89%]
Avg. 66% 66% 62%
Rel. Dev. 9% 15% 12%

Max
[min; max] [0%; 38%] [0%; 42%] [5%; 50%]
Avg. 19% 17% 24%
Rel. Dev. 10% 12% 11%

Opt
[min; max] [9%; 52%] [0%; 47%] [5%; 50%]
Avg. 34% 21% 28%
Rel. Dev. 9% 13% 12%

Table 8: Statistics on the coverage of locks for three con-
figurations: 1 node, max nodes, and opt nodes (all ma-
chines).

We make the following observations (Table 8). No
lock is among the best for more than 89% of the ap-
plications at 1 node and for more than 52% of the
applications both at max nodes and at the optimal
number of nodes. We also observe that the average cov-
erage is much higher at 1 node than at max nodes, and
slightly higher at the optimized number of nodes than at
max nodes. This is directly explained by the observa-
tions made in §5.2.1. First, at 1 node, locks have a much
lower impact on applications than in other configurations
and thus yield closer results, which increases their likeli-
hood to be among the best ones. Second, at max nodes,
all of the different locks cause, in turn, a performance
collapse, which reduces their likelihood to be among the
best locks. This latter phenomenon is not observed at the
optimized number of nodes. We observe the same trends
on the A-48 and I-48 machines (see the companion tech-
nical report [18]).

5.2.3 Is there a clear hierarchy between locks?

Table 9 shows pairwise comparisons for all locks, at
max nodes on the A-64 machine. In each table, cell
(rowA,colB) contains the score of lock A vs. lock B,
i.e., the percentage of applications for which lock A is at
least 5% better than lock B. For example, Table 9 shows
that for 38% of the applications, AHMCS performs at
least 5% better than Backoff at the optimized number
of nodes. Similarly, the table shows that Backoff is at
least 5% better than AHMCS for 29% of the applica-
tions. From these two values, we can conclude that the
two above mentioned locks perform very closely for 33%
of the applications. At the end of each line (resp. col-
umn), the table also shows the mean of the fraction of
applications for which a lock is better (resp. worse) than
others. Besides, the latter two metrics are summarized
for the three machines in Table 10.

We observe that there is no clear global performance
hierarchy between locks. More precisely, for most pairs
of locks (A, B), there are some applications for which
A is better than B, and vice-versa (Table 9). The only
marginal exceptions are the cells having 0% for value.
This corresponds to pairs of locks (A,B) for which A
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ahmcs 19 38 48 29 22 17 61 19 48 5 33 33 43 38 38 48 52 24 38 43 57 48 33 33 43 38 36
alock-ls 19 39 30 26 16 16 58 17 22 9 26 39 30 22 26 43 30 9 39 43 48 39 35 30 35 39 30
backoff 29 35 30 26 37 37 58 26 26 35 32 35 26 35 30 52 30 17 35 39 30 26 4 22 0 39 30

c-bo-mcs spin 33 48 43 35 37 32 74 22 17 39 32 39 48 39 9 48 13 22 39 39 39 43 48 39 35 65 38
c-bo-mcs stp 33 43 35 22 42 32 74 17 22 30 21 22 25 26 26 42 21 13 33 33 39 26 26 22 26 61 31

clh-ls 22 21 37 42 32 16 47 26 26 16 26 37 37 16 32 47 26 16 42 47 53 47 47 42 42 47 34
clh spin 22 32 32 32 26 32 53 21 37 21 42 32 26 32 21 47 32 11 37 37 47 42 32 42 37 47 33
clh stp 33 32 5 16 11 37 16 26 16 26 26 16 11 21 16 11 5 11 11 11 21 21 11 26 11 32 18

c-ptl-tkt 19 35 35 39 30 32 21 68 26 22 26 26 43 30 26 57 39 17 39 35 48 35 30 30 35 57 35
c-tkt-tkt 24 39 35 26 39 32 26 74 26 30 32 48 65 43 17 57 22 9 39 43 39 43 39 43 35 65 38

hmcs 14 30 39 35 22 42 32 74 17 39 32 39 35 35 26 52 39 26 39 39 48 39 30 30 30 52 36
hticket-ls 17 16 47 32 26 21 32 74 11 21 5 32 42 11 26 53 32 11 42 42 53 42 37 26 47 58 33

malth spin 14 35 22 22 26 26 16 63 13 17 22 16 22 22 13 39 17 4 35 35 35 39 17 13 17 48 25
malth stp 24 35 22 35 21 32 37 58 17 17 26 21 4 22 17 33 25 9 33 29 35 22 17 17 17 48 26

mcs-ls 24 17 35 35 35 21 26 63 13 17 17 16 35 26 17 39 17 4 39 43 43 35 30 17 35 48 29
mcs spin 29 43 35 26 39 37 32 68 26 17 39 47 39 43 43 43 22 22 35 39 35 43 39 30 39 61 37
mcs stp 29 35 9 22 21 32 32 42 22 9 30 26 17 17 26 9 12 17 21 25 17 17 13 17 13 39 22

mcs-timepub 33 39 35 22 33 42 37 68 17 9 30 32 39 29 22 9 38 13 29 33 30 35 30 30 30 57 32
partitioned 24 39 26 39 43 32 32 68 26 22 39 53 52 43 35 35 61 35 43 48 48 43 26 43 35 65 41

pthread 29 39 22 26 25 37 32 58 22 17 39 26 30 25 35 26 46 25 13 21 39 13 17 13 17 43 28
pthreadadapt 29 43 22 35 21 37 37 53 30 26 35 26 26 25 35 30 42 25 17 21 22 22 17 17 17 43 29

spinlock 29 39 9 26 17 37 32 53 35 13 39 32 43 35 35 22 39 17 22 26 30 26 13 30 9 35 29
spinlock-ls 29 39 26 30 35 26 26 63 26 30 35 16 30 30 30 30 48 30 22 43 30 48 26 13 26 57 33

ticket 29 35 9 26 26 32 32 63 26 22 35 32 30 26 30 26 48 22 13 26 39 30 26 22 0 39 29
ticket-ls 19 22 30 26 39 26 32 68 26 26 22 11 35 39 22 26 52 26 26 35 48 43 39 30 30 52 33

ttas 24 35 4 26 22 37 26 63 26 17 35 32 30 26 30 30 52 17 17 30 35 30 26 4 26 30 28
ttas-ls 19 17 9 17 13 21 16 42 13 13 4 5 22 22 9 22 30 9 13 17 22 30 17 13 4 9 17

average 25 33 27 29 28 32 28 62 22 22 26 28 32 32 29 23 45 25 15 33 36 39 33 26 26 26 49

Table 9: For each pair of locks (rowA, colB) at the optimized number of nodes, score of lock A vs lock B: percentage
of applications for which lock A performs at least 5% better than B (A-64 machine).

Better Worse
Lock A-64 A-48 I-48 A-64 A-48 I-48

ahmcs 36% 40% 52% 25% 28% 25%
alock-ls 30% 42% 37% 33% 25% 32%
backoff 30% 29% 23% 27% 33% 45%

c-bo-mcs spin 38% 47% 46% 29% 25% 15%
c-bo-mcs stp 31% 25% 38% 28% 44% 25%

clh-ls 34% 46% 32% 32% 32% 38%
clh spin 33% 38% 33% 28% 34% 37%
clh stp 18% 11% 8% 62% 72% 71%

c-ptl-tkt 35% 44% 54% 22% 26% 13%
c-tkt-tkt 38% 42% 51% 22% 27% 15%

hmcs 36% 50% 52% 26% 21% 17%
hticket-ls 33% 45% 42% 28% 25% 17%

malth spin 25% 36% 31% 32% 37% 35%
malth stp 26% 20% 28% 32% 53% 36%

mcs-ls 29% 43% 35% 29% 22% 26%
mcs spin 37% 38% 36% 23% 33% 23%
mcs stp 22% 23% 20% 45% 59% 52%

mcs-timepub 32% 38% 34% 25% 34% 29%
partitioned 41% 42% 38% 15% 32% 23%

pthread 28% 33% 34% 33% 43% 35%
pthreadadapt 29% 34% 34% 36% 38% 36%

spinlock 29% 35% 20% 39% 44% 49%
spinlock-ls 33% 41% 38% 33% 30% 31%

ticket 29% 23% 17% 26% 44% 53%
ticket-ls 33% 40% 28% 26% 24% 35%

ttas 28% 28% 24% 26% 34% 44%
ttas-ls 17% 27% 20% 49% 42% 52%

Table 10: For each lock, at the optimized number of
nodes, mean of the fraction of applications for which
the lock is better (resp. worse) than other locks (all ma-
chines).

never yields better performance than B. The results at
max nodes (not shown due to lack of space) exhibit simi-
lar trends as the ones at opt nodes. Besides, we make the
same observations (both at opt nodes and max nodes) on
the A-48 and I-48 machines (see the companion techni-
cal report [18]).

5.2.4 Are all locks potentially harmful?

Our goal is to determine, for each lock, if there are ap-
plications for which it yields substantially lower perfor-
mance than other locks and to quantify the magnitude of
such performance gaps. Table 11 displays, for the A-64
machine, the performance gain brought by the best lock
with respect to each of the other locks for each applica-
tion at max nodes (top part) and at the optimized num-
ber of nodes for each lock (bottom part). For example,
the top part of the table shows that for the dedup applica-
tion, the best lock (0%, here Spinlock-LS) is 598% better
than the Alock-LS lock. The gray cells highlight values
greater than 15%. Thus, for each lock in a column, the
number of grey cells corresponds to the number of ap-
plications for which the lock is beaten by a gap of 15%
or more by the best lock(s) for this application. In addi-
tion, Table 12 displays, for each machine, the fraction of
applications that are significantly hurt by a given lock.

On the three machines, we observe that, both at max
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dedup - 598 4 135 137 970 575 576 27 11 145 130 130 129 123 127 128 105 14 6 2 2 0 4 0 5 579

M
ax

nodes

facesim 298 701 323 107 25 680 687 52 333 224 234 273 531 40 771 710 52 0 685 56 44 572 6 719 340 368 409
ferret 329 297 10 84 0 261 312 0 286 228 255 291 196 0 349 317 0 4 314 0 1 10 0 331 84 9 11

fluidanimate - 301 0 57 65 - - - 35 14 72 - 36 95 50 40 94 50 14 5 12 26 0 17 15 9 201
fmm 41 37 15 3 26 38 39 33 30 0 35 32 16 14 32 2 0 0 14 25 23 2 25 15 27 17 34

histogram 1 2 8 3 4 3 3 12 2 0 2 0 0 1 5 1 14 1 4 19 2 18 3 11 5 8 12
linear regression 32 228 24 20 108 57 31 62 0 52 28 11 17 0 49 46 56 3 39 15 0 83 15 32 9 19 49
matrix multiply 9 559 5 26 7 18 9 3 24 136 608 642 5 3 639 27 2 0 33 3 3 5 637 3 633 5 630

mysqld - - - - 30 - - - - - - - - 0 - - 7 173 - 97 102 - - - - - -
ocean cp 31 18 37 22 16 27 38 38 24 29 29 15 23 27 27 43 32 0 24 11 19 129 5 55 5 38 81

ocean ncp 27 28 29 30 9 25 27 28 12 28 16 10 20 22 14 36 37 11 29 31 27 118 0 25 2 29 93
pca 65 69 155 46 357 61 48 220 40 38 59 39 38 0 43 58 214 23 45 110 39 252 75 110 23 157 112

pca ll 47 38 251 24 664 25 51 511 30 24 41 0 18 36 17 50 526 15 27 206 68 584 128 128 17 241 338
radiosity 14 12 0 0 1 13 9 0 8 1 7 9 9 12 10 1 91 0 1 0 0 1 33 0 19 0 71

radiosity ll 0 47 801 9 2k 50 16 2k 35 45 3 28 59 63 62 12 2k 44 76 567 267 2k 396 614 193 825 1k
s raytrace 2 24 536 17 2k 9 75 1k 8 27 18 38 26 64 16 0 1k 13 122 230 122 714 118 412 225 554 471

s raytrace ll 6 82 1k 18 3k 96 87 3k 68 169 0 164 84 291 99 69 3k 111 157 639 335 2k 428 813 332 1k 1k
ssl proxy 0 18 532 1 1k 47 16 879 9 41 379 20 16 35 43 47 900 29 36 293 153 1k 249 271 85 539 735

streamcluster 45 24 153 13 63 - - - 7 13 3 - 210 1k 183 118 979 6 0 90 133 505 33 290 166 177 395
streamcluster ll 61 6 188 20 55 - - - 0 17 6 - 234 1k 202 133 1k 34 13 77 102 518 65 263 139 155 411

vips 41 38 4 333 17 - - - 267 145 101 - 177 0 28 28 1 3 37 0 2 3 1 16 8 4 10
volrend 2 28 41 9 34 16 25 58 1 9 0 6 17 63 22 26 47 24 24 78 104 161 58 24 16 51 92

water nsquared 94 48 2 2 9 58 35 35 7 0 14 10 7 6 9 3 2 7 4 6 7 0 6 4 6 4 37
water spatial 97 49 2 11 7 63 40 39 4 5 8 4 8 5 5 9 9 10 1 0 0 2 1 1 0 1 41

dedup - 378 10 199 193 682 443 436 36 23 237 183 153 152 161 160 158 174 16 16 9 0 10 3 10 3 451

O
ptnodes

facesim 2 4 6 0 6 4 4 12 1 0 4 2 2 8 3 1 7 4 3 7 13 7 3 5 3 4 6
ferret 88 47 6 29 0 37 53 0 89 106 82 92 93 0 56 46 0 3 55 0 0 7 0 56 41 6 7

fluidanimate - 133 0 50 51 - - - 35 14 64 - 28 27 39 25 26 40 14 5 12 9 0 4 3 3 83
fmm 41 35 15 3 26 38 21 19 30 0 33 32 16 14 32 2 0 0 14 25 23 1 25 15 27 17 34

histogram 0 5 9 1 2 6 3 11 6 6 1 1 1 3 6 4 4 5 6 2 3 9 5 3 0 4 5
linear regression 2 12 24 11 0 5 1 35 4 14 0 8 5 4 10 11 39 14 4 16 4 48 19 22 15 25 30
matrix multiply 9 83 5 22 7 18 9 3 24 23 83 348 5 3 357 23 2 0 24 3 3 5 349 3 343 5 372

mysqld - - - - 31 - - - - - - - - 0 - - 8 121 - 96 96 - - - - - -
ocean cp 5 0 7 12 13 4 2 4 10 12 10 11 9 21 0 11 20 14 2 7 15 14 18 9 9 12 10

ocean ncp 3 1 6 17 1 3 3 12 0 5 0 0 2 3 3 10 10 8 2 4 7 11 0 4 2 5 5
pca 2 4 6 13 6 4 12 41 10 12 4 3 11 7 5 12 47 13 6 17 12 17 7 7 0 8 1

pca ll 6 5 51 49 54 0 48 100 46 48 3 5 53 55 3 46 71 51 45 43 8 53 17 51 7 53 5
radiosity 10 9 0 0 1 10 8 0 6 1 7 9 7 10 8 1 13 0 1 0 0 1 10 0 9 0 11

radiosity ll 0 31 75 9 53 32 5 180 1 22 3 28 49 59 42 1 165 22 19 159 114 120 88 80 49 80 83
s raytrace 2 5 123 16 74 9 5 123 5 11 5 19 26 53 14 0 117 12 10 75 94 120 45 119 30 121 125

s raytrace ll 2 6 79 16 74 7 4 157 5 10 0 11 25 72 9 3 150 11 6 79 74 75 48 75 23 76 78
ssl proxy 3 4 17 12 23 5 7 30 0 3 0 0 26 31 9 9 23 11 7 57 27 20 40 19 15 15 16

streamcluster 11 9 6 0 4 - - - 8 1 7 - 10 10 9 1 2 5 7 12 7 2 2 8 8 7 9
streamcluster ll 30 29 31 0 9 - - - 15 31 28 - 54 47 46 42 39 41 27 36 55 46 2 33 41 31 35

vips 4 7 3 4 7 - - - 3 3 5 - 2 2 5 2 3 3 3 0 1 4 0 2 2 3 5
volrend 2 4 9 2 2 3 4 8 3 2 0 1 5 8 4 3 7 4 3 17 18 23 12 8 4 10 15

water nsquared 94 48 2 2 9 58 35 35 7 0 14 10 7 6 9 3 2 7 4 6 7 0 6 4 6 4 37
water spatial 95 49 2 11 7 63 40 39 4 5 8 4 8 5 5 9 9 10 1 0 0 2 1 1 0 1 41

Table 11: For each application, at max nodes (top part) and at the optimized number of nodes (bottom part), perfor-
mance gain (in %) obtained by the best lock(s) with respect to each of the other locks. The grey background highlights
cells for which the performance gains are greater than 15%. A line with many gray cells corresponds to an application
whose performance is hurt by many locks. A column with many gray cells corresponds to a lock that is outperformed
by many other locks. Dashes correspond to untested cases. (A-64 machine).

nodes and at the optimal number of nodes, all locks
are potentially harmful, yielding sub-optimal perfor-
mance for a significant number of applications (Ta-
ble 12). We also notice that locks are significantly less
harmful at the optimized number of nodes than at max
nodes. This is explained by the fact that several of the
locks create performance collapses at max nodes, which
does not occur at the optimized number of nodes. More-
over, we observe that, for each lock, the performance gap
to the best lock can be significant (Table 11).

5.3 Additional observations

Impact of the number of nodes. Table 13 shows,
for each application on the A-64 machine, the number
of pairwise changes in the lock performance hierarchy
when the number of nodes is modified. For example, in
the case of the facesim application, there are 18% of the
pairwise performance comparisons between locks that
change when moving from a 1-node configuration to a 2-
node configuration. Similarly, there are 95% of pairwise
comparisons that change at least once when considering
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A-64 A-48 I-48
Lock Max Opt Max Opt Max Opt

ahmcs 62% 24% 56% 39% 39% 33%
alock-ls 87% 39% 61% 39% 58% 58%
backoff 61% 35% 68% 53% 58% 53%

c-bo-mcs spin 61% 35% 53% 58% 47% 32%
c-bo-mcs stp 71% 38% 80% 65% 55% 45%

clh-ls 84% 37% 73% 40% 69% 62%
clh spin 84% 32% 60% 47% 62% 56%
clh stp 79% 58% 87% 87% 81% 75%

c-ptl-tkt 52% 30% 53% 42% 47% 26%
c-tkt-tkt 61% 26% 58% 42% 53% 26%

hmcs 61% 26% 37% 37% 37% 16%
hticket-ls 58% 32% 44% 38% 50% 50%

malth spin 78% 43% 63% 53% 53% 53%
malth stp 54% 38% 65% 60% 55% 55%

mcs-ls 78% 30% 63% 47% 58% 58%
mcs spin 70% 26% 63% 53% 58% 58%
mcs stp 67% 46% 70% 65% 70% 60%

mcs-timepub 42% 25% 65% 55% 50% 50%
partitioned 61% 26% 68% 47% 63% 47%

pthread 62% 50% 60% 55% 60% 55%
pthreadadapt 58% 38% 55% 50% 55% 50%

spinlock 65% 39% 68% 58% 63% 53%
spinlock-ls 57% 39% 58% 42% 58% 47%

ticket 74% 39% 79% 63% 74% 63%
ticket-ls 65% 39% 58% 47% 63% 47%

ttas 61% 35% 68% 53% 63% 58%
ttas-ls 87% 57% 78% 61% 74% 68%

Table 12: For each lock, at max nodes and at the opti-
mized number of nodes, fraction of the applications for
which the lock is harmful (all machines).

the 1-node, 2-node, 4-node and 8-node configurations.
We observe that, for all applications, the lock per-

formance hierarchy changes significantly according
to the chosen number of nodes. Moreover, we observe
the same trends on the A-48 and I-48 machines (see the
companion technical report [18]).

% of pairwise changes between configurations
Applications 1/2 2/4 4/8 1/2/4/8

dedup 16% 6% 12% 19%
facesim 18% 38% 81% 95%

ferret 0% 74% 26% 87%
fluidanimate 5% 6% 24% 32%

fmm 33% 10% 19% 45%
histogram 19% 32% 24% 55%

linear regression 58% 40% 57% 95%
matrix multiply 16% 27% 45% 54%

mysqld 33% 20% 7% 40%
ocean cp 54% 53% 72% 94%

ocean ncp 52% 54% 56% 86%
pca 44% 60% 29% 89%

pca ll 31% 38% 23% 73%
radiosity 11% 49% 65% 83%

radiosity ll 66% 28% 14% 92%
s raytrace 1% 70% 32% 96%

s raytrace ll 21% 69% 24% 99%
ssl proxy 62% 12% 21% 78%

streamcluster 68% 21% 32% 88%
streamcluster ll 60% 28% 31% 90%

vips 2% 3% 82% 82%
volrend 16% 27% 44% 85%

water nsquared 23% 24% 13% 52%
water spatial 12% 10% 10% 29%

Table 13: For each application, percentage of pairwise
changes in the lock performance hierarchy when chang-
ing the number of nodes (A-64 machine).

Impact of the machine. Table 14 shows the number
of pairwise lock inversions observed between the ma-
chines (both at max nodes and at the optimized number
of nodes). More precisely, for a given application at a
given node configuration, we check whether two locks
are in the same order or not on the target machines.

We observe that the lock performance hierarchy
changes significantly according to the chosen ma-
chine. Interestingly, we observe that there is approxi-
mately the same number of inversions between each pair
of machines.

A-64 A-48 A-64
vs. vs. vs.

# nodes A-48 I-48 I-48
Max 38% 36% 38%
Opt 30% 29% 31%

Table 14: For each pair of machines, at max nodes and
at opt nodes, percentage of pairwise changes in the lock
performance hierarchy (all machines).

A note on Phtread locks. The various results pre-
sented in this paper show that the current Linux Pthread
locks perform well (i.e., are among the best locks) for
a significant share of the studied applications, thus
providing a different insight than recent results, which
were mostly based on synthetic workloads [9]. Beyond
the changes of workloads, these differences may also
be explained by the continuous refinement of the Linux
Pthread implementation. It is nevertheless important to
note that on each machine, some locks stand out as the
best ones for a higher fraction of the applications than
Pthread locks. Finally, we note that Pthread adaptive
locks perform slightly better than standard Pthread locks.

Impact of thread pinning. As explained in §3.2, all
the above-described experiments were run without any
restriction on the placement of threads, leaving the corre-
sponding decisions to the Linux scheduler. However, in
order to better control CPU allocation and improve local-
ity, some developers and system administrators use pin-
ning to explicitly restrict the placement of each thread to
one or several core(s). The impact of thread pinning may
vary greatly according to workloads and can yield both
positive and negative effects [9, 27]. In order to assess
the generality of our observations, we also performed the
complete set of experiments with an alternative configu-
ration in which each thread is pinned to a given node,
leaving the scheduler free to place the thread among the
cores of the node. Note that for an experiment with a
N-node configuration, the complete application runs on
exactly first N nodes of the machine. We chose thread-to-
node pinning rather than thread-to-core pinning because
we observed that the former generally provided better
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performance for our studied applications, especially the
ones using more threads than cores. The detailed results
of our experiments with thread-to-node pinning are avail-
able in the companion technical report [18]. Overall, we
observe that all the conclusions presented in the paper
still hold with per-node thread pinning.

6 Related work

The design and implementation of the LiTL lock li-
brary borrows code and ideas from previous open-source
toolkits that provide application developers with a set
of optimized implementations for some of the most-
established lock algorithms: Concurrency Kit [1], li-
block [25, 24, 26], and libslock [9]. All of these toolk-
its require potentially tedious source code modifications
in the target applications, even in the case of algorithms
that have been specifically designed to lower this bur-
den [3, 33, 36]. Moreover, among the above works,
none of them provides a simple and generic solution
for supporting Pthread condition variables. The au-
thors of liblock [26] have proposed an approach but
we discovered that it suffers from liveness hazards due
to a race condition. Indeed, when a thread T calls
pthread cond wait(), it is not guaranteed that the two
steps (releasing the lock and blocking the thread) are al-
ways executed atomically. Thus, a wake-up notification
issued by another thread may get interleaved between the
two steps and T may remain indefinitely blocked.

Several research works have leveraged library interpo-
sition to compare different locking algorithms on legacy
applications (e.g., Johnson et al. [21] and Dice et al.
[14]) but, to the best of our knowledge, they have not
publicly documented the design challenges to support
arbitrary application patterns, nor disclosed the corre-
sponding source code and the overhead of their interpo-
sition library has not been discussed.

Several studies have compared the performance of dif-
ferent multicore lock algorithms, either from a theoreti-
cal angle or based on experimental results [4, 33, 9, 24,
14]. In comparison, our study encompasses significantly
more lock algorithms and waiting policies. Moreover,
the bulk of these studies is mainly focused on charac-
terization microbenchmarks while we focus instead on
workloads designed to mimic real applications. Two no-
ticeable exceptions are the work from Boyd-Wickizer
et al. [4] and Lozi et al. [26] but they do not con-
sider the same context as our study. The former is fo-
cused on kernel-level locking bottlenecks, and the lat-
ter is focused on applications in which only one or a
few heavily contended critical sections have been op-
timized (after a profiling phase). For all these rea-
sons, we make observations that are significantly differ-
ent from the ones based on all the above-mentioned stud-

ies. Other synchronization-related studies like the one
from Gramoli [16] have a different scope and focus on
concurrent data structures, possibly based on other facil-
ities than locks.

Finally, some tools have been proposed to facilitate the
identification of locking bottlenecks in applications [35,
8, 26]. These publications are orthogonal to our work.
We note that, among them, the profilers based on library
interposition can be stacked on top of LiTL.

7 Conclusion and future work

Optimized lock algorithms for multicore machines are
abundant. However, there are currently no clear guide-
lines and methodologies helping developers to select the
right lock for their workloads. In this paper, we have
presented a broad study of 27 locks algorithms with 35
applications on Linux/x86. To perform that study, we
have implemented LiTL, an interposition library allow-
ing the transparent replacement of lock algorithms used
for Pthread mutex locks. From our study, we draw sev-
eral conclusions, including the following ones: at its op-
timized contention level, no single lock dominates for
more than 52% of the lock-sensitive applications; any
of the locks is harmful for at least several applications;
for a given application, the best lock varies according to
both the number of contending cores and the machine
that executes the application. These observations call for
further research on optimized lock algorithms, as well as
tools and dynamic approaches to better understand and
control their behavior.

The source code of LiTL and the data sets of our ex-
perimental results are available online [17].
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